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WE SEEK TO B£ ORIGINAL ! !

Send for our Catalogue and note the original features in construction of the

AMERICAN-: -RAMBLER-: -BICYCLES.
The hinged rear fork ; the yielding spring in frame; the G. &. J. ball bearings;

the sprocket wheel crank; the forged steel, spur-jointed chain; the

extra long ball socket steering head ; the saddle, with

independent motion fore and aft.

EVERY PART INTERCHANGEABLE. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Camden, N. J., June 23, 1889.

GoRMULLY & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Ct»icago, 111.

Dear Sirs : I have given your Rambler a thorough test and have found it all you claim for it. It has more good points

crowded into it than any safety that I ever saw. The steering is perfect j it could not be steadier. I cannot see what can

possess a man to buy a machine with a song am^-daiice steering like some of the safeties have when he can bu)- one that steers

steady. The spring is in the right place, and the^^tvay it takes up the jar is a caution, and I can tell you, sirs, it is a pleasure

to ride a wheel that does not have to be tightened, up all the time, that is adjusted when you get it and that stays adjusted,

that you don't have to be using a wrench on all the time to keep it from rattling to pieces. I don't know what you do to

your bearings to make them run so easy, but it would pay some of the other makers if they could buy the receipt ; and the

best part of it is that if you have a Rambler and are fortunate enough to possess a sister, you can have the pleasure of see-

ing her enjoy the wheel as much as you do yourself, for it is just the wheel for a woman. Yours truly,

B. O. MILLER.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.
BRANCH HOUSE:

178 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

FACTORY

:

222-228 N. Franklin St., Chicago, III.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co., 26 W. 23d St., N. Y., Agents.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
t890 lYlACMirCES NOW READY KOR XME JYIARKET.

The perfection of Simplicity and Economy of Power. ]X*> Chain. No Gears. Immense Power and Speed.

Variable Stroke. Only Two Sets Revolving Bearings in place of Five, as usually used in Rover type.

SZ33NrX> 3B"OH <:tj3k.TjSk.IjOC3rXJ:ES.

H. B. Smith IViaGhine Co,, Smithville, New Jersey,

We have one price for the '90 Perfection, and that price buys the

best material, the best workmanship, and a Wheel
that no man need be ashamed of

*^yt^<=i«g^

Price $ 1 35.

Send for

CATALOGUE

'-n>tgx^'?<^-^

With Brace removed

it makes a

Light and Superior

Ladies' Wheel.

••-.?^^.^5<j-.

To facilitate delivery of goods we have arranged
spective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale
way. Address them for Catalogues.
For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Eastern Massachusetts,

A. O. Very, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York Suite, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BiDwHLL, 313 West 58th Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey,

with the following firms to supply you in their re-

dealers, and it is their mission to aid you in every

E. Ai.sDORF & Co.. II Academy Street, Newark, N. J.

For Southern New Jersey and territory contijruous to Philadelphia,
Enw. K. Tkvon, Jk. & Co., 10 and la North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania and Northern Ohio,
Standaku Cvclh Co., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

For Maryland, EisEMiKANDT Bro.s., 424 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.

For Southern Ohio, Southern Indana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. PooRMAN-, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest, Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. Snitjkr, lo-a Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope, Twos. H. B. Vabnev, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Territory not named, Local Agents, or the Manufacturers,

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.
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Columbias, Victors, Ramblers, Stars, Psyches,

fill i Y I 11 iPiN iV NllllllnlriN -1^^'®^' J^n'ors, etc., etc. Bundle Carriers,
ULVJ X XJUUKf W tJKJLMJLyLUKJ

j
Enamel, Cement, Tire Tape, Standard Cloves,

Hose Supporters, Whistles, Oils, Spoke"Grips, Bells, etc., etc.

rj ¥-*P A 100 (Our Repair Shop is probably one of the most complete
rl tl r/\ 1 riO 1 j^ this section.

r for 1890-1 is about ready for mailing, send for a copy,

CATALOGUE
] HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
I ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

AMATEUR :- -:

-:- PHOTOGRAPHERS
Send Stamp for our Special Photographic

Catalogue.

FOR YOUR SAFETY.
The Buffalo Safety

BICYCLE STAND

For country and seaside get one of

our No. 3 Premier Outfits.

Price $10 complete, writh Cheniicals.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

NEW YORK, CHICAGO AND PHILADELPHIA.

09

•00

A. G. SPALDIITG &. BROS.,
Sole Agents,

New York, Chicago and Philadelphia.

The Trade Supplied.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

Makers of the Official L. A. W. Sundries.

Laps. Leag^ue Regulation $1.26

— / . League Regulation 2.00
inirtS. No. XX Fine Cheviot for hot-weather

wear 1.00

C//»/»i'/n/»o Our celebrated Linen Sole Stocking,OlULKinyS). League color 1.00
No. X Silk, Edge's League color, white

Ro/ftf centre. Snake Buckle 50ucili). No. XX Worsted Solid, League color,
Snake Buckle 40

ft , Our new L. A. W. Kangaroo Shoe, hand-
vHOeS. made, light, strong, elastic 6.00

No. I, Canvas, leather trimmings 8.60
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Send for Catalogue Knit Racing and Training Suits.

A. G. Spalding & Bros..

241 Broadway, New York;

108 Madison St., Chicago.

1022 Market St., Philadelphia.

SWIFT SAFETY, (model m SPRING FRAME,
takes away all vibration from the body, especially the feet.

Light and Strong, weighing 40 lbs. connplete, with 3-4 inch hollow rinas.

Parts interchangeable, and always on hand.

Special light tempered roller chain.

caxalooue: kree.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Boston, Mass.
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CATALOGUE FOR 1890 NOW READY,

Our Catalog^ue for 1890 contains as folioyts :

A full description of the *' Eagle Bicycle," explaining in details its con-

struction and its many points of advantage.

A carefully written article on learning to ride an '' Eagle Machine,"

giving complete instructions how to proceed from the time the wheel is taken

from the crate
; explaining the mount and giving many useful hints on

fancv ridino^.

An interesting argument on " Vertical Position," with facts and figures,

giving the pounds pressure required on pedal to propel a certain size wheel

up various stated grades with a six-inch crank, also several other practical

articles containing useful information to all interested in cycling.
^

Abundant testimonials from riders who have ridden Eagle machines during the whole or part of last

season and are competent to judge of their merits.

Sent free to any address.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

STAMFORD, CONN.
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PUBLISUED ETERT FRIDAY MORJflNS.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

^Subscription Pric,

-Toreign Subscriptions,

'tingle Copies,

$1,00 a year

6s. a year

5 Gents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

'Copy shonld be received by Tuesday morning.

'Late €opy received until Wednesday morningr.

Changes for Advertisements mnst be rei-eived by

Tuesday morning to Insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Tliurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,
NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

DOES IT PAY?

Writes Harry Strugnell, the new dealer in bicycle

clothing :
" My first and only card to the public was pub-

lished in The Wheel of February 14. On the aad I re-

ceived an order from Denver, Colorado. Unquestionably,

The Wheel is the paper for wheelmen and for the Trade."

A Bright Man Drops

us a postal referring to our leading editorial in The
Wheel of February 2t : " Allow me to congratulate you.

It is the best thing of its kind that has appeared."

A Prominent Dealer

says: "Just the right thing ; a fair and square statement

of the case."

A New England Concern writes :

" Some of your newspaper friends (?^ call your editorial

a crawl,' a ' back-down,' but we do not look at it in that

light."

Yes, our newspaper friends (?) thought we had undone

ourselves. But, mark you, the front page advertisement in

the weekly journal published by our friends (?) appealed to

the 12,000 and odd men to whom it is given each week, two

weeks in succession, to send for a copy of The Wheel, 243

Broadway, New York, and we received just two applica-

tions.
Which Proves

Just what we have always claimed, that the total number

of wheelmen who read The Wheel is as great as the num-

ber who read the journal published by our friends.

Cycles are Sold

To men who have ridden wheels and men who dont's know
anything about wheels, but ask the advice of some friend

who rides. There is also a class who have no cycling

friends,

THE WHEEL is circulated

Among men who ride,

Among men who want to ride.

Among men who ought to ride,

Not to speak of the ladles

Who wiU ride.

WE beg to call the attention of our esteemed

contemporary, the Bicycling World, to the

fact that this paragraph vras omitted from Mr.

Luscomb's report

:

It is a difficult matter to understand that in the face of

the national movement, petty, jealous and unreasonable op-

position should be developed, but it is unfortunately the

fact, and, both in New York and Massachusetts, the Chief

Consuls are apparently in fear of some interference with

their prerogatives, while in Ohio there is apparently much
reluctance to yield that support to the movement it merits.

As our contemporary headed the report, " The

Report of President Luscorab," it should at

once publish this paragraph. It will save the

Il^orM some very unpleasant comment.

SEVERAL cycling and sporting writers—and,

incidentally, net one of them connected

with any paper at the head of its class—have

been turning paragraphic somersaults over

the election of Mr. Dunn. In their acute hal-

lucination they believe that they created Mr.

Dunn, and they further believe that, as a matter

of course, we shall devour an unlimited amount

of crow.

The real facts of the case are that Mr. Dunn
was not and could not be created by these

writers ; that they, as many more do, got on to

the strongest plank, first assuring themselves

that it was the strongest, that they might be in

at the finish and add their little " Bravo !

'

to the general chorus, hoping that Mr. Dunn
might perceive and perchance remember them.

These men err in supposing that the election

of Mr. Dunn can be of any value to them, for

every journalist knows that his support is of

more value to a party than the possible favors

of that party can be to him.

While we supported Mr. Luscomb, we shall

give Mr. Dunn's administration more aid and

encouragement in the outworkings of its high-

way improvement policy than all the men who
shouted for him.

Men of Mr. Dunn's make-up know only too

well that there is in society a great gelatinous

mass, without much motive power or much
principle, ever on the alert to catch on to the

coat-tails of success, that it may be dragged

upward and onward, much as a comet sweeps

in its train a myriad of little globes. These

sycophants are the malodorous weeds in the

garden of humanity, and their existence is a

coincident necessity with the destruction of

something more useful or more beautiful.

THERE is a whole book full of suggestions in

the following fact : A lady, well-known to

us, commenced riding three years ago. She was

a dyspeptic, and when she was out on the road,

there was just eighty-five pounds of femininity

and one hundred and ten pounds of machine.

To-day, when this same lady goes a-riding, there

is one hundred and twenty pounds of femininity,

thirty pounds of machine, and not a bit of dys-

pepsia.

For Champions on Path, Road or Hill.

As champion road rider of the world, M. A.
Holbein is an interesting character to all cyclists,

and the pleasant traits in his character, the utter

absence of "side," not degenerating into the

style of a well-known path rider, who always
used to say he was sure to get beaten by inferior

men, but frank modesty and manliness, have
made him many friends. We heard this tale of

him the other night. At the close of the first

North Road twenty-four hours' race, the tired

competitors put up at the Hitchin. The inn was
full, and a young stranger, who had done some
220 miles, could find no room to sleep, except in

a corner of the bar. To him, entered Holbein
(having done 266 miles), and remarked :

" You
look very tired, old chap ! You can't rest there."

The stranger said there was no room, where-
upon Holbein went off and consulted the

"sturdy Scot," Blair, of the Catford, and com-
ing back, ofifered the tired man a position

between the pair of them in a bed originally

meant for one man. That was the first time
Chater Lea ever met M. A. Holbein, and in

these days, when supreme selfishness is taught
to racing men as their creed, it is charming and
refreshing to hear a tale like this. There are so

few of us, who, after breaking a twenty-four
hours' road record, would go out of our way to

inconvenience ourselves for a stranger.— IVhed-,

ing.

THE HUDSON COCNTY WHEE1,MEX "DO Ui" THE
BUOOKLYN BOYS.

A RED-LETTER NIGHT.

My pen and descriptive power are inadequate
to compass the boundaries of a night large in

every sense of the word. I will leave to the

imagination of my readers all the hurrahs, club-

calls, etc., which incidentally went to make the
visit of the Brooklyn Club to the Hudson County
Wheelmen, on the 21st, one long to be remem-
bered as an occasion upon which hospitality

personified and high carnival held full sway.
Our trip to the alleys was uneventful. Cross-

ing by annex, we enter our elongated chariot.

No sound disturbs the silence of the night, save
now and then the plaintive Baa-a-a of the chief

product. Awed by the grandeur of the scenery,
as on and on we roll, the tinkle of the car-horse
bell keeping rhyme and rhythm to our thoughts.
What has affected us so ? It must be the quiet
of the place—so quiet, indeed, one could almost
believe time had turned a backward somersault
—and that this was no longer Jersey City, but
Paulus Hook, with its dozen inhabitants. Now
and then our reverie will be broken in upon by
a feeble attempt at a song, coming forth in

icicle accents—for it is cold, very cold, and now
we remember that we tried to kick the bottom
of the car out keeping our feet warm. Just
here, however, memory brings up with a dull

thud, as the car gives a sudden lurch and the
crowd groups itself picturesquely in a pyramid
at one end of the car, and the conductor smil-

ingly announces—" The Court-House." Silent

still, the Brooklyns file out, and now their pent-up
spirits break loose, and they prepare to make
themselves known. Each man pulls from his

pocket a small infernal machine, called in the
world of fire works, " whistling bombs." March-
ing to the doors of the alleys— some thirty or.

forty strong—they apply the match, and to the

racket that followed, the poor playing of the H.
C. W. must be attributed, as it was the first

warning of our approach, and Capt. Eldridge's

men were completely demoralized ; some, in

fact, were caught trying to scale the back yard
fence, thinking they were being bombarded by
some foreign power. Well, we were made wel-

come, and in due time the game was called, re-

sulting in a victory for the Hudson Countys, by
twenty-nine pins. Capt. Eldridge then cautioned

each H. C. man to secure a Brooklynite, and
escort him to residence of Mr. Aymar, where a
" Razzle-Dazzle " time was had. The front door
was locked so that none could escape—we will

admit, however, that we were willing prisoners.

Songs and merry jests filled up several hours-
while the good things to eat were fully appreci-

ated. Leaving Aymar's, with another fire wotk
salute, the crowd, escorted by a goodly number
of the H. C. W.'s, took possession of the Jersey

streets, and marched to the ferry— as the cars

had evidently laid up for the hoiiday. Police-

men made feeble protests, but were overwhelmed
by the good natured crowd, and Jersey was
stirred to her very centre by ringing songs. At
the ferry cheers were exchanged, and the Brook-

lyns went home, to dream of the H. C. W.'s hos-

pitality, intermingled with visions of murdered
chickens riding upon the backs of fried oysters,

in a sea of ice cream. Atol.

A NEW CYCLE CLUB IN WEST
HOBOKEN.

We are pleased to note that a new cycle club

has been organized in West Hoboken, a place

in which there has been but little cycling interest

manifested. The club, which was formed on

February 20, is called the Palisade Wheelmen.
The club numbers between 25 and 30 mem-

bers. The officers elected for the first term are

as follows: President, F. Gilligan ; Vice- Presi-

dent, Robert HecH; Secretary, John Growes
;

Treasurer, J. Schlendorf; Captain, H. F. Sig-

mund ;
First Lieutenant, John Du Vergie

;

Second Lieutenant, H. Pickenback ;
Bugler, A.

W. Grasshoff ; Color Bearers, Alfred Wiggers

and W. Boughton.
The club colors will be old gold and navy

blue ; uniform, bottle green.

The Manhattan Club's moye in joining the New \ ork

State Roads Improvement Assopiatirn in a body and in

making an appropriation towards its expense fund is a

praiseworthy one and should he fallowed by every club in

he SUte.
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MR. LUSCOMB JUSTIFIES HIS
STATEMENT ABOUT OHIO.

When Mr. Luscomb had finished reading his

official report at the meeting of the National

Assembly, Mr. Kirkpatrick said that Ohio was
never requested to prepare a bill and that Mr.

C. C. had never been invited to the Highway
Improvement Conference of last December. The
letters published below prove beyond a doubt
that Mr. Luscomb was correct in his statement.

There is no feeling on either side, but as Mr.
Luscomb did not have the letters at the meeting
to prove his statements, it is proper to publish

them in justice to him.

THE CITIZENS' SIXTH ANNUAL.

MR. LUSCOMB TO THE CHIEF CONSUL OF OHIO.

280, B'wAY, New York, Nov. 6, 1889.

Dear Sii—It is the intention of the L. A. W.,
by its Executive and National Committees, to

inaugurate a vigorous policy of legislative work
for the improvement of highways in several

States, including yours, by the introduction of

bills in the several Legislatures as soon as they

shall convene.
Will you, therefore, have your Rights and

Privileges Committee prepare immediately and
forward to me a draft of a suitable bill for the

collection and expenditure of the road tax by a

competent commission, together with such
reference to the e.xisting State laws upon the

subject as may be pertinent, and with such sug-
gestions and recommendations in the premises
as you may have.
This is a matter of great and immediate im-

portance, and we hope, with the active and ear-

nest co-operation of the several Divisions inter-

ested, to make a fight which shall do more to

advance the L. A. W. and the cause of wheel-
ing, than any movement yet undertaken.

Please also get into communication with such
members of your new Legislature as you may
be able to reach and influence, and advise me of

their names and addresses as fast as you
progress.

I have called a joint meeting of the Executive,
Rights and Privileges and Highway Improve-
ment Committees, at New York, early in Decem-
ber, when the work will be mapped out, details

arranged and the work commenced.
It is therefore necessary that I should have

full information as long before December i

as possible.

Let me have prompt and your best assistance
in this movement.

Should you desire to be present at the confer-
ence, advise me and I will send you the date as
soon as determined.

Please write me in answer.
Yours fraternally,

M. A. High, Chas. H. Luscomb.
Chief Consul, Ohio.

CHAIRMAN OF THE OHIO R. & P. COMMITTEE TO
MR. LUSCOMB.

Canton, Ohio, November 27, 1889.
Mr. Chas. H. Luscomb, President L. A. W.:
Dear Sir— I received a letter from Dr. W. D.

Kempton, Secretary-Treasurer Ohio Division,
L. A W., as per your letter to M. A. High,
Chief Consul of Cincinnati, asking for sugges-
tions in drafting suitable bill for improvement
of highways. I have written to the other mem-
bers of my committee for suggestions, but have
met with no success. I have also written to
T. J. Kirkpatrick, Chairman of Committee on Im-
provment of Highways, but he being away from
home and not expected back before some time in
December, I can get no information there, and
must say I am in the dark as to what is to be
done. I wish you would state what kind of a
bill you want to put through ; I do not know
what it would be best to embody in such a law.
If we get all of the ideas together it will be
necessary to get a lawyer to put them in shape.
I do not know that the Chief Consul has the
authority to employ one without the sanction of
the Board. If this matter had been started be-
fore the State Board meeting of the Ohio Divi-
sion, held in Cincinnati in September, then we
plight have discussed the matter and came to
some definite conclusion. I am sorry I cannot
give you any information on the subject, but
hope, as you have called a meeting of the different
committees in December, everything will be sat-
isfactorily arranged as to what Jcind o\ a bill to
push, and then will do all in our power to have
it carried, Fraternally yours,

Frank W. Jay.

When the sparkle of the wine is no longer

before Ihe eye and its mellowness hath left the

heart, both the spark and the mell seem to take

residence in the head^ causing what is called
"' big head."
The inspiration of the softly-shaded gas jet,

the sizzle water, the aroma of fragrant weed and
the flow of good fellowship passes with the inci-

dent, and, strive as he may, one cannot produce
the spirit of the banquet in cold type.

It was the Citizens' Sixth Annual. Time—last

Friday eve. Place—the gilded halls of the

Grand Union Hotel. The " gild " shone in the

gaslight, and its beauty was further enhanced
by shaded wax candles, which shed a mellow-
some light on the festive scene. Two long
tables furnished an excuse for seventy Cits sit-

ting vis-a-vis, and an army of waiters brought
on the good things and kept clearing away the

remains.
The age of the seventy men would have aver-

aged thirty-five or more—pretty good for a
bicycle club. As a rule, the word "Success"
was written across their altitudinous brows, and,
for the most part, the extreme sparseness of hir-

sute adornment made a separation of the head
and the forehead a matter of some difficulty.

Taken all in all, a clean cut lot of fellows they

were, the best type of the cyclist and of the cycle

club.

Besides the seventy "Cits" there were guests.

First there was "Jim" Dunn—we call Mr.
Blaine " Jim," so why not our own Dunn?—who
had the seat of honor—James R. Dunn, looking
every inch a President. Then there was Chief
Consul Bull and Mr. Walter Jenkins, of Buffalo

;

Mr. Garrison, manager of the Grand Union Ho-
tel, crisp, roseate and silver-haired ; Mr. Fynes,
of the Sun and Clipper, and Mr. Prial, of The
Wheel and New York Herald. And I have not
forgotten to ment'on another guett, but have re-

served him for the distinction of a special sen-

tence—the Rev. Mr. Peters, pastor of that beau-
tiful church at Sixty-eighth Street and the

Boulevard.
The menu was of considerable length, and

taxed the utmost culinary resources of the Grand
Union. The solids were drowned with four
kinds of wine, which appeared at appropriate
intervals, and disappeared with " neatness and
dispatch." The attack on the viands was ac-

companied by a running fire of conversation and
by the melodious strains of an orchestra. When
the menu had retired in confusion, and the cof-

fee and cigars had brought on the usual feeling

of complete satisfaction with yourself and with
everybody else,

the toast master,

Mr. George Wilson, caught the attention of the
assemblage. " Gentlemen," said he—and paused
for the applause and laughter which had been
promised him when he was inveigled into ac-

cepting the toast-mastership. " Gentlemen," he
resumed^after he had taken a drink— " had I

addressed you as fellow sufferers, fellow inebri-

ates, or something of that kind, you would have
applauded me to the echo. But here I get up
and address you as ' Gentlemen,' which is the
most absurd thing I could have called you, and
I am received with mildewed silence."
The toast master then introduced

president JOHN C. GULICK,

who welcomed the members and the guests of
the evening in an earnest speech. The irrepress-
ible toast master again confiscated the floor,
and, to use his own words, " trotted out

"

boy,' says he, 'just gimme one of those dollar
parlor and bedroom suites you advertise, with
bath attachment, and have it near the barroom
in case of fire.' After I arrange everything to his

satisfaction, he wants to know if board is thrown
in. I always leave him at that point.

" One of the other ills of the hotel proprietor
is the hay-seeder from Buffalo and other places.

You can see the milk on his boots. He hires a
dollar room, hermetically seals it, to keep out
the bad New Yorkers, and then proceeds to in-

hale 720 feet of illuminating gas at $1.25 per
1,000. We always embalm that kind and
freight them home. Then we seize the bag-
gage for our trouble and recover three paper
collars and a gold brick." Mr. Ford also related

some other bitter details of the hotel-keeper's

life, the most interesting being about the yellow-
haired ladies in distress, who had not received
" expected remittances," and who persisted in

throwing themselves on Mr. Ford's clemency,
etc., etc,

After Mr. Ford had been voted a jolly good
fellow, Mr. Stanley Joyce sang a ditty. Then
the toast-master introduced the

MR. SIMEON FORD,
" King of the Feast. Who warms the cockles of
our heart, but dear old Simeon, good old Sim.
Ford." The festive crowd drank a deal to Sim.
Ford, and told him he was a jolly good fellow.
Then Mr. Ford arose with an alarmed expression.
He was completely surprised to be thus suddenly
called upon. [It is a matter of fact that several
guests had left the hotel the previous week, as
Mr. Ford had been pacing up and down the cor-
ridors all week, making speeches to the mirrors,
door knobs and articles of vertti.—Ed.] Mr.
Ford stated that he would retaliate by relating a
few chaste anecdotes :

The l a. vv. member— "The L. A. W. member
thinks he owns this hotel, and has a chattel
mortgage on the furniture. He comes in at the
depot, rushes over to the hotel, slaps me on the
back—wants to know how am I

' old boy,' and
then talfes a drink at my ejspense, 'Sim., old

REVEREND MR. PETERS.
" There is a general impression that there are

three sexes— men, women and preachers ; that

the preacher is a goody-goody kind of man,
who always wants half rates." This preacher
wanted to say that a preacher could be so goody-
goody as to be no good. He believed in a
broad religion. " The more dignified a man is

the less fun he has, and the most dignified man
I ever saw was a dead man." The Reverend
Mr. Peters then told a few anecdotes : About
the soldier who hadn't the cheek to call out to

his General, because half his face had been shot
off. There was also a lady who was invited to

go to a ball, but who pleaded that she had
nothing 10 wear ; but she finally went, and upon
her entrance to the ball-room the gentleman re-

marked that she wore zV. "Nature loves fun.

The country wants good livers and clear brains.

We work too much in this American express life.
' The mind's the measure of the man.' What is

wanted is healthy bodies and noble souls." The
Reverend Mr. Peters, as a broad-minded
young preacher of a lovable and helpful Chris-
tianity, was greeted with a burst of applause.

Mr. J. J. Yuengling, late of New York, but
now of Pottsville, Pa., and one of the Cits' most
enthusiastic members, played the zither with
delicate touch and with feeling. As an encore,
he sang, in a sweet tenor, a pretty song of the
serenade style—so very serenadish that one
could almost see the moon, the balcony and the
fair Juliet. There was no dog and no papa's
boot either.

The non-resident members, Messrs. Williams,
Green and Lewis, all of whom are now resident
in Boston, were represented by Mr. Lewis.
Then Mr. George Martin Huss, of the Cits.,

varied the programme with a song, well ren-
dered, after which Mr. J. S. Wood responded to
" The Bowling Team." "The Citizens' team
were no ordinary bowlers. They had a soul
above knocking down pins. They were out for

style and science, and during the season they
had developed five different styles of bowling,"

Professor George Goldie, of the New York
Athletic Club, and vpho has recently joined the

Citizens' Club, made a serious and taking ex-
tempore speech. He had been thirty-one years
in athletics, had dined with athletic and college
organizations, but the Cits, yanked the bun as
after-dinner speakers. Professor Goldie also
told of his first experience with a bicycle.

THE club fiends.

Captain Krug then presented the 1,000-mile
badges to the members, giving each one a sly

dig, which was appreciated by the digger and
every one else, except the dug. I should say
that one or two of the most irreproachable bach-
elors on the Cits list will shortly be led to
slaughter and sacrificed to Hymen. The mile-
ages of the scorchers were as follows : Total
club mileage for 1889, 30,000 ; P. Harvard Reilly,

4,261 ; Francis Thayer, 3,706 ; Phil. Fontaine,
yclept the "Speed Destroyer," 2,615; L. A.
Clarke, 2,006 ; W. B. Krug, 2,006 ; Elliott

Mason, 1,664 ;
John C. Gulick, 1,317 ; Mr. Conk-

lin, 1,217 ; Mr. Borden, 1,200.

After a song by Mr. Joyce, the toast-master
introduced

MR. GEORGE R. BIDWELL.

Mr. Bidwell was pale and pensive. He
statecl that be had ^eeri iind?rstudying th^ Qe,
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pew wrinjtje and the Depew twinkle. Like the

great Chauncey, he would pause at certain lines

for applause, and if it was not forthcoming he

would sit down. Mr. Bidwell, who is on the

World's Fair Committee, told a few stories at

the expense of the Chicago men he had met.
" Yes, boys, Chicago is a great city. A man

went out in the suburbs to buy a town lot one
Monday afternoon. Said the broker; 'That

lot is worth $io,oco.' * Why,' said the stranger,

who was an Eastern man, ' I was offered that

ere same lot last Saturday for $7,000.' 'Oh,
that's all right,' says the broker, ' the lo.'s gone
up since Saturday. Next Saturday it will be

worth $15,000.'
" Chicago is certainly a great city. They kill

a hog every minute in that town. And just

think of that wonderful piece of enterprise, the

Auditorium. Why, gentlemen, the mortgage
on that building is so large that you can sight

it long before you can see the building. Think
of a two million dollar building, built with New
York money and managed by New York people !

" Should the World's Fair be held in Chicago
or New York? Now, gentlemen, just let us go
back four hundred years. What do we see

then ? Christopher Columbus on Bloomingdale
Heights addressing the multitude in these

words: 'Gentlemen, if the World's Fair is not

held right here in 1892, I shall leave this coun-
try undiscovered.'

"

PRESIDENT JAMES R. DUNN

was then introduced and made an impressive

speech. He spoke of the broad views promul-
gated by the Rev. Dr. Peters, and warmly com-
mended them. Then he made a strong plea for

the help of all the men present in the new
crusade for highway improvement, outlining the

work he would attempt, and appealing to every
member of the club to join the League. Mr.
Dunn's speech was warmly received, and the

League's new President made many friends.

Mr. Jenkins spoke for " The Ladies " and Mr.
Fynes for " The Press,'' after which the feast was
wound up with three cheers for the Citizens'

Club. The success of the banquet was due to

the taste and industry of Messrs. Clapp, Ford,

Frazee, Thayer and Blackhurst.

CHANGES IN THE RACING RULES.

Rule A. The first sentence is repealed, and
the rule now commences, " Any amateur wil-

fully," etc.

Rule E. Amended to read :

(i.) The following National L. A. W. cham-
pionships have been established by the Board :

One-mile, two-mile and five-mile "ordinary"
bicycle ; one-mile, two-mile and five-mile

"safety" bicycle, and one-mile, two-mile and
three-mile " tandem safety" bicycle.

(2.) The county shall be divided into seven
racing districts :

District No. i, comprising the following States :

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island and Connecticut.

District No. 2, comprising New York and New
Jersey.

District No. 3, comprising Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia

and West Virginia.

District No. 4, comprising Ohio, Kentucky,
Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and
Missouri.

District No. 5. comprising North Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tenn-
essee and Indian Territory.

District No. 6, comprising Minnesota, Iowa,
Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, North Dakota and
South Dakota.

District No. 7, comprising Montana, Wyoming,
New Mexico, Arizona. Utah, Idaho, Washing-
ton, Oregon, California and Nevada.

(3.) Each district shall be in charge of a Dis-

trict Racing Board, consisting of five members,
to be appointed by the National Racing Board.
Each District Racing Board shall have entire

charge of all matters pertaining to the running
of the championships in its district. The district

championships shall be contested prior to Aug.
15 of each year, at such place, or places, as the

District Racing Board may determine. District

championships are open to any League member
residing in the district.

The winner and second man, in each event,

may be sent at the expense of the District, to

compete at National Championships. Winner

and second man only in District Championships,
shall be eligible to enter corresponding National
Championships. Divisions may pay the expenses
of members to represent them at their District

Championships.
The National Chaaipionships shall be con-

tested annually, between August 15 and October
15, at such place as the National Racing Board
may determine.

1

(4.) National and District Championships are
j

open to League members only, and the trophies
for National Championships shall be medals,
struck from the dies owned by the League, to

cost in no case more than $50, and to become
the property of the winner each year.

(5.) Privilege to hold State Championships in

States where no Division of the League has been
formed will be granted to clubs or authorized
association when the importance of the meeting
is sufficient to warrant the Racing Board's
special sanction.

(6.) The National Racing Board shall give at

least thirty days' notice of the location and date
of the National Championships.

District Racing Boards shall give at least

thirty days' notice of the location and date of the

District Championships.
Rule H, amended to read : No open betting

shall be permitted. The officials of a race meet-
ing (see Rule 2) shall not bet upon the result of

any race. Officials found guilty of violating this

rule will be debarred from holding official posi-

tions at race meetings, for such a time as the
Racing Board may determine.
Rule 32, amended to read: In a team race

the position of each rider must be taken at the
finish of each lap. The first man shall count a
number equal to that of the contestants at the
start, the second man shall count one less, the
third two less, and so on. The aggregate scores
of the team members shall decide the winning
team. A team shall be limited to three riders,

each of whom shall have been a member of the
club entering the team for, at least, three months
previous to date of event. Each team member
must also have resided within five miles of the

city or town where the club has its headquarters
for at least si.x months previous to the date of

contest.

Rule 26—(newrule ; old Rule 26 becomes Rule
27 ; 28 becomes 29, etc.) In any race, by reason
of accident or withdrawal, only one contestant
remain upon the track, the referee may call

such contestant from the track and award him
the first prize.

THE PNEUMATIC TIRE.

Mr. Alfred Nixon, Anerley B. C. and North
Road C. C, sends us the following : Allow me
to give you some of my experiences of the
"pneumatic tire," arrived at after a ride of

about fifty-five miles, at the commencement of

this week. The machine I rode was a " Hum-
ber Cripper" tricycle, kindly lent to me by the
Company ; a tolerable heavy one ; and the roads
were in as bad a state as any " mudlark" could
wish.

I left Beckenham at io;io a. m. (stopped ten

minutes at Merton for "Bovril") and reached
Ditton, about seventeen and a half miles from
the start, at 11:50. The time occupied being one
hour and forty minutes, including the stoppage.
This pace I consider good, when the weight of

the machine, the numerous hills and the state of

the roads are takert into consideration. The
"pneumatic," over stone setts, tram lines and
newly-laid metal, is simply perfect ; also over
macadamized roads, as no vibration reaches the

rider, and no "slipping" is perceptible upon a
tricycle.

I consider the tire is no drawback in ascend-
ing hills, as I rode Coombe Hill, with about
four inches of mud upon it, as easily as I have
ever done upon any " solid- rubbered " machine,
when in a similar condition as regards surface.
With regard to the air-pumping arrangement, I

used this only once, in the ride from Becken-
ham to Ripley and back, and then only on the
front wheel ; because I thought it was getting a
little slack, and on reaching home the wheels
were all in capital condition—quite hard and un-
injured—although I spared them in no way.

I wish I had had my machines fitted with it

on more than one occasion on the Land's End
to John o' Groats course, particularly through
Wigan, Warrington, over the Shap Fells and
from Dalnaspidel to Dalwhinnie, as it would

have saved me hours in time, to say nothing of
the saving in fatigue from the absence of vibra-
tion. I may mention that the tires do not cut at
all, as far as my experience goes, and I believe
arrangements are made, or being made, in case
of accident to have them repaired in one hour
after delivery at one of the cycling firms on the
Viaduct.
This I ascertained from the manager of the

stall at the Stanley Show.
I also learned that a cyclist could be taught

how to repair his own tires, and that the only
thing likely to injure it would be such a thing
as a "cast" horseshoe with a nail slicking up
in it. Glass and such like obstacles do not affect

the tire. Although I felt tired on reaching
home after the long ride (for this time of the
year), I obtained my full quantum of sleep, a
thing which I have often missed after long and
fatiguing rides, and which I think I have rightly
attributed to shock to the nervous system from
vibration.

I have had no experience with a "pneumatic
safety," but hope to do so before long. In con-
clusion, I think that the rubbers might be made
considerably smaller, which would look more
sightly, and fitted to machines of both types
with racing frames, and the weight would there-

by be considerably reduced. I think it will be
as well to say that I am not in any way inter-

ested in the " pneumatic tire," directly or indi-

rectly.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

WASHINGTON.

I have gotten so much into the habit of noticing the dif-

ferent wneelwomen and trying to analyze the causes of
their appearance, good or bad, on their wheels, that I am
continually being seized with ideas which I immediately
want to tell you about, so that any one who thinks them
worth listening to may adopt them or not as they see fit.

I don't believe in sacrificing comfort to appearance, ever,
but there are some things that decidedly improve a wheel-
woman's tout ensemble without touching her comfort that
are almost always overlooked and which add greatly to the
appearance. For instance, short cranks and low gear.
Of course, for country and rough riding, climbing hills,

etc., long cranks make easier pushmg, but for level riding
the short crank should be used every time Try it once

;

see if you don't think so and see if you don't keep to it.

It seems rather harping on the subject, but 1 do see so

many girls riding who might be "things of beauty" and
have just as good a time and get just the same health and
exhilaration as they do now when such details are entirely

ovetlooked.
Too high handle bars also militate very sensibly against

a graceful appearance. Have them low enough so that

you reach down, not out, and have them so that your arms
are straight This is another case of try it and see if you
don't like it and keep to it.

We have had numbers of wheelwomen riding here all

winter, and I am glad to be able to report a new mfiu.x of

enthusiasm in this direction. There is going to be a very
decided and very perceptible increase in the bicycling pop-
ulation this season, and t sincerely hope and believe a pro-
portionately large increase in other cities. The prejudice
against it is in the last stages now, the young girls, especi-

ally, backed by their mothers, are taking to riding with
vigor.
There is a very conservative village not far from us

where, oddly enough, there are half a dozen mothers who
are an.\ious for their daughters to ride, but the girls are

afraid to be the first in their sets to start. I think this is

the best state of things imaginable, as where mothers and
girls don't both approve of it, the mothers are sure to win
in the long run. So many physicians are espousing the

cause here and recommendmg it to their patients, that

their approval, and thence that the older and more thought-
ful part of the community, is bound to bear fruit before
long and that right abundantly, too.

PSVCHE.

BALTIMORE.

There is a general feeling of dissatisfaction throughout
this Division over the manner in which the meetings of the

National Assembly of the L. A. W. have been conducted.
If something is not done to better matters, the members
will become disgusted. It is quite amusing to read in Mr.
Bassett's report that through an increased membership, we
have gained an increase of wisdom, and then to note those

same wise men sustain such an appeal as that taken by Mr.
Potter. Hereafter wheelmen riding between Baltimore and
Reisterstown, or Westminster, will have to pay the follow-

ing-tolls:
From Baltimore to Reisterstown, ten cents for the round

trip if made in one day, and between Baltimore and West-
minster, twenty cents. Wheelmen ought not object to this,

as it is the best road leading out of the city, and we should

help pay to keep it so.

The Chesapeake Wheelmen are considering the uniform
question. The one which has met with the most approval,

and which will probably be accepted, is of a dark fawn
color ; and, although it is suggestive of hayseed, it makes a

neat and serviceable suit.

The Highways Improvement Committee are canvassing

the State for signatures to a petition to be presented to the

General Assembly praying that body to pass some law look-

ing to the improvement of our State Roads. Any wheel-

man wishing to get copies of the petition can obtain them
from the Chairman, Mr. J, B. Reed, corner Cheapside and
Water Street, Baltimore.

Col. Pope paid us a flying visit to-day for the purpose of

organizing " The Eisenbrandt Cycle Company," an out-

growth of the old firm of Eisenbrandt Brothers.^
Ekoh.
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LITIGATION OVER THE FIRST
SAFETY TANDEM.

IMPORTANT ACTION—VERDICT FOR DEFENDANTS.

In the High Court of Justice (Chancery Divi-

sion), Mr. Justice Kekewich was engaged on

February 8, lO and ii, hearing an action

brought by H. L. Phillips, engineer and patent

agent, Chancery Lane, against the Ivel Cycle

Company, for an alleged infringement cf

patent of the plaintiff's tandem safety bicycle.

Mr. Aston, Q. C, Mr. Chadwyck Healey, and

Mr. G. E. S. Fryer (instructed by Mr. J. E. Phil-

lips), appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Moul-

ton, Q. C, and Mr. Morton Daniel (instructed

by Messr?, Martin & Baker) conducted the case

for the defendants. The leading counsel for the

plaintiff, in opening the case, said the action

was brought fo recover an injunction against

the defendants f6r the infringement of a letters

patent, dated the 29th September, 1887, with

respect to the tandem safety bicycle, which up
to the date of the registration of the patent was
unknown in the trade. To construct such a

machine there were three elements which had
to be considered to solve the problem, viz.,

proper means of steering, proper provision for

carrying the weight of two riders, and proper

provision for applying the force of both

riders to effect proper propulsion. Several

attempts had been made to construct an effective

tandem bicycle, but had resulted in failure, and
he believed the first instance of a successful

tandem bicycle was that brought out by Messrs.

Hall & Phillips, the specification of which stated

that the plaintiffs did not limit themselves to the

exact construction and arrangements of parts

stattd in the said specification, but held them-
selves at liberty to make such changes and
alterations as fairly came within the spirit and
scope of their invention. The plaintiff, there-

fore, claimed a tandem bicycle in which the

seats of the two riders were within the wheel
base, driving power of both riders on the hind
wheel, and the steering effected by one or both.

He contended that the defendants had infringed

such patent, for which he claimed an injunc-

tion. Mr. J. W. Hall, 13 Solway View, White-
haven, inventor of the patent, gave evidence as

to the date of its registration, and stated that in

August, 1887, he heard of a tandem bicycle

being constructed, but prior to that date he had
no knowledge of an attempt being made in this

direction. In cross examination he admitted
having assigned his patent to Mr. Phillips, and
also that in Howes' and Rucker's specifications

he considered the elements in his machine had
been anticipated. Mr. R. E. Phillips, patent
agent, corroborated, adding that the three
elements individually were not new, but com-
bined they were. Martin D. Rucker sup-
ported, and said he considered plaintiffs' patent
in advance of anything he had produced, and
on seeing it he had given up attempts of ex-

perimenting on tandem bicycles. Mr. Daniels,
in defence, contended that plaintiffs' patent was
not an invention, and had, prior to its being
registered, been anticipated by both Howes' and
Rucker's patents. A Mr. Wilson and Mr. H.
Sims had also experimented on a tandem bicycle

in 1886, the former gentleman also having made
a sketch of a machine at that time which was
practically identical with the "Ivel "tandem
bicycle in its improved form, and, therefore, he
contended plaintiffs' invention was anticipated.

This statement having been corroborated by
several witnesses, and Mr. Aston having finally

pleaded the case of his clients, his lordship said

if he was to believe the evidence of Mr. Sims

—

which was to the effect that he constructed and
rode a machine embodying the same principles

as plaintiffs' in August of 1887—there was an
end to the plaintiffs' case. After a resumd oi the
evidence of the several witnesses, his lordship
said he relied on the evidence of Sims that he
constructed a machine in August of 1887, and
that it was used interchangeably as a tricycle

and tandem safety bicycle some weeks before
the registration ol the plaintiffs' patent. That
being so it was a complete anticipation, and on
that ground plaintiffs' case failed.

AN ENGLISH OPINION ON THE
"BRONCHO."

We have been watching with some interest

for English opinion on ^Frederic White's

" Broncho," which was shown at the Stanley

Show. A representative of Wheeling tried the

wheel and writes this opinion :

The leading feature of the machine, which was
a R. D. safety with two 30-in. wheels, was the

entire absence of any chain or chain wheels, the

gearing-up being effected by means of a patent

action contained in the hub of the driving wheel.

The principle of this gearing is absolutely and
entirely different to that of Pausey & Co. and
John Keen, to which a contemporary last week
likened it. We tried and tested the machine
fitted with this gear last week, and may say that

it works perfectly, with scarcely any more fric-

tion than that of an ordinary ball bearing. So
far as we could judge it was almost impossible

to detect the presence of any gearing at all, and
the soft noiseless running of the wheel, together

with the entire absence of back lash, bears out

this statement. No doubt many of our readers

will recollect the patent gearing invented by
John Keen, which had for its aim a similar

effect, but which up to the present time has not

proved a success. Mr. White claims to have
overcome the difficulties which previous pat-

entees have not been able to successfully cope
with, and in practically confining the gearing
friction to that of an ordinary ball bearing,

doing away with the back lash and reducing
wear and tear to a minimum, has obtained a

perfect gearing by means of a direct driven
crank.
The gearing is suitable to any direct driven

machine, and especially to the ordinary bicycle,

but when fitted to a rear-driving safety, through
the absence of the bottom bracket, the length of

the machine may be considerably reduced, that

which we inspected being most compact, the

outside length being only 5 ft. 3 in. outside the

rims of the wheels. Mr. White informs us that

upon the completion of the English patents in

their various forms, the gearing will be placed
upon the market in June next, and, from what
our friend Sydney Lee says, we shall see inside

2m. 20s. for a mile during the present season
done upon an ordinary racer fitted with Mr.
White's gearing.

Great curiosity was shown by the many patent
agents and experts who inspected the machine
and tried the gearing to know what it really

consisted of, and it is admitted that should it

prove in practice as good as it appears, Mr.
White has one of the most valuable patents that

it has been the lot of human ingenuity to invent.

In conclusion, we may mention that the gearing
is completely aajustable by means of the ordin-
ary ball-bearing disc, and that its application
will cost less than the present chain arrange-
ments.

JACK KEEN'S NEW SAFETI.

SPALDINfl'S NEW MNK.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, supplement their

Victor, which is their leading string, with a
line of Psycho wheels.

The following is a description of "Jack"
Keen's wonderful safety, which is going to

revolutionize the present-day machine : It re-

sembles the ordinary safety in so far as the
back wheel is the driver and the wheels are
28 in.—26 in. fore and aft. The cranks are not
between the wheels, as usual, but on a spindle
running lose through the hub of the steerer.
The front forks are vertical, with ball steering,
and the frame is simply a straight backbone,
with forked continuation to carry the driver and
vertical seat pillar. There are two chains.
One—driven from the crank spindle—runs up
to the top of the front forks and rotates a chain
wheel, which is connected with another chain
wheel on the other side of the machine. This
chain wheel carries the second chain, which
goss down to the driver, and that is how it's

done. The thing is to connect the two inter-
mediate chain wheels, which, of course, have to
revolve on different centres, and are seldom in
the same plane, owing to the steering action.
This is affected by an artful piece of mechan-
ism, which, of course, is the whole essence of
the patent.

That Tun Whhki. has become a power in the land is a
self-evident fact. The late numbers seem scarce able to

contain themselves. Advertisers know a good thinfr when
they see it and are prompt to avail themselves of opportu-
nities. G. H.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.^ 1890.

" Hendee in?" inquired a Wheel representa-
tive, dropping into Merwin, Hulbert & Co.'s

well-arranged estalblishment at 26 West Twenty-
third Street, one day this week.
Hendee, however, wasn't in. He is "on the

road" putting in some good licks for M., H. &
Co.'s bicycle department.

" Mr. Merwin in, then?"
Mr. Merwin, a tall, broad-shouldered, full-

bearded gentleman, was " right over there,"
and thither we went.
Merwin, Hulbert & Co., as everybody knows,

or should know, have one of the largest sport-
ing goods houses in New York, and connected
therewith a very complete cycle department, the
entire fourth fioor of their building being de-
voted to this branch of their business. They
are general agents for the GormuUy & Jeftery
Mfg. Co. and do a good trade in their wheels.
They are also agents for a portion of New Vork
Stale for the " Little Giant" safety, and handle
the Indiana Bicycle Co.'s low-priced safeties

—

the " Pathfinder," $60; the " King of the Road,"
$45, and the " Dandy," $35.
This year they also present

THE "outing" safety,

a wheel manufactured specially for them, and
which looks as if it will cut a wide swath in

public patronage. It is convertable, being
designed for either lady or gentleman. The
workmanship and material are the best obtain-
able, the wheel being entirely constructed from
cold drawn weldless steel tubing and steel drop
forgings. Both wheels are thirty inches in

diameter, with crescent rims and tangent spokes ;

^ inch best endless rubber tire to front and ^
inch to rear. The chain is steel forged and of
the Humber pattern ; each chain being thor-

oughly tested before being attached to the ma-
chine. The dress and chain guards are of a
neat light pattern, and the steel mud guards to

both wheels are well braced and will be found
free from rattle. The lateral adjusting ball

bearings are of the latest improved pattern,

being entirely dust proof, perfectly lined, and
guaranteed to be the easiest running on the mar-
ket. Ball bearings to both wheels, crank shaft
and pedals. The pedals are fitted with square
rubbers of new design ; handle bar is made from

y^ inch steel tube, 30 inches in length, gracefully
curved backward to give a natural position to

the hands. The brake is of the plunger pattern
and very effective. A nicely nickeled brace rod
runs from seat standard to neck, making a per-

fect diamond frame ; this brace is easily removed
when the machine is to be used by a lady, by
simply removing two small bolts. All the usual
small parts such as hubs, cranks, seat rods,

handle bar and brake connections are nickeled

on copper. The other parts are highly finished

in three coats by enamel baked on under 300
degrees of heat. The Fish saddle and tool

pouch, with wrench and oil can, are supplied.

Price, $115.
In addition, Messrs. M., H. & Co. carry a

very full line of accessories, and be it a wheel,
a uniform, a jersey, lamp, bell, whistle, shoes
or anything else pertaining to cycling, they can
supply the demand. They have brought out a
new shoe that has been specially designed for

the wheelman's comfort, and which they expect
will have quite a run once it is known.

Mr. Merwin states that their wheel business
last season was way ahead of previous years,

and that i8go gives every indication that it will

prove the most prosperous yet.

A NEW CYCLE STOCK COMPANY IN BROOKLYN.

Though but a recent comer, Brooklyn's new
firm, Schumacher & Schoefer, is proving itself

full of push and very much alive. Their latest

move has been to organize a stock company, to

be known as the Schumacher & Schoefer Cycle

Co., Ltd., which, on March i, will open for

business in a roomy, conveniently-located store

at 1171 Bedford Avenue. The company will

have a capital stock of $20,000, but will in no
way interfere with the S. & S. Flatbush Avenue
establishment, which will be continued as here-

tofore. Prof. Louis Peoples, formerly with

Chas. Schwalbach, will have charge of the new
place, where repairing will be done and a full

line of the wheels now handled by Messrs.

Schumacher & Schoefer kept in stock.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

O,WING to the great demand for our goods, and out of consideration for

our present Agents, we deem it advisable to give notice to dealers and

others that we are not desirous of further extending our agency lists. For

several years past we have been unable to manufacture as fast as the goods

were wanted, and although we shall again double our output during the

coming season, present indications point to an easy disposal of the product

without increased facilities for selling.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,
Makers of Victor Bicycles,

BOSTON. WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory: CHICOPEE FALLS, JMA8S.
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SINGER CYCLES.
OYER 6S,000 IW USE.

February, 1890.

In the pages of our catalogue for this season, we submit to your notice an assortment of Singer cycles, from

which the selection of a suitable machine may be accomplished without difficulty.

Our various patterns have been fully tested by many thousands of riders of our cycles, and the general

principles of our 1889 patterns have been found to be almost incapable of improvement. We have, therefore, confined

our attention chiefly to the revision and perfecting of details, and to reduction in weight ; and although this has

entailed considerable cost, we have been able to somewhat reduce the prices of last year.

WITH REFERENCE TO QUALITY, WE RELY UPON THE INTRINSIC MERIT OF OUR CYCLES,
AND THE RECOMMENDATION OF THOSE USING THEM, FOR A CONTINUANCE OF OUR INCREAS-

ING TRADE.
Our workmen are continuously employed, winter and summer, and thoroughly understand the class of work

we require. NO SECOND-RATE MACHINES ARE MADE ; all the parts of our cycles [except saddles] are made

in our works, special machinery is extensively used, and by these means we are able to produce cycles of the best

possible quality, at moderate prices. WE CARRY IN STOCK AT THIS DEPOT, A FULL LINE OF PARTS OF
ALL OUR MACHINES.

SIMOER St. CO.,
6 & 8 Berkeley Street,

CHICAGO, IL.Ii.:

SINGER CYCLE CO., Agrents,
201 RANDOLiPe STREET.

Boston, Mass.
5fEW YORK, N. Y.:

G. A. LITCHHULT, Agrent,
352 LEIVOX AVEINUE.

"COGENT" CYCLES FOR 1890.
OEVERAL new patterns have been introduced for this season, and all last season's patterns have been

O improved. We manufacture twenty-two distinct classes of Safeties, Bicycles, Tricycles, Rationals,

and Tandems. Our Catalogue is sent post free. We build only reliable machines, and to prove that, we
guarantee every machine six months—this is what most firms will not do. We protect agents. We sell

our goods at moderate prices. Our reputation for first-class work is undeniable, and after twentj'-two

years in the cycle trade we think ourselves capable, not only of building machines to suit all riders, but

also to suit all countries. We do a genuine foreign trade, and foreign buyers can depend on us building

machines to suit their respective requirements. We ask our friends to send for our new 1890 List, and

read therein the testimonials, which prove, for downright honest value in cycles, you must buy the

MANAGER,
WILLIAM CLARKE.

fiii 5 5 H. CLARKE'S EXOKS.,
Cogfont Cycle Works, '

>VolT«rhampton, England.

OLDEST ESTABLISHED CYCLE WORKS IN THE WORLD.

THE STANDARD CYCLE CO.,
588 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Largest Cycle Wholesale and Retail House in Western New York.

18 DIFFERENT STYLES OF CYCLES.
The Union Safety, the Warwick Safety, the Warwick Ordinary, the Springfield No. 2, the Springfield No.
5, the Monarch Safety, the Ariel Safety, the Emperor No. i Safety, the Emperor No. 2 Safety, the Giant
Safety, the Reliance No. i Safety, the Reliance No. 2 Safety, the Eclipse Safety, the Pioneer Safety, the— Little Giant Safety, the Standard No. i Safety, the Standard No. 2 Safety, the Standard No. 3 Safely.

A large variety of accessories. Agents wanted in every town.
lar WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES. „jg3!

Locks, bells, whistles, luggage carriers, cyclometers, wrenches, oilers, spoke grips, nipple grips, saddles, shoes, oil

enamel, Pulz pomade, graphite, home trainers, etc., etc.
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TF not then, therefore ? Then, why so

accordingly? Because, don't you see;

that is^-to be sure—of course it is—hence

late explanations.

"'Let the galled jade wince'; our withers

are unswung!

"See last number of 'Wheeling.' See

article under head of 'Scientific Wheel-

ing'; read it, ponder, and make your own

deduction, then send for '90 ' CAT.' of

W^MIXE CYCl-E CO.5
^^^ESXBORO', NIv^VSS., U, S. A.
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UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.

Ball Bearings,

dust proof and oil

retaining.

Chain absolutely

noiseless.

Patent Cialn

adjustment.

"Onion" Patent

Saddle.

None better.

High grade In

every respect.

Finish Incompar-

able.

UNION SAFETY
In general appearance and riding qualities is unequalled

and all parts are interchangeable.

Office at Factory, HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

^^/RIXK KOR catalogue: XO :

CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 and 295

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111., Agents for the

North West.

J. E. POORMAN, Cor. 8th and Race Streets, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, Agent for Southern Ohio, South-

ern Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee.

A. B. MACK & CO., 64 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland,

Ohio, Agents for Northern Ohio.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buf-

falo, N. Y., Agents for Western New York and

Western Pennsylvania.

A. O. VERY, 173 Treraont Street, Boston, Mass.,

Agent for the New England States.
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Erie Knittings Mill,

ERIE, F-A.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

BALLS! BALLS! BALLS!
The best balls for bicycle bearings are made by

NIAGARA MACHINE CO.,

23Hayen BulldInK, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send for prices.

WANTED
A good, steady boy, from 14 to iq years of a»;e, who has
worked from i to 3 years at bicycle repairing : a good
home for a eood boy. Address immediately, staiine age,
experience and send recommendations from last employer ;

also state salary expected

.

Fred. T. Merrill. Cycle Castle,

49 Morrison Street,
V-38C Portland, Ore.

BICYCLE SUITS.
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin & Co.'s Bicycle Department,

H. STRUCNELL,
310 Broadway, N. Y., asks your patronage for himself.

EVERY ATTENTION GIVEN TO CUT, FIT AND STYLE.

THE
GALES.

THE GALES SAFETY.
SPECIFI€ATIO]\S

:

30-iach wheels, geared to 54 ; Ball Bearings all around,
including pedals ; Model '90

; Fish Saddle ; all steel
Tubings and steel drop forgings ; weight, all on,

45 lbs.

SOLE AGENTS:

Schoverling, Daly & Gales,

302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE ST.

Live Agents Wanted.

The Quadrant Suspension Spring
Can be fitted to any safety in the market, and will be placed on our new Quadrant

Safeties WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.

READ WHAT AN ENGLISH PAPER SAYS OF IT:

The new saddle spring, recently patented by the Quadrant Tricycle Company, and which will be exhibited to the

public, for the first time, at the Stanley Show, not only perfectly annihilates vibration, but reduces the chances of side

slipping to a minimum by reason of its rigidity laterally, which gives the rider such power over the machine. It is an

excellent invention, and I would advise all visitors to the show to make a special point of carefully examining this

specialty.

—

Sport and Play.

Eor full particvilars address,

SXRONO g. GREEN CYCLE CO.,
SOLE U. S. AGENTS,

707 Arcli Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WE HAVE ALWAYS SUPPOSED
That in this country all have a right each to judge for himself, therefore, we enter into no argument regarding the

relative merit of the NEW and the OLD. We are too busy to spare time in which to pick flaws in the business

ways or products of our competitors, nor do we wish to do so. But we have the most artistic catalogue ever

issued and would be glad to send you one. We would like you to look it through and, after investigating our

claims, cast your eye on the inside BACK cover, meanwhile keep your mind on the PARAGON SPRING
FRAME and the BUFFER SADDLE.

The Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
FREEPORT, ILL.
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THE DANDY SAFETY
34-inch

WHEEI^S TIBES

THE NEATEST AND MOST SUBSTANTIAL BOYS'
SAFETY MADE.

Secure agency at once or you will regret it.

INDIANA BICYCLE BIFG. CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

THE "GAZELLE."

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.

The lightest and strongest machine of its kind ever offered.

Tubular steel drop-frame, with or without detachable cross-

bar ; adjustable steel cone bearings for wheels and crank-
shaft ; hard rubber ha^idles ; 24 and 26-inch wheels, with
crescent steel rims, steel spokes and ^-inch best rubber
tires ; reversible seat post, with long and short bends, thus
giving wide capability of adjustment to suit children from
eight to sixteen years of age ; all wearing parts detachable
and interchangeable ; handsomely finished in nickel and
enamel ; weight, with adjustable suspension saddle and tool

bag,complete, 34 lbs. Price, $40, and well worth the money
in comparison with any other machine in the market.
The " Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels of

.iny bicycle now made, large or small ; and, as the frame is

strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest rid-

ing, the machine will stand the rough usage which chil-

dren's bicycles are apt to get, with little danger of breakage.
Ladi'es' " Gazelle," much the same pattern as above,

with 28-inch wheels, chain guard and some additions and
improvements, will be ready in April. Price, $50. Will
run about as light as a ball-bearing machine. Liberal
terms to agents.

CRAWFORD & CO.,

I 116 E St., N. W. Washington, D. C.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in

exchange for Safeties We need you in

our business, so dijn't fail to write.

ST. LpOUIs wheel CO.,
311 N. 14th street, St. lonis, Mo.

[Vo. v., No. I.

». J. CAI^ARY,-

CHAMPION FANCY and TRICK BICYCLIST,

Is open to make engagements with bicycle clubs or other
organizations for either indoor or outdoor exhibitions. For
terms addre.ss,

D. J. CANARY,
33 Columbia St., Meriden, Conn.

LI AVE you ever tried the fine correspondence papers manufactured by the
WHITING PAPER CO. of Holyoke? You will find them correct for all the uses

of polite society. Made in rough and smooth finish and all the fashionable tints.

Sold by all dealers in fine stationery. New York Office: 1 50 & 152 Duane St.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored
and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

If you want a Catalogue of

THE BEST SAFETY BUILT
SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO

THE CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,

38 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

Catalogue ready IVIarchi 1st, 1S90.

1S90 MODEL. IT'S OUT ! !

NEW MAIL
OFFERED AS THE

HANDSOMEST
—AND—

BEST =:= SAKETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a direct

vertical spring, allowing front wheel to run

perfectly true. No yielding of forks sideways.

A coiled spring inside fork column.

Rear axle band brake (cannot spatter mud
on chain), very powerful.

The only wheel with Trigweli's Patent Bali

Head. All parts interchangeable. An Am-
erican made wheel for American wheelmen.

C3-ood wA.sez3.1:(s 'X^^TA.xi.tetca..

Surely send for Catalogue and
see it.

Notice graceful Handle Ban. IVIANIJF ACXURERS,

VNTJYl. READ St.
107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

A FAITHFfll.V-DRAWN flCllKK.

It is not necessary to po far bevond the city limits to

note the detrimental effecis of the rule of Kine Mud— who
micht now be called the modern Colossus o( Roads. With-

in four miles of the city there was observed, one day this

week a lad in a very light wagon drivinp two hoises in

(rood condition. Ditto the boy. There were four sacks of

potatoes, a box of soap and a kit of mackerel in the wapon,

alt presumably in good condition. The only thing that

wasn't in good condition was the road. The road was sim-

ply horrible. It was chiefly red clay, and the only difter-

ence to be seen was that wlierc the clay was not red it vtas

yellow. Say the potatoes, soap and roackeral weighed, at

the most, a thou.sand pounds. The horses hauled the load

one hundred yards, then stopped of their own accord because

they were almost out of breath. Their legs were covered

with the yellow mud. The hubs just skimmed the surface

of the sea of mud. Those horses ought 10 be able to trot

at least four miles with the srme load on a macadamized
road in any season. The road referred to is not a bad road

Harvard is to raise the corners of its track before its

tournament in May and c.vpccts that it will then be as fast

as any in the country.

Last Monday the new rooms of the F.tII River Ramblers
were dedicated, and the leceplion, under direction of

Messrs. R. B. Deanc, C. L. West gate and W. E Dow,
WHS very interesting The rooms are pleasantly located

and neatlv furnished. Th^club is officered as follows:

President,' E. V. Kershaw; Vice-President. C. L. Deane ;

Secretary, R. B. Deane; Treasurer, W. E. Dow ; Captain,

W. A. Nichols ; Lieutenant. C. C. Kershaw ; Bugler, C L.

Westgate : Executive Committee, M. I. Deane. R. H. Steb-

bins and C. L. Westgate; House Committee, W. R. Mar-
tin, C L. Deanc, M. 1. Deane.

On Tuesday, I'ith inst., Windle's club, the Millbury
Wanderers, gave an entertainment at which W. W. gave a

fine exhibition of fancy riding. Windle rides the unicycle

with ease when he uses the fork and handle bars, but ore
must see him ride the wheel around with nothing but the

pedals to appreciate his work. Another method of riding

IS by clasping the backbone of the cycle, which is detached
from the fore wheel, and riding around the stage on the

People accustomed to it re.illy lell you that if you want to
^^^^ wheel, pedals being placed on the latter for that pur

see bad roads to "go out on such or fuch a road. Mean-, " • • j -- < >—

1

while, our merchants will inform you that the price of such
|

or such products is high because the farmers cannot bring !

their products into the cities, and other merchants rail at

the slow sales in whole lines of stocks, telling you that

tittle or noth ng has been done in the business just at a time

when they counted on 'eady sales. Now, the connection
|

between good roads and ready sales to the fainiers is so
j

close that anybody can see it. Just wh.^t pn poriion of
j

dry eoods, grrceries and household appointments and fi.x-

tures ihe farmers around a great city like Pittsburg may
require is something we are unable to approximate. It

must be considerable. Possibly it is sufficient to make a

very material diflfcrence in the balance shee's oi thousands
]

of ledgers. Looking at the country roads from this point

of view alone it is difficult to understand why ihe people

in the cities do not, merely as a matter of business, mani

fest at least sufficient interest in the subject of country

loads to insure safe and speedy travel at all times of the

year.

—

Pittsburg Bulletin

.

The new heading of the American Athlete is " taking,"

a canoe, racket and gun being blended in picturesque

fashion. But are not the two cyclists bending over their

wheels and working like Satan in bad taste V Is the

Athlete's picture the best type of cyclist ? Is the cyclist the

only sportsman who don't have any spirt at all ? We
think not. The highest type of cycling is not a nose-

grinding Johnny who has gone cross-eyed from watching

his cyclometer.

pose. He also rides around the stage on a buggy wheel,
standing on the hub and propelling the wheel in that

manner.

Worcester will probably hold a race meet on Memorial
Day.

ARE POOR ROADS EXPENSIVE?

Charles Churchill, of Wolfboro, N. H , son of Thomas
Churchill, who received severe injuries to his spine some
time since on account of a defective highway, has sued the

town for $2c ,000.

The Wanderers' Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, has reorgan-
ized. The following officers have been elected : President,

William F. Gentsch ; Vice-President, Edward Wesp; Sec-

retary, W J. Packford ; Treasurer, Jo eph Lindner; Cap-
tain, Joseph Horn.

In discussing "Country Roads" and advocating the

adoption of the plan suggested by Governor Hill of putting
sime of them under the care of the State, the Watertown
7"/w?M points out as an argument for the justice of using
State mcney for this purpose, " the precedent the State has
established by maintaining a free waterway for the use of

Western farmers, citizens of otjier States, to get their

product to market." It thinks, and its opinion is rea.son-

able, that " it is certainly no less obligatory on the State to

fur' ish its own citizens highways on which to take their

produce to the market. The Times adds: "In the last

ten years the State has sunk over twenty-six millions of

dollars in the canals. What a magnificent system of high-

ways that sum would have constructed all over this State,

and what a benefit it would have been to the people of this

State, both of citv and country, whereas, in the expendi-
ture made, not a cent's worth of benefit has been returned"

TRUE, VERY TRUE.

Just think of it, says the Elzabeth,/' tirnal, $680,000 for

roads in twenty years and not a mile of good road in the
whole county. This is the record for Somerset County.
It was the record of Union County till within the past year
Suppose for a moment that some one should suggest a sys-

tem whereby the taxpayers of Union County should be
asked to raise $680,000 to be expended on roads, the bonds
to be due in twenty years, and the roads to be bad all that

time. Whi would not say that it was a crazy man's idea ?

It is a marvel that the people have so long endured the
old, expensive and useless system. If a system were
adopted to-day that incurred half the expense of the old

system and promised no better results it would raise such a
righteous howl of indignation as has never yet been heard
here.

Members o' the Illinois Cycling Club have presented
that organization a very beautiful Dresden china vase that

cost some $275.

R.J. Mecredy, editor of the Irish Cyclist, who attended
the Stanley Show, is quoted by fF/^tf/rw,?- as having per-

petrated this Hibernian " bull "
: Asked as the amount of

re inflation necessary for the pneumatic tires, he is cred-
ited with replying :

" The driving-wheel never wants blow-

j

ing up at all. but the front one wants just double as

much."

j
This is the way they dil it in Newport, Engla"d, accord-

ing to a letter from that place . " A subscription has been
staited for the purpose of assisting our only one-'eg cyclist

to buy a new leg (wooden one). He has accidentally

I
broken the old one, and is too poor to replace it. To the

i
credit of local riders be it said that not only has enough

I been subscribed to buy a new limb but they are going to

make it enough to buy him a safety as well, so that he can
I ride to his work without the risk attending him on his good
1
old {verj'l ordinary

."

j

Most of our exchanges from the land of Queen Vic.
1 spell it t-y-r-e as against the American t-i-r-e, but now the

j
Irish Cycling News has started a discussion as to which is

which, and itself comes out squarely for " tire" in big let-
' ters.

On Friday last the Harrisburg (Pa.) Whet-1 Club gave its

third ladies' reception of the season which proved quite
as successful and enjoyable as any of its predecessors.
The musical features of the evening were unusually inter-

esting. The " Harrisburg Wheel Club Waltz," composed
and rendered by Mr. Funk, was particularly pleasing,
while the perfoimance of popular airs on a hand organ by
Mr. Horace Chayne was so laughingly novel as to " fairly

Electioneering is the order oi the day with the Harlem ' bring down the house" over and over again. Dancing

Wheelmen The annual election occurs next month and. I held sway until an early hour, the orchestra, our corres-

as in addition to the regular nominees there are already pondent assures us, being hidden by a screen of the most

threeindependenttickets, the outlook IS for an exceedingly
I

beautiful human wall flowers that ever graced a wheel

lively time. !

^^'^t-'^ -o<^™s.

The Minneapolis Bicycle Ciub, has elected the following •• Century run " Clarke tells us that the old Jackson Ave-
officers for 1890: A. M. Buchman, President ; E. K.

, nue route has been greatly improved and the macadam ex
Pritchett, Captain; W. Monarch, Secretari -Treasurer ;; tended some four miles south of Flushing so that it now
and H. P. Lachman and W. T. Pauly, Executive Com-

[
furnishes the best rou e to that place and adjacent towns

mittee. The club will shortly remove from its present on Long Island. It is reached from New Vork via the
quarters to No. 55 Fourth Street, South. Their new home

I Ninety-second Street ferry,

is to be elaborately fitted and more attention will be given '

Lacy Hillier is a man of destiny. He now proposes to

establish a museum in which the various " first " wheels
and other freakish patterns shall be preserved. If—but
never mind, we won't say it.

Lemonade and peppermint, so Wheeling tells us, 'S a
popular drink with English cyclists.

W A . Illston, Ihe English crack, will probable ride a
STfcly this season,

how's this rOR ANTIQtITV ?

The iRoo p-itlern of the Victor safetv can be seen at the

Boston store of the compdny . — bicycling U^orM

The Racing Board has reinstated Grant Bell, of Minne-
apolis.

Messrs. George Poole and Charles B. Neilson, of Mar-
seilles, 111., are to start m April on a bicycle tour through
England, France, Spain, Egypt, Palestine, Greece. Italy

and Germany.

The New Haven Bicycle Club is already making great
prcpaiations for its big meet of June o. It will be held in

connection with the Connecticut Division meet and the
New Haven hoys expect to outdo Hartford and have the
largest gathering of wheelmen ever in that State, and to

give them entertainment enough to make their headsswim.
As decided on, the forenoon will be set apart for parade
and business meeting of the officers, Connecticut Division,
L. A. W., the raoBS in the afternoon and a monster enter-
tainment in the evening at the Polo Rink, to consist of polo,

fancy riding, dancing, etc. Professionalism, writes our
correspondent, will be barred.

a Rambler now. So is Mrs.

The cycling papers keep on saying that they are going

to make highwav improvement a special feature. Mean-
while we say nothing but publish five times as much high-

way improveipent literature as all the rest combined.

It is announced that the Crystal Palace Company will

hold a " show " in i8qi whether the " guarantors ' of past

Stanley shows hold an exhibition or not.

Thanks, good Wheeling. We are at seas as to whether

youth or cleverness is the most desirable, but the gods

have favored the man who has both.

In England they call a good road rider of somewhat
frisky disposition an " 'oof bird."

Chester Clemens, of the Manhattan B. C, will be one

of the new men in the Irvington-Milburn Decoration Day
road race.

The Lincoln Cycling Club, of Chicago, has an indoor

baseball team.

Indianapolis has six lady riders. The Hoosier City's

cycling population numbers close to 350, all told.

A bicycle club is being organized by the Y. M. C. A. of

Indianapolis.

Mr. C. C. Alden, Brooklyn's " absent and unrepresented "

delegate to the National Assembly, asks us to explain that

his absence was unavoidable and as aggravating to him-

self as to any one. He came from Springfield, Mass., at

considerable expense and self-sacrifice for the express pur-

pose of attending both the Division and National meet-

ings. He was present at the former but on Monday was
deuined all day at a legal reference from which there was
no escape and which he had thought but a matter of a half

hour or so.

Hamilton, Canada, will hold a big race meet on May 24.

Exceedingly valuable prizes will be offered.

A correspondent states that ihe Buffalo Ramblers have
been " all torn up " over rather an unusual cause. It

seems that lor some time past the Ramblers have been try-

ing to select a frame in which to put the cabinet photos of

the 1888 members. The " eighty-eighters'' wanted a very

nice frame; the "eighty-nines" wanted the "eighty-

eights " to pay for it or else let them come into the frame.

And then the trouble began to brew.

On February 13 the Binghamton (N. Y.) Wheel Club
elected these otiicers for i8qo: President. F. S. Cox ; Vice-

President. G. H. Mosher ; Secretary, F. W. Newman
;

Treasurer, H. S. Rogers ; Captain, E. H. Towle; First

Lieutenant, H. Y. Bresee; Second Lieutenant A. E. Pot-

ter- Third Lieutenant, Ben Dwight ; Club Editor, W. D.
Brewster; Bugler, H. F. Merrell; Color Bearer, H. F. Ellis.

Captain Towle expects to have the club exceedingly active

on the road this season. More attention will be given i

club runs and a series of handicap races arranged.

social affairs, Friday of each week being designated as
1

" ladies' day."

The Rover Bicycle Club has been organized in East
j

Providence, R. I.
!

The members of the Brurswick (England) Cycle Club
indulge in " official walks," whatever they may be.

Seventy-six thousand and twenty-five individuals attended
the Stanley Show from January 24 to February r, inclusive.

George Hendee is riding
Hendee.

Over 65,000 Singer cycles are in use, so Messrs. Singer &
Co. tell us, a fact they are rightly proud of and one that
speaks volumes for the worth of their wheels.

The Overman Wheel Co.'s ad. in this issue is worth
noting and tells a story of prosperity that must carry a
weight of conviction with it.

Among theanti-vibrators that are reaping rich enconiums
is the Swift spring frame which, as the illustration shows,
has vibration-absorbii g appliances at three different points.

BEN L. DARROW NOT DEAD.

Mr. Ben L. Darrow, editor of the Wheelmen's Gazette,
advises us that the Indianapolis Suns report of his death
was an error. It is Mr. Ben C. Darrow, Ben L.'s father,

who is deceased.

Last Sunday afternoon Mr. John A. Wells, of Philadel-
phia hill-climbing fame, successfully mounted the noted
Falls Bridge Hill, which starts from the Red Bridge over
the Schuylkill at the Falls village. This is the first time
that this grade has ever been mounted by a wheelman.
Mr Wells rode a Philadelphia-made wheel belonging to
Mr. F. Schraeder, of the Pennsylvania Bic cle Club.

A. C Banker has offered a medal to the member of the
Manhattan Bicycle Club making the greatest mileage dur-
ing the current year A medal for the second highest mile-
age has also been offered by another club member.

It is fair to state that the editor of our Boston con-
tempoi^ry was not conspicuous. We plead forgiveness
if we wore a far-away or unhappy look. It is not our
fault. We could not leave our face at home. We
admit with readiness that it is not built on the per-
petual-grimace, cigar- store-imaee principle, but that was
not our affair. We may even have worn an " unhappy and
far-away look." Some men are too shallow to feel either
happiness or unhappiuess deeply, and their looks are as
limited as their thoughts and feelings.

I
Dan Canary, the well-known trick and fancy rider, is

open to engagements. His address is 33 Columbia Street,
Meriden, Conn.

Captain Van Sicklen, of the Chicago Club, has appointed
the following road officers: First Lieutenant, Aithur E.
Lumsden; Second Lieutenant. George A. Thorne; Color
Bearer, E. A. Perkins.

Cycle racing was one of the features in Port Elizabeth.
South .Africa, on New Year's Day. The track there is a
four-lap, gravel, with dangerous corners that prevented
faster time than 3in. 15 2-5S. for the mile. A safety race is

described as the novelty of the day.

The "general hon. sec." of a Liverpool club issues a.

25-inile team race challenge, stipulating that the contest
shall be " for honor."

The new club-house of the Philadelphia Cycling and
Field Club, at Ardinore, was formally opened Saturday
afternoon. A reception was held from four o'clock in the
afternoon until ten at night, and the rooots were crowded
with the members of the club and their invted guests, who
included representatives from all the clubs in Philadelphia
and adjoining cities. .A. number of members of the Mary-
land Bicycle Club, of Baltimore, who are visiting this city
were amongst the guests of the occasion.
The new club-house is situated on the southwestern corner

of an acre and a h.nlf of ground, at Church Street and
Lancaster Avenue. The first floor is occupied by the re-
ception room, a large, handsome apartment, with an open
fire-place. The kitchen adjoins, and is capable of preparing
a meal for fifty people. The reception room will be used
for a dining hall when parties of wheelmen are visiting the
club-house. The house is fitted up with the most improved
modern conveniences, and is finished with light wood
throughout.
This club-house is a new venture in the history of cvcling

clubs and is designed as a resting p'ace for the numerous
I

club runs which the Philadelphia Bicycle Club send "Ut,
1 The Philaaelphia Cycling and Field Club is practically a
i branch of that body, as none but meabers oi the older
club will be admitted to membership.
The officers are: President, Wiiiam Uhler; Vice-Presi-

dent, Frank S. Harri>; Secretary-Treasurer, William C.
Watt, and additional Directors, Thomas A Pierce, Edward
W, Burt, H. R. Lewis and William Morris,

The straight steering of a tandem bicycle depends on the
amount of confidence the back rider places in the superior

. judgment of the person in front of him.
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ROCHESTER.

Chas. S. Butler, of Buffalo, Chairman of the Roads Im-
provement Committee of the L. A W., together with the

Chamber of Commerce Committee on Public Improve-
ments, met in this city on Monday night and discussed the

merits of the two road improvement bills now before the

legislature. A committee, consisting of Arthur S. Hamil-
ton. H. H.Warner and Secretary J. H. McClintock, was
appointed to go to Albany, see the legislative committee
and set forth to them their views in this important matter.

The committee went to Albany Tuesday, accompanied by
Mr. Butler.
A handicap billiard tournament is in progress this week

among members of the West End Bicycle Club at the head-
quarters on West Main Street. The standing of the players

IS as follows

:

Won. Lost.

ConoUy 2 2

Hawkins i i

McDonald 2 i

Roe o 3
Hutchinson 2 °

Chandler o i

Chamberlain 2 o

Bettys 2 3

C. H. Harris, agent for the Standard Cycle Co., of Buf-
falo, and member of several cycling organizations, was in

the city last week.
Nathaniel Roe, a very popular young bicyclist of this

city, and a member of the West Ends, cflite recently dem-
onstrated his ingenuity by designing and making a most
valuable money box, to be used in the billiard-room of

the club. There are two sections to the box. The
upper section is about six inches square, with glass

facing and sidings, and when the money is dropped
in at the top it is left exposed to view on the first landing
until one of the Room Committee unlocks the first section,

thus letting the money drop to the second section, v/hich

has the same dimensions as the upper portion of the box.

The Financial Secretary then unlocks, with a different key,

the lower section and removes the money from within. By
this excellent device it will be seen whether a cent is de-

posited or a five-cent piece, and a more accurate account of

the money can now be kept.

At the last regular meeting of the West End Bicycle Club
a committee composed of T. W. Shannon, Harry Backus, L.

G. Mabbett, L. B. Vincent and Nathaniel Roe were ap-

pointed to make arrangements for another smoker, to take

place on Friday evening, March 7. The feasibility of

building a club-house was brought up and thoroughly dis-

cussed, concluding with the appointment of a committee on
site, expense of building, etc., and report back to the club

at the next meeting. C J. Iven resigned as representative

to the Rochester Wheelmen's League, and T. W. Shannon
was elected to fill the vacancy.
W. Patterson, of the New York Bicycle Club, v/as a vis-

itor to the rooms of the West End Bicycle Club last Friday
evening. He apparently enjoyed himself playing pool and
billiards, and during his skilful playing took occasion to

compliment the club on its handsome and centrally-located

quarters.
The Genesee Athletic Club gave an athletic exhibition

Thursday night at Washington Rink, introducing twenty
features. A one-mile bicycle race, won by R. Schmidt,
was very interesting.

A number of local wheelmen have in their possession

tickets for the tandem bicycle to be shortly raffled by the

Ramblers, of Buffalo.
Impelled by the magnificent financial and social success

of their last entertainment, the West Ends propose to re-

peat, and even distance, their previous efforts, and will

therefore hold a strictly athletic entertainment at the

Washington Rink the first week in April.

The annual election of officers of the West End Bicycle

Club will take place on Friday evening, March 28.

Several members of the W est Ends, with the assistance

of a number of wealthy business men, lately organized a
club called the Tuxedo Sporting Club. They have pur-

chased a handsome cottage on the banks of Irondequoit
Bay, also a steam yacht and other adjuncts necessary for

the comfort of those seeking a few hours' recreation.

SYRACUSE.

Geo. Huntinghouse Harris is now able to rest from his

labors and dilate on the plans he drew of the new house,

for at last we have found and leased, for a term of years, a
building that will make a club-house which every member
will be proud of and be glad to pilot visiting wheelmen to.

A new uniform is one of the present agitations. The
leaning seems to be toward one of black with wide binding.

The Kirkwood Driving Park is being put in .shape, and
by the time good wheeling opens a fine track will be ready
for training purposes. It is wonderful what interest those

owning tandems take in training, but for some reason or

other they never race. Why is it ?

Our Captain is centering a good deal on the first cltib run,

and expects to make it the largest turnout the club has yet

had
Rep. Chas. Wood, while at the New York meeting, was

presented with a cane as being the only one who would
neither smoke or take something.

Salina.

BROOKLYN.

NIAGARA FALLS.

So Niagara Falls gets the League meet for Aug. 25, 26

and 27, and with it the National Championships ! We rub
our hands in glee, as what a meet it will be with the new
racing rules, bringing the fast men from all over the United
States, and making the honor not an empty one, as in the
past ! The Niagara Falls boys may be depended upon to do
their prettiest to make those who attend carry away the
pleasantcst of gilt-edged memories. In the meantime, let

the cyclers of the North, of the South, of the East and of

the West start putting away their pennies for a trip this

way in August, as we want 'em all—not the pennies, but

the cyclers.
Hector McBean, Secretary of the Niagara Falls Bicycle

Club, has returned from New York, quite satisfied with the

result of his trip. He is highly pleased with his courteous
treatment while there, and hopes to reciprocate in August.
A whist party is " on " for next week. This will prob-

ably be the last chance Jas. True will have to teach the
boys how to play.

Squire.

K. C. W. NOTES.

Who, what and where ? Not the novel, but who was the
man? what was the make of machine he rode? and where
did he go to ? These are the questions that agitate the minds
of the little party who were enjoying awheel the beauties
of last Sunday morning. While we were easily riding
down the east drive of Prospect Park, with no thoughts of
scorching, we were suddenly passed by a flying wheelman.
The rider was a stranger and his mount a safety—one that
we could not place in our memory. To see was to inspire
with thoughts of conquest, and each bent over his bars re-

solved to take the stranger into camp ; but, alas 1 the pace
was too warm. Kings County had met their match. In
less than two minutes the stranger in gray had gone from
our view. And now a// thirst for his scalp, and declare
" that if," etc., they would have ridden him to a standstill.

But our experiences with safeties were not to end here.
As we turned toward home, deep in thoughts of training,
another chance, etc., we were again surprised to see a
light, high-geared safety come rushing along, driven by
that road demon, Wise, of the Long Islands, and in the
rear, in vain struggling for the lead, those two antagonists
of old. Brown, N. J. A. C, and Schumacher, L. I. W.; but
the safety had the call, and an early sale of all ordinaries at

1255 's predicted.
But who is the unknown, Beazley ?

We hear strange rumors of what is going to be done in

that coming road race. There is hardly a man in the club
who does not intend to win it, " if the handicaps are only
just." And as for the record—why that will fall so far that
Kluge will be ashamed to own the old one. Tom Hall, on
the Eagle, wagers that he will do the first five miles in fif-

teen minutes and finish the race better than the record. But
Tom never rode a mile in even time, and so can be excused
for thinking it a good gait for an all-day ride. Now, I think
that if any man is so foolish as to do the first five in even
sixteen minutes he can lay his last dollar that when the
winner crosses the tape he will be far behind.
The 27th is at hand, and we are all prepared to enjoy the

jollification of the season, and forget for the nonce even
the coming election and road race. May a grand success
crown the efforts of the committee !

On Friday evening, the 21st inst., the New York's bowl-
ing team came, saw and were gently laid to rest. Bung
ti No, I won't ! Rah ! rah ! rah ! That Sung- sticks
in my throat.
Tuesday night Hudson County met their Waterloo, and

we now tie them for second place. The details I leave to
" Coaster," who can handle those 102 pins better than 1.

Ram Lal.

DENVER.

Mr. W. E. Perkins, of the Denver Ramblers, and Mr.
E. S. Hartwell, of the Social Wheel Club, have got into
quite a wrangle, through the columns of Sfioris Afielrt^
over the George F. Higgm's Challenge Cup. The cause of it

all is that the Ramblers got possession of the cup, by win-
ning, on May 26, 1889, the first race of a series of these
races. They then had engraved on the cup the names of
their team and the date of the race, hence the kick from
the S. W. C, who claim the Ramblers have betrayed the
trust and broken the agreement entered into between the
clubs, by mutilating the cup. When the Ramblers had the
cup engraved, they took care to leave plenty of space for
engraving the names of the teams that shall win it in the
next two races. It took eight months for the S. W. C. to
muster up courage enough to kick about the " mutilation,"
or it was not till January of this year that a rumor reached
the President of the S. "W. C. that such a terrible deed had
been perpetrated. The next race will occur on or about
June I, 1890, and if the S. W. C. win, it is said, they will tie

it to a Pike's Peak train and wait for it to return engraved
complete, just to get even. The Ramblers now have a bil-

liard and pool table in their club rooms, which is quite an
an attraction on winter evenings. Mr. R. H. Beigel is con-
sidered the best player. During the month of March a
pool tournament will be held for the members only. Some
valuable prizes will be given.
The triplet bicycle, just built by the Ramblers, is in de-

mand at all times. Some of our local flyers are attempting
to establish a record, but when one is made it does not
stand more than a few days, as another crowd will lower it

a few .seconds. The best time yet made on the Triplet for a
mile is 2m. 39s., which, considering the peculiarities of the
machine, is very good. Messrs. Gerwing, Kennedy and
Hamilton claim that before June i they will make a record
equal to that made on the quadricycle in England some
time ago. The machine is built so as to convert it into a
tandem by removing the rear part.
Several members and their wives have taken short spins

into the country. On Feb. 16 Miss Everett and J. C. Epe-
neter made the trip to Golden and return along with the
club, a distance of about thirty-two miles, on the tandem.
Miss Everett has become quite an expert rider in a very
short time, and enjoys tandem riding very much.

COLLV.

LANCASTER, PA.

The L. A. W. election is past, and the work is done.
Well Dunn. The official organ states that the League was
never in belter condition, numerically and financially,
which must be very gratifying to every member thereof,
and especially so to the retiring ex-President, as well as to
his worthy successor. Work, brothers, work for the suc-
cess of the organization, ever remembering that " in union
there is strength." And now for the next League meet in
August, and beside the Falling Waters I On this subject
more anon.

In a letter to Tiire WiiiiEL, Oct. 4, 1889, may be found a
not very elegant, but curiously correct forecast of the
present condition of affairs pertaining to the selection of a
site for the proposed World's Fair. Queer if New York
should miss it after all. Tkntoone.

PHILADELPHIA.

The past week has been much quieter as far as cycling
matters are concerned than its immediate predecessor; in
fact, there has really been nothing of importance except the
Century Wheelmen s first team road race and the opening

of the new club-house of the Philadelphia Cycle and Field
Club. The week previous was undoubtedly the most suc-
cessful one of Philadelphia's most successful^ivinter season,
and it is but natural that after so much activity there should
be at least a short period of rest. Social life is forming a
very important and constantly increasing adjunct of the
local cycling world, and the clubs that indulge in neither
dance, stag party, smoker or athletic entertainment are
seldom thought of or talked about in this, the in-door
season.
There is every reason to believe that with the continued

prosperity of the old and established clubs and the growth
and increase of the younger organizations, that the coming
riding season will be as much more successful than last
year's as the present social season has been over that of
1888-89. With, as statistics show, more organized clubs
than any other city in the Union, with new brooms in the
shape of pushing and energetic road officers in two of
these, the Pennsylvania and Century, with plenty of club
medals to induce competition in riding, with prospects of
several additional first-class roads leading away from
this wretchedly paved city, with the promise of the
Tioga Club to give us a first-class race track if aided finan-
cially, with the prospect of the A. C. C. taking hold of the
race meet question, and with every reason to believe that
we will be successful in securing the State DivisionLAW meet here, truly our future outlook is most
encouraging.
The Century, Philadelphia, South End and Pennsylvania

Clubs will continue their informal dances as heretofore
until sometime in April The only large affairsyet an-
nounced is the next athletic entertainment of the Century
Wheelmen on March 20, although there is a possibility of
Pennsy's repeating her success of the 13th mst., and the
South End are to give their anual ball sometime in April,
the date of which, however, has not yet been announced.
The new club-house of the Philadelphia Cycle and Field

Club, at Ardmore, was formally opened on Washington's
Birthday. So much has been written about this house and
club that any further description of it would be mere repiti-
tion. Some two hundred members and friends were pres-
ent during the afternoon and evening ; dancing was
indulged in and supper was served. The reception ex-
tended until 10 o'clock in the evening.
The first race between opposing teams chosen from the

Century Wheelmen's best riders by the First and Second
Lieu tenants, came off last Saturday afternoon. The race
wassfor five miles, and the men were started by Captain
Dalien shortly after 3 o'clock with the following result

:

Position Name. Team,
I J . M . Oellers i

2 F. H Garrigues 2

3 F. W. Whitesides i

4 W. L. Degu X
5 W. G Speier 2

6 M J. Baily t

7 Chas Sultzner i

8 G. M. McCuen 2

9 G. M. Bahl I

10 G M. Kirk t

II G E. Shawt \ 2
12 Geo. Schell 2

13 L. E. French i

14 A. G. McGlathery 2

15 C.P.Allen 2

16 .F. G. Strassburger i

The first team was declared the victor by 6 points, having
71 to their opponents' 65. Oellers' time was 15m. 42s.

OLYMPIA, WASH.

Olympia, although seldom, if ever heard from in the
cyclingjpress, is one of the most picturesque little places on
Puget Sound, and has better roads, in and about the city,
than any other place in the State. The wheelmen are all

enthusiastic and hard road riders, and ride as good a class
of wheels as the Eastern cyclers.
The League is not very well represented here, Colie

Bell, formerly of Minneapolis, being the only League
member. Right here it might not be amiss to add tnat
Bell, with his " Star " machine, created a great deal of
curiosity when he first appeared on the streets with it. The
boys, after several trials with him, decided that the ma-
chine could go all right. He was the first one to climb
Ayer's Hill, and also many others. He will ride a safety
this year.

."^rlie Van Epps, the local agent, predicts a large sale of
wheels here this year, and the indications arc that he will
not be disappointed.
There are about twenty riders here at present, and a

movement is now on foot to organize them into a club. If
a club is organized, the boys will no doubt give a good-
sized tournament sometime during the coming summer. A
race track is being built within a little ways of the city
suburbs, and with a little preparation, would be a fine
course for bicycle racing.
Among the most prominent riders are the following : W.

A. Van Epps, Brad. Smith, Frank Murphy, Charlie Horr,
Harry Murphy, Geo. Brown, Burt Keady, Emery Vault
and Colie cell. Those that will purchase wheels when
spring opens are as follows: Br.ad. Davis, chief clerk for
Secretary of State Weir ; Harry Cowles, Ren. Patteson,
Harry Axtell and numerous others.
" Olympus" will try and give The Wheel an occasional

letter.

Olympus.

The European Tonr.

The March circular in regard to Messrf, Elwell
& Higgins' European Bicycle Tour is out, and is

full of interesting facts for those who have this

delightful tour in contemplation. It appears that
the parly will put up at many of the finest hotels
on their route, and every effort is being made to

have everything connected with the tour first-

class in all respects.

The circular may be obtained by addressing
F. A. Elwell, 152 Pearl Street, Portland, Me.
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,DROP FORCINGS.

The Sporting Goods Gazette makes editorial comment on
the rapid extension of the cycle trade and urges dealers in

firearms and sporting goods to take up cycling as a part of

their regular business. The (7a3«//f says that " bicycles

have come to stay," which is true but mouldy.

Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Brothers, who recently in-

creased their New York holdings by adding the store and
basement of 243 Broadway, are fitting up their^ddition in

good style. The door at 243 will be taken out and the show
window will be built clear across, leaving only one en-

trance, at 241. The cycle department, under the grip of

the energetic "A. B., has been licked into good shape,

there being more room to show goods this year than last.

Mr. Conin^sby, supported by other experts, continues to

do the repairing of the concern.

A. F. Copeland, of Ne\v York, has taken a position at

GormuUy & JelTery's Boston Branch, where he will

ably second Mr. Schaaf in selling Ramblers, Champions,
etc. Mr. Copeland is the best amateur hurdler, jumper
and sprinter the world ever saw, but he has practically re-

tired from athletics and will devote all his energies to his

new employment.

S. B. Bartine, of Pleasant Plains, New York, has in-

vented a " sun-shade " hat which should be popular with
cyclists.

CAP FOR OIL CUPS.

William J. Jones, Franklinville, N. Y., has invented a
double cap, providing for the filling ol the cup without
the entire removal of the cap, each cap having apertures
which may be thrown into register to afford access to the

interior, while by turning the upper cap the apertures will

be carried out of register and the cap or can tightly

closed.

The Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Co., report that

they are very full of orders, using their present quarters to

their full capacity, and have lately bought the property
opposite to their present works, Nos. 225, 227, 229 North
Franklin Street, so as to extend and enlarge their present

capacity. They are now remodeling the building and will

shortly be using it for the needs of their business.

The Capital Cycle Co. have just placed an order for

100,000 catalogues, pocket edition size, descriptive of and
illustrated with their twelve different forms of Psycho
safeties. They are very small, neat, concise and tasteful.

The Capital Cycle Co. also report that the artist's proofs of

the landscape and cycling scenes to be used in illustrating

their new catalogue are now completed and they hope to

have their catalogue out in a week's time. This catalogue,

it is expected, will not only be the most expensive but the
most artistic ever offered for gratuitous distribution. The
back cover will bear a complete calendar for 1890, the dif-

ferent months being grouped about a view of the United
States Capitol, looking down Pennsylvania Avenue. It

will really be a work of art and a lively demand is sure to

be created by it.

Messrs. E. & W. Van Wagoner, of Newport, R. I., have
abolit completed their new building, on John Street, which
is to be used as a bicycle store and repair shop. They have
erected a large brick enameling-oven in the building and
have nickeling done across the street, so are able to refinish

wheels in short order. Summer excursionists to Newport
bringing a wheel can incase of a break down get "fixed up"
without much delay. Any excursionist without a wheel
can hire one at a reasonable price. They handle all makes
of wheels, but make a specialty of the Columbia, Eagle and
Swift.

We notice that our old friend, Mr. R. S. Crawford, late

of Hillhead, whose Gazelle tricycle we alluded to last week,
has started business across the " herring pond," at 1116 E
Street, N. W., Washington. The Wheel gives his wares
a very flattering notice. Mr. Crawford undoubtedly has a
sound knowledge of the cycle trade, and those who place
themselves in his hands will not be disappointed. By the
way, he still dubs his cycles Gazelles.

—

The Scottish Cyclist.

Colonel Pope spent Sunday and Monday in town visiting

the Warren Street branch and the stores of Messrs Bid-
well and Schwalbach. On Monday he went to Philadel-
phia, Baltimore and Washington accompanied by Bob
Garden, manager of the Pope Co. 's Chicago branch.

The Pope Company's Warren Street store is in the hands
of the painter and decorator. Afer these vandals have
left, the store will present a handsome interior. 1 rade is

larger than in any previous year.

Mr. R. G. Surbridge, manager ol the Joliet Cycle Co., of
Joliet, Illinois, was in town on Friday. Mr. Surbridge
came East as far as Hartford to buy new material and
machinery. The company has been organized on a first-

class basis

J. K. Starley has been elected a member of the Coventry
City Council.

Mr. Cniwford, of Crawford & Co., of Washington, was
in town on Saturday last.

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Co., recently gave a dinner
to M. A. Holbein and presented him with a sixty-;:uinea
chronograph watch in recognition of his marvellous per-
formance of 324K miles in twenty-four hours.

Mr. W. E. Smith, of the Smith Cycle Company, returned
from England on the Teutonic, arriving Wednesday night,
and leaving for Washington on Thursday afternoon. He
came over with Tom Stevens, who delivered a lecture on
Stanley, on board ship. He reports the general lightening
of safeties, the large demand for a diamond frame, the in-
crease of competition, and the slow and unsatisfactory
growth of the demand for ladies' safeties. He was unable
to say much about his own plans at present.

Avery & Jenness, of Chicago, are manufacturing a neat
little spoke grip that can be used on both tangent and direct
spoices and which sells for 75 cents.

Messrs. Thomas Kane & Co., one of the largest furni-
ture houses in Chicago, have branched into the bicycle
business and taken the general Western agency for the
Stover Bicycle Co.

The Indiana Bicycle Manufacturing Company has taken
possession of its new factory.

Ned Oliver is now with the New Era Bicycle Co., of
Chicago, and will shortly " do " the East in the interests
of that concern.

STANLEY SHOW STATISTICS.

1889—Safeties, 687, or 57.24 per cent.

1890— " 1,104 " 70-47
1889—Ordinaries, 139, or 11.58 per cent.

1890— "
i5'4, " 8.55

Among the large exhibitors were : Singer &
Co , 63 ; Coventry Machinists' Co., Limited, 50 ;

Humber& Co., Limited, 49; Hillman, Herbert
& Cooper, 44 ; Rudge Cycle Co., 39.

STATISTICS OF PAST SHOWS.
COMMENCED. IIICVCI.ES. TKICVCLES. TOT.^L.

1878 70 4 74
1S79 100 12 112

1880 125 21 146
1881 183 67 250
1882 275 158 433
1883 233 289 522
1884 140 225 365
1885 105 182 287
1886 280 340 620
1887 320 313 633
1888 449 321 770
1889 826 375 1201

1890 1238 326 1564

The Eisenbrandt Cycle Company is the style and title of

the firm of Eisenbrandt Bros., reorganized. The company
will handle Columbias principally, but will also run gene-
ral lines. The Pope Manufacturing Company is interested

in the new company.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Whkkl and Cvcling Tradk
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys.
Washington. D. C]

Machine for forming bicycle tires ; G. Nau-
man. Canton, Ohio.

Bicycle fork
; J. J. McErlain, South Bend,

Ind.
Bicycle bearing ; R. S. Crawford, Washing-

ton, D. C.

All bearing date of Feb. 18.

Fred. Coningsby has left Spalding, and will do the repair
work of Messrs . Schumacher & Schoefer . Fred . is a clever
little machinist. Prof. People will also instruct for the
same concern.

Who first invented the tricycle? One Sidney Johnson, of
liford, England, claims in a London paper that he did the
deed in tfie year 1871 but Mr. Robert Green, of East-
bourne, puts in a demurrer, claiming to have anticipated
Mr. Johnson bv eighteen years. And the discussion has
but just begun !

Hereatter, the heads and slides of the Acme wrench,
manufaciured by the Capital Manufacturing Co., Chicago,
will be thoroughly hardened.

Messrs. Banker & Campbell have appointed B. F. Mc-
Daniel & Co., of Wilmington, Del., agents for the Ormonde
wheels. Their territory will also embrace Philadelphia.

The St. Louis Wheel Co., who are agents for the Victor
in that city, carry an immense stock of sundries which they
claim to be able to sell at less than Eastern prices. They
also do a good business in second-hand wheels, and as re-

pairers are away up.

JOLIET WHEEL COMPANY.

Although not yet thoroughly "in the swim," owing to delay to some of its machinery, the

Joliet Wheel Company, of Joliet, 111., has so well cast its shadow before, that the numerous in-

quiries concerning its output have induced the company to issue a preliminary circular, which will
^ be followed next month

by their full catalogue.

Although later in the
spring they will bring
out a tandem and la-

dies' safety, for the pre-
sent they submit the

Joliet Light Roadster
Safety, of which we pre-

sent a cut herewith, and
of which this is the
brief : Thirty inch front

and rear wheels ; full

tangent spokes of 13
guage, liquor drawn
wire, secured at rim
with nipple ; endless
moulded rubber tires, ^
inch ; improved pattern
crescent rims ; adjust-
able ball-bearings all

around
;
positive steering, tubular steel front forks ; improved Joliet diamond frame of imported

seamless steel tube ; adjustable crank and chain rotary driving gear ; improved noiseless hardened
steel chain ; machine cut steel sprocket ; detachable steel cranks, 5x6^ throw ; Surbridge rubber,
ball pedal ; six inch socket, ball bearing, steering head ; twenty-eight inch one piece tubular
steel, dropped handle bar, adjustable for height; vulcanite handles; adjustable verticle "L"
seat rod ; Surbridge saddle ; detachable lamp bracket

;
Joliet adjustable front wheel plunger

brake ; foot rests
;
guards to both wheels and chains ; tool bag, with monkey wrench and oil can;

gear, 57 inch; weight, 42 lbs.; finish, enamel with nickel trimmings ; a handsome machine, grace-
ful, light and staunch. Warrantedperfect^ and guaranteed for one year. Price, $125.

The Joliet Company will pay particular attention to the construction of the wheels, and has a

special grade of liquor drawn spoke wire that is made by an entirely new process, and which, it is

claimed, possesses strength beyond the average. This concern will also introduce several new
sundries, amongst them a lamp and anti-vibrator.

SWIFT SAFETY (Model D).

The growing demand for a good wheel at a moderate price has led the Coventry Machinists
Company to put on the market a
safety—cut and specifications

given herewith—to meet this

demand.
Manager Hill says :

" The
Swift Safety (Model D) is made
of steel, so that we are fully

able to warrant it to be free

from imperfections of material
and workmanship."
The wheel is certainly a likely

ooking wheel, and is splendid
value. It is one that is bound
to find favor from those who
cannot afford to pay the price
asked for the "high grade"
wheels of the Coventry Ma-
chinist Company's make and

"''•—"-
;

n;3;::;u::r:^ others.

Specification.—Thirty-inch wheels geared to 54 inches, one detachable crank, ball bearings
to both wheels and cranks, adjustable seat and handles, 7-8 tire to rear, 3-4 to front wheels,

centre steering, hollow handle-bar, horn handles, heavy butted direct spokes, finished in enamel
and nickel ; club valise, wrench and oiler. Brooks saddle ;

weight 50 pounds.
Price (including ball pedals), $100.
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WHEELMEN'S BOWLING LEAGUE.

Atalanta Wheelmen, First; Hudson County Wheelmen
and Kings County Wheelmen Tie for Second

Place.

So far as the Wheelmen's League is concerned,
the bowling season is over, and once more the

first trophy goes to the team from Newark. It

has been a pretty race in spite of some erratic

playing, and the Atalantas won by bowling the
steadiest game. The Hudson Countys, although
rolling a not particularly strong game, had the

knack " of rising to an occasion," and for a
while seemed likely winners, but in the decisive

game with the K. C. W. on the 25th, they couldn't

rise quite high enough. By winning that game
the King's County team tied for second place,

and in the roll off, which will be on neutral al-

leys, on a date to be mutually agreed on, we in-

cline to the opinion that the K. C. W. will pull

out the second plum.
The official scorer has failed to send in the

scores of the Atalanta-Citizen game of the 25th,

and, further, than that the Atalantas won by
seventy-three pins, we cannot say.

This is

THE RECORD.
Won Lost

Atalanta Wheelmen ... 8 2
Hudson Co. Wheelmen 7 3
Kings Co. Wheelmen 7 3
iNew York Bi. Club 5 5
Brooklyn Bi. Club 3 7
Citizens Bi. Club o 10

Date. Contestants. Alleys. Won by. Scores.

Dec 2 B.B.C. vs. C.B.C. B.B.C. B.B.C. 1262 1367

3 K.C.W. A.W. K.C.W. A.W. 1547 1360
6 H.C.W. ' ' N.Y.B C. H.C.W. N.Y. 1497 1468

9 N.Y.B.C ' K.C.W. N.Y.B.C. K.C.W. 1490 1383
10 CBC. ' ' H C.W. C.B C. H.C.W. 1192 1163
12 A W. ' BB.C. A.W. A.W. 1309 1367
17 K.C.W. ' ' CBC. K.C.W. K.C.W. 1627 nog
23 BBC. ' N.Y.B.C. B.B.C. B. B. C. 1320 1266

Jan 3 H.C.W. ' A.W. H.C.W. H.C.W. 1320 1283
6 B.B.C. ' ' K.C.W. B.B.C. K.C.W. 1379 '358
6 N.Y.B.C ' H.C.W. N.Y.BC. N.Y.B.C. 1464 1383

9 A.W. ' C.B.C. A.W. A. W. Forfeit'd

1.1 N.Y.B.C B.B.C. N.Y.B.C. N.Y.B.C. 1561 1307
16 A.W. ' H.C.W. A.W. K.C.W. 1569 1567
21 C.B.C. ' ' B.B.C. C.B.C. B B.C. 893 745
24 H.C.W. ' ' K.C.W. H.C.W. H.C.W. 1310 1270
27 N.Y.B.C A.W. N.Y.B.C. A.W. 1445 1410
27 B.B.C. ' H.C.W. B.B.C. H.C.W. 1347 1284
28 C.B.C. ''N.Y.BC. C.B.C. N.Y. B.C. 1331 1273
3° A.W. ' K.C.W. A.W. A.W. 1557 J454

Feb 4 C.B.C. ' ' K.C.W. C.B.C. K.C.W. 940 891
6 A.W. ' N.Y.B.C. A.W. A.W. 1564 1317
7 H.C.W. ' ' C.B.C. H.C.W. H.C.W. Forfeit'd

7 K.C.W. ' ' B.B.C. K.C.W. K.C.W. 1496 1377
10 B.B.C. A.W. B B.C. A.W. 1424 1402
10 N.Y.BC '

' C.B.C. N.Y.B.C. N.Y.B.C. Forfeit'd
21 H C.W. ' ' B.B.C H.C.W.
21 K.C.W. ' • N.Y.B.C K.C.W.
25 K.C.W. ' ' H.C.W. K.C.W.
25 C.B.C. A.W. CBC. A.W.

THE SCORES.

H. C. W. ALLEYS, FEB. 21.

HUDSON COUNTY WHEELMEN.

Soper 113
Collins 130
Aymar 121
Robertson 128
Bagffott 133
Steuken no
Rorth 143
Harthman no
White 112
Eldridge 113

Total 1213

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.
Scare.

Matthews m.
Mead .;;; ^u
Lewis g8
Allen ,08
Cleverly 1,0
Hebert.
Quimby 126
Meeteer 122
Candler 125
Bailey .'.'.'.'.'.'.'." m

Total
, H84

K. C. W. ALLEYS, FEB. 21.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.
Scare.

Bower 166
Marion 157
McLean 136
Raynor 129
Amerman 130
Schwalhach 179
Bedford 146
Nellis iig
Anderson 151
Long 15s

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB.
Score.

Nisbett

.

Ue (jiourcia 132
Daniels n6
Macfadden 134
Charlotte ' i.s
odeii :: 4o
Heydecker I'jg
Kitt ;; ,0,
P'ndley 129
Stott ,,;

Tolal 1468

ALLEYS,K. C. \V.

KI^GS COUNTY WHEELMEN.
Score.

Bower 197
Marion 124
Anderson 132
Ammcrman 185
Raynor 162
Schwalbach 171
Nellis 96
Bedford 140
Stevens 190
Long 194

Total 1586

Total ....

FEB. 25.

1279

HUDSON COUNTY WHEELMEN.
„ Score.
Bowley ,,,
Collins ^

Aymar ,58
Baggott
Loper.

.

Stenken
White,.
Korth

.

Tuthill

147

'SS
141

M3

NEW YORK CLUB OFFICIALS DINE
AT A QUAINT RESORT—THE

BEEFSTEAK CLUB.

Eldridge ',, ,j8

Total ,484

Mr. Kitching's beefsteak dinner last Saturday
evening was an unqualified success. The only
guest outside of the New York Club's Trustees
was ex-Secretary Adams, whose services to the
club during the many years that he was almost
an entire Board in himself, entitled him to the
special distinction, but the accounts we have
heard from the fortunate ones are enough to

make a stoic's mouth water. In faithful imitation
of the quaint old resort far down on the east
side, of which it is the legitimate offspring, the
Beefsteak Club is as simple in its appointments
as in its menu. Near one end of a fairly large
room is a queer-looking high stove. The simple
instrument of magic from which the wonderful
steaks are evolved ; behind it is piled a cord of

hickory wood ; around the walls are ranged a
dozen wine casks, the rest of the furniture con-
sisting in a piano, a rough deal table for carv-
ing, and some straight-backed chairs. No dining
table, no plates, no napkins, no knives or forks.

In such a place entrees or releves or desserts, or
any other of the manifold " Kickapoos " which go
to make up a fashionable feast, would be out of

place. The party, comprising Messrs. Adams,
Shriver, Kitching, Findley, Weir, Nisbett, Stott,

Lansing, Terry and Heydecker are grouped in

solemn silence and a semi-circle, each with a
towel in his lap, waiting for what may befall.

The taciturn host seats himself on a low stool

before the stove, arranges some great thick
steaks in his gridiron, places it over a bed of

glowing coals, and the incantation has begun.
A bowl of celery is handed around, the only con-
cession to a generation that cannot live

by meat alone. A few minutes more the
magical gridiron is withdrawn from the stove,

the steaks carved into moderate sized pieces,

each on a slice of bread well soaked
in g'avy, the savory looking platter passed
around, and the fun begins. Each man doubt-
fully picks up his portion in his fingers and be-
gins to munch. A simultaneous exclamation
breaks out that never had such meat been
tasted, and Mr. Kitching is unanimously con-
gratulated on his discovery of a style of banquet
that was a brand new experience to every man
present.
How those steaks must have vanished ! No

one seems to know just how many were con-
sumed, or the exact number of glasses of old ale

that went to join them—a fresh glass with each
portion of steak, but on the data furnished it

may be fairly estimated at about 2 7-16 whole
steaks to each diner, beside the succulent chops,
a round of which made a fit ending to the feast.

Then the eloquence of the Board, in the shape
of E. S. Terry, arose and offered a graceful trib-

ute to the entertainer, who responded and was
followed in turn by each and every man present,
with the exception of the gen'al Secretary, W.
E. Findley, who had just enough breath to an-
nounce that since there was less space in his five

feet of corporosity to accommodate his share of
the provender than in some others present, he
had got beyond the speaking point. Song and
dance followed the oratory, and at length the
party separated, with a feeling that they had
broken Lent in fine style.

MASSACHUSETTS BIOICLE CLUB'S ANNUAL
BA>'(JUET.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club held its an-
nual banquet on Tuesday evening last, at

Young's Hotel, Boston. About 50 members and
guests were present, among them being H. W.
and A. W. Robinson, of the Charlestown Rovers;
C. W. Fourdrinier and J. S. Dean, of the Bicycl-

ing World; C. S. Howard, Secretary and Treas-
urer of the Mass. Division, L. A. W.; J. C. Ker-
rison. President of the Boston Press Bicycle
Club; J. S. Spears, of the Rhode Island L. A.
W. and H. K. Corey, Captain of the Brookline
Bicycle Club.
After the substantial had been disposed of,

President Amory informally called upon the
recently elected Vice-President for a few re-

marks. Vice-President Emery spoke very earn-
estly about the club and the work of the national
organization during the past year, and in con-
clusion referred to the fact that Massachusetts
stands second in numerical order in the national
body, and that if the wheelmen remain loyal to

their old instincts it is only a question of a very

short time when the Old Bay State will stand
above all others.

Mr. E. C. Pratt, "one of the oldest," enter-
tained the company with reminiscences of the
early days of cycling. He said that wheelmen
know the necessity and luxury of good roads,
and he thought that better roads meant in-
creased valuation of land.
Mr. J. S. Dean expressed the opinion that, to

gain road legislation, wheelmen should throw
aside all little differences and unite in working
for the common cause. He recently visited
foreign countries, and says that, although Eng-
land is no wealthier than America, she has a
great deal better roads, and wheelmen and horse
owners take advantage thereof.
The Secretary's report showed that, although

the club was not noted as a road club, it still re-
tains good road riders. The occasion was a jolly
one, and during the evening the Bay State
Banjo and Guitar Club rendered several fine
selections, and Mr. E. H. Frye, the humorist,
amused the company by characteristic imperson-
ations.

DR. BUTLER BEFORE THE ROCHES-
TER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Last Monday evening the Rochester Cham-
ber of Commerce Committee on Public Im-
provements held a meeting to discuss with Dr.
Charles S. Butler the merits of the two bills now
before the Legislature for improving the condi-
tion of the roads. Among those present were
R. A. Sibley, A. S. Hamilton, W. C. Barry, John
Fahy. Alfred Wright, H. S. Mackie, Joseph
Cauffman, Ira L. Otis, H. H. Warner and O. K.
Foote.
The opinion of Mr. Butler was that neither

the De Peyster nor the Coggeshall bill will be
adopted, but a new one founded on both. In
speaking of the matter he said :

" In the De
Peyster bill is the provision for a State superin-
tendent, who shall be a civil engineer. The
bill provides also for county superintendents,
abolishes the present system of improving high-
ways and substitutes a system of bonding. The
Coggeshall bill provides for a commission of
three instead of a state superintendent. It de-
prives the commissioners of the privilege of
stating which roads shall be the state roads, and
leaves the selection to the county supervisors.
As a result the roads would not be continuous
throughout the state. Again, this bill does not
do away with the present system of working
out a road tax, which it is necessary to do to

render the making of good roads a success.
The De Peyster bill provides for State, county
and town roads but throws the expense of con-
struction and maintenance upon each county
for those portions of the roads passing through
it."

BILL TO APPROPRIATE TEN MILL-
ION DOLLARS FOR NEW YORK

STATE ROADS.

On February 26th Mr. Richardson introduced

a bill providing for a State highway com-

mission to borrow f10,000,000 on the State credit,

to be expended during eighteen years on a

system of State highways, the bill to be submii-

ted to a vote of the people at the next election.

The State Engineer is to lay out the plan of

highways.

A New Road Improvement Hand Book.

A new road improvement hand book is shortly

to be issued by the League, possibly in con-
junction with the New York State Roads Im-
provement Association. It will differ from the

present edition, in that it will not deal with
statistics or technics, but be rather in the nature
of a text book, which, by the use of illustrations

and simple terms, will expound the principles

and method of road improvement in such man-
ner as can be readily understood and followed

by the average of the backwoods road super-
visors, and the people at large.

The New York Club will hold a handic.ip pool tourna-
ment on March 3 and 17. First and second prizes will be
given.

Commissioner of Public Works Gilroy despaired of see-

ing the miles of projected subways constructed or under
way before he ects ready to betin the work of paving the
streets, and he lias determined to commence on March 15

subway or no subway.
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A. A. U. AND L. A. W. HARMONIZE
ALL DIFFERENCES.

There will be no war.

Chairman Davol and President Dunn, of the

League, and the officers of the A. A. U. have

hobnobbed and fraternized several times during

the week over the obnoxious Rule G, and a set-

tlement been arrived at. that will in all likelihood

dispel the clouds that seemed so likely to break

and participate an athletic war. The A. A. U.

meets at Wilmington, Del., to-morrow, when the

rule, as amended, will be adopted, and all dif-

ferences explained and harmonized Until then

it has been agreed that it shall not be given to

the press, but that the cycle and athletic clubs

have been placed on an equal basis, as regards

the payment of expenses is certain, and that it

will be as beneficial to the A. A. U. as anyone is

likewise sure. The A. A. U. officials recognize

that the League is here to control cycle racing,

and will see to it that athletic clubs live up

to any consistent rules promulgated by the Rac-

ing Board.

On behalf of the Amateur Athletic Union, Mr.

F. W. Janssen has been particularly foremost in

furthering a peaceable adjustment, and both

organizations are to be congratulated on the

settlement.

FIXTURES.

February 22-March 2, 1890 —Second Annual Cycle Exhi-
bition, Leipzig, Germany.

March 10, 1890. —New York State Road ImproTenfiit
CoDTentlon, Utica.

March ao, 1890.—Athletic Exhibition, Century Wheelmen,
Pniladelphia.

March 27. 1890.—At Armory Games of Twelfth Regiment
Athletic Association. New York : Two-
mile Bicycle Race.

May 28, 1890.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Canada.
May 30, 1890.—Annual Decoration Day Road Race, Irving-

ton-Mlburn Course.
May 30, 1890.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago.
May 30-31, i8go.—Annual Meet New Jersey Division,

L. A. W., at Plaintield.

May 31, 1890.—Inter-collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval,
New York.

June 9, 1890.—New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club's Race
Meet.

June 28, 1890.—Twenty-five Mile Team Race, Wilmington
Wheel Club vs. Chicago Cycling Club,
on Lancaster Pike, near Philadelphia.

Angast 25-27, 1890.—L. X. W. Annnal Meet at Niagara
Falls, N. T.

Contracts for paving portions of thirty streets, twenty-
two with granite blocks and eight with asphalt, will be
awarded by Commissioner Gilroy ne.xt week.

After all the meetings and conventions Long Island will
not have the projected fifty miles of improved road. It was
found that, as some of the towns involved already had good
roads, the expense would be too unequally distributed,
and the whole matter has been allowed to peter out.

There is hope for the outlying districts of New York
City. The Senate Committee, which during the summer
drove over the horrible streets to inquire into their condi-
tion, has presented a report that will materially hasten
the improvement of some sixty miles of street improvement.

The organization meeting of the 1890 "great century
run " occurs Monday evening at the Citizen's Club-house.
Keep it in mind.

HOPE FOR THE SICK.

ONE REMEDY FOR ONE DISEASE.
[fr07n MedicalJournal^

" The four greatest medical centres of the world are Lon-
don, Paris, Berlin and Vienna. These cities have immense
hospitals teeming with suffering humanity. Crowds of
students throng the wards studying under the Professors
in charge. The most renowned physicians of the world
teach and practice here, and the institutions are storehouses
of medical knowledjje and experience. With a view of
making this experience available to the public the Hospital
Remedy Co., at great expense, secured the prescriptions of
these hospitals, prepared the specifics, and , although it

would cost from $25 to $100 to secure the attention of their
distinguished originators, yet in this way these valuable
medicines are sold at the price of the quack patent medi-
cines that flood the market and absurdly claim to cure every
ill from a single bottle. The want always felt for a reliable
class of domestic remedies is now hlled with perfect satis-

faction. The Hospital Remedies make no unreasonable
claims. The specific for Catarrh cures that and nothing
else ; so with the specific for Bronchitis, Consumption and
Lung Troubles. Rheumatism is cured by No. 3, while
troubles of Digestion, Stomach, Liver and Kidneys have
their own cure. To these is added a specific for Fever and
Ague, one for female weakness—a general tonic and blood-
maker that makes blood and gives form and fullness, and
an incomparable remedy for Nervous Debility." These
remedies are all sold on an absolute guarantee to do what
is claimed for them
A circular describing this new method of treating disease

is sent free on application by Hospital Remedy Company,
Toronto, Canacja, Sole Proprietors. Reliable agents
waiite*},

Messrs. T. W. Burston and H. R. Stokes, the two Aus-
tralian wheelmen who have been indulging in a three

years' around-the-world pleasure tour, arrived in Mel-
bourne, the starting point, on December 14. They were
royally received. To the irrepressible interviewer they
said :

" Yes, we've come back in splendid health, not so

fleshy, perhaps, but with more muscle. All the time we
rode in the Melbourne Club uniform, but our headgear
differed according to circ^iimstanccs. When we were riding

we carried no clothing, and just got a new suit when the

old one was done. We had no accidents to speak of, just

one or two harmless spills. There is not much bicycling

on the Continent ; there is a good deal in America, while
Bri'ain is alive with it. We didn't try to make records,

but our average over the tour was eighty or ninety miles

a day. Our longest distance was in India, where we did

132 miles in one day. Everywhere we went we were
treated with great kindness."

In his new book, "A Yankee at the Court ol King ATthur,"
Mark Twain introduces some heroeson bicycles. The Yankee
and the King are having a bad quarter of an hour in a hot
corner, when they are rescued by " five hundred mailed and
belted knights on bicycles. The grandest sight that ever
was seen. Lord, how the plumes streamed, how the sun
flamed and flashed from the endless procession of webby
wheels." Mark must have got his idea from the general
meet in the park, so you see that much-abused gathering
has secured cycling a big advertisement. The fun of

introducing all the latest triumphs of science amongst the

people of Arthur's time is, in Mark Twain's hands, some-
thing immense.

—

Ex.
Mr. George Ashfield, of the Citizens' Club, died on Wed"

nesday evening. This is only the second member the Citi

zens' Club has lost by death since its organization.

M. A. Holbein has been presented with a handsome gold
watch by Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, makers of

the " Premier," as "a token of esteem and gratitude of

the firm for the spontaneous services he has rendered
them in pedaling their wheel to glory with himself."

Regarding the Stanley Show it is reported that fully 75
per cent, of the members of the Manufacturers' and Ex-
hibitors' Association, and a large proportion of the Guaran-
tors, have signed the round robin, pledging themselves not
to show personally, or through agents next year, but there
are still a good many odd firms standing out.

Mr. T. Henry Sweeting, of Philadelphia, has made and
patented a new home trainer which is likely to be heard
from later.

Dr. A. C. Griffin, a familiar sight on New York roads,
has gone West.

The annual 25-mile handicap road race will be held on
May 30. Details regarding prizes, entries, course, etc.,

will be published about April i.

BRAVO, MANHATTANS !

At a meeting of the Manhattan Bicycle Club on Monday
last resolutions were adopted declaring the club's interest

in road imp'-ovement work and indorsing the New York
Slate Roads Improvement Association's bill. It was also

voted that the club join the Association in a body, and that
an appropriation be made towards its fund as substantial
evidence of the club's interest in the work. The resolu-
tions were most enthusiastically received and were carried
with refreshing unanimity.

A 7-mile cross-country run over the Bronx River course
is a Manhattan Bicycle Club fixture for next month.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will give a spring reception
shortly after Easter. A committee is arranging details.

A.J.Wilson, the English scorcher, is frequently seized
with nervousness ; his steering becomes erratic, and he is

compelled to get off and walk. A number of American
scorchers are also subject to this nervous manifestation,
and they are frequently compelled to dismount and take a
drink.

Dixon's American graphite pencils, made by ihe Joseph
Uixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, are smooth, black, fine

and perfect.

Charles A. Dunn, laic Treasurer of the New York Bicycle
Club, has assumed the management of "The Lincoln"
Hotel, at the northwest corner of Broadway and Fiftv-

second Street.

A nice little Gotham run is through the Park, Sixth Ave-
nue, 145th Street, Seventh Avenue, up the hill, over the
bridge, turn left up Sedgwick Avenue, and along to Berke-
ley Oval, returning over the same route. SedgwicK Avenue
is suoerb riding. At Washington Bridge are two roads, one
right and one left ; the right is very hilly and is the wrong
road ; keep to the left, boys.

She rode up Seventh .Avenue on Sunday afternoon last

on a bike ; she was neatly dressed, rode in good form, but
somehow or other she looked incomplete without an escort.

It takes a strong-minded woman to ride through the lanes
of men that line Seventh Avenue on a Sunday afiernoon,
and strong-minded women are as unpleasant as weak-
minded men.

It is reported that W. A. Illston will race on a safety this

year.

The number of visitors to the Stanley Show was 76.023,

A handsome piece of work is the St. Nicholas Manufdc-
turing Co.'s agents' catologue. It is beautifully bound in

red leatherette and the cover illuminated with the concern's
striking design in gold.

A. C. Banker has offered a medal to the member of the
Manhattan Bicycle Club making the greatest mileage dur-
ing the current year. A medal for the second highest mile-
age has also been offered by another club member.

The Warwick Baby Seat for safety bicycles,

manufactured by the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co..

Springfield, Mass.

THE "ORMONDE" CYCLES.
As previously stated, Messrs. Banker & Campbell, of this city, have secured the sole

American agency for the celebrated " Ormonde " Cycles, and will import seven distinct types
of this make of safeties.
Their " Special Or-

mondes," at $135.00, will
come in four weights

—

17, 30, 36 and 43 lbs.

Their " Special Or-
monde " Ladies' Light
Roadster Safeties in two
weights—33 and 38 lbs.
The 33-lb. wheel with 26-
inch driving and 28-inch
steering wheels, and the
38-lb. wheel with 28-inch
driving and 30 inch steer-
ing wheels. Both of these
wheels will be sold at the
standard price, ^135.00.
A " Triangular" Half-

Diamond frame wheel,
with Hollow Rims and
Tangent Spokes, to sell at
$120.00
A "Combination"

|L; wheel for either lady or
F^ gentleman, at .§11500.

:.:,—-^7-nT:;:7=::T^T=-:^..,— _-,,_,.^-.. f^^^ ^ "Full Diamond"
frame safety at $100.00. They have named their $75.00 all-ball, steel tubing wheel," The League."
Their list of Safeties closes with their $65.00 all-ball " Boy's Ormonde." The Catalogue, with
full description of these wheels and their construction, will be issued about March ist. From the
records and performances accomplished on the " Ormonde " in England, and the reputation they
bring with them across the water, Messrs. Banker & Campbell should score a great success in the
cycle market with this truly excellent line of whaels.

The cut i§ that of the " Special Ormonde " 36-lbs. Light Roadster Safety,
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 15 Cents

Ttto Insertions 25 "

FOR SALE.—Tricycle, Marlborough Club Tandem ; new
June, i888; not ridden loo miles; Sfood as new; in

perfect order- Best offer solicited. T. B. Hawkins, 115

Broadway, N. Y. 3-7

BARGAINS.—54-inch Victor Light Roadster, '89 model,

only $go ; Crescent Safety, balls all over, $75 ; Colum-
bia Lieht Roadster, '87 model, $60. O. W. Swift, Dan-
bury, Conn. 3-21

FOR SALE.—.52-inch New Mail, '89 pattern, latest im-

provements, as perfect as new, not run sixty miles,

nickeled, King of the Road hub lamp, luggage carrier and
whistle. Cost $145. Will sell for $100. L. G. Sloat,

Purdy Station, Westchester Co., New York. 3-21

pOR SALE.—56-inch bicycle, all nickle, except wheel.
^ Ball-bearings, spade and cow-horn handles, long dis-

tance saddle. Address, Box 82, Long Branch, N. J. 3-7

FOR SALE.—Columbia, two-track tricycle, good as new,
in first-class condition. Also Victor tricycle, used one

year, condition perfect. R. C. Alexander, 23 Park Row,
N. Y. 3-14

WANTED.—Fifty people to take chances in 53-inch Co-
lumbia L. R., being raffled by The Blennerhassett

Wheelmen, $1 each, six for $5. Box 62, Parkersburg, W.
Va. 2-28

WANTED—A 50 or 52-inch bicycle, must be in good
condition and cheap. Address, W. H. Lokerson,

Box 68, Jamesburgh, N. J. a-28

(1> _—BUYS 48-INCH SPECIAL STAR ; almost new;
4'9'-' latest pattern ; ball bearings, all hollow ; cost $135
R. Mitchell, 128 East 22d St., New York City. 2-28

CTAR—For sale, Star Safety. Address F. H. C, P. O.
•^ Box, 444, New York City. tf

"\j;'ANTED.—64-inch bicycle. Address Banker & Cam 0-

•^ bell, 1788 Broadway, New York City. tic

DARGAIN FOR NICKEL PLATER AND REPAIRER
'-' —We will se'l at almost half original cost, on liberal

terms, our complete nickel-plating plant, with lo-horse

power gas engine, and give purchaser one year's rent free
;

will also give purchaser all of our nickel work and a large
amount of repair work ; if preferred, will rent entire outfit.

For particulars write A. W. Gump & Co., Dayton, Ohio.
2-28 c

pOR SALE.—One gent's "Quadrant," one gent's
"^ "Singer," and two ladies' "Singer" Safeties; all

new, and latest patterns. Will take $no for either one, to

close out stock. The Chicago Bicycle Co., 38 E. Van
Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

d- T no *^*^'^- SURPRISE TRICYCLE, as good as new
;

•P '- '-'*-' not run fifty miles ; is in perfect condition ; best
offer over $100 takes this machine complete. Address
Lock Box P., Lime Rock, Conn. 3-j8

pOR SALE CHEAP.—No. 2 National Safety; one
1 Speedwell safety ; one 50-inch Springfield Roadster

;

all in good condition. W. A. Young, Braceville, 111. 4-28

\X7ANTED.—An Ai Bicycle Machinist; 10 the right man
•' steady work and good wages will be paid. New
York Bicycle Co., Nos. 4 and 6 East Sixtieth Street, New
York. t f

(t ..—Will buy Vol. I. of Stevens' " Around the World on
•Po a Bicycle"; brand new. X, Box 444, N. Y. City.

T F you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for
' books, stationery, typewriters, organs, buggy, cigars,

etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOrK, LITITZ, PA. He has the
best second-^" list in the U. S. A $250 Humber Tan-
dem, used 50 miles, at any reasonable offer, and a score of

other bargains. Don't buy before you write to him. Zook,
Lititz, Pa. 3-28-c

(( f^ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-
^^ ford, Ct.

IV/rACHINIST—Ai, wants position to take charge of re-
•''^ pair shop, or will take a partner to start business in

any citv. Address Bicycles, 2158 Second Ave., N.Y. City.2-28

Seeond-hand Machines, many like ne'w, prices
reasonable. Wlieels to rent. Repairing and
nickeling. Note our change of address.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,
No. 4 East 60th Street, Fifth Avenue entrance

to Central Park.

1> T;^n A fD tt 10 per cent, off on all Repair
Jm.ML<JriJLMJ»<?^» and Beflnlshlng work re-^^"'^^^^^^^™"^^—

ceived before Harcli 10.

Psycho Tandem Safety, all plated except wheels ; all

balls ; tires perfect ; an elegant machine $175
American Rambler, new ; all balls 105
Victor Safety, fine machine 80
48-mch American Challenge, all balls 55
I Hickory Safety , almost new 60
48-inch Expert, especially built for fancy riding

;

nickel finish 60
52-inch Victor, half nickel ; all balls ; as good as new,

only 65
51-inch Star, latest pattern ; hollow frame ; spade

handles ; tires perfect; ball to front wheel ; half
nickeled; cost $135.00; price, including lamp—

a

decided bargain 85
56-inch Expert ; all balls tires first-class ; full nickel

;

spade handles ; Kirkpatrick Saddle ; price 55
50-inch Apollo ; all balls ; tires perfect ; fine machine 60

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.,

Manufactnrers of BICYCLE BELLS AMD HOISTS

J. S. Whatton, a strong English road rider, is a veget-
arian. He says of his system :

' That about seven years
ago I gave up eating flesh meat, and that then, as now,
that is my habit, except upon exceedingly rare occasions

C say two or three times a year). I dislike it, and find I am
better in health without it as well as stronger physically.
Besides which I hold theories on the point. My practice
(possibly my theories) coincides with that of Sir James
Hannen and many other eminent persons of the present
day, who do not always refuse fish whilst at the same time
considering it no way a necessity."

The English concerns usually print with their advertise-
tisements cuts of men mounted on their machines. They
are very catchy and we recommend some American con-
cerns to illustrate their advertisements in this way.

A cycling and polo entertainment will be held atPough
keepsie on March 7. Dan Canary will furnish the cycle
part of the entertainment.

The Savage Club, of London, recently dined Thomas
Stevens.

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Bicycler, Guns, etc. Throws only small quantity ol oil at
a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price. 50c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue. New York.

46-lNCH COL. EXPERT, K nickeled.

48-INCH COL. EXPERT, % nickeled.

48 -INCH AMERICAN CHAMPION,
yi nickeled.

—30 -inch AMERICAN RUDGE; nickeled and
enameled.

—30-inch COL. EXPERT; nickeled and enameled.

—so-inch COL. EXPERT; half nickeled.

—50-inch COL. liXPERT ; full nickeled

.

—50 inch SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER ; nickeled
and enameled ; perfectly new.

—52-inch VICTOR ROADSTER ; nickeled and
enameled.

—52-inch VICTOR LIGHT ROADSTER; nickeled
and enameled.

-54 -inch COL. EXPERT; nickeled and en-
ameled .

-54-inch COL. EXPERT; full nickeled.

—s6-inch AMERICAN CLUB ; nicke'ed and en-
ameled.

—56-inch COL. EXPERT; full nickeled.

—45-inch SPECIAL STAR; nickeled and en-
ameled.

-METROPOLITAN SAFETY; nickeled and
enameled.

—AMERICAN RAMBLER; nickeled and en-
ameled.

Seconi-Haiid Wheels ani Typewriters
of all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in
the market—Safeties included. Always in the market to buy large or
small lots. New or Second-hand Wheels for Cash when prices are right.
We constantly carry 400 to 500 wheels, including many rare bargains in
not onlv second-hand and shop-worn cycles, but also STANDARD
MAKiES NEW WHEEIiS bought in job lots. Liberal discounts to
agents

.

EOUSE, HAZARD & 00., 13 G St., Peoria, 111.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
IVITH NO EXTRA CHARGE EXCEPT INTEREST.
Manufacturers' Agents for Victors, Columbias, Champions, Eagles, Stars,
Springfields, Warwicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL
other cycles made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low
as the lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express— 13 railroads. Send
for 40 page Illustrated Catalogue, containing full particulars of our pay-
ment plan, with latest second-hand and bargain list.

EOUSE, HAZARD & CO., 13 a St., Peoria, 111.

WILL- EXCHAIVOE
TANDEM BICYCLE

Nearly new, for any good make

SAFETY
AND CASH.

Write for particulars and describe
Safety and value to

E. & W. VAN WAGONER,
NEWPORT, R. I.

^'fei;b°bI[°"BICYCLES
Tires. Factory Price. Our Price.

.52in....»CO 00 $32 40
t SOln.... 66 00 29 70
•g » 48in.... 60 00 27 OO
•SSil?!"— • •«S00 zi 35
.~o44ln.... 40 00 2 I 60
S%gi2in.... 85 00 18 90

SAFETY
BICYCLES

fifS."'^' E. C. MEAGHAM ARfUS CO.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243IBroadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one year s

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address.

Town or City

County. State.
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TEN CAR LOADS ! !

ONE of the most essential points for careful consideration in connection with the purchase of a

bicycle is economy in weight. We find, by making a very simple calculation, that a person who rides

a bicycle ten miles a day on an average for five years (eighteen hundred and twenty-five days),

that he would have ridden eighteen thousand two hundred and fifty miles ; and that if the bicycle used

was ien pounds heavier thaii he actually required, he would have carried one hundred and eighty-two thousand

five hundred pounds more bicycle per mile ridden than was necessary, or about two car loads per year.

Now, fix your rate per car load and you will ascertain the value of a bicycle the proper weight.

range in weight from 38 to 48 pounds, and we therefore can supply a machine in accordance with a

purchaser's requirements. We carry five styles, including the most Elegant Ladies' Safety in the iVmeri-

can market.

CATALOGUE READY, FEBRUARY 20th.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., Sole Importers,

55 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL..

Competent Agents wanted everywhere.

RAPID SAFETIES
FOR 1 890.

KOUR PAXTTERNS.
Descriptive Slieets Noir Ready, Hend us Your l^aine.

We Want to Mail You One.

Our full eatalogrue ivill be ready a little later, and ive ivill

send you a copy of that also.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO..
BALTIMORE, MD.
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HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

T5 P'^S'^y cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEl,, P. O. Box 444.

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained, and all patent business conducted
for Moderate Fees,

Our Office is opposite U. S. Patent OfFlce.
We have no sub-agencies, all business direct, henc« can transact patent
business in less time and at less cost than those remote from Washing-
ton. Send model, drawing", or photoeraph, with description. We
advise if patentable or not. free of cnarge. Our fee not due till

patent is secured. A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with references
to actual clients in your State, county, or town, sent free. Address,

C A. SNOW& CO., 0pp. Pat Offlce.Washington.D.C.

THE BILLINGS k SPENCER CO,

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billings'
Patent Bicycle "Wrenclies, 4 and s inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect . For sale by all

cycle manufacturers and dealers. Address, 220 Laurence St

SUIVIIVIER t890.
Prof. P. Le Perrier"s European tour through

France, England, Switzerland, on
bicycles and tricycles.

Forparticulars, terms, etc., address.

Prof. P. Le Perrier. 34 W. 40th St.. N. Y. City

CRAVES & CREEN,
Wood Engravers,

Bicycle Cuts a Specialty,
302 WASHIBJGTOIV ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

REPAIRS !_REPAIRS I

Bicycle Repairing in all its Branches.

Difficult Repairing a Specialty.

Estimates furnished. Out of town orders at-

tended to promptly. Send your Wheel to us and
so save paying two or three additional and
unnecessary profits. All work done on our
premises by skilled mechanics

—

not boiler machin.
ists !—under our immediate supervision.

Prices Reasonable! Satisfaction Guaranteed!

NEW YORK BICYCLE CO.,
Sth Ave. entrance to Central Park. No. 4 East 6oth St.

Now Is Your Chance for

CHEAP MACHINES.
We have a number of wheels on hand—new and second-

hand—and, having discontinued our business, are anxious
to dispose of them, and willing to do so for very little
money.

If you are looking for a cheap, but good wheel, you
may find something in the following list, and if there is,

you can have that something cheap, as well as have it good
—which every one wants :

I .so-in. " Centaur " (new). Regular price $60 ; we sell for
$45-

1 48-in. " Apollo " (new). Regular price $45 ; we sell for
I33.

I 36-in. " Apollo" (new). Regular price $21 ; we sell for
$15.

1 5^-in. Columbia Light Roadster; full nickeled; good
condition

; $60.
I s2-in. Columbia Expert ; full nickeled

;
good condition;

$SS.
I 52-in. American Light Champion ; full nickeled (wc

sold this wheel last Spring, and the buyer, being unable to
meet payments, had to return it, so it is almost a new
wheel)

; $90.
I 50-in. Springfield Roadster ; lair condition

; f40.
1 sa-in. "Star"; full nickeled ; fair condition

; $25.
These are all we have, so if you want one, write early,

•r it may be sold.

At the above prices, these are better chances than you
could find at an auction sale.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
p. O. Box 11*26. - NKW^ YORK.

GIILOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» * PERFECT,

IF 188^

IDIMRIES.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.
^~ 'Wx'i-b© foar I^aric© Llst;-

New York Warehouse, 65 Rcade Street.

RADWAY'S
READY RELIEF

The great CONQUEROR of PAIN. Applied exter-
nally, instantly relieves Sprains, Bruises, Back-
ache, Pain in the Chest or Sides, Headache, Tooth-
ache or any other external pain. CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS,Rheumatism, Neuralgia,Lumba-
go, Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

FOR INTERNAL PAINS,
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vom-
iting, Heartburn, DIARRHCEA, Colic, Flatulency,
Fainting Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoon-
full in lialf a tumbler of water. 50c. a bottle.
All Druggists.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

European Bicycle Tour.

MARCH CIRCULAR NOW READY.

address:

K. A. ELWELL,
152 Pearl St, Portland, Me.

J^ACIAL BLEMISHES
The largest E?tabU^^hmeutia the World for

thetreatmentof Hair and Scalp, Eczema.

Jlolea, 'W'arts, bupcrlluoua Hair, Birthmarks,

I Jloth, Freckles, tWriokles, Eed Nose, Red

; Tein3,0i]ySliin, Acne. Pimples, Blackheads,

I Barber's Itch, Scars, Fittings,Powder Marks,
/'Bleaching, ) acial Developrocnt, etc. Send

10 cts. for lS8-page book oix all skin Im-
perfections and their treatment.

JOHN Jl. WOOUBCKY, Bcrtnatolo-

alut, 125 ffcst4Sd8treet,KEW10EKClTY, N.Y.

P.8.—Ub© Wooflbury'uFBclolSonpfortlieskln and
ealpt for salo ct :-!ldriieBl«t», orby mnil, 50 cents.

'lease mention thii^

Iijrovei 5-incli Acie Steel frencL

FOR POCKET AND BICYCI.E USE.

THE STRONGEST AND BEST.

Xi£a>de of Best; Q-ixaditsr Steel.
11'- eafter Heads .~.iid Slides oi our Wrenches will be thoroughly

hardened.

Weight, 6K oz.

Awarded First Prize Medal at the Parla ExpoolUon.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wrench
Warranted.

For sale by all cvcle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
Rees St. near Haisted St., CHICAGO. ILL.

SAVE MONEr. BEFORE YOU BUY
B ICYCLE OR GUN

Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, 0., for
Prices. Over 400 shop-worn and second-Land
Cycles. Repairinfr and Nickeling. Bicycles,
Gnns and Tjrnewrlters taken in trade.

SEND FOR LIST OF

NEW BICYCLES at REDUCED PRICES.

New York Bicycle Transfer Go.
Mr. Walter Hatton, who has for some years served as

janitor of the New York Bicycle Club, has established a
Bicycle Transfer which should be popular with wheelmen.
By telephoning, or sending postal, Mr. Hatton will transfer

your wheel from any part of New York or Brooklyn to any
part of the same at a moderate cost of 50 to 75 cents, or one-

third the express charge

.

146 \re8t End Ave., New York Cit} .

We manufacture the

BEST JET BLACK ENAMEL

"WEBB^S

amjcologne spirit,
SPIRITS OP TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 166 Pearl St. . Mew York .

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

Wilkinson;

JETENAMEU

PRICE 50£^
I: ""'tUDIMQ BRUS"

\.

?EjDWlWlLKINSflH|

55STATI1ST.

QlCAGOr

IN THE

United States.

SAMPLE CAN BY MAIL, - 6Sc.

The trade should write for prices.
It IS a Kood seller and gives perfect
satisfaction.

Send for our large catalogue of Bi-
cycles, Lawn Tennis, Base Balls,

Fishing Tackle, Nets,
Seines, etc.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO,

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Put/man's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES

:

New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and
'

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—211 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

i 24th and I Ihestnut Street.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company
| m

HOS. 24 k 26 YAMWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NKW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

HEWYORK BELTING & PACKING CO.

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.
Branches: Chicago, Boston, Phtladelphiii, Cleveland.

Spade Bicjcle Handles

SPADE GRIPS,

Soft Rubber Handles,

Bicycle Tires, Tire

Cement, Pedal Rub-

bers, Bicycle Spokes,

Bicycle Balls, Etc.

Rntlier Moald WorK Sclicitefl

ELASTIC TIP CO.
P.itentees and Manufacturers,

Cor. Coruhill and

Washington Sts.

BOSTON, MASS., V. S. A.

Ask yeur local dealer for

Chains^ ^ p
Graphite. I]

HECiSTERED.

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN

JOHN HARRIOTT,
MANUFACTURER OF

Prize Medals and Cups,
Badges and Club Pins of every description.

Designs on application.

3 WINTER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-
'°'CHA1NSHINTS-CARE

bi V
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PFFrCE,SALOON ^ BAR FIXIURES

N EW,.YORK. 6h ICAGO,; =

E>CVn CI N N at 1
,;- ST. LOUISi

_AWD ALL PRINCIPAL CITIE5.- i;'

IV/T INER'S PEOPLES THEATRE. NEW YORK.
"^ Matinees Wed. and Sat

Week commencing March 3.

Herrmann in Black Art.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

.4^r EARL & WILSON'S.
^ i MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANOCUFFS
LiVX "ARE THE BEST"
[V'A^ FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

^TARRI

CatM^

Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. The
papers are bound as firmly as a book. THE WHEEL AND CYCLING
TRADE Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, 7& cento. If ordered with Rub^crlptlon, 60 cento.

%mmi
A NEW TBEATMEST.

* Sufferers are not generally aware
that these diseases are contagious,
or that they are due to the presence
of living parasites in the lining
membrane of the nose and eusta-
chian tubes. Microscopic research,
however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discov-
ery is that a simple remedy has
been discovered which permanently
cures the most aggravated cases of
these distressing diseases by a few
simple applications made (tioo weeks
apart) by the patient at home. A
pamphlet explaining this new treat-
ment is sent free by A. H. Dixon &
Son, 337 and 339 West King Street,
Toronto, Canada.

N. B —This treatment la not n BnnlT or nn
ointment. Both |bave been discarded by reput-
able physiciana as injurious.

L. U. II II _ ^ I II II nil I I

»U£'rM^'.5f^il-^^&|Sfil

KING ofTRANSPARENT ENAMELS
tusMnamicmnsism
ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES-

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg respectfully to announce that they have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

639 Arch Street, Pblladelplila, Sole Agents
for tlie United States^.

Agents wanted in every city, town and village on the con-

tinent. Send for our Cycle Catalogue

ATALANTA

New Boy's Safeties, 24 in. wheels,

in different qualities, from . . $12
Safeties, 30 in. wheels, ball bear-

ings all over, from . . -35
Atalanta Safeties, equal to best

machines produced, tangent
spokes, hallow rims, . . -65

Ball Pedals, .... 2.50
(Per gross, $2.10.)

AGENTS WA^NTED,

AUGUST LARSEN,
14 COLESHILL ST.,

Birmingham, - - England.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent

FOR THE

WARWICK "PERFECTION," "UNION" AND "SPRINGFIELD" CYCLES,
AND THE

LOZIER& YOST "GIANT" SAFETIES.
ALSO FOR THE

STANDARD ROTARY SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE.

173 Tremont St., Boston.
AGENTS IV/INTED. SEN^D EOR CATALOGUE.
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COLOnPM LlQHT R0/1D5TER S/IfETT.

PRICE, $135. ^

SPECIALTIES.
MoUow FeUoes.—The only heating done to them is when the ends are brazed together.

Acknowledged by all to be the most expensive and best felloes made.
Tubular JfTud Gh^ard.—For rear wheel, forming part of the frame; is the best for

the purpose, as it will not rattle, and does not bend or break.
Ewart netacHahle Cliaitt.—Made of forged steel ; easily oiled. Bearings do not

rust in when not used.

Beud Ijochingf nevice.—The best of its kind. No difficulty in making Safety
stand agamst a wall All Safety riders will appreciate it.

Front 'Tfheel Spring JToints,—They give just enough spring; rigid steering.
No loss of power in climbing hills.

Kirhpatricle Saddie.—The most successful saddle ever made; the pioneer of
hammock saddles.

Rubber Tires.— Made of the best rubber for the purpose ; and while we do not
claim they will never come off, we now claim to have the most satisfactory
method of cementing tires, and invite all to examine it.

Tubing.—Is the best cold-drawn seamless steel tubing made in England.

Pope Mfc. Co., 77 Franklin St., Boston.
12 Warren St.. New York. 291 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

KKss or F. V. Strauss, iao-»6 Wai.kkk St.. .\iiw Yc
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W":;:p. O. BOX 444
I

N. Y.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORMNe.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Priop,

foreign Subscriptions,

Pingle Copies,

$1.00 a year

6s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy ghoald be recelred hj Tnesday morning.

Late Copy reeelTed until Wednegday morning;.

CliangeR for Adrertisements most be re'eired bjr

Tuesday morning to Ingnre Insertion.

Special Adrertising Matter recelred nntll Thnrs.

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,
NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,
and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

HE DOES NOT SUBSCRIBE BUT JUST
THE SAME HE READS IT.

F. E. Berner, proprietor of a " cash house " at Genesco,

III., has booked a latge order for cycle clothingf with Mr.
Harry Struenell. He writes, "Seeing your advertisement

in The Wheel," etc.

Now this Mr. Berner is not a subscriber, but

Some man in hU town
eel s'-Tlie Wheel"

And hands it ronnd.

And lots of other men.
In lots of other townii,

Do the same thing.

MESSRS. POTTER AND COSSUM, after

repeated conferences, went before the

Sub-Committee at Albany on Thursday after-

noon with a new bill, based on the best features

of the two bills which have been receiving the

consideration of the Ways and Means Commit-
tee. They will attempt to substitute the new
compromise bill, but whether they will succeed

or not we probably shall not be able to learn

before sending the paper to press.

The compromise bill creates a State superin-

tendent of highways, sacrifices the three-headed

commission and is mandatory. These important

changes, with improvements in minor points,

make the new bill preferable to the old.

Two other highway improvement bills are be.

fore the legislature—one asking for an appropri-

ation of $10,000,000 for highway improvement,
the other making some changes in the present

method of working out the road tax.

" pVCLING FOR WOMEN," translated from
v^ the German by a Washington lady, is a

valuable contribution to the hygienic literature

of the sport. We shall publish during the year
many articles of this kind, and any cyclist who
preserves his copies of the paper during the

year i8go will have a valuable collection of

cycling matter, of a statistical, niechanical and
hy^ieiiic nature.

"

"ANGLO-AMERICAN," in a few notes on

^ racing, which are published in another

column, makes the suggestion that a "timer's

flag " be used in addition to the pistol fire. The
use of a flag might be left optional with the

referee of a meet. On large tracks, when the

events are of the handicap order, a flag is a

necessity. It could be used to signal the time

to mount, to prepare the timers and could also

be waved simultaneously with the pistol shot.

We pass this suggestion over to Chairman
Davol.

EVERY bicycle club in New York State

should exert itself to forward the work of

highway improvement. If it can't do great

things, let it do the best it can, for everything

tells. It would be only just and proper if the

Boards of Trustees of all the clubs should meet

and appropriate a sum sufficient to send a club

representative to the Syracuse convention on

March i8. Good roads mean more to wheelmen
than to any other class in the community. Not

one man in ten of us is able to enjoy cycling in

its best sense, on account of the stretches of

mud, which are called highways by courtesy

only. We want to see every prominent club in

this State represented at the convention. Brace

up for the good cause.

WE would suggest to the new administration

that the Constitution and By-Laws of the

League be changed to provide that the Presi-

dent, Vice-Presidents and Treasurer of the

League shall assume office one month after

their election. The advantages of such an ar-

rangement appear to be so clear that no agu-

ment seems necessary. Under the present

system, the officers referred to are retired so

suddenly that not only is it awkward and per-

sonally unpleasant, but their sudden and com-
plete withdrawal from League work is detri-

mental. Their term of office should be ex-

tended at least one month after the annual elec-

tions, or else they should, for one month after

the annual meeting, have some official connec-

tion with the men who have been elected to

succeed them.

We would further suggest that the recommen-
dation of Mr. Luscomb, referring to the status

of ex-Presidents, should be at least considered.

They might become members of the National

Assembly for a term of years or for life.

AT the meeting of the Board of Managers of

the Amateur Athletic Union, held at Wil-

mington, Del., on Saturday last, the new rules

of the Racing Board, L. A. W., were brought up
for consideration, resulting in the adoption of

the following resolution :

Resolved, That in view of the recent legislation by the

Racing Board of the L. A. W., a committee of five be ap-

pointed to consider the advisability of enacting rules to

govern cycling in the clubs of the Amateur Athletic Union,

with instructions to report at the next meeting of the

Board.

Of the committee of five appointed, three have

been in consultation with Mr. Davol, and at a

meeting of the A. A. U. Board, to be held April

I, they will most probably report in favor of

adopting the League racing rules. But one

change has been made—Rule G having been

amended so that an athletic club, by special

sanction of the Racing Board, can pay the actual

necessary travelling expenses of a cycling mem-
ber to a set of games; and when such sanction is

given it applies only to the case specified, and
does not cover a whole season.

;,The r.ule as amended is perfectly fair and will

advance the sport. The A. A. U. officials recog-

nize that, in isolated cases, some athletic clubs

did go too far last year in the matter of "in-

ducements" to prominent athletes. They fur-

ther recognize the right of the L. A. W. to con-

trol bicycle racing, and expressed a desire that

the two associations might work in harmony.

At the present time it seems fair to presume
that the relations between the two bodies will

be better than ever before, and both cycling and
athletics should benefit by it.

Badge A Co. awarded S6,000.

Messrs. Rudge & Co. were, on February 27,
awarded a judgment of ^'5,000 against Messrs.
Stoddard, Lovering & Co , of Boston, for failing

to act as their agents in this country.

New Torl( Bowling Clnb Tonrnament, Jlondaj night,

March 8, 1800.

Score. Handicap. Total.

Odel 193 15 208
Shultas 142 50 ig2
Shriver 149 40 i8g
Cambreleng 135 50 185
Goicouria 166 15 i8r

Pendleton 155 25 180
Lansing 136 40 176
Hanson 146 30 176
Stott 174 Scratch. 174
Shaw 140 30 170
Shipsey 117 50 167
Findlev 157 10 167
Charlotte 145 to 155
Bogart 140 10 150
Himstedt 97 50 147
McFadden 115 30 145
Heydecker 134 10 144
Daniels ri8 20 138
Nisbett 134 Scratch. 134
Weir no 20 130
Kitt 113 5 118
The game will be continued on March 10

and 17.

The poor showing of Nisbett was due to

illness.

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT LEGISLA-
TION AT ALBANY.

Messrs. Dunn, Potter and Cossum appeared
before the Sub-committee at Albany, on Thurs-
day afternoon, with a compromise bill. The
Committee also had presented for its consider-

ation the Richardson Bill, which asks for an ap-

propriation of |io,ooo,ooo for the purpose of

building new roads. Mr. Richardson and the

League representatives agreed to confer on
the best method of securing highway improve-
ment, and all parties will appear before the

Sub-committee next Thursday at 2 P. M. It is

probable that the clause appropriating $10,000,-

000 may be incorporated in the Potter-Cossum
Bill.

PEORIA MEET, 1890.

The dates for the second annual fall race meet
to be held in this city have finally been defi-

nitely decided upon, and the great event that is

already being looked forward to by a great

many racing men and their backers will take

place Sept. 12 and 13, and as the Trotting Asso-

ciation have become interested in the success of

our races, since they know what they are, and
that they really amount to something, we are

assured of their backing and hearty support in

getting the track into prime condition, which

was not the case last year by any means, or at

least not until there were several racing men
with their trainers already here so that it began

to look like business. Of course, we shall re-

ceive better support this year all round, as the

people here had no idea whatever of the intense

interest that is created by first-class bicycle

races.

The Bicycling World publishes in its last issue the very

important paragraph omitted from the official report of

Mr. Luscomb in the World's report of the National Assem-
bly Meet. We called attention to the omission in last

week's Wheel, hence the publication of the omitted para-

graph, with the e.xplanation that the foreman "did it."

Wefi, the foreman is able to bear the blame, and the

World's explanation has saved it from being forced into a,

very humiliating and very unple^^aot position.
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GREAT CENTURY RUN, 1890.

A meeting to project a run for this year was

held at the Citizens' club- house on Monday eve-

nine L. A. Clarke, Citizens' Club, acted as tem-

porary chairman, and Mr. C. F. Cossum, River

side Wheelmen, as temporary secretary. Ihe

other cyclists present were : Messrs. Powers,

Riverside Wheelmen; Fuller, B. B. C; Lock-

wood, Yonkers B. C , and Coggeshall, Bloom-

field Cyclers.
,

Mr Clarke read details of last year s run, and

stated that, so far as he could learn, the run

would attract greater interest this year than

ever before. He did not intend to take the en-

tire management of the run this year, as he had

on the previous runs, as there had been a deal

of kicking. Mr. Clarke read a paragraph from

the New York Sun - published below—attributed

it to Mr Masterson, the Suns correspondent,

and stated that it was based on a "personal

grudge " etc etc. This excited a deal of discus-

sion, in which it appeared that there was bound

to be a lot of kicking, no matter how well the

run was conducted.
Upon the suggestion of Mr. Pr:al, a motion

was made to this effect: That an invitation be

extended to each one of the fifteen clubs in New
York. Brooklyn, New Jersey, etc., to send one

delegate to a meeting. That these fifteen dele-

gates shall compose a general committee and

that they shill elect an executive committee of

five, who thall have entire charge of the run.

It was decided to hold the run on June 14, but

the date is subject to change, as it was desirable

to hold the run at the time of the Pennsylvania

Division meet, which is to be held at Philadel-

phia this summer.
, , ,

The meeting of the delegates from local clubs

will be held on March 24 at the Brooklyn Bicy-

cle Club-house, 62 Hanson Place. The house is

reached by Fulton Street elevated road to

Lafayette Avenue.

The great annual Century Run of the wheelmen to Phila-

delphia, which has always been engineered by L. A. Clarke,

of the Citizens' Bicycle Club, of this city, promises from

present indications to be rather poorly attended this season.

Wheelmen who have participated in these runs have become

dissatisfied with Mr. Clarke's management, and an opposi-

tion run is now being agitated. The officers of Brooklyn

and New Jersey Clubs are in favor of this annual affair, but

prefer some other man to run the affair than IMr. Clarke.

A Sun reporter, in conversation with an officer of the

Brooklyn Bicycle Club yesterday, was informed that one of

the Captains of a New Jersey Club is interesting himself in

the matter, and as he will receive the co-operation of both

Brooklyn and New Jersey Clubs, the success of the opposi-

tion project is assured.—New York Sun.

Captain Martin, of the Plainfield Club, stated

to a Wheel representative that he was the gen-

tleman referred to in the paragraph quoted. He
thought that the run had not been well managed
last year ; that Mr. Clarke, after getting a com-

mittee, paid but litile attention to his fellow-

committeemen, but "bossed the job" all the

way ; that Mr. Clarke had never made a report

to the members of the committee, who had re-

peatedly requested him to make such a report

;

that Mr. Clarke had taken command of the run

at Plainfield, whereas Mr. Martin had been del-

egated to the position. Mr. Martin had, early

in the year, thought of getting up a Century
Run, but had abandoned the project.

The fact of the matter is that the Great Cen-

tury Run has become an interesting event; that

it takes a deal of trouble to arrange all the de-

tails. From the very nature of the case there is

bound to be more or less complaint. Mr.

Clarke has declined to manage the run this

year, but at the meeting of the general commit-
tee he will probably be asked to take the chair-

manship of the committee of five who will have
charge of the run. Meanwhile, Captain Martin

has a right to his personal opinion, which may
or may not be right. The only unfortunate pait

of the affair is that such damaging and ambig-
uous statements should get into the public

prints.

Chicago's Kew Track.

The Chicago Cricket Club promises to provide

the cyclists of Chicago with a first-class bicycle

track this year. Stock has been issued for $50,
000, and $30,000 of the total amount has al-

ready been subscribed. Membership will cost

$10 a year, and many cyclists have already
promised to join. Among the subscribers are :

Pope Mfg. Co., $500; Gormully & Jeffery Mfg
Co., $500. A number of prominent Urtion Stock

Y^rds people head the list with fi.cxxi each.

FIXTURES.

February 22-March 2, 1890 —Second Annual Cycle Exhi-
bition, I eip7,ig, Germany.

DInrch 18, 1890.—New York State Boad IniproTement
CoiiTfiiition, Utica.

March 20, 1890.—Athletic Exhibition, Century Wheelmen,
Pnilade'phia.

March 24, 1890.—Great Century Run General Committee
meet at Brooklyn B. C. Club-house.

March 27, 1890.^At Aimory Games of Twelfth Regiment
Athletic As'iociation. New York: Two-
mile Bicycle Handicap, Entrance fee,

fiftv cents ; close March 17, with C. J.

Leach, P O, Bo.x 3201, N, Y.
March 28, liigo —Brooklyn Club's f-tag Racket.
May 24, i8go.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address

A. D. Stewart.
May 28, 1890.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Canada.
May 30, 1890.—Annual Decoration Day Road Race, Irving-

ton-Milburn Course.
May 30, i8qo.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago.
May 30, 1890 —Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewis-

ton.
May 30, 31,—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield.

Pr<^gramme : Thursday. May 29, officers'

meeting at 8 p. m. ; Friday, 30, general
business meeting at 10 a. m., lunch at
noon, runs until 3:30, banquet 4 p. m.,
theatre party 8 p m.; Saturday, 31, parade
at 9 A. M., photograph at 11 a, m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at

11:30 A M . , races 1:30 p. m
May 31, 1890.—Inter-collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval,

New Vork.

June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. AddressF. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9, 1890.—New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club's Race
Meet

June 14, 1890.—Great Century Run. Orange to Philadelphia.
Address L. A. Clarke, 30 Broad Street,

New York.
June 28, 1890.—Twenty-five Mile Team Race, Wilmington

Wheel ( lub vs. Chicago Cyc ing Club,
on Lancaster Pike, near Philadelphia.

July 4, 1890,—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O,,
to Hsmilton, O. Particulars, address
J E. Poorman, Eighth and Race Streets,
Cincinnati, O.

Augnst 35-27, 1890.— I . A. W. Annnal Meet at Niagara
Falls, N, Y.

SOME RANDOM NOTES ON RACING.

As the racing season will soon open any items

relating to it will, I presume, be acceptable.

The question of handicapping is one of the

most important, if not the most important,
branch of the sport, and is, unfortunately, very

little understood by riders in general. I have
heard riders say, "You must not take into con-

sideration a rider's fast trial, but you must
handicap according to his public performances."
The racing rules provide for this very case when
they say, " Handicaps shall be based on the

ability as well as records of the contestants."

Again, riders say you must take no account of

the machine a person rides, as it is a man's mis-

fortune if he is not properly mounted.
The injustice of such a course is apparent

when one considers that the purpose of handi-
capping is to equalize the chances of all the

riders and bring them, up to the tape at the

finish as close together as possible. The handi-
capper should take into consideration everything

that will tend to bring about that end. Henry
Sturmey of the Cyclist says :

" It is much harder
for a scratch man to make up the same starts in

a roadster race than in one in which racing ma-
chines are used. Starts in roadster races should,

therefore, always be shorter. Following up this

reasoning one would say that handicap men
riding roadsters should have a more liberal start

irom scratch men on racing machines than if

ihey (the handicap men) also were mounted on
racers. It is very common in this country, at

small meetings, to see the scratch man only
using a racer. When men are equal the heavier

machine should have a start.

It is an unwritten law of handicapping that

the scratch man should have the benefit of the

doubt, if any doubt exists, as it is held that the

loss of a few races will do no harm to the long-

start men, whereas it would be apt to discourage

a scratch man. The long start men, however,
hold a different view of the case, as they say the

greater proportion of their class being beginners
a few defeats will give them the idea that racing

honors are not for them ; whereas one win
would carry them through many defeats, and
they would thus have opportunities of develop-
ing pace and judgment suflScient to carry them
past the winning post first, and gradually place

them nearer the scratch mark. Your scratch

man generally prefers scratch races, unless, like

Osmond, he shines particularly in handicaps,
and will not ride in handicaps when the other
class is available.

It is not fair to handicap a scratch man quite

up tq liis besst pevfonnance, as it i§ not Jikely

that he will improve, whereas the chance of im-
provement in the other riders is in direct pro-
portion to the poorness of their previous per-
formances, as the poorer a man's record the
more likely he is to improve on it

Some men prefer spade handles, although the
English authorities all favor the common pear-
shape. It is claimed that the spade or T handles
unsteady the seat, which has a tendency to
cause the machine to wobble. Howell, Osmond,
Synyer, Adams and all the practical racing men,
both amateur and professional, use the pear-
shaped handle.
Many racing men sit too near the head of the

machine, and thereby lose, not only proper con-
trol of their wheel, which is particularly notice-
able on tracks with sharp or unbanked corners,
but they lose in power, also, as the leg action is

not nearly so effective when the rider sits close
to the head as when he is some inches back.
This sitting well back places the light but skil-
ful rider on an equality with the strong rider
who has not the skill.

In starting quarter and half-mile races on a
mile track, would not a " timer's flag " be a use-
ful addition to the " starter's pistol .?" In horse rac-
ing a red flag is used to signal the jockeys that
a start has been effected, while a white flag
dropped as the horses pass the post is the signal
the timers start their watches by. One often
reads of phenomenal quarter-mile times in bi-
cycle races, but the fact is usually developed
that the starter and timers were a quarter of a
mile apart. Accuracy cannot be gained by such
methods. Another useful addition to the starter's
pistol is a whistle, to be used as a signal for
riders to mount for the start of a handicap race.
It is much quieter and more business-like than
the noisy commands sometimes heard.
The English method of having only competent

men in the important official positions has much
to commend it. When one knows that Mr.
G. P. Coleman holds the watch, he feels sure
that the times will be carefully and correctly
taken ; whereas, if some friend of the committee
men who selected the officials is appointed, who
may never have held a timer's watch in his
hand until he borrowed one at the track; there
is sure to be doubt cast on any time he may re-
turn, especially if it approaches record. The
same is true regarding the position of referee,
the most important of all officials ; and when a
man is found who is qualified for the position,
his services should be secured on all occasions
when possible.

The best training for racing is to be had in
the racing itself, as then the schooling of the
head, which is all-important to make a first-class

rider, goes hand in hand with the building of
the muscles.

The Anglo-American.

The Baclng Beard, L. A. W.
The Racing Board will probably be composed

of these gentlemen, so far as is known : Chair-
man, Charles S. Davol, Warren, R. I.; R. D.
Garden, Chicago; W. H. De Graaf, New York;
and George Coliister, Cleveland.

Messrs. W. M. Brewster and A. B. Barkman
would be good men for the Board. If all the
appointments are made, we suggest the names
of these two gentlemen as chairmen of their
local Boards.

Boad Bace from Cincinnati to Hamilton, Ohio.

Mr. J. E. Poorman, a large cycle agent at
Cincinnati, Ohio, has promoted a handicap road
race, to be held July 4, the course being from
Cincinnati to Hamilton, Ohio. Four prizes will
be given, as follows: Union, Warwick, Jewell
and Little Giant safeties. The race will be run
over the Hamilton Pike. The details are being
arranged by J. E. Poorman, corner Eighth and
Race Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio, to whom all in-
quiries should be addressed.

Buffalo to Have a New Bicycle Track.

A half-mile bicycle track will be built on the
new Buffalo Bicycle and Athletic Recreation
Grounds. W. G. Schack has been appointed
Chairman of the Track Committee.

So many " upper-crust " families have moved over to the
upper west side or Gotham that the Board of Aldermen
have been petitioned to change the name ot Ninth Avenue,
from 64ih to uoth Streets, to Columbus Avenue and to
change the name of Tenth Avenue, from Seventieth Street
to its termination, to Holland or Amsterdam Avenue. We
hope the board will not rename these avenues as desired.
For convenience they should be renamed from Fifty-ninth
Street up, but l)etter names tlian those suggested could be
gUos«n,
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BROOKLYN.

As a pleasant sequel lo the regular tournament games of

the Wheelmen's Leapuc, the New Yorks and Brooklyns
will bowl two invitation games, one this month at Brook-
lyn and one in April at New York. There will be no prizes

offered, the idea being to pass the evening in friendly con-

test. Everybody bowls, I understand, and it is to be a
" go-as-you-please " affair.

Mr. H. G. Fay, our Vincennes, Ind., member, has been
in town the past week gladdening the eyes of his friends

by an increased amount of avoirdupois.
Where ! oh, where was " Coaster " last week ?

HOW THE BOVS WORK ON A NOVICE.

How delightful to listen at this season of the year to the
tales recounted for the benefit of the prospective new mem-
ber and non-rider. J^o\v, forgetting all the bad, we tell

only the good, and picture to the swaying, half-influenced
victim, the pleasures of cycling. Note the metamorphosis
that takes place as the story progresses. Mud becomes the
smoothest macadam, hills but slight undulations of the
earth, barren highways are fragrant with the scent of
flowers and hung with leafy verdure. And then the din-
ner. Do we not exchange the prosaic, humdrum, home
dinner for dainty country fare, waited upon by the rosy-
cheeked queen of the dairy.

Why not simplify matters and inform the uninitiated
that, when preparing for a ride, we girdle on the cloak of
Minerva with the rings of Saturn, and, donning the wings
of Mercury, mount the wheel of time and sail off into space
an elysium of delight.

Atol.

K. C. W. Notes.

The Committee on Nominations has received to date
the names of the following candidates in the coming elec-
tion: President, C. E. Smith ; Vice-President, J. P. Stevens
and I. S. Bowoish ; Secretary, W. C. Nellis ; Assistant bec-
retarv, McDonald; Treasurer, J. H. Long; Captain, W.
C. Marion, Jr., and W. F. Murphy; First Lieutenant, Jno.
Bensinger ; Second Lieutenant, J. R. Bedford. Messrs.
Smith, Nellis, McDonald, Long, Bensinger and Bedford
are very apt to be the only candidates for the offices they
individually aspire to fill, and will thus get the full vote of
the club, but the Vice-Presidency and especially the Cap-
taincy promises a rather w^rm time. That Bowdish will
secure the former is the opinion of many of the knowing
ones, but the Captaincy is very much in the dark.
Marion's supporters are worlcing might and main, and if

their choice does not wear the straps for another year it

will be no fault of the canvass. Murphy's friends think,
and with good reason, that his work for the club deserves
some recognition, and that about the first Thursday after
the '7th of March will be a good time to show him that his
efforts have been appreciated. R. F. Hib on will, without
doubt, go on the Board of Trustees, and will add very ma-
terially to the strength of that body. He is one of the go-
ahead kind as regards club improvement, and with Smith
and Loucks would form an ideal House Committee. Loucks
was always a worker, and the way Smith has seen to the
many wants of the boys of late has rather astonished those
who have been used to wailing till they forgot what they
really did desire. We have but to mention a necessary re-
pair or improvement and Smith, wiih his little smile,
attends to' it at once.
The reception was a success though the Weather Bureau

forgot us I rather missed the old faces that have been
seen at the Annual for so many years, and must confess to
a feeling of antiquity as my eyes wandered over the large
majority of youthful faces. " They will grow older," said
a friend, who read my thoughts, and I sincerely hope they
will.

That grand road rider, McDaniels, gave us a call on
Sunday, and, under the guidance of Captain Marion and
several others, took a spin through the Park. He is my
authority for the siatement that the Wilmington team will
meet the boys from Chicago in a hundred-mile race over
the Clarksville course on the 17th of May ne.Kt ; entrance
fee, $25 per man. Think of that, you pure amateurs ! that
would drive us all to the athletic clubs, but thank goodness
we can enter at Miiburn on the 30th of May for one little

dollar, and have twenty-five times as much fun.
Bridgman is expected East at an early date, and will re-

main over for the election.

Ram Lal.

The Passage of Betts.

i On Wednesday evening, Feb. 26, sociability
and good-fellowship pervaded the Manhattan
club-house on West Seventieth Street. The eve-
ning began with a bowling tournament, after
which the boys made a sortie on the refresh-
ments, and mellowed thereby, gave themselves
up to speeches, music and dancing.
The speeches were called forth by the pres-

ence of Mr. R. G. Betts, late with The Wheel,
who left on Saturday last to join the office staff
of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.'s factory.
Vice-President Clairemont, Secretary Sheehan
and guest Prial spoke words of regret at Mr.
Betts" departure, incidentally paying tribute to
his worth as a club man, his enthusiasm as a
cyclist and his good all-round character as one
of the boys. Mr. Betts replied modestly and
suitably. He will retain an associate member-
ship in the club, and has offered a medal for the
second highest club mileage of i8go, Mr. A. C.
Banker having offered a medal for the highest
mileage.
The Chicagoans will find Mr. Betts unassum-

ing, modest and gentlemanly. But "Ritchie,"
or '• Bettsy B.," has a deal of solid sense and
good principle, and he will be sure to gain
friendship and appreciation in the Windy City.

ROCHESTER.

Ben. Trennaman and Wm. Conolly will dispute the rid-

ing ability of each other, at the Washington Rink, Wednes-
d.iy evening, March 10. The distance will be one-mile on
safety machines, for which Manager Cossitt, of the Rink,
will give a handsome gold medal.
The West End Bicycle Club has had only one very im-

portant theme to talk about lately, and that was the practic-

ability of securing new quarters. The question of building
was first argued, but that was quashed in its infancy, and
then attention was directed toward renting a private resi-

dence. Efforts to secure a suitable and commodious house
in the central portion of the city were unsuccessful, though a
committee looked over a dozen or more houses. Very spac-

ious and elegant rooms have been found, which will make
a comfortable home for the boys, however, and they will be
sumptuously and beautifully furnished. There are located

in the same building where the club is now quartered—only
one more story toward heaven.
In reply to a challenge from the Ramblers, of Buffalo, to

the Genesee Club for a road race next summer from Erie to

Buffalo, the O'/iion and Advertiier a few days ago made the

following remarks:
" A number of prominent local cyclists are of the opinion

that the Ramblers should make the challenge open to all

clubs in Western and Central New York. By doing this five

clubs will certainly start in the race, and if any record is to

be broken, it would be reas mable to presume that repre-

sentatives from five clubs would be more apt to accomplish
that feat than two clubs ; the latter with members devoid of

the staying powers possessed by members of other clubs
that would be represented in the race. The number of men
eligible to the race from each club should not be more than
six, nor less than three. This is an important matter to be
considered. The entrance fee should not be less than $50 i> ir

each club ; and besides the first and second club prizes, there
ought 10 be medals for the first and second men jn, or else a
badge for each member of the victorious team. Fifty dol-

lars from each club is a small item compared with the hard
work of the contestams in the race, and any club contem-
plating being represented, shoul.i not hesitate to advance
that amount. June is a good month for the battle over the
course mentioned, and this is about the time to begin mak-
ing preparations for the event.

PLAINFIELD.

The great Fair held by the Plainfield Bicycle Club, Feb-
ruary 20, 21 and 22, was an unqualified success, netting the
club a profit of $1,000. The Fair was held in the new gym-
nasium, recently erected by the club The walls were
concealed by co~tly rugs

;
portieres screened the doors, and

bric-a-brac, Chinese lanterns, etc., gave the "gym.'' a

most inviting appearance.
The weather during the Fair was all that could be desired.

A bevy of Plainfield's " br ghlest and beautiful" was in

attrndance at the various booths, and their efforts to make
the affair a success, w- re rewarded beyond the most san-
guine expectations. During each session of the Fair, Mrs.
and Miss Mecklem furnished excellent music on the harp
and saxophone. Miss Mecklem, who is a pupil of Lefebre.
playing the latter instrument. The Murray Brothers also
furnished music.
A large number of costly articles were disposed of by

chance. A Columbia safety was won jointly by A. L. Marsh
and L. C. Martin, and a superb diamond ring became the
joint property of Mr. Marsh a"d Mr. Burr.
The billiard room was converted into a phonograph con-

cert hall. The " phone " furnished much amusement, and
incidentally swelled the club's bank account.
The shooting gallery, managed by Messrs. R. F. Murray

and E. B. Ryder, made a deal of noise, and the managers
were kept busy. A handsome souvenir club badge, made
by R. H\ Radford, a member of the club, was presented to

each of the lady assistants, and also to the chairman of
each committee.
The Almanac, or programme of the Fair, was creditable

to its editor, Vice-President Thomas S. Burr, and 10 his
daughter Helen. Altogether the boys are well pleased over
their Fair.

PLAINFIELD B. C. ELECTIONS.

At a caucus meeting, held March i, the following regular
ticket was gotten up, to be balloted on at the annual elec-

tions, which will be held March 10 : President, Townsend
Rushmore ; Vice-President, Thos. S. Burr ; Treasurer,
Harold Serrell ; Secretary, George C. Martin, Jr ; Captain,
Frank L. C. Martin ; First Lieutenant, J. E. Erickson

:

Second Lieutenant, Stanton M. Smith; Color Bearer, L.
E Waring; Bugler, George C. Martin, Jr.; Trustees,
Townsend Rushmore, J. H. Cooley, Harold Serrell, J H.
Hallock, Thos. S. Burr, Geo C. Martin, Jr., F. L. Kirch-
hoff, A. L. C. Marsh and Roger F. Murray.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The State should Pay for Highiraf ImproTement.

" In discussing 'Country Roads' and advo-
cating the adoption of the plan suggested by
Governor Hill, of putting some of them under
the care of the State, the Watertown Times
points out, as an argument for the justice of

using State money for this purpose, 'the prece-

dent the State has established by maintaining a

free waterway for the use of Western farmers,
citizens of other States, to get their product to

market.* It thinks that 'it is certainly no less

obligatory on the State to furnish its own citi-

zens highways on which to take their produce to

the market.' The Times adds :
' In the last ten

years the State has sunk over $26,000,000 in the

canals. What a magnificent system of high-
ways that sum would have constructed all over
this State, and what a benefit it would have
been to the people of this State, both of city and
country; whereas, in the expenditure made,
not a cent's worth of benefit has been re-

turned.' "—Philadelphia Ledger, March 6.

Wheelmen who intend to compete in the Twelfth Kegi-
itien; hand cap, may practice at the Armory, Sixty-second
'^ircei and Ninth Avenue, on Monday, Wednesday and
I'riday evenings, from 6 tu 7:45 p. M and from q:\% 1010:30
V. M.

Telford pavement is being laid on Roseville Avenue,
from Orange Street to South Orange Avenue.

FHILADELI'HIA SPOKELSTS.

Taxis should be very fast this year. He fancies ihe
Eagle. He is a very tall, bi spectacled youth of about 19,

wril-bred, gen'lemanly and courteous. Taxis go;s to the
Univcrs tv of Pennsylvania this year.

Messrs. Mole, Sheneman and Gosslcr of the Columbia
Cyclers recently rode Ford's Hill three times without a
dismount, and worked up quite some reputation as hill

climbers.
Captain Dalsen and Messrs Garrigues and Whitesides,

Century » heelmen, will enter ihe New York twenty-five-
mile road race
fhe Century Wheelmen will give an athletic entertain-

ment on March 20th.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen continue to add to their

membership.
The Crescent Boat Club of the Schuy.kill navy will build

an annex to its club house for tie accommodation of the
cycling members of the organization.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attleboro, Mass.,
will hold their ninth anniversary ball, Monday, March 10,

in the Emmet Hall. Brieham's Singing Orchestra, one of
the finest in Massachusetts, will furnish music, and the
grand march will take place precisely at 8.30 o'clock p. m.
J. G. Jeweit, F. I. Gorton and F. J. Mills compose the
Committee on Arrangements.

A " monster meet" will be held at Hamilion, Ontario, on
May 24. A. D. Stewart has charge of the affair.

Waldo Fuller, the well-known Brooklyn B. C. man, has
moved over to upper Gotham, but still retains his B. B. C.
membership. Waldo is one of your quiet kind of bicycle
cranks, always ready to go in a run. He prefers touring
to the ctmstitutional run in the park, whiCh becomes tire-

some and uninteresting.

Albert Mott has written an important document, and,
this time his name is signed by permission It is not a
new scheme of national road legislation but nothing more
nor less than a testimonial to the " Referee," of which he
says: "The lines are graceful and appear mechanically
strong; it is all m> fancy painted it," etc. Al'.ogeiher a
good sincere kind of testimonial.

"I enjoy your paper very much. It is alive and gets
there."—Harry E. Smith, Providence, R. I.

The L. I. W. will hold a " Ladies' Informal" Saturday,
March 8, at eight o'clock.

There is a little bull movement on for the Litizens' Club.
The moiement is not a scheme based on air and backed by
biaggadocio. as most bull movements are, but the tone of

the Citizens' Club is being understood among wheelmen.
It is reported ihat Fred Miller, Rivers'de Wheelmen, has
applied for membershio. President Dunn has applied for

non-1 evident membership.

Francis Collingwood, an uncle of George C. Pennell, is

greatly interested in street pavements and impn ved roads.
Mr. Collingwood is a member of the Society of Civil Engi
neers, and is frequently invited lo other cities to speak for

better streets.

Mr. John Frick, well known among cycle and athletic

clubs as a manufacturer of club pins, medals, e.c, pub-
lishes a card in our advertising columns.

Mr. I. B. Potter has accepted the Chairmanship of the
National Highway Improvement Committee. Mr. E. N.
Bowen, 01 Providence, has been spoken of as a possible

member of this committee.

Messrs. C. S. Butler and Albert Mott are reported to

have declined memberships on National Committees.

Mr. Charles F. Cossum, of Poughkeepie, is reported to

have been appointed Chairman of the Rules and Regula-
tions Committee.

It is reported that Doctor Butler will continue his interest

in highway improvement work. Independent of his League
affiliations. He will shortly publish 20,000 educational
pamphlets. A strong effort was made to have him continue
his work ot highway improvement within the League ranks,

but without success.

The John Wilkinson Company publish a pretty and ef-

fective plate in their advertising space. The company
want agents to handle their fine line of Rovers.

MORE MONEY TO BE SPENT ON .SPW JERSEY ROADS.

Passaic County has determined to spend some money to

improve the main roads. So has Bergen County. The
county road act will yet prove all the blessing to this state

that was claimed for it in the beginning. It is one of the

best enactments ever placed on the New Jersey statute

book.

—

Elizabeth Journal,

At the meeting of the Tioga Athletic Club, of Philadel-

phia, held on March 5th, twenty members of the Century
Wheelmen were elected to membership. The club has a
fairly good track at Westmoreland, and it is to enj-iy the

track privileges that the wheelmen have joined the athletic

association.

The Hagerstown Club will move into new rooms in the

Second Na lonal Bank Building on April i. At the last

meeting of the club William Ford was elected to active

membership and Frank Witmer and George Keyser to

associate memt>ership. The club will saunter on Easter
Monday afternoon. By the way, George F. Updegraff,
" Uprte," cut quite a figure at the N. A. meeting, hovering
about the corridors, curvetting about the bar and playing

the good fellow generally. Good old " Upde."
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THE NECESSITY OF EXERCISE
WOMEN.

FOR

Extract from "Avoidable Causes of Disease," by John
Ellis, M. D., Professor of the Principles and Practice of

Medicine in the Western Medical College of Cleveland,
Ohio.

For reasons which have already been given it

is all-important for the preservation of our race,

that calisthenic and gymnastic exercises should
be taught in every school district of our land,

and that every city and village should be fur-

nished with its gymnasium ; and that all. both
male and female, old and young, who have not
othet forms of active exercise, should resort to

them regularly. When practicable it is import-
ant that such exercises should be in the open
air, and a well-arranged gymnasium should
have both in-door and out-door accommodations,
for both bad and good weather. I have made
the following quotation from a report of an ex-

cellent address delivered by George E. Hand,
Esq., at a gymnastic exhibition at Merrit's
Gymnasium, in Detroit, reported in the Detroit

Free Press :

" He said that the attendance of so many
ladies and gentlemen was accepted as a mani-
festation of their interest in, and as a recogni-
tion of their appreciation of, the value and im-
portance of gymnastic exercise. There were,
however, unfortunately too many who did not
duly appreciate the importance of such exercise,

and its bearings on the developments of actual
life. The mere abstract idea of gymnastics
would convey no definite impression to the
mind. It is necessary therefore to witness some
of the manifestations and results of such exer-
cises—the muscular development produced, the
vigor imparted and the elasticity communicated
—to judge of their favorable effects in all the
paths of life. Many imagined that there was no
necessity for gymnastics, because they were a
novelty, introduced of late years, and had never
been heard of in former generations. Why should
they depart from the good old customs of their

forefathers ? Was it not enough to follow in the
footsteps of their predecessors in such matters?
But the fact was times had changed and people
had changed with them, and it was precisely
in consequence of this change, which had come
over the whole of the civilized world, but more
especially over the American community, that

they needed something of this kind to build up,

strengthen and develop the muscular energy of
the present generation.

All could see at a glance, the great, the wide
difference between the times of their forefather's

—the days of the Revolution, for instance—and
those of the present time, in regard to the habits,

manners, customs, employments and pastimes
of the people.

It was that change which rendered it so im-
peratively necessary to have something to

counteract the evil effects of sedentary life in

the present generation. No such need had
been felt in the times of their forefathers, who
were a simple race, mostly agricultural and liv-

ing in villages. They had no large cities.

There were then few workshops, no factories,

and a few places where pleople were gathered
into masses. The whole country was open.
All or nearly all were engaged in agricultural
pursuits, and were thus accustomed to daily toil

and to constant employment in the open air.

Their habits were frugal, they dieted simply,
appropriated a portion of their days to labor and
a good portion of their nighis to sleep. Under
such circumstances there was no great difficulty

in maintaining a healthy condition, both of
mind and body. The same observation applied
in the case of ladies. Their mode of life was
simple. There was none of the luxury of the
present day. At present it is not fashionable
for young girls and ladies to engage in active
out-door sports such as running, jumping,
wrestling, playing ball, rambling over the fields,

sliding down hill, skating, etc. And if young
girls engage in such necessary sports they are
cruelly called tom-boys and romps—which are
regarded as terms of reproach—as though girls

have not as good a right to air, light, exercise,
amusements, and consequent health, symmetry
of form, and beauty, as boys. Nor is it fash-
ionable for the young ladies to engage in any of
the out-door employments which give vigor and
health to young men.

I would not wish to see them engaged in the
performance of the hardest kinds of labor, side by
side with men, but I would like to see in the
vicinity of every farmhouse a large gaiden and

orchard with all kinds of fruit trees, grape
vines and bushes for the growing of fruits and
berries, and to see the ladies, young and old,

spending less time in useless, and even pernici-

ous cooking and sewing, and spending most of

their time in the cultivation of fruits, berries,

useful vegetables and flowers in the open air,

and thus making the homestead a paradise
where shall abound health, beauty and happi-
ness, instead of the present discontent, deform-
ity and disease, which we so commonly witness
among the occupants of our gloomy, prison-like

farmhouses.
It is time we have a change. Our ladies are

very ready to follow the foolish, destructive and
absurd fashions set them by a few vain—silly

women in Paris. Why can they not follow the

worthy and dignified example of their noble
sisters of France ? Says Shelton McKenzie, in

the Philadelphia /'rwj' : "French women, from
the middle class down, are generally happy, be-

cause employment prevents their being afflicted

with ennui. They are busy, they are useful, they
help, they regulate, they rule." The following
graphic picture of the effects of regular gymnas-
tic exercises, by Horace Mann, is scarcely

overdrawn.
" It requires, indeed, no very strong imagina-

tion to see the horrid forms of the diseases them-
selves, as they are exercised and driven from the

bodies, which were once their victims, and are

compelled to seek some new tenement. Those
prodigious leaps over the vaulting horse—how
they kick hereditary gout out of the toes ! those
swift somersaults, with their quick and deep
breathings, are ejecting bronchitis, asthma and
phthisic from the throat and lungs. On yonder
pendant rope, consumption is Lung up like a

malefactor—as it is. Legions of devils are im-

paled on those parallel bars. Dyspepsia lost hold

of her victim when he mounted the flying

horse, and has never since been able to regain

her throne and live by gnawing the vitals.

There goes a flock of nervous distempers, head-
aches, tic-douloureux and St. Anthony's fire.

There they fly out of the window, seeking some
stall-fed alderman or fat millionaire, or aristo-

cratic old lady. Rheumatism, cramps and
spasms sit, coiled up and chattering, in ths cor-

ner of the room like satanic imps—as they are

—

the strong muscles of the athlete having shaken
them off, as the lion shakes the dewdrops from
his mane. Jaundice flies away to yellow the

cheeks and blear the eyes of my fair young lady

reclining on ottoman in her parlor. The balanc-

ing pole shakes lumbago out of the back and
kinks out of the femoral muscles, and stitches

out of the side. Pleurisy, apoplexy and death
hover round. They look into the windows of

this hall, but finding brain, lungs and heart de-

fiant of their power, they go away in quest of

some lazy cit, some guzzling drone, or some
bloated epicure at his late supper, to fasten

their fatal fangs upon him. In the meantime,
the rose blooms again on the pale cheek of the

gymnast; his shrivelled skin is filled out, and
his non-elastic muscles and bones rejoice anew
in the vigor and buoyancy of youth. A place

like this ought to be named, the Palace of
Health."

A Change of Front.

One of the editors of a Western contemporary,
which daubed Mr. Luscomb with black paint

all through the campaign, came to the National

Assembly meet, and has the following to say in

his paper :

" Mr. Luscomb, the man who was snubbed so deliberately

and consistently, and, I think, deservedly, is by no means
the ogre that many may have imagined him, in fact I feel

convinced thai by his general conduct at the meeting he
won the admiration uf manv opponents. He is rather a
short man, clean shaven, whose face rarely expresses his

feelings, and who, either from a cold-blooded indifference,

or from perfect control of his feelings, never beirays the
slightest emotion. Mr. Luscomb is the possessor of a
wonderful voice, deep, rich, powerful, sucli a voice as seems
to rise from the bowels of the earth, and of which the ablest

orator of the day might feel proud. A man of immaculate
nerve, is Mr. Luscomb. He stood up, and was knocked
down by an overwhelming vote lime after time, without as
much as a tremor of the voice to indicate any emotion.
Throughout the entire proceedings, which would have been
appalling to almost any other man, his self-possession was
remarkable, his rulings quick, and his remarks brief, and lo

the point. In many respects Mr. Luscomb is the most re-

markable man the League has ever had. His actions are
decisive, and he stands or falls by them. In this ease, he has
fallen, but the time may come, when, as he himself predicts,

some of the League men will say that ' Luscomb wasn't
such a bad fellow after all.'

"

The Maine Division meet will be held in Lewiston OD
May 30.

SPOKELETS.

Capt. Dalsen, of the Century Wheelmen, has conceived
the " exploration run." Once every month he will take
his merry men on a tour through new and strange country.
There is a lot of fun in a run of this kind and the boys will
find it a delightful change from their regular runs.

The Missouri Bicvcle Club held its annual election of
ofBcers last Tuesday night. The regular ticket was ; Presi-
dent, W. M. Chauvenet ; Vice-President, Chas. H. Stine

;

Secretary, E. F. Woestman ; Treasurer, C. C. Hildebrand
;

Captaia, Walter Grath.

The Lynn Bicycle Club, which was about on the point of
giving up the gh st on account of decreased membership
and decreased interest, is about to take a new lease of life.
A number of the ohler spirits of the club seeing the club in
extremis resolved to use every effort to revive the organi-
zation. A floor has been leased on Clapp's Block, and a
committee is on the lookout for a prominent club-house
which will shortly be to let. The new quarters are to be
fitted up in good style.

The Hagerstown Globe publishes a column editorial in
its issue of March i in which is given a very fair summary
of what has been accomplished in the line of bigbwav im-
provement. The Globe is with the movement, and it is to
be hoped that in future it will publish as much highway
improvement educational matter as it has room for.

The programme of the New Jersey Division meet prom-
ises a tine entertainment. The programme has been
changed so that the races will be held on Saturday instead
of on Friday. The race meet will be held either at Plain-
field or at the N. J. A. C. track at Bergen Point.

The Brooklyn Club is kept on a continual boom by its

energetic officers and committees. A farewell-of-the-
season " stag " will be held on the 28th. The club was
recently presented with a fine painting by Mr. Mayer, and
a lady has also presented an artistic door-piece. It is re-
ported that the next President of the club will be Mr. Isaac
B. Potter.

" There are many troubles which you cannot cure by the
Bible and the hymn-book, but which you can cure by a
good perspiration and a breath of fresh air.

—

Henry Ward
Beecher.

Mr. Schwab, First Lieutenant of the Riverside Wheel-
men, has resigned his office on account of his removal to
Washington, D. C.

The Plainfield Club will hold their annual elections on
Monday night next. There will be changes only in the first

and second lieutenantcies.

Our good " Atol " does the " soar " and " elysium " busi-
ness in his communication this week. We hope " Atol " is

not suffering. We further hope that he does not meditate
sending a whirring, wheeling poem to this o£Sce. It would
pain us to swiftly and emphatically reject it.

L. D. Aylett, a sterling man and wheelman and a high
way improvement enthusiast, has removed to Charlottes-
ville, Va., where he is engaged in the real estate business.
Mr. Aylett, who is not a robust man, writes that the soft
Virginia air is bracing him up.

The Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co. have something to say
about "a perfect thoroughbred" in their advertising space.
The Stover Co. report big inquiries for their wheels.

The card of the Erie Knitting Mill, whose garments are
popular among cyclists, is published in our advertising col-
umns.

L. A. Newcome, the " Judge," will probably resign from
the Harlem Wheelmen in March. On January ist Mr.
Newcome puichased the private detective bureau of New-
come & Travers, and the great demands made by his busi-
ness leaves the " Judge " but little time for cycling shindigs
and flareups. But the " Judge " will ride. He is sociability

way down to his finger-tips, and we regret his enforced re-

tirement from the cycling social swim.

The Harlem Wheelmen will elect officers on March 14th.

There are three candidates for the presidency, Messrs.
Raisbeck, Lord and Wendehach. The Harlem's hold some
sort of entertainment every Saturday evening.

The Street Committee of Buffalo continue to add to the
asphalt mileage of that city.

Correction.—The advertisement of Mr. Murray V. Liv-
ingston, lessee of the White Cycle Co., manufacturer of
the Broncho, and sole proprietor of Livingston's " Sure
Cure," contained a most glaring error, the word unswung
having been used instead of ihe word unwrung. The ad.

will be found corrected in this week's paper.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The city of Washington is an object of perennial interest

to all patriotic Americans. Not alone because it is the great

throbbing heart of the mightiest and grandest Republic

the earth has ever known, but also on account of its ma-

terial magnificence. All Americans take pride in its beauti-

ful avenues, majestic architecture, stately homes and well

stored galleries and museums as things of grandeur and

beauty in themselves, apart from the historic interest with

which they are i.. vested. It is a hope and aspiration of all

" young America." at least, to some time or other visit the

capital of his country. „ „ _. ., . , ,
The Bciltimore and Ohio R. R. offers unequalled facilities

in aid of this desire. All its through trains between New
York Philadelphia, and Baltimore on the east, and Pitts-

burgh Cincinnati, St. Louis and Chicago on the west, pass

throuBh Washington. Iisfasl express trains are vesiibuled

from end to end and heated with steam. Pullman s latest

and best productions in ihe way of sumptuous Drawing-

Room Sleeping Cars are attached to all its through trains.

The present management of the B. & O. have made vast

improvements in ihe lasi two years, and the road is to-day

one of the foremost passenger carrying lines in the country.

Through tickets via B. & O. R. R. can be procured at all

the principal ticket offices throughout the United States.
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BETTER ROADS FOR THE STATE

OF NEW YORK.

To Krerjr Citizen >Vho is 'WIIIIok to Aid th« lioTr-

nieut for Good UoadH:

The first public meeting of the New York
State Roads Improvement Association will be

held at Utica. N. Y., on Tuesday, March 18,

1890. This meeting will be devoted 10 the work
of formal organization, the election of officers,

and a general consideration of the subject of

roads, their construction and repair, and the

needed revision of the highway laws of the

State. It is confidently expected thai piomineni
and able speakers from various parts of the

State will be present and address the meeting
;

but as this is essentially a people's movement, a

general invitation is extended to all citizens

who desire to attend the meeting ano take part

in the discussion. // is especially tirged that all

agricultural, trades and labor boards and associa-

tions liiill send delegates with atUhority to present

their views. An effort will be made to secure for

all such delegates reduced rates of fare on the

principal lines of railroads.

The States of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania
and Rhode Island have already taken active

steps in the direction of this great reform, and
the last message of Governor Hill to the Legis-

lature of this State shovvs that the time is now
but too long delayed for decisive action here.

With a property valuation now approaching
four thousand millions of dollars and a popula-

tion averaging one hundred people per square
mile, the Empire State should no longer tolerate

a miserable system of dirt r^ads, which is con-

demned by experience and shamed by com-
parison. It is only necessary to popularize this

movement in order to insure its success.

That ttie educational work is already well

under way is shown in a marked degree by the

numerous articles which have appeared in pam-
phlet form and in the journals and periodicals

of the day, among which may be mentioned :

"Notes on the Making of Common Roads," by
James B. Olcott, and "The Road Quesiion in

Pennsylvania," by Samuel R. Downing, in 1 he

American ; " Road Legislation for the American
State," by Professor Jenks, of Knox College,

published by the American Economic Asso-
ciation ; "Roads and Road Making," by Cap-
tain Francis V. Greene, and " VVtiat I know
About European Roads," by Joseph Pennell,

in Harper's Weekly, of which a second edi-

tion was required to meet the demand for the

illustrated article by Captain Greene; "High-
way Improvement," an address by Colonel
Albert A. Pope before the Carriage Build-

ers' National Association; "The Common
Roads," by Professor Shaler, of Harvard Uni-
versity, in Scribner s Monthly ; " Resurtacing,"
a letter by A. J. Cassetc, in "A Plea for Better
Roads," by William H. Rhawn ; 'Municipal
Engineering," by Professor Haupt, of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, read before the Frank-
lin Institute and published in \\.s Journal ; " Im-
provement of Highways," a series of articles

on the making and care of good roads, with the
draft of a proposed bill for legislative enactment
to secure them, published by the League ol

American Wheelmen—an organization that is

now endeavoring to educate the people up to a
higher appreciation of better roaas and streets,

and to secure the enactment of laws providing
for them in the several States—and the articles

that appear almost continuously in The Wheel
.^Nu Cycling Trade Revjew.

The Help of Wheelmen Seeded.

The New York State Roads Improvement
Association proposes to issue, from time to

time, valuable pamphlet and circular informa-
tion relating to the general subject of highway
improvement, and to forvfard the work both by
educational means and by practical effort to

amend the defects in existing road laws.

The Committee most earnestly urge your co-opera-

tiou in this great irork, and request jou to aid t.neni

by enclosing to the Treasurer jonr check for such

bum as you can afford to contribute to the general

fund of the Association.

COMMITTEE.

John U. Abel,
William H. Robb,
Henry B. McCaffrey,
Jno. H. Myers,
V. C. Ropers,
Clinton Stevens,
John D. Blauvell,
Nat. W. Foster
I^ewis E. Gurlev,
Charles M. Tiius,
Abram B. Lawrence,
J. S. Durkee,
K. O. ChamberUiin,
George B. Smith,
Adin Thayer,
Seih Fenner,
Peter Collier,
Frank E. Emery,
G. W. Churchill,
Emmett S. GofT,
A. Sylvesti r Joline,
George L. Flanders,
Josiafi K. Brown,
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The asphalt idea is materializing slowly, but
surely, and in time this red-tape-ridden town
will have the streets that it should have had
twenty years ago. In many streets up town
asphalt has been laid, but only in detached
pieces. Some humorist has said that wherever
you find a bit of asphalt you will just as cer-

tainly find the home of some influeniial member
of Tammany Hall. We think this is only the

disgrunilement of the "outs," who are jealous

of the " ins."

Asphalt pavement is to be laid in Seventy-
third Street, from West End Avenue to River-

side Drive; 117th Street, from St. Nicholas to

Eighth Avenue ; 119th Street, from Seventh to

St. Nicholas Avenue ; 128th Street, from St.

Nicholas to Eighth Avenue ; 134th Street, from
St. Nicholas to Eighth Avenue ; 120th Street,

from Seventh to Eighth Avenue ; 133d Street,

from St. Nicholas to Eighth Avenue.

COMMISSIONER GlLkOY ON ASPHALT.
" I recently went to Washington for the ex-

press purpose of examining the asphalt pave-
ment there, and paid particular attention to the

block asphalt, in the hope that I would find it

fit for use in this city. I found that it was not

proving as satisfactory in Washington as it is re-

ported to be, and it would not do at all for

heavy-traffic streets. Therefore 1 determined
not to lay any of it with the million-dollar ap-

propriation. I think it would prove a good
pavement for residence streets, and would like

to see it tried. The Board of Aldermen, how-
ever, will have to order the work done. No ; I

will not recommend its use to tf.e Board, for I

do not think I have any right to do so. The
Board must act according to its own best judg-
ment. As for the other pavement you mention,
it has not been demonstrated that it would be of

any use in this city. There are lots of processes
for laying asphalt pavements. You have no
idea of the number of people who come here
and want me to try their processes. They al-

ways want us to try it at the city's expense,
however. I should like to see them try it at

their own expense under proper restrictions. If

they would get permission from the Board of

Aldermen to lay a sample pavement on some
block, I would gladly see that they had a fair

chance to lay it and give it a good trial. I

should require them to give a bond in sufficient

amount to restore the old pavement should
their experiment prove a failure."

Touching on the subject of prices, Mr. Gilroy

said that the Comptroller's engineer had recently

made a report in which he stated that the prices

paid in New York were not exorbitant when
compared with the prices paid in Washington,
if the cost of labor and the terms of the guaran-
tee for maintentance were taken into considera-
tion.

The price paid in Washington for the standard
Trinidad asphalt pavement was $2.25 a square
yard, with a five-year guarantee. The highest
price paid in New York was $5.10, with a fitteen-

year guarantee, and the lowest was $3.75, with

a five-year guarantee. It was shown that the

difference in the cost of labor and materials in

the two cities could not be wholly responsible
lor the wide difference in the cost ( f the pave-
ment. Mr. Gilroy also showed a letter he has
received from Charles H. Bull, the Deputy En-
gineer of the Bureau of Street Pavements, whom
he sent to Europe to examine the asphalt pave-
ments. The letter was dated London, and the
pertinent part of it read :

The only asphalt used here is the rock asphalt. The cost
is from $3.50 10^43 square yard. Here the pavement is

maintained free for two years by the company laying the
same. Then a maintenance of twenty to twenty-hvc cents
a year is paid by the city. One street, the Minories, paved
in 1886, cost f 3 a square yard, maintenance twenty cents a
square yard a year, making total cost about $6 a square
yard. On forty-eight miles of pavement in London (streets
about a half to two-tf irds the width of New York streets) the
corporation spent on mainienance in 1889 the sum of $102,-
coo, or about a rate of $4,000 a mile I have a good deaf of
information of this nature which I will put in shape when I

get to New York. A paver here gets $1.75 a day, a laborer
§1.25 a day, and a stone-dresser f 1.75 a day.

SOME ALDERMEN DON'T WANT
ASPHALT.

At the meeting of the New York Board of
Aldermen held on Monday last resolutions call-

ing for the laying of asphalt pavements were in-

troduced. The first was to pave Eighty-fifth
Street from the Boulevard to Riverside Drive

;

the second, to pave Eighty-eighth Street from
the Boulevard to West End Avenue, and the
third to pave Eighty-ninth Street from the
Boulevard to West End Avenue. A!derman
Flynn voted "no" on all these resolutions. On
the last-named. Alderman Oakley joined him in

the negative. This brought Alderman Flynn to

his feet. He said :

"Mr. President: In 1887 I had a lot of that
pavement passed, and after it was laid down it

proved so worthless that it had to be taken up.
It is no good, and therefore I vote No."
The Clerk announced that the resolution was

lost. President Arnold looked astonished.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I do not suppose it is

necessary to call your attention to the fact that
the Department of Public Works and the Mayor
have some povfer of supervision of these pave-
ments, and if they were worthless the resolu-
tion would be vetoed, and the Commissioner of
Public Works would let us know that they were
worthless."
This speech had no effect. Neither Alderman

Flynn nor Oakley changed their votes, and the
motion remained lost.

Notwithstanding ihe action of the Board, as-

phalt pavements will be laid.

Meanwhile, let us crown Messrs. Flynn and
Oakley with laurel wreaths.
The New York Board of Alderman, as a body,

are, and always have been, a source of shame to

the better class of New Yorkers. They have not
been far-sighted, clear-headed, enterprising or
even public spirited. On the contrary, marry of

them have been uneducated boors.

Literally liroirued on Country Boadg.

Reports of horses literally drowned in the
abysmal mud of Butler County roads, and state-

ments of the dreadful condition of country roads
in general, reveal the vital necessity for roads
that shall be proof against the influences of an
open and rainy winter. When the farmers'
means of communication are interfered with, as
has been the case for the past six months, the
city merchant suffers, as well as the country
storekeeper. The latter cannot receive his sup-
plies of country products for shipment to the
city, and finds his business so restricted as to

interfere seriously with his ability to satisfy his

city creditor. The farmer is debarred from
bringing direct to the city the hay, grain, butter,

etc., which is convertible into cash, and in trade
these commodities fall off to almost nothing.
The city merchant is, next to the farmer and
the country merchant, made aware of the neces-
sity for better roads through the adjacent coun-
try, and whether relief is to come through
legislation or otherwise, the city dealer in coun-
try products, the dry goods merchant and others
identified with trade, should give any promis-
ing scheme for reform hearty and substantial
support. The roads ramifying the country are
its veins and arteries. If they are clogged
the country's throbbing heart, the city, must be
affected .

—

Exchange.

Ten miles of streets in Elizabeth are to be paved with
Telford or block pavement. Elizabeth is away ahead of
the limes in the matter c£ street improvements. The work
is all due to Carleton Brown, John C. Weimore and the
efforts of the Elizabeth DailyJourtial.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,

Washington. D. C]

J. M. Horton, Chicago, 111.; velocipede han-
dle.

H. E. Lewis, Gold Hill, Nev.; variable crank
for velocipedes.
W. J. Lloyd, Birminghann, England ; veloci-

pede.
C. H. Loser, Chicago, 111.; velocipede.

G. A. Melin, Chicago, 111.; velocipede.

All bearing date of Feb. 25.

The Scliwalbach Ojcle Co.

Brooklyn, N. Y., March i, 1890.

Dear Sir—The business heretofore known,
and transacted under the firm name of Chas.
Schwalbach, has been this day incorporated
under the laws of New York State under the

name of the Schwalbach Cycle Co., with head-
quarters at Prospect Park Plaza and branch at

1216 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.
Chas. Schwalbach.

SOME QUEER TYPES OF CYCLES.

The first bicycle of any description as distinct

from the old seventeenth century hobby-horse
was made by the Veloce Company, of Paris, in

1866, and was introduced into Coventry by Mr.
John Newark, who might aptly be termed the

father of the present great bicycle industry
at Coventry. Since then many and great

have been the changes necessary to bring the

bicycle to its present state of perfection and
judging from the outlook the end is not yet in

sight. The electric and other motor principles

have been applied to the bicycle, but have failed

to become popular for the simple reason that the
pleasure of riding one comes principally from
the sense of imparting motion to it by muscular
effort, and therefore all improvements that come
to stay, must be directed to an increase of ease or

speed, or a widening of the field in which the

machine may be worked. Two years ago an
extraordinary tricycle was made in England
consisting of two large wheels, each about eight
feet in diameter, fashioned something like pad-
dle-wheels, with a seat fixed between them and
guided by a wheel at the rear.

THE WATER BICYCLE.

These wheels were about twelve inches broad
and were fitted with small triangular pieces
something like the paddles in a water-wheel.
The handle was fitted to an upright ihat rose
from the axle between the pedals and formed
also the support for the seat and the backbone
extending to the hind wheel. This hind wheel
was about two feet in diamtter, of solid wood
and more like a large cheese than anything eise.
This machine was quite capable of supporting the
weight of the rider without sinking more than a
few inches below the surface. It was called the
water tricycle and was intended to be used on
the surface of the water. It was first tried on
the great lake at the Crystal Palace at Syden-
ham, and later the inventor declared his inten-
tion of riding on it across the English Channel
from Dover to Calais, a distance of about
twenty miles. The first attempt was a failure,
but at the second, the water being phenomenally

smooth, the coast of France was triumphantly
reached by the daring voyager. Since that

period nothing has been heard of the machine
and its inventor, and it is forgotten, except for

the record of the successful trip in the English
sporting journals.

THE SAFETY ICE CYCLE.

Owing to the scarcity of cold weather and con-
sequent ice, there has been no opening for the
exhibition of a curious bicycle that would have
created considerable comment. It is a cycle

for riding upon the ice, and is called the ice

cycle. Many long journeys have been made
with an ordinary bicycle on ice, but, owing to

the rubber tires being unable to get a satisfac-

tory grip on the ice, it was dangerous to make
a turn, and next to impossible to obtain any
great speed, owing to atmospheric pressure and
lack of ground grip.

The ice cycle is, in appearance, much the
same as an ordinary machine, except that

through the rubber tire of the front wheel are a
number of steel points which grip into the ice

and supply the necessary resistance unobtainable
by rubber alone. The hind wheel is replaced
by a plate of steel, four inches wide and sixteen
inches ;n length, which lies horizontally across
the end of the backbone, and slides along the

ice like a large, broad skate. The machine has
been tried and has proved eminently satisfac-

tory. Such are the principal developments of

the bicycle during the past two years. It may
be stated in this connection that the largest bi-

cycle in the world is now in Bangor, Me., the
driving-wheel of which is eighty-six inches in

diameter. On this machine a man named Jack
Simpson rode on a wire suspended eighty feet

above the water at Rocky river, O. The wheel
was built at Birmingham, Eng. and cost $300
Owing to its great height it has to be operated
by a double system of cranks and a set of stilt

pedals, but it works as easily as any smaller ma-
chine.

—

Philadelphia Times.

ANTI-VIBRATION CYCLES.

A deal of attention is being paid to the com-
fort of cyclists. In the old days the manufac-
turers paid particular attention to new methods
of applying power, the desideratum being speed
and ease of propulsion. Later on the appear-
ance and weight of cycles were the subject of
careful study and experiment, the object being
to combine strength with lightness and to sim-
plify the parts, and now, in this year of grace,
the makers have kept in view the comfort of
riders.

To solve the problem of how to give the most
pleasure, saddles were improved, heavy rubbers
were used, and a number of anti-vibration de-
vices were introduced. This attempt to reduce
vibration has caused a deal of stuff, pro and con,
to be written and talked about the subject. From
vhn Bicycling A'etvs VI t republish some interest-

ing notes on the subject of anti-vibration ;

Outside our columns some writers have taken up this
position, and appear to consider that such machines are
a iiectssity to all cyclists, instead of a luxury for the few,
relatively speaking. But we are well assured that the
average cycle, fitted with the average spring, will always
be the mount of the average cyclist. The diamond-frame
safety, for example, has been found almost too rigid
by some riders ; but by simply having an adequate
spring fitted this point is corrected, whilst tlie

advantages arising from rigidity are all preserved intact.
The makers of anti-vibration contrivances are well aware
that they appeal only to a certain section of the cycling
public—a section wliich is, however, steadily increasing
in numbeis, for reasons named below. Tlie average cyclist.

as we said above, rides an average machine, with a rigid
frame and a certain amount of spring, which affords him
as much protection as he needs from ihe jars of the road.
Within certain limits (which the ingenuity of the spring
and saddle makers is gradually enlarging) he can have
more or less protection in those accessories. Some few
riders differ from the average cyclist in that they are
able to ride without the interveniion of springs at all, and
as often as not are content with a racing saddle on the
backbone or L pin.
On the other side of the average cyclist are those who

need more than the average protection from road jar.

iVlany varying circumstances cau-e a rider to require
more protection from vibration than suffices for the com-
fort of the average cyclist. Increasing age and increasing
weight, as we know by daily experience, cause many riders
to seek an easier mount, a lower gear, a more comfortable
saddle and anti-vibration contrivances more or less effeciive
Everyone who has any lengihened experience of cycling
will be able to recall cases of riders who, with years and
weight on the increase, have found such alterations in
their mount necessary to their comfort. This class, then,
is steadily auermenting thdt section of cyclists which
calls for more or less comi-lete isolation from vibration.
Nervousness (when the nervous system is in a greater or

less degree disturbed) makes many a man extremely sensi-

tive to vibration, and many a man who is strong from
the merely muscular point of view is delicate as regards
his nervous system Thus the constitutionally nervous
man may be added to the anti-vibration army. Illness,

or the weakness that follows illness, may often induce a
temporary nervous state, during which the rider feels
vibration where he never felt it before, and the shortest
way to cure it is to use a sufficiently effective vibration
breaker for a longer or shorter time. Very young riders,

especially if their machines are ill-found in the matter of
springs, may suffer much from vibration, and in any such
case the youngster should either have an adequate spring
provided for him or be supplied with an anti-\ibration
machine. Thus it will be seen that ihougli the average
cyclist only requires the usual standard pattern appliances,
which are amply sufficient for go per cent, of his fellows,
yet there is a large and growing class of persons who
either permanently or temporarily require something more
effective in the way of contact breakers.

TRADE SQUIBS.

An air-cushion saddle wi.l shortly be placed upon the
English market.

The Eagle Bicycle Company publisli two interesting tes-

timonials in their advertising space.

Testimony is now being taken in Chica,go in the case of

the Overman Wheel Co. vs. the Gormully & Jeflery

Mfg. Co.

Messrs. Thjrsen & Cassady, sporting goods dealers, at

60 and 62 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, will handle bicycles

this season.

The Wes'ern Cycle Co , newly incorporated, has opened
a retail srorting goods and cycle depot at 594 Madison
Street, Chicago.

Buffalo will shortly have a new bicycle school at Main
and Utici Streets It will be under the charge of Miss Kva
J. Chase, a prominent wheel-woman of Buffalo.

Messrs. Holland & Havener are placing on the market a
" wheelman's home gymnasium," which wheelmen who
need development of the arms and chest should have.

The Kirk, Brown Co., Limited, intend to make a bigr

drive on second hand wheels this year. About April 1 they
will issue a list of wheels which they have put at excep-
tionally low figures.

Rubber tires ought to go up. and probably will advance
in price to $i.co per pound. The rubber crop is shirt.and
the market has been cornered by New Yoik parties who
have bought up 1,000,000 pounds of rubber.

The personnel of Spalding's bicycle department was in-

creased on January i by Charles F. Quimby, a member of

the Brooklyn club. Mr Quimby, who is a salei^min wnd
general assistant to Mr. Barkman, is quiei and gen le-

manly, intelligent and satisfactory.

The Kenwood Mfg. Co., of Chicago, are about ready
for the market with a line of high grade wheel . They
will have two patterns for genilemen and two for lad es.

The officers of the company are: W. C. Nibbch, Presi-

dent ; Frank Douglass, Treasurer ; F. L. Uouglibs, Secre-

tary. L. B. Munger will travel for the company.

Ralph Temple opened a new cycle depot on March ist in

the building where the Western Arms and Cartridge Co.
held forth, at 47 ind 49 State Street, Chicago. Tne floor

leased by Mr. Temple is a line, roomy apartment, with space
for showing and storing wheels, and with ample room for

teaching. A lady attendant will meet all lady nders.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. report large orders for

Ramblers and all other classes of mach nes. They predict

a good trade for the coming season. Mr. M L. Bridgman,
traveling for this concern, lately visited Pittsburgh, Wash-
ington and other cities on his way East. Mr. J Elm«r
Pratt, who is traveling in Michigan, reports that the pros-

pects for trade were never better.

The Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., of Chicago, advise us
that they will open their new retail store, at 65 Madison
Street, on or about May i. They have had special designs
made for the office fixtures, counters, shelving, etc., which
will be manufactured in cabinet form fmm cherry. The
contract for this work has been let to ihe Brunsw ick, Baike,

Collcnder Co , of Chicago. They purpose fitting up their

store in an elegant and artistic manner.

SuggeHtlons For the Choice, Care and Itepair of C)cl«(i.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have published a 32-page

famphlet, the contents of which are explained

by the above title. The little book, which will

be mailed free upon application, contains much
valuable inforniation, some of which will be re-

produced in these cokupns.
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CYCLING FOR WOMEN.

WHY THEY SHOULD RIDE—THE BENEFITS OF

CYCLING, FROM A PHYSIOLOGICAL STANDPOINT.

In the interest manifested on all sides in the

physical culture of woman, materializing in

gymnasiums, fencing classes, bowling clubs,

riding schools, dress reform, etc , we do not
hear as much as we ought in favor of the bicycle

for her. Why does not the " steel horse " take

pos'tion also in this grand contest for hea'ih

and strength ? This increasing agitation among
women on the subject of physical development
is a healthful sign of the limes, for the establish-

ment of the gymnasium—the " temple of

health "—means, if generously supported, the de-

parture of the drug shop. Let us "hail the

coming and speed the parting guest."

And now a word for the bicycle. It is no
longer a novelty to see women on bicycles in

our streets, but we ought to see more of them.
An article in a recent number of a magazine
published in Germany sets forth so forcibly the

benefit of bicycle exercise, from a medical stand-

point, that we have made a partial translation

of it in the hope of attracting a more general
attention, and especially in the younger femin-
ine element of society to this most exhilarating

and beneficial exercise. The article in question

is entitled :

"IS WHEELING HEALTHFUL?"

and is as follows :

"An external mechanical remedy inspires

every thoughtful person with more confidence
than a mysterious medicine, which, taken into the

stomach, unites there with the aciid, acid gastric

juice, flows perhaps into the intestines mingled
with bile, is gradually absorbed, and after suc-

cessive changes enters the blood, flows with it

perhaps through the whole body, or perchance
is wholly or partially expelled by the kidneys
and bladder, intestines, saliva or skin. In

short, there are so many possibilities as to the

results of a medicine when swallowed that a
justifiable doubt is often felt if the prescribed

remedy comes into contact in general with the

diseased organ. Very few remedies are so
understood and traced as to give accurate knowl-
edge of their effects and course. For the most
part practical experience must be relied on as to

the healing eflBcacy of this or that medicine for

this or that disease. Whether this is accidental

or from the original connection an established

fact is an open question.
" But it is quite otherwise with our mechanical

remedies and the mechanical cures which have
come of late into such prominence. These have,
with reason, inspired people with confidence.

The cures of Oertel and Schweninger, Terrain
sanitariums, active, passive and resistant gym-
nastics, mechanical gymnastics, with steam as a
partial impelling power, nerve vibration,

massage, the Ergostat (a wheel weighted accord-
ing to the capacity of the patient, to be turned
several hundred times daily with the object of

strengthening the muscles), turnen bicycling,

etc., are general subjects of discussion. But
these mechanical remedies were based origin-
ally on purely practical observations.

" When, fifty years ago, Pfeufer and Heule, in

advance of their time, recommended the slow
ascent of a tower for invalids, they had in view
solely the practical benefit of the expansion of
the chest by deep breathing, and experience
taught, that tendency to tuberculosis, peculiar to

narrow-chestedness, was prevented by it. But
what Avas accomplished coincidently in the mus-
cles, that here is the source of nutrition

; how
this nutrition was increased and diminished
was not then known. That a person inhales
nine thousand litres of air every twenty-four
hours, what becomes of it and the consequent
nourishment ; how much albumen is necessary
for the system, and that it is furnished in bread
as well as meat. For all this important knowl-
edge we are indebted to the pioneer researches
of a Pettenkofer and Voit, by which the first

light was thrown on the workings and value of
our mechanical cures. » * * «

" Especial value should be placed on all such
influences as diminish fat and lessen the quan-
tity of water in the body. Not only is it especi-
ally desirable to free the muscles of the heart
from threatening fattiness, since muscles bur-
dened with such nO longer do their work, but
the de-fattening of the rest of the body is also
of great itnportance. The blood of fleshy peo-
ple is not as good as thsit of the slender, and

with poor blood one is more easily fatigued, less

capacitated for labor and much more susceptible

10 disease than one whose blood is rich ; in such
the composition of the blood with regard to pro-

portionate mixture is not normal, there is an
excess of water in it. A superfluity of water in

the blood is easily discovered ; this is the case
when, by the least effort, a person breaks out
into prespiration ; such are less able 10 resist

cold also. Sweating baths drain the tissues and
give immediate strength.

" Many think that old age has robbed them
of their strength, whereas it is only an abnor-
mal watery condition of the blood, to correct

which e.xercise sufficient to induce a free pers-

piration should be taken, and care exercised
against a too sudden cooling off. As a good
coachman cools his heated horses by slow driv-

ing, so, after profuse perspiration, exercise

should be gradually relaxed, which is the best

way also of toughening the system. As indi-

cated, superfluity of water in the blood is coin-

cident with poverty of blood and poor blood with
an excess of fat. Of course, there are fat people
who are strong and healthy, but they are rare

exceptions—cases where the flesh is unusually
solid, of normal watery composition, not flabby,

nor bloated.
" The circulation of blood in fleshy people is

not free, as a rule, especially in the lower ex-

tremities from which the return of blood to the

heart is labored. Every organ in action de-

mands 80 per cent, more blood than in repose,

the circulation of which is hindered in the
laboring organs by fat deposits.

"Again, the lungs of thin people as com-
pared with fleshy take in three times the quan-
tity of air and blood, which in active exercise

should be abundantly supplied them. Now, if

all the organs are surrounded with fat, circula-

tion is obstructed, breathing becomes labored,

and clogging everywhere is the result—hemor-
rhoids, varix, etc.

" The aim of all mechanical remedies is the
same—the strengthening of the muscles of the

heart, activity in the nutrition agents and de-
fattening.

" The question now under consideration is,

IS BICYCLING HEALTHFUL?

and what does it accomplish? And first I would
assert that it is an excellent remedial agent, that

it rests on correct principles, and by activity of

body and mind effects what no other ' cure ' is

capable of ; but that its province is only to re-

duce the weight of the body is an entirely

erroneous idea. This is not its work at all.

While efficacious as a curative agent of many
conditions, it is not atall suited to sufferers from
acute disease and heart palpitation ; indeed, in

such cases it may be very injurious. Persons
with confirmed pulmonary complaints, easily

susceptible to attacks of coughing, are not sub-
jects for the bicycle. True, it is possible that

such a one may derive benefit by a slow and
discreet use of it, but to keep up the same pace
as his companions he must breathe through the
mouth as well as nose, with most injurious

effects from the enforced inhalation of cold and
dusty air.

" Bicycle riding is most efficacious as a
strength restorer to the weak and delicate. It is

suited especially to organizations born healthy
but enfeebled from lack of attention and exer-
cise, and for the slight outlay of effort demanded,
an unlocked for degree of health and strength is

the reward. For weak chests, inactive bowels,
labored breathing, a tendency to fattiness and
poverty of blood, bicycling is especially benefi-

cial. Brain, chest and abdominal organs derive
great benefit from it, as well as the mental facul-

ties, in which this advantage is to be recognized;
that it is not obtained in close rooms, or dusty
gymnasiums, but in the open air, on airy

heights, through woods, rich in balsamic odors,
under God's glorious firmament.

" The rider sits quietly on his steel horse, not
bent forward like the runner, working mostly
the lower limbs, which act like the driving rod
of a locomotive. But the repose of the upper
part of the body is only apparent—slight steer-

ing movements are necessary, and the muscles
of the back come into play to preserve equili-

brium ; while over rough roads, the whole back
is brought into action, and the muscles of neck
and head are also fellow laborers. With the tri-

cycle—by the firm hand-grasp of the steering
rod, the arms are in constant action, but there
is no danger of shoulder contraction, as in desk
work, because the hands are held iar apart. The

effort of propulsion necessitates deep breathing,
by which the dead air of the lungs is expelled,
and the chest, without any loss of elasticity, is

greatly expanded, with a consequent increase
from month to month of chest capacity ; so it is

good advice to accountants and sedentary
workers to take to the bicycle, and learn how to

breathe. » » * »
" Except in very short or slow runs, the exer-

tion induces almost always a gentle perspiration,

by which deleterious matter is removed trom the
system, but the bicyclist seldom perspires vio-

lently. Even in severe long ' runs ' and races,
which, from a medical standpoint, are not ad-
vised, there is no violent overheating, no precipi-

tated pluse, nor reeking perspiration, neither
are the veins of the rider's neck distended—

a

frequent condition in most severe physical exer-
cises. * * * *

" The greatest efficacy of bicycling, then is the

strengthened tone given to the muscles, the
nutrition source as we have seen, and the con-
formable nourishment of the entire body. The
increased muscular activity, aided by a gentle
perspiration, destroys fat, while the de-fatten-
ing of the heart and large veins is of inestimable
value from the freer circulation of the blood. *

* * * As we have seen, the whole organism
is brought into brisk activity, whence it is not to

be wondered at that capacity for work is greater,
sleep and appetite splendid. Really, bicyclers
digest meals as no other healthy men do.
With this change of stimulus this freeing of the
inner organs, and the opposite in regard to the
exterior of the body, an effect is produced on
the nerves which no other remedy is capable of.

"The excitement of modern life, which no class
nor age can withstand, nervous prostration in

all its manifestations are not compatible with
bicycling. After a few weeks of this exercise
one manifestation of disease after another dis-

appears. I know of people who cannot enter a
company of more than ten persons without suf-
fering an unendurable dizziness, the glaring
light of a chandelier produces in others out-
bursts of tears, others still are unable to read
three pages of a book uninterruptedly. I know
of artists who cannot take a brush in their hands,
of men in whom the ringing of bells superin-
duces stillness and melancholy. To these and
many others not only is this sensibility a real

torture, but the risk of losing their daily bread
is bound up with it. At the present day medi-
ocrity goes for nothing. Superiority only
reaches the desired goal, and for this efforts are

for the most part necessary, demanding an ex-
treme tension of the nerves, which cannot be
other than injurious. But such an over-strained
existence is not intended by the Creator. If so,

he would have so constructed the brain as to

bear without injury this drive, this over incite-

ment, just as He has protected by a strong
thread the heart of a horse from bursting—the

horse, his own creation for speed. The present
mental strain cannot be withstood by child nor
adult.

" To such sufferers bicycling comes as are-
deeming aid, provided a halt is called at the
same time on the nerve drive. The clearing up
of the dull head, the sweating activity of the
pores of the skin, blood distended muscles, in-

creased nutrition, better blood composition,
detp breathing of pure air, freeing the system
of superfluous fat and water, better nourish-
ment. These make a healthy body, and a
healthy body brings the healthy mind. Energy
returns, it is a pleasure to live, a pleasure to

work. The impulse to work returns and with it

happy temper and contentment. In a few
weeks the torturing, irritating sensibility of the
nervous system disappears. It is then apparent
that a discreet and proper use of the bicycle is

of great efficacy as a remedial agent."
As mentioned above, this is a partial transla-

tion only of an exhaustive article on this subject,

many good hints are given in addition in regard
to the proper clothing of bicyclists, the diet

advised for travellers on long wheel journeys,
treatment of the body after such " runs," re-

storative measures in case of accident, etc.,

interesting doubtless to devotees of the sport,

but not important, perhaps, as in this, like other
pursuits, " experience is the best teacher." It

has been the aim of the translator rather to

bring to the attention of the general public, to

I

the uninformed, the opinions of an evident
authority on the advantages of bicycle-riding in

! a sanitary point of view, with the result, it is

hoped, of extending the interest of our young
i women in it.
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In the great draughts on the nervous systems
of the women of the present day what better

counteracting influence than an hour or two of

daily use of the bicycle, which is not the passive
enjoyment of a carriage drive, but an enforced
activity of body and mind, which cannot be
other than beneficial, to say nothing of the
pleasure to the senses of this exhilarating loco-

motion.
In the closing paragraph of the article, the

author commends it especially to women, sug-
gesting the use of the tricycle as equally bene-
ficial. Ot course for grace and attractiveness

the bicycle is preferable, and we confess to a

feeling of envy of our fair young sisters o<

Washington, who have learned to steer these
little wheels with so much skill and adroitness
through our streets, and would encourage them
to continue this delightful and healthful pas-

time, if itwere possible to believe that such ad-
vice could be necessary. They are pioneers in

a good movement which should take its place
among others for woman's advancement, surely

what can be a greater than the physical well-

being of the coming generation ?

S.

PHILADELPHIA.

THE CENTURY WHEELMEN.
The Century Wheelmen seem to be endeavoring to outdo

themselves in the matter of originality this year. The latest
idea is a mileage book, which is now being distributed to

the members. It is very neatly gotten up—small and com-
pact, and will doubtless be an additional inducement for
the members to report their mileage.
Captain Dalsen also announces an innovation in the shape

of an exploration run once a mojith, when he will lead his

fallan'- boys over strange and devious roads of which they
ave had no previous Knowledge (if ihere are roads that

the Centurions do not know), and aiming to end up at some
lown that has never before been invaded by an official club
run. The idea is unique, and will undoubtedly be carried
out successfully. Norrislown, Paoli, \\ illow Grove and
Ambler are getting to be rather tires 'me, and yet, with the
addition of six or eight less popular places, you have about
all that, when roads, hotel and distance are taken int"
consideration, have been thought adaptable for an-all day
Sunday ride by any of the clubs

SOUTH END .wheelmen's NEW CLUB-HOUSE.

About this time of the year we often hear rumors of what
this or that club will do the coming season in more ways
than one. The latest one to startle Philadelphians is, ihat
the South End Wheelmen are about to erect a fine club-
house ; in fact, that the ground is as good as purchased,
and that the building willTje erected as soon as ihe weather
setiles. Members ot the club, however, seem very reticent
in regard to the matter, and the most that they are willing
to admit is that they have had the matter under considera-
tion. It wasaboutthis time last year that the Century Wheel-
men were all worked up on the house question, and we
heard every week that they had bought some property, or
other, but only a comparatively few knew what was under
consideration until the proper time.
The South End boys are a jolly set, and certainly have

the good wishes of all oiher Philadelphia Wheelmen that
they may own their own home, and the sooner the better.
Both the Pennsylvania and Century Clubs have formed

classes for instruction in boxing, the former under the in-
struction of "Professor" James Uawson, and the latter,
"Professor" Jack Lynch, both of whom have some local
reputation as boxers. It is now proposed by certain prom-
inent members of the Pa. Bicycle Club, " in order to encour-
age the athletic spirit developing in our city cycling clubs,"
to match their instructor in a friendly contest with the
teacher of the Centurions, at the latter club's smoker on the
2oth inst. While a contest of this character would doubtless
be of interest, as far as the men are concerned from the way
in which the challenge is worded, it has too much the look
of an inter-club c ntest to be decided for the clubs by a cou-
ple of outside professionals.
Several prominent residents of West Chester are pushing

the matter of having the nine-mile stretch of bad road be-
tween that beautiful town and Paoli macadamized

; should
this be accomplished. West Chester would becom^a popu-
lar place for an all-day run. The road, from Paoli on, is

sometimes really unndable, and but comparatively few
wheelmen reach the country seat of Chester County more
than once in a season

.

Paul Berwvn.

LOS ANGELES.

A banquet was given by the Los Angeles wheelmen, at
their new and elegant quarters. No. eoSH South Spring
Street, Saturday evening, February i6. Refreshments
were served, followed by a "smoker. A. E. Little, Presi-
dent of the club, officiated as toastmaster, and J. W. A. Off
responded. The club trio, Messrs. Hurke, Spier and Bradley,
rendered a few songs, including " Now 1 Lay Me Down to
Sleep," " Forty-nine Blue Bottles," etc. F. Corey, of Oak-
land, entertained the wheelmen with selections on the
guitar and mouth organ, giving the latest Oakland version
of "Down Went McGinty." A. A. Forbes, of Hartford,
Conn., was among the guests, and others were noted as
follows: A. E. Litilc, J. W. A. Off, L. D. Sale, W. J.

Allen, Sherman Pease, Emil Kcechner, H. C. F. Smith, P.
L. Abel, A. W. Hclwig, S. G. Spier, D. L. Burke W. C.
Gordon, H. G. Stuart, E. C. Bickford, F. Pfaffinger tharles
Ruthard, C. E. Gale, R. J. Cope, W. S. Wing, Fred Corev
Oakland ; N. R. Bradley, W. K. Stuart.-/.</,-.

^'

The Quaker City Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, elected
seven new members at its meeting last Monday flight
Secretary. Vaux Is an active official. The club has leased
the premises i3s6 Oxford Street (or a club-house.

BUFFALO.

The dealers are already reporting a good demand for
wheels. A jobbing firm has sold 204 wheels thus far, and one
retailer has disposed of ii, of which 19 were Safeties. This
shows that the safety craze is going to be as pronounced as
ever this season. In fact, one begins to wonder where all

the ordinaries have gone in the past year or two. It seems
now as if the "dwarfs"' outnumbered the high wheels
three to one.
The Buffalos have nearly reached their membership

limit, because, with the seven who will be admitted at the
meeting next Monday night, the membershio will be 144. or
within six of the limit. It is not at all likely that the club
will extend the limit, and so a membership in this organ-
ization will so m become a dear thing. The Buftalos are
in a prosperous conditijn and can afford to hold to their 150
mark.
The Ramblers admitted seven new members at.their last

meeting, and the vacancies in offices cau-ed bv resignation
were filled. F. W. Schwinn was the succes'sful canaidaLC
for captain, and he will make an excellent officer.

The idea of the C. W. A. and the L. A. W. holding their
meets at the Falls at the same time meets with much favor
hereabouts, as we are anxious to have the Canadians come
up to our tournament after the League Meet. Buffalo will
surely have a tourmment, and a big one at that.

If our track is completed in time we want one of the
Campbell- Lumsden races, and can guarantee a good gate.
What say you, W. S. Campbell ?

The first lady rider of the season was seen on the streets
the other day, and as a consequence she attracted much at-
tention.

Zo.

TRENTON.

The Mercer County Wheelmen are goine' at things pretty
lively. They have purchased from John Taylor the hand-
some combination billiard and pool table formerlv used in
his private residence. They have fitted up and papered
several looms in their new quartersand in general they have
a very handsome appearance. The wheel-room is now
complete, easy of access and almost on the level of the
p Lvement, arid, taking everything into consideration, for
so young a club, it is certainly getting there at a lively
pace.
At the last meeting the by-laws were amended so as to

mal>e meetings twice a month, instead of once, as heretofore.
Th* dues are lowered to fifty cents per month and it issur
prising to see the revival of interest that has been taken In
the M. C. W.
Namf s for membership are being proposed at every meet

ing and the M. C. W are on that sure and certain road to
prusperity. The club will issue a circular addressed to
all wheelmen, and those non-wheelmen interested, setting
forth advantages of a membershi^j in the M. C. W., and it

is to be hoped that it will meet wiih success.
I saw a little squib in a copy of The Whefl some few

weeks ago regarding the consolidation of the Trenton
Wheelmen and the Mercer County Wheelmen. The idea
appears to be practically dead. I hear that at the next
mee ing of both clubs the matter of consolidatioi
will be acted upon but with what result it is impossible 10
state. The whole trouble seems to be in reference to the
M. C. W. not being an L. A. W. club. But whatever may
turn up, in my opinion, consolidation would be the making
of both clubs.

The Trenton Wheelmen's quarters are located at No. 26
East State Street. They have one large room wheie they
hold their meetings, etc. They have a membership of
forty, twenty-ore of them active cyclers. They nay very
little as to consolidation. **

Trrnton.

PROVIDENCE NOTES.

C. H. Howland, who for several years has so ably con-
ducted the cycling column of the Sunday Journal, has
severed his connection with that paper to accept the posi-
tion of private secretary to Gov. Ladd. Mr. Ryder will
in future conduct the cycling column and endeavor to keep
It up to the high standard of excellence it attained under
Mr. H. In his new position "Charlie" ought to be able
to push the cause of road improvements in a quiet but effec-
tive manner.

B. F. McDaniel, the Wilmington flier, paid the R. I. W.
a "dying" visit last Thursday evening, on his way to
Newport to see 'Van Wagoner. He says the Wilmington
racing men are taking to the Eagle and are very much
pleased with it. They hope to be able to push il to the
front in many a race the coming season. Their racing team
will, without doubt, all use that wheel.
Ex-President Speirs, of the R. I. W., was on the Old

Colony train that was derailed at Chickeririg Station last

week. He escaped without injury, but not without being
interviewed by "Kerry," of the Boston Herald. .Mr.

Speirs was on his way to attend the annual spread of the
Massachusetts Bicycle Club. It takes a big smash-up to
make him late at an " eat." It is stated that he displayed
great bravery in rescuing female passengers from perilous
positions. " Jim " always was gallant.
The billiard, pool and whist tournaments are slov.'ly ap-

proaching the end.
Messrs. Cooke and Perkins have finished their pool games

and are tied for first place. The tie will be played off
shortly.
Perkins wins first in billiards. The second is not yet de-

cided.
In whist C. E. Eddy leads with a score of 205.
Providence is having a great deal of weather at the

present, but not of the kind that delights the cycler. Now
and then a rider, more energetic and ambitious than wise,
makes an attempt but comes back a sadder if not a wiser
man.

The Judge.

We Hope the " youthful phenomenon " business will not
materialize this year. It is simply crimln&l to make a show
of ayoung child, to give his little heart and lungs more
work than they can staiid in order to gratify the perhaps ex-
cusable vanity of " papa." The child may like it ; oh, yes

;

but he may live to regret and condemn the silliness of ah
over-fond parent. ;.:•..:..• ... .•

NEW ORLEANS.

Cycling in the Crescent City Is by no means dead, and
with a league membership of 104, and two live clubs, things
will hum this Spring.
The New Orleans Club have commenced their series of

races for the Hill cup. and will inaugurate a series of Sun-
day morn ing runs and at ternoon lawn tennis games to com-
mence next month.
The Louisianas will commence work on their new club-

house some time next month, and the hope long deferred
will at last become a fact. They will adopt a new uniform
at the next meeting, and elect a new captain, vice Jeff
Frederic, resigned, and later in the month elect officials for
the coming year.
A run tendered to visiting wheelmen held on the i6th,

the Sundav before Mardi Gras. brought out thirty-five
riders and five visitors, who were given a fish breakfast at
iVest End at the Immortal Astredo's, and afterwards hos-
pitably entertained by the N. O. B. C. at their club-house.

Messrs. Harrington, Whitney and two members of the
Dearborn Club of Chicago, Mehlig of St. Louis, Andrae of
Milwaukee, Steele of Buffalo. Scherer of Memphis, Richen-
back of Topeka and Ring of St. Louis were here during the
carnival, and alf speak of a pleasant time and of their enter-
tainment by the New Orleans boys.
The programme f r the Sp.ina is: The annual race meet

th s year to be held some time in July, instead of Septem-
ber ; a week camping out at ome of the gulf shore resorts,

a liberty bill for the leaislature that convenes in May next,
and we will try and introduce a new road law for this State.
The following resolutions «ere .idopted unanimously last

month by the parish assi ssors, representing forty parishes
in this State, and by concerted action with these parties we.
hope to carry a bill through that will reap benefiib in time
to come.

A Boad Lanr.

Mr. Shattuck, of Calcasieu, sent uo the following:
Whereas, the preset road law of Louisiana, after years

of patient endeavoring to comply with its requirements,
has proved its utter inadequacy to meet the ends desired,
and has resulted in leaving most, if not all, the rural par-
ishes of the Slate with nodecent mode of ingress or egress,
and has only given them long lines of muddy works instead
of the desired highways so much needed ; and
Whereas, the question of proper road laws and just as-

sessments go hand in hand, and are mutually dependent on
each other; therefore be it

Risolved, Th t this convention, representing forty par-
ishes of the Slate, desires, by this action, to place our needs
in the strongest light possible before the Legislature at its

coming session, and to specially urge on our Senators and
Members of the House, representing the parishes here as-
sembled, the absolute necessity which exists for a proper
revision of the road laws, ai'd to call upon them to devise
some proper remedy ; be it further

Resolved, That the police juries of the several parishes
here represented are respectfully asked to forward their
views oil this important question in writing, addressed to
the cha rman of the committee on parochial affairs of the
House of Representatives, at the comng session of the
General Assembly, and that two copies of these resolutions
be signed by the officers of this committee and forwarded
to the cha'rmen of both branches of the General Assembly,
with the request that they be read in open session.

Mr. Shattuck made a strong argument in favor of his
resolution. Gen. Egan insisted on adjjurning, but he was
voted down, and left the room.
The Shattuck resolution was unanimously adopted, and

the convention adjourned sine die.

The majority ot delegates and Attorney General Rogers
departed for New Orleans on the afternoon train.

Marnola.

ELIZABETH.

A very lively meeting of the E. W. was held at the clutj-

house on Tuesday evening. Several amendments to the
Constitution and By-Laws were offered and carried, among
which was one advancing the dues from $6 to $q per yeaK

1 he Trustees are hard at work formulating plans for the
enlargement of the club-house It Is very probable that we
will build bowling alleys, and if we do, you can put us
down for membership in the Bowling League ne.\t season.
Every indication points to a large increase in our mem-

bership durini; the coming season, as there is considerable
inquiry for wheels, and our increased advantages should
capture many of the unattached.
Captain F. C. Gilbert has taken the agency for the Cat-

ford and Premier safeties, and will push their sale in this

city.

Lieutenant McNiece has the largest mileage for the
month of February and also the largest for the year so. far.

Taking warning from the experience of the Massachu-
setts and Missouri Bicycle Clubs with regard to associate
members, all clauses in the Constitution and By-Laws of
the E. W. relating to them were abolished at the meeting
on Tuesday evening.
The New Jersey Division of the L. A. W. will hold an

adjourned meeting at the E. W. club-house on Friday even-
ing when the committees on the Road Book and Divi-
sion Meet will make iheir reports. Chief Consul Brown is

a hustler and keeps his commirtees right up to the mark, so
we may e.xpect full reports. The programme of the meet
has been radically changed.
Among all our members 1 do not think there is one who

is more universally esteemed by his club-mates than one of
the members of the House Committee, .Mr. A. F. Bellinger.
Always quiet and unassuming, willing to work, and push-
ing forward the interest of the club in a way that ought to
make some of us ashamed of ourselves. Always present on
club runs or any club events, we have almost come to regard
him as part of the club-house itself.

Tanglefoot.

The editors of the Cyclef and Tourist .,3. mild sheet which
usually appears once a mohtti, state ibatLuscombs deleat
» as foreoraained and that the League is well rid of such a
figure-head- Qur iiubufbaii friends are unkind. If they
will wipe the milk. off .their boots and get all the hayseed
out 01 their locks, arid call at, this office we will ask Mr.
Luscomb to meet'thein. And, by the w'iy. good bro.hers
of the pen, the doctrmt of fnreordinatlon has been rejected
by the maiqrJtv ^d^ is in dispute, ^naong. the winoricy.
Latter^ay logic has retired itto t'he sJiadowland of myth. -
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1890 MODJEL. IT'S OUX 1 !

NEW MAIL
OFFERED AS THE

HANDSOIHEST
—AND

—

BKSX =:= SAF^ETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a direct

vertical spring, allowing front wheel to run

perfectly true. No yielding of forks sideways.

A coiled spring inside fork column.

Rear axle band brake (cannot spatter mud
on chain), very powerful.

The only wheel with Trigwell's Patent Bal.

Head. All parts interchangeable. An Am
erican made wheel for American wheelmen

GroocL .^.g,'oxxt&> x/\/ et,xt.-t&<3..

Surely send for Catalogue and
see it.

Notice graceful Handle Bars. NIANIJI^ACTtJREKS,

VNTM READ St.
107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Our 1890

Bicycle Catalogue

Now Ready,

Free on applica-

tion, and contains

Safeties

of all grades, sizes

and kinds, for

Ladies,Gentlemen,

Boys and Girls.

Dandy Safety, 24 in.. Price $35.00.

King of the Road, 27 in., Price $45.00.

Pathfinder, 30 in., Price $60.00-

Ideal Rambler, 26 in.. Price $65.00.

American Light Rambler, 30 in.. Price $135.00.

American Rambler, 30 in.. Price $125.00.

Outing|Safety, 30 in.. Price $115.00.

MERWIN HULBERT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street, New York City.

Ageutt wanted in all unoccupied territory.
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THE " PHCENIX," STOVER BICYCLE CO.

BOUT the 1 St of April we shall issue a List of Second-hand Wheels, and the prices
will be the lowest ever asked. We will prove this assertion, right on the spot, by quoting
a few examples :

A 51 IN. SPECIAL STAR, hollow cow-horn bars, spade handles, hollow frame, levers and
rims, silent ratchets, balls to front wheel, oscillating spring frame, in perfect order through-
out, finish in good condition. Price, $50.00.

A HUMBER TANDEM TRICYCLE, balls to all bearings, hollow handle bars, two
brakes, in very good condition, except finish. Price, $85.00.

A 4-0 IN. FACILE SAFETY, balls to all bearings, new tires, finish poor, but machine
otherwise in very good order. Price, $25.OO.

We shall not issue this list till the above date, but if you want to buy a Second-hand Wheel
now, let us know what size you want and we will let you know what we have. Do not fail to

state what you want. Remember we have no list to send now.

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,
No. 1406 PEWN SQUARE. PHILADELPHIA.

THE HENDEE ANTI-VIBRATION HANDLE-BAR.

JOest ±XL tTa.& "'O^orlca..

ONE-HALF SIZB.
For Bicycles Guns, etc. Throws only small quantity ol oil at

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every.
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 60c. each. CUSHMAN St
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

Now Is Your Cbance for

CHEAP MACHINES.
We have a number of wheels on hand—new and second-

hand—snd, having discontinued our business, are anxious
to dispose of them, and willing to do so for very Utile
money.

If you are looking for a cheap, but ffood wheel, you
may find something in the following list, and if tliere is,

you can have that something cheap, as well as have it good
— which every one wants :

I .;o in. " Centaur " (new). Regular price $60 ; we sell tor

$45
I 48-in. " Apollo (new). Regular price $45 ; we sell for

$33.
I 36-in. Apollo (new). Regular price $21 ; we sell for

$15.
I s5-in. Columbia Light Roadster ; full nickeled

;
good

condition
; $60.

I s2-in. Columbia Expert; full nickeled
;
good c:>ndition;

$55.
1 52-in. American Light Champion ; full nickeled (we

sold this wheel last Spring, and the buyer, being unable to
meet payments, had to return it, so it is almost a new
wheel)

; $90.
1 50-in. Springfield Roadster ; fair condition

; $40.
I 52-in. ' Star" ; full nickeled ; fair condition

; $25.
These are all we have, so if you want one, write early,

or it may be sold.

At the above prices, these are better chances than you
could find at an auction sale

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
p. O. Box 2225. - - NEW^ YORK.

Quadrant Safeties
Are made absolutely interchangeable in every part. Our customers tell us

that we furnish parts and make repairs in less than half the time required by
many of the American manufacturers. But the beauty of the Quadrant
SAFETy is that it never wants new parts or repairs unless it happens to get

run over by an express wagon.

S O 1. E I M F>0 1? T e:RiS,

Strong & Green Cycle Co.,
707 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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NOW REflbTI

CoLgnpw L/IDIE5' 5/irETT.

An appropriate ooiiipanion for the Columbia Lig'ht Roadster
Safety, affording' the same perfectness of desig*n, manufacture,

and finish, backed up by our unquestioned g*uarantee.

Tliese macliines are now on exhibition at our retail stores in

Boston, New York, and Chicag*o, and also at most of our

principal agencies.

The interest shown by the ladies in cycling' is rapidly increas-

ing*, and CTery lady should own a Columbia Safety.

Our beautifully illustrated catalog'ue for 1890, containing*

full description, sent free.

POPE nrQ. C2.

BOSTON,
77 Franklin Street.

NEW YORK,
12 Warren Street.

CHICAGO,
291 Wabash Avenue
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FOR SALE. EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 18 Cents
Two Insertions 25 "

FOR SALE.—Victor Safetv. nrndel '88, in goo'l condi-

tion ; but little used ; with aU equipments. For par-

ticulars inquire of G. L. Merritt, Otsego County, Cherry
Valley, N. Y. 4-4

prOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.—Singer S. S. Tandem
^ Tricycle as good as new. Inquire of Janitor," Harlem
Wheelmen." 104 West 124th Street. 3-28

FOR SALE.—48-inch Light Roadster Star, hollow all

over, adjustable ball and roller bearings, spade
bandies, cyclometer, tangent spokes and new tire to front

wheel, rear tire slightly cut, cost $142.50, sacrifice it for

$95. F. C. Gilbert, Elizabeth, N. J. t f

T A DIES' SAFETY FOR SALE.—Psycho ligbt-weight
'-' ladies' bicycle, all improvements, latest design, new
Ian fall, ridden less than 200 miles, in perfect condition;
complete, with lamp, $100 to immediate cash purchaser.
Address, Cycle, P. O. Box 1,663, New York. 3-7

AA7HAT am I offered for a s2-inch, 1886, full nick. Expert.
'• Also the same, enameled, 46 inches. S., Box 444,

N. Y. t f

FOR SALE.—Tricycle, Marlborough Club Tandem ; new
June, 1888 ; not ridden 100 miles

;
good as new ; in

perfect order. Best offer solicited. T. B. Hawkins, 115

Broadway, N. Y. 3-7

BARGAINS.—54-inch Victor Light Roadster, '89 model,
only $Qo ; Crescent Safetv, balls all over, $75 ; Colum-

bia Light Roadster, '87 model, |6o. O. W. Swift, Dan-
bury, Conn. 3-21

FOR SALE.—52-inch New Mail, '8g pattern, latest im-

provements, as perfect as new, not run sixty miles,

nickeled. King of the Road hub lamp, luggage carrier and
whistle. Cost $145. Will sell for $100. L. G Sloat,

Purdy Station, Westchester Co., New York. 3-21

FOR SALE.—56-inch bicycle, all nickle, except wheel.
Ball-bearings, spade and cow-horn handles, long dis-

tance saddle. Address, Box 82, Long Branch, N. J. 3-7

FOR SALE.—Columbia, two-track tricycle, good as new,
in first-class condition. Also Victor tricycle, used one

year, condition perfect. R. C. Alexander, 23 Park Row,
N. Y. 3-14

Address F. H. C. P.STAR—For sale, Star Safety.
Box, 444, New York City. 1

1

WANTED.—64-inch bicycle. Address Banker* Camp-
bell, 1788 Broadway, New York City. 1 1 c

p"OR SALE.—One gent's "Quadrant," one gent's
^ "Singer," and two ladies' "Singer" Safeties; all

new, and latest patterns. Will take $110 for either one, to

close out stock. The Chicago Bicycle Co., 38 E. Van
Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

$, -^_, COL. SURPRISE TRICYCLE, as good as new ;

' ^-^ not run fifty miles ; is in perfect condition ; besi

offer over $100 takes this machine complete. Address
Lock Box P., Lime Rock, Conn. 3-28

FOR SALE CHEAP.—No. 2 National Safety; one
Speedwell safety ; one 50-inch Springfield Roadster ;

all in good condition. W. A. Young, Braceville, 111. 4-28

-Will buy Vol. I. of Stevens' " Around the World on
a Bicycle"; brand new. X, Box 444, N. Y. City.$3

best second-)^" list in the U. ^. A $250 Huraber Tan-
dem, used so miles, at any reasonable offer, and a score of

other bargains. Don't buy before you write to him. Zook,
Lititz, Pa. 3-28-c

(< /^ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ fnrH Tf

THE "GAZELLE. 55

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind ever" offered.

Tubular .steel drop-frame, with or without detachable cross-
bar

; adjustable steel cone bearings for wheels and crank-
shaft

; hard rubber handles ; 24 and 26-inch wheels, with
crescent steel rims, steel spokes and J{-inch best rubber
tires

;
reversible seat post, with long and short bends, thus

giving wide capability of adjustment to suit children from
eight to sixteen years of age ; all wearing parts detachable
and interchangeable

; handsomely finished in nickel and
enamel ; weight, with adjustable suspension saddleand tool
bag,complete, 34 lbs. Price, $40, and well worth the money
in comparison with any other machine in the market.
The " Gazelle " has absolutely the strongest wheels of

any bicycle now made, large or small ; and, as the frame is
strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest rid-
ing, the machine will stand the rough usage which chil-
dreti's bicycles are apt to get, with little danger of breakage.

Ladies' " Gazelle," much the same pattern as above,
with 28-inch wheels, chain guard and some additions and
improvements, will be ready in April. Price, $50. Will
run about as light as a ball-bearing machine. Liberal
terms to agents.

CRAWFORD & CO.,

1116 E St., N. W. Washington, D. C.

48-INCH COL. EXPERT, 14 nickeled.

48 -INCH AMERICAN CHAMPION,INCH AMERICAN
]4 nickeled.

^—so -inch AMERICAN RUDGE" enameled

.

nickeled and

$50 46-INCH COL. EXPERT, 'A nickeled.

$5
$50~5°"'"<='^ COL. EXPERT; nickeled and enameled.

$50—5'='-'"c*i COL. EXPERT; full nickeled.

$50-

$50-

$5

54 inch COL. EXPERT; full nickeled.

—56-inch AMERICAN CLUB ; nicke'ed and en-
ameled.

-56-inch COL. EXPERT ; full nickeled.

Q—45 -inch SPECIAL STAR; nickeled and

$50
ameled

.

—AMERICAN
ameled

.

RAMBLER; nickeled and en-

The above are all Ball Bearing (Pedals included), and
each is a bargain. We will send any of the above ma-
chines on approval, on receipt of $s, to cover express
charges, in case it is not fully satisfactory.

BANKER & CAMPBELL,
1788 Broadway, New York (entrance to Central Park).

THEY CATCH ON

And keep your feet from slipping off. They will save you
many a header. The best tiling to learn the ankle motion
with, and in fact all that could be desired in a Toe Clip.
Don't be slow, boys, but get a pair ; they will improve your
riding, also the looks of your machine Early birds wanted
as agents ; no dead heads ; liberal discounts to same.

BANEIN & BBCCE, Sole Owners and l)lanafactarer^|,

Box 103, Providence, R. I.

Mail orders will receive prompt attention.

Per Fair, 6O0., postage paid.

LIAVE you ever tried the fine correspondence papers manufactured by the
WHITING PAPER CO. of Holyoke? You will find them correct for all the uses

of polite society. Made In rough and smooth finish and all the fashionable tints.

Sold by all dealers in fine stationery. New York Office: 1 50 & 152 Duane St.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored
and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

If you want a Catalogue of

THE BEST SAFETY BUILT
SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO

THE CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,

38 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

Catalogue ready Nlarcti 1st, 1890,

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor,

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand yon %i.oo in payment for one year s

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address. _

Town or City ...„ „

County „ State..

wmmm
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We believe in Long Bearing Distances, as shown

on the hubs of both Front and Rear Wheels,

and particularly in the

BALL BEARING HEAD,
where the distance between the series of balls is double

that of average steering heads.

-:-ARE-:- -:-THIS-:-IAY,

Send for new Catalogue and read description.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE

:

FACTORY

:

178 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 222-228 N. Franklin St., Chicago, III.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co., 26 W. 23d St., N. Y., Agents.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
f890 JVIACMINES WOW IIEAIDY l^OR TME IWARKEX.

The perfection of Simplicity and Economy of Power. ]¥o Chain. No Oears. Immense Power and Speed.
Variable Stroke. Only Two Sets Revolving Bearings in place of Five, as usually used in Rover type.

SSQDNTO^ S'OH. CA^T-A-IjOGrXJIS.

H. B. Smith Machine Co»,Smithville, l^ew Jersey.

1890 MODEL. IT'S OU^ ! !

NEW MAIL
OFFERED AS THE

HANDSOMEST
—AND

—

BKST =:= SAKETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a direct

vertical spring, allowing front wheel to run

perfectly true. No yielding of forks sideways.

A coiled spring inside fork column.

Rear axle band brake (cannot spatter mud
on chain), very powerful.

The only wheel with Trigwell's Patent Ball

Head. All parts interchangeable. An Am
erican made wheel for American wheelmen

Groo<5L .^\.g;^33.tsi "\A7"«-xxt;oci.

Surely send for Catalogue and
see it.

Notice gracefnl Handle Burs. ]V1ANIJF"ACTUREKS,WM READ 4Sl
107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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BICYCLES & SUNDRIES

.';; STANDARD
.,?RaphitE

TRlc:yc[E''cHAl^'S

?*LL BEA.°R1NG^

Columbias, Victors, Ramblers, Stars, Psyches,
Gales, Juniors, etc., etc. Bundle Carriers,

Enamel, Cement, Tire Tape, Standard Gloves,
Hose Supporters, Whistles, Oils, Spoke Grips, Bells, etc., etc.

OppA JDQ i
Our Repair Stiop Is probably one of the most complete

in H, r M 1 no ] in tbis section.

r for 1890-1 is about ready for mailing, send for a copy,

CATALOGUE \ HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
[ ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap and

pocket.

No. 8§4. Heav) Rib.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib.
Improved double

seat and pocket.

FULL TIGHTS.
(Patented.)

834.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat

and pocket.

Athletic and Gymnasium Gar-
ments manufactured by

KNEE TIGHTS.
(Patented.)

842. Heavy Rib,
Improved double
seat and pocket.

HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.
SEND STA-MF" FOR CA.TA.LOGUE.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., Chicago, U. S. A.,
sole: INIF'ORXKRS OK

0£t/t£tXos'-u.e ^B"o-«7«7 H.e«-ca.y. Coxia.iie-teixt .^.g;eza.ts x/v a.zxtec3..
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WILLIAM VAN WAGONER, Champion of Rhode Island.

XA/E show to the readers of "The Wheel" this week a portrait of Van
Wagoner mounted, in his racing position, on the Eagle Bicycle upon

which he won the following races and records in 1889:

At Montreal, August 24, 1889, 5-mile, open. Time, 15 min. 37 4-5 sec. (Canadian record).

At Providence, September 25, 1889, 25-Mile State Championship. Time, i h. 18 min. 15 sec. (World's

record for this distance in competition.)

Wilmington, 25-Mile Handicap Road Race, October 19, 1889. Won from the scratch. Time, i h. 37 min. 52 sec.

The Lancaster Pike Record, November 5, 1889. Distance, 15^ miles. Time, 47 min. 41 4-5 sec.

On Lancaster Pike, December 5, 1889, 5 miles. Time, 15 min. 45 sec. (5-mile road record for this country.)

A handsome photograph (from which this engraving is taken), 6>^ by 8 inches, mounted ready for

framing, will be sent to any address on receipt of 15 Cents.

1890 CATALOGUE FREE.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric^,

foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

6 s. a year

5 Gents

Newsdealers caD order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Lute Copy receired until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements mnst be ru" elved by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P, PRIAL,
Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,
NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

Thinks it is the Be>t in the Country.

HoLLEY, February 27, i8qo.

Please find inclosed $1.00 for the current year's subscrip-
tion to The Wheel, beginning January 4. Sorry for ne-
glecting to remit sooner. I am much pleased with the
progress your paper has made since I first became a sub-
scriber, and think it the iesi in the country.

Yours, Bert W. Robb.

He fietg Bis Dollar's Worth.

Alden, N, Y., February 27, 1890.

F. P. Prial :

Dear Si?—The Wheel is to hand, also receipt for year's
subscription to the same. To say that I am well pleased
with Wheel but faintly describes it. Would like to know
that every wheelman helps by sending his dollar, for he
would most assuredly get value received.

Yours truly, Harry Thorne.

THE Racing Board have amended Rule G to

read as follows :

Rule G. Any cycle or athletic club will be allowed, under

special sanction of this Board, to pay the entrance fees and

actual necessary traveling expenses of a member, or mem-
bers, whom they may desire to represent them at a race

meeting ; but without this special sanction no competitor

in amateur events shall accept from his own club, or from

a club promoting sports at which he competes, any pay-

ment for his expenses under penalty of suspension from the

track for a time at the discretion of the Board.

By this change in the rule the unjust discrim-

ination of the original rule entirely disappears.

The rule now permits either bicycle or athletic

clubs to pay, with the special sanction of the

Board, the actual necessary traveling expenses

of a competitor to a race meet. Under the new
rule a club must obtain special permission for

the payment of expenses for each man and for

each set of competitions to which he may be

sent.

The amended rule is now fair to both bodies,

and it should be accepted without quibble by

the Amateur Athletic Union. That it will be

we doubt. A member of the A. A. U.'s com-

mittee, which was recently created to consider

the new racing rules, informed a representative

of The Wheel that a plan had been formulated

which he felt would be acceptable to the Racing

Board. The A. A. U. committee will report on

Saturday

rWO cyclists, one of them a personal friend

of the editor of this paper, ask us to ex-

pose a cycle agent in Lancaster, Pa., whom they

characterize as a " dead beat." We know, as a

matter of fact, that one of the parties referred to

sent a wheel to this agent and has never re-

ceived a cent in return. It is not that the man
is merely slow in payment or trying to do an

honest business with a small capital, but we be-

lieve him to be dishonest ; we believe that he

contracts debts which he nt-ver expects to pay.

We are not grieved that he owes us a small sum
on an advertising contract ; we simply call at-

tention to this "dead beat" from Lancaster that

his crop of victims may be less in the future

than it has been in the past.

THAT beautiful biblical comparison of the

child and the man reminds us that cycling

has out-grown its small clothes, and we must

put away childish things. Many cycling fads

and fancies have been stamped out. and now let

us fall heavily upon the " Club Bugler " and the

" Club Surgeon." The " Club Bugler " institution

is circussy and at the same time assinine ; the

" Club Surgeon " institution is farcical. Why not

have a club drummer, a club undertaker and a

club ambulance corps? The "Club Bugler"

and the " Club Surgeon " must go the way of the

gold band craze. The creation of such offices

is a species of cycling " jayism" which hurts the

sport and belittles its votaries.

A LARGE number of cyclists will derive both

amusement and instruction from an article

entitled "The Pleasure of Motion," which we
republish from the Popular Science Monthly. All

cycli ^ts have experienced in riding the sensations

which are so minutely defined in this article,

the chief merit of which is that it is an original

and exhaustive analysis of the moral, physical

and mental pleasure of motion, be that motion

the result of running, skating, tobogganing or

cycling.

THE ACTIVE LEAGUE AND ROAD
CAMPAIGN IN NEW YORK STATE.

Chief ConsulJ Bull has recently mailed to

every member of the New York State Division a
quantity of literature, which cannot fail to ad-
vance the League interests, but must stimulate
highway improvements throughout the State.

The article entitled " Better Roads for New
York State," puolished in last week's Wheel, is

reprinted in neat pamphlet form. Another
circular letter embodies a call to all New York
State wheelmen to attend the Highway Improve-
ment Convention at Utica, on the i8th. Refer-
ring to the meeting the circular says :

Xo this end I specially request yott :

1. To endeavor to secure the attendance at this meeting
of your Senator and Member of Assembly.

2. To secure the publication in your local press of articles
and ediiorials callmg attentii-n to the meeting.

3. To procure from Mr. I. B. Potter, Secretary, Potter
Building, New York City, membership blanks of the
Association and obtain thereon the signatures of as many
new members as possible before the meeting. In this con-
nection I would also suggest that you sena to Mr. Potter
the names of some of the most prominent and influential

men in your county, including some of the most progressive
and thinking farmers, to the end that he may personally
communicate with them and enlist their active aid and
assistance.

4. As a further and very important means of helping on
the cause of Highway Improvement, I would urge you to
make special efforts to secure the name of every wheelmen
in your vicinity for membership in the L. A. W. hy a little

earnest work in this direction you can add many names to

our roll and thus make every such person feel a personal
interest in the success of this enterprise and greatly
strengthen our own power and influence.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will have a lively time on
Monday next, when they will elect officers for the j'ear.

The following tickets are in the field : Regular club nom-
inations—President, J. A. Clairmonte ; Vice-President, G.
R. Bird ; Secretary, C. DeVeyze ; Treasurer, D. H. Thistle

;

Captain, Paul Keane ; First Lieutenant, W. Putney; Sec-
ond Lieutenant, F. VV'ashburne ; Color Bearer, W. Bell

;

Bugler, D. C. Newton ; Trustees, J. D Connor and S. Fried-
enberg. Independent ticket—President, J. A. Clairmonte;
Vice-President, G. R. Bird; Secretary, (.A Sheehan

;

Treasurer, D. H. Thistle; Captain, J. VV. Sheehan; First
Lieutenant, F. Rowland ; Second Lieutenant, C. Bell

;

Bugler, D. C. Newton ; Trustees, A. C. Banker and S.

Fnedenberg.

NEW YORK STREETS TO BE PAVED
WITH ASPHALT.

At the meeting of the New York City Board
of Estimate and Apportionment held on Mon-
day, Commissioner Gilroy was authorized to go
ahead with the work of laying asphalt in .he
streets recommended by hem. In accordance
with this order, the Commissioner will at once
advertise for bids for laying asphalt pavement
on the following streets :

Thirty-third Street, from Madison Avenue to Broadway
;

Th rty-sixth Street, be ween Fourth and Sixth Avenues;
Thirty-seventh Street, between Fourth and Sixth Aveniles

;

Thirty-eighth Street, between Fifth and Sixth Avenues;
Forty-ninth Street, between Madison and Sixth Avenues;
Fiftieth Street, between Fourth aiid Fifth Avenues ; Fifty-
first Street, between iMadison and Sixth Avenues; Fifty-
third Street, between Madison and Si.vth Avenues; Fifty-
fourth Street, between Madison and Sixth Avenues; Sixty-
eighth Street, between Third and Fi<urth Avenues; and
Sixty-ninth Street, between Lexington and Fifth Avenues.

An Important Openiue to Central Park.

The Board resolved to carry out the further
recommendation of the Commissioner of Public
Works and ordered asphalt laid on concrete
foundation in Eighth .Avenue, from Thirteenth
Street to the circle at Fifty-ninth Street ; Han-
over Street, from Pearl Str-et to Exchange
Place ; William Street, from Beaver to Wall
Street ; Fifty-eighth Street, between Fifth and
Sixth Avenues ; and Sixtieth Street, between
Lexington and Fourth Avenu s.

The laying of asphalt on Eighth Avenue will

be a boon to wheelmen. The Eighth Avenue
stretch of asphalt will be two and one-half miles
long, and will form an important artery to the
Park for all cyclists who live on or contiguous
to the Avenue. This belt of asphalt will run
directly in front of over 700 residence houses
and will indirectly tap ninety-five residence
blocks on which are situated 5,000 dwellings, the
whole belt containing over 100,000 population.
It will also enable many New Yorkers to go
over to Orange without the present uncomforta-
ble ride over granite pavement. The benefit

and pleasure which the Eighth Avenue belt of

asphalt will give to cyclists cannot be over-esti-

mated.

A SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE HAR-
LEM WHEELMEN'S HOUSE.

Have you ever paid a visit to the Harlem
Wheelmen's Club-House ? No? Why then you
should not allow yourself 10 grow much older
before taking a trip " Harlem wards." You will

not knock in vain at the hospitable d ors of the
club-house and will never regret having under-
gone all the tortures of a New Yoik Elevated
Railroad or horse car ride, as the case may be.

In order to make you real curiou« about this

cosy club-house, I must tell you about the pleas-

ant evening we spent there on Saturday, March
1st. I verily believe, though, that, man-like,
the gentlemen of the club had intended to have
a real good time all by themselves, for when
the seven or eight members of the fair sex en-
tered their sanctum, the "Lords of Creation"
were enjoying the performances of Prof. Gins-
berg, the magician. But I don't think they
were sorry to have their anticipations for a gay
old time shattered by the entrance of the
"dears," for could they not see fun ahead?
And did they not get it?

If you had been there you would certainly
have thought so, for laughter and music soon
filled the air, while nimble feet were gliding
over the floor, and graceful forms were swaying
to and fro to the sweet strains of a waltz. And
so it went on until a very late—or rather
" early " hour in the morning—and with regret
we bade good-night to the merry crowd and
stepped out into the cold night feeling happier
and kinder towards all mankind for having, as
I hope, added to the jollity of evening by our un-
expected appearance, as well as having been the
recipients of a kind reception on the part of the
members present. Don't you wish you had
been there? Don't miss it the next time.

L. G.

Willie Windle has been in Gotham during the past week
and is the guest of W. G. CI jss, who has recently paid an
extended v. sit to the Windle homesiead at Millbury, Mass.
Windle looks 10 be in splendid condition and has gro^\n
taller and hcakhitr durms the winter, so that he will pro- -

ably ride at 160 pounds this season. He is unable to state
at this time whether he will be seen on the path ur not, but
the prouabilities are that he will race for his own club, and
that this season will be his last on the path.
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PHILADELPHIA PHANCIES.

Is the life of the cycling editor a happy one?

Sometimes.
When he holds down a press chair at the

tournament, hangs around the punch bow. at

the evening flare-up or gets somewhere near the

head of the table at the club's annual chaw ; on

such, and kindred occasions, it is festive.

But there is bitter as well as sweet experi-

ences. It is not all punch and smoke. We pub-

lish below, in all its chaste and pristine intel-

lectual beauty, a communication received from

a Philadelphia rider. Need we say that he is

young. The poor boy means well, and we really

thank him, and sincerely, for sending The
Wheel all these notes. We have not used the

blue pencil, because no amount of blue-pencil-

ing could lick them into shape ;
so we present

them in their original state, just to show our

readers that editorial life is not a continual coast

amid sunset hills or along the bank of a misty,

moonlit river.

ACTION BY THE RUDGE CYCLE
COMPANY.

Phila. March 9, 1890.

Friend Prial,

I have been very busy lately and therefore

have not had an opportunity to send you any
news of the C. C's, and cycling news in general.

Well to begin with, we had quite a delegation

out to see the finish of the Century's team race,

on Washington's Birthday, and the boys have

caught the racing fever bad, and talk of having

a road race on Good Friday, which I hope will

bring out some good men.
That oyster supper that the losers in our tan-

dem race were to give the winners came off

Saturday, and was much enjoyed by both parties,

the winners proving that they were hard men to

beat at eating oysters as well as on the road.

Our regular monthly meeting was held on

Thursday March 6. and was largely attended,

three new members were admitted and the

Treasurer reported a good balance.

After the meeting adjourned we had some
very good contests in wrestling boxing and high

kicking.
The first contest was between Sheneman &

Fontaine, and was won by Sheneman in 8 min.

(Wrestling).
The next and what proved to be the gem of

t he evening, was a wrestling match between H.

Bilyen & Fitzgerald and after a very exciting

struggle which lasted 9X min. was won by

Bilyen.
Then followed some, boxing between Birchall

& Clark.

High kicking and jumping in which every

body took a hand was the next on the pro-

gramme.
Then Bussenius and Mole wrestled, and re-

sulting in favor of the former time 4^ min.

After singing several songs, and giving the

club yell, we adjourned, and thus ended one of

the best meetings in the club's history.

March. 2 several of the boys took a run out

to Gen. Wayne, and took some views, and a

group, which turned out very nicely, the club

photographer manipulating the camera.
March. 9. We went to Bryn Mawr, Captain

Dobbin of the Camden Wheelmen being our
guest on that occasion.

C. C. NOTES.

Boyer's stogies hit the spot.

Jack is a scorcher on oysters.

The club photographer is getting up a frame-
ful of views to decorate the room.
Poor Sammy.
Look out for " Cramps" in that road race.

Don't scorch with " Fr-nkie " because he isn't

very strong.

H's trapeze act is great.

We are going to give a smoker on the 5th

April, and hope to have all our wheeling
friends there, and make them have a good
time, Mr. Whitmore having kindly loaned us
the riding school for that evening.

Several of the boys have ridden over 300 miles
up to date.

We hope to have a large delegation at the
L. A. W. meet at Niagara.

Please insert the above items in your valuable
paper.

And oblige,

[We think that Mr. Whitmore was very kind
to loan the boys his riding school, and we hope
they will return it in good shape when they have
finished with it.—Ei).]

In the Queen's Bench Division, on Tuesday,
February 24, before Baron Huddleston and a
special jury, the case of the Rudge Cycle Com-
pany (Limited), of Coventry, v. Stoddart, Lover-
ing & Co., of Bradford, Yorkshire, and America,
came on for hearing. The Attorney-General
(Sir R. Webster), Mr. Henn Collins, Q. C, and
Mr. Haigh were counsel for the plaintiffs ; while
the defendants were represented by Mr. Find-
lay, Q. C, Mr. FuUerton and Mr. J. G. Wood.
The Attorney-General, in opening the case, said

the plaintiffs were a limited company, who had
gained a great reputation in the manufacture of

bicycles and tricycles, the machines being well

known all over the world. On the nth of

March, 1886, the Rudge Company, who were
the predecessors of the plaintiffs, entered into

an agreement with defendants, who carried on
business, not only in Bradford, but in Massa-
chusetts, under which they were to become the

sole agents for the "Rudge" machines in

America. Defendants were persons of very
good position, and of very large connection in

the United States. The agreement was dated
the tith of March, 1886, and under it defendants
agreed for five years to be the sole agents for

the " Rudge " machines in America, and to

push plaintiffs' business to the best of their

ability. Having signed the agreement in

March, 1886, at the middle of the year 1887, be-

hind the back of the plaintiffs, defendants sold

the whole of their stock to rival manufacturers
in America. While, in fact, purporting still to be
plaintiffs' agents, they terminated the agency,
and put an enormous connection into the hands
of their rivals in trade, forcing plaintiffs to start

de novo in America, to lose two years in estab-

lishing their business, and in this way to sustain

damages which, if the jury should adopt plain-

tiffs' case, must be measured by them by many
thousands of pounds. If he proved the case
which plaintiffs had to present, they would be
entitled to very substantial damages, having
regard to the necessity for straightforward deal-

ing in commercial matters in this country. It

could not be disputed that the business of the

plaintiff company in the United States was one
of extreme importance to the defendants for the

business done in the sale of " Rudge" machines
in America alone amounted during the years

1885, 1886 and 1887 to upwards of ;^8o,ooo. It

would thus be seen that, quite apart from any
question of pushing the business, it was a

most valuable commission business for the de-

fendants to secure, and they did secure it for

the term of five years. So far as the plaintiff

company was concerned, they had acted fully

up to their part of the agreement. In 1887 the
plaintiffs noticed a falling off in the sales of their

machines, but they did not know the reason.

They subsequently ascertained, however, that

no orders were sent by the defendants to their

firm from the 4th of August, i88g, until the end
of the year, and that the defendants had sold

them to a rival concern.

In conclusion, he submitted that the defend-
ants had been guilty of a great breach of con-

tract, and that the plaintiffs were entitled to sub-
stantial damages.—Mr. George Woodcock, chair-

man and managing director of the plaintiff

company, stated that he negotiated the agree-

ment of the nth of March, 1886. The defend-
ants had been acting as the plaintiffs' agents for

about six years. The witness went on to de-

scribe the breach of the agreement, and the case

was adjourned till next day. On the court

opening on Wednesday, the evidence of Mr.
Woodcock was continued. He stated that in

consequence of the defendants having broken
their agreement, the plaintiffs lost 25 per cent,

on ;^25,ooo in 1888, and on ;^50,ooo in 1889 At
this time the cycle business in America was ad-
vancing by leaps and bounds. Other evidence
having been called in support of plaintiffs' case,

Mr. C. E. Richards, as one of the defendants,
the representative of the Bradford business,

stated that he told plaintiffs that the American
house desired to give up the agency, because it

did not pay. Mr. Coffyn, also a member of the

defendants' company, was called in support of

the defendants' case, and had not concluded his

evidence when the court adjourned. A verdict

of ;^5iOOO was awarded Rudge & Co.

The White Cycle Co. will be represented on the road by
Fred. Brigham, of North Attleboro, Mass.

Howard A. Smith & Co., have been appointed New
Jersey agents for the New Era safety.

FIXTURES.

march 18, 1890. —New Tork State Road ImproTenient
Convention, tJtica.

March 20, 1890.—Athletic Exhibition, Century Wheelmen,
Philadelphia.

March 24, 1890.—Great Century Run. General Committee
meet at Brooklyn B. C. Club-house.

March 27, iSgo.—At Armory Games of Twelfth Regiment
Athletic Association. New York: Two-
mile Bicycle Handicap. Entrance fee,
fifty cents ; close March 17, with C. J.

Leach, P. O. Box 3201, N. Y.
March 28, 1890.—Brooklyn Club's Stag Racket.
April 5, 1889.—Seventh Regiment Games and Bicycle

Races, at Regimental Armory ; 8 p.m.
April II, 1890.—Manhattan B. C. Spring Reception at

West End Hall.
May 24, 1890.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address

A. D. Stewart.
May 28, 1890.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Canada.
May 30, 1890.—Annual Decoration Day Road Race, Irving-

ton-Milburn Course.
May 30, T890.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago.
May 30, 1890 —Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewis-

ton.
May 30, 31.—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield.

Programme : Thursday, May 29, officers'
meeting at 8 p. m. ; Friday, 30, general
business meeting at 10 a. m., lunch at
noon, runs until 3:30, banquet 4 p. m.,
theatre party 8 p m.; Saturday, 31, parade
at 9 K. M., photograph at n a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at
11:30 A. M., races 1:30 p. m.

May 31, 1890.—Inter-collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval,
New York.

June 7, August 18— Elvi ell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9, 1890.—New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club's Race
Meet.

June 14, 789 .—Great Century Run, Orange to Philadelphia.
Address L. A. Clarke, 30 Broad Street,
New York.

June 28, 1890.—Twenty-five Mile Team Race, Wilmington
Wheel Club vs. Chicago Cycling Clilb,
on Lancaster Pike, near Philadelphia.

July 4, 1890.—Cpen Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O.,
to Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21.

Particulars, address J. E. Poorman,
Eighth and Race Streets, Cincinnati. O.

August 20-25, 1890 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls.
Particulars, address C. H. Smith, 211
Putnam Avenue, Detroit.

Angast 25-27, 1 890 I.. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara.
Falls, N. T.

September 1-2, 1890.—Hartf rd Wheel Club's Tournament,
at Charter Oak Park.

September 12-13, 1890.—Peoria Race Meet.

TOUR FROM DETROIT TO NIAGARA
FALLS.

A number of Michigan wheelmen, many of
whom recall with pleasure their experiences on
Canadian roads on the '83 and '84 tours, are
talking up a tour from Detroit to the Falls at

the time of the League Meet. The details of the
tour have been placed in the hands of Mr. C. H.
Smith—good old Luggage-Carrier—who writes
us as follows :

"We want at least one hundred ladies and
gentlemen in the party, and our invitation is ex-
tended to all wheelmen. The start will be made
on August 20, and the route will be as follows :

Detroit, Blenheim, St. Thomas, London, Wood-
stock, Guelph, Toronto. The distance covered
will be about 200 miles, and it is expected that the

party will arrive at the Falls on Monday morn-
ing, the 25th. The expenses of the tour will be
made as light as possible." For particulars

address C. H. Smith, 2ir Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

Crnslied Stone For Good Roads.

The town of Sweden, Monroe County, N. Y.,

owns a stone crusher and hires men by the day
to run it. Last spring the town appropriated
$2,000 to crush stone, and, to make a rough
guess, I think the .f2,ooo crushed stone enough
to make five miles of perfect road. They set

the crusher near stone, which is donated ; the
town pays for hauling stone to the crusher, and
pays for crushing it ; the road districts go and
get the crushed stone and lay it. Each road
district and individual is greedy to get the

stone, and I think that money thus expended
goes ten times as far as any other in making
highways. In the last three years the town of

Sweden has made about twenty miles of road,

so that a team can haul as large a load in this

open, muddy winter as in summer. The land
is clay, and the roads not laid with stone or

gravel are simply fearful. It would pay a per-

son to go a long distance to see what has been
done to the roads in the town of Sweden. When
the roads are all made with crushed stone, and
the fences removed from the bleak places where
snow drifts, the millenium will not be faraway.

—

New Voik Tribune.
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MARYLAND, MY MARYLAND!

THE MARYLAND CLUB S ANNUAL MEETING

—

UKEX-

AMPLED rROSl'ERITY—ANNUAL ELECTIONS.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of

Ihe Maryland Bicycle Club which was held on
Saturday, March Sth, showed a most healthy
state of affairs in that widely known and well-

liked club.

The Treasurer's report showed that over
$4,600 had been collected from dues, initiations,

games and fines, which was $1,800 in excess
of the actual expenses of running the club for

the year. The most of this surplus had been
spent in making permanent improvements.
An inventory of the property, based on actual

cash value, showed that the club is worth over
$22,000 in excess of all liabilities.

The plans which the Trustees have undertaken
during the past year for further increasing the

value of the real estate holdings of the club
will be consumated in the next two or three

months, thus placing the club in a still better

financial position.

When it is considered that this has been ac-

complished in eight years, with a capital stock

of only $io,ooo, and that the membership was
only thirty-four when the building of the present
club-house was erected in 1884, it is evidence of

good management at least.

The Trustees elected for the ensuing year are

Saml. T. Linton, Jas. Thompson, E. F. Le Cato,

E. P. Hayden, Yates Penniman, George Hag-
eriy and E. R. Jones. The entire election was
unanimous.
On Monday evening the loth, the annual

meeting of the club was held, and a large ma-
jority of the active members were present.

After the reading of the annual reports of the

various oflBcers and disposing of the routine

business, the following officers and committees
were elected : President, Sam'l. T. Linton

;

Captain, Wm. E. Swindell ; Recording Secre-

tary, A. C. Kenly ; Corresponding Secretary,

E. H. Bennett ; Treasurer, Jas. Thompson ;

First Lieutenant, Dan'l. T. Bowers ; Second
Lieutenant, Geo. Hagerty. House Committee

—

T. J. Lindsay, Chairman ; Chas. W. Sloan and
F. M. Clotworthy. Executive Committee at

Large—H. T. Williams and W. B. Oliver.

Bugler, Jas. E. Reese.

To those who know them, these names are

full guarantee that for another year the club will

continue on its prosperous course under their

wise and conservative management. From the

Captain's report the interesting fact was gathered
that seventy-six per cent, of the club's mileage
had been made upon safety bicycles, sixteen

per cent, on ordinaries, and eight per cent, on
tandems.
Another year will show a still greater percent-

age in favor of the safety , and thus one is re-

minded that the days of the good old ordinary,
which is being consigned to the cellar, garret or

the corner of a dark room in the cycle dealer's

shop, are gone.
Reader, remember the dear old thing kindly

;

remember that to it cycling owes its all ; and
that while you may bless an inventive genius
for the more practical wheel, your thanks are

first due to the machine that took cycling in its

infancy, carried it into and through its boyhood
days with a vim and energy that has now de-

veloped into a more practical and prosaic man-
hood.
When I now see one of the old "wrecks,"

that way back in '79 and '80 filled our eyes with
admiration and our hearts with joy, a flood of

recollections comes o'er me, and I sigh for the

days that are gone.
Wee Sma'.

seventh Street and Second Avenue, and are
much too small, but the members are looking
around for a new home, which, it is expected,
will soon be found. More anon. C. W.

FOR THE LADIES.

GOTHAM'S NEW CLUB.

Last summer a half dozen wheelmen banded
together for the purpose of forming a club, and
like many other wheelmen, they found it uphill
work. But perseverance brings its own re-

ward, so that recently they were able to count
twelve active members on the roll, whereupon
they decided to organize, and they called them-
selves "The Independent Bicycle Club," and
elected officers for the coming year as follows:

Edmund Wendehack, President ; John Neu-
kirch, Vice-President ; Harry Wilson, Secre-
tary ; Fred. Wendehack, Treasurer.
The club's present quarters are at SixtVv

Dear Editor :

It is one odd feature of Washington wheeling
that clubs for ladies and gentlemen combined
do not flourish. They are born amid great ac-

clamation, live for a while, struggle along for

another while and finally die.

Just now there is another movement on foot,

and it may succeed belter than others, but I

doubt it. In a western paper I saw a letter, a
kindly, motherly contribution, impressing upon
the girls the need of a certain amount of de-
corum to be maintained by them as wheel-
women, so as to remove from the sport any
danger of a slur being cast upon it, with seem-
ing justice, on the score of unwomanliness.

I have notseen anything myself that would
need remark in that direction, but it was a very
sweet letter, and it gave me an idea that per-
haps the club idea is as yet so new a one to all

of us women that that might account for the
rapid death of any such attempt.
One club lives and flourishes here, but it is

very small, very unapproachable and all its do-
ings are veiled in such secresy that only its

members know anything about it.

It is composed of sixteen members, eight
gentlemen and eight ladies, rejoices in a name
that is incomprehensible to any but the elect and
goes on runs that are the envy of all that hear of
them.
While the members announce that the mem-

bership of the club is full and no one can be ad-
mitted save on the resignation of a present
member, and then only ater a great deal of
consultation, still they are very generous in

their invitations, the only rule being that any
member inviting an outsider to a run shall per-
sonally see that the invited one has a good time.
Each member may create an office that he or

she thinks to the general welfare of the club,
and, after receiving the approval of the club,
can elect himself or herself to said office.

A business meeting is only called once in a
great while, and then goes on amid peals of
laughter and finishes with a banquet of any-
thing that comes handy.

Rules are conspicuous by their absence, and
the only feature that is really prominent is the
RUN.
At the end of a run lots are drawn for the

captain of the next one, and he or she chooses
his or her companion. A dictator is named
whose duty it is to call the next run. In the
meantime, the captain has to select the run, go
over the ground and see that all is as it should
be before the day.
Those leaders who are original enough to

thoroughly surprise the club cover themselves
with glory and excite much emulation.
The last run of last season was just before

Christmas, and owing to the coolness of the
weather was circumscribed as to distance.
They assembled at 5 P. M., rode out of town

to a farmhouse, where they dined and drank
the health of the club, had speeches, etc., passed
resolutions that the association was a success,
and after songs from the tuneful members of
the crowd, speeches and jokes galore, a very
merry party rode home through the frosty
moonlight, voting the last run of 1889 a great
success and declaring the Dundrother Khlub
suspended till the spring of 1890.

Psyche.

The Manhattan Club will hold a reception April ii at
West End Hall, in West 125th Street.

AGREED.
My sister and self admire its style. Enclosed find re-

newal of subscription. Albert M. Beers, Boston, Mass.

" Whippets," for Russia, are built with high frames and
short mudguards, in order to clear the rocks and boulders
which decorate the roads out there.

There has been quite a colony of Baltimore cyclists in
New York for several months past. The group includes
Messrs. Price. Whittingliam, Turner and Dryden, members
of the Ramblers and Maryland Clubs. Mr. Whittingham
has recenily left New York to take a position in the Penn-
sylvania Railroad Engineer's office in Philadelphia.

Perry & Co., Ltd., English cycle chain manufacturers,
paid an 89 dividend of 12 j^ per cent., and added ;j2,5oo to
the company's reserve account. <-

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The members of the Hagcrstown Club are at work on the

mysteries of a pool tournament. On Monday night the

thi d class played and on Wednesday the second class took

a hand at the g^me. Of the membfrs of the third class the

points scored were as follows: F. S. Heard, 122; Jacob
Winch, 121; Clinton Grove, iig; M. L. Lechlider, 118

W. Ford, 90.

HARTFORD TOURNAMENT, 'yo.

At the regular meeting of the Hartford Wheel Club,
held Tuesday evening, the dates of the Charter Oak
Park Tournament were fixed as September i and 2.

Menbers of the New York Club are already beginning to

talk up candidates for the elections which are to be held

Mays. W. F. Pendleton, a popular member of the club
and an enihus'astic rider, is being boomed for the cap-
taincy, which office is now held by George M. Nisbett.

A feature of the runs of the Riverside Wheelmen for

1890 will be a photograph taken at the destination of each
run. These photos, wil' be taken by Mr. Cossett, who is

an expert with the camera. At the end of the season the

photos., made into an album, will be a handsome souvenir
of many pleasant excursions. One of these albums will be
kept at the club- house.

The elections of the Manhattan Club will be held next
Monday evening. Two tickets are in the field, both with
some strong men.

New Jersey has seventeen L. A. W. lady members, eight

of whom are members of the Elizabeth Wheelmen.

The Louisiana division will hold its '90 meet some time
late in June.

The pool tournament of the Hagerstown Club is still on.
The boys played unt 1 2 a. m. Tuesday morning, and •? a. m.

Wednesday morning. Regular owls they must be down
Hagerstown way.

The Rochester Union of March 12 published a strong edi-

torial call for the Utica convention.

The Elizabeth /oa>-«a/ states that the advanced state of

street improvement in that city and the county is due to

Mayor Rankin, City Attornev Bergen, Mr. Carlton, Presi-

dent Gilhooly, Dr. Schleimer, in addition to the names of

the other gentlemen mentioned in The Wheel last week.

The work of laying telford and macadam pavement on
the roads in the vicinity of Elizabeth, N. J., is being rapidly
pushed. Many thousand feet of new pavement have been
laid on St. George's and Morris Avenues.

The Melrose, Mass., Cycle Club elected eighteen mem-
bers last Thursday evening. Thirty applications will be
voted on at the next meeting of the club. The memberS-
are talking club-house.

A. E. Lynch still leads in the pool and billiard tourna-
ment of the Cambridgeport Cycle Club. In the pool tour-

nament he has won 5 games, lost o ; F. C. Ball, won 4, lost

o; M. A. Newell, won 7, lost 1 ; G. F. Kehew, won 5. lost

I
; J. S. Shedd, won 3, lost i. In billiards Lynch has won

7, lost o
; J. \V. Bean, won 5, lost o ; J. S. Sanborn, won 5.

lost I.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attleboro, Mas?.,

held its ninth anniversary ball March 10.

The Portland Wheel Club will hold its annual dinner
March \^ at the Preble House. The Committee of .Arrange-

ments consists of Dr. G. E. Dow, W. B. Merrill and W. G.
West.

The Pine Tree Wheel Club, of Portland, Me., recently

added si.\ new members to its roster.

The Dorchester, Mass., Club expect to have an active

season. The new board of officers elected last week is as

follows I President, W. F. Schellenbach ; Vice-President,

H. H. Burr; Secretary, S. E. Eastman; Treasurer, F. L.

Bailey ; Club Captain, G. Warren Hayward ; First Lieu-
tenant. Henry West ; Second Lieutenant, Charles Hopkins ;

Bugler, O. A. Edgerton ; Color Bearer, Ernest Wright;
Club Committee, C. J. Swan, G. Warren Hayward, J. R.
Rablin.

G. P. Mills, England's fastest road rider, will train this

year and makean attempt to still further better his wonder-
ful road records.

orange wandereks, brace ur !

In the large and fine riding district of Orange there

should be a first-class club. The Wanderers kept the ball

rolling tor some time but they appear to have fallen from
grace, and during the past year little or nothing has been

heard of them. The club has a membership of forty, with

ample material to build up a prosperous organization At
the commencement of the riding season of 1890 we hope
that the Orange War.derers " will get a move on."

Professor H.C. Penn.of the University of Missouri, rides

a wheel and reads The Wheel.

The German Cyclists' Union has 14,000 members.

ENGLISH road record ALLOWED.
Fifty-mile bicycle, 2h. 50m. 5s., October 15, i88g.

The " Clermont," at the head of Riverside Drive, has

been leased to Edward Stokes, of the Hoffman House.

The Mt. St. Vincent Restaurant, in the Park, will, in

future, be managed by Gabe Case. There is room for im-

provement in the management of both houses. The
waiters at the Clermont are affected with a perem ial sneer,

a " well-developed curve of disdain." are altogether too

big for their positions in fact. The restaurant people at the

Mount have always been partial to wheelmen, but the

prices, oh, my!

The Chelsea Ramblers, of Chelsea, Mass., have elected

the following officers: President, C. H. Hutchins ;
Vice-

President, Ed. Nowers; Secreury, W. S. Pratt; Treas-

urer James Meaaows; Captain, A. B. Brogger; First

Lieutenant J. Meadows; Second Lieutenant, William

Fenton; Bugler, H. C. Stratton; Color Bearer, F. Hinckley

.

The Hag-erstown Globi prints a column aiticle on

"Macadam Roads," republished from tb.e L. A. W. high-

way improvement p-imphlct.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington. D. C]

F. Armstrong, Bridgeport, Conn.; machine
for setting up bicycle wheels and putting on
rubber tires.

L. F. Carstensen, Bridgeport, Conn.; bearing
for bicycles.

H. F. Hiller, New Bedford, Mass.; bicycle.

A. W. Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa.; bicycle

and velocipede.

J. W. Wallis, Birmingham, Ala.; tricycle cot-

ton picker.

All bearing date of March 4.

THE LOVELL DIAMOND SAFETY.

A WORK OF ART.

Every cyclist will want a Victor Cat. It is by
far the prettiest thing of the year in the line of

cycle catalogues, and this is saying much, for

nearly all the firms published very handsome
lists.

The catalogue of the St. Nicholas Company,
gotten out for the use of agents, was the most
substantial. The beautiful water-color plate, in-

troduced into the Columbia catalogue, was far

and away a distinct advance on other American
catalogues.
The Victor catalogue is entirely different from

these in style. The cover is of stiff flexible

paper, of the darkest shade of green, the front
cover being embossed with a most beautiful de-
sign in gold.

The design consists of the name of the con-
cern, the location of its factory and principal
branch offices, and the name " Victor Bicycles,'
the letters being of beautiful design. The lower
half of the cover contains an antique chasing, in

the centre of which is a beautiful leaf design
with i8go stamped on it. The raised or embossed
effect is obtained by making a steel die after the
design, and pressing the reverse side of the
cover, which stamps out the figure, after which
the raised portion is washed with gold leaf

The title page of the catalogue is of beautiful
design, and a cut of the new factory is on the
back of the title page. The rear cover has a
pretty gold allegorical figure of "The Gladiator."
The material of the catalogue is piesented in

an unusually attractive manner. The paper is

of fine quality, and the cuts and press-work
could scarcely be better. The '90 Victor is com-
pletely descrioed and illustrated, in whole and
in part.

The catalogue also contains a brief of the Vic-
toria Safety, which will be ready May i. The
Victoria will be built for light- weight men, ladies
and for boys. It will be a single-tube, drop-
framed safety, geared to tifty inches, and weigh-
ing forty-four pounds. It will be strictly high-
grade. The catalogue also describes and illus-
trates the Victor Light Roadster and Victor
Junior ordinaries, besides the usual list of cycle
sundries.

THE J. M. HORTON SAFETY.

Messrs. Horton, Gilmore, McWilliams & Co.,
a large hardware concern on Lake Street, Chi-
cago, have gone into the bicycle business on a
large scale. From their bicycle catalogue, which
is a finely designed and well gotten up pam-
phlet of sixty pages, we learn that their leading
string will be the J. M. Horton special safety,
an all ball-bearing, diamond frame wheel, suita-
ble for ladies or gentlemen, listed at $100.
The other wheels handled by this concern are:

The Horton, '89 pattern, a cross frame safety,
at $80 and $100 ; the Reliance safety, at $60 to

$75 ;
the Empress, ladies' safety, at ,$75 to $90 ;

the Pilot, boys' safety, No. 4, at I35 to $45 ; the
Pilot, boys' safety. No. 3, at $25 ; the Pilot, boys'
tafety. No. 3, at |iS

; Pilot, boys' safety, No. i,

at $12 ;
the Pilot, girls' safety, at $45 to $57 ; the

National, ordinary , at $92.50 ; the Rational Road-
ster, at $92.50. The firm also handles all other
wheels manufactured by the St. Nicholas Mfg.
Co.

In addition to the wheels mentioned, Messrs.
Horton, Gilmore, McWilliams & Co., carry a
complete line of sundries, all of whiqh are
nicely illustrated and described. The catalogue
also contains several pages of price lists of
wheels, parts ap.d sundries.

The John P. Lovell Arms Co. are placing a machine on this market which they claim is

somewhat of a departure from the regular line of safety bicycles, viz., a high grade machine at a
moderate price, which combines all of the features and improvements of the modern safety, viz.,

a complete diamond-frame machine made wholly of cold-drawn weldless steel tubing and steel

drop-forgings. High-grade material only is used in construction, and it is finished in the finest

manner possible. The wheels are 30-inch, with ^-inch extra quality rubber tires. The brake is

of the direct plunger pattern, and is very powerful.
The ball bearings are adjustable, and the finest thing that is in use in the shape of an anti-

friction bearing. The tubing is from the famous Credenda Works. Special attention has been
given to the chain and its adjustment. An entirely new and original method of adjustment has
been adopted. The chain is an English pattern which has been thoroughly tested on the other
side, and has met with universal success. Another important feature of this machine is the

saddle, which is of the suspension pattern, with a combination front and rear spring contributing

to ease and comfort. It has an arc adjustment allowing the saddle to be placed at any angle at

the will of the rider. The wheel is graceful in appearance. l;s weight, complete, is forty-nine

pounds.

SPEOll'ICAriOtJS.

FRAME.—The frame is of the Diamond pattern, specially braced, and is manufactured of cold-drawn weldless
steel tubing and steel drop-forged parts,

WHEELS.—The wheels are 30-inch, with }i crescent-shaped rims. Each wheel has 40 direct spokes of No. 11

steel wire. The hubs are steel drop-forged. The tires are of the finest quality of Para gum rubber, and the wheels are
built to stand the severe test of our American roads.

CHAIN.—The chain used in the Lovell Diamond is an English pattern, very narrow, and constructed in such a
manner that its bearing surface is so small that it reduces the friction to a minimum. Each chain is run on a testing
machine at their factory at a great tension before placing them on the machines. These chains are practically non-
stretching, and need very little adjusting. The trouble and inconvenience of oiling the chain when it is new has been
apparent to all on more than one occasion. To obviate this difficulty they boil every chain in a preparation of oil, which
thoroughly lubricates each joint, and thus makes a perfect and easy-working chain.

CHAIN ADJUSTMENT.—Their device for adjusting ihe chain is original and exceedingly simple. The bracket,
that is steel drop-forged, which conlains the crank shaft and ball bearings, swings on a separate steel axle that has a
long parallel bearing between the heavy forked shaped section in the frame. This forked shaped forging is brazed
solidly to the frame, and is a permanent fixture. 'The motion of the bracket being fore and aft in the solid section of the
frame, does not admit of any lateral motion. This bracket is adjusted by a nickel rod with nut and set nut. The main
feature of this adjustment is that the bracket is held stationary, while on all other front chain adjustments there is a
tendency when the power is applied to spring the front bracket sideways. This adjxistment is very simple, neat and
strong.

BALL BEARINGS.—Every running part of their machine is fitted with ball bearings. The front wheel runs on
18 hardened steel balls s- 16 of an inch in diameter. The crank shaft bearings contain 24 steel balls of the same size.

Each pedal bearing is supplied with 22 3-16 hardened steel balls. Owing to the' great strain on the rear wheel, on account
of three-quarters of the weight of the rider being placed on this wheel, they have made a separate set of bearing cases
of special design, which are b Ited in the section of the frame in such a manner, that no matter what weight or strain is

brought upon the wheel, it does not cramp the bearings or interfere with their ease of running. This feature will be
especially noticeable in hill climbing and on bad roads. These cases contain 24 5-16 hardened steel balls, and the cases
are all polished and nickeled.

FINISH.—Great attention has been paid to this branch of the work. Their enameling department is in charge of
a competent expert, and all enameled parts are inspected by him before leaving the factory, each enameled portion of
the wheel receiving three coats of enamel that is baked on. The frame, wheels, mud and chain-guards are enameled.
The handle-bars, brake and brake-lever, also the nuts, bolt ends, and the stay-rods which support the mud and chain-
guards are handsomely nickel-plated. The machines are finished throughout in a first-class manner, and equal to any
nigh-grade machine made. Price, $85.00.

A NEW SAFETY STAND AND
TRAINER.

Mr. H. J. Curtis, a Hartford agent, has in-

vented, and is manufacturing the " Hartford
Safety Stand and Trainer," which we have ex-

amined and believe will meet with popularity

among riders. It consists of a wooden base

—

cross shaped—on which the wheel stands ; up-

right rods hold the wheel perfectly stationary,

the rear wheel resting on a pulley-block, and
capable of being adjusted, so that the wheel
may be driven with various degrees of power.

The Stand and Trainer will be found useful

for many purposes. New riders may be tough-

ened before they take to the road, and they may
^Iso oVit^ip the proper method of pedaling, etc.

It may also be used on wet weather, or during
the winter season, when it is impossible to ride
outdoors. In cleaning the wheel it is -Aso con-
venient. Altogether, we think Mr. Curtis has a
good thing in his new Stand and Trainer.
The general distributing agents for the

Trainer, are Spalding, Schoverling, Daly &
Gales, and Merwin, Hulbert & Co., at which
stores the Stand may be seen.

The Capital Cycle Co. has been compelled to remove its

wholesale, retail, renting and repair departments to more
commodious quarters, and is now located in a handsome
five-story building opposite the War, State and Navy De-
partment, In the northwest part of the city.

Messrs. Rankin <i Eruce, of Providence, have been so
successful with their toe-clip that they will ?npag;e in the
cycle business on a large scale.
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See the Victors for 1890.

The Victor Safety has a number of new features of great value and is

ahead of the times.

The Victor Light Roadster still leads the procession in its class.

The Victoria Safety (for ladies and light weight men) will be ready May
I, and will be the brightest thing yet.

The Victor Junior Bicycle is best for the boys.

SX;]\r3[3 I'OIl '90 0-A.T.A.IjiC><3-XTE.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,
Makers of Victor Bicycles,

BOSTON. - - - WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory: CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
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We have one price for the '90 Perfection, and that price buys the

best material, the best workmanship, and a Wheel
that no man need be ashamed of

>-^*^i^««f-

Price $ 1 35,

Send for

CATALOGUE

'-:3»^H^'«^-

With Brace removed

it makes a

Ligint and Superior

Ladies' Wiieei.

••-^5«;^'^*<£^

To facilitate delivery of goods we have arranged
spective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale
way. Address them for Catalogues.
For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Rhode Island, and Eastern Massachusetts,

A. O. Very, 173 Tremoni Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BiDWELL, 313 West s8th Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. Al";dorf & Co., II Academy Street, Newark, N. J.

For Southern New Jersey and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,
Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania and Northern Ohio,
Standard Cycle Co , 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N.Y.

••-J»S^»«^«.c^

with the following firms to supply you in their re-
dealers, and it is their mission to aid you in every

For Marylahd, Eisenbrandt Bros., 424 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md .

For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. PooRiMAv, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest, Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. Snitjer, 1012 Olive Street, Si. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope, Thos. H. B. Varney, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named. Local Agents, or the Manufacturers,

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

k k COGENT" CYCLES FOR 1890
QEVERAL new patterns have been introduced for this season, and all last season's patterns have been

O improved. We manufacture twenty-two distinct classes of Safeties, Bicycles, Tricycles, Rationals,

and Tandems. Our Catalogue is sent post free. We build only reliable machines, and to prove that, we
guarantee every machine six months—this is what most firms will not do. We protect agents. We sell

our goods at moderate prices. Our reputation for first-class work is undeniable, and after twenty-two

years in the cycle trade we think ourselves capable, not only of building machines to suit all riders, but

also to suit all countries. We do a genuine foreign trade, and foreign buyers can depend on us building

machines to suit their respective requirements. We ask our friends to send for our new i8go List, and
read therein the testimonials, which prove, for downright honest value in cycles, you mu&t buy the

MANAGER,
WILLIAM CLARKE.

f^iiCOGEMX 5 5 H. CliAKKE'S EXOBS.,
Cogreut Cycle Works,

WolTerhampton, Eng^Iand.

OLDEST ESTABLISHED CYCLE WORKS IN THE WORLD.

THE STANDARD CYCLE CO.,
588 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Largest Cycle Wholesale and Retail House in Western New York.

18 DIFFERENT STYIiES OF CYCL-ES.
The Union Safety, the Warwick Safety, the Warwick Ordinary, the Springfield No. 2, the Springfield No.
5, the Monarch Safety, the Ariel Safety, the Emperor No. i Safety, the Emperor No. 2 Safety, the Giant
Safety, the lieliance No. i Safety, the Reliance No. 2 Safety, the Eclipse Safety, the Pioneer Safety, the

Little Giant Safety, the Standard No. i Safety, the Standard No. 2 Safety, the Standard No. 3 Safety.

A large variety of accessories. Agents wanted in every town.
11^" WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS OF CYCLES AND SUNDRIES.

Locks, bells, whistles, luggage carriers, cyclometers, wrenches, oilers, spoke grips, nipple grips, saddles, shoes,

enamel, Putz pomade, graphite, home trainers, etc., etc.
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He who on wheel did never ride

On the topmost ridge of a high divide

And gazed afar to the sunny South;

Up to the North, the storm's cold moUtli
;

Down to the East, with its rosy flush
;

Out to the West, with its twilight hush ;

^^^^ Hath never known the joyous thrill

Which doth the heart of a cycler fill.

—So sino;-s Uncle Ephraint.

N(^W all you chaps who have never done the mountain climb act, but have wanted to, and couldn't, because

you hadn't the wheel to do it with, can just mount a " Broncho " Safety Bike and climb any consarned

rise you come to that's got a trail up it. You can just pull up gently on your handle bar, take the front

wheel off the ground, lean a little forward, standing right over and on your work, and climb, climb, climb as you

never dreamed of being able to climb before, and do it so easy that you'll laugh loud and long and have more real,

solid, good, honest satisfaction riding up-hill than any fellow living, unless he, too, rides a " Broncho " Safety Bike.

Now a word to all the boys. We have been inundated with letters from all over the country and adjacent

territory for full description of the New Hub of the " Broncho." " What kind of a contrivance have you got ?
"'

is the universal cry, with a trail of interrogation marks behind the cry that look like a countr}- militia company on

dress parade. To all we say :
" We have in preparation a series of cuts that will show you by what system of

mechanism we do the thing that surprises and delights all beholders and trial riders, and within a very short time

we shall show those same cuts in all our advertising publications. The wonderful Rear Hub, which has been

described to you all in so many different fashions by our friends (?) who tell you so glibly they know all about it,

you will find is simplicity itself. There's nothing to wear out, get loose, get filled with dust, etc. ; rattle, bind and

raise merry sheol generally, as you have been told so frequently of late by our disinterested friends (?).

The talk you hear about the impracticability, etc., of our Rear Hub is simply rot. Our Rear Hub will wear

out any wheel made on earth and still be a good piece of perfect, working mechanism, still doing its little, quiet

biz at the old stand, notwithstanding the wailing and gnashing of teeth in which our dear friends, in impotent rage,

indulge. Oh, yes, dearly beloved brethren, we've got it, and don't you forget to make a note of the fact that we

have got it, and that we are going to build " Bronchos " and get and keep a fair share of the cycling trade of this

great and glorious country.

Don't be filled up by any cheap cock-and-bull stories about our having " some old, exploded idea newly

dressed up," because we just simply haven't got any old, back number, but a brand new idea, which inventors in

the cycle line have been vainly trying for years to get, but they all failed and we have succeeded, " hence these

tears " on the part of our dear, beloved brethren.

Boys, don't be honey-fuggled by tales of mares' nests discovered by the disgruntled, envious, bad boys of

America, but give the " Broncho " a fair show ; look into the matter, gentlemen, and you will be convinced that,

at last, we have got just what you want.

And remember, when you read, or have told you, certain narrow-gauged, small-bored, hide-bound tales,

intended for the delectation of those supposed by the ignorant writer or weaver of said yarns to be more ignorant

than he—remember about the frog who, when he saw an ox, tried to swell himself to an equal size
;
you know the

consequence. So, stand from under
; you don't know what he might be loaded with, though you might shrewdl}-

suspect it was mud—still, you don't know. Look out for our cuts ; meantime, send for our '90 " Cat.," etc.

SEND FOR AGENTS' TERMS.

VNTMIXE CYCl-E CO.,
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17 lbs. SO Ihs.

Holds 1 Mile A^mateur Safety Record,

S jyiiniites, 36 IS Seaonds.

50 Mile N. C. U. Champioiistiip.

Is ridden

hy all the

crack riders in

J^ns^land, hoth on

the road

and path.

Holds

ChancLpionship

and numerous

Records.

MAKIiRS,

Tmjb Ormojs^db Oycl^m Oo.,

79 W^ells Street, Oxford St., Londan.

SG lbs.

SOL.E JiaEJSrTS FOR IT. S. Ji..,

Messrs. BA.NKBR & OAJMPJBJBLL,
1788 BROADAVA.Y, JS^BW YORK. ^S lbs.

ii

SPECIAL ORMONDE" LIGHT ROADSTER,
WKIOHX, 36 LBS.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, ]

1788 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

Look for cut and description of THE "LEAGUE" $75.00 SAFETY next week.
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r^NCE more we say LITTLE GIANT! Then we say

UTILE DULCI ! Now we ask you why you should

place your orders early for the LITTLE GIANT ? So as

to secure what you want just when you want it. We know,
from experience, that everybody wants the best. We are pre-

pared to furnish it at a moderate price. It becomes a pleasure

to supply the public with what they want when you know,
from experience, that your goods will please them. The
LITTLE GIANT will bear the closest of criticism, therefore

we extend an invitation to all to examine it for themselves.

^f?ICE, $35.00.
It is needless to add, constructed of modern improvements.

LOZIER &: YOST BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

WRITE FOR LISTS TO

S. & B. GORTON, Limiteil,

Whitefriars Works,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
MASCF^CTUBEBS OF THE FAMOUS

66 EARLSDON" CYCLES,

Especially adapted for the American Market.

Agents wanted for the sale of these Celebrated Machines

XM E

UNION SAFETY.

Beautiful, Simple, Strong

and Lighter than many
so-called light roadsters.

TO SEE IT IS TO BUY IT.

Send for Catalogue.

OFFICE AT FACTORY :

HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

AOENa S KOR XHE
Northwest, CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., 293 and 295 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Southern Indiana, Southern Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee, J. E. POORMAN, Cor. 8th and Race Streets,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Northern Ohio, A. B. MACK & CO., 64 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
Western New York and Western Pennsylvania, STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Eastern New York, PECK & SNYDER, 124, 126 and 128 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.

Eastern Pennsylvania, STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO., 707 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

New England States, A. O. VERY, 173 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Northern New Jersey, E. ALSDORF & CO., 11 Academy Street, Newark, N. J.

Virginia and North Carolina, A. K. & C. E. SCHAAP, Broad Street, Richmond, Va.
Washington, D. C, J. H. HIGHAM & CO., 478 Penn Avenue, Washington, D. C.
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REPAIRS^7RENTING
WE ARE NOW READY TO DO A GENERAL RENTING AND REPAIRING BUSINESS.

Do not wait until we are rushed, but send your wheel now and we can "hurry slowly."

BANKER & CAMPBELL, BICYCLE DEALERS,
1788 BROADWAY, Entrance to Central Park, NEW YORK.

WHAT A PROMINENT WHEELMAN SAYS.
An entirely unsolicited testimonial from a rider of aREFEREE SA.FEXY.

Bretz Curtis & Co. Baltimore, Maryland, December 28th, i88g.

Gentlemen : My supreme pleasure is cycling, and to furnish me with the best facilities for indulging in the fascinating art merits my gratitude.

The Light Roadster, " Referee," I received from you, opens up to me a new and more exhilarating sensation than anything I ever experienced a-

wheel. The lines of the machine are graceful and appear mechanically strong. The hang, or "feel," when mounted on it is perfectly natural.

Indeed, the " Referee "
is all my fancy painted it when reading the glowing English descriptions and noting what it had accomplished.

Aside from the financial features of our deal, accept my warmest thanks for being the means of providing me with this most excellent wheel.

Respectfully and truly vours,
ALBERT MOTT,

Published by permission. Chief Consul, Maryland Div. , L. A. W.

Positively the lightest, strongest and easiest running Safety in the world. Guaranteed interchangeable.
Send for new illustrated Catalogue.

BRETZ, CURTIS &l COMPANY,
Sole United States Importers, FHILADKLFHIA, F»A.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,
1 1 8 & 1 20 S. Main Street, Providence, R. 1.,

- SOLE U. S. AGENTS FOR

THOMAS STvlITH &• SONS.

^'^^
^^^-,

LOOK AT THEISE STYL.ES AlWD PRICES.
Safety, straight frame, weight, 45 lbs., . . .

.

$100.00-
" drop frame, weight, 45 lbs., .. .. .. iis.oo-

Ladies' Loop Frame Roadster, weight, 45 lbs., . . r 10.00
" Loop Frame Light Roadster, weight, 40 lbs., iio.oo-

Loop Frame Safeties have detachable stay rod and can be used by lady or gentleman.

HIOH ORADE JIJVEIVILE SAFETIES.
I "W. & G." Juvenile, $60.00
2"W. &G." " 45.00
The flnett boy's on the American market. Absolately the highest grade.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

No.
No.

HAVE YOU A COPY
of the most complete Bicycle Catalogue published ?

If not, write to us for one. Also be

sure to see our new

NONPAREIL yOUTH'S SAFETY

A high grade wheel for Boys and Youths from eight

to eighteen years.

Price, complete, - - $40.00.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Chicago, New York, Philadelphia.
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Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest '

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you in i

our business, so don't fail lo wriit

ST. LOUIS IVHEEL CO.,
311 N. 14th >treet, St. Louis, Mo.

BALLS! BALLS! BALLS! "' ^ <av\ry,

The best balls for bicycle bearings are made by CHAMPION FANCY 111(1 TRICK BICYCLIST,

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., !

is open to make engagements with bicycle clubs or other
organizations for either indoor or outdoor exhibitions. For

23 Hayen Building, BUFFALO, N, V. terms address,
^ , ^ ,, „,,

_ .

1). i. CANARl
,

Send for prices. „ , , . , .,
,

33 Columbia St., .Mcndtn, Conn.

THE TEMPLE CYCLE EXCHANGE,
47 &. 49 State St., Chicago.

High and medium grade American and English Cycles.
Good exchanges made for Second hand Wheels.

Finest Riding School in Chicago. Write for
Catalogue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Proprietor.

BICYCLE SUITS.
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin & Co.'s Bicycle Department,

H. STRUGNELL,
310 Broadway, N. Y., asks your patronage for himself.

EVERY ATTENTION GIVEN TO CUT, FIT AND STYLE.

THE
GALES

THE GALES SAFETY.
SPECIFICATIONS :

30-inch wheels, geared to 54 ; Ball Beariags all around,
including pedals ; Model '90 ; Fish Saddle ; all steel
Tubings and steel drop forgings ; weight, all en,
45 lbs.

SOLE AGENTS:

Schoverling, Daly & Gales,

302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE ST.

Live Agents Wanted.

Our 1890

Bicycle Catalogue

Now Ready,

Free on applica-

tion, and contains

Safeties

of all grades, sizes

and kinds, for

Ladies,Gentlemen,

Boys and Girls.

Dandy Safety, 24 in.. Price $35.00.

King of the Road, 27 in., Price $45.00.

Pathfinder, 30 in., Price $60.00.

Ideal Rambler, 26 in., Price $65.00. .

American Light Rambler, 30 in.. Price $135.00,

American Rambler, 30 in.. Price $125.00.

Outing Safety, 30 in.. Price $115.00.

MERWIN HULBERT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street, New York City.

Agent* wanted in all unoccupied territory.
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SINGER CYCLES
OVER 6S,000 IW USE

REVISED PATTERN FOR 1 890.

THE "SINGER" SAFETY.
Specification : 30-in. Wheels, speeded to 57 in. (or 54 in.) ; Patent

Spring-Wired Tires, ^ in. to back, ^ in. to front wheel ; Singer Ball

Steering, with steering lock ; Ball Bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding pedals ; Weldless Steel Tube Frame, Handle-Bar and Forks
;

Guard to both wheels and to chain, Brake, Foot Rests, Lamp Holder

;

best combined Saddle and Spring, Spanner ;
" Singer " Ball Pedals,

etc., etc. Enamelled and with parts plated. Weight, complete, 49 lbs.

t»rice:, $f 35.00.
(A?Vltln Singer Spring Kork, if desired.)

SIWOER St. CO
6 &• 8 Berkeley Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.:

SINGER CYCLE CO., Agents,

201 RANDOLPH STREET.

Boston, Ma»s.
]VE1¥ YORK, IV. Y.

:

G. A. LITCHHULT, Agrent,

332 L.ENOX AVENUE.

OUR i^ine:

SWIFT SAFETY (MODEL B).

Swift Safety, Model A,
(40 lbs.)

Swift Safety, IVIodel A,
(Spring Frame.)

Swift Safety, Model B,
(50 lbs.)

Swift Safety, Model C,
(Diamond Frame.)

Swift Safety, Model D,
(All Balls.)

$135

145

135

120

100

We are always anxious to secure live Agents.

Parts interchangeable and always on hand.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

BOSTON, IVIASS.
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SUGGESTIONS TO NOVICES.

To Preserve the FInlNh of Cycles.

This is of much importance in maintaining the appear-
ance, and establishing the commercial value of a machine.
The old maxim, "an ounce of prevention," etc., applies
well here, althoujjh a fit ending might read, " saves a lot of

elbow grease." There is no better time to clean your ma-
chine than upon your return from a ride.

When the machine is stabled—if dry, the dust and dirt

should be removed, care being taken not to allow it to drop
into the bearings or joints, or chain, if it has one ; nor
should it be rubbed sufticiently hard to scratch the polished

parts with grit.

Sa/i water is particularly injurious to any finish, and its

contact with the machine should be avoided when possible,

and special care taken to remove at once any moisture
which may have gotten on it near the sea-shore.

The lustre of all e.tposed parts, whether nickeled, enam-
eled, or plain steel, is most easily kept up by rubbing care-

fully with a dry cloth, or chamois skin, after the dirt or
moisture is removed.

It is a mistake to think that any covering or finish yet dis-

covered for metal provides entire exemption from care.

The best way to keep nickel in condition is to polish with
a chamois skin ; but when, as a result of neglect, a slight

depo~it of rust has attacked it, a little fine whiting, or any
one of the best metal polisheson the market, not containing
grit or acid, may be used to advantage.

Oil should not be allowed to remain on any part of a ma-
chine, except where the steel is plain or painted, for it is an
enemy to either nickel, enamel or rubber, and where it is

found, either running from an ovcrtilled bearing, or where
an oily cloth may have been used in cleaning, it should be
removed.
No coating for protecting nickel from the atmo.sphere,

when stored or stabled, has been found to be entirely satis-

factory. Nearly all contain more or less oil in their com-
position, and this, as already said, is injurious if it remains
upon the nickel long enough to penetrate it

£namel is a favorite finish on account of its resistance to

the rust, and the ease with which it is cleaned. It is not,

however, proof against everything, for the rubber in its

composition is aflected by oil if it remains in contact with
it, and salt water or any acid, in solution, or in the atmos-
phere, will injure it as they will nickel.

Attention to Bearings.

While there is no absolute necessity for cleaning the bear-
ings of a large wheel more than once a season, and of the
small wheel, unless special reasons exist, two or three
times, the good service derived will be increased propor-
tionately with added attention.
While it is fairly satisfactory to clean bearings, without

removing the parts entirely from their places, it is best to

take off the cones and cases where possible, and with the
balls rinse the whole thoroughly in kerosene oil.

In taking apart and replacing any bearings, see that the
proper adjustment is reached before leaving it.

In the case of the large wheel of later pattern, regular
machines of our make, first remove the crank by unscrew-
ing the crank key nut and driving out key, taking care in

doing this not to spoil the thread. In using a steel hammer,
unless a block of wood is first put on the key, there is much
danger of breaking it or spoiling the thread. Then remove
the tolt, which holds the case to forks, by unscrewing
the nut and driving out. This bolt does not screw into the
case lug or forks. The case may now be removed, care be-
ing taken not to drop the balls, and the small clamp, which
holds adjusting cone, unscrewed.
The bearings all removed and cleared, an inspection is in

order, and if uneven grooves, with small soft spots, can be
detected on the cones m the line of travel of the balls, they
should n it be used again ; also if any of the balls are un-
even, or nicked, it will only in the end destroy all other
parts of the bearing if again used.
With the bearings in good order, and ready to be replaced,

a little more skill is necessary for its successful accomplish-
ment.

If the adjusting cone has been taken off, put it on again,
but do not affix the small clamp. Then holding the smaller,
or stationary, cone tightly (the best way is to insert one's
fingers partially through it), place the case upon the cone,
insert the balls, and carefully place the whole over the
axle, pressing them against the cone already on.
Now, put on the crank, into which fits the small pin in

stationary cone, and key it on securely so that there will be
no side play. After the cases have been attached to forks,
and bolted, the bearing is ready for adjustment. To do this,

turn the adjusting cone until tight, then turn back about a
quarter revolution for freedom, and affix small clamp or
dog. When properly adjusted there should be no side play,
and the wheel, when lifted from the floor and spun, should
not stop suddenly, but oscillate back and forward. Too
great care cannot be taken in this, as many ball bearings
are ruined by being screwed up too tight.
The cone bearings, as used on our machines of the older

patterns, are adjusted by means of the eccentric roll, but
there is no perfect adjustment for parallel bearings.
The rear wheel bearings of the " ordinary " are adjusted

by turning the milled edge cone up tight, and then, as in
the case of the front wheel bearings, turn back enough to
insure free running. For the adjustment of all small wheels,
including the safety wheels, this description also holds good.
On such wheels there is alway a stationary cone on the

right hand side, facing front, and a moveable one, with
milled edge, on the left.

The ball bearings of the Semi-Roadster having a different
adjustment from any others, will require special instruc-
tions. The crank-boss, or shoulder, is cut out to receive the
end of axle, which fits closely into it. A differential screw,
with a coarse thread where it passes into the axle-end, and
a finer thread through the crank-boss, adjusts the bearings,
after which the crank key is driven in and fastened.

Oiling.

Don't use oil lavishly ; enough is as good as a feast. A
very few drops will answer the purpose. When too much
is used, and it runs out, it should be wiped off to prevent it

from injuring the finish, or catching dust.
Ball bearings will run a long time without oiling. Bear-

ings have frequently run 500 and more miles without re-oil-

ing, but it is best to oil the large wheel bearings once in about
200 miles. Smaller wheels should be oiled two or three
times as frequently.
Vaseline and graphite, or " plumbago," have both been

used to advantage as a lubricant, and a mixture of both is

to be recommended for rear wheel or other ball bearings
when the rider is troubled by the rattling of the balls, and
cannot obviate this by proper adjustment or otherwise.

Abont the Safetjr.

The already large and ever-increasing use of the "Safety,"

demands that special attention be paid to the different de-

tails, which cannot be provided for under a general in-

struction. Untoubtedly of the utmost importance, and the

first to be considered is the chain. The value of no other
portion of any machine is so dependent upon a proper care.

First, it should be adjusted, so that it will neither be too
slack nor too tight. If it is tight, the links will crackle,

wear, make the wheel run hard, and wear the chain wheels.
If too slack, there is a loss of power, and a sudden applica-

tion of power, as in climbing a hill, is apt to break the
links.

Keep the chain as free from dirt and grit as possible, by
the frequent use of a small brush and cleaning cloths. The
chain should be lubricated occasionally ; a heavy oil, ap-
plied with a brush, graphite, or a mixture of both, being
advised. Links are taken from the chain, or additional
ones put in, by loosening the chain sufficiently to permit two
of the links to be bent around at right angles to each other,

when they can be slipped apart.
Sprocket wheels, worn so badly that the chain will not

properly fill the teeth, can sometimes be re-cut, and much
improved. In such a case it is well to have chain handy
to go by.

'I here will sometimes be a rattle in the vicinity of the
bearings, the cause of which it is difficult to detect. Fre-
quently where the trouble is not in worn parts, the joint

bolts will be found to be loose.

In consequence of .some peculiar strain, the differential

gear on a tricycle is liable to get out of order, in which
case it should receive prompt attention. It is fortunate
that this trouble seldom occurs, as the average rider knows
nothing of this portion of the machine.
The gears fail to interlock, and unless seen to at once the

teeth are crushed, with the result that the machine will not
turn a corner. Quite often the teeth may be filed, but if not,
it IS best to return axle to factory.

Flaws.

It must be remembered that any severe shock to a ma-
chine, such as it receives when a " header" is taken, must
have some effect, even though this be not apparent at the
time.
Many a handle-bar, which " drops off while riding slowly

along a perfectly smooth road," has had to bear the brunt
of more than one bad tumble, which is apparently lost

sight of when the owner makes his claim for a new bar on
account of "defective material," or a "flaw" in the
original.
A peculiar phase in such cases is the report of the " skilled

machinist," to whom such parts are often taken. In many
cases he wishes to favor his friend, the rider, and rather be-
cause he thinks the maker or dealer can " afford to replace
the part," than because it is really defective, he encourages
him to make a claim.
Again, the " .skilled machinist," with a lamentable ignor-

ance exasperating to those versed in metals, mistakes for a
flaw a piece of steel which the oil and grit have merely dis-

colored. A piece of waste and a little benzine would often
save much mortification.
Constant vibration and several years use is apt to crystal-

ize a piece of metal. This happens to portions of all ma
chinery, and is hardly the fault of the maker.

REPAIRING.
Straightening.

Of straightening but little can really be said. In these
days of hollow cow-horn bars, none but an experienced ma-
chinist, with proper appliances, can give correct curve to a
bar badly bent ; but should this happen on the road to a de-

gree sufficient to interfere with riding, a shoulder stoutly
applied under the bar, will, nine times out of ten, safely put
it in a ridable condition.
A common occurrence is the bending of a pedal shaft, so

as to prevent pedal from turning freely. To be correctly
straightened it should be removed and put in a lathe, but
where the work must be done on the road, leaving the shaft
fastened to the crank, remove the other portions. Then
with a piece of wood, underneath to relieve shock, strike the
shaft carefully in the proper direction. Frequently riders
either kick or pound the pedal without bothering to take it

apart, but this is done at the risk of breaking shaft, which,
of necessity, is hardened in places to form bearing surfaces.
When the two wheels do not track, the difficulty is gener-

ally in the perch neck and spindle, or the rear forks, either
of which may be bent. If the neck and spindle, remove
perch from machine, and putting the bent portion in a vise,
use the rest for a lever and bend back to shape. To
straighten the rear forks, a machinist's lever is generally
used. A good stick put through the forks, and a slight twist
given, will often answer the purpose.
A hard fall, or a sudden shock, will sometimes spring the

perch forward close to the front wheel. This can be reme-
died by pressing the feet to the front wheel axle, for a pur-
chase, and pulling the perch backward by the lower end.

It is very seldom that the front wheel (ordinary) axle is

bent. When it does occur, however, a good result demands
that the axle be removed from the wheel, and trued on a
lathe. Sometimes a lever in the hands of a skillful repairer
may be used with fairly good satisfaction without the re-
moval of axle, but this is a matter of luck.

Wheels.

In the construction of wheels, now in use, three kinds of
spokes are used, the tangent, direct, and nipple and nutted.
The tangent spoke is tightened or loosened, either by the

use of a spanner wrench ; or, as in the case of Columbias,
with an ordinary wrench, by turning the nipple to the right
or left, facing the wheel from the front.
For the direct spoke a spoke grip is used, and clamped

quite near the hub, screwing to right for tightening and
opposite for loosening.
The nipple and nutted spoke is adjusted by turning the

nipple either in or out, and setting up nut.
An occurrence with wheels constructed of the latter two

kinds of spokes, but very seldom of the tangent, is buckling,
or springing out of shape. In such a case a wheel may often
be restored to shape by laying it down, and, placing the foot
on the higher part of bend in rim, lifting with the hands on
the lower part, and so springing it back. It almost always
happens that, while this may be done, it leaves several
spokes loose, and in consequence the wheel out of true.
This should be attended to as soon as possible, or a bent
rim may result, which can never be made as strong again.

A solid rim badly bent can be straightened so as to give
fair satisfaction, but all the spokes must first be removed,
and the rim hammered on an anvil.

Naturally this can only be done with considerable labor,

and proportionate expense, and it is a question whether it

does not pay in the end to ^et a new rim.
With the hollow rim it is quite a different matter, for a

bend is apt to crack it, and even though it may not, it can
hardly be satisfactorily shaped. Some consolation Is

afforded in the fact such damage rarely occurs, except the
machine be run over.
To insert a new tangent spoke, draw it through the hub,

and pass threaded end through the felloe. Having loosened
a small portion of tire, only in case it is necessary to put in

a new nipple, screw the nipple on spoke, putting it through
the hole in felloe, and after tying and soldering the cross-

ings, adjust as previously instructed.
The trueing of wheels had best be left to those of experi-

ence, but where this is not convenient, these few directions
carefully followed will generally produce fair results. Spin
the wheel, and find to which side it swerves, and on that
side (and at the part which swerves), loosen the spokes
slightly, and tighten in proportion the opposite side.

Cementing Tires.

Observe that to do it well and make it stay done, these are
requisite conditions : That the tire and rim be c/ian before
the cement is applied ; that the parts to be cemented must
be thoroughly heated to secure adhesion ; that the tire be
laid e-i'enly in the rim—that is, with even tension ; and that
the cement be allowed to sety or become hard, before the
wheel is used.

To Cement a Whole Tire.

Place tire on wheel, with side to be cemented turned out;
sear it slightly all around with a hot iron, in order that the
cement may stick to the rubber ; remove tire

;
pour melted

cement into the felloe, and distribute it evenly ; replace
tire, and heat the felloe underneath, as before described

;

let stand twelve hours.
In cementing, a spirit !am/> is used, as the flame does not

destroy the finish.

To Cement Part of a Tire.

Wipe off the dirt with a dry cloth, and then carefully
wash the surface to be cemented with benzine ; add to the
cement already in the felloe, if necessary, by breaking off

small pieces from the cake and putting in place ; then melt
by passing a hot iron along the groove, or by holding a
spirit lamp under the felloe, moving the flame from side to

side, and being careful not to burn the tire. When the
cement is melted, see that it is evenly distributed, and then
place the tire in the felloe, and be careful to get it even.
This done, continue heating the felloe with the lamp until

the tire feels quite hot ; scrape off the superfluous cement,
which has oozed out at the sides, and let the machine stand
for several hours until the cement becomes thoroughly
hard.

In General.

Through long and continued use, and especially where
the crank key is not kept perfectly tight, the crank-key slot

in axle becomes worn. To remedy this, solder a small bush-
ing in slot, and file to fit.

Dents in tubing cannot be entirely removed, although the
condition may sometimes be improved. On the whole it is

better, unless the dents are such as to effect the strength,
not to attempt to take them out. A neat thing is to fill up
a dent with solder, file smooth, and touch up with paint
or enamel.—From the Pope Mfg. Co.'s Pamphlet on The
Choice, Care and Repair of Cycles.

The subscriptions for the new cycle club-house which is

to be leased or built in London amount to ^1,000. The
membership has reached 230 and it is expected that the
limit of 300 will soon be reached. Our London friends are
working in a limited sort of way. The Manhattan Athletic

Club, of this city, will have a membership of 1,000 and a
club-house costing three-quarters of a milli:)n. The club
obtained the capital from some half score of men by guar
anteeing reasonable interest on the money invested. The
Englishmen seem only too anxious to invest their surplus,

and over $200,000 000 has been invested in America within
the last two years. Cannot the Englishmen work up a
clubhouse scheme on broader lines, eet up a membership
of 1,500 and build a quarter-million-dollar club-house. The
London club to be a permanent success must be also a

social club Either the Londoners are not enterprising or

else they are not so favorably regarded, as a class, as are
cyclists in this country.

WANTED, A FEW MORE LEOPOLD PIERSONS.

We are truly sorry to hear that Leopold Pierson is suffer-

ing from ill health, and he is offering in our columns to-day

his well-beioved geared Facile for safe. One of Nature's
truest gentlemen, with a heart open to every one's sorrows,
Leopold Pierson has, to our certain knowledge, put his

hand in his pocket for every charitable object that has been
mooted in connection with our sport for many years past,

and whenever any piece of hard work with little glory
attaching thereto, at a meet or a race meeting, was to be
undertaken, there you would find Leopold Pierson. We
hope to see him on his wheel again some day, but his name
as a kind-hearted freemason of the wheel will never die.

—

Wheeling.

Mr. Albert Mott, Chief Consul of Maryland, rode 6,177

miles from March, 1889, to March, 1890, and his wife and
daughter over i .000 miles each . His "stable" consists of one
New Rapid safety, two New Rapid ladies' safeties, one Ref-
eree light loadster safety and a Royal Salvo tandem safety.

Over 5,500 miles were ridden on his New Rapid, on 345
days in the year, and over half that distance on the cobble-

stone and Belgian pavements of the city. His club (the

Maryland) is proud of the record, and we believe it is un-
equalled by any one not riding in competition or for a

tmleage medal. Certainly no other Chief Consul or any
League officer can show its equal. If so, we shall be glad

to know it.

The Cycling Club, of St. Louis, elected the following

officers March 2 : President, E. N. Sanders; Vice-Presi-

dent, W. M. Rosborough ; Secretary, H. C. Wolzendorf

;

Trea.'.urer, F. W. Wrieden ; Captain, A. L. Jordan. Cap-
tain Jordan will keep up road work at a lively pace during
the season.
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NEWARK.

ATALANTA WHEELMEN.

The fourth annual meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen
occurred on March 5 with forty members in attendance,
but, owing to the almost entire lack of strife for office, it

was not productive of any remarkable events or excitement.
After the greater portion of those present had tested the

new slot machine by securing a piece of gum, President
Miller was able to obtain order. The regular preliminary
business of the club was disposed of in double-cjuick time,

and the reports of the officers were then read in their re-

spective order as to rank.
President Miller stated that the club was in a most flour-

ishing condition, being financially sound, and held a promi-
nent position among the various clubs of Newark, as well
as being popular and on very friendly terms with all the cy-
cling clubs in the vicinity. He also announced that the mem-
bership had been doubled during the year, and hoped it

would reach the century mark when another twelve months
rolled around.
Captain Drabble gave a resume of the year's riding, and

recounted the numerous runs and " rackets " in which the
club had participated. The largest mileage for the year
was made by Louis N. Thorne, who captured the gold
medal with 2,964^ miles. A. T. Rummell was next with
2,324 miles to his credit, and C. L. S. Walker had covered
2,197 miles notwithstanding his sixty years of life. Thorne
was also the recipient of a gold medal for making the best
time in the ten-mile road race last Labor Day. Officers
for the year were then elected.

The retiring officers deserve the hearty thanks of the
club for their faithful and untiring efforts during their term
of office, President Miller and Captain Drabble in particu-
lar, have worked indefatigably for the club's welfare.

THE NEW OFFICERS.

Anent the new board of officers it may be said that W.
A. Drabble has been, as Captain, a paragon, and will, no
doubt, wield the gavel with ability equaled to that displayed
jy him with his whistle. W. H. Murdock has attested his
ability as Secretary, having served a half term in that
capacity, and as A. H. Scudder, Jr., has recently returned
from an extensive tour throughout the country, it is safe to
say that he will have no desire to hie to Montreal. A. T.
Rummell, the man who will boss the boys while on runs in
the future, has, in the office of Lieutenant, gained a full

knowledge of the requirements of the captaincy, and, with
his two assistants E. M. Halsey and Harry Russell, will
undoubtedly be able to squelch any uprising. Frank Eich-
horn having just become a full-fledged dentist, is in the
right humor to keep the colors flying.

Lou Thome's racing aspirations are somewhat shattered,
he having injured the muscles of his leg, and been advised to
desist from riding for six weeks or so by his physician. He
has a record peculiar to himself, having ridden 105 Sun-
days in succession despite inclement weather or poor con-
ditions of roads. He even ventured out this winter during
a severe snow storm, and rode several miles notwithstand-
ing the slipperyness of the roads and heedless to the ava-
lanche of remarks, complimentary and otherwise, hurled at
him by pedestrians along his route.
The Atalanta's first club run of the season took place

Washington's Birthday, and upon returning to the club-
house a photograph of it was taken with about thirty mem-
bers arrayed in ihe foreground.
Amzi Dodd is the only Atalanta man holding a position

on any of the committees for the meet of the New Jersey
Division, L. A. W., at Plainfield. A score or more A. W.'s
intend joining that organization in April and will put in an
appearance at Plainfield.
The,bowling contingent of the Atalantas are jubilant over

winning the trophy in the Wheelmen's League for the sec-
ond time. It is generally conceded that they owe their
success in this line to playing a fairly steady game in lieu
of making spasmodic high scores, combined, of course, with
a little luck. A. N. Terbell has the honor of making the
best average, 163, although he did not bowl in all the
games. Chnt Halsey holds the high score with 203. The
last game on the schedule was an exceedingly close call for
the now champion team. The game was played on the
Citizens' Club alleys, and owing to the very disagreeable
weather but eight men put in an appearance. Fortunately,
two of the club's members strolled into the alleys about 9
o'clock intending to become spectators, but were imme-
diately pressed into service and thereby saved us from
defeat. It is a curious fact that this was the only game in
which Ihe Citizens' were able to make up a team.

THE atalanta's ANNUAL DINNER.
The long-looked-for annual dinner of the A. W.'s has

come and gone, and only a pleasant memory of an enjoy-
able evening remains. Hilarity reigned supreme during
the entire festival, and the long table, surrounded by forty
wlieelmen, all wearing the club's colors and neat bouquets,
presented a pleasing appearance. They were, moreover,
accompanied by the phenomenal appetite indigenous to
the fraternity and painfully familiar to all bontfaces, but
it was no barrier to the flow of wit and general good fel-
lowship.
After the cloth had been removed and cigars passed

around, ^President Drabble, after responding to ^' The
Officers, acted as toast-master. Interspersed with music

E. h. Millar; The Ladies," Amzi T. Dodd; " Our Pro-
fessional Men, ' h. W. Eichhorn. After the plaudits fol-
lowing Eichhorn s bouquet of liquid syllables had ceased,
the boys went in for an unconventional good time and
amid songs, stories, dancing and slight-of-hand tricks that
struck some with amazement, thoroughly enjoyed them-
selves. The dinner of March 10, 1890, was a success.

Si'ARK, Jr.

atalanta wheelmen elect officers.

wr'^i"^
annual meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen was heldWednesday evening, March 5, and the following officers
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P''""l<^nt W a Drabble; Vice-President,

E. F- Miller; Secretary, W. H. Murdoch; Treasurer, A. H.
Scudder; Captain, A f. Rummell; First Lieutenant, E, M.
Halsey; Second Lieutenant, H. R. Russell; ExecutiveCommittee W. A Drabble. E, F. Miller, \V. rf. Murdoch,A. H. Scudder, A. f. Rummell, George H. Miller, A. T.
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'<=P'"'ts of the various officers showed the
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Thirty.six members were

aamitted during the past year and eight resigned, makingan increase of twenty-eight for the year. The club held itsannual dmner at Davis' on Saturday evening last

PHILADELPHIA.

There seems at present to be every prospect that during
the coming season such cyclers as are interested in racing
will have their pleasure gratified. The offer of the Tioga
Athletic Club to put their track in first-class shape, if en-
couraged financially, is being accepted by a large number
of wheelmen. Some twenty members of the Century
Wheelmen were admitted to membership at the last meet-
ing, a large party is promised from Pennsy, with the Phila-
delphia, South End, Mt. Vernon and Columbia yet to hear
from. Taxis has joined, although he will ride under
Schuylkill Navy colors this year the same as last. There is

also also a rumor flying around that the Camden track will
be put in order The racing fever seems to have taken
an early hold this year, and should it increase with the sea-
son we will undoubtedly have " sport as is sport" this year.

I have lately noticed several items in different papers
stating that an effort would be made to have the L. A. W.
State meet held at the same time as the New York Century
Run and the Wilmington-Chicago road race, which, it is

hoped, will be held on our famous Lancaster Pike, should
the two clubs makeup their minds to race on wheels instead
of on paper. Whether this is an authorized statement or
not I do not know, but there is a good deal of sound com-
mon sense in a remark I heard from a prominent wheelman
who had been spoken to on the subject :

" The State meet,
if held here, will be given on the most convenient date pos-
sible to select. Let the New York and Wilmington people
arrange their affairs, which are secondary matters, to con-
form with our dates,"
The Philadelphia Press comments very unfavorably on

L. A. Clarke's management of last year's Century Run. I

am not in a position to know much about this affair, but
from the discussion I have heard it seems to me that Clarke
is getting a little more than he deserves. It must be a
pretty hard matter to arrange things satisfactorily for eighty
or one hundred men who are more or less unacquainted, and
to take them over a route of which they know nothing. I

think the greater part of the trouble last year was caused by
the leader breaking his wheel somewhere along the route,
which necessitated his taking the train, thus knocking all

his plans on the head.
At the annual meeting of the Mt. Vernon Wheelmen,

held last week, the following officers were elected to serve
the ensuing year: President, J. W. Haines; Vice-Presi-
dent, W. T. Smith ; Recording Secretary, F. B. Wood

;

Financial Secretary, B. Ricketts ; Captain, i. K. Osborne
;

First Lieutenant, R. A. French ; Second Lieutenant, R. W.
King.
John A. Wells' feat of climbing Falls Bridge Hill has

awakened new interest in this terror, which has always
been considered unclimbable. The American Athlete is no
longer under the control of Mr. Wells, but Chris. Wheeler,
the present editor, has offered a medal for a match on this

grade on May 3, perhaps with the idea that that journal
should keep up its former reputation of 6ne or two years
back, when it was as well known by the title of the
" American Hill Climber " as any other. A gold medal will
be awarded to the man who makes the best time up the hill

without stop or dismount, and also a silver medal to every
man who succeeds in riding to the top without dismount-
ing. The competition is open only to riders in Philadelphia
and Camden, and Wells is barred from the race. Messrs.
Wells, J. A. Green, of the S. & G. Cycle Co., and Louis J.

Kolb, the well-known racer, all of whom are members of
the South End Wheelmen, have arranged a triangular
match, as follows : Wells and Kolb are to climb the hill

together, both riding the same make and gear of wheel, the
loser to entertain the other two at supper. Should they
both fail, or should it be a tie, Mr. Green will have the
privilege of paying the expenses of the feed.
Phoenix Lodge, of the Centennial League, has not had

sufficient life in its meetings of late, and as a number of its

members also belong to the Century Wheelmen, it was pro-
posed to bring a party from that organization on a friendly
visit last Monday evening. The invitation was accepted,
and the visitors, some thirty strong, headed by "Mac"
McGlathery and Kirk Brown, soon owned the place. The
programme consisted of wrestling, sparring, etc., with
" Mac " for timekeeper, referee and general grand high
tycoon.
On Thursday evening the Mount Vernon Wheelmen paid

a social visit to the South End Wheelmen, These clubs are
frequent visitors, and the evening was passed as usual—in

a pleasant manner.
The South End Wheelmen indulged in a hare and hound

chase last Sunday, although the roads were in pretty bad
shape. The hares—Lieut. O, H. McCurdy and J. J. Brad-
ley—with ten minutes' start, led the hounds a pretty chase,
over lanes, fields, ditches and railroad tracks. After a
seven-mile scorch Jas. Edwards and Captain Dimon and
Louis Guyler, of the Century Wheelmen, caught McCurdy,
and after another mile's chase Dimon succeeded in over-
hauling Bradley,
At the regular monthly meeting of the Century Wheel-

men held t riday evening, an amendment was proposed
limiting the active membership to 200 and the associate to
fifty. The Board of Directors were instructed to ascertain
the cost of constructing a gymnasium over the present
wheel room,

I Have Heard It Beiiiarked :

That the membership of the Park Avenue Wheelmen is

increasing.

That the Quaker City Wheelmen have adopted crimson
and black as their club colors.

That the aforesaid Quakers are going to keep house
hereafter at 1326 Oxford Street,

That Pennsy continues to play progressive euchre.

That the Centurions continue to play drive whist.

That the next road race of the Century Wheelmen will
be held on Good Friday,

That P. S. Collins has been appointed an additional
L, A, W, representative for this district.

That one of the Century's crack racers says ;
" I look

nice when I'm in the tub, eh?

"

That Referee McGlathery insists that his contestants
shall fight it out on the mat, even if it (the mat) is only a
newspaper.

That the the Tioga Club are going to build a club-house.

That the South End Wheelmen intend that their ball
shall be the success of the season.

That Pennsy is going to give a musicale the last of this
month.

Paul Bekwvn.

DENVER.

the cup MUTILATION WRANGLE.

Editor The Wheel :

The February 28th issue of your paper contained some
statements from your Denver correspondent pertaining to
the "cup mutilation wrangle," Naturally, " Colly " gives
his idea of the wrangle from the Ramblers' side of the
fence. As an ex-contributor to the columns of your journal,
I ask space enough to state a "Social's" view of " the
wrangle."
The Ramblers did get temporary possession of the

(ieorge F. Higgins cup by winning the first of a series
of races, " They then," as your correspondent says,
" had engraved on the cup the names of their team and the
date of the race ; hence the kick," And as he states further
on, "the Ramblers took care to leave plenty of space for
the names of the teams that shall win it m the next two
races," They took good care, however, that this space was
not left on the face of the cup, on which is engraved :

" Won {won in the first of a series of three, mind you) by
the Denver Ramblers. May 26th, 1889," and this inscription
covers the entire scroll.

As if this was insufficient, they must put on the names of
the nine individuals composing the famous Ramblers'
team ! But where ? The scroll is entirely filled ; it would
not do to engrave them on the back or upon the inside of
the cup, Happy thought ! the beveled and highly polished
base of the cup is just the place : Nine names, each aver-
aging two inches in length, are placed obliquely across the
front base of the cup, and its ornamentation is then com-
plete.

It was some months before the engraver returned the
cup to the Ramblers, after which several more months
elapsed before the Social Wheel Club generally knew of
the manner in which the piece of silver, upon which they
still have some claim, had been handled. So from eight
months, as stated by your correspondent, the time has
dwindled down to about two months before "the S, W, C.
mustered up courage enough to kick."

Originally "Novice."

[It is impossible for us to give an opinion in this case, as

our correspondent requests. The cup should be engraved

in accordance with the conditions under which it was
given. If the rules governing the competition for the cup

provided that the names of each club and each team win-

ning any of the series of races should be engraved upon it,

the Ramblers were justified in their action. If they en-

graved the name of their club on the front of the cup,

which should have been reserved for the name of the club

which wins the cup permanently, they committed a breach

of good faith, good sense and the code of true sportsmen.

The lesson is, that in presenting a trophy, the donor, or the

club or clubs accepting the trophy, should cover all points

by rules to govern the competitions ; and if the trophy is

offered for a series of races, it should be specifically stated

in what manner it should be engraved,—Ed,]

PROVIDENCE.

Fred, Brigham, of the Columbia Club, of North Attle-

boro, well known in New England as a racing man on the

track, will soon go on the road as a representative of the

White Cycle Co, to show up the good qualities of the
" Broncho," Fred, is very popular wherever he is known,
and will undoubtedly make a success if the wheel has all

the good qualities claimed for it.

The Providence Ladies' Cycle Club have elected Mrs, C.

E. Hudson as Captain with power to appoint assistants.

The club will be entered as a League club.

Last Friday night I took my first ride on a toboggan at

the Park. After tipping over half a dozen times and filling

myself full of snow 1 was satisfied, Billy Rands was on
hand posing as a resuscitator of lovely girls, 1 came
across him holding a young lady in his arms and attempt-

ing to revive her, while her best fellow stood by doing the

heavy looking on. I would have kept quiet about the mat-

ter if Billy had given me a chance to hold one hand, but he
wanted it all to himself.

Joe Seymour, well known in this vicinity as a " Star
"

rider, will in the future make Cincinnati his home, where
he has secured a position in the draughting room of the

Lane & Bedley Co, He will be missed very much by his old

associates. I hope the Cincinnati boys will look him up
and give him a welcome.
At the regular meeting of the R, I. W,, next Monday

evening, the club will act upon the "special" membership
question, A special member must reside and do business

wholly without the State, and the membership is created to

honor wheelmen who have entertained members of the

club. I hope it will be acted upon favorably, as I think it

a good idea and will tend to create a bond of fellowship

between the R, I, W, and wheelmen of other sections of

the country.
The tournaments have finished, and the winners and

prizes are as follows

:

,, , „
Pool.—First, G, L, Cooke, scarf pin. Second, H, L, Per-

kins, finger ririg,
. , ^ ,

BiLLiAKDS—first, H, L. Perkins, intaglio ring. Second,

G, L. Cooke, box cigars,
j „ ,-

Whist—First, C, E, Eddy, watch charm. Second, E. E,

Brown, card case. Third, J, A, Kinghorn, toe clips.

The committee is to be congratulated upon the success of

the tournament,
T̂he Judge.

The programme of the Maine Division Meet, to be held

at I.ewiston, on May 30, has been generally outlined as fol-

lows . There will be a parade in the forenoon through .Au-

burn and Lewiston, after which a run will be taken of some

eight miles along the shore of the beautiful lake, the dinner

making a pleasant interruption. After dinner time will be

allowed for out-of-door sports, after which the run will be

continued round the lake. In case of a storm the party

could be taken to the hotel in the horse cars. The annual

meeting of the League will probably be held in the even-

ing after which social pleasures will be enjoyed until tram

time. The Lewiston and Auburn Wheel Club will care for

the comfort of the visitors.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

The weather—fruitful topic—seems to have settled down
at last to its normal condition. The roads are dryinp rap-

idly, and the prospects are good for country riding in the

near future. Every pleasant Sunday the Park roads are
lull of riders. Too many of them, unfortunately, are
youthful, and have no regard for the rights of the horsemen
or pedestrians. Unless they are held in check the old fight

for the rights of the riders may have to be gone over again.
" There are only a few of us left," say the lovers of the

good old ordinary." The latest deserter out here is VV.

Montmorenci Meeker, a man whom we have been proud to

call " the best road rider in California ;" whose perform-
ances on the Mt. Hamilton Road and in the fastnesses of

the Santa Cruz Mountains will live in history with El-

well's sprinting abilities, etc. The bitter and the sweet are
nicely intermingled when we learn that his future mount
will be a light safety of the convertible type, and, as there

is no Miss Sleeker, I presume .

While looking—shall we acknowledge through the eyes of

a racing enthusiast—at the new cinder path of the Olympic
Athletic Club recently, I thought what a pity no provision
had been made for cycle racing. The track and grounds
are said to be as fine as any in the world, but the track is

only fifteen feet wide, si.x laps to the mile, and bicycle rac-

ing is out of the question. The wheelmen of the club
should have made an effort, at least, to secure accommoda-
tions for cycle racing. The track is so small that it has the
appearance of being made more to look at than to use.

Everything about the grounds is of the latest and best de-

sign, as no money or efforts were spared to make it as near
perfect as possible. The dressing rooms, with their shower
baths and other appurtenances, would delight G. Lacy
Hillier. To think, then, that we will have to sit, without
the prospect of seeing a bicvcle race, through the wildly
exciting "seven mile walk," the exhilarating "throwing
the hammer" and "putting the shot" — all very good
branches of sport in their own way—but lacking that dash
and spirit that are to be found in properly handicapped
short distance cycle racing.
Now is the time for the riders, the writers and the club

that clamored for the Racing Board to frame a rule that

would stop the practice of rich athletic clubs drawing the
best riders from the wheel clubs that developed them, to

come forward and support the Board in its recent action in

framing a rule that covers the case. It looks as though the
athletic clubs interested intended to fight the new rule most
bitterly. It is to be hoped an amicable understanding may
be arrived at, as these disagreements always work an injury
to sport and benefit no one.

California.

BUFFALO.

BROOKLYN.

The track committees reported at the meeting the other
night, but all asked for more time in which to prosecute
their allotted tasks. It is estimated that about eleven acres
will be required for the track, and that it will cost about
$2,000 an acre. Another meeting will be held March 19,

when full reports will be presented and something definite

decided upon.
Gassier, the Falls safety rider, has issued the following

challenge to F. M. Brinker :

" I hereby challenge F. M. Brinker to a series of three
races on a safety bicycle ; one of one-fourth of a mile, one
of one-half of a mile and one of one mile. One race to be
run at Niagara Falls, N. Y., on May 30, 1890 ; one at Buf-
falo (providing a new track is built), and the other on
grounds satisfactory to both parties. Prize valued at from
$100 to $500, to be selected by the winner and paid for by
the loser. A deposit of $50 to be made as soon as satisfac-

tory arrangements are made, and balance thirty days pre-
vious to date of first race. " W. F. Gasslek."

" Brink" has decided to accommodate him, and some ex
cellent races will be the result. I am of the opinion that
the Buffalo man can do his opponent up in good style, and
it will be a disappointment if he doesn't succeed in so
doing.
The Courier of last Sunday published an interesting

article on " Cycling for Women."
At the meeting of the Buffalos, Monday night, nine new

members were admitted, The limit of the club—150— is

almost reached, 144 being the present numljer.
At the Ramblers last meeting five new members were

admitted, and the following' officers chosen to fill vacancies
caused by resignations: Captain, F. R. Schwinn ; Second
Lieutenant, Andrew Grieg ; Third Lieutenant, Albert R.
Stephens ; Second Lieutenant of Safeties, E. A . Vogt

;

First Bugler, W. H. Butler; Second Bugler, S. P. Scheu
;

First Color Bearer, C. A. Bonney ; Second Color Bearer,
Henry Baer.
The Ramblers' smoker on last Thursday night was the

scene of much merriment, and a good time was had by all

present.
Zo.

HARRISBURG.

K. I'. \V. NOTKS.

WiiiiK WiNDi.K favored us with a call on Sunday last.

Under the guidance of "Avoirdupois Class" he had
been viewing the beauties of this, the city of road riders,

and, of course, could not overlook their headquarters. He
thought our club-house the most convenient he had yet

seen, and considered that wheeling must be very much on
the boom here to .support three such clubs as he found in

full bloom, and ready for spring trade in the way of re-

cruits. He is the beau ideal of^ what a champion should be—
modest, and never the one to mention his own many vic-

tories. A much younger man, in appearance, than most of

us expected, but by no means a boy. From appearances, I

should judge he will give a good account of himself when
on the other side of the pond ; where, he says, he is most
likely to do his next racing. He will have with him the

best wishes of all who had the good fortune to meet him.
Miles Murphy was very attentive, and even forgot the com-
ing fight for the Captaincy. Possibly Windle's discourse was
on the best method of training when one wishes-to do final

quarters in record time. How is that W. F. ?

I was rather surprised to find that Ferd. Hesse, the
youngster, who so astonished us all last year, is to run for

second color bearer. Never thought F. B. H. inclined that

way, and, after his stand last season for the N. J. A. C,
should not be surprised if he lost-though he is a great
favorite, and worthy of a far better position than that of

color stand.
The header of the season was taken by our Captain on

Sunday. Bensinger and Bowdish had shown their contempt
for the Weather Bureau, by taking their constitutional in

the park on Saturday, though the snow was in places four
inches deep. This was not enough, so Marion joined Bow-
dish on Sunday in a scorch on the Avenue, and the result is

most painful to Marion, but by no means a lesson to the
rest ot the hot bloods, who are aching to go and do like-

wise (barring the last act").

Atol has become a Mussulman, and last week rose to the
seventh heaven. What will be the outcome of this is hard
to say, but, at least, if he should return he might favor us
with a full account of his experiences.
An " Atoliad " would look well on our library table, and

those whose thoughts could follow the author in his etherial
flights, would ever sing his praise in the land of his nativity.

Ram Lal.

JERSEY CITY.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The election fever has drifted our way. The ball was
opened on Tuesday night last, when a nominating commit-
tee were elected, it is composed of nine gentlemen, all of
whom have the club's interest at heart, and no doubt the
ticket they name will be a good one. The harmonious
character of the club's past elections is looKed upon to pre-
vail at this one.
An amendment to the constitution has been offered pro-

viding for a Third Lieutenant, to be known as Lieutenant
of the Safety Division.
The Stag, scheduled for the Twenty-eighth, will bring to

a close one of the most successful years ever known by the
Brooklyn Club. Socially it has eclipsed any previous
efforts. The year, beginning April i, will open a new page,
and the new officers and committees, whoever they may be,
will chronicle many a happy event thereon, but we shall
have to " dog-ear" 1889-90— it will be hard to beat.
President Dunn and Vice-President Emery, of the

League, favored us with a call during last week. The small
membership from this district is a source of regret to Mr.
Dunn, and he is zealously anxious to change this state of
things. The coming fight for new roads, to which the
League is indissolubly committed, toward which end all

wheelmen should look with favoring eyes, is reason suffi-

cient to renew an old, or make application for a new mem-
bership. Atol.

STAMFORD,

1 notice that " Atol ' wants to know " Where, oh, where
was 'Coaster' last weekV" For his information would
say that ever since our visit to the Kings County allfys I

have been liguiinir on the standing the Hudson County
Wheelmen in ihe Wheelmen's Bowling League and I have
come to the conclusion that from the H. C. W. stand-
point we are looking at that first prize through the wrong
end of the opera glasses.
The Committee on Arrangements In connection with the

New Jersey Division meet, at Plainfield, on May 30 and ii.

held a meeting at Elizabeth last week and it was decided
not to have the lantern parade on the evening of Decora-
tion Day as was at first proposed, as the committee have
arranged for a large theatre party at the Plainfield Oiicra
House on that evening. It is doubtful whether the lantern
parade will be held at all.

It has also been proposed to have the races at Bergen
Point instead of at the Plainfield track. That's one way of
running a meet. Services in the morning at Plainfield and
after dinner adjourn 16 3-10 miles distant for the rest of the
programme. Kill that proposition ! Have all the meet at

Plainfield or all the meet at Bergen Point. Don't put on
your collar in the garret and your necktie in the cellar.

" Nitram " says the Plainfield boys are whooping up their

membership to a degree calculated to soon make them the
largest cycling club in the State, notwithstanding the fact
that the Hudson County Wheelmen have 102. For
Frank's inforgiation I would say that our 102 sae active
while a large percentage of the Plainfield Club are " asso-
ciate" members. We are still far ahead of all competitors
in this State. The public are respectfully invited to visit

our press rooms and examine our circulation books.
Two M. Ds. and one D. D have been added to our mem-

bership, Drs. H. F. Morse and E. T. McLaughlin, Jr ,and
the Rev. Charles F. Herr, resoectively. The latter is

pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, of this city. Dr.
Morse has been appointed Club Surgeon ; we have no such
office as Club Chaplain, however.
There is a great d<al of secrecy connected with the prep-

aration of the next stag, and no one outside the committee
is "on." Circumstantial evidence goes to show, however,
that Thomiar's cantata, called " Slopsy," isbeing rehearsed
from the fact that Doctors Johnson and Morse, Eldridge,
Steffens and Christian have removed their hirsute append-
ages and are affecting a lone swinging gait known as the
" Newark Avenue stride." McAra, on the contrary has
been ordered by Thomiar to let his quills grow, as he takes
the part of the seven Northerland sisters.

Coaster .

Four new members added at last monthly meeting.
The H. W. C. have adopted gray uniforms and caps to

correspond for the coming season. Look out for us at
Niagara, we are going to spring them on you.
After our regular meeting was adjourned last week we

immediately reconvened, having received the intelligence,
I am pained to say, of the death of President Lusk's
mother. Appropriate resolutions were passed with a hope
that all who could possibly attend the funeral would do so.

Our heartfelt sympathy is extended to Mr. Lusk
Nellie Bly lectured here Friday night, and the H. W. C.

kindly remembered her with a most beautiful basket of
flowers.

Last week a light snow fell, and for a few hours, at
least, the sleighs held high carnival on the river road. The
merry sound of the bells constantly ringing took the place
of the occasional tintinnabulation of the cyclist's gong.
And, by the way, for a change, don't you know a sleigh
ride over that familiar old course is not so bad The even-
ing was a grand one, a full moon shed its effulgent light
over the scene, the surrounding country appearing as a gi-
gantic white cloth hemmed by the roadway and fringed by
the Susquehanna, the numerous cakes of ice floating upon
its bosom resembling a most beautiful lace work as the
shifting gorges altered the design.
Many new riders are expected to join us the coming sea-

son, and we hope to number over 100 before May i.

No Remarks.

PLAINFIELD.

The editor of the Norwalk Gazette is evidently a dog
lover, and has never had a hydrophobian brute rush out at
him like a besom of destruction every time he rides along
the highway, for he says that some dog show " was un-
wisely postponed."
The dear, hairy and flea-bitten man can see a good-sized

dog show any day in the week by coming to Greenwich or
Stamford, and the admission is free ; but it will be all his
life is worth, and he will be lucky to escape being mangled.
He truly says, " There is a great deal of interest mani-

fested in canines." There is ; but about here it is mostly
in attempts to protect ourselves from the worse than worth-
less beasts that are so numerous on our streets, where they
should never be allowed to come. Most cyclers take a
lively interest in a cur (we call them all curs, high or low
breeds, as one is as great a curs(e)'s the other under a
wheel) when he comes at him in a bee line at his liveliest

gait (usually out a gate), and v/ith the avowed intention of
taking your starboard leg with him in his pla3^ful flight
through your front wheel. We wish that unregenerated
Norwalk editor would come down this way apd be sampled
a bit by our infernal dogs, and be convinced of the error of
his way, and that we need protection and free trade in

powder and shot. One roaring lion (a black one) that has
had lots of fun in dashing after the writer of these lines,

was lately burned to an exceedingly fine and beautiful gray
Ebwder in a building lately cremated here, and we have
een in a state of ecstacy ever since.

The all but continuous rain and delay in receiving certain
new cycles has made cycling rather dull about here of late,

but we hope to make up for it before long.
Now Wheeler Jim says we must all turn vegetarians this

year ; eat no meat, and escape the high tariff that the alleged
scarcity of ice will make necessary.
You can safely infer that there are some old ordinaries

for sale low about here, and a clamor for safes. Well, it's

about time, for they were used in England four years ago.
Our Treasurer is going in strong for Kodakian photog-

raphy, and will get added pleasure out of jaunts a-wheel
this season. To what scientific perfection is cycling and
photography coming ?

St.'Vmson.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club has released its house until
September 30, 1890. The owner ot the premis s at present
occupied by the club has agreed to erect a new house for
the club, the location of which has not yet bten decided
upon. Ground will be broken May i.

The annual meeting and election of officers, of the Plain-

field Bicycle Club, was held on Monday evening, March 10.

The election resulted as follows

:

President, Townsend Rushmore ; Vice-President, Thos.
S. Burr ; Secretary. Geo. C. Martin, Jr.; Treasurer, Harold
Serrell •, Trustees, Dr. J. H. Cooley, A. L. C. Marsh, V. L.

Kirchhoff, Roger F. Murray, Jas. H. Hallock, Townsend
Rushmore, Thos, S. Burr, Geo. C. Martin, Jr. and Harold
Serrell ; Captain, Frank L. C. Martin ; First Lieutenant, J,

E. Erickson ; Second Lieutenant, Stanton M. Smith ; Color
Bearer, L. E. Waring ; Bugler, Geo. C. Martin, Jr.

An amendment was made to the By-Laws, giving the

Captain power to appoint the Lieutenants, Color Bearer
and Bugler. This I believe to be a good plan, as the Cap-
tain, by appointing his own assistants, will naturally choose
the members who will give him their strongest support in

the discharge of his duties, The gymnasium, although
completed, is without the apparatus, but the committee re-

ported that it had been purchased, and would be ready for

use in about a week. The matter of giving a reception to

the ladies, who so kindly assisted at the Fair, held on Feb.
20, 21 and 22, was referred to the Trustees, who shall have
power to arrange for an entertainment of whatever nature
they deem to the best interests of the club.

President Rushmore made the following appointments of

committees for the annual meet, to be held at Plainfield, on
May 30 and 31

:

Hotel and Receptton—Dr. J. H, Cooley, Chairman,
Thos. S. Burr, R. Pound, Geo. W. Morrison, D. C. Adams,
D. H. Lenox, J. F. Martin, E. L. Walz, Jr., Geo. S. Beebe,
W. Lee Simmonds, Howard L. Emerson and Harold Ser-

rell.

Banquet—Townsend Rushmore, Chairman, F. L. Kirch-
hoff, G, W. V. Moy, J. H. Hallock, R. F. Murray.
Parade—F. L. C. Martin, Chairman, J. E. Erickson,

Geo. C. Martin, Jr., A. L. C. Marsh, Stanton M. Smith.
Runs—F. L. C. Martin, Chairman, J. E. Erickson and

Stanton M. Smith.
The members of the Orange Wanderers will hold a Bi-

cycle Tournament in Park Rink, on Tuesday evening,
April 8. The programme will include Polo, on Eagle Bi-

cycles, several races, and fancy riding.

Mr. Al. Scudder, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, has entered
the employ of Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co., the Newark
bicycle dealers.
The Bergen Wheelmen, of Hillsdale, N. J., have changed

their headquarters to Spring Valley, N. Y., and will here-
after be known as the Rockland Co. Wheelmen.

N.J.

MISSOURI BICYCLE CLUB ELECTIONS.

The elections of this prominent St. Louis club were
held March 4, with the following result: President, W. M.
Chauvenet; Vice-President, C. H. Stone; Secretary, Ed.
F. Woestman ; Treasurer, C. C. Hildebrand ; Captain,
Walter Grath ; Bugler, Robert F. Holm. The previous
Treasurer of the club failed to be present, and had sub-
mitted no report. The club instructed the Executive Com
mittee to demand an explanation. Two candidates were
elected to membership and eight men resigned. Professor
Stone, the Vice-President, is the father of Percy Stone, and
is an enthusiastic and highly respected wheelman.

The Denver Daily News has published and the Cleve-
land £«,?/ £^Ka? .S'j^«a/ has republished an editorial against
the use of asphalt pavement. 1 he editors of both papers are
clearly on new ground, and are wrong in premise, state-

ment and surmise. It is true that some poor grades of
asphalt have been laid in some Eastern cities, but good
asphalt mav be obtamed, and no intellegent man who has
given the subject any attention ever thinks of objecting to

the better class of asphalt as a high-class, improved pave-
ment.
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THE PLEASURE OF MOTION.

Motion gives both physical and moral pleas-

ure. Physically, it enables us to remove our-

selves for the moment from pain. Morally, it

furnishes a satisfaction for our self-love, which

is remarked especially in play and in our strug-

gles against the forces of nature.

_

Before being a source of positive pleasure,

our physical activity is stimulated by pain.

Those movements, called spontaneous, which
are the first signs of vitality in the child or

animal, are explained by supposing them to be

the reflex of some indefinite discomfort. Our
organism is not a machine, as some say, in any

of its parts, but is living and animated through-

out. Even the organs that perform without the

intervention of the will, and the play of which

seems to be mechanical because it is not accom-
panied with a recognizable sensation, may have
the rhythm of their movements determined by
some local sensibility. ,

When I feel any suffering, I have only to ex-

ecute some motion to feel it less. Motion is the

best of anaesthetics. It disperses at a stroke all

the little uneasinesses that accompany even the

normal working of our organs, and which we
experience when we are occupied only with feel-

ing ourselves live. When we make an energetic

effort, we are nearly insensible to pain as long

as it lasts. When I am at rest, a blow on the

shoulder will hurt me. In the ardor of sport, in

the excitement of a violent exercise, the rough-

est shock will hardly be felt. Every very in-

tense sensation, we also know, provokes con-

vulsive movements, sudden and violent muscu-
lar contractions. These movements are not

mechanically determined by the sensation
;

they are produced voluntarily, although they

will not remove the cause of the pain, at least to

mitigate its effect. The howling of the wounded
dog, the squirming of the worm that is cut in

two, are a voluntary effort to escape suffering.

If the same pain recurs frequently, the animal

soon remarks that some among these vague
movements will contribute more directly than

others to assuage it, and will give the preference

to them. The habit of resisting a particular suf-

fering by a special movement, becoming heredi-

tary, forms a veritable instinct. In conformity

with the general laws of evolution, there is es-

tablished a selection between injurious and use-

ful reflex actions, and the latter will gradually

predominate.
Even when we are not suffering from any ac-

cidental uneasiness provocative of special mus-
cular reaction, we are impelled to move by the

simple need of motion. Every animal has to ex-

pend daily a more or less considerable sum of

energy to procure food for itself. The oyster,

fixed on its rock, imbibes, without effort and al-

most passively, the vegetable matter which the

waves bring to it. A snail, drawing itself slowly

along on its belly, easily reaches the leaves

which are in its way. The ox marches, step by

step, in the field for hours, feeding upon the

grass-leaves with which its lips come in contact.

A wolf has to make journeys of leagues every

day in search of his prey. The swallow has to

keep in incessant motion to procure enough in-

sects to satisfy its appetite. To the necessity for

eating is added that of escaping enemies, and
this exacts an increase of activity from the ani-

mal. Thus, each one, according to its kind, is

obliged to be in motion more or less every day,

and is organized for it. If, through accidental

circumstances, its activity ceases to be useful, it

is, nevertheless, obligatory upon it, for its physi-

cal constitution, having become adapted by he-

redity to the normal life of the species, can not

abruptly bend itself to other conditions of exist-

ence. Its organism continues to furnish it the

same quanity of energy, which it has to expend
in some way. Hence the movements of the cap-

tive animals—of the lion which paces its cage,

and of the canary-bird that leaps from bar to

bar. Hence the physical exercises with which
persons whose occupation condemns them to a

too sedentary life relax themselves. This neces-

sity for motion is especially great in youth, be-

cause the young animal must train itself in all

the movements it will have to perform at a later

age, and must also exercise its muscles and
joints to develop them. Thus every animal has
a tendency daily to expend a certain quantity of

force, which is determined, not by the accidental

wants of the individual, but by the general wants
of ihe species.

How is this expenditure regulated ? By what
criterion do we know when we need exercise ?

A matter so indispensable to the good working
of our organization can not be the product of re-

flex action. It is evident that animals can not
take exercise by rule, after the manner of a

gentleman who imposes upon himself the obli-

gation of taking " a constitutional " every eve-
ning. Even man can do this only exceptionally.

Our intelligence permits us to satisfy these
physiological exigencies in a more rational

manner ; but it does not give us notice of them.
What would become of the most reasonable
being in the world if he had to depend upon his

reason to tell him what he needed ? A real neces-
sity exists for us to be warned by special sensa-
tions.

We sometimes dispose of this explanation
cheaply by speaking as if we had direct knowl-
edge of our strength. Nothing could be more
simple were this the case. Strength accumulates
in us while we are inactive, ending by giving us
a painful sense of nervous tension, which
prompts us to expend ouB^excessive energy in

certain exercises. We go through these first as
a relief ; then, our reserve force having been
exhausted, we feel our strength failing, and the
need of repose comes upon us. There would be
no considerable objection to speaking in this

way if our purpose was simply to indicate a cor-

respondence between our muscular sensations
and the dynamical state of our muscles. But we
must take care not to believe that there is the
shadow of an explanation in it.

What is it that takes place in us during that

period of repose when we say that energy is ac-

cumulating in us? Our muscles are undergoing
restoration, are getting into a condition to form
new chemical combinations. But I have no
knowledge how much force they can expend at

a given moment ; it exists in them in a purely
virtual condition. I do not feel it any more than
I feel the expansive force of the powder con-
tained in a certain flask, or the heat that may be
disengaged from a particular piece of charcoal.
We have not, therefore, any degree of conscious-
ness of our disposable energy. The anticipatory
sensation which we feel just as we are about to

make a movement, and which we take for a con-
sciousness of the force we are going to expend,
is only a preconceived imagination of the sensa-
tion of effort that will accompany the contraction.
Even at the instant when the contraction is ef-

fected our sensation of effort only indicates to

us the extent of the actual tension of our
muscles. It answers so little to the real expendi-
ture of our energy, that it would be exactly the
same if we should stretch them in that way
without performing any work. We shall there-
fore have to give up these conventional explana-
tions and regard matters more closely.

When we have continued still for a long time,
we feel, first, a great desire to move. Like all

our appetites, the inclination to move is recog-
nized, even before any sensation can give us cog-
nizance of it, by the effect which it produces on
the imagination. In unconscious hunger or
thirst, we think, not precisely that it would be
agreeable to drink or eat, but that some broiled
chicken or a pot of beer would be very nice. So
the young man who has been confined too long
dreams of canoeing and horseback-riding

;

before thinking that those exercises will do him
good, he pleases himself with representing them
to himself. This desire, as it defines itself, be-

comes more intense ; and, if it is opposed, in-

tolerable. At the same time physiological
phenomena become apparent, augmenting the
uneasiness. A process of nutrition and reinte-

gration is carried on in the muscle during rest.

The products of combustion, or the molecules
that form stable compounds, are eliminated and
replaced by fresh combustible matter, or un-
stable compounds. The muscle is then in what
Rosenthal calls the sensitive condition. The
most minute spark will bring on an explosion

;

the slightest impression will provoke violent re-

flexes. In such a state we feel nervous, as it is

called ; or can not keep still. The expresion is

exact. Our sensitive condition requires the
spontaneous movements which the mere idea of
motion provokes. A typical example of such
suffering from forced rest is afforded by the
pupil waiting for school to be dismissed. He
feels as if his back was breaking and his legs
were growing stiff. When will the bell ring?
He wishes with a frantic inclination that he
could jump from his seat, shout and run. He
wriggles and drags his feet on the floor. A
hard look from the teacher fastens him to his

place, and he quiets himself ; but what a pun-
ishment it is^to endure it 1

Motion also procures a positive physical pleas-
ure for us. When we give ourselves up to an
exercise, or go at anything with great energy,
all the functions are accelerated, the heart beats
more rapidly, breathing becomes more frequent
and deeper, and we experience a general feeling
of comfort. We live more, and are happy in
living. Rapid and boisterous movements pro-
duce also a kind of intoxication and giddiness
that have a peculiar charm."

" Let us imagine," says M. Guyau, " What are
the feelings of a bird as it opens its wings and
glides through the air like an arrow ; let us
recollect what we ourselves have experienced in

being carried by a horse at a gallop or upon a
boat dipping into the hollow of the waves, or
in the whirl of a waltz ; all these motions evoke
in us the undefined idea of the infinite, of un-
bounded longing, of superabundant and careless
life, a vague rejection of individuality, a crav-
ing to go without restraint—to be lost in im-
mensity ; and such vague ideas enter as an
essential element in the impression which a
great number of movements cause us." The
observation is correct ; but I believe that this

kind of pantheistic intoxication is at bottom
only a cerebral congestion. A horse plunging
into a rapid gallop, and seeing a large void space
opening out in front of him, will never fail, as
the saying is, " to do himself up." The mere
rapidity of his motions gives him vertigo ; he
loses sight of danger, and when an obstacle sud-
denly rises against him, if he does not jump
over it he breaks himself against it. So all

rapid movements deprive us of complete posses-
sion of ourselves ; we go on, we follow our im-
pulse. It may be a foolish one ; as much the
better. Go on ! up 1 quicker ! What is such
behavior but sheer intoxication ?

To the physical pleasure of motion is added a
moral and emotional pleasure. In like manner
as it helps us to escape from physical suffering,

muscular activity may serve as a remedy for

disappointments—for moral pains. We weep
and struggle when we have a great grief as well

as when we are suffering from a physical
wound. The most afflicted man forgets his

trouble when he is performing a vigorous exer-

cise. Byron had his boxing gloves brought to

him, and went through his accustomed practice

with a servant, while his mother was being
buried ; but the servant felt that his touch was
stronger than usual, and all at once he threw
down his gloves and fled to his room. Who
has not felt the necessity of what is called

throwing off his grief? When we remain
quiet our mind is, as it were, bent back upon
itself, and all the pains that can affect us are
augmented, as it were, by the very attention
which we give them. In action we forget our-
selves, directing our thought to the attainment of

the purpose upon which we are fixed.

Physical exercises also give us positive men-
tal pleasures, the chief among which is the

satisfaction of our self-love. When I execute
any movement or devote myself to an exercise,

I try to get as much as possible out of it. I

want particularly to acquit myself better than
any one else, and have a feeling of pride when I

have succeeded. This leads to a real increase
of ardor, and a luxury of physical activity.

Observe youth who are indulging themselves in

any sport together; is not emulation the essen-
tial principle of their activity, which enables
them to expend all they have of available

energy ? Tell a child to run as long as he can
;

he will stop in a short time, out of breath. Give
him rivals, and the fear of being left behind will

prevent his feelinj^ fatigue and provide him
with unaccustomed nervous resources, and he
will go till his strength is exhausted. It is a
recognized rule with all couriers, gymnasts,
canoeists, etc., that one should not train himself
alone in exercises of speed ; there should be at

least two, to excite one another by competition.

Some persons have tried to show that the

pleasure of play is disinterested. They are

speaking without knowledge. When we are

playing, we are entirely occupied with the

result of our activity. We may not be very
particular in the choice of the end we shall seek

;

we may not care whether that end is worth the

trouble we are taking ; but, for all that, we may
not be willing lo have our faculties at work for

nothing. We fix upon some end that we shall

* The modern infatuation for round dances is chiefly ex-

plained by this into.iication of dizziness. It is shown in

children at a very early age.
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reach. If I take a walk, I say that I am going

here or there, or will walk so many miles. If I

play a game of skill, I want to win, to make so

many points, to accomplish something ; 1 am
not, then, seeking merely the pleasure of acting,

but I try to reach a result agreeable in itself.

Games of chance have no attraction if one is not

interested in the play. Sometimes this interest

is conferred by the hope of a material or pecu-

niary profit ; most frequently in the pursuit of

the honor of having won. But is working for

glory disinterestedness?

equilibrium is the defensive ; motion of simple
translation is the beginning of enfranchisement

;

and movement upward is triumph.—Translated

lor the Popular Science Monthly from the Revue
Scientijique.

more complete. The hunter loves to hunt, not

only for the pleasure of walking in the fields

in pursuit of a hare, not only for the pleasure of

bringing his game home, but chiefly for the

proud joy of exhibiting it. It may be said that

this is all vanity ; that the object is not worth
the pains it has cost. But that matters not to

the argument. I do not say that play is an affair

of well-defined interest ; but that we are excited

in it by considerations of interest. At the

moment when 1 am striving to arrive at that

end I do not measure its importance, I do not

think of the reasons that first started me ; there

is the goal I have proposed to myself, and I run

for it. If the thought occurred to me for an in-

stant that this was all futile, only a pretext, my
ardor would be cooled down at once. It is also

easily seen that, when we engage in any exer-

cise or game, we, by a mental effort, exaggerate
the importance of the end sought. If we play

billiards with a strong adversary we call it a

match, and hire a hall ; and the players please

themselves by imagining that they are staking

their reputation on each carom shot. A game
of chess becomes very dramatic, and the play-

er's hand trembles when he makes a decisive

movement. When we start on a canoeing ex-

cursion it pleases us to imagine for the moment
that we are going to travel into distant regions.

Walking in the forest, we say that we are ex-

ploring the country, and are going to make dis-

coveries. In this way we try to satisfy the spirit

of adventure that the usages of our too well

regulated society have not wholly stifled.

It is, therefore, an essential quality of play

that, to take pleasure in it, we must mount the

imagination, and fancy that what we are doing
on a small scale is done on a grand one ; mast
substitute mentally, for the futile activity in

which we desire to be absorbed, some mode of

superior and more fascinating activity. Tell me
that I am willfully fooling myself if you please.

Tell me, even, that I have a secret consciousness

that it is an illusion, and that I am more than
half a dupe of the pretext that I have given my-
self. It is nevertheless true that the pleasure of

action for the sake of action is not enough, and
that I take interest in the game only so far as

my self-love is seriously interested in it. It is

still necessary for me to have a difficulty to

overcome, a rival to surpass, an advance to

make. In dismounting from a horse, in taking
off our skates, in putting away our oars, we
congratulate ourselves that we have become
stronger, and we feel an imperious necessity for

telling of our prowess. We should take less

pleasure in a game of skill if we could not con-
vince ourselves after each essay, and convince
some one else, that we had become more adroit

in it. Every exercise in which one is decidedly
a past master inspires a vague distaste.

We are able also to determine, in every physi-

cal exercise, a particular kind of pride. Very
simple or childish, if you please, but all the

deeper and more instinctive—that which one
feels in conquering the forces of nature. We
delight to refuse what they solicit us to do, and
to accomplish what they seem to forbid. Hence
the pleasure felt in climbing a hill, putting down
an obstacle, leaping a ditch and walking against
wind and rain. In canoe sailing we would
rather stand close to the wind than be carried

with it, and prefer running over the waves .to

flying before them. Of all these forces we
struggle most earnestly against and most de-
light to overcome that of gravitation. It binds
us to the earth by fetters which we are anxious
to unloose, and inflicts disabilities upon us and
exposes us to dangers that we are glad to es-

cape. Motions of speedy transport are pleasant,
because they relieve us for the' moment from
the burden of the feeling of inertia. Hence the
agreeableness of riding, driving, cycling, spring-
board jumping, vaulting and riding in an ex-
press train. There is a charm in dreaming that
we are leaping immense distances and prolong-
ing the bound by the force of the will alone. In
the struggle against height, falling is defeat

;

"Just how the roads of the Slate should be improved
may be a matter of difference, but that they should be bet-

tered there can be no question. Nor can any one doubt
that the present system, by which the farmer perfunctorily
' works out ' his road la.x, is a failure. He goes to his task,

plows up the side of the road, scrapes the sod and the clods
into the centre and goes home with a clear conscience and
a receipted bill, leaving the roads worse than before."

Chas. F. Stokex Mfg. Co.'s 1890 CataloKue.

The catalogue of this enterprising and rapidly

growing Chicago concern is an attractive pam-
phlet of sixty- four pages, the front cover show-

Pascal's analysis was
j
ing portraits of Charles F. Stokes, President

;

Charles H. Sieg, Secretary ; and P. Goetz,

Treasurer. The company has fine stores and
offices at 293 and 295 Wabash Avenue, Chicago,

where Mr. Stokes has for several years carried

on a wholesale and retail sewing machine
business.
The lines handled by the concern this year

are as follows : Union safety, $135 ; Springfield

Roadster, No. 5, $125 ; Springfield Roadster,

No. 2, $120; Springfield Roadster, $75; War-
wick Perfection, $135 ; Warwick Perlection or-

dinary, $125 ; the Swift safety. Model A, spring

frame, $145 ; Swift safety, Model A, $135 ; Swift

safety. Model B, $135 ; Ladies' Swift safety,

$135 ; Swift safety. Model C, $120 ; the Swift,

Model D, $100 ; the Swift safety tandem bicy-

cle, $200; Marlboro' Club Light Roadster tricy-

cle, $150 ; the Marlboro', $160 ; the Marlboro'
Club tandem tricycle, $250 ; the Typhoon, $115 ;

the Speedwell safety, $115 ; the Superb, $75,
ball bearings all around, $90; National safety,

$75 to $go ; the Flash, $60 to $75 ; the Guide,

$60 ; American Ideal Rambler, $65, $80 and $85;
the girls' Electric, $45 ; the Leader safety, $35 ;

Eureka. $45 ; the Dot, $18 to $25 ; the Centaur,

$65 to $85 ;
girls' Cupper tricycle, $18 to $25 ;

the Chicago steel tricycle, $10 to $24.

Besides the wheels mentioned, the Stokes
Mfg. Co. carry a number of velocipedes, sun-

dries, etc., and altogether are in a good way to

do a prosperous business this year. The Com-
pany does not depend entirely on local agencies,

but has secured sole agencies of several makes
for several States.

The "Hendee" inti-Yibration Handle-Bar.

This simple device, illustrated in The Wheel
of March 7, was invented by George M. Hendee
to alleviate that vibration of the arms to be
found on safeties. It is simply an attachment
of springs to the bar, and by means of a loose

joint upon which the bar is free to revolve, the
springs act as a cushion, and as the hands are
placed on the bar it rotates downward on the

loose joint or bearing which compresses the

springs, thus leaving the bar suspended upon
them and relieving the entire vibration and
jolt from the arms. The complaint has often

been heard, that, upon taking a long ride

upon the safety, the hands become cramped and
the arms numb, nearly if not quite to the

shoulders.
The neat spring handle-bar entirely removes

the numbness complained of by some riders. It

can be fitted to any safety and does not in any
way interfere with the steering, and adds to the

appearance of the machine. Price, $12. The
general agents and manufacturers are Merwin,
Hulbert & Co., New York.

MICHIGAN'S ROADS.

CINCINNATI.

We have not been heard of for some time, but we are
getting there just the same. Cincinnati is fast coming to

the front, and will number two thousand cyclists among
her citizens before the snow flies next fall.

The Cincinnati Bicycle Club had a large and enthusiastic
meeting on Monday night, March 3. Several applications
for membership were acted upon.
A new cycle club was organized at Mr. J. E. Poorman's

office on the evening of the 8th. The club starts with about
fifteen good men and hustlers, and will soon be among the
leading clubs of the west.

Cincinnati has been a veritable winter resort this year.
At no time was the weather too cool for comfortable riding
until last week, when the beautiful snow visited us with
its wh le family, and remained for quiie a visit. Should
any of our Eastern brethren think of going to a winter re-

sort next season let them come to Cincinnati, and we will

ensure them green fields and pleasant rides through the
winter.
The Poorman Road Race, to be run on the 4th of July, is

expected to be the greatest cycling event that has ever oc-

curred in the State. Mr. Poorman is going to spare no ex-

pense to make it a memorable occasion. The course from
Chester Park to Hamilton is about eighteen miles long and
winds through a splendid rolling country. The road is

always in good condition at that season of the year, and
some good time will no doubt be made. A number of the

best of Cincinnati's riders will be among the competi-
tors, prominent among them will be Benckenstein, Baldwin,
Alsopp, Wayne, Holloway, Belding, Chas. and Ed. Cron-
inger, Wacher, Chas and Andrew Hanauer, and many
other local and visi ing wheelmen. The entrance fee will

be one dollar, and the entries will close June 21, at 6 p. m.

The handicapping will be done by a committee selected by
the several clubs of this city, and will be as fair as is possi-

ble. The prizes—Warwick, Union, Jewell and Giant safeties

—are the best ever offered in this locality, and speak well

for the generosity of Mr. Poorman, at whose store. South
East corner of Eighth and Race Streets, the prizes can be
seen at any time.

G. Ossu'v.

We think the National Highway Improvement
Committee of the League could accomplish some
educational work through the columns of the
Detroit Free Press. The Press published a vig-
orous article in its issue of Feb. 25 denouncing
the bad roads throughout the State. Says the
Press :

" The farmers have grain, vegetables, wood, pork, beef,
butter and eggs to sell ; the merchants and the townspeople
need and would gladly buy these. The dealers have cloth-
ing, provisions, coal and all the necessaries which the far-
mer needs and cannot produce, and which he cannot buy
because his teams are unable to haul the equivalent of his
ownproduction to market.
"The results have been very far reaching and serious,

and the end is not yet. The country merchants' shelves are
full of unsold and unsalable winter goods ; he meets the
agent of the jobber with a long face and a refusal to buy

;

he meets the request for remittance with a perfectly honest
and well- founded e.xcuse. The jobber, dealing with the
eastern houses from which he buys, must be equally care-
ful in placing orders, and, unless he has large available
capita], may be similarly embarrassed in meeting his
paper. It was the effect- of just such jnfluences that carried
down a large and long established dry goods house in
Toledo recently. Finally, the settling of the roads will
bring in country produce in such quantities as to glut the
outlying markets, depress prices and set out the farnjer
upon his year's work feeling poor and depressed.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The city of Washington is an object of perennial interest

to all pairiotic Americans. Not alone because it is the great
throbbing heart of the mightiest and grandest Republic the
earth has ever known, but also on account of its material
magnificence. All Americans take pride in its beautiful

avenues, majestic architecture, stately homes and well-

stored galleries and museums as things of grandeur and
beauty in themselves, apart from the historic interest with
which they are invested. It is a hope and aspiration of all
" Young America " at least, to some time or other visit the
capital of his country.
The Baltimore & Ohio R. R offers unequaled facilities

in aid of this desire. All its through trains between New
York, Philadelphia and Baltimore on the east, and Pitts-

burg, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Chicago on the west, pass
through Washington. Its fast express trains are vestitmled
from end to end, and heated with steam Pullman's latest

and best productions in the way of sumptuous Drawing-
room Sleeping Cars are attached to all its through trains.

The present management of the B. & O. have made vast
improvements in the last two years, and the road is to-day
one of the foremost passenger-carrying lines in the country.
Through tickets via B. & O. R. R. can be procured at all

the principal ticket ofifices throughout the United States.

The Highway Committee of Philadelphia held a meeting
on March 10 and decided to repave over a mile of Philadel-

phia streets with asphalt.

The Spaldings will issue a 100-page bicycle and photo-
graphic catalogue on Saturday. It will be illustrated with
handsome cuts.

A. W. Gump & Co., Dayton, Ohio, are getting well pre-

pared for spring trade . They have already over 600 bicycles

in stock.

Mr. Harry G. Rouse left California on March 10 on the
way to his home in Peoria.

It is reported that the E. C. Meacham's Arms Co. have
become the largest buyers in this country. Three of their

spring orders are said to have aggregated $go,ooo, a $60,000
order having been placed with one concern.

A. F. Copland, representing the " G. & J." Boston
house, spent last week between Boston and New York
pushing Ramblers and Champions.

The White Cycle Co., of Trenton, are selling second-
hand wheels at very low figures.

The Eagle Company publish a fine cut of W. Van Wag-
oner on their advertising page. They announce that they
will forward a photo, of the Newport racing man on receipt

of fifteen cents to cover postage.

The specifications of the Humber safety racer, weighing
22 lbs., are as follows: 28-in. driver, \i-\n. tire; 30-in.

steerer, ^-in. tire ; crank throw, 4^-in to 6%-in.; gearing,
64. or to order.

Edwin Oliver, traveling for the New Era Bicycle Co.,
was in New York this week. He has covered the country
from St. Louis to New York ana reports the appointment
of a number of responsible agents.
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J. S. Ogilvie & Co., publishers, will shortly issue, in book
form, on an enlarged scale, the sketches which appeared
two years ago in Texas Si/tings entitled, " The Adventures
awheel of Theophilus Wobbles," written by E. R.
Collins.

Thomas Stevens dropped into the sanctum the other
afternoon looking none the worse for his African trip.

Mr. Stevens has a number of plans under consideration, but
is unable to make them public just at this time. For the

present he will remain in New York.

The first Hartford safety in town is to be seen at the Pope
Manufacturing Company's Warren Street store. This
wheel, which is a staunch, well-made and graceful line

mount, will attract considerable attention by its low price.

We are informed by an English correspondent that the

correct number of wheels exhibited at the Stanley show was
1,564, and not 1,450, as reported by the cycling press.

The attention of bicycle agents is called to the card of W.
B. Toulmin, who has long enjoyed the reputation among
the trade and among wheelmen as a manufacturer of

satisfactory shoes for cyclists. Mr. Toulmin offers special

discount to the cycle dealers.

The events to be decided at the Twelfth Regiment games,
to be held at the Regimental Armory. Sixty-second Street

and Ninth Avenue, on March 27th, include a two mile bi-

cycle handicap. The entry fees are fifty cents.

The entries will close March 17th, with Charles J. Leach,
P. O. Box 3,201, New York City.

The Strong & Green Cycle Companjr reserve the use of

their riding school exclusively for ladies on Tuesday and
Friday afternoons.

The people who constantly refer to the danger of cycling
will have food for reflection in the following item : The
London Lancet reports that the foot-ball casualties of the
present season in England, commencing with September 1

and ending with January 31, are as follows : deaths, 13 ;

fractures, 30 ; injuries, 7.

George Townsend & Co., a well-known stamping and
manufacturing concern, are anxious to connect with re-

sponsible American agents to introduce their wheels into

this country. The several styles manufactured by this con-
cern will be illustrated in The Wheel of next week.

The Wilmington Wheelmen last week gave a concert in

aid of their new club-house. A feature of the entertain-
ment was the large attendance from the Century and South
End Clubs, of Philadelphia. Half a hundred men from
these well-known clubs left Broad Street in a special car
chartered for the occasion. The way was enlivened by
songs and recitations. The ringleaders were Allen,
McCune, Brown, Bailey and Feurer, of the Century, and
DImond, of the South End, who kept the car in a constant
uproar with their impersonations of well-known Philadel-
phlans and more than usually good solos and duets to the
accompainment of two guitars. Passengers from the other
cars crowded In to see the fun, and were thoroughly " in-

itiated " before they were allowed to leave.

—
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The Orange Wanderers will hold an entertainment on
April 8.

" Hill-climbing '" and " Hubs " are the subjects on which
the White Cycle Co. spread themselves in this issue. It

makes interesting reading.

A spell of road-drying east wind has moved the English
riders to an unusually early commencement of the season,
and the favorite roads have swarmed with machines on
recent Saturdays and Sundays. The coming season is full

of fair promise in the old country Recruits still pour into

the noble army of cyclists, new tracks are being made, old
ones improved, the roads have been better looked after

during the winter than they have for years, and whilst
there is no sign of any decrease in the number of path
events, there are not wanting omens that road racing will

be pursued more ardently than ever, but rarely for less

than twenty miles at a time.

Singer & Co., Coventry, Eng., have found it expedient
to somewhat advance the prices of their cycles. They
notify their constituency to this effect, stating, as the rea-

son, the continued rise in the value of materials. Mr. Ross,
their representative here, informs us that for the present
this change will not effect their prices to the American
market, although their catalogue records some special

changes which our readers will be interested to note.

The Joliet Wheel Company was damaged $5,000 worth by
a destructive fire, which visited its city on Saturday last.

The organization meeting of the Pullman road race will
be held In Chicago on the 15th inst " Bob " Garden will
not promote the event this year unassisted, but will prob-
ably leave the affair in the hands of a committee.

At the last meeting of the Woman's Wheel Club, of Buf
falo, the Park Superintendent spoke on " What to see by
the roadside."

Mr. J. R. Judd, Thirtv-sixth Street and Broadway, has
been appointed New York city agent for the New Era
Safety.

The Hartford Wheel Club has joined the League.

Mr. George R. Bidwell has an interesting card to agents
in this issue.

Three bicycle events will be decided in connection with
the Seventh Regiment Athletic Association games, which
will be held at Regimental Armory on Saturday, April sth,
at8 p. M. The events are one mile scratch and two miles
handicap, open only to members of the regiment, and a
three mile bicycle invitation scratch race. A large nurabei
of invitations have been sent out to crack riders and this
will be an interesting event.

HOPE FOR THE SICK.

ONE REMEDY FOR ONE DISEASE.
\From MedicalJournal^

" The four greatest medical centres of the world are Lon-
don, Paris, Berlin and Vienna. These cities have immense
hospitals teeming with suffering humanity. Crowds of

students throng the wards studving under the Professors
In charge. The most renowned physicians of the world
teach and practice here, and the institutions are storehouses
of medical knowledge and experience. With a view of

making this experience available to the public the Hospital
Remedy Co., at great expense, secured the prescriptions of

these hospitals, prepared the specifics, and, although it

would cost from $25 to $100 to secure the attention of their

distinguished originators, yet In this way these valuable
medicines are sold at the price of the quack patent medi-
cines that flood the market and absurdly claim to cure every
ill from a S'ngle bottle. The want always felt for a reliable

class of domestic remedies is now filled with perfect satis-

faction. The Hospital Remedies make no unreasonable
claims. The specific for Catarrh cures that and nothing
else ; so with the specific for Bronchitis, Consumption and
Lung Troubles. Rheumatism Is cured by No. 3, while
troubles of Digestion, Stomach, Liver and Kidneys have
their own cure. To these Is added a specific for Fever ai.d

Ague, one for female weakness—a general tonic and blood-
maker that makes blood and gives form and fullness, and
an incomparable remedy for Nervous Debility. ' These
remedies are all sold on an absolute guarantee to do what
is claimed for them
A circular describing this new method of treating disease

is sent free on application by Hospital Remkdy Company,
Toronto, Canada, Sole Proprietors. Reliable agents
wanted.

Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

IIVDIAIVAPOL-IS, INDIANA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows:

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., - - $35
King of Road, for boys, 27 in., 42
Fashion, drop frame, for boys

and girls, 27 in., - - 50
Pathfinder, for men, 30 in., 60

We have jobbers who carry large stock of our machines
Id the following cities: Boston, New York, Philadelohia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishing quotations on our goods will be furn'shed
name of jobber nearest them on application to us.

Sficofid-Hani Wlieels aii Typewriters
of all kinds bought, sold and taken in exchange on any new wheel in

the market—Safeties Included. Always in the market to buy large or
small lots. New or Second-hand Wheels for Cash when prices are right.

We constantly carry 400 to 500 wheels, including many rare bargains in

not onlv second-hand and shop-worn cycles, but also SXAIVDARD
MAKES NEW WHEEIiS bought in job lots. Liberal discounts to

agents.

R0U3E, HAZAED & CO., 13 6 St,, Peoria, HI.

'CYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS,
IVIXH NO EXTRA CHARGE EXCEPT INTEREST.
Manufacturers' Agents for Victors, Columblas, Champions, Eagles, Stars,
Springfields, Warwicks, Ramblers, Crescents, Vineyards, Ottos and ALL
other cycles made in or imported to this country. Prices guaranteed low
as the lowest. Low rates by fast freight or express—13 railroads. Send
for 40 page Illustrated Catalogue, containing full particulars of our pay-
ment plan, with latest second-hand and bargain list.

EOUSE, HAZAED & 00., 13 Q St., Peoria, 111.

NEW AND USEFULBicycle dealers should sell

WARWICK-:- PERFECTION,
Vulcan Diamond Frame; Weight, 45 lbs.; Ail Balls;

PRICE, $115.00.

NATIONAL, Straight Frame. $75.00.

And a dozen others. Leading styles from well-known manufac-

turers. Special discounts to legitimate dealers.

SexLd. for Oa/ta.los'^^GS* ek,ja.<3k. I^erxxxs,

GEO. R. BIDW^El-L,
313 W^ST 58th St., New York.

Perfection Tire Healer

Patented No. 323,686, Aug. 4, 1885.

Loose tires cemented, on the road, in a few moments.

Can be carried in the tool bag.

A simple economizer of time, money and patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in bicycles or of

the manufacturer,

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
3 1 3 West 58th St., NEW YORK.
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Ecossais Cycles,
tSQO MODEL.

No^w^ ready for delivery.

Entirely free from «ide clipping.

Can be ridden ^without hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being Interchangeable, and the

material used In their construction Is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEND & CO.,
HUNT END, REDDITCH, EI>tGlwA.MD

WHO WILL BE CLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE ACENTS.

^est in -tlxe "^STorXci.

|'"f^ggfj^^^^g^«3§jrg: igOJg^r^^i^^W

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For BlcTclef^ Ounft* etc. Throws only small quantity ot oil at
a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every,
where, or sent hy mail on receipt of price. 50c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue. New York.

THE "GAZELLE."

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind ever offered.
Tubular steel drop-frame, with or without detachable cross-
bar ; adjustable .steel cone bearings for wheels and crank-
shaft

; hard rubber handles ; 24 and 26-inch wheels, with
crescent steel rims, steel spokes and ^-inch best rubber
tires ; reversible seat post, with long and short bends, thus
giving wide capability of adjustment to suit children from
eight to si.xteen years of age ; all wearing parts detachable
and interchangeable ; handsomely finished in nickel and
enamel ; weight, with adjustable suspension saddle and tool
bag,complete, 34 lbs. Price, S40, and well worth the money
in comparison with any other machine in the market.
The "Gazelle" has absolutely the strongest wheels of

any bicycle now made, large or small ; and, as the frame is

strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest rid-
ing, the machine will stand the rough usage which chil-
dren's bicycles are apt to get, with little danger of breakage.
Ladies' " Gazelle," much the same pattern as above,

with 28-inch wheels, chain guard and some additions and
improvements, will be ready in April. Price, $50. Will
run about as light as a ball-bearing machine. Liberal
terms to agents.

CRAWFORD & CO.,

1116 E St., N. W. Washington, B. C.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties, etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

JEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Place.

Toulfnio's Kangafoo Bicjcle Shoes for 1(

Greatly improved. Best and Cheapest Shoe in the coun-
try. Special inducements to Agents. Send for Cata-

logue, containing rules for i : .f measurement.
Correspondence promptly answered.

Address,

W. B. TOULMIN,
2§5 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

ABOUT the 1 St of April we shall issue a List of Second-hand Wheels, and the prices

will be the lowest ever asked. We will prove this assertion, right on the spot, by quoting

a few examples :

A 51 IN. SPECIAL STAR, hollow cow-horn bars, spade handles, hollow frame, levers and
rims, silent ratchets, balls to front wheel, oscillating spring frame, in perfect order through-
out, finish in good condition. Price, $50.00.

A HUMBER TANDEM TRICYCLE, balls to all bearings, hollow handle bars, two
brakes, in very good condition, except finish. Price, $85.OO.

A 40 IN. FACILE SAFETY, balls to all bearings, new tires, finish poor, but machine
otherwise in very good order. Price, $25.00.

We shall not issue this list till the above date, but if you want to buy a Second-hand Wheel
now, let us know what size you want and we will let you know what we have. Do not fail to

state what you want. Remember we have no list to send now.

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,
No. I406 PENN SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 25 "

A/OLANT SAFETY, $75; ridden less than 50 miles

;

* fruaranteed good as new. Address F. I. Rollins,

Springfield, Mass. 3-21

FOR SALE CHEAP—Rudge Tricycle, almost new ; bell,

lamp, etc.; almost perfect condition. Address H.,32
Mt. Vernon Ave., Orange, N. J. 3-21

BOYS' SAFETY FOR SALE CHEAP—Almost new.
F. H. C. P. O. Box, 444, New York City. 1 1

FOR SALE—s^-inch Columbia Light Roadster, $65 ;
32-

inchSt.n-afd Columbia B B, $30; 42-inch Pony Star,

$40 ;
39x24 inch Pony btar B B, new, $90, Goods taken in

exchange. W. A. Beaman, i.ox 524, Athol, Mass. 3-14

FOR SALE—Choice of two 1889 $135 Safeties, in splendid

condition ; one a ladies' ; big cash bargain, or will

trade on camera, etc., about 5x8. Address Gard, 244 Clark,

Cincinnati, O. 4-21

WANTED—Ladies' Safety Bicycle, any good make;
high grade ; must be in A i condition and cheap for

cash. Address Bicycle, P. O. Box 1,841, New York City. 3-14

FOR SALE—Victor, 52-in., full ball bearing, spade han-
dle ; ridden less than 100 miles, $80 ; also Rudge, 54

in., in A 1 condition, $60. Call or address 125 W. 6ist St.,

fJew York City. 3-r4

T7OR SALE—45-inch Star, A i condition, $60 ;
50-inch

'^ Standard Columbia, good condition, $18 ;
46-inch

American Safety, good as new, $60. Address C. H. Har-
los, Jamesburg, N.J. 4-4

FOR SALE—46-in. Columbia B B ; used 5 miles ; good as

new; list price, $80; my price, $40. 45 Special Star;

double brake, tine wheels, in good condition, $60. Crescent
Safety, new in August, $60 ; my price, $40. 49 Columba
L. R., with cyclometer, ^ nickeled

;
gold stripe on felloes

;

an elegant wheel; $100. Francis Eveland,9o Monticello
Ave., J. C., Agent Columbia Wheels. ,

t f

VERY LITTLE USED VICTOR SAFETY, '89 pat-

tern, for sale, with or without cyclometer and toe-

clips; cost complete $147 ; make an offer. Address Bicycle,

Box Department Section 9, New York P. O.

FOR SALE.—Victor Safety, model '88, in good condi-
tion ; but little used ; with all equipments For pai-

ticulars inquire of G. L. Merritt, Otsego County, Cherry
Valley, N. Y. 4-4

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.—Singer S. S. Tandem
Tricycle as good as new. Inquire of Janitor, " Harlem

Wheelmen," 104 West 124th Street. 3-28

FOR SALE.—48-inch Light Roadster Star, hollow all

over, adjustable ball and roller bearings, spade
handles, cyclometer, tangent spokes and new tire to front

wheel, rear tire slightly cut, cost $142.50, sacrifice it for

$95. F. C. Gilbert, Elizabeth, N. J. t i

AA7HAT am I ofifered for a 52-inch, 18S6, full nick. Expert
' ' Also the same, enameled, 46 inches. S., Box 444,
N. Y. t f

QARGAINS.—54-inch Victor Light Roadster, '89 model,
-^ only $90 ; Crescent Safety, balls all over, $75 ; Colum-
bia Light Roadster, '87 model, $60. O. W. Swift, Dan-
bury, Conn. 3-21

pOR SALE.—s2-inch New Mail, '8g pattern, latest im
* provements, as perfect as new, not run sixty miles,:

nickeled, King of the Rodd hub lamp, luggage carrier and
whistle. Cost $145- Will sell for $100. L. G, Sloat,

Purdy Station, Westchester Co., New York. 3-21

pOR SALE.—Columbia, two-track tricycle, good as new,
' in first-class condition. Also Victor tricycle, used one
year, condition perfect. R. C. Alexander, 23 Park Row,
N. Y. 3-14

A'

:TAR—For sale. Star Safety.
' Box, 444, New York City.

Address F. H. C, P. O
tf

wANTED.—64-inch bicycle. Address Banker & Cam -

bell, 1788 Broadway, New York City. t I c

pOR SALE.—One gent's "Quadrant," one gent's
• "Singer," and two ladies' "Singer" Safeties; all

new, and latest patterns. Will take $tio for either one, 10

close out stock. The Chicago Bicycle Co., 38 E. V.in
Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

$^P,p. COL. SURPRISE TRICYCLE, as good as new
:

*• *-''-' not run fifty miles ; is in perfect condition ; bt s

$50 46-INCH COL. EXPERT, J^ nickeled.

$50 48-INCH COL. EXPERT, K nickeled.

j4 nickeled.

^—50- inch AMERICAN
'•' enameled.

$50-
$5

$50

$50

$50

$5

$50

$5

48 -INCH AMERICAN CHAMPION,

RUDGE; nickeled and

$5

—50-inch COL. EXPERT; nickeled and enameled.

—so-inch COL. EXPERT; full nickeled.

-54-inch COL. EXPERT; full nickeled.

56-inch AMERICAN CLUB ; nickeled and en-
ameled.

56-inch COL. EXPERT; full nickeled.

nickeled and en-

RAMBLER; nickeled and en-

rv—45 -inch SPECIAL STAR
'-' ameled

.

pj—AMERICAN
'-' ameled.

The above are all Ball Bearing (Pedals included), and
each is a bargain. We will send any of the above ma-
chines on approval, on receipt of $5, to cover express
charges, in case it is not fully satisfactory.

BANKER & CAMPBELL,
1788 Broadway, New York (entrance to Central Park).

Now is Tour Cliance for

CHEAP MACHINES.
We have a number of wheels on hand—new and second-

hand—and, having discontinued our businc-s, arc anxious
!o dispose of them, and willing to do so for very little

money.
If you are looking for a cheap, but good wheel, you

may find something in the following list, and if tuere is,

you can have that something cheap, as well as have it good
— which every one wants:

I .5ain. " Centaur " (new). Regular price $60 ; we sell lor

$45
I 48-in. " Apollo " (new). Regular price $45 ; we sell for

$33-
I 36-in. Apollo" (new). Regular price $21 ; we sell for

$13.
I 55-in. Columbia Light Roadster ; full nickeled

;
good

condition
; $60.

I s2-in. Columbia Expert ; full nickeled ; good condition;

$S>!-
I 52-in. American Light Champion ; full nickeled (we

sold this wheel last Spring, and the buyer, being unable to
meet payments, had to return it, so it is almost a new
wheel)

;
$00.

I 50-in. Springheld Roadster ; lair condition
; $40.

I 32-in. " Star" ; full nickeled ; fair condition
; $25.

These are all we have, so if you want one, write early,
or it may be sold.

At the above prices, these are better chances than you
could find at an auction sale.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
p. O. Box 2225. - - NE\I^ YORK.

LJAVE you ever tried the fine correspondence papers manufactured by the
WHITING PAPER CO. of Holyoke? You will find them correct for all the uses

of polite society. Made in rough and smooth finish and all the fashionable tints.

Sold by all dealers in fine stationery. New York Office: 1 50 & 152 Duane St.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored
and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

If you want a Catalogue of

THE BEST SAFETY BUILT
SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO

THE CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,

38 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

Catalogue ready Nlarcti 1st, 1S90,

offer over $100 takes this machine complete.
Lock Box P., Lime Rock, Conn.

Addrt ss

3- **

"pOR SALE CHEAP.—No. 2 National Safety; one
-'- Speedwell safety ; one 50-inch Springfield Roadster

;

all in good condition. W. A. Young, Braceville, 111. 4-28

-Will buy Vol. I. of Stevens' " Around the World on
a Bicycle"; brand new. X, Box 444, N. Y. City.$3

T F you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel f > r
•' books, stationery, typewriters, organs, buggv, cigars,
etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOK LITITZ, PA He has V e
best second-t^" list in the U. S. A $250 Humber Tar-'
dem, used 50 miles, at any reasonable offer, and a score of
other bargains. Don't buy before you write to him. Zook,
Lititz, Pa. 3-28-c

« /""ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ ford.Ct.

pOR SALE—48-in. Special Star ; three-quarter nickel
;

•' good condition ; hollow frame and handle-har; cheap
for cash. Address F. Storm, 119 Hudson St., N.Y. City. 314

ANNOUNCEMENT.
We have a large stock of second-hand and some new

machini s which we must dispose of in the next few weeks.
We will accept any reasonable offer.

WHITK CTfCIiE CO., XrciUoii, N. J.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I ha^id yott, %i.oo in payment for one year sf^

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address.

Town or City

County State.
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Quadrant Safeties
Are made absolutely interchangeable in every part. Our customers tell us

that we furnish parts and make repairs in less than half the time required by

many of the American manufacturers. But the beauty of the Quadrant
SAFETy is that it never wants new parts or repairs unless it happens to get

run over by an express wagon.
S O 1. E I IVI f>0 ]R T E T¥ S,

Strong & Green Cycle Co.,
707 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA .

XME IROQUOIS SAKETY.
ISezLca. for OA.ta.los'U.e- I»MOE, $12S.OO.

We do not think that, as a rale, testimonials cuttj conTlrllon, but at the same time many nlsh corroboration of the statements of makers, and yye herewith append three

letters from representative wheelmen, who assure ns that thejr will be ^lad to answer any questions regarding the machine.

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, III. Fkeeport, III., 1889.
Gentlemen : I take pleasure in being able to testify to the excellence of your " Iroquois " Safety. I have, as you know, been riding the wheel

some time, and have taken no trouble to save it any hard knocks. The frame has not sprung a fraction of an inch, and nothing comes loose or

gets " out of whack " with any amount of hard riding over rough roads. The wheel is so balanced that it almost steers itself, which is indeed an
innovation in safeties. One can hold as steady a course with the " Iroquois" as with an ordinary, and do that without being an expert. I would
say that the wheel has never needed a repair and runs as light as a feather. Lack of time prevents my further praise.

Very respectfully, F. R. BARTLETT.
Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111. New York City, December 11, 1889.

Gentlemen: Having ridden your " Iroquois" Bicycle for several months, and having given it the most severe tests, I find it to be a first-class

wheel in every particular, easy running and rigid. The steering is perfect. I have ridden most makes of safety wheels and have always experienced
difficulty with the steering. You seem to have made a great improvement in this respect. With best wishes for your " Iroquois." I am.

Yours very truly, EMIL F. BARTSCH.

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111. Centennial, III., 1889.

Gentlemen : I have been riding your " Iroquois" Safety for three months and find it first-class in every particular. The ease with which it

steers is particularly noticeable, and it is a strong, light runner. I could not wish a better bicycle. Yours very truly,

W. F. HOEFER.
STOVER BICYCLE MFC. CO., Freeport, III. ^___

RAPID SAfETIES
FOR 1890.

KOUl^ PAXTEI^IMS
Descriptive ^lieets Now Ready. Send us Your Name.

We Want to Mail You One.

Our full catalogrue ivill be ready a little later, and we will

send you a copy of that also.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,
BALTIMORE^, MD.
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HINTS ON OYOLINC
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7S P^S^^i cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE AVHEEIi, V. O. Box 444.

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained, and all patent business conducted

for Moderate Fees.

Our Office is opposite U. S. Patent Office.

We have no sub-ag-encies, all business direct, hence can transact patent

business in less time and at less cost than those remote from Washmsf-
ton. Send model, drawing, or photograph, with description. We
advise if patentable or not, free of charge. Our fee not due till

patent is secured. Aboolc, " How to Obtain Patents, ivith references

to actual clients in your State, county, or town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW& CO., 0pp. Pat Office.Washington. DC.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billings'
Patent Bicycle 'Wrenclies, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on two continents

Drop forgedof bar steel and finished in a thorough man
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect Forsalebya'l
cycle manufacturers and dealers. Address, 220 Laurence .St

SUIVIMEIT^ f890.
Prof. P. Le Perrier's European tour through

France, England, Switzerland, on
bicycles and tricycles.

Forparticulars, terms, etc., address.

Prof, P. Le Perrier. 34 W. 40th St.. N. Y. City.

39
SPECIAL STAR, used one season,

$75.00.

E. & W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.

2 4
^•Jfu'L°bir°"BICYCLES

Tires. Factory Price, Our Price.
52in....$eO 00 $32 40

1 Win.... 65 00 29 70B^ 48in 60 00 27 OO- « .-ttin.... 45 00 24 30
£~'344in.... 40 00 2 160
5§^42in.... 86 00 18 0O

J5S
^*

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOB CATALOGUE.
Smnll Boys' 20 In., wheels, with Parallel Bearings.. .SIS 75
Large Boys' 24lln., with Brake and llnd Guards 26 25
Ladles' or Men's 80 In., Ball Bearings to both wheels, 56 25
Ladles' or Men's 80 in,. Ball Bearings ALL OVER .. 67 SO
ST. LOUIS, " - -.-V'--'.''

MOf
'•,, uu, I •*,?(, lUgU AI,IJ \7 Ten .. ^^ ^^J

E. C. MEAGHAM ARMS GO.

BELLS FOR SAFETIES.
75c. I 85c. and $1.25.

(Free bv mail on receipt of price.)

"Wheelman's Handy Outfit"
Perfect Whistle, with chain, nickel, - .25
Perfect Oiler, unequalled, - - - .50
Screw Driver, Vulcan steel, nickel hol-

low handle, - - - - - .40
Buckle Lock, best on the market, - i.oo
Brush Tool, a necessity on safety. - .50
Handy Pant Hooks, - - - - - .10

^1.2S.
Total, - $2-75

We offer this combination, the best in each line, all necessary
articles, lor only 82.00, or separate, on receipt of price.

HOLLAND & HAVENER, Worcester, Mass.

BEOTT'S STEEL
ARE THE MOST
» » PERFECT.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

i^~ TVirxt© foar JParice Xjlst.

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

READY RELSEF
The great CONQUEROR of PAIN. Applied exter-
nally, instantly relieves Sprains, Bruises, Back-
ache, Pain in the Chest or Sides, Headache, Tooth-
ache or any other external pain. CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS,Rheumatism, Neuralgia,Lumba-
go, Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

FOR INTERNAL PAINS,
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vom-
iting, Heartburn, DIARRHCEA, Colic, Flatulency,
Fainting Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoon-
full in half a tumbler of water. 50c. a bottle.

All Druggists.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

European Bicfcle Tou[.

MARCH CIRCULAR NOW READY.

ADDRESS:

152 Pearl St., Port/and, Me.

B±o;5roILe ZEUxxaTin el
We manufacture the

BEST JET BLACK ENAMEL

fVlLKINSONJ

JETENAMELJ

NlN THE WOBLf

PRICE 50^1^
"•CluoiMC BRUSH

|jEjDHNWiLKINSOH|

SSSTATIIST.

Chicago.

IN THE

United States.

SAMPLE CAN BY MAIL, 65c.

The trade should write for prices.
It IS a good seller and gives perfect
satisfaction.

Send for our large catalogue of Bi-

cycles, Lawn Tennis, Base Balls,

Fishing Tackle, Nets,
Seines, etc.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO,

RACIAL BLEMISHES^^ The largest Establishment in the World for

thetreatmentof Hair and Scalp, Eczema,

Jloles, Warts, Superfluous Hair, Birthmarks,

i Molh, Freckles, rWrinkles, Bed Nose, Red

f VeiDS,Oily Skin, Acne, Pimples, Blackhfads,

J Barber's Itch, Scars, Pittings.Powder Marks,

PlBleachiDg, facial Development, etc. Send
• 10 cts. for 18S-page book on all skin Im-

perfections and their treatment.

JOItN U. WOOUBCKY, Permatolo-
^s*^^" ItlBt, 125 WeBt42dStrcct,SEWiOEKeiTY, N.T.

P.S.—UdeWooflbiiry'sFaclalSoBpforthesklnaiid
BGolp; for sole utclldrueicUtmorby inall,&0 centa-

(^"Please mention this

Ifflprovel 5-incli Acme Steel frencli.

FOR POCKET AND BICYCLE USE.

THE STRONGESTAND BEST.

'i/L&&j& of Best Q-uLality S-beel.
lie eaiccr Heads and Slides of our Wrenches will be thoroughly

hardened.

Weight, 6K oz.

Awarded First Prize Medal at tlie Paris Expoaltion.

Niclceled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wrench
Warranted.

For sale by all cvcle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
Rees St. near Halsted St., CHICAGO. ILL.

SAVE MONEY. BEFORE YOF BUY
B ICYCLE OR GUN

Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dajton, 0., for
Prices. Over 400 shop-worn and second-Land
Cycles. Repairing and Nickeling. Bicjrcles,
Gnns and Tynewrlters taken in trade.

SEND FOR LIST OF

NEW BICYCLES at REDUCED PRICES.

New York Bicycje Transfer Co.
Mr. Walter Hatton, who has for some years served as

janitor of the New York Bicycle Club, has established a
Bicycle Transfer which should be popular with wheelmen.
By telephoning, or sending postal, Mr. Hatton will transfer

your wheel from any part of New York or Brooklyn to any
part of the same at a moderate cost of 50 to 75 cents, or one-

third the express charge.

146 West End Ave., IN^ew York City.

"W^EBB^S

ANi>COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OP TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir Washington Street.

Philadelphia

—

833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Chestnut Street.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company
lOS. U k 26 VANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nasasa 24S. N£W TOBK.

Stereotyoing at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel

Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

W/MKr '' I

NEWYORK BELTING 4 PACKING CO,

15 PARK ROW. N. Y.

RUBBER
Tennis Soling,
WHITE, BLACK,

OR RED.
Corrugated or Diamond Pat-

tern for

TENNIS SHOES.
Branches: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleve'and.

Spade Bicycle Handles

SPADE GRIPS,

Soft Rubber Handles,

Bicycle Tires, Tire

Cement, Pedal Rub-

bers, Bicycle Spokes,

Bicycle Balls, Etc.

RUDDer Monid Wort Solicited.

ELASTIC TIP CO.
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Cor. Cornhill and
Washington Sts.

BOSTON. MASS., U. S. A.

Ask yeur local dealer for

«k(,G'^*;

ftEOiSTEfieO.

Chains^ ^ ^"^-^

Graphite.

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
MANUFACTURER OF

Prize Medals and Cups,
Badges and Club Pins of every description.

Designs on application.

3 WINTER ST,. BOSTON, MASS.

Ask your local Deafer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-
'^'CHAINSHINTS-CAR

MANDFACTDllERSjei

HEW-YOfiK, Ch^lCAGO, i==i.

mc\ N N AT i ,;• 5Y. LauiSvz^
l^iO^ D-ALLPB r N e ( PA L C l-Trl E^ .^^t

I\/T1NER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.
^''- Matinees Wed. and Sat.

Week commencing March 17.

THE WIFE.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO.
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

rV ( EARL & WILSON'S.
W MEN'S LINEN COLLARS ANDCUFFS

r^X "ARE THE BEST"
yv^* FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

Is intended for a permanent as well asfora temporary binder. The
lapers are bound as firmly .is a book. THE Wheel AND CYCLING
Trade Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 cents. If ordered with suhscrlttlon. 60 cents.

^i^k^i
A NEW TREATME ,V T.

* Sufferers are not generally aware
that these diseases are contagious,
or that they are due to the presence
of living parasites in the lining
membrane of the nose and eusta-
chian tubes. Microscopic research,
however, has proved this to be a
fact, and the result of this discov-
ery is that a simple remedy has
been discovered which permanently
cures the most aggravated cases of
these distressing diseases by a few
simple applications made (two 2veeks
apart) by the patient at home. A
pamphlet explaining this new treat-
ment is sent free by A. H. Dixon &
Son, 337 and 339 West King Street,
Toronto, Canada.

.
N. B —This treatment is not a snnfl or an

ointment. Both |bave been discarded by reput-
able physicians as injarious.

NQ-RUST- N'O'-TARMii'SH
-IMPROVED

LATENT
BY USING ^
The -

WITH BRUSH ^ . :.r!!^r- D^±l±l

KING ofTRANSPARENT ENAMELS

ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE STORES-

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg respectfully to announce that they have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

639 Arcb Street, Philadelphia, Sole Agents
for the United States.

Agents wanted in every city, town and village on the Con-

tinent. Send for our Cycle Catalojjfue.
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For all kinds of Gold and Silver

Medals, Badges and Prize Jewelrj,

WRITE TO

JOHN FRICK.
Jeweler £r= Designer,

6 LIBEBTC PL., NEW YORK.
(Opposite 21 Maiden Lane.)

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent

FOR THE

WARWICK "PERFECTION," "UNION" AND "SPRINGFIELD" CYCLES,
AND THE

LOZIER& YOST "GIANT" SAFETIES.
ALSO FOR THE

STANDARD ROTARY SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE.

1 73 Tremont St., Boston.
AGENTS WANTED. SEXD FOR CATALOGUE.
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What is the best ?

1. That which is honest

2. That which is strongest and most durable.

3. That which is made of the best obtainable
materials.

4. That which is made by the most skilful work-
men.

5. That which is the product of the widest and
most varied experience.

6. That which embodies the latest and best im-

provements.

7. That which is put out by men who have a
reputation to sustain.

8. That which has a guarantee that is unques-
tioned.

9. That which stands the severest tests of years
of the hardest service.

10. That which merits and receives the appro-

bation of the public.

All tlne»e reasons and more are applicable to the

COl-UMBIA CYCI-ES.

CAXALOaXJE KRKE.

POPE MFG. CO., 7 7 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

Branchi Houses :

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

I'KBSS OF F. V. Strauss, 120-136 Walker St., New York.
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I»iritLlSIIKI» KVKRY FKIMAY MOKMNG.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

6s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy slioultl be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be re elved by
Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Jlatter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,
NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,
and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

Tliis issue of THE WHEEL is mailed to over

2,000 bicycle agents, by special contract with

Howard A. Smith & Co.

The above is extracted from aletter of the Ormonde
Cycle Co. sent to an American cyclist. A friend of TBG
WHKGIi san^ it and secnr'-d permis-ion to use it. Hence
this testimonial is not solicited.

WHITHER? At the National Assembly

Meet, Secretary Bassett prtsented some

figures in regard to League membership, which,

being extricated from the coruscations of horti-

cultural embellishment, with which the Poet-

Editor's report simply scintillated, furnished food

for mental reflection and rumination. The Sage

of Chelsea stated, with all the positivism and

preponderation of a Seer, that, of the 1,558 mem-
bers who joined the League during the first

year of its existence, but 95 now retain member-

ship, or .061 per cent.; that, of the first 10,000,

but 2,380 now remain within the fold.

We pass these inquiries over to the statisti-

cians. What has become of those 1,463 mem-
bers of a decade ago? How many now ride?

How many dead, married, impoverished or en-

riched ? How many years may be considered a

generation of cycling ? The lode is rich, and

we repeat that we transfer it to the Karl Krons

of cycling.

THE " LIQUOR " QUESTION.—Our Cincin-

nati correspondent writes that the club is

" torn up " on the liquor question.

And this reminds us that when to drink, where,

and how much, are fruitful topics. It would

seem unnecessary to discuss the subject, since

it is the general opinion that any gentleman

knows when to drink and where to drink it.

Yet there are some cyclists who are not gentle-

men and who do not know when they have had

a sufflcency of the fire-water.

There should be a deal of latitude in a club-

house, because the spirit of the club institution

is a sort of free-and-easiness, an absence of re-

straint, and any special rules which diminish this

feeling of absolute personal liberty strike at the

foundations of the club and cause friction, fre-

quently disintegration.

So the use of liquor in clubs should be handled

with kid-gloved diplomacy. The governing

body of a club should always permit liquor to be

served in the club-house, because the idea of

prohibition has not yet generally obtained, and
because the club-house is for recreation and good-

fellowship and both are promoted by lubricants.

The ordinary club member will not disgrace

either himself or the club by a too frequent

dalliance with the bottle. But should a member
become a confirmed and noisy drinker, interfer-

ing with the pleasure of other members, he

should be expelled from the club. One very suc-

cessful club permits liquor to be served in only

one room of the club-house, and if a club is so

situated that is the best plan.

THE committee appointed by the A. A. U. to

investigate the L. A. W. racing rules,

made a report on Saturday night, but the nature

of their report was not made public. We under-

stand, from authoratative sources, that the

A. A. U. committee did not think it advisable to

accept Rule G, either in its original form or as

amended. It will be remembered that in its

original form the rule prohibited athletic clubs

from paying the expenses of cycling members,
while bicycling clubs were permitted to pay the

necessary traveling expenses of a competing
member upon the special sanction of the Board.

As amended the rule also gave athletic clubs the

same privilege as was given bicycle clubs.

The plan adopted by the A. A. U. committee
has been stated to us, in confidence, and we
have no hesitation in saying that it will meet with

the sanction of both cyclists and athletes, and
that it was the only plan which would have been
satisfactory to both parties. The Racing Board
have not accomplished all that they desired, but

practically so, and no such flagrant abuses of

the amateur rule as were known to exist last

year will be possible under the new rule. We
heartily commend the members of the Board for

their work.

T^HE Utica Highway Improvement Conven-
A tion, held last Tuesday, was the most im-
portant meeting of the kind ever held in this

country. The convention was conceived by Mr.
Isaac B. Potter, of the New York State Roads
Improvement Association and Chairman of the

National Highway Improvement Committee
L. A. W., and ably carried out by him, with the

invaluable assistance and co-operation of Mr.
Charles W. Wood, of Syracuse. To both of

these gentlemen too much credit cannot be
given.

The convention was attended by leading men
in business and agriculture from various parts

of the State, and so interested were they in the
question of good roads that the convention was
in session from 2 until 11 p. m.

The work of the convention was the organiza-
tion of a permanent High way Improvement Asso-
ciation in New York State and the adoption of

suitable resolutions and of a legislative platform.

The officers elected have been wisely chosen,
and they will be able to rapidly advance the in-

terests of the association.

Now that the organization is perfected, wheel-

men are earnestly requested to come forward

and give their practical support to the work of

highway improvement. The membership fee

is to be one dollar per year, and every cyclist

in the State should have enough generosity and

public spirit to at once join the association.

The Wheel will gladly acknowledge and for-

ward any membership fees sent to this office.

The association intends to at once establish a

bureau and spend money on highway improve-

ment literature and attempt the proper legisla-

tion.

The Utlca Highway Improvement

Convention.

The first public meeting of the New York
State Roads Improvement Association was held
in Utica, on Tuesday last, at Bogg's Hotel. It

was called to order by Secretary Isaac B. Pot-
ter, Chairman of the L. A. W. National High-
way Improvement Committee, and he quickly
outlined the objects for which the meeting was
called. Nearly one hundred gentlemen were
present from all parts of the State, and nearly
every Highway Commissioner within fifty miles
of Utica attended the meeting.

The Men who wore Present.

Supervisor Phister, George Benedict, Daniel
Batchelor, Thomas E. Kinney, A. B. Gardner,
D. D. Winston, Edward Downer, Giles Smith,
Roswell B. Smith, George Hatfield, S. W. Smith,
John Hackett, P. Day, Mayor Goodwin, Dr. G.
Adler Blumer, A. L. Edic, J. V. H. Scovill, P.

Griffin, J. D. Griffith, Utica; J. Y. McClintock,
Secretary Rochester Chamber of Commerce

;

John O'Donnell, President Queens County
Farmers' Club ; A. R. Egerton, Syracuse ; F. O.
Chamberlain, President Ontario County Agri-
cultural Society ; Peter Collier, Director of the

State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva
;

Senator W. A. Richardson, Orange County ; H.
H. Freeman, Superintendent of Public Works,
Syracuse ; A. R. Hamilton, Vice-President
Rochester Chamber of Commerce; W. A.
Sweet, President Sweet's Manufacturing Co.,

Syracuse, and many others.

The Meeting Called to Order.

The meeting was called to order by Chas. W.
Wood, of Syracuse, Chairman of the Associa-

tion Committee, who said the start was the dif-

ficult part of the enterprise. In order to make
road-making a success, there must be conces-

sions on all sides ; a concession that there is

intelligence and worth in all ideas. The idea

here is to get a full and free expression from
farmers and all interested. We are not com-
mitted to any one bill. The movement is en-

couraging when it receives, as it does, indorse-

ments from all parts of the State.

Secretary Isaac B. Potter, of New York, said

the number of letters received was very large.

They show that this meeting receives a general
interest throughout the State. He read letters

from the following, indorsing the movement

:

C. M. Titus, ex-Assemblyman, and now
President of the Agricultural Society of his

county ; Clinton Stevens, President of the Agri-

cultural Society, Malone, Franklin County
;

John O. Blauvelt. Spring Valley, of the Agri-

cultural Society ; A. B. Lawrence, President of

the New York State Society of Agricultural

Societies ; Prof. Chas. Kendall Adams, of Cor-

nell University ; New York Evening Post,

Augustus Dennison, President of Washington
County Agricultural Society ; Hon. John H.
Meyers, President Clinton County Agricultural

Society ; E. D. Moshier, President Cayuga
County Agricultural Society ; Hon. F. F. Dona-
van, of the State Board of Mediation and
Arbitration.

The Secretary's Beport.

Secretary Porter also read his report, which
sketches the movement leading to the present

association. It has now committed to its ob-

jects a very substantial number of good men
who represent in a very large degree the

farmers of the State, and in a less but neverthe-

less important degree the tradesmen and manu-
facturers in. all the separate counties. Among
these are the presidents of twenty-two of the

different county agricultural societies, twenty-
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seven members of the Legislature, several offi-

cers connected with the different departments of

State government. It is the almost uniform
declaration of good men in all parts of the State

that the work of improving our public roads

should be agitated until some practical results

are obtained. Some change in the present high-

ways is imperatively demanding. Governor
Hill in his last annual message shows a most
marked appreciation of the importance of this

subject, and recommends most strongly the

necessity of better things within our own limit,

and a radical change in our existing highway
laws. It may be learned by personal discussion

of the subject with the farmers of the State

that the main objection which opposes legisla-

lation upon this subject, is a proposition to pay
a money, tax instead of the present method of

working the highway assessment by personal

labor. To dispel the fallacy of this objection,

the work of the association must be largely

directed. The increased value of farm lands
lying contiguous to improved highways, the

saving in time and labor, harnesses, wagons,
horses, hired help and other items, has been
shown by the practical experience of other coun-
ties to more that offset the slight money tax

necessary to build and maintain a splendid sys-

tem of highways. The census of 1875 shows
that something like 600,000 horses were then
employed upon the farms of this State, and by
every practical rule of computation it can be
easily demonstrated that the actual produce
raised upon the farms and hauled to market by
our farmers over a system of properly con-
structed roads, could be easily handled by one-
half the number of horses now required for that

purpose. The State credit and the credit of the

several counties are most excellent Money
can be borrowed from the credit of the State
and in needed quan ity at a rate of interest not
exceeding three per cent., and it is fair to assume
that either of our counties can borrow money
at about the same rate. Using these facts as a
basis, it is easy to compute how very slight

would be the yearly amount required to meet
the principal and interest upon State and county
bonds issued for the purpose of constructing
good highways. Such bonds running over a
period of eighteen years would be largely paid
by the next generation out of the products of
improved property, the enhanced value of
which would more than offset the entire bonded
debt. The Secretary suggests that the members
in various parts of the State send to the Secre-
tary the names of such good men in the various
counties as would lend force and influence to
the association.

Besolutions Presented.

W. A. Sweet, of Syracuse, presented the fol-

lowing :

Whereas, It is evident, from practical observations of all

our citizens, and from numerous communications received
by this Association from representative men in all parts of
the State, that the public roads in their present condition
are not only unfit to serve the ordinary purpose of internal
commerce, but that the system of laws under which these
roads are now maintained is wholly inadequate and unfit
for the purposes of the Empire State ; therefore,
Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the

present Legislature should take immediate and thorough
action by the passage of such bill, or measure, as will pro-
vide for the revision of the present laws, or the enactment
of such general law as will insure to the State a system of
public roads of permanent and superior character ; and to
this end further,

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the
Legislature should proceed, with all convenient zeal, to
ascertain and pass such bill as will effect an improvement
in the general laws relating to the making and maintaining
of the public roads in this State.
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to each

of the Legislative and the Executive Departments of the
State Government.

The Resolutions were discussed at great
length by a number of gentlemen, including
Daniel Batchelor, of Utica, Mr. W. A. Sweet, of
Syracuse, Mr. J. Y. McClintock, Secretary of the
Rochester Chamber of Commerce, who stated
that the Chamber supported the Richardson
Bill, which provides for an appropriation of
$10,000,000, with which sum 3,000 miles of road
could be improved

; Mr. Thomas Reddich, of
Herkimer

; Mr. O'Donnell, of Long Island
;

Mr. Hamilton, of Rochester.
Mr. C. J. Edic, of Marcy, advanced this argu-

ment :
" The idea of taxing for roads is more

of a bugbear than a reality. I am in favor of a
general tax throughout the State, and I believe
it would be less than half what it is now. The
assessed valuation of the State is $3,567,429,357;
raising on this annually one mill on a dollar
would bring in $3,000,000 a year, or $10,000,000
in a little over three years. My farm is assessed

$4,000 and at one mill it would cost me $4 a year
for road tax. Now it costs me 10 days or $10
worth of work. So the nevy system, instead of

costing me anything, would save me $6 a year."
Speeches were made by Amos Budlong, of

Schuyler
; and Senator R'chardson, who said

he expected a favorable report on his bill in a
few days.

The Business Part of the meeting.

Mr. Hamilton made an amendment to the
resolutions, to the effect that it was the sense of

the meetrng that Senator Richardson's bill

should become a law. This excited considerable
discussion, and, on motion of the Chair, it was
decided to appoint a committee of nine to pre-

sent a plan for permanent organization at the
evening session. The resolutions were then
adopted without the amendment.

Mr. O'Donnell moved that a committee of four
be appointed to report a bill at the evening ses-

sion. Carried.
The Chair appointed these committees : On

Legislation—Messrs. O'Donnell, of Jamaica,
L. I. ; Egerton and Sweet, of Syracuse ; McClin-
tock, of Rochester; Chamberlain, of Canan-
daigua.

Constitution, By-Lav?s and Nominations

—

Hon. Thos. E. Kinney, D. D. Winston, Utica
;

H. H. Freeman, A. E. Egerton, C. W. Wood,
Syracuse ; Peter Collier, Geneva ; A. W.
Thayer, Cooperstown ; Chamberlain, Canan-
daigua ; I. B. Potter, New York.

The Evening Session.

A PERMANENT ORGANIZATION PERFECTED.

In the evening session, Hon. Thomas E.
Kinney presided. The Committee on Constitu-
tion and By-Laws reported, and its report was
adopted.
The Constitution provides : The object of the

the Association is to improve the roads of the
State, by every proper means to increase the

knowledge of the public and stimulate its inter-

est concerning the advantages of good roads and
the manner of constructing and maintaining

;

and to procure by appropriate legislation a
change in the present laws governing the con-
struction and maintenance of the public roads.
The Trustees shall consist of the officers and
ten other active members. Any citizen may
become a member, and shall pay $1 a year, pay-
able on or before January i. Life members
shall pay $10.
The By-Laws prescribe the duties of the

officers. There shall be a Committee of five

Trustees on Membership and Subscription. The
annual meeting shall be held on the second
Tuesday of January, at which officers shall be
elected. Special meetings shall be called by the
President, Secretary and five Trustees, or by
fifty members. The Trustees shall meet once
every four months. Twenty- five members shall
constitute a quorum.

Election of Officers.

Officers were elected as follows :

President, William A. Sweet, Syracuse ; Vice-
Presidents, A. W. Thayer, Cooperstown ; Chas.
J. Edic, Marcy

;
John O'Donnell, Jamaica, L. I.;

A. Budlong, Schuyler ; Arthur S. Hamilton,
Rochester ; Peter Collier, Geneva ; Addison J.

Loomis, Cicero
; J. H. Durkee, Sandy Hill ; J.

H. Myers, Plattsburg ; E. D. Mosher, Mapleton
;

A. B. Lawrence, Warsaw ; C. M. Titus, Ithaca
;

William H. Robb, Amsterdam ; N. W. Town-
send, Bergen ; Lewis E. Gurley, Troy.

Trustees, W. H. Richardson, H. J. Cogge-
shall, F. O. Chamberlain, H. H. Freeman,
Thomas E. Kinney, J. Y. McClintock, Thomas
R. Proctor, A. R. Egerton, John B. Weber, Adin
Thayer.

Treasurer, Chas. W. Wood.
Secretary, Isaac B. Potter.

Resolutions I'reseuted.

Hon. John O'Donnell, of Jamaica, from the
Committee on Legislation, presented the follow-
ing :

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that a be-
ginning should be made at once in improving the roads of
this State, and that we recommend the passage of Senate
bill No. 300, as introduced by Senator Richardson and now
before the Legislature, provided that bill be amended so as
to provide for the maintenance of the roads improved by
the State.
Also the Weller bill, enabling counties to improve their

roads. It provides:
The Board of Supervisors of each county, e.xcept New

York and Kings, shall have power to declare such roads or
highways in the county as are main thoroughfares, and in
which more than one town is interested, to be country
roads or highways, and such roads or highways shall be
constructed, improved and repaired at the e.\pese of the
county. The Board of Supervisors may borrow money and
bond the county to build or repair any such road and the

bridges thereon,, using such material as the Board shall
deem best.

The expense shall be imposed upon each town in the
couiity according to benefits received by the several towns,
but in no case shall the tax therefor exceed three per cent.
of the assessed value of the property of the town, covering
a period of ten years.
Such boards of supervisors shall have power to open and

lay out new highways, to straighten out and connect old
roads which are main thoroughfares, and which shall have
been declared to be county roads, paying to the owner or
owners of the lands taken such sums as may be agreed
upon.
The boards of supervisors shall have power to regulate

the traffic and travel upon county roads, prescribing the
weight to be carried and the width of the tire of the wagons
or vehicles used or to be used thereon.
The board shall make and file a map of county roads.

Where these roads shall have been macadamized by the
town, the town shall be allowed the expense already in-

curred, which shall be deducted from its account for im-
provement or repair. No more than two of said roads in
any town shall be selected and dedicated as county roads.

Votes of thanks were given to Chairman
Charles W. Wood and Secretary I. B. Potter
for work already done, and to Thomas R. Proc-
tor for use of the rooms.

President Sweet was requested to appear be-
fore the Legislature and advocate the passage
of the Weller bill.

The following paid the dues for life members:
A. B. Gardner, John O'Donnell, William A,
Sweet, A. R. Egerton, J. Y. McClintock, A. W.
Thayer.

PENNSYLVANIANS WANT BETTER
ROADS.

The residents of Morton, Swarthmore, Walling-
ford. Media and a number of other Pennsylva-
nia towns, held a meeting last Saturday at the
Rutledge Institute for the purpose of discussing
means to secure improved roads. Mr. Richard
Young, of Morton, acted as Chairman and Mr.
Edward W. Smith, of the Morton Chronicle,

acted as Secretary.

Addresses were made by Superintendent Hall,

of Swarthmore College, and a number of other
gentlemen. After a very free discussion and
the consideration of a number of schemes to ef-

fect the object for which the meeting was called,

it was decided to form a committee to in-

vestigate and report a plan of concerted action.

The committee will probably recommend the

appointment of a representative from each town-
ship in Delaware County to form a general
committee, and make an attempt to secure high-
way improvement legislation.

Messrs. Wm. H. Rhawn, A. J. Casset, and
other prominent gentlemen, will assist the Dela-
ware County people in forwarding the work of

highway improvement.

Harlem Wheelmen's Elections.

New York, March 14, 1890.

The Harlem Wheelmen held their monthly
meeting last Friday evening, with a large attend-

ance. The routine business took a little time,

owing to some lengthy discussion as to whether
the club should remain in its present quarters or

not for the coming year. A committee was ap-

pointed to look about for a new home and report

at the next meeting. This having been disposed

of, the most interesting part of the evening's

work came up—namely, the election of officers

for the ensuing year. The balloting was very
lively, and the result as follows

:

President, T. H.Raisbeck; Vice-President,

A. Rauchfuss ; Secretary, Chas. Wendehack
;

Treasurer, W. H. De Graaf ; Captain, Frank
N. Lord ; First Lieutenant, R. B. Morrison

;

Second Lieutenant, Frank Kittle ; Bugler, Ed.

S. Prince; and Color Bearer, Harry Price.

The new board of officers is composed of men
who are interested in the welfare of the club,

and who are willing to give their time and abil-

ity to its interests. We hope to see theHarlems
regain their old position in the cycling world
of Gotham. They have tided over a very

bad spot, but the future looks bright. And, by
the way, this reawakened interest was in some
measure the result of the efforts of the Harlem's
ladv members.

The Barber Aspha't Co. have secured a contract to pave
Walnut Street, Lockport, N. Y., with asphalt.

R. H. Davis will ride a "Referee" in England. Mr.
Davis leaves for England on June 14.

The annual meet of the Missouri Division will be held at

Columbia July 4 and 5. In addition to the usual attractions,

such as banquet, races, etc., Columbia has one of the best

systems of county roads in the State (fifty miks of graveled

toll road), eight to twelve miles of macadam and graveled

streets, fair grounds with hall-milc track, and a big cele-

bration at the same dates—the semi centennial of laying of

corner stone of Missouri State University.
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FIXTURES.

March 24, 1890.—Great Century Run. General Committee
meet at Brooklyn B. C. Club-house.

March 27. 1890.—At Armory Games of Twelfth ReKJmenl
Athletic Association. New York : Two-
mile Bicycle Handicap.

March 28. i8go.— Brooklyn Club's Stag Racket,
April 5, iSqc—Bicycle Races and Games at the Seventh

Regiment Armory, Park Avenue, Sixty-

sixth and Sixty-seventh Streets.

April II, 1800.—Manhattan B. C. Spring Reception at

West End Hall.

April 24, 1890.—South End Wheelmen's Annual Ball at St.

George's Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.

May 24, i8qo.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address
A. D. Stewart.

May 26, 1890.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

May 30, 1890.—Annual Decoration Day Road Race, Irving-
ton-Milburn Course.

May 30, 1890.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago.
May 30, 1890 —Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewis-

ton.

May 30, 31,—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield.

Programme: Thursday, May 29, officers'

meeting at 8 p. m. ; Friday, 30, general
business meeting at 10 a. m., lunch at

noon, runs until 3:30, banquet 4 p. m,,
theatre party 8 v m.; Saturday, 31, parade
at 9 A. M., photograph at 11 a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at

11:30 A. M ., races 1:30 p. m.

May 31, 1890.—Intercollegiate Games at Berkeley Oval,
New York.

June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9, 1890.—New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club's Race
Meet.

June 14, sSg;.—Great Century Run. Orange to Philadelphia.
Address L. A. Clarke, 30 Broad Street,

New York.
June 28, 1890.—Twenty-five Mile Team Race, Wilmington

Wheel Club vs. Chicago Cycling Club,
on Lancaster Pike, near Philadelphia.

July 4, 1890.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O.,
to Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21.

Particulars, address J. E. Poorman,
Eighth and Race Streets, Cincinnati. O.

July 4-5, 1890.—Missouri Division Meet at St. Louis.

July?. 1890.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 24-26, i8qo.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

August 16, 1890.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Associa-
tion.

August 20-25, 1890 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls.

Particulars, address C. H. Smith, 211

Putnam Avenue, Detroit.

Aoeast 25-27, 1890.— I/. A. W. Anunal Meet at Niagara.
Falls, N, T.

September 1-2, 1890.—Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament,
at Charter Oak Park.

September 12-13, 1890.—Peoria Race Meet.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB ELEC-
TION.

The neighborhood of West Seventieth Street

was simply lurid on Monday evening last, the

luridiiy being due to the warm contest over the

Manhatttn Bicycle Club's annual election.

There were two parties in the field, the Inde-

pendents and the Regulars. Both sides had is-

sued flaming circulars setting forth the merits

of the candidates, and from perusing these cir-

culars one could easily imagine any one of them
capable of occupying the Presidency of the

United States. The polls opened at 7 and closed

at 10, the following gentlemen being elected to

serve for the ensuing year: President, J. A.

Clairmonte ;
Vice-President, G. Rutter Bird

;

Secretary, O. De Veze : Treasurer, D. H. Tfiis-

tle ; Trustees, S. Friedberger and J. D. Connor;
Captain, P. G. Keane ; First Lieut., W. Put-

ney ; Second Lieut., Frank L. Washburn ; Color

Bearer. C. W. R. Bell ; and Bugler, Dudley O.

Newton.
All of the officers made encouraging reports,

that of Secretary Sheehan being particularly

exhaustive and admirable, covering, as it did,

the growth of the club from its inception to the

present time.

The election caused a good deal of hard feel-

ing, but as is usual in cases of this kind, now
that the matter is decided, the boys will all get

into harness again and work for the common
welfare of the club.

HARLEM WHEELMEN'S NEW HOUSE.

At the annual meeting of this club, which
now numbers sixty-one members, the question

of better quarters was discussed. A number of

gentlemen who took the bonds of the club to fit

up its present quarters generously turned them
over to the club. A committee was then appointed

to look up new quarters, and we learn that it is

practically decided that the Harlems will re-

move on May ist to a commodious home on Fifth

Avenue, between 130th and 131st Streets.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB.

The membership of the club increases at

every meeting. The men have already com-
menced to ride, and every Sunday a score of

them are seen out on the roads.

The Board of Trustees are discussing the pro-

priety of decorating the club parlors.

Among the visitors to the club on last Sun-
day was W. C. Herring.
The club is very fortunate in the possession

of a Janitor and a Mrs. Janitor, who are models
of their kind. The janitor, "Walter," has had
a varied experience among a number of swell

Gotiiam clubs, and he is exactly suited for the

position he occupies—being thoughtful, court-

eous and obliging at all times ; he is ably
seconded in his efforts to run the club-house by
" William," another gentleman of color, who is

good raw material, and a very obliging chap,
but he has none of the polish of his superior

;

no doubt he will acquire that in time.

The club members are rather proud of the

club-house dog, which is poetically called

"Swipes." Now "Swipes" is not a thing of

beauty, but he knows a heap. On March 17 he
walked down Broadway with a green flag in

his mouth, the observed of all observers.
The pool tournament which was held on the

evenings of March 3, 10 and 17, has been very
satisfactory, twenty-two men having taken part
in it. The winners of the prizes were Odell,

fifteen points handicap, average, 198 ; Lansing,
forty points handicap, average, 188, and Han-
son, thirty points handicap, average, 184.

The following table is a recapitulation of the
three games :

ELECTION NIGHT OF THE HARLEM
WHEELMEN.

1. Odell 193 192
2. Lansing 136 172

3. Hanson 146 168

4. Shriver 141 167

5. Cambreleng . . . .135 130
6. Findley 157 140

7. Pendleton 155 iig

8. Shaw 140 134

9. Himstedt 97 108

10. Goicouria 166 120

11. Stott 174 140
12. Heydecker 134 166

13. Charlotte 145 155
14. Nisbett 134 127

15. Shipsey 117 ...

16. Shultas 142 95
17. Kitt 113 125
18. Weir no 106

ig. Paynter 130
20. McFadden 115 115
21. Daniels 118 132
22. Bogart 140 ...
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HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT IN WASH-
INGTON STATE.

The work of highway improvement is not
being neglected in the new State of Washington.
On February 20 Representative Morse's road
bill passed the Senate and it only requires the

signature of the Governor to become law. It is

conceded that the Governor will undoubtedly
sign the bill.

This bill provides that upon a vote of three-

fifths of the residents of any county in the State
a county may issue bonds for the construction
of improved roads. It is expected that when the
bill becomes a law many counties will avail

themselves of its provisions at once and com-
mence the work of improving the highways.

K. C. W. ELECTION.

Election held Thursday, March 20, the Aus-
tralian ballot system being used. President,
Charles E. Smith ; Vice-President, Isaac S.

Bowdish, defeating John P. Stevens by twenty-
six votes ; Recording Secretary, W. C. Nellis

;

Corresponding Secretary, F. G. McDonald
;

Treasurer, John L. Long ; Assistant Treasurer,
R. W. Steves ; Trustee, O. C. Long ; Captain, W.
C. Murphy, 54, W. C. Marion, 31 ; First Lieuten-
ant, John Bensinger ; Second Lieutenant, John
R. Bedford ; First Color Bearer, Charles M.
Murphy ; Second Color Bearer, F. B. Hesse

;

First Bugler, A. H. Miles ; Second Bugler, H.S.
Wiegand 44, Walter Bonner, 41.

One of the most delightful dances of the sea-
son took place on Friday evening, March 14,

when Miss "Addie" Raisbeck gave a domino
surprise party to the members of the H. W., at

their headquarters on 124th Street. The Wheel-
men were there in full force, it being their an-
nual election night, and there was a deal of
business transacted.
The meeting had hardly closed when, to the

greatest amazement of the gentlemen present, a
side door opened and queerly shrouded and
masked figures came tripping into the room. In
less than five minutes about twenty dominoes,
representing every color of the rainbow, were
shaking hands with the bewildered members
and mystifying them as to their identities. The
clubmen's surprise can better be imagined than
described, but with the assistance of lively

music and the gay invaders they soon regained,
in a measure, their scattered wits, and be-
thought themselves of something better and
jollier to do besides standing around and look-
ing on in open-eyed wonder.
And soon the dancing and merry-making was

in full swing ! Everyone was in good spirits !

and how could one help it when the funny antics
of the " Fairies in disguise" were forever pro-
voking fresh laughter?
About eleven o'clock the masqueraders with-

drew and soon reappeared in holiday attire,

looking as fresh as rosebuds and good for many
hours more of fun and mischief.
As a matter of course, the "surprise" must

have " unmanned " the gentlemen, and lest they
should suffer from the want of some restora-
tive, refreshments were provided to help them
regain their equilibrium. Under the practical

hands of Mrs. Newcome the buffet soon assumed
a most tempting look, and full justice was done
to the good things with which it was laden.
Outdoors all was bleak and dark—the rain

came down in torrents—but indoors, brightness
and gaiety reigned supreme. The hands of the
clock seemed to travel by lightning express,
though it seemed but an hour since light feet be-
gan tripping merrily over the floor, yet the clock
hands sternly pointed to—well, very long past

3 A. M. But, the best of friends must part. Re-
luctantly the preparations for the home journey
were made, and, with many a backward glance
into the club-room, the merry-makers faced the
stormy night, homeward bound.
Was the " surprise party " a success? Well,

I should say so ! For, unlike the so-called " sur-
prise parties" of nowadays, it was a genuine
and real surprise.

Amongst those present in dominoes were :

Mrs. Newcome, the Misses Raisbeck, Mrs.
Wimpelberg, Mrs. Westby, Mrs. Terwiliger,
Mrs. Fleming, Miss Josie Stevenson, Mrs.
Burns, the Misses Goldey, Mrs. Remick, Miss
Leontine De Veze, Miss Bouquet, Miss Risdon,
Miss Fleming, Mrs. Risdon, Miss Goldberg and
Mrs. Whittier.

L, G.

NEW JERSEY LEGISLATURE.

The Senate passed these bills : Allowing sec-
ond class cities, by a three-fourths vote of the
Council, to set aside not over $50,000 received
from licenses for street improvement purposes

;

providing that railroads may collect freight from
consignors when consignees refuse to take the
articles shipped, and permitting the incorpora-
tion of the Jersey City Board of Trade.

—

Phila-
delphia Public Ledger, March 20.

THE EUROPEAN TOUR.

A REQUEST.

So many have written me in regard to the
above tour, that I am fearful I may not have
replied to all as fully as necessary. I would
esteem it a favor if all having the tour in con-
templation would let me know at once how they
stand in the matter, that provision may be made
accordingly. Twenty are already booked, and,
of course, the above does not apply to them.

Respectfully, F. A. Elwell.
Portland, Me.

Chief Consul Bull has been ill for several days past, suf-
fering from a carbuncle. His physician forbade his attend-
ance at the Utica Convention.
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CHICAGO.

The Fnllman Road Race.

If the walls of the Pope Co.'s Chicago house do not re-

quire renovating this Monday morning, it must be that the

quality of the tobacco used on the occasion of Garden's
very latest success was of the most innocent variety—cer-
tainly not a lack of quantity. Garden's "very latest"

occurred on Saturday night last, and was really the organ-
ization meeting of the 1890 Pullman Road Race, with all

the agreeable features of a large-sized, full-blown smoker
thrown in for good luck. All cycling Chicago had been in-

vited, and responded to the extent of something like three

or four hundred. Few of the city's notables were amongst
the missing.
At the door one was met by the ever-smiling Riggs and a

rush of tobacco smoke, while further back in the store the

assemblage crowded round a raised platform, on which,
from time to time. President Sloan, of the Illinois Club, as

chairman of the evening, with the aid of his cane, sought
to impress upon " the gentlemen on this side of the room "

that they were buzzing too loudly for the rest of the

house to hear what was being said.

Suggestions as to the mode of handicapping to be pur-

sued were first listened to, and the motion unanimously
prevailed that it should be left to one man rather than a

committee, and that that man be Samuel A. Miles. The
discussion as to what should be the time limit was by far

the most interesting feature of the meeting, nearly all of

the notables present being called on for an opinion.

Thorne, Van Sicklen and all the scorchers, placed them-
selves on record as favoring eight minutes and didn't think

any man who couldn't do sixty-four minutes had any right

in the race. A show of applause greeted these opinions.

President Gerould, of the Lincolns, answered very briefly,
" Twelve minutes," while Chief Consul Davis' " Certainly

not less than last year " (thirteen minutes), met with a
whirlwind of applause. Two or three gentlemen, each of

whom wished it known that "1 am no racing man my-
self," suggested ten minutes as a compromise, but during a

lull someone sought to end the matter by moving that the

question of a limit be left to the discretion of the handicap-
per. A vote was taken on this. The " Ayes " were weak,
but the thundering response that met the call for " Noes "

made the pall of tobacco smoke squirm and wiggle and
seek the ceiling and crevices in affright, and caused the

placid, scummy surface of the Chicago Creek to break into

a series of ripples which have not died away yet. Then it

began all over again. Finally it was remembered that Mr.
Garden ought to have a say, and he was called on. Very
happily, he said :

" When the idea of the Pullman race first

suggested itself, it was not intended that the race be for the
scorchers alone but rather for all Chicago. We all know
well enough that there are some men in it who, had they
twenty minutes' start, would never win, and for these rea-

sons I think twelve minutes little enough." Then he sat

down and the boys applauded. There was a little more
talk, and finally it was voted by a very large majority that

the limit be twelve minutes. At this stage of the game a
written suggestion from Robbins, of the Herald^ went up
and was read. He thought the handicaps, as soon as made,
should be deposited in a safe, and not touched or made
public until the morning of the race. Nothing came of it

save a little desultory talk. It was also decided that a com-
mittee of one from each club, with Mr. Garden as chairman,
be entrusted with all other affairs of the race, and then,

after allowing some one to descant on the necessity of the

entrants being made give, on honor, their proper records
to the handicapper, the business part of the meeting ad-
journed, and the band played—oh, no ! of neither of the
Annies, Rooney or Laurie — but selections from the
" Oolah," and other equally tuneful airs. The Chicago
Club's quartette also contributed. Frank Riggs mean-
while passed the box (cigar box) to all who indulged, and
who hadn't found their way to the basement, where the
refreshments were being dispensed. The crowd was so

large that it was sent downstairs in " reliefs." I didn't get
there, but those who did all came up with smacking lips or
a satisfied air.

The Illinois Club thought it had closed the social season
with its last dance, but " the unparalleled success " (circular)

of that one was such that it will give "just one more"

—

at Martine's, on the 28th inst.

On April 10, the Oak Park Cycling Club will produce W.
S. Gilbert's pleasing farce, " Engaged," at Steiner's Hall.

A neat little souvenir programme is being gotten up for

the occasion.
The Chicago and Lincoln Clubs are matched for a chal-

lenge game of pool, one of billiards, and three of indoor
base-ball. One man will represent each club at billiards

and three at pool. A silver cup is at stake on each sport,
and a silken banner will go to the club winning the series.

Tuttle is now with the New Mail people. Phil Hammel,
I understand, replaces him at Lloyd & Co.'s. The latter,

by-the-bye, will reappear as a racing man this season. Bob
Ehlert, too, has forsworn his retirement, and will return to

the path again this spring.
Geo. Hendee has been in town for the last few days. He

has been on the road for Merwin, Hulbert & Co., and re-

ports having done well.

Ralph Temple hasn't quite got all the English out of his
marrow yet. It is now " Ralph Temple-Friedburg, Man-
ager of the Temple Cycle Exchange." His English friends
will, doubtless, note the hyphen with satisfaction.

Bettsy B.

PHILADELPHIA.

SYRACUSE.

At the last regular meeting of the club it was decided to

extend an invitation for the State meet, as a large number
of wheelmen seemed desirous to come to the Salt City. If

the meet is held here, the boys will surely be well enter-
tained and go away with the idea that it was the best State
meet ever held.

Mr. L. S. Wilson, former President of the club, and one
of our " old and reliable " members, has left his old profes-
sion of journalism and gone into the tea business with Mr.
Carl G. White. His friends wish him much success in his

new undertaking.
We see by the papers that our esteemed rivals, " The

Knickerbocker Wheelmen," have adopted a new uniform,
which they claim is to be the finest in the State. We would
say that there may be a slight difference of opinion on that
subject before the season is over. There is a great deal of
talk as to how the new club-house will be opened, but just
how is one thing that nobody knows.

Really, Mr. Editor, there has been no occurrence of any
real importance here the past week, or at least nothing of
enough prominence to call for any extended recognition.
Rather than let the City of Brotherly Love be totally neg-
lected, however, I will give you some pointers as to what
is going on in a few brief words.

CENTURY WHEELMEN.
The Century Wheelmen's athletic entertainment will be

the event of the present week, coming off on Thursday.
The pieces de resistance will be the much-talked of tug-of-
war between the home team and one from the South End
Wheelmen and the professional wind-up, which will be be-
tween Jack Lynch and Phil McReany, instead of Dawson,
as was first proposed, he being a middle-weight, while Mc-
Reany is a bantam, like Lynch.
The third of the series of the informal dances was given

in the club parlor last Thursday evening, about mirty
couples being in attendance. Two more will be given be-
fore the season closes.

After several months' debate and a fruitless effort to se-
cure a combination that was not already adopted by some
other club, and was at the same time satisfactory to the
members, it has been decided to retain the old club colors
of cardinal and old gold. The only reason for a change was
that the Camden Wheelmen use the same selection, but as
they are not in the city, or even in the same State, it seems
as if there need be no disagreement.

If the irrepressible Kirk Brown were questioned closely
he could probably give some information as to that special
car for the Wilmington trip, and also give an account of
the interview with Demosthenes at the R. R. station just
before the return of the special the next morning.

It is expected that Oellers, the winner of the Washing-
ton's Birthday road race, and M. J. Bailey will ride a
match race on the track, although arrangements have not
yet been completed. This will be an interesting event.
Both ride ordinaries. Oellers is a dark horse who has sud-
denly sprung into prominence, surprising even his best
friends. Bailey is an old rider, admittedly speedy, but of
late never in condition. Both men are popular, and senti-
ment is likely to be about evenly divided.
A junior tug-of-war team has been organized for practice

with the first team, consisting of Messrs. Dietsch, anchor,
Strassburger, Dalsen and Sadler.

PENNSY.

Popular ex-Captain Charles L. Leisen has left this city,
and will hereafter be known as a resident of St. Louis, Mo.
The Associated Cycling Club delegates of this club have

been instructed to vote for the Pennsylvania Division Meet
to be held in this city.

Another ball is now being talked of.

The musicale to be held on Friday evening, March 28,
promises to be very interesting. Mr. J. S. Bretz is working
hard for the success of the same.
Pennsy's annual tour this year will probably be to Niag-

ara Falls, via the Hudson Valley, Lake George and Thous-
and Islands.

.SOUTH END WHEELMEN.
This club has now passed the century mark, and still

continues to grow. On Thursday evening the usual bi-
weekly sociable was held. Two more will be given before
the ball on April 24. Another athletic entertainment will
also be given on April 17, when the committee promise an
interesting programme. A wrestling class has been formed,
and a professional instructor engaged. Woe be to that
road hog who shall hereafter displease a member of the
South End.

HERE AND THERE.

The Associated Cycling Clubs will hold their regular
meeting Tuesday evening of this week, when the ques-
tions of the State, L. A. W. Meet, and the admission of the
Oxford Club to membership, will be considered.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen have adopted a black uni-

form, and yellow and black for club colors.
Scott's defeat, and Osborn's election to the Captaincy of

the Mount Vernons, was somewhat of a surprise.
The Columbia Cyclers, not to be outdone by the older

clubs, contemplate giving a smoker on April 5.

The Quaker City Wheelmen have been in trouble over
club colors, having selected those worn by the Tioga. They
have now adopted red and blue.
The following streets are to be paved with asphalt this

year : Locust, Twenty-second to Twenty-third
; Mt. Ver-

non, Tenth to Twelfth ; Federal, Broad Street to Twen-
tieth ; Thirty-ninth, Lancaster Avenue to Fairmount
Avenue ; Fitzwater, Twenty-second to Gray's Ferry Road;
Oxford, Eleventh to Twelfth ; Broad Street, " as far as the
money will go."
The Item wishes to get up a five-mile road race for the

championship of the city, with competitors from all the
clubs, the same to be held on Good Friday. Captain Dalsen,
of the Century, has objected to this date on account of the
team races on that date, and probably some other day will
now be selected. Paul Berwyn.

BROOKLYN K. C. W. NOTES.

BUFFALO.

A series of races has been arranged between F. M.
Brinker, of the Buffalos, and N. F. Gassier, of the Falls.
The races will be three in number, a quarter mile, mile and
half mile, all on the safety. The first will take place at the
Falls on June 7, the second at Buffalo June 14, and if a
third race is necessary the winner of the second will have
the privilege of choosing the place at which the deciding
contest will be run on June 28.

The Zigzags claimed to have downed their " white ele-
phant," so peace is once more said to reign at the club-
house on the Circle.

It is possible that a tandem race may be arranged to take
place between Brinker and Milley, of the Buffaloes, and
N. S. Campbell and Gas.sler, of the Falls.
Nothing definite in the track matter will be known until

after the meeting of March 18. Decisive action will prob-
ably be taken at this meeting.

Zo.

PHILADELPHIA.

The South End Wheelmen will hold their annual ball at
St. George's Hall on April 24 The Pennsylvania Club
will hold a musicale on March 28. The Century Wheel-
men held a smoker on the 20th.

Nine years ago, on the evening of the glorious 17th of
March, a few young men interested in cycling met at the
residence of F. H. Douglas, on Bedford Avenue, and then
and there was organized the Kings County Wheelmen.
For nine years the K. C. W. has been ever on the advance,
and to-day stands among the foremost clubs of the country.
With a club-house surpassed by none, commodious branch
quarters for the accommodation of our Eastern District
members, and an active membership well past the century,
the outlook for the coming season is most propitious.
Thursday evening, the 20th inst., our annual election takes
place, and though two tickets are in the field hostilities will
last only till the closing of the polls, when both victor and
vanquished will unite m assisting the successful candidates
to make the coming year all that can be wished. One of
the events of this canvass has been the friendly feeling that
has been observed by all to possess the opposing aspirants
for office. They enjoy the social and soothing weed side
by side, and when we betake ourselves to Dilliard's or
Van Name's they together struggle to master the festive
bivalve, or, over a plate of cream, discuss the latest thing
in wheels.
There have been one or two changes in the bulletined

names. Mr O. C. Long will run for Trustee, term four
years, Mr. Hibson declining through press of business, and
Mr. Finn has withdrawn in favor of Hesse for the arduous
position of Second Color Bearer.
Sunday last was very lively at the club, and though the

roads were anything but smooth many of the boys were
doing the usual—Marion on the Saunterers' safety. Murphy
on that light wonder he has been keeping so quiet, Ben-
singer on his New Mail, and a few others had their weekly
spin. While in the park I met the scorcher, in gray and
glasses, who hurried Beazley in such great shape two
weeks ago. He is a " stranger from over the water," and
was more than surprised to hear that he had created such
an excitement. His mount was a forty-pound " Addington,"
geared to 61 3-5 inches, and a very business-like looking
wheel.
Smith and his "facial accompaniment" can be found at

the club any evening riding his " hot water hobby," and
looking for something to do. Now here's a chance. Why
are the billiard and pool tables and balls in such poor
shape ? A little more attention to the billiard room, in
general, would greatly oblige a few of its frequenters.
Beazley and his double are to ride tandem. Our spring
poet is at work on an ode to the present weather.

Ram Lal.

CINCINNATI.

The Crescents are the hardest riding club in the city.

They ride rain or shine, and care not if the mercury hovers
around zero.
The Kenton Wheel Club, of Covington, is about to dis-

band. Seven members resigned at the last meeting, and
have, of themselves, formed a new club. The same causes
that broke the club are also liable to burst the hat-bands of
several of the members.
At last the much talked of " liquor question " has made

its appearance in cycling circles. The Cincinnati Bicycle
Club, the oldest in the city, seems to be all torn up over it

at present. Several times of late, the festive members of
that organization have dallied with the flowing bowl at the
club-house until they were unable to tell a safety from an
ordinary. This, of course, caused the more orderly mem-
bers to become disgusted, and the resignation of Dr. Wm.
D. Kempton, the Secretary, was tendered at the last meet-
ing. More will probably follow.
Mr. A. A. Bennett will give a coasting race on the 30th,

to take place on Clifton Avenue. There will be two classes,

ordinary and safety, the best two in three to decide each.
The prizes will be gold medals.
The Crescents have decided to enter the Poorman Road

Race on the 4th in a body. They are hard riders, and
should be able to carry off some of the prizes.
Mr. J. E. Poorman is highly elated over the interest

taken in his coming race. Your correspondent was in his
office recently, which, by the way, is the handsomest wheel
salesroom in this part of the country, and Mr. Poorman
said :

" We are receiving inquiries in every mail concern-
ing the race, and it is bound to be the greatest event in the
history of Cincinnati cycling." We agree with Mr. Poor-
man, for his prizes are so much better than what have been
offered in races heretofore in this vicinity, that it is bound
to awaken wide spread enthusiasm.
Chas. Hanauer reports trade good at his office. He says

he does not think that the safety craze will last, and pre-
dicts that he will dispose of more ordinaries than safeties.

The B. Kittredge Arms Co. has not been very active so
far this season, as Mr. Galway, their bicycle man, has been
on the sick list.

A. A. Bennett reports good prospects for the season, and
thinks this will be the banner year for Cincinnati.

All the committees appointed to make arrangements for
the State Division Meet in July 7 are hard at work.
We hope to see .some of the eastern cracks here to com-

pete in the Poorman Road Race, for there will probably be
many of the best men in the West entered in it. It would be
a good chance for the Chicagos and Wilmingtons to settle

their never-ending dispute on a neutral track.
G. OssiPY.

NIAGARA FALLS.

It is quite likely that a large party of wheelmen will

attend the Hamilton races on May 24. Should Campbell
enter any of the events you may be certain we will have a
good delegation there.

The talk of a tandem race between Milley and Brinker,
of Buffalo, and Canipbell and Gassier seems absurd to any
one who knows the form of the men, the two latter, in my
opinion, being far superior to the Buffalo team.

CVCLETS.

Nature has wisely arranged irat.ers so that a man can
neither pat himself on the back nor kick himself.— £.r.

Yet nature, which abhors a vacuum, has provided men who
do pat us on the back when we are «/ and who do kick us
when we are doivn.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Albany Wheelmen are booming alonfj in ereat shape,
new and efficient officers, new house, no debt, fair surplus

and harmony.

The Whrel has wonderfully improved during the past

year, and is now the best weekly cycle paper that is pub-
lished. It gives the fullest reports of all important events
and has the largest corps of cnrresp mdents. We take

pleasure in recommending it to all who want a weekly
cycle newspaper.— Th-- Bicycle.

A special meeting of the Harvard Bicycle Club was held

Thursday evening, March 13. to discuss the matter of form-

ing the Harvard Bicycle Club Racing Association, but,

owing to the *imall number of members present, it was de-

cided to postpone any action until some time ne.xt week.
A communication was read from Mr Chamberlain in re-

gard to club-rooms. R. H. Davis, '01, and C. W. Spencer,

go, were chosen delegates to attend the general meeting on
April 16. A. H. Williams was elected a member of the

election committee.

Mr. Curtis, of Bret?., Curtis & Co., isabout getting around
again. Mr Curtis made a Western trip and the rush of

Referee and Invincible orders was so great that upon his re-

turn home he promptly went to bed and remained there

two weeks. That is Mr. Curtis' explanation, but we have
an idea that he ran up against Bob Garden or some other

princely dispenser of Western hospitality. Mr. Curtis

writes :
" The Referee, Invincible and the Victory all met

with much favor throughout the West, and we are now
overrun with orders on them, especially the Referee. We
had not anticipated such a large early demand and were
therefore not prepared to ship in quantity till April i, and
consequently we are behind in tilling orders. We shall,

however, have plenty of machines in April to meet the

steadily increasing demand. Your pnper has certainly

helped us ivomler/'ully, and we know that much of our
success is due \.o judicious advertising."

The Clark Cycle Company devotes a special page of this

issue to an announcement of their sixth season in America.
Their leading siring for four years have been the new
Rapid cycles. The new Rapids are manufactured by the

St. George's Engineering Company, of Birmingham, a

concern which has always enjoyed the highest reputation

for the excellence of its workmanship. The new Rapid
machines are made in styles to meet almost any demand,
the most important being the Full Roadster, at forty-eight

lbs. ; the Lieht Roadster, at forty-two lbs., and the ladies'

safety, at thirty-nine lbs. The Clark Company also con-

tinues to handle the King of the Road lamps, which have
withstood the tests of several seasons and hold their own
to-day, and are more largely .sold than any other style of

lamp in this country.

The Newark C«// of March 16 published one and a half

columns on the disgraceful condition of the unpaved
thoroughfares of Newark. The facts presented are not

only in the line of personal discomfort, but actual loss to

business men as well as to the residents is positively proven.

In view of the facts presented it seems more than strange

that the Newark authorities do not do something to remedy
the condition of their streets. Here are a few of the state-

ments published : Recently two fire engines were stalled in

mud, and were unable to be present at a fire which caused

the destruction of Heller's factory. In 1888 Newark spent

only $72,000 in paving and repaying, and last year the

munificient sum of $30,000 was expended. Between 1S79

and 1887 only $260,000 has been expended on street pave-
ments. There are 185 miles of streets but only 48^^ miles of

pavements. Newark has 160,000 people while Omaha has a
population of only i?o,ooo, vet in 1888 the Western city

spent over a million dollars on pavements, and her total

outlay during the past six years has been $2,683,320 In all

matters of public enterprise the West can give the East

points and a beating. The poor condition of Newark's
streets has caused any amount of sickness, and the Newark
people should call their Board of Alderman to account.

The English cycling papers are getting a deal of comfort
out of the recent verdict against Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

At a meeting of the Prospect Wheelmen, held on the 13th

inst., Mr. Elmer Tyrell was elected President vice C. New-
bourg, resigned.

Mr. R. P. GormuUy is on a trip East. He spent some
time at Philadelphia on Monday, and Tuesday and Wednes-
day were spent in New York. During the latter part of

the week he will be in Boston.

There was quite a gathering of the Columbia folks at

Hartford on Tuesday last. First was the Colonel, Mr.
Hart, of Philadelphia; Mr. Mas ^n, of New York; Mr.
Hickok, the Pope Company's Southern traveler, Mr. Bel-

den and Mr. Day. The Columb a factory was inspected,

and afterwards the gentlemen had a good time. One of

the sights at the factory is a line ot backbones hung, one
touching the other, and e.xtending a distance of over one
hundred feet. Mr. Hickok reported that trade in the South
would boom this year.

W. M. I^aradon, representing the White Cycle Com-
pany^ was in town on Monday,

A number of members of the New Haven Bicycle Club
have organized a stock company called the New Haven
Bicycle Company, with $2,600 capital. They will handle
tie Hartford safety exclusively. The Hartford Safety
Company, by the way, are now delivering orders as soon
as received. The wheel, as seen at Pope's Warren Street

store, is both staunch and elegant and carefully finished.

The attention of agents is called to the Hartford safety

stand, advertised in our columns this week. This stand
has many excellent points, and, we think, will create a
large inquiry this year.

Messrs. Jordan & Oellien advertise an automatic spoke
and nipple grip which, to quote their own words, " enables
every cyclist to become his own repairer."

The Ovrman Wheel C mpany tell us that "In days
of old, when nights were cold," the natives, being unable
to resort to the corner grogvrery, were wont to warm them-
selves by gettiny back at each other with battle axes and
things to keep off the influenza. This was long before the
invention of the bicycle, however, which has sadly retired

the battle axe as a means of exercise. If you want to find

out more about axes, barbarism and Victor bicycles just

glance at the Overman Company's page advertisement.

Mr. M. L. Bridgman, of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg-
Co., arrived in Gotham on Tuesday, and will remain here
several days, making his home at the K. C W'. club-house.

He expressed his regrets at not being able to attend the

National Assembly Meet. On that day he was compelled
to be in Pittsburgh to settle up the affairs of W. D. Banker
&Co.

In eulogizing the sport of cycling, the Great South says

it is " the healthiest and most m^nly sport in the world, and
seems to be steadily growing in popularity throughout the

country. The manufacturers have recently made import-
ant improvements and added new styles of wheels—the

safeties—which have increased the demand wonderfully.
The influence of cycling upon the young men of the coun-
try is elevating and beneficial in every way ; it promotes
sociability, and draws them from other amusements (hat

lead to gambling and intemperance. The journals devo'ed
to cycling are of the highest order, ably conducted and
always interesting. The practical efforts that are now
being made by some of the State Legislatures to improve
the public roads are due mainly to influence of bicycle

journalists, manufacturers and riders."

Poor Purvis-Bruce sent us a number of papers which ac-

cumulated during last summer and which we have drawn
upon during the winter season. As we grudgingly sent each
one to the printer, we felt that the remnant of chain which
bound his past with our present was disappearing link by
I'nk. While we had some of his manuscript in reserve we
felt that, though gone from us, he had yet something to

say to our cycling world. This week we publish a few of

"Jack's Jottings," which will be found to contain occas-

sional flashes of a generous and independent nature.

Mr. N. Tip Slee has been appointed by the Gormully &
Jeffery Mfg. Company as Baltimore agent. He will shortly

open a large store on Madison Street.

Mr. John Green, of the Strong & Green Cycle Com-
pany, is traveling down East in the interest of his concern.

The bicycle department of Messrs. Horton, Gilmore,
McWilliams & Co., of Chicago, is managed by E. R.
Larned.

The Wanderers' Bicycle Club of Toronto, have elected as

President Mr. G. H. Orr. Mr. Orr is a well known wheel-
man, and several years ago was very prominent in cycling
in the States and in Canada. He was often seen at the
prominent meets, and his services were frequently
availed of as a judge, timer, or other official. For some
time he corresponded for The Wheel, and even though in

the past few years he has been plunged into business, he
occasionally finds time to send a few pretty verses to some
cycling paper.

The Illinois Division has appointed a committee of five

to investigate the matter of Highway Improvement, that

some plan of action may be formulated. We are glad to

see this Slate taking an interest in this work.

Mr. D. Snitjer, the St. Louis agent, removed on March
15 from 1012 to 1118 Olive Street, where a five-story

building will be filled with Warwick and Columbia
bicycles and lines of sewing machines. Harold Childe
manages the bicycle department.

A. W. Gump & Co. publish a list of cheap second-hand
wheels in our advertising columns. We call the attention of

agents to it.

E. A. Powers, of the Riverside Wheelmen, writes :
" Do

you not think it would be a good idea to start a pool tourna-
ment between the cycling clubs of New York City and
Brooklyn. Nearly all the clubs have tables and a number
of expert players. We have had a bowling tournament,
why not a pool tournament ?" We thinka pool tournament
should be held but it is too late to do anything this year.

Let the clubs organize a pool league early in the Fall,arrange
s hedules of cluo games and then send a limited number of

their best men to compete for the pool league cycling club
championship.

Mr. F. P. Prial has been appointed handicapper of

District No. 2, which includes New York and New Jersey.

Chairman Davol will appoint two handicappers in the
New England Racing District.

It is stated that Niagara Falls wheelmen will shortly cir-

culate a petition to give wheelmen the right of way on the
sidewalks during the meet and it is funher stated that the
petition provides for the arrest of any pedestrian found on
the sidewalks. We have this direct otherwise we should
believe it a joke. We trust that the wheelmen will petition

for the use of the sidewalks during the meet, but the pedes-
trians have a right which wheelmen cannot override, and
we hope that any movement which seeks to deprive them
of the rights of walking on th.ir own sidewalks will be
stopped.

Denmark will shortly have a cycle paper which will be
published at Copenhagen and be known as Cycle Tidende.

A bill has been introduced into the Storthing, which is the
Parliament of Norway, to give counties the power to regu-
late the use of cycles upon the public roads.

The Buffalo Times refers to Lumsden as " The Western
Hurricane."

The Cyclist reports that public opinion in England is

certainly drifting toward anti-vibration machines.

The following advertisement appears in the Cyclist:
" .\ middle-aged gentleman, with leisure, residing in North
London, and of very temperate habits, would be glad of a
companion for the road.' The gentleman's reference to

his habits seems to imply that middle-aged leisurely gentle-
men of temperate habits are somewhat of a rarity in

England. How is it, good Lacy ?

J. E. Fenlon, while racing on New Year's Day at New
Zealand, ran into a post and croppered heavily, breaking a
collar bone.

The North Warwickshire Bicycle Club, of Birmingham,
recently dined 30c poor children, and afterwards gave them
a capital entertainment.

The C. T. C. Gazette for March states that the 15th inst.

will witness " The Gathering of the Clans," which means
that out of an attendance of over 20.000 about sixt\-five

men and two small boys will attend the annual meeting of
theC. T. C.

Forward your dollar for membership in the New York
State Highway Improvement Association.

The latest estima'c places the number of cyclists in Eng
land at a half a million.

Messrs. Taylor, Cooper and Bednall have siarted in the
cycle business in a large way at Coventry. They call their
machines, which are of various grades and prices, the
" Raglans."

The Irish Cyclist and Athlete K booming the pneumatic
tire.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales have issued a very
neat iKqo list. The place of honor is given to the Gales
safety, and considerable space is civen to the New Mail
light roadster and New Mail sa'ety. Bes des \>^c wheels
mentioned the catalogue contains illustrati >ns of the
Juvenile Boys' safety. Juvenile Girls' s ifety, the " Gazelle."
and a list of lanterns, thn c of which, the "Diamond,"
" Standard " and " Manhattan," are specially imported by
this concern.

The racing season in Australia appears to last all the
year round. The hading club of New Zealand, Pioneer
B.C., held a meeting on December 26, 21 and 28, in which
the two English cracks, Fenlon and Mayes, won a majority
of the prizes. Maves won the mile bicycle race in 2m. 50s.

Fenlon, starting from scratch, won 'he i;-mile open handi-
cap in 14m. ssJ^s. Hall, one of the local riders, showed ex-
cellent form, winning the mile handicap from scratch in

2m. 45s., and the 3 mile in qm. 30s. A. C. Wilmot. another
local rider won the ^-mile handicap from scratch, in im.
igj^s , and the lo-mile open handicap in 2qm. 23'<['s.

St. Lnuis will have two race meets this year, a pony
tournament on May 26 and a full size race meet on August
16. The tournaments will be managed by the St. Louis
Track Association, the Secretary of which is J. Harold
Childe, 1118 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. Louis Block, of the Social Wheel Club, of Denver,
dropped into The Wheel office on Wednesday. Mr.
Block spent three months in Boston and is now returning
to his home, where he will start in the cycle business.
Notwithstanding the much-vaunted efficacy and bracing
qualities of Denver's air, Mr. Block put up eighteen
pounds of flesh on his visit East.

The snow storm struck the town in a heap on Wednes-
day. One of the sights of the day was Jo. Goodman, in

glissesand heavily overcoated, being whirled around the
Post Office corner by an impertinent gust of wind, which
had taken the silk tile off the head of a New York Alder-
man and didn't care a rap for dignity. Ve editor perceived
Jo., and with the aid of Ex-Secretary Sheehan, the editor of

the Cyclist, was conveyed to Mouquin s, where he was re-

stored to consciousness.

The laying of asphalt in this city, which was to have
been proceeded with in hot haste, has been delayed by a
technicality. However, the powers that be want asphalt,

and the technicality will be overcome.

A dinner was given in Boston at the Quincy House, one
evening of last week, which was informal and recherche.
The dinner was given by a number of gentlemen to

themselves. The party consisted of "Doc" Emery,
the "Cycling Chaunccy Depew," hall-marked by " Hawk-
shaw ;

" 'Ned" Pillsbury. Jo. Goodman, of Hartford;
C. A. Sheehan, of New York, and some others.

The Hagerstown Globe is actively working up an interest

in Highway Improvement, and has recently published sev-

eral long articles on the subject. The issue of March 14

contains a column article on English and American roads.

The Lynn papers object to a statement made by Boston
papers that cycling was dying out in Lynn. It is conceded
that, from a racing standpoint, cycling is practically dead
at the present time, but Lynn people claim thit the cycle,

fir practical purposes, and as a means of health, ec, is

more popular to-day in the City of Shoes than it ever was.
On Friday evening, March 21, a meeting of whee'men will

be held for the purpose of organizing a new club.

One of our contemporaries, in fact a contemporary which
we highly esteem because ot the legitimate methods it em-
ploys, anmunces that it is going to publish cycling news
for the ladies. It assumes that this branch of sport de
mands recognition at the hands of the press We are glad

to note that our contemporary realizes this fact. The
Wheel has published a deal of matter with reference to

bicycling for ladies during the past eighteen months. It

was the first paper to recognize, or a' least point out the

probable popularity of the bicycle for ladle's, and it was
also the only paper to credit Bert Owen with having p-r-

ceived, with almost prophetic vision, the growth of bicy-

cling for the fair sex

The decorators have retired from the Pope Mfg. Com-
pany's Wa'ren Street store, which has become quite hand-
some under their hands. The walls have been newly dec-

orated and the offices have been refurbished, si that 'he

store, while not very. light, presents a handsome appearance.

The Wheel of March 17 contained, almost verbatim,

the valuable matter contained in the Pope Mfg. Company's
pamphlet, en' itled "Suggestions for the Care and Repair

of Cycles." A down-East contemporary of the same date

disposes of the matter in three lines, and an out-West con-

temporary of the same date published about one-third of

the matter, and it will continue to meander through several

additional numbers of the paper, A contempirary, which
is neither down East or out West, disposed of the matter i-i

four lines.

The Medford Cycle Club has elected these officers : Pres-

ident, J. L. Blackmer; Vice-President, R. O. Evans; Sec-

retary, E. L. Copeland ; Treasurer, W. S. Barker, Jr.;

Captain, A. J. Cushing ; Lieutenant, G, H, Perry; Color

Bearer J W Dunbar; Bugler, Fred. A. Tucker; Direc-

tors. J L, Blackmer, R. O. Evans, W. S. Barker, Jr., A.

J. Cushing, G. H. Peiry, F. W. Garran, R. W. Sise and
W. Haskins.

—

Lynn Item.

the PARISIAN SCORCHER.
The suburban scorcher of Paris is worth attention. He

is something quite special. Sunday is his great day, and

his favorite mount is a very neat make of tricycle. His

back wheels are about 21 in. to 26 in. hij;h and his front

wheel about 28 in. " Alphonse " dresses also in an original

manner. His knees are bare, and it does not matter much
to him whether he wears shoes or boots. On his body is

a blue knitted jersey cut off close to the shoulder, and on

his head is a jockey cap with a very long peak and high

crown, and in the front a bit of colored ribbon. When he

rides he rides like a madman, and will joyfully race you, or

anything else he comes diCtoss.—Bicycling News.
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"JACK'S" JOTTINGS.
RAMBLINGS OF AN INFORMAL NATURE.

There is a certain man who is to be found in

the eyeliner ranks who is a nuisance. He is the
pseudo-reporter who " works " (or tries to work)
places of amusement, under the pretext that he
is a dramatic critic. As a rule he does not know
the characters or plot of a single Shakespearean
play, and when he does find himself in print it

is t) "put his foot in it." This character has
also been asked by the managers of the theatres
to " wait until they put on their heavy boots,"
when he comes as " dead-head." He has also
been ejected with the imprint of the heavy boot
planted under his flying coat-tails when he
waited. Now, dramatic criticism, book review-
ing and other high journalistic accomplish-
ments are not often mastered by men in patent-
leathers, but by some middle-aged man, who
has a seat in the body of the "house" and
whose identity is unknown to the majority. He
seldom makes notes, never chews a pencil and
g nerally has a wilted, woe-begone appearance.
He is seldom in excellent health, and has long
since been satiated with the ballet and the
green-room. He takes his seat, is up in the
plot, sees, listens and goes out. And next day
you say, "I wonder who wrote that? Some
iheatrical-looking man I suppose." No ; it was
the sad-eyed, dyspeptic-looking chap with the
slouch hat, who tramped, absent mindedly, on
your long train on the steps of the dress-circle
stairs ; the man who, sitting behind you, polite-
ly requested you to remove your silk hat, "out
of respect for theatre etiquette, you know

"

(when you were demonstrating, in your ignor-
ant, boorish way, that America was a free
country).
The following words from the Buffalo Ex-

press may be of interest to the man who wants
to be 2l journalist. Alas, alas ! If you are a good
" newspaper man" you do well. If you ever be-
come a journalist you do become a great man.
Writing "slush" for newspapers is one thing;
writing "things" which proclaim you to be un-
mechanical in your utterances, trite in your say-
ings and accurate in your portrayal of life,

nature or character show that there is something
in you, and being there, may find its way out.
Many a first-class grocery clerk is spoiled by be-
ing put on a newspaper. But the paper suffers
more than he. The man who can cut cheese by
guess to the fraction of an ounce may not al-
ways be able to mould the thought of the com-
munity. He may "pan out" to be an " entire
blockhead " of a newspaper reporter.

" Many young men seek an entrance to news-
paper work because they have heard that a re-
porter goes eyery where and never has to pay
anything to get there ; that tickets to him are
an unknown and unnecessary quantity ; that
the talismanic word 'reporter' will open all
doors. This is where these young men fool
themselves.

The man who wishes to become a reporter
must be a man of principle. Many temptations
will be thrown in his way, and these he must
withstand. He must possess large chunks of
common sense and tact, for he will meet all
kinds of people under all sorts of conditions,
and he must be able instantly to judge the
proper way in which to approach his man and
his subject. Then, too, great .discretion must
be his, and he must remember that he hasn't
a day or two in which to arrive at a conclusion
as how best to act. Courage he will require;
staying power, tireless energy, willingness to
work hard and long, accuracy, a good gene-
ral education, all these are part and parcel of
the reporter. But he may have these and other
qualities, and still not make a reporter. If he
is obliged to wait for an introduction to news
before he can make its acquaintance, he can
earn more money driving tacks than in news-
paper work."
But the man who makes the most money is

not always the most capable man, nor yet the
one with the true newspaper instinct. It is the
policy of many papers to pay their advertise-
ment writers higher rates than the editorial
writers. Not because the advertisement writers
are more brainy men, but because they are a
more direct source of revenue to the paper. I'd
rather be advance agent for a good theatrical
company (so far as money is concerned), than an
editorial writer, but who would not prefer the
latter position, with its higher aims and quieter
life.

There are many of us who care less for the
glare of the foot-lights and the falsities of scenic
effects than an afternoon in the woods, watch-
ing the small, hard-shell turtles glittering in the
sun on some log which lies with one end in the
water, spying a squirrel in his leafy canopy,
grating away on a hickory nut, watching the
tile red and white cows stretched on the daisies,
their sleek coats shining in the sun. Oh ! the
hatefulness of the hot sun on a city's brick
street. The luxury of a sun-bath in some
country meadow or on some glittering blue lake.
But we have wandered. We were only think-
ing, and we wander far afield at times. We
dislike the beaten path, the towing-path where
the lazy barge-man lies on his back and eats
onions while the poorly-fed horse wends his
way toward Pittsburgh. We dislike to see the
bird in his cage, the animal at Barnum's Ani-
mal Penitentiary, where he is in life-long im-
prisonment, that a public, with thumbs ever
down to the sufferings of animals, may see for

their fifty cents a congregation. We like to see
the free-born animal free, or at least well
treated. We believe in emancipation of the
animal as well as emancipation of that much-
made-of pet which has filled the nation's eye
for twenty odd years. We also believe that it

is time to stop. And, by the way, as this is a
cycling paper. Tommy has lost his new oil-can
and is in tears.

Jack.

VIBRATION.

In selecting vibration for his text in a paper
read before a recent meeting of the Society of

Cyclists, Dr. B. W. Richardson could not be said
to have thereby invested the subject with undue
importance. Amongst the many and various
ways in which bicycles and tricycles have been
improved during the past ten or twelve years,
the necessity of adopting efficient means for

mitigating the results of traversing rough roads
has not been forgotten Although the injurious
effects of vibration have been widely recognized,
opinions differ considerably as to the extent to

which it is prejudicial. Upon young riders the
ill effects are scarcely apparent, as, apart from
their youthful vigor enabling them to resist and
repel such attacks, they ride with an elasticity

of tread and seat that secures to them a greater
immunity from jolting and vibration than older
and heavier riders enjoy. Hence we sometimes
hear the abolition of springs advocated oy some
one who regards them as a useless encumbrance.
Needless to say that such advocates are usually
young men, whose sole idea of the enjoyment
of wheeling consists in rushing about from place
to place at their utmost speed, generally over
picked roads, which they are never tired of
traversing—inferior surfaces are carefully
avoided as inimical to speed. Because the man
who rode from Land's End to John O'Groat's in

about five days compassed the journey upon a
safety bicycle innocent of a saddle spring, it has
been foolishly deduced that springs are unneces-
sary for road riders—another instance of the
mischief wrought by confounding the interests
and requirements of racing men with those of
ordinary riders. As a matter of fact, upon such
a journey as the one in question, the rider was
putting forth an amount of pressure upon the
pedals that left little to be borne by the saddle,
especially when the attitude assumed by such
men is considered, and the consequent weight
upon the handles be taken into account. Not
only does an efficient spring save the rider from
the severity of the jolting and shaking that un-
even surfaces give rise to, but in exact propor-
tion as it saves the rider, so does it save the ma-
chine. Thus, if the weight of the rider were
represented by an unyielding mass, say of wood
or iron, fixed to the framework without an inter-
mediate spring, and the machine were then im-
pelled at a rapid rate over rough surfaces, it

soon be shaken to pieces. It is hardly necessary
to deduce further arguments in favor of the em-
ployment of a good spring by every road rider
who values his comfort and health. To sit upon
a saddle in rigid connection with the framework
is not only painful, but dangerous ; and we call

to mind a case in which a bicyclist was laid up
and narrowly escaped concussion of the brain,
as the result of a rough ride of seventy miles on
a bicycle the spring of which was practically
useless. As we have s;ated on many occasions,
the requirements of racing men and road riders
vary very considerably. The latter rest a large

part of their weight upon their saddles, and the
use of an easy spring is a sine qua non.
From time to time attempts of various kinds

have been made to intercept the jolting and vi-

bration set up in bicycles. Any contrivance
which deadens the effects of concussion with the
road, and induces an easy gliding motion, neces-
sarily involves both comfort to the rider and in-
creased rapidity of movement ; and if these im-
portant advantages can be obtained in a manner
consistent with the retention of rigidity,
strength and durability, their introduction must
be attended with good results. Thf first con-
sideration is to do away with small wheeN, as
these will render nugatory all other attempts to
mitigate the evil. Experience has shown that
for all wheels, about 30-inch diameter should be
the minimum size. It is needless to state that
the majority of springs and similar devices that
have been brought out, have not been of a
character to recommend them to the notice of
practical riders. One of the earliest and most
useful methods of dealing with vibration was by
the use of rubber cushions introduced into the
ordinary bicycle at the handles, handle-bar and
bearings. These were of substantial advantage,
the object being to destroy metallic contact, and
so isolate the rider. The same method was
adopted in the tricycle with manifestly good re-

sults, but the machine to which it was applied
was not capable of being geared up, and for this

reason succumbed some years ago. There have
been no other practical attempts that we know
of to utilize the valuable properties of India-
rubber in suppressing vibration.

The employment of various kinds of metal
springs constitutes the alternative method by
which it has been sought to give increased ease and
comfort to wheelmen. In machines so treated,
we find springs introduced in every possible posi-
tion. Many are situated in or about the fork of
the front wheel of safeties and tricycles. In
others there is a compressional coil spring, fitted

into the framework, which is hinged in a lower
part to allow of the working of the spring. A
more thorough device is that by which the entire
framework is suspended or held up by springs.
For this method it is claimed as an advantage
that, no matter what amount of jolting may be
sustained by the machine, the relative positions
of saddle, handles and pedals remain unaltered,
which is far from being the case when a freely

yielding saddle-spring is used. There is always
the objection in the case of springs and such like

contrivances, that their use complicates the me-
chanism, and increases the weight, cost and lia-

bility to break down, so this fact has to be taken
into consideration in determining the value of

anti-vibrating inventions.

Speaking with some practical knowledge of

tricycling, as well as a knowledge of medicine.
Dr. Richardson stated, on the occasion alluded
to, that nothing produces so much fatigue as vi-

bration, the accumulated action of innumerable
small jolts and jars upon the spinal cord causing
a spinal shock that is most injurious. He also

explained that the amount of vibration existing
in a moving machine represented so much pro-

pulsive labor thrown away. Much has been
done in the way of suspension saddles and
other luxuries to minimize the effects of rough
roads ; but the subject is of great importance,
and is one which road riders cannot afford to

neglect.

—

Field.

SAN FRANCISCO TRADE NOTES.

There are four large agents in San Francisco
who have State agencies. Messrs. Osborne &
Alexander, who have a large store on Post
Street, handle Columbias principally, and also

carry lines of Gormully & Jeflfery and "Star"
goods. This concern has a branch house at Los
Angeles. Cal., and they also have a sub agent in

J. E, Clifford, of Stockton, Cal.

Mr. Edward Mohrig, Ex-Chief Consul of the

State, and one of the best known wheelmen on
the Pacific coast, has a place on Golden Gate
Avenue, where he sells New Mail and St. Nicho-
las goods. Mr. Mohrig also personally conducts

a branch house at San Jose.

Devanney, Hopkins & Co. represent the Cov-
entry Machinists' Company at Stanyan and
Haight Streets, and do a large renting business

;

and Messrs. Strong & Adams, Victor agents,

have a store on Market Street. The Warwick
wheels are represented by F. H. B. Varney on
Freemont Street.
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HOWARD A SMITH & CO.

Mr. Howard A. Smith, the well-known Newark
dealer, is one of the pioneer wheelmen of

the State of New Jersey. When Oraton Hall

was first opened, in iS8i, as a bicycle riding

school, the riders of the wheel in Newark
and the Oranges were very few in number, and
the majority of the riders in the vicinity of New
York and Newark, up to the present time, can
look back upon Oraton Hall as their alma
mater, with Howard A.Smith as the guiding
an i pre.«idiiig spirit of the hall.

The firm was composed of C. R. Zacharias
and Howard A. Smith from 1S81 to 1886, under
the title of Zacharias & Smith, but for the past

three years the firm name has been Howard A.
Smith & Co., with Mr. Smith as proprietor.

In Mr. Smith's early life he was carefully edu-
cated and strictly disciplined, his parents desir-

ing him to follow a professional life ; but later

developments in his character revealed him to

be a careful, strict, industrious and pushing
business man, whose integrity and fair dealings
places him above the average. He is of rather
a retiring nature, avoiding notoriety, and even
in his club or the League he persistently refused
the proffered offers of office, except as a trustee

or delegate ; not that he lacked public spirit, but
believing he could better serv- the cause by
helping to elect trusted friends of the cause.

Mr. Smith has had a thorough business edu-
cation, has traveled extensively in the East,
South and West, and, being an expert short-

hand writer by profession, and a telegrapher of

several years' experience, is peculiarly fitted to

anticipate the wants of his many patrons.
t'raton Hall, in which Mr. Smith still holds

forth, is centrally located in the enterprising
City of Newark, at the corner of Broad and
Bridge Streets, and is on the line of the prin-
cipal lines of street cars in the city. The hall is

the Mecca for the wheelmen in its vicinity for

miles around, where they can procure new
wheels, have their old wheels repaired by skilled
mechanics, exchanged or sold on commission,
and also for the purchase of bicycle sundries.

Mr. Smith's experience has taught him that
fair dealing and gentlemanly conduct to cus-
tomers is the basis of an honorable business,
and, being a disciplinarian, the members of his
various departments all work together, and
th-reby produce the best results.

Right here we might mention that Mr. Smith's
inventive genius has placed him as a leader in
the corps of inventors catering to the wants of
the cyclist. He has a long list of inventions,
the most prominent among which are the bundle
carriers for carrying packages, etc , for the
safely and high wheels, adhesive tire tape, stock-
ing supporters, standard cycle graphite, caps,
shoe<, belts, etc., the merits of which nearly all

bicyclists are aware of, not including the many
valuable bicycle sundries that he controls.

In. his illustrated catalogue just published will

be found the most prominent sundries that are
comprised in his immense stock, and his enter-
prise in the sundry line can scarcely be equalled
in this country, he shipping supplies to all parts
of the United States. He is also the general
agent for many of the best makes of bicycles,
particularly the Columbias, Victors, Gormully
& Jefifery's, Psychos and Stars.

To accommodate the facilities for handling
the increased business Oraton Hall is now being
enlarged. The building will extend fully fifty

feet further down Bridge Street, taking in two
small stores ; will be heated from cellar to roof,
with the latest improved steam heating ap-
paratus, and will combine all the features of a
first-class music hall. Mr. Smith's repair shop is

one of the most complete and best equipped in

the business, and with the intended improve-
ments it will be one of the finest in the country
for the repair of bicycles, etc.

In closing we would simply say that Mr. Smith
has made hosts of friends, and, being an expert
bicycle rider himself, he can point out the many
advantageous points in the various machines he
handles, and those desirous of purchasing will,
in many instances, save much time and gain
valuable information by consulting him.

The Manhattans have a dance this evening at their club-
house.

The Louisiana Division held a meeting: on the everine of
the i8th.

BOW-LEGS FROM BICYCLING.

A GENERAL DEFORMITY AT WASHINGTON LEADS
TO A CONCLUSION.

" An observer on the streets of Washington,"
says the correspondent of the Was/tini^ton Post,
" is struck with the extraordinary number of

young men and youths who are bow-legged, or
have legs inclined to be bowed, with the toes of

the feet turned in more or less. The fact can
be verified any day by whomsoever chooses to

look. I think the explanation is chiefly if not
altogether, found in the bicycle. The ca'vary-
man, as a rule, is bow-legged, with toes in-

turned, and the wheelman, like the horseman,
assumes conditions that tend to throw out the

knees and turn in the toes, if, indeed, the wheel-
man, in propelling his machine, does not more
fully than the equestrian subject his lower ex
tremities to exercises that curve them thus?
"Now, if it be true that habitual riding on

the bicycle is giving us a generation of bow-
legged young men and young women, will it

not be well for all to seriously consider whether
it be worth while to incur such results? Occa-
sional bicycling, as occasional horse riding.

may not bow the legs and turn in the toes, and
the bicycle itself may, perhaps, be so constructed
as to avoid the tendencies row considered ; but
it is not very desirable to sacrifice grace, shape
and symmetry to any mode or fashion of loco-

motion."

We forwarded the above to a cyclist who has
two elegant parenthetical curves, and he sends
us the following :

If you ask my opinion as a "bow-leg" and
one able to speak by the card, I would say there
is little in the inclosed clipping, certainly not
enough to raise a scare over. We have the
statement of Dr. Richardson, the President of

England's Society of Cyclists, that cycling will

not cause bandy or bow-legs, but that a predis-

position to the "curved line" can be developed
iDy the use of the cycle, and th's is my case
exactly.

I was a trifle arch-legged before taking to the

bicycle, and riding has possibly made it a little

worse. I know as many as ten or twelve bow-
legged wheelmen whose experience agrees with
mine, but, per contra, I cannot begin to count
the number whose legs are as free from imper-
fections as the cycles manufactured by— well,

never mind. About the lady cyclists, I, of

course, cannot say, but I have always contended
that the sweet creatures who wear dresses had
advantages over us brutes, and this proves it

—

for, frankly, have you ever seen a bow-legged
girl?"
No ; while my bow-legs are not as beautifully

curved as some other fellow's, and I might be
able to stop the traditional pig, if the pig and a.l

its piglets could go through at one jump, Bettsy
B. would rather have his bow-legs and his wheel
every time. R. G. B.

* At this point the editor passed the copy over to the
office boy and went for a walk in the Park.

CHICAGO BICYCLE CO., 1890.

The wheels described by this Chicago con-
cern, as briefly sketched from the advance
sheets of their catalogue, are as follows :

THE ARIEL.

The Ariel has 30-inch wheels ; direct butt-
ended spokes ; ball-bearings all over ; all hollow
parts inade of weldless steel tubing ; finished in

black, with nickel trimmings
;
geared to 51, 54

or 57 inches; weight, 47 lbs.; price, $130.

THE WORTH SAFETY.

The Worth Safety is a spring-frame wheel of

highest grade, and made on the same general
specifications of the " Ariel." Price, $135.

THE WORTH TANDEM BICYCLE. Price, |l75

THE VULCAN JUVENILE SAFETY.

This machine has been produced especially for 1890 to fill a constantly increasing demand for
a first-class youths' wheel at
a moderate price, and we
have every confidence in

recommending it for those
who want something better
than the regular boys' safety,
so-called, and yet do not re-

quire a full-size, high price
machii.e.

SPECIFICATIONS.
Framework of weldless

steel tube ; adjustable cone
bearings throughout; de-
tachable forged cranks ; pow-
erful plunger brake that will

not rattle; socket-steering
head, with anti-vibrating
springs.

Fitted with a special pat-
tern of the Garford saddle,

^ . _ _ complete with wrench, oil-""^ can and tool-bag. Hand-
somely finished in enamel and nickel, making it the most handsome and best wheel for the
money ever produced.

Standard size, 26x^ in. front wheel, 26x^ in. rear wheel
;
price $5o.oo. With ball-bearings

all round, $75.00.
Special size, 24X^ in. front wheel, 24x^ in. rear wheel

;
price $45.00.
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THE GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG.

COMPANY INVADE WASHINGTON.

On and after April i the interests of Gor-

tnully & Jeffery in Washington will be looked

after by L. B. Graves & Co., who will carry a

full line of wheels, sundries, etc., attend to

renting, repairing, etc., and probably occupy

a large and attractive store on Connecticut Ave-

nue, N. W. It is the intention of the firm to

make the store one of the neatest and most

attractive of the kind in Washington, and to try

and properly introduce the Rambler and Cham-

pion wheels. The firm has good financial back-

ing and credit, and is in a position to buy and

sell to advantage.

Mr. Graves is an old and well-known cyclist.

He commenced riding in Northampton, Mass.,

several years ago, and afterwards went West,

where he engaged with a large piano concern,

remaining in Minneapolis for three or four

years and becoming prominently identified with

the cycling influence of the city and State.

For a long time he was one of The Wheel's
most conscientious and thorough correspond-

ents, and in June of last year he came East as

an assistant on this paper. Shortly after the

Hagerstown meet he was compelled to return to

his home in Northampton, and later on he ac-

cepted a position with a piano concern on
Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington. Mr.Graves,

while his experience has been varied, had still

one other change to make before he finally

settled down to manage his new bicycle busi-

ness in Washington. In February he came on

to Hartford and entered into an engagement
which will last for a lifetime, having married

one of Hartford's most accomplished young
ladies.

The advent of Mr. Graves is an advantage to

the cycling trade. He is a careful and con-

servative business man, of scrupulous consci-

entiousness, patient and polite, and we trust he

will make the success he deserves.

The company of the above concern is Mr.

J. E. Chapman, who is well known in connec-

tion with the coal and wood business in Wash-
ington. He is an enthusiastic wheelmen though
of not very long standing.

A BICYCLE RAILROAD.

The manufacturers have put a great many
novelties on the market this year, but the great-

est novelty of all has, as yet, never been even
mentioned. It is nothing less than a bicycle

railway between Mt. Holly and Smithville, N.J.
Several prominent members of the H. B.

Smith Machine Co., manufacturers of the cele-

brated Star bicycles, are backing the scheme,
which promises to be a big success.

The railway consists of a central stringer

carrying a small half-round rail, and raised on
posts three feet high on the sides of the posts,

and about a foot below the top rail other string-

ers are laid carrying on their under surfaces

small rails ; these latter serve to keep the bicy-

cle upright by means of trolleys depending from
the framework. The machines themselves fol-

low very closely the outlines of a small Star

bicycle, having the same method of propulsion

levers. Cars can be attached to them, so that a

rider may take along an extra passenger.

The road will be two miles in length and will

cross the Rancocas creek eight times. Where it

passes over paths or highways it will be raised

high enough to permit teams to pass under-
neath. Stations will be built at each end and a

system of signals used, though there will be
little necessity for them, as the road will be tvifo-

track.

Many of the employees of the H. B. Smith
Machine Company live in Mt. Holly and go to

and from Smithville every day ; at present they

are compelled to use the Pennsylvania Railroad,

but wlien the new bicycle railroad is completed
they will be able to make better lime, fix their

own time of depariure and travel for very little

cost.

The scheme should be a big success, and if it

is, will no doubt be introduced in other local-

ities.— Spoi-ting Life.

A FATHER OF CYCLING.

901 Sixth Street and Massa-
chusetts Avenue, N. W.,

Washington, B.C., March 12, i8go.

To THE Editor of The Wheel :

Dear Sir—Permit me to enter my protest

against an assertion that appeared in your issue

of the 7th inst., in which you make it out that

Mr. John Newark, of Coventry, Eng., is the
father of the wheels.

If there is anything in it or honor attached
thereto I beg to claim the same, and will give
you facts to establish my claim as follows, and
will show you that the real father is at above
address and has within a few days opened a
store for sale and repairs of wheels of all kinds.

Early in 1866 I entered into a contract with
Messrs. StofHe & Vilepique, of London, and
trading as the French Veloce Co., under Char-
ring Cross railroad terminus, in London, to

make velocipedes for them at Victoria Works,
Aston Park, Birmingham, England. I supplied
wheels to any one who came with their orders.

Mr. Newark had an order for two which I took
to Coventry myself and received the cash for

them from Newark. I have been engaged in

improving, making and repairing them ever
since. In proof of my assertion, I beg to refer

you Mr. George Warwick, of the Warwick
Wheel Company, Springfield, Mass.

I am, sir, faithfully yours,
Thomas Palmer.

[We made no assertion. The statement re-

ferred to by Mr. Palmer was contained in an

article copied from the Philadelphia Times,

but the re-publication of the article did not imply

our endorsement of all the statements it con

tained. Without in the least intending disres-

pect to Mr. Palmer, we desire to say that, as a

matter of fact, so many fathers of the bicycle

have materialized during the past decade that

the real papa will never get the credit, and it is

another simple illustration of that antiquated

and rather broad saw that " it's a wise child

that knows its own father," and vice versa.

The cycle was so wonderful a child that it can

afford to acknowledge any number of fathers

and there will be credit enough to go round.

Our own idea is that a number of men were

wrestling at the same generic idea and contem-

poraneously, and it required a deal of tinkering

before a real cycle was produced.

By the way, Mr. Palmer writes that he has a

number of ideas on cycle construction which we
should be glad to publish.

—

Ed.]

THE SWEETING CYCLE COMPANY.

A representative of The Wheel recently vis-

ited this Philadelphia concern, which occupies a
large store on Arch Street. Mr. Sweeting, who
has been in the storage business for almost
twenty years, engaged in the bicycle business a
year ago. His theory, as he stated it to our rep-

resentative, being that he proposed to sell wheels
of all grades at the lowest possible margin at

which they could be handled, and to carry out
his idea he recently visited England and placed
a large order in special lines with Messrs. War-
man, Hazelwood & Co.
His leading string is the Coventry Rival

safety, made in five styles, at $75, $85, with
spring frame $100, ladies' bicycle $100, and a
tandem bicycle at $160. The wheels are of the

best material and have many excellent features.

They are well finished and altogether look like

staunch and stylish mounts. The Sweeting
Company are also sole American agents for the
cycles manufactured by Robinson & Price.

Whil« abroad Mr. Sweeting bought up a num-
ber of specialties, as well as a large stock of

parts. These parts are carefully arranged, much
as sewing machine agents arrange the parts of

their machines, and Mr. Sweeting is prepared to

furnish agents with any parts for repairing,

from the smallest nut to a backbone.
Among the specialties which he imports are:

silico enamel (advertised in another column),
lamps, bells, etc. He also handles silk noils

cloths, for cleaning and polishing wheels.

His lines of boys' wheels are Juvenile Rivals,

$35, with ball pedals $45. One of the specialties,

which is entirely new to this country, is the
double home trainer. This consists of an enor-
mous wooden disc with a dial, very much like the
dial of a clock, painted on it, and with two long
hands or arms, one painted white and the other
red. Various distances are marked off, and the
dial announces the completion of the quarters.
Two men get on it, and, starting even, the
hands begin to move and record their relative
progress

; and the thing may become as excit-
ing as a race. This unique home trainer is

listed at $150. It would create a lot of amuse-
ment in a club-house, and would also keep the
boys in trim during the off season.

PNEUMATIC TIRE.

The pneumatic tire has created somewhat of a
sensation abroad, and the amount of attention
paid it proves that there is something in this

anti-vibration device, even though it may not be
the thing makers are looking for. "W^^ Irish Cyclist

and Athlete is a most consistent advocate of the
pneumatic, while other papers are disposed to

cry it down as a fad.

The Scottish Cyclist of March 5 makes inquiries
into the merits and demerits of the tire, and we
sketch an outline of its arguments :

It was proven by experiment that the tire

was superior over a grass course; but in its

safety form the tire did not slip on greasy spots
;

but in thick, pasty mud it was almos' unridable.
It certainly grapples the problem of vibration
and makes riding a luxury never before dreamed
of. The pneumatic adds four and a half pounds
to the weight of a safety bicycle, and this, with
the addition of the broader crown piece at the
top of the' fork, broader spoon brake and mud
guard, makes a total additional weight of six or
seven pounds. The valve through which the
tire is inflated, when necessary, it seems is de-
fective, in many cases the air being allowed to

escape, despite the fact that the valve was
tightly closed. It is also reported that the ordi-

nary repairer cannot replace a broken spoke in

a wheel fitted with the pneumatic tire. It is also

admitted that the tire may be punctured and
rendered perfectly useless. Its propensity to be-
spatter the rider with mud is also very great.
The great feature of the tire seems to be that it

does away with all vibration, but the objections
pointed out by the Scottish Cyclist must be over-
come, or at least minimized, before it can ever
be taken into popular use.

SINGER & COMPANY 1890 CATALOGUE.

The 1890 list of this important and importing
concern is a neat little handbook of fifty-three

pages, pocket size, daintily bound in green and
gold, and packed from cover to cover with in-

formation regarding their extensive line of
high-grade wheels. The catalogue contains
cuts and specifications of nineteen patterns, to-

gether with descriptions of a standard line of
accessories. Among the special features
which Singer & Company point out in con-
nection with their safeties are : the shape of
the framework ; excellence of ball beatings ;

"Singer's" ball steering head; "Singer's"
steering lock; "Singer's" spring fork, and
" Singer's " ball pedals.

Safeties are briefly catalogued as follows

:

"Singer's" Miniature, for riders from eight to

thirteen years of age, $75 ;

" Singer's " Interme-
diate, for riders from eleven to sixteen years of
age, $90; "Singer's" Apollo, $105; "Sing-
er's" Safety, with or without spring forks, $135 ;

the Royal Singer Safety, with or without spr:ng
forks, geared to 57 or 60 inches, weight, 30 lbs.,

$140 ;

" Singer" Safely for ladies, geared to 53
inches, $135 ;

"Singer" Tandem Safety, $220.

St. Louis Wheel Compau]-.

The attention of our readers is called to the
advertisement of the St. Louis Wheel Company.
This concern has been engaged in the cycle
business for the past eight years, and by fair

dealing and prompt attention to business, they
have worked up not only locally, but throughout
the country.
Wheelmen in need of new or second-hand

wheels, or of cycle sundries, might find it to

their advantage to send for a catalogue of this

firm.
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BLIGHTED.

O, cyclists join me in a lay

Of joy supreme and peace sublime,

I've got my new machine lo-day,

And fain must give it praise in rhyme.

Thou wheel I've waited for so long,

At last thou makest glad my sight

;

Thy form so graceful, yet so strong.

At once so rigid and so light.

Thou are a truly perfect wheel.

Too good for mortal man to ride

—

A very poem wrought in steel,

Fit for the angels to bestride !

But I must cease this idle rhyme.

For we're but mortal, you and I,

And some day will be born of Time,

When we, alas ! must surely die
;

So come, my wheel, let's seeic some place.

Where fliers most do congregate,

And in some keen-contested race

Thy lightning swiftness demonstrate.
* * * *

chant a dirge with anguish rife,

E.xpressing hopeless grief and rage.

Henceforward in my Book of Life,

" Despair !
" is writ across each page.

My blighted life's a blank, and hence

No comfort's mine except the tomb
;

The future's darkness, deep and dense.

Enshrouds all hope inrayless gloom.

Adieu, false friends ! false world, adieu !

1 go to dig my hermit's cell
;

My meals shall scanty be, and few

—

On water (neat), au nature/.

And egg-shells pounded to a dust.

My frugal diet shall be made
;

My Sunday feast a mouldy crust.

Washed down with Banks' lemonade.

Farewell ! farewell ! but ere 1 die

—

For to the world I shall be dead

—

I pause to give the reason why
I've come to this decision dread

;

My hope is gone, my life's a wreck.

The visions of my youth are dashed :

My safety's broken at the neck

—

Alas ! alas ! my jigger's smashed !

¥\}i—Bicycling Ne7us.

PROVIDENCE.

NEWARK,

While icemen and sleigh-owners hold thfe open winter
accountable for their depleted pockets and pecuniary
losses, the wheelmen in this vicinity, who never entertain
the thought ot stowmg their steeds avi^ay for the season of
cold weather, praise it without stint, and have thoroughly
enjoyed old Boreas' curious whim. On Sundays the dirt-
less macadam around the Oranges and Millburn has been
well patronized by these Newark riders, and on some of
the exceptionally fine days a stranger to this climate might
readily imagine the riding season at its height.
John Dunn's hostelry at the foot of Eagle Rock is the

great trysting place of the boys, and its warmth is also
highly appreciated by several Hudson County men who re-
side in Newark. The last four weeks, however, has some-
what dampened their ardor, as riding for enjoyment has
been out of the question, owing to storms and high gales.
With the completion of the macadam on St" George's

Avenue one of the greatest bugbears to wheelmen here-
abouts disappears, and " open sesame'' is obtained to many
attractive points, for there is no charm in walking five or
six miles through knee-deep sand or mud, nor in riding
ruts and stony side-paths. One of the pleasantest trips this
road will permit is a run to Seawarren via Elizabeth and
Rahway. In addition to the twenty miles' ride or so, one
can, at this destination, enjoy fishing, sailing, rowing, swim-
ming, etc., and secure good treatment for the inner man as
well. Or, if this is not to his taste, he can remain at the
hotel and become a gay " masher " for the time being.
The Atalanta's bowlers have not met with much success

in playing various athletic clubs in this city, and have been
snowed under most woefully, on several occasions, for
champions. A change of men might bring luck. There
are many promising sphere-throwers in the club, as is at-
tested at the Thursday night practice games, and if Capt.
Edwards would permit Jones, Ailing, or " Baldy " Cyphers,
whose graceful delivery makes him the cynosure of all
eyes, to bowl in the matches, stock might rise to its normal
condition.
Youth and beauty had full sway at the Atalanta Club-

house on Wednesday of this week, the occasion being the
usual "ladies' night." An innovation was introduced en-
tirely novel to the club in the form of a ten-table prooress-
ive euchre game, preceding the usual sumptuous repast
and the dancing. The games began at 9 o'clock, and for
two hours the gamblmg for half a dozen suitable prizes
continued with an unabated ardor seldom seen outside of a
faro den. Fortunately for those present the police were
not " on to the lay-out," and no raid was made. The
dancing was continued until an early hour.
When Frank W. Eichhorn stepped forward to receive

his dental diploma, at Chickering Hall, on the nth inst.,he
was greeted with "Rah, rah, rah! At-a-lan-ta ! F. "w.
Eichhorn, here we are !

" which brought down the house
and several bouquets at " Ikey's " feet. After the ceremony
was over, the boys secured the newly-made tooth-yanker
and had a thoroughly good time before reaching Newark
Davie Clark, of the A. W.'s, has invented and patented a

window-catch and automatic self-regulating device for
opening windows by simply pulling a cord. If he would
devise some method of keeping the fire in the club's stoves
from going out for a walk so frequently on cold days he
would have the blessings of many members !

Sp.^pk, Jr.

Messrs. Rankin & Bruce, well known to the cycling pub-
lic as manufacturers of Rankins' Toe Clip, have taken the

agency of the Coventry Machinist Co.'s wheels, and will

open in a few days in the basement of the Vaughn Building
on Custom House Street. Mr. Rankin will have charge of

the store, and will show up the good points of the " Swift"
to all who will favor them with a call. Arrangements will

probably be made to handle other lines of wheels. Here's
success to you, boys.

Fred. Brigham, representing the White Cycle Co., was
in town Saturday night with a " Broncho," and showed up
the wheel at the club-house. The wheel seems to run very
easily and can be turned in a remarkably small space. As
the weather was bad there was no opportunity to give it a

trial on the road. Mr. White, son 01 the inventor, was with
"Brig."

Messrs. Peck, Ryder, Sprague and Pillsbury, of the Mas-
sachusetts Bicycle Club, have been elected " special " mem-
bers of the R. I. W.
Secretary Donle has been invited to be present at the re-

ception to be tendered Dr. Emery by the New Bedford
Bicycle Club.
" Nell " Gibbs represented the R. I. W. at the ball of the

Columbia Bicycle Club.
The ladies will have their regular monthly entertainment

Monday evening, and I hope will have as pleasant a time
as last month.

The Judge.

BROOKLYN, B. C.

Notwithstanding the cold, biting winds of last Sunday, a
large number of the Brooklyns were to be seen riding in-

dustriously about the Park. The reason of this is apparent
when we look at the mileage record. They are—the
almost-there men—trying to reach the coveted one-thou-
sand-mile mark, so as to come in for a medal. If they ride
many days like Sunday they will earn them.
The Old Club-Run.—Many tender memories spring up

in that sentence. And yet it has got to go. Wheel clubs
have outgrown the " club-run," as it has been known, when
the captain in all his glory rides at the head of the column,
flanked by bugler and color-bearer. The active first lieu-

tenant riding up and down the line, and the second some-
where in the rear, prodding the laggards.
The gradually diminishing number that attend the club-

run proves that something new has got to be devised, and
it must be, in ray humble opinion, something on the small
party order—each officer taking charge of different routes,
seeking alone to give the members a pleasant riding season
without the restrictions of military discipline.
My friends fear for me. My astronomical effort has led

Ram Lai to believe the hegira has arrived, and that I shall
adopt the Homeric style of literature in future. Calm thy
fevered brow. I am still of the earth earthy, and remain
plain

Atol.

ALBANY.

The most exciting meeting in the historv of the Albany
Wheelmen was held at their club-rooms. No. 455 Miidison
Avenue, on Tuesday evening, March 1 1, the occasion being
the annual election of officers. There were two tickets in
the field, the "regular" and " opposition," and long be-
fore the meeting was called members were on the lookout
for new-comers with tickets for their favorite candidates.
The election was close and exciting, and resulted as
follows

:

President, Jos. C McClelland ; Vice-President, A. G.
Pettit ; Secretary, Wm. B. Phipps; Treasurer, Chas. H.
Lathrop, Jr.; Captain, James Bradley; First Lieutenant,
Geo. Schwartz; Second Lieutenant, Alfred Schimpf

;

Bugler, Frederick Wood ; Color Bearer, H. W. Bullock
;

Trustees (two years), B. I. Carhart, H. DeRouville and F.
A. Treadwell.
The report of the In-door Tournament Commitiee was

very flattering, and the club begin the new year without a
dollar's indebtedness and with a handsome surplus in the
treasury.
The club, having outgrown its present quarters, have

secured an elegant three-story brick house on Washington
Avenue for their club-rooms and a wheel house on Hudson
Avenue.
Proposals for membership are already beginning to come

in, and the outlook for the coming season is all that could
be desired.

ROCHESTER.

The unsettled weather in this district has considerably
retarded the selling of wheels up to the present time,
though it would seem that the demand should be larger
when cyclists here have the golden privilege of riding on
the sidewalks.
By the election at Utica, Tuesday, Arthur S. Hamilton

is Vice-President and J. Y. McClintock is Trustee. Two
better men could not possibly be added to assist similar
officers of the New York State Roads Improvement Asso-
ciation in their work. These worthy citizens of Rochester
have for months been working sedulously for the better-
ment of the State highways, and their selection as officers
fully indicates the merit they are justly entitled to.

The billiard tournaments which have been in progress
during the past six weeks in the West End and Genesee
Bicycle Clubs are now drawing to a close. In the latter
club G. S Montgomery has won eight successive games,
and has only one more to play. Henry Goetzman and W.
W. Kenfield are tied for second place. Frank ( hamberlain
has won five consecutive games in the tournament at the
West End Club, but has two more to play. Geo. McDon
aid is second, having won three and lost two games. F.
H. Bettys and N. Roe have finished their series, standing
fourth and fifth in the contest. Montgomery, of the Gene-
sees, and Chamberlain, of the West Ends, will play a series

of games at the conclusion of the two club tournaments.

-^^

THE WATER CYCLE.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Whkhl and Cvci.inc. Trade
Review by C A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]

G. M. Hendee, Roxbury, Mass. Bicycle.
This patent consists in the combination of a

steering-forit and a handle-bar free to rotate in

the upper end thereof, the voke clamped to the
fork and having the c.utwardly spread members
or branches, the bolts rigidly held by said mem-
bers, the springs surrounding said bolts, and the
curved spring -arms having the slots through
which the upper ends of the bolts pass, said
arms being rigidly secured to the handle-bar on
opposite sides of the fork.

Dated, March 11.

SCHWALBACH CYCLE COMPANY'S
1890 CATALOGUE.

This old established Brooklyn concern, with
headquarters at Prospect Park Plaza, and a
branch store on Bedford Avenue, have issued a
neat '90 catalogue. The catalogue contains illus-

trations and descriptions of all the Columbia
Wheels and the Hartford Safety, as well as a
long line of Boys', Girls' and Youths' bicycles
and tricycles. The usual list of cycle sundries
is included.
Some of the special features of the catalogue

are cuts and descriptions of the World type-
writer, Holmes & Company's cycling garments,
the Schvvalbach perfection shoe, the Beekman &
Franklin tennis racquets, and a large line of Ira
Perego & Company's cycle ouifittings.
The company has a repair shop, and sells for

cash, or on the installment plan. It also rents
and stores wheels, and, altogether, is prepared
to carry on a first class business.

BRETZ. CURTIS & COMPANY'S 1890
LIST.

The catalogue of this Philadelphia concern is

uniquely gotten up. The frontispiece is a superb
engraving of W. E. Crist mounted on an Invin-
cible Racer.

Several pages are devoted to the Invincible
Wheels, which include Roadster Safety, Light
Roadster Safety, Racing Safety, Ladies' Safety
and a Tandem Safety. A large part of the
cataloi^ue is given up to the Referee Cycles, of
which the company are sole American agents.
The "Referee " types are: Full Roadster
Safety, Light Roadster Safety and Racing Safety,
on which latter mount G. L. Morris has ridden a
mile in 2m. 37 4 5s.; the weight of this safety,
by the way, is seventeen pounds. The " Ref-
eree " list also includes a Ladies' Safety and a
medium-priced mount. The Little Giant Safeties,
for which the concern have a local agency, are
also illustrated.

A large number of pages are devoted to sun-
dries, as Saddles. Lubricating Oils, Tire Cement,
Luggage Carriers, Cyclometers, Lanterns, Stock-
ing Supporters, Jersey Fitting Bicycle Suits, etc.,
etc. The catalogue also contains a number of
testimonials from prominent wheelmen.

Mr. H. B. Hart, of the Hart Cycle Company, of Phila-
delphia, has been taking a short vacation duringr the week
JO get himself into good shape to handle the year's trade.
Mr. Hart spent Monday in New York and atterwards vis-
ited Hartford and other cities down East.

The Heart of the Alleghanles.

Writing of a recent trip across the mountains of West
Virginia, a gifted journalist says :

" Twilight on the grade is grand. The mountain sum-
mits look hke the bushy tops of trees. The sun has disap-
peared in a ball of fire at his ' jumping-off place,' but the
viyid lighting of the western sky by the still upturned illu-
mining face below the horizon is in marked contrast to the
gathering shades behind the rushing train. From shelf to
shelf, from crag to crag, from brink to brink, we almost fly.
Like a flashing transformation, rendered almost past belief,
the fact that the scene is in the midst of the Alleghanies
comes a bit of landscape-gard. ning with all the beauties of
walks and hedges and bright-hued flnvers, a mountain
brooklet tumbling through the centre—Buckhorn Wall, the
most noted and most admired view that can be had from
any known point in the Alleghany range. To enable the
road to span the tremendous gorges, a massive wall of cut
stone was erected for a distance of several hundred feet,
and more than a hundred feet above the foundation rock.
As the river makes an abrupt turn at right angles, a deep
canyon is opened up for miles. Range after range of moun-
tains disappear behind each other. The shadowy outlines
of single peaks steal out through the haze."

This beautiful scene is on tiie Baltimore and Ohio R. R
?if^or^^^'°"'

'^'- ^^- "^^^ ^"''^ I'"e from the Potomac to
tne Uhio IS a majestic panorama of the grandest views on
the continent, an I all endowed with historic interest.

Ask your Kual dealer (or

t!Mr"V»

Cycle- ^I
_ Graphite

-^J&S)^
Safetv Bicvclp or Trirvcle CHAIN.

SAVE MONEY.
BARGAINS IN SECOND-HAND BICYCLES.

28 Otto, with rubber tires, good, cost $12 $ 600
36 Otto, with rubber tires, cost $25 10 00
42 Youths', cost $35, good 1500
44 Youths', new, with spade handles, cost $40 22 00
46 Youths', new, with spade handles, cost $45 25 00
48 Rival, ball bearings, new 3700
48 Rudge Light Roadster, balls all around, good ... 40 00
48 Standard Columbia, good condition 31 00

48 American Star, tangent spokes, good order 25 00
46 Ideal, first-class order 2200
so Rival, ball bearings, new 40 00

50 Standard Columbia, cost $90, good 35 00
50 Sanspareil, part nickeled, balls to both wheels ..

.

35 00
50 Ideal, half nickeled

,
good order 25 00

51 Special Star, first-class order 37 00

52 Otto, with spade handles, new, cost $60 30 00
52 Harvard, balls to both wheels, good 35 00
52 E.xpert, balls all around, good 45 00

52 National, balls all around 45 00
52 Premier, good order 35 00
52 Light Champion, balls all around, good 4500
53 Champion, balls all around good 45 00

54 Expert, just like new, balls all around 65 00

54 Standard Columbia, cost .f95, good 35 00

54 Challenge, balls all around, good order 35 00
56 E.xpert, balls all around, good order 45 00

56 New Rapid, ball bearings, good order 4000
56 Light Champion, balls all around, good 45 00

56 Champion, balls all around, good .. 45 00

57 Queen, balls all around, good 30 00

58 Champion, balls all around, good ... 4000
58 Challenge, ball bearings, first-class order 40 00

58 British Challenge, balls both wheels, good 30 00
1888 pattern Am, Rambler, good order 7000
Columbia Veloce, good order 85 00
Rover Safety, balls all around, new 60 00
Rover Safety, balls to both wheels, new 50 00
Victor Safety, first-class order 9000
i88g pattern, American Rambler, good order 9000
New Mail Safety, never used, cost $i!5 ito 00
Columbia Tandem Bicycle, balls all around 14000
42 American Safety, ball bearings, as good as new,

cost 1578 45 00

44 American Safety, ball bearings, as good as new
cost $80 .... 45 00

46 American Light Safety, balls all around, new,
cost $105

""

6503
E.xtraordinary Challenge Safety, cost $135 35 00

Rover Safety, balls all around, almost new 50 00
Rover Safety, balls to both wheels, good as new. .

.

40 00
Lady's Safety, good as new, cost $60 35 00

46 Youth's, ball bearings, new, cost S67
_

.33 °o
Don't delay by correspndence but order immediately

before S'>ld. Also 400 other second-hand machines. Bicy-
cles, guns and typewriters taken in exchange. We guar-
antee lowest prices on any new bicycle in the market.

A. W. GUMP & CO., Dayton, O.

Ask your local Oealer (given gratis) for

HINTS.^eCARE»'
CYCLE-
CHAINS

Ask your local dealer (or

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS-^CARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINS

THE TEMPLE CYCLE EXCHANGE,
17 St, 49 State St., Cliicago.

High and medium prade American ani English Cycles.
Good exchanges made for Sec nd hand Wheels.

Finest Riding School m Chicago. W^rite for
Catalogue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Proprietor.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS-CARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINS

::Best iix tixe "V^orlcJ..

ONE-HALF SIZE.
For Bicycles Guna, etc. Throws only small quantity ol oil at

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, or sent by maif on receipt of price. 50c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

Ask your local dealer for

Cycle

f^. >
'-'i'^

^

'ii Graphite, m
Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

THE
Buffalo Safety Bicycle Stand

Recently improved in shape and finish. Will

hold any Safety by either wheel, including
the Tandem Safety, and may be adapted

to holding High Wheels, by substi-

tuting a longer Front Stay.

MAMJFACTU ED BY

E. N. BOW EN,
585 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

ABOUT the 1 St of April we shall issue a List of Second-hand Wheels, and the prices

will be the lowest ever asked. We will prove this assertion, right on the spot, by quoting

a few examples :

A 51 IN. SPECIAL STAR, hollow cow-horn bars, spade handles, hollow frame, levers and
rims, silent ratchets, balls to front wheel, oscillating spring frame, in perfect order through-

out, finish in good condition. Price, $50.00.
A HUMBER TANDEM TRICYCLE, balls to all bearings, hollow handle bars, two

brakes, in very good condition, except finish. Price, $85.OO.

A 40 IN. FACILE SAFETY, balls to all bearings, new tires, finish poor, but machine
otherwise in very good order. Price, $25.OO.

We shall not issue this list till the above date, but if you want to buy a Second-hand Wheel
now, let us know what size you want and we will let you know what we have. Do not fail to

state what you want. Remember we have no list to send now.

No.

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,
406 PENN SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA.
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Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

IIVDIAIVAPOL-IS, IlVDIABfA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows :

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., - - $35
King of Road, for boys, 27 in., 42
Fasiiion, drop frame, for boys

and girls, 27 in., - - 50
Pathfinder, for men, 30 in., 60

We have jobbers v\ho carry large stock of our machines
in the following- cities: Boston, New York, Philadelohia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishingquotationsonourgoods will be furnished
name of jobber nearest them on aoplication to u<;.

PER PAIR.

Toulmin's Kangaioo Bicjcie Shoes for 1890,

Greatly improved. Best and Cheapest Shoe in the coun
try. Special inducements to Agents. Send for Cata-

logue, containing rules for : .fme-asurement.
Correspondence promptly answered.

Address,

W. B. TOULMIN,
2§5 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St ; 40 Park Place.

LOVELL

D-I-A-M-O-N-D

ice$85.00pri
strictly high grade. All steel tubing

and steel drop forgings. Ball bearings
to all parts.

CATALOGUE FREE.

John P. Lovell Arms Co.,
147 Washington St , BOSTON, MASS.

Bicycle dealers should sell

$75.00

TO

Warwick Perfection Safety,

Vulcan Diamond Frame Safety,

National Straight Frame Safety,
J
$135.00

And a dozen other leading- styles from well-known manulac-

turers. Special discounts to legitimate dealers.

Sexxd. for O^.tci/los'^^^s' f^xxd Torxxisi.

GEO. R. BIDW^El^l.^
313 West 58th St., New York.

NEW AND USEFUL

Perfection Tire Heater

PatenteJ No. 323,686, Aug, 4, 1S85.

Loose tires cemented, on the road, in a few moments.

Can be carried in the tool bag.

A simple economizer of time, money and patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in bicycles or of
the manufacturer.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
3 1 3 West 58th St., NEW YORK.
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SIXTH SEASON IN AMERICA .

NEW RAPID" CYCLES.ii

NEW RAPID ROADSTER SAFETY.

NEW RAPID LADY S SAFETY.

For its Fourth Season.

One of the most successful machines ever put on

the market. Guaranteed to carry any weight rider.

30 inch wheels, with yi tires, front and back. Actual

scale weight, all on, 48 pounds.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN 1890 CATAL06UE.

"D UILT for good riders on good roads. We are satis-

fied it is as strong as any Safet}^ of equal weight,

which is 42 pounds, all on. If it is stronger, we will

let the machine prove it. 30 inch wheels, with ^
front and ^ back tires. Please note this frame is

braced across the the diamond, where it needs it.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN 1890 CATALOGUE.

'T'HIS machine was so successful last year that we

shall continue it without material changes. 30

inch wheels, with yi tires. Weight, 48 pounds. But

having a demand for a light Lady's Safety, we have

followed the same lines and produced a machine with

28 inch wheels and ^ tires, weighing only 39
pounds, complete.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN 1890 CATALOGUE.

Dealers are invited to write for terms. We want good Agents in unoccupied

territory. Send for Catalogue.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO., Baltimore, Md.
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FOR SALE. EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 35 "

B

pOR SALE—si-inch Semi-Racing Star; balls in front;
^ silent ratchet ; hoUow framing

; $4". Desire to sell al

once. Address "Slar," P. O. Box 1663, New York. 3-28

V^HISTLES!— In order to dispose of my "Alarm" Bi-
• * cycle Whistles at once. I will send one for 25 cents

—

five for $1 ;
great reduction from former prices ; all orders

will receive prompt attention. Alfred F. Jenkins, West
Boxford, Mass. 3-21

.„-INCH COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER ; in Ai
^y condition ; used but very little ; for any reasonable
cash offer. Arthur G. Bennett, No. 20 Exchange Place,
Room 13, New York City. 3-28

^p, DOLLARS—a bargain— 48-inch Special "Star" ; 2-3
^'-' nickeled ; first-class condition, with " King of Road "

Lamp; for best offer over Sixty Dollars. Louis Geyler.
1203 Federal Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 3-28

WANTED.
;- _-INCH 1B89 COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER ; all

JO 01 half enamel: must be in good condition, and
reasonable in price. B. H. L., P. O. Box 444, Mew York
City. tfc

pOR SALE-QUADRANT TRICYCLE; ball bea.ings
*• all round ; covv-horn handle-bar steering in splendid
condition ; the best offer over $50 takes it Address Quad-
rant, care of The Whbel. 3-21-c

yOLANT SAFETY, $75 ; ridden less than 50 miles

;

* guaranteed good as new. Address F. I. Rollins,
Springfield, Mass. 3-21

pOR SALE CHEAP—Rudge Tricycle, almost new; bell,
" lamp, etc.; almost perfect condition. Address H., 32
Mt. Vernon Ave., Orange, N. J. 3-21

OYS' SAFETY FOR SALE CHEAP—Almost new.
F. H.C. P.O. Box, 444, New York City. tf

pOR SALE—Choice of two 1889 $135 Safeties, in splendid
* condition ; one a ladies' ; big cash bargain, or will

trade on camera, etc., about 5x8 Address Gard, 244 Clark,
Cincinnati, O. 3-21

pOR SALE—45-inch Star, A 1 condition, $60
;
50-inch

*• Standard Columbia, good condition, $18 ;
46-inch

American Safety, go 'd as new, $60. Address C. H. Har-
los, Jamesburg, N.J. 4-4

pOR SALE—46-in. Columbia B B ; used s miles ; good as
* new; list price, $80; my price, $10.' 45 Special Star;
double brake, fine wheels, in good condition, $60. Crescent
Safety, new in August, $60 ; my price, $40 49 Columb a
L. R., with cyclometer, ^ nickeled

;
gold stripe on lelloes!

an elegant wheel; $100. Francis Eveland,9o Monticello
Ave., J. C, Agent Columbia Wheels. t f

pOR SALE.—Victor Safety, model '88, in good condi-
* tion ; but little used ; with all equipments For par-
ticulars inquire of G. L. Meiritt, Otsego County, Cherry
Valley, N. Y. 4-4

pOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.—Singer S. S. Tandem
Tricycle as good as new. Inquire of Janitor, " Harlem

Wheelmen," 104 West 124th Street. 3-28

pOR SALE.—48-inch Light Roadster Star, hollow all
" over, adjustable ball and roller bearings, spade
handles, cyclometer, tangent spokes and new tire to front
wheel, rear tire slightly cut, cost $142.50, sacrifice it for

$95. F. C. Gilbert, Elizabeth, N. J. t f

VyHAT am I offered for a 52-inch, i836, full nick Expert.
Also the same, enameled, 46 inches. S., Box 444,

N. Y. t f

BARGAINS.-s4-inch Victor Light Roadster, '89 model,
'-' only $90 ; Crescent Safety, balls all over, $75 ; Colum-
bia Light Roadster, '87 model, $60. O. W. Swift, Dan-
bury, Conn. 3-21

pOR SALE.—.52-inch New Mail, '89 pattern, latest im-
•* provements, as perfect as new, not run sixty miles,
nickeled. King of the Road hub lamp, luggage carrier and
whistle. Cost $145. Will sell for $100. L. G. Sloat,
Purdy Station, Westchester Co., New York. 3-21

Address F. H. C, P. O.
tf

CTAR—For sale. Star Safety.
'--' Box, 444, New York City.

pOR SALE.—One gent's "Quadrant," one gent's
* "Singer," and two ladies' 'Singer" Safeties; all

new, and latest patterns. Will take $110 for either one, to
close out stock. The Chicago Bicycle Co., 38 E. Van
Buren Street, Chicago, III.

$T nn ^^^- SURPRISE TRICYCLE, as good as new
;^^ not run fifty miles ; is in perfect condition ; best

offer over $100 takes this machine complete. Address
Lock Box P., Lime Rock, Conn. 3-28

pOR SALE CHEAP.—No. 2 National Safety; one
•'• Speedwell safety ; one 50-inch Springfield Roadster

;

all in good condition. W. A. Young, Braceville, 111. 4-25

<t .J-Will buy Vol. I. of Stevens' " Around the World on
*Po a Bicycle"; brand new. X, Box 444, N. Y. City.

TFyou want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for
* books, stationery, type- writers, organs, buggy, cigars,
etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOK LITITZ, PA. He has the
best second-f^" list in the U. S. A $250 Humber Tan-
dem, used 50 miles, at any reasonable offer, and a score of
other bargains. Don't buy before you write to him. Zook,
Lititz, Pa. 3-38-c

<i P'ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ ford.Ct.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
We have a large stock of second hand and some new

machines which we must dispose of in the next few weeks.
We will accept any reasonable offer.

WIIITU CVCIili: €0., Trenton, N. J.

$5

$5

$5

$5

O 46-INCH COL. EXPERT, K nickeled.

O 48-INCH COL. EXPERT, % nickeled.

048 -INCH AMERICAN CHAMPION,
'A nickeled.

RUDGE; nickeled and^—50- inch AMERICAN
*•' enameled.

$5^~5o-inch COL. EXPERT; nickeled and enameled.

$5^~5>inch COL, EXPERT; full nickeled,

$50"54-inch COL. EXPERT; full nickeled,

<l:t;n^56-inch AMERICAN CLUB; nicke ed and en-

$5
$50

ameled.

-s6-inch COL. EXPERT ; full nickeled.

-._45-inch SPECIAL STAR; nickeled and en-" ameled.

-AMERICAN RAMBLER; nickeled and en-
ameled.

The above are all Ball Bearing (Pedals included), and
each is a bargain. We will send any of the above ma-
chines on approval, on receipt of $5, to cover express
charges, in case it is not fully satisfactory.

BANKER & CAMPBELL,
1788 Broadway, New York (entrance to Central Park).

Now is Your Chance for

CHEAP MACHINES.
We have a number of wheels on hand—new and second-

hand— md, having discontinued our business, are anxious
to dispose of them, and willing to do so for very little
money.

If you are looking for a cheap, but good wheel, you
may find something in the following list, and if there is,

you can have that something cheap, as well as have it good— which every one wants :

I .50 in " Centaur" (new). Regular price $60 ; we sell for
$45

I 48-in, " Apollo" (new). Regular price $45 ; we sell for
$33-

I 36-in, " Apollo" (new). Regular price $21 ; we sell for
$15.

I 55-in. Columbia Light Roadster ; full nickeled
;
good

condition
; $60,

I 52-in, Columbia Expert ; full nickeled
; good condition-

$S5.
I 52-in. American Light Champion ; full nickeled (we

sold this wheel last Spring, and the buyer, being unable to
meet payments, had to return it, so it is almost a new
wheel)

; $90,
I 50-in, Springfield Roadster ; lair condition

; $40.
I 52-in, " Star "

; full nickeled ; fair condition
; $25,

These are all we have, so if you want one, write early,
or it may be sold.
At the above prices, these are better chances than you

could find at an auction sale

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
p. O. Box 2225. - - NEW YORK.

LjAVE you ever tried the fine correspondence papers manufactured by the
U'HITING PAPER CO. of Holyoke? You will find them correct for all the uses

of polite society. Made in rough and smooth finish and all the fashionable tints.

Sold by all dealers in fine stationery. New York Office: 1 50 & 152 Duane St.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

i Hava the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of
workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored
and rented. All paits and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza. Brooklyn.

If you want a Catalogue of

THE BEST SAFETY BUILT
SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO

THE CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,

38 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

Catalogue ready Nlarcti 1st, 1890.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL,, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Hcretvith I liaiui yon %i.oo in paytnent for one year s ^

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address :

Town or City

County State.
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PVBLISIIEIt EVEKY FKIWAY MOKMXO.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric^,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

6 s. a year

5 Oents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be recelred by Tuefiday morning.

Late Copy received antil Wednesday morning.

Clianges for Advertisements mnst be reeived by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,
NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convea-ient, aid in circulating the journal,
and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

VEH.S STREET

UONDON W
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The above is extracted from a letter of the Ormonde
Cycle Co. sent to an American cyclist. A friend of THE
WHEKL saw it and secured permission to use It. Hence
this testimonial is not solicited.

WE have no desire to engage in pen-and-ink

warfare with the editor of our Philadel-

phia contemporary. The readers of this paper

don't care a rap what we think of Brown, Jones

and Robinson, our fellow scribes. This inter-

editorial, pen-quibbling, so far as we are con-

cerned, may go the way of oil-can Johnyism,

gold-bandism and third-assistant buglerism. It

belongs to the diaper age of cycling. We thank

our contemporary for devoting so much valu-

able space to our welfare. We had no desire

to harm the boy whom our contemporary de-

fends. We suppressed his name and corrected

his orthography.

We do not believe that the " nose-grinding

Johnny, who has gone cross-eyed from watching

his cyclometer," is the highest type of cycling.

The fellow who rushes about like one possessed,

all blown and covered with dirt and perspira-

tion, is a sight to make the gods weep ; and if

the gods must weep, why blame the hoodlum

and the hod-carrier, and some of the gentlemen

who go abroad in carriages, and who eye us

with infinite contempt and pity.

Cycling means health and enjoyment ; not a

rush from place to place, straining lung and

heart and muscle and nerve. It is an adjunct to

walking, and the best type of cyclist rides as he

walks. He rides to keep cool, to keep clean, to

go abroad and see. He should be refreshed

after his ride and his bath. The larger and best

element of cycling rides in this rational fashion.

This paper is published for that element, which

it seeks to entertain, and it is also published for

Will and Harry, and all happy and enthusiastic

youths, whom it hopes to instruct.

WHEELING of March 12 prints two very far-

reaching paragraphs on the rapid growth

of American trade. The paragraphs are to the

effect that Wheeling has long been known in

this country, and the inference is, that to reach

the American cycle trade, English advertisers

can do no better than to patronize Wheeling s

columns.

This is all very well in its way, but certainly

English advertisers are bright enough to know

that to reach the American trade they must ad-

vertise in American cycling journals. It is a

matter of fact that no English paper circulates

to any extent on this side, and it is also true

that no American paper circulates largely on the

other side. Beyond a few men who are specially

interested in cycling journalism, and a few large

concerns who keep the leading English papers

on file, very few Americans see the English

papers in this country.

AS indicated in The Wheel of last week, the

negotiations between the A. A. U. Com-
mittee and the L. A. W. Racing Board were

concluded several days ago. The rule of the

Racing Board has been so amended as to permit

athletic or bicycle clubs to pay actual travel-

ing expenses of competing members, and athle-

tic clubs are not compelled to ask for special

sanction. The A. A. U. Committee also re-

ported the adoption of the resolution published

below. There will be a deal of complaint and

comment because the L. A. W. Racing Board

did not push forward its radical reform meas-

ures and precipitate a war between the two ath-

letic bodies. Men who understand the situation

from both an athletic and cycling standpoint

must admit that the method of settling the diffi-

culty here outlined was the only thing that

could have been done. It is not a question

whether the League could "lick the A. A. U.'

or vice versa. There is a great deal to be said

on both sides—far too much to be outlined in

the limited space we have at our disposal

—

and as an old athlete, as well as a cyclist, we
feel pretty well satisfied with the present condi-

tion of affairs. By adopting the resolution pub-

lished below, the A. A. U. puts itself on record

as decidedly opposed to any extension of "in-

ducements " to athletes by large and powerful

athletic clubs. The Racing Board are also given

to understand that he A. A. U. will heartily sup-

port them should the Board at any time protest

against any cyclist who is charged with receiv-

ing any pecuniary benefit from the club which

he represents.

" Resolved, That no athletic club, a member of the

A. A. U., shall be permitted to pay any expense or ex-

penses whatever, directly or indirectly, of a member or

members of such club, except whea such member or mem-
bers are actually travelingf to or from, and are in attend-

ance as competitors at competitions. Any athlete who shall

accept or receive consideration for his services under the

guise of his expenses (an excess over the actual cost of

transportation to and from competitions and hotel bill

while in attendance as competitor) shall, on proof of same
before the Board of Managers of the A. A. U., be declared

a professional, and the club or organization implicated

with such athlete shall be dealt with as provided for in

Article IX of the Constitution.".

THE increase of cycling is proven by nothing

so much as by the disappearance of the
" short season " and the increase of the number
of cyclists who ride all the year around. In

past years the trade opened in April, rushed
through May, climaxed in June, died away in

July and August, revived in a small way during

September, and, giving a final ripple in October,

was practically dead until the following March.

Last year trade was brisk all season and wheels

were sold throughout the entire winter, though

in limited numbers. And the weather was so

phenomenally mild that a larger number of

riders than in any previous season kept their

wheels running all the year.

Report of a Bemarkabie Record.

The Diamond Field Advertiser makes the fol-

lowing statement, which has been unconfirmed
by later exchanges : Tom Busst, an Australian
crack, has succeeded in lowering the world's

records, on the asphalt pavements at Adelaide,
for one and five miles. His time for the mile
was 2m. 27^s., the previous best being Rowe's,
2m. 29 4-5S. The five miles were made in 13m.
25^5. The times were from scratch, and Busst
defeated Fenlon and Mayes, the two English
cracks who are now in Australia.

The Lincoln Club Accepts.

Lincoln, Neb., March 22, 1890.

Mr. N. T. Fisk, Captain,
Lexington Wheel Club,

Lexington, Neb.

Dear Sir—In response to your challenge for

a twenty-five mile team road race, which ap-
peared in the Lincoln Gallon the igth inst., we
accept same on the following conditions :

Teams to be composed of six men each. Mem-
bers of teams to have been residents of their

respective towns at least four months previous
to race. Will race you on the Kearney-Overton
course on condition that you stand all our team's
expenses, or will make you the same offer to

race here. Trophy to be a silver cup, appropri-
ately engraved, valued at $25, to be paid for by
losing team. Race to occur May 30, rain or
shine.

M. F. Van Horn, Captain,
Lincoln Wheel Club.

GREAT CENTURY RUN FOR 1890.

The meeting of the delegates from the various
local clubs to arrange for the great Century Run
was held at the Brooklyn Bicycle Club-house on
Monday evening last. The following clubs
were represented : Hudson County Wheelmen,
Atalanta Wheelmen, Brooklyn B. C, Kings
County Wheelmen, Long Island Wheelmen,
Riverside Wheelmen, Plainfield B. C, Bloom-
field Cyclers and Citizens' B. C.

Mr. L. A. Clarke, temporary Chairman, read
the report of last year's run, which was adopted.
Mr. Waldo Fuller, B. B. C, was elected perma-
nent chairman, and Mr. Cossitt, Riverside
Wheelmen, permanent Secretary. The man-
agement of the run was placed in the hands of

an Executive Committee of seven, composed of

the following gentlemen : W. E. Fuller, B. B.

C; L. H. Wise, L. I. W.; W. F. Murphy, K. C.

W.; L. A. Clarke, Citizens' B.C.; C. T. Cogges-
hall, Bloomfield Cyclers, and F. M. Cossitt,

Riverside Wheelmen.
The date, route and entire management of the

run were left to this committee, and a deal of

enthusiasm was shown in the project, so that

the success of the run seems assured. It is

likely that a competition will be arranged for a
suitable trophy between members of the various
participating clubs, the trophy to be awarded to

the club having the largest percentage of sur-

vivors out of the men who start. It is intended
to arrange the date so that it will bring the men
into Philadelphia during the Pennsylvania State

Meet.

THE IRVINGTON WHEELMEN
ORGANIZED.

The officers of this young New Jersey club
for the ensuing year are : E. M. Moore, Presi-

dent ; Fred. Smith, Vice-President
; M. R.

Longfield, Secretary ; S. S. Muchmore, Treas-
urer ; Robert N. Rose, Captain ; E. L. Courter,

First Lieutenant ; J. M. Baldwin, Second Lieu-
tenant ; F. P. Clark, Color Bearer. The club
uniform is to be dark blue, and the club colors

black and orange. The club now has fifteen

members.
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FIXTURES.

April 5, 1890.—Bicycle Rsces and Games at the Seventh
Feeimeni Armory, Park Avenue, Sixty-
sixth and Sixtv-seventh Streets.

April II, 1890 —Manhattan B. C Spring Reception at

We^t End Hall.

April 18, 1890 —Oninffe \A anderers' Entertainment.
April 24, 1890 —South End Wheelmen's Annual BallatSt.

George's Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.

May 24, 1890.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address
A. D. Stewart.

May 26, 1890.—Tour' ament of St. L"uis Track Association

May 30, 1890.—Annual Decor.itio ' Day Road Race, Irvinfr-

ton-Millburn Course.

May 30, 1890.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago.
May 30, 1890 —Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewis-

ton.

May 30, 31.—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield.

Pr gramme: Thur-day. May 29, officers'

meeting at 8 p. m. ; Friday, 30, general
business meeting at 10 a. m., lunch at

noon, runs until 3:30. bar quet 4 p. M ,

theatre party 8 p m.; Siturday, 3i,paradr
at 9 A. M., photograph ai 11 a. m.. lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at

11:30 A M., races 1:30 P. M
May 30, 1890 —Tournament and Ten mile Road Race, at

Rome, N. Y.
May 30, 1890.—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at

Won ester, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont
May 31, 1890.—Inter collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval,

New York.

June 7, August 18

—

FIva ell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9, 1890.—New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club's Race
Meet

June 14, 189:.—Great Century Run. Orange to Philade'phia.
Address L. A. Clarke, 30 Broad Street,

New York.
June 28, 1890.—Twenty-five M'le Team Race, Wilmington

Wheel I lub vs. Chicago Cyc ing Club,
on Lancaster Pike, near Philadelphia.

July 4, 1890.—Open Handicap R ad Race, Cincinnati, O.,
to Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21.

Particulars, address J E. Poorman,
Eighth and R^ce Streets, Cincinnati. O.

July 4-5, 1890.—Missouri Division Meet a Columbia, Mo.
July 7, 1^90.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 24-26, 1890.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

August 16, 1890.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Associa-
tion. Address J. Harold Childe, 1012
Olive Street.

August 20-25, 1890 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls.

Particulars, address C. H. Smith, 211
Putnam Avenue, Detroit.

August 35-27, 1890— « . A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara,
Piills, N. ¥.

September 1-2, 1890.— Hartf rd Wheel Club's Tournament,
at Charter Oak Park.

September 12-13, 1890.—Peoria Race Meet.

TACOMA, WASHINGTON.

THE LYNN WHEEL CLUB.

In response to a call published in the local

papers, about twrenty young men assembled on
Friday evening last at Lynn for the purpose of

organizing a new club. Charles E. Whitten was
chosen temporary chairman and George Butter-

ick was selected as temporary secretary. It was
voted, after some discussion, to effect a perma-
nent organization, under the name of the Lynn
Wheel Club.
The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Frank W. Goodwin
; Vice-President, W.

L. Eastman ; Recording Secretary, George G. S.

Butterick ; Financial Secretary Will. C. Paul
;

Treasurer, W. Wiley ; Auditor, Charles E.

Whitten ; Captain, J. F. Lynch ; First Lieuten-
ant, A. H. Pease ; Second Lieutenant, J. S.

Clish ; Club Committee, F. W. Goodwin, G. G.

S. Butterick, J. F. Lynch, C. E. Whitten, J. H.
STurman. A committee to report by-laws was
appointed. It was decided to place the initia-

tion fee, temporarily, at $1, the dues for March
to be 75 cents. Later on the initiation fee will

be increased and the dues reduced. It is ex-
pected that the membership will be increased to

at least seventy-five within the next thirty days.
The regular meetings will be held Friday eve-

nings, and the rooms will be open to members
at all times.

The club has purchased all the property of the
Lynn Cycle Club.

The New Era Bicycle Company have just issued a very
neat '90 catalogue. Ihec mp^ny have an office and a factory
on North Ashland Avenue, C hic^go; the President being
W. J Edwards, and the Secietary, N. U. Carpenter. The
catalogue contains this modest salutatory: "Launchiig
our bark upon the waters ol cycle invention, we are makini;
no venture upon an unknown sea, but with a chart care-
fully poiniing out each rock and reef, where lie buried the
costly wrecks and shattereil hopes o our predecessors, we
have availed ourselves of 1 heir experience to guide us safely
to 'he harbor of success." ') he New Era, which has been
recently dtscrii ed in detail in these columns, is an all ball
bearing, drop (rame, high grade safety. The firm also
make a sp<-cialty of the Eijwards' ^add'e. \n unusual
good feature of the cataloeue are some articles showing the
value of the cycle 10 botii sexes The company also handle
the usual listol su dries, and have ;jone into the business
with the intention of staying and have started out well.

It has been some time since I have contributed any notes
relative to Tacoma and the North-west in general. But
now we have something of interest to impart to the cycling
world at large and also to the aquatic sports.
Some time last Fall—the first part of October—Prince

Wells constructed a water bicycle in his repair shop, upon
which he has made many improvements as experiments
would dictate. Before constructing an entirely new machine
from the muchly palched-up model, Mr Wells went East
last November to investigate patents now record d covering
water bicycles,etc. , and also to have his own registered This
new addition to the bicycle family is causing considerable
talk in this section of the country, especially so because of

the wager that was made last September by one of our
wealthy citizens, to the effect that a " water bicycle " could
not be constructed that would prove a successful water
navigator. The marine bicycle is built on the lines of an
"ordinary," and to a casual observer appears like a boy's
bicycle remodeled. The front wheel is 465^ inches in di-

ameter, with a hollow (inflated) tire 65i inchfs in diameter,
and the rear wheel is i6yi inches, encircled with a tire

similar to that on the front wheel. Notwithstanding the
fact that the forks are much wider than on the road wheel,
in order to accommodate the large tires, nevertheless they
are much lighter as is also the back bone, and the bicycle
weighs 37 pounds when ready to ride.
Last Sunday a party of ten or twelve accompanied Mr.

Wells to American Lake, where a public exhibition was
given, which proved to the spectators the practicability of
the new cycle. After riding about the lake, dodging
around the rowboats and making frequent spurts, the
"Water Prince" performed several tricks, such as the
"standstill," riding one wheel, etc., etc. Although the
rider was prepared for a "ducking," he escaped thelooked-
for swim and rode for eight or nine minutes without any
mishap.
Mr. Wells left for the East on Monday, where he intends

exhibiting his marine wonder at the numerous watering
places such as Long Branch, Saratoea, Cape May, Lake
George, etc. While m Chicago Mr. Wells will also make
arrangements to exhibit his water bicycle in that city dur-
ing the World's Fair. Many people in Tacoma and Seattle
who witnessed the acquatic performance of Paul Boynton,
on Puget Sound, last summer, declare that Wells' produc-
tion far surpasses Boynton's rubber suit, which has such a
world-wide reputation. It is Wells' intention to make
arrangements while in New York to ride from that city

over the bay to Staten Island, and also to make a trip up
the North River sometime during the coming summer.

Snohomish.

LOUISIANA.

JERSEY CITY,

The pool tournament of the H. C. W. continued when ten
games were played by Teams 2 (Eldridge, Demmert and
W. Robertson) and 5 (Thomiar, Bowley and Merseles).
The match resulted in a tie, each team winning five games.
Team 5 will play Team 4 (Earl, Kluge and Shone) next
-week, which will end the tournament ; each team will then
have played forty games, and the team winning the highest
number of games will receive a $15 prize.

Another Ladies' Night is announced for April 15, to be
followed on the 23d with a Stag. On the 27th inst. we bowl
a friendly match with the Social Bowling Club, of Jersey
City.

I understand that the police are after the wheelmen of As-
bury Park. Yesterday two cyclers were arrested for riding
their wheels on the sidewalk and a fine imposed on each of
them. In view of the fact that this ordinance is to be en-
forced rigidly, and the further fact that the streets of the
Park are made up of sand, it seems that the days of wheel-
ing in that part of Jersey are numbered.
Mr. F. T. Merseles, Jr., of the H. C. W., has offered a

prize, in the shape of a silver cup, to the member of that
club making the best 12-hour road record during the cur-
rent year.
Until recently but one bicycle club resided in Jersey

City ; now we have three—Hudson County Wheelmen, the
Palisade Wheelmen, and the Rovers. The latter, 1 under-
stand, have a membership of twelve, and are composed of
members of the Jersey City Athletic Club. I presume there
are fiftj^ unattached wheelmen in the city, which, com-
bined with the membership of three clubs named, gives us
about 180 wheelmen.

Coaster.

ROCHESTER.

A committee, constituting F. H. Bettys, Wm. Love, C.
J Iven, E Schmidt, Geo. Hutchison and Harry Backus,
were recently appointed by the West End Bicycle Club to
make complete arrangements for a grand and substantial
athletic entertainment, to take place at the Washington
Rink about May 10. Wilford H. Barber, the champion
tnck rider will be the leading attraction, followed by a
safety bicycle fancy rider, named Hutchison. There will
take place two sparring contests ; one wrestling, between
D. H. Lewis, of Buffalo, and Wm. Heber ing, f this city

;

also bicycle, roller skating, running and walking contests,
and a horizontal bar performance. To every ticket for this
event will be attached a numbered coupon, entitling the
holder to have a chance to win a solid gold watch. It is

further proposed, in order to infuse more interest in the
aflinir.to have Milley and Brinker, of Buffalo, give Iven
and Chamberlain a return tandem race here on the after-
noon of May 10. This would doubtless excite wide spread
interest in the two cities, and result in an excursion being
run from Buffalo to this city.

Charles J.Conolljf and C. J. Iven will ride two miles, at
the Washington Rink, April q, the winner to receive a
diamond pin. It is expected that the Rink will be crowded.
Polo playing and skating will follow the race.
Wm. Conolly defeated Ben Trenaman in a three mile

race, at Washington Rink, last Wednesdav evening. In an
attempt to pass Conolly, Trenaman fell three times. Speak-
ing of the race, the Rochester Uni <n says :

A suggestion to those who will race at the Rink here-
after would now be in order, and that is to the effect that
when the contestants are ready let them start on opposite
sides of the Rink. By doing this accidents could beaverted,
and, furthermore, the best rider would win.''

And still they come !

The Louisiana's membership is still increasing in spite of
the initiation fee.

Sunday, 23d, was marked by another of their exciting
Hare and Hound chases ; the weather was delightfully cocDl

and dry, and Jeff. Frederic and E. Graham, as Hares, led
the boys a pretty chase.
The new uniform of 'he L. C. C. has arrived and is uni-

versally admired ; it consists of a steel gray suit, trimmed
with black silk braid, and black silk stockings.

N. o. B. c.

The third road race for the Hill cup took place yesterday
from Valence Street to West End, 9 3-16 miles. Carey and
Guillotte, scratch ; Stephenson, Zigler, Fenner, handi-
capped 3m., 2m., 2m. 30S. respectively. Carey won, with
Fenner one minute behind. Zigler refused to run.
The N O. B. C. gave a monster theatre party on Satur-

day night to see Barber the great trick rider, there was
fully fifty present, including the ladies, after his specialty
Harber was th^- recipient of a handsome floral design at the
hands of the N O. B. C, after which they repaired to Von-
derbank's for refreshment.

HEADERS.

Since Barber's arrival a repair shop is a bonanza.
We shall have two race meets this year, one in May and

one in September.
The Louisiana's " Over the Lake" Excursions commence

on the 13th of April.
The G. & J. Rational pattern are all the go down here.
The L. C. C. annual election on the 6th promises to be a

spirited affair. Their annual dinner takes place directly
after the meet.

1 he social fever of the N. O. B. C. is at its height, but
the riding spirit is fading perceptibly.

Grew.

TOE-CLIPS.

We reproduce from advertising pages of

English journals cuts of two loe-cHps. We re-

cently tried a pair of the toe-clips manufactured
by Messrs. Rankin & Bruce, and they are, with-

out doubt, of considerable advantage whether
riding on the level or up hill. The only diffi-

culty with them is, should one remove his feet

to coast, or for any other purpose, he will find

THE COLLINA TOE-CLIP.

some difficulty in regaining the toe-clips, as the

weight of the clip overbalances the pedal, and
it will require several attempts to bring the clip

into its proper place.

A pedal with a permanent toe-clip attachment
and so weighted that the clip would always re-

main uppermost would seem to us to be a valu-

able idea. The cuts of the English toe-plate,

which we reproduce, are very different in form
as compared with the American toe-clip. Lucas'
toe-clip seems to be of excellent form, while the

CoUina, manufactured by Cooper, Kitchen &
Company, seems very simple and strong.

Messrs. Lozier, Yost and Moore, of the Lozier & Yost
Bicycle Company, were in New York on Monday and in

Hartford on Tuesday buying up new machinery for their

factory at Toledo. Their plan was to go from Hartford
to Boston and then return home. Although this company
startid last August they a'ready have a capacity of forty
Little Giants dailv.and with the new machinery which they
will .send West they will have a capacity of seventy-five
machines diily. They have a great belief in the futiJre of
tiie bicycle business, and they are running their factory
on the idea of being permanent m the business, and for

that reason nothing is put out unless they feel certain that
it is the best of its Kind that can be produced. The officers

of the company at present are H. A. Lozier, President

;

I. L. V'ost, Treasurer ; C J. Moore, Superintendent ; T. G.
Hodgman, Assistant Manager; and G. T. Kern, Assistant
Superintendent.
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NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB.

The New York Bicycle Club having become thoroughly settled in

its handsome new home, and being therefore in a position to accom-
modate even a larger membership than is now on its roll, has in-

structed the Membership Committee to acquaint such "unattached"
wheelmen, as may be deemed desirable accessions, with the many
attractive features of our house and the benefits to be derived from af-

filiation with this Club.

CLUB HOUSE.

While there are several in the corporate limits, devoted principally
to cycling, the claims of this one, which we believe really has no rival,

are as numerous as convincing. It is not only the oldest club in the

city, with a flattering record of ten years' standing, but has, in

addition, the honor of having practically organized and started the

League of American Wheelmen. To the majority of cyclers these farts

are well known, and they are simply mentioned here for the benefit of

those who have but recently engaged in the most deservedly popular
and unquestionably healthy exercise known—to attempt the enjoyment
of which, without the facilities and comforts of membership in a well

appointed club, is a mistake which all must regret who have been de-
prived of such social and athletic privileges as we and others offer.

That we are in a position to claim a leading place among metropolitan
cycling clubs is presumably due to the fact that the character of each
individual applicant is subjected to a very rigid and searching investi-

gation. A simple application of itself is not sufficient. We must be
convinced that all would-be members are gentlemen in every sense of
the word, and we can assure them that every present member enjoys a
like reputation.

We have no hesitation in saying, and take pardonable pride in it,

that we occupy one of the finest and most complete club-houses in the
country devoted to cycling and social intercourse, The location is such
that it is easy of access either via street cars or the Si.xth and Ninth
Avenue elevated roads. Situated on West End Avenue (which is paved
with asphalt from Sixty-ninth to Seventy-sixth Streets), facing the river,

possibly in the handsomest part of the metropolis, within a hundred
feet of Seventv-stcond Street, it is practically at the entrance of both
the Riverside Drive and Central Park. As these places constitute the

BILLIARD ROOM AND CAf£

principal resorts of wheelmen, our site is a most convenient and
desirable one.

The house has the advantage of light and air on four sides'

The ground floor is used as a

WHEEL ROOM,

where there is ample accommodation for storing two hundred ma-
chines. There, cleaning and ordinary repairs are done by obliging
and competent attendants without charge.

The second floor is one

EXTENSIVE PARLOR,

handsomely furnished, where the regu ar club meetings, entertain-
ments, etc., are held ; where a fine piano, the weekly illustrated papers,
writing facilities, etc., may be found.

The thiid floor is used for

LOCKER, BATH AND COMMITTEE ROOMS.

Just without the latter are the club bulletins and telephone. The
bath is provided with enclosed hot and cold showers, etc. The lockers
are spacious and well ventilated.

The fourth floor is possibly, if not probably, the most'attractive,

WHEEL ROOM.

for there (in addition to the janitor's private apartments) we have
BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES.

a lofty ornamental trussed ceiling (a blessing to appreciative smokers),
tables at which the inner man can be refre'^hed with either eatables or
drinkables, and in front a balcony overlooking the incomparable Hud-
son, where one never tires of the magnificent view, or finds it too warm,
no matter what the thermometer may indicate in the heart of the city.

The building being in charge of a janitor and assistants, who are
always on hand, entrance can be effected at any time of the day or
night.

The finances of the club are in a very satisfactory condition. It

must be acknowledged that we entered our new house in debt, but the
liberality of the members has enabled the treasurer to place us on a
sound financial basis—thus doing away with the necessity of levying
assessments, or even soliciting contributions.
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steady increase in membership since the occupancy of our

se has prompted considerable thought looking to the future

as well as comfort of our members. One of the numerous

hope to realize, is the establishment of an "annex" at such

ient distance from the club-house that we can run awheel to

d an enjoyable resort with none of the inevitable drawbacks

-house.

inducements thus offered are, we believe, sufficient to make

take a second and serious thought before making application

confident a member will realize more for his investment than he can

in any like organization. Our annual dues are only $30 payable

quarterly, in advance, in addition to $1 a year for L. A. W. dues.

Members' residing outside of New York City pay but $7 a year, for

which amount a non-resident wheelman obtains the advantages of

pleasant headquarters when in town and is entitled to occasional use

of the wheel room and lockers, a convenience which can be readily

appreciated.
The initiation fee, until we shall have attained a membership of

one hundred and fifty (at this date we have about one hundred and

thirty), will be but a nominal sum—$10. This will be increased, in

accordance with our constitution, to $25, when our list shall number

over one hundred and fifty. The life membership fee is $150.

Being somewhat proud of our handsome home, we are naturally

anxious that wheelmen should pay us a visit. Any Wednesday even-

SECTION OF LOCKER ROOM.

to join any other club. To any wheelmen already club members, into

whose hands this book may fall, we would add that there is no inten-

tion of detaching them from their present associations, but if they

should choose to join our club also, there is nothing in our rules to

prevent. We have no hesitation in saying there is no more desirable

wheelmen's retreat than we can offer within a radius of many miles,

though we freely acknowledge the indisputable excellent standing of

other similar organizations in New York.

The pecuniary inducements are none—except that we are very

DIAGRAM OF LOCKER FLOOR.

ing a reception committee will be found between the hours of half past

eight and ten o'clock, ready and willing to entertain visitors; but

entrance can only be had by presenting a card of introduction, which

may be secured from any member. Realizing that you may be unac-

quainted, we take pleasure, having been advised of your social stand-

ing in handing you herewith the necessary card, and trust that you

may avail yourself of the privilege it confers. If you are unable to

visit the club-house, and still desire to ascertain further and fuller

particulars, we would be pleased to have you address Edward S.

Terry 317 Broadway, Chairman of the Membership Committeee.

The present officers of the club are : Pr sident, E. J. Shriver
;

Vice-President, F. W. Kitching ;
Treasurer, Ross W. Wier

;
Secretary,

W E. Findlay ; Captain, George M. Nisbett ; Chairman of House

Committee, il. E. Lansing.

[The initiation fee has been waived for the present, Ed.]

"THE COLD AND THE CAROL."

A TALE OF THE INFLt ENZA.

The bicycle bard having been informed that

he would be called on to sing something at a

" smoker," prepared the following song for the

occasion :

Am I the man to moan alone
Beneath a silvery moon,

And strive to make a maid mine own
By many a mellow tune ?

Am I the man to linger long
Around the maid I'd claim,

Like gnats that hum their merry song
Around the burning flame ?

No ! fii\e to me the nickeled steed
That many a time I sang,

No more the hand of maid I need,
Nor on her accents hang.

My mind expands with manlier themes.
No midnight oil I burn

;

No poems penned in endless r^ms
A woman's smiles to earn.

On the evening of the concert he found him-
self in bed with the influenza. Not liking to dis-

appoint the audience he sent out for a phono-
graph, and after singing the words into it, for-

warded the instrument to the club-room.
The result, as taken down by our special re-

porter, shows that the phonograph can appreciate

a cold as well as the next man :

Ab I de bad to boad alode
Bcdead a silbcry bood,

Ad stribe to bake a baid bide owd
By bady a bellow tude ?

Ab 1 de bad to lidger log
Aroud de baid I d claio.

Like gdats dat hub der berry sog
Aroud the burdig flabe ?

Do ! gib to be de dickclcd steed
Dat bady a tibe I sag.

Do bore de had of baid I deed,
Dor od her acccdts hag.

By bide cxpads wid badlier thcbes,
Do biddight oil 1 burd;

Do poebs pedd id cdless rcabs
A wobad's sbiles to card.

—Irish Cyclist and Alhletf.

THE CITIZENS' CLUB ELECT
OFFICERS.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The annual meeting of this club was held at

the club-house on West Sixtieth Street on March

14. The reports of the officers showed the club

to be in good condition. At the last moment

John C. Gulick, the nominee for President to

succeed himself, withdrew, and Dr. B. H. Wells

was nominated in his place.

The following officers were elected : President,

B. H. Wells ; Vice-President, Simeon Ford

;

Treasurer, A. E. Paillard ;
Secretary, J. T.

Francis ; Captain, W. B. Krug ; First Lieuten-

ant, Francis Thayer ; Second Lieutenant, Frank

Blackhurst ; Lieutenant of Tricycles, George

M. Huss; Surgeon, W. H. Hemingway; First

Bugler, E. A. Hoffman, Jr.; Second Bugler, F.

C. Thomas; First Color Bearer, CharUs S.

Jones ; Second Color Bearer, F. Hoose ;
Trust-

ees, R. Nelson. W. C. Frazee, G. T. Wilson, J.

C. Gulick, W. H. Book, W. G. Conklin and J.

C. Aiken.
An ettort was made to decrease the list of offi-

cers by doing away with the Lieutenants of

Tricyclists, Color Bearers and Lieutenants, but

the motion was lost by two votes. A large num-
ber of " Cits" believe that this list of unneces-

sary officers is " poppycock," but there were not

sufficient of these members present to carry the

motion.

Men who know anything about machines agree that the

New Mail this year is as fine a mount as one could look at.

We are glad to learn that Messrs. William Read & Sons have

a large demand for their safeties. This concern is little

given to trumpet-blowing, but relies almost entirely upon
the merits of their goods to create a market. Since they have
been in the business they have gone on improvinp each

year. Last year the New Mail was a staunchly built ma-
chine, and was reputed to have cost more than any other

wheel on the markei. Their new safety this year is cer-

tainly a very handsome mount and is the best wheel that

money and ingenuity could produce. The concern has

agents all over the country and will fill orders as soon as

booked. The manager of their bicycle business is Mr, John

Read, although the head of their bicycle department is Will

S. Atwell, who gets around to all the meets and represents

ihe concern.

" The Call, of San Francisco, Cal., tells us that there is a

quiet feeling among the wheelmen there that a distinct or-

ganization is wanted on the Pacific Coast."—5/. World.

The " quiet feeling " for a distinct organization is a

myth, and that is giving it a very mild name, too. The

kick of this correspondent of the Call sounds like a " voice

from the grave." It is true that such a feeling existed some

years ago, but it has been dead and buried long since, and

now this fault-finder has turned " ghoul," raised the corpse

and is trying to give it life by injecting some of the

" elixer " of his own chaotic brain. His efforts will be in

vain ; the California Division has come to stay, and stay it

will, regardless of the attacks of disgruntled persons.

The annual prediction, that Davis and Wheaton will per-

form wonders on the track this year and that Mathews is a

hard man to beat at ten miles on the road, has made its ap-

pearance again for the third or fourth time in as many

years, but the records still stand where they were placed in

1888, and let anybody propose a road race to the S. F. Bi.

Club (of which august body Mr. Mathews is a member)

and the howl goes up that they are not pot-hunters ; so, to

all appearances, the above parties will be " newspaper

champions" of the road and path for sometimfe to come.

Thirty or forty local consuls have been appointed by

Chief Consul Thompson during the last week, and more

coming.

A pic-nic run has been called for Sunday, March 30, by

Capt. Richardson, of the B. C. W. A large attendance is

expected and the usual good time promised all.

" He.aders."

The annual meeting of the New York Club will be held

on April 2, at 8:30 p. m. The club recently amended its By-

Laws to provide for life membership, which are secured by

a payment of $150.

There is a suit " diageing its slow lensth" through the

Philadelphia Courts, the cise being that of the Pennsylvania

Company vs the Stow Flexible Shaft Company, Limited,

to recover $15,000 for breach of contract. Under this con-

tract the defendants agreed to manufacture for the plain-

tiffs safetv bicycles under patents for improvements in bi-

cycles, which were owned by plaintiffs. The lalter com-
plain that the defendants have failed to manu'acture a good

and saleable bicycle, and that the few offered by defendants

are unmarketable, by reason of improper ,ind nep'-'ent

manufacture and finish. They accordingly sue for luss of

profits and expenses incurred. We bel eve the case is one

of several years standing.
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THE AUTOMATIC SPOKE AND NIPPLE GRIP.

Every Cyclist his

own Repairer !

;^^No Screws, no Niita,
no Peeliiia: of

Enamel.

tS~ It takes a positive
grip. The harder you pull

the tighter it holds.

{3^ Catches any size

Spoke or Nipple, round or
square.

^^' Can be carried in

the vest pocket.

Price (Nickeled), $1.

Liberal discount to dealers^

Cut full size.

JORDAN & OELLIEN,

No. 1 320 Washington Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

D. J. CAKARY,

CHAMPION FANCY and TRICK BICYCLIST,

Is open to make enragements with bicycle clubs or other
organizations foreitSer indoor or outdoor exhibitions. For
terms address,

D. J. CANARY,
33 Columbia St., Meriden, Cona.

CHARM.
Gold Filled, •S.SO.

UN.
Sulld Gold, ij>1.7A.

The Watch Charm is entirely new. with wheels, pedals and handle
all in working order.
The Pin or B ^DGE is solid gold and elegantly enameled. Dealers

in bicycles sending their card will receive samples for inspection.

DURYEA JEWELRY CO.,
WHOLESALK JEWELERS,

No. 7 1 Nassau St., New York City.

Salesman and Repaifef Wanted

To an active and reliable young man accus-

tomed to care and repair of cycles, a permanent

and paying position is offered by a new house

soon to be open in Washington, D. C. Must be

ready to begin work by April ist, if wished.

Address replies to

L. B. GRAVES,
f V2S C STREET, W , VNT.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

BICYCLE SUITS.
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin & Co.'s Bicycle Department,

H. STRUCNELL,
310 Broadway, N. Y., asks your patronage for himself.

EVERY ATTENTION GIVEN TO CUT, FIT AND STYLE.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
MAKERS OF THE

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE. DIAMOND
$85

SAFETY.
Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Bicycle dealers should sell

Warwick Perfection Safety, -1
jyg OQ

Vulcan Diamond Frame Safety, -^o

National Straight Frame Safety,
J
$135.00

And a dozen other leading styles from well-known manulac-

turers. Special discounts to legitimate dealers.

NEW AND USEFUL

Perfection Tire Heater

Sexxd fox- Oct.tA'los'^^eis ctxxcl. "Ferxxxs.

GEO. 1*. BIDWEl-1-
313 West 58th St., New York.

Pu.teiileJ Xo j2j,686, Aug. 4, 1883.

Loose tires cemented, on the road, in a few moments.

Can be carried in the tool bag.

A simple economizer of time, money and patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in bicycles or of

the manufacturer.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
3 1 3 West 58th St., NEW YORK.
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CYCLING FOR BOYS.

Never mind the cost of a machine. Better to

pay a fair price for it at first than having to pay
small sums every month for repairs, for in a
very short time these small sums will amount to

an astonishing total, large enough in some
cases to purchase a new machine. And, after

all, a machine that is being continually repaired
will never be worth much, and will, I have no
doubt, become a nuisance in course of time.

Some fathers have a notion that a cheap ma-
chine is good enough for their son, but experi-

ence teaches.
Several fond mammas have a most absurd

prejudice against cycling. They enlarge upon
its dangers and ignore its pleasures, but never
think of forbidding their boys to play football,

even though they read of fatal accidents in the

football field. I happen to know a lady who
will on no account hear of her husband becom-
ing a cyclist for fear she should be plunged into

widowhood at short notice ; and as for her son
becoming a cyclist—well, it would be something
criminal in her eyes. But, let us thank our
lucky stars such mothers are few and far be-
tween ; and I must say that, upon the whole,
our parents are kinder to us than we sometimes
deserve, and all we have to do when we want a
machine is to ask for it. But then there is the
other extreme, exemplified in the case of the
cycling mamma who wont allow her son to have
a " run " on his machine unless she accompanies
him, and she rides such a clumsy, ugly mass of

metal that the poor son has to wait for her at

every mile stone or ride at her easy rate of

speed. The ideal mamma is the one that can
converse sensibly with her son about the pastime
he goes in for, and who can encourage him in

her own dear way to be manly and gentlemanly
in sport or pastime as well as in every-day life.

But, hang it all, I'm making this an article on
" Mammas " instead of machines.
For young boys the safety is preferable to the

ordinary, unless they prefer the latter ; if so, let

them have it. I don't think boys will ever like

the tricycle ; it's much too safe ! We British

never enjoy a sport much unless it has an ele-

ment of danger in it ; and if on any occasion
we should meet that danger, and pass it by a
hair's breadth safely, we enjoy the sport the

more. How grand it is to fly down long,
smooth slopes in the darkness of the night on a
safety, with one's lamp flashing in front, and to

be fully conscious of the fact that should one
meet an obstacle one would certainly sustain an
accident, and then to reach one's destination and
to think of what might have been, but what has
been passed through safely ! But if one really

does meet with an accident, it puts an altogether
different aspect on affairs. With steady and
careful handling, one may almost ride a safety

or bicycle season after season without the
slightest mishap. A safety is the belter ma-
chine for winter riding; it fits so nicely and
easily into the cart-wheel tracks, and cuts so
well through snow. I never lay up my machine,
but use it summer and winter, and enjoy myself
as much in one season as in another. Last
winter I managed to stick fast in a snowdrift
not a mile out of town, but neither the machine
nor I were much the worse.
Every young rider I come across wants a

" home trainer " for the purpose of keeping up
his " form " during the winter. I was rather
astonished the other day when I found that
three out of the four cyclists I spoke to informed
me they were about to purchase a " home
trainer." Excellentas these inventions may be,

I can't say I admire the look of the thing. I

don't mean to say that there is anything ugly
about the appearance of the "trainer" itself,

but that there is something decidedly ridiculous
about a fellow pegging and puffing away, ci la

scorcher, in his own bedroom, and yet, with all

his speed, remaining stationary. The parents
of a certain youth inform me that this " wretched
invention " has turned their son's brain ; he is

never off it when at home, and howls and shouts
fearfully when going at anything like record
speed, and alarmed his maiden aunt so terribly
when she saw him on his " hobby " that she is

not expected to recover.
A " trainer " is a very handy invention for use

on wet, dismal days, when one feels a ride
would cheer one up a bit, and when it is impos-
sible to get any enjoyment on a machine out of
doors. But I think that legitimate cycling
ought to be indulged in as often as possible.

even during such months as December and
February, whenthe season gets slightly mixed.
—JOLLIBOI, in the Scottish Cyclist.

VEGETARIANISM FROM A CYCLING
STANDPOINT.

A deal of attention has of late been paid to

the question of vegetarianism and the effect of

fluids, from a cycling standpoint. So many facts

have been educed in favor of a vegetarian diet,

and a minimum amount of fluid, that cyclists

would find it interesting to experiment and dis-

cover what effect the reduction of the amount of

meat and fluid which they take into their

system would have on their riding.

A writer in The Gentleman s Magazine says :
" A vejre-

tarian lecturer once said in my hearing that he had gone a
whole month without drinking one single drop of fluid—he
founi sufficient in the foods he swallowed ; and two ladies,

whom I was told about the other day by a gentleman, in

whose veracity I place implicit reliance, greatly astonished
a large circle of people by going long excursions and taking
severe and continuous exercise, while living on nothing but
porridge, fruit (mostly uncooked), and well-cooked vege-
tables. These ladies were untroubled by thirst, enjoyed the
most vigorous health, and distanced many of their compet-
itors. When cycling, the less fluid the better, and runs of

many hours are practicable, even in the hottest weather,
without indulging in any fluids. This I know from repeated
experiments. The muscles speedily accquire a firmness and
tone impossible when fluids are taken, while exeration be-
comes a positive delight. This is no crochet of mine, but a
solemn fact, and one being recognized by my brother
cyclists, who are fast learning that the less fluid the better.

Soldiers on review days, in hot weather and in foreign cli-

mates, have been gradually learning the same truth experi-
mentally, and though, when they have been greatly over-
exerting themselves for many hours, they are not prohibited
from taking fluids, they are cautioned to4ake very little.

In this way the risk, always appreciable, of taking cold
water in insanitary villages is avoided ; though how many
of the evils attributed to the badness of the water are really

due to the amount of cold drinks imbibed ? When the run
is over, then, if you will, take a little fluid, but not much

;

the more you drink the more you want to drink, and no-
thing is worse for you. As for alcoholic beverages, every
cyclist now knows, that if he warns to cover a long distance,
he must avoid them hke grim death as perilous beyond
words. So you see you need not take any portly flask or
water b ttles, and you need not encumber yourself with
cold tea and flavorless coffee

;
you can set off absolutey un-

incumbered.

THE WASTE FAIRER DOG BARKS.

I am the waste paper dog, and I have great
pleasure in making my bow-wow to the cycling
public. I shall give a few useful hints ; only a
few, as I want them remembered and acted
upon. Well, to begin. Spring is at hand !

This is not an orginal piece of information, but
it is a hint. It is a hint that the cycling season
is at hand, and I have observed that many
cyclists suffer from heavy colds at this period of

the year. Consequently my advice is, be care-

ful. Don't ride too far or get over-heated.

The pores of the skin will be closed after your
winter quietude ; the muscles will be soft and
flabby ; adipose tissue will have developed
where it ought not to be, and the breathing will

be short and labored. Not only will a long or

fast run tend to exhaust, and, perhaps, even
prostrate the rider, but the greatest danger will

be incurred of catching a heavy cold, for the
east wind striking on an over-heated body,
enervated by a winter's inactivity, is nearly sure
to find a weak spot.

Ride slowly; ride short distances ; don't stop

to rest in the open air until you feel that you
have regained your wonted form, and that your
skin and lungs are in full working order. I

believe fully in animal fibre as clothing. I wear
nothing else myself, and I never get cold. I

have watched the cyclists calling at this office,

and have observed that he who wears wool does
not suffer from colds. In the " Art and Pastime
of Cycling" I have read all about the subject.

To cycle comfortably and cycle safely one must
eschew linen and cotton, and clothe himself in

wool or animal fibre. It is the warmest cover-

ing in winter, for it brings the blood lo the
skin, and the moisture passes through the open
pores, instead of lodging, as it would in linen

or cotton, causing a death-dealing chill. In
summer a thin woolen covering is the coolest,

from the same cause, for the hot moisture and
superabundant heat of the body pass freely

through. In fact, the action of wool is to keep
the body at its normal heat, and hence it is the

only hygienic and safe clothing for cyclists.—

•

Irish Cyclist and Athlete.

THE SETTLEMENT OF BEASELEY
vs. KELLY.

The case of the People, on complaint of Lester
W. Beaseley, Jr., against Edward Kelly, a Pros-
pect Park policeman, has been finally adjudi-
cated and transferred to a tribunal from whom
whose rulings there can be no appeal. Officer
Kelly died on the igth of March, at the charity
hospital in Flatbush, the cause of his death be-
ing excessive alcoholism.
Our readers will remember that on Saturday

afternoon, July 13, of last year, while Mr.
Beaseley was riding on the Coney Island Boule-
vard with a companion, he observed Officer
Kelly emerging from one of the many hostelries
which line the road. The officer was on his
horse, but maintained his seat with difficulty.

Mr. Beaseley called the attention of his friend
to the condition of the officer, who, overhearing
him, became furious, and deliberately drove his
horse on top of Beaseley, knocking him off his
wheel, though without hurting him seriously

;

the wheel, however, was smashed to pieces.

The two cyclists at once lodged a charge at the
Park Police headquarters, and a warrant was
sworn out by Justice Charles W. Church, of
New Utrecht, who has jurisdiction over that
part of the Boulevard in which the assault had
been committed. The justice held the officer in

$1,500 bail awaiting the action of the Grand
Jury, by whom he was subsequently indited for
assault in the second degree.
The case came up in the Court of General

Sessions in the early part of February, Assist-
ant District Attorney Clarke prosecuting, with
Mr. Jerry A. Weinberg defending the officer

and Mr. Michael Furst appearing for the plain-
tiff. The jury, after being locked up for nearly
twelve hours, disagreed, standing nine to three
for conviction. The District Attorney had ar-

ranged for a second trial during this week, when
he felt confident of securing a conviction. In
the meantime the officer had been tried before
the newly-organized Board of Park Commis-
sioners, who promptly suspended him, pending
the result of the trial.

During all this time Officer Kelly drank to ex-
cess, and lost not only his wife, but his child
by death. The manner in which the case was
pushed, both by Mr. Beaseley and Mr. Furst, is

deserving of credit, because there was no ani-

mus in the matter, but simply a desire to create
a precedent, as the police officers of Prospect
Park had never been any too courteous to the
cyclists, and, as Officer Kelly's case was most
flagrant, it was decided to make him an exam-
ple for the benefit of other cyclists, as well as
for other policemen.
While the officer could expect but little con-

sideration at the hands of cyclists, yet his fate is

an extremely sad one. Instead of being a useful
member of society and a credit to the police

force of Brooklyn, he has, through intemper-
ance, ruined not only his own life, but has also

dragged two others to the grave with him.

A TOUR ON A STEAM TRICYCLE.

AN ACCOU.MT OF A TOUR FRO.VI PARIS TO LYONS.

The Steam tricycle which was shown in the
Paris Exhibition last year, and of which some
account was given recently in these columns,
has lately been ridden rom Paris to Lyons. The
names of the riders were Serpollet and Arch-
deacon. M. Serpollet is the inventor of the tri-

cycle h la vapeur, and M. Archdeacon is a young
man whose name has so far been connected
with aeronautics. When they first set out it

was their intention to ride against time, but this

purpose they soon abandoned, and what with a
number of accidents they met with en route, the
terrible roads they had to pass along, and the
halts they made at all the big towns on their

way, notably at Melun, Sens, Tonnerre, Dijon,
Magon and others ; they were nine days en
rotde. " Of which," said M. Archdeacon, barely
four were taken up with actual traveling. Our
worst accident was when the a.\le broke, and
we lost a good deal of time in repairing it.

Then the springs of the carriage also broke
down and had to be repaired twice. The boiler,

however, and the other parts of the machine
worked wonderfully well, and we feel certain

that we shall soon be able, by developing the

system, to create a machine which will enable
one to ride on any road at an average speed of

twenty-four kilometres the hour."

—

Bicycling

News.
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PHILADELPHIA.

The event of the week and of the season in the way of

cyclinjj athletics has been the closing enterlainment of the

Century Wheelmen, and the <lub certainly outdid itself on
Thursday evening. Tickets were issued to the limit of

350 but the demand was far in excess of this number as

delegations came from ail the Philadelphia clubs and the

n embers of Century were present <•« wawt-, while many
who desired to attend could not secure the necessary bit

of pasteboard The programme was a lengthy and varied

one, but the committee in charge saw that no tiaewas
lost between the bouts The events were run as follows :

Boxing, Kirk Brown, Al. H. Allen, Century Wheelmen;
T M. Hahn, Thomas Byrne, Century Wheelmen. Fencing,

Messrs Born and Tepple, Philadelchia Turn Verein.

Wrestling, Herman Wolff, J. L. Eldridge, A. C S N.

;

H. Wuolper and W, Troelsch. Philadelphia Turn Verein.

Bo.\ing. John Gallagher and W. McCarney, La Salle Col-

lege. Exhibition of high kicking, David Ader. Alert A. A.

Boxing. McGeghan and Hugh, La Salle College A. C
Wrestling, Schlimm and Kalck, Phi'adelphia Turn Verein ;

Chesterman and Atherholt, A. C. S. N. ; Dr. J. K. Shell

pnd George Hosk'ns, A C. S. N Boxing, Elmer
Schlxhter, La Salle College, and Walter Scblichter,

A. C. S. N. ; Professional Jack Lynch, instructor of spar-

ring Century Wheelmen, and Jack McReary.
Tug-ol-war contest, championship of Philadelphia cycling

clubs. Century team, French, anchor, Dietz, Mack and
Weed, vs. South End Team, Dickson, anchor, R. McCurdy,
O. McCurdy and Young. Won by South Rnd afier an
exciting contest bv lU inches. Tug-of-war, West Phila-

delphia Branch. Y. Kl. C. A. vs N. W. Branch; won by
former. 5!4 inches. Tug of-war W. P. Branch Y. M. C. A.

vs. Alert Athletic Association ; Alerts were pulled out of

the cleats. This is the last of the Century's sta^ patties

for the season.
The tug-of-war craze f eems to have hit three of our prin-

cipal clubs pretty hard The idea originated, I think, with

Mr. J. S. Bretz, Chairman of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club's Entertainicent Committee, who engineered a match
between a team from his club with those of the South End
and Century al Pennsylvania's smoker in February. The
Pennsy team was beaten by both of the others and
the final puil was postponed, on account of the lateness of

the hour, until some future date. The victory of the South
b.nd boys on Thursday evening over the Century team
makes them the champions of Philadelphia. The team
consists of active members, who are as good riders as they

are " luggers." Dickson, the anchor, appears to be a man
who uses head work, and has his men under good control

The Cenlurians having put in a complete set of cleats and
harness, contests may be seen going on almost any even-

ing. Several teams have been formed and two of these,

the " Big Four," consisting of Steinmeitz, A. Allen, Hahn
and Harbach,and the Carter's Little Liver Pills, Havens,
Bahl C. Allen and McCune, will try conclusions this week.
Mrs. Harold R. Lewis, the well-known and highly

esteemed wife of the President of the Philadelphia Bicycle

Club, was buried on Saturday last. Mrs. Lewis was an
enthusiastic cycler and in company wiih her husband made
a tour of Europe in 1888, riding some 3.000 miles, stopping
only when, in Norway, with the tires of their tandem com-
pletely worn through, they were unable to ride further or

get their machine repaired.

Just how far this new idea of athletics will go it is hard
to say. The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club have a boxing
class with a limited membership of ten. although applica-

tions have been numerous since the limit was reached
Century's class is a success, and a number of the South End
boys have engaged Dr. J. K. Shell to give them points on
wres'lin.g. If this keeps increasing will it not affect riding?
Stillman G. Whitaker is no longer in the employment of

the Stroiig& Gieen Cycle Company.
Owing to the Century Wheelmen having selected April

4 for their races the proposed /iem road race will be held

later in the season. The managers of this paper have
shown a disposition to make the event an interesting one
for the sport, the clubs and the racers, and to make a com-
plete success of it the different club captains will be re-

quested to act as a committee of arrangements to settle

date, time, course, etc. There is also a possibility of its

being made a challenge cup race to be won three or more
times.
An inter-club run on Decoration Day will be given under

the auspices of the Associated Cycling Clubs, probably to

Devon, the same as last year. The run of 1B89 was hardly
a success in the estimation of many who attended it, but
the committee this yenr have the advantage o plenty of

time and the knowledge of what was wanting last year,

which will doubtless aid them to hold an attractive run.

At a special meeting of the A. C. C . held Monday, at

noon, it was decided to invite the State Division. L. A. VV.,

through Chief Consul Boyle, to hold the meet in this city on
Friday and Saturday, June 27 and 28. As the Chief Con-
sul has expressed himself favorably towards holding it

here the matter may now be looked upon as practically

settled.
Paul Bkrwvn.

1889-C. W. Adams, W. G. Brogan. J. S. Hedge (2), C.

F. Hotchkiss, J. E. Jewett, E. A. Kingston, D. H. Lewis (2),

J. W. White.
The weather the past week has been excellent, and the

streets have been alive with riders.
Zo.

NEWARK.

The continuous spell of disagreeable and \yindy weather
for the last six or seven weeks has been an impediment to

the disciples of wheeling in this vicinity not surmounted to

any extent by even the most enthusiastic riders. In view of

this deplorable state of things, the wheelmen are compelled
to pin their faith on the future, and wax reminiscential

over the past.

During a heated discussion ovrr the genus road hog, not

long ago, one of a party of six Atalaiita members recited

CHICAGO.

The Chicago cycling world, from now until the 30th of

May, will have Pullman Road Race for breakfast, for

lunch, for dinner and an extra large portion for supper, for

certainly one hears of little else. Yesterday (Sundayl was
an ideal day, and most of the clubs journeyed Pullman-
ward, while little parties of twos and threes made their way
over the course all during the day. The road was a trifle

heavy and a fitful headwind helped make the going inter-

esting.

The finishing touches are rapidly being put to a most
successful social season, and after the Illinois' reception on
the 28th, the clawhammer will seek reposeand be seen very
beautifully less. On the 18th the Englewood Club gave a

most enjoyable reception, the german being led by Mr. \V.

C. Holbrook. On the 21st the .^olus Cycling Club gave
its fifth and final dance of the season at the We^t Side
Turners' Hall. It was largely attended, and reflected

credit on the committees in charge, viz.; Floor Committee.
the following anecdote, which illustrates the self-complac- I j^^^ cianey. L. F. Wilk, Frank Bodach, L. J. Eckhardt.
ency of non-ta.x-pay,ngnomadic ribes, which one occasion-

I ^ j Hisgen; Reception Committee, H. J. Freeman. C.
ally encounters on the road The boys were some\vheres

wiitenbefg, J. T. Delafosse, A. Christiansen,
betwyn Rahway and Woodbridge, and the road, while un-

, Saturday night, 22d, the Lincolns gave a smoker, compli-
usually widevvas of an exxeed.ngly sandy nature and me^.ry to the Iroquois Boat Club, who are near neighbors,
riding w'as only possible by following one ol the t«o ruts

^^^ ^^.^^ j^^^,^ at various times assisted the Lincolns at
formed by the vvheels of passing vehicles. The party were

,

j,^j_. ^^hletic exhibitions. Both clubs were present in force,
moving along at a slow gate necessary under the urcum-

j^ ^ friendly team game of pool the bicycle boys ungal-
stances, when a seemingly house on wheels loomed up in

,^^^, ^j^ ^^ ^^^.^
^

^^^^ A feature of the evening was
the distance, which, upon nearer approach, proved to be

the delivery of a " fecture " by Master of Ceremonils Er-
the first of several gypsy wagons There was ample room

|

^^.-^ j^ ^./^ ^ discourse on " Cycles," cleverly worded and
for the strange looking vehicles to be driven to one side of

| -^^^ ;^ ^^ containing hits at the memhers of both
the cyclers but when Ae riders were within twenty yards, I ^^^^jJQ^ ,^^:^;^^ provoked much laughter and ap-
°r, ^°; ^J"= iP/" °^ the foremost wagori, a stocky and de-

.f^^^ (^.
•

^^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ intervals and coffic
cidedly forbidding indtvidual,remed up h.sspiritedless nags, H^^

sandwiches were served in the gymnasium,
and began to gesticulate and yell in a most am.-izing manner .j.^^ Lincoln Club, by the way, Ts offering big induce-
When his words became intelligent, the wheelmen learned

j ^g„i^ {^, both mileage fiends and scorchers this season,
that the lord and master of the traveling family was re-

1 ^^^^ j j^^^.j^ ^een appropriated for medals: for the
qiiesting^hem in language unfit for publication to get their

| ^^^^ ^^.^^ scores the greatest liileage, nothing under 4,000
miles to count; for the one-mile club championship, time

BUFFALO.

The membership limit of the Buffalos is 150, and the pres-

ent number is 147. There are four applications to be acted
upon at the next meeting of the club. Some one of the four
will get left, unless the club should decide to put the limit

notch up another notch, which is not a very probable thing.

The Ramblers will have a drill corps, and all riders

of 52-inch ordinaries have 6een requested to report to Capt.
Schvvinn for this purpose.
The Ramblers will have three preliminary road contests,

to determine upon the riders who will compose its road
team. Distances of 50, 25 and 10 miles will probably be
selected.

The Buffalos have a list of their "century" makers
posted on tlie walls at the club-house. A goodly list it is,

too, as the following will sliow ;

18S5— C. W. Adams, J. J Ehrlich, A. R. Georger, C. G.
Gething, R. H. James (4), R. W. Rummell, T. A. Russell.
1SS6—C. W. Adams.
18S7—F. M. Brinker, W. E. Donaldson, J. Chas. Wagner.
j88S—C. 'W. Adams, J. R. .\sh, F. M. Brinker, R. C.

Chapin, J. L. Daniels, W. E. Dawes, Chas. Denny, J. S.

Driess, F. E. Drullard, J. J. Ehrlich, H. J. Fenton. C. H.
Hauenstein, G. B. Hinkley, R, B. Hoffman, C. F. Hotch-
kiss, W. K. Jackson, M. J. Leonard, W. F. Lloyd, A. H.
Morey, J. F. Pferd, S, M, J^atcliffe, A. J. Russell, J. Chas.
Wagner.

wheels off the earth, or hide them in the woods, «o that he
could pass, or his steeds would take fright at them. After a

little hot shot had passed between the two parties, the boys
dismounted and stepped to one side of the road, but the

irate driver was not appeased until they had laid their

wheels flat on the ground. Then, amid the jeers of the dis-

gusted Newarkers, he managed to wake up his sorry-look-

ing horses, who wouldn't have winked if a fire cracker had
been discharged in their ear. The last wagon in the pro-
cession was driven by a disreputable-looking hag, who
shook her fist at the crowd as she passed, and yelled in a
cracked voice ;

" Ah, yees are no gintlemen, no gintlemen !

why don't yers buy bosses and ride dacent, instead of those
blankety-blank things 1

"

And, while speaking of road hogs one of the guild was
very neatly shown the error of his way by a Newark rider

in the neighborhood of Portsmouth, N. H., last summer.
The wheelman in question was one of a party of three,

who were en route from Portland to New York, and who
was a little in advance of his comrades. The facilities of the
road for bicycling were very meagre, and so when a young
farmer driving a load of hay was encountered, the foremost
rider politely asked him to drive a little to one side. This
request was refused most emphatically, and so the wheel-
man attempted to ride around the wagon, but unfortunately,
the tenacious mud at the side of the road induced his wheel
to stop suddenly, and he, not being aware of this, continued
on—but over the handle-bars, and received a clinging wel-
come from the mud. This, together, with the loud laughter
of the hay-seed was unbearable, and he, then and there, in-

vited the rustic to a combat. Nothing loath, he descended
from his high perch with agility, but after a two minutes
interview with the Newarker, he climbed back, a sadder
and decidedly dirtier man, and meekly drove to one side,

permitting 'he two much amused spectators to pass on un-
sullied by the mud a la Jersey.

I believe it has been mentioned in these columns hereto-
fore, that F. W. Eichhorn is now a lawful manipulator of

the forceps, but the fact was brought to the surface again
on the 22d instant as the doctor gave what he styled a
" blow out " to the Atalantas on that evening, at his resi-

dence, and endeavored to learn their individual capacity for
liquid substances—he himself being fond of liquid syllables,

and it is said succeeded. A wish has been expressed for
" Ikey' to graduate every week if such festive occasions
would follow every time. It is to be hoped that this will

not happen, for it would materially increase the hardships
of the already thorny path of the road racer who was
present.
At the next meeting of the Atalanta Wheelman the sub-

ject of racing will be broached, and a motion put before the
house for the Captain to have power to form a racing team,
to be entered in any contest at his option. Several members
have a weakness for glory of this kind, and the project will

undoubtedly become a reality. It is said that " Baldy
"

Cyphers intends to bring his rust-covered Star to the light

once more and work for a place in the team. If so, the
boys will have to hustle.
Agent Haradon, of the White Cycle Co., was in town

last week with a Broncho safety, and the wheel was tried
in Oraton Hall by several A. W.'s, who were much pleased
with it. During its exhibition Haradon performed some
trick evolutions upon Eichhorn's new Columbia, closing
with a grand yfwd/f, which resulted in a demoralized wheel.
It is a curious phenomenon, but the room was blue for ex-
actly three hours thereafter.

It looks as though The Wheel's rap at the Orange
Wanderers, a few weeks ago, had been given consideration,
for the newly re-organized club now comes out with the
announcement of a " Bicycle Tournament," at the Park
Rink, April 8, various athletic games and a tug-of-war be-
ing among the features.
There has been invented by a citizen of this city a safety-

bicycle that, it is claimed, will revolutionize the entire
trade. Fourteeen claims for perfections over other makes
have already been allowed by the patent authorities ; the
general scope of the wheel being entirely different from
anything now in vogue. A stock company has been formed,
but nothing will be done with thescheme until next season.
Newark's little suburb, Irvington, has come forward with

a cycling club—The Irvington Wheelmen—which starts off

limit 2ra. 50s. ; for the one-mile safety championship, limit

3m.; for the 100-mile contest, conditions not yet decided
on ; and for a series of handicap races—ten and twenty-five
miles—which are to be con'csted during Julv and August,
The Lincolns, too, are rapidly wiping out the debt which has
encumbered them for sometime past. There is a motion
pending to increase the dues to J2 per month, a discount of
twenty-five per cent, being offered as an inducement for

prompt payment.
The series of match games between the Lincoln and

Chicago clubs consists of three games each of billiards,

pool and indoor baseball, instead of only one each of the

first two, as previously reported. Billiards is first on
the list, the hrst game being contested in Rosalie Hall
on Thursday night last. Thrall, the Chicago's representa-
tive, defeating Robbins, of the L. C. C, 200 to 160 points.

The next game occurs to-morrow night in Douglas Hall.

The Western Cycle Co. is the title of the newest comer
in the business world It will be located at West Madison
Street and Ashland Avenue, and will handle the " Referee

"

wheels. E. L. Ferguson is the manager and moving spirit.

Burley Ayres is to return to Chicago " for good " after

May I. He was in town last week.
The S/iorting Revitw^ fathered by J. Harry Palmer, is a

new candidate for cycling subscriptions and ads., which
will make its debut in this city May i.

On April 11 the Douglas Cycling Club gives a dress
party at Apollo Hall.
Arthur Lumsden, in addition to his scorching abilities, is

one of the best players of the Chicago Cycling Club's base-
ball team.
Whoever is conducting the cycling department of the

Tribune, and it bears the impress of a wheelman, is having
lots of fun with himself in journalistic high and lofty

tumbling, as he endeavors to make the public believe that
the safety has gone out of favor and that the ordinary
again has the call. Poor fellov>' ! he must be very poorly
informed or have an awful grudge against the safety to

stand up at this time and talk as he does. Certainly if he
is anxious to satisfy himself and the public on the question,
he has but to interview the manufacturers and agents in

town as to really just how dead is the "safety craze."
And this isn't from a safetyite, either.

Betisv B.

BROOKLYN B. C.

The nominating committee have issued a circular con-
taining the names of the following gentlemen as the
regular ticket to be balloted for at meeting on Aprils.
President, I. B. Potter -Vice-President, T. C. Snedeker;
Secretary, B. M Cole: Treasurer, H. E. Raymond ; Cap-
tain, W. E. Fuller; First Lieutenant, W. S. M. Mead;
Second Lieutenant, C. F. Quimby ; Third Lieutenant, J. F.
Borland ; Surgeon, L. M. Allen ; Color .Bearer, E. Melvin

;

First Bugler, H. P. Matthews; Second Bugler, F. L.
Wagner; Trustees, James Fox, H. H. Koop and W. K.
Cleverley.
No opposition in any office excepting the captaincy has

at yet developed. Mr. W. H. Meeteer, the former captain,
will run against Mr. Fuller.

One of those good times for which the New York Bicycle
Club is noted was meted out to the Brooklyns on Monday
night. It was the occasion of an invitation game of bowl-
ing extended to the Brooklyn Club. As it was somewhat
late when the Brooklyns arrived it was decided to roll a
seven frame game, twelve on aside, resulting in a victory
for the New Yorks. It was what might be termed a wild
game, such twisting and curving of balls, marvellous exe-
cution but pitiable results. However, it served the pur-
pose and whiled away a few hours as a prelude to the
more elaborate entertainment at the club-house, where
good things in plenty were set before us.

One of the liveliest incidents of the home trip occurred
-ivhen the Bridge was reached. Three G. A. R. veterans
came into the car, returning from a moist rally. They
were full of talk and became the victims of the fun-loving
crowd. Placing them in the centre a circle was formed.

- . ." , . . ,^ ip -; „ . . ,-- and the vets, standing shoulder to shouMer lest one should
auspiciously w'lth about fifteen members. Being situated at

1 faji_ dared anyone to tear down the American flag. Then
the entrance of one of this country s finest nding districts.

1 ^ patch-work debate began and the Rebellion was fought
it should become a prosperous organization.

Sp.\rk, Jr.
all over again ; figuratively speaking, the smoke of the
battle lifted only when Brooklyn was reached.

Atol-

The Boston Press Cycling Club will hold a smoker at the
office of W. W. Stall on the evening of April 4. It is prob- Lacy Hillier has al last acquired fame. A manufacturer
able that die presidents and captains of various local named Norris has called his ladies' horse-skin cyola shoe,
eyeliner clubs will be invited to be present. 1

" soft as kid and will not crack," the " Lacy HiUier."
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K. C. W. NOTES.

It was the banner meeting—ninety-one present and the
excitement at fever heat. Never knew I had so many
friends in the club ; arrived rather late, and my key was
hardly in the door when it r pened from within, and the
hand-shakiner I had to endure was truly painful to one not
in training. (I now write with my left hand.)
The polls opened at 7:30, and two hours was allowed the

voters to decide which candidate to support, if they had
not already done so, and to cast their ballot. The clocking
was accurate, for as C. I. Long (L. H. E.) of the ballot

box called time, Hartman, who had raced up stairs under
the tender care of Charl Murphy, rushed in. My watch
had it gh. 29m. 59 4-5S.—the door closed, and Charl walked
away with a " the-last-vote-for-our-side " smile. Then
everybody tried to look unconcerned, but the only truly
calm man in the house was Bridgman. He had come on
for the election, and right glad was everyone to see him

;

he evidently enjoys his new life.

The meeting was called to order with Bridgman in the
chair, and the usual order of business gone through with.
The Treasurer reported the finances to be in the very best
condition and the outlook good. The Captain stated that
during last season he had called thirty-eight runs, most of
them being (more or less) successful. Special mention was
made of the runs to Roslyn and Lake Success. The fact
that the seven men, entered in the last " Decoration Day "

road race, had won eight prizes, including the first and the
time cup, was enlarged upon much to the pleasure of the
scorchers. Five new members were elected and the resig-
nation of Mr. F. F. Storm, Jr., accepted.
Bridgman then favored with a few words and his usual

motto Do the best you can under the circumstances."
Mr. Smith's remarks were to the point, and Miles Murphy
pave an imitation of a phonograph. The meeting ad-
journed to Dilliards', where the gentlemen who proved to
be the choice of the club entertained all who cared to join.

ECHOES EROM THE NINTH ANNUAL.

Thirty-nine men rode 6o,s8o miles.
T. J. Hall, Jr., heads thelistwith 5,542 miles to his credit.
M. L. Bridgman has succumbed to the wiles of the sooth-

ing weed.
Jno. Bensinger will be the club's choice for Captain in

iSqi.

J. P. Stevens knows how to take defeat, and won many
friends by his manly actions.

The annual race meet, at Washington Park in June, will
surpasss all others, or so say the committee, Messrs. W.
F .Murphy, Chas. Schwalbach and Jno. Bensinger.

Ram Lal.

DENVER.

THE " CUP MUTILATION WR.WGLE."

The March 14 issue of The Wheel contains a letter from
" Novice" about the " cup mutilation wrangle," to use his
term, which, by the way, has headed several of his articles
in Sy>orts A field during the last two or three months.
"Novice" then attempts to tell the Social's sad tale of

how those famous Ramblers scratched up the whole surface
of the scroll, or, as he states, the scroll is entirely filled.

Now, I do not think that " Novice " would be guilty of
telling a lie, so I must put that statement down to ignorance
If " Novice " would take the trouble to visit the Ramblers'
rooms and examine the cup, he would see wherein his
statements are far from being correct. First, the inscription
only covers one-third of the space in the beveled edge

;

second, there is no difference between the front and back
of the cup ; third, Mr. Geo. F. Higgins knew three days
after the race that the cup was to be engraved by the
Ramblers ; fourth, the agreement entered into between the
two clubs makes no provision for or against engraving of
said cup.
Mr. Higgins is a member of the Social Wheel Club and

also part owner of the cup. It seems to me that if the
action of the Ramblers was unjustifiable, the time to object
would have been when the Ramblers took possesion of the
cup, and not at this late day.
The Denver Wheelmen are perfecting arrangements for

a meet and tour of the mountains and beautiful canons in
the vicinity of Denver, Colorado Springs and Manitou. On
July 4 it is thoueht that the cog-railroad from Manitou to
the summit of Pike's Peak will be completed, which will be
a great improvement over the old method of making the
ascent awheel. The idea is that if excursion rates are
made from different parts of the country to this point that
a good many wheelmen will visit Colorado. The wheel-
men of Denver will entertain them while here by arranging
excursions and tours into the mountains. Mr. Browne,
formerally of Toledo, Ohio, but now of Denver and a
member of the S. W. C, was the originator of the plan,
and he is confident that if the wheelmen of this city will
take it upon themselves to entertain and show visiting
wheelmen the wonders of the Rockies that a grand meet
could be held in Colorado.
Bob Gerwingand H. V. Croll rode a ten-mile race in the

Rink, on March 13, for a purse of $50 and 50 per cent, of the
gate receipts, Gerwing winning by less than a foot in 31m.
8s.

The late action of llie L. A. W. places the S. W. C. in a
bad position in regard to the coming road race with the
Ramblers. Half of the latter's team are professionals, and
the S. W. C. cannot ride against the Ramblers without
losing their amateur standing, unless the L. A. W. take
some action in the matter.

Collv.

The Sliding Saddle.

Two Scotchmen have invented a sliding sad-
dle, which is made to move backwards and for-
wards over the crank axle, so that the rider can
get the best position in climbing hills. X)n rid-
ing over level grounds the saddle is so arranged
that the greater the power applied to the pedals
the more upright it becomes, and by the back-
ward and forward motion of the saddle ^ dead-
centre may be overcome.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Osmond, the English champion, has started training.

The Harlem Wheelmen had a progressive euchre party at

the club-house on Thursday night.

The Orange Wanderers will hold their bicycle entertain-
ment at the Park Rink on April 18.

The Manhattan Clubheld their usual monthly reception
at their club-house on Friday evening last.

Syracuse is commencing to loom up as a desirable city in

which to hold the New York State Meet this Fall.

L. B. Graves & Co., of Washington, have leased a store
at No. 1325 Fourteenth Street, N. W., near the Thomas
Circle.

Mr. Edward L. Heydecker, of the New York Club, has
gone into the law offices of Mr. Charles F. McLean, at 20
Nassau Street.

Harry Slrugnell has secured orders to manufacture club
uniforms for the Citizens, Harlem Wheelmen and the Hud-
s n County Wheelmen.

It is reported that the St. George's Engineering Company,
makers of the New Rapids, will shortly put a new spring-
framed safety on the market.

The Melrose Club, which was the outgrowth of the Mel-
rose Cycle Club, have decided to erect a handsome club-
building to cost about $15,000.

The Pope Mfg. Co. sent out beautiful cards of invitation
to their reception to be held to-morrow evening, at their
Boston store, from 7.30 to lo p. m.

IV^ Irish Cyclist auri A iA/eie points out that pneuTiatic
tires could be fitted with advantage to invalid wheel chairs,
and we think the suggestion a good one.

The latest idea in transportation is an air ship, which is

being built in London, and which, it is claimed, will carry a
crew of men at a speed of 150 miles an hour.

The Manhattan Bicyc'e Club's Entertainment Commit-
tee are busy with the arrangements for their spring recep-
tion, to be held at West End Hall on April 11.

The motto of the Lozier & Yost Bicycle Company is

U/iU Viilci. In their space this week will be found a list

of all their agents for the Little Giant Safety.

Captain George M. Nisbett, the New York Club's
" scorcher," has sent Messrs. Bretz, Curtis & Company a
flattering testimonial on their " Referee " Safety.

B. Frank McDaniels & Company, of Wilmington, Dela-
ware, have been appointed G & J. agents for the State of
Delaware, where they will push the American cycles.

T. W. Busst, the Victorian Cyclist, has been suspended
from the path for two years for attempting to beat an offi-

cial at a meeting recently held at Brunswick, Australia.

The New Era Bicycle Company presents a cut of their
wheel in their advertising space. Messrs. J. R. Judd &
Company, of West Thirty-sixth Street, are their agents.

A highway improvement convention will beheld in Nash-
ville next August. The turnpikes of the State are very
good, but the country roads are in very poor condition.

The Charlestown Rovers, of Charlestown, Mass., will
give a minstrel show at Ass'^ciation Hall on the evening of
April 10 The club gives a show of this kind every year.

The Stover Bicycle Company claims to have solved the
problem of tiller steering, and have promised to tell us all

about it in their advertising space in next week's Wheel.

A statistician has calculated that a person ridinga machine
weighine ten pounds more than is necessary ten miles a
day for five years carries 182,500 lbs. of unnecessary weight.

Nashville, Tenn.—The local papers estimate that there
are 500 wheelmen in Nashville. The bicycle club has
levied an assessment upon its membership and has doubled
its dues.

The Pope Manufacturing Co.'s Boston store will be
thronged with cyclists to-morrow, 28th, it being the occa-
sion of their annual reception. All cyclists are invited to
be present.

J. W. Badger, 6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston, advertises
a lot of Butcher's 10,000-mile cyclometers in our Sale and
Exchange column. This is a good opportunity to buy a
mile-measurer at a low figure.

The Nubian Iron Enamel Company, of Chicago publish
a card in another column, in which they state the good
cjualities of their enamel. This company are at present do-
ing a large business with the cycling trade.

Tom Stevens writes an article on " Bulky Money ' for the
Youths' Companion of March 27. Tom explains the various
mediums of exchange in Turkey, Persia, China and other
countries through which he rode on his bicycle.

The large number of cyclists in Philadelphia is, no doubt,
due to the schools there, there being three riding halls,
managed by the Hart Cycle Company, the Strong & Green
Cycle Company and Messis. Bretz, Curtis & Company.

We have had a number of applications from bicycle
houses for young men to engage in the bicycle business.
Any cyclist who desires to get a position in a bicycle house,
might find it to his advantange to send an application, care
of this paper.

ONE GOOD PAPER NEEDED.
We need one good weekly cycling paper, and I am glad

that you are maKing one for us.
Yours fraternally,

Lewis B. Thavef,
Editor of the Bicycle.

The Scotiisit Cyclist states that the driving-wheel of a
safety should not be geared so that it revolves exactly twice
for each revolution of the crank axle as this brings all the
work on one particular part of the wheel ; for instance, a
soinch wheel should not be geared to 60 In. or a 28-in.
wheel to 56 in.

At the regular meeting of the Farmer's Club, at the
American Institute, held on Tuesday afternoon, D. C.
Crane, Secretary of the Union County Board of Agricul-
ture, read a paper on "Roads and Road-making." He
stated that seventy-five per cent, of the farms in New Jersey
were mortgaged

.

The local papers repeatedly publish the report that Willie
Windle will ride for the Berkelev Athletic Club this year.
In a recent conversation with Windle he distinctly stated
that he would not ride for the Berkeley Athletic Club, but
that he would probably ride for his own local club, the
Millbury Wanderers.

Clarence Smith informs us that he has received a numbei
of inquiries about the Detroit-Niagara Falls tour. We are
asked to state that Mr. Smith will not reply personally, but
that he will soon send them a printed circular, with maps,
etc Clarence will also go over the route both ways and see
that everything is in ship-shape.

Referring to the Manhattan's election, we stated in last

week's Wheel that both opposition and regular tickets had
issued circular letters to the members setting forth the
merits of the candidates. We have since been informed
that both circulars were issued by the opposition ticket, a
correction which we gladly make.

The Rome" Cyclers, of Rome, New York, are arranging
for a meet to be held on Decoration Day. They have se-

cured the State L. A. W. one-half mile championship, and
also the one mile ordinary and one mile safety Central New
York championships. The other events will be a relay
team race and a ten-mile road race.

Messrs. L. A. C'arke and F. Hoose, both members of the
Citizens' Club, have formed a co-partnership, and will open
a brokerage office at 25 Broad Street on May i. Mr Clarke
has a seat in the Consolidated Exchange. Both have lar^e
acquaintances in the Street, and no doubt many of their

cycling friends will wish them success.

At the annual meeting of the Boston Bicycle Club, which
is the oldest organization of the kind in this countrjr, held
at the Tremont House last Saturday evening. Dr. W. G.
Kendall was reelected Captain for the third year. The
by-la» ^ were amende^ to provide for a club run each year,

and the payment of a $5 fine by all members who failed to

attend the run.

At a meeting of the National Cyclists' Union, to have
been held at London on March 27, one of the motions of

the addenda paper was to the effect that an effort be made
to approach the Instituteof British Carriage Manufacturers,
with a view of taking united action to obtain legislation

which shall make it compulsory for all vehicles using the

roads at night to carry lamps.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club's Track Committee presented
their report on March i8. . The commi tee reported that

various pieces ot land had been offered them at prices

ranging from $800 to $3,000 per acre, and that they would
need at least twelve acres. The committee recommended
that the question of leasing the driving park be considered.

No official action, however, was taken.

Dr. Olivier, of Havre, warns cyclists to fight shy of the

cheap cider that is sold in that country. It is made, as a rule,

with stagnant water which contains germs of disease. Dr.
Olivier advances the fact that typhoid fever is most preva-

lent in the cider drinking districts of France. The best

drinks to be obtained in that country are lemonade, seltzer

water, " bock," or some kind of light wine.

At the annual meeting of the Kings Cou-ty Wheelmen,
the Ca tain reported that thirty-eight luns had been held

during the season, thirtv-nine men had reported their 188(5

mileage, the total distance ridden being 60,058 miles Some
of the highest individual records were as follows: T J.

Hall. Jr., 5,542; W. F. Murphy, 4.741; R. Hibson. 4.595 ;

A. Ward, 3.553 ; J. Bensinger, 3,232, and F L. Dougla', W.
C. Marionand H. R. Wickes. 2,000 each

A. D. Stewart, Secretary of the committee having in

charge the tournament to be held at Hamilton, Canada,
on May 24, is working very hard to make the affair a suc-

cess. Arrangements have been made to get all the wheels

through the Custom House free of duty. Three prizes have

been offered for the clubs with the largest attendance. A
band of music will p'ay during the races, and wheelmen
will be entertained on Saturday evening and on Sunday.

One of the brightest and cleanest of our exchanres is

Worcester's new home and social paper called Light, the

editor and proprietor of which is Mr. Nat C. Fowler, Jr.,

who for some years managed the advertising department of

the Pope Mfg. Co. Mr. Fowler seems enlirely at home in

the editorial chair, his leading editorial in the first number
being a model of its kind. The press matter in Light is of

excellent quality and selected with the idea of really con-

veying valuable information t-> its readers.

The members of the New York Club are already talking

election, although the voting does not take place until May.
The board of officers will probably consist verv largely of

the gentlemen who at present compose it. It is rumored

that Mr. Shriver will be nominated as Treasurer and that

Mr. Terry will succeed him as President. Mr. Terry is a

lavvyer and has an office on Broadway, and is very much
like Mr. Shriver in general characteristics. He is about

thirty-five years of age and would make a dignilisd repre-

sentative of the club.

Messrs. Campbell & Co., of Providence, wiio are well-

known locally, but who start in this year as importers of

bicycles and bicycle sundries, issue a ver>' artistic cata-

logue, the front cover beine extremely handsome. This

firm carry a line of bicycles and bicycle sundries especiallv

manufactured for them abroad. They also make a specialty

of repairing and dealing in second-hafid wheels. They are

local agents for the Singer safety, Little Giant safeties.

Premiers, Eagles and Stars. In the line of sundries thev

handle backbones, steel balls, bells, cement, handlebars,

nipples, nuts, bolts, spikes, etc., etc.

Mr H. Crowther, Manager of the Bicycle Departmental

A G Spalding & Bros.' Philadelphia Branch, has been

traveling through Eastern Pennsylvania in the interest of

their wheels—the Victor and Nonpareil. He reports pros-

pects of a large season's business from all the dealers, and

ereat enthusiasm over the Division Meet, which it was de-

cided on Monday, by the Associated Cycling Clubs, willbe

held at Philadelphia on June 27 and 28. The sample 00

Victor and Nonpareil, which he took with him, were greatly

admired but he volunteers, as a piece of advice to all

cyclers traveling with their wheels, a system of ops 10 the

baggage masters if the condition of the machines is valued
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ELIZABETH.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen have entered their tug-of-war
team in the Orange Wanderers' tournament. Owing to the
fact that several of the best ram will be away on business
the club will be compelled to put in a team of new men.
The new team is slightly heavier than the old one and will

weigh about 600 pounds stripped. The trustees on Friday
last passed the resolutions authorizing the club to make
the necessary improvements on the property. The Finance
Committee have nearly the full amount pledged, and as
soon as the plans are finished by the architect the improve-
ments will be pushed forward.
The club runs have commenced again and promiseavery

large attendance. The L. A. W. Div. prcgramme for May
30 will be a work of art and will fully equal the best of those
issued by the national body.
The programme and rnad book committees will meet in

Jersey City this evening to approve designs and make re-

ports of their work.
Tanglefoot.

CINCINNATI.

A water bicycle could have been used to advantage in

this city during the past week.
Mr. J. K. Poorman will present an elegant silk banner to

the club from outside Cincinnati having the largest number
of wheels in the Ohio Division L. A. W. parade here in

July.
Chief Consul High and Sec.-Treas. Kempton are using

herculean efforts to put the Ohio Division ahead of Illinois

again. Every member in the State should put his shoulder
to the wheel and secure at least one new member. If each
one would do this what a boom the Ohio Division would
have !

The Washington letter to the Cincinnati Enquirer of
March 24 must have been written by a man who has had a
severe spell of La Grippe or else is suffering from a
swollen head, for he seems to be down upon all the world,
excepting, of course, himself. After attacking a half-dozen
different Senators, Lillian Russell, Lotta, the leading base-
ball men of the country, the lady equestrians, he finally

winds up his tirade of fanaticism by the following idiotic

comments on lady cyclers

:

" * * * She will be as pitiable an object as a woman
on a bicycle. Many ladies in Washington ride two-wheeled
machines very expertly over the smooth pavements, which
are among the chief glories of this Capital. The coupling-
pole between the wheels, which are ranged tandem, is bent
so as to strike the forward gearing near the ground, so the
lady rider is not astride, though a stranger not up in the
various ' cycle" stj^les would probably suppose she was.
The method of getting over ground is, of course, proper,
and even graceful, but—well, what is the matter with the
walking or the horse car ?

"

I have no doubt that by this time the aforesaid Senators
have resigned, Lotta and Lillian Russell given up the stage
forever, the base-ball presidents quit the business, and every
lady devotee of the swift, silent, graceful and modest
cycle, has consigned her v\heel to the cellar or garret and
taken to walking or riding in the nasty, musty street cars
of this country. I think that of all latter-day hypocrisy

Ask your local dealer for

Cycle-
Chains^ ^

Graphite.

^%

flEOlSTfREa

-^=>'^^J^^^2^^^-

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

JBest ixx tl3.e "WorXci.

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For BlcTclea, Gunn, etc.
I stroke. Handsomely nickel p _._ ^_.
ivhere, or =ent by mail on receipt of price, 50c. each.

, _ __ Throws only small quantity of oil at
-landsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-

on receipt of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON. 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

and criticism of the wheel, that S. E. J., of the Cincinnati i Your correspondent attended the reception given by the
Enquirer, has capped the clima.x.
The offshoot of the Kenton Wheel Club has been named

the Aquila Cyclers. They have eleven members, and will
probably grow very rapidly in mcmbcr>hip.
The Porkopolis Wheelmen, a club containing the seced-

ing members of the Cincinnati Bi. Club, has fourtef n mem-
bers, and numbers among them Chief Consul High and

j

the city'
Sec.-Treas. Kempton, of the Ohio Division. I

Cincinnati Bicycle Club March 22, and a verv enjoyable
evening was spent, with songs, imitations, refreshments,
etc.

The project of filling in our odoriferous canal and build-
ing a boulevard upon the site should be heartily indorsed
by every cycler, as it would make an elegant road out of

G. Ossirv.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY, 1890.

This Chicago concern, which has long been prominent in the sporting goods world, has been
in the bicycle business for several years, but it was not until this year that they really went into
the trade on a large scale.

Mr. Starrett, of J. K. Starley & Co., paid a visit to Chicago last October, and made arrange-
ments with the John Wilkinson Company to import Rovers to this country on a large scale.
Since that time the firm has left no stone unturned to push the Starley product in this country.
Their catalogue for i8go is just to hand. The frontispiece is an engraving of Bert Myers,
mounted on a Rover Light Roadster.

From the catalogue we learn that the concern has been handling cycles for ten years. The
Starley Rover was the original type of the Dwarf. Special attention is also called to the Socket
Steerer Ball-head Rover, the Rover Light Roadster, the Ladies' Rover, the Diamond Frame and
the Universal Rover. The firm makes it a point to call attention to the fact that they carry a full
line of parts, all interchangeable, and that they can make repairs promptly ; they also give a
twelvemonth's guarantee.

».-«tS.V»5^^^'='*--

THE SOCKET STEERER ROVER.

The leading type of the Rovers this year is the Socket Steerer, with a ball-bearing head-
The specifications of the machine are as follows : 30-in. wheels, geared to 54 or 56-in., and ^ to
rear and ^ tire to front wheel ; with tandem spokes, nickeled at the centre ; hollow rims

; balls
all over, including head ; seamless, tubular steel, curved front fork ; double, tubular steel frame

;

best forged steel chain
;
detachable steel cranks, 5^ to bj4-[n. throw

; front spoon brake, handle
bar, adjustable for height; adjustable L seat rod; weight, all on, 48 lbs.; finished in black
enamel and striped with two colors

;
price, $135.

Hartford Safety Stand and Trainer. Price, only $6.
Reasons why Dealers should push the sale of them.

ist. It will make many new riders and greatly increase the sale of Safeties.

2d. It will perfect any person, especially ladies, in everything but the balance, which all
riders say is the easiest part to learn.

3d. When they have got the balance, they can't help but be in perfect condition to enjoy
riding, and won't give it up, saying it is too hard work.

4th. It makes a perfect stand for the wheel, which every owner of one should have. (Dott-
ed lines show position uf braces when used as a stand.)

5th. The back braces are self-locking, and are made to attach or detach instantly, and also
can be adjusted to make any road tension you desire. Etc., etc., etc.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
ORDER FROM THE FOLLOWING FIRMS :

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., New York, Philadelphia or Chicago. MERWIN, HULBERT
& CO., 26 W. 23d St., New York. R. L. COLEMAN & CO., 35 Barclay St., New York.

XME "1-EAGUE" SAKETY.
A FIRST-CLASS WHEEL FOR $75.00.

Description : 30 inch wheels, % front and J4 rear tires, ball bearings to both wheels, crank, axle and pedals ; best
hollow steel tubing and solid steel stampings throughout ; hollow handle-bar and hollow saddle-post ; detachable cranks
and detachable guards to both wheels and chain. "All Parts Interchangeable."

Ca-OOX> .A-GrHI^TiS "^^^-A-KfTIIID.

BANKER &> CAMPBELL,
1788 BROADWAY, NE'W YORK.
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THE ladies' rover.

The Ladies' Rover is of the highest grade, and weight, all on, 40 lbs., and the machine is

guaranteed to carry a person weighing 165 lbs. and is strengthened for gentlemen's use by an
adjustable hollow steel tube between saddle post and neck. The rear driver is 26 or 28 in.; front

wheel, 28 or 30 in., with |^ and ^ in. tires, and ball bearings all over; Garford saddle.

price, $130.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

THE ROVER LIGHT ROADSTER.

The Rover Light Roadster is of the highest possible grade. It is built much on the lines of

the Socket Steerer Rover, the material being of the highest possible grade ; its weight is 44 lbs.

Price, $130.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]
Velocipede ; A. Easthope, Wolverhampton,

England.
Velocipede saddle ; S. Nodder, Birmingham,

England.
All bearing date of March 18.

Jersey-Fitting Stocking.

3—3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,
navy. League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to bag
at the knee..

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.00

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price
List.

Holmes' Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument
to show that it is the best thing that has been
made for holding the
stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg
are perfect, as represented
in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stocking in the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as

tights,and holds the stock-

ings where they belong.

Price, $2.50; witliont

Supporter, $l.oO.

Send us your order for either of these, with
color, size of foot and inside length from bottom
of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
5 09 Kingston St. boston, mass.

CLUB CYCLES.

THE NEW ERA SAFETY.
JUVENILE SAFETIES AND TRICYCLES.

Bicycle, Athletic and Tennis Outflttings.

Caps, Shoes, Uniforms, Etc.

J. R. JUDD A Co.,
/(?/, 10i. 105, i07 West36ih St, NKW YORK.

W SEND FOR CA TALOGUE. .^J
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THE VULCAN LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.

(diamond frame).

This machine has been produced to meet the general and growing demand for a first-class

Diamond Frame Safety for a medium price, and we have every confidence in recommending
it for those desiring such a wheel for the season of 1890.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Frame-work of weldless steel tube, ball bearings throughout, including pedals, detachable
cranks, a new and improved chain adjustment, a very powerful plunger-brake that will not
rattle, socket-steering head with anti-vibrating springs, chain-wheels, machine-cut, chain forged-
steel and noiseless. Fitted with the Garford Saddle complete, with wrench, oil-can and tool-

bag. Handsomely finished in enamel and nickel. Standard size, 30X ^ in. front wheel, 30x^
in. rear wheel. Best red rubber tires ; square rubbers to pedals ; direct or tangent spokes.
No malleable metal or castings used. Price, $115.

THE

largest Can

on the

MARKET
Full 8 oz.,

With Brush.

60c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached

to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon Cans for Dealers and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,

CHICAOO.
IV. Y. Office, 77 \Yarren St.

Sent Free on Receipt of 60 Cents.

$115.00 High Grade Safeties New at $80.00.
Our cash was ready as usual, and we have two job lots of Volant (Springfield Roadster) Safeties, sold heretofore at $115 00 which we now

offer at $§0.00. Ball Bearings all around. Easy payments if desired. We have numerous other bargains equally good, being always in the
market for job lots. Send for Catalogue, Second-hand and Bargain List. Largest Stock in the United States.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 13 C Street, Peoria, III.

Ecossais Cycles,
fSQO MODEL..

No^vv^ ready for delivery.

Entirely free from »ide slipping.

Can be ridden ^withont hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used in their construction is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEN D & CO.,
HUNT END, REDDITCH, EWGl-AMD

WHO WILL BE. GL.AI) TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
85 Words 15 Cents

Two Insertions 85 "

WANTED.—A 50-inch "Eagrle" bicycle. Frank Lein-

bach, Denver, Pa. 4-4

FOR SALE.—s4-inch New Mail. 52-inch Volunteer Col-

umbia. No. T Kodak. All in best condition. Address
Dr. Chas. G. Lucas, Sts. M. & E. Hospital, Louisville, Ky.

3-28

FOR .SALE.—Ivel Tandem Bicycle; nearly new ; in ex-

cellent repair. Will sell to the person bidding highest

over $125 ; original cost $200. Address answers to N. O.
R., care of The Wheel. 4-18

WANTED.—Lad'es' Rover Safety; in first-cla<!s condi-

tion. R. Mitchell, 140 Water Street, New York. 4-4

(t; _^_ —1889 Victor Light Roadster, 52 or 54-inch ; nearly

'Py^' new ; owner wants lady's safety. T. Zell, 2136

Uber Place, Philadelphia. 3-2B

pOR SALE —Psycho Safety, new ; cost $145, only $qo.
^ Good 42-inch Star ; cost $125 for $70. Rudge-Humber
Tandem Tricycle ; cost $260 for only $65. L. P. Thayer
West Randolph, Vt. 4-18

CYCLOMETERS.
BUTCHER, To,ooo pattern, for sale cheap, or exchange

for other g .ods. Make offers. J. W. BADGER, 6

Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. t f c

WANTED.
WANTED —PARTNER, with small capital, by ex-

perienced Machinist to start Repair Shop for Bi-

cycles ; General Engineering included. Address " GER-
TENBACH," P. O. Box 444, New York City. 4-18

FOR SALE—51-inch Semi-Racing Star; balls in front;

silent ratchet ; hollow framing ; $4". Desire to sell at

once. Address "Star," P. O. Box 1663, New York. 3-28

^-TNCH COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER; in Ai
condition ; used but very little ; for any reasonable

cash offer. Arthur G. Bennett, No. 20 Exchange Place,
Room 13, New York City. 3-28

DOLLARS—a bargain—48-inch Special " Star" ; 2-3

nickeled ; first-class condition, with " King of Road
Lamp; for best offer over Sixty Dollars. Louis Geyler.

1203 Federal Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 3-28

V^i^ANTED.
-,-INCH 1889 COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER ; all

00 01 half enamel: must be in good condition, and
reasonable in price. B. H. L., P. O. Box 444, New York
City. t f c

BOYS' SAFETY FOR SALE CHEAP—Almost new.
F. H. C. P. O. Box, 444, New York City. 1

1

pOR SALE—45-inch Star, A 1 condition, $60 ;
50-inch

^ Standard Columbia, good condition, $18 ;
46-inch

American Safety, good as new, |6o. Address C. H. Har-
los, Jamesburg, N. J. 4-4

pOR SALE—46-in. Columbia B B ; used 5 miles ; good as
^ new; list price, $80; my price, $io. 45 Special Star;

double brake, fine wheels, in good condition, $60. Crescent
Safety, new in August, $60 ; my price, $40. 49 Coluraba
L. R., with cyclometer, j{ nickeled ; gold stripe on felloes!

an elegant wheel; $100. Francis Eveland.go Monticello
Ave., j. C., Agent Columbia Wheels. t f

"pOR SALE.—Victor Safetv, model '88, in good condi-
•• tion ; but little used ; with all equipments. For par-

ticulars inquire of G. L. Merritt, Otsego County, Cherry
Valley, N. Y. 4-4

pOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.—Singer S. S. Tandem
* Tricycle as good as new. Inquire of Janitor, " Harlem
Wheelmen," 104 West 124th Street. 3-28

pOR SALE.—48-inch Li?ht Roadster Star, hollow all
•* over, adjustable ball and roller bearings, spade
handles, cyclometer, tangent spokes and new tire to front
wheel, rear tire slighlto cut, cost $142.50, sacrifice it for

$95. F. C. Gilbert, Elizabeth, N. J. t f

AA/HAT am I offered for a 52-inch, iS«6, full nick Expert.
'• Also the same, enameled, 46 inches. S., Box 444,
N. Y.

CTAR—For sale, Star Safety. Address F. H. C, P

49"

60

Box, 444, New York City.

pOR SALE.—One gent's "Quadrant,'
' "Singer," and two ladies' "Singer'

t f

O.
tf

one gent's
Safeties; all

new, and latest patterns. Will take $110 for either one, to

close out stock The Chicago Bicycle Co., 38 E. Van
Buren btreet, Chicago, III.

$, P,p.
COL. SURPRISE TRICYCLE, as good as new

;

"^ ^^ not run fifty miles ; is in perfect condition ; besi
offer over $100 takes this machine complete. Address
Lock Box P., Lime Rock, Conn. 3-28

pOR SALE CHEAP—No. 2 National Safety; one
•• Speedwell safety; one so-iu' h Springfield Roadster;
all in good condition. W. A. Young, Braceville, 111. 4-25

-W'll buv Vol. I. of Stevens' " Around the World on
a Bicycle"; brand new. X, Box 444, N. Y. City.$3-

ID KRGAIN,—Victor Light Roadster, 52-inch ; ridden less
'-' than 100 miles; '89 pattern; $80. Also Rudge Lipht
Roadster, in A i condition, $60. Call or address 125 W.
61st S. reel, New York City. 3-28

1 F you want to buy, sell or exchange your wheel for
•* books, stationery, type writers, organs, buggy, cigars,
etc., write to JOHN G. ZOOK LITITZ, PA. He has the
best second-f^^ list in the U. S. A $250 Humber Tan-
dem, used 50 miles, at any reasonable oiier, and a score of
other bargains. Don't buy before you write to him. Zook,
Lititz, Pa. 3-a8-c

<< (^.\RE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ ford.Ct.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
We have a large stock of second hand and some new

machines which we must diipose of in the next few weeks.
We will accept any reasonable offer.

WHITJE; OYCIiE C«., Trenton, N. J.

Nowr Is Your Cbance for

CHEAP MACHINES.
We have a number of wheels on hand—new and second-

hand—and, having discontinued our business, are anxious
to dispose of them, and willing to do so for very little

money.
if you are looking for a cheap, but good wheel, you

may find something in the following list, and if there is,

you can have that something cheap, as well as have it good
— which every one wants:

T 50 in " Centaur " (new). Regular price $60 ; we sell for

$45
I 48-in. " Apollo " (new). Regular price $45 ; we sell for

$33-
1 36-in. " Apollo" (new). Regular price $21 ; we sell for

$15.
I 55-in. Columbia Light Roadster ; full nickeled

;
good

condition
; f6o.

I s2-in. Columbia Expert ; full nickeled
;
good condition;

$S=i.

I 52-in. American Light Champion ; full nickeled (we
sold this wheel last Spring, and the buyer, being unable to
meet payments, had to return it, so it is almost a new
wheel)

; $90.
I 50-in. Springfield Roadster; fair condition ; $40.
I 52-in. " Star" ; full nickeled ; fair condition ; $25.
These are all we have, so if you want one, write early,

or it may be sold.

At the above prices, these are better chances than you
could find at an auction sale

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
p. O. Box 2225. - - IVEiy YORK.

Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

IBfDIAlTAPOLiIS, INDIANA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows :

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., - - $35
King of Road, for boys, 27 in., 42
Fashion, drop frame, for boys

and girls, 27 in., - - 50
Pathfinder, for men, 30 in., 60

We have jobbers who carry large stock of our machines
in the following cities: Boston, New York, Philadelohia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishing quotations on our goods will be furn'shed
name of jobber nearest them on application to us.

ABOUT the 1 St of April we shall issue a List of Second-hand Wheels, and the prices
vyill be the lowest ever asked. We will prove this assertion, right on the spot, by quoting
a few examples :

A 51 IN. SPECIAL STAR, hollow cow-horn bars, spade handles, hollow frame, levers and
rims, silent ratchets, balls to front wheel, oscillating spring frame, in perfect order through-
out, finish in good condition. Price, $50.00.

A HUMBER TANDEM TRICYCLE, balls to all bearings, hollow handle bars, two
brakes, in very good condition, except finish. Price, $85.OO.

A 40 IN. FACILE SAFETY, balls to all bearings, new tires, finish poor, but machine
otherwise in very good order. Price, $25.00.

We shall not issue this list till the above date, but if you want to buy a Second-hand Wheel
now, let us know what size you want and we will let you know what we have. Do not fail to

state what you want. Remember we have no list to send now.

iW^ Send for our List of Second-hand Wheels. The Prices Talk.

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,
No. I406 PENN SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA.

If you want a Catalogue of

THE BEST SAFETY BUILT
SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO

THE CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,

38 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

Catalogue ready Nlarcti 1st, 18QO,

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL,, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand yoii %t.oo in payment for one year sf

subscription, to begin zvitii the issue of.

Name.

Address

Town or City

County State
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"THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST"
is a saying much quoted, so much so, in fact, that it has grown a trifle

hackneyed. We rise to remark nevertheless, that it is strictly correct.

Last week some facts were presented which, we believe, will have

convinced the fair-minded that the

AMERICAN CYCLES ARE THE BEST,

and by virtue of something more than their makers' self=advanced claims, too.

Well.

As to save money is a very universal desire, it seems proper to now call

attention to the fact that the best, personified by the '* American Cycles," are

the cheapest by a good many $ $ $, as a comparison with the prices of

other high grades will show.

It might also be well to add that the "American Cycles" are sold

under guarantee.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE: FACTORY

:

178 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 222-228 N. Franklin St., Chicago, III,

Merwin, Hulbert & Co., 26 W. 23d St., N. Y., Agents.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
fS90 lYIACMIHES WOVV^ l^EAOY KOR TME MARKET.

The perfection of Simplicity and Economy of Power. Bfo CItain. No Oears. Immense Power and Speed.
Tariable Strolce. Only T-fvo Sets RevolTingr Bcaringrs in place of Five, as usually used in Rover type.

SXSDXrX? :E'0IX. O.A.'r.A.IjOGrTJlES.

H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, New Jersey,

1S90 MODEL. IT'S OUT ! !

OFFERED AS THE

HANDSOMEST
—AND

—

BKST =:= SAKETY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy, (^rs is a direct

vertical spring, allowing front wheel to run

perfectly true. No yielding of forks sideways.

A coiled spring inside fork column.

Rear axle band brake (cannot spatter mud
on chain), very powerful.

The only wheel with Trigwell's Patent Ball

Head. All parts interchangeable. An Am-
erican made wheel for American wheelmen.

Surely send for CatalOjgue and
see it.

ITotlee graoefal Handle Bars.

Crooci .A-sexxts vv a-xxtecl..

WJYl RKAD 4Sl
X07 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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THE TOURING CAP,
Light and comfortable ; is made entirely of wool, without pasteboard or sweatband, in

navy or any color, leather visor. Price, TSc.

AGENTS WANXED IN NKW JERSEY
for the sale of our full line of BICYCLES.

Write for Catalogrue and Terms.

ADDRESS :

^?>»x HOWARD A. SMITH & CO..
on-A.T03sr xz..a.XjXj, 3xr:E^ocr.A.i=i.:EC, i«a-. j-.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap and

pocket.

]Vo. §§4. Heavy Rib.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball Players,
Athletes, Gymnasts, tell us that it is the
be^st^and most satisfactory supporter

^^^^ ^^^^^
Let every Sportsman try them. (Patented.)

Price, $1 00. Will send by mail on 8lO Heavy Rib
rece.pt of price. Send size of waist and Improved double

seat and pocket

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved double seat

and pocket.

CAUTION.—We hold Letters Patent for

improvement on Pants, Tights, Supporters and
Supporter Jacket, as represented in these cuts.

Each garment is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d,

89, and we caution all dealers against selling

any garments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments fiot bearijigoMX jiaient mzTkare rn/rifig-i-

ments^ and parties selling them will be held
responsible to the extent of the law.

HOLMES & CO.

'''';!fe'if.s""Jan°u^facTul!eTbf HOLMES & CO., 109 K/nffstop St., Boston, Mass
SEND SXA-MF" FOR CA.TA.LOGUE.

GET A PICTURE
OK

BERX JYIYERS5
America's Celebrated Amateur, doing the Mile in 2 min. 13 sec, on a

RovKR Light Roadstkr,
WITH OUR 1890 BICYCLE CATALOGUE.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.,

Sole Importers of the Rover,

55 SxAXE Sxrke:t, CM ICAGO
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In answer to the numerous inquiries we are
receiving as to where the Eagle Bicycle can be
seen and tried in New York and Brooklyn, we
would say that

GEORGE R. BIDWELL,
313 WEST 58th STREET,

is sole agent for the Eagle for

IMEW^ YOI^K CITY.
A full line of Eagle machines are kept in

stock, and every opportunity offered for learning
to ride them in the riding hall.

BE SORE AND GIVE THE EAGLE A TRIAL BEFORE PURCHASING.

IIM BROOKI^YIM
The agents for the Eagle are

SCHUMACHER & SCHOEFER,
73 ST. MARK'S AVENUE,

who carry a line of Eagle machines in stock, and
will be pleased to see all who are interested in them.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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CLUB CYCLES.

THE NEW ERA SAFETY.
JUVENILE SAFETIES AND TRICYCLES.

Bicycle, Athletic and Tennis Outfittings.

Caps, Shoes, Uniforms, Etc.

J. R. JUDD & Co.,
101, 103, 105, 107 West36ih St, NEW YORK.

^" SEND FOR CATALOGUE. J^

MEVNT JYIAII^ SAFEXY.
Offered as the Handsomest and Best Safety yet produced.

Spring fork ; very easy. Ours is a direct vertical spring, allowing front wheel to

run perfectly true. No yielding of forks sideways. A coiled spring inside fork column.

Rear a.xle band brake(can not spatter mud on chain), very powerful.

The only wheel with Trigwell's Patent Ball Head. All parts interchangeable. An
American made wheel for American wheelmen.

./\.s:e3a.ts ;

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY, NKW YORK

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ne^':

^^UR 1890 Bicycle Catalogue now-

ready, free on application, and con.

tains Safeties of all grades, sizes and

kinds for Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and

Girls.

Dandy Safety, 24 in., - - $35.00

King of the Road, 27 in., - 45-00

Pathfinder, 30 in., - - - 60.00

Ideal Rambler, 26 in., - - 65.00

American Light Rambler, 30 in., - 135.00

American Rambler, 30 in., - 125.00

Outing Safety, 30 in., - - 115.00

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,

26 West 23d Street, NEW YORK CITY-

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.
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SINGER -CYCLES
OVER 6S,000 IK USE.

REVISED PATTERN FOR 1 890.

- Nia^h^u)jsapis:

THE "SINGER" SAFETY.
Specification : 30-in. Wheels, speeded to 57 in. (or 54 in.) ; Patent

Spring-Wired Tires, }i in. to back, ^ in. to front wheel ; Singer Ball

Steering, with steering lock ; Ball Bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding pedals ; Weldless Steel Tube Frame, Handle-Bar and Forks
;

Guard to both wheels and to chain. Brake, Foot Rests, Lamp Holder

;

best combined Saddle and Spring, Spanner ; "Singer" Ball Pedals,
etc., etc. Enamelled and with parts placed. Weight, complete, 49 lbs.

f»RICE, Sf 35.00.
» (>^ltln Singer Spring Fork, if desiried.)

SIMCEIR St. CO
6 & 8 Berkeley Street,

CHICAGO, ILIi,:

DINGER CYCLE CO^ Agpents,

201 RAIWBOL.PH STREET.

Boston, iVIa»®.

NEH^ YORK, Ey. Y.:

^. A. LITCHHULT, Agent,

352 LENOX AVEXUE.

OUR PATENT CHAIN.

SWIFT SAFETY (MODEL B).

New York

:

J. R. JVDD it CO.,

101-105 Went 36tli Street.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

:

J. A. JOHNSTON,
706 Smithfield Street.

nPHERE is a great quantity of friction caused by the

chain and sprocket wheel of a Safety Bicycle.

We have succeeded in reducing this friction to a

minimum by making our Chain with a movable tempered

roller in each link, which revolves over the sprocket

wheel instead of dragging, so reducing friction.

It is this dragging that causes rattle to the wheel.

No wonder riders say how silent the Swift Safeties

run.

Even our $ ] OO wheel has this Chain. Compare

it with others.

Washington, D. C.

:

H. W. HIOH.\]fI,

476 Penn Avenue.

Chicago :

STOKES ItlFO. CO.,

293 Wabash Avenue.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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PUBLISUEU EVERY FKIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a yeax

6s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy shonld be received by Tuesday morning.

Iiate Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Adrertlsementg most be rereired

Tuesday morning to Insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until ThnrS'

day noon.

by

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,
Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,
NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per

year.

"Our American contemporary, 'The Wheel,' of Feb-
ruary 21, comes out with a leadintc article, of a page
and a half in length, which deals fairly and squarely
with the question of English and American made ma-
chines. 'The Wheel' seems to be pushing its way
steadily to the front as the trade journal of American
cycling, and its remarks on tiie subject of the relative
values of English and American goods are the fairest
we have seen in a Yankee journal for many a long day."

This is from the Cyclist, an English paper, es-

tablished over ten years, a solid, stolid, conser-

vative, leading kind of cycling paper, little

given to commendation to anything outside

Coventry and London, hence the value of the

above.

" I send postal note for $i for a year's subscription to

The Wheel, the only c)fcling paper worthy the name.
F. D. Jackson, Canton, Ohio "

Our bright transatlantic contemporary, The Wheel, in

one of its latest issues, has a very complete article on the
relative claims of American Wheelmen, on native and im-
ported wheels.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

"This letter is growing longer than I intended, and I

close, wishing you a successful year with your paper, so

long the best of its kind. Yours fraternally, J . W. Mc-
Gowan, Pittsburgh, Pa."

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION MEET.

THE attention of the New Jersey Division of

the L. A. VV. is called to the fact that the

recent agitation for better street pavements in

Newark is bearing fruit, and the local press has

taken hold of the question with the result that a

number of important men have been inter-

viewed on the subject. The Newark Call of

last Sunday published the views of Alderman
Ketcham and ex-Aldermen Miller, Stainsby and
Marsh. It seems highly probable, from the

drift of the discussion, that within a short time

bonds will be issued for a half million dollars

for the purpose of repaving the streets. The
influential men favor granite block pavement,

and the point we desire to make is, that before

any action is taken by the city officials the

League officers should make every attempt to

convert them to asphalt in place of granite

block pavement.

BROOKLYN CLUB'S LAST STAG.

UR California correspondent punctures the

reporter, who, having access to the columns

of a newspaper, proceeds to unload what

he knows, and a deal that he don't know, on a

suffering but helpless public. The riders of the

Pacific Coast have no intention of swinging

away from the parent body, the L. A. W.

T'
HE annual meet of the C. T. C. brought out

130 members—but little more than one-half

of one per cent, of the total membership. The
reports of the Treasurer and Secretary proved

these facts : That the C. T. C. is not increasing

in membership in proportion to the increase of

the sport ; that it runs its trade department at a

loss; and that it publishes its Gazette at a loss.

The C. T. C. is, undoubtedly, a superfluous or-

ganization, as at present managed. It was of

great value to English cycling in the earlier

days of the sport, but cycling no longer needs

it. Such an association should have a merely

nominal membership fee, its government should

be placed in the hands of a few, and the mem-
bers should be held in reserve, to be brought

forward as a factor whenever the rights and

privileges of cyclists were menaced.

The entertainment committee were seen at an
early hour Saturday morning indulging in a
three-handed reel—delight was pictured upon
each face ; their antics, incomprehensible to the
uninitiated, meant to the knowing ones that the
end of a season, long and arduous, had arrived.
Success has crowned their efforts, and happiness
reigned supreme.
The closing stag had just been given, and

the audience, which had packed the parlors,
crowded the halls, and lined the stairs, had de-
parted well pleased with their evening's enter-
tainment, which consisted of very, very funny
stories, which flowed in an unbroken stream
from the lips of that talented humorist, W. B.
Green. Banjo playing, such as is rarely heard,
there being ten banjos playing in perfect time.
The gentlemen furnishing this treat were from
the Etelka Club—a musical organization of this

city. Mr. C. H. Marcy, the musical composer,
dallied with the ivories, and then a collation

was served. After which everybody that could,
good naturedly chipped in a song or story.
Shultas, of the New York Bicycle Club, made
ragged breaks in the air, with the assistance of
his voice. " Cuba," of the same club, drew
"Johnnie's Gun" from the gut strings, while
Merseles, from the Hudson Countys, explained
the beauties of the " Nickel in the Slot Machine."
Schwalbach, of the Kings Countys, offered
Green a cigar, and was killed on the spot.
Charlie Snedeker got Furst, of the Long Islands,
in a corner, and asked him if he had " seen him
get off that car." I could go on forever, exhaust-
ing good space, mentioning the familiar faces
present. It seemed more like an old-fashioned
family gathering—so many warm friends of the
Brooklyns—at this love feast.

The popularity of the Brooklyn Club is em-
phasized, when we note how many organizations
were represented at this—our wind up. They
were, The New York Bicycle Club, Hudson
County Wheelmen, Long Island Wheelmen,
Kings County Wheelmen, Atalanta Wheelmen,
Elizabeth Athletic Club, Crescent Athletic Club,
Nautilus Boat Club and Union League Club.

Atol.

MISSOURI DIVISION MEET.

HARLEM WHEELMEN'S CLUB-HOUSE.

The cyclists of Syracuse are very anxious to

have the New York State Division Meet held in

their city, and the Syracuse Cycling Club has

invited the Division to hold its meet in their

city about September i and 2, the Monday and

Tuesday following the League Meet. These

dates seem available, as no doubt a large num-
ber of cyclists who attended the League Meet

would go over to Syracuse if an attractive pro-

gramme were offered. The only drawback is

that they would clash with the Hartford tourna-

ment, and both the Syracuse people as well as

the officers of the Division do not wish to clash

with the Connecticut Division's fixture. The
By-laws of the Division, however, provide that

the meet must be held in September, and were

it not for this provision the date selected would

probably be the 29th and 30th of August, thus

avoiding a clash with Hartford. It has also

been proposed to organize a touring party from

the Falls to Syracuse, via Buffalo.

The invitation of the Columbia Wheelmen to

hold the Division Meet in their city has been
accepted by Chief Consul Robert Holm, and the

following programme has been arranged for

July 4 and 5 :

PROGRAMME, JULY 4.

Reception of guests.

9 A. M., parade through the business portion
of the city to University grounds.

10 A. M., photograph at University terrace.

11 A. M., Division meeting ; nomination of

officers for ensuing year.

12 M., dinner on University campus.
2 P.M., races—ten events, for which valuable

prizes will be given.
8 p. M., banquet at Powers' House.

July 5.

8:30 A. M., runs over the finest gravel roads in

the State to Rocheport, Ashland and Moore's
Lake.

12 M., dinner at Columbia.
2 p. M., hill-climbing contest on Broadway

Hill for the championship of Missouri. Partici-

pants will be handicapped commensurate with
their speed.

3:30 p. M., runs to Moore's Lake and to County
line on Fulton gravel road.

3 p. M., smoker.
In connection with the League meet a three

days' tour will be arranged to start from Louisi-
ana on or about June 30, arriving at Columbia
in time for the meet. The tour will be in charge
of W. P. Laing, of St. Louis, and John Sanson,
of Kahoka.

As the result of the special meeting, held
March 25, the Committee on club house closed
a lease on Friday, the 28th ult., for the building
on the northwest corner of 133d Street and Fifth
Avenue. The building is two stories in height
and surmounted by a cupola. It is 50 ft. wide
and 60 ft. deep, with shade trees on both the
street and avenue and a run-way for wheels on
133d Street. The ground floor will be the wheel
room, and on the second floor will be the parlor,

committee and reception rooms. The third floor

will be devoted to a pool room, janitor's head-
quarters, bath-room, etc. The committee will

at once set to work to entirely redecorate the
house both inside and out, and it will also be
completely furnished. It is expected to be
ready for occupancy by the ist of May.

DECORATION DAY TWENTY-FIVE
MILE ROAD RACE.

This event, which was inaugurated by Mr. A.
B. Barkman last year, will be repeated this year
on May 30th, and a committee of four have
commenced to arrange the details of the race.

A general committee will shortly be appointed
to which each club will be asked to send a dele-

gate. The committee of four will shortly issue

an appeal to the trade for prizes. Last year
very handsome and valuable trophies were pre-
sented, and the race was a great success, being
run through without an accident, and to the en-
joyment of a large number of cyclists, as well as
a great crowd ot residents along the Irvington-
Millburn course. The race, unquestionably,
gives a decided impetus to the sport, and we
trust that the committee's appeal for support
will be warmly responded to. The committee is

composed of A. B. Barkman, 241 Broadway
;

Geo. R. Bidwell, 313 West Fifty-eighth Street
;

W. H. DeGraaf, 47 West Fourteenth Street, and
F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, all of New York City.
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THE TYPE OF THE TRUE CYCLIST.

We have received a letter from " Hawkshaw "

commenting on our recent references to types

of cyclists. Our statements to the effect that the

better and larger class of cyclists pursued cycl-

ing in a rational manner, and that certain types

of wheelmen rode the sport into disrepute, and
gave a false impression to non-cyclists, drew a

howl from certain of our contemporaries, who
are behind—not with the times. For the benefit

of our brothers of the pen, who should do all in

their power to raise and broaden the sport, we
publish the opinion of so excellent an authority

as " Hawkshaw:"
" My dear Prial—I wish to tender you my con-

gratulations upon the stand you have taken

against the abuses that have long disgraced

cycling. In all that you have already done in

this direction you have never hit the mark with

truer aim than when you declared that a ' nose-

grinding Johnny,' who has gone cross-eyed from
watching his cyclometer, did not represent either

the true or the highest type of cycling. He
certainly does not, and for every one of such
idiots cycling has, it has lost a hundred sensib'e

men, who, seeing them ride, have unjustly con-

cluded that that type represented cycling.
" I never knew until recently that any individ-

ual, who claimed even an ordinary amount of rea-

son, ever supported these poor unfortunates in

their mistaken idf as, but it seems I am mistaken.

It is my firm belief that when Macauley's New
Zealander shall come to stand upon London
Bridge, to view the wreck of all things, that the

last thing he will see will be one of these 'John-
nies,' grinding out away on a wheel, trying to

roll up his mileage unmoved by the chaos
around him, and I am equally sure that,

savage though the New Zealander be, nothing
will afford him greater pleasure than when the

earth will open and swallow up that same mile-

age grinder.

"In ancient mythology we read, that when the
gods searched for a new and horrible punishment
to visit upon Ixion for his crimes, they were un-
able to think of anything more horrible than
binding him to an ever revolving wheel, and
casting him into Hell. Now, see how our wheel-
ing ' Johnnies ' would change all of this if we ac-

cept what they and their supporters seem to

claim, instead of perpetually grinding away at a
wheel being pain, it is a pleasure ; instead of

being Hell, it is Heaven. Bah ! they tire me.
" If these gentlemen are the true type of cycling,

then the racing yacht, all sail and no comfort, is

the true moJel for sailing vessels, while the
speedy torpedo boat is the representative of what
a navy should be. Cycling has not among the
ranks of its worst enemies any who do it as
much harm as some of those who claim to be its

firmest supporters. To see a rider bending over
his wheel, every muscle and nerve doing its ut-

most to propel it at a racing gait, is neither a
beautiful nor a pleasing sight, except upon a
track, or other place set apart for trials of speed
and skill in riding.

"Upon the road, when one is supposed to be
riding for health and recreation, to see one of
these flying idiots shoot by, with a far-away-
Moses-look in his eye, dripping with perspira-
tion, and grimed with dust and dirt, is enough
to make any true devotee of cycling ashamed
that he ever was a rider. To those who cycle in

the true spirit of wheeling, there is a charm al-

most indiscribable, but the first essential of this
is moderation in everything connected with it,

speed, indulgence, length of journey and rai-

ment must all be governed by this spirit, or what
otherwise would be a joy and a benefit, becomes
but disgrace and iujury.

" Extremes are, in cycling, bad form, like they
are in every other walk in life. Take the uni-
form of a wheelman for example. One rider
goes in for an almost Garden-of-Eden-style of
clothing, and appears in tights—looking for all

the world like a cross between a circus rider and
a monkey, with none of the advantages of either,
and with all the disgusting features of both

;

wherever he goes his presence is an intrusion,
and yet, thus clad, disgusting in appearance and
order, I have seen these individuals force them-
selves into the presence of ladies and gentlemen,
in public restaurants and cafes, and even in pri-
vate houses, until the blush of shame mantled
the face of every one but the idiot by whom
the blush was caused.

" So much for the extreme of undress costume.
Now for the reverse side of the picture, and let

us look at the nancyfied individual who goes to

the opposite extreme. His knee-breeches fit

him ' like de paper on de vail,' his stockings are

of silk, or else are of a rainbow hue—perhaps
they are both ; his coat, short and tight, looks
more like it were made for a woman's dress
waist than for a man's garment ; he wears col-

lars and cuffs of linen, or composition ; a dimin-
utive cap is perched upon his head ; while every-
where that gold or silver lace, or shining buttons
can be placed, has been taken advantage of.

IMounted upon a full nickel wheel, this gentle-

man rides only for the purpose of giving the

onlooker a chance to admire his resplendent re-

galia and correct riding form.
" The ' gold braid fiend ' is a harmless lunatic

—too much of a nonentity to be of any especial

injury to anyone, though in his way, doing al-

most as much injury to cycling as the ballet-

dancer style of rider does. Now look at the dif-

ference between these two types, and then let us
examine the personnel of what I call a repres-

entative wheelman. His clothes of sober black,

grey, or brown fit him as the clothes of a gen-
tleman should ; a soft silk handkerchief around
his neck, inside of his buttoned coat, relieves

the line of his coat collar, and protects his neck
from rubbing ; a cap, or helmet, upcn his head
shows it is there for practical as well as orna-
mental purposes ; his wheel, in its shining coat of

enamel, evinces the care and attention that its

rider has bestowed upon it, and as he rides along,

neither rushing or strutting, as the extremists do,

he presents a picture of a gentlemen, and of a
pastime that, look where you will, you will find

not its equal. These are but a few examples of

the injuries that a small number of wheelmen
cause to be visited upon cycling by their lack of

thought and discretion.
" You have struck the key-note of the whole

affair, and I assure you that the vast body of

wheelmen are with you in your efforts to rid the
cause of such, and kindred disgraces. Let the

galled jade wince if she must, but do not you
cease applying the gad of censure, until the

laudable efforts at reform, that you are now
making, are crowned with the success they
merit, and will surely receive."

Hawkskaw.

ANNUAL BANQUET AND MEETING OF
THE BRIDGEPORT WHEEL CLUB.

The annual meeting of this club was held on
Tuesday evening, April i, the reports of the
various committees showing the club to be in

more prosperous condition than any previous
time in its history. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, Cal-
houn Latham ; Vice-President, Joseph H. Noble

;

Secretary, Henry C. Stevenson ; Treasurer, H.
D. King ; Captain, W. H. Horr; First Lieuten-
ant, F. W. ToUey ; Second Lieutenant, Arthur
S. Miller ; First Color Bearer, F. M. Halligan

;

Second Color Bearer, R. W. Cogswell ; Board
of Trustees, H. J. Lebing, C. W. Ellison,

Frank E. Soule, W. S. Mills and Joseph H.
Rowland.
After the meeting the members adjourned to

the Opera House Caf6, where a fine banquet
was served. After doing full justice to the
menu prepared by Landlord Parker, the mem-
bers listened to speeches and singing by the tal-

ented members of the club, besides the follow-

ing gentlemen from out of town : J. Kennedy
Childe, of Springfield, and Messrs. Peterson,
Morse, Munson and Bartlett, of New Haven.

Iiong Island Wheelmen.

FINAL SCORE OF PROGRESSIVE EUCHRE PARTY,

Games
Played. Won.

Robert Evans 91 56
E.W.Starr 104 58
T. M. Laraberson 117 65
A. P. Topping 91 50
L.H.Wise 91 49
O.E.Parker 104 52 *

F. B. Monell 117 58
F. E. Bogert 117 56
F. E. Pearce .' 104 49
C. F. Lipman 117 52
C. L. Healy 104 43

Prize. Won By.
1st. Diamond Pin Robert Evans
2d. Charm E. W. Starr ..

3d. Clock C. L. Healy

Special prize (Match Box) for greatest number of
at last game, won by F. B. Monell.

Per
Cent.
6i-53

55-76

S5-S5
54-94
53-84
50.

49-57
47.86

47-11

44 44
41.34

Score.
61.53

55 76

• 4'-34

points

FIXTURES.

The Fostoria Bicycle Club will hold iheir second annual
party on Easter Monday evening, April 7. Very handsome
invitation cards have been sent out.

April 5, 1890.—Bicycle Races and Games at the Seventh
Regiment Armory, Park Avenue, Sixty-
sixth and Sixty-seventh Streets.

April II, 1890.—Manhattan B. C. Spring Reception at
West End Hall.

April 18, 1890.—Orange Wanderers' Entertainment.
April 19, 1890.—Business Meeting' of California Division

Board of Officers, L. A. W , at San
Francisco.

April 24, 1890.—South End Wheelmen's Annual Ball at St.

George's Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.
May 24, 1890.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address

A. D. Stewart.
May 26, 1890.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
May 26, i8go.—Race Meet at Woodstock.
May 30, 1890.— International Wheelmen's Tournament, at

Niagara Falls Address Neil Campbell,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

May 30, 1890.—Annual Decoration Day Road Race, Irving-
ton-Millburn Course.

May 30, 1890.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago.
May 30, 1890 —Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewis-

ton.
May 30, 31,—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield.

Prngramme : Thursday, May 29, officers'

meeting at 8 p. m. ; Friday, 30, general
business meeting at 10 a. m., lunch at
noon, runs until 3:30. banquet 4 p- m.,
theatre party 8pm.: Saturday, 31, parade
at 9 A. M., photograph at ha. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at
11:30 A. M,, races 1:30 p. m.

May 30, 1890.—Tournament and Ten-mile Road Race, at
Rome, N. Y.

May 30, 1890.—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at
Worcester, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.

May 31, 1890.—Intercollegiate Games at Berkeley Oval,
New York.

June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9, 1890.—New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club's Race
Meet.

June 14, 1890.—Great Century Run, Orange to Philadelphia.
Address L. A. Clarke, 30 Broad Street,
New York.

June 27-28, 1889.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at
Philadelphia. Pa.

June 28, 1890.—Twenty-five Mile Team Race, Wilmington
Wheel riub vs. Chicago Cyc ing Club,
on Lancaster Pike, near Philadelphia.

July 4, 1890.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O.,
to Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21.

Particulars, address J. E. Poorman,
Eighth and Race Streets, Cincinnati. O.

July 4-s, 1890.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
July 7, 1890.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 24-26, i8go.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.
August 16, 1890.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Associa-

tion. Address J. Harold Childe, 1012
Olive Street.

August 20-25, 1890 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls.

Particulars, address C. H. Smith, 211
Putnam Avenue, Detroit.

August 85-27, 1890.— I.. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara,
Palls, N. T.

September 1-2, 1890.—Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament,
at Charter Oak Park.

September 12-13, 1890.—Peoria Race Meet.

THE ORANGE WANDERERS' IN-DOOR
TOURNAMENT.

The Orange Wanderers will hold an in-door
tournament at the Park Rink on Tuesday, AprilS.

The programme consists of a game of polo on
Eagle bicycles, played by the Stamford Polo Club;
a one-mile safety and one-mile scratch race ; a
slow race, and an exhibition of ordinary fancy
riding by D. J. Canary. There will be music in

attendance. The entries for the races close

April 5, with H. F. Hampton, Orange Valley,

N. J., Chairman of the Entertainment Commit-
tee. Trains leave New York from Barclay and
Christopher Street ferries at 7:00 and 7:30. The
Rink is only three blocks from the station at

Orange, making it convenient for New York
and Jersey City cyclists to attend.

The Orange Wanderers elected eight new
members at their club meeting on Friday eve-
ning last. It is rumored that the club members
who left in a body some time since may return

to the fold, which would swell the club member-
ship to seventy-five.

The New York Bicycle Club held an important meeting
on Wedneslay evening, at which the annual reports of the
officers and standing committees were read, and a secret
ballot was cast to nominate officers for the ensuing year.
President E. J. Shriver, who has held the cliief executive
office of the club for three years and who voluntarily re-

tires, made a long report to the members. The Secretary
reported a club membership of i-;6, which is an advance
over the previous year. The .Auditing Committee's report
was presented in excellent shape by Mr, Frank L Stott. The
official figures showed that the club was on a firm basis ;

that its receipts were larger than its expenses, and that
there would be a good surplus at the end of the year. The
following men will be the candidates for office for the en-
suing year: President, Mr, E, S. Terry; Vice-President,
Messrs, Shaw and Jordan ; Secretary, W. E, Findlay

;

Treasurer, E. J, Shriver and J. H, Hanson ; Captain, G,
M. Nisljett and W, F. Pendleton ; Membership Committee,
Mr. Charlotte ; .\uditing Committee, Messrs. Stott and
Fairchild ; House Committee, Messrs. Watkins and McFad-
den ; Entertainment Committee, Mr. Heydecker.
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THE ELWELL TOUR.

, TOUR awheel is a pleasant experience in a^ triple sense. The bustle of preparation and the
anticipation are pleasurable—not enjoyment
of a positive kind, but the holiday promises
so many good things that the soul hungers,
as the mouth is said to, and does, actually,
water, in anticipation of an epicurean tid-bit.

Of the actual pleasures of the tour itself noth-
ing need be sa'd ; we know that the tour will

have some drawbacks and some disappoint-
ments, some climbs and some coasts ; we will scorch and be scorched
in spots, but the evening siesta on the cool porch will gilt-edge the
hardships of the day ; we will hunger at certain stages of the journey,
owing to untoward circumstances, but the gusto with which we will

rout an octagonal meal after the long, famishing ride of the afternoon
will more than ofTset the deprivation. And then the aftertime of the
tour, when, seated at the club, stove, or in the home circle we forget
the pains and paint the pleasures of the tour through a cloud of smoke.

An affair of this kind will be the Elwell tour, which will commence
with a trans-Atlantic journey from New York on June 7. and lead the
tourists through many a highway and byway of the Old World between
that date and the igih of August.

We have mtt some of the Elwell tourists of last year, and they
agree that they will look back on their journeyings awheel as the
unique experience of a lifetime ever to be recalled with pleasure. This
year a fine programme has been arranged, from which we republish
the more interesting portions:

HE party will leave New York on the 7th of

June on La Bretagne, of the French Line.
Everything connected with these boats is of

the finest—the table and attendance is con-
ceded to be the best afloat. In order to take
the party by this line, the managers of the
tour are put to a much greater expense than
by any other route, but we are confident that

the additional comforts will be appreciated by
the members of the party.

"If all goes well we should reach Havre on the 15th, where we
remain one day, and on June 17 begin our long wheel over many of

the grandest roads in the world.
"Beginning wiih short runs the first few days, we pass through

the city of Rouen, and enter Paris on the morning of June 21, having
been met at St. Germain by a competent guide, who will conduct us
through the Bois de Boulogne, along the Champs Elysfees, and so on
down the Rue Rivoli to the Continental Hotel (one of the largest and
finest in Paris), where we make our headquarters for a week. It is

needless to say that a week will fly quickly in the gay city, and we
shall soon find ourselves en route for Geneva, over three hundred
miles away.

" Eight days will be consumed in covering this distance, and it

will be a most enjoyable season. Now you will find the great national
highway leading you through the grand old forests, over the uplands,
where the eye can take in a wide expanse of some of the fairest por-
tions of La Belle France, and anon through quaint walled towns and
along the banks of pleasant rivers.

"As we near the fine city of Dijon, the ancient capital of Bur-
gundy, we have our first experience of one of the grand coasts, of
which there will be many on the tour. This one leads down into the
beautiful Vale de Suzon—along the mountainside, through the forest,

twisting and turning for about three miles—always the same easy
grade, always the same smooth surface. Climbing out by zig-zags, we
soon see the spires of Dijon, and wheel down a broad avenue to the
Hotel de la Cloche.

"We are now at the entrance of the Jura district, and soon the
blue outlines of the low mountains that divide France and Switzerland
loom up in the distance, and almost before we are aware of it we are
climbing up and coasting down the slopes of this beautiful region.
The Jura Mountains are formed like a double tooth, and down in the
central valley lies the little city of Morez, shut in by high mountains
on every side, with no connection with the outside world save the tele-

graph and the magnificent highways that run up and down, curving
and twisting, but always at the same grade—a marvel of engineering.
The scenery here is like the White Mountains of New Hampshire, but
more beautiful.

)'^^J^-iL-^A^EAVING Morez, we cross the outer crown of the Juras,
'
'^'^^'^-'^ and after a delightful run along the top, dur-

ing which we gaze down into deep valleys,
from which arise the musical tinkle of many
cow-bells, we arrive at the Swiss border, and
gaze upon a dazzling panorama of snow-
capped mountains, blue lakes, farmlands, and
villages. Then we coast for ten miles to the
beautiful city of Geneva, situated at the foot
of Lake Leman, and on both sides of the

arrowy Rhone, which, true to its name, here rushes out of the lake
at race-horse speea. July .8 is the date of our arrival here, and we re-
main until the morning of the gth. Geneva is a most delightful city

;

its shops are full of beautiful things to. tempt the strangers, its cafes
are the best, and during the evening one may stroll from one to an-
other listening to the music, the while he refreshes himself with an ice
or cafe noir.

ULY 9 sees us start for Chamouni, to interview
old Mt. Blanc, after which we turn our faces

.j^' toward Interlaken. From Thun to Interlaken
is fifteen miles, over a road as smooth as a
race-course, skirting the shores of Lake Thun
the entire distance, and often tunneled through
thf solid rock. Imagine this ride on a pleasant

July day ! Interlaken, where we arrive July
15, is a place of fine hotels, and where a splen

did view of the glittering Jungfrau is obtained. From here we visit

the glaciers at Grindewald, then cross the Brunig Pass to Lucerne,
where Sunday (July 20) will be passed at the hne Hotel de Lac. The
Lion of Lucerne, carved out of the side of a high rock, is a wonderful
work of art, and alone worth crossing the Atlantic to see. Weeks
could be spent in this charming spot, but Monday morning we are en
route to the foot of the Rigi, where we leave our wheels and take the
railroad to the top, and here another magnificent panorama awaits
our gaze.

"Every day's run now seems more delightful than the preceding
one, and Zurich is soon reached (July 23), and the fine Ho:cl Belle Vue
takes us under its roof until the morning of the 25th. Be careful here,
or you will find yourself buying watches and jewelry of all kinds.

UR next stop is at the Falls of the Rhine, where

"^^/f^g ^ *l,v\ "'^ remain over a day (July 26) at the grand
Hotel Schweizerhof. This is the finest hotel

in Switzerland, and we doubt if its equal exists

anywhere. Its windows and balconies com-
mand a splendid view of the falls, which are

illuminated every night. The fine old castle

of Laufen is on the opposite bank, full of won-
^ derful things to pull the money from the

stranger's pocket. We remain over a day here, giving time for a row
through the rapids to the little island in the mouth of the falls, and
various excursions. Then we are ofif for Germany, the Black Forest,
and the castie-crowned Rhine.

" Our first day's ride in Germany (July 27) is to the old city of

Freiberg, through the renowned Hollenthal. This latter is a deep
gorge in the Black Forest several miles in length, leading from the
high land over which we have just passed to the great Rhine plain.

The sides of the gorge are thickly wooded, the road (built in 1770 by
the Austrians) is wonderfully fine, running down, down for miles

—

never steep, but with dip enough to enable one to sit with feet on rests

and hands on brake, and go sliding down to Freiberg. It is a great
and glorious coast, and almost worth walking back for a second go.
Here we shall see the Black Forest peasantry in their bright and pic-

turesque costumes—short skirts, black bodices, white puffed sleeves,

and fancy hats.

"Leaving Freiberg July 2g, we spend the next three days in the
Black Forest, taking in some of its most beautiful portions and stop-
ping over a day at the famous summer resort of Triberg.

" The last day of July finds us at Strasburg, the city of the great
clock, which is well worth seeing, if only to hear the rooster crow. But
still more interesting is the sight of the great German army that is here
encamped in huge brick barracks, and whose constant marching and

drilling causes one to almost believe that war is

in actual progress. This is the city that Ger-
many took from France in the last war, and she
intends to keep it—and France as firmly intends
to get back ere many years.

"ay Baden-Baden is our next objective point, and
here we remain over Sunday, August 3.

" From here to Coblenz our way lies through
Carlsruhe, a fine modern city, Heidelberg, with

its old castle, by all odds the best specimen of its kind in Europe,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Mayence (taking dinner at the aristocratic

summer resort of Weisbaden, en route) ; then to Bingen, made famous
by Mrs. Hemans' poem. Opposite this place is Rudesheim where, on
a commanding height, Germany has erected a coUossal statue of Ger-
mania to commemorate her last victory over France. A cog railway
runs up to the statue,'and this trip is included in the tour.

UGUST I2th we leave Bingen for Coblenz

—

one of the finest runs of the tour. The dis-

tance is forty miles, the road follows the
bank of the river the entire distance, and is

of splendid surface. On either side the vine-
yards occupy the high slopes, while every
prominent point is capped by castles, wholly
or partly in ruins. They seem to be stuck
up in these places just to fill out the land-
scape, and in this they succeed admirably.

" August 13th we take stea'mer from Coblenz and sail down the

Rhine to Cologne. The cathedral here is the finest we have seen to

date, and Johann Maria Farina, of which there are a half dozen "origi-

nal and onlys," still sells his sweet smelling water.
" August 17th we arrive at Antwerp, which has many things to

interest the visitor, not the least of which is the best zoological garden
in the world.

"August i8th we put on our long disused citizen's attire, and
board the steamer for London which we reac the next day. To de-

scribe London is more than I intend to attempt, but to Americans it is

the most interesting of all cities. Here we see the original of ail we
have read about, heard about and dreamed about. And one of the best

things of all will be to find that everybody talks English, and that

people outside of your party can understand you You immediately
feel as though you had got bacK home, and feel able to go it alone if

you feel so disposed. The chances are, however, that small parties

will be formed for a run across England, to Liverpool, at which port

many will doubtless take steamer .or New York."

rrr^
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THE MAKE-UP OF MR. DUNN'S COM-
MITTEES.

The Chairman of the Highway Improvement
Committee is Mr. Isaac B. Potter, of New York.
Mr. Potter is a slim man, of about thirty-three,

very nervous in action, very neat in personal
appearance, with a weakness for creamy silk

scarfs. He was born somewhere up in New
York State, near Albany, I think, graduated at

Cornell University—where he was a famous
short-distance runner— and removed to New
York, where he practises law in the Potter
Building, one of the largest office buildings on
this or any other continent.
Mr. Potter has an engaging manner in public

debate, never failing to indulge in those amus-
ing battles in compliment which legal men so
much enjoy, and impressing the listener with
his earnestness and sincerity.

Mr. Potter is a member of the Biooklyn Bicy-
cle Club. He was Mr. Bidwell's chief adviser
in all the highway improvement work carried on
during that gentleman's term, projected the
Liberty Bill and piloted it through the legisla-

tive meshes at Albany, and is now actively en-
gaged in prosecuting highway improvement as
Secretary of the New York State Highway Im-
provement Committee and as Chairman of the
Highway Improvement Committee L. A. W.
The other members of Mr. Potter's committee

are : Albert Molt, of Baltimore, and Major Bur-
dttte, of Hartford, the latter not so well known,
but probably brought forward by David Post
and the other officers of the Connecticut
Division.

Mr. Molt is a sturdily built man, of about 5 ft.

5 in., with a ruddy, smiling, mellow kind of
countenance, lighted by a pair of twinkling
grey eyes. He was born in Saratoga County,
N. Y., in 1844, but removed to Baltimore when
a young man, where, for the past twenty years,
he has occupied a confidential and expert ad-
visory position in the United States Engineer
Corps' office at Baltimore. Mr. Molt is a lover
of all out-door sport, and is as well known in
the baseball as in the cycling world, his corre-
spondence for the Sporting Life having given
him a high place in baseballiana.

Mr. Molt has been Chief Consul of Maryland
for two terms, engineered the Baltimore and
Hagerstown meets, and is the "godfather" of
the Maryland Club. He is a social and friendly
man, quick to perceive the good in character
and to condone, or at least pity, shortcomings,
knowing well that perfection is not of the sons
of Adam.
The Chairman of the Membership Committee

is Sanford Lawton, of Springfield, Mass. Mr.
Lawton was actively identified with the Spring-
field tournaments and with the development of
cycling in his State. The League's national
officers have always delighted to honor him with
I oih election and appointment to high office, and
he has been within measurable distance of the
League's highest office. Of late, however, his
aliention has been given to iome milling prop-
erties which he owns and which will yield more
peimanent reward than the elusive and fleeting
gkry of public office. The other member cf
Mr. Lawlon's commitiee is George C. Pennell,
01 Elizabeth, N. J. Mr. Pennell has long been
identified with cycling in Elizabeth. He is
somewhat younger than his fellow-committee-
mi n, and was probably singled out for distinct-
tion by Chief Consul G. Carleton Brown. Mr.
Pmnell is in a railway corporation in New York
City. '

1 am pleased to note the appointment of
Samuel A.Boyle, Chief Consul of Pennsylvania,
8S Chairman of the Committee on Rights and
Privileges. Mr. Boyle is a six-footer, very dark
and framed by nature on a generous plan, a
great, big man in fact, with a sharp eye gleam-
ing beneath heavy eyebrows. Mr. Boyle is
Assistant District Attorney of Philadelphia, a
distinction, which, in that city of proverbially
acute legal luminaries, is a sure mark of ability.
He should be an efficient chairman of this com-
miitee, but I have heard that he is wrapped up
in his profession and has but little time for out-
side work.
Another lawyer is on this committee in the

person of Charles F. Cossum, of Poughkeepsie.
Mr. Cossum is a type of man who appears on
the scene modestly and unassuming, but who
looms up conspicuously as a thinker, a speaker

a good fellow, the moment opportunity
I say he is a type of that style of man

and
offeit

because there is another type much more num-
erous ; the man who comes on with the fanfare
of bugles and a deal of furbelows and flamers.

He dazzles the senses, but like a punctured
balloon he grows smaller and smaller the better

you know him. Mr. Cossum is making towards
forty, is about five feet six as to height, has a
pair of dark hisute parallels, thinks fast, talks

faster and gesticulates in a manner all his own,
bending over towards his hearers as he warms
to the subject as if he would take each particular

brain and ram into it the thoughts and argu-
ments that animate his own.
Another lawyer completes the committee, Mr.

J. S. Dean, "Jo" Dean, of Boston, the son of

one of the most eminent lawyers in Massachu-
setts, called by those who know him well " Old
Ben Dean. Mr. Dean's career in cycling has
been a golden one, and antedates that of most
riders in the country. "Jo" graduated on to a
full-grown bicycle about 1877 or '78. Certain
it is that he was one of the founders of the Bos-
ton Club, and was a leader in all the schemes
for enjoyment and advancement generated
within that honored and honorable body. He
found time to race, and was among the good
ones of his time. He developed z. penchant for

literature, and contributed to and edited and
co-edijed the Bicycling World at various times.

His style was bright, crisp, new, sharp and
biting, at times dryly humorous, and in editorial

exposition clear, clean and convincing. Mr.
Dean also managed the " cycleries" during the

Boston League Meet, an exhibition of cycles

which has never been surpassed in this country.
Nature has been very kind to Mr. Dean, ex-

cept in one particular. " Jo" is about 5 ft. 11,

very slender, very wiry and very fair

;

one of your kind of men who grow
old slowly, and outlive their contempo-
raries. The face is strikingly intellectual

and attractively poised, with a powerful, thin

nose, cold, penetrative eyes, great, percept-

ive eyebrows, and the retreating forehead found
in acute reasoners. But the possessor of so
much mental wealth seems utterly poor in the
affections, the heart being entirely subservient
to the head. There is too much lofty scorn and
haughtiness and cynicism about this young
lawyer. His tongue is a two-edged sword, un-
sheathed at the slightest pretext. Jo is a modern
Duke of Gloster in some respects—an icon-

oclast, a "law unto himself," royally independ-
ent and "himself alone." But time and dis-

aster will mellow this sharp, angular character,
and his legal opponents will fear his ability,

while they admire his equity.

The Committee on Rules and Regulations is

composed of Mr. W. A. Davis, of Chicago, and
Mr. Michael Furst, of Brooklyn. Mr. Davis,
who has not yet been actively identified with
National League work, is a short, nervous-look-
ing man, very retiring in nature, but vt ry pop-
ular in this city and State. Mr. Furst is a grad-
uate of Columbia College and a resident of

Brooklyn, where he practises law. He is a
member of the Long Island Wheelmen, liked
and respected by his fellows, and fair, manly
and sociable.

The Transportation Committee is a conr mitlee
of one at present, and that one is W. M. Brews-
ter— "Pop" Brewster, the "unique," the only,
who looks towards you and who likewise bows.
Mr. Brewster is a slim, wiry little fellow, not
more than 5 ft. 5 or 6 in., with the sharpest of
sharp faces, and the coolest and most searching
pair of eyes that ever looked through pebbles.
I alwa) s regarded Brewster as a capricious prod-
uct of the Great Sculptor. He was undoubtedly
intended to be great at the outset, yet he just
falls short of greatness. He is diyly and incon-
gruously witty, yet not a great wit ; he is a wire
manipulator of great tact and delicacy, yet has
become a diplomat in the cycling world, whereas
it was plainly intended that he should adminis-
trate in the greater world. He is bright enough
for a journalist, good enough for a preacher,
and has the versatility of an actor—an all round
perplexing sort of man and somewhat of a
sphinx. Mr. Brewster has resided in St. Louis
for over ten years, and has charge of the Union
Freight Line office in that city. He is well-
known among the large merchants there, and
as he rides along on his wheel he drops a nod
here and there—a short, chirpy, Alfred Jingle
kind of nod, as much as to say :

" See, I know
you ; and whether you know me or not, I nod
all the same." Mr. Brewster has always been a
valuable League officer, both in the Slate and
National bodies. He is a warm and consistent

friend, a splendid hater, prefers Dickens to his
little Book, and climaxed his management of
the Dunn campaign with the funniest, side-

splitting caucus ever held at the Murray Hill or
any other hotel.

First Mnstcale of the Pfnnsylyania Bicycle Clab.

Never before in the history of cycling have the clubs
catered so much to the social side as during the past win-
ter, and, although these affairs which were adorned by the
presence of the fair sex have been well attended, yet it was
noticeable that the throngs were reserved for the " knock-
down and drag-out " nights. Particularly was this the
case on last Friday night, when Mr. J. S. Bretz, of the
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, showed that he knew as much
about music as he did about selling bicycles, by success-
fully carrying out a long-cherished idea in offering that or-
ganization a most delightful musical treat, which was
greatly enjoyed by the audience fortunate enough to be
present. The musicians represented Philadelphia's best
local talent while the programme was quaintly conceived
and executed, its numbers being given below.
The programme of the musicale was most unique. The

front page shows four mirthful frogs in green trousers and
freen and gold cutaways, coasting down hill on ordinaries,
he programme consisted of the following numbers

:

PROGRAMME.
PART FIRST.

1. Piano Duet—Overture to " William Tell," Rossini
Messrs. Myers and Braun.

2. Tenor Song—"Amo," Mattel
Mr. John F. Braun.

3. Contralto Solo—" Supposing,"
Miss Annie Stitt.

4. Recitation—" A Ride Against Time," Tourjee
Miss Florence Briggs.

5. Soprano Solo—"The Flower Girl,' Bevignani
Miss Marie Hindle.

Encore—" Polly, the Cows are in the Corn,"
6. Duet—" When I Know That Thou are Near Me," . . Abt

Miss Stitt and Mr. Brooks.
7. Sextette—" What Restrains Me," From " Lucia "

Misses Hindle & Stitt, Mess. Law, Braun, Brooks & Bretz.

PART SECOND. .

1. Male Quartette—"Annie Laurie," .. Arranged by Buck
Messrs. Law, Braun, Brooks and Bretz. .^

Encore—" The Kerry Dancing,"
2. Baritone Solo—"The Bugler, Pinsuti

Mr. N. B. K. Brooks.
3. Tenor Song—" The Raft," Pinsuti

Mr. Charles Law.
4. Zither Selection

—
" Fantaise,"
Mr. William Deeg.

Encore—" Remember Me," —
5. Duet—"Adieu," .. Nicolai

Miss Hindle and Mr. Braun.
6. Bass Solo

—' Will o' the Wisp," Cherry
Mr. J. S. Bretz.

Encore—" Yeoman's Wedding Song,"
7. Sextette

—"Miserere," From " II Trovatore "

Miss HindlCj Messrs. Law, Braun, Miller, Brooks & Bretz.
Ariel.

A Movement for tetter £oads.

A neat pamphlet with this litle has been sent all over the
country by the Pope Mfg. Co. and will undoubtedly accom-
plish a great deal of educational highway improvement
work. The pamphlet contains the speech of Col. Albert
A. Pope, which that gentleman recently delivered before
the Board of Trade at Hartford and which was published
in The WhbiEL. This is the second book of the kind that
has been issued by the Pope Mfg. Co., and this concern
cannot be too highly credited for the good work they have
done in this direction. The jamphlet under discussion is

entirely free from advenising of any kind, and the cry that
the pamphlet was sent out merely as an advertising dodge
will be without foundation. It is true that the Pope Mfg.
Co. are materially interested in having good roads, and it is

also true that this pamphlet indirectly advertises their busi-

ness, but it is advertising of a broad-minded sort, which
not only benefits the Pope Company but the citizens of the

country at large.

NEW ORLEANS.

The second race of the New Orleans Bicycle Club, for

the Hill Cup, was run on Sunday, March 23, the course ex
tending from Valeance Street to West End, via Washing
ton Street, a distance of nine and one-half miles. The fol-

lowing men entered : H. L. Cary and C B. Guillotte,

scratcn ; Charles Fenner, 2m. 30s.; G. Stephenson, 3m.
Charles Zeigler, 2m., was dissatisfied with his handicap,
and refused to start. Guillotte, who was suffering from a
lame foot, fell behind soon after the start. The race was
won by Cary, in 34m. 30s., Fenner, second, and Guillotte,

third.

Messrs. Banker & Campbell issue a very neat catalogue
of their cycles for 1890, which will be further supplemented
by a second edition about April 10. '1 he front page of the

catalogue is attractively set off by the word " Ormonde"
stamped in gold. The Ormonde consists of these several

styles of safeties: Ormonde Full Roadster, 43 lbs.; Or-
monde Light Roadster, 36 lbs.; Ormonde Road Racer, 28

to 30 lbs.—all high-grade wheels ; listed at $135. Ormonde
Racer, 17 to 22 lbs.; price, $140. Ormonde Ladies' Light
Safety, ^3 lbs.; Ormonde Full Roadster Ladies' Safety, 38

lbs., both listed at ^-135. Ormonde, No. 3, Roadster, w eight,

45 lbs.; price, $120. Ormonde Combination ; weight, 46 lbs.;

price, $115. Ormonde, No. 1, Diamond ; weight, 46 lbs.;

price, Jioo. The other wheels handled by this hrm .ire the

Sylph Spring-frame Safety
;
price, »ijo. The League Safety;

weight, 46 lbs.; price, $75. The Boys Ormonde
;
price, ^65.

And the Ormonde Tandem Bicycle ; weight, 75 lbs.; price,

$200.

1 he Evening Reforier, of Woonsocket, Mass., recently

published an editorial on good roads and will no doubt be-

come a valuable educational medium for the Rhode Island

Division Highway Improvement Committee.
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T^HE machine that leads the market. Why does it lead ? Ask *' Victor"

riders for information on this point. You think we are prejudiced when

we tell you about it. Try a ** Victor" when you have a chance, and then see

if you don't agree with us that they are properly put together.

Lots of orders for them this year, as always before. Factory running all

day and all night filling orders booked on the strength of the reputation th^

machines have made. Must be something in it. Illustrated Catalogue on

application.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,
Makers of Victor Bicycles,

BOSTON. . - - WASHINGTON.

Office and Factory: CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS,

Special Agents : A, G. Spalding & Bros., New York, Chicago and

Philadelphia,
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WARWICK PERFECTION CYCLES
are fully guaranteed; are absolutely interchangeable; are constructed of

irrought steel throughout.

«^>»^'ggtf-

Price $ 1 35.

'-^S^^^<^-'-

Send for

CATALOGUE,

To facilitate delivery of goods we have arranged
spective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale
way. Address them for Catalogues.
For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Rhode Island, and Eastern Massachusetts,

A. O. Very, 173 Tremoni Sircet, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BiDWELL, 313 West 58th Street, New York.

With Brace removed

it makes a

Light and Superior

Ladies' Wheel.

--vi^'^^*^

with the following firms to supply you in their re-
dealers, and it is their mission to aid you in every

For Northern New Jersey, E. Ai.SDORF & Co., II Academy Street, Newark, N. J.

For Southern New Jersey and territory contiguous to Philadelphia,

Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania and Northern Ohio,
Standard Cycle Co , 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

For Maryland, EisENBRANDT Bros., 424 E. Bait ffiore Street, Baltimore, Md.

For Southern Ohio, Southern Ind an^i, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. PooRMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest, Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. Snitjer, io'2 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope, Thos. H. B. Varnev, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal

Territory not named. Local Agents, or the Manufacturers,

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

"COGENT" CYCLES FOR 1890.
SEVERAL new patterns have been introduced for this season, and all last season's patterns have> been

improved. We manufacture twenty-two distinct classes of Safeties, Bicycles, Tricycles, Rationals,

and Tandems. Our Catalogue is sent post free. We build only reliable machines, and to prove that, we
guarantee every machine six months—this is what most firms will not do. We protect agents. We sell

our goods at moderate prices. Our reputation for first-class work is undeniable, and after twenty-two

years in the cycle trade we think ourselves capable, not only of building machines to suit all riders, but

also to suit all countries. We do a genuine foreign trade, and foreign buyers can depend on us building

machines to suit their respective requirements. We ask our friends to send for our new i8go List, and

read therein the testimonials, which prove, for downright honest value in cycles, you must buy the

MANAGER, »
WILLIAM CLARKE.

5 9 H. CLABKE'S EXOBS.,
Cog^ent Cycle Works,

Wolrerhaiupton, England*

OLDEST ESTABLISHED CYCLE WORKS IN THE WORLD.

The Largest Cycle House between New York and Chicago.
SAFETIES IN ALL STYLES AND QUALITIES.

WHEELS FOR THE MILLIONS.
DROP FRAME SAFETIES, I §90 PATTERN.

STRAIGHT FRAHIE SAFETIES, 1890 PATTERN.
DIAHOIVD FRAME SAFETIES, 1890 PATTERN.

COIVVERTIBEE SAFETIES, 1890 PATTERN.
27 Different Styles of Safeties. Write for Descriptive Circulars.

Agents wanted in every City, Town, Village and Settlement where we are not already represented.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street;. Buffalo.
Write for pescriptive Circular' of our large variety of Cycling Accessories.
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S100.000 REWARD!
P

f^OR any well authenticated case of Incurable Disease induced by riding "Broncho" Safety Bike

that will not yield to " Three Knot Skookum Oil," Skuderdrak's Embrocation, and Livingston's

" Sure Cure," used under direction of our regularly retained physician.

We shout as above on account of statements made to our Traveling Agents by riding men who

have been warned by agents of other manufacturers and importers of cycles that all sorts of incur-

able ailments will surely afflict the riders of the " Broncho " Bike. We don't imagine that the afore-

said manufacturers employing the said agents sanction any such disinterested cautionary admonitions.

Oh, dear, no ; of course not. It is the pestiferous agent who takes the responsibility of making above

statements.

Now, we want the poor cusses to have a show to make a dollar hunting up invalids. They

have got to live somehow. Now produce your victims. Meantime, all you ch^ps not frightened by

ghost stories, superinduced by over-wrought brains and broken-down digestion, had better investigate

for yourselves and take no man's word, unless he is a rider of the "Broncho" Bike.

Now, then, cacklers, screamers and croakers, note our offer of $100,000, and note what it is for.

Light your lanterns and go hunting. Before you set out, however, get an outfit of "Three Knot

Skookum Oil," Skuderdrak's Embrocation and Livingston's "Sure Cure." You will need them all be-

fore you round up and brand any " Broncho " invalids. " Broncho " riders are husky rustlers, and

don't you forget to make a note of it. One of the best fellows in the cycle biz says :
" Yes, ' Broncho'

is a hit; it is a big thing—but they are about four years too soon with it." Why, brother? Why,

oh, why ? Oh, yes—we, alas, have got some chains on hand, all nickeled too ; well, the junk men

buy chains . . . when the boys have no use for them. Waklose Wakemikahtikee ! Send for '90 "Cats."

Watch for cuts showing how the little joker gets in his work in the rear hub.

W^MIXE C"irCl-E CO
WE^SXBORO', NIASS., U. S. A.
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44

Ormonde'' Cycles.

Full Roadster, 43 lbs., - $ 1 35

Light " 36 " - - 135

Road Racer, 30 ** - - 135

Racer, 20 " - - 140

Ladies' Roadster, 38 lbs., 135

Light " 33 " - 135

Roadster No. 3, 46 " - 120

Combination No. 2, 46 lbs., - 115

Diamond No. 1, 46 " 100

League, 46 " - 75

Boys' Ormonde, 38 " - 65

SKND KOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL,
1786 & 1788 Broadway, NRW^ YORK.
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THE ADTOMATIC SPOKE AND NIPPLE GRIP.

Every Cyclist his

own Repairer !

^ IMo Screws, no Niit8,
~" no Peeling of

Enainci.

i:'^" It takes a positive
grip. The harder you pull

the tighter it holds.

^^ Catches any size
Spoke or Nipple, round or
square.

^^ Can be carried in

the vest pocket.

Price (Nickeled), $1.

Liberal discount to dealers.

(Jut full size.

JORDAN & OELLIEN,

No. 1320 Washington Ave., ST. LOUIS. MO.

D, J. CANARY,

CHAMPION FANCY and TRICK BICYCLIST,

Is open to make engagements with bicycle clubs or other
organizations for either indoor or outdoor e.vhibitions. For
terms address,

D. J. CANARY,
3i Columbia St., .Mcriden, Conn.

Salesman and Repairer Wanted

CHAKM.
(iold Filled, 42.&0.

PIN.

Solid Gold, 1^1.75.

The Watch Charm is entirely new, with wheels, pedals and handle
all in working order.
The Pin or B.^DGB is solid gold and elegantly enameled. Dealers

in bicycles sending their c.ird will receive samples for inspection.

DURYEA JEWELRY CO.,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

No. 7 1 Nassau St., New York City.

To an active and reliable young man accus-

i' med 10 care and repair of cycles, a permanent
and paying position is oflfered by a new house
soon to be open in Washington, D. C. Must be

ready to begin work by April loth, if wished.

Address replies to

L. B. GRAVES,
t7Z5 G STREET, N. W^.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

BICYCLE SUITS.
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin &. Co.'s

Bicycle Department,

H. STRUGNELL,
310 Broadway, N. Y., asks your patronage for himself.

'XRADKMARK Evcry attention given to Cut, Fit and Style.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.
makers of the

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE. DIAMOND

Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.
Bicycle dealers should sell

$75.00

TO

Warwick Perfectian Safety, -

Ynlcan Diamond Fraie Safety,

National Straiglit Frame Safety,
J
$135.00

And a dozen other leading styles from well-known manufac-

turers. Special discounts to legitimate dealers.

NEW AND USEFUL

Perfection Tire Heater

Patented No. 323,686, Aug. 4,

1

Loose tires cemented, on the road, in a few moments.

SezLd fox- C?a.t;c«.los'^^e<s a.xxc3. 7ezm3.si.

GEO. R. BIDWEl-l-
313 West 58th St., New York.

Can be carried in the tool bag.

A simple economizer of time, money and patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in bicycles or of

• the manufacturer.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
3 1 3 West 58th St., NEW YORK.
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WHY SHOULD WOMEN RIDE A
BICYCLE.

Feminine humanity is so far emancipated in

these days that one does not have to go so far

back into the beginning of things as to begin
such a discussion as this with proving that, to

begin with, girls need exercise, judiciously ad-
ministered, as much as their brothers do.

The gymnasiums to be found in all cities of

any size, either devoted entirely to the use of
women or at least having hours set aside for

their admission, the fencing schools, tennis, the

modern frenzy for athletics which has seized our
young women, all point to the same conclusion

;

women have waked to the need of exercising
and developing their bodily powers as a means
to the end of developing their mental and moral
capabilities, elevating, ennobling and enriching
their own lives and those of all around them.
The time-honored, hackneyed old saw, a

healthy body makes a healthy mind, is so uni-
versally accepted nowadays that it needs but a
few decades to have the cross, unreasonable man
who is a nuisance to himself, his family and
friends removed by the strong arm of the law,
treated in some institution for indigestion (or

some other kindred killer of joy), and returned
to the bosom of his rejoicing family a better-

tempered and a milder man.
All this is a digression ; other and wiser peo-

ple than I have exhaustively proven that we
must have healthy women as well as men. The
idea has forever exploded that to be charming,
lovely and womanly a girl must be unable to

walk a block without fatigue, must not know
how to run or jump, and must be entirely un-
conscious of the fact that she has a body that
can be developed till it can give her as much
pleasure as any of her mental processes ever did
in bygone days, and by this development render
keener, vivider, more intense her various per-

ceptive faculties and make life incalculably more
worth living.

This being proved, it remains for us to select

the mode of exercise which gives the best

returns.

I don't for a moment wish to take the position

of saying that a bicycle is the only means of

salvation. No ! If you can, fence, play tennis,

go to your gymnasium and ride your wheel,

too, if you have time for all this, but if you have
only a limited time, or no time at all, then ride

a wheel and be thankful to the man who made
it possible for busy women to emulate their

more leisure rich sisters in the possession of

flawless health and happiness—for happiness
cannot be entirely divorced from health and
neither can riding a wheel be separated from
health.

Of course, I don't mean that your bones can't

be broken under sufficient provocation, or that
the magic of the wheel will take the place of

ordinary prudence and preserve you from ill-

ness, but for all minor ills, indigestion, insom-
nia, loss of appetite, lassitude, nerves, blues,
" wish-I-was-dead" sort of feelings the wheel is

the sovereign remedy.
The busiest man or woman has to go to their

place of business ; they can go on the wheel,
they can go in a fraction of the time that they
have been in the habit of allowing themselves.
They can breathe fresh, pure air, instead of the
vile atmosphere of the crowded street car, or if

they are in the habit of walking can double or
treble the amount of exercise that the morning
and evening walk gives them, and, owing to

the exhilaration which brisk exercise and delici-

ous motion gives them, arrive at their work
frcsh, bright and ready to begin the day well.

Riding a wheel brings into motion all the
muscles ot the body more thoroughly and com-
pletely and more gently than any other single
mode of exercise.

Allowing that a wheel is what we women
want, it is hardly necessary to say that by all

means one should eschew the tricycle, unless
an invalid or so unwieldly that it excites un-
pleasant remark. Even then I should give my
word for the bicycle, for I don't see why a poor
creature should be condemned to drag round a
heavy machine in addition to more than, her
share of flesh.

Bicycles are lighter, safer, easier to ride, more
graceful and incomparably prettier than any
tricycle that ever has been made.

All the above tries to prove that a wheel is a
necessity for a woman who wants to be and to
do her vi-ry best, and next, that that wheel
should be a bicycle.

If I haven't done it will somebody help me?
for it is so and ought to be proven.

Psyche.

VALUABLE HINTS FOR LADIES.

To over-oil one's machine is a great mistake.
I know many cyclists of both sexes who appear
to think that the one secret of riding is to oil up
in season and out of season, but the sooner this

idea is regarded as the error it certainly is the

better for both machine and rider. I have
known some ladies refuse to mount their steeds
till they have been plentifully saturated with oil,

after which they start off quite happy in the be-

lief that now, at least, if anything goes wrong
they are not responsible for it. The natural
consequence is that they habitually return from
a ride with garments soiled with grease and
dirt, and generally are heard to declare that

cycling would be a very enjoyable exercise if it

were not for the ruin to one's gowns and the

total impossibility of keeping oneself tidy.

Now, these things ought not to be. It is as-

tonishing how deeply seated is the public faith

in the close connection between riding and dirt,

and how some people are quite content to have
it so, without seeking a remedy. In point of

fact, it cannot too often be repeated, in the inter-

ests of cycling, that it is possible to cycle and
yet keep one's gown free from destruction. In
the seven years of my own experiences awheel
I have never spoiled but one frock, and that was
through the over-zeal of a so-called friend, who
insisted that my machine positively musl have
more oil, despite all my remonstrances to the

contrary.
A machine will seldom require a thorough oil-

ing oftener than every hundred miles ; but, of

course, this is by no means a hard and fast rule,

and the first sound of that well-known hideous
squeak must be taken as a signal for the use of

the oil can. A few drops will be all that is re-

quired, and the overflow should be carefully

wiped off, so that nothing remains to transfer

itself to any adjacent draperies.

It is most important that one's machine should
be well and carefully housed. All out-of-door
accommodation in this climate is attended with
the risk of harm from damp, even where the
cycle-house is warranted weather-proof. The
long winter months of constant rain and fog,

which are our heritage in these favored isles,

have a power of trying the delicate mechanism
of a cycle, which only the greatest care can suf-

fice to prevent. When autumnal weather has
fairly set in, the bright parts of the machine
should be kept covered with vaseline, smeared
on with a soft rag. This is readily removed
every time the cycle is required for use, and
should be replaced with another coat as soon as

the machine is once more housed. This method
of treatment will keep away that deadliest foe of

machinery—rust ; and if, by chance, it should
elude even this strict watchfulness, and a fatal

brown speck or two make their appearance on
the bright surfaces, these can be at once re-

moved and extra care be taken to prevent a re-

petition of the calamity.
I hardly like to give directions for putting by a

machine during the winter season ; it is so strongly

my own belief that cycling, to be of any real

benefit to the cyclist, should be carried on, as far

as possible, during the whole year. There are,

however, of course cases in which this cannot be

done, and where it is absolutely necessary to

abandon the favorite pursuit during the drear
winter days. When this is the case it is by far

the best, if possible, to transfer one's machine
to some lodging place where a fire can occasion-

ally be lighted and dry air be secured. Where
this cannot be done the machine should be care-

fully encased in brown paper and covered with

a waterproof wrapper. The bright parts should

be thickly covered, not merely slightly smeared,
with vaseline ; and it is as well to thoroughly
examine the whole machine. The selection of a

suitable riding costume is a question of grave
interest and I shall be glad to hear from all

lady members of the club who are inter-

ested in this important question—and what
woman is not?—the results of their own ex-

perifnents in costume and what they con-

sider the best style of riding garb—make,
material, color and general style, with de-

tails of head-gear, gloves, shoes, etc. If each

lady will send a short description of the dress

she personally prefers and uses it will be not

only of great use, but the greatest possible

assistance to her sister members.

As to details of underwear, these are unneces-
sary. Experience teaches that it should be as
light as consists with proper warmth ; that it is

best when all wool ; that the corset should be
left at home when one mounts the saddle, or
else robbed of all its compressing power ; that
one wants nothing that can impede the free

action of the heart and lungs or prevent the
movement of the muscles. But on points of

outer wear feminine opinion differs ; and, before
I give my own, I should be glad to see that of
the majority of my readers.

—

Lillias Campbell
Davidson, in C. T. C. Gazette.

CYCLING FOR BOYS.

Always clean your machine after returning
from a ride, and never let the dust remain on
for any length of time. It will soon clog the
bearing if you do. Mud on a machine is best

renroved by pouring some paraflSne oil on an old
duster and applying till all traces of the mud,
whether it be wet or dry, are removed. Wet
mud, you will find, is rather difficult to get rid

of, if you have not the paraffine. Lift your
wheels off the ground now and then, and run
them round. If there is a grating sound per-

ceptible you may be sure your bearings want
cleaning ; so take your machine to some yard
and run paraffine oil through them. Recollect, it

must go throtigk ; so use plenty, and continue
doing so till the drops which fall from the under
side of the bearings are white—just the same
color as when poured in— and not black, as they
will be at first. Do this in a yard or any open
place, and never in a room which possesses a
carpet or a white floor.

When lubricating—and always lubricate di-

rectly after cleaning the bearings—use good oil.

When polishing the enamel of a machine do it

with furniture polish, and white, creamy furni-

ture polish is best ; but be sure you have re-

moved all trace of paraffine oil from the enamel,
if there happens to be any on it, before apply-

ing the polish. Some allow the paraffine to re-

main on their enamel, never polish it, and are

content with the shiny appearance of the paraf-

fine ; but hovy can they expect anyone to come
within a hundred yards of their machine if

they will persist in doing so? Never put grease

on your chain, it only collects the dust, and
smears everything it comes in contact with.

Use black lead, and polish with a small hand
brush. If you should be about to ride on a

damp December day be careful to cover the

plated parts on your machine with a thin coat of

vaseline—it will render them damp-proof. Do
the same at any time if you think it is likely to

rain before you reach your destination, for if

your machine is under vaseline you need not be
afraid of rust, even though you should put it

aside wet and not clean it for a week afterwards.

Toilet vaseline is rather too good for smearing
machines with.

Be sure to tighten all nuts, if they should need
it, before going for a run. Most cycling acci-

dents are caused by loose nuts dropping out,

and the subsequent collapse of the whole con-

cern if the part thus weakened happens to be

one upon which there is any strain. Be careful

to take your spanners, wrench, and oil can with

you always. You never know when or how ur-

gently you may want them. It is useful also to

take a coil of thick copper wire, for use in emer-
gencies, and some boot laces. What on earth is

the good of taking boot laces? some one will

say. Well, this is why : I used to be troubled

with loose tires ; every day one would slip off.

I tried string, wire, "tire fasteners," and such,

to hold the tire on till I reached my destination,

but all to no purpose. The string got worn off

after riding half a mile, the wire cut the tire or

got displaced, and the "tire fasteners" held the

tire on securely in certain parts, but made it

bulge out in others. So I asked the manager of

one of our cycle depots what was best to hold

on loose tires, and he said, " Boot laces."

—

JOLLlBOi, in Scattisli Cyclist.

HINTS TO LADY CYCLERS.

Messrs. Rouse, Hazard & Co. issue an en-

larged edition of the pamphlet they published

last year, entitled "A Few Hints to Lady
Cyclers ; How to Ride, What to Wear and How
to Wear It." The chapter "What to Wear"
contains a deal of advice to lady cyclists, and

the advice is reinforced by selections from the
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writings of "Daisy," of the Z. A. H^. Bulletin,

and "Nap," of The Wheel. The chapter on
" Learning to Ride " is illustrated, the cuts rep-

resenting a lady awheel being held by a teacher,
together with the mount and dismount. The
position in coasting is also shown. Very care-
ful instructions are given. The pedal mount is

also illustrated and described in two positions,

the point of mounting and when mounted, the

descriptions being taken from " Nap's " article

in The Wheel. There is a chapter on " Ankle
Motion " and other chapters as follows :

" The
Care of the Machine "

;
" The Cost of Cycling "

;

" Fall and Winter Riding' ;
" The Practicability

of a Bicycle" ; "The Fascination of Cycling"
;

"Suggestions to Ladies Who Ride Bicycles";
" Cycling for Ladies "

;
" The Bicycle for Physi-

cian and Patients"; " The Wheel as a Health
Promoter," and altogether the pamphlet is a
valuable collection of hints for the feminine
portion of the cycline world, and is fully worth
the price asked, which is ten cents.

Hints for Novices.

Before starting out the cyclist should examine
his tires, try all the nuts, see if the bearings are
tight enough, spin the wheels to see if they are
free enough or require oil, see if the chain is too

tight or too loose, and that the chain wheels are
not out of alignment, thus causing the chain to

grind against the sides of the cogs. He should
spin the wheels, and carefully listen for the
grating noise that tells of grit or broken balls.

If the former, he should dose the bearings well

with paraffine oil, and when clean, oil plentifully

with lubricating oil. If the latter, he should
bring the machine to the repairer at once.
Spokes should be tightened, and so tightened
that the wheels are not made untrue. The
steering should be adjusted properly, and
special care should be paid to band brakes. It

constantly happens that the band rests on the
drum, and the rider, all unconscious, plods
along, and labors abundantly with a very poor
result. To detect this defect put a small drop
of ink on the drum, and spin the wheel. If the

ink is rubbed round, the owner may be sure the
leather touches ; or get a friend to hold both
driving-wheels off the ground, and then spin

them, and from the side watch the brake band,
and see if it touches. To regulate a defective
band is a difficult matter, and it should be given
in hand to a competent repairer. See that you
have oil, wrenches and twine in your bag, and
a few spare nuts if possible.

THE ELWELL EUROPEAN TOUR.

A VALUABLE INVENTION.

Mr. W. H. Dunkley, of Birmingham, has just
patented an exceedingly simple, but somewhat
important improvement in the construction of
cycle and perambulator wheels. In the ordinary
cycle wheel the wire spokes connecting the hub
with the rim have to be separately screwed in, a
slow, laborious, and expensive operation, and
when lightening is required also the spokes
must be separately manipulated. In Mr. Dunk-
ley's new expansion wheel the hub, instead of

being cast, is produced from wrought welded
tube, which is both lighter and stronger than
cast iron, and circular flanges to which the
spokes are attached are separately screwed on.
The flanges are first stamped with a number

of eyes or keyholes corresponding to the number
of spokes they have to carry, and to these eyes
the spokes, which are suitably shaped at one
end, are securely hooked, the other extremity of
the spoke being previously attached to the rim
in the ordinary way, by means of a round or
cone head. When the spokes have been threaded
through the hollow rim and hooked on to the
flanges the wheel is tightened up by screwing
the two flanges assunder. This is effected by
simply turning the threaded tube upon which
the flanges are screwed, and as they separate,
pulling the spokes with them, the tension upon
the rim causes the entire wheel to become as
rigid as though it were made in one piece. The
saving in material, labor and time by this pro-
cess is estimated at about fifty per cent., and the
wheels are said to be much superior in rigidity
and durability to those produced by the ordi-
nary process. Another useful improvement is

the snbstitntion for the ordinary rubber tire

fixed in a hollow rim of a molded rubbar that
encases the entire felloe, and cannot, therefore,
wear loose.—Birnaingham Daily A{ail.

In about two months Messrs. Elwell and Hig-
gins will leave New York with a large party for

a tour of Continental Europe. That it will be a

most enjoyable outing goes without saying, as

will be seen by reference to their advertisement.
There are still a few vacancies, and those who
have the tour in contemplation should notify

Mr. Ehvell as soon as possible, that he may be
able to secure them steamer accommodations.
The party is now composed of the following
gentlemen :

J. C. Stevens, Henry Hart, H. S. Higgins, F.

A. Elwell, Portland, Me.; J. E. Wilkinson, Bal-

timore, Md.; J. T. Robinson, Hyde Park, Mass.;
T. C. Brinsmade, Cleveland, C; Park Dens-
more, F, W. Bailey, G. I. Block, Erie, Pa.; A.
E. Burress, Walnut, 111.; H. O. Barth, Cin-
cinnati, O.; Bert L. Lucus, Monmouth, Oreg.;

J. A. Drain, G. C. Eaton, Lincoln, Neb.; Chas.
E. Pelton, Lowville, N. Y.; W. W. Dudley,
Whitinsville, Mass.; J. E. Gilbert, Mansfield,

O.; Chas. T. Smith, Pomona, Ga.; J. T. Cox,
Camden, N. J.
The party will ride the safety bicycle, on

which they will carry a complete change of

clothing. Their route, as has already been
stated, will be across France, stopping one week
in Paris ; Switzerland, from end to end ; that

part of Germany that embraces the Black Forest
and the Rhine Valley, and so on to Antwerp or
Rotterdam, where steamer will be taken for

England.
This tour affords an unequalled opportunity of

doing Europe awheel in a most pleasant party,

under the guidance of veterans in the touring
business. The hotels patronized are the best,

All in all, it is an ideal summer outing, and the
opportunity for joining such a party should be
taken advantage of by all who wish to see the
Old World in this delightful way.

A FRENCH JOURNALIST ON CYCLING.

A recent issue of Le Petit Journal, a Parisian
paper with a daily circulation of goo,000 copies,

contained a four-column article on bicycles and
tricycles, from the pen of Jean Sans Terre. This
French journalist, who describes his experiences
in a humorous vein, was forced to take to cycl-

ing because he possessed a diseased dog which
needed violent exercise for the cure of its com-
plaint. Althou h leaning somewhat to three
wheels on the score of safety, he at length got
down to the rear driver. Prior to becoming " un
velocman," he confesses to a certain amount of

scorn for the humble cyclist, but when he joined
the noble band, he became enthusiastic and un-
burdened himself in the following terms :

" Never shall I be able to express the satisfac-

tion, the pleasure, which the healthy sport of

bicycling and tricycling affords to a man, it is

inconceivable! Three months ago I regarded a
passing cyclist as a madman ; but I, I was that
madman, and he the wise and practical man.
How much am I of his opinion now that I can
play his instrument, and how much would I like

to see this conviction in the minds of all young
fellows—nay, of all men who are nearing their

fiftieth years, and who do not know how to de-
fend themselves against Time," etc., etc.

Sans Terre goes on in this manner to compare
a tricycle to a carriage and a bicycle to a horse.
"Yes, it is a horse. It's lively, it stoops, rises

again, bends, rebends, jumps under the impulse
of the handle with infinite suppleness;" on
which burst of eloquence the cyclist makes the
following comments :

" There is no need to wonder that later yet in

this outpouring of his soul our friend Jean sneers
at la machine Anglais. When, when in all this

waste of years did ever our boastful firms turn
out a machine that possessed such qualities,
and, above all, jumped under the impulse of the
handle? Why have we this long time been de-
frauded of so enviable a possession? Oh, me-
chanical minds of Coventry and Nottingham !

oh, shade of Starley, Tom Humber, Hillman,
Bucky, and all ye who brew and breed fresh
geni of the modern cycle, read ! Until we re-

joice in the possession of a machine that 'jumps
under the impulse of the handle,' our cup of
bitterness is full, and our life a desert waste.
Truly, ' we are born better had we ne'er been
born.' Sapristi: They do do these things better
in France. Great Scott ! think of the possibili-

ties on a machine that bends and re-bends and
jumps under the impulse of the handle with in-

finite suppleness. Ah, to possess it !

"

A NEW METAL COMPOSITION.

" Schmiedbarenguss," is a formidable word
that threatens to come into our language as the
name of a new composite metal of much prom-
ised importance. Practical processes for the
production of aluminum as an available article

of commerce are well understood to be among
the most valuable of recent discoveries in metal-
lurgy, and it is now announced by certain ex-
perimenters in Louisville that in comhinnlion

with iron and copper it can be made into one of

the strongest metallic compositions known to

science. The resultant metal, it is said, has
greater tensile strength than the finest steel and
is so ductile, malleable and homogeneous thai

it can be cast in masses without a flaw, and will

outwear the best iron and steel in any of the
uses to which these metals are put. The ques-
tion of cost can hardly be said to be determined
as yet, but it is not expected to be large. If all

this is so—and public confidence in its truth

will perhaps be strengthened by the organiza-
tion of four large companies in Louisville to

manufacture the metal—the discovery is one
whose importance cannot be obscured by giv-

ing it so awkward and totally foreign a word as
" schmiedbarenguss." If the new metal comes
into general use, we may be sure that that ap-

pellation will not cling to it, however correctly

formed and fundamentally descriptive it may
be from the German point of view. An Ameri-
can discovery ought to have, and will take to

itself, some simple English name.

—

Providniz-e

Journal.

THE C. T. C. MEET.

The third annual general meeting of the

Cycling Tourists' Club, the largest cycling body
in the world—so very large, in fact, that it is

becoming top-heavy, was held in Birmingham
on March 15. The meeting proved somewhat
warm, and there was a general trotting out of

grievances. A motion was passed advising the

Council to consider the advisability of reinoving

the offices of the C. T. C. from London to the

provinces. Of the entire membership only 130
attended.

Mr. Shipton reported that during 1889, 5,747
new members had been elected and the total

membership was 21,365. The Hon. Treasurer,
Mr. Guerney, submitted the following report

:

Assets on hand January i, 1890—capital ac-

count, ;^482 ; life membership fund, .1^126 ; re-

serve fund, ;^2, 196 ; total, ;r^2,8o4. Had it not
been for the unfortunate libel suit, the grand
total would have been about ;^3,400.

The Treasurer reported the following decrease

of revenue : On subscriptions, ;!^8o : on sales of

cloth, .^233. There was a net loss on the trade

account of .^^310 as compared with last year.

;^50 had been saved in office e.xpeuses, and
owing 10 a reduction of size of the C. T. C.

Gazette, the diminished cost of its production

was £b()'i.

JERSEY CITY.

A ladies' safety bicycle was standing against the fence in

front of a Madison Avenue residence in this city one after-

noon recently. A couple, seemingly man-and-wife-elect,
were " snailing" up the avenue, she resting her billiard

cue elbow in his %% hand. As they reached the bicycle they
stopped, and, after examining it fora short time, she asked,
pointing to the dress-guard over the rear wheel, " Joe, what
is that wire netting around there for ?" " Why, Annie, mj'
dear, that is put on to keep the dirt off the wheel," replied

the meandering encyclopaedia, and the birdlets in the

tree-toplets warbled " She's my Annie, I'm her JoeJoe."
I had the pleasure of attending the stag party of the

Brooklyn Bicycle Club on the 28th ult. Raymond, as mas-
ter of ceremonies, was a huge success, and kept the ball

rolling until after midnight.
The tie between the Hudson County and Kings County

bowling teams will be untied at the Atalanta Wheelmen's
alleys, in Newark, on the loth inst.

Vice-Consul Benedict has received several advance copies
of the New Jersey Road Book, which he has been preparing
during the last two months. He says the book will be out
on May i, as promised.
The fact that these road books will be sold to members of

the New Jersey Division for twenty-five cents each will

doubtless have the effect of increasing the membership of

the Division considerably. Chief Consul Brown is getting
excellent support throughout Hudson County, and if the

local consuls throughout the State do their share ot the

work I think the 1,500 mark will be reached before the end
of the next fiscal year.
Captain Day has had a wheel constructed lor his persoaal

use according to his own plans ; be does not intend to put
the v/heel on the market, however, but simply deaired 10

ride a wheel built after his idea of what is necessary for

general riding.
Coaster.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE STATE MEET.

The invitation of the Associated Cycling Clubs of Phila-
delphia to the Pennsylvania State Division, L. A. W., to

hold the annual meet in this city on Friday and Saturday,
June 27 and 28, having been formally accepted by Chief
Consul Boyle, it behooves all Philadelphia wheelmen,
whether League members, club members, or not, to lend
their assistance in every manner possible to make it a great
success. Philadelphia has always been able to hold up her
end as far as successful clubs, fine club-houses and good
riders are concerned, but anything in the way of a big
gathering of wheelmen, or a really large race meet, seems
never to have entered her head since the ill-fated and
unsuccessful Jumbo Park affair.

THE COMMITTEES.

The committees having the meeting in charge are as
follows

:

H. H. Crowther, Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, Chairman.
Thomas Hare, Century Wheelmen.
J. J. Bradley, South End Wheelmen.
W. R. Tucker. President, Associated Cycling Clubs.
J. R. Lincoln Edwards, Secretary.

SUB-COMMITTEE CH.^IRMEN.

Transportation—A. J. McCoghanchy,Wissahicken Wheel-
men.
Finance—Al. Brather, Pennsylvania Club
Racing—George Gideon, Tioga Cycling Club.
Parade—Captain Watt, Philadelphia Bicycle Club.
Reception—Kirk Brown, Century Wheelmen.
Programme—P. S. Collins, Century Wheelmen.

PROGRAMME.

Until the sub-committees get to work no definite idea can
be obtained as to what the entertainment will consist of,

but the general plan seems to be: Friday a. m., business
meeting; p. m., tours and runs, possibly road races; eve-
ning, smoker or other entertainment. Saturday a. m., par-
ade, possibly " feed" ; p. m., track races at Tioga Athletic
Grounds ; evening, theatre party At any rate a great time
may be expected and one that will be made memorable in
Philadelphia cycling history.
The project to have the New York Century Run held at

the same time meets with continued disfavor amongst local
riders who are interested in the trip, and it is to be hoped
that the New York men will take the same view of the
matter. The Century Wheelmen will probably send over
twenty men, and from the other clubs surely twenty more
can be found who will take it in if held at any other time

PENNSYLVANIA S MUSICALS.

Pennsylvania's musicale, held on Friday evening last,

was a most enjoyable affair in every way. It was man-
aged mainly by Mr. J. S . Bretz, who is one of Philadelphia's
leading basso profundos. The following really excellent
programme (which I clip from the Philadelphia Inquirer)
was rendered to an appreciative audience that filled the
parlors of the club-house

;

Piano duet, overture to " William Tell," Messrs. Myers
and Braun ; tenor song, " Amo," Mr. John F. Braun ; con-
tralto solo, " Supposing," Miss Annie Stitt ; recitation, " A
Ride Against Time," Miss Florence Briggs ; soprano solo,
"The Flower Girl," Miss Marie Hindle ; duet, "When I

Know That Thou Art Near Me," Miss Stitt and Mr.
Brooks ; sextette, " What Restrains Me," Misses Hindle
and Stitt, Messrs. Law, Braun, Brooks and Bretz • male
quartette, " Annie Laurie," Messrs. Law, Braun, Brooks
and Bretz; baritone solo, "The Bugler," Mr. N. B. K.
Brooks ; tenor song, " The Raft," Mr, Charles Law ; zither
selection, " Fantasie," Mr. William Deeg; duet, "Adieu,"
Miss Hindle and Mr. Braun; bass solo, "Will o' the
Wisp," Mr. J. S. Bretz; sextette," Miserere," Miss Hindle,
Messrs. Law, Braun, Miller, Brooks and Bretz.
On April 22 the Century Wheelmen hold their annual

dinner, probably at the Colonnade Hotel, although a num-
ber of the members are in favor of clearing the wheel-
room for the purpose.
The athletic hill-climbing contest which was at first to be

limited to Philadelphia and Camden riders has been thrown
open to all.

On Monday evening last the Park Avenue Wheelmen
held their first smoker and athletic entertainment. The
programme consisted of speech-making, music and athletics.
Quite a large number of prominent wheelmen were
present.
A rumor is on the rounds that a cycling club is about

to be organized up-town composed exclusively of ladies.
Another one just started on its travels is that Frank Damp-
man has applied for membership in the A. C. S. N. A third
one is that 140 ladies are learning to ride at Hart's Rink.
And although I do not doubt any of the above, I can

vouch for a fourth, which is that there will be some red-hot
fun at the road races of the Century Wheelmen on Good-
Friday afternoon.

Paul Berwyn.

READING.

The Pennsylvania Wheelmen held a large meeting at 516
Penn Square Friday evening, March 28, the chief feature
of the meeting being the election of officers. There were a
number of candidates for the various positions, but one
after another took headers and dropped out of the race,
leaving the following members to rush under the wire with
flying colors :

President, Frank N. Boyers ; Vice-President, J. Ed.
Wanner

; Financial Secretary, Frank E. James; Recording
Secretary, Harry F. Matern -, Treasurer, William H. Peo-
cock; Captain, Jacob Schmidt ; First Lieutenant, C. Dun-
dor; Second Lieutenant, C. Brown ; Bugler, C. Laylor-
Color Bearer, Frank Erminstrom; Trustees, C. Brown, CO.'
Wilson, W. J. Wilholra, A. G. Geiger and J. Ed. Wanner.
After the election both winners and losers sh'ok hands

and betook themselves to the cafe of one John D. Adams,
where they washed out all siains of the battle with a ban-
miet given in honor of President Boyers' re-election. After
the substantialities had been disposed of there was mirth
ajid music.
Captain Schmidt has called runs for every Sunday for

'?y"^l.?"*,'^^ P^'- '^"' '1^« weather has been too bad to
ride. The club men want a piano.

E.

The Long; Island Wheelmen will hold an informal ladies'
reception on Saturday evening, April 5, at their club-house,
on oedtord Avenue,

NEWARK.

Last Saturday evening gave assurance of a fine Sun-
day for wheeling purposes, and, in anticipation of such a
day, many riders here mapped out their routes, but neglect-
ed to note the fact that fickle March was upon them. Their
fond hopes were, therefore, ruthlessly shattered in the
morning, when they beheld the ground covered with a light
coating of snow, which completely demoralized their plans
for a pleasant spin. As Old Sol climbed up the heavens,
however, the snow speedily disappeared, but left the roads
in a decidedly wet condition, and to still further dishearten
the wheelmen a gale sprung up, which was contiguous to a
Lilliputian tornado in the open country. The writer, how-
ever, managed with difficulty to cover a few miles, and
found the macadam roads exceedingly rocky—literally

speaking. The IrvingtonMillburn dourse, in places,
shows the effects of th^ multitudinous rains of the past
month very materially, but, with settled weather, will no
doubt assume its usual form, and be in trim for the Decor-
ation Day races.
When the old New Jersey Wheelmen wrecked itself upon

the plains of Roseville, by erecting a race course to the tune
of several thousand dollars—the track now being in a de-
plorable state of delapidation—the Essex Bicycle Club re-

ceived a boom, and its future took on a brilliant hue. Never-
theless, of late years, it has gradually declined, slowly but
sure, until it reached such a dormant condition, that its ex-
istence was only apparent by a spasmodic kick in the guise
of an annual dinner. But this year that muscular contrac-
tion was not observed by even the most eagle-eyt-d of its

clentele, and it must therefore be assumed that the club
has at last yielded up the ghost. Does this infer that New-
ark cannot support two wheeling clubs ?

The tie game between the Hudson County Wheelmen
and the Kings County Wheelmen will be decided on the
Atalanta's alleys, April 10, and an enthusiastic and exciting
contest is expected. After this game has been rolled oft,

the Atalantas will receive the trophy for first place, and a
stag racket will then be one of the coming events.
The Herald oi last Sunday contained a cut of Montgom-

ery's centre alley—the bowling retreat patronized by the
A. W.'s, and also the likeness of Captain Kdwards, of the
sphere-tossing team, and other crack Newark bowlers.

It is to be hoped that the newly-organized club at Balti-
more, yclept the Atalanta Wheelmen, will not have its

name jerked and twisted into such atrocious contortions by
the newspapers, as the club of this city, which borrows that
fleet goddess' name for a title, was formally forced to en-
dure. Its members would also do well to have the second A
in the club's name of mastodonic dimensions, or ofnerwise
its supporters, when on a tour, will be taken for Georgian
" Crackers," an honor thrust upon their Newark brethren.

'' I should think that fellow would move out to Newark,"
said a guardian of the peace, of herculean proportions, at
the corner of Broad and Market Streets, Sunday before
last, to a by-stander, pointing his club at a wheelman round-
ing the corner. "I've seen him come up the street about
every Sunday morning in the year, rain or shine, and he
goes tjack again late in the afternoon—lives over towards
Jersey City somewheres, I believe ; he must be on pretty
good terms with the boards in the plank road by this time,"
The subject of the policeman's remarks was Hudson

County's crack rider and his Eagle.
Clifton S. Merrill, of the Coventry Machinists' Co., Bos-

ton, was in town recently, and was shown the attractions
of the Atalanta's Club-house, and expressed himself highly
pleased with their quarters.

Spark, Jr.

ROCHESTER.

The annual election of officers of the West End Bicycle
Club took place last night at the regular meeting of the
club. The session was one of the liveliest ever known in
the club, and the battle for the presidency was extremely
spirited. No choice was declared until thirteen ballots had
been taken. The candidates were Charles J. Iven, who has
held the position since President Heusner's resignation in
September last, F. H. Bettys and Thomas W. Shannon.
Iven led by from ten to fifteen votes on each ballot, but did
not secure the required majority until the thirteenth ballot.
His election was then made unanimous. The other officers
chosen were as follows : First Vice-President, Thomas W.
Shannon ; Second Vice-President, Ralph T. Olcott ; Rec-
ording Secretary, L. G. Mabbett ; Financial Secretary, Ed-
ward Tripp ; Treasurer, Frank Chamberlain ; Captain, C.
J. CqnoUy ; First Lieutenant, ordinary bicycles, E.
Schmidt- Second Lieutenant, ordinary bicycles, Chas.
Davis; First Lieutenant, safety bicycles, J. G. McDonald

;

Second Lieutenant, safety bicycles, H. Cawthra ; First
Bugler, Harry Walker; Second Bugler, A. H. Scrantora

;

Color Bearer, Edward Fowler ; Executive Committee, C.
J. Iven, L. G. Mabbett, W. R. Sanders, L. B. Vincent, and
F. F. Curtis. Three new members were elected at the
meeting and seven applications were received.
The club is now located in its new quarters, which are

being rapidly fitted up in exquisite style. The membership
is constantly creeping upward, and the time is not far dis-
tant when two hundred of Rochester's best wheelmen will
be enrolled on the club's list. Not one cent does the club
owe, and there are quite a few dollars in the treasury.

It is probable that a medal will be presented to the
rider covering the greatest number of miles in one hour,
another for the best twenty-four hour record, a third for
the best month's record, and a fourth to the one covering
the greatest number of miles during the season of 'go.

Frank M. Brinker, the expert bicyclist of Buffalo, was in
the city last week. Mr. Brinker was asked if he would give
Iven and Chamberlain a return tandem race on Lake Ave-
nue some time in May, or ride Iven a series of races on the
safety wheel. He would not consent to either of the two
propositions, giving as his reason that his spare time would
be occupied in preparing for his series of races with W. F.
Gessler, of Niagara Falls.
A bicycle school has been opened at the Washington

Rink, this city.

C. J. Iven is selling the Victor wheels with abundance
of success. He is. however, still engaged on the local staff
of the Union. Zo

CHICAGO.

A new club, to be called the " Union Cycle Club," has
been formed at Natick. A meeting was held on Monday
evening, March 24, at which the club was organized and
the following officers elected : Captain, W. O'Donnell
Secretary and Treasurer, W. L. Baker, of Oaklawn. The
club has engaged rooms in O'Donnell's block, and expects
to have a pleas^t time this summer.

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Bicycle Co., whose organiza-
tion we noted some months back, is now turning out the
first instalment of its wheels, a number of which are al-
ready in use in Grand Rapids. Their wheel, which has
been christened the "Venus," is a drop-framed safety,
suitable for either lady or gentleman. It is of steel tubing,
has a noiseless chain, and is ball bearing all over, and will
sell for $75. The saddle, it is claimed, is " the best thing
yet."
GormuUy & Jeffery are bringing out a new tire heater

which, it is said, is likely to tickle the popular fancy. We
expect to present an illustration of it shortly.
Tacoma, Wash., has lost Prince Wells, who has gone

back to his old home, Louisville, Ky., to engage in the bi-

cycle business. He will probably handle the G. & J.

wheels.
According to several run-cards the riding season was to

have opened in dead earnest on yesterday (30th), but dur-
ing the week the ideal weather of the Sunday before gave
way to that of the traditional Chicago sort, and yesterday
snow and slush quite ruled the roads, although overhead
Old Sol was out in all his glory. The clubs with " opening
runs " will have to try it over again.

In the Chicago-Lincoln f lub series the former club has
drawn both first blood and knock-down, its representative,
Samuel Thrall, having defeated J. H. Robbins, of the Lin-
colns, in the second game of billiards, on Tuesday night
last, by a score of 200 points to 172, and I am rather in-
clined to the opinion that this is but a foreshadowing of the
result of the series.
The final reception of the Illinois Club, at Martine's, on

the 28th, proved a fitting wind-up to a most enjoyable
social season. Full evening dress was very generally ob-
served. Dancing continued from 9 until i, a light lunch
being served about midnight. Some seventy-five couples
participated.
The Chicago Club is engineering a mammoth raffle, the

drawing in which takes place April 12. A bicycle, type-
writer, watch, and suit of clothes are amongst the prizes.

J. Elmer Pratt, who has been doing Michigan in the in-
terests of the G. & J. Co., has been in the city for a few
days. He reports trade in the Wolverine State as in a most
Eromising condition. 1S89 was, if anything, an off year,
ut the indications now are for a good-sized boom, with the

ladies especially sh iwing a most commendable interest in
the wheel. Mr. Pratt will invade Indiana next.
Chief Consul High will continue to lose weight and have

to hustle considerably harder if he expects to keep Ohio
within even hailing distance of the Illinois Division. The
Douglas ( lub, with a membership of seventy-five, is to
join the League in a body at its next meeting. Chief
Consul Davis will be on hand for the mu.ster, and address
the boys.
The Illinois Club has finally completed arrangements for

the erection of a club-house. It will be located on Wash-
ington Boulevard and be ready for occupanc)', it is ex-
pected, sometime in June.
The Douglas Club is also ahoose hunting.
A bicycle club has been orgiatzed from amongst the

cycling members of the Farragut Boat Club. It will be
known as the Farragut B. C.

C. F. Smith, of the Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co., was in the
city during the week.

Bettsy B.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The L. A. IV. Bulletin of the 14th of March contained a
clipping from the Call, of this city. As usual, the Bulletin
is on the wrong side of the argument. The Call article
quoted was written by a local rider who involved the offi-

cial organ in a disagreeable muddle in 1888, after the
annual meet, by his attacks on Chief Consul Welch and the
judges of the League races. He has access to the columns
of tne Crt//and, it is said, that in the absence of the regular
sporting editor the article was printed. The local riders
have no idea of forming a Pacific Coast league, and decid-
edly have no quarrel with the national officers. There is

very little for the local organization to do, but its officers
seem willing and anxious to work for the benefit of the
riders in whatever direction that work may tend. It is diffi-

cult to point out to members the tangible benefits they
derive from the League, but that it will grow and prosper
there is no doubt, a few disgruntled local riders to the
contrary notwithstanding.
Chief Consul Thompson has a number of circulars pre-

pared to be sent to the present members to further interest
them in League work. He has also a hand-book in prep-
aration that will advertise the Division extensively. This
book will contain many articles on matters pertaining to
the League, and in addition article's on touring, training
and a racing retrospect, making in all an interesting book
to be studied and put by for future reference. The
Division membership is at high-water mark now, with
prospects of a large increase within the coming six
months. It may be said that there is not a road in the
State closed to riders and every railroad carries wheels
without charge.
There is a prospect of a bicycle track being built in this

vicinity shortly. At present the matter is not public prop-
erty and I must be silent.

Among the most notable of recent park improvements is

the new and extensive boulevard being constructed at the
wesiern extremity of the park along the ocean beach. The
boulevard referred to will, when c-bmpleted, be one of the
most delightful improvements yet undertaken, and will
afford a broad and level drive along the ocean beach,
whose beauty and attractiveness cannot be overestimated.
This three-mile ride on the edge of the ocean will on moon-
light nights provide a delightful experience to the local

ridert.

W.A.Shockley, one-mile safety State champion, was in this
city for a few days recently. He is bossing a gold mine
up in Nevada. Since he left this city he has grown quite
a beard and looks every inch a " pard " now, minus the
red shirt and top boots.

C.\LIFOR.NI.\

;The Chief Consul of California, Mr. Ralph M. Thomp-
son, has issued a recruiting circular to the members of his
Divisi in which contains a long address on the advisability
of Leaspie membership and a blank application for mem-
bership. In Older to show the benefits of League mem-
bership, the Chief Consul reproduced portions of the reports
of the various officers of the League as recently submittecj
to the Nation?,! Assembly,
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RUMORED TRADE CHANGES IN
WASHINGTON. D. C.

GOSSIP OF INTEREST.

The Overman Wheel Co. announces that on
April I it will remove to 715 Thirteenth Street,

N. W., and their proposed new quarters, on

Tenth Street, also bear a banner with a similar

legend. Mr. Loane, the business manager, re-

tires to accept a similar position with Spalding
in Baltimore.
Rumor hath it that the reason the Capital

Cycle Co. moved to G Street, was the raising of

the rent of the premises, so long occupied by
the " Cycleries," from $1,200 per year to $1,800.

Rumor also saith, further, that Smith, late

manufacturer of the Dart cycles, has offered

the required rent for the Capital Cycle Co.'s

late location. $1,800 represents an interest of 10

per cent, on $iS,ooo, and the casual observer
would fail to see where that amount of money
was invested, apart from the fence enclosing the

ground.
k Your informant understands that W. T.

Robertson, of this city, is to represent the
'' Broncho," that fiery, untamed steed, this com-
ing season. With the Eagle, Duryea, Broncho
and Premier, Robertson should certainly be well

equipped.
Now that the Psycho people are getting fairly

well settled in their new quarters on G Street,

the demon of unrest will not let them wholly
alone. It is barely possible that a building may
be erected for their especial benefit, in which
any improvements made will not be for some
one else's benefit.

A proposed pooling of issues among the vari-

ous dealers here, or signing of an agreement not

to cut prices, or sell on instalments less than

a given rate, has been practically brought to

naught by the refusal of one of the principal

houses to sign any agreement on which the

names of two of its most bitter competitors ap-

peared. For the present the lion and the lamb
will not lie down together.

An advertisement in yesterday's Post calls for

100 shares of Duryea bicycle stock. Any share-

holder wishing to " unload " will please take due
notice. Gilbert.

WHITHER ARE WE DRIFTING?
A. D., 1950.

Beneath the shading branches
Of a towering Elm tree.

Sat a hoary-headed wheelman
Bowed with pain and misery.

Sat he there, with lowly visage—
For his heart, deep sorrow feels

;

And a sob swells thro' his being
As he views ihe passing wheels.

Said a youth unto this relic

Of the halcyon days now passed :

" Why doth thou sit in sorrow

—

Has't no pelf in life amassed ?

Or has thy kin forsaken thee
At time's remorseless tread ;

Perchance thou needest succor,
Or a place to lay thy head ?

"

" Nay ! nay ! my boy, thou speaketh well,

And hast a heart, I see
;

But thou hast not divined aright

—

So give thine ear to me.
When young, I wert a stalwart lad

—

In sports, could'st find no peer

—

In wheeling stood I at the head,
And rode near all the year.

Full many a moon my silent steed
Was all in all to me

;

But now I weep for those who pass

—

They'rt doomed to misery !

Forswear thy beauteous wheel, my lad.

Thy life for woe it will insure
;

And, thou'lt, like me, see it a blank,
And jibes from vulgar fools endure !

"

And then with many a mournful sigh.

The veteran left the sturdy tree
;

And, lo ! behold !—sad was the sight-
Bow-legged quite, and crook'd was he !

Spark, Jr.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

NIAGARA FALLS.

Neil Campbell was in New York last week. Gassier is in

New York City training with W. S. Campbell for a big

season of racing. He will remain until May.
Deville Wood has left town and taken with him a bride.

He will come up to the meet in August. Pierce brothers

will ride a tandem this season.
Niagara Falls boys should organize a roads improvement

association for the improvement of our roads.
Cyclets.

Two-mile handicap, March 27, at Twelfth Regiment
Armory : Final heat—L. A. Schoefer, P. H., 3s yards, first

;

time, 6m. 28 2-5S. ; C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., scratch, sec-

ond ; J. W. Judge, R. W., 70 yards, third. Schoefer rather

surprised the talent by out-spurting Murphy on the last lap.

The New Jersey Athletic Club will be represented on the

path this season by Ferd. Hesse, Frank Brown, Harry Hall

and A. A. Zimmerman. George Hendee is also a member
of this club, but will ride very little, if at all, and will only
compete on a safety.

We called the attention of the trade to the supporter
advertised by S. B. Call, of Springfield, Mass. Mr. Call

also manufactures athletic knit goods and other bicycle

outfittinps. Agents would find it to their advantaee to ex-

amine his list.

The Reception Committee of the Manhattan Bicycle
Club reports that a large number of tickets have been sold

for their second spring reception. This will take place at

West End Hall, 228 West 125th Street, on Friday evening,
April II.

A series of tournaments have been suggested for next
Fall, to commence at Niagara Falls August 25, 26 and 27,

Buffalo and Rochester on the other days of the week, Syra-
cuse and ihe New York State Division Meet on September
I and 2, and Albany, Troy and Hartford, the Eastern cir-

cuit to close in time to allow the racing men to attend the
Western circuit.

Three bicycle events will be held at the Seventh Regi-
ment Armory to-morrow evening in connectiou with the
athletic games. There will be a mile scratch and a two-
mile handicap for members of the Regiment, and a two-
mile invitation race, in which the following cyclists have
been entered : E. A . Powers, W. W. Taxis, F. G. Brown,
W. F. Murphy, A. B. Rich and E. Valentine. Following
are entries for the two-mile race : Burhauss, 75 yards

;

Barker, 100 yards ; Grey, 100 yards ; Edwards, 125 yards,
and Shaw 125 yards.

A match has been arranged between R. Howell and A.
K. Robb. This is to be ten miles and the date April 19.

At the Bay Tree Inn, Merton, Eng., a few Saturdays
since, over three hundred cyclists were present.

A new cyclists' club-house in London is at last assured.
The preliminary committee have already obtained 300
members, and are negotiating for the house No. 8 .Queen
Anne's Gate, St. James, London, which will be the site of
the first cycling club-house in the metropolis. The club-
house faces St. James Park, and it will be furnished in

every way equal to the best social clubs in London. No
gambling of any description will be permitted, the regula-
tions of the card-room forbidding anything beyond a nom-
inal stake. The club-house is two minutes from St. James
Park Station on the Underground, six minutes walk from
Charing Cross and twelve minutes from Waterloo, with
omnibus lines to all parts of London a minute's walk from
the club-house doors. A pleasant garden in front of the
house slopes down to one of the finest thoroughfares of the
West End. The initiation fee will be a guinea, and the
annual subscription will be a guinea for the members from
301 to 501, after which the initiation fee will be two guineas.

We regret to hear of a serious accident to Major Knox
Holmes, the veteran of English cycling, and his grand-
daughter. While riding on a tandem recently, with his

little granddaughter on the front seat, he collided with a
man who s.ood in the middle of the road, despite the
Major's bell ringing. The tandem turned completely over
and fell with the child underneath ; the little one escaped
with a few slight bruises, but the Major had to be carried
home, and it is reported that he will be laid up for some
time. The Major is the "Grand Old Man" of English
cycling.

E. M. Mayes, the English crack, has retired from the
path and sold all bis racing wheels.

Race meets will be held at Hamilton, Ontario, on May
24 ; Woodstock, on May 26, and Niagara Falls, May 30.

These three meets, coming so close together, will give rac-
ing men an opportunity to make a spring circuit on a small
scale.

The International Wheelmen's Tournament is being ar-

ranged on a large plan—the prizes being valued at $700 ;

thd leading prize being a tandem safety bicycle, which will

be presented to the club having the largest number of
members in parade. The details of this meet are in the
hands of Neil Campbell, Piesident of the International
Wlieelmen, of Niagara Falls, New York.

S. B. Bowman has taken the agency for Union County
for Gales and New Mail safeties. Union County includes
Elizabeth, Plainfield, Rahway, Summit and a number of
other New Jersey towns. The Plainfield sub-agent for these
two wheels is F. L. C. Martin.

Frank J. Howell, representing the Elliott Hickory Cycles,
was in Gotham on Tuesday. Mr. Howell has been on a
trip extending from Boston to Chicago, and is now on his

way South. He reports the sale of a large number of
Hickory safeties, and thinks that the outlook for the year
seems very promising. The manufacturer of this safety.
Sterling Elliott, has moved into his new factory at Newton,
and is well forward with his season's work.

The Chambersburg Wheel Club, of Chambersburg, Md.,
have leased headquarters in the Gilmore Building, which
they will fit up as club-rooms.

The annual business meeting of the California Division
will be held at Sachem Hall, 320 Post Street, San Francisco,
on Saturday evening, April 19.

We have letters for " Quadrant " and " N. O. R."

Swinging up Fifth Avenue on Sunday afternon last ye
editor perceived Mr. James R. Dunn, President of the
L. A. W., and from him got a choice bit of news. Mr.
Dunn has resided at the Murray Hill Hotel since the
National Assembly Meet and will remain permanently in

New York, having become actively interested in some
large corporations in this city. He has already a non-
resident membership in the Citizen's Club and is also a
member of the Manhattan Club. We are sorry for Mas-
sillon, but we congratulate the cyclists of New York that
such a very fine gentleman as Mr. Dunn has become one
of them.

The Scientific A merican, of April 5, published an illustra-

tion and description of the Victor Safety Bicycle.

It is rumored that a Washington manufacturing concern
shut down on Friday last, the reason being lack of capital.

The Students of Harvard College formed a Cycling
Association on Friday evening, March 28, at which the fol-

lowing officers were elected : W. B. Grcenleaf, '92, Presi-

dent ; A. H. Williams, '91, Vice-President ; K. Brown, '91,

Secretary ; E. F. Rogers, '90, Treasurer ; R. H. Davis, Igi,

Captain. Executive Committee : C. W. Spencer, '90 ; J. F.

Bass, '91
; R. W. Holmes, '93.

The Brooklyn Ramblers admitted two new members at

their meeting held on Tuesday evening, which brings the
total membership of this young club up to twenty-seven.
At present the members meet in the establishment of J. W.
Bate.

A feature of the Prospect Harriers' games, to be held at

the Thirteenth Regiment Armory this evening will be a
game of polo by the Stamford team, with the riders mounted
on Eagle bicycles.

Mr. F. L. C. Martin has been appointed Columbia agent for
Plainfield.

Messrs. Charles Berdan & Company, composed of two
enterprising young men of Paterson, liave started in the
bicycle and general sporting goods business. They have
been appointed Columbia agents.

A series of inter-club races will probably be arranged by
the Taunton and New Bedford Cycle Clubs.

The bicycle department of Messrs Keefe & Becannon
has been placed in the hands of George S. McDonald.
The firm will set aside a large space in their Broadway
store and will make bicycles quite a feature of their
business.

Mr. Harry Hedger, the Boston dealer, spent Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week in New York and Brooklyn.
Mr. Hedger has recently been appointed sub-agent for the
Rambler wheels. In the show-window of his Boston store
he exhibits two lay figures, a boy and girl, mounted on
safeties, which attract some attention.

It is reported that Messrs. Ira Kilner, W. H. Stauffer
and J. E. Barber were arrested and fined nn Monday last
for riding on the sidewalks at Ashbury Park. During the
winter, when the drives of this popular summer resort are
practically deserted, there has been no objection to riding
bicycles on the sidewalk, although there is an ordinance
prohibiting it.

Mr. J. W. Bate has secured the Brooklyn agencies for
the Stover, Rival, New Mail and Gales wheels; he is also
sub-agent for the Columbias.

Mr. William M. P. Bowen has sent out a circular to the
influential citizens of the State of Rhode Island in the inter-
est of highway improvement. The circular contains
seventeen queries relating to the various highway bills

now in the Legislature.

The Schwalbach Cycle Company has just issued a neat
little pamphlet to the school teachers of Hrooklyn, the front
cover of which has a cut of a young woman mounted on a
safety. The pamphlet commences with the statement

:

" That all workand no play makes Jack a dull boy "
; "That

this applies to the brain as well as to the body "
; "That

there is no better rest for the brain than physical exercise,"
etc., etc. By the way, this company is now enlarging its

plant at a rapid rate ; the repair shop is about as complete
as anything in this part of the country, having lathes and
an enameling oven, the heat for the latter being furnished
by the Bunsen-burner principle.

Geo. R. Bidwell has secured the New York City Agency
for the Elliott Hickory Bicycles. Mr. A. C. D. Loucks, of
Brooklyn, is now with this firm. The '90 line of Psychos
has iust been received.

The Kirk Brown Company (Limited) are sending out a
long list of second-hand wheels at astonishingly low
prices.

The Eagle Bicycle Company calls the attention of local
cyclists and would-be cyclists to the fact that their wheels
are shown in New York at Mr. Bidwell's and in Brooklyn
at Messrs. Schumachei & Schoefer's.

Will C. Palmer, of New Haven, Conn., has been rein
stated by the Racing Board.

" I sincerely think The Wheel to be the best cycling
publication printed. Yours fraternally, R. B. Reynolds,
Stockport, N. Y."
Howard A. Smith & Co., Newark, N. J., have the gen-

eral agency for a superior line of bicycles in addition to
their immense lot of cycling goods. They want a (ew live
agents in New Jersey.

The Victorian Cyclists' Union has suspended the amateur
champion, E. W. Busst, for two years The reason for his
suspension was that Busst struck another man for hooting
his brother. The incident happened at a meeting of the
Victorian B. C, and there is general indignation against
the sentence, which appears out of all proportion to the
offense, and the clamor will become so great that Busst will
probably be reinstated within a very short time.

We are glad to note that the Bicycling World Company
have arranged a five years' contract, from March 1, 1890,
to publish the official news of the League. The settlement
of this contract will in the future prevent our esteemed
Boston friends from becoming unduly excited over the
idea that we have the official organ bee in our bonnet.
Dur ng the recent campaign, one ot the many fabrications
manufactured during th-.t interesting period was to the
effect that if Mr. Luscomb were elected we were to be re-
warded with the contract which the Bicyclins World now
enjoys, a contract which we didn't want, dorvt want and
never will want. We thoroughly believe in letting well
enough alone, and we much prefer to publish a newspaper
rather than an official bulletin.

PITTSBURGH.

Cycling with us is constantly becoming more popular.
Men who formerly never thought of riding now do so, and
for that, at least, our thanks are due to the safety. The
men who are now beginners are of the better class and add
to the dignity of the sport, thereby increasing the respecta-
bility of the people for this great recreation. We have
also lost the element of the rougher type which we shall
not try to find. Our club is growing and the field of re-
cruits is promising.

M.
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We desire to call the attention of agents to the adver-
tisement of Henry Clarke's Exors., proprietors of the
Cogent Works, at Wolverhampton, Eng. This concern is

anxious to introduce its wheels into this country and would
be glad to communicate with responsible American
agents. The wheels are manufactured as follows

;

Ordinaries, Cogent, No. i, light roadster, 54-inch,
33lbs. ; Cogent, No. 2, 50-inch, ^Slbs. ; Rational Co-
gent, No. 3, and Cogent, No. 5, a medium priced ordinary

;

Special Cogent, No. 7, a low priced ordinary. In safeties

this company manufactures the following styles . Cogent,
No. Q, diamond frame, strongly braced and a graceful
curve, weight under 4olbs., geared to 60-inch ; Cogent,
No. 10, a medium weight safety, geared to S7-inch ; Cogent,
No. II, medium weight diamond frame safety There are
also several other styles of Dwarfs at various weights and
prices ; also a tandem tricycle and a tandem bicycle.

The Sportsman Furnishing Company, of Baltimore, have
gone into the cycle business and have been appointed
agents by A. G. Spalding & Bros. Their bicycle depart-
ment will be managed by Ed. Loane, a well known Balti-
more wheelman, who has for some time past been at the
Overman Wheel Company's store in Washington.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made.

Patented Aug. I, '82.

Men's Bicycle Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50
No. 3. Dongolia, calf 3.00

Men's Base-Ball Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00
No. 3. Russet, calf 5.00

Sprint Running.
No. I. Hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

N.B.—If your agent does not keep them, send direct to

us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

The Universal Rover is built for a moderate price. The wheel is staunchly made, but has
direct spokes, and a straight frame instead of the tangent spokes and diamond frame found in

the higher grade Rovers. The Universal has adjustable ball bearings to both wheels, crank shaft
and pedals, adjustable handle bar and saddle post, and is fitted with Garford saddle. Weight, all

on, 47 lbs. Price, $100.

THE UNIVERSAL ROVER.

Imported by the JOHN WILKINSON CO., Chicago.

The other machines illustrated and described in the catalogue are as follows : The Record, a
diamond-framed pattern, geared to 54 in., with socket ball-bearing steel head, with balls all over

;

price, $110. The Rush, a modification of the diamond-frame, made entirely of steel tubing
and drop forgings, balls all around

;
price, $115. The firm also handles these safeties : The

National, a straight-framed wheel, with ball bearings to both wheels, $75 ; balls all around, $90.
Improved Crescent, a diamond-framed safety, price, $75 ; with ball bearings to crank shaft and
pedals, $15 extra. The Princess, a drop-frame ladies' safety, geared to 50 in.

;
price, $60.

The Peerless, a drop-frame safety, with a detachable bar connecting neck and saddle-post,
suitable for either lady or gentleman ; price, $60. The National Ladies' Safety, $75 to fgo. Girls'

National Safety, $45. The Gem, a juvenile drop-frame safety for boys and girls, $12 to $25. The
Juvenile National, a straight-frame safety for boys, $35. The Junior Safety, $35. The Girls'

Junior Safety, drop-frame, $35. The Electric, a cheap boys' wheel, $12 to $25. The Premier
Tandem Safety, price, $200.

In ordinaries, the firm handles the St. Nicholas Company's Rational, price fgo to $112.50.
The Rival Bicycle, price $6040 to $81.50. The Wilkinson Roadster, price $44 to $80. The
Wilkinson Youths' Bicycle, from $12.50 to $60. The Wilkinson Special Bicycle, from $12.50 to

$60. The American Challenge, from $52 to $69.60. The firm also handles a long line of boys'
and girls' tricycles, and a full line of the stock sundries carried by all first-class dealers. This
catalogue will be mailed upon application.

An exposition for material for street pavements is being
held at Indianapolis under the auspices of the Commercial
Club. The exposition opens April I.

The Englewood Wheelmen, of Englewood, N. J., with
a membership of twenty-eight, will elect officers on
April 28.

JSest iaa. tlxe "Worlci.

ONE-HALF SIZE.
For Bicycles, Clung, etc. Throws only small quantity of oil at

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50c. each. CUSHMAN tc
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue. New York.

Jersey-Fitting Stocking.

3—3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,
navy. League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to bag
at the k7iee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.00

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price
List.

Holmes' Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument
to show that it is the best thing that has been
made for holding the

stockingin position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting

and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented

in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stockingin the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as

tights, and holds the stock-

ings where they belons

I'rlcc, $2.50; iTithout

Supporter, $1.50.

Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom

of foot to crotch, and post-oflice order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
S09 Kingston St. boston, mass

$7520: $7500,
"LEAGUE" SAFETY.

ALL BALL; ALL STEEL TUBING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER &CA1«[PBELL, 1788 B'wayJ.Y.
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THE

CARPENTER and JOINER,
An Illnstrated Monthly Journal For

Carpenters, Builders and Wood Workers Generally

32 Large Quarto Pages, Fully Illustrated.

I O Cents a Copy ; $ 1 .00 a Year.

Designs for Builders, Hints for Architects,

New Ideas for Carpenters, All the
Labor News.

F. V. STRAUSS, Publisher.

120 WALKER STREET, - NEW YORK.

SAVE MONEY. BEFORE TOU BUYBICYCLE OR CUN
Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Da) ton, 0., for
Prices. Over 400 shop-worn and second-Land
Cycles. Repairing and Nickeling. Bicycles,
Guns and Tynewrlters taken in trade.

SEND FOR LIST OF

NEW BICYCLES at REDUCED PRICES.

I^est Shore Railroad.
N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. Co., Lessee.

Tlie popular route between tlie East and
West, via

The famous Hudson River and beautiful Mo-
hawk Valley, Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Ro-

chester, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis.

Sleeping Cars without charge between aboi>e points

For information as to Rates, Time Tables, etc., address :

H. B. JAfiOE, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 363
Broadway, New York.

F. J. WOLFE, General Agent Passenger Department,
Union Depot, Albany. N Y.

E. J. WKEKS, General Agent, 1 Exchange St., Baffalo,
N. Y.

WM. CA DWELT., General Western Passenger Agent,
107 Clark ^treet, Chicago, lU.

C. E. LAMBERT, General Passenger Agent, 5 Tander-
bllt ATfnne, Ntw York.

C^~ Wheelmen should patronize the West Shore going
to the meets at Syracuse, Buffalo and Niagara Fals.

Hartford Safety Stand and Trainer. Price, only $6.
Reasons why Dealers should push the sale of them.

ist. It will make many new riders and greatly increase the sale of Safeties.

2d. It will perfect any person, especially ladies, in everything but the balance, which all

riders say is the easiest part to learn.

3d. When they have got the balance, they can't help but be in perfect condition to enjoy
riding, and won't give it up, saying it is too hard work.

4th. It makes a perfect stand for the wheel, which every owner of one should have. (Dott-
ed lines show position of braces when used as a stand.)

5th. The back braces are self-locking, and are made to attach or detach instantly, and also
can be adjusted to make any road tension you desire. Etc., etc., etc.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
ORDER FROM THE FOLLOWING FIRMS :

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., New York, Philadelphia or Chicago. MERWIN, HULBERT
& CO., 26 W. 23d St., New York. R. L. COLEMAN & CO., 35 Barclay St., New York.

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable. A
Mire fit. No. 5, .same as cut, 7 c. ; No
'•. pockets eachside of lacing, $1.00 ;
No. 7, with hose supporters, fl-OO;
No. 8, hose supporter and pockets,
$1 25. Order by number and give
waist measure. Post-paid on receip*

FBONT VIEW of price. Trade supplied.

S. B. CALL, 35S Main St.. SprlnKfleld, Mass.

THE

Largest Can

on the

MARKET
Full 8 oz.,

With Brush,

60c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached

to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon Cans for Dealers and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,

CHICAGO.
N. Y. Office, 77 Warren St.

Sent Free on Receipt of 6o Cents.

Ecossais Cvcles,
tSQO MODEl^.

No^^ ready for delivery.

Entirely free from side slipping.

Oan be ridden vv^ittiotit hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used in their construction is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEND & CO,
HUNT END, REDDITCH, EWGl-AWD

WHO WILL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 "Words 15 Cents
Two Insertions 85 "

pOR SALE—s4-inch Expert Columbia, fine condition,
Kirkpatrick saddle, ball bearings, $65. J T. D., Box

444. 4-11

pOR SALE—One 1889 American Rambler, in A No. i
• condition. Price, $100. Address M. S. Worden, North
Adams, Mass. 4-4

"pOR SALE—Marlboro Club Tandem, in first-class con-
*- dition ; has been ridden but little ; suitable for lady
and gentleman or two ladies. 13 Holborn Street, Roxbury,
Mass. 4-11

pOR SALE—51-inch Columbia Light Roadster, 50 Expert.
-• Neither wheel ridden fifty miles. Both bought last

September. Sell any price. R. Boniface, Secor House,
Brooklyn. 4-n
VyiNSOR SILVER PLATING—Every owner of a

bicycle should try a bottle of the Winsor Silver Plat-
ing for polishing and replating nickel and silver on bicycles.
Try this and you will use no other. Price 25c. and 50c.
Stamps taken. Address A. E. Stupplebeen, Chatham,
N. Y. 4-11

^X/"ANTED —Machinist who understands bicycle repair-
** ing. Apply to J. W. Bate & Co., 324 Flatbush Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y t f c

"VX/ANTED.— Rover-type Safety, in good condition; will
••^ pay $40; address full particulars. F. H Wackett.
2i6 E 4th St., New York. 4-11

"VXTILL SELL Safeties from $11 upwards, Columbias
•y from $20 upwards. Stars from $15 upwards. Lowest
prices for new and second-hand bicycles. Send for cata-
logue and price list. The White Cycle Co., Trenton,
N. J. Second-hand wheels taken in exchange for new
mounts.

"pOR SALE.—New Mail Safety, pattern '89 ; ridden 100
• miles; perfect condition $95, cash. Address F. Keer,
874 Broad St., Newark, N. J. 4-11
pOR SALE.—Columbia Tandem Safety Bicycle; Ai con-
*- dition ; lamp and cyclometer

;
price, $140 ; will take in

part exchange a good safetv. L. B. Bonnett, 414 South
Broad St., Elizabeth, N. J.

' 4-n
\X7"ANTED. — Tandem Safety Bicycle, Columbia or
•* Premier preferred; must be in good condition and
cheap

; will pay spot cash for good wheel. August Kinne,
Richfield Springs, N. Y. i-ii
T)IG BARGAINS. — 50-in. Victor, 47-lb. Tricycle, one
'-' brand new high grade ladies' bicycle, at second-hand
price. Write for particulars to F., 79 Appleton St., Holyoke,
Mass. 4-25
"pOR SALE.—54-in. Victor L. R.

;
prime condition ; i888

" pattern ; with cyclometer, King of Road lamp, bell,

lamp hanger and tools, I90. W. E. M., P. O. Box 308,
New York. 4-1

1

(t.2(-v CASH with order at once buys 54-in ball-bearing
m'O^ bicycle

;
good order ; all improvements ; cost $135

;

speak quick. Clinton Cycle Co., Clinton, Mass. 4-ti
CTAR.—48-in. Special ; 2-3 nickeled

;
power traps ; almost

*--' good as new; $55. New Star Safety, $95; 45-in.

Special; hollow frame ; balls ; nearly new ; $100. E. A.
Hinds, Richfield Springs, N. Y. 5-23
pOR SALE.—48-in. Special Star; first-class condition;
* hollow frame and rims ; tangent spokes ; roller and
ball bearings. F. S. Cox, Binghamton, N. Y. 4-11
XSTANTED.-A 50-inch " Eagle" bicycle. Frank Lein-

bach, Denver, Pa. - 4-4
pOR SALE.—Ivel Tandem Bicycle; nearly new; in ex-

cellent repair. Will sell to the person bidding highest
over $125 ; original cost $200. Address answers to N. O.
R., care of The Wheel. 4-18
"V^ANTED. —Ladies' Rover Safety; in first-class condi-
"'' tion. R. Mitchell, 140 Water Street, New York. 4-4pOR SALE.—Psycho Safety, new ; cost $145, only $go.

Good 42-inch Star ; cost $125 for $70. Rudge-Humber
Tandem Tricycle

; cost $260 for only $65. L. P. Thayer
West Randolph, Vt. 4-18

CYCLOMETERS.
DUTCHER, 10,000 pattern, for sale cheap, or exchange
•" for other goods. Make offers. J. W. BADGER, 6
Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. t f c

WANTED.
\X7-ANTED —PARTNER, with small capital, by ex-

perienced Machinist to start Repair Shop for Bi-
cycles ; General Engineering included. Address " GER-
TENBACH," P. O. Box 444, New York City. 4-18
ROYS' SAFETY FOR SALE CHEAP-Almost new.
'-' F. H. C. P.O. Box, 444, New York City. ttpOR SALE—45-inch Star, A i condition, $60 ; so-inch

Standard Columbia, good condition, $18; 46-inch
American Safety, gojd as new, $60. Address C. H. Har-
los, Jamesburg, N. J. 4-4pOR SALE—46-in. Columbia B B ; used 5 miles ; good as

new; list price, $80; my price, $40. 45 Special Star;
double brake, fine wheels, in good condition. $60. Crescent
Safety, new in \ugust, $60

;
my price, $40. 49 Columbia

L. R., with cyclometer, j£ nickeled
;
gold stripe on felloest

an elegant wheel; $100. Francis Eveland,9o Monticello
Ave., J. C, Agent Columbia Wheels. t fpOR SALK.— Victor Safetv, model '88, in good condi-

tion
; but little used ; with all equipments For par-

ticulars inquire of G. L. Meiritt, Otsego County, Cherry
Valley, N. Y. 4-4pOR SALE,—48-inch Light Roadster Star, hollow all

over, adjustable ball and roller bearings, spade
handles, cyclometer, tangent spokes and new tire to front
wheel, rear tire slightly cut, cost $142.50, sacrifice it for
$95- F- C. Gilbert, Elizabeth, N. J. t f

X/UHAT am 1 offered for a 52-inch, 18 ^6, full nick Expert.
'' Also the .same, enameled, 46 inches. S., Box 444,N.\. tfCTAR—For sale. Star Safety. Address F. H. C P O

'-' Box, 444, New York City, t fpOR SALK.—One gent's "Quadrant," one gent's
'Singer,' and two ladies' "Singer" Safeties- all

new, and latest patterns. Will take $110 for either one, to
close out stock The Chicago Bicycle Co., 38 E Van
Buren btrcct, Chicago, III. •

pOR SALE CHEAP,— No. 2 National Safety; one
,,.

Speedwell safety; one 50-inch Springfield Roadster;
all in good condition. W. A. Young, Braceville 111 4-25

4^'2~'^A'."^"y,^°'• '.ot Stevens' "Around the'Worldon
•VO a Bicycle"; brand new. X, Box 444 N Y City
<( r'ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^^ ford, Ct.

Tioxv Is Xonr Cliance for

CHEAP MACHINES.
We have a number of wheels on hand—new and second-

hand—and, having discontinued our business, are anxious
to dispose of them, and willing to do so for very little

money
If you are looking for a cheap, but good wheel, you

may find something in the following list, and if there is,

you can have that something cheap, as well as have it good
— which every one wants :

1 .50-in. " Centaur" (new). Regular price $60 ; we sell for

$45'
I 48-in, Apollo (new). Regular price $45 ; we sell for

$33-
I 36-in. Apollo (new). Regular price $21 ; we sell for

$15.
I S5-in, Columbia Light Roadster; full nickeled; good

condition
;
$60.

I 52-in. Columbia Expert ; full nickeled
; good condition;

I 52-in. American Light Champion ; full nickeled (we
sold this wheel last Spring, and the buyer, being unable to
meet payments, had to return it, so it is almost a new
wheel)

; $90.
I 50-in. Springfield Roadster ; fair condition

; $40.
I 52-in. " Star" ; full nickeled ; fair condition

; $25.
These are all we have, so if you want one, write early.

or it may be sold.

At the above prices, these are better chances than you
could find at an auction sale

.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
p. O. Box 2225. - - NEW^ ¥ORK.

Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

I1VDIA1VAPOL.IS, IJfDIANA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows :

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., -

King of Road, for boys, 27 in.,

Fasliion, drop frame, for boys
and girls, 27 in..

Pathfinder, for men, 30 in.,

$35
42

50
60

We have jobbers who carry large stock of our machines
in the following cities: Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishing quotations on our goods will be furnished
name of jobber nearest them on application to us.

Send for our List of Second-hand WlieelSi

THE PRICES TALK.

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,

No. 1406 PE^NN SQUARE^,

PHILADELPHIA.

THE "WORTH"

Spring Frame Safety
IS THE

Smoothest Riding Wlieel in tlie Market.

CHICAGO
Good Ag^ents "Wanted.

We manufacture a full line of Safeties.

Call and see them or send for Catalogue.

BICYCLE CO.,
38 "Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111,

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I ha^id yoic %i.oo in payment for one year s f

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address..

Town or City

County State..
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UTIl-E r>Ul-CI—We all use it!

The Little Giant Safety for Boys.

03S.OO.

H. A. Lozier \' Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.

Merwin, Hulbert cV Co., New York.

E. Alsdoif & Co., Newark, N. J.

White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J,

Bretz, Curtis & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Standard Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. H. VVilhelm & Co., Reading, Pa.

B. Frank McDaniel & Co., Wilming-

ton, Del.

Eisenbrandt Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.

Capital Cycle Co., Washington, D. C.

Edwd. L. Rose & Co., Wheeling, W.Va.

J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Macy & Co., Nashville, Tenn.

George Brown, Knoxville, Tenn.

A. K. & C. E. Schaap, Richmond, Va.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Chicago, 111.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, 111.

E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. Louis,

Mo.

Wm. R. Burkhard, St. Paul, Minn.

P. H. Sercombe, Milwaukee, Wis.

Frank P. Moss, Denver, Col.

Thos. H. B. Varney, San Francisco,

Cal.

WRITE FOR LISTS TO

S. &c B. GORTON, Liniileil,

Whitefriars Works,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
MAMJUCTIKKES OK THK KA.MODS

"EARLSDON" CYCLES,

Especially adapted for the AmericaD Market.

Agents wanted for the sale of these Celebrated Machines

WE CLAIM
a Diamond-Braced Cross Frame, well proportioned, as in the

UMIOM SAFEXY3
to be the strongest method devised for connecting the Driving and vSteering

Wheels and reaching the desired points for attaching Crank Axle and

Saddle Post.

It is not necessary to jump into high mathematics to prove this.

Look at the '' Union " and see if it is built right.

WRITE FO»» CATALOGUE.

NION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
Office and Factory, IGHLANDVILLE, MASS.
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BALLS! BALLS! BALLS!
The best balls for bicycle bearitigs arc made by

NIAGARA MACHINE CO.,

S3 Hayen Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send lor prices.

BiaYCLES
TRICrCLES

FRED T. MERRILL. PORT LAN D.OR

d\&M

Carries a Stock of over 100 Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties,

Velocipedes, etc. Only " Cycle Castle " in America.

LI AVE you ever tried the fine correspondence papers manufactured by the
*' WHITING PAPER CO. of Holyoke? You will find them correct for all the uses
of polite society. Made in rough and smooth finish and all the fashionable tints.

Sold by all dealers in fine stationery. New York Office: 1 50 & 152 Duane St.

TALK IS CHEAP, BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEKOFOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park P!aza, Brook/yn,

New York Heard From!
New York. 15th March, 1890.

Messrs. Bretz, Curtis & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen : I have for a year past been riding a thirty (30) pound " Referee," and have not spared it in the least,

having ridden all kinds of roads and cobbles. The frame is the perfection of strength, lightness and beauty. Have
ridden nearly every make of Safety and unhesitatingly express my opinion that the " Referee " is the Safety par excellence.

Very truly yours, GEORGE M. NISBETT,'
Captain of the New York Bicycle Club, Sec.-T-eas. N. Y. State Div. L. A. W.

BRETZ, CURTIS & COMPANY,
Sole United States Importers,

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
PHILADELPHIA

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE VULCAN SAFETY BICYCLES.
Vulcan Juvenile, 25 in. wheels,

26 in.

" Roadster, 30 in. "
" Light Roadster, Diamond Frame,
" Ladies' (Convertible),

$45
60

100

115

115

All seamless tubing, forged parts and fittings, fitted with Garfnrd Saddles,

handsome and fully warranted ; absolutely highest grade.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

Maniafacttirers and Importers,
PROYIOE^VCE, R. I.

Responsible Agents wanted. Catalogues ready April 1 st.

HAVE YOU A COPY
of the most complete Bicycle Catalogue published ?

If not, write to us for one. Also be

sure to sec our new

NONPAREIL YOOTH'S SAPEiy

A liigh grade wheel for Boys and Youths from eight

to eighteen years.

Price, complete, $40.00.

A. G. SPALDING &. BROS., Chicago, New York, Philadelphia.
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THE STRONG SAFETY.
The Highest Grade Safety for the Least Money Ever Sold.

Guaranteed all weldless steel tubing ; full ball bearings, including pedals ; steel forgings throughout, no castings
;

weight, 48 lbs. Price, complete, including tool bag. Acme wrench and Kensington spring-top oiler, $8«S. Also a full line

of the Celebrated Rudge Wheels, Tandems, etc., including ladies' and gents' wheels of all weights.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED. SEND FOR TERMS.

STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO.,
No. 707 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BREWSTER BROS. & CO , Unadilla, N. Y., Sole Agents for the States of New fork, Kansas and Missouri.

We pfomised somelliiiig new last week.

T OOK at the cut and decide whether or no we
^^ have fulfilled our promise.

Did you ever see anything as simple, neat and
practical as the Centre Brake ? Of COUrse not.
Hollow Rims, the best Spring Frame in the

world, Centre Brake, Tiller Steering and the

Buffer Saddle. Not a bad combination for a ne\«'

i firm, and the price is $135.00. The name is the

;
" Paragon," and the makers are the

STOVER BICYCLE MFC. CO.,
FREEPORT, ILLS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

NEW RAPID "SFfI™
FOR 1 890.

KOUR PATXERWS
Descriptive Sheets Noiv Ready. Send us Your ;Nauie.

We Want to Mail You One.

Qui* full catalogrue will be ready a little later, and ive ivill

send you a copy of that also*

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,
BALTIMORE, MD.
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HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.VV.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7S P^g^^t cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEIi, P. O. Box 444.

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained, and all patent Imsisess conducted

for Moderate Fees,

Our Office is opposite U. S. Patent Office.
We have no sub-agencies, all business direct, hence can transact patent

business in less time and at less cost than those remote from Washing-
ton. Send model, drawing, or photograph, ivith description. We
advise if patentable or not. free of charge. Our fee not due till

patent is secured. A book, " How to Obtain Patents," with references

to actual clients in your State, county, or town, sent free. Address,

C. A. SNOW& CO., 0pp. Pat Office.Washington. B.C.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO,,

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, JBilllilg'S'
Patent Bicycle Wreiiclies; 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on t wo continents

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man
nerand case hardened. Small in sizebutgiantsinstrength
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect For sale by a' 1

cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address, 220 Laurence St

SUlVimET? f890.
Prof. P. Le Perrier's European tour through

France, England, Switzerland, on
bicycles and tricycles.

Forparticulars, terms, etc., address.

Prof. P. Le Perrier. 34 W. 40th St., N. Y. Lily.

3 3
SPECIAL STAR, used one season,

$73.00.

E. & W. Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I,

2^4^
Tlie'*OTTO"
fiubber
Tires.

62 in..

"S coin...
gtj, 48in...
•2 *„M6in...
>._o44in...
£°g42in...

BICYCLES
Factory Price. Our Price.--6- $32 40—

i 70
00.

65 00 "29
5000 27 00
46 00 24 30
*0 00 2 I 60
S5 00 18 90

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOR C.VTALOGIIE.

Small Boys' 20 in, wheels, witli 7 arallel Bearings $25.00
Large Boys 2-1 m,, with B ake and Mud Guards 85.00
Ladies' or Men s30in.. Ball Bearings to both wheels , 75.00
Ladies' or Men's 30 in,. Ball Barings ALL OVER,.,, 90.0O

^^JiS."'^' E.C.MEACHAMAHMSCO.

BELLS FOR SAFETIES.
75c., 85c. and $1.25.

(Free bv mail on receipt of price.)

"Wheelman's Handy Outfit
"

Perfect Whistle, with chain, nickel, - .25
Perfect Oiler, unequaled, - - - .50
Screw Driver, Vulcan steel, nickel hol-

low handle, .,0
Buckle Lock, best on the market, - i^co
Brush Tool, a necessity on safety. - .50
Handy Pant Hooks, .10

*1.2S. ''°''"'
- "S

We offer tlis combination, the best In each line, all necessary
articles, tor only 82.00, or separate, on receipt of price.

HOLLAND & HAVENER, Worcester, Mass.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE 'WEST.

IF j88j

BINARIES.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Kubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

I^° "V^arxt© fox* JParf.G© Lis-t.

New York Warehouse, 65 ReadO Street.

R rs
THE GREAT

LIVER AND STOMACH REMEDY.
Purely Vegetable, Perfect Purgatives, Act With-

out Pain, Always Reliable and Natural
in their Operations.

Cures all Disorders of the Stomach, Lirer, Bowels, Kid-
neys, Bladder, Nervous Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss of

Appetite, Headache, Costiyeness, Indiges-
tion, Biliousness, Fever, Piles, etc.

Price, 26 cts. a Box. Sold by all Druggists.

Weldless Sleel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

ELl^WKJUl^

EUROPEAN BICYCLE TOUR,

A. few vacancies left. Applications for member-
ship should now be accompanied by a de-

posit of $25 to secure berth on steamer.

Ask your local dealer for

^ pi?) y
'%i^-^i

Cycle-
Chains^ A

Graphite.
REGiSTERCO.

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

m

For full Information address:

K, A. ELWELL,
152 Pearl Street. Portland, Me.

B±c;5rclo "F|-n a-m elL

j^lLKINSONJ

}^\H THE WOB^I

PRICE 50 S3^:

'"CIUDINC BHUSH '

"tejDHN Wilkinson!

55STATtlST.

Chicago.

We manufacture the

BEST JET BLACK ENAMEL
IN THE

United States.

[SAMPLE CAN By MAIL, - 65c.

The trade should write for prices.

It IS a good seller and gives perfect
satisfaction.

Send for our large catalogue of Bi
cycles. Lawn Tennis, Base Balls,

Fishing Tackle, Nets,
Seines, etc.

THE JOHN WILmSON CO,

iDiprovei 5M Acie Steel freicL

FOB POCKET AND BICYCtE USE.

THE STRONGEST AND BEST.

Ue eaft ;r Heads mv\ Slides of our Wrenches will be thoroughly
hardened.

Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris ExpoHltlon,

f'^'^^'^?^^ Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wrench
Warranted.

For sale by all cvcle manufacturers and dealers. «

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
Rees St. near Halsted St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail 10 write.

ST. Loms \%iax:EL, co.,
811 K. 14th >treet, St. Lonis, Ho.

New York Bicycle Transfer Go.
Mr. Walter Hatton, who has for some years served as

janitor of the New York Bicycle Club, has established a
Bicycle Transfer which should be popular with wheelmen.
By telephoning', or sending postal, Mr. Hatton will transfer
your wheel from any part of New York or Brooklyn to any
part of the same at a moderate cost of 50 to 75 cents, or one-
third the express charge.

116 M^est End Ave., New York City.

akdcologne spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.
COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—21 r Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station
24th and i Chestnut Street.
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Raisbeck Electrotype Company
- NOS. 24 & 26 VANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building atiOTe
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassan 34S. NEW TORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Bm'
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

Spade Bicfcle Handles

SPADE GRIPS,

Soft Rubber Hatidles,

Bicycle Tires, Tire

Cement, Pedal Rub-

bers, Bicycle Spokes,]

Bicycle Balls, Etc.

Rnitier Monlfl WorK soiiclte'1.

ELASTIC TIP CO.
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Cor. CornhlU and

Washington Sts.

BOSTON. MASS., TJ. S. A.

IVTINER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK."' Matinees Wed. and Sal.

Week commencing April 7,

EFFIE ELLSLER.

THE
Buffalo Safety Bicycle Stand

Recently improved in shape and finish. Will
hold any Safety by either wheel, including

the Tandem Safety, and may be adapted
to holding High Wheels, by substi-

tuting a longer Front Stay.

X=*x*xce, Ozxe XSolX^'X*.
A, G. SPALDING & BROS., Special Agents,

New York, Chicago and Philadelphia.

Manufactured by E. N. BOWEN,
585 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE TEMPLE CYCLE EXCHANGE,

47 & 49 State St., Chicago.
High and medium grade American an! Engli-h Cycles.

Good exchanges made for Sec' nd hani Wheels.
Finest Riding School in Chicago. Write for

Catal'-'gue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Proprietor.

THE "GAZELLE."

.FACIAL BLEMISHES
Thelargest Establlslunentin the W orld tor

fhetreatmentof Hair unci Scalp, Eczema,

JJolcs, Wans, Superfluous Hair, Birthmarks,

lloili. Freckles, tWrinklcs, Bed Nose, Re.l

Veins.Clly Skin, Acne, Pimples. Blackheads,

, Barber'sltch, Scars, Pittlnss.Powder Marks,

'/Bleaching, facial Development, etc. Send

10 cts. for laS-page book on aU Bkln im-

perfectiona and their treatment.

JUHN H. WOOUBUKY, Permatolo-
-si^- |tJ»t, 126 West42dStreet,NEWT0BKClTY, N.T.

P. 8.—ITse Wooflbtiry's Facial Soap fortheBkIn and
•caIp{for»^Q otJjIldruKclctm or by mail, 50 cento.

l^~Please mention tbi'^

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
The lightest and strongest machine of its kind evef Offered.

Tubular steel drop-frame, with or without detachable cross-
bar ; adjustable steel cone bearings for wheels antl crank-
shaft ; hard rubber handles ; 24 and 26-inch wheels, with
crescent steel rims, steel spokes and K-inch best rubber
tires

; reversible seat post, with long and short bends, thus
giving wide capability of adjustment to suit children from
eight to sixteen years of age ; all wearing parts detachable
and interchangeable ; handsomely finished in nickel and
enamel ; weight, with adjustable suspension saddle and tool
bag.complete, 34 lbs. Price, $40, and well worth the money
in comparison with any other machine in the market.
The "Gazelle" has absolutely the strongest wheels of

any bicycle now made, large or small ; and, as the frame is

strong enough to carry a heavy man over the roughest rid-
ing, the machine will stand the rough usage which chil-
dren's bicycles areapt to get, with little danger of breakage.
Ladies' " Gazelle," much the same pattern as above,

with 2S-inch wheels, chain guard and some additions and
improvements, will be ready in April. Price, $50. Will
run about as light as a ball-bearing machine. Liberal
terms to agents.

CRAWFORD & CO.,

I f 16 E St., N. W. Washington, D. G.

Is intended for a permanent as well asfora temporary binder. Thft

.lapers are bound as firmly as a hook. THE WHEEL AND CYCLING
Trade Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, t5 centK. If ordered with subscrlptioii, 60 cents.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Plaoc.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
MANUFACTURER OF

Prize Medals and Cups,
Badges and Club Pins of every description.

Designs on application.

3 WINTER ST,, BOSTON, MASS.
Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-
CHAINSHINTS-CAR of

BYUSING!± ^ ! -IMPROVED
The -

kingoftransparent enamels

ALL CYCLE ANg HARDWARE STORES-

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg respectfully to announce that they have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO..

639 Arch Street, PhlladelpUla, Sole Agents

for the XJnited States.

Agents wanted in every city, town and village on the Co

tinent. _Send_forour Cycle Catalogue.
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For all kinds of Gold and Silver

m Medals, Badges and PfizeJewelri,

f}!l WRITE TO

JOHN KRICK,
Jeweler &' Designer,

6 LIBEBTT PL., NEW TOBK.
(Opposite 21 Maiden L.ane.1

A. O. VERY,
Ne^w E^NGL^fSLND Agent

FOR THE

WARWICK " PERFECTION," " DNION " AND " SPRINGRELD " CYCLES,
AND THE

LOZIER 4 YOST "GIANT" SAFETIES.
ALSO FOR THE

STANDARD ROTARY SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE.

1 73 Tremont St., Boston.
AGENTS WANTED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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OPEN LETTERS.
To the Pope Mfg. Co.

Gentlemen : Having in mind the purchase of a bicycle for the eomin;^ season, I have been examining the advertise-

ments of the various bicycle manufacturers and dealers with the hope of di; '^ivering which is absolutely the best machine,

and which manufacturer will give me absolute value for my $135. Alas for ny hopes ! Each one claims the best. How
shall I decide?

I go to the salesrooms, thinking that an inspection of the ma n les will show which to choose, but enamel and nickel

cover up possible defects, and again I am at a loss to decide.

Is there any way in which to get at the truth of these rival claims ? Can I assure myself that the best of steel is used
;

that skilled workmanship is employed ; that everything is honest in the construction of any one bicycle of this variety

offered me? Can your company, by actual proof, demonstrate to me that, when I buy one of your machines, I am getting

the best in the market for the money? Can you let me look underneath <^'- nickel and enamel and see that they are not

used to hide imperfect material and defective construction ? You will thui render a great favor to

AN INTENDING PURCHASER.

To "An Intending Purchaser."

We are glad of the opportunity to answer your questions. It is tt .e that the advertisements are confusing in that

many makers claim the best, but let us look at it from a diiferent standpoint. Find out if the machine in question is ever

sold at less than the list price. If so, is it not an admission that it is not worth the price asked? But if, on the other hand,

the price is always the same to all, is that not an indication of its value .'' Now, when you have got down to responsible

dealers that have only one price and stick to it, your list grows smaller.

Another thing, find out the popularity and durability of the machine you are thinking of buying. Has the name

become a household word ? Is it synonymous with beauty of design and finish, strength of construction and durability?

And if you find that the most intelligent men among the riders ride this mar' ..e, then you are still nearer your ideal.

Yet further, go to the makers of the machines on your list, few in amber now, and ask the privilege of inspecting

their works and, taking the unfinished parts in your hand and critically examining each detail and process of manufac-

ture, satisfy yourself as to whether each operation lends strength and stability to nished product. Ask for a report

of the experts who test the material brought to the factory. Be sure i,hat each pi nade to gauge, so that if any part

gives way it can be easily replaced with one that will certainly fit.

Find out the commercial standing and credit of the company whose guann^ee you take, for the stronger the guar-

antee the better for you.

Now, how many machines are left on your list? We will cheerfully abide oy the result of your decision, having

faith that we will be able to stand all these tests.

As to the popularity of these machines, we have but to point to the record of the past and the steadily increasing

business. The durability of our machine has never been questioned, as after thirteen years a worn-out " Columbia " is

seldom seen, notwithstanding long and severe usage.

We invite inspection of our factory. We ask you to go through it, inspect each process, watch each detail and

satisfy yourself that everything is done to make the " Columbia " as good as it is possible. Our record is written on the

pages of bicycle history. Our aim has always been to make the best known to the art and constantly to strive to find new

methods of making them better.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

POPE MFG. CO
77 Franklin Street, cor. of Arch,

Prbss or p. V, ^TKAuss, tao-(a6 WALiqpi $r., Ni(w Yomc.

BOSTON, MASS.
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THE editor of Wheeling p^ns an editorial on
" Modern Intolerance," the question being

handled in the usual admirable style. We re-

produce it in The Wheel as a valuable contri-

bution to the sport. The man who gives us an

article of the kind does more for cycling than

he who prophetically spots a successful Presi-

dential candidate. Listen to Wheeling:

" No, the cyclist and cycling is far from being tolerated

by the majority, who do not cycle, and it behooves all men.

of every degree, who come to love anl practice the art, to

stand firm in its interests and the interests of those who

ride to support the Union, that the sport and pastime may
be supported and defended with all the strength and

majesty of that law, at whose dread frown even such great

peop.e as captains in H. M. Navy tremble and turn pale."

NEW YORK DIVISION MEET AT SYRA-

CUSE, SEPTEMBER ist and 2d.

Mr. C. W. Wood, representing the Syracuse
Wheelmen, after conference with Chief Consul
Bull and the managers of the Hartford Meet, has

finally decided to extend to the New York State

Division L. A. W. an invitation to hold their

annual meet at Syracuse, on September i and
2. Public information of the intention of the

Syracuse Wheelmen to entertain the Division

had been held back with the idea that possibly

a circuit might be arranged so that a clash with

the Hartford tournament would be avoided.

The conference with the Hartford managers,
however, has placed the matter upon an entirely

different basis, as they claim that almost all

their patronage is drawn from within a radius

of thirty miles of Hartford, and that the New
York State fixture would interfere but very little

with the success of their race meet. Mr. Wood
has been traveling through New England in the

interest of the meet and has obtained the co-

operation and practical support of the manu-
facturers. The programme of the meet, as out-

lined at present, is as follows :

committees.

Chairman, C. W. Wood, 336 South Salina
Street, Syracuse ; Fred. Brigham, Chas. C.

Truesdell, Clarence W. Wood, Hovyard Avery,
R. S. Wadsworth and Lucius Wilson. This

committee is composed of prominent cyclists,

who are also business men. The chairman is a
strict disciplinarian and the members of the

committee have pledged themselves to do a cer-

tain amount of work, so there will be no back-
sliding and everything will be carried out in

business-like manner. The committee has
already secured the indorsement of the Board
of Trade of Syracuse, which will mean a.deal

of hospitality, courtesy and freedom. The
chairman has very advanced views on the way
to conduct a meet, as will be noted from the

programme outlined below.
Syracuse is a city of 95,000 inhabitants, with

fine railroad connections and hotel accommo-
dations, and is located on the line of the

New York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road. It was originally a small trading
post e.stablished in the Onondaga Valley
and was known as Webster's Landing. In

1840 it contained 6,500 inhabitants, in 1850
it had 20,000, and in 1870 nearly 70,000,

while at the present time it has a population of

almost 100,000. As a railroad centre its posi-

tion is highly advantageous, the New York Cen-
tral and the West Shore Roads giving it connec-
tions with the entire State, while the Rome,
Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad makes
an outlet through the Northeastern portion of

the State into Canada. The D. L. and W. con-
nect it with New York City and with the coal

regions of Pennsylvania and thence to Lake
Ontario. There are also a number of local roads.

Some of the show places of the city are : The
University, with an attendance of 500 students

;

two public libraries and Keble's school, a young
ladies' seminary of high reputation. There are

also thirty-one daily, weekly and monthly
papers, eight banks and twelve horse car rail-

ways. The United States Government building,

the State Armory and the New York State In-

sane Asylum will also be objects of interest.

The city is situated in the valley running
North and South at the head of Lake Onondaga,
a most beautiful sheet of water. There are 150
miles of streets, very wide and beautifully

shaded and crossing each other at right angles.

There are also many beautiful parks and
squares in the city, the largest being Burnett
Park, containing 120 acres, situated on the west-
ern hills overlooking the city. The low sur-

sounding country is diversified into hill and
valley, making it delightful for trips over good
country roads, many of them being macadam.
Within easy access of Syracuse are the Thous-
and Islands, Saratoga, Richfield Springs and
the Adirondack Mountains. There is ample
hotel accommodations, the larger being the

Globe and the Leland.
The committee on entertainment will make a

strong effort to secure the attendance of the

older class of cyclists, and a special entertain-

ment will be provided for them. A special in-

vitation will be sent to all the cycling ministers

and doctors in New York, and cordial invitations

will also be extended to all the representatives

of cycling concerns, as it is intended to make
this a grand gathering of the representatives of

the trade.

There are two cycling clubs in Syracuse, the
Syracuse, with a membership of 100, and the

Knickerbocker Wheelmen, with a membership
of twenty and about 100 unattached men. There
will be special runs to the neighboring towns
and villages. The points of interest are Onon-
daga Indian reservation ; the run to Onondaga
Lake, over good macadam roads, will also be a
favorite ride. There will be a run every morn-
ing from 10 until i, and a double entertainment
will be provided at all times, so that men may
go out on a run or stay at home and have just

as much fun. It is expected that the track will

be as fast as the old Springfield path. The new
half-mile trotting track will be finished at Kirk-
wood Park in June and it will then be turned
over to the wheelmen, who will have three
months to prepare it for cycle racing. The
prizes will be the costliest ever presented in this

country. There will also be a theatre party by
the Syracuse Cycling Club Minstrels, who are

to train four months and who will give a show
of professional excellence. There will be a
race meet on both days of the meet. A meeting
was to have been held on Wednesday for the ap-

pointment of sub-committees, but on Thursday
Mr. Wood was due in Buffalo for a consultation
with Chief Consul Bull. The captain ot the
Scranton Club has so arranged the annual tour
of the club vrill be held so that it will terminate
at Syracuse during the meet.

DOCTOR BUTLER ON BETTER
ROADS.

that is what the farmers need.

Before the Buffalo Economic Association, on
April 7, in the Library Building, Dr.
Charles S. Butler read a valuable and
instructive paper on "Some Economic As-
pects of Road Improvements." The Doc-
tor argued that scientifically constructed high-
ways were greatly needed. Hitherto there
has been little attention paid to this matter and
no progress has been made. He spoke of the
millions of bushels of cereals and manufactured
articles transported over the railroads, of which
there are about 7,500 miles in New York State,
while there are 100,000 miles of highways, show-
ing that railroads have not superseded road-
ways. In ancient Rome they understood how
to construct good roadways over which their
armies could thunder in times of war, and in

times of peace the people could use them for
travel. Even now, after 2,000 years, when their
palaces and mausoleums have crumbled to

dust, those roadways still stand and can be
traveled on for miles and found to be in as good
condition as they were before the days of
Christ.

The Assessor's reports, from 1877 to 1887,
show a depression in the prices of farm prop-
erty in the State of New York, with the depres-
sion still going on, and with no chance of any
improvement. This the speaker believed due to

bad roadways. Near Bay City, Mich., and in

New Jersey some miles of good macadam roads
have been put down in the farming districts, and
a decided improvement has already been noticed
in the prices of farm lands. The education of

farmers' children would be greatly assisted if

better roadways were in vogue. Many live

three, four and five miles from a schoolhouse,
and many times the roads are impassable.

In the discussion which followed Dr. Butler's
paper Supt. McMillan expressed his doubts of
the practicability of macadamizing roads in

America except in the neighborhood of cities.

Those in Europe were constructed before the
time of railroads. Moreover labor was costlier

here, stone was more diflScult to get and macad-
amized roads were less necessary, since our
winters usually froze the ground, whereas the
normal European winter was like the one we
just passed through. He urged that our earth
roads should be worked early in the spring, and
said that they could be got into decent condition
by the use of the road hone. Mr. Hoffeld de-
scribed the difficulties endured in the attempt
to keep up a good road through the village of

Lancaster, and C. B. Matthews described from
recollection the picnic which farmers make of

the road-repairing job.

Messrs. W. R. Birt&Co., of Birmingham, have
forwarded us a pair of trousers clips or fasten-

ers, which are the neatest thing we have ever
seen. They are made of light steel, covered
with black leather or waterproof cloth. They fit

the trousers the same as a bracelet does the
wrist, pressing tightly about it and holding the

pants close to the leg.

The Westchester County Wheelmen, of New
Rochelle, held their annual meeting on April 2.

The club voted to incorporate, and it was de-
cided to lease or build a suitable club-house at

an early date. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, B. C.
Fuller ; Vice-President, H. C. Reilly ; Secretary
and Treasurer, R. F. Safford ; Captain, E. Val-
entine ; First Lieutenant, E. H. Sturges ; Sec-

ond Lieutenanlt, S. C. Abranson ; Surgeon, Dr.
N. F. Tyler ; Executive Committee . T. R. Tay-
lor and T. S. Sammis ; Delegate to the L. A. W.
Frederick Jenkins. An active season is ex-
pected, and medals will be given for road rec-

ords above 1,000 miles

Connecticut Boads.

The public roads of Connecticut cost annually
about $1,150,000. Upward of twenty turnpike
companies were chartered by the legislature

prior to 1800, and the stock was held by the

shrewdest investors. In 1792 the legislature au-
thorized the collection of toll on the stage road
from Greenwich. The charter of the Fairfield,

Weston and Reading Turnpike Company was
repealed in 1838, and from that time until i860

the turnpike companies rapidly disappeared.
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A NEW DECISION BY THE SUPREME
COURT RELATING TO FOREIGN
AND AMERICAN PATENTS.

An important decision has lately been ren-

dered by the Supreme Court of the United
States, touching the validity of Americin pat-

ents in their relation to prior foreign patent^.

The American law provides that where a for-

eign patent has been granted for an invention,

the subsequent American patent for the same,
instead of running for seventeen years, shall ex-

pire whenever the foreign patent expires. Here-
tofore, the American courts have interpreted

this law to mean that whenever for any reason
the prior foreign patent became dead, the Amer-
ican patent shared the same fate. This proved
to be a most disastrous decision for the Ameri-
can patentees. Nearly all European patents are

granted on the installment plant ; that is to say,

the patent is issued for the term of fourteen or

fifteen years, subject to the payment of an an-
nual installment ; subject also to working within
a year or two years, subject to the continuance
of the working, and other inconvenient con-
ditions. Failure to make one of the payments
terminates the patent at once, and under the

American decisions such termination of the for-

eign patent also terminated the life of the Ameri-
can patent.

The injustice of such laws and the hardships
thus inflicted upon American patentees are ap-
parent. Owing to long delays in our Patent
Office by interferences or by accumulation of

business, the issue of the American patent is in

some cases so greatly delayed that it becomes
necessary to take the foreign patents before the
American patent is allowed ; and heretofore,
when this has been done, the patentee has sub-
jected himself to the risk of losing his American
patent, in the manner above described. Several
very valuable patents have been so lost.

The Supreme Court has now corrected this

obnoxious interpretation. In the case of Pohl v.

The Anchor Brewing Company, decided March
24, 1890, the court holds as follows :

"There is nothing in the Statute (Revised
Statutes, Section 4,887), which admits of the
view that the duration of the United States pat-

ent is to be limited by anything but the duration
of the legal term of the foreign patent in force
at the time of the issuing of the Uniied States

patent, or that it is to be limited by any lapsing
or forfeiture of any portion of the term of such
foreign patent, by means of the operation of a
condition subsequent, according to the foreign
statute.

" Section 4,887, Revised Statutes, is to be read
as if it said that the United States patent is to be
so limited as to expire at the same time with
the expiration of the term of the foreign patent,
or, if there be more than one, at the same time
with the expiration of the term of the one hav-
ing the shortest term."

This decision will be hailed with satisfaction
by American Inventors, as it will enable them
to apply for foreign patents, in cases where they
are obliged to do so, before the issue of the
American patent, without risk of altogether
losing their American patents.

—

Scientific Ameri-
can.

'1 he Irish Cyclist and Athlete is printing a series of
articles on the history of cycling in Ireland. It states that
it is handed down since 1776, when a Trinity College Pro-
fessor lectured on cycling. The first trace of the cycle in
Ireland was in 1852, when Mr. W. Binden Blood built a
practical three-wheeler, which was constructed of wood,
and had a forty-eight-inch driver, and twenty-four-inch
wheels in front, shod with iron. A pair of ratchet wheels
were fixed on the a.xle, and driven by pauls and other
levers to which the treadles were attached. An improved
bicycle was brought to Ireland in 1865 by Mr. J. Townsend
Trench, who was traveling in Paris, and seeing a man rid-
ing a bicycle, had an interview with Mr. Micheaux, who
was at that time making a bicycle invented by Pierre Lal-
lement. Mr. Trench has ridden ever since that year.

The members of the Kings County Wheelmen have just
received two very lengthy circular letters from the road
and civic officers of the club. The address of the civic
officers is a general appeal to the members to " rally round
the standard, ' and make every effort possible to add to the
success of the club and to increase its membership. The
road officers announce that they will hold a large number
of runs this year, and also state that mileage medals will be
presented to mm riding over 2,000 miles, with a silver bar
for every additi )nal thousand and a gold bar for every five
thousand. Neat cards have been given to each member, to
be turned over to the Captain at the end of each mooth.

Mr. George T. Gideon, an old-time Philadelphia racing
man, has been appointed a member of the Racing Board.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB
ELECTIONS.

The annual meeting and election of officers passed off

amidst a pleasurable excitement on Tuesday night last.

The fact that an opposition ticket was in the field lent a
zest to the contest, and from the time the polls opened to
the close at 9:30 p. m., the candidates for Captain and Sec-
ond Lieutenant and their friends worked liked beavers for
their respective sides. The inclemency of the weather un-
doubtedly kept many members home, but seventy-one were
interested enough to be present and cast their votes.
The regular ticket in its entirety was elected, as follows :

President, I. B. Potter ; Vice-President, T. C. Snedeker
;

Secretary, B. M. Cole ; Treasurer, H. E. Raymond ; Cap-
tain, W. E. Fuller; First Lieutenant, W. S. M. Mead;
Second Lieutenant, C. F. Quimby ; Surgeon, L. M. Allen,
M. D.; Color Bearer, E. Melvin; Buglers, H. P. Mat-
thews, First, F. L. Wagner, Second ; Trustees, James Fox,
H. H Koop and W. K. Cleverley. Three cheers were
given for retiring President Fox, who thanked the mem-
bers for the courtesy and attention shown him during his
term, and then Mr. Potter was escorted to the chair.
President Potter's remarks, made upon assuming the chair,
were such as to lead every member of the club to believe
that the year just opening will be one of activity and
progress.
Treasurer Raymond read his fourth annual report, shovv-

ing the club to be in a very satisfactory condition financi-

ally, indeed, and the prospects for the new year unusually
bright.
Although the independent nominees were beaten, the

fight was forgotten immediately after the result was an-
nounced by Teller Campbell, and all hands adjourned to

—

well, a very different place—where toasts and speeches
were listened to. President Potter was looked at through
the bottom of the glasses, and everybody went home happy.
On Monday night we entertained the New Yorks. A

game on the bowling alleys opened the evening, and, as
usual, the Brooklyns lost, after which, at the club-house, a
quiet sociable time was had. The Brooklyns were unfor-
tunate in having a janitress seriously ill on the lower
floor of the house, and, although this fact was not commu-
nicated to our guests, it prevented our giving them as
large a time as we should have liked These friendly
matches have cemented a strong fraternal feeling between
the two clubs,

Atol.

NEW JERSEY,

THE PALISADE WHEELMEN.

On April i, i8go, the Palisade Wheelmen changed quar-
ters, and meetings are now held every Wednesday at Ott's
Hall, on Palisade Avenue, West Hoboken, and very lively
meetings they are, so lively, in fact, that the members
imagined they all looked like a lot of footmen and cab
drivers in their uniform of dark green, that is, only imag-
ined, for the uniforms are far from being ready as there
was a lively opposition against green which always re-
sulted in the matter being laid over till next meeting and
so on, and would no doubt be laid over till another decade
had not some kind-hearted gentlemen seen a way out of
the difficulty by making a motion to reconsider tfie color
question, which motion was carried and resulted in the
club unanimously adopting dark blue.
And now as the uniform question has been permanently

settled, and as it seems to the satisfaction of every rider,
let us look ahead and see what will be done in the way of
tours and general riding as soon as the weather permits.
Well, the first general turnout will, it is .said, take place

on May 30, when our Captain expects to take the boys to
Orange and thence to the Irvington-Millburn course in
order to witness the races on that day.

It is also rumored that there will be a race among some
of the boys in order to decide who can get there first, but
this is only a rumor ; should it turn out to be a reality, how-
ever, there is no doubt that our second will get there, as he
bought another wheel lately and that wheel weighs only
twenty-eight pounds.

Palisade.

ROCHESTER.

Both of the following named bicycle clubs elected officers
last week.
Flower City Wheelmen :—E. H. Chamberlin, Presi-

dent
; C. C. Newton, Vice-President ; R. T. Adams, Repre-

sentative to City League ; J. F. Tallinger, Secretary and
Treasurer ; P. B. Ross, Corresponding Secretary ; Dr. C.
R. Barber, Club Phj;sician ; C. C. Newton, F B. Weeks
and B. Smith, Executive Committee ; E. Schanck, Captain

;

C. H. Wilcox, Bugler ; W. Lauterback, Color Bearer.
Lake View Wheelmen :—President, C. A. Rockwell

;

Vice-President, F. B. Graves ; Recording Secretary, H. F.
Marks ; Financial Secretary, C. L. Barton ; Treasurer, M.
B. Fox ; Captain, W. E. Williams ; First Lieutenant,
Frederick D. Morgan ; Second Lieutenant, J. E. McKelvey;
Color Bearer, F. M. Crouch ; Bugler, Clark Southard

;

Executive Committee, C. F. Crandall, C. H. Crouch, L.
M. Beattie, C. A. Elwood, G. V. Southard.
Wm. M. Wood, G. P. Peterson and J. Carroll, employees

of the Union atrd Advertiser^ will participate in a two
weeks' trip through Canada as far as Montreal and return.
They will start early in June.
The West End Bicvcle Club has elected a racing com-

mittee of nine men, whose duty, during the approaching
riding season, is to keep a road and track racing team in

condition ; to make all arrangements for races, and to see
that the team has proper care during training and competi-
tion. The committee includes James Barnes, Captain

;

F. L. Hughes, F. H. Bettys, Wm. Love, L. B. Vincent,
Wm. Pollock, Geo. L. Estes, Wm. Turpin and E. Schmidt.

Zo.

The Pali.sade Wheelmen have been in the throes of the
uniform problem, and we are pleased to learn that at the
last meeting of this young New Jersey club, after consider-
able discussion, a blue uniform was adopted. The boys
will make their debut at the Decoration Day road race.

The highest mileage made by any New York Club mem-
ber last year was 3,024, credited to Nisbett. Other scores
were; Hanson, 2,396; Bogart, 2,200 ; Shipsey, 2,153.

FIXTURES.

April u, 1890 —Manhattan B. C Spring Reception at
West End Hall

.

April 18, i8go —Orange Wanderers' Entertainment.
April 19, 1890.— Business Meeting of California Division

Board of Officers, L. A. W , at San
Francisco.

April 21, 1890.—Great Century Run, Committee meeting at
Riverside Wheelmen's Club-h^use.

April 24, 1890.—South End Wheelmen's Annual Ball at St.

George's Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.
May 17, 1890.-Harvard University Cycling Club Race

Meet at Holmes' Fie'd. Entries close
May 3, with W. B. Greenleaf, 41 Weld
Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

May 24, 1890.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address
A. D. Stewart.

May 26, 1890.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
May 26, 1890.—Race Meet at Woodstock.
May 30, 1890.— International Wheelmen's Tournament, at

Niagara Falls Address Neil Campbell,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

May 30, 1890.—Annual Decoration Day Road Race, Irving-
ton-Millburn Course.

May 30, 1890.-Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago.
May 30, 1890 —Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewis-

ton.
May 30, 31,—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield.

Programme: Thursday, May 29, officers'

meeting at 8 p. h. ; Friday, 30, general
business meeting at 10 a. m., lunch at
noon, runs until 3:30, banquet 4 p. m.,
theatre party 8pm.; Saturday, 31, parade
at 9 a. m., photograph at 11 a. m.. lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at
11:30 a. m., races 1:30 p. m

May 30, 1890.—Tournament and Ten-mile Road Race, at
Rome, N. Y.

May 30, 1890.—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at
Worcester, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.

May 31, 1890.—Inter-collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval,
New York.

June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. .Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9, 1890.—New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club's Race
Meet.

June 14, 189^.—Great Century Run. Orange to Philadelphia.
Address F. H. Cossett 138 West 104th
Street, New York.

June 21, 1890.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo
wheelmen only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close
June 14, with Standard Cycle Co.

June 27-28, 1889.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at
Philadelphia, Pa.

June 28, 1890.—Twenty-five Mile Team Race, Wilmington
Wheel Club vs. Chicago Cyc ing Club,
on Lancaster Pike, near Philadelphia.

July 4, 1890.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O.,
to Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21.

Particulars, address J. E. Poorman,
Eighth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

July 4-5, 1890.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
July 7, 1890.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 24-26, i8qo.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.
August 16, 1890.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Associa-

tion. Address J. Harold Childe, loii
Olive Street.

August 20-25, 1890 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls.
Particulars, address C. H. Smith, 2it
Putnam Avenue, Detroit.

Angnst 85-27, 1890.-1 . A. W. Annnal Meet at Niagara,
Palls, N. T.

September 1-2, 1890.—Hartfrrd Wheel Club's Tournament,
at Charter Oak Park.

September 12-13, 1890.—Peoria Race Meet.

SAN FRANCISCO.

At a recent meeting the Bay City Wheelmen decided to
do away with their rule compelling every member to have
a club uniform. This is in keeping with the advanced
ideas relating to club matters held by all authorities of the
present day, and if the club will now dispense with its

buglers and standard bearers it will be up to the times in
the official line.

The picnic run announced for yesterday by the Bay City
Wheelmen had to be postponed owing to bad weather. It

is very seldom that a run has to be postponed out here, but
this weather is beyond understanding.

THE CALIFORNIA DIVISION MEET.

The annual business meeting of the California Division
will be held on April 19, when will be decided the date and
location of the annual meet. From present appearances
San Jose will secure it for July 4.

Chief Consul Thompson has furnished each local Consul
and official of the California Division, L. A. W , with per-
sonal cards, on the backs of which are printed twelve
reasons why wheelmen should join the League.
The Division has recently acquired some excellent work-

ers in Harry G. Stuart, of Los Angeles, Gage, Drake,
Bouton and others, of Oakland, and Lassen, of Alameda.
Bouton is a dealer who is greatly interested in cycling,

is a splendid rider and pleasant companion. He is thor-
oughly familiar with the roads in Alameda County, and
rides an Eagle as though he thoroughly understood it

—

which he does. Being a practical machinist he has many
good ideas regarding wheels, the latest being an attach-
ment for the Eagle saddle, by which it can be moved back-
ward or forward while the rider is mounted.

A CH.\T WITH A " VET."

It is pleasant to chat with men who have been identified
with cycling for ten years, but I had a chat recently with
a man who has ridden during the past twenty-two years.
He started in the first bone-shaker race held in England,
and has raced some every year since. The English paper.s
as late as 1887 report his riding and winning many races.
He saw Cortis and Keith Falconer make their reputations,
and has known every celebrity in Engli.sh cycling. He
would prove a veritable mine ot information to a skillful
interviewer, but if he knew a person was making notes he
would be as dumb as an oyster. He is unkind enough to
say that cycling is almost in the same slate here, now, that
it was in England fifteen years ago.

California.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS,

[Reported especially for The Whbkl and Cvcling Tradb
Rhvirw by C A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]

E. Doring & F. A. Siegert. Weislrop, Ger-
many. Bicycle.

S. M. Fay, Boston, Mass. Bicycle.

G. T. Warwick, Springfield, Mass. Veloci-

pede.
Dated April i, 1890.

"424,965. Velocipede, J. L. Ferson, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed September 5, 1889. Serial number,
323,100.

424,994. Bicycle, J. B. McCune & J. L. Yost,

Everett, Mass. Filed June iS, 1889. Serial

number, 314.753-

425,017. Velocipede, L. Barrow & C. H.
Guest, England. Filed December 3, 1889.

Serial number 332,477. Patented in England
No. 11,421 of i88g.

425,052. Velocipede. A. J. Samuels, Nether-
lands. Filed December 3, 1889. Serial num-
ber 332,482.

425,240. Bicycle wheel, F. Newhouse, Toledo,
Ohio, assignor to Harris Wheel Co., Auburn-
dale, Ohio. Filed September 24, 1889. Serial

number, 324 S90.

425,390. Bicycle, C. D. Rice, Bridgeport,
Conn. Filed December 6, 1889. Serial num-
Ijer, 339.474-

ERIE.

The pleasant wearher of late seems to have put new life

into the cyclingf fraternity. Old wheels are being cleaned
and repaired and in miny instances exchanged for new
ones ; new riders are springing up on all sides and the out-

look for a lively season is extremely flattering. The club
boys have taken possession of their new home on French
Street, which gives them ample room for carrying out the
many improvements proposed. At present the club has a
membership of only forty-nine, but it is expected that a
large number of the unattached riders will be gathered
into the fold before the season closes. Between twenty
and thirty wheemen recently filed applications for mem-
bership in the L. A, W.
The paving ordinances already signed by the Mayor call

for about three miles of asphalt. This added to what is

already down will make about eight miles. The work for

this year is scattered over considerable territory, and is

distributed in such a way as to serve as" connecting links"
between the longer stretches of asphalt. In this way
enough passable th roughfares can be found so that wheel
man can get around without encroaching seriously on the
rights of the public. There are no better runs to be found
in the country than lead out from Erie, so really there
seems little left to kick about. One conundrum remains to

be solved and it's this : Why does the general public vote the
cyclist a nuisance and seek to deprive him of all privileges

and still allow the thousand and one thick-headed nurse
girls with their terror-inspiring, dirt-grinding vehicles to

block up the sidewalks, parks, cross-walks, entrances to

stores and any and every other place where, to the average
American, a blockade is particularly exasperating ? The
baby carriage in a quiescent state takes up at least three

times the room of a bicycle, but when agitated from the
rear by the orthodox nursemaid a ten-acre lot would be
close quarters for it. Do let's be consistent, and if we fire

the wheel, fire the perambulator, too.

George Black, one of Erie's most popular young men,
will make one of the Elwell party this season. Mr. Black
.will ride a Columbia safely.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Hempstead Ramblers have offered three prizes for

uhe three h ghest mileage recor.ls made this yesr between
May I and October 31.

A Bicycling Nevis correspondent has interviewed the

Rev. H. R. Haweis on cycling, and the comments of the

•famous preacher, which we republish, are particularly in-

iteresting, and no less so are the views of Mrs. Haweis.

The Scottish Cyclists' Union has a membersh'p of 800.

T. W. Busst, the Australian amateur cyclist, recently sus-

pended by the Victorian Cyclists' Union, will become a
profess onal, and has challenged any man in Australia to

xace him for any sum for any distance.

The annual race meet of the Harvard University Cycling
Association will be held on May 17, at Holmes' Field, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Entries close May 3, with W. li. Greenleaf,

41 Welde Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

Messrs. L. B. Graves c& Company have leased a lot next
door to their plant on Fourteenth Street, Washington, D.
C, which they will prepare for a riding school. A high
fence will be built around it to keep off all" Peeping Toms,"
and a competent teacher will be engaged.

E. D. Loane, Manager of the bicycle department of the
Sportsman's Furnishing Company, of Baltimore, states

that the company is handling "Swifts," "Eagles," "G.
& J.," "Victors" and" Columbias." It is constantly

adding to its stock, and will carry a general line of wheels.

There are a number of bicycle stables in London for the
accommodation of wheels by the day or week. The rate

varies from zd. per day to 6d. per week for bicycles, and a
proportionately larger charge for tandems and tricycles.

The Stanley Cycling Club stores bicycles for 30s. a year.

Prof. A. C. Richardson gives a talk on " A Bicycle Tour
in Europe," on April 11, before the Womens' Union, of
3uiIalo.

HOWARD A. SMITH, of Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

The new Lynn Wheel Club had a run to Stoneham on
Thursday last, in which twentv members and a number of
unattached panic. pated. Afier an excellent dinner at the
Central House, the boys went to the Armory and enjoyed
the hospitality of the Sioneham Athletic Club.

The Standard Cycle Company, of Buffalo, have arranged
a road race for June 21. The start will be made at two
o'clock p. M from the Parade House to Corfu and return, a
distance of fifty miles. The race is open to all amateur
wheelmen, who have resided in Buffalj since January i.

The entrance fee will be $1, and to the aggregate number
of fees that are receivet*, the Standard Company will add
$25 for trophies. In case $50 in entrance fees are received,
the company will add $50, the total amount to be divided as
follows : Fifty per cent, to the winner, thirty per cent, to

the second and twentv percent, to the third. Entries close
June 14, wiih the Standard Cycle Company, 588 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

The b cycle department of E. 1. Horsman will be man-
aged this year, as it has for several years past, by Mr.
Chapman. This firm carries lines of Victors Champions,
Crescents, Juniors, Junos, as we.l as the Juvenile wheels of
the Western Wheel Works.

English racing men have greit hopes of the new three-
lap path just built at Kensal Green. It is expected that if

any records are to be made this year they will be made on
this track.

The Hagerstown Club held a meeting on the evening of
April 3 to pass resolutions on the death of Thomas Light-
cap, a late member of the club.

The Roxbury Bicycle Club gave a complimentary dinner
to Chief-Consul Emery at Young's Hotel on last Saturday
evening. Vice-President J. V. Lowell acted as Toast-
master. The guests of the club were Abbot Basset, Arthur
W. Robinson, Vice-Consul of the Massachusetts Division,
E. G. Whitney, of the Boston bicycle Club, C. W. Fourd-
rinier and Charles V. Howard. Among the members of
the club pre ent were: Vi^e-President, J. S. Lowell,
Capt. James Kelt , W. T. Johnson, J. J. Bligh, G. A. Tit-
comb, G. E. Marsiers, F. F. Scholl, John Graham, E. F.
Tetlow, E. W. Cox, L. Heintz, Jr., A. T. Otis, James
Silver, John Dolph, J. K. Warner and J. J Young. Dr.
Emery made an ppr. priate speech, and thanked the club
for the honor it had paid him. Other gentlemen, who made
addresses, were Messrs. Moultrop, Kelii, Bligh and John-
son. Letters of regret were read from President Dunn and
from Second Vice-Presiocnt Biriwell.

Bert Myers has doubled with L. Masi, whom the daily
press style the ex-Champion of Switzerland. Masi is

now residing in Peoria, and will do some racing atandem
this season.

"The Chicago Headlight" is the name of a new $2.50
head-lamp, wh.ch the Gormully & Jeffery Co. are manu-
facturing, and which is meeting wiih a tremendous sale.

The Syracuse Club will send forty men to the L. A. W.
meet.

"Ocray! Three cheers for the 'igh bicycle !
' was a re-

mark overheard the other day. " Good old Noah's Ark I

"

shouted another p .ssenger.

—

Bicycling Xews.

Messrs. Rouse, Hazard & Company have just issued their
1890 catalogue. The catalogue contains vast quantities of
intormation, dealing especially on cheap wheels ; this firm
having long made a specialty with second-hand wheels.
Two cuts of the main ofiice and of the salesroom are
printed in the catalogue. The firm buys and sells second-
hand wheels for cash, or on easy payments. It also handles
Victors, Champions, New Era, Star, Eagle and the Little
Giant, and a long list of the cheaper grades of wheels as
well as lines of sundries.

The Nubian Iron Enamel Company, of Chicago, report a
large demand among bicycle agents for their quick drying
iron enamel for re-coating bicycles. This enamel gives a
brilliant and elastic finish to the wheel, and the company
claims that it will not crack.

Messrs. Hay & Willits, who have a fine store at j 13 West
Washington Street, Indianapolis, 111., are building up a fine
trade in new and second-hand wheels. The company are
agents for the Victoria, Path Finder, Dandy and the Con-
vertible.

A. B. Rich came out at the Seventh Regiment Games,
held at the Regimental Armory, on Saturday last, and the
way in which he spread-eagled his field in the three-mile
invitation race, gives credit to the rumor that he has been
training carefully and will be seen on the path this year.
Three bicycle races were decided with the following re-
sults : One-mile, scratch, open to regimental novices, won

by W. D. Edwards ; time, 3m. 18 1-5S. ; W. C. Barker,
Company F., second, and Irving M. Shaw, third. Won by
a yard. Three-mile invitation, scratch—A . B. Rich, Ber-
keley Athletic Club; time, 10m. 2 3-^3.; F. G. Brown, New
Jersey Athletic Llub, second, and E. Valentine, West-
chester Wheelmen, third. W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., and
W. W. Taxis, of University of Pennsylvania, fell. The
falls of Murphy and Taxis threw them entirely out of the
race. On the last half Rich simply walked away from the
field. 1 wo-mile bicycle race, handicap—W. C. Barker,
f'ompany F., 100 yards start, first; time, 6m. 26 2-5S. ; W.
D. Edwards, 125 yards, second, and I. M. Shaw, Company
E., 125 yards, third. This race was hotly contested, Shaw
leading until near the finish. The men finished in a bunch.

At the meeting of the Cambridgeport Club, Tuesday
evening, the President appointed the following Entertain-
ment Committee : A. E. Hutchinson, Charles Fogg, J. A.
(rocker, Edward Lacroix and J. S. Shedd. The Captaiii
appointed the following as a Road Committee, who will
have charge of all of the club's wheel contests : Captain
G. F. Kehew, Lieutenants G. W. Bean and A. J. Shaffer
Color Bearer, J. S. Shedd and H. B. Clark The Enter-
tainment Committee was instructed to consider the feasi-
bility of giving a " smoker " this mon\.\\.—Boston flerald.

Mr. George R. Bidwell announces that his
private riding school is open for the season.
Lessons are given by appointment, and the
pupil is taught without the unpleasant surveil-
lance of spectators.

Messrs. Rouse, Hazard & Co., whose plant
we had the pleasure of inspecting last October,
illustrates their building in this week's Wheel.
They also explain their system of selling wheels
on easy payments, and no doubt they will be
able to place a large number of wheels with
this system.

E. C. Anthony, of Taunton, Mass., will com-
pete at Crawfordsville on May 17, and will also
ride in the Irvington-Millburn twenty-five mile
road race.

Mr. W. L. Ross was in town on Wednesday
and Thursday. He reports a very large busi-
ness, with a special run on 49-lb. Singer safety.

It is reported that Frank R. Bell, of Mont-
gomery, Ala., a cyclist eighteen years of age,
broke the one-quarter-mile bicycle record by
riding the distance in 32s. on April 9. The par-
ticulars are awaited with e.xtreme interest, as
this young sprinter is entirely new to cycling.

The Eagle Bicycle Company, who are sending
them free to all, say that their mileage book is

just the thing. It is a pamphlet consisting of
twelve pages, carefully arranged in the most
convenient form for keeping record of the num-
ber of miles ridden during 1890. The book is

sent with compliments of the Eagle Bicycle
Company.

The Arkansas Traveler Cycle Club is the
name of a cycling organization at Little Rock,
with a membership of forty-si.x. The Captain
of the club is H. H. Bein, who reports that
cycling is rapidly advancing in his city and
State.

Charles H. Lamson, of Portland, Me., adver-
tises his luggage carriers and famous League
pins in this issue. Both articles have a strong
popularity among agents.

The annual elections of the Englewood Wheel-
men were held, Tuesday. April 8, at the residence
of Captain Colgate. The following officers were
elected : President, F. M. Demarest

; Secretary
and Treasurer, R. S. Mangham; Captain, Ches-
ter Colgate; First Lieutenant, H. P. Stoney

;

Second Lieutenant, P. C. Terhune.
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LOUISVILLE. CINCINNATI.

The Independent Wheelmen, the new cycle club, are
now nicely settled in their new quarters near Third and
Main Streets, and extend a standing invitation to their

friends and to visiting cyclers to see them at their home.
Every evening finds a good representation using the cue
with some regularity and varying success. Most of the
members are on good terms with the Louisville Cycle C lub,

and it is generally hoped a few warped remarks by indi-

viduals in either club may not be construed as club opinions
by the members of the opposite club.

The L. C. C. is invited by Captain A.J. Lamb, one of

the leading spirits of the Louisvilles, to a smoker, at the
club-house, to-morrow evening, April 8, in commemoration
of the presentation of a diamond badge pin to the genial
" Cap just one year ago. That everybody will be a wel-
come guest goes without saying when Captain Lamb is

host.
Club runs were indulged in yesterday to a considerable

extent, and altogether the season opens very, favorably
indeed. The outlook is bright for the two clubs, and if the
increase in membership will be as rapid as appearances in-

dicate, the list will soon be complete and future applicants
compelled to remain outside or form a new club.

From two agencies in '89 there will be a jump to five this

year. Huber & Allison will continue with the Columbia
and Star people ; Johnston, Simpson & Co. with the Gor-
mully & JefEery people ; Prince Wells will open his

"Singer Cycles" agency at Third Avenue and Wulnut

;

Henry Zink will manage the bicycle department for R. C.
Whayne, with the Warwick and Springfield Roadster, and
Mr. Jefferies will represent the Victor. With the comple-
tion of the new boulevards—Chestnut and Walnut Streets
—a boom is expected in cycling.
On account of the demand for workmen repairing the

wrecked buildings after the cyclone, the Louisville Cycle
Club hardly expect to commence immediate action regard-
ing the building of their new 60-foot " gym," bath, billiard

and ball-room addition, but plans are complete and only
circumstances have prevented the commencement.
Somebody wants Kentucky to follow " Indiana's" ex-

ample and arrange a tour to take in the Ohio State Meet in

Cincinnati. The dates for Kentucky and Ohio meets are
too far apart to arrange a tour taking in both. Why can-
not the three Chief Consuls of Kentucky, Indiana and Ohio
arrange their meets to allow an interstate tour, say com-
mencing at Louisville, taking in the Richmond, Ky., Meet,
the Cincinnati blow-out, and then take some convenient
Hoosier town by storm for the Indiana Division ? Many
could make the entire trip, and the number who would
make some part of the trip cannot be estimated. One thing
is sure : A good crowd at all points along the line.

Colonel " Gim " Spalding, of the Kentons, forwards a
photo, of the club with that most enthusiastic inscription at-

tached :
" Ho for Richmond !

" They evidently mean to

be there.
With all the damage done to property by the cyclone of

some days since, neither of the clubs suffered any loss and
not a member was injured. Moral : Join a cycle club.
G. E. Johnson is out again after a very severe illness.

H. T. Esterle is in poor health, but it is hoped to be of
short duration. "Hook" Helburn, Leon Johnson and
Percy Bettison are to ride again.

Orville W. Lawson.

CHICAGO.

The sensation of the hour, in local matters, is the fight

between the C incinnati Bicycle Club and the newly organ-
ized Porkopolis Wheelmen. At their last regular meeting,
the Cincinnati Club decided not to supportthe coming meet
of the Ohio Division, which will be held in this city, July
24-26. W hen this rule was adopted. Chief Consul High and
a number of others immediately tendered their resignations,
and left the room. Altogether the meeting was the warmest
one ever held by the C. B. C. The action is looked upon
by outsiders as an effort to down Dr. Kempton, who re-

cently resigned from their club ; but the Doctor most em-
phatically refuses to be " downed," and says that the Ohio
Division Meet shall be a success, whether it has the endorse-
ment of the autocratic C. B. C. or not.

Chas. F. Stokes, of the C. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., Chicago,
was in the city recently in the interest of the Union Cycle
Co.
The road race for the 4th of July is booming, and is daily

becoming more interesting, as the names of prominent
flyers, from all parts of the country, are added to the entry
list.

The Porkopolis Wheelmen had six applications at their last

meeting, and will soon secure permanent headquarters,
with wheel-room, etc.

J. E. Poorman has opened a ladies' riding school at the
Walnut Hills Odeon, and reports large classes of the fair

sex at every session, which take place each Tuesday and
Friday afternoon. Mr. Poorman teaches all who come to

ride free of charge.
A. A. Bennett has a number of lady pupils, and can often

be seen on pleasant evenings escorting the ladies on runs
over cur asphalt streets.

The small boy has taken to the safety in this city with
wonderful rapidity, and one can scarcely move across our
smoothly paved streets without encountering hords of them
seemingly trying to lower the record without regard to

their own or anyone else's safety.

The L. A. W. members are just at present engaged in the
liviliest hustle for members that they have ever attempted.
They say that Ohio must take back her old position, the
fourth in membership, out of which Illinois pushed her
while her members were asleep or dreaming.

" Reports from all parts of the State show wheeling to be
on the increase, and every prospect of many new members
for the L. A. W."—Chief Consul High.

Hall, of the Kings County Wheelmen, was in the city

last week.
•Our daily papers are somewhat backward in publishing

wheel columns, except the Commercial Gazette, which has
one of the best in the country.

G. Ossipv.

PROVIDENCE.

Easter Sunday dawned fair and bright in this vicinity,

and every wheelman who could secure a wheel was out on
the road at some period of the day. A strong south wind
made wheeling rather difficult in some directions. Lieu-
tenant Ballou was in hard luck, as he broke the head of his
machine while returning from Warren, and was obliged to
walk seven or eight miles in the dark. There is a moral
attached to this tale.

Van Wagoner will start on his ride to Chicago April 20,
leaving Tremont House, Boston, at 12 o'clock noon. A
party will probably go from here to give him a send-off.
The badge of the Rhode Islands will, barring accidents,
travel West about as fast as it could be made to go by
human agency.
Messrs. Cooke, Speirs, Ballou and Perkins will attend

the Boston A. C. games next Saturday night, and Sunday,
if the weather is fair, will lay out a route for the R. I. W.'s
Annual May Run.
Wednesday evening the first club run of the season will

be called for Pleasant Bluffs, where the party will partake
of one of Cranston's justly-celebrated suppers. A large
attendance is expected.

Messrs. Atwood and Tyler, it is understood, will be
members of the Elwell European party.
The dealers here are rejoicing over the way the spring

business opens up. It bids fair to go far ahead of all pre-
vious years.

The Judge.

DETROIT.

Fine weather brings out the cyclers as well as the birds,
and the boys are humming around on their new machines
as proud as any lady with her Easter headgear.
Our municipal government is wrestling with the paving

question. Special committees have visited different cities,

Buffalo, Washington, New York, Chicago and others
blessed with fine streets to investigate methods, materials,
etc , of the different paving systems. These have reported,
and at present their deliberations are for the purpose of
deciding which will be the best for our city. We have a
reform administration, thoroughly in earnest, that will do
good work if not handicapped by the old fogy growlers. It

is not the start that wins but the finish, and we are all

hoping that at the finish our Mr. Asphalt will have the
pole and race.
For years Detroit has had two cycle clubs, the Detroit

Bicycle Club and the Detroit Star Club, existing separately
and with more or less friction. Several times in the past
amalgamation has been mooted but invariably died at its

birth, so that consolidation was almost despaired of. How-
ever, at a special meeting of the D. B. C. the 2d inst , the
Star Club was present by invitation, and the unity of the
two was effected. Henceforth they will roll under one
banner, and have adopted the name of Detroit V\ heelmen.
The following officers were elected in the new organiza-

tion for the ensuing^ year: A. F. Griffith, President ; R.
Medbury, Vice-President; H. B. Done, Secretary; Fred.
Case, Treasurer ; Frank Wheldon, Captain. Other officers

will be chosen by a committee. The membership will
reach one hundred, and everything promises a booming
season.
Harry C. Tillotson, representing Chas. F. Stokes & Co.,

was here last week with a very complete catalogue of all

grades of cycles. W. J.

The Pope Manufacturing Company's reception on Satur-
day evening last at their Boston store, was the most suc-
cessful affair of the kind this company ever held. Hundreds
of cyclists called during the evening, saw the wheel exhibit
and partook of Columbia hospitality.

Philadelphia will soon have to organize more than two
new clubs per week if it cares to remain at the top of the
heap. Chicago is looking up, and with twelve regularly-
organized clubs is even now looking askance at the city of
brotherly love. Our twelfth was ushered into existence on
the 3d inst in the little town of Austin, in the suburbs of
the city. It will be known to the world as the Austin
Cycling Club, and starts out with eighteen members and
these officers : President, John Miller ; First Vice-Presi-
dent, John O. Potts : Second Vice-President, Miss Florence
Haythorn ; Treasurer, George Graham ; Captain, T. V.
Wilson ; Executive Committee, J. J. Miller, Ed. O. Baker,
J. D. Vandercook, Jr., Frank X. Mudd. There has been
considerable reckless riding both in the streets and on the
sidewalks, which it will be one of the aims of the club to

discourage, as the city dads were about to take action in

the matter. And, by the by, I believe the Austin Club is

the first to include a lady in its list of officers. Philadel-
phia please note.
During the present season of 1890 the Washington

Cycling Club will make some twenty-five or thirty tours
through the States of Illinois and southern Wisconsin, and
on May i will issue a sixty-four-page book descriptive of

these. A page will be devoted to each tour, containing
spaces for memoranda as to " Time on Road," "Number
of Miles Traveled," "Condition of the Roads," etc., and
twenty pages will be devoted to Road Rules, Rules in case

of Accidents, and other useful information.
The Illinois' new club-house will have a frontage of 25

and depth of no feet. Two bowling alleys and the wheel
and locker rooms will be located in the basement, the first

floor will be given to the parlors and billiard rooms, and
the top story the gymnasium and lounging quarters. The
house and lot will cost some $15,000.

On April 14 the Illinois Club holds a meeting of lady
riders. The circular states that " members who have
wives, sisters, cousins or best girls who ride," should have
them present on this occasion.
The Illinois Club has arranged runs for the month of

April as follows: 6th, Evanston ; 13th, Riverside; 20th,

Pullman ; 27th, Maywood ; May 4, Wheeling.
The Lincoln-Chicago Club games are provoking but lit-

tle interest, and unless some early dates are set for the pool
and base-ball games even that little will be killed.

T. V. Wilson, Captain of the newly-organized Austin
Cycling Club, is the same who last Summer rode from C hi-

cago to Kansas City. This year he proposes to undertake
the trip from here to New York.
Captain Gotthelf , of the Douglas C lub, is described by a

local daily as "one of the finest-appearing riders." He is

six feet one inch in height and weighs 245 pounds. Is this

record ?

Max Goldman, of the Manhattan B. C, was in the city

over Sunday, and took a fifteen-mile sample of Chicago
streets and boulevards.
F. Ed. Spooner has left Spaldings.

Bettsv B.

LANISON'S OETftCHABLE LUGGAGE CARRIER No. 1.

As uow made fits all the Safeties. (Patented.)

Does not rattle or chafe the machine. Does not inter-

fere with the use of the brake or lantern . Very light and
durable May be quickly removed from the machine with-

out undoing the bundle, and tlien forms a perfect shawl-
strap. Price, $1.00. For sale by all dealers in Cycling
Goods. Made by

O. XZ. Xj .(f^ 3VEso 3\r

,

PORTLAND, ME.
(Electrotypes furnislied de.ilers who publish catalogues.)

The Strong Safety.
The Highest Grade Safety for the Least Money Ever Sold.

Guaranteed all weldless steel tubing ;
full ball bearings, including

pedals; steel forgings throughout, no castings; weight, 48 lbs. Price,

complete, including tool bag, Acme wrench and Kensington spring-top

oiler, $85. Also a full line of the celebrated Rudge Wheels, Tandems^

etc., including ladies' and gents' wheels of all weights.

Reliable Agents Wanted. Send for terms.

Strong &L Green Cycle Co.,
%: ;:^: : ; no. ro7 Arch street, Philadelphia, pa.

BREWSTER BROS. & CO., Unadilla, N. Y., Sole Agents for the States of New York. Kansas and Missouri.
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FOR THE LADIES.

Dear Wheel : Some the new wheels for

ladies that are making their appearance on the
market this year fill me with surprise, and I

wonder how it is that ladies can encourage the
useless and clumsy devices that are offered
them.

I had quite intended writing you on an en-
tirely different subject to-day, but seeing a new
wheel (one of this season's makr), I think a few
words on this subject might not be inopportune.
The first thing that attracted my attention on

the wheel I am talking about was a magnified
mosquite netting stretched over the upper part
of the rear wheel. It is most ugly, cumbrous

—

sure to work loose and rattle, and utterly use-
less. Of course, the manufacturers must think
it a good thing, or they would not spend time
and money on it ; but I am a woman and a prac-
tical bicyclist, and I know it is utterly unneces-
sary, besides detracting very seriously from the
appearance and noiselessness of the wheel.

I have ridden on all forts of days, windy and
rainy, and never have left my wheel at home
because of the weather, and never have found
any necessity for a guard over the wheel. A
good dress guard over the chain is necessary,
and I may say, in passing, that I think the one
that is put on this year's Psycho is the neatest
and most effective I have yet seen, and I mean
to have one put on my machine as soon as I can
spare it long enough to have it put on.
Another point about this wheel was the brake,

which struck me as being very clumsy and com-
plicated, and, out of curiosity, I counted the
parts, and found there were forty-one, as com-
pared with the seven on my machine.
Of course, this was a rear brake. They have

to put ihem on spring-frame machines, and that
in itself is a very serious drawback, to my think-
ing. I have ridden a machine with this rear
brake, and fourd it very good to slow up with,
but no good to stop short. With the front brake
one can apply it gradually and bring the ma-
chine to a standstill on the steepest sort of a hill,

but the rear brake only diminishes the speed,
and you simply cannot stop short if you have
any impetus on at all.

If you have ever had such experience as I had
once you would know that when you want to

stop you want to badly, and you want to stop on
the spot

;
you don't want to slide for two or

three yards and then come to a pause. Now a
front brake stops the wheel and a rear brake
slows it up. When you only want a brake to

slow up with you can do without it, using your
pedals to regulate your speed, but when you
want to stop there is nothing on the market that
will do it for you but a front brake. Just draw
a stick along the ground, then push it, if you
will see the difference.

Another point I want to expostulate about,
and that is saddles.

Why, if any man was expected to ride on and
use a saddle which was modeled with such a
such a sublime disregard of his comfort and
convenience as the saddles are that women are
expected to be thankful for, there would be a
large and enthusiastic funeral offered to the
sport for men in the very near future.

I have had a hard time getting a saddle on
my machine that leaves nothing to be desired in

the way of comfort and convenience for mount-
ing and dismounting, and I have seen and tried

pretty nearly every saddle on the market for

ladies' use.

I unhesitatingly declare that no woman can
ride a hammock saddle with comfort, or mount
and dismount with ease while she has such an
invention of the Evil One on her machine.
The machine I tried this morning had a ham-

mock saddle, and it was so long that to give
room for mounting it had to be placed so far

back that it threw the rider four or five inches
further back than she ought to be for comfort
and appearance.

I think the various bicycle dealers would do
well to consider the question more than they do,
as it is a most important point, and a much
more ferious one for the comfort of the women
who want to ride than they (these dealers) seem
to think.
Only two, out of all the ladies' machines now

on the market, take this Into consideration at
all. Psyche.

The New Bedford Cycle Club held its second annual
dinner in New Bedford on Wednesday evening, April 2.
Amorvp the guests present were Chief Consul Emery and
W. S. Doane, of Dorchester.

WHERE SHALL HER POCKET BE?

To THE Editor of The Wheel :

A grave question has presented itself for my
consideration within the past week, one which
has up to the present writing faffled the ingen-
uity of myself, mv friends or the dressmakers
to solve in a satisfactory manner, and knowing
the almost unlimited resources of The Wheel
staff, also having implicit confidence in the Edi-
tor's taste in such matters, I most humbly ask
advice. Briefly, I want some philanthropic per-

son to locate a site for a pocket in my wheel
dress, whe e it will not be in the way of the
saddle, or yawn or do any of the hundred and
one unpretty things pockets seem determined to

do on the bicycle. If I were a band-boxy, made-
to-order young woman, who never carried any-

i thing in a pocket but a scrap of linen with an
I

initial on it, I should probably have no difficulty

' in the matter, but a pocket to be of real service

[

to me must be able to contain a bunch of keys,
a handkerchief, notebook and pencil, parts of a

j

nail set, pocket rule, knife, button-hook, pocket-

j

book—empty, of course, rubber bands, postage
stamps, several letters, and maybe an extra pair

I
of gloves. What would you suggest ?

I

Kate Lee.

i

[We call on some of the fair cyclists who read
this paper for enlightenment on this subject.
The woman's pocket ever was a mystery to us,

and we had much rather be condemned to write
an epic or locate the Pole than to find the pocket
of a woman's dress. Tell us all about it Mar-
guerite or Psyche.

—

Ed.]

MEETING OF CYCLISTS AT ASBURY
PARK.

The ordinance recently passed by the Board
of Commissioners of Asbury Park, N. J., pro-
hibiting cyclists from riding on the sidewalks,
and the arrest of three cyclists for violating the
ordinance, resulted in a meeting being held on
Wednesday, April 2. Over twenty wheelmen
were present. The chairman of the meeting
was J. Emory Barber, while Z. A. Zacharias
acted as secretary. There were also present:
Rev. F. C. Colby, of the Baptist Church ; Rev.
S. Edward Young, of the Westmirster Presby-
terian Church ; Dr. E. I. Ford, W. T. Penny-
packer, President of the Board of Health ; F.

Bird, J. M. Burtis, Geo. F. Smock. Jas. H.
Sexton, W. H. Staufiner, N. H. Kilmer, Hiram
Jelliff, Ed. M. Hope, W. B. Tompkins, J. S.

Edward Flitcroft, and A. J. Hill.

A lengthy discussion of the new ordinance
brought out the unanimous approval of an at-

tempt to secure modifications of the ordinance,
and a committee, consisting of Smock, Bird,
and Zacharias, was appointed to present the

matter to the commissioners at their next meet-
ing. Almost all of the cyclists present signified

iheir willingness to join the L. A. W. and to or-

ganize a local club.

The wheelmen are anxious to have the ordi-

nance modified because the streets of Asbury
Park are practically unrideable.

THE MISSOURI DIVISION MEET,

The wheelmen of Columbia are rapidly com-
pleting arrangements for the entertainment of

the M'ssouri Division this summer. The fol-

lowing general committees have been appointed
and are now at work : General Committee of

Arrangements—J. L. Douglas, R. M. Hockeday
and H. C. Penn, of Columbia. Transportation
—W. M. Brewster, of St. Louis ; W. J. Staples,

of Maryville, and G. A. Graves, of Joplin
Press—Walter Williams, of Columbia; H. C.
Woodruft, of Hannibal ; D. H. McNeil, of Kan-
sas City, and H. G. Wolzendorf, of St. Louis.
Racing—G. M. Wilder, St. Louis ; F. A. Scott,

of Moberly and J. L. Douglas, of Columbia.
There will be ten events on the race meet

programme, the prizes being gold medals and
other trophies. The hill-climbing championship
of the State will also be decided, and there will

be two runs of thirty miles each over Boone
County's fine gravel toll roads.

Go\-ernor Abbelt, cf New Jersey, has approved a bill

which pre- ides for the condemnation and purchase of turn-
pikes in the btate of New Jersey.

The favorite run of the Los Angeles wheelmen is to St.

Monica.

THE ORANGE WANDERERS' TOURNA-
MENT.

The Orange Wanderers brought themselves
together Tuesday evening of this week, and,
through the medium of a " Grand Cycling Tour-
nament," gave evidence that they are still in ex-
istence. Despite the disagreeable weather, a
fair-sized audience assembled in the Park Rink,
and the various events were loudly applauded.
Owing to the non-appearance of sevi ral of those
who had entered the bicycle races, these con-
tests were not as exciting as they might have
been. David Oakes, of the Riverside A. C,
Newark, captured the medals for the ordinary
and slow races, and Charles Coggeshall. of the
Bloomfield Cyclers, in the safety race had
everything his own way after winning the first

heat, there being but two entries. In the first

heat of the tug-of-war contest between the Ata-
lanta Wheelmen and Elizabeth Wheelmen the
former club won by two inches. Before the
second heat, to be pulied with the Orange boys,
a protest was entered by the Atalanta's against
permitting one of the Wanderers' team taking
p^rt, claiming that he was a professional, being
an instructor of gymnastics in the Y. M. C. A.
gymnasium. The controversy was finally set-

tled by entering the Elizabeth men again, and
the Atalanta's were once more victorious, win-
ning by a fraction of an inch, much to the sur-
prise of the members present. The game of
polo, by Canary anJ Taylor, on Eagles, was the
feature of the evening, and the Elizabeth Wheel-
men's "lightning change artist" was on hand,
with his same songs, joKes and clothes. D. J.

Canary ended the entertainment with his usual
intricate and graceful trick riding.

SUMMARY.
One-mile Ordinary Bicycle—David Oakes,

Riverside, A. C, first ; Charles Hedges, Orange
Y. M. C. A., second. Time, 3m. 27s.

One-Mile Safety Bicycle—Charles F. Cogge-
shall, Bloomfield Cyclers, first ; George Payne,
Jr., second. Time, 4m. is.

Tug-of-War—Elizabeth Wheelmen vs. Atalanta
Wheelmen, won by the latter by two inches.
Slow Race—The trial heats went to David

Oakes, Riverside A. C; C. T. Coggeshall,
Bloomfield Cyclers, and E. Townsend, Orange
Wanderers. Final heat, Oakes.

VAN WAGONER'S RIDE FROM BOSTON
TO CHICAGO.

William Van Wagoner writes us that he will

start on April 20th from Boston for a ride to

Chicago, to which he will attempt to average
100 miles a day. He will ride via Fit> hburg,
North Adams, Albany, Buflalo, through Canada
and Detroit to Chicago. Van Wagoner will

leave the Tremont House, Boston, at 12 o'clock

on April 20 and will attempt to reach the Illinois

Club-house ten days later. He will ride a
Broncho on his trip. Van Wagoner expects to

race a great deal on the path and road this year,

and will use an Eagle on the road and a Broncho
Swift and Hickory on the track. He is especi-
ally anxious to have wheelmen meet him on his

trip to the West, and make pace for him and
give him information of the roads.

MISSOURI DIVISION MEET PRIRES.

The prize list being made up for the coming
fifth annual meet will be unusually valuable
and attractive. A fine ball bearing girls' safety

from the- reliable factory of the Western Wheel
Works heads the list. Another prize that will

be offered needs only to be mentioned tobe appre-
ciated, one of the marvelous Kodak cameras,
made by the Eastman Co., Rochester, N. Y. The
Kodaks seem especially designed for wheel-
men, so small and light yet making 100 perfect

pictures. Missouri men will have a chance at

magnificent prizes.

Another unique feature will be the presenta-

tion of an elegant and costly silk banner, made
by the Young Ladies' Tennis Club, of Colum-
bia, to the town outside of St. Louis and Kansas
City having the largest delegation present.

This ought to bring every wtieelman in the

State.
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HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT.

Colonel Pope, in his admirable addresses, de-

livered before the Board of Trade of Hartford,

and the Carriage Builders' Association at Syra-

cuse, handled the subjfCt in a masterly manner.
His sound arguments, supported by facts and
figures, cannot but be convincing.
The deep interest manifested throughout the

land, and the action taken by the several State

Legislatures, go to show that the mass of the

people are awakening to the importance of the
" Movement for Better Roads."
At the late meeting of the authorities at Har-

risburg for a discussion of the question, an ex-

representative of an adjacent district wrote him-
self down an Ass-emblymanof very small caliber

when he put himself upon record as " opposed
to building good roads for the benefit of bicycle

riders and persons with fine carriages."

How great the contrast between his narrow-
minded views and those of the Hon. Norman J.

Coleman, who, as United States Commissioner
of Agriculture, gave expression in his Report,
as follows :

" A wise and well-regulated system of public

roads and h'ghways throughout the United
States is daily becoming a greater necessity for

the material development of the resources of this

country, and merits the earnest attention of

Congress. The common roads of the country

are the veins and arteries through which flow

the agricultural productions and the commercial
supplies, which are the life-blood of the nation,

to those great ducts of travel and transportation

—the railroads of the country.
" While our railway svstem has become the

most perfect in the world, the common roads of

the United States have been neglected, and are

inferior to those of any other civilized country
in the world. They are deficient in every neces-

sary qualification that is an attribute to a good
road ; in direction, in slope, in shape and ser-

vice, and, most of all, in want of repair. These
deficiencies have resulted not only fiom an igno-

rance of the true principles of road-making, but
also from the varied systems of road-building
in force in the several States of the Union, due
to defective legislation. The principle upon
which the several States have based much of

their road legislation is known as the " road-

tax " system of personal service and commuta-
tion, which is unsound as a principle, unjust in

its operations, wasteful in its practice, and unsat-
isfactory in its results. It is a relic of feudalism
borrowed from the " statute-labor" of England,
and its evil results are today apparent in the

neglected and ill-conditioned common roads of

the country.
" It is a question of vast importance to the wel-

fare of this nation, that these arteries of agri-

cultural and commercial life should receive the

attention that their importance deserve-*, and
that an effort should be made to remedy the

defects now existing and establish a system that

would be made uniform and efficient in all the
states of the Union.

" By the improvement of these common roads
every branch of our agricultural, commercial
and manufacturing interests would be materially
benefited. Every article brought to market would
be diminished in price ; the number of horses
necessary as a motive power would be reduced,
and by these and oiher retrenchments millions

of dollars would be annually saved to the public.

The expense of repairing roads, and the wear
and tear of vehicles and horses would be essen-
tially diminished, and the thousands of acres
of land, the products of which are now wasted'
in feeding unnecessary animals, in order to carry
on this character of transportation, would be de-
voted 10 the production of food for the inhabi-
tants of the country. In fact the public and pri-

vate advantages which would result from effect-

ing this great object in the improvement of our
highways are incalculable, not only to the agri
cultural community as a class, but to the whole
population, as a nation.

" The Government itself would be benefited in

a reduction of the charge incumbent upon the
transportation of its mails where these roads are
used as post- roads.

" I would recommend to Congress that it would
be advisable to provide for an investigation to
be made so that the outlines of a system could
be prepared which would be feasible under our
present forms and policies of both general and
State Government and taxation, to establish a
uniform condition of public highways."

Thus speaks the broad and liberal-minded
statesman, and let every right-minded individual

say Amen. Tentoone.
Lancaster, Pa., April 8, i8go.

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT IN
RHODE ISLAND.

Mr. William M. P. Bowen, of the Rhode
Island Highway Improvement Committee, is

very active in pushing the cause of good roads
in his State. Within the past few weeks a num-
ber of bills have been introduced into the Legis-

lature through the efforts of Mr. Bowen, and a
great deal of highway improvement literature

has been circulated. Among the bills introduced
are the following : A bill regulating the width
of wagon tires upon public highways, introduced
through the influence of the Rhode Island State

Roads Improvement Association of the Rhode
Island Division, L. A. W., and the Gentle-

men's Riding Club. The bill provides that the

tires used upon any wagon or vehicle traveling

on the public highways of any town or city in

the State shall comply with the following stand-

ard of width : All light pleasure vehicles, that is

wagons or vehicles with springs, weighing, when
unloaded, less than 1,500 lbs., and all cars and
vehicles used upon any railway track to be ex-
empted from the act. The width of tires upon
every wagon or vehicle drawn by one horse shall

be three inches ; two horses, four inches ; three
horses, five inches ; four, or more, horses, six

inches. Any person guilty of a misdemeanor
shall be punished by a fine of not less than $5,
or not more than $20.

A bill presented by the same associations,

mentioned above, provides for the erection and
maintenance of guide posts.

Another act, introduced by the associations

named above, provides for the creation of a
State Commissioner of Highways, and defines his

duties. He shall be nominated by the Governor,
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and he
must be a practical engineer. He shall receive
an annual salary of $2,500, and traveling expen-
ses; he may employ a clerk, and shall have certain

office-room in the City of Providence. He shall

annually inspect such public highways, cause-
ways and bridges as he may deem best, and
shall have maps of all the roads in the State. He
shall call a meeting every November of all town
and city Surveyors of Highways, for the purpose
of conference and discussion at his office in

Providence. He shall give any advice and in-

formation requested by Surveyors of Highways,
and shall report annually to the General Assem-
bly, at its January session, the condition of the

cities' and towns' highways and bridges ; tht

economic condition, and the general results

which have followed the construction of im-
proved highways. Upon the petition, or com-
plaint, of any ten legal residents, of any town or

city, setting forth that any public highway,
causeway or bridge is unsafe for traveling, he
shall have power to compel the town or city, in

which said unsafe public highway, causeway or
bridge is locat' d, to place said public highvifay,

causeway or bridge in safe condition. In case of

neglect, or refusal, on the part of any Town
Council, or Surveyor of Highways, to comply
with such instructions, he shall apply to the

Supreme Court to issue a writ of mandamus to

compel the action required. The Attorney
General shall act as the legal adviser of the

State Commissioner of Highways.
Another act, entitled, "The Repair of High-

ways and Bridges," has also been introduced,
and we sketch the salient features of the bill :

All public highways, causeways and bridges, as

hereinafter provided, lying or being within thc

bounds of any town, shall be kept in repair and
amended from time to time, so that the same
may be safe and convenient for travelers in

carts, vehicles or carriages at all seasons of the

year. Each town, at a public meeting of the

electors thereof, who are entitled to vote upon
any proposition to impose a tax for the expend-
iture of money, shall vote, raise and appropri-

ate such sum of money to be expended on pub-
lic highways. No turnpike road shall hereafter

be laid out in this State. Each town shall con-

stitute a highway district, and in each district

ihere shall be a Surveyor of Highways to act

under direction of the town council ;
such sur-

veyor shall be elected by the town council in

the month of February, and shall serve for a
term of three years, unless removed for cause.

He shall receive annual compensation. He
shall expend all appropriations, and shall report
annually to the meeting of the town council.

The bill provides that the town council of
such town shall erect and maintain a guide-post
in every necessary and convenient place, for the
direction of travelers, such post to be supplied
with a proper sign board, upon which shall be
plainly marked the name of the next town or
place, and such other town or place as the town
council thinks proper to state where such road
leads, and the number of miles to the same,
and the figure of a hand with the forefinger
pointing towards such town or places. Every
town which neglects or refuses to erect and
maintain such guide-posts shall be fined $3 for

every such post for every month it shall

neglect or refuse, one-half to the use of

the complainant and one-half to the use
of the State. Any person who tears down, de-
faces, or mutilates any guide post, or makes
any letters or figures upon it, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished
by a fine of not less than $5 or more than $20.

COURAGE IN RACING.

Of all the qualifications necessary in the make-
up of a champion, in any branch of athletics,

none is more important than courage. Races
without number have been won, when the only
resource the winner could call upon to carry
him through a desperate finish was this quality.

Taking the riders who have made a world-
wide reputation, we find some who lacked this

ingredient in their make-up, yet, by their won-
derful riding abilities, have placed their names
in the list of champions. Two of the best
specimens of gameness who are prominent to-

day are Howtll and Osmond, and gamer men
never crossed a wheel. They are, in sporting
parlance, "dead game," and may always be
depended upon to use up the last bit in their

endeavors to win. Furnival, the lion-hearted,
was a game rider, while his chum, Gatehou'e,
was just the opposite. The latter would be
going faster on his three-wheeler than many of

his fel.ow training men on bicycles. His final

work would be quite satisfactory, yet he would
turn up the morning of a race all out of fix and
not fit to ride, all through sheer nervousness.
Knapp is dead game, and Temple is while

he has a master-hand behind him to keep his

courage at the sticking point.

Crocker was not as game as he should have
been, while Woodside was a rank quitter ; he
would usually let up just at the moment when
he should be going his hardest. When his

opponent passed him he would then ride very
last but too late to win. Roweand Hendee were
both remarkable riders, but lacked gameness.
It is told of Rowe that when he got up for the

most important race he ever rode, his starter

could feel his wheel shake. When asked what
was the matter, he replied, nothing. " Why
man, you are beaten already," said his assistant

And he was. Jack Lee is noted for gameness;
so vvas Burnham. The list might be continued
indefinately.

The Anglo-American.

BRITISH AND IRISH HANDBOOK AND
GUIDE. 1890.

This book has just been issued by Mr. E. R.
Shipton, Secretary of the C. T. C. It is a well-

bound volume packed with touring information
from cover to cover, the whole occupying some
250 pages. There are excellent maps of Eng-
land, Ireland, Scotland and Wales. The book
contains lists of C. T. C. hotel headquarters,
temperance hotels, coffee taverns, consuls, re-

pair shops and calendar for the years 1890 and
1891 ; weather signs and forecasts ; the Constitu-

tion of the C. T. C; cycling laws and by-laws of

Great Britain, and a complete table of railway
and steamboat tariffs for the conveyance of bi-

cycles and tricycles ; hotel arrangements in

England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales
; hints to

cyclists on bicycle touring and Continental tour-

ing, by F. Freeman, and hints to road riders.

Price one shilling. Address E. R. Shipton, 140

Fleet Street, London, E. C, England. The
only blemish is the stolen emblem of the L. A.

W., which ornaments the cover.
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THE REV. H. R HAWEIS, M.A., ON
CYCLING.

Knowing the interest taken in all health-
i

giving occupations by the Rev. H. R. Haweis,
M.A., vicar of St. James', Westmoreland Street,

I went Chelseawards on an exquisite March
morning last Friday, and arrived in that favored
district when it must have been looking its best.

Cheyne Walk has an Old World air about it to

those who know it not, and must be a most con-

genial atmosphere to artists, writers, and the

like ; for here surely the weary can rest, if they

will. The houses are a mixture ; here is one
gray with age, there one rejoicing in the bril-

liancy of modern red brick, in one place a

modest one retiring into the background, while

in another an aggressive one forces its way to

the front and refuses to countenance any waste
space in its neighborhood.
At the elaborate iron gate—now, alas ! rapidly

growing extinct—of Queen's House I pause,
and seeing a young man tending a tricycle in

the paved space within, modestly inquire

whether Mr. Haweis is at home. After receiv-

ing a replv in the affirmative, I am ushered
into an old-fashioned hall, thence into a sitting-

room decorated principallv with old china, and
after waiting there a moment my cicerone re-

quests me to enter the study, from which so

many excellent and poetical thoughts and cheer-

ing, sensible words have gone forth to help
practical Christians on their daily way.
My host does not treat me like ihe intruder I

feel myself to be, but explains rapidly that all

he knows about cycling is at my service, though
he has but a few minutes to give me, an appoint-
ment in another quarter calling him away. In
fact, as I learn later, he has arranged to journey
to his proposed destination by cycle, accom-
panied by his wife. He seems to think I am
anxious to talk cycle manufacture with him. for

he promptly tells me he knows nothing about
them or those making them, but adds that Mrs.
Haweis is learned in such matters. However,
that not being my errand. I proceed to make
the best use of my time by asking a few ques-
tions, and by trying to recollect the answers.
He is a cyclist himself, I understand, suggest I,

having heard of an accident last season with
which he was intimately connected, lie is, he
replies—in fact, his whole family is, for it is, in

his opinion, a most excellent exercise for both
men and women, and most, perhaps, for the
latter, as walking does not come natural to

many of them ; therefore a cycle, on which their

weight is supported, comes in as an excellent
means of exercise and recreation.

Mrs. Haweis rides a good deal, their daughter
often accompanies them on their rides, while
their boy goes off to school every morning on
his tricycle most cheerfully. The picture is a
plea<iant one, indeed, and one worth dwelling
upon, but time is short, and I want to learn
what the author of " Music and Morals " thinks
about Sunday riding. Does he approve of it? I

ask, feeling sure one who so thoroughly believes
in "tongues in trees, books in the running
brooks, sermons in stones, and good in every-
thing," will not condemn it utterly. But I am
hardly prepared for the way he defends it, I

own. Surely, he says, we who live in this

hurrying world must have relaxation, and if not
during the week, why not on Sunday? Our
Lord always healed the body first before he
operated on the soul. "Mots sana in corpore

sano" seems to have been his principle ; may we
not follow his example ? Why a man using his
legs to cycle should be a greater sinner than he
who uses them for walking is beyond his com-
prehension, and he for one is in favor of Sun-
day cycling, so long as it leads to healthful
recreation. Touching on his accident then, he
explains how he fell from his tricycle and broke
his arm, and then, rather to my surprise, ex-
presses his satisfaction at having done so, for

he explains such a contretemps is ihe very best
education for a novice, for it teaches great care
and destroys all propensity to be showy rather
than safe in one's riding. I fear that we could
not all look upon such an adventure with such
equanimity, more especially if we were inter-
ested in no accident insurance company to
soothe our sorrows.

I then do a little enlightening on my own ac-
count, and proceed to explain how cyclists' ser-
vices are held on Sunday afternoon in various
places, which doubtless pleases my companion.
A$ % pVacUc^l rider, Mr. Hawejs thinks antj

speaks most strongly about the short-sighted

policy of the railway companies in changing ex-

orbiiant fares for the transport of cycles.

Thousands wou'd travel thousands of miles on
and ofif by rail whilst on cycling tours, but are
now deterred by the prohibitory rate charged
for giving their cycles a lift ! At this point

shame overcomes me at having far overstepped
the limit of time mentioned when I first entered,

and seconded—very heartily, I fear— by Mr.
Haweis, I move an adjournment, and we leave
the study of the generous-minded writer and
thinker—which room, by the way, would serve
as a subject for many articles such as this— for

the street, where I find three tricycles placed
ready for use, two of these being " Marlboro'
Clubs," the oiher of less modern make, wiih a

greater discrepancy in the diameter of the rims.

Mrs. Haweis then appearing, I am introduced
to her. I find that her knowledge of cycles is,

indeed, great, for she discusses the merits of

"Psychos," " Rudges," and other makes, the

relative weights and strengths of other ma-
chines, till I am inclined to think the Viaduct is

as attractive in her eyes as is Regent Street in

those of her sex generally. She enjoys town
riding, she acknowledges, though she prefers

tackling busy neighborhoods alone to_ being in

company, as one's own progress under such cir-

cumstances is quite enough to consider. Still

she has been frequently across to St. James'
with her daughter, and Marylebone is a far cry

from Chelsea, and busy thoroughfares lie be-

tween. It is interesting to learn that the next
venture the interesting family intends taking is

to mount a "Triplet," towards which they all

seem to cast the eye of affection.

I am glad to say at this point my considera-
tion for the feelings of my host and hostess here
asserted itself—pretty nearly time, I hear some
readers remark—so I make my bow and leave
them to the full enjoyment of as lovely a cycling

day as could be found, after having expressed
my thanks for the way they had tolerated my
persecution, and tendered my apologies for oc-

cupying such valuable time.

It would surely be considered a sort of crime
by "Violet Lome" and her followers if I did

not say something about Mrs. Haweis" costume,
so I may just mention a dark blue dress, gray
cape, and gray hat composed her ideas of a suit-

able dress for the purpose ; and for the benefit

of the clerical members of the C. T. C, who
have discussed so f jlly the suitability, or other-

wife, of certain cloths, coats, and cuts, the

dress worn by Mr. Haweis, consisting of a sort

of cutaway clerical coat, rather tight-fitting

trousers and hard black felt hat, rather square
built as to the top, seemed to answer most ad-
mirably every purpose demanded of it.

—

Comus,
in Bicycling News.

MODERN INTOLERANCE.

Those of us who are yet, and have been, say,

for fifteen years past, devotees of the wheel,
have doubtless heard and read—if, indeed, we
may not boast of personal experiences in one
or more cases—of assaults upon cyclis-ts. Far
back in the dim and remote seventies, when that
then strange, weird and incomprehensible crea-
ture, a cyclist, wheeled the earth in fear and
trembling, even as the great ancestor of the
Arabs is said to have prowled the desert, cases
of assault were numerous, and at that time not
altogether astonishing. It was to be expected
that the silent invader of the highways and by-
ways of this little island should meet with con-
tumely and opposition from those who had come
to regard the road as sacred to their horses and
their wheels. The purse-proud squire and par-
venu, ihe sporting publican, tradesman and ig-

norant peasant, all showed a bigoted and ludi-

crous intolerance of that steed of steel which,
fifteen years ago, was a source of wonder and
wild speculation, even in vil.ages but a little

remote from London, and now hardly induces a
second look even in the least known and most
secluded hamlets of the United Kingdom.
The majority of the men now upon the road

—the time-annihilators who have jumped into
prominence with the advent of light rear-driv-
ing safeties—have no recollection of the pains,
and penalties, and persecutions of those who
have gone before them and made their paths
straight. Let us recall the bull and chain bar-
barisms of the hilarious riders upon high-flying
four-horse coaches, the boyish brick-trick, the

wheeUspragging of the s^tnjrti^n roXjgh an^ tjife

rap-throwing of the "glorious human boy."
Truly the giant of intolerance was abroad in

those days. It is hardly more than six years
ago since a heroic and probably high-born whip
of the then Guildford Coach drove a rider off

the road between Guildford and Ripley, and
came parlous near to driving his Juggernaut-
like car over him and crushing out the life from
this miserable self-propelling cumberer of her
Majesty's highways. The crash of the flinty

fragment, at the size of which Macadam would
have stared aghast, as it starred the back panel,

gorgeous with its chrome and gold lettering, still

sounds sweet in our ears, and the sniggering
complacency of the youthful Tom-and Jerry-like

whip was changed swiftly to bitter wrath and
unavailing remorse. We wonder now. in these

our maturpr years, if that aristocrat of the box
ever tried the like again.
Such was the spirit of intolerance which met

the cyclist at every turn a decade or less ago,
and we are now prompted to inquire if the feel-

ings of the great majority of the public, by
which we mean the non cycling portion of the

population, have of late years taken a kindlier
turn towards the wheelmen of to-day. The re-

ply comes unhesitatingly in the affirmative, as
far as physical violence goes ; but whether the
horsey man and his fellows, and the large
numbers of those who do not wish or cannot
afford to cycle, regard the cyclists in a less hos-
tile manner, because they know he is becoming
a power, and can summon aid and champions in

the shape of such things as Unions and C. T.
C.'s, is more than we may attempt to divine.

That in the breasts of many the hatred exists

in an undiluted form is undeniable, for as late

as last Sunday week a cyclist was driven off the
road between the Sheen and Kingston Gates of

Richmond Park by a Hebrew tailor, driving a
pair-horse phaeton. In the matter of police

courts, too, where may the cyclist look for jus-

tice, save perhaps in the domains of Mr. Bridge
and Mr. Montagu Williams? Have not the cal-

low brood of to-day relinquished their well-worn
witticisms anent the " rounding of the wheel"
for an offensive and wholly unreliable axiom
not altogether unconnected with a reference to
" monkeys and gridirons ?" The child is father

to the man, and if the young thus grievously
offend with the tongue, may not the matured
larrikin assault with stick, or brick, or other im-
plement of savage warfare.

What prompts all these unpleasantnesses
against the humble cycler but the widespread
feeling of intolerance towards those who do what
they do not, and therefore must do wrong?
This spirit it was that a little while since
prompted some lady born and bred to hurl a
helpless wheelman from his wheel beneath a
'bus, which passed over h's thighs and broke
them both. No, the cyc'ist and cycling is far

from being mildly tolerated by the majority of

those who do not cycle, and it behooves all Uicn,

of every degree, who come to love and practice

the art, to stand firm in its interests and the in-

terests of those who ride, to support the Union,
that the sport and pastime may be supported
and defended with all the strength and majesty
of that law at whose dread frown even such
great people as captains in H. M, Navy tremble
and turn pale.

—

Cyclist.

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION.

Chief Consul Bull is tireless in his efforts to

boom the State Division membership this

spring. He has just issued a handsome appli-

cation form, to be hung up in the stores of

bicycle dealers, hotel corridors, etc. It con-
sists of a piece of stiff cardboard on which
is printed, in two attractive colors, the offi-

cial stamp of the Division and the title,

"League of American Wheelmen, an organ-
ization for the advancement of cycling, the
protection of the rights of wheelmen, and for

securing improvements in the condition of the
public roads and highways." On the lower half

of the card are affixed a number of application

blanks, and altogether it is the handsomest card
ever published by any S.ate Division, and it

will attract a great deal of attention. The Chief
Consul has also issued a circular-letter with the

object of getting new members. The letter out-

lines the work of the League and condenses the
benefits obtained from League membership into

a few pithy sentences. The work of the Chief
Consul is bearing good fruit, and the New York
Division will run away over 3,000 this ytar.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE WANING SOCIAL SEASON.

What has been the most successful social season known
to Philadelphia Wheelmen is rapidly drawing to a close.

Last dances, or last smokers, etc., are announced by nearly
all the clubs ; and, with the season tor active riding n'ar at

hand, the frequently asked question of " Shall we see you
at the ne.\t dance ? " will be changed to " Shall we see you
on the club run, Sunday ?

"

THE CENTURY DANCE.

Century held the fourth of her successful informal dances
in the parlors of the club-house on Thursday evening last.

On April ii, the fifth and last of the season will be held.

On Wednesday evening, April g, Pennsy gives what will

probably be her last dance, although it is likely that another
ball will be given. No date has as yet been decided upon,
but the matter is looked upon favorably.

THE SOUTH END WHEELMEN.
Our down-town friends, the South End, announce a

grand smoker and athle ic entertainment on April 17 as an
appropriate finish to the many stag parties which have
been given by them this winter. On April 24 they hold their

annual ball at St. George's Hall. The last sociable in the
club-house will be given Thursday of this week.
Philadelphia has canceled all social engagements on

account of the death of Mrs. Harold Lewis.

FIRST CENTURY RUN.

The first century run by any Philadelphia wheelmen for

1890 was made on Sunday last, by Mr. E. G. Kolb, the record
breaker of the South End Wheelmen, and Louis Geyler, of

the Century Wheelmen. The route taken was principally-

over the Lancaster Pike, between Overbrook and Paoli,

and the distance 103 miles.

THE " ITEM " ROAD RACE.

At a meeting, Tuesday evening, of representatives of the
different clubs, held at the request of the editois of the
Item to make arrangements for the 50-mile road race, which
they had proposed giving, it was decided to make the race
open to all amateurs r siding within the city limiis; that

the first prize, a handsome silver cup, must be won twice to

become the property of the contestant, who would then be
considered champion of Philadelphia, and that the entrance
fees would be used to purchase a second prize. The first

race will be held on May 10, the second on June 7, and, if

necessary, others will be arranged for later in the season.

THE COLUMBIA CYCLERS' SMOKER.

The Columbia Cyclers gave a successful smoker on Sat-

urday evening in the Strong & Green Riding School, which
had kindly been placed at their disposal by Manager W. A.
Whitmore.
The programme was as follows : Boxing. Messr'!. Birch-

ell and Hazelton, C. C. ; Wrestling, Dunivan and Winters,
Philopatrian Athletic Club ; Wrestling, Gillon and Sim-
mons, A. C. S. N.; Bo.xmg, Matt Stratt n and H. W.
Schlichter, A. C. S. N. ; Fencing, John Gallagh' r and W.
L. McCarney ; Wrestling. Busing^er and Riley, Forest
Athletic < lub ; Boxing, W. L. McCarney and John Rear-
den, La Salle Athletic Club. The finale of the evening's
enjoyment was an interesting game of Polo on Eagle bi-

cycles, by Edward O. Roe and Jack Hazelton, both mem-
bers of the club.

" RUN DOWN BY ROAD HOGS.

Chas. Wilson, Jr., of the South End Wheelmen, had a
narrow escape from serious injury one day last week. He
was run down by a couple of " road hogs " in a buggy— his

wheel totally wrecked, and yet he escaped with scarcely a

scratch. To make matters worse, the men threatened his

life with a drawn revolver ; and, but for the quick and
plucky action of Mr. Wilson, assisted by a police officer, the
matter might have been more serious than it now is. I

have been told that Mr. Wilson has been offered a com-
promise, but it is greatly to his credit that he has refused
It, and will place the matter in the hands of Chief Consul
Boyle for settlement.
Arrangements have been made for the Janitor of the

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club to furnish me Is to such mem-
bers as may desire them. As there no first-class restaurants
near the club-house, and many me ubers of the club reside

at some distance, this will doubtless prove to be a great
convenience.
Some three months ago, the Wilmington Wheel Club

staned a subscription to purchase a suitable testimonial for

the Superintendent of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,

who was the first in this part of the country to secure free

passage of wheels over this road. The Philadelphi i clubs
were asked for their assistance, and many of them have re-

sponded freely.

At the annual meeting of the Columbia Cyclers held on
Thursday last, the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : Presid-nt, H. C. Lawson ; Secretary, J. B.
Fontain, Jr.; Captain, F. T. Sheneman ; First Lieutenant,

J. E. Fitzgerald ; Second Lieutenant, H. Hilizen,

The Mt. Vernon Wheelmen celebrated their second an-
niversary by a banquet at the club-house last week.
One of the enjoyable features of the South End Wheel-

men's Ball last winter, was an innovation in the way of an
intermission, when Thomas Finley, of Sraithville, N. J.,

gave an exhibition of trick riding. This feature proved a
source of great pleasure to those present, and iMr Finley
has consented to come up again for the same purpose this

year.
Although, the same prominent lady riders, of the W. C.

T. U., that were visiting the city the litter part of January
were here again last week, I have not heard that any mem-
bers of the city clubs have been indulging in complimen-
tary suppers.
The incessant rain on Good Friday spoiled a fine day's

sport in racing. Just when the different races will be run,

that would have been held on that day, it is impossible to

say at present. Paul Berwyn.

DELAWARE COUNTv's ROADS.

The committee appointed at a public meeting held on
March 15 in behalf of road reform, and which was fully re-

ported in Thk Whbel, made a report on April 3. The
committee recommend that an organization be formed, to

be known as the Road Reform Associati n, and it is sug-

gested that a hearing be had befoie the Legislative Com-
mittee on Roads. Alter the report was adopted a perma-
nent organiiaiion was formed, and the following officers

were elected : President, Kichard 'Voung ; Vice-Presidents,

G. E. SiHcdley, J. F. Deckel. Thomas J. Hunt aud Richard
Ogdcn ; Coiresponding Secretary, W. M- Parker ; and
Recording Secretary, ?. W. §i^iitb.

NEWARK.
ATLANTA WHEELMEN S MEETING.

The first monthly meeiing of Atalanta Wheelmen under
the control of the new board of officers was held at the
club-house April 2, with thirty members in attendance.
The all-important racing question caused considerable dis-

cussion and was finally brought to a conclusion by appoint-
ing Messrs. Miller, Scudder and Rummell as a committee,
vested with full power to control everything relative to
this innovation, and it is imperative that all racing entries,
to receive the recognition of the club, have its sanction.
The project for a smoker in honor of winning the cup in
the Bowling League was knocked flat, the club deci ing in

favor of a final blow-out and dance to end the series
of ladies' nights auspiciously. It is intended to make it a
most brilliant event, and, to quote Stumpy Miller, will be
more "stylish " than all predecessors. Ex-President Miller
announced that the revision of the constitution, made
necessary by the incorporation of the club, was about com-
pleted. W. C. Swain and E. Miller received 1,000-mile
badges of a new and decidedly unique pattern Capt.
Rummell offered a prize to the rider second in attendance
to the club runs during the year, a prize having been here-
tofore announced for the one putting in an appearance at
the greatest number of these jaunts, five of which are on
the calendar for this month.
A "consummation devoutly to be wished " is that, with

the advent of the riding season, " claw-hammers" will be
put away by their owners and knickerbockers brought to the
.'ore once more. The fact that a smoker was out-voted for
a dance, in a wheeling organization, is adamantine proof
that sentimentality and "love of the beautiful ' is too deeply
enrooted into the hearts of many members, and that the
winter's gayety has degenerated their "sporting blood

"

most alarmingly

!

EASTER ON THE ROADS.
Easter was a great day for wheelmen hereabouts. The

week of compdratively fine weather preceding it was a
most potent factor in the generally good condition of the
roads, being remarkably changed, for the better, from the
Sunday before ; and from the large turn-out of riders it

may be consistently stated that it was the riding season's
opening day. ' ark. Central and South Orange Avenues
were all well patronized during the day, and the Irvington-
Millburn course—Springfield Avenue—was also thronged
with glittering wheels, many Brooklyn and New York men
being in the gathering. Charley Stenken, Hudson County's
f rmer flyer, was out with his Star, and accompanied by
Fred. Keer, a Newark member of the Jersey City Club,
and several Atalantas ran 10 Upper Mountclair. Keer, by
the way, is jubilant over his intended four-months' trip to
Europe, as well he may be, expecting to sail about June i.

The second club run of the A. W.'s took place Saturday
evening. " A moonlight to Caldwell, ' as it was down on
the bills, but owing to the high wind the baker's dozen who
participated in the spin became inthralled with the solitude
of Bloomfield, and the start made from there was home-
ward bound.

A. H Scudder has severed his connection with Howard
A Smith & Co. to take charge of a sundrj' department at
Alsdorf & Co.'s. He has the well-wishes for success from
his many cycling friends in his new undertaking.
The challenge to a tug-of-war caused quite a commotion

in the Atalanta's camp, it being a form of sport entirely un-
acquainted, to any extent, with the club's strongest mem-
bers, and the team is entered with a deal of pusillanimity.
Bets on the A. W.'s in this contest are conspicuous by their
absence.
That Eichhorn was not born to die young, is a self-evi-

dent fact, and that he is made of tough material is demon
strated almost daily. Since bee ming the proud possessor
of a new wheel he has given so many involuntary acrobatic
exhibiti ns in showing off new methods of dismounting
with neatness and dispatch that a common, every-day
header is to him devoid of all excitement. 1 welve of these
unrivaled displays and three smash-ups in a week and a
half is a record to be proud of, and it is doubtful if any
one will attempt to break it.

SrARK, Jr.

JERSEY CITY.

In the New Jersey edition of the World oi Sunday, April
6, aripeared a four-column article on the Hudson County
Wheelmen, headed by a rogues' gallery of thirteen mem-
bers of the club. I say members of the club ; I should ex-
plain that their names appeared under wood cuts which
were simply libelous. In the centre of the group sat
Colonel Pope on a tricycle, responding to the name of W.
T. Markham ; above him appeared I aptain Day wearing a
Jenness-Miller divided skirt and an elontrated mustache.
Next to him was Benedict seated on his Star machine,
wearing " an all-day-all-night-we-never-sleep " expression,
apparently returning from a banquet where Pommery Sec
was served in pitchers. Merseles is given a " new shirtee-
5-cent-old-shirtee- o-cent " expression, and two square

inches of his scalp has strayed. Dr. Johnson's photot;raph
shows that he is the same man that sold tickets for a dime
museum near Paul Bauer's at ' oney Island last Summer.
The names attached to the balance of the pictures were
Kluge, Stenken, Baggot, Bowman, Eveland, Griffiths,
Bettcher and Keegan.
The H. C. W. pool tournament, which has been in prog-

ress for some time between the five teams of three men
each, ended on Friday evening last in favor of Team No.
5, composed of Thomiar (Captain), Bowley and Merseles,
who won twenty-four of the forty games played. Team 3,
(Benedict, Post and ( ollins), who were a close second in
the race (twenty-three games won), have challenged Team
5 to a series of ten games, to be played this week, for a box
of Reine Victorias. The challenge has been accepted

.

The entertainment set for April 15 has been postponed
one week, owing to the engagement of some of the talent
for the first date named. The club theatre will seat two
hundred persons, but as the three hundred tickets issued by
the committee have been disposed of, the committee are
preparing to " flee from the wrath," etc.

Mr. J. J. Griffiths, a prominent member of the H. C. W.,
left New York on Monday last f' r an extended trip through
the South for the benefit of his health. He will be absent
about two months. C ome back fat, Johnny.

I understand that our Elizabeth friend Tanglefoot got
tangled up with a farmer out in Union County who had
never perused the New Jersey Bicycle Law. The story of
David and Goliath was illustrated on tliespot. Tanglefoot
as David " did up " farmer Goliath In a remarkably short
time, and has handed the m&tter over to the New Jersey
Division. 'Tis sad.

Ctt.^STER.

ELIZABETH.

\VHEELMEN .ASSAULTED.

On Saturday evening last at about 8:30 p. ,m., five mem-
bers of the Elizabeth 'Wheelmen started out for a run over
the Rahway Road While passing the residence of General
Fay, on Rahway Avenue, the riders were approached from
behind bv a wagon containing a man and some women.
The wheelmen were riding in the form of a five spot of
cards. Whipple and Caldwell ahead on safeties, then
I alkins on an ordinary, and after him Gilbert and Bonnett
on safeties. As the wagon passed the last two men the
horse shied. The driver swore at the horse and whipped
him up, and, as he passed Calkins, was going at a ^ooA
lively trot. • alkins, hearing the man passing by him,
looked around and called out, " What is this, a scorch ?

"

In reply he received a cur-^e. He then laughed at the
man as his horse broke into a trot. The man seized his
whip and made a strike. Instead of hitting Calkins as he
intended, the lash struck Caldwell, who was riding ahead.
The wheelmen were naturally very indignant that one of

their number had been struck, and threatened to arrest the
man. He then whipped up the horse after a pretty liberal
cursing, and disappeared down what the wheelmen
th'iught was a side road. They then dismounted, stacking
the wheels first in the road and afterward against the
fence, intending to proceed on foot to find out the name of
their assailant.
The wheels were hardly stacked before two men came

running up armed with a horse whip and garden hoe, and
followed by an ugly-looking mastiff and a woman carrying
a lantern and a whitewash brush. The men attacked the
wheelmen.
Gilbert and Bonnett stepped forward to expostulate with

the men, but were struck several murderous blows over the
head Gilbert was stunned and threw up his hands and
reeled. Bonnett attempted to help him, but received sev-
eral painful wounds The other three stood to one side
and did not offer to interfere. The two injured wheelmen
then went to the doctor and had him make an examination
of their injuries. Afterward they went to the residence of
( hief Consul Brown and laid the case before him. He has
put the case in the hands of the L. A. W. lawyer here, and
the New Jersey Division of the League will prosecute the
case to the bitter end

.

The assailants, Messrs. Theo. Glazer and his son, have
been arrested and are now under bail to await the action of
the Grand Jury.
Gilbert and Bonnett both say that if the others had stood

by them the affair would have terminated very differently.
The E W tug-of-war team pulled the Atalanta Wheel-

men, at the Orange Wanderers' tournament, on Wednesday
evening, but owing to the recent " mishap " to two mem-
bers of their team, did not pull in their usual shape.
Let this be a lesson to the great number of unattached

wheelmen in the State. Join the League, and so put your-
self under the protection of a body who has secured you
all the righis on the road that you now enjoy, and who
stands ready to protect you in those rights A similar affair

is liable to happ: n to any rider when he least expects it.

Then when it is too late he will be apt to wish he had sent
in his application for membership.

T.\NGLEFOOT.

MEMPHIS.

For the last few weeks our country has been so full of

water that we began to think cycling was one of the lost

arts. You could easily recognize a c\ cler anywhere you met
him by the dejection expressed so plainly in his entire

makeup.
Last week, however, the weather brightened and the

boys were soon fu'I of projects for the spring season.

Local ( onsul Julius Seilig called a meeting of the L. A. W.
and we determined to pull off ourcoats and increase largely
our League membershm. Several applications from ladies

were received and we hope ere the season is much older to

have eight or ten ladies riding. This, as a natural conse-
quence, will bring in their husbands, brothers and cer-

tainly their sweethearts. The tandem safety has done
much to induce the ladies to ride as they found it so easy to

learn.
We have invited the Clarksville, Tenn., wheelmen to

pay us a visit shortlv and they have accepted for the Sun-
day after Easter. We are anxious to have the State Meet
held here this year, and our idea in inviting the Clarksville

men was to show them that we could make the meet a

success. We have ^ bout forty miles of good pike and can
get the use of a fine half-mile track for little or nothing,

and I am sure that the Memphis wheelmen will give them
a hear y welcome.
On account of the continual rains the Racing Board have

decided to postpone the loo-mile road race until the last

of this month As the weather seems settled now this will

give the boys a chance to get in good condition. The
course is a hard one and some of the pro.spective prize win-

ners say that the committee selected the toughest piece of

road in the county. The course is ten rades out and return,

and is nearly all hilly, with a good many loose stones scat-

tered about, and if anyone succeeds in making it under
nine hours it will be eood work. The riders in training

for this event are William Woods, Julius Woods, Charles
Scott, John W. Sawyer, R. H. Whitman and T J. Deuprer.
All of them are now working hard and we think there will

be a very pretty race.

Sunday last ten of us made the trip to Hernando, Miss.,

fifty-two miles over the roughest kind of country roads.

The only redeeming feature of the trip was the practice

given the racing men in hill-climbing and the dinner. That
dinner will linger for yea'S in the minds of all that hungry
crowd. It was just such a dinner as can be found nowheie
but in the country in Mississippi. I felt sure it would be

fine when the hostess told us she was sorry we had not

given her longer notice, for experience has taught me that

that excuse always means that they have done their best.

Well, the dinner more than justified my hopes. That
chicken ! "That rich country milk I That delicious cake !

Ah, how good it was, and how fast it disappeared. The
trip home was much harder than the down trip on account

of the head wind and the dinner.
Eagle.

Mr. E. O. Siudley, the Grand Raoids agent, writes us

that cycling is booming in that city, there bein? at present

over two hundnd c\clists. The man;icer of their bicycle

department, Mr. E. M. Mooar, writes that the firm intends

to make their store the headquarters for wheelmen, and
will.be glad to see any visitors The tirpj handles Victors

^nti Colucobias.
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George S. Atwater and A. Kennedy Childe honored
Gotham during the week.

The Capital Cycie Co. has at last been obliged to move
from its quaint quarters at '4°^ New York Avenue, and has
gone further up into the northwest section of thecily. There
was a charm about the old place, owing chiefly to the in-

formality of everythingf. It was the home of the C. C. Co.
for many years, and as a need had arisen for new space,

lunny little buildinps had cropped cut on all sides of the
original building, until the place was one of the quaintest in

Washington. It grew too small, however, for tlieir needs,

and they have now taken possession of a five-story building

on Seventeenth and G Streets, N. W .opposite the War,
State and Navy Departments. Three large parlors, opening
into each othc, represent the Sales Department ; the front

room is the oflice ; the two in the rear are lined with wheels
in racks ready for inspection. On the second floor are the

wholesale offices ; the third and fourth floors are store

rooms. The whole basement is given up to the Repair De-
partment. They are settled and in running order, and.
thougV they sometimes sigh for the peculiar charm of

the old place, are in much more convenient shape to attend

to business.

BIG BARGAINS. — 50-in. Victor, 47-lb. Tricycle, one
brand new high grade ladies' bicycle, at second-hand

price. Write for particulars to Drawer X, Holyoke,
Mass. 4-25

FOR SALE.—54-in. Victor L. R.
;
prime condition ; 1888

pattern; witn cyclometer. King of Road lamp, bell,

lamp hanger and tools, $qo. W. E. M., P. O. Box 308,

New York. 4-1

1

$^-. CASH with order at once buys 54-in ball-bearing

J*-* bicycle
;
good order ; all improvements

; cost $135 ;

speak quick. Clinton Cycle Co., Clinton, IVIass. 4-n
STAR.— 48-in. Special ; 2-3 nickeled

;
power traps ; almost

good as new; $55. New Star Safety, $95; 45-in.

Special; hollow frame ; balls; nearly new; $tcx). E. A.
Hinds, Richfield Springs, N. Y. 5-23

FOR SALE.—48-in. Special Star ; first-class condition
;

hollow fran^e and rims ; tangent spokes ; roller and
ball bearings;^F.. S. Co.t, Binghamton, N. Y. 4-11

pOR SAL'^^-^Ivel Tandem Bicycle ; nearly new ; in ex-
' cellcnt repair. Will sell to the person bidding highest
over $125 ; original cost $200. Address answers to N. O.
R., care of The Wheel. 4-18

TTOR SALE.—Psycho Safety, new ; cost $145, only jqo.
'• Good 42-inch Star ; cost $125 for $70. Rudge-Humber
Tandem Tricycle ; cost $260 for only $65. L. P. Thayer
West Randolph, Vt. 4-18

CYCLOMETERS.
BUTCHER, to,ooo pattern, for sale cheap, or exchange

for other goods. Make offers. J. W. BADGER, 6

Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. t f c

WANTED.
small capital, by ex-
Repair Shop for Bi-

cycles ; General Engineering included. Address " GER-
TENBACH," P. O. Box 444, New York City. 4-18

BOYS' SAFETY FOR SALE CHEAP—Almost new.
F. H. C. P.O. Box, 444, New York City. tt

vyHAT am I offered for a 52-inch, 1866, full nick Expert.
'* Also the same, enameled, 46 inches. S., Box 444,
N. Y. t f

CTAR—For sale, Star Safety. Address F. H. C, P. O.
•-^ Box, 444, New York City, tf
"pOR SALE.—One gent's "Quadrant," one gent's
' "Singer," and two ladies' "Singer" Safeties; all

new, and latest patterns. Will take $110 for either one, to

close out stock. The Chicago Bicycle Co., 38 E. Van
Buren Street, Chicago, III.

pOR SALE CHEAP.—No. 2 National Safety; one
*• Speedwell safety ; one 50-inch Springfield Roadster

;

all in good condition. W. A. Young, Braceville, 111. 4-25

it /^ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ ford, Ct.

The Only Flexib'e Sporting Shoes Made.

Patented Aug.

Mkn's Bic\xi.F. Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $5
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50

No. 3. Dongolia, calf 3

Men's B.\se-B.\ll Shoe.
No. I . Kangaroo, hand sewed $7
No. 2. Kangaroo 5

No. 3. Russet, calf 5

Sprint Running.
No. I. Hand sewed $5
No. 2. Hand sewed 3

N.B.— If your agent does not keep them, send direct to

us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE. Randolph, Mass.

WANTED —PARTNER, with
perienced Machinist to start Repair Shop fojJBi

SAVE MONET. BEFORE YOU BUY
BICYCLE OR GUN

Send to A. W. GUMP & CO., Dajton, 0., for
Prices. Over 400 shop-worn and second-Land
Cycles, Repairing and Nickeling. Bicycles,
Gang and Tynewriters taken in trade.

SEND FOR LIST OF

NEW BICYCLES at REDUCED PRICES.

THE
Largest Can

ON THE

MARKET
Full 8 oz.,

With Brush,

50c,
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO..
CHICAGO.

IV. Y. Office, 77 Warren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

Hartford Safety Stand and Trainer. Price, only $6.
Reasons why Dealers should push the sale of them.

ist. It will make many new riders and greatly increase the sale of Safeties.

2d. It will perfect any person, especially ladies, in everything but the balance, which all

riders say is the easiest part to learn.

3d. When they have got the balance, they can't help but be in perfect condition to enjoy
riding, and won't give it up, saying it is too hard work.

4th. It makes a perfect stand for the wheel, which every owner of one should have. (Dott-
ed lines show position of braces when used as a stand.)

5th. The back braces are self-locking, and are made to attach or detach instantly, and also
can be adjusted to make any road tension you desire. Etc., etc., etc.

LIBERA.L DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
ORDER FROM THE FOLLOWING FIRMS ;

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., Ne-w York, Philadelphia or Chicago. MERWIN, HULBERT
& CO., 26 W. 23d St., New York. R, L. COLEMAN & CO., 35 Barclay St., New York.

The New York State Meet programme will be published
in June. Five thousand copies will be distributed.

The New York and New Jersey Racing Board is com-
posed of the following gentlemen: W.H. Ue Graaf, 47
West Fourteenth Street, ( hairman ; A. B. Barkman.
Brooklyn; Henry Gallien, Albany; Frank Kvcland. Jersey

City; and \ F. Rellingfr, Elizabeth.

mmmmm

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For BloToleih Onnit, efo. Throws only small quantity of oil at
.1 stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, r.r ^ent by mail on receipt of price, 50c. each. CLJSHMAN &
DENISON. 17-2 Ninth Avenue, New York.

Jersey-Fitting Stoci(ing.

3— 3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,

navy. League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to bag
at the knee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.00

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price
List.

Holmes'. Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument

to shov/ that it is the best thintjthat has been

made for holding the

stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting

and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented

in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stocking in the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as

tights,and holds the stock-

ings where they belong.

Price, $2.50; irithoiit

Supporter, $1.50.

Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom

of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
3 09 Kingston St. boston, mass

Warn^ick
Perfection

Cycles.

KEEFE & BECANNON,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

National,

Peerless,

Electric, Dandy,
Rovers, Vulcans, Eagles. - Players' (Brotherhood) League Outfitters.

SAFETY JOB LOT EXTRAORDINARY.
We have just purchased the entire remaining stock of 1889 Safeties carried over by the Western Wheel Works—about 300 in number—and

offer same at prices heretofore unknown in this country. These wheels had an immense sale last year and are well known to be O. K. We list

the Juno (Ladies' Safety), balls to rear wheel, at $40, formerly $60 ; the Crescent, balls both wheels, at #50, formerly $75 ; the Full Ball Crescent

at $60, formerly $90. Liberal discounts from above prices to the trade.

ROUSK, MAZARD St. CO., 13 C STREET, REORIA, IL.1-.

1890 CATALOGUE NOW OUT.
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"SPECIAL ORMONDE" LIGHT ROADSTER,
V^KIOHX, 36 LBS.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1
''"" BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

Look for cut and description of THE "LEAGUE" $75.00 SAFETY next week.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., Chicago, U. S. A.,
SOLE INIPORTERS OK

B£SrRlD£ll5.
OA'tA'los'i^e UNToxTCT- me^c3.y. CJoaaa-i^otojCLt .A-so^txtsi ^JVffc.xxted,
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$75 00. $75:00.

LEAGUE" SAFETY,
ALL BALL ; ALL STEEL TUBING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 B'wayJ.Y.

I;eai!n« Badge, Solid Sold, $3.50. Gold Filled Watch Charm, $'2.60. Pin, Solid Odd, $1.75.

Panics ordering any of Uie above g oris can have money refunded if not as represented, or will be sent C. O. D'
subject to examination. Samples to bicycle dealers sending their card.

DURYEA JE%VELRY CO., Wliole§ale Jewelers, 71 Nas!«aii St., «J. Y. City'

XBADE MARK.

BICYCLE SUITS.
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin & Co.'s

Bicycle Department,

H. STRUGNELL,
^ 310 Broadway, N. Y., asks your patronage for himself.

Kvery attention given to Cut, Fit and Style.

West Shore Railroad.
N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. Co., Lessee.

The popular route hclweeii Ihe Kamt aud
We««, via

The famous Hudson Rver and beautiful Mo-
hawk Valley, Albany. Utica, Syracuse, Ro-

chester, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis.

Sleepi g Cars without charge between abo^e points.

For information as to Rates, Time Tables, etc., address:

H. B. .JAfiOE, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 363
Broadway, New York.

F. J. M'OIjFE, General Agent Passenger Department,
Union D>-pot. Albany, N T.

E. J. WKEKS, General Agent, 1 Exchange St., Buffalo,
N. Y.

WJI. CXnWEL', General Western Passenger Agent,
107 Clark Street, Chicago, II!.

General Passenger Ag^ent,

5 Vanderbilt Ave., NEW YORK.
J^" Wheelmen should patronize the West Shore going

to the meets at Syracuse, Buffalo and Niagara Fal s.

Ecossais Cvcles,
tSQO MODE!-.

No^vsr ready for delivery.

Entirely free from side slipping.

Can be ridden v^ithont hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used in their construction is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEN D & CO.,
HUNT END, REDDITCH, EWGI-AIMD,

WHO WILL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
3S Words 25 Cent^

Two Tiisertiong 40 "

prOR SALE.—Victor Safety. i88q pattern ; also Butcher
^ Cyclometer and Lamp, .^dd^css Victor S, Box 444.

4--iS

trOR $r —Send $1 and get a chance for a hieh erade
Safety. Reference if necessary -• —

Fort Scott, Kansas, Bo.x No. 472.

Chas. H. Gardiner.
5-

T3 ARGAIN !—54-inch Columbia, '89 pattern :

'-' all balls ; warranted good as new, for $
W. M. Ferguson, Jefferson, Iowa.

nickel finish
;

JO ; cost $140.
4-.8

*feS C —Buys a brand new, highest grade, '90 pattern
<!P'-' J- Safety ; all balls ; all steel ; fully guaranteed. $75
buys the best all balls, all steel Safety made for that price,

$150. Royal Mail ; almost good as new, $'-,0 ; and 36 other
unapproachable second-J^~ bargains. I take wheels in

payment for books, type-writers, toys, cigars, printing,
organs ; and have an excellent buggy and market wagon
for sale, or trade. If you deal with me once you will be
glad to do so again. Waste no time, but write me at once.
John G. Zook, Litilz, Pa. 7-4 c

CWIFT SAFETY.—Almost new, $95 A bargain. W.
"^ A. Meeker. ^2q River Street, Troy, N. Y. Agent New
Rapid and American Cycles. 4-1B

pOR SALE—STAR—48-inch special :Star
; % nickel;

^ hollow frame and handle-bars ; in good condition ; a
bargain. Star, Box 444, New York City. 4-11

pOR SALE —48-inch Singer; nickeled, except wheels;
'• in good order, only $30. Hutchinson, 847 Prospect
Place, Brooklyn. 4-18

T7OR SALE.—soinch half-nickel Expert Columbia, with
*• lamp ; used only one season ;

good as new. Price,

$65. Address Ralph L. Thompson, Lisbon, Me. 4-18

CALE OR EXCHANGE.-Victor Light Roadster Tri-^ cycle, with spring forks, but little used. Will sell cheap,
or exchange for Safety or 52-inch Victor, or Columbia
Light Roadster Bicycle, or good, late make Pool Table.
L. A. W., 9937. " Box 305," Hornellsville, N. Y. 5-2

AXTANTED.—Gents' second-hand Safety; state make;
^^ order in ; time used ; it must be a bargain. Vivian
W. Hills, Norway, Me. 4-18

CYCLE HOUSES.
\A/'ANTED. -Position of any kind where thorough
•^ knowledge of men and things appertaing to cycHng
matters, combined with A i business experience, would be
of value. Advertiser is prominent wheelman. Address B.,

Box 24, Station D, New York City. 4-25

pOR SALE.—An 1889 Victor Safety ; ridden less than 100
-' miles; condition, good as new. For full particulars
apply to F. H. Camp, Box 444, New York City. t f

pOR SALE —52-inch Bicycle; good condition ; cheap.
• Call at Hofmann's, 80K South Street, Jersey City
Heights, N. J. 4-18

"pOR SALE— 52-inch Victor Light Roadster. $65; 50-inch
•* Expert, $70 ; both in fine condition. P. O. Box 444, N.
Y. 4-1

1

\XrANTED.—Offers on a Gentleman's Quadrant Tri-
* » cycle ; in good order ; cost $185. No reasonable offer
refused. Address for particulars Tricycle, Box 328, New
York 4-18

C AFETY WANTED —In good order, and must be cheap^ for cash ; ball bearing. Address Box 82, Long Branch
N. J. ^ 4-,8

-.-INCH EXPERT COLUMBIA BICYCLE; full
J-l- nickel

;
good as new ; for sale or exchange for a 53-

inch Light Roadster or Safety. H. H. Cooper, 25 ClifiE

Street, N. Y.
h 3

^_^^

- .-INCH LIGHT ROADSTER
; first rate condition for

J H- $40, or will exchange for smaller wheel. 314 President
Street, Brooklyn. ^_,j

pOR SALE-s4-inch Expert Columbia, fine condition,
* Kirkpatrick saddle, ball bearings, $65. J T D Box
444. '

4-,i

pOR SALE—Marlboro Club Tandem, in first-class con-^ dition; has been ridaen but little; suitable for lady
and gentleman or two ladies. 13 Holborn Street, Roxburv
Mass. ^4;
pOR SALE—5 [-inch Columbia Light Roadster, 50 Expert
-^ Neither wheel ridden fifty miles. Both bought last
September. Sell any price. R. Boniface, Secor House
Brooklyn. '

YYINSOK SILVER PLATING-Every owner of" a
bicycle should try a bottle of the Winsor Silver Plat

ing for polishing and replating nickel and silver on bicycles
Try this and you will use no other. Price 250 and 50c'
St imps taken. Address A. E. Stupplebeen, Chatham'

vyANTED-Machinist who understands bicycle repair-
>ng-

,

App y to J. W. Bate & Co., 324 Flatbush Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y. ^f
Vy-ANTED.- Rover-type Safety, in good condition; will

pay $40 ; address full particulars. F. H Wackett
216 E. 4th St., New York.

r.n wacket^t,

WILL SELL.
CAFETIES from $11 upwards, Columbias from $20'J upwards Stars from jBij upwards. Lowest prices
for new and second-hand bicycles. Send for cata
logue and price list. The White Cycle Co., Trenton,N. }. Secondhand wheels taken in exchange for newmounts. ^

pOR SALE. -New Mail Safety, pattern '89 ; ridden .00
miles

;
perfect condition .$95, cash. Address F Keer

874 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
^"'

pOR SALE. -Columbia Tandem Safety Bicycle- Ai con-' dition
;
lamp and cyclometer

; price, $,40 • wi 1 take in

ro'ad"stlT.aSet«. t'''-
"' "^^ ^^"'^^^ -^^^

W-^^^ -;^^- ^afety ^ Bit^^ Co.m^o:

Seld's'^finW.^r"
'"'"''' ^""'- A"«-' '^---

Novp Is "Vour Cliance for

CHEAP MACHINES.
We have a number of wheels on hand—new and second-

hand—and, having discontinued our business, are anxious
to dispose of them, and willing to do so for very httle

raonev
If you are looking for a cheap, but good wheel, you

may find something in the following list, and if there is,

you can have that something cheap, as well as have it good
— which every one wants :

I 50 in, " Centaur " (new). Regular price $60 ; we sell for

$45-
I 48-in. " Apollo " (new). Regular price $45 ; we sell for

$33-
I 36-in. " Apollo " (new). Regular price $21 ; we sell for

$15.
I 55-in Columbia Light Roadster; full nickeled; good

condition ; $60.
I 52-in. Columbia Expert ; full nickeled ; good condition;

$5=;-

I 52-in. American Light Champion ; full nickeled (we
sold this wheel last Spring, and the buyer, being unable to

meet payments, had to return it, so it is almost a new
wheel) ; $90.

I 50-in. Springfield Roadster ; fair condition
; $40.

I 52-in. " Star" ; full nickeled ; fair condition
; $25.

These are all we have, so if you want one, write early,

or it may be sold.

At the above prices, these are better chances than you
could find at an auction sale

.

WILLIAM HALPIN & CO.,
p. O. Box 2225. - - NE\F YORK.

Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

IWDIA1VAPOL.IS, INDIANA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows :

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., - - $35
King of Road, for boys, 27 in., 42
Fashion, drop frame, for boys

and girls, 27 in., - - 50
Pathfinder, for men, 30 in., 60

We have jobbers who carry large stock of our machines
in the following cities: Boston, New York, Philadelohia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishing quotations on our goods will be furnished
name of jobber nearest them on application to us.

Seod for our List of Secood-haod Wlieels,

THE PRICES TALK.

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,

No. 1406 F»ENN SQUARED,

PHILADELPHIA.

THE "WORTH"

Spring Frame Safety
IS THE

Smootliest Riding Wlieel in tlie Marltet.

CHICAGO
Good Agents Wanted.

We manufacture a full line of Safeties.

Call and see them or send for Catalogue.

BICYCLE CO.,
38 Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL,, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Hereivith I hauxi you %i.oo in payment for one year s

subscription, to begin luilk titc issue of.

Name

Address

Town or City

County State
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THE RICHARDSON BILL DEFEATED-

PUBUSHEO EVERY FKIDAY HORNINO.

Entered at the Post OflSce at second class rates.

Subscription Prio»,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

6 s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tnesdsy morning.

Late Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements mnst be received by

Tuesday morning to Insnre insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received antll Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per

year.

A PROMINENT Newark cyclist writes us

about the repaying of Newarlc's streets.

He states that the authorities will spend a couple

of million dollars on street improvement, and

the money will probably be spent for granite

pavements, unless a strong effort is made

by the League to convert them to asphalt. We
think a good vigorous movement would re-

sult in convincing the authorities that asphalt is

the most desirable pavement. The New Jersey

Division Board should call a meeting of cyclists

and public-spirited citizens of Newark, and no

doubt a number of prominent League men
would address the meeting and speak on the

subject of pavements.

THE wheelmen of New York State have rea-

son to congratulate themselves on the out-

look for good roads. There are no less than

five highway improvement bills in the State

Legislature. The bills introduced by the State

Highway Improvement Committee and by

Messrs. Butler and Cossum, representing the

famous Conference, rest in Committee. The
Weller Bill has been progressed, and Senator

Richardson writes that his bill will probably be

passed before the end of the week. The Rich-

ardson bill is a distinct advance on the others,

and it is warmly supported by the State Divis-

ion L. A. W. and by the State Highway Im-
provement Association. It provides that the

question of spending $10,000,000 on a State

system of macadamized roads shall be submit-

ted to a popular vote next November. Once the

bill has passed the Senate, there is every prob-

ability that the people will make it a law.

Since the above was put in type we learn that

the Richardson Bill was defeated, and it is also

probable that all highway improvement bills

introduced this year will be reported unfavor-
ably.

Mr. Richardson's bill providing for an appro-
priation of f10,000,000 for State roads, to be
submitted to the people, was defeated on Wed-
nesday by the following vote : Ayi^s.—Messrs.
Collins, Dean, Donaldson, Emerson, Erwin,
Hawkins, Hunter, Loughlin, Linson, Mc-
Naughton, Richardson, Van Gorder— 12. Noes.
—Messrs. Ahearn, Chase, Hendricks, Ives,

Jacobs, McCarren, O'Connor, Robertson,
Roesch, Sloan, Stewart—11. Lacking constitu-
tional majority.

THE IRVINGTON-MILLBURN ROAD
RACE.

The first meeting of the Executive Committee
of the Decoration Day Twenty-five Mile Handi-
cap Road Race wili be held this (Friday) evening.
The race will be probably held at the Irvington-
Millburn course. The trade is responding lib-

erally, and the list of prizes will be as large as
that of last year.

THE ENTRY BLANK.

To A. B. Barkman,
No. 241 Broadway, N. Y. City :

I herewith enclose $1 entrance fee in the
Twenty-five Mile Handicap Road Race, to be
held May 30, 1890, and I hereby certify that I

have never been a professional or a promateur,
and that my best time in any open event or
private trial of speed is as follows, viz.:

MILES

5

10

DATE. PUCE.

15

20

25

Name .

CI

right

ub

Address

Dated..

The

1890.

to reject any entry is reserved.

THE CHICAGO-WILMINGTON
RACE.

ROAD

Wilmington, Del., April 14, 1890.

Dear Sir—There has been so much discussion

in regard to the Chicago-Wilmington race,

which has now fallen through, that it may be of

interest to you to have a statement of just why
it will not come off, and I enclose herewith

copies of the last two letters, which—with the

statement that our final proposition was to put

up $250 cash by each club, and the Sporting Life

would put up $100 additional in the hands of

Mr. F. P. Prial, of The Wheel, the whole $350
to go to the winning team for prizes or ex-

penses, as they saw fit—explain themselves. As
there is now no prospect of a race, I would be

obliged if you would look into the matter care-

fully, and state which side, in your judgment,
is to blame for the fiasco.

We claim that the demands of the Chicago
Club were exorbitant and inadmissable, and
that they were made for the sole purpose of

breaking off the race. Neither in the challenge

to us nor in the negotiations was a word said

about expenses, until we had conceded every-

thing asked, and this was the only remaining
way to block the race. We think that the differ-

ence between an amateur and a professional is

that the former races for fun or " glory," and
that the terms demanded were more fitting for

a professional race than anything else. If we
had challenged the Chicago Club we should
have expected to go to Chicago and pay our
own way, just as we did to Buffalo, Reading,
Irvington, etc., and will do to Crawfordsville

and Irvington, and if we do not have the money
to go we stay at home. This is the way ama-
teur events are conducted almost without excep-
tion, and it is only necessary to run over a few
cycling races, such as the Murphy-Van Wag-
oner, Lumsden-Campbell, West vs. East at

Crawfordsville, Rochester-Buffalo, Wilmington-
Reading. N. Y. and N. J. T. R. R. A., and such

amateur events as football matches, cricket
matchts, the yacht races for the America Cup
and ihe sending of teams of athletes to Europe,
to show how universal this custom is.

The Chicago Cycling Club does not care to

race for glory, or even what is probably the
largest amount of cash ($350) ever offered in one
amateur event. This $350 would easily cover
the expenses of a team of six men if they were
at all economical, but they demand f6oo for a
janketing trip, knowing that it was utterly im-
possible for us to risk such a sum and $250
additional for prizes, even if we were willing to

throw it away in this reckless fashion, when
there are so many other pressing needs for it.

There has been so much talk about the Chi-
cago and Wilmington teams being more anxious
to talk than to race that we wish to show th-it

we were an.xious to race, and have used every
exertion to have the race come off.

Yours truly,

S. Wallis Merrihew.

CHICAGO to WILMINGTON.

Chicago, March 25, 1890.
S. W. Merrihew, Esq , Capt. W. W. C,

Wilmington, Del.:

Dear Sir—Your favor of March 13 duly re-

ceived and contents noted. You will kindly ex-
cuse my delay in answering. After giving the
matter due consideration, I decided to lay your
last proposition before our Board of Directors.
Acting under instructions from them, I have
this to say : We will abide by our original

proposition i. e., loser to pay for prize and ex-
penses of winner, or if you refuse to consider
that, we will agree that the expenses of the two
teams be lumped and each pay half, win or
lose, loser to pay for prize in addition to half of
expenses. Further than this we cannot go, for

the following reason : If we accepted your pro-
position, it would cost us for expenses of six

men, one substitute and trainer, round trip to

Philadelphia and $250 for prize, about $850 if

we lost while, should we win, and take the $250
you propose to put up and the $100 offered by
the Spotting Life, and apply same toward pay-
ing our expenses, we would be $250 out and
have no prize. This we consider an unfair
proposition, and one which we cannot accept.

The proposition made to you in my last com-
munication, dated March 7, was made in good
faith. Do I hear you refuse to accept a propos-
ition that you expect us to accept? An early

reply will be gratefully received.
Fraternally,

(Signed) N. H. Van Sicklen,
Capt. C. C. C.

WILMINGTON TO CHICAGO.

Wilmington, Del., April 5, 1890
N. H. Van Sicklen, Esq.,

Capt. Chicago C. C., Chicago, 111.:

Dear Sir—Your favor of March 25 duly re-

ceived and contents noted.

I regret very much that you refuse to accept
our proposition, as this decision ends all pros-
pects of a race. As I stated before, it is impos-
sible for us to raise more than $250, even if we
were inclined to do so. Even if it was custom-
ary to make an allowance for expenses, we
would regard this race as being exempt from
that rule on account of the peculiar nature of

the challenge ; but when it is remembered that

there is scarcely an instance where expenses
are allowed in amateur contests, the natural in-

ference is that your former great eagerness to

race has abated, and that this is but an excuse
to back out.

Regretting that so much time has been wasted
,

and that we will not have the pleasure of meet-
ing you, I remain.

Yours truly,

(Signed) S. Wallis Merrihew,
Capt. Wilmington Wheel Club.

PROGRAMME OF THE HARTARD MEET.

W. B. Greenleaf, Manager of the Harvard
Meet, sends us the following programme of

events . One-mile ordinary, scratch ; one-mile
safety, scratch ; one-mile safety handicap ; half-

mile ordinary handicap and one-mile tandem
safety handicap, all of which events are open to

amateurs. Two-miles ordinary handicap, inter-

collegiate ; one-mile ordinary, scratch, inter-

scholastic. Entries close May 3, with W. B,

Greefjleaf, 41 Weld Hall, Cambridge, Mass.
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FIXTURES.

April 19.— Business Meeting of California Division Board
of Officers, L. A. W , at San Francisco.

April 21.—Great Century Run, Committee meeting at

Riverside Wheelmen's Club-hiuse.
April 22.—Century Whtelmen's Annual Banquet at Pbila-

de'phia.
April 24.—South End Wheelmen's Annual Ball at St.

George's Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.

May 3.—Hill Climbing contest for Philadelphia riders.

May io.

—

Itejn five-mile road race for the championship of
Philadelphia.

May JO.—Harvard Universitv Cycling Club Race Meet at

Holmes' Fie'd Entries close May 3, with W.
B. Greenleaf, 41 Welde HalI,Cambridge,Mass.

May 17.—100-mile road race at Crawfordsville, Ind.

May 24.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address A. D.
Stewart.

May 26.—Touri ament of St. Louis Track Association.

May 26.—Race Meet at Woodstock.
May 30 —Maine Division, ( . A W., Meet at Lewiston.
May 30.—Inter club run of Philadelphia clubs to Devon.
May 30.—Tournament and Ten-mile Road Race, at Rome,

N.Y.
May 30.—Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, five-miles club

road race.

May 30.—Annual Century Run of Buffalo Wheelmen from
Erie to Buffalo.

May 30.—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at Wor es-

ter, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.
May 30.— International Wheelmen's Tournament, at Ni-

agara Falls Address Neil Campbell, Niagara
Falls, N.Y.

May 30.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago. Entries
close May 10 with R. D. Garden, 293 W. bash
Avenue, Chicago.

M^y 30.—Annual Decoration Day 25-mile handicap Road
Race, Irvington-Millburn Course. Address A.
1'. BarWman, 241 Broadway.

May 30, 31.—New Jersey liivision Meet at Plainfield. Pro-
gramme : Thursday, May 29, officers' meeting
at 8 p. M. ; Friday, 30, general business meeting
at 10 A. M., lunch at noon runs until 3:30, ban-
quet 4 p. M., theatre party 8 p m.; Saturday, 31,

parade at g A. m., photograph at 11 a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at 11:30 a.

M., races 1:30 p. m
May 31. -Inter collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval, New

York.
June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. Address F. A.

Elwell, Portland. Maine.
June 7.

—

Item five-mile road race for Philadelphia Cham-
pionship

June 9 —New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of the
Connecticut Division. Entries close June 2 with
E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive Street, New Haven,
Conn.

June 14.—Great Century Run. Orange to Philadelphia. Ad-
dress F. H. Cossitt 138 West 104th Street, New
York.

June 20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha.
June 20-22.—Wisconsin Division Meet and Race Meet at

Waukesha, Wis.
June 21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheelmen

only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14, with
Standard Cycle Co.

June 27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-

phia. Pa.
June 28.—Twenty-five M'le Team Race,Wilmington Wheel

Club vs. Chicago Cyc.ing Club, on Lancaster
Pike, near Philadelphia.

June 30-July 1.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.
July 4.—Upen Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to

Hamilton. O. Entries close June 21. Particu-

lars, address J E. Poorman, Eighth and Race
Streets, Cincinnati, O.

July 4-5.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
July 7.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

August 16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, loij Olive Stieet.

August 20-25 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Par-
ticulars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

Angnst %6-27.—L. A. W. Annnal ffieet at Niagara Falls,
N.T.

September 1-2.—Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament, at

Charter Oak Park.
September 1-2.—NewTork State Division Meet and Bare

meet at Syracnse. Address C. W. TVood, 118
South Salina ^treet.

September 12-13.—Peoria Race Meet.

THE ALLEGED WORLD'S RECORD.

From local Montgomery, Ala., papers we get

as much information as can be obtained about
the records credited to Frank M. Bell, a Mont-
gomery cyclist. The following is the story of his

record trials : Frank M. Bell is a young man
engaged in the telephone business and is eigh-

teen years of age. He believes he has sufficient

dexterity and endurance to make better short
distance records than have ever been made by
any of the world's champions. The wheel he
used was a Columbia racer, said to weigh nine-
teen pounds. The trial was made at Clisby
Park and quite a number of people were present
to see it. Bell represented the Y. M. C. A., of

which he is a member, and rode under its colors.

He accomplished the quarter-mile trial in 32s.,

his record being kept by three timekeepers, and
the half-mile occupied him im. i8|^s.

R. H, Polk, the referee, certifies that on the

8th day of April,' iSgo, Frank M. Bell rode one-
quarter-mile in 32s., and a half-mile in im.
iSj^s., without pape-iTiakers and from standing

start, the time being taking by pistol flash.

George O. Janney, Frank M. Hauser and C. R.
Hardy certified that they carefully watched the
event and examined watches. The timekeepers,
W. H. McKinney, W. J. Kerlin and J. P. Donlin,
certified that they used split-second watches and
that the three recorded 32s. for the quarter-mile.

The timekeepers for the half-mile certified that

their watches stopped at im. i8}^s. for the half-

mile. Their names are Fred S. Ball, Stephen
Scheussler and W. J. Kerlin. The starter was
Mr. James B. Simpson, and the pusher-off and
attendant was Mr. Paul Roder, gymnastic pro-

fessor of the Y. M. C. A.

HICKORY ELLIOTT'S RECEPTION.

Hickory Elliott comes right up to scratch
like a little man and announces that he will hold
a reception at Hickory Hall, which is in New-
ton, Mass., on April 18, at 7:30 p. M. There are
a number of special features about this recep-
tion. It will not be a regular *' coffee-and-

sinkers " affair, but a regular out-and-outer of

the brand MacAUister.
For instance, admission will be directly

through the door, and the invitations, although
very expensive, are sent out to prevent mis-
understanding with the doorkeeper. Should
any adult attempt to filter through the doorway
without "giving up" his little bit of paste-

board, the large and muscular doorman will

harrow the earth with him. The Newton ceme-
tery is large and the view very fine.

From the programme we take these selections,

first making a special note that Mr. Abbot Bas-
sett is down for a song ;

" Mr. Jones and lady are invited to be present
and assist in dispelling the general gloom."

" All dogs will be paralyzed and checked at

the lunch counter."

PROGRAMME.

Overture, - - - . " Ocean Pearls."

Ogden Orchestra.
This overture is designed to partially neutralize the usual

commotion, and attract attention to a given point. Do
you see the point ?

Miss Brown will read an appropriate "piece"
from William Carleton's works (often spoken
of as ^///Carleton, for short).

Please take notice this lady reads without stopping to
spell.

The orchestra will now play a selection from
" Faust," entitled the "Catch Me Galop."

(A mere coincidence ; no reflection on Miss Brown).

Now be prepared for the worst.
Mrs. Southwell has the floor (she wanted the

earth, but we compromised).
The teeth worn by this lady are from the large and varied

assortment always kept in stock at the doctor's warerooms.

Song, - - - - "In Old Madrid."
Miss Louise Ogden.

Something original may now be expected from
Mrs. Hopkins.

There is nothing unpleasant about this lady, except pos-
sibly her husband (furniture, spring beds, ball-bearing
refrigerators, etc. (" 39 Cornhill ').

Vocal Solo, . - - "White Wings."
Abbot Bassett.

By special request of several who have not heard him
sing. Police have consented to suspend the rules " for
sucn cases made and provided."

Cornet Solo.

Miss Daisy Monroe.

Duet, by a pair of -unknowns from the South
Cove.

This is an old song with a new leather washer.

Violin Solo, without accompaniment.
Miss Marian Ogden.

We will now give the first public exhibition of
Elliott's Automatic Tutor (not tooter), for

teaching beginners to ride the bicycle with-
out the use of arnica or court plaster, during
which the band are specially requested to

play "Annie Laurie,"

Those who have survived to this point will now
"break ranks" to indulge in gossip and
spring water, after a reasonable amount of
which we will make room for D. J. Canary,
the world's champion fancy bicyclist.

Our tendency is toward levity, but in the presence of this
wonderful man we stand bald-headed and silent.

Thanking you for your kind attention, etc., we
will all join in singing " My Country, 'tis

of Thee," after which the door will be un-
locked, and you are permitted to make your
escape.

WHEELMEN'S TRIP FROM NEW
YORK TO WASHINGTON.

Mr. F. P. Prial, Editor of The Wheel :

I beg to call your attention to the special ex-
cursion for Wheelmen, from New York to Wash-
ington and return, which I am now arranging.
This party will be limited to forty or fifty people,
and will leave New York via the Baltimore &
Ohio Short Line (depot foot of Liberty Street),

Saturday, May 11, at 5 P. M., in a special coach
and special baggage car for wheels. On arrival
at Washington, party will go to the Ebbitt House
for Supper. The Ebbitt House is the finest hotel
in Washington City, and I am certain that every
effort will be made by the proprietors to make
our two days' visit as pleasant as possible.
Sunday will be spent in touring in and about

the beautiful city of Washington, the streets of
which are asphalted, making it the paradise of
wheelmen. Monday we will visit the many pub-
lic buildings, the Capitol, Botanical Gardens,
Washington's Monument, Smithsonian Insti-
tute, National Museum, Corcoran Art Gallery,
State, War and Navy Departments, Pension and
Patent Offices, Treasury, Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, and the many other buildings, the
headquarters of the different departments of the
United States, reception at the White House by
President Harrison at i p. m.
Returning we will leave Washington at 10 P.

M. Monday night in special Pullman Palace
Sleeping Car, and arriving in New York Tues-
day morning about six o'clock. This will afford
two full days at Washington, giving ample op-
portunity to see everything, and arriving home
in time to go to business on Tuesday morning.
The entire cost of the trip, including railroad
fare, hotel and Pullman accommodations will
not exceed $16.50 per capita. This is an oppor-
tunity seldom offered and should betaken advan-
tage of, by all who can spare the time. This is

not half what it would cost to go individually.
A handsome souvenir Guide to the City of
Washington can be had on application.
Those who contemplate going on this trip

would do well to register at once.

Yours very truly,

Chas. Newbourg,
415 Broadway, N. Y.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C]

424,864,—Bicycle ; E. Doring and F. A. Sie-
geri. Saxony, Germany. Filed December 19,
i88g. Serial number, 334,268.

424,870.—Bicycle ; Siliman M. Fay, Boston,
Mass., assignor of one-half to Henry B, Sproul,
same place. Filed December 14, 1889. Serial

number, 333.761.

424,452.—Rubber tire ; P. J. Beiersmith, To-
ledo, Ohio, assignor to Henry L. Phelps, same
place. Filed November 9, 1889. Serial number,
327.750.

424,941.—Velocipede ; G. T. Warwick, Spring-
field, Mass., assignor to Warwick Cycle Com-
pany, same place. Filed June 20, 1889. Serial
number, 314.987.

425.697.—Bicycle pedal ; William G. Rankin,
Providence, R. I., assignor of one-half to B. T.
Bruce, same place. Filed December 6, 1889.
Serial number, 332,810.

425,789.— Bicycle brake
; Jan A. Hems, Me-

ran, Austria-Hungary. Filed February 2, 1889.
Serial number, 298,507. Patented also in Eng-
land, France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium
and Austria-Hungary.

Mr. Amzi T. Dodd, of No. 70 Park Place, Newark, N. J.,

has been appointed on the Eastern Transportation Com-
mittee.

The Los Angeles Wheelmen had a run to Sierra Madre
on Sunday last.

The attention of racing men is called to the Harvard
University meet, which is to be held on the loth of May.
The programme will be very attractive, and the Race
Committee are an.xious to have as many fast men in it as
possible.

W. S. Campbell, of the Berkeley Athletic Team, has been
training for the past week at the Berkeley track.

L. L. Clark, the young Berkeley rider who displayed such
fine form at Hartford last year, has left college and is now
employed in a bank. He will ride on the road but has per-
manently retired from the path.
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OUR ENGLISH LETTER.

On the 27th ult. the N. C. U. Council Meeting
was held, the principal matter c^f discussion

being a scheme proposed by the retiring exec-
utive for the reorganization of the Union. On
the motion of Mr. Todd this scheme was car-

ried, but only after many amendments by dif-

ferent local centres, proposing various amounts
for members and clubs. The subscription will

remain as at present, ids. 6d. for clubs and 5s.

for independent members. The Union still

lacks a secretary, no one having the courage to

be nominated for this purely honorary and by
no means easy post. The amendment against
Mr. P. T. Letchford having pecuniary interest

in the English championships for the current
year was also carried, but this gentleman ap-

pears to be in a position to snap his fingers at

all the amendments in Englani, as he had pre-

viously become the happy possessor of a prop-
erly drawn up and stamped agreement with the

Executive of the Union to engineer the cham
pionships under the direction of a committee of

that body, he to take one-third of the net profits

(if any) and to bear one-th rd of the net loss (if

any), and so there the matter rests at present.

France is getting up a touring club of her
own, with delegates in every part of that

country.
The Ninth Annual South London Cyclists'

Meet was held in very favonble weather on the
the 29th ult., when 341 cyclists rode in proces-

sion from the Green Min, Blackheath, to the

Sydney Arms Chiselhurst, where a monster tea

and social was afterwards held.

Selby's London to Brighton and back coach
record of 7h. son. received its quietus last week
by four members of the Brighton Excelsior C.

C. The start was made at q a. m., and Messrs.
Shute, Girling, Wilson and Grifl5n each taking a
turn. the Old Ship, at Brighton, was reached at

12:36 P. M. The return journey was made in 3h.

56m. and London reached at 4:32 P. M., and the
record handsomely broken by 18 minutes. The
machine ridden was a light Raleigh, and it stood
its work from beginning to end well.

The National Cyclists' Union has refused to

recognize the rather powerful bo iy which has
lately arisen in Scotland, called the Scottish

Cyclists' Union, and consequently war has been
declared, and the fighting strength of the N. C.

U. being 1.050 members, and that of the new
Union 1,200 members, and adhesions coming in

weekly, one of these bodies must stand down,
and home rule should carry the day. However,
the principal athletic body in Scotland, the

Scottish Amateur Athletic Association, with
whom rests the decision as to which Unfbn is to

govern cycling affairs in that country, had a
meeting last week, and appointed the secretary

of each union to check the figures of the oppo-
site body as to strength of membership, and the

result will be decided at the next meeting of the

S. A. A. A.
The paragraph in one of the American cycling

journals about the lady cyclist who took on the

quarter mile in 39s. and the professional who
can ride a mile, hands off, in 2m. 40s., has faith-

fully gone the rounds of the English and Scotch
press, and has met with criticism of all kinds,

notably skeptical.

A novel departure in cycle construction will

shortly be placed on the market by Messrs.
Morris, Wilson & Co , the makers of the
Referee Cycles. It consists of a combination of

crank and pedal. Full particulars are not pub-
lished yet.

RATHER EXPENSIVE.

On March 26, the jury at the Birmingham
Assizes awarded a cyclist ;i^i75 for injuries sus-

tained by a shot from a gentleman's gun. Last
autumn our unlucky cycler was on a tour
from London to Chester, and when passing
through Market Drayton, where defendant and
his party were out shooting, was struck by a
charge from the defendant's gun, and he re-

ceived twenty-six shots, most of them in his

head, and there three shots still remain. De-
fendant pleaded that the shot was accidental.

ROCHESTER.

The United States Serving- Machine Times reprints a col-

umn of comments on roads in its issue of April 5. Gover-
nor Hill's recommendation for improved highways is

quoted.

C. H. Lamson, of Portland, Maine, advertises his official

League pin and luggage carriers in our advertising col-

umns. The Lamson pin has long been popular with wheel-
men.

On Tuesday evening, April 15, the recently elected offi

ccrs of the Lake View Wtieelmen most excellently enter-
tained about seventy club members, and as many of their
lady admirers, at the organization's headquarters, 173 Lake
.Vvenue. A short programme was admirably rmdered
after which an elegant supper was thoroughly enjoyed by
all present. Music for dancing was furnistid by Professor
Rockwell's orchestra.
The club was lately the recipient of a magnificent piece

of furniture in the way of a picture, the work of C. O
Thompson, but presented to the club by Frank M. Crouch.
The crayon work was most elaborately executed and r pre-

sents a life-sized lion, copied from a photograph of one of
the noble beasts in the zoological garden at Philadelphia
The dimensions of the picture are eight by five feet. It is

encased in a sixteenth century frame with oxidized silver
trimmings The picture was exhibited in one of the promi-
nent show-windows of the city and elicited no end of com-
pliments. Buck & Sanger, proprietors of Power s Hotel,
offered the club I200 for the crayon, but the offer was re-

fused .

The Lake Views are unquestionably the most progressive
bicycle organization in the United States, and a jollier or
more gentlemanly set of fellows will not be found in any
other city the size or even larger than Rochester The mem-
bership limit of the club has been reiched and your corres-
pondent heartily desires the club to extend its limit, and
doubtless they will after reflecting upon a few facts which
will materially benefit them The most important factor
ten ling to bring a bicycle club into prominence is its racing
men, an 1 w^ouldn't it be a pity for so enterprising a club
like the one above alluded to not to get a speedy and desir-
able wheelman into the club who has just taken up his resi-

dence in Rochester ? What would the Lake Views do if

they do not extend their limit ?

(J.J Connolly, Ed Folsom, C J. Iven, Nathaniel Roe
and Charles Apoel, of this city, will compete in the bicycle
races at Hamilton, May 24, Woodstock, May 26, and at
Niagara Falls, May 30. George L. Estes will enter the
foot races at Woodstock.
The Rochester riders are at a great disadvantage in the

Canada races, as they are n it used to quarter-mile tracks
Th -re are sharp turns in these short tracks, which makes it

difficult and often dangerous to race on them without
previous practice
Henry E Ducker, of Buffalo, was in the city last week.

He had a long consultation with .;. J. Iven, President of
the West End Club, regarding a two days' tournament
which the latter is irrangin^ for.
Mayor Carroll, Rochester's newly elected city father,issued

a proclamati m last I hursday to the effect that every saloon
in the city must be closed on Sundays, and on the last Sab-
bath his orders to have the law enforced were fu ly recog-
nized by all. The reason this matter is her • mentioned is

that your representative felt impelled to say something
about a subject which assists the advancement of cycling.
Strange it may seem, but it is true, nevertheless, that a
number of bicycles were purchased by parties who have
and will wheel to surrounding towns an 1 resorts in order
to satisfy their thirst for drink Phis is a fact, and besides
those who bought a number of persons have been heard to
say that they will now get a bicycle and go out in the
country, fill up on milk and enjoy the pleasures of a true
wheelman.
According to an act of the State Legislature, which went

into effect June 30 last, all do;fs in Rochester over f jur
months old must be registered by their owners with the
city clerk on or before May 1 . The dogs so registered
will be heavily taxed and any not provided with collars and
registered may be killed by any police officer or constable,
who may collect fifty cents from the city for each dog so
killed. The act affects the entire State, except New York,
Kings and Erie Counties-
This action will be a blessing to the wheelmen, who can

now go out with less fear that their trousers will be perforated
with dogs' teeth than they formerly could. It is obvious
that the most canines which attack riders are the miserable
curs which have no home but tramp around and get their
free lunch by taking a fe>v ounces ot flesh from nearly all

the riders they sample. After May i these kind of animals
will be no more and then wheelmen can ride by the
muzzled, collared and chained canines and derisively smile
at them.

THE LADIES WHO CYCLE.

NEW ORLEANS.

LOUISIANA. CYCLING CLUB's ANNUAL MEETING AND BANQUET.

The Louisianas held their annual meeting on Monday,
April 7, and the following officers were elected to serve for
the ensuing year : President, W. C. Grivot ; Vice-Presi-
dent, Wm. H. Renaud, Jr ; Secretary-Treasurer, Louis A.
Dodge ; Captain, E. M. Graham ; Lieutenant, F. B. Born

;

Executive Committee, C. M. Fairchild, C. H. Fenner

;

Membership Committee, Calvin Hodges, Claus Bogel, J.
Nixon.
The annual reports of the retiring officers were read.

President Renaud reviewing the work of the past year, the
phenomenal increase in membership—which was over 100
per cent.—and dwelt especially on the riding proclivities of
its members, who on the last League meet carried off about
twenty-one out of twenty-five prizes.
The Secretary in his report showed some $500 on hand,

in addition to two lots of ground on Octavia Street, which
shall shortly be graced with a handsome club-house.
After the election the members and invited guests re-

paired to the Hotel Vonderbank, where the Annual Feed
Committee, composed of C. M. Fairchild, Chairman, H. H.
Hodgson, and W. C. Grivot, had prepared a royal spread.
Toasts.—" New Orleans Bicycle Club," response by Ed.

Shields, President ;
" The Press," L Jeff. Frederic ;

" Non-
wheeling Contingent," Mr. Geo. W. Christy ;

" The
Ladies,' H. H. Hodgson; "Louisiana Cycling Club," W.
C. Grivot, President.
The remarks of President Shields, on behalf of the New

Orleans Bicycle Club, were marked by the eloquent man-
ner in which he espoused the cause of union and friend-
ship. The touch of sincerity with which his words were
spoken won over the entire assembly and caused to be
registered within the hearts of all solemn resolutions of
peace as brother wheelmen.

Mr. H. A. Lammond, Captain of the Columbia Picycle
Club, of Washington, left for Colorado on 'Tuesday,, at the
advice of physician.

" Miranda," of " Lady Pictorial" fame,
Has been steeping her pen in gall,

And hurling a series of acrid jeers.

Unbridled contempt and malignant sneers.

At a being of whom, as it soon appears.
She knows nothing—no, nothing at all.

On " ladies who cycle " she rents her spleen.
And her views are most decided

;

She's a competent judge ! well, upon my word.
It seems to the reader a little absurd.
For it's very bad law to condemn unheard
A case ere you've fairly tried it.

She calls it " immodest." To rustic eyes
Which sight would be most shocking—

A stately mairon or blushing maid.
In modern evening dress arrayed.
Or a cycling dame, who at most displayed
A couple of inches of stocking ?

When a lady is learning to ride a horse
She has—to prevent her falling—

A stirrup, and also a crutch or two.
And she has to sit straight, though her limbs are askew,
And the horse, in the case of I lear not a few.
Finds the saddle incessantly galling.

On a cycle you sit in a natural pose.
And even the veriest duffer

Can perch on her saddle and pedal away
;

An 1 though she be awkward for many a day,
When she comes from her ride, has m reason to say
Thai she made a dumb animal suffer.

" We look hot and horrid "—well, just at first

It's hard to take it coolly
;

When you find that your feet are possessed of wings,
And you're raciUif away from the cars and things.
The excitement thit such a sensttion brings.
May redden one's cheeks unduly.

And she'd pass a law to spoil a sport
Which she never will understand, ah !

You never have flitted beneath the trees.

And glided out in the morning breeze.
Or you never had penned re.narks like these,

Oh, ignorant Mistress Miranda !

—Irish Cyclist and Athlete.

BROOKLYN.

Your other correspondents will orobably expatiate upon
the glorious weather of last Sundav, so I will skip that
portion of my letter, and briefly record the pleasa it trip
planned and executed by the new road officers. It was an
informal run, to cover that old reliable riding ground—the
" Oranges "—announced to start at 8:45 a. .m., sharp. And
it started at just that time, much to the dismay of Lewis,
Sch lefer, Raymond and Doyle, who—through no fault (?)

of their own—hid overslept themselves. However, they
made up their minds that they were going on that run, and
a race over the cobbles began. Doyle taltered now and
then, but the same old stereotyped " Only a little further

"

served to coach him al mg. Train connections were nicely
made, and on Central Avenue they had the satisfaction of
riding up to the first section with a got-the-world-in-my-vest-
pocket expression as they saluted ,apt. Fuller. A substan-
tial dinner was had at the Llewellyn Hotel, and the after-
noon was spent in a general inspection of the Orange and
Montclair roads, which were found in Ai condition. The
5:22 from West Orange brought the first informal run of

the newly electet to a successful close.

A ride in the Park last Saturday opened to the vision of
the poor ambitious private such a displ ly of gold and silver
trappings as to make his own modest ittire seem insignifi-

cant amidst such a resplendent exhibition. Evidence, in-

deed, that election had recently occurred—everything so
new and bright.
The dirt path worn down alongside the stone walk on

the way to the Island is in very good shape Persistent
riding upon it has accomplished this. Why not, when re-

turning, ride upon the opposite side, so that we may have
a go )d' path on either side, obviating the necessity of turn-
ing out for each other?
Mr. N. Rogers has been down on Barnegat Bay shoot-

ing, and as a result of his skill every man that left the
Brooklyn house on Monday night carried with him a pair
of ducks. A good story is told on President Potter : wrap-
ping two ducks carefully in paper preparatory to taking
them home, he was enticed into a game of biUi.^rds. Leav-
ing his package, he proceeded to give exhibitions of fancy
shots ; meanwhile, the funny men were busy with the care-
fully done up bundle. At the conclusion of the game Pot-
ter picked up his package and hurried home to put his

game on ice, which he did. The next m >rning the cook,
refusing to see the joke, threatened to leave, not liking to

find bundles containing old rubber shoes, etc , in her re-

frigerator.
Atoi .

The reported break of the quarter-mile bicycle record by
Frank M. Bell, of Montgomery, on April 8, has excited a
deal of attention in racing circles. We corresponded with
Mr. Bell for the purpjse of securing all information pos-
sible,and in reply we have received some newspaper clippings
giving detailed reports of his q larter-mile and half-mile
trials. We should judge that the trial was made on a one-
mile track,sinceoneof the reports refers to the ride as taking
place on the central portion of the Clisby Park. The certifi-

cates of the officials carry some weight, but the record will

no doubt be carefully investigated by the Board before it

is put on the slate. here is a remarkable discrepancy to

be noted between the time of the first quarter, 323., and of

the last quarter, 46)^5.

FATAL accident TO A CYCLIST.

Clarkson O'Regan, a ten-year old boy, was almost in-

stantly killed at Toronto on April 11. While riding a bicy-
cle on Shelbourne Street he fell under a street car, one of
the wheels passing over his head. The boy lived oiily a
few minutes. - .
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RACING RULES FOR 1890.

Mr. Charles Davol has just issued a pamphlet containing
revised racing rules for i8qo which we present in con-
densed form

.

The members of the Board are as follows : Charles S
Davol, Chairman, Warren, R. I. ; George Collister, 147
Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio ; R. IJ. Garden, zqi

Wabash Avenue. Chcaffo, 111. ; W H. De Graaf, 47 West
Fourteenth Street, New York ; and George D. Gideon, 17

North Sevei th Street. Philadelphia.
C>iairmen of District Boards :

District No. i—New England States. Louis A. Tracy,
Box 336. Hartford. Conn.

District No. 2 New York and New Jcsey. W. H. De
Graaf, 47 West Fourteenth Street, New York, N Y.

District No. 3—Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland. Dis-
trict of Columbia, Virginia and West Virginia. George D.
Gideon, 17 North Seventeenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

District No. 4—Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan, Wis-
consin, Illinois and Mis ouri. George Collister, 147 On-
tario Street. Cleveland, Ohio.

District No. 5—North ' arolina. South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Miss-ssippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas,
Tennessee and Indian Territory. H. H. Hodgson, 13
Carondelet Street, New Orleans, La.

District No. 6—Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado,
Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota.

District No. 7—Montana, Wyoming. New Mexico, Ari
zona, Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, California and
Nevada, R. A. Smythe, Box 2317, San Francisco, Cal.

POWERS OF THE RACING BOARD.

The Racine Board have charge of all matters per-
taining to cycling championships They have power to

make arrangements for the annual championships, which
are held under League auspices, and may assign such
other championships as are now or may be established to

such clubs or associations as they may consider most desir-

able and under such conditions as they may deem expedient
It is their duty to make inquiry regarding any wheelman

whose amateur status is questioned, and charges must be
entered with the Chairman of the Board. Pending inves-
tigation, the party against whom charges are brought may
be suspended from the track. The Board may also inves-

tigate the status of any wheelmen, even without formal
protest or charge, if, in the opinion of the Board, there is

any question as to the rider's status.

Any rider whose status is questionable is notified by
registered letter of the charges which have been made
against him, and failure to reply within thirty days shall be
considered an admission of guilt.

The Racing Board may reinstate any amateur on a
unanimous vote.

PENALTIES THE BOARD IMAV IMPOSE.

The Racing Board may suspend from the track
for such time as they may see fit any wheelman who is

guilty of unfair dealing or ungentlemanly conduct on the
track, or any wheelman who competes in a race n-t gov-
erned by the rules of the L. A. W. approved by the Board ;

any wheelman who knowingly competes with another
wheelmen who has been suspended will make himself
liable to a like penalty.
The Racing Board has the power to make such rules for

its government and the government of race meetings as
may be deemed expedient, and may appoint one or more
official handicappers at its discretion.

DEFINITION OF AN AMATEUR.

The Racing Board has decided that an amateur is one
who has never engaged in, nor assisted in, nor taught
cycling, nor any recognized athletic exercise, tor money or
other remuneration, nor knowingly competed with or
against a professional for a prize of any description.

VIOLATIONS OF TME DEFINITION.

A cyclist becomes a professional through any of the fol-

lowing causes : Engaging in cycling or any other athletic
sport either as a means of livelihood or for a wager, money
prize or gate money.
Personally teaching, training or coaching any person in

cycling or any other recognized athletic exercise as a means
of obtaining a livelihood 1 'r for any remuneration.
Competing with or making pace for a professional or

having pace made by a professional in public or for a prize
Selling, realizing upon, or otherwise turning into cash

any prize.
Accepting, directly or indirectlv, any remuneration,

compensation or expenses from a cycle manufacturer, agent,
or other person interested in the trade or sport for eye ing.

It is especially stipulated by the Board that a man may
teach the e ements of bicycling solely for the purpose of
effecting the sale of a bicycle without losing his amateur
status.

OFFICIAL HANDICAPPERS.

District No. 1.—New England States.
J. E. P. Burnham, 25 Park Street, Newton, Mass.
2. Henry Goodman, Drawer q, Hartford, Conn.

District No. 2.—New York and New Jersey.
I. F. P. Prial, Box 444, New York City.

District N > 3. -Pennsylvania, Maryland and Delaware.
I. George D. Gideon, 17 N. Seventh St., Phila., Pa.
3.

District No. 4.—Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina.

District No. 5.—Tennessee, Alabama.Georgia and Florida.
1. Charles J. Scherer, 211 Main St., Memphis, Tenn.
2. T. L. Ingram, i.)J^ Eleventh St , ( olumbus, Ga.

District No. 6.—Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas and Ar-
kansas.

I. A. M. Hill, 115 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.
2.

District No. 7.—Missouri, Kansas and Indian Territory.
I. C. H Stone, 3129 Franklin Ave , St. Louis, mo.
2.

District No 8.—Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia.
I. John T. Huntington, Brush Electric Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio.
2.

District No. 9.—Indiana, Illinois and Michigan.
I. A.J. Street, %.o% Seeley Avenue, Chicago, 111.

3.

District No. 10 —Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa.
I. S. F. Heath, 307 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis,

Minn,

District No. 11.—Colorado, Nebraska and New Mexico.

District No. 12.—North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana
and Wyoming.

District No. 13.—Idaho, Utah and Arizona.
I.

2.

District No. 14.—Oregon and Washington.

District No. 15.—California and Nevada.
1. Fred Russ Cook, 415 Market Street, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
2. H. C. F. Smith, Los Angeles, Cal.

GENERAL RULES—RECORDS.

The Racing Board will receive and pass upon all claims
for records, but, if requested, claimants must furnish a
statement from the judges and time-keepers of the event,
together with a sworn statement from a competent surveyor
certifying to the measurement of the track.
No record made at a meeting not governed by League

rules or by rules approved by the Racing Board, will be
accepted. No record made on Sunday will be accepted.
The Board will accept no record unless it is made in com-

petition between men at an open meeting, of which at least
one week's notice has been given The Board will enter
no record on its books that has been made on a board track
or under cover.
The Board has the right to exclude from the racing path

any machine which, in their judgment, does not come
within the commonly accepted meaning of the terms
"bicycle" and "tricycle," either by the peculiarity of its

construction or by undoubted mechanical advantages
which it may possess.

NATIONAL L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIPS.

The following National L. A. W. Championships have
been established by the Board : One, two and five mile
" ordinary " bicycle ; one, two and five mile " safety " bi-

cycle, and one, two and three mile " tandem safety
"

bicycle.
The country has been divided into seven racing districts,

as outlined above, each district being in charge of a Dis-
trict Racing Board, consisting of five members, which are
appointed by the National Racing Board.

district championships.

Each District Racing Board shall have entire charge of
all matters pertaining to the running of the championships
in its district. 1 he championships shall be contested prior
to August 15 of each year, at such place or places as the
District Board may determine. District championships are
open to any League member residing in the district The
winner or second man in each event may be entered in the
National championship events, and no wheelman, unless he
has finished first or second in a district championship event,
is eligible to compete in the National championships. He
may only compete in the National event or events corre-
sponding to the event or events in which he was placed in
the district championships, that is, a cyclist who finishes
first in a one-mile "ordinary" bicycle championship, may
enter the one-mile " ordinary " bicycle National champion-
ship, but he may not enter any other event.
The State Divisions may pay the expenses of a cyclist or

cyclists representing it at the district championships.

DATE OF national CH.AMPIONSHIPS.

The National Championships must be contested between
August 15 and October 15 of each year, at such place as the
National Racing Board may determine.
National and District 1 hampionships are open to League

members only, and trophies for National Championship
events shall be medals struck from the League dies ; to cost
in no case more than $50 ; the medal to become the property
of the winner. In States where there are no League Div-
isions permission will be granted clubs, or other authorized
associations, to hold State C hampionships
The Racing Board must give at least thirty days' notice

of the location and date of the National ( hampionships.
District Racing Boards must also give thirty days' notice

of the location and date of the District Championships.

THE DUTIES OF THE LEAGUE HANDICAPPERS.

The Board will appoint seven or more League Handicap-
pers, whose duty it is to classify the racing men and
frame handicaps. Classification will be based on the table
published below. Handicaps shall be based on the ability
as well as the records of the contestants. Handicaps shall
be framed, and the men classified before the day of the
race ; and shall be published on the programme, and shall
not be changed during the meeting.
Entries to handicaps and class races shall close seven

days prior to the contest.
AH clubs holding races under League rules, or under the

rules of any Athletic Association indorsed by the Racing
Board, must submit the entries to the handicap and class
races to the ofiicial handicapper of the district in which the
race is to be run.
Any cyclist who competes in a race, which is not handi-

capped or classed by the official district handicapper, shall
be liable to suspension from the race track for such time as
the Board may determine. The handicapper's fee shall be
twenty-five cents for each entry, to be paid by the club, or
managers of the race meeting, for which the handicapping
or classification is done.

RULE " G "

Any cycle or athletic club will be allowed, under special
sanction of the Board, to pay the entrance fees and actual
traveling expenses of a member, or members, whom they
may desire to represent them at a race meeting ; but, with-
out this special sanction, no competitor in amateur events
shall accept from his club, or from the club promoting
sports at which he competes, any payment for his expenses,
under penalty of suspension from the track for a time at

the discretion of the Board. Athlttic Clubs (members of
the A. A. U.) are not required to apply for this special

sanction, and racing men riding for A. A. U. Clubs are not
liable under this rule.

NO OPEN BETTING PERKllTTEl).

No open betting shall be permitted. The officials of a
race meet shall not bet upon the result of any race. Officials

found guilty of violating this rule will be debarred from
holding official positions at race meetings for such a time
as the board may determine.

In no case shall an order for goods be offered or taken in

any event.

THE CONDUCT OF A R.\CE MEET—ENTRIES.

Any cyclist entering amateur events who is not a mem-
ber of an amateur cycle or amateur athletic club must
satisfy the race meet committee that he is not a professional
either by his own statement in writing or oth rwise. The
committee always reserve the right to reject any entry
without being obliged to give a reason therefor.

THE OFFICERS OF A MEET.

The officers shall be as follows : A referee, three judges
at the finish, three time-keepers, one starter, one clerk of the
course, with assistants if necessary, one scorer, with assist-
ants if necessary, and one umpire for every one-eighth of a
mile.

EXECUTIVE BOARD.

The management of a meet shall be in charge of an Ex-
ecutive Board, which shall consist of the referee, judges
and the clerk of course This executive committee shall
adjudicate any questionable entry ; they shall have power
to make any alteration in the programme that they may
deem necessary ; they may disqualify competitors for any
protest lodged by another competitor, except in cases of
unfair riding.

The referee shall have general supervision of the race
meet. He shall give judgments on protests received by
him ; shall decide all questions or objections respecting
foul riding or offences of which he may be personally cog-
nizant, or which may be brought to his attention by an
umpire or other officer. He shall act as he may think best
in cases of misconduct by attendants, and shall disqualify
any competitor who may become liable to disqualification.

He shall decide all questions whose settlement is not other-
wise provided for in the rules. His decision in all cases is

final.

JUDGES.

It is the duty of the judges to decide the position of the
men at the finish. Two shall stand at one end of the tape
and the third at the other end. One shall take the winner,
another the second man, and the other the third man In
case of a disagreement the majority shall decide. Their
decision as to the order in which the men finish shall be final

and without appeal.

TIMEKEEPERS.

The timekeepers shall compare watches before the races,
and shall note any variance They shall time every event,
and, in case of a disagreement, the intermediate time of the
three watches shall be the official time. Time shall be
taken from the flash of the pistol. In case two of the
three watches mark a certain time, that shall be the official

time.

The scorer must record the laps made by each competi-
tor, and shall make a note of the finish as reported to him
by the judges, and of the time of the race as reported to
him by th« timekeepers. He may have assistants, if

necessary.

DUTIES OF THE STARTER.

It is the duty of the starter to send the men off after the
clerk of the course has informed him that all the competi-
tors are on their marks, but before giving the signal to
start he should give a signal for the mount, which should
also warn the timekeeper. After the men are mounted he
should ask, " Are you ready ? " and unless some competitor
or pusher-off asks for a further delay, the race should be
started, by the report of the pistol. In case the pistol

should miss fire, the start may be effected by the word
" Go." The starter may, at his discretion, put back, for a
distance not exceeding ten yards, any competitor who
starts before the signal is given. In case of a false start,

the competitors shall be called back by the starter and re-

started. Any competitor who refuses to obey shall be dis-

qualified. It is the duty of the starter to announce to the
competitors the distance they are to run, and to ring the
bell as the rideis pass over the mark for the final lap.

When starting a race, should any man fall within ten feet

of the scratch line, the contestants shall be recalled and the
race started over again. Time handicaps may be started
by the word " Go."

THE DUTY OF UMPIRES.

1 he duty of the umpire is to stand at such part of the
field as the referee may direct and watch the riding closely,

especially at the corners and turns, and immediately after
the race to report to the referee any competitor or com-
petitors whose riding he may consider unfair. In case the
track is over one-eighth of a mile, there should be an um-
pire at every one-eighth mile. In making a decision on a
claim of unfair riding, the referee is compelled to largely
rely on the information of the umpires.
No persons except the officials shall be allowed inside the

track. All officials must wear badges. Competitors not
engaged in the race actually taking place shall not be al-

lowed inside or upon the track. Any person making a false

entry .shall be disqualified and debarred from place or prize.

Choice or change of machines and choice of costume are
not limited, except that the shirt must not bare the shoul-
ders nor the breeches bare the knee. In any races distinctly

stated to be for a particular class of machines, a wheel may
be changed only for another wheel of the same class.

"Safety" bicycle races shall be limited to machines
whose driving wheels shall not exceed thirty-two inches in

diameter.
"Ordinary" bicycles, "safeties," and "tandem safeties"

shall not be ridden in the same race.

Kvery competitor will receive a card bearing a number,
which he must wear on his back during the race in which
he competes, and must keep himself informed as to the
time when his races come off, and must await the call of

the clerk in the dressing-room.

POSITION OF STARTERS.

The position of the starters in an event shall be decided
by lot by the promoters of the meeting, and these positions
must be published in the programme. When it becomes
necessary to draw for positions on the grounds the work
must be done by the clerk of the course and the starter,

POSITION IN HEAT RACES.

In heat races the winner of the first heat shall take the
pole in the next succeeding heat. When races are run in

heats and a final, the winner of the fastest heat shall take
the pole in the final.

(Concluded next week.)
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THE
Largest Can

ON IHE

MARKET
Fuinoz.,

With Brush,

50c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't gtt hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUblAii IHON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAGO.

N. Y. Office, 77 ^Varreii St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

QRDINARIES bought, sold and exchanged. Clinton Cycle Co., Clinton, MaaH., Columbia Agents and
^-' dealers in new and second-hand wheels of every description, cycling sundries, repairing. We still sell tlie Ordin-
ary Bicycle at somewhat lower prices than formerly, but still we have so far managed to find cuslomjrs. If you have
been unable to dispose of your Ordinary for a rea enable figure, in exchange or for cash, write t > us, enclosing 25c. in
stamps or otherwise, to in part pay for our trouble, postage, etc. Write us, fully stating, first, full description of your
wheel ; second, low st price ; third, whether you want to sell outright or exchange for a new Safety, a id, if so, of what
make and what you are willing to pay in oxchaniie. In return, we will write you, according to circumstances. If you
want to exchange, we will make you some offer for your wheel, and if you want to sell we will pat your wheel on our
second-hand list and do what we can to effect a sal;. If we succeel, our commissio 1 will be 10 per cent., no more, no
less. If we fail you are out only 23c., and, in the meantime, you h:ive the us2 of your wheel and may sell it yourself if

able. Write us, enclosing 25c., at once, as now is the time to sell.

TO BICYCLE DEALERS AND REPAIRERS.

Qui price list of Stampings, Parts, Fittings
and accessories for 1890 is now ready. We have in stock a

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties. Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WHITTEN. GODDING & CO..

118 « 120 Soutli Main Street, ' PROVIDEHCE, R. I.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
MAKERS OF THE

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE. DIAMOND
$85

SAFETY.
Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

SAY TO YOUR FRIENDS,
men or women, who wish to learn to ride the bicycle, that

Private Lessons are given in my large hall (floor

space, clear, 50 x 100) every day and evening (Sundays

excepted).

Lessons are by appointment. Hours can be secured

in advance, and further particulars learned at my office.

Come personally, write or telephone. .

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
313 W. 58th Street, Near 8th Ave.,

NEW YORK.

NEW AND USEFUL

Perfection Tire Heater

Patented No. 323,686, Aug. 4, 1885.

Loose tires cemented, on the road, in a few moments.

Can be carried in the tool bag.

A simple economizer of lime, money and patience.

Can be procured of any dealer in bicycles or of

the manufacturer.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
No Spectators. Telephone—1164, 39th §treet. 3 1 3 West 58th St., NEW YORK.
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THE RICHARDSON BILLNOW BE FORE
THE NEW YORK STATE LEGISLA-
TURE.

Introduced by Mr. Richardson—read twice,

ordered printed, and referred to the committee
on roads and bridges—reported favorably from
said committee, with amendments, and com-
mitted to the committee of the whole.

AN ACT
TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF STATE

ROADS AND TO SUBMIT TO THE PEOPLE A LAW
AUTHORIZING A LOAN FOR THE PAYMENT OF
THE COST THEREOF, AND PROVIDING FOR THE
APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONERS TO SUPER-
VISE THE SAME.

T/ie people of the State of New York, repre-

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :

Section i. Within ten days after the assemb-
ling of the legislature, meeting next niUr the

approval of this act by the people, as herein-

after provided, the governor shall nominate and
by and with the advice and consentof the Senate,

shall appointfour competent citizens of this State,

two belonging to the patty which cast the

largest vote for governor at the last election for

governor of this State, and two belonging to the

party which cast the next largest vote for gover-

nor at such election, who shall be commission-
sioners of State roads, and they are hereby
authorized to borrow, on the credit of the State,

ten million dollars, at a rate of interest not ex-

ceeding three per cent, per annum, and reim-
bursable at such periods as shall be determined
by the said commissioners, not exceeding eight-

j

een years, from the time of making such loan.

All provisions of law in relation to such loans

made by commissioners of the canal fund, and
the issue and transfer of certificates of s ock
shall apply to loans authorized by this act, so

far as the same are applicable.

Sec. 2. The moneys realized upon such loan

shall be applied exclusively for the payment of

the cost and expenses of surveying, laying out,

con tructing and maintaining State roads in the

several counties of this State, not in cities nor
incorporated villages, in accordance with the

provisions of section nine of this act, and for

no other purpose whatever.
Sec. 3. The sum of two million dollars is

hereby appropriated, out of any money received

into the treasury arising from such loan, to be

paid by the treasurer on the warrant of the

comptroller, upon the requisition of said com-
missioners, or a majority of them, for the pur-

pose of carrying on the construction of said

roads.
Sec. 4. An annual tax is hereby imposed, and

shall be levied and collected in the same man-
ner as other State taxes are levied and collected,

sufl5cient to pay the interest and redeem the

principal of the loan hereby authorized, within

eighteen years from the time of the contracting

thereof. The comptroller shall ascertain and
determine what sum, being applied in payment
principal and interest, in the first year after the

tax can be collected as aforesaid, and in each
succeeding year thereafter, within the period of

eighteen years from the time of contracting

said loan, will be sufficient to pay the interest

and redeem the principal of said loan within

said period of eighteen years ; and shall in

each year apportion the sum so required among
the several counties of this State, according to

the then last corrected assessment rolls returned

to his office, and shall give notice of such ap-

portionment to the boards of supervisors of the

respective counties. It shall be the duty of the

boards of supervisors of the respective coun-

ties to cause the amount so apportioned in each

year to be levied, collected and paid to the treas-

urer of this State, in the same manner as other

State taxes. The money collected and paid

into the treasury under this section shall con-

stitute a sinking fund to pay the interest and
redeem the principal of the loan contracted pur-

suant to this act, and shall be sacredly apjjiied

to that purpose ; and if, at any time, the sinking

fund shall be insufficient to comply with the

requirements of this section, the comptroller

shall increase the sum thereafter to be levied

and collected by tax in each year, so as to make
the fund adequate for the purpose aforesaid.

Sec. 5. This act shall be submitted to the

people of this State at the next general election,

in accordance with the provisions of section

twelve of article seven of the constitution of this

State, and the votes given for its adoption shall

be indorsed " constitutional loan," and shall be
in the following form :

" For a loan of ten mill-

ion dollars for the construction of State roads ;"

and those given against its adoption shall be in-

dorsed "constitutional loan," and shall be in

the following form :
" Against a loan of ten

million dollars for the construction of Siate

roads. The inspectors of the several election

districts in this State shall provide a separate
box, in which the ballots given in pursuance of

this act shall be deposited. The ballots shall be
canvassed and returned, and the result shall be
determined and certified in the same manner as

votes given for the office of governor of this

State. If a majority of the votes cast, pursuant
to this act, shall be " for a loan of ten million

dollars for the construction of State roads," then
the preceding sections of this act shall take
effect ; but if a majority of the votes so cast

shall be " against a loan of ten million dollars

for the construction of State roads," then the
said section shall not take effect, but shall be
inoperative.

Sec. 6. If a majority of the votes cast pursu-
ant to the provisions of this act shall be "for a
loan of ten million of dollars for the construc-
tion of State roads," within twenty days after

their appointment the said commissioners of

State roads shall meet in some room in the Cap-
itol, at Albany, which shall be provided for their

use use by the superintendent of public build-

ings, and shall then and there determine by lot

which of said commissioners shall serve as such
for two years and which for four years, and
shall so determine that one of the commission-
ers who belongs to the political party which cast

the largest number of votes for governor at the
then last election for governor in this State shall

serve two years, and the other commissioner
belonging to said party shall serve for four
years, and that one of the commissioners who
belongs to the political party which cast the
next largest number of votes for governor at

said election for governor shall serve for two
years, and the other commissioner belonging to

said last-named party shall serve for four years.
Two of said commissioners shall serve for two
years and two thereof shall serve for four years,
and they shall serve without compensation but
their actual and necessary expenses and dis-

bursements, incurred, or made, in the discharge
of their duties under this act shall be allowed
and paid to them out of the moneys received on
such loan, upon vouchers to be approved by the
comptroller. In case any vacancy occurs in the
office of a commissioner before the expiration of
his term of office, by reason of his death
resignation, inability to serve, or removal
from this State, or otherwise, the same
shall be filled for the remaining portion of
his term, in the same manner as is herein-
after provided for the appointment of a suc-
cessor to any such commissioner upon the
expiration of his term of service. Upon the ex-
piration of the term of service of any commis-
sioner of State roads, if the same occurs during
the session of the legislature, his successor shall

be appointed by the legislature in the manner
provided by law for the election of senators to

congress, except that the election may take place
at any time during the session of the legislature,

as it may determine, and such successor shall
belong to the same political party as the com-
missioner whom he succeeds. In case such ex-
piration shall occur after the final adjournment
of one legislature and before the assembling of
the next legislature, the governor shall appoint
a successor from the same party to which the
predecessor belonged, who shall hold office until

twenty days after the assembling of the next
legislature, when the legislature shall select and
appoint a commissioner in his place for the full

term of four years, from the same political

party to which such*predecessor belonged.
Sec. 7. The commissioners of State roads,

herein appointed, shall select, by ballot or other-
wise, as they may determine, one of their num-
ber as chairman of their board, and another
thereof as secretary thereof, and may employ a
clerk and such other subordinate assistants as
they may require to carry out the provisions of
this act, but the aggregate of salaries for clerk
and assistants shall not exceed the sum of five

thousand dollars annually.
Sec. 8. The State engineer and surveyor shall

determine the character and kind of roads that
shall be constructed under this act, with the ap-
proval of the said commissioners, and the said
commissioners shall suitably advertise for bids
for the construction thereof in separate parcels,

designated by line of route and termini, which
bids shall, at a day and an hour fixed in such
advertisements, in the presence of said com-
missioners, be opened by their chairman, and
each separate parcel or route shall be let to the
lowest responsible bidder or bidders therefor
who offers to complete the same within a time
fixed in such advertisement ; unless such com-
missioners shall determine that such lowest bid
is in excess of a reasonable remuneration for
the work and materials required for such work ;

in which case such work shall again be adver-
tised under like prov sions.

Sec. 9.—The State engineer and surveyor
shall, under the direction and control of said
commissioners, project such State roads, and
cause the same to be properly surveyed in the
several counties of this State, outside of cities

and incorporated villages, in such manner as to
connect, by means thereof, the county seats of
adjacent counties, or such other points in said
counties of greater importance, as he may
judge best to serve the interests of the public,
using for such purpose, so far as practicable,
the land already devoted to public roads in each
case. When.ever the inhabitants of any county
shall disapprove the line of route thus selected
by the State engineer and surveyor, they may,
at any time before the acceptance of any bid for

the construction of such road or roads, petition

the said conamissioners to be heard in opposition
thereto, and if, on the hearing, such commis-
sioners are satisfied that any modification or
change of route as shall be asked for by said
inhabitants will best subserve the interests of
the public and will involve no considerable in-

crease of cost, it shall be their duty so to cer-
tify to the State engineer and surveyor, who
shall thereupon cause such route to conform to

the modification or change which the said com-
missioner shall approve.

THE RICHARDSON BILL PROGRESSED
IN THE NEW YORK SENATE.

The Richardson B II which appropriates $ic,-

000,000 for State roads, came up in the Senate
on April ii. The bill was opposed in commit-
tee on the who'e by Mr. Fassett on the ground
that it would impose an enormous burden on
farmers ; he admitted, however, that a change
in the law for working roads was advisable ; he
also stated that the bill was simply a big scheme
to spend money, and the f10,000,000 mentioned
in it would not be a marker to what would be
actually needed. Mr. Richardson stated that,

under the existing law, decent roads were im-
possible, and that the farmers and all residents
in the country favored his bill. The State main-
tains canals as water highways, and it should
take equal care of the highways. Mr. Hunter
stated that the bill could not become a law until

the people voted to make it a law, and he should
be glad to have the bill passed, so that the
people might express their opinion through the
polls. The bill gives farmeKS the advantage of
good roads largely at the expense of the cities

;

the cities might oppose the bill, but the farmers
should favor it. Senator Erwin made a very
strong speech in favor of the bill and of roads
improvement. He said :

" Millions have been
spent on the gorgeous capitol palace, on State
asylums, prisons, armories and water-ways, and
this Richardson Bill strikes the key note of
legislative work for the next twenty years. New
York State has the meanest roads in the uni-
verse. The $17,000,000 spent on the capitol

merely encouraged extravagance." The Senator
also stated that the prison problem would be
solved by constructing State highways by the
convicts. Mr. Laughlin also made a speech in

favor of the bill, and on vote it was progressed.

The Turner's Falls Reporter, of Turner's Falls, Mass., ihe
editor of which, Mr. C T. Bagnall, is an enthusiaslic
cyclist, prints several columns of interesiing matter on good
roads in his issue of .\pril 9. The several headings of the
articles are as follows .

" Need of Good Country Roads,"
from the Scientific A iiiericnn. " The Estimate of the Cost
of Securing Desirable Highways." This article was written
by Viator Tor Thk V\ heki,, and was one of the most practi-
cal articles written on the subject. " Working L'p to the
Constitution." This describes a bill prepared by 13. Howard
Haman, which is to be introduced into the Maryland Siaie
Legislature. " The Canadian Road Makers." This article
describes the manner of keeping roads in t anada, and is

copied from the Norwich Bulletin. "Convict Work on
County Roads " This is an editorial republished from the
Louisi'ille Courier Journal. Another article is headed,
"Man, not the Lord, is Responsible For Mud." "The
Merits of Steam Rollers." This article is the reprint of a
letter sent to Mr. William M. P. Bowen by Mr. H. M.
Coombs, of Cranston, R. I.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold a race meet in

June.

The Canadian Wheelmen will hold the'r annual meet, at

Ottawa, on July i.

The Raleitrh Cyclintr Company, an English concern, re-

cently shipped eight machines to Hong Kong.

Harry Strugnell, cyclist and out-fitter, has issued a pam-
phlet containing directions for self-measuremeni.

The firm of F. Rowald. of Liepsig, handles Vicf^rs. The
wheel was recently illustrated in a German paper.

One of the new English machines is the Mona Safety. In

appearance the wheel is very much like the American Star.

An Englishman has taken out a patent under which he
inserts lead strips in asphalt pavement, which render it less

slippery.

The English championships will be run on the Padding-
ton Grounds, London, on July 12, 19, 26 and 30, and
August II.

An English cyclist recently recovered ;C'75 and costs

from a sportsman, who accidentally shot him while riding

along the road.

A Fcottish cycle agent prims this motto in his caulogue,
" Better a cycle and health therewith, ihan a gilded chariot

and a torpid liver."

The Lynn Wheel Club has voted to adopt a smoked-
brown color uniform The club will hold a handicap road

race on Decoration Day.

The Wheelmen of Buffalo will hold their annual Century
Run from Erie to Buffalo on Decora' ion Day. From thirty

to forty men are expected to start.

The newly elected officers of the Manhattan Bicycle Club
will give a " Stag' racket to the members on Wednesday
evening, i6th inst., in celebration of their election.

Fnglish cyclists are rejoicing over the fact of the coach
record, between London and Brighton and return, having
been beaten by four cyclists, the time being 7h. 32m.

The Ramblers' Club, of Brooklyn, now has a membership
of thirty. Some of these men may be seen on the track this

season, among whom are Feldmeier, Holland and Miller.

That there is noihing new under the sun is again proven
by the fact that on January 76. 1861, London Punch printed

a cut of a volunteer soldier as' ride of a hobby horse clad in

armor.

The scorching members of the New York Club are train-

ing for a road race, which will be held some Saturday
afternoon in May The club will enter seven men in the
Irvmgton-Millburn Road Race.

The many rumors circulated about a new track in Brook-
lyn are entirely without foundation. The Kings County
meet will be held either at the Washington Park or at the

Brooklyn Athletic Club grounds.

The metropolitan family of sporting liier..ture was in-

creased on April 3 by the appearance of \.ht Sfiorting Critic,

a neatly printed, well written, and nicely illustrated paper,
which will be published every Thursday.

The Clinton Cycle Company, of Clinton, Mass., are
making special deals in ordinaries which they will buy at a
reasonable figure ; they have also a number of fine tall

wheels which they are selling at low figures.

The Fostoria, Ohio, Bicycle ( lub held its annual re-

ception on the 8th, and it eclipsed all previous efforts of the
kind given by the clu'^. The rink in which the reception

was held was superbly decorated. The music was supplied

by the Elk Orchestra.

The Lacv-Hillier shoe; of horse skin ledther, is highly
commended by the English cycling papers. The leather

takes a high polish— s strong and fairly thick and as soft

as kid. Some of our shoemakers should experiment with
foot-gear of this kind.

Messrs. Kipp and Nisbett, of the New York Club, had a
quadricycle out on the drive on Sunday last. The machine
is a four-wheeler, with seats for two, and it is so arranged
that the front wheels can never leave the ground no matter
how short the turn may be.

A club, with a membership of twenty, was recently organ-
ized at Hatfield, England, the Hon. Treasurer of which is

the Rev. Lord William Cecil, son, of the Marquis of Salis-

bury, England's Premier. The Kon. Secretary rejoices in

the humble flame of Mr. Jones.

The Eagle will have a long flight this time, and probably
a very quick one also. Van Wagoner will leave Boston at

noon on Sunday, the 20th, for his rapid ride to Chicago.
His mount will be a s2-inch Eagle, and he will use the same
machine that has already carried him over 5,000 miles.

The Cyclist reports that the number of buyers of the
Rational ordinaries shows a large increase this year. Last
year only a few hundred Rationals were sold, but this year
a large majority of the taller wheels used are of the
Rational variety. T/ie Cyclist predicts a still larger sale of

these wheels ne.xt year.

A new cycling club has been formed in Buffalo. It is

named the Crescent Bicycle Club. The following are the
officers: President, < . M. Frost; Secretary and Treasurer,
C. W. Comerford ; Captain, W. H. Lampman ; Lieutenant,
W. H. Newell ; Membership Committee, Edward L. Frost,
W. H. Rhodes, T. N. Rutter.

The Park was never so full of carriages as on last Sun-
day, and many drivers and wheelmen seemed to have no
control over their vehicles. We saw three or four collisions,

some caused by the carelessness of wheelmen, and others
by the carelessness, or viciousness, of the drivers. There
were no serious accidents, however.

The Cyclist reviews the catalogues of the John Wilkinson
Company and the Overman Wheel Company in a recent

I
issue. It refers to the Overman Wheel Company's catalogue

j

as, " The finest in ihe whole Trade."

I We note an old friend in the columns of a contemporary.
It is nothing more or less than a poem, which was sent to

1 The Wheel fully three years ago. and rejected at the
time as being not highly polished enough for our columns.

j

We are now convinced that the poem was all right, but
that we had not appreciation enough to discern its beauties.

1 Save money is the advice of Messrs. A. W Gump & Co.
It is the custom to advise one to do a thing, but it is much
more difficult to tell ihem how it is to be one. This West-
ern concern not only advises you to save money, but they
tell you how to do it. It has s'imethirg to do with a cheap
line of new safeties— less than factory cost, bargains, etc.

Their advertisement contains complete information on
wheel economics

The Lynn Item of April :4th gives an extended notice on
the improvements of Charles E. Whitten's bicycle sales-

room at Lynn. The repair shop and salesroom were re-

cently in one store, but the repair shop and enamel furnace
have now been removed to the warehouse in the rear of

the original store, which has been newly renovated and
handsomely papered and decorated. Mr. Whitten also has
a hall for teaching.

The City Council of Elizabeth held an important meeting
on April n. An ordinance was passed to establish a per-
manent street improvement sinking fund of $50,000 for the
pavement of streets that have never before been paved.
Property owners are allowed five years time to pay one-
half the costs. An ordinance providing for the raising of

$25,000 by taxation for the repaying of paved streets was
also passed upon its third reading.

The Cycling Courier, published at East Rochester, N.
H., republishes our editorial on the Lancaster, Pa., dead
beat. The edi'or of the Courier thinks that th s Lancaster
fraud is the same man who owes him $18.75. Very like 1

Very like ! We note that a number of our contemporaries
are still publishing the advertisement of this dishonest
agent No doubt he pays them, but he fleeces the victims
whom he reaches through their columns.

The Los Angeles Wheelmen held a run on March 30th to

Santa Monica and return in which thirty-six riders took
part, including some ladies. The run was thirtv-six miles
and was accomplished in four hours. Among those to ar-

rive home first were Mrs. S G. Spiers, who led the party
on a Ladies' Rambler. The state of the roads may be
guessed when it is known that at the end of nineteen miles
ten out of the thirty-six gave out and returned by train.

Prince Wells has recently opened a cycle depot in Louis-
ville, his home. He has been a rolling stone for several
years past. As a fancy rider he covered a good part of the
country, and as he was above the ordinary professional in

character, he was always well received by cyclists and the
clubs. For the past year he has been located at Tacoraa,
Wash., but he could not take root on new soil, and so re-

turned home. It is said that he has a water cycle on which
he will give exhibitions.

The mileage of the Buffalo Ramblers for 1889 aggregated
189,325 miles. Fifty-two members covered 09,320 miles, as
shown bv cyclomfter measurement, or an average of 1,910
miles. The following are some of the highest records

:

Captain E. H. Deitzer, 5,675; W. G. Schack, 4,450; W. O.
Jaeger, 3,500; F. E. Klippel, 3,500 ; B I. ( rooker, 3,100;
Eugene Voght, 3,000 ; O. H. Sauerwein, 3,000; and F. E
Hartmeir, 3,000. Besides the men already mentioned,
seventeen members rode over 2,000 miles, each.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club held a reception on Friday
evening last at West End Hall. The music was furnished
by Schwab, and the order of exercises were managed by
Professor Pederson, who had charge of the floor, and wore a
great, big rosette. President ( lairmonte, dressed in a
sweeter smile than usual, led the grand march. Most of the
boys were clad in " claw-hammers," and many of the ladies
appeared in evening dress Twenty numbers were danced,
with an intermission for supper. The boys all say they had
a fine time and cry for more.

The death of the Austra'ian champion, Searle, was a
pathetic event—Searle beii^g in the prime of a magnificent
young manhood. H s tuneral, which recently occurred at
Sydney, became a demonstration—no less than 10.000 people
attending it. A'l sports were represented in the funeral
procession. There were 200 cyclists in line. The following
clubs sent representatives to the funeral : The local Cycling
Clubs, the Sydney Gymnastic Club, Cricket an-i Foot-ball
Clubs, Swimming Clubs, Am iteur Athletic Association, and
Sailing and Rowing Clubs.

Mr. W. Baden-Powell, a prominent cyclist and military
man, recen ly contributed an interesting article on military
cycling to the London Morning Post. Mr. Baden-Powell
suggests that military cyclists should be divided into two
classes: cycle mounted infantry and cycle mounted order-
lies. The infantry should carry rifle, bayonet and ammu-
nition ; and, the cycle mounted orderly would be a sort of
military scorcher, and would be armed with a revolver,
wear a light, plain, uniform—be picked for speed in long
distance riding, and ride light and fast machines.

ST.^R " VEST."

Lamb has married, ard will be seen on the path
no more. Charley Frazier is with the Studebacker
Carriage Co. out in Indiana. Jo. Powell is in the office of
the company, and will do no more racng. Charley Stenken
and " Tom " Finlay expect to ride this year. The mount
of good, old George Webber hangs on a hook in the lumber
rooin at the Sm thyille factory, and is shown with sad pride
to visitors. It is rumored that Charley Kluge will again
bid for glory on a Star.

One of the guests at the Pope Company's recent reception
to wheelmen was W. R. Pitman. The" Vet.'' tell us that this
reception w-as one of the greatest things of its kind ever
held in this country. In the evening wheelmen streamed
from all directions to the Pope Company's headquarters,
and it was estimated that many hundred men called. A
very fine lunch had been set out, and each man seemed de-
termined to get a bite, a sip and a smoke, and then there
was a general jaw about wheels. The ushers for the oc-
casion were Counselor Pratt and Treasurer Pope. The en-
tire force of the Pope ' ompany, and a very large force it

is, kept the ball rolling, and dispensed the hospitality of the
company on all sides. The Colonel received in his private
office, and almost all the wheelmen paid him their respects.

A National Touring Club, on the principle of the C. T. C.
or L. A, W., is being organized in France. It will be called
the " T. ('. F." that is, the Touring Club de France. It
will have delegates to a National body, local Consuls, etc.

It might pr< fit oy formulating its constitution much on the
lines of that which now governs the L. A. W.

The London riding season prai ticallv opened on Satur-
day and Sunday, March 79 and 30. The weather was
gloriously sunny, with an Italian sky—a fresh, invigorating
breeze, and the roads in prime condition. The Cyc/jj/ re-
ports that wheelmen came out in the sunshine like bees
from a hive. At mid-dav there were three or four hundred
cyclists at the Angel, at Ditton, whi e there was a great
crowd at Kipley. There was a good deal of scorching
between these two houses, which limit the famous Ripley
Road. On the return home, five crack road riders covered
the nine and three-quarter miles, between the houses, in
thirty-four minutes.

The Butcher Cyclometer Company writes as follows :

" Here we are again this year. We should have been in
your paper long before this time, but as a matter of fact,
we have booked more orders this year up to date than ever
before by several hundred per cent. This proves that not
only is trade exceptionally good, but it argues just a little

in favor of our cyclometers. The feature of this year's
cyclometer is a new design of oil can which is to take the
place of the balance weight. This oil can may be attached
in place of the balance weight used on any of our old
cyclometers, as the weight can be easily unscrewed and
the new attachment quickly put on." The Putcher Com
pany have an enviable reputation, their cyclometers being
carefully and accurately constructed, and they give entire
satisfaction to those who use them.

An English firm has manufactured a fifty guinea shield
for the Port Elizabeth Bicycle Club, of Soutn Africa. The
shield is for the one-mile bicycle scratch race, open to all

cyclists of S^ulh Africa. We give a description of it, as
some of our ambiiious tournament managers may desire to

get up something of the same des gn, T he shield is of solid

silver, two feet by fifteen inches, m unted on an oak fratr.e,

with small silver shields around on which to inscribe the
names of the various holders, and a scroll at the bottom on
which to inscribe the title of the race. The shield is sur-
mounted with a design of St. George and a Dragon in high
relief. The centre of the shield is occupied by a group riding a
bicycle race, and is surmounted bv two female figures repre-
senting health and victory ; t'"e centre of which is sur-
mounted by a laurel wieath denoting victory. This istn-
lert wined with a ribbon containing the dates and pait cu-
lars of the event for which the shield is presented.

Mr. Harry G. Rouse, of Peoria, was in town on Friday
last on business connected with the Sylph wheel. Mr.
Rouse paid a visit to the Sylph factory at Rockaway, N.
J., and then left in the evening for the West. He will again
come East within a week or so. He reports that the Peoria
Club will make every effort to have their tournament,
which is to be held on September 12 and 13, more successful
than the one held last year. The '89 tournament was the
first of its kind ever held in Peoria; it was, in fact, the
largest meet ever held in the West. The people at once
" caught on," and the meet was a great success ; both from
a sporting and financial standpoint. This year the club starts

in with a good cash backing, and they will spend a great
deal more money in advertising than they did last year.
They will also try to get special railroad rates so that they
can tap the towns and cities within an easy ride of Peoria.
The committee who have charge of the meet are especially
anxious to secure entries from Eastern racing men, and from
personal experience, the writer can state that any man
who goes West will find fair treatment, a good track,
a very pretty city, and a good deal of hospitality. It is re-

ported that among the entries already received is that of
George ^L Hendee.

The fine weather of Sunday last brought out a large
number of men on the roads. It was very warm for an
April day, with very little breeze blowing, and the mistake
most of the riders made was to dress too heavy, which
caused them a deal of discomfort. The New Yorks' sent a
very large rarty up to Kings Bridge and the Washington
Bridge. The Manhattans' took a large party to Yonkers.
The writer took a small party through the Park and over
the Harlem Bridge to the Southern Boulevard to Hunt's
Point. The Boulevard, which was one of the prettiest

roads in the vincinity of New York, having a smooth maca-
dam surface, has been ruined by a horse car company,which
has put down a double track. Had the company laid the
track properly, the road would not have been destroyed,
but, with the exception of about six feet on either side of the
track, it has monopolized the whole road. Leaving the
Boulevard, a little side path runs down to Hunt's Point;
but the ride hardly pays one for the trouble, since the
climb back is not pleasant. After getting one or two miles
above the Harlem Bridge, the Boulevard is a splendid ride,

but the many blocks of granite, and the bad condition of
the southern end of it, will deter many wheelmen from en-
joying its beauties.

The English National Cyclists' Union has just emerged
from a " big fight " between the London Districts and the
Country Districts. For some years past the entire manage-
ment of ihe Union centered in London, and the suggeitions
and views of the country members were met with s eers,

while their attempts to influence legislature were always
nullified by the London combine. At the recent meeting of

the Union, the country members all pulled together to

carry out what is called a " re-organization " movement,
which takes away the central power from the London dis-

trict, and divides it in various centres throughout the
country. It is a noteworthy fact that, although, in the past,

the London members sneered and jeered at the co jntry
representatives, they ate humble pie in large quantities at

the late meeting. The re-organization scheme requires

that the entire Kingdom, including London, be divided
into local centres, each local centre to have full executive
power within its own radius, and to have one representa-

tive on the National Council for the first hundred members,
and an additional representative for every additional two
hundred members. The National Council is to meet, at

least, fcur times annually, and to have alternate meeti'^gs
at London and in the provinces, with one annual meeting
alivays ti beheld in London. The Executive Comm ttee

were instructed to communicate with the British Carnage
Manufacturers' interest and the Cyclists' Touring Club,
with a view to adopt j >int action, which shall make it com-
pulsory for all vehicles using the road at right to carry
lighted lamps. The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Viscount Bury ; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. W. B. Tan-
ner and Robert Todd ; Treasurer, A. R. Sheppee.
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PHILADELPHIA.

A ladies' bicycle club ofganized.

The proposed ladies' club is now an assured fact. At a
meeting of ladies interested in the matter, held last week at

the residence of Miss Dunbar, 1602 Park Avenue, a perma-
nent organization was effected. The proposition of the

Buaker City Wheelmen to join forces was declined,
fficers were elected as follows: President, Miss E. A

Dunbar ; Vice-President, Mrs. Chas. Sultzner ; Secretary-
Treasurer, Miss Clara V. Westcott; ( aptain, Mrs. < has.
W. Dalsen ; Lieutenant, Miss Barnes. Starting with a
membership of twenty and with several more applications
for membership on file, the Fairmount Lady Cyclers have
the best wishes for success from the other clubs whose
membership is composed exclusively of the sterner sex. At
present no effort will be made to have a club house, and
the meetings will be held at the residences of the members.
Club runs will be held regularly ; two have already been
held, and Mrs. Captain Dalsen will probably be as success-
ful in securing a large attendance as her husband has in

the Century Qub.
The newly-formed Quaker City Wheelmen, having

adopted a uniform so nearly like that of their immediate
neighb >rs, the Century, as to be almost indistinguishable
on the road, the latter club has requested them to make
such alteration as shall make a distinctive change. This is

a proper request, and it is to be hoped the Quakers will re-

ceive it in a friendly manner. With the advent of so many
new clubs a different color of cloth cannot always be
selected for a uniform, but changes in the trimmings and
style of the name-plate or monogram can be readily made,
and these points should be looked after by the younger
clubs as well as the question of club colors
The bad habit many wheelmen have of tearing along the

Diamond street asphalt was the result of several accidents
during the past week. 1 he temptation to spurt is very
great, notwithstanding the many breaks caused by the car
tracks laid on the cross streets, and then, regardless of their

personal safety or that of other wheelmen or the many
pedestrians that thronpr this boulevard, and who, in some
parts of it, seem to prefer to walk in the street, the thought-
less wheelmen go scorching along in a nose-grinding style

that should not be seen or tolerated elsewhere than on the
race track or the road.
The Tioga Cycling Club, which has in the past boasted

that it had " neither annual dues, club-house, pool table or
cabinet," now has a club-house, located at 3426 North Six-

teenth Street, and with this disgression it is probable that

the other adjuncts of club life will follow.

The South End Wheelmen have purchased a lot with a
frontage of thirty-six feet on Broad Street, just below their

present quarters. It is the intention of the members to

celebrate their fourth anniversary on December 4 next, in

their own building, which they will shortly erect on this

site.

Rather early in the season for century runs, but some of

the enthusiasts are hard at it. On April 6 Mr. Frank
Welch, of the Wissahicken Wheelmen, rode 115 miles by
cyclometer, and on Saturday, April 12, Dr. M. N. Kinn,
Jr., of the Century, made 121^ miles (estimated) in twelve
hours.
A bad mistake of the types in my letter of last week, Mr.

Editor. The Item race is five miles, not fifty, in length.
Correspondents who use their position to advance their

own personal interests or that of their club to such an ex-

tent that it becomes noticeable to all, and who wilfully

suppress or prevent news or notes of events in which their

friends or club have been beaten, sometimes get into hot
water. The attempts of one of these fellows to squirm out
of his predicament by the poor excuse of " didn't know,"
in a recent issue of the paper for which he writes, is amus-
ing, to say the least. A correspondent who takes two
months to learn news that is the talk of the town and has
been published in all the other cycling journals, must be of

great advantage to the paper he represents. And, besides,

the " didn't know ' game has been played too often to

work any more.

THE CENTURY CLUu's BANQUET.

The Century banquet, on Tuesday evening next, will be
held at Boedt s Bullitt Building cafe, and promises to' be of
more than ordinary interest. Century banquets are always
interesting events, but, as this club has so far this year
eclipsed all its previous efforts in a social line, it is only
following the course of events that the annual dinner
should also be ahead of those held in the past. Prominent

f,will be present, and an oratorical as well as gastronomical
treat is in store for the pleasure-loving Centurions
The Carter's Little Liver Pills tug-of-war team of the

Century Wheelmen, have challenged any other team of

four (barring scratch men) to race them on the road.
On Thursday evening of next week the South End

Wheelmen give their annual ball at St. George's Hall.

The Boys in Blue are the only club who give a ball outside
the walls of their club-house, but they prefer to do this in

order to have their friends with them, which would not be
possible in the club parlors. Representatives are expected
from all the city clubs, from the Century especially, where
(juite a large party have secured invitations.

Paul Bbrwyn.

OPENING RUN,

Catford run
Number one

—

Jolly fun !

Takes the bun !

Eighty men !

Count again-
Short by ten

:

Ninety then !

No one fit

—

Not a bit

Nimble " Kit"
Don't mind it,

Down they sit.

Talk of rides
Lantern slides,

Saddle hides.

Lots besides
Chat provides.
After tea

There will be
Harmony
Certainly

Because we
Music bring
Gaily sing
Anything.
On the wing

Teinptis fiies.

Great surprise
Some one cries
" Nearly ten !

" Catford men
" Back agen !

"

Lamps alight
Nice and bright

—

Pretty sight

!

Splendid night.
Bright starlight—
Perlcct, quite.
Thus begun,
Thus was done
( atlord run
Number one.

G. in Cat/ord Cycling Club Record.

NEWARK.

SUNDAY S OUTING.

Last Sunday was another auspicious day for wheeling
hereabouts, the roads fairly scintillating with machines of
all makes and styles, from the ponderous, old-time,
straight-handled ordinary to the latest device in tandems
and safeties. Besides the small army of unattached riders
out for an airing and the near-by Jersey clubs, material for
the glittering display was furnished by New York, Brook-
lyn and Jersey City, and the street arabs and corner
loafer for once became weary of exclaiming, " Hey, your
wheel 's turning 'round," " Monkey on a wheel," and sun-
dry other incongruous expressions from which these
tatter-demalions seem to derive great pleasure in shouting
at passing wheelmen. A party ot fifteen, including Messrs.
Brown, Eichhorn, Martin, Pridham, Russell, Sunborn, and
Scudder, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, rode to Plainfield for
dinner, but encountered several obstacles that detracted
somewhat from their pleasure. The chief cause of this

adulteration was the road between Elizabeth and Plain-
field, which for miles was covered with loose, cracked
stone, being in an embryonic state of macadamization.
The greater portion of those in the procession followed
Eichhorn's example, and took a header occasionally by
way of variety, and the party have a deep-seated feeling of
commiseration for those who board at the hotel which
they patronized. Directly opposite in result was the trip

to Morristown taken by Messrs Thorne and Dodd, of the
Atalantas, and a half dozen Hudson County members, who
report good roads the entire twenty-eight miles, a good
dinner, and no accidents.
The Hudson County Wheelmen's bowling contingent

came to Newark on the evening of the loth inst. with
girded loins and blood in their eyes, and the Brooklyn
boys would have been obliged to have" played ball " with a
vengeance to have won second place had they materialized.
As it is the H C. W.s secure the trophy by default. A
game was played between them and a scrub team of the A.
W.s. and they downed the Newarkers to the score of 1,543
to 1,428. Collins and Stenken, of the H. C. W.s, both ap-
proached rather close to the bowlers' Mecca—200. Before
leaving for the ballot-stuffing city one or two of the party
changed their names to Titus A. Brick!
A scheme for pecuniary reward to the Atalanta Wheel-

men would be to rent one of the skating rinks in the city
the coming autumn and inaugurate a " tournament," with
an opening drill on high wheels, followed by well con-
tested bicycle races of various kinds, tug-of-war, wrestling,
sparring, sprinting, and divers other athletic sports and
games, all following each other with circus-like precision

—

no tedious delays—would all tend to constitute an enter-
tainment free from all incrustation of mould, and one that
would undoubtedly "take" in this citv. The A. W.s
should put this in their pipes and smoke three times a day.

I he Sunday Call says :
" That the Atalanta boys are not

fair weather cyclers was proven on Tuesday night by the
fact that twenty-three of them rode from their club-house
to Orange through the drenching rain."

It sh uld be added, however, that this remarkable ride
was taken in a railroad car, the writer of the above, of
course, not intending for it to be understood that they rode
awheel through mud, water, and darkness equaled only
by that of Erebus. The Atalantas flatter themselves that
they know enough to go in when it rains.

A bumper to the A. W s tug-of-war team ! Arthur Snow,
anchor. Brown, Scudder, and Eichhorn are a quartette to

be proud of. May they thrive and grow fat, and all pull
together through life !

That five wheelmen of Elizabeth were put to rout and
shockingly maltreated by a man, his son, a hoe, and a
whitewash brush, with a woman and dog as a rear guard,
is not particularly flattering to the intrepidity of Elizabeth
youth. Had they seized ammunition in the form of fence
rails, rocks, monkey wrenches, oil cans, telegraph poles, or
anything else in the immediate neighborhood, and opened
an engagement with the attacking forces, the enemy would
no doubt have been defeated, and victory would have
perched upon their heads in all its pristine glory !

The newly-organized Irvington Bicycle Club have al-

ready an entertainment on the tapis, the event to come off

on April 30, at the Rink. Dancing will be the principal
form of amusement.
The safety craze is at its height in this city, local dealers

selling five low machines to one ordinary, and the streets

are full of small boys on these wheels, riding sidewalks,
gutters and cobblestones with impunity, while many boys
of older growth use them as a means of transportation to

and from their places of business. But notwithstanding
this, several prominent riders who sold their cranks for
safeties have come back to their first love, and declare that
nothing equals them. A citizen who takes considerable
interest in athletic sports said the other day :

" I can't see
how these able-bodied, strong young men can comedown
to a safety. I should think all the charms of riding would
be lost ; the innate love of danger is smothered, and the
risk of a fall and exhileration accompanying a high wheel
are all absent, and why a healthy youth wants to ride like

his sisters and small boys is beyond my comprehension.
They are just right, though, for those having any deform-
ity and for night riding or wheeling around the streets of
a city on business.

ACCIDENT.\LLV OVEKHE.^RD.

After Annie and her Joe had passed the hou.se on Madi-
son Avenue, having a safety in front, as narrated by
"Coaster" a few weeks ago, they were overtaken by two
wheelmen who were conversing in bicycle lingo.
" My Joe," said Annie, " those bicyclers must be crazy."
" What makes you think so ? " asked her Joe.
" Why, one of them just asked the other \vhy he rattled,

and he replied that his head was loose, and then the first

one said they had better stop a minute, as he wanted to

dust ofl' his back-bone, and then they could lighten his

head. Did you ever hear such a thing?
"

"No," said Joe; "they must be Barnum's India rubber
men."
Moral.—A wheelman's safety from being thought a

crank lies in ordinary conversational discretion
Si'ARK, Jr.

Mr. J. E. Poorman, the ' Incinnati aeent, opened a riding
school in Cincinnati on Tuesday of last week. A large
number of society ladies were in attendance, two of whom
were accomplished riders, and gave exhibitions. The Cin-
cinnati papers gave the new school an extended note, and
if Mr. Poorman keeps up the good work, cycling should
grow in that city.

CHICAGO.

Spring is indeed here. The sprinkling carts were out
yesterday (13th) in all the glory of new paint, burnished har-
ness, and just evei lastingly got in their benevolent (?) work.
The production of W. S. Gilbert's " Engaged," by the

Oak Park Cycling Club, attracted quite a number o{ Chi-
cagoans 10 that little suburb on the evening of the loth.
The play was pleasingly presented by the following cast

;

Cheviot Hill (a young man of property) Mr. E. V. Day
Belvawney (his friend) Mr. H. Templeton
Mr. Symperson (Cheviot's Uncle) Mr. A. P. Ingram
Angus Macalaster (a Lowland peasant lad),

Mr. E. A. Selfridge
Major McGillicuddy Mr. W. E. Harman
Belinda Treherne Miss Jessie Day
Minnie (Symperson's daughter) -. Mrs. C. P Randall
Mrs. McFarlane (a Lowland widow) Miss Ida Morris
Maggie (her daughter, a Lowland lassie\

Miss Pauline Kelly
Parker (Minnie's maid) Miss Belle Ingram
Between the acts Tomaso's Mandolin orchestra per-

formed a number of agreeable selections, and Ralph
Temple Friedburg, champion of the world (ahem !), gave
an exhibition of trick riding. Dancing followed.
On April 30th the Illinois Club will give an athletic ex-

hibition at the Madison Street Theatre for the benefit of its

club- house fund.
Lloyd's " Unknown," contrary to other reports, is not

Phil. Hammel, but a great big six-foot Norwegian, Earnest
Thornvig by name, who is as yet but little known in club
circles, though at one time in the employ of the GormuUy
& Jeffery Co. He is in the hands of a trainer and riding
the 56-inch racer which Lloyd brought from England, and
if he doesn't turn out a phenom. Geo. E. will be consider-
ably out.
The Pope Co. have opened a rental depot at 240 Fifty-

seventh Street, near South Park Station, and adjacent to
the good roads at South and Jackson Parks. C. H. Rice is

in charge.
And now it is Aeolus Club that will have a new club-

house. The Englevvfoods are also hatching out a scheme.
Spooner is now with the Jenney & Graham Co. , Chicago

agents for the New Mail, and what with such flyers as Tut-
tle and Spooner the New Mail is likely to be heard from
very considerably this year.
Capt Robinson, of the Capital City Cycling Club (Spring-

field, 111.), was in the city over Sunday and M nday and
humped a Rambler over considerable space, and, by way
of variety, got thoroughly drenched in a Chicago rain storm.

" Off Dit, The Bearing's Cincinnati correspondent, pro-
nounces as an "unwarranied attack" my remark that
" Chief Consul High would have to lose considerably more
weight and hustle much harder if he hoped to keep Ohio
within even hailing distance of the Illinois Division.'
Poor " Dit," he is to be pitied if he can make " an attack,"
warranted or otherwise, out of such a par. I doubt very
much whether Mr High or any one else took it as such, and
it was called out solely as a companion piece to the remark
of a Cincinnati writer and to let folks know that while
Ohio's chief was hustling, Illinois' was going him a bit

better, and the records show it, too. As it will take the
very prettiest sort of work to do it, if, as " D t " states,

Ohio presses this State and moves into fourth position again
during the present year, no one will stand from under
more readily or applaud more heartily than

Bettsv B.

JERSEY CITY.

The suspense is over, and the Wheelmen's Bowling
League of '90 " has ended The tie for second place be-
tween the " K. C. W." and " H. C. W." was to be played
off on the loth inst. on Montgomery Alleys, Newark. The
result was a surprise to all as the K. C. W. did not put in

an appearance and so lost tl e game to the H. C. W. We
would much rather have played the game.
The Atalanta Wheelmen and the H. C. W. played a

friendly game, the H. C W. winning by 159 pins, with the
follow score: A. W.—G. M. Miller, 131 ; E. M. Halsey,
167; A. L. Rummell, 146; H. G. Hombach, 150; W. W.
Belknap, 147: L. N. Cyphers, 138; L. H. Thorn, 137; F.
Eichhorn, 115; E. Miller, 145; W. Drabble, 152; total

1,384. H-. C. W.—Collins, 104 ; Stenken, 188 ; White, 138 ;

Higgins, 130; Oberlander, 1^7; Keer, 151 ; Cordner, 140;
Korth, 144; Nisbett, 164; Eldridge, 150; total 1,543.

Where will the N. J. Division L. A. W. races be held
is a matter that should be decided very soon. It looks as
if the Plainfield Bicycle Club have a big contract to fill in

order to make a success of the " meet.' Now that the dis-

trict races are the preliminary trials for the national cham-
pionships, the first and second men in these races only
being eligible for the national championships, it is not fair

that the fast men of District No. 2 (N. Y. and N. J.) should
be beaten by simply strong men, which will be the case if

the races are held at Plainfield as the track cannot be put in

condition to insure fast time. It Chief Consul Brown will

give this matter his personal attention and see that the
races are held on a good bicycle track he will have the
thanks of the racing men of this division. Don't keep our
flyers from the " N. C." by making them race (or work) on
a soft dirt track.
The outlook for a very big season in the H. C. W. was

never so bright. It seems like the old times when our
racing men were doing themselves and the club proud on
track and road. The following prizes have been offered
for this season, and I predict that some new flyers will

come to light : Medal for 24-hour record (must beat 210
miles), given by E. R. Baggol ; silver cup for 12-hour
record (to beat 125 miles), presented by T. F. Merseles, Jr.;

long distance medal, by N. N. Collins. The road officers

have given a silver goblet for a 5-mile handicap race, to he
won twice to become the property of winner. Mf. H. A.
Steflins gives a silver shaving cup and brush as a second
prize for this race. The Henedict medal also will be raced
for this summer. Last, but not least, our fine gold railage
medals are certainly inducements enough to get out all the
riders, as there is a prize for nearly all distances.

" MoSQflTO."

A. A. Zimmerman, the cycle rading man, of Freehold, N.
J., represented the New Jersey Athletic I lub in the Eastern
Championships at Host n on Saturday last. Zimmerman
proved himself a great jumper

;
getting.second place in the

standing broad jump, and second in the standing three
jumps.
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A SCOTCH MASON AWIIKKL.

Visit the charming, clean little town of Annan,
any evening about 6:30, and you will observe a

sight which would gladden the heart of Mr G.

L. Hillier. Riding homewards, with his dinner
can slung over his shoulder, you will notice a
working mason, clad in clothes the color of the

old red sandstone of Dumfrieshire, mounted
on an extra large-sized good old ordinary bicycle,

and right well he handles his steed along the

cobbles of the High Street. His steering from
daily practice, is pretty to look at, and is of the

regular bee-line order, but what, pray, has the

rider on his feet ? Why, boots or shoes, of

course—not at all—guess again ? Nothing
more and nothing less than a pair of clogs. In

the words of some old song, which we heard in

our boyhood days, we could not help crooning
them over when we saw this hardy son of toil

pedaling so coolly along with his homely foot-

gear :

Far hae we ridden,
And muckle hae we seen.

But a bicyclist with a pair of clogs,
Saw we never nane.— Scottish Cyclist.

A new club was organized in Philadelphia on Monday
evening under the title of " North End Wheelmen." The
club meets at present at 177 Lehigh Avenue, and starts

with a charter membership of nineteen The officers

elected were: President, J. H. Gibson; Vice-President,
Charles F. Lindeman ; Secretary and Treasurer, Lloyd
Vannatia ; Capiain, John Reeser ; First Lieutenant, John
Beiderwolf ; Second Lieutenant, Spencer C. Walker.

The Cvclinp Clubs, of Coventry, England, have formed
a so-called alliance, the object of the alliarce being to hold
joint runs on the last Saturday altcrnoon ol each month.
I he first "al'iance run" was held on Manh aq, 170 ridcis
taking part in it. The Coventry Company's Club had tweniy-
si.\ men ; Rudpe, fourteen ; Psycho, iwenty-eight

;
§inger,

twenty-five ; Centaur, nineteen; Humber Company.twenty;
Referee, fourteen ; and Premier, twenty-eight. Is these
runs develop ino a question of trade rivalry, they will be-
come the biggest things of the kind in the cycling world.

We call the attention of cyclists and agents to the Garford
Patent ( ombination Spring and Hammock Saddle, which
is advertised in our regular columns. This saddle is made
for safeties and tricycles by the Garford Manufacturing
Company, who make the following claims for it :

" Com-
plete absorbtion of all rear wheel vibration ; adjustment to

\veight of rider ; simplicity of adjustment ; absolutely no
side motion

; saves rider from jars and jolts, and also saves
machine

; durability and simplicity of construction." The
price of this saddle for " full grown " wheels is $6 and for
youths' wheels, #4.50.

The St. Louis Wheel Company, on North Fourteenth
Street, St. Louis, have just issued their spring catalogue,
the word, by the way, being spelled " katalog. They an-
nounce they are ready to sell anything from a $135 bicycle
down to a can of polish. They are agents for ihe Paragon,
Iroquois, Tiger, Union and Speedwell and a number of
cheaper lines of safeties. Their leading string is the Vic-
tor, which they have handled in St. Louis for the past two
years. They make a specialty of exchanging wheels and
have a large repair shop. They also rent and sell on the
installment plan and carry a big line of sundries.

E. I. HORSMAN, 80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

TENNIS. SPORTING GOODS.

BICYCLES.
Victor, Light Rambler, Juno, Ideal Ram-

bler, Crescent, Junior, Pet.

tricycl.es.
Ideal, Challenge, Queen, Little Beauty,

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc., etc.

Headquarters for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc.

War^vick
Perfection KEEFE & BECANNON,

National,

Peerless,

Cycles. 157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Electric, Dandy,
Rovers, Vulcans, Eagles. Players' (Brotherhood) League Outfitters.

SAVE MONEY! New $135.00 High Grade Safeties for $100.00. New Universal Safeties,

balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70.00. An odd lot of new
Safeties at from $!2§.00 to $40.00 less than factory price. Bargains in job lots. Agents wanted.

A. W^. GUIVIF* &> CO., DAYTON, Ohio.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in exchange. Job lots bought. We carry TOO bicycles in stock.

WEV^r YORK BICYCl-E CO.,
4 and 6 East 60th Street, N. Y. City, Fifth Avenue entrance to Central Park.

Neiv Wheels of all makes.
Choice Assortment of Second-Hand Mounts.

Full line Cyclingr Accessories.

Celebrated Warren Oils and Enamels.

LIST OF BARGAINS AND SUNDRIES FREE UPON APPLICATION.

RENTING! REPAIRING!! NICKELING!!! Old mounts taken in part payment for New.

The Strong Safety.
The Highest Grade Safety for the Least Money Ever Sold.

Guaranteed all weldless steel tubing; full ball bearings, including

pedals ; steel forgings throughout, no castings ; weight, 48 lbs. Price,

complete, including tool bag, Acme wrench and Kensington spring-top

oiler, $85. Also a full line of the celebrated Rudge Wheels, Tandems
etc., including ladies' and gents' wheels of all weights.

Reliable Agents wanted. Send for terms.

Strong &L Green Cycle Co.,

Xo. 707 Arcb Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BREWSTER BROS. & CO , Unadilla. N. Y., Sole Agents for ihe States of New York. Kansas and Missouri.
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The Berkeley Athletic Club will hold its first annual
spring games at the Berkeley Oval on May 17. Among the
events are : Two-mile bicycle handicap and a 3-mile
bicycle team race.

The firm of Banker & Campbell has been reorganized
as a stock company with the style of Banker & Campbell
Company. The officers are : A. C. Banker, President

;

A. B. Rich, Treasurer, and W. S. Campbell, Secretary.

Treager, of the Manhattan Club, is training for the
Decoration Day road race.

.^ost ixx tlxe "WorXca..

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Blcreles, Guns, etc. Throws only small quantity ol oil at
a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 60c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON. 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

New York Bicycle Co..

Nos. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

" STAR " AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Repairing In all its Branches.
Enlarged Shop ! New Machinery ! Competent Machinists !

All work done on the Premises ! Send to us direct

and thus pay but one profit ! Estimates

Furnished !

vmmi mmm. luggage cuReiEe No. i.

As lion' made fltH all the Safeties. (Patented.)

Does not rattle or chafe the machine. Does not inter-
fere wiih the use of the brake or lantern. Very light and
durable. May be quickly removed from the machine with-
out undoing the bundle, and then forms a perfect shawl-
strap. Price, $1.00. For sale by all dealers in Cycling
Goods. Made by

PORTLAND, ME.
(Electrotypes furnished dealers who publish catalogues.)

Jersey-Fitting Stocking.

3—3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,
navy, League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to hag
at the knee.

3—1. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.00

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price
List.

Holmes'Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument
to show that it is the best thing that has been
made for holding the
stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular
made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg
are perfect, as represented
in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stocking in the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in
position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as
tights.and holds the stock-

ings where they belong.

Price, $2.50; without

Supporter, $1.50.

Send us your order for either of these, with
color, size of foot and inside length from bottom
of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do
not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
109 Kingston St. boston, mass

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back

I

straps. Light, easy and durable. A
,
sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, 7 e. ; No

1 6, pockets eachside of lacing, $1.00 ;
' No. 7, with hose supporters, $1.00 ;

J

No. 8, hose supporter and pockets,

I
$1 25. Order by number and give

) waist measure. Post-paid on receip-

FRONT VIEW °^ ^"'^^' ^""^^^ supplied.

S. B. CALL, 858 JUalii St., SprlnKfleld, IHagg.

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Atliletic

Suits.

Manufacturers for the

Trade and Clubs. The
most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made
for Bicycle,Gymnasium
Base Ball, Boating,

Bathing and Sporting

Outfits in the L. A.W.
and Gray Mixtures and

all the popular colors,

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so-

licited.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,
27 Kingston St., Near Summer St.,

BOSTON, ]n:Ass.

THE AUTOMATIC SPOKE AND NIPPLE GRIP.

Every Cyclist his

own Repairer !

No Screws, no Nats,
no Peelins; of

Enamel.
^^ It takes a positive

grip. The harder you pull

the tighter it holds.

^^~ Catches any size

Spoke or Nipple, round or
square.

ptr Can be carried in

the vest pocket.

Price (Nickeled), $ I.

Liberal discount to dealers.

Cut full size.

JORDAN & OELLIEN,

No. 1 320 Washington Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Hartford Safety Stand and Trainer. Price, only $6.

Reasons why Dealers should push the sale of them.

ist. It will make many new riders and greatly increase the sale of Safeties.

2d. It will perfect any person, especially ladies, in everything but the balance, which all

riders say is the easiest part to learn.

3d. When they have got the balance, they can't help but be in perfect condition to enjoy

riding, and won't give it up, saying it is too hard work.

4th. It makes a perfect stand for the wheel, which every owner of one should have. (Dott-

ed lines show position of braces when used as a stand.)

5th. The back braces are self-locking, and are made to attach or detach instantly, and also

can be adjusted to make any road tension you desire. Etc., etc., etc.

DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.LIBERAL
ORDER FROM THE FOLLOWING FIRMS :

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., New York, Philadelphia or Chicago.

& CO., 26 W. 23d St., New York

MERWIN, HULBERT
R. L. COLEMAN & CO., 35 Barclay St., New York.

XME GARFOI^D

Patent Combination Spring & Hammocl^ Saddle.

Built oil byglenlc and Ncieiitlflv principled.

Abfioiuteiy removes all rear wheel vibration.

AflJustable to rideri of different tvei^htti.

Special design for ladies. Men's and ladies', $6.00 5
youths', $4.50.

The Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria. O.
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PrBLISUED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric?,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies, -

$1.00 a year

8s, a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

I/ftte Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be rerelved by

Tuesday mornlns to Insure Insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received nntU Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Edljtor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $i per

year.

MR. E. J. SHRIVER, who has the faculty,

both in debate and on paper, of getting in

a " last word"—a calm, cold, comprehensive

"last word"—sends us a letter, which will be

found in our columns. The letter touches

on the Richardson bill, pointing out some of

the causes which led to its defeat, and, drawing

a lesson of patience. Mr. Shriver says that the

public is as yet indifferent, and that the educa-

tional work should be prosecuted more vigor-

ously than ever.

Mr. Shriver is on firm ground when he states

that the public is not to be educated through the

cycling press. Certainly not. But of the great

public, the cycling public (the ring within the

ring) are most interested in good roads Edu-

cate this cycling public, and it is a nucleus for a

general movement. Educate ten thousand cy-

clists up to the road idea, and the ten thousand

should make one hundred thousand converts.

We have published a vast quantity of highway

improvement material, not because we expected

to make a perceptible impression on the " great,

green " public, but solely to get cyclists inter-

ested, that they might, in some measure, do

effective missionary work.

WE are not quite prepared to indorse Mr.

Shriver's three-year League presidential

term. Certain it is that the present term is too

short a time in which to accomplish any really

important work. The machinery of a new ad-

ministration is hardly smooth-running before

the preparation for a new election causes a tem-

porary lukewarmness until the administration

determines whether it is likely to succeed itself

or be voted out.

There is also one horrible thought to be con-

sidered in connection with any proposed exten-

sion of the terms of League office. The office is

not a salaried one, and it may be accepted as

logic that, in the case of an unsalaried elective

office, the term should be short, for, when there

is no emolument, the first flush of enthusiasm

which floated the man into office quite fre-

quently grows cold and the officer becomes a

"dummy." In these stirring times the League

may do much, and the League's national policy

is dependent on its president. In fact, so much
power and patronage has he, that he can practi-

cally block the League for a whole year should

he fail to perform his work. The United States

would not be nearly so unfortunate as the

League in the election of a " putty " president,

since the ordinary machinery of the government
would revolve whether the president was
" woozenish " or otherwise. Yet the election of

a " dummy " League president would be most
unfortunate, and this is to be taken into ac-

count when the extension of the present one-

year term is considered.

11 7 E would suggest that the L. A. W. Rules
'» and Regulations Committee consider

these points : The extension of the presidential

term from one, to two or three years ; the pay-

ment of a salary to the president of the League
;

the extension of the terms of office of the presi-

dent, vice-presidents and treasurer, so that

they shall continue in office until some time

after the annual elections. We believe the pres-

ent arrangement, under which the officers

vacate their positions the moment their succes-

sors are elected, is hurtful to the League's inter-

ests. We believe the League president should
have a salary for the expenses of his office. A
live, likeable and likely League president

spends over $500 a year on the "fellows who
come to town, don't you know." Why should a
man be compelled to spend money, when he
agrees, on taking the office, to give to the

League his time and ability?

NEW JERSEY DIVISION MEET.

The Board of Officers of this Division held a
meeting at the Elizabeth Wheelmen's Club-
house on Tuesday, April 15th. The plans for
the coming meet were discussed at considerable
length and a great deal of detail business was
transacted. The District Racing Board having
decided that the Plainfield track was not suitable
for the district championships, it was arranged
to hold the meet at the New Jersey Athletic Club
grounds at Bergen Point. The track at these
grounds is a quarter-mile cinder path, with fairly
good corners. The races will be held on May
31st. The theatre party, which will be one of
the features of the meet, will be under the man-
agement of Dr. E. W. Johnson. It will consist
of an amateur minstrel and vaudeville perform-
ance. The Board of Officers adopted the follow-
ing resolution condemning road racing :

Resolved, That it is the opinion of the Board of Officers
of the New Jersey Division, L. A. W., that as road racing
is illegal and detrimental to the cause of wheeling, that
wheelmen are requested to refrain from holding such races
in this State.

THE SECOND DISTRICT CHAMPION-
SHIPS

TO BE HELD AT BERGEN POINT, MAY 31, 189O.
The championships of this District, which in-

cludes the States of New York and New Jersey
will be run at the New Jersey Division race
meeting, to be held at the New Jersey Athletic
Club track, at Bergen Point, May 31. The Dis-
trict Racing Board will pay the actual necessary
expenses of the first and second man in each
district event to the National Championship
races, at Niagara Falls. In view of this expense
only souvenir medals will be given the first and
second man in each district event.

This notice is official, and is published by
order of W. H. De Graaf. Chairman of the Sec-
ond District Racing Board.

MR. SHRIVER ON HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT.
New York, April 21, 1S90.

Editor of TiiR Wherl:
The news in your latest issue, that the Rich-

ardson Road Improvement bill had been de-
feated in our State Legislature, strikes me as
enforcing a lesson that wheelmen sadly need in

this matter—that of patience. The bill itself was
one of doubtful wisdom, as must be any other
that involves compulsory improvement of the
highways ; for however much we may lament
the short-sightedness of farmers, who don't
really want good roads badly enough to pay for

them, it is hardly an open question whether earh
locality has not the inherent right to manage its

own affairs in such respects, without interference
from State authority, other than such as is in-

volved in a supervision that wi'l aid local

authorities, not force them, to achieve good
results.

But whether or no such legislation is wise, it

is clearly impracticable—for representatives will

not vote against the known wishes of their con-
stituents. That there is as yet none of the
"great wave of public opinion sweeping across
the country " of which we have heard something
of late in wheel papers, exclusively ; that it is

little more than a ripple, is proven by the
total indifference of the daily press to the Rich-
ardson bill, and its fate; or, if confirmation is

needed, in the defeat of a bill that contained the

always popular appropriation to be expended in

the " deestricts " of the honorable Senators.
The public sentiment which we desire to sec,

has evidently yet to be created ; the work of

education is not accomplished, but is still before
us. League officials naturally like to secure
tangible results—each for his own term of office,

for it is an unfortunate trait of human nature
that wheelmen in general are not free from,
that tangible results are alvyays looked for, and
that the man who does the quiet work of build-

ing up a foundation for a great deed too often

gets but little credit for it. Yet, if we are to at-

tain success, that is the way that we must go
about it. "The masses " among wheeldom have
got to be content with the slow progress of

teaching the larger public that good roads arc to

be desired, and why.
Right here I may digress to remark that this

fact constitutes an excellent reason for extending
the term of the League presidency to three
years, as suggested by me recently through the
Bulletin, since the incumbent would then feel

that he had time to work on these lines, rather
than cover himself with glory in a single year.

And the study of methods is an important one.

The cycling papers are clearly not the proper
medium, since they are not read by the people
whom we want to reach. Such pamphlets, as

that issued by our last Committee on Highways
in this Division are good so far as they go, but
these are expensive, and it is hard to get people
to examine them. The kind of work that Colonel
Pope has been doing of late is better, though
still reaching too limited an audience. Perhaps
the best thing of all is to systematically use the

press associations, which distribute " boiler

plate" matter to the country papers and
through which an active propaganda work is

being carried on over the tariff question, by both
the Protective League and the Reform Club

;

the latter organizations preparing the matter,
which is then distributed by the press associa-

tion to, and used by hundreds of country papers,
having thousands of attentive readers.

I do not make this as an original suggestion,
for I am fully aware that our officials have
already taken it up - much to their credit ; but I

want to call fresh attention to its importance as

a channel for information through which we can
gain a wider and more sympathetic hearing than
in any other way, and to which might well be
diverted the money spent in trying to lobby bills

through Legislatures unprepared for the princi-

ples involved. Moreover, since the persistent

carrying out of this, and other educational plans

calls for considerable patience on the part of the

rank and file, who do not see what is being done,

:
it should be part of the duty of the League's

! literary bureaus to arrange for the publication

of all this matter by the cycling papers ; also,

i
arranged regularly under a special department

—

!
not for the purpose of teaching the wheelmen,

i

but to keep them constantly posted as to what
their agents are doing for them in the outside

world. But above all else, we must hammer it

into the heads of our children, who cry for the

moon, that they can't have it until they've built

a ladder,—Yours truly, E, J, Shriver.
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FIXTURES.
May 3.—Hill Climbing- contest for Philadelphia riders.

May 10.

—

Item five-mile road race for the championship of

Philadelphia.
May 10.—Harvard Universitv Cycling- Club Race Meet at

Holmes' Field . Entries close May 3, with W.
B. Greenleaf, 41 Welde Hall,Cambridge,Mass.

May 17.—100-mile road race at Crawfordsville, Ind.

May 17.—Berkeley A. C. games at Berkeley Oval, at 2:30

p. M.' Entries close May 10, for two-mile handi-

cap and three-mile team race, with Dr. W. L.

Savage, iq West 44th Street, Ne-w York.
May 17.—Rockland County Wheelmen's Race Meet at

Spring- Valley, N. Y.
May 24.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address A. D.

Ste-wart.

May 26.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

May 26.—Race Meet at Woodstock.
May 30—Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Le-wiston.

May 30.—Inter club run of Philadelphia clubs to Devon.
May 30.—Tournament and Ten-mile Road Race, at Rome,

N. Y.
May 30.—Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, five-miles club

road race.

May 30.—Annual Century Run of Buffalo Wheelmen from
Erie to Buffalo.

May 30.—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at Worces-
ter, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.

May 30.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago. Entries
close May 10, with R. D. Garden, 293 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

May 30.—Annual Decoration Day 25-mile handicap Road
Race, Irvington-Millburn Course. Entrance
fee, $1.00; entries close May 15, with A. B.

Barkman, 241 Broadwav.
May 30, 31,—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield. Pro-

gramme : Thursday, May 29, officers' meeting
at 8 p. M. ; Friday, 30, general business meeting
at 10 A. M., lunch at noon runs until 3:30, ban-
quet 4 p. M., theatre party 8 p. m.; Saturday, 31,

parade at 9 A. m ., photograph at 11 A. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at 11:30 a.

M.. races 1:30 p. M.

May 30 —Massachusetts Division Spring Meet at Worcester.

May 31. -Inter-coUegiate Games at Berkeley Oval, New
York.

May 31.—Jfew Jersey Division Race Meet at N. J. A. C.

grounds at Bergen Point. Second Division
District Championships.

June 7, August i8—Elwell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 7.

—

Item five-mile road race for Philadelphia Cham-
pionship.

June g.—New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of the

Connecticut Division. Entries close June 2 with
E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive Street, New Haven,
Conn.

June 14.—Great Century Run. Orange to Philadelphia. Ad-
dress F. H. Cossitt. 138 West 104th Street, New
York.

June 20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha.
June 21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheelmen

only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14, with
Standard Cycle Co.

June 27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-

phia, Pa.
June 28.—Kings County Wheelmen's Race Meet.
June 30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

July 4.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to

Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Particu-

lars, address J. E. Poorman, Eighth and Race
Streets, Cincinnati, O.

July 4.—Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.
July 4-5.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
July 7.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

August 16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

August 17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls, Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

August 20-25.—Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Par-
ticulars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

AngDst 35-27 L. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,

N. T.
September 1-2.—Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament, at

Charter Oak Park.
September 1-2.—New "fork State Division Meet and Bare

Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood, 118
South Sallna Street.

September 12-13.—Peoria Race Meet.

THE HARVARD CYCLING ASSOCIA-
TION MEET.

The Harvard meet protnises to be a very im-
portant cycling event. Manager Greenleaf writes

that a number of entries from prominent riders

have been received. The prizes to be given are
' very handsome gold, silver and bronze medals
from each event, struck from dies made especially

this year forthe Association. Besides these in-

dividual prizes, a silver cup will be awarded the

club scoring the most points in the open races,

and a challenge cup will be offered in the inter-

scholastic race. Harvard will be represented by
Greenleaf, Davis, Brown, P. W. Davis and
Baron.
The programme of events is as follows : i-

mile ordinary, scratch ; i-mile safety, handicap
;

i-mile safety, scratch ; 1-2-mile ordinary, handi-
cap ; and I-mile tandem safety, handicap; all

of which events are open ; i-mile ordinary, inter-

scholastic, scratch race, open to all preparatory
schools in New England ; 2-mile ordinary,
intercollegiate, handicap. The meet takes
place at Holme's Field, May 10, at 2:30 p. M.
Entrance fee, $1 for each event. Entries close,

Saturday, May 3, with W. B. Greenleaf, 41 Weld
Hall, Cambridge, Mass,

IRVINGTON-MILLBURN HANDICAP
ROAD RACE.

The entries for this event are being rapidly

received, and the total number of competitors
will probably be over one hundred. The entrance
fee is $r. Entries close May 15, with A. B.

Barkman, 241 Broadway, or F. P. Prial, 243
Broadway. Any competitor desiring entry
blanks should address either of these gentlemen.
The race will be started at 11 A. m. sharp, rain

or shine. The headquarters on the day of the

race will be the Hilton Hotel.

RACING RDLES FOR 1890.
(concluded).

manner of starting.

All starts shall be from a standstill, with the left hand
towards the inner curve, the machine being held in posi-

tion by an attendant, with the tire of the front wheel
touching the starting line. When pushing off competitors
the attendant must have both feet on the ground behind
the mark from which the competitor actually starts.

Should any part of the attendant's body touch the track in

front of the line, the competitor shall be disqualified.

Any competitor may, with the consent of the referee,

start from a mark behind the one allotted him ; but no
matter at which point he starts, the attendant must never
touch with any part of his body any part of the ground in

front of the point of starting.

JUDGING THE FINISH.

The finish of all races shall be judged by the first part of

the front wheel which touches the tape fastened on the

ground at the finishing post.

METHOD OF RIDING A RACE.

Riders must pass any competitor whom they overtake
on the outside unless the man be dismounted, and they
must pass at least a clear length of the wheel in front again
before taking the inside. The inside man must allow room
for his competitor to pass on the outside A oompetitor
overtaking another may pass between him and the pole, if

there be ample room, but he does so at his own risk.

Riders are cautioned that they must not pass on the inside

except as a last resort.

PROTESTS.

Protests respecting the status of a rider, that is, qualifica-

tions to enter a race with special conditions, must be lodged
with the referee before the race is started. Any protest

respecting foul riding or breach of rules must be made to

the referee after the event is finished. A competitor who
is disqualified from competition forfeits any entrance fee

he may have paid.
Competitors may dismount during a race at their pleas-

ure, and may run with their cycles if they desire, but they
must keep on the extreme outside of the path whenever
dismounted. If a rider be dismounted by accident or for

the purpose of chang-ing his machine, an attendant may
hold his machine while he mounts it, but he may not push
it off and the mount must be on the extreme outside of the
path.
A competitor who falls behind one lap may be called off

the track. Any competitor who falls behind for the pur-
pose of pacing another competitor may be disqualified, and
the man whom he paces may also be disqualified.

SUSPENSION FROM THE RACE TRACK.

Any competitor may be suspended from the race track by
the Racing Board on the following charges : Unfair deal-

ing or ungentlemanly conduct on the race track ; entering
a class race to which his record does not give him a right
to enter ; the use of obscene language on the track, either

to officials or other competitors.

TIME LIMIT.

A referee may place a time limit on any race, the time
limit not to be announced to the contestants until immedi-
ately before the start. If the competitors finish within the
limit they shall receive the prizes, but if they fail to so
finish and the referee is convinced by their riding and the
time made that they endeavored to reach the limit, he may
award the prizes. It shall be his privilege to withhold any
prize if, in his opinion, a competitor did not try to win the
race.
In order to secure a special prize, offered for the fastest

time made at a stated distance,' the successful competitor
must have ridden the entire distance of the race in which
he makes his record. If in any race, by reason of accident
or withdrawal, only one contestant remains upon the track,

the referee may call such contestant from the track, and
award him the first prize.

The officers of a race meeting shall not be permitted to

compete in any race giving during the meeting.
A novices' race is only open to those who, up to the date

of the event, have never won a prize, which shall always be
the first event on the programme.

CLASS RACES.

A class race is open only to those who, up to the date of

the closing of entries, have not won one of the two first

positions in a public event in the same, or better, time than
the class under consideration, or in relative time

;
judging

from the other distances according to the appended table.

ONE MILE. TWO MILES. THREE MILES. FIVE MILES.

2.40 5-3° 8.20 14.20

2.45 5-4° 8.30 14.40

2.50 5.50 8.45 15.00

2-55 6.00 g.oo 15-30

3-00 6.10 9-15 16.00

3-05 6.20 930 16.30

3.10 6.30 9-45 17.00

3-I5 6.40 10.00 I7-30

3.20 6.50 10.30 18.30

3-30 7.10 11.00 19.00

RACE WITHOUT HANDS.

In a race without hands, the starter will ring a bell ten
seconds after the men are started, and this shall be the sig-

nal for each competitor to take his hands off his machine.
The race must be ridden with the arms folded, and the

hands and arms must be kept off the machine. Any com-
petitor touching any part of his machine with his hands or
arms shall be disqualified.

SLOW RACES.

In a slow race, a straightway course, not less than three
nor more than five feet in width, should be marked out for
each rider. Any competitor who rides outside of these
lines, to be judged by the centre of the driving wheel, or
who comes to a stand-still, or who is dismounted, or who
fails to start at the signal, shall be disqualified.

LAP RACE.

In scoring a lap race, the position of the first three men
must be taken at the finish of every lap. Thefiistman
scores three points, the second man two, and the third man
one"; and the others do not score. At the finish of the race,
the man who crosses the tape first shall receive an ad-
ditional point in addition to the regular score The com-
petitor who scores the greatest number of points shall be
declared the winner, and the man with the second greatest
number shall receive the second prize, and so on. In order
to secure a prize, the contestant must ride the entire dis-
tance, and be within 150 yards of the finish when the leader
crosses the tape. Any competitor failing to comply with
these rules is disqualified.

TEAM RACE.

In a team race, the position of each rider must be taken
at the finish of each lap. The first man shall count a num-
ber equal to that of the contestants at the start, the second
man one less, the third two less, and so on. The aggregate
scores of the team members shall decide the winning team

.

A team shall be limited to three riders, each of whom shall
have been a member of the club .entering the team for at
least three nioKths previous to date of event. Each t-eam
member must also have resided within five miles of the city
or town where the club has its headquarters for at east six
months previous to the date of contest,

RIDE AND RUN RACE.

The contestants in the ride and run race shall be started
on foot in the usual manner, and umpires shall be stationed
on the track at the mounting and dismounting stations,
who shall take account of the fairness of mounting and dis-
mounting. Mounting before reaching, or dismounting after
passing the station, shall be sufficient cause for disqualifica-
tion. The alternating distance shall be one quarter of the
distance of the entire race.

HEAT RACES.

In a heat race, where the contestant must win two in
three, or three in five, the position of each rider must be
taken at the finish of each heat. The first man shall count
a number equal to that of the contestants in the first heat,
the second man shall count one less, the third two less, and
so on. The competitor who scores the greatest number of
points shall be declared the winner.

CONSOLATION RACE.

Entries in,a consolation race shall be limited to those who
have won no prize in any event of the meeting

;
provided,

however, if only a single prize is given in the team race,
members of the winnmg team shall not be considered to
have won a prize-, and shall be eligible to the consolation
race.
Any club, or race promoters, desiring to place upon their

lists of events a race of different nomenclature than those
given above, must first explain the nature of the event to
the Racing Board member in charge of the district in which
races are to be held, and obtain his consent. The consent
having been obtained, they shall print upon the entry blank,
and the programme of the day, a rule to define the race,
that the officials and contestants may clearly understand
the conditions of the contest.
Ignorance of any of the rules will not be considered a

valid excuse for violation.

Entries for the Pullman road race close on May 10 with
R. D. Garden, 293 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111,

At the Finchley Harriers' sports, on Easter Monday,
W, C. Jones won the i-mile bicycle handicap from scratch
in2m. 4gs. E. Leitch won the half-mile scratch race in

im. 20S,

The English racing season is well under way and the
men are rapidly getting into shape. On Good Friday a
20-mile professional championship was decided at North
Shields, R. H. English finishing first in ih. 14m. 8 1-5S.

At the Sport and Play tournament on Easter Monday
Howell won the i-mile scratch race in 2m. 56 4-ss., and the
5-mile scratch race in 14m. 58s The 2-mile safety handi-
cap was won by C. Reaveley, 150 yards, in 5m. 39 4-5S.

A great race meeting was held in Moscow. Russia, at the
Moscow Drill Hall, on March 16. There were two or
three thousand spectators present. There were two bands
of mu<-ic. Preceding the races there was a parade around
the hall in which thirty-one cyclists took part. The open-
ing event, a i-mile race, was won by A P. Klimow, in

4m. 13s. The safety race was ridden in 4m. 8s.

The two bicycle events at the Berkeley Oval, to be held
May 17, at 2:30 p. m., will be a 2-mile handicap and a 3-mile
team race with teams of three men. A prize will be given
the winning team, and also to the riders finishing first,

second and third in the race. Three prizes will also be
given in the handicap. Entrance fee, fifty cents for each
event, closing May 10, with Dr. W. L. Savage, 19 West
44th Street, New York City.

The following is the programme of events to be decided
at Spring Valley, New York, May 17, at 2:30 p. m,, at the
Rockland County Wheelmen's meet : Club events, '2-mile

and I-mile bicycle. Open events, i-mile scratch and 2-mile

handicap. Medals will be awarded to the winner of each
event. Entrance fee to club events twenty-five, and to

open events fifty cents. Entries close May 14, with I. D.
Cole, Spring Valley, N . Y. Trains leave Erie Depot at

1:15 1'. M,

Mr. L. M. Richardson, of the John Wilkison Company,
writes that he is arr.mging the detailsof asixdays' amateur
tournament to lake place at tlie Chicago Exposition Building
early in June. The races will be run every evening except
on Saturday, when a too-mile race will be started in the
afternoon. In connection with the race meet there will be
an exhibition of bicycles from the Western manufacturers
and dealers. The prizes will be valued at $1,500 in the
aggregate. The editors of Bfarings and another Chicago
cycling paper have been asked to co-operate with Mr.
Richardson in managing the tournament.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Mishawaka is said to be the liveliest bicycle town of its size
in Indiana.

The St. Louis Cycling Club held a sociable at their club-
house on April 22.

Mr. F. C. Colby, pastor of the First Baptist Church of
Asbury Park, is a cyclist.

A big bicycle boom has struck South Bend, Ind., and the
agents are striking it rich.

Mr. W. E. Weaver, of New Haven, started on the 21st to
ride from New Haven to San Francisco.

The Keystone Bicycle Club, of Pittsburgh, held a recep-
tion at their new club-house on April 21.

The Board of Freeholders of Elizabeth decided on Tues-
day last to lay Telford on Westfield Avenue.

The Manhattan Club will hold their regular monthly re-
ception at their club-house this (Friday) evening.

A new club, called the ' Eagle Bicvcle Club," has been
formed in Newport, R. I. The members all ride Eagle
machines.

It is rumored that Ralph Temple is engaged to a charm-
ing little Western lady, and that the marriage will shortly
take place.

The citizens of West Chester, Pa., have started to raise a
subscription fund of $50,000 to improve the principal roads
leading into the borough.

"Harry " Tripler, New York Club, was out on the road
on Sunday last for the first time in two years. W. C. Hey-
decker was out on a so-pound 65-inch gear Ormonde.

There has been a deal of talk about a consolidation of the
two clubs of Trenton. We believe a consolidation would
be desirable, but it will be hardly possible this year.

Le Veloce Sport stales that a favorite repast with the
cyclist on the road is a new biscuit called, " la biscuit
Heckel, which is said to have wonderful sustaining
powers.

A voun^ bicycle rider of Lynn, Mass., named Getchell,
collided with a carriage while out riding on April 16 The
lad received severe injuries and his bicycle was comoletelv
wrecked. ' v y

Tile Common Council of Philadelphia held a meeting on
April 22, at which it was decided to repave Broad Street
from Columbia Avenue to Passyunk Road, with sheet
asphalt.

^^
Wheelmen will learn with pleasure that the weather
sharps predict a cool summer. As the " prophets " pre-

dict a torrid season, the predictions of the sharps are likelv
to be realized. '

Messrs. Cassell & Co. will publish on Monday Thomas
btevens new book on his African experiences. Mr Stevens
IS an acute observer and a charming narrator. H s book
should interest all wheelmen.

Our Boston contemporary, of April 18. " hears that James
K. Uunn wi 1 take up his residence in New York " In
Th-', >Vh 'EL of \pril 4 we stated that Mr Dunn // /,^ takenup his residence in New York.

The Overman Wheel Co have offered a Victor Safety
for a prize in the Irvington-MiUburn road race. Mr Bid-
well has a so sent an elegant prize. A complete list of the
prizes will shortly be published.

The S„>L recently published a graphic description of ameeting of the Road Race Committee, alleged to have been
held on Friday night last. The young man of the Sun mustnot draw too much on his imagination.

i1*""m •
^'-

i-
E'ners^n and A. E. Jacobs of the Somer-

v.lle Mass Cycle Club, will leave Bostok for a tour inEngland and France absut July 12. They are anxious toh ive two other cyclists accompany them.

Chief Consul Bull reports that Secretary Bassett has re-

wf ^-s^'^nJ'"^"^^" °/ applications from New York
„,f?- ,^ t'^J^f Consul IS anxious to set the DivisionmarK at 4,000 before the end of the year.

<;,Ih^ ^^'if.^"''„^'''Ye ^vere dotted with wheelmen all day
?..J^^^-,

^^^ Brooklyn and Hudson County Wheelmentook a large party to Tarrytown, The New Yorks had
par.ies in Alpine, Yonkers and WiUiamsbridge
The Lynn Wheel Club, under command of Captain J E

i;*'R';
'
,'""^'^''<=d a party of thirty on Sunday last and rode

to Brighton After attending the Faneuil House severalspins were taken around Chestnut Hill reservoir.

We cannot understand why any cycling paper, much less

R^i;^^^"^^,''^'^'''"''
"'^""''^ P'''"' ^ letter from Victor!Emerson There are a number of people who wouldrather see Mr. Emerson s name to some?hing else than a

The New York Club will hold a 5-miie handicap road

ITLT^"^'-^^''?^^^
^^'"^"^^y '" ^^^y °^ 'he fi?." Sat'irday

l^ mi? V H
f°"0'^j"g men will represent the club in the

Va" Buren
''^"^

'

'
"''"'°"' -''°'''^' ^'"'^ ^"<^

m^f""".K
'°/^consider the Richardson Bill was recently

Th» K 1!^
Senate, but the motion was laid on the table

nn ciKii
^'°^*' <='^.'°^ "P a^^in in the Senate, but it is hardly

possible to get It through both Houses on account of thesession being so far advanced.

R.^'"u-,^J!"^'^ "^''^Tr^P^*'^^"' *= Berkeley Club this year.

wTnii^ "k''^ ^""V^^- ^- '^'^'^^ ^'^ training at MilburyWmdle s home. They are in the hands of Asa Windle[hey will ride at the Hamilton meet and at the Berkelev
Athletic Club games on May 17.

Berkeley

,;i^''' "t ^- P*='''?y =«ks us to make the following correc-tions
: In reporting the Westchester County Wheelmenelections we used the name of " R»mi,. >• .„,!.„,, V...,^"

The cycling paper of New Zealand is the Wheelmen'

s

Cazette, published at Christchurch. The principal adver-
tisers In this paper are the Coventry Machinists' Company
and Singer & Company, both of which concerns are rep-
resented by prominent agents in New Zealand.

The City of Berlin, which was seized by the Custom
House authorities on account of some violation of the cus-
toms laws, has been released by the Collector. The steamer
had a big consignment of Psychos aboard, and at one time
It looked as If they would be tied up for an Indefinite period.

ley." Messrs. fI Rrf^o/^nd^^!'^: sl^^'^
°' " ^^^^

bers of the Executive Committee at large.
us are mem-

It is reported that Captain " Billy" Murphy has a whole
string of K. C. W. yearlings, and that they are put through
the paces every tine afternoon in Prospect Park. It is

hinted that there are one or two Bensingers and Murphys
In the lot. Have some mercy on the handicappers,
" Cap."

The Brooklyn Ramblers had their first club run of the
season on Sunday last, and twenty-eight responded to the
call. Captain McCue and Lieutenant Holland led the
party down the road to a hostelry, where a pleasant time
was passed, after which they returned to do the Park
circuit.

It is reported that Arthur L. Atkins, who was prominent
three years ago as manager of the Columbia team, and
who was well known at the same time in Boston cycling
circles, has left Los Angeles, where he has lived for the
benefit of his health, and has removed to Peoria, where he
will open a bicycle store.

A COJIEDY OF ERRORS.

A. B. Barkman, G. R. BIrdwell, W H. De Graaf and
Frank P. Prial, of the Irvlngton and MlUburn Cyclers,
have been appointed a committee to arrange a twenty-five
mile handicap road race to be run over the Irvington-Mill-
burn course on Decoration Day.

—

Evening Post.

The Minneapolis Bicycle Club held an important meet-
ing at their new club rooms in the Janney Block, April 17.
W. H. Dornberg was elected as secretary. In place of Wil-
liam Monasch, resigned. E. K. Pritchard also resigned as
captain, owing to his removal from the city. The club offi-

cers intend to hjld a number of runs during the year.

J. D. McDonald, a Toronto wheelman, writes as follows :

"I am very much pleased with your paper, and think it

should be well supported by wheelmen. We have two
good clubs in Toronto, the Torontos and Wanderers, the
former of which is talking up a new club-house. Big inter-
est is being taken in the meet at Hamilton on the 24th."

The Elizabeth /07<?-«(i/ states that E. Dickinson, a Phila-
delphia rider, rode from Philadelphia to Elizabeth on
Thursday last, in eleven hours. He was bound for New
York. Kis route lay through Trenton, Lawrencevllle,
Princeton, Kingston, Franklin Park, New Brunswick,
Metuchen, Rahway, Elizabeth, Newark and New York.

We have in type an article from Thomas Stevens entitled
"A Trip Across Africa on a Bicycle," an article from
" Marguerite" on ladies' cycling, and one of the most ex-
haustive articles on training and racing we have ever read
from the pen of Mr. R. A, Smyihe, of San Francisco.
These articles will shortly be published in The Wheel.

The number of entries In the Irvington-Millburn road
race will probably aggregate 100, The number of men
who are in training for this race is astonishing, and the
competitors will not only be in better condition than ever
before, but will pay special attention to the condition of
their wheels. A number of racing safeties will be used in
the race.

A reunion of Missouri Wheelmen is announced for M-.y
3, on the Pike County roads, under the ausp ces of the
Division Touring Board. The Cvcliiig Club will have
their run to De Soto nn the same date. The De Soto road
is used by the St. Louis cyclists to ''kill off" all fresh
visiting wheelmen. They usually go home by freight
after making this trip.

We call the attention of the editor of the Bicycling World
to the fact that the fixture, " May 28, race meet at Hamil-
ton, Ont.," which was published In our fixture column
some time in March, still adorns his fixture column. The
correct date is May 24. If the editor of the (KorA/ wants
a new, correct an < up-to-date " fixture " colusin he will find
It in this week's Wheel.

William O'Donnell, a Washington wheelmen, was fined
$10 for knocking down Charles King, a three-year old boy,
while coasting down Capitol Hill, at the head of Four-
teenth Street, on Saturday afternoon. He claimed that he
did all he possibly could to prevent a collision, but the
judge thought there ought to be a law to regulate the speed
of bicycles and imposed the fine.

The East Hartford Weekly Grtzt-^/^ published a front page
cartoon in its issue of April 18. The cartoon gives a view
of the Connecticut River with a road on either bank. On
one road, running from Wethersfield to Hartford, is de-
picted a farmer's wife driving a wagon to majjcet. The
horse is knee deep in mud, and the wagon is loaded down
with bags, labeled " wasted road ta.xes."

The Newark Call makes the following statement :
" The

attempts to ' work ' Newark for asphalt pavement met with
only partial success" We should be sorry to think that
Newark was being "worked," but we are glad to know
that somebody Is evidently converting either a part or all
of the Newark Council to the asphalt idea. It makes little
difference to wheelmen who undertakes the missionary
work as long as they get asphalt pavement.

The Fifth District (Southern States) Racing Board has
selected New Orleans as the place, and June 6 and 7 as the
dates of the district race meet. The Board consists of H.
H. Hodgson, New Orleans, Chairman ; C. H. Fenner, New
Orleans; T. L. Ingram, Columbus, Ga.; J. R. Wilson,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Geo. Arbuckle, Dallas, Tex. The
New Orleans wheelmen are arranging for a parade, run
and banquet, and will entertain the visitors handsomely.

CYCLING IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

During the past eighteen months the number of bicycles
and tricycles in use in the colony has doubled and at pres-
ent numbers about 800, Many of these machines are manu-
factured by W. Tyler, who has a factory at Adelaide. Dur-
ng the past year he turned out 317 " ordinaries," a number
of tricycles and a number of safeties. Parts of these ma
chines were, no doubt, imported from Europe and simply
put together at the factory.

Mr. C. C. Hughes, of the Manhattan Club, writes us that
the club expects to move into part of their new building
next month, and the entire house will be ready next Sep-
tember. The building is at 45th Street and Madison Ave-
nue, and will be one of the finest structures In New York,
and by far the most magnificent club-house of the metropo-
lis. It is stated that ample provision will be made for
wheelmen. It isalso rumored that the New York Athletic
Club is to build a new house at sgth Street and Fifth
Avenue.

"Tanglefoot" writes us that in reporting the assault on
the Elizabeth wheelmen In our last Issue we omitted
the name of A. F. Calkins, who was in the midst of the
fray and who did all he could to beat off the assailants.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen held their last social of the
season at the club-house on Wednesday evening last.

There was a large attendance of members and their

friends. The Building Committee of the club report that
they are ready to go ahead, and only await the plans of the
architect.

The Memphis (Tenn.) Wheelmen will offer three elegant
prizes at their approaching 100-mile road race. These
three medals, of different design, are ornamented by
heavily-carved scrolls and wreaths of Etruscan gold, figures
of bicyclers, bands, etc., raised, modeled and nicely chased
and surmounted by eagles, handle- bars, etc. They are the
work of John Harriott, 3 Winter Street, Boston, who also
made the medals offered by C. J. Scherer to the Memphis
Wheelmen last season. The medals cost $150, and are the
best ever offered in that part of the country.^

Mr. C. R. Zacharias writes us that the Commissioners of
Asbury Park have appointed a committee to confer with
the committee recently appointed at the indignation meet-
ing, and there is reason to believe that the ordinance pro-
hibiting sidewalk riding will be modified or amended so
that wheelmen will be allowed to use the sidewalks under
restrictions. The wheelmen feel pleased with the outlook,
as the streets are of sand and practically unrldable. Within
a few weeks the people will vote on the question whether
they shall or shall not spend $.)o,ooo on three miles of
macadam road. The wheelmen will electioneer and try to
pass the appropriation.

Poor Johnny Wetmore, good, old "Jonah." No more
does his pen thrill us with graphic reports of road races.

John is now percolating on fine days in the swell quartier
of Elizabeth, writing up pink teas, literarys and other tepid
social Incidents for his new paper. Town Tattle. Here is

something that Johnny recently saw at a Plalnfield ball

:

" At the Plainfield ball I saw the latest in dude evening
dress. The white silk waistcoat was laced with gold cord,
and a white silk ribbon fastened by a gold monogram en-
circled the waist. The trousers were of the cut of our
grand-daddies, so aptly described by a famous humorist as
leaving the beholder in doubt as to whether the wearer was
going or coming." Poor John

It took a great many lines in the cycling press, both here
and abroad, to correct the widely published misstatement of
the death of Ben L. Darrow. Of course, our readers know
that it was Mr. Darrow's father who died, and not the pub-
lisher of the Gazette. The rumor of Mr. Darrow's death
was first published in The Wheel, and, strange to say,
Thk Wheel's paragraph was based on an article in an
Indianapolis paper, which had been marked and folded in
the Gazette office and forwarded to The Wheel. The
article stated that Mr. Darrow was fifty-four years of age
and was editor and publisher of the Gazette. 1 he peculiar
fact about this case is that this article, which was a misstate-
ment, should have been sent out from the Gazette office.

It is one of tbose things " no fellow can find out."

The Philadelphia Times of the 20th hauls Mayor Fitler
over the coals in great shape. The Times states that the
Mayor talked very much and very loudly as to what he
intended to do betore his election. The Times now asks
the Mayor to carry out his promise and pave one street as
a solitary monument to his administration Since the
Mayor has been in office the water supply has been bet-
tered and $4,000,000 has been added to the city's debt. As
The Wheel recently pointed out, Philade'phians want
Broad Street paved from end to end. This Broad Street,
by the way, is one of the finest avenues on the American
Continent. It is lined with magnificent residences and the
upper portion of it is paved with asphalt, but there still

remains a long stretch of granite pavement be ween the
most desirable part of the city and ihe Public Building,
wh ch is the heart of the Quaker City. Broad Street is a
grand boulevard and is "the great artery of pleasure for
rich and poor." We hope the Times will continue to ham-
mer at the Mayor.

Montague A. Holbein, the Englishman who holds the
24-hour record of 324 miles, became interested in athleiics
in 1878. In 1880 he built up his constitution by cross-country
running, swimming, long distance walking, etc. At the Sal-
ford Harriers' games, in 1884, he walked ^y^ miles in ih.,
and in 1886 he walked a mile in 7m. los. on a grass track.
In 1S85 he ran thirty miles in.sh. 23m. 2qs., and a year later
he was credited with swimming fifteen miles In Sh. lom.
In the early part of 1888 Holoein started to ride a Premier
iafety. and in June, 1888, he accomplished a record of 100
miles in 6h. 20m. In August of the same year he rode 206
miles in 24h., and a month later he raised this record to
292'.^ miles. In October, 1888. in company with G. P.
Mills, he made a 50-mile tandem record, against a strong
wind, in 2h. 57m. During 1889 he secured ihe toUowing list

ot road records: On a safety, fifty miUs in 2h 43m. 32s ;

100 mites, oh. 20m. 26s.; 175^4 miles, i2h.
; 324 miles, 24h.

In these races Holbein rode straight away half the distance
and then returned home. Holbein's great ambit on is to
get the safety record for 100 miles inside of sl.x hours.

The Newaik Call of Sunday last printed four distinct
articles on pavements. The C«//has awakened to the (act
that the citizens of Newark can get along wiih the uni-
versal dust and mud which distinguishes that ci:y. It has
alsj lound out that it is useless to clean paved streets, as
the veh cles from the unpaved thoroughfares carry the
dirt with them and leave it at the mercy of the wind, which
whirls It into the eyes and lungs of the promenaders and
destroys shops and nouses along the principal streets At
a meeting on Friday evening list the City Council decided
that nothing could be done, as no money could be borrowed.
It has been decided to spend $100,000 this year, but at
least a half million dollars would be needed to do any kind
of proper work The City Counsellor will shortly suggest a
plan to authorize the creation of a pavement fund. The
Council has received protests against paving the streets
with granite blocks and in favor 01 asphalt from a number
of prominent gentlemen, from the Riverside Athleiic Club
and from the Essex Passenger Railway Company. A dis-
cussion as to the relative merits of asphalt and granite is

now on the cards.
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HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT IN RHODE
ISLAND.

To Mr. William M. P. Bowen, Chairman of

the Rhode Island Division Highway Improve-
ment Committee, belongs the honor of having
worked out the most admirable plan for agitat-

ing the public to the need of good roads that

has yet come to our notice. We recently pub-

lished brief sketches of the several bills which

were introduced in the Rhode Island legislature,

and which the legislative commission agreed to

report favorably. The committee voted six in

favor and two against. These bills, if they be-

come laws—which Mr. Bowen reports as ex-

tremely probable—will govern the following

points : A bill regulating the width of wagon
tires ; a bill providing for the erection and main-
tenance of guide posts ; a bill providing for a

State Commissioner of Highways and defining

his duties, and a bill entitled "The Repair of

Highways and Bridges," which provides for a

new method of building and maintaining roads.

The scheme of highway improvement inaug-

urated by Mr. Bowen is further carried out in

the Providence Journal of Sunday, April 20.

The Jourtial publishes no less than three and
one-half columns on highway improvement, to-

gether with a full page map of Rhode Island, on
which is outlined the locations in which im-
proved roads would be most desirable. From
the matter published in the Jourtial we gather

the following information :

The highway improvement agitation is of

great interest to both horsemen and wheelmen,
as well as to all who travel on the roads, and
first began in those States of older settlement.

Before the days of the locomotive there grew
up innumerable corporations, with charters and
privileges granted them, to take possession of

old stage roads and improve them and erect

thereon toll-gates. More recent roads have been
built, but they have been laid out without re-

gard to public convenience ; they have been
badly constructed and have never been properly
maintained. This is true of the entire system of

American roads, which are notorious as the

worst known in any civilized country. The
poor condition of the roads has been further in-

creased by the system of working out tax which
is in vogue in most of the States. The men who
work out tax, or who are employed to do it, are

incapable and unintelligent, and, as a rule, it is

their constant effort to do as little as possible.

Their idea of repairing the road is to throw dirt

or stones from the side of the road into the cen-

tre and pat it down with the blade of a spade.
The value of good roads is now being under-

stood by all classes of men on account of the

great amount of matter that has been published
on the subject. Before the recent legislative

committee the Providence Warehouse Company
gave a practical example on the value of im-
proved highways. The Company found that it

required a two-horse team to carry eighteen
bales of cotton, weighing 500 pounds each, over
two good roads ; the same team were able to

carry only six bales over a poor road. It was
also proven that there is a gradual shrinkage in

the value of farming property, and one proprie-

tor in Burrillsville, R. I., reported that he had
purchased for $10,000 a farm that had cost $25,-

000. The reason for the shrinkage is due to the

fact that one-half the crop was allowed to waste
on the land, because the poor roads prevented a
remunerative sale of the products. In Rhode
Island, as well as in other States, a few of the

cities and towns have gone to the expense to re-

pair their roads, but the methods they employed
did not accomplish the best results ; even after

they have gone through the form of repairing
their roads the best of them are poor.
The article in t\ie Journal, which is admirably

exhaustive, then goes on to recapitulate the num-
ber of stone crushers in use in Rhode Island, and
gives statistics as to the number of miles of

macadam in each town, the amount of money
spent on highways and the amount appropri-
ated for repairs. All this is extremely valuable
information, and will, no doubt, be of great
use in hastening highway improvement legisla-

tion. We note that Providence has i6i miles of

highway, 55 of which are macadamized and
19^ paved, while its annual appropriation ex-
ceeds $200,000.
The writer in the Journal briefly outlines the

highway improvement agitation and the results

which have been accomplished. The messages
of the Governors who have touched on this

question are reproduced, and brief sketches of

the various highway improvement bills which
have been introduced in New Jersey and other
States are outlined. A list of colleges which
give courses of instruction on roads is also pub-
lished, as well as the names of all associations
which have taken an interest in the matter.
Should the improvements suggested in the

map published by the yo«r«a/ be adopted, Rhode
Island will have about 230 miles of improved
highways, which is about 10 per cent, of the
total highway mileage in the State. This would
give every town in the State from one to eight-
een miles of improved highways, as shown in

the following table :

Towns.

5.0
cro-o

< 2
--J

y in

B2
VI &
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Towns.

Orq-O
s*o
< 2

BS

Barrington 3.6
Bristol 3.0
Burrillville 4.3
Charlestown 7.0

Coventry 7.8
Cranston ..13.6
Cumberland 8.2

E.Greenwich 2.5

E. Providence 7.7
Exeier 3.5
Foster 8.8

Gloucester 8.0

Hopkinton 9.4
Jamestown i.o

Johnston 14.4
I^incoln 12.0

Little Corapton. . . 4.0

30

45
90
40
90
60

70
30
70
80
100
no
60
20

65
60

50

Middletown 3.3
N. Shoreham ?

N.Kingstown 9.8
N. Providence 33
N. Smithfield. . . . 6.0

Portsmouth 7.3
Providence 0.0
Richmond 4.5
Scituate 13.6
Smiihfield. 4.0
S. Kingstown... 12.3
Tiverton lo.o

Warren 4.0
Warwick 18.4
W. Greenwich . . . 5.0
Westerly 8.5

Woonsocket 4.6

50
40
160
60
100

60

90
5°
30
90
70
50
60

According to this plan the highways under
control of the cities in the State are not in-

volved, because they are furnished wi h appli-

ances for constructing good roads. The pro-
posed highways, should the bills become laws,
are to be built by contract, with a roadway from
sixteen to twenty-four feet wide, having a Tel-
ford foundation and a wearing surface of broken
stone or ground gravel, well compacted with
steam rollers. The total cost of the 230 miles of

proposed new roads would be about $1,000,000,
of which the State will, perhaps, pay two-thirds,

and the balance to be paid proportionately by
the several towns. The valuation of the State
property is $325,000,000.

SPRING IS HERE.
"When the spring time comes, gentle An-

nie," there comes with it a host of harmless
lunatics who write letters to the papers, letting

the world know what they have seen. One gen-
tleman, who can't have anything particular to

do, writes to the IrisA Times to say that he has
seen a swallow ! Now, if the swallow had writ-

ten to say that he, she or it had seen the gentle-
man, it would be worth talking about. I have
seen millions of swallows, and I never thought
the circumstance worth a line, much less a par-

agraph. The editor of the Freeman, who must
be in agony for want of copy, has been sent a
box of butterflies ! Think of that. Most of us,

if we had the butter, would be willing to do
without the flies. To cyclists these things do
not appeal very forcibly. To them it may be
of more interest to know that I have seen the
rowdy on the hired crock (or the group caddibus

Dublinensis—not a very rare species) airing him-
self on the main road in the Park o' Sunday
mornings ; I have seen the cyclist in the tailed

coat and the brown canvas shoes and the smok-
ing-cap, and I have seen the wheelman who
" stops at every pub as he danders round the
town "

; I have noted the man who rides

furiously through the city, especially when he
gets to a crossing over which a nervous female
is passing ; I have observed the man who takes
his hands off the handles to blow his nose when
he is passing a girl whom he wishes to impress.
These in themselves are not lovely sights ; but

they are beautiful in the eyes of cyclists, as were
in the days of old the feet upon the mountains
of those who brought glad tidings. The signs

I have enumerated are harbingers of the smil-

ing days of spring, and they tell us that the
golden time of summer is fast approaching.
Sing hey ! for the smiling days of spring ! Sing
ho ! for the golden time of summer ! The wheel-
ing population seems to increase as rapidly as
the rabbit world. I could not have believed
that there were so many cyclists in Ireland as I

saw pourinir out of Dublin in all directions on
Friday. They moved gregoriously, as a rule,

and could be seen in swarms, even by the pecu-

liar who seem to have eyes only for swallows
and butterflies. They seemed to make for every
point of the compass, and while some aimed at

the setting sun, others turned their backs on
that luminary. Naas, Maynooth, Lucan, Bless-
ington, every part of Wicklow, were the various
Meccas towards which the steeds of steel were
directed. Verily ! if the Recorder and Mr. Jus-
tice Gibson mean to put down cycling, or desire
to do so, they will undertake a task compared
to which that of Sisyphus was a trifle light as
air. I would like to put those learned and wise
judges on a tandem and send them flying down
some hill, such as that from Kilakee. If they
survived, they would have improved ideas.

—

The Scorcher, in the Irish Cyclist.

PAPA" ELWELL.

Mr. F. A. Elwell, whose picture appears at

the head of this article, is a resident of Port-

land, Me., where he was born thirty-two years
ago. He took up cycling in the spring of '81.

and has been a devotee of the sport ever since.

He has long been an active member of the Port-

land Wheel Club, and was also a member of the

Massachusetts Bi. Club of Boston for several

years. Was Chief Consul of Maine for six

years, the State Division being formed during
his term of office.

In the summer of '83 Mr. Elwell projected and
carried to a successful termination the " Down
East " tour. This tour was through the east-

ern part of Maine, occupied ten days, and was
participated in by thirty-six wheelmen from all

parts of the U. S. Since then he has managed a

tour every summer, with one exception ('88),

also two winter tours to the Bermuda islands.

These tours have passed into cycling history as
" Kennebec," " Moosehead," " Blue Nose " and
" Quebec."

Last summer Mr. Elwell managed a party of

twenty-eight on an extended tour through
Europe, including Ireland, England, France,
Switzerland and Germany. Like all the preced-

ing tours, it was very successful, and its

advantages to Americans desirous to "do"
Europe awheel so obvious that it is now
intended to make them annual aflfairs. This
year's party is already completed, and the tour

bids fair to be the best of all.

Mr. Elwell has long been employed in the

oflice of the Portland Transcript, of which paper
his father is the senior editor and proprietor.

In appearance, Mr. Elwell is slight in stature

and of dark complexion.

ABOUT GOOD ROADS.
The following is a strong argument for the

farmers to ponder upon, in favor of good roads :

Assuming that the average haul is five miles,

that the two loads per day with two horses would
cost $2.50, the difference in cost of moving the

total market crops on clay and macadam roads,

of average condition and level grades, can be
figured as follows :

Clay road. Macadam.
Load for two horses 1,400 lbs. 2,180 lbs.

Number tons of loads for

3,250,000 4,643,000 2,981,000

Cost at $1.50 per load $5,706,750 $3,726,250—Elizabeth Journal, April ig.
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PHILADELPHIA.

Our racing men are to have additional inducements to

those already offered, it seems. The Tryon i up, which
was Rotten up some three years ago by Edw. K. 1 ryon &
Co. as a prize for a team race between teams of four from
each of the clubs, has been placed in the hands of Secre-
tary of the A C C, Edwards, who will communicate with
the club captains as to what shall be done with it. At the
time the cup was first offered it aroused great interest, and
a hot and e.xciting twenty-five mile contest was expected,
but the Lancaster pike authorities would not permit its be-
ing held unless someone became responsible in case of acci-
dent and as none of the clubs were willing to do this, the
matter was necessarily dropped.
Mine host of the popular Willow Grove Hotel has be-

come so enthusiastic over things bicycling, that he also
wisnes to present a prize, lor a race to be held at Willow
Grove, and has asked Captain Dalsen to arrange matters.

The Century Dinner.

The name of George C. Boldt is synonymous with lu-xu-

rious living-, whether at the Stratford Hotel, undoubtedly
the finest in the city ; at the Bellevue, where the world-
famed Clover < lub holds forth, or in the large dining halls
of the Bullitt Building, where the leading lights of the bar,
the Stock Exchange and the mercantile world most do
congregate, the cuisine is invariably of the best. To tell

what the word " Century " is synonymous with after last

evening's banquet would be difficult Perhaps it is suffi-

cient to say that when the choice wits of the club join
forces with Boldt's chefs, an oratorical, as well as gastro-
nomical treat is the inevitable result. As a fitting close to
a most enjoyable and successful social winter season, the
fourth annual banquet reflects great credit on the Enter-
tainment Committee, which all this winter has committeed
as no committee ever did before. Nearly loo members,
friends and invited guests were assembled to do honor to
the occasion. At the centre of the semi-circular table sat
President Thomas Hare, with Albert Mott, Chief Consul of
Maryland

; W. R. Tucker, President of the Associated Cy-
cling Clubs; Frank Read, Samuel A. Boyle, Chief Consul
of Pennsylvania ; H. B. Hart, and Harry McMillen, Presi-
dent of the A. A. U.
Dressed in their " sombre suits of black " instead of the

" conventional gray," were ranged the balance of the
North Broad Street Strollers who were present. While
there were some prominent and popular faces missing, there
were also present those who, formerly prominent, have
lately been giving way to others. There was R. C.
Sevoze, e.\-secretary of the club, and one of the first in the
city to lake to the rear-driving safety, whose duties on the
N<rth American have prevented his taking any active
interest in club affairs of late, and Bromley (" Dr. Brom-
ley), too, one of the club's hardest road riders, who has
finished h s course at the University and will now be seen
on the road once more. The Schell family, of course, were
on hand , as well as the Allen trio, though, wisely, they were
not seated together, but sprinkled around where they could
not originate too much mischief ; Treasurer W. G. Speier,
with newly-gained laurels as a wheel breaker ; Captain
Dalsen, who, arriving late, was greeted with a round of
applause as he entered the room ; Second Lieutenant Fred,
Whiteside, who now wears a look of determination to con-
quer Wells' Hill or die in the attempt, and the Carter's
Little Liver Pills, who persisted in sticking their trade
mark on everything they could lay their hands on.
In front of each plate was placed a neat menu card, tied

with the club's colors, and reading as follows:

MENU.

Little Neck Clams.
Consomme Julienne.

Planked Delaware Shad, Maitre D'Hotei.
Cutlet of Chicken. Cream Sauce.

Filet of Beef, Larded Madeira Sauce, French Peas,
Bermuda Potatoes.

Cold English Meat. Pat^ with Jelly.
Lettuce. Salad.

Assorted Ice Cream. Fancy Cakes.
CofEee. Cigars.

THE FEAST OF RE.ISON.

An hour and one-half was consumed in discussing the
menu, and when at last cigars were lighted, President Hare
arose, and in a few brief words congratulated the club on
this, their fourth annual gathering, and introduced Mr.
Albert A. Mott, Chief Consul of Maryland, who responded
to the toast of " Our Highways." Mr. Mott's address was
not a discourse on how to build or repair roads, but rather
a description of different kinds of highways and by-ways,
which were useful to wheelmen, and giving his experience
as a " checker " at the Wilmington road race last fall.

The ne.xt speaker, Mr. Frank Read, was introduced as
being one-half of the honorary membership of the club,
and responded to that toast. Mr. Read, who was one of
Philadelphia's pioneer wheelmen, related his adventures in
buying his first wheel and learning to ride it. How he
wrestled with Hart over the price, how he wrestled with
the machine and how the machine wrestled with him. Mr.
Read eulogized the club and its objects, and said that he
was proud to be a Century Wheelman.
Mr. Kirk Brown, who responded to the toast of " Our

Club," was greeted as he rose with a gentle reminder of the
spring zephyrs, on account of his pink whiskers. He mod-
estly told how he had asked the committee to request him
to speak, and how totally unprepared he was for the honor.
Mr. Brown e.xplained how the plan of organizing the club
arose in his giant intellect, an4 how he and Mr. Hare went
about it ; the rapid gi owth and subsequent moves, and their
various schemes for getting members.
Mr. Harry McMillen, President of the A. A. U., was then

introduced. In speaking on " Athletes and Athletics," Mr.
McMillen stated that this was his first wheelman's dinner.
He mentioned the "fierce conflict " that was threatened
between the A. A. U. and L A. W., which, he said, was
settled through the sagacity of Chairman Da vol, to whom
he paid a glowing tribute for his foresight and wisdom.
Mr. McMiUen closed with a short sketch of the formation
of the A. A. U

;
its growth, and present status.

The next speaker was Mr. W. J. Walker, Chairman of the
Entertainment Lommittee, who was greeted with loud ap-
plause as he rose to speak on " Social Life in Clubs." Mr.
Walker dwelt on the importance of sociability to the wel-
fare of a club, and the splendid opportunities cycling offered
above all others for the advancement of friendship. He
then gave an amusing description of every-day club-life.
On entering the club-house we find on the second floor a

crowd standing open-mouthed at one end of the room,
while "Mac" tells for the ninety-ninth time his account of the
L. A. W. meet, and "Billy and me, and that striped blazer."

At the other end we find Sadler and Hare, Strassburger
and French, accompanied by tobacco smoke and long faces,
discussing the prize problem of how to build a $10,000
gymnasium with $1,500 cash. On turning to the stairway
we see a young man rush breathlessly up and over to the
bulletin board—grab the score card ; it is Al. Allen ; a crowd
qiiickly forms, and a discussion follows over the National
Game; starting with—"Well, I'll tell you how it was,
Stovcy was on first " A noise is now heard on the
floor above, which much resembles that made by Fore-
paugli's Elephants, when practicing their dancing. On
going up we find it is made because Charley Schell has
scored a point. He smiles—" that's all right," and says
something about temporary lead and runs of twelve. We
are here interrupted by a noise, which much resembles a
home-sick fog-horn, which, on investigation, proves to be
Kirk Brown singing, " Carve 'dat Passum," in a manner
which would set the Darktown Fire Brigade wild, and on
again descending to the parlor find P. S. Collins, better
known as " Bill Nye," who immediatlely shouts, " brought
your smoker tickets yet ?

"

Mr. Walker then spoke of the social successes of the past
season, especially the St. Valentine's ball and the last ath-
letic entertainment.
Mr. Hare here acknowledged the gift of a handsome

bouquet from Messrs. Carey and Gardiner, who were un
able to be present, and stated that Dr. Emery, who was to
speak on " Cycling in New England," was not able to be
present, and that President Dunn had also been unable to
come, as he expected. Mr. Hare then introduced Mr. F
M. Dixon, who carried off the honors of the evening by
his witty remarks on the "Associate Members." He
likened associate members to a fly-wheel of an engine, be-

ing necessary to keep things balanced, and said that they

added dignity to the organization. He gave his reasons for

not being a wheelman, and asked if he was not better off

than his brother, who had a " great faculty for dismount-

ing butter side down, with his abdomen on the cold, cold

ground, or of consuming several hours in riding to Bel-

mont, and coming back with a tale that he had ridden

twenty miles; thus, the effects of cycling enlarges the

imaginative power, which would be harmful to a lawyer.

Mr. Dixon said that nowadays it was the ambition of every

boy to have a bicycle with quadrant wheels, ball-bearing

seat and L. A. W. handle-bars, and, under the guidance of

a tyrannical captain, take long runs to the country
;
and

ended with saying he was glad there were bicycles, be-

cause, otherwise, there would be no riders or clubs, and,

of course, no associate members.
,

In trying to decide " Why we are Unpopular, Mr. P. b.

Collins said, first, because it was of our virtues; second,

because we eat so much—giving an account of a moonlight

run last Fall, when a church festival at Ardmore was eaten

out of house and home—and that possibly we might be un-

popular with ex-President Kirkpatrick because of certain

cow-bells at the Baltimore meet, but that the greatest

reason for unpopularity was success.

Vice-President Weed then spoke on "The Ladies" and
their connection with cycling. This ended the programme,
but loud calls were made for Captain Dalsen, who, how-
ever, declined to say anything. Mr. Hare then asked Mr.
W. R. Tucker to make a few remarks, and acceding, the

President of the A. C. C. spoke of the work and aims of

that body, and announced that Hampton L. Carson, one of

Philadelphia's leading lawyers, would represent the cyclers

at the next meeting of the City Council in regard to the

paving of Broad Street with asphalt.
This brought the evening's pleasure and Century's fourth

and most enjoyable annual banquet to a close. Many
made breaks for last cars, but the majority walked out
Chestnut and up Broad Streets, singing " Why was I born
with Whiskers? " and " Little Annie Rooney. '

F.\LLS BRIDGE HILL-CLIMBING CONTEST.

The Falls Bridge hill-climbing contest between Messrs.
Wells and Kolb came off on Sunday last, and was won by
Mr. Wells. Both men rode the same—49-inch geared
Quadrant—Wells mounting some fifty feet further than his

opponent. Mr. Kolb, therefore, will be under the necessity
of settling the bill at Boothby's for suppers for himself, Mr.
Wells and Mr. J. A. Green, who was fortunate enough to

bet that neither one would be able to climb the entire

distance.

ANOTHER—THE NORTH END WHEELMEN.
The latest addition to our local clubs was organized last

week under the name of the North End Wheelmen. Offi-

cers were elected as follows: President, J. H. Gibson;
Vice-President, Chas. F. Lindemann ; Secretary-Treasurer,
Lloyd Vannatto ; Captain, John Reeser ; First Lieutenant,
John Beiderwolf ; Second Lieutenant, Spencer C. Walker.
A club-house will be secured, if possible, near Broad and
Columbia Avenue.
On Tuesday evening of last week the Pennsylvania Bicy-

cle Club gave the ninth and last of its series of progressive
euchre parties, when a large number of members and their
lady friends were present.

THE CLOVERS.

The Clover Wheelmen, composed of riders who use
Hart's West Philadelphia Rink, have elected officers as fol-

lows: President, R. B. Twining; Secretary- 1 reasurer, E.
J. Gallagher, Jr.; Captain, W. J. Hoffman ; Lieutenant, S.
A. Riebel ; House Committee, C. R. Buschner, W. M. Gal-
lagher, A. Geissel.

SOUTH END wheelmen's SMOKER.

The final smoker of the South End Wheelmen was held
on Thursday evening, when the members of the club and
their many friends filled the house and witnessed a fine ath-
letic entertainment, besides having a good time generally.
The programme consisted of sparring by Horton and
Gaucher, A. C. S. N.; Hanley and Dougherty, 3d Reg't.
A. A.; E. Schlichter, A. S. C. A. A., and H. W. Schlichter,
A. C. S. N.; G Pavord and A. Allen, Century Wheelmen;
Stratton and Schlichter. A. C. S. N.; Pritlner and Haslebb,
A. C. S. N.; fencing by Hermann and Kinderman, S. T. V ;

wrestling, Kitchen and Simons ; Kinderman and Herman,
S. T. v.; J. K. Shell, A. C. S. N., and Robert McCurdy,
S. E. W. A handsome crayon portrait of the club's tug-of-
war team now adorns the parlor and was much admired by
the visitors.

Captain W. L. Welch on April 12 made what is the long-
est single day's ride for the year, he covering 156 miles by
cyclometer measurement and breaking the record of 115
miles made by his brother the week previous.
Ex-Captain C. L. Leisen, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

riub, who is now a resident of St. Louis, is in town for a
few days.
Cards are out for the wedding of ex-Captain C. A. Rob-

erts, of the same club, on April 30.
"Jack" Hazelton, of the Columbia Cyclers, climbed

Ford's Hill three times without a dismount last week on a
55-inch Quadrant, without brake.
The Philadelphia Inguirer is working hard to arouse

public indorsement of the bill now before the City Council
for the asplialting of Broad Street.
The Wissahicken Wheelmen will hold a century run on

May 30. Paul Berwvn.

NEWARK.
A CIIAITER OF ACCIDENTS.

A score or so wheelmen of the Manhattan Bicycle Club
were expected in this city last Sunday, to participate in a
run to Morrisiown with about an equal number of Atalanta
Wheelmen, the scheme having been engineered by Amzi
Dodd, who wore for the occasion a rag of pronounced color
as an extern '1 garter, and lou Thorne, conspicuous by a
starched girl's collar and oroide breastpin ; but, owing to
some misunderstanding, only fur New Yorkers put in an
a pearance. At the start the party was accompanied by a
motley horde of riders not connected with any club, all

striving to exhibit their remarkable riding proclivities, and
the fallacy of riding in a helter-skelter, dare-devil fashion
was demonstrated on two or three occasions most painfully.
At the outset an unattached rider named Marshall

"slipped his pedal" while scorching, and the terrific

header that followed almost instantaneously was productive
of two ugly and beauty-destroying cuts on the face and
minor scratches, not to mention a badly-cut finger Just
before leaving the Valley Road at its junction with Spring-
field Avenue, the head of the line became badly bunched,
there being a slight declivity, and the endeavors of one of
the riders to extract his wheel from a rut caused half a
dozen to fall in all directions. One of the number, Richard
TiUard, an unattached man, living at Roseville, was so un-
fortunate as to break his left arm in the general spilling.

He was taken in a buggy to Millburn, but as the doctor of
the town could not be found, he was driven to his home in

great agony.
By considerable hustling the party reached Morristown

in time for dinner, but the dusty and general broken-up
condition of the roads caused the side paths to be the order
of the day for riding purposes. On the return trip another
unattached rider took a header while riding on the side-
walk and fell on the edge of the flags, almost severing the
end of his chin. This chain of accidents has caused several
riders of high wheels to cast longing eyes at the safety.

Newark's street pavements.

The paving question has caused considerable agitation
lately, and petitions had been favorably acted upon, when
it was found that there was no money with which to pr -

ceed. A bill to issue bonds for a sum not less than $300,000
or exceeding $500,000 has been introduced at Trenton, to
be made payable at the rate of $100,000 per year from the
date of issue, and at this writing there is strong hopes for
the passage of the measure. This sum is to be employed
chiefly for the paving of streets in the out-lying districts

that have never been paved, and cobble stones will

probably be used in most cases. The Journal advocates
paving all the residential streets with asphalt and the more
busy thoroughfares with granite blocks. A petition has
been handed to the Common Council, signed by many
prominent men and members or the Riverside Athletic
Club, to pave the upper end of Belleville Avenue with
asphalt in lieu of granite, as is proposed, and another one
signed by members of the Atalanta Wheelmen and others
has also been put in. They were received without discus-

sion, however. This unpaved stretch is a barrier in reach-
ing the macadam roads leadin"- to Passaic and Paterson.
The prize offered by Captain Rummell is for the one

making the second largest mileage during the year, instead
of the one attending the most club ones as erroneously
published in several papers. This is offered as an incentive
to those who find that their chances for first prize are hope-
less, to spurr them on for second place.

Racer Snider is in town again after being laid up for six

months at his home in Reading, Penn., and he has strong
hopes of carrying the Atalanta's colors to the fore during
the coming season.
Captain Rummell and A. H. Scudder, Jr., have signified

their intention of taking in the wheelmen's trip to Wash-
ington, May II. Spark, Jr.

ELIZABETH.

I notice among the notes of the Palisade W'heelmen the
announcement that an official club run would be made on
Decoration Day to the road race at Irvington. Now, let

me make a suggestion. In the first place, the management
and bulk of the entries will be New York and Brooklyn
men—very few New Jersey riders intend to participate. As
the Palisades are Jerseymen, why not make the first run to

the L A. W. meet, at Plainfield, where the visitors will be
more than welcome, and can rest assured that nothing will

be left undone to give them a good time ? New riders and
new clubs are very apt to be ignorant of the claims that the

L.A. W. has on them, and I do not see how a new club can
make a better choice than to attend the League meet on
this, their first official run.
" Spark, Jr.," makes some interesting comments on the

Elizabeth wheelmen assault case. "Spark" has undoubt-

edly read the newspaper accounts ; as the wheelmen intend

to prosecute their assailants they have had sense enough to

keep their mouths shut. "Spark" will find out all about

the affair later. Meanwhile, let me suggest that it is very

easy to say what should have been done after the thing has

happened. Tanglefoot.

NIAGARA FALLS.

The Niagara Falls Bicycle Club have gotten well under
way with preparations for the L. A. W. meet, and hope to
eclipse any of the previous meets. All transportation mat-
ters will be left with the National Transportation Commit-
tee, assisted by a local committee, of which I. J. F. King is

chairman
The club expect to send out some 20,000 programmes,

about 8,000 of which will be sent to unattached wheelmen
and to Canadian cyclists.

Ladies, attention : Don't fail to attend the meet. Our
fair riders are not a few, and will look after your comfort,
albeit our worthy President Forbes wants to appoint him-
self on the Ladies' Entertainment Committee
The arrangements for the Gassler-Bnnker races have

been completed. 1 he quarter-mile will be run at Niagara
Falls, June n, the mile at Buffalo, June 14, and, if a third

race is necessary (which is hardly probable), it will be run
June 28 on a track designated by the winner of the second
race. Spray.
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CHICAGO.

Chicago, April 21, 1890.

Yesterday was a beautiful day, and the roads and parks
fairly swarmed with wheelmen. The Chicago C lub ran to
Blue Island and had a tough pull of it. Tom Roe states
that he broke his header record, and took one tumble for
every mile traveled. Coming back. Roe and Munger tried

a dare-devil sort of brother act, going down the hill out of
Blue Island, on the former's Light Champion. Munger
stood on the pedals, facing backwards, while Roe stood on
the step and steerel the wheel, and in this fashion they
sought to descend the hill. They descended—but not on
the wheel. Roe took a good, old-fashioned header What
Munger took it would be hard to describe. The Illinois

and Lincolns both journeyed to Pullman, and brought up
each with some twenty-five or six men, though the Lincolns
started out some thirty-nine strong. Roger Hall, Herrick
and some half-dozen L. C. C. braves trained over the bad
stretch between Pullman and Jackson Park on the return.
Among the Illinois were Chief i onsul Davis and sister, the
latter having made the trip on a single—and it isn't a par-
ticularly easy ride either. Just now.
Chicago is to repeat its indoor tournament and cycle ex-

hibition of last spring on an even more extended scale
this year. It will be held in the Exposition building, as
before, and extend over five days—most likely from June
2 to 7, although these dates have not been definitely de-
cided on as yet. The races will be purely amateur, and a
loomiles event will be made a chief feature, the new
paper, the Sporting Review, having alr< ady offered a $150
diamond trophy for first prize. If properly worked up,
the cycle exhibit should prove even more successful than
the Boston " Cycleries," as, with the host of new wheels,
and the multitude of dealers and importers who have
sprung up since the time of the Boston show, the field is

far more extensive and varied, and now amply sufficient to,

at least, cast a very considerable shadow.
'J he entry list of the Pullman race is now open, and en-

tries are pouring in. The list will close May 10. On
Sunday I went over the entire course for the first time, and
my admiration—already great—for the man who can cover
those fifteen miles, on a wet day, in fifty-six minutes, has
risen fully twenty-five per cent, higher. The six or eight
miles of boulevard are all right, but, aside from that, the
course is little better than an every-day Southern country
road, where the better portion of the riding is had by
see-sawing from a narrow wagon track to a lumpy horse
track. In addition, there is a little rise inches deep on top,
and an approach in that nasty, shifting sort of sand
through which few—precious few—can push. This is the
the notorious "sand hill"—not much of a hill, but of the
sort where a little goes a great way, and where walking is

considered quite the thing. The tinish of the race is in

Pullman, over fine macadam streets, but with half a dozen
short, sliding turns around corners, and, to make matters
worse, since last year railroad tracks have been laid, and a
tumble right when victory seems certain is one of the easi-

est things possible. It is a question in my mind whether
the Irvington-Millburn course can be compared with the
Pullman. There is no doubt that the latter requires a
much cooler head, a quicker, more careful eye and more
skillful hands and legs to navigate it at any sort of pace
than the New Jersey course, and, as there is enough good
road to bring out the speed in a man, to me it seems far
and away ahead of the Irvington course as an all-round
course, and one on which to test all that goes to make up
the perfect wheelman. The Jersey hills are what tell on
the men most. The surface of the road, as a whole, is

fully 40 per cent, better than that of the Pullman course.
And no one knows better than the editor that there is no
prejudice or sectional feeling in this conclusion ; but to

one who has been over both courses, and, in view of con-
siderable newspaper comparison, this one-man opinion may
not be wholly devoid of weight. In this connection it is

interesting to note that, since the establishment of the Pull-
man race, but one safety has ever secured any of the
twenty prizes usually offered. [We have ridden both
courses, and we endorse Betsy B.'s estimate,

—

Ed.]
A piece of information worth considerable to any Chi-

cagoite journeying PuUmanward : go via the Stony Island
road. South Chicago Avenue is a stretch of dust-covered
ruts, and one has to do some little juggling over that route.
Stony Island, on thu other hand, is quite good.
Martin Bowbeer, ex-charapion of Chicago and the Il-

linois Club, and for several years with the GormuUy &
Jeffery Co , leaves that concern on the ist to go into the
cigar business on his own account. He will have quite a
place at 133 Lake Street, will cater to the wheelmen and
make a specialty of the " L. A. W." brand of cigars, for
which he has secured the general Western agency, and
which, he says, have no equal on top of earth. He de-
serves success, and soon as some of those " L. A. W." ten-

centers come my way, will share with you. Brother P.
Edw. Oliver has returned from his trip East in the inter-

est of the New Era Co , and is afraid that he has booked
more orders than his concern can possibly fill.

The .(Eolus Club gives a May party on the 2d prox., at
Central Turner Hall. The committee in charge is com-
posed of Messrs. Koster, Hisgen and Eckhardt.
Librarian McDonald, of the Lincoln Club, is making an

effort to establish a library. Rodge Hall gave it a start by
presenting a volume of standard works, and Caldwell fol-

lowed up with a book on etiquette, but now they are
coming in slowly. Betsy B.

DENVER.

' Mr. A. H. Scudder, Jr., who has been employed by
Howard A. Smith & Co. for the past month, is no longer in

the employ of that concern,

" Harry Hall, Jr.," one of the " old guard " of cycling,
whose cycling career has been contemporaneous with the
growth of cycling in Brooklyn, was married a few weeks
since to a Hartford lady. One by one the vet'rans fall.

The editor of a Western paper permits his New York
correspondent to use the noin de plume of Titnam, a pen
name which has been used for three years by the editor of
this piper. It is to be hoped that the New York corres-
pondent will note this fact and select some other name.
The theft of a nam de p/uiiie is a crime of the meaner kind,
and the mm who does it ranks with the kind of small villain

who shoplifts and steals copper coin from little girls eroing
to store. There is a degree of comparative respectability,
even in crime, and the forger and embezzler and other
professors of the fine art of pilfering are many grades abov«
the tapper of " tills."

Our road race is exciting more attention and interest as
the appointed time draws near, and many and vague are
the conjectures made as to which team will be the winner.
As every one knows, the Ramblers won the first race, but
the Socials are loud in their assertion that such will not
happen again this year. The engraving discussion has
been dropped by the latter club, and it is presumed that
they have resigned themselves to iheir fate and consider
the cup worth racing for, even if it is " mutilated beyond
recognition."
Our brothers of the bike here—especially those who are

non-interested onlookers and belong to neither club—are
divided on the subject, but many would like to see the
Socials win it this time, more especially as it would necessi-
tate another and more interesting race next year. We
would then see with what a degree (if any) the Socials'
heads would swell The late ruling of the L. A. W. would,
of course, pinch some of the latter's toes, as many of the
Ramblers are professionals, but they very likely intend to
wear the shoe until after the race and then throw them-
selves at the feet of the Racing Board and ask pardon,
never to do it again—until next year.
Our streets are soon to be paved. Probably your readers

will wonder at a city of 150,000 inhabitants, 2,000 of whom
are wheelmen, not having paved streets, but it is a fact
that we were never very badly in need of them. Well, as
before intimated, we will soon cease to work (and ride)
upon the earth (if we were in the London Cyclisfs shoes
and received such a blast as you gave it a short time ago,
we would take the hint and get clean off), and as asphalt is

the proposed material, the cyclist's joy knows no bounds.
Lou Block is back again to home and mother, but says

the " grip " he left in New York has not come back to him
yet, and, of course, until he gets back his old grip we will
only consider him a " Novice."
There seems to be a screw loose somewhere on the

L. A. W. question in ( olorado. There have been several
lively discussions of late in Sports Afield on this subject, in

which a writer who signs himself " Velox " has been the
defendant, he claiming the League does us no good " away
out here." What's the matter with giving it a chance to by
banding together and soliciting membership from our
friends, and from every wheelman we may meet ? That's
the best way to test the League's capability as a helper,
and not by throwing mud at it while it is comparatively an
infant in our State. If we had 150 or 200 members in Den-
ver, 25 or 50 in Colorado Springs, the same number in

Leadville, Pueblo and Trinidad, respectively, we might
then well make a kick if enthusiasm did not reign. And
the above are not wild figures for the cities named, as they
are each capable of the number given. '"Velox" only
voices the sentiments of one or two. while there are hun-
dreds here in Colorado to-day who would willingly join the
League if they had the benefits pointed out to them in the
proper light. Pedals.

SAN FRANCISCO.

BROOKLYN.

The cycling press announce a party of riders as prepar-
ing for a trip from " ocean to ocean. I have questioned
every man who has endeavored to ride across the Continent,
and they all declare that the trip cannot be made one of en-
joyment. There are hundreds of miles of country that the
rider will find totally uninteresting, and when his only
thought will be how rapidly he can get over the sandy
ground. A trip through Europe would cost about the
same, and there would be found smooth roads, and conse-
quently pleasant riding, and many things of historical in-

terest to be seen and studied.

Would the talented gentlemen who write such excellent
advertisements for prominent bicycle manufacturers take a
hint from a rider in this distant part of the country ?

The hint is, refrain from making statements that practi-

cal riders know are not borne out by facts. Now that
rival advertisers are pointing out these little matters to one
another, we may expect fun.

The first picnic run of the Bay City Wheelmen for 1890
took place on the 13th, and was a huge success. There
were sixty-five wheels in line, representing the Alameda
Bicycle Club, the Oakland Bicycle Club, the California
Wheelmen and the B. C. W., with a small dash of the S. F.
B. C.
A noticeable feature of the run was the almost total ab-

sence of the " old guard," as, with the exception of Cook,
Meeker and Smyth, all the participants were riders who
have taken up cycling within the past year or so, and some
were decidedly juvenile in actions, if not in years. Many
tandem bicycles, with young ladies occupying the front
seats, were met in the park. Many ladies on single bicycles
were also in evidence, one group in particular being
worthy an artist's pencil. This group was composed of an
elderly lady, whose hair was slightly tinged with gray ; on
either side rode her two sons, manly looking boys. No
more handsome a group could be imagined. A large pro-
portion of the wheels ridden on the run were safeties ; but
the hard riding Bay Citys seem to enjoy their tall ordi-

naries, and do not yet think that the safety is the best
mount for hardy, reckless young men. The dinner, spread
under a monster weeping willow, was thoroughly enjoyed,
and then the usual photographs were in order. " Photo-
graphing the baby ' is a simple operation compared with
photographing a crowd of bicycle riders after dinner.
Later in the day the music stand at Golden Gate Park was
visited, and the excellent music furnished was much en-
joyed. California.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

The Arkansaw Traveler Cycle Club report an active
list of forty-six members, with ten or twel ve applications to

be acted on at their quarterly meeting in May. The offi-

cers are as follows: President, H. Bernays; Vice-Presi-

dent, Rev. J. R. Howerton ; Secretary-Treasurer, J, Van
Sear; Captain, H.H. Bein ; First Lieutenant, H. P. Baird

;

Second Lieutenant, H. T. Dukes.
The Travelers will soon have a first-class track on which

to work, and hope to have some flyers in at the New
Orleans meet if one is held there this summer. We have
material here that when devt loped will make the fast ones
hustle, so 1> ok out for Arkansaw this summer.
There are three agents in this town—H. P. Baird, Col-

umbia ; P. H. Bernays, Victor, and H. T. Dukes, Eagle.
Trade is promising for this year. Traveler.

The run to Tarrytown was well attended on Sunday last.
The five men who failed to connect at the club-house with
the particip nts, will remember that the time set for start-
ing means something, which will result in great good, as a
much needed reform. Missing a few such enjoyable rides
will cause the alarm clock to be accurately set in future.
Crossing 23d Street Ferry, the ride through 24th Street

was timidly essayed ; for it is a fact, that it is becoming
almost worth your life to ride this stretch, populated by a
class of people upon whom the sight of a bicycle acts as a
target does to the sharp-shooter, for from start to finish you
are assailed by a perfect hail-storm of stones, vegetables,
etc , and lucky, indeed, if you escape being struck by the
flying missiles. No redress seems possible for this kind of
assault. Wheeling into Lexington Avenue,and so on, the trip
was one of unalloyed pleasure. Many good-days were ex-
changed, with familiar faces, for all the New York Clubs
seemed bound in the same direction. Dinner was had at
Yonkers, after which Tarrytown was made, and the good
roads abounding there gone over—returning by train.

A base-ball nine is the latest thing on the tapis at the
Brooklvn Club They will try and win glory for the club,
but if they meet with the success, usually meted out to the
B B. C.'s, they will have a jolly good time, but few runs to
their credit. After all it is a very happy quality to be able.
to take defeat gracefully.
Two of our members gave up as pleasant a Sunday aswe

shall have to the making of a century. Messrs. Meeteer
and Masterson left the club-house at 5 o'clock a. m., and
accompanied by J. F. Borland, who rode seventy-five miles
with them, rode through to Babylon—had breakfast

;

thence to Sayville, and back to Babylon for dinner, and so
on home, covering one hundred and one miles. They re-
port two incidents of their trip, i. ?., a bad meal at Babylon,
and a pleasant surprise at the Seafort House, the proprietor.
Captain Rodges, insisting upon opening a bottle of wine,
as they were the first wheelmen of the season to stop at his
place.
They were delighted with their trip, and reeled off the

century in good shape ; so good, indeed, that we may look
for many more from them. Atol.

K. C, W NOTES.

The Race Committee has been appointed, and June 28 is to

be the auspicious day. Messrs. J. P. Stevens, W. C. Nellis,

John Bensinger, W. H. Roberts, L. B. Whymper, A H.
Miles, C. M. Murphy and W. Amerman, with W. F. Mur-
phy as Chairman, will take charge of affairs, and promise
the finest meet yet given in Brooklyn Several runs at
popular distances will be included in the programme.
Captain Murphy may be seen in the Park almost every

afternoon coaching the youngsters who hope to become
road racers. He says he will have the largest entry from
any one club in the Decoration Day race, and that every
man will do the club credit. From the way they are all

traveling now I should not be surprised if a few more Ben-
singers and C. M. Murphys are going to be sprung on the
unsuspecting public.
Dave Morehouse has the agency for the Ormonde in

Brooklyn, and he and young Williams will shortly be seen
on thirty-pound safeties.

The safety craze has hit us hard at 1255, and there are
now so many wheels of the dwarf pattern at the club-house
that the House Committee have decided to alter the racks
through the centre of the wheel-room to.accommodate the
new mounts. Great things are expected from small wheels
and high gears, but little can be said for or against now.
The true test will come on the Irvington-Millburn course

;

that is the test the scorchers are all looking for.

Can it be true ? Yes, it can, and is. Tom Hall is back on
the ordinary, and doing far better than he could ever hope
to do on any other style of wheel. Tom is not the kind of

a man to learn new tricks ; he is fond of the old style in

both wheel and pace, and can be depended upon to go from
start to finish.

We are promised a billiard handicap. The pool and
billiard tables are to be made as good as new (?), so says
Smith, and a tourney will inaugurate the long-looked for

event.
Mr. Bowdish, long famed as a writer of songs for chil-

dren, has returned from the West, and takes his daily spin

in the Park. It is understood that he hopes to be in at the

death on May 30.

Quite a number of our boys are booked for the century
run, and several intend availing themselves of the opportu-
nity of seeing Washington, and will attend the party under
the guidance of Mr. Chas. Newbourg.

R.\M Lal.

ROCHESTER.

Nathaniel Roe, a member of the West End Bicycle Club
who finished third in the Buffalo-Rochester road race,

promises to be one of the best track and road riders in the

State. His friends expect a great deal of work from him
during the riding season, and, so interested and confident

of his ability, they have raised a subscription to defray his

training expenses. F. L. Hughes and b. H. Bettys hav«
each given I50 for that purpose.
At a meeting of the Lake View Wheelmen last week it

was decided to rent the large brick residence on Phelps

Avenue, a short distance from Lake Avenue. The club

will move into its new quarters next week and will also

furnish the rooms immediately. They will have another

billiard table in the house. Fourteen applications were re-

ceived at the recent meeting, and it was voted to extend

the membership limit to 125 ; also to increase the initiation

fee to $5. ,, J

The Flower City Wheelmen held a meeting last Monday,
when three applications for membership were received,

and the question of new club- rooms was discussed, but re-

sulted in nothing definite. Two new field ofticers were
elected, John Mengerink, First Lieutenant, and R. F.

Adams, Second Lieutenant.
Dr. Fred. Remington has been elected surgeon of th,e

West End Bicycle Club. Every bicycle organization in the

country ought to have a club physician.

Your correspondent would like to hear from Buttalo,

LeRoy, Syracuse or Rome about road racing. Where are

the challenges which were talked about so much during the

winter? Now that everything is in favorable condition

for racing everybody is mute. Wake up Rochester or

Buffalo 1
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IS CYCLING HEALTHY?"

A SHORT ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT BY CONSULT-

ING COUNSEL VON NEUZBAUM.

^Translated from the German.^

To every thinking man an outward and visi-

ble mechanical cure is more to be depended

upon than the secrecy of a drug poured into the

stomach, there to be mingled with sharp acids,

absorbed over and over again with the various

corporeal juices mixed with bile, entering, after

repeated changes and assimilations, into the

blood, perhaps following the circulation through-

out the whole body, wholly or partially passing

through the nervous system and urinary organs,

exuded through the skin, departing with the

saliva, or ultimately remaining to a greater or

lesser degree in the body. In a word, whether

a medicinal process so dependent on the inner

workings of the stomach can be of real use,

seeing that there is always the danger of its not

touching the part really affected. Moreover,

there are so few modes of treatment so

thoroughly understood that their workings can

be gauged with accuracy. In many cases we
have only the encouragement of thinking that

in this or that kind of illness such and such sort

of treatment was followed by beneficial results,

and whether a favorable solution in such cases

is due to accident, or really the triumph of ex-

perimental science, is often a moot question.

How different is it with our mechanical

medicinal mode of treatment, and what is more,

by our popular mechanical cures. Rightly has

this method gained the confidence of the whole

world.
On all sides we hear of local cures, of health

resorts, active and passive gymnastics, of gym-
nastic the apparatus of which is set in motion by

steam power, of nerve vibrators, of massage, of

gymnastic drill, wheeling, etc., etc. But all

such methods were in the commencement re-

garded as quite out of the province of practicabil-

ity. Just as fifty or sixty years ago Pfer and
Herle, who were before their time, noticed and
utilized the discovery that the slow ascents of

towers and other heights tended to the expan-

sion of the chest, and that such exercise was
favorable in mitigating, if not in virtually pre-

venting pulmonary complaints.

Mechanical gymnastics brings into play both

the larger and smaller groups of muscles, giv-

ing a strong impetus to the whole system.

In the Terrain health resorts the muscles both

of the heart and chest are brought into play and
training ; as perspirations follow, the tendency

to corpulency is lessened, and thus, by a partial

withdrawal of the aqueous matter from the

blood, the burden on the pulsation of the heart

is decreased.
A peculiar value attaches to any operation

which reduces corpulency and lessens the

aqueous properties of the body. To keep the

muscles of the heart free from fatty degeneracy

is of immeasurable worth, for if those muscles

be fat-incumbered, their functions are para-

lyzed, and it is a self-evident conclusion that

the blood in the bodies of fat men is thinner

than that in the bodies of others. Poverty of

the blood is non-conducive to physical effort,

and those so afflicted are easily subject to

fatigue ; such people are likewise more sensi-

tive to disease.

Where poverty of the blood exists the circula-

tion is not normal, the blood contains too much
water. All the organs, nerves and muscles

containing too much water, the physical energy
of the body is reduced ; likewise mental activity.

The whole bodily framework becomes easily

unhinged, the urinary organs torpid. It is

quite easy to ascertain if the blood contains too

much water. People so constituted, on the

slightest exertion, burst into profuse perspira-

tions. In these cases resistance to cold is

feebler. Vapor baths are here often followed

with beneficial effects. Many imagine that it is

great age which has robbed them of their

strength ; it is nothing of the kind ; it is simply
the fact that a greater amount of aqueous matter
has found its way into their system. In corpu-

lent people the circulation of the blood is apt to

act prejudicially, the blood from the lower part

of the body reaches the heart painfully. Each
organ should, when in action, receive eight per

cent, more blood than when in repose ; fat-in-

cumbered organs hinder, however, the blood
from reaching other organs in a state of activity.

Thin people compass three times more air and

blood than stout people. In all cases of physi-

cal activity the body should be well nourished
both with air and blood. When the organs of

the body are fat-incumbered, hemorrhoids,
cramps, etc., follow.

These facts being recofiinized and understood,
mechanical medical methods have but one object

in view. But in seeking a treatment for health's

sake the patient has often a predisposition in

favor of this or that, whereas the question re-

solves itself into one of suitable treatment for

particular or individual cases, and there is always
the danger that a prejudicial method may be
chosen, while there is a wide difference between
advising a man stricken badly with heart
disease whether he shall ascend quietly inclines,

or whether he should exercise himself in gym-
nastics, or wheeling, etc.

Where individual strength is insufficient for

muscular development, massage applied to all

the muscles is recommended.
To-day, however, I will confine myself to the

question whether cycling is healthful, and to

what point we may arrive at in its application.

I will first commence by boldly stating that

cycling, as a means to an end, that end health,

is nothing short of excellent, that my reasons for

assuming this opinion are founded upon a sub-
stantial basis, and that its effects on the physical

as well as mental conformation of the body is

simply unapproachable through any other health-

healing medium.
It is a fallacy to suppose that cycling has no

other aim in view than the reduction of the

superabundant weight of the body. This is not
its mission. Still, I do not advise it in cases of

acute illness or serious indisposition, neither do
I advise it where the action of the heart is feeble

through weak pulsation. Where rooted pulmon-
ary disease exists, and is accompanied with a
cough, neither is it recommendable. Still, with
careful usage and watchful supervision, benefit

may be derived, but these must understand that,

in order to keep pace with their more able com-
panions, they must learn to breathe, not only
through the nose, but likewise through the
lungs, because, if such be not the case, a humid,
cold air is inhaled, prejudicial as a matter of fact.

Cycling shows its triumphs in the most marked
degree on the constitutions of weaklings ; that
is, for people born constitutionally healthy, but
whose strength of body shows tardy develop-
ment. For the slight exertion which cycling en-
tails, health and strength appear, often almost
unobserved, as a reward. A weakly chest,
lethargic temperament, a predisposition to put
on flesh, poverty of the blood—these symptoms
of ailment are just such for which cycling is ad-
mirably adapted ; the brain, the lungs, the
stomach are all invigorated, while the mental
powers are materially benefited.

A wonderful advantage, likewise possessed by
the cycle as a health medium, is the fact that it

is not used in stuffy rooms or confined spaces,
but under the clear vault of heaven, with nature
to gladden the eye, and the fresh-blowing
breezes to strengthen and invigorate the lungs.
The rider sits quietly and upright on his steed

of steel, not bent forward like a runner. But the
repose of his body is only apparent, the steering
requires slight but constant movement, and for

this the muscles of the trunk of the body are re-

quisitioned, and where uneven ground has to be
covered, the whole muscular fabric is called

upon, those even of the neck and head not being
exempt from giving their quota to the work in

hand.
To those employed in workrooms, warehouses,

and behind counters, I heartily recommend the
cycle. Except in cases of very short or extended
excursions, a ride on the cycle invariably pro-
duces perspiration, by which the body is relieved
from deleterious matter, which would otherwise
have remained secreted in the body.

Profuse perspirations are seldom the fate of
the cyclist, even on extended tours or racing,
the latter practice, from a medical standpoint,
being not recommendable. No over-heating of
the body ensues ; moreover, it escapes an incon-
venience which no other active exercise does, i.

e., violent pulsation of the veins of the neck.
Through the lungs and skin we give out con-
tinuous heat; a slight perspiration, therefore,
generally brings a feeling of healthful relief.

Over-heating, therefore, for which the functions,
peculiar to the skin and lungs, are not found
adequate, is seldom experienced by the cyclist.

The heightened muscular activity consumes
superfluous fat, and these slight perspirations
aid that operation. In the whole of the corpor-

eal structure, the growth of superfluous fat will

be militated, and, as I have before said, the
muscular activity of the heart is no longer im-
peded, and that inconvenience from which stout
people, except in repose, suffer from, redness of
the face (flushing of the face), is never experi-
enced by the cyclist.

Although the gymnastic exercises, which our
children go through, is something, still it is not
all, and, for one reason only, that it takes
place indoors. One well-constructed tricycle

would suffice for a whole family, and would
prove a health giving source of never-failing
benefit.

The clothing worn by the cyclist should be
light, warm, soft and porous, therefore, without
hesitation, I recommend wool throughout, or
rather, to speak more accurately, that material
which is a mixture of wool and cotton, as pure
wool is apt at times to prove too heating, is

rather difficult to wash thoroughly, and is apt to

shrink in that process. As regards the legs,

what I would recommend would be knitted yarn
stockings. The head-gear should be made of
some light material, and have a ventila-
tor at the top. On tour, the mode of living is

always an important matter—for breakfast, say,
tea, coffee or chocolate, with roll and butter ;

with luncheon meat should be eaten. At noon,
during the great heat of the day, two or three
hours rest might be taken. As regards drink,
the tourist cannot do better than take a little

cognac, diluted with water, if not lemonade or
coffee may be drunk ; a green leaf held between
the teeth is also a good thing to moisten the
mouth with. Smoking acts simply as a narcotic,

increases the thirst, and is by no means bene-
ficial to the cyclist.

After riding, the cyclist should change his

clothing, and sponge the body with cold water.
Long tours should be undertaken in company,

and here the proverb applies, the more joy the
more company (or the more the merrier).

I think we have seen that, used prudently,
cycling as an outdoor exercise is simply a boon,
and a great one.
As regards the benefit derived from cycling,

by those suffering from extreme nervousness, it is

simply marvelous. I have known people so
affiicted who could not remain in a room where
there were even ten people without fainting
away ; who could not read three pages of a book
without breaking off ; men who have remained
sad and morose at the sound of sweet music or
the joyous clang of bells. In such instances of
nervous misery cycling has been recommended,
and the change for the better, if not swift, has
been sure and lasting.

One word in conclusion—Is cycling suitable
to women? Yes, most emphatically; and
whether the bicycle or tricycle be used is a mere
matter of detail. As I have said already, cycling
is a boon to the nervously afflicted, and women
have more than their share in that dire matyr-
dom. I cannot conceive anything more graceful
than a lady riding a tricycle in suitable costume,
especially when the trip is made in the country.
To the fair sex any and every health-giving ex-
ercise should be recommended ; it is for the
good of humanity, and is summed up in one
word, " health," whose natural sequence is hap-
piness.— C. T. C. Gazette.

CYCLE-CHAIN GRAPHITE IN PORTABLE TINS.

To meet the constant demand for cycle-chain graphite
in packages suitable for millingr and for carrying' in the
tool bag, when touring, the manufacturer states that there
has been prepared a special tin can, of convenient size,
with large opening and light-fitting screw cap.

The Banker & Campbell Co. (Limited) have been organ-
ized with a capital of $50,000. The company were organ-
ized under the laws of the State of New York. They have
leased another store on Broadway, which they will fit up
as a first-class salesroom, and will keep their present head-
quarters for the wholesale business. They have secured a
riding school immediately above their store and will give
lessons by appointment. They report a large demand for
the Ormonde, both wholesale and retail, and it is probable
that the firm will have to send some one to England to
hurry along orders.

A. W. Friese, of 117 Wisconsin Street. Milwaukee a
prominent sporting goods dealer, has added a bicycle de-
partment to his business.

Messrs. Reuben Wood's Sons, a large sporting goods
house in Syracuse, have recently issued a very complete
bicycle catalogue. They handle machines of all kinds and
sell a complete line of sundries.

The Standard Cycle Company, of Buffalo, have issued a
number of circulars of their new and second-hand wheels and
sundries. This company handles safeties of all styles and
patterns.

Holmes & Co. report an unprecedented demand this year
among cyclists for their athletic jersey garments.
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THE WELLER BILL.

An Act to extend the powers of Boards of Supervisors
over highways and bridges in counties other than New
York and Kings.

The People of the State of New York, represented

in Senate and Assembly do enact asfollows:

§ I. The Board of Supervisors of each county
in this State, except New York and Kings, shall

have power at any regular meeting, by a ma-
jority vote, to declare such roads or highways in

the county as are main thoroughfares, and in

which more than one town is interested, to be
county roads or highways, and thenceforth and
thereafter such roads or highways shall be con-

structed, improved and repaired at the expense
of the county and as a county charge. And the

Board of Supervisors by a majority vote may
borrow money and bond the county to build or

repair any road and the bridges thereon which
shall have been by a majority vote declared to

be a county road, using such material in the

construction or repair thereof as the Board of

Supervisors shall deem best.

The expense of such construction and repairs

shall be imposed upon each town in the county
according to benefits received by the several

towns, but in no case shall the tax therefor ex-

ceed three per cent, of the assessed value of the

property of the town, covering a period of ten

years.

§ 2. Such Boards of Supervisors shall have
power to open and lay out new highways, to

straighten out and connect old roads which are

main thoroughfares, and which shall have been
declared to be county roads, paying to the

owner or owners of the lands taken for such
purpose such sums as may be agreed upon by
and between such Boards of Supervisors and the

said owners, and if they cannot agree then the

Board may, upon ten days' notice, apply to the

County Judge of the county for the appointment
of three disinterested freeholders as a commis-
sion, who shall proceed to view the lands to be

taken for such new highway, and after taking
such proof as they may desire adjudge the
amount or sum which the county shall pay for

such lands.

§ 3. That in order to acquire and assume
such control of main highways and thorough-
fares with power to construct, improve and
maintain the same, the Boards of Supervisors
shall cause a map to be made or adopt a map
already made on which the principal public
roads or highwavs shall be or are laid down,
and shall cause the roads or parts of roads
which the said board intend to acquire and as-

sume control of, to be plainly indicated thereon,
and shall file the said map, when so marked, in

the office of the County Clerk of the county in

which such roads are situated. Whereupon the
roads or parts of roads so marked or indicated
on the said map shall become and be known as
" County Roads," subject to the power of the
Board to alter or change the same, and shall

thereafter be improved, maintained and kept in

a safe and convenient condition for public use
at the expense of the county. But where roads
selected and declared to be county roads as
aforesaid have in whole or in part been ma-
cadamized, repaired and improved by a town or
by several towns, such town or towns shall re-

ceive a fair equivalent or equitable allowance
for the expenses incurred in such improvements
which shall be deducted from the share of the
expenses of such town or towns in making the
improvement and repairs to be put upon such
roads by the county, but no more than two of
said roads in any town shall be selected and
dedicated as county roads.

And in case the Board of Supervisors and the
town authorities cannot agree as to the amount
to be allowed to a town for previous improve-
ments made upon a road taken for county pur-
poses, either party may apply to the Supreme
Court for the appointment of a commission of
three disinterested persons, non-residents of the
county, who shall take proof and proceed to ap-
praise the road and the improvements made
thereupon and adjudge and declare the amount
to be allowed therefor to the town which shall
have made such improvements.

i^ 4. The Boards of Supervisors shall have
power by resolution and a majority vote to regu-
late the traffic and travel upon such highways as
shall have been declared to be county roads,
prescribing the weight to be carried and the
width of the tire of the wagons or vehicles used
or to be used thereon.

§ 5. This act shall take effect immediately.

PITHY EDITORIAL COMMENT ON
STREETS AND ROADS.

There is a rivalry just now between city

streets and country roads as to which shall get
the greater share of public attention. Com-
plaints about both are heard in all quarters of

the State, and plans for their amendment are

earnestly considered.
Mr. Beattie, the latest man who has under-

taken to clean the streets of New York, has a
new plan (new, that is, in American cities), that

is very generally admired. Instead of cleaning
streets with a gang of vagrant laborers from
time to time, he proposes to have a regular force

of street-cleaners, each one to have a wheel-
barrow, hoe, broom and shovel, and a definite

section of the pavement to keep clean. The
sweepings of the whole city Mr. Beattie pro-
poses to collect at fixed hours daily. This plan
has worked well in in Berlin, Vienna, Paris and
London, and there is no apparent reason why it

should not work well in New York or Roches-
ter, if only riddance can be had of the existing

system of selecting laborers for street-cleaning
work. If Mr. Beattie succeeds in setting a

good example in New York it is possible that it

may prove contagious. The Louisville Courier-

Journal said yesterday :

Louisville has the worst streets of any city of her pre-
tensions in the Union. All the winter we were lost in the
unfathomable mud, now we are lost in the clouds of dust.

Substitute Rochester, Philadelphia, Buffalo,

Utica—almost any American city except Boston
or Washington—for Louisville in that paragraph
and you will have the sentiments of the place

about its streets. Every town believes its own
are the worst. We need better systems of pav-
ing and cleaning all around.
As to the country roads, the interest in them

keeps up. They have been unutterably bad
this spring, and even the farmers show symp-
toms of willingness to have them bettered.

Speaking upon this subject yesterday, the New
York Evening Sun contrasted the notion that

roads should be paid for by the people whose
lands adjoin them, which the American people
inherited from the English, with, the method
that obtains in France, where the great high-
ways are built and kept by the general govern-
ment and the departmental highways are in

charge of the departmental governments, leav-

ing only the vicinal roads to the care of the

communes. Consequently " you can drive on
most of the French country roads at a full

trot." Similarly, says the Evening Sun :

There is no reason why the State of New York should
not lay out and maintain a great high road from New York
to Albany, for example, and where necessary cause its own
engineers to lay out properly the connecting country roads,
and require the towns to conform them to those lines.

There would be less difficulty afterward in requiring that
they be properly maintained.

The same journal, in a news article about the

roads in Westchester County, tells how :

Jay Gould and William Rockefeller, despairing of ever
being able to maintain a proper road from the authorities,

set contractors to work and laid a road that will last for all

time and require but very little money and attention to

keep it in the finest possible condition.

Here in Monroe we must be our own Goulds
and Rockefellers, but we can have better roads
if we only go about it in the right way. But
the right way is a very different way from the
existing method, and opinion strengthens that
it involves putting a considerable part of our
road system in charge of the State.

—

Rochester
Union and Advertiser.

The Warwick Cycle Company have an opening for a
repairer.

W. W. Taxis, the Philadelphia racing man, speaks en-
thusiastically of the Broncho Safety.

Mr. George R. Bidwell has become a life member of the
Manhattan Athletic Club.

A. C. Banker, sailed Wednesday in the Germanic. The
orders received by the Banker & Campbell Company have
been so far in excess of their sales that Mr. Banker has
gone to Europe to place duplicate orders and hurry alone
the Ormondes.

The design for a $900 Cottage published in the
May number of the Carpenter and Joiner. Full
plans, specifications, etc., given, fr.oo a year

;

issued monthly. F. V. Strauss, Publisher, 120
Walker St. , New York.

THE PNEUMATIC TIRE.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made.

Patented Aug. I, '82.

Men's Bicycle Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50
No. 3. Dongoha, calf 3.00

Men's Base-Ball Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo 5.00
No. 3. Russet, calf 5.00

Sprint Running.
No. I. Hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

N.B.—If your agent does not keep them, send direct to
us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one year s

subscription, to begin zvith the issue of.

Name

Address

Town or City

Cotmty State
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Whehl and Cycling Trade
Review by C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,

Washington, D. C]

425,993.—Bicycle wheel ; M. De Mars, Au-
burndale.Ohio. Filed January 21, 1890. Serial

number, 337,654.

426,191.—Bicycle ; Walter J. Loyd and Wm.
Priest, Birmingham, England. Filed December
26, 1890. Serial number, 334,939. English
patent. No. 13,017 of 1888.

426,384.—Velocipede ; Wm. Jasper, New York
City. Filed October 4, i96g. Serial number,
328,057.

426,402.—Bicycle ; R. T. Torkelson, Hatfield,

Mass., assignor by direct and mesne assignment
to J. B. McCune and J. L.Yost, both of Everett,

Mass. Filed June 18, 1889. Serial number,
314,700.

THE ROUSE -DURYEA CYCLE COM-
PANY ORGANIZED.

Mr. H. G. Rouse, of Peoria, sends us the fol-

lowing information about the formation of this

new company: "I have just returned from
Washington, and the organization of the new
company has been completed. The name of

the company will be the Rouse-Duryea Cycle

Company, with a capital of $60,000. The offi-

cers are : H. G. Rouse, President ; C. E. Duryea,
Superintendent ; F. S. Beavis, Secretary. The
offices of the company will be at Peoria.

The company already has the first lot of

spring-framed safeties well under way, and it

will shortly bring out two new patterns. The
distinctive feature of the "Sylph" is that the

entire wheel is on springs, including the saddle,

handle-bars and pedals. At the factory, at Rock-
away, N. J., the wheel was tested by riding it

over railroad ties, so that this was conclusive

proof that vibration was reduced to a minimum.
The rider expressed no discomfort. The policy

of the company will be to build but a fev* ma-
chines this year, but the machines that are

turned out will be thoroughly made in every re-

spect. The company will make arrangements
to supply the trade next year. The machine
is made of hollow, seamless steel tubing,

pressed sheet and steel drop forging, and ball

bearing all around, including head.

OSBOBH & AliEXANDEK.

This firm has been established in San Fran-
cisco for a quarter of a century. They have vari-

ous branch houses. The Los Angeles agency is

situated at No. 16 West Third Street. This

popular firm carries the largest stock of

bicycles, tricycles, knit goods, shoes, helmets,

lamps, etc., of any house west of the Rocky
Mountains, and moderate rates is the rule. An
inspection of the neatly-arranged and centrally-

located store in this city will convince you that

this enterprising firm's large and varied stock

cannot be equaled by others in this section.

Since Messrs. Osborn & Alexander opened their

store in the southern metropolis, they have met
with the tangible results that their able man-
ager, Mr. S. G. Spier, has so faithfully built up
by his courteous treatment and honorable deal-

ings. A fine stock of hardware, tools, machine
ery, etc., is also kept constantly on hand.

On Sunday last Chicapo entertained Jay A. Hinman,
Kennedy-Cli'lde, " Pop" Brewster and Art. Taylor. Hin-
man is a commercial traveler, a husllinp, smiling sort o'

chap, and he edits the Oshkosh Pointer bctv^een drinks.
Kennedy-Childe—ah! but there is only one Kennedy.
Then there's "Pop" Brewster, who rushes over to

Cnicago several times a season because, say the Chicago
boys, he fears he will stagnate in St. Lou'S. The group closes
with Taylor, " A^t." Taylor, the debonnair, the charming,
whom we have in our little book and whom we mean to
" write up " some day.

SOME HANDY ARTICLES.

Looking over a Gormully & Jefifery catalogue,
we find amongst their list of sundries a number
of handy articles, which, although carried for

some time, have never been described or illus-

trated in the cycling press, and will, we think,

even now prove of interest to our readers.

THE RAMBLER LtJGGAGE CARRIER.

This is suitable for most rear drivers, and
will fit the backbone of an ordinary. It con-
sists of a strong steel-wire frame, furnished with
clamps securing it where wanted, and provided
with strong leather straps and buckles for re-

taining the package.

THE RAMBLER CHILD'S SEAT.

As the cut shows, this is attached to the up-
right front of the frame. The saddle and foot
rests are both adjustable, and the fond papa

who is the possessor of a safety bicycle and a
child of from two to five yeafs of age this ofifers

a new fund of enjoyment.
G. & J. BELT POUCH.

This consists of two neatly-made leather pock-
ets, with means of attaching to belt, and affords

a safe way of carrying watch, money or wrench.
CRANK EXTENSION.

This furnishes a ready means of obtaining an
extra long crank without the trouble of remov-
ing or securing a new one. It consists of a
single piece, with two screws for attachment to

the slot on the original crank.

"GUIDING STAR" SAFETY LAMP.

Messrs. L. B. Graves & Co. are pushing the
"Guiding Star" Safety Lamp, a cut of which
we publish herewith. The makers of this lamp
claim that it gives out a steady and most brilliant

light, and that there is no possibility of its being
blown or shaken out. They are made of heavy,
selected brass, with the parts securely riveted

;

with heavy cut glass front, and ruby and emer-
ald side-lights

;
parabolic reflector ; large oil

reservoir ; self detaining wick, adjustable from
the outside; improved draft, and coiled wire
spring back. The lamps are novel in shape, and
elegant in appearance. The coil spring saves
the lamp from vibration. The front lens is

beveled, and of heavy French plate, with a
leather around the edge to protect it from blows

;

and, instead of the usual plain glass, it is cut

faceted, resembling jewels, and giving a flash

light. The side lights are red and green, fitted

with reflecting hoods, which throw the light

back. These lamps seem to have many modern
improvements, and are rated as follows ; Full

nickeled, $6 ; enameled, $5 ; smaller size,

nickeled, $4.50.

Boys' Wheels at Half-Price with Discount to Dealers.
Again our cash was ready, and we have a job lot of 400 VIJVEYARD BICYCLiES (sold by Pope as " Recruits" and by Spalding as

" Youths' Premiers"), which we now list at half Pope's prices and still give liberal discounts to dealers. Cow-horn bars, spades, genuine Kirk-

patrick Saddle, closed head, etc. Warranted one year. 38 in., $17 ; 42 in., $20 ; 44 in., $22 ; 46 in., $25
; 48 in., §27 ; 50 in., $32. Tan-

gent Spokes $1 extra. Easy Payments. Send for descriptive circular. Largest stock in the United States.

n.€>TTS>E, ia:.A.5B-A.3Ft.I> cfe OO., C3r £(tx-eet, JE'eoi'lg,, 111.

Perfection

Cycles.

KEEFE k BECANNOH,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

National,

Peerless,

Electric, Dandy,
Rovers, Vulcans, Eagles. Players' (Brotherhood) League Outfitters.
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STERLING ELLIOT INAUGURATES
HICKORY HALL.

Mr. Sterling Elliot, the well-known bicycle

manufacturer, entertained a large company of

friends in Hickory Hall, Maple Street, Newton,
last Friday evening. Over 500 invitations were
sent out, written in a humorous vein, and prom-
ising an entertainment abounding in humorous
features. The guests assembled shortly after 8

o'clock, about 300 ladies and gentlemen being
present. The programme of exercises was much
enjoyed,and occasioned considerable merriment.
Humorous recitations were given by Miss Brown,
who read a laughable extract from Will Carle-

ton's writings ; an exhibition of fancy bicycle

riding was given by Lewis Clay, in which the

unhappy experience of beginners was illustra-

ted ; selections were rendered by the Ogden Or-
chestra ; a cornet solo was well rendered by
Miss Monroe ; Miss Daisy Munroe gave a violin

number, and Mrs. Southwell and Mrs. Hopkins
gave humorous recitations. Mr. Elliot announ-
ced the various attractions, and introduced an
Italian fruit vender, whose array of good things

New York Bicycle Co..

Nos. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

" STAR " AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Repairing In all its Branches.

Enlarged Shop ! New Machinery! Competent Machinists !

All work done on the Premises ! Send to us direct

and thus pay but one profit ! Estimates

Furnished !

were displayed in one of Elliot's Express cycles.

The guests were invited to help themselves from
the contents of the cart, and oranges, bananas,
and a variety of other fruit disappeared quickly.

A collation was then served, followed by the

usual social features.

Among prominent wheelmen present were
noticed : Messrs. Abbott Bassett, Secretary of

the L. A. W. ; Edward Pope, Treasurer of the

Pope Manufacturing Company ; W. W. Stall,

Boston ; E. P. Burnham, Newton ; Albert Beers,
Everett ; Dr. R. W. Southwell, Charlestown

;

Capt. Cuberly, Somerville Cycle Club ; F. M.
Linnell, Dorchester; Charles Hopkins, Welling-
ton

; J. Fred. Adams, Haverhill
; Fred. Gage,

Milton ; Arthur Glines and Charles Bassett,
Newton. Among the lady cyclists present were
Miss Beers, of Everett, and .Viisses Maggie and
Jennie Kirkwood, of Boston. The North Shore
Tourists Club and Middlesex Cycle Club were
both represented —Boston Herald.

BALLS! BALLS! BALLS!
The best balls for bicycle bearings are made by

NIAGARA MACHINE CO.,

23 Hayen Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send for prices.

.:Bes>t; ±ja. -tlo-G "^T^oirld..

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Bicyele**, Gnns, etc. Throws only small quantity of oil at

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50c. each, CUSHMAN &
DENJSON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

E. I. H0RSiyiAN,80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

TENNIS. SPORTING GOODS.

BICYCI.ES.

Victor, Light Rambler, Juno, Ideal Ram-

bler, Crescent, Junior, Pet.

TRICYCLES.
Ideal, Challenge, Queen, Little Beauty .

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc., etc.

Headquarters for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc.

TALK IS CHEAP BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.

I Have tlie Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force ol

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH. Prospect Park Plaza, Broo/c/yn.

$75 00 $75 00.

LEAGUE" SAFETY.
ALL BALL ; ALL STEEL TUBING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 B'way, N. Y

The Strong Safety.
The Highest Grade Safety for the Least Money Ever Sold.

Guaranteed all weldless steel tubing ; full ball bearings, including

pedals ; steel forgings throughout, no castings ; weight, 4S lbs. Price,

complete, including tool bag, Acme wrench and Kensington spring-top

oiler, $85. Also a full line of the celebrated Rudge Wheels, Tandems
etc., including ladies' and gents' wheels of all weights.

Reliable Agents wanted. Send for terms.

i^!g*?S$5;i=5S^^i^ Strong &L Green Cycle Co.,

No. 707 Arch SIrccI, PIIII.ADEI^PHIA, PA.

BREWSTER BROS. & CO., Unadilla, N. Y., Sole Agents for the States of New York, Kansas and Missouri.
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Would you consider

a locomotive with large steer-

ing and small driving wheels

better or worse than one with

large drivers and small guiding

wheels ?

Would you consider
a carriage properly designed if

it carried its greatest weight on

small wheels and little weight

on large ones ?

Would you consider
a safety bicycle built on such

principles properly constructed ?

Do you know
why the "American Rambler's"

steering wheel is smaller than

its driver ?

It is because

of the foregoing
;

And also because

an addition of four inches to

the steerer adds two pounds

to the weight of the wheel and

fork and increases its bulkiness

without corresponding advant-

age ?

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH HOUSE: FACTORY AND PRINCIPAL OFFICES

178 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 222-228 N. Franklin St., Chicago, III.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co., 26 W. 23d St., N. Y., Agents.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
f890 MACMITCES NOV\r READY l^OR TME MARKET.

The perfection of Simplicity and Economy of Power. Bfo Cliain. ]Vo Oears. Immense Power and Speed.

Variable Stroke. Only T\iro Sets Revolving Bearings in place of Five, as usually used in Rover type.

JSX33NrX3 lE'ODEl. CJ.^L.'TjA^JLMOGrTjrE:.

H» B. Smith Machine Co.,Smithville, New Jersey,

1S90 MODE^L. IX'S OUO^ ! !

MAIL
OFFERED AS THE

HANDSOMEST
—AND

—

BEST =:= SAKEXY
YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a direct

vertical spring, allowing front wheel to run

perfectly true. No yielding of forks sideways.

A coiled spring inside fork column.

Rear axle band brake (cannot spatter mud
on chain), very powerful.

The only wheel with Trigwell's Patent Ball

Head. All parts interchangeable. An Am
erican made wheel for American wheelmen.

Grooci. .J^s^^*^'tsi \^7'«.xxtocaL.

Surely send for Catalogue and
see it.

Notice graceful Handle Bars. 1VIANTJF".A.CTLJRE;RS,WM READ St.
107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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THE vBICYCLEvSDPPLYv HOUSE,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR IHE

Columbia, Psycho, Star, Hartford, G. & J.'s, New Era, Crescents,

Victor, Gales, Juniors and all other first-class makes.

BIJIVDL.I: CARRIERS to fit all Safetie§ for either Handic-Bar or Miid-
Ouard. In ordering, specify macliinc tlicy arc to fit.

50 Second-Hand Wheels, from $18 to $125. Write for complete Descriptive
List of sizes, etc.

Agents wanted for New Jersey. Send for Encyclopedia of Cyclers' wants.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
Oraton Hail, near Broad and Bridge Sts., NEWARK, N. J.

f' STANDARD^
^GRAPHITE .

TRIcVcurCHAltJ^
I

,!*u bearings

^ JEwark.n.j-

liicycle Riders, Base Ball Players
Athlites, Gymnasts, tell us that it is the
L>est and most satisfactory supDorter
made. ^

Let every Sportsman try them.
Price, Si 00. Will send by mail on

r'ceipt ot price. Send size of waist and

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap and

pocket.

Wo. 8§4. Hea^T «••»•

KKEE PMTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib.
Improved double
seat and pocket.

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved double ieat

and pocket.

CAUTION—We hold Letters Patent f

improvement on Pants, Tights, Supporters am.

Supporter Jacket, as represented in these cuts.

Each garment is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d,

'89, and we caution all dealers against sellinff

any garments infringing on these patents. Gar>
ments not leariii/^onr j/atent markare infringe
7i:cnts, and parties selling them will be helC
responsible 10 the e-xtent of the law.

HOLMES & CO

m^eSs^manufTcufred'bS^'^" HOLMES & CO., 1 09 Klngstofi St., Boston, Mass
SEND STA.NIT' FOR CJ^TA.LOGUE.

DON'T BE A MONKEY
AND RIDE A HIGH WHEEL; GET A

Rover
THE UNDISPUTED FATHER OF THEM ALL.

The original and the best. The most elegant Ladies' Safety ever

produced ; weight, 39 lbs. We carry five styles of Rovers, ranging in weight

from 38 to 48 pounds. All Rovers are fitted with the celebrated Garford

Saddle, for which we are' General Western Agents.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
55 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.
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SINGER •CYCLES
OVEI? eS,000 IM USE.

REVISED PATTERN FOR 1 890.

THE "SINGER" SAFETY.
Specification : 30-in. Wheels, speeded to 57 in. (or 54 in.) ; Patent

Spring-Wired Tires, ^ in. to back, ^ in. to front wheel ; Singer Ball

Steering, with steering lock ; Ball Bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding pedals ; Weldless Steel Tube Frame, Handle-Bar and Forks
;

Guard to both wheels and to chain. Brake, Foot Rests, Lamp Holder;
best combined Saddle and Spring, Spanner ;

" Singer " Ball Pedals,

etc., etc. Enamelled and with parts plated. Weight, complete, 49 lbs.

t>rice:, 9f 35.00.
("Witln. Singer Spring Fork, if desired.)

SIMGER St. CO
6 &• 8 Berkeley Street,

CHICAGO, IliLi. :

SINGER CYCLE CO., Ag^ents,

201 RAIVDOLPH STREET.

Boston, Nla^s.
NETF YORK, N. Y.

:

G. A. LITCHHULT, Agrent,

353 I.ENOX ATEBflTE.

44 Swift " by name and " Swift " by nature !

!

"Swift" Safety, Model A, 40 lbs., complete.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO.
BOSTON, NIASS.
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THREE KNOT SKOOKUM OIL.

When you want a Lubricating Oil, buy the best that money will purchase, which is

THREE KNOT SKOOKUM each and every time.

A LARGE SHIPMENT fUST RECEIVED FROM THE WEST.

Send orders to WHITE CYCLE CO., Weji4tboroii§rh, mass., U. S. A.

01 saapjo jnoA puas puB 'sinoDg ,, uinsioojis ,, aq^ jo sjuaSy aqi u; isnji jnoX aoBjd

jnq ,,'uinjio03is „ aq^ inoDS oqAv uaui jo siu3iu3ib;s ui jjoojs ou sjibj^ 'uosBas aqi JOj"A[ddns {{U} b noX ajnoas jji.w

saspjo XjjBg -jio ou sppi/C sq auip qoiqm Suunp 'SuiqoBOjddB jsbj si uiniioojis ^UJ JO NOSVHS ONIvLTIlOPV HH J-/

'1IO IAin)IOOMS lONX 33dHX
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Light Roadster."

WEIGHT, 36 LBS.

St 33 2° ^

W. J. NEWMAN,

Cambridge,

Mass.

S'

c
Y
C
L
E
S

.^v<^^

C
Y
C
L
£

League Safety."
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For Ladies or Gentlemen.

Ready for Delivery.

Convertible and Interchangeable.

The be»t on earth for the Money.
We guarantee them the equal to any wheels made in material and workmanship, the superior to any in strength, and the

superior to any in style and appearance.

ooz%.:Et.£:sz>o]\rx>x3]Nrox: s(oxjXC7xi'X3x>.

UWIOM CYCl-E MFG. CO
HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

A

WEAK POINT
(Patented March ii, i8go.) (Patented March ii. i8go.)

In all bicycles of the Safety type is the undue vibration felt while passing over roads of any description. To counter-

act this weak point many inventions have been made, but none have hit the point as well as the Hendee Anti-Vibra-

tion Handle Bar. This simple appliance totally destroys the constant jolting and, therefore, does away with the

numbness of the arms. In this way the fatigue of a trip awheel is greatly lessened. It is highly recommended by all who

have tried it, and is made to fit all the leading makes of Safeties.

PRICE, St 2.00
Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. Liberal discounts to the trade.

MERWIN, HULBERT «c CO.,

26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Wilmington, Del., April 26, 1890.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co., Stamford, Conn.

Gentlemen : Until last winter I was one of the strongest advocates of the " Ordinary " to be found anywhere, believing

it to be the fastest and easiest managed wheel ever built if the rider only had the nerve to drive it. We have pretty bad

roads here, but on club runs "scorches," or races, up hill and down, over rough roads and smooth, the Ordinary was

unrivaled, and I was convinced that no wheel ever had been or ever could be built that could successfully challenge this

supremacy. A single trial of the " Eagle" changed all this ; the prejudice in favor of the Ordinary and against the small

wheel in front ; the unwillingness to change from a known good wheel to an entirely new one—all were instantly swept away

upon experiencing the unparalleled ease of running of the " Eagle" and the power derived from the position directly over

the pedals. The short trial I have given the wheel has more than confirmed my impression ; it far surpasses the Ordinary

for ease of running and for fast work, and is nearly equal to the Safety in ease of handling and immunity from mishaps. On

my Ordinary I used 6^ inch cranks, but find that 5 inch cranks on the "Eagle " give just as much power, and the way it

shoots up long hills with these cranks is a "caution."

It is not an easy matter for most Ordinary riders to master the " Eagle," because they have to unlearn their style of

riding ; but with a little patience and determination to succeed the difficulties rapidly disappear, and the effort required to

keep the little wheel down is succeeded by one to keep it up, or, at least, to keep as little weight as possible on the ground.

The most important points for the Ordinary rider to learn are to let the little wheel take its own course ; to stick to the

wheel in a tight place instead of trying to jump off, and to ride on the pedals until thoroughly familiar with the wheel.

Yours truly,

S. WALLIS MERRIHEW.

We find that many of our customers make the mistake of ordering " Eagle " machines that are too

large in size for them, and afterward have to change to a smaller size. In order to save intending purchasers

from the annoyance and expense of making exchanges, we issue this caution :

Remember that a rider of the " Eagle " requires a size two inches smaller than he would take on an

ordinary.

There is more advantage in a small size wheel than in a large one. The secret of success in riding the
*' Eagle " is the ability of the rider to stand on his pedals and clear of the saddle when riding on rough ground

or up steep grades ; of course he cannot do this if his wheel is too large.

The list of leg measures in our Catalogue has been carefully tested, and if purchasers will go by that

they will make no mistake.

Catalogrue Free: also Mileage Book.

The Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.,
STAMFORD, CONN.
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PCBLISlIfU ETERY FRIWAY MORMXG.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric>,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Oopies,

$1.00 a year

8s a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy shonld be received by Tuesday niornlng.

Late Copy received nntU Wednesday morning.

Changes for Adrertlsements must be re'-elred by

Tuesday morning to insure Insertion.

Kpeclal Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

IN this spring-time, when our surplus energy

is reduced by the ride in the Park and the

tour in the country, and the irascibility and

muddiness of vision resultant on the enforced

winter tie-up are gone from us, we can look

calmly back on that late unpleasantness, the

Dunn-Luscomb campaign, and, if the spirit be

there, can draw lessons.

Let us touch on one phase of that campaign,

a phase, in fact, which was not only prominent

during that time, but has been destructive of

the peace of mind of many great men and little-

great men since such things as politics, public

men and celebrities have existed. We shall call

it the "confidential letter" phase.

The "confidential letter" is the most danger-

ous weapon a man can place in the hands of his

friends, since the pieces are so often juggled in

this chess-game—in which, by the by. Death is

always the Victor, stingless though he be—that

our closest friend often becomes our bitterest

enemy within the day or the hour, and the

" confidential letters" we sent him become the

most destructive ammunition that can be used

against us.

We think it was that shrewd statesman, Simon

Cameron, who epigramatically stated that he

would rather travel a hundred miles to see a

man than to write him a "confidential letter."

In the majority of disastrous endings of public

lives, all the way from Francis Bacon, convicted

for bribery, to the modern New York Alderman,

exiled to that beautiful refuge, Canada, for the

same offense, the " confidential letter,"—the little

note, hastily written^has always bobbed up at

the proper time to play its little, venomous part.

In our own cycling life, our public men
being not yet come to that masterful degree of

astuteness which is accredited to men of national

affairs, the " confidential letter " has been unus-

ually prominent. So sure are we of this that we

can safely say that the publication of all the

"confidential letters" now held by a dozen men
we could name would turn the upper strata

of the cycling world into a bear garden. Play

at politics, leadership, and the peaceful arts of

I

statesmanship, gentlemen— it's necessary for the

progress and ultimate welfare of the sport—but

each time you write a "confidential letter"

light a fresh cigar—and then light the letter.

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT.

OUR Los Angeles correspondent comments on

the sectional feeling which exists, or is sup-

posed to exist, between the cyclists of Upper

California and those of Lower California. This

.State, on account of its natural formation, has

two cycling centres, one at San Francisco and

one at Los Angeles. At the two meets held at

these places each year, the cyclists of the Los

Angeles section are rarely represented at the

San Francisco meets, and, vict: versa. The San

Francisco correspondent for The Wheel, whose

opinion we have always regarded with some
consideration, recently stated through our col-

umns that, in his opinion, the League would

benefit by dividing California into two divisions,

upper and lower. In that way sectional feeling

would be avoided and the cyclists in both sec-

tions would take a stronger interest in the

League.

JUST a pointer to the Niagara Falls boys. It

is better to have two, rather than three days

of racing. No matter how fine the sport or how
large the entry list, two days of competition will

satisfy the most enthusiastic. This opinion is

based on an experience covering many three-

day meets. The interest in the last two days ot

a three-day meet is not as strong as one would

believe, for many remain away from the second

day's races, and of those who attend the last

day. a majority have been surfeited with the

sport. Give a rousing day's sport on the open-

ing day of the meet, let the racing men and the

public off for the second day and they will come
up to scratch on the third day with keen appe-

tites for the sport. " Enough is as good as a

feast," you know.

TRUE to our policy, we continue to publish

highway improvement educational matter.

We know that the subject takes up space that

might, perhaps, be given up to legitimate cycling

news, but we regard the prosecution of this

work of improved roads of greater importance

to wheelmen than to any other class. In this

week's Wheel we publish a number of valuable

contributions on roads, street pavements, etc.

Some of these articles, which we publish in con-

densed form, occupied columns of space in high-

class newspapers.. The columns of this paper

thus become a veritable cyclopedia of road and
pavement information, in which every phase of

the subject is covered.

THERE will be more tours and meets held

this year than in any previous year since

cycling commenced in this country. The man-
agers of these entertainments cannot be too

strongly impressed with the fact that they should

provide just enough entertainment, rather than

too much. The programmes of some meets we
have attended presented an embarrassment of

riches, so that the man who didn't take in

everything felt as if he had missed a great deal

of fun, while the fellows who went through the

whole programme were wrecked and tired out,

rather than refreshed and benefited. There is

such a thing as turning pleasure into work ; the

aim of a tour or holiday outing is to stop just

this side of the point of actual fatigue.

THE STREET PAVING QUESTION IN
NEWARK.

Editor of The Wheel :

6V;-.— As noticed in )our issue of 25th ult.,

there is now before the legislature at Trenton,
New Jersey, a bill, prepared by the City Counsel
of Newark, asking for authority to expend a
sum not less than $300,000 and not more than
$500,000 in paving streets, at once. It is the re-

sult of the citizens' meeting of the 8th ult., at
which the expenditure of $2,000,000 for the
same purpose was strongly advocated by prom-
inent public men. Unfortunately, there were
present the inevitable ultra-conservative and
suspicious element, who scent a job in every
proposal for public improvement, and the plan
was denounced as originating with parties who,
some fifteen or more years ago, were instru-
mental in largely increasing the public debt for

street opettiiig purposes. And it appears, as was
also stated in The Wheel of the 25th ult., a pub-
lic journal of thatplace—(that certainly ought to

know better)—seems disposed to antagonize
every effort put forth to enhance the value of
city property.
The merits of the present question cannot be

affected in the slightest degree by its author-
ship. The fact in the case is, that the further
expenditure of money in this direction is one of
sheer necessity, and cannot be any longer de-
ferred, except at great pecuniary sacrifice. To
go back some seventeen years in the city's his-

tory : There was procured in 1873 legislative per-
mission to bond the city for $2,000,000 for street
improvements. The bonds were issued, and the
money spent almost exclusively in street open-
ing. That is, in buying land needed, in straight-
ening lines, and in curbing and grading. The
result, in few words, is that the city has 185
miles of streets opened, of which about forty-six
only have been paved and made suitable for
building improvement. A child can see that the
simple duty of the city government now is to

pave these 140 miles of unpaved streets as soon
as possible, so that they may be built on, add to

the city revenue, and lighten the burden of in-

terest which is now being paid on the original
expenditure—at present yielding no returns.

It is well known, but not as widely as it

should be, that buildings that naturally would
be erected on these unpaved streets are going
up outside of the city limits, along the lines of

horse-cars.

The city has already paid on the bonds of

1873 something over $2,000,000 in interest,

whch is practically lost money. It is quite plain,

then, that the cure for this evil is the immediate
paving of the vacant streets, and $500,000 can
be most advantageously employed in this man-
ner during the present year. "The kind of pave-
ment is largely a question of locality and de-
scription of traffic. Some of the residents ask
for asphalt, and should get what they prefer.

On three or four of the central streets, where
heavy traffic prevails, the Belgian is desired.
On the outlying streets, the Telford, now so
satisfactorily used on the main country thor-
oughfares in Essex, Union, and Passaic coun-
ties, will undoubtedly be laid down. With re-

spect to this last description of pavement, it is

only within two or three years that its merits
have begun to be appreciated. Its permanence
depends on two things—first, the quality of the
road material

; and, second, the preparation of

the earth bed, and the subsequent compacting of

the superimposed stone by a twelve or fifteen

ton roller. No binding in the shape of earth or
clay should be tolerated, or considered for a
moment. A pressure of 400 pounds to the inch
produces a grinding movement on the crushed
stone, which forces the unequally-shaped cubes
to fit firmly and perfectly into the interstices of

the mass, and gives a uniformly solid, smooth
surface. Therein consists the great art of Tel-
ford road construction. You have already, in a
former number, pointed out the economy of
using machinery.
The prices of the pavement already laid down

in Newark range from about $67,000 per mile,

for granite, down to$i2,ooo per mile, for Telford.
But the latter was put down in the old, slow,
and expensive way. If, now, fifteen or twenty
miles of the unpaved streets can be thoroughly
paved with Te.'ford at a cost of $9,000 or $10,000
per mile, and brought into immediate occu-
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pancy, there can be no doubt that the value of

property on those lines would be at once
doubled and the taxation revenue of the city

largely increased.
The writer must beg leave to differ, in io(o,

from Mr. E. J. Shriver, whose letter you print

in last week's issue. And, indeed, from yourself

in parte. Whatever of education on the subject

of road improvement the "great public" has
received, or is receiving, is due first to the

cycling press. Every cyclist is a propagandist.
The ideas first published in cycling papers are

copied and enlarged upon by the general press,

and we have as results State road improvement
associations, being formed in various parts of

the country. It is suprising to hear Mr. Shriver
doubt the right of a State to build its own
public roads. Has he never heard of the right

of eminent domain? The non-passage of the

Richardson bill is not its defeat by any means.
It will undoubtedly become a law in the future.

Viator.

THE CURVE, CARE AND WIDTH OF
ROADS.

The prize offered by the Engineering and Bui/d-
ing Record for an essay on road construction and
maintenance has been awarded to S. C. Thomp-
son, of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
The first part of Mr. Thompson's essay deals

with road construction, which is sub-divided
into these heads :

" Locating or Laying a Road,"
"Making a Road-Bed" and "Surfacing or

Making a Top." In connecting two places by
road, the writer advocates that the line be as

nearly straight as possible, and when changes
of line occur, they should be connected by regu
lar curves of proper radius. Curves should be
made as fiat as possible, and only in extreme cases

should exceed a width of fifty feet. No grade
should be made up which a fair load cannot be
drawn. Grades should have a continual inclina-

tion in one direction. Counter-grades should
not be allowed, for in ascending, each foot de-

scended on the grade means just so much more
rise to be overcome.
The width of roads is exhaustively treated.

The width of English turnpike roads is twenty
feet in by-roads and sixty feet coming into towns

;

the width of Roman military roads is twelve
feet when straight and sixteen feet when crooked.
He advises that roads be laid out sufficiently

wide, but only so wide that they can be kept in

thorough repair. He considers the essential re-

quirements of a good road-bed to be a surface
that is practically unyielding, smooth and im-
pervious to water ; the most important requisite

is thorough drainage, for a road-bed thoroughly
drained dries much more quickly and has less

mud and dust. Three kinds of road surfacing
are enumerated, viz.: gravel, macadam and
Telford. Of gravel roads, Mr. Thompson states

that a very satisfactory road can be constructed
by putting on a layer of gravel from six to

eight inches in thickness, sprinkled thoroughly
and rolled until very compact and firm ; then
spread another layer of j,ravel from four to six

inches, sprinkled and rolled until the desired
hardness and smoothness are obtained. Where
it is possible to get blue gravel or hard pan aud
clean bank gravel, the two can be mixed so as
to give a surface equal to concrete in its hard-
ness. The weight of the roller used on a gravel
road should be as much per inch as the weight
per inch of the tire of the heaviest vehicle which
is likely to pass over it. Wooden pavements,
the essayist asserts, have not proved an unquali-
fied success. Their advantages are : non-resist-
ance to draught, noiselessness, cleanliness,
minimum of wear and tear on vehicles, maxi-
mum of pleasure to riders and cheapness of the
first cost as compared to the cost of stone blocks.
The objections are : Slipperiness in wet
weather, non-durability, both from wear and
decay, and minor objections on sanitary grounds.
When the foundations are properly made and
drained, and the blocks treated by process so as
to prevent a rapid decay, wooden pavements
have proved fairly satisfactory.

In regard to the plan of promoting the con-
struction and maintenance of roads, Mr. Thomp-
son advocates the creation of a Slate or National
department to have general charge of ail public
roads and bridges. The State should be divided
into districts and sub districts, with a civil en-
gineer in charge of each district and an assist-
ant in charge of each sub-district; each assist-
ant to have charge o( a gang or working force.
The best road? in the world are those in Eng-

land, France and Germany, which are under
national supervision. Mr. Thompson claims
that this is largely the cause of their excellence.
Mr.Thompson also claims that good roads attract
population and increase he value of property,
decrease the cost of transportation, and thus
encourage a greater exchange of products be-
tween one section and anothtr. They feed rail-

roads and thereby directly bring distant places
more closely together, and promote an increase
and development of commercial life.

AN EXPERT ENGINEER ON STREET
PAVEMENTS.

The Newark Call publishes a column and a
half letter from Mr. James Owen on the subject
of street pavements. Mr. Owen states that the
paving question can be divided into three gen-
eral sub-divisions, as follows :

First. The different kind of pavements.
Second. Varying travel on the different streets

and avenues.
Third. The value of the property on the dif-

ferent streets, and, incidentally, the ability of

the owners to pay for improvements.
Engineer Owen concludes that granite block

IS the best pavement for general use in all large
cities, and that it is unquestionably the best for

all heavily-traveled thoroughfares. The en-
gineer evidently does not hold asphalt in high
opinion, as he refers to it in a very untechnical
manner as, " What might be called the toniest

pavement," but admits that it is smooth, dur-
able, clean, free from dust and noise, and is

undoubtedly the best kind of pavement for

streets where property comes high and resi-

dences costly. He thinks the cost of asphalt is

not yet down to a business basis, but that it is

sold as a specialty at fancy prices ; but competi-
tion, however, will continue to lower prices.

Mr. Owen evidently believes that Telford is a
splendid pavement, and he advocates that it be
given a trial in Newark.
The pavements of Newark Mr. Owen divides

under the following heads : Earth streets, 138
miles ; cobblestone, 25 miles ; granite block, %yi
miles ; Telford, 11 miles ; trap block, 2% miles,
and asphalt 4-5 miles. This leaves 163 miles to

be paved and improved, and Engineer Owen
would pave them as follows : granite pavement
on all main arteries on which is gilt-edge prop-
erty for business purposes ; trap block for sec-

ondary arteries on which is gilt-edge residence
property ; asphalt for general business streets,

and Telford for suburban streets on which are
built small residences.
According to the engineer's estimate, these

163 miles should be taken care of in the follow-
ing manner : Fifty miles are not sufficiently

improved to be worthy of any consideration ; 10
miles should be paved with granite block of the
best class ; 25 miles should be paved with trap
block ; 15 miles should be paved with asphalt
and 63 miles paved with Telford. The cost of

these pavements would be as follows : Granite
block, |8o,52o per mile ; trap block, $52,800 per
mile ; asphalt, $61,248 per mile, and Telford,
$21,120 per mile. The total cost of repairs,
aggregating $4,260,000, divided as follows :

Granite block, 10 miles, $800,000 ; trap block,

25 miles, $1,250,000 ; asphalt, 15 miles, $950,000,
and Telford, 63 miles, $1,260,000. The question
of raising these amounts Mr. Owen very prop-
erly does not consider an engineering problem,
but rather a financial one, and on this phase of
the question he does not touch.

ACROSS AFRICA ON A BICYCLE.
by thomas stevens.

Editor of The Wheel :

Since my return from Africa I have received
letters from various wheelmen inquiring about
African roads. One or two of these gentlemen
assume that my Dark Continent experiences
were awheel, and one very dear friend from
somewhere out in Indiana, who says he hopes
to meet me soon and talk the matter over at
greater length, has a brilliant idea of a compan-
ionable ride, he and I together, "Across Africa
on a Bicycle."

It does my soul good, Mr. Wheel, to receive
these letters, but I have thought that if 1 might
encroach on your valuable space to the extent
of a general reply I might, in addition to saving
time, also reach others who may be thinking
lightly of a trip on wheels to the Victoria
Nyanza or the Mountains of the Moon.

African roads are perfect, Mr. R !— I am

addressing my remarks particularly to the gen-
tleman who lives in Indiana, and. incidentally,
to the general reader—for birds ; and a wheel-
man can manage to worry along them if he
leaves his bicycle at home. The African road is

more winding, pot-hooky, and erratic than the
wheel-tracks made by the gentleman who wants
to cross Africa awheel, when his cycling teeth
were yet uncut and the kind agent who was
teaching him how to fall without hurting him-
self wished he would die
Sometimes the road is visible and sometimes

it dwindles and fades to a mere verbal ex
pression and a compass or a native guide.
When visiole to the naked eye, it is not a broad,
smooth way, like a roai in Central Park, nor is

it swept with a broom daily, as are the high-
ways of Normandy. The nature of the country
has much to do with its character, and many
pleasing variations would greet you, dear R ,

on your ride across the Continent.
For much of the distance your road would

twist and wander capriciously across undulat-
ing savannahs covered with a growth of trees
that bear formidable thorns of many shapes.
Some of these thorns are shaped like fish-hooks;
others branch and curve gracefully from a cen-
tral base, like the handle-bars of a bicycle,
whilst others are straight, like miniature pon-
iards. The road often passes under these trees,

whose branches swoop down, spread out, and
would refuse to budge, even for you. The fish-

hook variety would be eternally baiting them-
selves with your eyes, my dear fellow ; the cow-
horn thorns would catch in the corners of your
mouth or become entangled in your whiskers, if

you are that kind of a person, and the poniards
would make you wish that the rest of your body
had never been born. All this would happen
ere you had got beyond the music of the surf,

and whilst you were yet 3,995 miles from your
destination.

Now and then you would find your way ob-
structed by a fallen tree. You might find it in-

convenient to leap your wheel over this tree

if a fish-hook thorn had, at the moment of your
arrival there, promptly caught you under the
chin, and a vegetable dagger had skewered you
through the ear. Then, whilst you were paus-
ing a moment in your mad career, as I have
pictured, R , my boy, how would you pro-
pose to defend yourself from assault and battery
should a pugnacious rhinoceros, taking excep-
tion to your outre appearance, issue from the
jungle with a view of assisting you and your
wheel up into the tree with his horn ? A buffalo,

too, might seek your acquaintance under like

conditions, and whether rhino or buffalo, my
dear fellow, the sequel would be all the same to

you and to your folks way back home in Indiana
Sometimes your way would lead through a

big elephant forest, and you would be wheeling
gayly along an elephant path, four feet broad,
a road trampled through the jungle by hundreds
of tuskers. Here and there along this part of

your road the bold, bad savages have dug pits

for catching elephants, and covered them up so
skilfully, my dear friend, that even you might
not detect them in time to secure your own sal-

vation.

Some of these pits are twelve feet deep and
contain sharp stakes on which the elephant is

expected to impale himself as he tumbles in.

The cannibals of the Congo forest, my dear
R , would undoubtedly be delighted to dis-

cover you spitted on one of these stakes most
any evening, and, I have no doubt, they would
do you nice and brown, baste you properly with
palm oil, and all that while roasting you with
the skin on ; but you had better talk it all over
with your folks before coming on to New York
to see me.

If you make up your mind to brave these trifling

dangers, however, and feel determined to over-

come all obstacles and to cross Africa on your
wheel or break a sinew, let me know and I will

give you all the advice I know. You will need,
among other trifles, about three tons of money,
my dear boy.

No, no, not greenbacks, nor gold coins; such
things would be spurned by the society you will

be thrown into. You must take bales of cloth,

sacks of beads and big bundles of iron and cop-

per wire. About three tons, or, if you are very
economical in your expenditure and are tactful

in your dealings with the chiefs and big medi-
cine men of the tribes, you might rub along with

two tons and a half, or even less. These things
you could easily carry on your lugga§;c.carrier.
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Peace be with you, my dear R
;
your de-

cision will be awaited with much anxiety by
yours sincerely.

PHILADELPHIA.

THE SOUTH END WHEELMEN S RECEmON.
Following the banquet of the Centurv Wheelmen, of

which I wrote last week, the South End Wheelmen scored
a success at their ball, on Thuisday, at St. Gcorj^e's Hall
While this annual affair by the downtown club is not given
as a source of profit, still invitations were disposed of to
others than members of the club, and, »lthoueh there were
many visitors present, the hall was only comfortably filled.

The grand march was held shortly after nine o'clock, and
was led by Vice-President Bradley, with Miss Ella Langan,
after which dancing was kept up until 1:15, with the excep-
tion of an intermission of a half hour, when T. R.
Finley, of Smithville, N. J., the well-known star trick rider,
gave an exhibition of fancy riding with his usual grace
and expenness, ending by riding down stairs to the first

floor.

Among those present were President George T. Laing
and Captain Frank Nelms, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle
Club ; President W. R. Tucker, of the A. C. C. ; Captain
Watt, of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club ; Thomas Hare and
Captain Dalsen, of the Century Wheelmen, and Mrs Dal-
sen. Captain of the Fairmount Lady Cyclers ; P. S. Collins,
Dr. M. N. Keimder, Louis Geyler, George Pavord, E.
Feurer, George Bahl, A. Allen and W. J. Walker, of the
Century V\ heelmen ; President of the South End S Jack-
son, Jr., and Mrs. Jackson, Secretary George Caryl and
Mrs. Caryl, Mr. and Mrs. Sulleberger, Mr. and Mrs. Hus-
son, V. aptain C. A. Dimon, Lieutenant O. H. McCurdy,
James Edwards, A. M. Manning, Joseph Turner, H C.
Pratt, Louis Daster, F. Koenig, C. S. Wood, T. R. Mur-
row, W. J. Greer, C. Lochery, J P. McQuaide, W.
Bouggy, D. Craig, R. P. McCurdy, Gordon Chambers,
Frank Worsley, J. L. Van Zant, Thomas Edwards, C. D.
Coulter, W. Wagner, Ward McHenry, W, F. Gurk, R. H.
Breeding, H. Heifern, W. F. HoUis, Miss Maag, Miss
Bouggy, Miss Bahl, Miss McHenry, Miss Short, Miss
Waters, Miss Griffiths, Miss Roberts, Miss Watson, Miss
Freeland, Mrs Roberts, the Misses Husson, Miss Dagney,
Missf Grieves, Miss Neill and MissEdger.
One feature ot the evening was the wearing of the neat

club uniform by a large number of the members instead of
the conventional full dress.

PENNSV'S RECEPTION.
The closing ball of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club was

held on Wednesday evening and was well attended. It
was intended to have this an informal affair, really more
as a grand wind-up to the winter season, and, while not
being held on the scale that the dance m February was,
still had a phase of semi-formality about it that placed it

midway between the monthly dances and their pre-Lenten
ball.

The appointment of Captain Dalsen on the N. Y. G. C. R.
Committee was a wise one on the part of the New York
men. Not only will he take over a large party from his
own cluo, but is popular and holds the confidence of the
other clubs in the city.

Dr Dalsen has recently mapped out a route for reaching
the fairly-good riding district beyond Frankford, without
going over the six miles of wretched surface that lie be-
tween that place and Kroad Street, and will probably use
that route should the command of the run be placed in his
hands on nearing the city.
De Wolf Hopper, the comedian, says in one of his songs

thai " there are things 'tis better not to dwell on," and,
while perhaps all cycling scribes do not attend comic
opera, some of them are of the same opinion in regard to
"things," and it was for this reason that several corre-
sponaents representing the more important papers re-
solved, for the good of the sport and matters generally,
that certain recent happenings should not be given to the
public except by word of mouth. It is therefore much to
be regretted that an occasional correspondent has been
permitted to air his one-sided tale of woe in one of the
cycling weeklies, and ii is to be hoped that it will lead to
no further remai ks on the question, as there is much to say
on both sides of the subject, and, considering the import-
ance of a certain event which we all wish to be a success,
it is best to wash the dirty linen at some future time.
The Mt. Vernon Wheelmen are considering the matter

of building a club-house. Their present quarters are too
small, but they will not move until the momentous question
is"decided
Stale meet matters are progressing slowly but surely.

The committees are being filled out and are getting to
work. The Chairmanship of the Transportation Commit-
tee has been given to Mr. Gordon Chambers, of the South
End v\ heelmen, and the Programme Committee to A. H
MacOwen, editor of the /* ^/4/^/^.

At the annual meeting of the Park Avenue Wheelmen
the following officers were elected for the ensuing year •

President, O. S. Runnell ; Vice-President, E. G. Taulane •

Secretary, W. B. Develin ; Treasurer, E. E. Develin

'

( aptain, CO. Lancaster
; Lieutenant, B. J. Gibbon • Color

Bearer, H. H. Parker ; Bugler, J. R. Silver.
The Tioga Cycling Club, too, held its annual meeting and

elected the following officers: President, W. Van Deusen
Vice-President, Theodore Jones ; Secretary-Treasurer, O

'

P. Tatum
; Captain, Irwin Spain

; Lieutenant, J. B. Rich.
Paul Bkrwvn.

JERSEY CITY.

The H. C. W. "musical and dramatic entertainment"
was a very bi^ success ; the acting was way above the
average, standing-room only could be had—and very little
of that—and altogether the affair was a great success The
hits were good and took well.

J. J. Griffiths, or " Lengthy Jack," has returned from a
trip to Florida, much improved in health. Jack says Jersey
City is the only place to live in.

Everything is very lively around the club-house, even
the old wrecks of wheels are getting in shape, for the early
bird (or victim).
The H. C. W. will have a good number on the "Cen-

tury —some who have "got there before" and others
Who can get there. Look out for the " red and white "

, The road officers have their plans for the season's runs
nearly complete. Their schedule is something "different
from the rest" and will take. Moonlight runs have been
called for May 2, 5, and 6, starting at 7.15 p. m to Eagle
Rock, Staten Island, and South Orange. As no Sunday
runs can be called the road officers have invited the mem-

bers to go to Morrlstown on Sunday, 4th, with them, and
on the i8ih to Englcwood.
Keep your eyes open for Appleby's tandem. He has

been experimentini; for the past year and now has what he
wants—a ( olumbia with a spring-fork, silver plated all

over, except hubs, and they are to be gold plated.
Willie Korth is practicing for the twenty-five-mile race

on Glendalc Hill
Captain (Gilbert, of the E. W , is reported as saying he

would rather be "black-balled" than "white-washed."
Some people are never satisfied.

The " Ki-yippy " boys will be at Plainfield on the 30th
and 31st. You will see them at the theatre. We are not a
League club, but will be there. Mosquito.

SAN FRANCISCO.

L. A. W. DIVISION .MEET.
The annual business meeting of the California Division

was held at Red Men's Hall Tast evening, and a pleasant,
harmonious meeting it was. The reports of the officers

showed the Division to be in a most prosperous condition.
The treasury contains nearly $1,200 Almost all the mate-
rial for the hand-book is collected, and will probably be in

the hands of the printer within a few days. As was ex-
pected, San Jose was selected for the annual meet, July 4
and 5 being the dates. It was decided that the one and
three mile District (. hampionships would be contested, and
the winners sent, ai the expense of the division, to the
national meet at Niagara. According to the motion, the
Hoard of Officers decide whether the winners are rep-
resentative men—capable of making a good showing at the
national meet.
There are five riders here who would be able to pass the

scrutiny of the committee, and if the winner turns up in
any one of thfse he may rest assured that h-: will be sent.
If either El well or Davis rides and wins, this State will have
a splendid representative
A correspondent of the Bu'Liin suggests that we send a

team East. We have the material (for that matter, I have
been told by "one who knows" that the material for a
world's champion may be found on any street corner in

America at almost any hour of the day), we have the
trainer, but, alas ! we have not the coin.
A unique feature of the ' alifornia Division this year will

be a century run, for League members, the Division to pay
all expenses. The run will take place some time in June,
and will probably be straight-away, to Hollister. ' he en-
tire charge of the run has t>een left in the hands of the
Touring Board. Chairman Meeker has arranged several
successful century runs, and this should exceed all others
in pleasure and inierest.

A motion to hold a series of road races was, very proper-
ly, not considered by the Chief Consul. As the League is

bending all its energies at the present time to the road im-
provement question, and has placed itself on record as op-
posed to road racing, it would be, to say the least, in bad
taste for this Division to openly advertise road races.

It was suggested that the clubs combine and form an
inter-club road racing association, such as was formed in
1888. The dealers might arrange a race for May 30, but it

is rather late to commence now.
The Palm Leaf Wheelmen, of Fresno, passed through

this city last Wednesday, on a two weeks' tour. By some
unaccountable mistake none of the local riders met them,
and they must thmk the city riders are an inhospitable si t.

Have the gentlemen who complain of the intolerance dis-

played by the public generally toward cyclists thought that
the necessary knee trousers are partly to blame for this
state of affairs ? The public do not appreciate ihe all-im-
portance of short "knickers" for cycling, and think they
are worn by riders because they are odd, or for some such
reason. California.

LOS ANGELES,

Although we live on the Pacific slope, there are seasons
when a little cloud above the horizon, no bigger than a
man's hand, portends a storm of no mean proportions
Although everything seems quiet and at peace in the Cali-
fornia Division, L A. W., nevertheless there is a storm
brewing, and one which in the end will give two divisions
to ("alifornia. Ever since the meet of t888 there has been
a sense of dissatisfaction growing—the south complaining
of the north. We • f the south have several complaints to
make, but as news' aper notoriety is not only of a very
cheap grade, but a thing to be avoided, if possible, especi-
ally in fraternal organizations, we don't purpose to publish
our affairs, but as some officious person or persons from
the northern part of the State have assumed to make state-
ments in wheel papers reflecting on the honesty and char-
acter of the southern California constituency, we wish it to
be distinctly understood that our wheelmen are as gen-
tlemanly and honorable a body as will be found anywhere,
and if the writer of the aforesaid articles will make his
complaint, from facts, in writing, over his own name, to
the local l onsul at Los Angeles, he will be able to get all

the satisfaction he wants, and get it promptly.
Although wheels may be ridden in southern California

every month in the year, we are liable to occasional rains
from October 15 to May i. This win er the rainfall has
been exceptionally heavy, but it came " all to vvonst," as it

were. We have had but one heavy rain since Februaiy i,

and a shower about every fortnight since.
The roads about Los Angeles are in fine condition, the

old adobe road between htre and Pasadena being in ex-
ceptionally fine riding. On the 13th a run was made to
Sierra Madre Villa Hotel ; distance, sixteen miles, elevation
above Los Angeles, 1,200 feet. We numbered seventeen at
the start and fourteen at dinner. T he views from the
Villa are magnificent. Although Mrs. S. G. Spier was the
only lady on the trip, it was n 't at all necessary to set a
slow pace, for she is able to hold her own with most any of
the boys. Mrs. S. has become such a general favorite, that
when she goes to Santa Rosa this summer we shall miss
her very much from the runs.
Frank E Olds, ihe well-known wheel repair man of

southern California, is growing tired of fighting the battle
of life single-handed, and will shortly lead to the Hymeneal
altar the pioneer lady bicyclist of Los Angeles. Their new
cottage is being pushed rapidly to completion. And will
the boys " charivari " them? Well, I wonder! If the in-
habitants of the tony West End don't think bedlam has
been let loose, it won't be the fault of Frank's frienris.
The Flower Festival opens to-morrow night, and the

wheelmen, under the superintendence of S. G. Spier, will
give an exhibition on Thursday night.
There is some talk of a southern California meet in Los

Angeles on the 4th of July. Burke says if there is any rac-
ing he'll be there.
The number of lady riders in Los Angeles is rapidly in-

creasing, quite a number of ladies' safeties having been
sold this spring. Holly.

CHICAGO.

Chicago, April 28, i8(;o.

On Monday last fire completely gutted the Van Buren
Street store of the ( hicago Bicycle Comuany, entailing a
loss of some $7,000. Insurance, $3,000. The stores of Pope
and Stokes, just around the corner, on Wabash Avenue,
had a close call ; ihe walls of the former being considerably
scorched The Chicago Bicycle ^.ompany is now doing
business at 756 West Madis >n Street.
The road officers of the Lincoln Club have completed the

schedule of runs for the first quarter. It is as follows:
May 4, Maywood, !(> miles; 11, Wheeling, 46 miles; 18,

Riverside, 30 miles ; 25, Pullman scorch ; 30, Pullman Road
Race; June 8, Highland Park, 45 miles; 13, Aurora, 85
miles ; 22, Wheaton, 45 miles ; 29, W aukegan, 80 miles.
They have also set apart June i as a day for the boys who
started in the Pullman race and failed to "get there" to
relieve their feelings by telling just how it happened. The
Chicago Club, I understand, will be present on the occa-
sion.

The Chicago Club has also set runs to June i, as follows :

May 4, Maywood ; 11, Evanston ; 18, Indianapolis to La-
fayette, Ind., en route to Crawfordsville, too miles; 25,
Pullman scorch

; 30, Pullman road race.
Spouner has withdrawn from the Crawfordsville 100-

miles race. This leaves as contestants Van Wagoner, Bar-
rett, Van Sicklen, Thorne, Rowe and Hammill.

It is expected that ground will be broken for the Illinois'

new club-house during the present week
Jenney & Graham have opened their new store at 102

Madison Street, with F. Ed. Spooner in charge of the bi-
cycle department.
both BearrHii< and the Re/eree will be among the May-

day movers. They will be near neighbors, both having se-
cured offices in " The Caxton," 32S-334 Dearborn Street.
W. P. Laing, of WiWer & Laing, St. Louis, agents for

G. & J., spent a couple of days in ( hicago last week, se-
cured territory, made preparations to work it thoroughly,
and went back happy. The worst I can say of him is that
if the Future Great has many more like him, it ought to
scatter them in Chicago clubdom, to dissipate the frigidity
which strikes a stranger so forcibly. Bettsy B.

LOUISVILLE.

The L. C. C. smoker was a remarkable success, as was
the fish fry indulged in by the Independents and their
friends last Sunday. About thirty-five were present, and
all had an enjoyable lime if indications conveyed the cor-
rect impression. A few fish were caught, and all the bait
used to a very good advantage.
Captain l.amb and his " colts," as somebody has called

them, made the Charlestown, Ind., run on Sunday, the
20th, and all returned promptly and in good condition as
regards both body and appetite. If they are to be known
as " colts," probably Ed. Herget, Joe Strouse, Mathey,
Ropke, Neffler, Cramer, Grunwald, SchiefBer, White, (.ap-
tain Lamb . t al will enter a contest to know who is en-
titled to carry the c lors of El Rio Rey, of Proctor Knott,
of Spokane, of Robespierre, etc.

Another smoker is announced for the Louisville's club-
house for Tuesday nijjht, the 29th ult , and an invitation
has been extendeiJ to the Independents and accepted, and
it is understood that a joint smoker will probably be given
shortly by the two clubs A new pool table will be in
before the Tuesday night blow-out—at least it has been
promised by that time and is expected to be ready for use.
The carpenters expect to commence on the extension

about the latter part of this week, and its completion will
be a great relief to the Committee on Building as well as to
the members individually. A bowlii g ahey is talked of in
connection with the addition.

1 he Messrs Jelferis, of Wilmington, Del., have cast their
lot with us and are becoming acquainted.
Huber & -\llison got sales last week on a couple of

ladies' machines—safeties—and other agencies report more
than the usual number of inquiries.

Chief Consul Lamb will, at the request of the Ruff
Wheelmen, of Richmond, Ky., issue a circular announcing
a change of date of the Kentucky Division meet from July
7 and 8, to probably July 14 and 15. The Covington boys
will be there ; the Independents will be there ; the Dan-
ville, Lexington, Mayesville, Newport, Nicholasville and
Frankfort boys will be there, and on the morn of the first

day look for Captain Chief Consul Lamb and his 2:30 dele-
gation. 1 hey will be there, and keep your eye on them.
Walter Meek, whose foot was crushed by a street car

wheel several weeks ago, has rapidly recovered. His
friends are certainly pleased to see his speedy recoverv.

Blue Grass.

CINCINNATI.
The entry blanks for the Poorman Road Race are out,

and can be had by application to J E. Poorman, t incin-

nati, Ohio; Chas. F.Stokes Mfg. ("o., Chicago; H. A.
Lozier & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, or R. C. Whayne. Louis-
ville, Ky. The race will be started from Hamilton and
finish at Chester Park, Cincinnati. The interest is growing
daily.

The Ohio Division meet is going to be a great success, as
a number of the local members are working night and day
for that end.
A. Kennedy-Childe, genial traveling man and prince of

good fellows, was in the city during the past week repre-
sentin.g the Warwick Company
Captain Hanauer, of the Aquila Cyclers, is busy advocat-

ing a combined run of Cincinnati clubs. We hope he will

be successful, as it would promote, in a great degree, the
good-fellowship whicn is now lackingamongour city clubs.

The rivalry which exists among the clubs in this city is

huri ing all of them. Instead of having one large club, with
suitable club-house and large membership as the Queen
City should have, we have eitrht or ten clubs with member-
ships 01 ten to thirty-five. Why not consolidate ?

The weather of Sunday was delightful, and all pikes
leading out of the city fairly swarmed with the gay and
festive wheelmen, who uere overjoyed to once more get
the fresh, bracing air of the country.
The riding school which Mr. J. E Poorman is conduct-

ing at the Walnut Hill Odeon is creating much e-xcitement
among the ladies, and large numbers of them are attending.
He charges nothing for teaching.
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The Lynn Wheel Club will hold a handicap road race on
Decoration Day.

The members of the Cambridsreport Bicycle Club gave a
complimentary " Smoker" on Thursday evening, May i.

Messrs. Cahill & Co., of Washington, have removed
from Pennsylvania Avenue to 1419 G Street in search of

more commodious quarters.

The fiist Buffalo century run was made on April 20 by
Messrs. Houck, Kliffel, Voght, Brunner and Lewis. The
time for the 100 miles was i^h. 45m.

The entries for the Kings County Wheelmen's Tourna-
ment close June 20. The annual lantern parade will be
held on the evening before the meeting.

The Massachusetts Division will spread itself at the
Worcester meet on May 30 ; at the Cottage City meet in

July, and at the League meet, at Niagara Falls.

Mr. Welch, of the Wissahickon Wheelmen, rode 156 miles
on Saturday, April 12, on his Referee light roadster
safety, weighing 30 pounds. This is the highest mileage
for a single ride in Philadelphia this year.

T/ie Boston Herald, of Sunday last, presents three cuts of
ladies' gowns for outdoor wear. One of the cuts exhibits
a bicycle dress, which no respectable wheelwoman (and all

wheelwomen ate respectable) would wear awheel.

The new course of highway instruction, to be given at th
Case School of Applied Science, of Cleveland, Ohio, wile
commence in February, 1891, and will last four weeks The
lectures will be free to all those who wish to attend

.

The Shah of Persia has ordered from the Paris Depot of
Starley Bros, a Royal Psycho Tricycle and two Psycho
Safeties. The Princes Nicoloi and Alexandre Micbaelovich,
two nephews of the Czar, have also purchased Psycho Tri-
cycles.

The prizes in the Poorman handicap load race, which is

to be decided July 4, have been decided upon, and are as
follows : Warwick Safety, Union Safety, Jewell Safety,
Giant Safety, and a medal for the rider making the fastest
time, to cost the total amount received for entry fees.

The District of Columbia L. A. W. Division held their
first run of the season on Wednesday evening, April 23.
The destination was Brightwood, and there were sixty-five
machines in line. The party left Iowa Circle at 7:30 p. m.
At Brightwood they were entertained by J. E. Moses.

The English cycling press reports the dangerous illness
of Alexander Mecredy, Editor of the Irish Cyclist
Mecredy is a very energetic and bright young man, and it

is to be hoped that he will speedily recover, and carry on
his paper and his cycle business in his own enthusiastic
fashion.

Chief Consul Bull has been elected Secretary of the Buf-
falo Parlor Furniture Co. The duties of his new position
will rather shorten his time for League work, especia'ly
during the next few weeks, so that any apparent neglect of
correspondence must be excused. The Chief Consul is un-
usually prompt in the matter of letter writing.

A number of foot races will be a feature of the Kings
County Wheelmen's meet. By the way, the K. C. W. will
be compelled, so we understand, to pay a five dollar fee to
the Amateur Athletic Union for the privilege of holding
these events under its rules. As the League does not mulct
athletic clubs, when bicycle events are run at their games,
we think this fee unfair, and the Athletic Union should
abolish it.

Buffalo, N. Y,, is the only city which has the honor of
having a bicycle club composed entirely of physicians. This
club was organized, on April 17, at the residence of Dr. W.
E. Wende. The following officers were elected : Dr. R G.
Banta, President ; Dr. Geo. £. Fell, Vice-President ; Dr.
E. G. Starr, Secretary-Treasurer; Dr. W. D. Green,
Captain ; and Dr. W. H. Slocum, Lieutenant. The club
has twenty two members.

At the Sport and Play meeting, which commenced on
Bank Holiday, the chief attraction on the programme was
the five-mile scratch race, in which both Synyer and Osmond
turned out, the former winning easily by a yard. In the
safety race Leitch, a comparatively new man, made rings
around Saniom, Laurie and other good men. In his heat, in
the mile safety race, he rode the distance in 2m. 43 4-55. from
the forty yard mark.

Our Niagara Falls correspondent reports that W. Van
Wagoner was at the Falls on April 28, and spent the even-
ing at the club-house. He looked well and was in excellent
spirits. He reports the roads, w;th scarcely any ex-
ception, to be rough and muddy. His wheel was covered
with mud. Van Wagoner left the Falls on the morning of
April 29, and was escorted out of town by a number of
Niagara Falls wheelmen, who took him to the State Park
and across the Suspension Bridge.

At the meeting of the Prospect Wheelmen, held Thurs-
day, April 24, four new members were el cted. The Sec-
retary-Treasurer reported the club to be in good financial
condition. The club has leased rooms at the corner of
Flatbush and St. Mark's Avenues, and their next meeting
will be held at their new headquarters. The mileage fever
appears to have struck some of the members. Messrs.
Tyrell and Shannon haunt the circuit during their spare
hours in their attempt to pile up the miles.

There has been a great deal of ink spilled over the ques-
tion of an inter-collegiate bicycle race between Harvard and
Yale. Harvard has all along done more than its share
toward bringing about a match race, but the maiter was
not encouraged by Yale until a few days ago, when F. C.
Walcott, of the Yale Athletic Association,invited Harvard to
send a team to the New Haven Bicycle Club's meeting,
which takes place at Elm City Driving Park on June o No
doubt the Harvard men will accept this suggestion as they
are more than anxious to meet the Yale men.

The City Counselor of Newark has fulfilled his promise to
construct a bill authorizing the city to raise money for
paving its streets. 1 he bill, which was introduced in the
Legislature on April 21, provides that the Common Councilmay issue bonds, not exceeding $500,000 and not less than
$300,000, the proceeds to be used exclusively for street im-
provement, and a sum of |ioo,ooo must be raised each year
for a sinking fund The property owners around Pleasant
Avenue desire to have that street paved with Tellord and a
meeting will shortly be held to decide the question '

A. Kennedy-Childe was in town on Friday, leaving for
Philadelphia and the South in ihe evening. Mr. ("hilde has
just returned from an extended Western trip in the interest
of the Warwick Cycle Company. He reports that the de
mand for Warwicks this year is great, ihe company having
all it can d'l to fill orders, and its agents are reporting a
good retail demand for the machines. Mr Childe has made
it a point to appoint only responsible men, and the list of

the Warwick agents includes many of the most prominent
dealers in this country.

The German champion, August Lehr, broke his arm a
few weeks ago when he was en the way from Frankfort-on-
Main to Cassel to take paitina contest in fancy riding.
Lehr met with a good many accidents, more or less serious,

since he entered his career as a wheelman, or" radfahrer
"'

as they call it over there. Last year, several weeks before
ihe English ccntest, in which he won the championship, he
met with the same accident. Owing to his robust health he
was soon in condition, however, and gathered a new leaf

for his wreath of laurels.

Mr. F. E. Weaver, who started from New Haven on
April 21 on a tour to California, is at present at Luray,
Va. Leaving Luray he will go up the Shenandoah Valley
to Hagerstown, Md.,and thence across the mountains to
Wheeling, and possibly take a side trip to Pittsburgh.
His route will then be through Columbus, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Topeka, and across
Kansas to Colorado Springs, Denver, Cheyenne, Salt Lake
' ity, Yellowstone Park, and thence to San Francisco, after
which he will tour through the Yosemite Valley and other
places of interest in the far Western States.

The Baltimore Sun of April 29 publishes an extended
notice of "A Bici cle Feat Without Paral'el," which title it

gives to a hill-climbing record made by John F. Oldfield on
Monday last. Mr. Oldfield made several round trips along
some of the steepest of Baltimore's streets, including Sara-
toga, Pleasant and Monument Streets. A number of people
followed him during his ride, which occupied 48m. 34s.

From the statement of The Sun, we should judge that Mr.
Oldfield accomplished a remarkable performance of its kind
Mr. Oldfield is thirty-four years of age, and weighs 150 lbs.

He used a forty-two inch Star bicycle.

A SERIOUS BICVCLE ACCIDENT.

Luther Waring, son of W, F. Waring, of Park Avenue,
Plainfield, is in a crititical condition from the result of a bi-

cycle accident, his trousers having caught in the SDokes ol

his wheel, while he was racing at high speed on Tuesday
evening a week ago. Waring took a frightful header,
striking heavily on the back of his head. These accidents
are becoming quite frequent of late, and cyclists must ex-
pect things of this kind to occur if they ride their wheelsin
costume not suitable for the work. A man should never
ride with the ordinary trousers, unless he uses trouser-fast-
enings of some kind.

The elections of the New York Bicycle Club will be held
on Monday evening next, the polls being open from eight
until eleven p. m. The following candidates are unopposed,
and will, of course, be elected : President, Edward S.

Terry ; Secretary, W E. Findley ; Chairman of Auditing
Committee, J. H. Charlotte ; Chairman of Membership
Committee, S. M. Wintringham ; Chairman of Entertain-
ment Committee, W C. Heydecker. The other candidates
for officeare : Vice President, W. B. M. Jordan and Irving
M. Shaw; Treasurer. J. H. Hanson and E. J. Shriver ;

Chairman of House Committee, Jos. M. MacFadden and
Alfred Watkins.

The Massachusetts Wheelmen's tour from Albany to
Niaeara Falls will be under the command of Vice-Consul
A. W. Robinson, who is corresponding with all League
Consuls along the route, and has received promises of a
hearty reception at all points. The route will be as follows :

Through Schenectady, Fonda, Utica, Canastota, Syracuse,
Auburn, Geneva, Lima, to Buffalo ; arriving at the latter

city on Sunday, August 24. The committee having charge
of the lour is composed of Captain A. W. Robinson,
Charlestown Rovers, No. 89 State Streei, Boston ; W. G.
Kendall, Captain of the Boston Bicycle Club, 24 Boylston
Street, Boston ; and C. P. Cubberly, Captain of the Somer-
ville Bicycle Cluo, 509 Tremont Street, Boston.

The New York to Washington excursion party, which is

being arranged by Charles R. Newbourg, will leave New
York on Saturday, May 10. at 5 p m.; arriving at Washing-
ton at It p. M.; supper at the Ebbitt House. Sunday will be
spent in touring in and about the city of Washington,
under ihe escort of the Washington Bicycle Club, who have
very kindly volunteered to do everything in their power to
make this trip as pleasant as possible. Monday will be oc-
cupied in visiting the many public buildings, the head-
quarters of all departments of the United Slates, the
While House, where President Harrison will hold a
reception at i p. m.; Washington's Monument, Arlington,
Soldiers Home, etc., etc ; returning, leave Washington at
TOP. M. in special Pullman Palace Sleeping Car, arriving
in New Yoik £.t 6 A. m., in time for work on Tuesday morn-
ing. As this party is to be limited to forty people, we would
recommend tho^^e who intend to go to register with Mr. C.
Newbourg, at 415 Broadway.

Secretary Bassett, who is ever perched up aloft, scanning
the field for pointers to prove to the general body of cyclists
that there is no salvation outside of the League, has recently
issued a four-page circular letter containing personal testi-
mony of prominent members of the League regarding ihe
advantages of membership This testimony was collected
by the Secretary, and is based on the following questions :

" What have you found to be advantageous in League
membership?" "Apart from general advantages, what
direct benefit have you derived from League member-hip ?

"

and, " What practical work has the L A. W. done in your
State, and what does it propose to do in the future ?

"

Among the gentlemen whose testimony is published are :

W. D. Tucker, of Philadelphia ; W. S. Bull, of Butlalo
;

E. J. Shiiver, of New York; Albert Mott, of Baltimore;
W. H. Pontious, of Crawfordsville, Ind.; Dr. William J.'

Kempton, of Cincinnati ; E. F. Le Cato.of Baltimore ; Dr.
H. E. Blackham, of Dunkirk ; F. P. Prial, of New York •

Or. Geo. E. Dow and F A. Elwell. of Portland, Me •

Geo. M. Nisbett,of New York ; David J. Post, of Hurtford;
Isaac B. Potter, of New York ; H. H. Hodgson, of New
Orleans; Geo. L Cook, of Providence; T. M Slosson, of
Minneapolis; and E. A. De Blois, of Hartford The
pamphlet is an ingenious method of doing missionary work,
and it should more than repay the effort the Secretary-
Editor spent on it.

BROOKLYN.

K. C. W. NOTES.

Monday evening the " Billiard Tourney " was opened by
the three scratch men, Messrs. A. H. Smith, I. S. Bowdish,
and C. McLaren. The tables had just been put in fine con-
dition, and a new set of balls added to the chances of good
play. All these chances were accepted, for the three gea-
llemen " played better than they knew," and were loudly
appl ,uded many times during the interesting contest.
Score : First game—Smith, 100 ; Bowdish, 99. Second game
—Bowdish, 100 ; McLaren, 96. Wednesday night four of
ihe ha' dicap men meet. The pool tournament drags on,
but will soon end. W. F. Murphy is almost a sure winner,
with Miles second.
Thursday evening, the 24th ult., was ladies' night, and a

very pleasant party indulged in "progressive euihre."
Late in the evening the visitors were entertdined at
Dilliard's.
" Bettsy B.'s " remarks on the Pullman course in last

week's issue have caused several of our riders to think
hard, and it is quite possible that before next fall a party of
K. C. W. scorchers will visit the "Windy City" and try
what they can do through sand and around corners. The
-tlillburn Road ie safe, but requires lots of grit, as the hills

are so long and hard that it is impossible to hold anything
like an equal pace. Nothing tirtsa man so much as to be
going at top speed and- suddenly knock up against a stiff

hill that slows him down to a five-minute pace ; and that is

what happens on the I.-M. course about every half mile.
We may have ihe large head here in Brooklyn, but we
honestly think that Chicago men would not be in it in Jer-
sey, and it is more than probable that we would get lost in
Illinois.

The Murphy boys and Hesse will represent the club at
the Berkeley gamfs, on the 17th of May. All are training
hard and report improvement. We miss Brown, who wiH
wear the Jersey colors, and no doubt give our boys a warm
time
Lost :—Three weeks ago Sunday, on " East Drive Hill,"

one pair A No. i shoulder-straps. The finder will receive a
suitable reward by returning same to Captain Murphy,
1255 Bedford Avenue. Ram Lal.

BROOKLYN BICVCLE CLUB.

Captain Fuller has received no less than five invitations
for the Brooklyns to participate in joint runs with as many
clubs. It is well. This is a phase of cycling which should
engage more fully the attention of captains. Not only will
it be an incentive to larger attendance, but it will further
cement that bond of fraternity which should control wheel-
men in all clubs.
The road officers have issued their circular, giving list of

medals for the ensuing season. There will be a one-mile
handicap race for ordinaries and one for safeties ; also a
ten-mile handicap road race. Prizes in each event, a gold
medal to first and silver to second.
A |fold medal will be presented for the greatest number

of miles made during the season, and a gold and silver one
for the second best mileage. One thousand miles will be
rewarded by a medal, with an additional bar for each 500
in excess of that number.
The value of the cycling press in its relative position as

an adjunct to wheeling cannot be overestimated. I have
sometimes thought, when glancing over my various cycLng
journals, how powerful an influence is here; what a
medium of intercourse is opened to the clubs through the
correspondents, and how the general welfare of all inter-

ested in this sport is furthered and advanced. True it is,

that occasionally a correspondent will write, and an editor
allow to go in print, an article into which all the spleen of
an ill-tempered and diseased mind has been injected,
plunging his pen to the heart of a man's fair fame. 1 his
correspondent will scatter broadcast his murky writings,
caring little for the harm he has done, glorying in his des-
picable action. Abrogating to himself the duties of judge
and jury, he sets himself upon a pinnacle of his own build-
ing and calls upon the world to admire. However, there
are few such, and it is a subject for congratulation that it

is so.

I can well understand how immaterial the doings of
wheelmen in this section are to the wheelmen of some re-

mote portion of the country and 7iice versa ; but how much
worse, infinitely worse off would we be, if we yvere de-
prived of this privilege of chronicling the small items of
news so dear to us The cycling press, realizing this fact,

throws wide its doors to all sections, and enhances the
value of its publications thereby.
How eagerly Tom Jones or Bill Smith scans the column

devoted to his nativity ; notice the broad grin which
spreads on his countenance if, perchance, his name is

mentioned. " Precious things are done up in small par-
cels," and to the man who advocates the glittering gener-
alities as a qualification for cycling correspondence, these
things may seem small, but they are precious ; so precious
that the successful journalist sees future greatness in feed-
ing the local appetite with local produce. Atol.

NEW HAVEN.

The grand bicycle tournament of the New Haven Bicy-
cle Club and the annual meet of the ( onnecticut Division,
L. A. W., to be held here Monday, June 9, promises to be
the largest gathering of wheelmen ever held in New
Haven. There will be a parade in the morning, races at
Elm City Driving Park in the afternoon and an entertain-
ment in the evening, to which only L. A. W. members will
be admitted
We have an exceptionally good programme of races to

offer, among which are the one-mile Ordinary and one-mile
Tandem District Championships, one-mile Safety State
C hampionship and also a good list of open and handicap
races, for which good prizes will be given, including a
safety bike and other valuable articles.

We have one race to offer which no other race-promoting
club ever offered, and that is a two-mile team race between
Yale and Harvard lor the college championship. Yale
finally accepted Harvard's challenge, and we have made
arrangements to have the race run oft at our tournament,
June 9.

We have also offered a special prize of a $150 silver cup
to anyone breaking any records on the track. The track is

one half mile and a fast one when in good condition, as we
shall have it for our races. Elm City.

Entries for the Harvard races close to-morrow. Be sure
and enter. Entries close with W. B. Greeuleaf, Cam-
bridge, Mass.
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WARWICK PERFECTION CYCLES
are fully gruaranteed; are absolutely mterchangreaMe ; are constructed of

i¥rougrlit steel throughout.
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PriPP *1^ 1 *^'S >^f*T""rT'?^^few^ >^^^il ( (")*!^W
With Brace removed

it makes a

Send for ^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^-h^^M^—1 Light and Superior

CATALOGUE. W^^^^^y^^T^^^^^^lk/ VV'^^^^^^^V-'X^M VvX\ Ladies' Wheel.

-^^ia^^^,^ ^!!<./ / i I \ \ Atf^^^^^^^^^^^jjitc,/ / i \ Vji^^^m -5^;^^^'

To facilitate delivery of goods we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in their re-
spective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you in every
way. Address them for Catalogues.
For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Eastern Massachusetts,

A. O. Veky, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BiDWELL, 313 West s8th Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. Alsdorf & Co., n Academy Street, Newark, N. J.,

For Southern New Jersey and territory contlfruous to Philadelphia, '

Edw. K. Trvon, Jr. & Co., lo and la North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania and Northern Ohio,
Standard Cvcls Co., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N.Y.

For Maryland, Eisenbrandt Bros., 424 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.

For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. PooRMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest, Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 393 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. Snitjer, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope, Thos. H. B. Varnhy, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named. Local Agents, or the Manufacturers,

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

EcossAis Cycles,

No^^ ready for delivery.

Entirely free from «ide clipping.

Can be ridden ^witlnotit hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used in their construction is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEND & CO.,
HVMT CUD, HCDDITCH, ENGUAN D,

WHO WILL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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THE
Largest Cao

ON THE

MARKET
FullZoz.,

With Brush.

50c.
Best Discounts

10 Dealers.

r~\RDINARIES bought, sold and exchanged. Clinton Cycle Co., Clinton, niaaii., Columbia Aaeavt and
^-^ dealers in new and second-hand wheels of every description, cycling sundries, repairing. We still sell tne Ordin-
ary Bicycle at somewhat lower prices than formerly, but still we have so far managed to find customers. If you have
been unable to dispose of your Ordinary for a reasonable figure, in exchange or for cash, write to us, enclosing 25c. in

' stamps or otherwise, to in part pay for our trouble, postage, etc. Write us, fully stating, first, full description of your
: wheel ; second, lowest price ; third, whether you want to sell outright or exchange for a new Safety, and, if so, of what
make and what you are willing to pay in exchange. In return, we will write you, according to circumstances. If you
want to exchange, we will make you some offer for your wheel, and if you want to sell we will put your wheel on our

j

second-hand list and do what we can to effect a sale. If we succeed, our commission will be 10 per cent., no more, no
less. If we fail you are out only 25c , and, in the meantime, you have the use of your wheel and may sell it yourself if

able. Write us, enclosing 25c., at once, as now is the time to sell.

0XjI3XrTO3\r O-STCXjIS OO., Ollixtoxx, 3VEAS8.

TO BICYCLE DEALERS AND REPAIRERS.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAOO.

TH. Y. Office, 77 Warren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

Our price list of Stampings, Parts, Fittings
and accessories for 1890 is now ready. We have in stock a

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties. Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO..

118 & 120 South Main street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
MAKERS OF THE

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE.

DIAMOND
$85

SAFETY.
Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

PSYCHO SAFETY CYCLES.
High Grade. Foully Guaranteed.

Light Roadsters, 32 to 45 lbs.
(Actual Scale Weights.)

Ladies' Light Roadsters, 32 to 39 lbs,
(Actual Scale Weights.)

Dealers in New York State, also New Jersey, can get exclusive agencies at PAYING discounts. Descrip-

tive Catalogue and terms on application.

QEO. R. BIDWBLL, Qeneral Agent,
3t3 W. S8th STREET, NEW^ YORK.
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Waririck
Perfection KEEFE & BECANNON,

National,

Peerless,

Cycles. 157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Electric, Dandy,
Rovers, Vulcans, Eagles. Players' (Brotherhood) League Outfitters.

Patent Combination Spring & Hammocic Saddle.

Built on hygienic and scientific principles.

Absolutely removes all rear ^vheel vibration.

Adjustable to riders of different iveights.

Special design for ladies. Men's and ladies', $6.00^ youths', $4.50.

The Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria. O.

OFFICE OF
W. E. AUCHINBAUCH,

PATENTS & PATENT CAUSES,
Attorney-at-Law,

615 7ttx Street, N. W.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

BALLS/ BALLS' BALLS!
The best balls for bicycle bearings are made by

NIAGARA MACHINE CO.,

as Hayen Building, BUFFALO, N. Y,

Send for prices.

Neiv York Bicycle Co.,

N08. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

" STAR" AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Repairing In all its Branches.
Ealarged Shop ! New Machinery! Competent Machinists !

All work done on the Premises ! Send to us direct

and thus pay but one profit ! Estimates

Furnished !

Indiana Bicycle Mfg, Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

INDIAIVAPOLIS, IIVDIAIVA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows :

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., - - $35
King of Road, for boys, 27 in., 42
Fashion, drop frame, for boys

and girls, 27 in., - - 50
Pathfinder, for men, 30 in., 60

We have jobbers who carry laree stock of our machines
in the foUowintj cities: Boston, New Vork, Philadelohia.
Washington, PicisburKh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati^
Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishing quotations on our goods will be furnished
uuoe cf jobbar nearail them on application to us.

Send for our List of Second-hand Wheels,

THE PRICES TALK.

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,

No. 1406 F»ENN SQUARE,
PHILADELPHIA.

THE "WORTH"

Spring Frame Safety
IS THE

Smoothest Riding Wheel in the Market.

We manufacture a full line of Safeties.

Call and see them or send for Catalogue.

CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,
Good Agents "Wanted. 38 Van Buren Street, Chicago, IlL

ALL THE ACCEPTED ROAD RECORDS
Our New Pattern for 1890.

Ordinary Bicycle, - $10.00
Safety Bicycle, - 1 1 .00

were

measured

with,

and

thousands

of

the best

wheelmen

use

only, the

TH E

New Oil Can Attachment,

to take the place of the Balance

Weight, is now ready. They

will fit our 1889 pattern Cyclo-

meter and sell at $1.85, with

Stem, complete. When ordered

with Cyclometer, price,

0:^E DOLLAR.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR TO THE

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,
33§ WASHIIVGTOIM STREET,

Mention this paper.

BOSTON, MAM.
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FIXTURES.

May 3.—Hill Climbing contest for Philadelphia riders.

May 10.—Item five-mile road race for the championship of
Philadelphia.

May 10.—Harvard University Cvclint; Club Race Meet at
Holmes' Fie'd Entries close May 3, with W.
B. Green'eaf, 41 Wride Hall.Cambri'dge.Mass.

May 17.—100-mile road race at Crawfordsville. Ind.

May 17.—Berkeley A. C. i;ames at Berkeley Oval, at 2:30
p. M. Entries close May 10, for two-mile handi-
cap and three-mile team race, with Dr. W. L.
SaviRC, iQ West 44th S reel, New York.

May 17.—Rockland County Wheelmen's Race Meet at

S rinp Vallev, N. Y.

May 94.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address A. D.
Stewart.

May a6.—Tiiurrament of St. Louis Track Association.
May 36.—Race Meet at Woodstock.
May 30 —Maine Division, 1 . A W., Meet at Lewiston.
May 30.—Inter club run of Philadelphia clubs to Devon.
May 30.—Tournament and Ten mile Road Race, at Rome,

N. Y.
May 30.—Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, five-miles club

road race.

May 30.—Annual Cen'ury Run of Buffalo Wheelmen from
Erie to Buffalo.

May 30.—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at Worces-
ter, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.

May 30.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago. Entries
close May 10 with R. D. Garden, 293 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

May 30.—Annual Decoration Day 25-mile handicap Road
Race, Irvington-Millburn Course. Entrance
fee, $1 .00 ; entries close May 15, with A. !.

B3rliman,24i Broadway.
May 30, 31.—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield. Pro-

gramme : Thursday, May 29, officers' meeting
at 8 p. M. ; Friday, 30, general business meeting
at 10 A. M., lunch at noon runs until 3:30, ban-
quet 4 p. M., theatre party 8 p m.; Saturday, 31,

parade at q a. m., photograph at 11 a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at 11:30 a.

M.. races 1:30 p. m
May 30 —Massachusetts Division Spring Meet at Worcester.
May 31. -Inter collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval, New

York.
Hay 81.—Sew Jersey DiTlgion R'ce Meet at N. J. A. C.

fcrouods at Bergru Point.
June 7, August :8— Udell's Huropean Tour. AddressF.A.

Elwell, Portland, Maine.
June 7.

—

/tern five mile road race for Philadelphia Cham-
pion^hip

June 9.—New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of the
Connecticut Division. Entries close June 2 with
E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive Street, New Haven,
Conn.

June 14.—Great Century Run. Orange to Philade'phia. Ad-
dress F. H. Cossitt 138 West 104th Street, New
York.

June ao-2i.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha

.

June ai.—BufiEalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheelmen
only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14, with
Siandard Cycle Co.

June 97-28.— Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-

phia. Pa.
June 28.—Kings County Wheelmen s Race Meet.
June 30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.
July 4.—upen Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, C, to

Hamilton. O. Entries close June 21. Particu-

lars, address J E. Poorman, Eighth and Race
Streets, Cincinnati. O.

July 4.—Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.
July 4-5.—Missouri Division Meet ai Columbia, Mo.
July 4-s —California Division Meet at San Jose.
July 7.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.
August 16.—Tournament of Si. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive St'cet.

August 17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls, Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

August 20-25 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Par-
ticulars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

Angmst 85-27.- L. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara FalU,
N. T.

September 1-2.—Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament, at

Charter Oak Park.
tkptember l-j.—NetrTork state Division Meet and Bare

Meet at syraculM'. Address C. Yl. Wood, 118
Soath Sallna ^treet.

September 12-13.—Peoria Race Meet.

DI>TBICT (UiHPIOXSHIP.'«.
Second District—May 31 at Bergen Point.
FiFTH District—June 6 and 7 at New Orleans.

At Molineux, Wolverhampton, a tournament was held on
April 7, 8 and 9. The or.e-mile professional cha 1 pionship
was won by R. H. English, defeating Howell and other
English professional cracks in 2m. 54^5. The one-mile
professionial handicap was won by J . West, tf e one-legged
rider, who had a start of 285 yards, and finished in 2m. jfi^s.
The two miles handicap was won by T. Warwick, 200
yards, in sm. z6%s.

The Passaic County Board of Freeholders awarded con-
tracts on Monday last for grading and macadamizing about
twenty miles of the important roads of the county within a
radius of eight miles of Paterson. The estimated cost is

about $100,000.

The Arkansas Democrat of April 26 publishes two
columns of bicycle notes. Mr. H P. Baird, Columbia agent
in Little Rock, appears to be an enterprising agent, as in

the same paper he has a two column advertisement.

Mr. F. P. Cailin, a bicycle dealer in Winsted, Conn.,
publishes an ambitious catalogue for a local dealer. Mr.
Catlin is agent for the Star, Brontho and other wheels.

Mr. Stanley B. Huber, a public spirited citizen of Louis-
ville, Ky., is making a strong effort to improve Louisville
streets.

Mr. Elliott Mason has removed his family over to Brook-
lyn, within easy riding distance of Bedford Avenne and the
Park.

Rassico, the Canadian Champion, will be seen on the
path this year.

TRAINING AND RACING.

At the present time the most approved method
of practicing; for cycle racing is that of " sprint-

ing." The old style of long-distance " slogging "

has gone out of fashion, and has been aban-
doned by the present generation of trainers and
racing men. When two or three members of a
club are training together, an excellent plan for

them to adopt is to have an understanding that

A will ride on the inside, B next to him, and C
on the outside. In their practice they must al-

ways keep their oWn course, and never attempt
to take the inside or cross in front of one
another. When they are well advanced in their

preparation, they should sprint a quarter of a
mile, three or four limes, with an "easy" be-

tween each sprint, in which they may ride as
slowly as they wish. This work develops
" pace," and in racing, pace, especially for a
short distance, is the greatest necessity. Stay-
ing is not learned on the path, but the faster a
man becomes, the better will he be able to stay
in a long race.

This short-distance work will not suit some
riders' ideas as to quantity, but if they put-their

best efforts into these bursts of speed they will

soon find that they have had sufficient work,
and at the same time see an improvement in

their speed. There is no need of " trials," as a
rider should know by these training spins just

what he is capable of.

Each rider should do his best, as any "sol-
diering " on his part will only work to his own
injury. To illustrate the importance of having
the inside position on the last lap of a race, it

may be mentioned that if the riders in training
are nearly equal in speed the inside man will

always finish first. It is not a good plan to fol-

low a rider, who is only doing just as you tell

him, on a track, but if you get up and race kirn,

as outlined in the foregoing, the work develops
both pace and judgment.

Since the above was written, I have read the
article on "The Pleasure of Motion," printed in

this paper, and find the following: "It is a
recognized rule with all gymnasts, etc., that one
should not train himself alone in exercises of

speed ; there should be at least two, to excite

one another by competition." The application

is apparent.
If it is possible to train with a fast rider, do so,

as it will help develop your pace and draw you
out. The writer has never seen it stated in

print, but he has an idea that Windle's wonder-
ful speed was developed by the opportunities he
had of riding with Rowe, in the latter's practice

spins.

Nothing gives the novice in racing more con-
cern than what he should eat, and what he
should drink, and knowledge on this subject is

not so widespread as many suppose. It is safe

to say it is the simplest matter connected with
training, and that it merits but little attention.

It is presumed that the racing-man lives regu-

larly, and neither eats nor drinks too much; he
need not be particular about his food, so long as

he studies moderation.
A prominent trainer, on being asked what a

man should eat, replied, "What he likes." This
is in conformity with the modern theory and
practice of training.

Time was when men preparing for athletic

work were expected to confine themselves to a
limited diet of tea, toast and under-done meat.
Happily this heresy no longer obtains, and now
those who expect to make serious demands upon
their vitality, are careful to supply the necessary
fuel ; in other words, food should be proportioned
to labor. It is presumed that if a man is training

for a championship or other important race, that

he will have a trainer who will thoroughly
understand what is best for him.
No book will ever be written, by which riders

may train themselves, as everything depends on
the constitution of the rider, and what would kill

one man would have no effect on another. The
only thing possible is to point out the general di-

rections to be observed, and then let the rider

ascertain what is best for himself. It is safe to

say that not one man in a hundred, who attempts
to train himself, will succeed, and in nearly
every case it will be because he took too much
work.
One of the best trainers in England has said,

"The object of training is to get the body,
muscles and vital organs to the highest pitch of

health and strength, by regular living, exercise

and practice of those qualities o( endurance,
speed and judgment which will take a man first

past the winning post, ahead of the best of his

opponents."
This man trained two men at the same time,

giving each almost the same luork {short sprints on
bicycles), and then sent them for the particular
records they desired, with the result that one did
the mile under 2-30, although it was not accepted
as record, and the other did twenty miles in the
hour on the tricycle, breaking up nine pairs of
pace-makers on a tandem, and this on a windy
afternoon.
How widely different were the ends aimed at

by these riders, and, yet, with the same amount of
work, they were both successful. During their
three months' training they lived on beef,
mutton and chicken, and no salt or pepper, or,

indeed, any condiment, was placed on the table.
Their trainer never knew what amount of work
he would give them until he saw them on their
machines, when he could easily detect whether
they required rest or hard work.

It is said that the first point in oratory is

action, the second, action, and the third, action.
So with cycling, the action is most important,
and no one need expect to become a great rider
without an easy style. This holds good in any
athletic game, the man with the easiest style
usually getting over the ground the fastest.

It is rather early in the year to spring any dis-
cussion of the " loafing question " on the readers
of this paper. However, the following, taken
from the leading paper devoted to horse racing
in this country, seems so appropriate that we
cannot refrain from quoting it. Referring to a
noted race horse, a correspondent writes : "A
worse ridden mare we never saw than she was
in the Suburban, when Hamilton rode her in the
lead all the way, throwing to the dogs whatever
chance she may have had."
Here is a case where " waiting tactics " would,

presumably, have won an important race on the
outcome of which many thousands of dollars
were wagered.
No one disputes the assertion that the duty of

every racing man is to win when he can, and, as
the practical racing men all know, that to make
pace means to lessen their chances of winning,
it may be taken for granted that they will not
lead unless they have to. In that case they will
feel as one of the most consistent " waiters" in
England did when he found himself (according
to agreement amongst the riders) in front.

He remarked, "this is very awkward," as it

undoubtedly was, to a man who wanted his
field before him where he could see them.
When a rider knows that an antagonist has a

wonderful sprint and feels sure that he cannot
beat him at that game, he might try to run him
off his legs for pace. If he takes him all the way
through he may find a weak spot, but the
sprinters of the present day will stand a lot of
this " running out " before they cry enough.
While there is racing the men who mean to

win will wait if they know that they improve
their chances of winning by doing so, and every
practical racing man knows that they do. As
sportsmen they are above all things bound to

win. The Anglo-American.

THE HARLEM WHEELMEN TO TAKE
POSSESSION OF THEIR NEW

CLUB-HOUSE.

The Harlem Wheelmen expect to have a great
time on Saturday evening next. May 3, when
they will remove from their present quarters, at

124th Street and Sixth Avenue, to their new
club-house, on Fifth Avenue. An invitation has
been sent out to all the local bicycle clubs to

visit the club-house awheel and escort the mem-
bers to their new home. The party will leave
at 8 P. M. and wheel up Lenox Avenue to 135th
Street and across to Seventh Avenue, thence
down to ii6th Street and east to Lenox Avenue,
and up to 121st Street, to Mt. Morris Avenue,
and through 124th Street to Fifth Avenue, and
thence up to the new club-house. This is to be
merely an informal opening of the club-house,
a grand house-warming being on the cards as
soon as the furnishing of the rooms is com-
pleted.

The Brooklyn cycling trade family will be increased on
May I by the opening of a new store at Fulton Street and
Flatbush Avenue by the Smith Bros., two prominent mem-
bers of the Kings County Wheelmen. The new firm will
make a specialty of Psycho wheels.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

IReported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Review oy W. E. Aughinbaugh, patent attorney,
Washington. D. C]

426.518—Tricycle ; Cyrus Yi-gst, Annville, Pa. Filed
Nov. 8, 1889. Serial number, 329,631.
426,524.—Variable speed gear for hi'-ycles ; J. Clough and

Geo Carter, Bradford, England. Filed Jan. 3, 1890. Serial

number, 335,750.
426 670 —Bicycle ; Robert Keating, Springfield, Mass.

Filed Hec. 20 i88q Serial number, 335,369.
426.855.— Bicycle : W. S. Reed. Leipsic, Delawrare. Filed

March 3, 1890. Serial number, 342,565.

COLONEL POPE BUYS THE WEED
SEWING MACHINE CO.

Col. A. A. Pope purchased a $100,000 block of

stock of the Weed Sewing Machine Company on
Saturday, April 19. The Colonel was already

the owner of $100,000 worth of stock of this

company, and he now owns two-thirds of the

entire capital stock. The block was bought at

the rate of $15 per share for stock having
par value of $10. Colonel- Pope has made
an offer to all other stockholders to buy their

stock at this rate, and there is no doubt that all

of the holders will take advantage of the offr-r,

which is a profitable arrangement to both par-

ties. The Hartford Courant reports that this is

one cf the most important business transactions

that has recently taken place in Hartford. The
Courant states that instead of buying a compara-
tively small block of stock necessary to turn his

minority into a majoritv, he offered to take the

whole at a price which stockholders otherwise
could not have obtained. The Courant speaks
of the honorable way in which the deal was
carried out. Colonel Pope's offer to the other

stockholders holds good until June 20.

The Weed Company's stockholders held a
meeting on the igth to act upon the Colonel's

offer, and unanimously agreed to accept it, and
at the same meeting they passed a resolution

commending the valuable services rendered the

company by its executive officers, George H.
Day, President, and F. E. Belden, Secretary. In

i88=, when Mr. Day took the presidency, the

stock sold at $5 per share. The Weed Company
commenced the manufacture of bicycles, and its

stock, which had a par value of $25, ran up to

$75 per share. When the sewing machine trade

was cut up the stock ran off to $5 per shaie. In

1885 the capital stock of the company was re-

duced from $600,000 to $240,000, by changing
the par value of the stock from $25 to $10. Since
that time there has been a steady development
of the bicycle business, the company having
manufactured the Columbia bicycles since the

Pope Company commenced building them. In

1886 the dividends were resumed at the rate of

three per cent, semi-annually. Last year the

dividend was raised to four per cent. Mr. Day
has been connected with the company since

1877, and has been its President since 1885. Mr.
Day and Mr. Belden will retain their o£Sces.

GEORGE R. BIDWELL'S 1890

PROSPECTUS.

Mr. George R. Bidwell issues a pocket edition

pamphlet of forty-eight pages in which he gives

a deal of information covering his various lines

of wheels, his rates for instruction, storage, road
rental, repairs, etc., etc. The frontispiece of

the catalogue shows a picture of the front eleva-

tion of the new Bidwell Building. The building
is extremely handsome, and when its owner
moves into it he will be as finely located as any
agent in the country. The new building has a
salesroom 50 by 100 feet, in which are shown all

the leading makes of bicycles sundries, etc., as
well as a sporting goods department containing
the manufactures of A. G. Spalding & Bros.
There are also parlors and reading and dressing
rooms for ihe convenience of customers. Ail the

floors of the building are connected by elevator,

and the aim of Mr. Bidwell is to make the ap-
pointments of the building equal to that of any
cycling or athletic club. The instruction hall

covers the entire second floor, and lessons are
given privately and by appointment only. On
the top floor is a perfectly appointed gymnasium,
which will be conducted by Dr. W. L. Savage,
late Director of the Berkeley Lyceum and Ath-
letic Club.
The pamphlet contains information for new

riders, with terras of instruction, etc., and also

terms for rental and storage. There is also a
chapter on second-hand wheels—how and what
to buy, as well as a chapter on the safety bicycle.

The catalogue contains fu 1-page illustrations of

the various wheels for which Mr. Bidwell is

agent, some of which are as follows : Columbias,
Psychos, Warwick Perfection, Victor, Vulcan,
National and the Eagle. Mr. Bidwell also

carries a large line of cheap wheels, and is

sole agent in New York, New Jersey and Penn-
sylvania for the St. Nicholas Manufacturing
Company, and is prepared to quote good rates

to dealers. Among the sundries carried by Mr.
Bidwell are :

" King of the Road" Lamps, Per-
fection Alarm Bell, Perfection Heater, the Acme
Oiler, etc., etc. A feature of Mr. Bldwell's busi-

ness is the selling of bicycles and tricycles on the
installment plan. The catalogue under consid-
eration gives full information as to the con-
ditions under which bicycles are sold.

LOOKING BACK ON PROMISES.

How many of our advertising friends who have kept a
scrap-book of all their advertisements for ten years can
say with Pope that they have been

" In action faithful, and in honor clear
;

Who broke no promise.
Served no private end.

Who gained no title, and who lost no friend ?
"

Advertisers are prone to put forward the best foot,

and if, after a course of advertising for ten years, you can
look back on your promises and see that your goods have
always kept them for you, you are indeed a fortunate man.
Among the manufacturers of bicycles it would be a severe
test. In the language of the Pope Manufacturing Co :

" How many can stand that test ? How many makers or
importers can hold an honest, perspiring face to an audi-
ence and raise a horny hand of toil and say, after ten
years, or five years, or even one year :

' I cannot tell a lie ;

I have always told the truth about my plant, and my facili-

ties, and my additions to factory, and my new store, and
my machines ; I have never prevaricated about the mate-
rial, or the workmanship, or the bearings, or the finish, or
the way I have numbered my machines; I have not in-

vented a fictitious puff of falsehoods either for a displayed
"ad." or a paid paragraph in the reading columns of the
bicycle papers That is the kind of a test you can apply to

the case of the Pope Manufacturing ( ompany, and which
they say they invite."

—

The American Storekeeper.

FIFTH RACING DISTRICT, L. A. W.

The annual races of the Fifth Racing District,

comprising the States of North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee, Arkansas
and Indian Territory, will be held in New Or-
leans on Friday and Saturday, June 20 and 21,

at the Audubon Driving Park.
The track will be especially prepared for the

races, and a band of music will be in attendance
both days.
There will be some sixteen races, Including

the nine district championship races, and over

$300 will be expended in prizes.

No charge will be made for entrance to wit-

ness the races, they being complimentary.
Tickets can be secured from the members of the

division. These races have always been com-
plimentary, last year the attendance being on
one day over 4,000.

Entry blanks can be secured from Chas. H.
Fenner, No. 105 Gravier Street, New Orleans,
with whom entries must be made, for which a
charge of 50 cents for each race will be made

;

entries will be open on May 10 and close June
16, at 5 P. M. No entry will be received unless
accompanied with 50 cents for each race.

Members of L. A. W. from the Fifth Racing
District are requested to send in their entries as
soon as possible.

Visiting wheelmen are requested to address
H. H. Hodgson, 13 Carondelet Street, who will

secure accommodations for them.
Runs, tours, and a parade and banquet will be

on the programme for our visitors. The pro-
gramme of races will be announced next week.

Harry H. Hodgson,
C. C. La. Div., Chairman Fifth District Racing

Board.

walked considerably. Next night I reached
Hoosick Falls, N. Y. ; roads bad to North
Adams and the balance good ; distance, eighty-
two miles. Next night reached Canajoharie,
eighty-four miles ; walked iij^^ miles without
mounting ; roads bad to fair. Next night I

reached Canistota, seventy-two miles, with the
roads fair, but against a strong wind. Next
day I rode to Canandaigua, ninety-two miles over
fair roads, and the day following I reached
Rochester, thirty miles over fair roads. The
delay was caused by a break-down, which com-
pelled me to take my wheel to a blacksmith for
repairs. Next night I reached Crittenden, fifty-

five miles ; walked a great deal of the way, the
roads being mud up to the wheel hubs, and by
the following night I reached Niagara Falls,

forty-five miles ; walked twenty miles of the dis-
tance and rode part of it over a railroad track.
Reached Hamilton to-night, April 29, and ex-
pect to reach Woodstock to-morrow."

VAN WAGONER'S BOSTON
CAGO RIDE.

TO CHI-

From a private letter written by Mr. Van
Wagoner at Hamilton, Canada, on April 29, we
quote the following :

" I left Boston Sunday,
April 20, at 12 o'clock M., and reached Fitch-

burg, Mass., by night fall, a distance of fifty-

nine miles ; next night I reached Shelburne
Falls, Mass., the distance being sixty-nine miles,

over sandy roads and against a strong wind
;

THE LEAGUE MEET.

THE LEAGUE MEET COMMITTEES.

Entertainment—F. L. Gregory, Chairman
;

W. C. Wallace. S. Hirsch, H. Campbell, E. W.
Bedford, C. O'Loughlin.

Reception—B. F. Vanderberg, Chairman
;

I. J. F. King R. E. Owen, J. B. True, W. C.
Johnson, W. S. Pierce, George F. Diemer, S. J.

Devlin, W. H. Houston, L. B. Ackley, O.
Phillips, H. H. Taylor, M. W. Robinson, Max
H. Elbe, G. H. Pierce, George B. Clark.
Transportation—I.J. F. King, Chairman, B. F.

Vanderberg, James E. Rock.
Parade, Tours and Runs—George G. Shepard,

Chairman ; G. F. Diemer, Joseph Doherty, S. J.

Devlin, F. H. Salt, W. H. Houston.
Invitation and Programme—H. W. McBean,

Chairman ; D. F. Bently, E. O. Babcock, L.

Van Cleef, F. I. Pierce, G. G. Shepard.
Track and Races—W. A. Shepard, Chairman

;

M. A. McBean, W. C. Edwards, W. F. Gassier,

Jr., W. S. Pierce.

Press—A. B. H. Morre, G. F. Diemer, P. E.
Redpath, Joseph Doherty, G. G. Shepard, H.W.
McBean.
The President is to be congratulated on his

selection of these committees, for he has
got the right man in the right place in each
instance, and, without question, the work of
each committee will be ably and intelligently

carried out in every detail.

The roads in this vicinity looked so inviting

during the past week that a club run to Fort
Niagara had been arranged for Sunday, in

which the Suspension Bridge Club were to have
participated, but the clerk of the weather was
evidently arrayed against us, for it rained from
Saturday noon until Sunday afternoon. I hope
to give you an account of this trip, which will be
made next Sunday, in my next letter. It is a
delightful ride and one which will probably be
made: by most of the wheelmen attending the

meet.
The Track and Races Committee have already

established their claim for being modest. They
want the club to give them the afternoon of

each of the three days of the meet so they can
have three days races instead of two, as origin-

ally allowed them. They claim to be in receipt

of information that a// the fast men of the coun-
try will concentrate at the Niagara Falls meet,
and they want to provide enough races with
valuable prizes, besides the nine national cham-
pionship races, to make it an object for the

racers to get here, and also to make the Niagara
Falls race meet one not soon to be forgotten.

That's all right, boys, but leave our visitors a
little time to view the scenery of Niagara.

I noticed in a Chicago paper that " Pop

"

Brewster had been there about two weeks since

on his way East, and had hoped to see him
here, but his train evidently did not stop at this

station.

Chief Consul Bull states that the Eastern
trunk lines have already signified their willing-

ness to make a rate of one and a third fare to

the meet, which shows that the Transportation
Committee are progressing favorably with their

work. Spray.

Mr. de V. Vermont, of 744 Broadway, N. Y., has issued
volume No i of a directory of pate t solicitors, experts and
agents, model pattern makers, novelty manufjCluring con-
cern^, wood and photo, cnerravers, manulacturing trade
papers, etc., etc. These volumes are issued quarterly, and
the subscription price is $1 per year. It is an excellent
thing in the field it occupies.
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NEW YORK STATE DIVISION MEET.

Every wheelman in Syracuse is hustling to

make the State meet a grand success. The
various committees have the work well in hand,
and are making 2:40 records toward the desired

end. We meet with the most hearty co-opera-

tion from all sources. The track will be scraped
and put in perfect condition immediately. It is

composed of hard clay, and we have a guaran-
tee that it will be as smooth as glass. We are
daily receiving letters from leading racing men
all over the country signifying their intention

of being with us, and good races will be in

order. Many interesting and historical runs
have been planned, among which is a spin

around Onondaga Lake, including stops at the

summer resorts, and a run to the Indian Reser-
vation, where the red man, in all his glory of

paint and feathers, will give the green corn
dance, and other features equally as interesting.

Numerous touring parties are organizing to

tour to Syracuse, and a little later we will fur-

nish you names of the tourists in your locality.

If you organize, send names and date of start-

ing and we will send an escort to meet you.
Anyone who spends September i and 2 in

Syracuse will never forget it during his natural
life. Come, and bring your wheel ; Syracuse will

welcome and entertain you royally, and visitors

may be assured of meeting ladies and gentle-

men. Commit! EE Press and Printing.

PROGRAM OF THE ROME
MENT.

TOURNA-

SCHEDULE OF THE GREAT CEN-
TURY RUN.

SATURDAY, JUNE I4, l8gO.

Leave Newark 4.00 a.m.
" Elizabeth 4:45 " .... smiles.

Westfield 5:45 " 12 "
Plainfield 7:ro " 18

" Bound Brook. 8:15 " .... 27
" Somerville. ... 9:00 " .... 31 "
" Hopewell ... .11:30 " .... 49

Arrive Trenton 1:30P.M.... 63 "

Leave Trenton 2:30 "

Bristol 4:00 " 73 "

Arrive Philadelphia.. 7:00 " ....102

The party will make stops at Plainfield, Somer-
ville and Trenton, stopping at the Trenton
House for dinner. The run will terminate at

the Continental, where a rate of $2 for supper,
lodging and breakfast has been secured.
The rendezvous will be at the Continental

Hotel, Newark, on Friday night, Jnne 13. The
hotel is directly across from the Broad Street

station of the D. L. & W. Railroad—Barclay
and Chistopher Street Ferries, New York.
The boys will be routed out at 3 a. m., break-

fast at 3:20 and start at 4 o'clock. The roads
are from good to fine, and the average pace will

be 7^ miles per hour.
On Sunday, the 15th, special runs will be

taken around Philadelphia, and it is expected
that a special car will carry the party back to

New York in the afternoon. The cost of the

entire trip will be less than $10 to each man.
The run is in charge of the following General

Committee: W. F. Murphy, K. C. W. ; L. H.
Wise, L. I. W. ; F. L. C. Martin, Plainfield B. C;
A. F. Rummell, Atalanta Wheelmen ; E. J. Day,
Hudson County Wheelmen ; F. C. Gilbert, Eliza-

beth Wheelmen ; R. V. Whitehead, Trenton
Wheelmen ; C. W. Dalsen, Century Wheel-
men ; F. M. Cossett, Riverside Wheelmen.
Members of the committee should be notified by

June I by any cyclist who intends to participate

in the run.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB POOL
TOURNAMENT.

The Committee of Arrangements having in

charge the second annual tournament of the

Rome Bicycle Club, have arranged quite an am-
bitious program for their meet on May 30. The
following are the events : 20 mile road race; J^-
mile bicycle ; i-mile novices'; %-m\\e. bicycle ;

fancy riding ; i-mile New York State central

championship ; i-mile tandem safety
;
^-mile,

L. A. W. State championship
;
3-mile relay team

race ; 2-mile handicap and 2-mile safety ; all of

which are open to amateurs, and a i-mile club
handicap. Entries close May 23, at 2 p. m., with
W. H. Atwood, P. O. Box 701, Rome, N. Y.
The members of the committee are : S. B. Kings-
ley, W. H. Atwood, J. L. Esselstyn, G. Lynn
Prescott, B. A. Alger and A. Irving Fuller. The
referee of the meet will be L. S. Wilson, of Syra-
cuse. The prizes will be very valuable. A parade
will be held at 11 A. M. The road race will be
through one of the pleasantest roads in the

State, and the last two miles will be finished on
the track. A " Smoker" will be given in the
club-house at 8 P. M. Altogether, the Rome boys
have arranged a nice program, and we trust that

nothing will interfere witti either the pleasure or

success of their meet.

The club pool tournament was finished on
Wednesday evening, April 30, with the follow-

ing results : G. R. Bird first, with a score of 19
games won and 3 lost ; Chester A. Clemens and
William Newgass tied for second place, each
having won 18 and lost 4 games. The tie was
played off later in the evening, resulting in

favor of Mr. Clemens, with a score of 50 points

to Mr. Newgass' 43, in a 50-point game ; thus
Mr. Clemens wins second place and Mr. New-
gass takes third. The prizes are three elegant
billiard cues. There is also a "booby" prize,

for which there was a very close fight between

J. A. Clairmonte and William Bell, who tied

with 6 games won and 16 lost. The tie will be
played off in. the near future.

ASPHALT FOR NEW YORK CITY.

Contracts for asphalting a number of streets

in New York City were awarded on Wednesday
by the Commissioner of Public Works. Con-
tracts were awarded to pave Eighth Avenue,
from 13th to 59th Streets

;
58th Street, from

Fifth to Sixth Avenues ; 6oth Street, from Lex-
ington to Fourth Avenues ; Hanover Street,

from Pearl to Exchange Place ; Exchange
Place, from Hanover to William Street, and
William Street, from Beaver to Wall.

Harvard has invited the Boston Athletic Asso-
ciation to hold a series of bicycle races at

Holmes' field on the afternoon of May 24, after

the B. A. A. -Harvard base-ball match. The
invitation has been declined, as the B. A. A.
has not yet completed its team of bicycles.

" Doc." Butler writes us that he is very busy
with the work of highway improvement. The
Doctor is at present preparing a series of papers
for the American Press Association upon en-
tirely new lines. He writes: "Mr. Shriver
hits the nail squarely on the head, in last week's
Wheel. I commend you for the good work of

The Wheel in the matter of highway improve-
ment."

The Overman Wheel Company are hustling
along in good shape, and their business is reach-

ing monumental proportions this spring. They
now have 575 men employed, and from the time
the factory is opened on Monday morning it is

never closed until Saturday night, the men
working all night. The company, since buying
its original factory at Chicopee Falls, has built a

new five-story brick structure, which completely
overshadows the old plant, but this increased
factory room was not even large enough to ac-

commodate the growth of the business, and
ground has been broken across the way from the

present factories for a new building. This
building will be so large as to dwarf the others,

being 360 feet long by 40 feet wide, and five

stories in height. The company will employ
1,250 men as soon as the new building is com-
pleted. The new Victoria is almost ready for

the market, and cuts of it will shortly be pub-
lished in this paper.

BETTER ASPHALT IN WASHINGTON,

The District of Columbia Appropriation Bill

was passed on April 23. Among the items
appropriated is an increase of fifty cents per
yard in the price to be paid in the future for

asphalt laid in the District. The old price was
$2. Senator Ingalls strongly opposed the in-

creased appropriation. He believed that asphalt

should be laid entirely on driving and residence
streets. The Senator suggested that streets be
laid parallel, one paved with asphalt and the

other with Belgium block, the latter to be used
for heavy trucking. Senator Dawes contended
that the rapid deterioration of pavements in

Washington was due to the fact that they were
too cheaply constructed in the first place. He
favored the putting down of costlier pavements,
which would last longer.

The rumor, which circulated around town last

week, to the effect that the Jamaica Sabbath
Observance Association would make an attempt
to prevent all wheelmen from riding through
that town on Sunday last, was not verified, since
the heavy rains prevented the Brooklyn Wheel-
men from taking any extended trips. Jamaica
lies directly in the path of all who wish to ride

very far down on the Island, and is, of itself, a
delightful touring spot, having good hotels, etc.

We sincerely hope that this coming Sunday will

give the boys fine weather, and we are just as
hopeful that the Jamaica Sabbath Observance
Association will not disturb the wheelmen. The
question of Sunday riding has been written
threadbare, and it is not our purpose to preach
a sermon on the harmlessness of Sabbath exer-
cise. Should the members of the Jamaica Asso-
ciation interfere with the rights of wheelmen on
the roads, they will be very proper subjects for

the League to take in hand and make an ex-
ample of.

It is reported that the date of the Crawfordsville road
race has been changed from May 17 to May 20.

The Pope Manufacturing Company, on their " back
page," present cut of their ordinaries, which many of our
riders will look upon as old friends.

Mr. M. L. Bridgman, representing the Gormully &
Jeffery Company, has been traveling in the upper part of
New York State. He recently visited Rochester.

Messrs, Rouse, Hazard & Co. have a special announce-
ment in our advertising pages, in which they offer a
number of wheels of ail grades at remarkably low prices.

The meeting of the various committees having in charge
the management of the New Jersey Division meet, will be
held this Friday evening at the Plainfield Bicycle Club-
house.

The Union Company report a steady increase in their
demand for Unions. These machines are of high grade,
convertible and interchangeable, and suitable for either
lady or gentleman.

Messrs Merwin, Hulbert & Co. speak of anti-vibration
in their advertisement in this week's Wheel, and advocate
the use of the Hendee anti-vibration handle-bar, which
overcomes vibration when applied to a safety.

Our esteemed contemporary, The Cyclist, came around
bright and early on May morning, contemporaneously with
the landlord. The Cyclist is as bright and as typograph-
ically neat as usual, and keeps up the good form it showed
in its initial number.

S. Wallis Merrihew, a well-known Wilmington rider,

sends the Eagle Bicycle Company a flattering testimonial.

This company has been compelled to issue a caution to pur-
cha'-ers of Eagles, advising them to be sure and not get
wheels which are too large for them.

The Hudson County Wheelmen have issued a schedule
of their club runs for the month of May. The following
moonlight runs are booked to take place during the month :

May 2, South Orange; May 5, Staten Island, and May 6,

Eagle Rock. The other runs booked are : May 4, Morris-

lown. starting at 8:15 a.m., and May 18, Englewood. start-

ing at 8:15 A.M.

The Flour City Cyclists held a run to Excelsior on
April 28. After dinner at Excelsior, they took steamer to

Wyzata, where they resumed their wheels, returning by
way of Medicine Lake. In the party were the following
gentlemen: J. H. Morgan. J. W. Urquhardt, W. T. Col-
born, H. W. CUrk, F. C. Gibbs, W. A. Carleton, W. F.

Robinson, A. Segelbaum, E. De Parcq and F. Walton.

" Palisade," a correspondent who occasionally sends us
notes of the doings of the Palisade Wheelmen, of West
Hoboken, writes us referring to "Tanglefoot's" recent

statement that they should attend the .New Jersey State
Division meet rather than the road race. " Palisade

"

states that the members of his club have a strong interest

in the League, and they will undoubtedly join the League,
as a club, when the proper time comes. At present tlieir

club has not even permanent headcjuarters. There are a
number of expenses which make it impossible for the club

to join the League, as a body, just at the present time. It

is interested in all that contributes to the welfare of cycling,

and at the proper time will do the right thing.

The Gormully c& Jeffery Manufacturing Company calls

attention to the difference in size of the steering and driv-

ing wheels of the /American Rambler, the driver being
thirty inches and the steerer about twenty-si.x inches. The
question as to the relative size of the two wheels of a dwarf
will probably continue to attract increased attention. In

the Hicycling News of April 12 we find a correspondent
strongly advocating the use of a safety with a small steer-

ing wheel. He states: "My experience is, that a safety

with the steering wheel less than the driver in size, is more
readily steered than one with equal-size wheels. In a
wheel of that type the rider is able to ride wiih both hands
off the handle-bars." He also claims that in a wheel of

this sort the wheel-base is shorter, and that there is less

rake to the front wheel, while it looks more compact and
lighter in appearance.

DRAM.ATIC NOTE.
The Rosina Vokes Company, who are now at Daly's,

present three entertaining sketches each evening, the first

rather too me ancholy to afford amusement, but its serious-

ness rather whets the appetite of the audience for the two
farcical sketches which follow, the one entitled " The
Circus Rider," the other, " My Lord in Livery." Rosina
is as charming and vivacious as ever, and as an old and
dyed-in-the-wine butler, Felix Morris is what the critics

would call " inimitable." But, in our opinion, first honors
are carried off by Courtenay Thorpe, who appears in the

three sketches. In " The Circus Rider " he makes up much
like Joe Jefferson's Sci y-lfr(r.f. He has an excellent stage
presence, a mobile face, and walks through his parts with
comic gravity or forceful seriousness, as the situation

requires.
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FOR SALE. EXCHANGE, WANTS.
36 Words 25 CeiitH
Two Insertions 40 "

iiOr —Buys a brand new, highest Rrade, '90 pattern
IP'-' J* Safety ; all balls ; all steel . fully euaranteed. $75
buys the best all balls, all steel Safety made for that price,

I150. Royal Mail ; almost coed as new. $50 : and 36 other
unapproachable second-^^ bargains, f take wheels in
payment for books, type-writers, toys, cigars, printing,
organs ; and have an excellent buggy and market wagon
for sale, or trade. If you deal with me once you will be
flad to do soagain. Waste no time, but write me at once,
ohn G. Zook, Lititz, Pa. 7-4 c

Nen Tork BIcjrcle Company, Nog. 4 and 6 Kast 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Srcond-Hand Machines. Choice
assortmeat. Prices reasonable. Whrelsto rent. Cyciiug
Accessories of all iiinds. 1 ist of Bargains and Sandrtt's
free njpon application. Old mounts takon In part par-
meat for New.

LOOK HERE!!!
42-inch American Ideal, enameled $1500
47 " New Mail, enameled. 55°°
48 " Singer, nickeled 3500
48 " Standard Columbia, full nickel 4000
50 " Expert, enameled 5° 00

50 " Expert, enameled 55 00

51 " Columbia Light Roadster, enameled 8000
51

" Columbia Lignt Riadsler, enameled 7500
5a

" New Rapid Light Roadster, nickeled 70 00

.52
" New. Mail, nickeled 6000

52 " Vict^^ Light Roadster, enameled 8000
53

" Royal Mail, enameled 4000
54

" Columbia Light Roadster, nickeled 8505
54

" Expert, enameled 5000
54 " Expert, nickeled 8000
55

" Columbia Light Roadster, enameled 75 00

56
" Victor Light Roadster, enameled 8000

56
" Victor Light Roadster, enameled 9000

48
" Eagle, nickeled ... 80 co

SCHUMACHER & SCHOEFER.
367 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.

pOR SALE—39 X 24 Star; built to order last year;
* cost $142.50 ; roller and ball beamings ; an e.\tra gooa
wheel ; price $90; in fine order. D. B. Bennett, 414 South
Broad Sireet, Elizabeth, N. J. 5-9
T70R SALE— 52-in. Columbia Light Roadster ; 1889 pat-
^ tern ; with complete accessories ; all in fine condition

;

price $80. Wm Yule, Box 3401, New York City. 5-2

\/ICTOR TRICYCLE, with tandem attachment; easily
^ detached for single riding ; will be sold very low.
Address I^rinter, 354 Fourth Avenue, New York City. 6-27
CAFETY—An English Safety, balls all around and ridden
•^ but five miles, in perfect condiiion, for $75 cash, if sold

at once. Arthur G Bennett, Room No. 13, 20 Exchange
Place, City. 5-9
pAGLE, 48 in., for sale; spokes and rims enameled;
*-" balance nickered ; run about 75 miles ; cash price $qo.
Address Wingert, 117 Park Place, Brooklyn. N. Y. 5-2 cs&s
pOR SALE—Ball-bearing Springfield Roadster ; not rid-
' den 300 miles ; nickel and enamel perfect ; tires good

;

$60. Particulars of L. B. Sutton, New Canaan. Conn. 5-9
r'OLUMBIALADIES'SAFETY-New; ridden 25 miles,^ no more; perfect in every particular

;
price $120. Ad-

dress Box 377, New Ca aan. Conn. 59
DARGAIN—"Ivel" Tandem Bicycle; nearly new; rid-^ den less than fifty miles ; for lady and gent or two
gents; price $135 cost $200. Nat. Rogers, 466 State Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-9

FOR SALE—"Eagle" Bicycle, 52 in.; fine condition;
ridden three weeks; |ii3, cost $130; must be .sold;

rare bargain. American Cycle Agency, Millord, Mass ,

Box 1316. 5-2

pOR S.\LE—42 Special Pony Star; cost $140; hollow
^ irame, spade handle; ball and roller bearings; like

new ;
price $85. Lock Box 75, Wappingers Falls, N. Y. 5-2

$, .^will buy a full-nickeled, 52 in. " Eagle" ; bought
' ' *-* last fall ; used very little ; good as new. E. R.

Holmes, West Winsted, Ct. 5-9
VA7ANT£D—C li mbia L. R. Safety ; in good condition

;

'' must be cheap for cash. William N. Price, German-
town, Philadelphia. 5-2
(h/:_ buys a 48-inch American Star; A i condition;
CpUU power straps and hammock saddle; or will trade
for Safely. Address Alex. B. Van Wagner, 199 Reid
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-7
VXTA^ TED— Safety or Ordinary, 54 in , in exchange for
''' a Sailing Canoe. For particulars address Canoe, Box

254, Babylon, L. I. 5-2

pOR SALE—Boys' Safety, cheap; good as new; but
^ little used ; can be seen at 242 East 13th Street. 5-16
yXTANTED— 52-in. Eagle, in good condition. Send full
•"' particulars to C. E. Hucstis, Box 18, Farmingdale,
L. 1

.

5-2

pOR SALE.—Columbia Light Roadster, lamp and bell

;

*• 54 inches ;
'83 pattern ; nickeled t > rim

;
good condi-

tion. What ami offered? Address Cheap, care of The
Wheel. 5-2
OEbT TRICYCLE EVER MADE, a Columbia two-
'^ track, for sale ; is in good running order ; can be ex-
amined at New York Bicycle Club-house, 146 West End
Avenue ; cost $165; will sell for $75 cash, or " on time,"
if satisfactory security be given. Inquire of Janitor. 5-2

$. _ - Safety Bicycle, peifectly new ; never used, and
|

' ^ J- cost $135; also new Swift Tandem Safety for
$i8o; cost $200. " F.," Box 3023, Boston, Mass. 5-5
pOR SALE.—52-in. Victor L. R.; '89 pattern ; enameled;
^ not ridden 75 miles ; cyclometer and bundle-carrier at-

tached
;
good as new, e<cept handle-bar slightly rusted ; .

will sell for best ofier over $90. Address Box 36, Buffalo,

N. Y. 5-2
CEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS for a 54-inch Columbia

;

'^ Light Roadster, in perfect condition ; has never had
any hard usage ; it will pay to write for further particulars.

L. B, H., Post Office Box 444, New York City. t f c !

CPECIAL L. R. STAR. 48-in., for sale; machine has
'~' balls to small and rollers to large wheel ; all parts hol-
low ; a light wheel ; excellent lor road racing ; fine condi-
tion ; cost $160; will sell for $85. E. J. i^unyon, 66
Liberty Street, New York City. 5-2
CALE OR EXCHANGE.-Victor Light Roadster Tri-
'^ cycle, with spring forks, but little used. Will sell cheap,
or exchange for Safety or 52-inch Victor, or Columbia
Light Roadster Bicycle, or good, late make. Pool Table.
L. A. W.,9937. " Box 305," Hornellsvilie, N. Y. 5-2

CYCLE HOUSES.
pOR SALE.—An 1889 Victor Safety ; ridden less than 100
•* miles ; londition, good a.s new. For full particulars
apply to F. H. Camp, Box 444, New York City. I f

Y\/ ANTED— Machinist who understands bicycle repair-
*

' ing. Apply to J. W. Bate & Co., 324 Flatbush Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t f c
(^TAR.— 48-in. Special ; 2-3 nickeled

;
power traps ; almost^ good as new; $55. New Star Safety, J95 ;

45-in.

Special; hollow frame ; balls; nearly new; $100. E. A.
Hinds, Richfield Springs, N. Y. 5-23

CYCLOMETERS.
BUTCHER, To,ooo pattern, for sale cheap, or exchange

for other goods. Make offers. J. W. BADGER, 6
Bhrkelev Street, Boston, Mass. t f c
i< f~"ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ ford, Ct.
pOR SALE -52-inch Expert Columbia; half nickel; rid-
•' den but 600 miles ; will sell for $85, including Butcher
Cyclometer. W. T. Baird, 15 Park Row, New York. 5-'

Something For You
Closing out a line of Highest Grade Safeties and Tri-

cycles under price. New goods; all improvements. Try

them right here on the premises ;
plenty of room to ride.

This is a rare chance. Come and see.

JOHN THORNTON, Jr.,

45 Mercr.r Street, New York.
(Near Broadway and Grand Street.)

E. I. HORSMAN,80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

TENNIS. SPORTING GOODS.

BICYCLiES.
Victor, Light Rambler, Juno, Ideal Ram-

bler, Crescent, Junior, Pel.

TRICYCLiES.
Ideal, Challenge, Queen, Little Beauty

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc., etc.

Headquarters for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc.

$75 00. $75 00.

LEAGUE" SAFETY.
ALL BALL: ALL STEEL TUBING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BANKER & CAMPBELL, 1788 B'way, N.Y .

The Strong Safety.
The Highest Grade Safety for the Least Money Ever Sold,

Guaranteed all weldless steel tubing; full ball bearings, including

pedals ; steel forgings throughout, no castings ; weight, 48 lbs. Price,

complete, including tool bag. Acme wrench and Kensington spring-top

oiler, 985. Also a full line of the celebrated Rudge Wheels, Tandems,

etc., including ladies' and gents' wheels of all weights.

Reliable Agents wanted. Send for terms.

Strong &L Green Cycle Co.,

No. 707 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BREWSTER BROS. & CO.. Unadilla, N. Y., Sole Agents for the States of New York, Kansas and Missouri,
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The White Cycle Company have commenced their long
promised series of reproductions of the Old Masters. On
their pa^e of this week's Wheel will be found five of the

Old Masters, reproduced at once. The best publishers in

the country are onlv enabled to reproduce one Old Masttr
at a time, but the White Cycle Company, who are as great
in everything as they are at building bicycles, have repro-

duced five of these Masters at once, and thsy inform us bv
private wire that there is no limit to their capacity in this

direction. The reproduction affords an excellen -. opportunity
for the physiognomist. In addition to the reproduction, the

White Cycle Company throws in, gratuitously, a whole
book full of epigrams about "Three-knot Skookum,"
" Livingstone's Sure Cure," etc. The comf>any is also

pained to announce that the " Moulting season of ihe Skoo-

kum is fast approaching, during which time he yields no

oil." During this moulting season, the Skookum that has

the coin procures his oil at the " Corner Grocery."

Das Stahlrad of April ig illustrates and describes the

Star and Eagle bicycles.

Dr. Pepper, Provost of the University of Pennsylvania,

has appointed the following committee to pass upon the

merits of the essays on better roads submitted in competition

for the University prizes: Messrs. A. J. Cassat, Pro-

fessor L. M. Haupt, Thos. Cleeman, William Sellers, Jos.

M . Wilson, William H . Wahl, Wayne MacVeagh and Geo.

R. Roberts. Forty-four essays have been received.

The Broncho Safeties are now being shown at 1071 Bed-

ford Avenue, Brooklyn, at which place Mr. Hayon
Leighton has opened a cycle depot. Mr. Leighton is

agent for New York, Brooklyn, Jersey City and Long
Island.

E. B. Parker, of Terre Haute, Ind., has been eneaged by
L. B. Graves & Co., of Washington, as the.r repairer and
salesman. Mr. Parker represented the G. & J. Company in

Tcrre Haute for the past three years.

It is rumored that a large hippodrome bui'ding, that is,

a great structure, which can be used for anything from a
horae show to grand opera, is to be erected on the site re-

cently vacated by the Capital Cycle Company.

The John Wilkinson Company have a clever cut de"
signed to illustrate their advertisement in this week's
Wheel.

:]Best iix tlxe "^^'orXca..

ONE-HALF SIZE.
For Bicycles Gnns, etc Throws only small quantity ot oil at

.•1 stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price. 50c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

LK IS CHEAP, BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.
RET»AIRS.

I have put in steatii power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored
and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

The Largest Cycle House between New York and Chicago.
SAFETIES IN ALL STYLES AND QUALITIES.

WHEELS FOR THE MILLIONS.
DROP FRAIHEE SAFETIES, 1890 PATTERN.

STRAIGHT FRAME SAFETIES, 1890 PATTERN.
DIAMOND FRAME SAFETIES, 1890 PATTERN.

CONTERTIBIiE SAFETIES, 1890 PATTERN.
27 Different Styles of Safeties. Write for Descriptive Circulars.

Agents wanted in every City, Town, Village and Settlement where we are not already represented.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo.
Write for Descriptive Circular of our large variety of Cycling Accessories.

WRITE FOR LISTS TO

S. & B. GORTON, Ufflitd,

Whitefriars Works,

COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
MASXJFACTUBEBS OF THE FAMOUS

"EARLSDON" CYCLES,

Especially adapted for the American Market.

Agents wanted for the sale of these Celebrated MachinesWEW YORK BICYCl-E CO.,
4 and 6 East 60th Street, N. Y. City, Fifth Avenue entrance to Central Park.

New Wheels of all makes.

Choice Assortment of Second-Hand Mounts.

Full line Cycling- Accessories.

Celebrated Warren Oils and Enamels.

LIST OF BARGAINS AND SUNDRIES FREE UPON APPLICATION,

,^
RENTING! REPAIRING!! NICKELING I ! I Old mounts taken in part payment for New.
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"Hinge-Cradle," "Coil-Cradle," "Cricket."

For Safety, Crank, Star (Ladies', Gents', Boys'). Easiest
to ride ; best material ; moderate price.

ADDRESS :

COPPER CYCLE SADDLERY,
433 Pearl St., Cleveland. Ohio.

Taylor's Copy and Note Book Holder.

Brings your copy close to key board, at same helKht and
inclination as banks of keys, enabling continuous operation.
Holds book without spring or clamp. Light, durable and
handsomely nickeled. By mail, 75 Cents.
W^. C. TAYLOR, 5 Vanderbllt Ave., N. Y.

HOLMES & CO.

FOR SA1.E:

MANUFACTURERS 01'

(Every wheelman and sportsman will give these garments
his approval when he examines the Shoulders, Arm-

HoLES and Neck, as they are made to fit.)

Bicycle, Oymnasiuni, Atliletic and
liRdies' Union Under-Garments.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

109 Kingston St., Boston. Mass.

PHILIP F. OLWELL,

llTTORII[y MID COONSELOR-JT-LHW
ROOMS 23 and 24,

No. 243 Broadway, NEW YORK.
Prompt attention given to Commercial Litigation, Col

lections and all Legal Business.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made

Patented Aug. I, '82.

Men's Bicycle Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50
No. 3. Dongolia, calf 3.00

Men's Base-Ball Shoe.
No^. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
NIU. Kangaroo 5.00
No. 3. Russet, calf 5.00

Spkint Running.
No. I. Hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

N.B.—If your agent does not keep them, send direct to
us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

39 in. Special Star (nearly new),

48 in.

51 in. American Star,

Columbia L. R. Safety (nearly new), -

$75.00
- 50.00

15.00

110.00
"

.

" ... - 100.00

Some cheap second-hand Safeties wanted tor new Eagles, Bronchos, or
Swifts.

E. & W. VAN WAGONER, Newport, R. I.

Jersey-Fitting Stocking.

3—3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,
navy, League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to bag
at the knee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,|i.oo

Send Stamp for
Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price
List.

Holmes'.Jhigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument

to show that it is the best thing that has been

made for holding the

stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented

in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stocking in the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as

tights,and holds the stock-

ings where they beli

Price, $2.50; without

Supporter, $1.50.

Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom

of foot to crotch, and post-ofEce order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
3 09 Kingston St. boston, mass

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable. A
sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, 75r. ; No.
6, pockets each side of lacing. $1.00 ;

No. 7, with hose supporters, $1.00;
No. 8, hose supporter and pockets,
$1.25. Order by number and give
waist measure. Post-paid on receipt

FRONT VIEW °fP""- Trade supplied.

8. B. CALL, 358 nain St., Springfield, Hbbb.

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Atltletlu

Salts.

Manufacturers for the

Trade and Clubs. The
most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made
for Bicyclk,Gymnasium

Base Ball, Hoating,

Bathing and Sporting

Outfits in the L. A.W..

and Gray Mixtures and

all the popular colors

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so-

licited.

Send for Catalogue.

I

Kingston Knitting Co.,
27 Kingston St., Near Summer St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Weston & Co.,

JAMESVILLE, N. Y.,

Uauufactorers of

Patent

Improved Suspension

STEEL WHEELS,
All grades and sizes, from
12 to 42 inch diameter, in

quantities, for Bicycles,

Tricycles, Velocipedes,
etc., etc.

Safety TVlieels a
Specialty.

Those contemplating
manufacturing such will

do well to write us for

prices.

Hartford Safety Stand and Trainer. Price, only $6.

Reasons why Dealers should push the sale of them.

ist. It will make many new riders and greatly increase the sale of Safeties.

2d. It will perfect any person, especially ladies, in everything but the balance, which all

riders say is the easiest part to learn.

3d. When they have got the balance, they can't help but be in perfect condition to enjoy

riding, and won't give it up, saying it is too hard work.

4th. It makes a perfect stand for the wheel, which every owner of one should have. (Dott-

ed lines show position of braces when used as a stand.)

5th. The back braces are self-locking, and are made to attach or detach instantly, and also

can be adjusted to make any road tension you desire. Etc., etc., etc.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRA.DE.

ORDER FROM THE FOLLOWING FIRMS :

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., New York, Philadelphia or Chicago. MERWIN, HULBERT
& CO., 26 W. 23d St., New York. R. L. COLEMAN & CO., 35 Barclay St., New York.
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SAVE MONEY!
Safeties at from

New $135.00 High Grade Safeties for $100.00. New Universal Safeties,

balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70.00. An odd lot of new
.00 to $40.00 less than factory price. Bargains in job lots. Agents wanted.

A. W. GUMP &* CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in exchange. Job lots bought. We carry TOO bicycles in stock.

BICYCLE suits;
After eight years' experience In charge of Devlin & Co.'s

Bicycle Department,

H. STRUGNELL,
^ 310 Broadway, N. Y., asks your patronage for himself.

Carries a Stock of over 100 Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties,

Velocipedes, etc. Only " Cycle Castle " in America.
; ^jg^jjj. mark.

Every attention given to Cut, Fit and Style.

If you are interested in Cycles and Cycling, it will pay you to
examine the

REF EREE SAF ETY.
The strongest, lightest and easiest running Safety in the world. Guaran-

teed the highest grade and interchangeable thoughout. Actual
weight, full Roadster, 37 pounds (all on). Send for 1890

Illustrated Catalogue, containing full particulars

and specifications.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO.,
1702-04 IVORTH BROAD ST., PHII^ADELPHIA.

SOLE UNITED STATES IMPORTERS.

Live Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

Concerning Spring Frames.

A SPRING ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
" There can be no doubt that for road work a spring is an absolute necessity for any distance above fifty miles, and nobody who did not race would think of riding without

one even for a short distance. Of course, for track work and very short road races a sprinji is a slight disadvantage, because the distance between the saddle ani the crank-axle is

constantly varying, according to the roughness of the road, and hence the pedaling cannot be as firm and certain as where no spring- is used . But then comes the important question
of nervous exhaustion, which has a more tiring influence than ma'iy cyclists believe. Consequently, the best and fastest all-round road cycle must be fitted with an
adequate spring, and this spring should have an easy way of adjusting it for the support of riders of various weights, because a man can then decide how much ' give ' he requires,

and adjust his spring accordingly. As it is, springs are often stamped wiih different weights, but if tested they will in most cases be found to be of about the same strength . The
adjustment I speak of would be very simple, but at present hardly a cycle spring has it, and nearly every spring in the market is most unnecessarily heavy and cumbersome."

C. W. BROWN, in C. T. C. Gazette.

The above may apply to some English-made cycles, but would not have been penned had the writer sampled the

American Rambler for 1890. For those that do not believe in the Spring Frame, we also have the " Diamond," at $85,
or the *' Strong," same price.

L. B. GRAVES & CO., 1325 14th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU A COPY
of the most complete Bicycle Catalogue published ?

If not, write to us for one. Also be

sure to see our new

NONPAREIL YOUTH'S SAFETY

A high grade wheel for Boys and Youths from eight

to eighteen years. ^

Price, complete, - - $40.00.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Chicago, New York, Philadelphia.
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BEST AMD

THE RAMBLER LAMP.

Made in two sizes—medium and large. Price, $4.50 and $5.50.
Locked and folded seams, no solder used ; detachable reflector ; noiseless spring

and spring connections. New method of securing to lamp bracket, which makes

it absolutely rigid and not detachable by accident. All the most popular

American and imported lamps were thoroughly tested in producing the Rambler.

THE CHICAGO HEADLICHT.

For Juvenile Safeties. No rattle; locked seams; de-

tachable reflector; spring back. Has no equal for the

price; $2.50.

THE IDEAL TIRE HEATER.

An improvement over existing heaters. It directs the

flame on the rim ; shields the rubber ; is instantly applied

and adjustable to the best position. Price, $l,00.

N.B.—TO THE TRADE : Out facilities for the manufacture of

these articles enable us to offer most satisfactory quotations.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

222-228 North Franklin Street, CHICAGO, ILLS.
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The Iroquois Safety
is a convertible diamond frame machine of the highest

possible grade and finish. Ball bearing everywhere
;

all forgings and cold drawn tubing ; hollow rims and

centre brake. Every machine guaranteed, and it

costs $135.00, and, don't forget, it is fitted with the

PHCENIX SADDLE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

STOVER BICYCLE MEG. CO.,

FREEPORT, IEL,S.

UXIl-E DUl-CI—We all use it!

The Little Giant Safety for Boys.

H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co., New York.

E. Alsdorf & Co., Newark, N. J.

White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J,

Bretz, Curtis & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Standard Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. H. Wilhelm & Co., Reading, Pa.

B. Frank McDaniel & Co., Wilming-

ton, Del.

Eisenbrandt Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.

Capital Cycle Co., Washington, D. C.

Edwd. L. Rose & Co., Wheeling,W. Va.

J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Macy & Co., Nashville, Tenn.

George Brown, Knoxville, Tenn.

A. K. & C. E. Schaap, Richmond, Va.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Chicago, 111.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, 111.

E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. Louis,

Mo.

Wm. R. Burkhard, St. Paul, Minn.

P. H. Sercombe, Milwaukee, Wis.

Frank P. Moss, Denver, Col.

Thos. H. B. Varney, San Francisco,

Cal.

CLUB CYCLES.

THE NEW ERA SAFETY.
JUVENILE SAFETIES AND TRICYCLES.

Bicycle, Athletic and Tennis Outfittings.

Caps, Shoes, Uniforms, Etc.

J. R. JUDD & Co.,
101, 103, 105, 107 West36ih St., ISIE^W YORK.

^W SEND FOR CA TALOGUE. ..^

WS. Dealers Attention!
THE "MANHATTAN."

Complete, full size, strongly

made and riveted, patented

spring back, ruby side lights,

hood over front glass, finished

in best of manner.

Price, $2.25

THE " DIAMOND."

Anti-vibration spring

back, front glass cut in

shape of diamonds and

stars, throws a brilliant

light, cannot be jarred out.

Price, $4-50
Discount to the Xrade. a

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, N. Y.

SOLE AOENTS FOR THE "GAI.ES" SAFETY.
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"PUT^ MONEY IN THY PURSE." ~
Reduced F*rices on Nev>r Wheels (Safeties as ATvell as Ordinaries).

We are always in the market with " spot cash" ready to buy job lots of New or Second-hand Wheels, and are, there-

fore, always able to offer our customers a line of bargains, to be equaled nowhere else in the United States. During the

last thirty days we have purchased upward of 500, and since last fall over 1000 wheels in this manner, besides our regular
trade on new and second-hand wheels. We are therefore offering some rare bargains. We sell on easy payments, with no
extra charge, and offer our customers every facility and advantage to be had anywhere else in the United States.

New Springfield Roadsters Retailed at 40 per cent. Discount.
Our cash was ready again, and we have just purchased of the assignee the entire stock of SPRINGFIELD ROAD-

STERS and SPEEDWELL SAFETIES, and we now offer Springfield Roadsters, new and perfect, of late pattern, at 40
per cent, discount from 1890 prices, excepting Nos. i and 3, listed at $75.00, which we offer at $50.00. We have Nos. i, 2, 3,

4, 5 and 6 in stock, and can fill orders promptly. This makes our price on No. 5, with ball bearings, tangent spokes, hollow
rims, spade handles, etc., $75 00 !

regular price $125.00. We also have a large lot of the well-known, thoroughly reliable,

Speedwell Safeties, at $115 00. Easy payments ; no extra charge. Liberal discounts to dealers from the above prices.

Also a few second-hand Springfield Roadsters and Speedwells at extraordinary figures.

Bargains in 1889 Crescent and Juno Safeties.
Having purchased the entire remaining stock from the manufacturers at very low prices, we are selling the Full-Ball

Crescent at $6o.OO, regular price, $90.00; Regular Crescents at $50.00, regular price, $75.00; Junos (Ladies' Safeties) at

$40.00, regular price, $60.00. Liberal discounts to the trade. Thousands of these wheels were sold last year, and their

worth is well known. Going like hot cakes.

New 1889 Columbias, Champions, Rudges, Clubs, Vineyards, etc.,

at cut prices.

Among other job lots, we have purchased entire stocks of dealers handling the above wheels ; hence can offer at

reduction of from $20.00 to $40.00. High grade wheels—we, in common with all dealers, are compelled by contract to

sell at list, but as 1889 wheels are practically, and in some cases precisely, the same, customers will save money by looking
over our bargain list. We are agents for every American maker and English importer, and guarantee to furnish any new
wheel as low as same can be purchased in the United States, either for cash or on easy payments.

CATALOGUE, SECOND-HAND AND BARGAIN LIST, FREE.

ROUSK, HAZARD &» CO., 13 G. Street, F»eoria, 111.

NEW RAPID SAFETIES
FOR 1890.

KOUI^ PATXEI^IMS

Descriptive Slieets Now Ready. Send us Your JKame.

We Want to Mail You One.

Our full catalog^ue ivill be ready a little later, and -we irill

send you a copy of that also.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,
BALTIMORE, MD.
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HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

75 P^S^^y cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEIi, P. O. Box 444.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
MANUFACTURER OP

Prize Medals and Cups,
Badges and Club Pins of every description.

Designs on application.

3 WINTER ST., BOSTON. MASS.

THE BILLINGS k SPENCER CO,

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billings'
Patent Bicycle Wrenclies, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on l wo continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man
nerand case hardened. Small in sizebutgiantsinstrenglh
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect Forsalebyall
cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address, 220 Laurence St

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed I 'y wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ord naries taken in
exchange for Safeties We need you in

our business, so don't fail 10 write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL, CO.,
811 N. 14th treet, 't Louis, Mo.

New York Bicycle Transfer Go.
Mr. Walter Hatton, who has for some years served as

janitor of the New York Bicycle Club, has established a
Bicycle Transfer which should be popular with wheelmen.
By telephoning, or sending postal, Mr. Hatton will transfer
your wheel from any part of New York or Brooklyn to any
part of the same at a moderate cost of 50 to 75 cents, or one-
third the express charge

.

146 West End Ave., Bfew York City.

^VsTEBJB^S

akdcologne spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , Mew YorE

^'ffu"b°bI[°"BICYCLES
Tires. Factory Price, Our Price.

52in....$e0 00 $32 40
•= SOin.... 65 00 29 70
- = ,-46ln.... 45 00 24 30i._o44m 40 00 21 60

242 in.,

J!H«
35 00 18 90

SAFETY
BICYCLES

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
Fmall Boys' 20in. wheels, with larallel Bearing's $25.00
Large Boys' 24 in., with B ake and Mud Guards 86.00
Ladies' or Men'sSOin., Ball Bearings to bolh wheels., 76.00
Ladies' or Men's 30 in,. Ball B arings ALL OVER,... 90.00

^^|{f8."'^' E.C.MEACHAMABMSCO.

Tricycle Wanted
in exchange for 1890 Ladies' or Gentle-

men's Bicycle, new, high grade

;

describe tricycle. For partic-

ulars address,

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE 'WEST.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Haudles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.
(^~ ^ATar-xt© foar I'aric© Lxst;.

New York Warehouse, 65 Reacle Street.

RADV\fAY'S 1^^^*'"^'^^^^*^^

READY RELIEF
The great CONQUEROR of PAIN. Applied exter-
nally, instantly relieves Sprains, Bruises, Back-
ache, Pain in the Chest or Sides, Headache, Tooth-
ache or any other external pain. CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS,Rheumatism, Neuralgia,Lumba-
go, Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

FOR INTERNAL PAINS,
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vom-
iting, Heartburn, DIARRHCEA, Colic, Flatulency,
Fainting Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoon-
full in half a tumbler of water. 50c. a bottle.

Alt Druggists.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENQ'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

El^WEl^L

EUROPEAN BICYCLE TOUR

A few vacancies left. Applications for member-
ship should now be accompanied by a de-

posit of $25 to secure bertk on steamer.

For full information address:

K. A. ELWELL,
152 Pearl Street. Portland, Me.

IBic;57"cle IBjp-aTn el

|vilkinson|

'^^IN THE WOB>|

Price 50 si^

'NCtUDINC BBUSH

pEjDHNWlLKlNSOH

55STATtlST,

Chicago.

We manufacture the

BEST JET BLACK ENAMEL
IN THE

United States.

\SAMPLE CAN BY MAIL, - 65c.

The trade should write for prices.

It IS a good seller and gives perfect
satisfaction.

Send for our large catalogue of Bi-
cycles, Lawn Tennis, Base Balls,

Fishing Tackle, Nets,
Seines, etc.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO,

Ask your local dealer for

(T^l

Cycle >-^-,

Chains^ ^

REGiSTEREO.
Graphite.

^^^

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

Iiprovei 5-incti Acie Steel frencL

FOB POCKET AND BICTCI-E USE.

TIf£ STRONGEST AND BEST. "^

:M8<c3.e of 33©s-b Qia-alitsy StieeX.
lie __f'f Heads and Slides of our Wrenches will be thoroughly

hardened.

Weight, 6K oz.

Aivarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wrench
Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers, fe

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
Rees St. near Halsted St., CHICAGO. ILL.

West Shore Railroad.
N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. Co., Lessee.

Tbe popular route betireen tlie East and
W^est, via

The famous Hudson River and beautiful Mo-
hawk Valley, Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Ro-

chester, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis.

Sleeping Cars without change between abote points.

For information as to Rates, Time Tables, etc., address

:

H. B. JiAOE, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 863
Broadway, New York.

P. J. WOIiFE, General Agent Passenger Department,
Union Depot, Albany, N. T.

E. J. WEEKS, General Agent, 1 Exchange St., Buffalo,
N. ¥.

WM. CADWEIiI-, General Western Passenger Agent.
107 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

General Passenger Agent,

5 Vanderbilt Ave., NEW YORK.
^°" Wheelmen should patronize the West Shore going

to the meets at Syracuse, Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.
COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express; Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Chestnut Street.
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Raisbeck Elecfrofype Company
- NOS. 24 & 26 YANDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building at)ove
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassaa 24a. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

Spade BicfcleHaoJIes

SPADE GRIPS,

Soft Rubber Handles,

Bicycle Tires, Tire

Cement, Pedal Rub-

bers, Bicycle Spokes,

Bicycle Balls, Etc.

Rni'lier Monlil Wort Sollciiei.

ELASTIC TIP CO.
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Cor. Coruhlll and
Washington Sts.

BOSTON. MASS., U. S.'A.

THE
Buffalo Safety Bicycle stand

Recently improved in shape and finish. Will

hold any Safety by either wheel, including
the Tandem Safety, and may be adapted

to holding High Wheels, by substi-

tuting a longer Front Slay.

A. G. SPALDING &^ BROS., Special Agents,
New York, Chicago and Philadelphia.

Manufactured by E. N. BO WEN.
585 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE TEMPLE CYCLE EXCHANGE,

47 & 49 State St., Chicago.
High and medium grade American ani English Cycles.

Good exchanges made for Second hand Wheels.
Finest Riding School in Chicago. Write for

Catalogue. Mention this paper.

RALPH TEMPLE, Managing Proprietor.

THE "GAZELLE. jj

JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
Having increased our manufacturing facilities,

and in response to a popular demand, we have
decided to reduce the price of the Juvenile
"Gazelle" Safety to $35. Our terms to agents,
based on the former price, will be changed
slightly. Circulars soon to be issued, and which
will be sent to all our agents, will give full in

formation, together with prices of new machines.

To our friends, who are anxiously inquiring
for the Ladies' " Gazelle," we would say that

materials from abroad, which should have been
here six weeks ago, have but just arrived, but
we expect to be able to fill all orders by the latter

part of May, and at that time we will also have
ready our " Boys' Gazelle," a tubular steel,

straight frame machine, with 24-inch-wheels,
price, $32. and weighing about 33 lbs. This will

be a fine, high-grade machine for the boys.

Crawford & Co., 1116 E St, N.W, Washington, O.C.

.FACIAL BLEMISHES
^^ ThelarRost Esfabli.shmc-nt in thoMoria for

thetrt-nlmcntor Hair and Scalp. Eczema.

Holes, Warts. Supirlluous Hair, liirlhmark".

I
llolh, Freckles, TWriuklcs, Bed Nose, RtJ

/ Velns.Cily Skin, Acne. Pimples, Blackheads,

J Barber'sltch, Scars, Fittings, Powderllarks,
/'Bleaching, Facial Development, etx:. Send

10 cts. for la8-page book on all skin Im-
perfections and their treatment.

JUIIN II. WOOUBritY, nermntolo-
«*=- ttlut, 125 ffest42dSlreet,NEW YORKCITY, N.Y.

P. B.—true Wooabnry's Facial Sonp for the skin aaiJ

•ealMforaulo ct clldruitelsta, orhy moll, CO cc::ts-

I^^Please mention thi?

\J[
INER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

' * Matinees Wed. and Sat.

Week commencing May 5,

KATE CLAXTON.
DROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD STREET THE ATRR.
' Proctor & Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

Every Night at 8:15. Wednesday and Saturday Matinee at 2.

DROADWAY IHEATRE.
"^

CASTLES IN THE AIR.
By the De Wolf Hoppek Oceka Boifi-e Comp.xny.

h rus of 70. Orchestra of 30 Matine-, Saturday ai » p.m.

Ij'/mTEDl

'ifARCH28,1882!

ljmiCHa3,i8esi

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

/ Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. The
napers are hound as firmly as a book. THE Wheel AND CYCLWO
Trade review printed in gilt letters.

_

Price, 75 cents. If ordered with »ubscrli,tlon, 60 cents.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Place.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS-OARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINS

' UOi-RUST- mQ>-^\AMH I'S-M:
BYUSING-
The -z

kingoftransparent enamels
jszmnm^^ _ .

riNVISIBLE. I DURABLEJ
ALL CYCLE ANP HARDWARE STORES-

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg respectfully to announce that they have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

639 Arcit Street, Pliiladclplila, Sole Agents
for tlie United States.

Agents wanted in every city, town and village on the Con

tinent. Send for our Cycle Catalogue.

o
C
OS

m
0)

CO

o

c
ID

CO

For all kinds of Gold and Silver

Medals, Badges and Prize Jewelrji

WRITE TO

JOHN KRICK,
Jeweler tf Designer.

6 LIBERTY PL., NEW YORK.
(Opposite 21 Maiden Lane.)

A. O. VERY,
New England Agent

FOR THE

WARWICK " PERFECTION," " UNION " AND " SPRINGFIELD " CYCLES,
AND THE

LOZIER& YOST "GIANT" SAFETIES.
ALSO FOR THE

STANDARD ROTARY SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE,

173 Tremont St., Boston.
AGENTS WANTED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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COLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER."
(Best High Bicycle ever made.)

"EXPERT COLUMBIA."
(With which Thomas Stevens belted the globe.)

-sw^^^rfS^Sfi'
"COLUMBIA SEMI-ROADSTER."

(No better Boys' Bicycle ever made.)

Notwithstanding the great demand for Safeties, we ar<_

still selling high wheels, and offer a fullj line of high grade-

machines, the best value for the money.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.
VOLUNTEER COLUMBIA."
(Best Bicycle ever offered for fgo.)

JVC

77 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Brancti Houses:

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Press of F. V. Strauss, lao-iafi Walkbr St., NbwYowc.
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PCRLISHEU KVEKY FKIWAY MUKXIN6.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Prio»,

Foreign Subscriptions, -

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be recelTed by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received nntll Wednesday mornlngr.

Changes for Advertisements most be rerelved by
Tnesday morning to Insnre insertion.

Special Advertising Hatter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per

year.

ONt OUT OF FIVE.

Cave Spring, Roanoke Co., Va.,
May 2, 1890.

F. P. Prial:

Several weeks ago I sent for sample copies of

five different cycling papers, and, after reading
them all, have concluded that The Wheel is the

best, and I enclose my subscription.

John L. Zirkle, Jr.

I^HE failure of the Rhode Island Legislature

to pass the highway improvement bills

was a great disappointment, but a supportable

one. The abuse heaped upon cyclists by some

of the 'way-back legislators was disgusting and

silly. Why men whom the Creator has endowed

with the faculty for cutting hay or weeding an

onion bed should be selected to make the laws

of a country is another one of those things

" that no fellow can find out."

M^^R.
WILLIAM M. P. BOWEN, Chairman of

e Rhode Island State Roads Improve-

ment Association, has given the highway im-

provement movement a distinct impulse in his

State and in his section of the country. Conse-

quently we have obtained his views on the situ-

ation, and they will be read with interest and

with profit by all League officials and highway

improvement agitators. We call the attention

of the members of the National Assembly to Mr.

Bowen's letter. They should take an active in-

terest in this work, and help educate the general

public.

OUR Brooklyn correspondent warns cyclists

that no side-path riding will be permitted

on the Sabbath in Jamaica, L. I. To ride on

the side path is a violation of an existing ordin-

ance, which has been a dead letter in the past,

but which will be rigidly enforced from this

date.

1"'HE Irvington-Millburn road race promises

to be a much greater event than last year's

race though that was the most important and

interesting road competition held in this part of

the country. The entries close on May 15

The committee have received a number of

entries from many Eastern road riders, but

they want all the cracks, and it is to be hoped

that Van Wagoner, Anthony, McDaniel, Mur-

phy and all the other " scorchers of high de-

gree " will enter, if they have not already done

so.

CHAIRMAN BOWEN ON HIGHWAY

IMPROVEMENT,

Editor of The Wheel :

Your favor of yesterday is received. In reply

to your inquiries, I will say (for partial or entire

publication if you so desire) that a bureau for the
dissemination of road improvement ideas is cer-

tainly a most desirable thing, and should be
well under way as soon as the finances of the
League will admit. On this point, however, I

presume the executive officers, including the
Committee on the Improvment of Highways,
are far better judges than I can be, and I sup-
pose the League's Highway Committee is work-
ing in this direction. New York City would be
a central location.

Every division, also, should have some of its

influential members, if possible, well enough in-

formed on the subject of highway improvement
to speak entertainingly and intelligently when
calls are made occasionally for gratuitous ad
dresses before organizations, societies, etc. We
have already answered one or two of these calls

in Rhode Island.

Judicious attempts, also, should be made for

securing well-known, or particularly informed,
public speakers for larger gatherings, such as
meetings of agricultural and economic societies

;

payment to be made by the societies, and the

lecture or address being widely distributed, with-
out expense to the L. A. W., in the official pub-
lished reports.

I have been careful, personally, to send regu-
larly all matter published in Rhode Island (we
have weekly a column in the Providence Sun-
day Journal) to the "plate" publishers—the
American Press Association and the A. N. Kel-
logg Newspaper Co., for example. A bureau
could readily prepare matter continually.
Many of the wheelmen, too, are indifferent

apparently, and need inciting to active interest

in " talking up " the subject and to much larger
membership in the L. A. W. Organization for

(carefully guided and not too hasty) political

action is desirable, and the knowledge that the
wheelmen voters can use this power, and will, if

necessary, must have a very potent effect when
piesented to political leaders in a judicious
manner by responsible and intimately acquainted
cycling representatives. Wherever possible, we
want ourselves or our friends in Town and City
Councils and in State Legislatures. I was obliged
recently to sit and listen to the opponents of
road legislation in the Rhode Island House of

Representatives harping upon bicycle prejudice,
the State's financial ruin sought by the wicked
cyclists, who frighten the farmers' horses, with-
out the power myself (or any other wheelman)
of controverting and showing the absurdity and
unfairness of some of the alleged arguments
presented. I could filter some things, through
friendly members, but I had the mortifying
consciousness of feeling that the legislative
mind had not yet grasped a new subject.
We need to stir up the general public every-

where, as much as our own means will allow,
and when we get to the point of securing the
passage of bills we want to treat our friends
well. For example : Our R. I. Division's com-
mittee recently gave a private, but elegant, com-
plimentary dinner, etc., to our Governor and
late Highway Commission.
To secure highway improvement, public opin-

ion must be back of us, and the agricultural
elements must understand that good roads, and
wide tires, and intelligent work, mean an actual
saving in money. In New England, where
local town government is clung to so tena-
ciously. State roads will be viewed rather as
"some new-fangled thing that is an invasion of

our rights under the Constitution," and there
the Stale roads orcounty roads idea will be slow of
general realization, except so far as the towns-
man can get a road appropriation, part of which
is contributed to the State by "these city fel-

lers." In Rhode Island we discussed the whole
subject, to stir it all up, and now we can soon
obtain some of the other features—such as
wider tires, the abolition of "working out"
taxes, the inspection and control of now inde-
pendent highway surveyors,and, perhaps, a Slate
appropriation, divided among towns and cities

according to highway expenditures, and so
acting as an incentive to more generous work.
Trusting these different ideas, and warm ap-

proval of active educational work, may be of
some value to you, I remain

Very truly yours,
William M. P. Bowen,

Chairman R. I. D.'s Committee, etc.

Providence, May 6, 1890.

MR. SHRIVER ON THE HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENT QUESTION.

New York, May 6, 1890.

Editor of The Wheel :

While I do not wish to run the controversy
into the ground, I would like to say a word in

reply to "Viator's" criticisms on the line of
action recommended by me on road improve-
ment. No one denies that the State has the
/(•^(z/ right to lay out and build public highways
within its boundaries ; what I wished to lay
stress upon was, that the inherent right of deter-
mining how much of such work should be
undertaken rests with the localities affected, as
strictly in accordance with the principles of local

self-government that have always been so
highly valued by the American people. It seems
to me to be repugnant to all our best traditions
that dictation should proceed from Albany as to

how much and what kind of road-building
shall be pursued alike in such widely separated
localities as, let me say, Clinton, Westchester,
Cattaraugus, and Erie Counties.
The main point is, however, that no success-

ful legislation can precede a popular demand
for it ; and that what is most important now is

not more laws, but more knowledge that will

make the public really want better roads. The
cycling press is truly entitled to the credit of
inaugurating discussion on the subject, and
none of the cycling papers more than The
Wheel ; but the cycling press does not pretend
to reach the people that have to be taught ; and
for that reason other media have to be sought
for spreading the light. Yours, truly,

E. J. Shriver.

LOUISVILLE'S STREETS.

a committee visits many cities and reports.

A committee which was created for the pur-
pose of investigating the condition of Louis-
ville's streets has made a report after visiting

and examining the pavements of Buffalo, Cleve-
land, Columbus and other cities. We make the
following extracts from the committee's report :

Buffalo has more asphalt than any other
city, 61 miles ; Columbus has 10, Cincinnati 6^
and St. Louis and Chicago 4 each.

In Buffalo there are three kinds of asphalt

—

from the best, which has lasted twelve years
without attention, to the worst, which is only
kept in good shape by constant repairing. Fifty-

two miles of the total is of the better sort of

asphalt. The committee noted that the prop-
erty owners always obtained asphalt through
their own petition, that they paid for it, and
always want the asphalt mileage increased.

COLUMBUS' BRICK PAVEMENTS.

In Columbus the committee found twenty-one
miles of brick pavement, all of which has been
laid within six years. Seven years ago Colum-
bus was one of the worst paved cities in the coun-
try. When the committee visited it they were im-
pressed with the idea that it was the best paved
city they had ever seen. No repairs whatever
have been made on brick pavements during
the six years since they were laid. The brick

used is manufactured in Columbus, and the

company making it have such confidence in its

wearing qualities that they propose to lay it in

Detroit for $2. 50 a square yard, with a ten years'

guarantee on business streets and a twenty
years' guarantee on suburban streets. It.is laid
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on a foundation of eight inches of broken stone,

rolled with a ten-ton roller, and two inches of

sand for a cushion.

In Decatur, 111., an entirely different system

o laying brick is used at much less cost. The
subsoil there is clay. The brick is of ordinary

size ; four inches of sand is laid, then a flat

brick layer, then a cushion coat of two inches

of sand and then the wearing surface, which is

of vitrified brick laid on edge. There are eight

miles of such pavement in Decatur, and not

more than $50 has been paid out for repairs in

the five or six years it has been laid. The first

street was paved five years ago with the ordi-

nary, common hand-made brick, and this is ex-

pected to last iwo or three years more, though

the material of which it is laid is now discarded.

The best pavement costs from $1.50 to $1 70 per

square yard, with brick at $9 for selected, and

$8 for the average run.

The committee concludes its report with sev-

eral recommendations, among which asphalt

wa"; recommended for residences and light

traffic streets.

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT LEGISLA-
TION IN RHODE ISLAND DE-

FEATED.
The defeat of the Richardson Bill in the Sen-

ate is followed by the defeat of all the highway
improvement bills recently introduced in the

Rhode Island House of Representatives. The
various bills prepared by the State Highway Im-
provement Committee, of which Mr. Bowen is

chairman, and which were outlined in The
Wheel, were indefinitely postponed by a vote

of thirty totwemy-six. Mr. Bowen informs us

that all that can be done this session is to pass

a bill regulating the width of tires on wagons,
and that the system of working out the road tax

will probably be abolished. He reports that at the

January session the committee will probably

be able to pass a bill providing for a State ap-

propriation and for the creation of a road com-
missioner ; also a bill providing for the erection

of guide posts. He states that the prejudice

against cyclists was worked for all it was
worth. Although the rr embers of the commit-
tee are disappointed over the result, they are

satisfied with the outlook, and think that the

future promises better.

NEW JERSEY BOARD OF OFFICERS
MEET.

The Division Board of Officers of this State

met at the Plainfield Bicycle Club-house on Fri-

day evening last to make final arrangements
for the meet. The Programme Committee re-

ported that they have in press an elegant souve-

nir programme, containing all information pos-

sible about the meet, and a copy of this pro-

gramme will be mailed to each member of the

Division.

The Race Meet Committee reported that the

Nine District championships had been awarded
them by the Racing Board, and special medals
will be given to first and second men in each

of these events, and the winners will be sent to

the National Meet at Niagara Falls at the ex-

pense of the District Racing Board. The entire

programme of the meet is published in another
column. The races will take place at the New
Jersey Athletic Club track, at Bergen Point, and
a special baggage car will be attached to the

1.07 P. M. train from Plainfield, which will run
direct to the track.

There will be three runs on Friday, May 30,

all starting from the Plainfield Club-house, as

follows : The scorchers' run to New Brunswick,
under the command of Captain Martin ; a run
to Bound Brook, under the command of Lieut.

J. E. Erickson, and a run to Westfield, under
the command of Lieut. Stanton Smith. All

runs will be finished in time for the banquet,
which will be held at 4 P. M., and in the evening
a theatre party will be held, at which the enter-

tainment will consist of the Hudson County
Wheelmen's Minstrel and Vaudeville Company,
which recently made such a hit in Jersey City.

On Saturday morning the League parade will

take place.

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION BOARD
OF OFFICERS MEET,

The Board of Officers of this Division of the

League of American Wheelmen held a meeting
at the Clarendon Hotel last Saturday evening
Chief Consul Emery presided, and among the

represenatives present were Messrs. Robinson,
Barker, Dean, Kendall, Pierce, Pillsbury,

Gooch, Moultrop and Lowell. The report of the

treasurer showed the division to be in a stronger

financial condition than it ever was before at

this season of the year. The expenses of the

past year have been unusually heavy, but the

funds have been carefully handled, and the re-

sult is a balance on the right side of the ledger.

Mr. Robinson reported for his committee that

it would be advisable for the division to hold its

summer meet at Cottage City, July, 17, 18 and
19. In former years the meet has been held

during August, but if held at that time this

season the dates would conflict with those of

the national meet at Niagara Falls. Mr. Robin-
son staled that he had received a communica-
tion from the Rhode Island Division declining
to co-operate with the Massachusetts Division
in the proposed meet, the officers of that division

believing it would be unwise for them to hold a
meet this year.

The report of the committee was accepted,
and it was voted to hold the meet at Cottage
City on the dates recommended. The follow-

ing were appointed a committee to arrange for

the affair: A. W. Robinson, Abbot Bassett,

W. H. Emery, L. E. Moultrop and C. S. Howard.
Chief Consul Emery reported for the com-

mittee in charge of the meet at Worcester on
May 30. He said that there would be a parade
in the morning, races in the afternoon and a
smoker in the evening.

All will be free to League members. Mr.
Robinson is arranging for a trip awheel from
Worcester to Bi^ston after the meet. A large
number are expected to make the tour.

The Chief Consul announced that the Divi-

sion's new hand-book was being printed, and
that it would be mailed to members in two
weeks.—Boston Herald.

NEW YORK CLUB ELECTIONS.
The annual elections of this club were held on

Monday evening, with the following result

:

President, E. S. Terry ; Vice-President, W. B. M.
Jordan, 62 votes, defeating I. M. Shaw, 42 votes

;

Secretary, W. E. Findley ; Treasurer, E. J.

Shriver, 74, defeating J. H. Hanson, 27 ; Cap-
tain, George M. Nisbett, 65, defeating W. F.

Pendleton, 39 ; Chairman House Committee,
Alfred Watkins, 58, defeating Joseph M. Mac-
Fadden, 47 votes ; Chairman Auditing Com-
mittee, J. H. Charlotte ; Chairman Membership
Committee, S. M. Wintringham ; Chairman En-
tertainment Committee, W. C. Heydecker.
The men elected are the appointees of the

administration which has controlled the club
since its organization. Mr. Terry moves up
head. Mr. Shriver retires from the Presidency
to take the Treasurership. Mr. Jordan, who is

but little known in the club, was selected to

defeat Mr. Shaw, one of the oldest and most
active members. Mr. Findley succeeds himself.
Mr. Shriver defeated Mr. Hanson, and is in

every way fitted for the office. Captain Nisbett
succeeds himself, defeating "Will" Pendleton,
who was the choice of the opposition. Nisbett
is a faithful and competent officer, though Pen-
dleton would have filled the office most accepta-
bly had he been elected.

The " outs " have discovered that they have
not strength enough to make any impression on
the "ins." Both should now lose sight of

the discord of election and work for the club's

interests.

THE DETROIT WHEELMEN ON LAN-
TERN PARADE.

The Detroit Wheelmen have been keeping
things moving in their city in order to boom
cycling. In spite of the large number of bicycles
owned in Detroit, and the good roads in the
eastern part of Michigan, interest in cycling was
on the wane there last year. At one time there
were three bicycle clubs in the city, but the
largest one died a natural death, and the other
two, the Star and Detroit Clubs, merely existed
and were without any manifestations of club
vitality. A few weeks since both clubs com-
bined and formed the Detroit Wheelmen. The
new organization at once arranged to hold
regular meetings, give receptions, runs, etc., in
order to boom the interest in cycling.

The lantern parade, which was held on Cass
Avenue, attracted several thousand people.
The wheelmen began to congregate at 7 p. m.
at the intersection of Clinton Street and Cass
Avenue. A number of residents along the
streets had decorated their houses with Chinese
lanterns, and a number of houses were brilliantly

lighted, with the windows thrown wide open,
which added greatly to the beauty of the scene.
Many of the wheelmen rigged up their cycles

with lanterns, so that they presented a pretty
sight. The parade was formed at 8 P. M. and
was commanded by W. E. Metzgar and T. H.
Welden. The route was to the north end of the

pavement and return. Red fire was burned and
many rockets and Roman candles were dis-

charged as the wheelmen went by the various
houses. The lantern parade will probably be re-

peated later in the season.

THE PASSAGE OF THE HARLEMS. "^

All Harlem was ablaze on Saturday night last,

for the Harlem Wheelmen—good, old Harlem

—

removed from their old club-house at 124th
Street and Sixth Avenue, to their new home at

133d Street and Fifth Avenue.
That the local clubs took some pride in the

progress and welfare of their sister club is

proved by the fact that all the clubs in New
York, Brooklyn and Jersey City were well rep-

resented.
Shortly after eight o'clock the members arid

visitors mounted their wheels and paraded
through Seventh, Lenox and Fifth Avenues,
winding up at the club-house. Many of the

wheels were decked with lanterns, and there

were over a hundred men in line, not to men-
tion the ladies. The parade made quite a spec-

tacle, and was enjoyed by a number of

spectators, who lined the walks.

The Harlems' house was gaily decorated
with lanterns, and, as the boys rode up to

their new home, they were greeted with rockets
and fire and other startling effects. Mr. De
Graaf's house on Fifth Avenue, within a few
blocks of the club-house, was nicely decorated in

honor of the occasion.

After wheels were stored in the back yard

—

for the Harlem's new home has plenty of

ground around it—the boys inspected the club-

house, refreshed themselves, were photoed by
flash-light, and had a good time generally,

Messrs. De Graaf, Raisbeck, Wendehack,
Rauchfuss and others doing the honors.

The Harlems' new home is well located, and
will make a cosey club-house. The club re-

ceived fifteen applications for membership on
the night of the opening.

TWENTY-FIVE-MILE HANDICAP ROAD RACE.

To A. B. Barkman, No. 241 Broadway, N. Y. City :

Dear Sir—I herewith enclose $1.00 entrance fee in the Twenty-five-mile Handicap Road

Race, to be held May 30, i8go, and I hereby certify that my best time in any open event or

private trial of speed is as follows, viz. :

5 Miles, Date Place

10 " " "

15 " " "

20 " " "

25

Name Club,

Address,

Dated, 1890.

The right to reject any entry is reserved.
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IRVINGTON-MILLBURN ROAD RACE.

MAY 30, AT II A. M., SHARP; RAIN OR
SHINE.

The committee having in charge the Irving-

ton-Millburn road race have practically ar-

ranged all the details of that event, and from
the list of prizes donated and the number of en-
tries already received, it promises to be the

greatest event ever held in this country, although
the Pullman road race of this year will compete
wiih it for that distinction. The race will be
run over the Irvington-Millburn course in the
lame manner as last year, starting precisely at

II o'clock, A. M. All officials are requested to

be on hand at least a quarter of an hour before
that time.

The headquarters during the race will be at

the Hilton Hotel. As most of our readers know
the course is a five-mile stretch of macadam, of

fine surface, but very hilly. The starting point
will be the same as last year—that is, the level

stretch southwest of the Hilton Hotel. Next
week we will publish a map, which will give
a view of the course, from which cyclists may
uiiccrn the various routes which lead to it.

List of Prlzt>g to Date

:

Victor Safety bicycle, 1890 pattern, donated
by the Overman Wheel Co npany.

Light Champion bicycle, 1890 pattern, do-
nated by the Gormully & Jeffery Manulacturing
Comp.iny.
Gold watch, VValtham movement, donated by

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Gold watch, donated by Mr. A. B. Barkman.
French marb'e clock, valued at $50, donated

by Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell.
French clock, purchased from entry fees.

Silver stop-watch, valued at $20, purchased
from entry fees.

Silver cup, for best time made in the race,

donated by The Wheel.
Prize, not designated, donated by the Bicyclim

World.
Prize, not designated, donated by Peck &

Snyder.
Racing suit, donated by Bretz, Curtis & Co.
Fishing outfit, donated by Henry Hall, Jr., of

Highland Mills. N. Y.
Prize, not designated, donated by Charles

Schwalbach.
Fishing outfit, valued at $25, donated by

Schoverling, Daly & Gales.
Silver-handled umbrella, donated by the New

York Bicycle Club.
Cyclometer, donated by the Butcher Cyclom-

eter Company.
Nickel head-lamp, donated by Singer & Co.
Keystone saddle, etc., donated by the White

Cycle Company.
Racing suit, donated by the Strong & Green

Cycle Company,
Full nickel King of the Road head-lamp,

donated by the Clark Cycle Company.
Jersey suit, etc., donated by Holmes & Co.
Nickel-plate pearl-handled revolver, donated

by the New York World.
Mahogany easel, for oil painting, donated by

Mr. W. H. De Graaf.

RULES OF THE ROAD RACE.
TWENTY-FIVE MILE HANDICAP ROAD RACE.

To be held May 30, 1890, on the Irvington-
Millburn course. Open to all amateur wheelmen.
Entrance fee $1, to be sent to A. B. Barkman,
241 Broadway, New York, on or before May 15.

Special entry blanks must be filled out. Same
can be had on application as above. The right

to reject any entry is reserved.

GENERAL RULES TO GOVERN CONTEST.

The officers of the race shall be a referee, seven
judges, five timekeepers, one starter, one clerk
of the course and assistants, one scorer and nine
assistants, one umpire and assistants, and one
marshal and assistants.

REFEREE.

The referee shall have general supervision of
the race during its progress, and shall give judg-
ment on protests received by him ; shall decide
all questions or protests respecting foul riding,
etc., of which he may be personally cognizant.

or which may be brought to his notice by any
other official. He shall decide all questions
whose settlement is not provided for in these
rules. His decision shall be final.

JUDGES.

There shall be seven judges at the finish. In
case of a disagreement, a majority shall decide.
Their decision as to the order in which the men
finish shall be final.

CLERK OF THE COURSE.

The clerk of the course shall arrange the men
in groups according to handicap ready for the
start. Competitors must report to him promptly
as their numbers are called.

UMPIRES.

It shall be the duty of each umpire to oversee
that part of the course to which he is assigned
by the chief umpire, and to watch closely the
riding, and immediately after the race to report
to the referee any competitor or competitors
whose riding may be considered unfair.

COMPETIIORS.

Each competitor must be at the tape and in

position according to handicap, and ready to

start promptly at the time appointed. Each man
competing shall be distinctly numbered The
start shall be made from a standstill by push-off,

and no call-back will be allowed under any cir-

cumstances after the leading men have started.

Any competitor who is not on his mark and
ready to start promptly on time will be placed
with the first group starting afier his arrival.

Any competitor failing to finish race within two
hours after the start shall not be entitled to a
position. Competitors must be properly attired.

RULE OF THE ROAD.

The law of the road shall be strictly observed.
All contestants must keep to the right, and,
when passing in the same direction must go to

the left. Any violation of this rule shall be to

the violator's peril, and in case of a foul he shall

be ruled out.

The contestant reaching the turning point
first shall have the right of way. No side paths
shall be taken. Violation of this rule shall be
judged a foul.

CHANGE OF MACHINES.

Contestants may change machines during the
race, but they must at all times be with a wheel,
and make no progress unaccompanied by a
wheel.

PROTESTS.

All protests in regard to foul riding may be
submitted to any judge or umpire, and shall be
decided by the referee.

PACE-MAKING.

If clearly proven that any contestant submits
by consent to pace-making, he shall be liable to

disqualification.

TIME OF EVENT.

The race shall start at 11 o'clock A. m., sharp,
rain or shine.

ACCEPTED ENGLISH ROAD
RECORDS.

RECORD.

50 miles safety bicycle ..

la hours "

24 " "
.

50 miles tandem "
100 *' '*

'*

12 hours " "

12 " ordinary
50 miles tricycle
100 " "
12 hours " (dead heat).
24 "
London to Edinburgrh, j

safety 1

London to Bath and J
back, safety |

'

London to Yoric (tricycle)

NAME AND TIMB, OR DISTANCE.

M. A. Holbein, 2h 43m 32s.
"

i7S54 miles.
"

324 miles.
Holbein and Blair, 2h. 51m. 51s.

'• and Wilson, yh. 24m. los.
" "

163 miles.
G. T. Langridge, 154 miles.
W. Goulding, 2h. 50m. 5s.

F. T. Bidlake, 6h. 55m. 58s.

Ward and Gouldmg, 151 miles.
Goulding, 280 miles.

F. W. Shorland, 44h. 49m.

C. A. Smith, lyh. 53m. 3s.

H. R. Pope, 2ih. 4m.

CRAWFORDSVILLE ROAD RACE,

.F. T. Bidlake, i8h. 28m.
" (safety).. .H. Osborne, 21 h. lom.

SECOND DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS.

The championship events of the district will

be held at the N. J. A. C. track at Bergen Point,
on May 31. In addition to the championships,
a number of handicap events will be decided.
The programme will be found complete in our
advertising columns. The entries close May
24. The path is a quarter mile, of good surface
and with safe corners.

The Crawfordsville Road Race will not be run

on May 17, but within a week or ten days after

that date. The race will be under the manage-
ment of Mr. F. P. Prial.

The race is a scratch event of 100 miles.

Entries close. May 17, with F. P. Prial, P. O.

Box 444, New York City.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

IReported especially for The Whkhl and Cycling Trade
Rrview Dy W. E. Auchmbaugh, patent attorney,
Washington. D. CI

427,048 —Bicycle ; Wesley riegg-, Bridford, England.
Fled O tiber 12, i8Sq. Serai Ni 326,766.

427,076 —Bicycle ; Fr.inz HemmingT, Bavaria, Germany.
Filed December 6. i88q. Serial M > 312 Sot.
427,110.—Velocipede; Narciso T Quevedo. Worcester

Mass. KileH December 31. i83g. Senal No. ,3^,540.
427-451—Bicycle a.xle ; Thos. J Weaver, Colu nbiana,

Ala. Kiled November 12, 1889. Serial No 3!o,oo2.
427,488 —Bicycle saddle; G T. Warwick, Springfield,

Mass. Filed March 17, 1890 Serial No. M4.209.

A NEW TYPE OF STAR WHEEL.

The statement that Mr. Oldfield, the Balti-
more hill-climber, had used a Maryland Star
excited our curiosity, and in reply to an inquiry
we have the following description of the wheel
from the Maryland Cycle Company :

"The Maryland Star, redden by Mr. Oldfield,
has a 42-inch rear wheel and a 30-inch front
wheel, with a perfectly straight front fork. This
form of Siar is Mr. Oldfield's own device, who
has named it ' Maryland ' after the Maryland
Cycle Company. The wheel has one special
feature, that is, it has all and more of the hill-

climbing qualities of the original Star, and the
large size of the front wheel permits the rider
to guide it as easy as the Rover safety pattern.
The wheel is geared so high that it moves 176
inches to each full stroke of the foot, and yet ii

may be geared lower if desirable. Mr. Oldfield.
by the way, is the only rider who has ever sur
mounted Tower Path Hill, although a numbei
of our crack riders have been working on the
ascent for a month past."

GEO. E. LLOYD & CO.

The catalogue of this new concern, which has
headquarters at Canal and Jackson Streets, Chi-
cago, comes out rather late, but it is so well-
written a list that its tardiness is excusable.
The front cover is of a pretty shade of card-
board, with the lettering done in silver, the
effect being simple, but rich.

The introductory is captivatingly written,
commencing with the statement that "one
man's meat is another man's poison "

; pointing
out that a wheel that is suitable for a man
weighing 250 pounds is not the proper mount
for a man half that weight, and gradually pre-
paring the reader's mind, so that he is quite
ready to believe that perhaps Geo. E. Lloyd &
Co. have something that he wants.
The leading mount of the firm is the Centaur

No. I—weight, 45 pounds—a diamond frame
safety, of strong, direct, and graceful lines. The
Centaur Safety No. 2 is on the same lines as
the No. I, except that the spokes in the No. 2
are direct, while in the No. i they are of the
tangent variety. Both the No. r and No. 2 are
of the highest grade, and are listed at $135.
The Centaur No. 3—weight, 45 and 49 pounds

—

is direct spoke, with modified diamond frame
;

price, $120. The No. 4 weighs 49 pounds, has
cross frame, and is listed at $too, as a good
medium priced wheel. The Centaur Ladies'
Bicycle weighs 38 to 39 pounds, and is a grace-
ful drop-framed wheel. The Ladies' No. 2 is of
the same style and grade as the No. i, except
that the wheels are 27-inch

; the No. 2 is es-
pecially intended for ladies and misses under
the average height or weight. The Centaur
Combination is suitable for lady or gentleman,
having a drop frame, with detachable bar

';

weight, 42 pounds.
In addition to their Centaurs, Geo. E. Lloyd

& Co. handle Victors, St. Nicholas goods, the
Little Giant, and a number of standard sun-
dries. In addition to the city depot, the firm
have a branch store at Lake Avenue and 57th
Street.
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THE ILLINOIS CYCLING CLUB'S NEW
HOUSE.

It was expected that ground would be broken
for ihe Illinois Cycling Club's new quarters dur-

ing last week, but the carpenters' strike has de-

layed matters. Now that that " onpleasant-

ness" is practically over, however, work will, in

all probability, be commenced before this will

have seen the light. As the cut shoWs, the

house, when completed, will be a very handsome
aftair. As before stated, it will be located on

Washington Boulevard, No. i,o68. The build-

ing will be three stories in height, with a front-

age of twenty-five and depth of iii feet. The
front will be of Michigan green buff stone, with

copper trimmings.
On the first floor will be the wheel room,

which will occupy a large space in the front of

the building, having an entrance from the

street, and contain a full equipment of tools. In

the rear ot this will be the map room, contain-

ing maps of all the roads in Illinois and border-

ing counties of other States. Directly adjoining

will be the bowling alleys, of regulation length

The caf6, pantry, kitchen and cloak, steward's

and furnace rooms will also be located on this

floor.

The main floor will consist of reception room,

library and billiard room. The reception room
is to be a large, handsome, well lighted apart-

ment. The library will be a very popular resort,

as the club has probably the largest collection of

standard works, as well as all the periodicals of

the day, of any in the city. The billiard room,
which is to be equipped with five billiard tables

and one pool table, adjoins the library.

On the third floor will be the committee room
and five card rooms; also the gymnasium
which will be fifty-six feet long, occupying the

entire width of the building, and nearly twenty

feet in height. This will be furnished with all

the most modern muscle developing apparatus,

which will be made removable, thus making a

large meeting room. In the rear of the gym-
nasium will be a large room twenty-five feel

long, containing baths, lockers, and dressing

room.
The building will be heated by hot water, and

will have electric bells and all modern ap-

pliances for making a perfect home.
The club will attain its fourth anniversary on

August lo, on which date they hope to celebrate

both birthday and their accession to a home of

their own in riproaring XXX fashion. The
lease of its Adams Street quarters having ej^-

pired, the club is for the time being domiciled in

the old Grant house, not far removed from its

prospective home.

MERWIN, HULBERT & COMPANY'S
1890 CATALOGUE.

The catalogue just issued by this sporting
goods house is one of the largest, if not the

largest, known to the sporting goods trade. It

is a 192-page book, with the pages ten inches
square. The front cover shows a view of Mer-
win, Hulbert & Co.'s building on 23d Street,

which is becoming one of the finest locations in

New York. A cut of the company's factories at

Norwich, Conn., is published on another page.
This firm, which has several floors in its

23d Street store stocked with all manner of

sportsman's outfittings, has the following de-

partments : photographic, aquatic, athletic and
gymnasium, cycling, tennis, fishing, equestrian,
dog furnishing, baseball, firearms and cutlery.

The catalogue is amply illustrated with cuts of

all articles handled by the concern, and also a
number of handsome engravings, reproduced
from Outing, showing various sportsman's
scenes, etc.; in fact, this feature of the catal-

ogue makes it valuable as a keepsake.
That portion of the catalogue devoted to the

concern's cycling department is of special inter-

est to wheelmen. The catalogue contains cuts
and descriptions of the Gormully & Jeffery
wheels, Little Giant, the Dandy, King of the
Road, Pathfinder, Outing Safety and Victor
bicycle, together with a complete line of sun-
dries, the newest of which is the Hendee Anti-
vibration Handle Bar. The concern also illus-

trates a line of bicycle outfiitings of every kind,
and altogether the catalogue is one of the finest

of the year.

THE ILLINOIS CYCLING CLUB'S NEW HOUSE.
(Now in course of erection.)

THE PLEASURES OF A "CENTURY."

By the Mountain House, at break of day,
Five score of wheelmen blithe and gay

—

With spirits rife with mirth and jest.

And pranks and laughter—with smiles caress'd,

With elastic tread and hardened muscle
;

A scene chaotic with noise and bustle.

And they, like chargers, chafe at delay,
For Phillie's one hundred miles away.

Along the road, in rank and file,

With upright form and buoyant style,

The wheelmen ride, quite debonair

—

No worldly thoughts—to the wind's flown care.

They yell and whistle, joke and sing

—

They fairly make the welkin ring.
And from the fold no laggards stray,
For Phillie's eighty miles away.

The maids at Trenton, upon the green
At noon behold a wond'rous scene :

A sweltering, thirsty, famished band

—

A horde of redskins" without command.
Hy pairs, by tens, by the score they arrive,

And for the inn with zeal they strive
;

A nd the beef and fowl they put away I

For Phillie's forty miles away.

Oh ! what a friend is the inner man
To this wild, tumultuous, rollicking clan !

New life and strength to each is lent,

And the ridf rs start again, content.

Mile after mile they ride, never ceasing,

Though some fall out—fatigue increasing-

But the scorchers push on, for first place they play.

As Phillie's but twenty miles away.*****
Oh. woe is me ! fool that I am !

An idiot, dolt, a veritable clam-
To leave my abode, my soft, downy bed.

Alackaday ! Oh, would I were dead !

My legs are auite numb, I scarce can gaze
;

My back is all humped, and my face is ablaze ;

My wheel to he who ends this day I

Yet Phillie's but a mile away."*****
Next day these men were sore but gay.
" Oh a glorious time." they all did say

;

" Missed half your life" (the arnica, please)

;

" Would that some one my face would freeze."
" Will we go ne.\t year ? W'ell, yes, I should say,
" If PhiUie"s so far away."

—Spark., Jr.
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"Marguerite" for the Ladles.

DRESS-GUARDS.
Editor of The Wheel :

I notice that " Psyche " comes out on April

n with considerable criticism, and, I think,

quite some prejudice is intermixed with the

same. I wish to differ with " Psyche " on some
of the points she mentions. While I am unac-
quainted with the style of roads upon which
" Psyche " does the greater part of her riding,

from the tenor of her letters I should suppose
them to be composed largely of asphalt and
situated between high city walls, where the

wind has no chance to exercise any of its blus-

tering qualities. I had the pleasure of riding a

well-guarded wheel last year, and, consequently,

had little trouble with my dress catching.

Almost every week we read in some of the

cycling papers that so and so has great trouble

with her dresses while riding the safety, and is

desirous of knowing the best remedy. " Psyche "

states that a wheel-guard is entirely unneces-
sary. I think, after a ride on a windy day over
our Marblehead Neck, that "Psyche" would
modify her opinion. I agree with her that "a
good dress-guard over the chain is necessary."

A cycling friend has had more than her share
of trouble in this respect, but, while the chain
on her safety was not as fully guarded as mine,
I think that the dress was partly at fault. A
prominent wheel dealer said to me the other
day that " more than half the trouble lay with
the make of the dresses, and that the ladies ex-

pected the wheel to fit the dresses instead of

vice versa. I think he was in a measure correct,

and it puzzles me to see how they borrow a// the
trouble. I also have ridden in every kind of

weather, and know that the guard on my rear
wheel saved me many dismounts, at least.

Once or twice part of my skirt would cling

around the back fork, being drawn in by the

motion of the wheel. It was easily pulled out,

even while riding, but I notice that this year
this same make of wheel now has the guard
still further extended, and I do not think it out
of place. The guards on the wheel which
"^Psyche " criticises have yet to be tested for

ability to stand hard road riding without rat-

tling, but I disagree with her when she says
they are utterly useless.

BRAKES.

In regard to the brake question, in my esti-

mation there can be no doubt about the superi-

ority of the rear over the front brake, provided
that the position on the safety throws the rider's

weight mostly upon the reai; wheel. The rear
wheel, as a rule, bears the greater portion of the
weight, and consequently affords the increased
friction necessary to retard the forward progress
of the wheel. I agree with " Psyche " that the
most powerful brake is essential, purely for

the reason that it is a more manageable require-
ment of the wheel. Although it is well to bear
in mind that any mechanical contrivance which
would immediately stop a machine would be
disastrous, as no law exists in mechanics which
would suddenly stop the progress of the wheel
and, at the same time, prevent the momentum
of the rider from going beyond it.

The machine 1 have ridden so much, not
possessing a rear brake, is by no means an
argument against its advantages. If numerous
pieces are used, such might arise from imperfect
construction and still not be a violation of the
true principle upon which a wheel is formed.

I also agree that good saddles, suitable for

ladies, are hard to find, but must again disagree
when she "unhesitatingly declares that no
woman can ride a hammock saddle with com-
fort, or mount and dismount with ease while she
has such an invention of the Evil One on her
machine." A hammock saddle accompanied
me over many miles of road last year, and I

would have felt very badly had I not been able
to use it. I expect that I have tried as many
saddles as any lady rider, and the most com-
fortable one proved the most homely in appear-
ance. It belongs to a friend who rides with us
considerable, and which cannot be bought for
its weight in gold. It has a double cradle
spring, the seat is short, fairly wide at the back,
and padded, making me wish I could secure a
duplicate. An odd one which her husband
picked up in the course of his frequent wander-
ings after cycle accessories. To her it has
proved more than a treasure. The saddle which

originally came with my wheel wore out in his anatomy, but these poor girls could make no
about three months. By this I mean that, comparison, and comparative comfort seemed
with continuous riding, the compensation for bliss to them after their hard experiences,
stretching the leather was, in time, all taken up; I don't for an instant mean to say that one
and latterly I rode on a saddle, compared to :

kind of saddle will suit every woman, but I do
which I should imagine a spruce board to be mean to say that there are some saddles put on
Paradise. the market that no woman ought under any cir-
The hammock saddle which I have at present cumstances to ride, as it is sure to injure her.

is too long, I'll admit, but after a lengthy search
\

Never use a hammock saddle, eschew all long,
it seemed the most suitable for my wants, hard pommels, kick till you get a saddle that is

There is more easy motion in it than ar^j^ spiral perfectly comfortable, and I think every one
spring saddle which I have tried. Riding on will admit that it makes all the difference be-
concrete or smooth roads does not teach one the
advantages of a springy wheel. Our roads here
are not made that way, and, while my machine
has a spring fork, the rear wheel is seldom re-

minded of the fact ; so the spring of a hammock
saddle helps me over a good many jolts in my
different rides, and I have never regretted pur-
chasing it. Though quite long, it does not
prevent my riding almost directly over the
pedals, and I mount and dismount with ease.

There is everything in getting used to a wheel,
and, in my opinion, few can be helped by ad-
vice, no matter how freely given. No two have
the same ideas, and the only successful teacher
is experience.

THE DRESS POCKET.

"Kate Lee" desires too much when she
wishes her dress pocket to hold as many articles

as would fill a hand-bag, not to mention the re-

striction she imposes that the pocket must not
yawn or be liable to catch. Never having had
any trouble with mine, I feel only able to help
your correspondent by giving my uneventful
experience. To carry comfortably the articles

she enumerates, I should advise a bag attached
to the wheel. My pocket, and also any others
which I have noticed, have always been in the
usual place—the right hand side of our dress
skirt. When going for a day's ride I usually
carry in mine three handkerchiefs (without
initials), a pocketbook (always something in it,

if possible), a knife and pin >and needle case.
With these I do not feel any Inconvenience, and
if I want to carry any other small necessaries or
luxuries I use my bundle-carrier, which is at-

tached to my wheel at all times.

Marguerite.

tween torture and perfect comfort.

Psyche.

PSYCHE.

Dear Editor— I have by no means spoken my
mind fully on the subject of saddles, which I

think a most serious point, and one that ought
not to be lightly passed over by dealers or
riders.

I know that a large proportion of the girls

who ride are far from satisfied with those they
are now using, but are making the best of a bad
thing, and, unwilling to give up their wheel,
run the risk of injuring themselves fatally for

life, besides passing many a bad quarter of an
hour on the instrument of torture known as a
lady's saddle. By a mistaken idea that all

manufacturers have, apparently, when a more
vigorous kick than usual is registered, a little

more breadth and length is tacked on and suf-

fering femininity starts on a new career of vexa-
tion.

Last fall I interviewed one of the large im-
porters, explained my views on the subject and
found him more or less impressed with the
idea, so exasperating to us all, " she's a woman
and doesn't know what she wants. " I harangued
him for such a length of time that, to get rid of

me, I half believe, he told me to write to him
when he reached England and he would submit
my ideas to the saddle manufacturers. He went.

AT NIAGARA.

That grand aggregate of good fellowship, the
Brotherhood of American Wheelmen, will face
toward Niagara as their Mecca for the year
i8go. Some may "have been there before,"
to many it will be a first visit, and to some
probably an only one. That all will enjoy it is

beyond question, and it was a happy decision
that fixed upon this, one of the most interesting
localities in the world, as the place for the
L. A. W. meet of i8go.

The Falls of Niagara have been a centre of
attraction ever since their discovery, about 200
years ago, during which time millions have
flocked from all quarters of the globe to look
upon this, one of the great wonders of the world.
Those who may have been there twenty or

more years ago will, no doubt, notice some
striking changes—not so much in the Falls them-
selves as in the surroundings. Table Rock, a
once famous and familiar object, lies shattered
at the foot of the cliff. Terrapin Tower, that for
many years stood like a watchful sentinel upon
the brink of the awful chasm, is no longer to be
seen. The writer is fortunate in having once
stood upon its outer balcony, gazing into the
seething vortex beneath. He also remembers
having tried to pick a pebble for a souvenir of
the occasion from the rough cemented surface of
the tower. The tower did not suffer any, but his

pocket-knife did, and the pebble remained, for
the cement was hard as granite. The little

steamer. Maid of the Mist, will be missed. It

used to skim over the waters below the Falls, and
would run up quite close to them, penetrating
the cloud of mist so that the passengers had to
wear water-proof clothing to protect themselves.
The little boat was finally sold, and was taken
down the river, through the rapids and whirl-
pool, to be delivered to the purchasers. Any
one who visits these points will wonder how
this ever could have been accomplished, but
it was done, and I believe the only mishap was
the falling of the smoke-stack.
The Falls themselves are said to be somewhat

changed in appearance, owing to the washing
away and the falling of huge masses of rock in

the centre of the Horse-shoe. This is not to be
wondered at if we try to conceive the enor-
mous fact that a hundred million tons of water
rush over them every hour. The roar of the
falling waters is something never to be for-

gotten—a magnificent chorus of praise.

Beautiful Goat Island, with its winding walks
and sylvan shades, will prove an attraction, as
will also the smaller islands, called the Three
Sisters. These are connected by light but sub-
stantial bridges, which had just been painted a
bright red when I saw them. A drop of this

paint had fallen and dried on the leaf of a col-

umbine growing on a rock that stood in the

midst of the rushing waters. I wanted that leaf

and I got it, and I have that dried leaf still with
the drop of paint adhering to it. I may never
see Niagara again, but that little leaf is to meI wrote, and he was better than his word, for

he took my saddle measurements and had some ' tangible" evide°nce 'that once in my uneventful
entirely new designs made, and, though some of

j lifetime I was permitted to look upon one of the
the results are funny, yet out of the lot, forty

: ^^^^ stupendous monuments of the power and
different patterns, some of the best attempts yet

. majesty of the Almighty Creator, the Supreme
made in this direction are to be found.

1 Architect of the Universe.
The saddle on my wheel measures five by ]•• For whether, on thy forest banks, the Indian of the wood,

seven inches, and though, of course, I know
I

Or, since his day, the red man's foe on his fatherland has

that this would not be as comfortable for every
woman as it is for me, yet the fact that every
one who has tried it pronounces it the most com-
fortable saddle she has every tried, speaks
volumes.
Where can you find a dozen men who would

be of the same mind regarding some one par-
j

Any subscriber of this paper who does not re-

ticular saddle? (I don't mean to advertise for !
ceive a copy of his Wheel regularly, will oblige

them, but just take them as they come.) No !
us very much by notifying us of the fact. We

wonder, for they have their different tastes and !
have lately discovered some irregularity in the

fancies consulted, and a man has practical
I

delivery of the paper, and we wish to trace the

knowledge of what sort of a saddle bests suits i cause of the delay or failure in delivery.

stood ;

Whoe'er his seen thine incense rise, or heard thy torrents
roar.

Must have knelt before the God of all to worship and adore."

Lancaster, Pa. Tentoone.
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FIXTURES.

May lo.—Harvard Universit^f Cycling Club Race Meet at

Holmes' Field. Entries close May 3, with W.
B. Greenleaf, 41 Welde Hall, Cambridge,Mass.

May 17.—Berkeley A. C. games at Berkeley Oval, 312:30
p. M. Entries close May 10, for two-mile handi-
cap and three-mile team race, with Dr. W. L.

Savage, 19 West 44th Street, New York.
May 17.—Rockland County Wheelmen's Race Meet at

Spring Valley, N. Y.
May 17.—California Division's Century Run.
May 24.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address A. D.

Stewart.
May 26.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

May 26.—Race Meet at Woodstock.
May 30,—Maine Division, L. A W., Meet at Lewiston.
May 30.—Inter club run of Philadelphia clubs to Devon.
May 30.—Tournament and Ten mile Road Race, at Rome,

N. Y. Entries close May 23, with W. H. At-
wood. Box 701, Rome.

May 30.—Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, five-miles club
road race.

May 30.—Annual Century Run of Buffalo Wheelmen from
Erie to Buffalo.

May 30.—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at Worces-
ter, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.

May 30.—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago. Entries
close May 10 with R. D. Garden, 293 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

May 30.—Annual Decoration Day 25-miIe handicap Road
Race, Irvington-Millburn Course. Entrance
fee, $1.00; entries close May 15, with A. H.

Barkman, 241 Broadwav.
May 30, 31,—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield. Pro-

gramme : Thursday, May 29, officers' meeting
at 8 p. M. ; Friday, 30, general business meeting
at 10 A. M., lunch at noon runs until 3:30, ban-
quet 4 p. M., theatre party 8 p m.; Saturday, 31,

parade atgA. m ., photograph at 11 a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at 11:30 a.

M., races 1:30 p. m.

May 30.—Massachusetts Division Spring Meet at Worcester.

May 31. —Intercollegiate Games at Berkeley Oval, New
York.

Hay 81.—5eTr Jersey BiTision B«ce Heet at N. J. A. C.

grounds at Bergen Point.
June 7, August 18—E Iw ell's European Tour. Address F. A.

Elwell, Portland, Maine.
June 7.

—

Item five mile road race for Philadelphia Cham-
pionship

June 9.—New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of the
Connecticut Division. Entries close June 2 with
E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive Street, New Haven,
Conn.

June 14.—Great Century Run. Continental Hotel, Newark,
to Philadelphia. Address F. H. Cossitt. 138

West 104th Street, New York.
June 20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha

.

June 20-21.—Tournament at New Orleans. Entries close

June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans, La.

June 21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheelmen
only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14, with
Standard Cycle Co.

June 27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-

phia, Pa.
June 28.—Kings County Wheelmen s Race Meet. Entries

close June 20, with W. F. Murphy, 1255 Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn.

June 30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

July 4.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to

Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Particu-

lars, address J E. Poorman, Eighth and Race
Streets, Cincinnati. O.

July 4.—Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.
July 4-5.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
July 4-5.—California Division Meet at San Jose.

July 15.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 17, 18, 19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
July 24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

August 16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

August 17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

August 20-25 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Par-
ticulars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

Anenst 86-2;.—L. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,

N, Y.
September 1-2.—Hartfcrd Wheel Club's Tournament, at

Charter Oak Park.
September 1-2.—New York State Dirlslon Meet and Bare

Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood, 118
South Salina Street.

September 12-13.—Peoria Race Meet.

DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP"!.
Second District—May 31 at Bergen Point. Chairman, W.

H. De Graaf, 47 West J4th Street, New York.
Fifth District—June 20 and 21 at New Orleans. Entries

close June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans.
Seventh District —July 4-5 at San Jose, California, i and

3 miles, ordinary. Chairman, R. A. Smythe,
Box 2317, San Francisco.

THE K. C. W. MEET.

Arrangements have been made whereby the
Kings County Wheelmen have full charge of the
rebuilding of the track at Washington Park,
and no time, labor or expense will be spared to

put the quarter mile oval in Ai condition. Cor-
ners will be banked, the surface recindered, and
every possible care taken to make the track
very fast. Owing to the refusal of the Lorillard
Debating and Athletic Association to sanction
any foot races in conjunction with the cycle
events, there may be none of the former, but it

is yet hoped that the proper amount of influence

will induce the L. D. and A. A. to change their

decision. In any event, the cycle races will be
sufficient in quantity and quality to make the

fun fast and furious for a couple of hours. En-
tries are already coming in, and four or five of

the speediest pedalers in the country will com-
pete for the valuable prizes to be offered, and all

who ride must hustle.

WILLIE WINDLE'S PLAIN, UNVAR-
i NISHED TALE.

We agree with the R that it was a mistake for the
L.A .W. to agree to a "compromise' ' on a point that has given
to the A. A. U. all that the most rabid of the old promoteurs
asked for. This is shown by the fact that W. W. Windle
made application for membership in the Bay State Bicycle
Club, of Worcester, in order to ride under the colors of a
home club, as he lived in Millbury, a suburb of Worcester.
As soon as the "compromise" was made that application

was withdrawn, and Windle is to be a member of. and ride
in races for, a prominent New York athletic club. This
carries its own moral and can have but one meaning.
We have not the slightest objection to the entry by clubs

of bona fide resident members in racing events, and are not
disposed to be finical about unimportant matters, but in

order that all amateur riders may have a fair chance, the old
racing rule of the L. A. W. strikes us as beingan eminently
proper one to the attainment of the desired end.
Why is it that Windle and others come from distant places

and ride races as members of a New York club ? What is

the inducement ? Possibly it is from an earnest desire to
promote the sport, and from a genuine wish to avoid any
false pretense of amateurism.

—

Cyclist.

Mr. Editor of The Wheel :

I wish to make a few corrections of the above
editorial cut from the Cyclist. Mr. Goodman evi-

dently doesn't know what he is talking about,
and you would greatly oblige by giving this some
of the valuable space of The Wheel.

In the first place, is Mr. Goodman sure that it

is a fact that W. Windle made application for

membership in the Bay State Club before he
was a member of the Berkeley Club? I wish to

respectfully inform Mr. Goodman that I have
the honor to be the first cyclist to represent the

Berkeley Athletic Club, as I became a member
shortly after it was organized in '88, as you
know, Mr. Editor. [Quite true.—Ed.] Now I

will explain about my representing a home club.

I was one of the founders of the "Wanderers"
Cycle Club of Millbury, which I consider would
be my home club. I did everything in my
power to help and advance it until it got two or

three members who would not obey the rules of

the club, and, as it was getting a hard name, I

concluded to get out.

I have been in the club-house and seen these
members with young ladies (?) smoking cigar-

ettes, the ladies, [Oh ! Oh !—Ed.] and it was done
continually. This is a fact, Mr. Goodman, not
guess work. Before I was honorably discharged
from the club I promised to give an exhibition,

in the town hall, of fancy riding. On the night
I gave it, I and a friend of mine came a little

late, so we did not pay our admission at the
door. But I afterwards sent 50 cents to the
treasurer of the club and it was brought before
the club and accepted. They made $iio clear.

You might write to the treasurer of the club and
see if it is true, Mr. Goodman. I felt mad
about this and I sent my name for application
for membership in the Bay State Club, but on
thinkingabout it I concluded it would not be right

to ride for a club that had always been an enemy
of Millbury riders, so I didn't join. I cannot
see why a paper should need to write such an
editorial as the above to suit a few of its readers,

as I think the public at large like to see justice

done, even to as disreputable a cyclist as
W. W. Windle.

[We gladly publish Mr. Windle's letter. He
has been reinstated by the Board and will be a
prominent figure on the amateur path this year

;

it is well that he should start with a clean

record. Incidentally, club life in Millbury
seems to be in a bad way. The fact that the

club accepted 50 cents (four shillings) from Win-
dle, and accepted'it by formal motion, after Mr.
Windle had enabled them to clear the $110 on
their entertainment, will send a laugh around
the cycling world The Millbury men should
occasionally take a run into Boston to brush up
their ideas.—Ed]

BAY STATE BICYCLE TOURNAMENT.

The second annual tournament of the Bay
State Bicycle Club will be held at Agricultural

Park, Worcester, Mass., on May 30, at 2 P. m.

Five hundred dollars will be spent in prizes for

the following events : i mile, novices ;
i-mile

safety, Worcester County championship; 2-mile

ordinary, Worcester County championship ; i-
mile open scratch ; i-mile L. A. W. safety cham-
pionship of District No. i ; 2-mile team race

; i-
mile safety, handicap; i-mile ordinary, handi-
cap

;
and 3-mile L. A. W. championship of Dis-

trict No. I.

Messrs. Holland & Havener have contributed
a ruby pin, a French clock, and a Butcher Cy
clometer as prizes for the races

; John P. Lovell
presented a challenge gold medal, L. M. Alex-
ander a Psycho Safety Bicycle, and the Over-
man Wheel Co. a Victor Cyclometer. During;
the races D. J. Canary will give an exhibition of
trick riding. Entrance fee for each event is fifty

cents
; entries close May 23, with B. A. Lemont,

Worcester, Mass! Entrance fee to team and
handicap races, $1.

In connection with the races, the State meet
will be held. Reception committees have been
appointed, and all cyclists coming into town
will be escorted to the League headquarters,
which will be at the Worcester Skating Rink.
The Lincoln House has been appointed the
L. A. W. hotel. A parade will be held at 10 45
A. M., of which the Grand Marshal will be Chief
Consul Dr. W. H. Emery. All L. A. W. mem-
bers taking part in the parade will be admitted
to the races free. At 7.45 P. M. a grand
" smoker" will be held at the Worcester Rink,
and a gymnastic, acrobatic, and musical enter-
tainment will be furnished from the stage. The
general manager of the meet is A. C. Copeland^
President of the Bay State Bicycle Club.

THE NEW ORLEANS TOURNAMENT.

The Racing Board of the Fifth District have
arranged a fine programme of races, which are
to be run oft at New Orleans on June 20 and 21.
The following is the list of events :

FRIDAY, JUNE 20.

Novice race ; i mile ; open to League members of the
District.

Safety race ; 5 miles ; District championship.
Louisiana Cycling Club championship ; i-mile ; to mem-

bers only.
Tandem Safety

; 3 miles ; District championship.
Boys' race

; J^ mile ; wheels 44 inches and under.
Run and ride

; Y^ mile ; open to L. A. W. members ot the
District.
Ordinary race

; 3 miles ; District championship.
State championship ; i mile : open to Louisiana members

ofL. A.W.
SATURDAY, JUNE 21.

Ordinary race ; i mile • District championship.
Safety race

; 3 miles ; iJistrict championship.
New Orleans Bicycle Club championship ; i mile ; mem-

bers only.
Tandem Safety ; i mile

; District championship.
Ordinary race

; 5 miles ; District championship.
Safety consolation

; Yt, mile. Entries received on race
track.
Tandem Safety ; 2 miles ; District championship.
Ordinary consolation

; 5^ mile. Entries received on race
track.
Team race ; 2 miles ; limited to three members from each

bicycle club.

The entrance fee is fifty cents for each event,
except in the team race, for which the fee is

$2.50 for each team. Entries close June 16,

with C. H. Fenner, 105 Gravier Street, New
Orleans.

RULES OF THE PATH.

The following rules are in vogue at the prin-
cipal path in England, and are as good
as can be arranged. Racing men should cut
them out and paste them in their caps, and
copies should be posted in the dressing-rooms
of every path where cyclists train. If many
men are training the ground man should see
that the rules are rigidly enforced.

1. This path may only be ridden left (or right)

hand inside,

2. Riders overtaking others must pass on the
outside only, as in racing.

3. A rider, whether riding in a string or
alone, should never slow suddenly, or cross the
track, or swerve out, without giving notice of
his intention by holding up his hand.

[Note.—A cautious rider will always signal
his intention to stop, whether he is alone or
not. By always doing so the chances of acci-

dent are much lessened.]

4. A rider before dismounting should always
give a signal, and, if possible, should always
ride off on the inside of the track before getting
off. If he must go to the outside to a stool or
such like he should be most careful to see that

no one is behind him or coming up at racing
pace.

5. No rider is permitted under any considera-
tion to dismount on the track.

The Anglo-American.
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BROOKLYN.

Brooklyn Bicycle CInb.

Without further investigation, wheelmen had accepted

as go-pel the advertised intention of the Jamaica town
authorities, to the effect that cyclers would not be per-

mitted to pass through the town on Sundays ;
and imme-

diately the authorities and all the people of the place were
stigmatized as idiots, imbeciles, etc. Upon investigation,

it turns out that the ordinance passed bears reference to a

portion of the town entirely within the jurisdiction of the

committee, i. c, the side paths. So beware ! Do not hurt

vour club or fellow wheelmen by violating this mandate.

VVe can obtain more suffrages by quiet, decorous actions

than by displaying a spirit of bravado, at any time.

Eighteen members of the Brooklyns, under the leader-

ship of Lieutenants Mead and Quimby, undaunted by the

threatening aspect of the weather, started out for the Perth

Amboy run on Sunday last ; and their e.\periences will

linger long in their memories, enshrined in mud. When
Staten Island was reached, Messrs. Schoefer, Bradley.

Shtffield, and Raymond weakened ; the pouring rain had
made the roads of a spongy consistency, the sight of which
turned their thoughts longingly toward home, and acting

upon the inspiration, they took the ne.xt boat home, arriv-

ing in good shape The rest continued, however, with dis-

astrous rcsul s. They had a good time, of course. There
is always a certain sort of pleasure in recounting to the

boys the humorous incidents of a run of this kind, es-

pecially over a good cigar, and our reading room teemed
with the subject during the evenirig, as they good-
naturedly bantered one anoiher—how fields were taken in

preference to roads, and how Barkman, with a gallantry

worthy of a Sir Walter to his Helen of Troy, stood knee-

deep in a ditch of mud and lifted the wheels over. You
should have heard them paint the look of amazement upon
the hotel-keeper's face as the rain-besoaked and mud-
bedraggled party rode up and demanded dinner, and plenty

of it Here Vlines, Lewis, and Hardy gave up the ghost,

and trained in, but the rest stuck (in every sense of the

word) and rode, walked, or swam into Newark. As they
crossed the Annex, if they are to be believed, the wheels
were hung from the rear of the boat, and allowed to drag
through the water while crossing, to cleanse the mud from
their reeking frames. It was a nice trip !

A small party from the club undertook the journey to

133d Street to give a chter for the Harlems, upon the occa-
sion of their taking possession of their new club-house ; and
they were well repaid for their trip. A warm welcome
awaited them, and upon leaving, the best of good feeling
was evinced by exchanged songs and cheers.

Riding in the Park several afternoons last week, I was
surprised at the strange behavior of the members of the
K. C. W. Instead of the pleasant smile and nod of recog-
nition I was wont to receive, they passed me by with head
bent down, inti ntly scanning the road-bed from side to

side. My hurt feelings have been relieved since reading
"Ram Lai's" last; and I sincerely trust that Captain
Murphy's lost shoulder straps will be found by one of the
eager seekers. Shoulder straps ! Ah ! the magic of those
words

!

Atol.

their work something will drop over in Jersey on Decora"
lion Day. Speaking about racing reminds me that our
race committee has got to work and a great race meet is

promised on June 28. I often wonder if there are not too

many men on this committee. Four or five would be plenty

and I think could do the work as well if not better than the

eight now on it.

IT IS RUMORED
That certain people join the club for business reasons

only.
That our e.\-Cap. is an amateur actor of no mean ability.

That Messrs. I. and W^. have a white elephant for sale.

That our membership is increasing rapidly.

That we are coming to safeties, slowly, but surely.

That the billiard tournament is now in progress.

That Miles came out second best in the pool tournament.
Saunterer.

MINNEAPOLIS MUSINGS.

E.vtracts from a private letter from Minneapolis, Minn.:
"The wheeling season opened here about April i, my

first riding being done on April 2 ; and the roads in the

country are reported very good now. A new club was or-

ganized here on the 26th, with twenty-five charier mem-
ders, of which Chief Consul Slosson is one. The club will

be known as the Flour City Cyclists, and apparently will

do credit to the citv from which it takes its cognomen. It

will be a League club, and furnish quite a number of new
members for the L. A. W.,onIy three or four out of the
twenty-five being members at present.
"Heath, now located on Hennepin Avenue, is selling Co-

lumbia Safeties at a rapid rate, and occasionally an ordi-

nary. One lady has ordered a Ladies' Safety. Other
houses are doing some business, as I see some new Victors,
Warwicks, and New Mails on the streets.
" Paul Achard, formerly a prominent wheelman, who

went to California two years ago, has returned to Minne-
apolis, that climate not agreeing with the health of other
members of his family.
" John Nicholson, formerly the fastest amateur rider in

the Northwest, and for that matter one of the best racing
men in the country, seems to have entirely given up wheel-
ing." L. B. G.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

K. C. W. Notes.

The race meet committee are doing good work, and
promise us great spo t on June 28 W F. Murphy will take
full charge of putting the track in order, and that is a
guarantee that last year's failure will not be repeated. Prop-
erly worked, the path at Washington Park should be as
fast as any four-lap track in the country. The toot races,
that have been made a feature of our games, will have to
go to the wall this year. The A. A. U. cannot give the re-

quired sanction ; as one of the Union clubs gives games on
tliesame day.
One of the events—so says Murphy—will be a one mile

safety for the " Championship of America " How the
cominittee intend to work this is more than I can see, but
the chairman assured me that come what may, pei mission
or no, he was determined to advertise such a race, and to
run it, too.

On Sunday the regular run to Roslyn will be under the two
Lieutenants, as the Captain intends to have a special run of
the scorchers to Hilton, N. J., to go overthecourse ; he will
then attend to all arrangements for the accommodation of
the twenty-three who will strive to bring trophies and glory
to the K. C. VV. What we are going to do on the 30th for
officers to take charge of the official run is a problem ; every
road, and most of the civil officers in the club are to ride in
the race.

Messrs. Amerman, Beazley and Wells are doing their
riding under the tender care of our eld aptain, Marion.
W. J. Ccchran, who last year had charge of the athletes at
Yale, now wants to take charge of our road riders. Our
Captain very sensibly thinks that up to date ue have held
our own as among the road riders of the East, and we will
go it alone for at least one year more.

It is quite probable that our team now entered for the
"Berkeley Meet" will not compete. The boys are doing
such heavy work for the road, that they think it almost im-
possible to do themselves justice on the path.
The pool tournament was ended on Monday night last,

the final game being between \V. F. Murphy and A H.
Miles. Murphy won the game, and by it the series, by a
score of 50 to 32. The three placed men were :

Murphy 14 won. o lost. First.
Miles 12 " 2 " Second.
Smith, A. H.... 8 " 6 " Third.

In the billiard match, Bensinger got the decision over
Nellis, and .McLaren over Miles.
There is some excitement over the proposed race, from

the club-house to the inland, to take place on the loth Fol-
ger, who is the Slosson of Kings Co., and Quibell, who
handles the gloves with more than ordinary dexterity, will
be the principals. Ram Lal.

K. C. W. Saanterlngrs.

Racing saddles, racing pedals and racing paraphernalia of
all kinds and sorts are just now about the only things our
boys seem to care for—everybody seems to be in training.
Any fine morning between the hours of five and eight they
are out in full force, whiz up and down hill as if shot out
of a gun, and are no more seen. Ah, here comes Tom
Hall, on his Bird, riding well, but with a look of nervous-
ness on his face; then comes our worthy "Vice," on his
" 57 "

; he flies past, every spoke groaning as he goes, and
then up bobs serenely our e.x-Cap., his back a complete
crescent, but riding like the mischief. Captain M. is out
hustling day after day and claims that if the boys stick to

On Monday week last the Pope Manufacturing Company
shipped from their Hartford factory more wheels tnan they
sold during the entire first year they were i i the manufac-
turing business. 1 he Hartford plant is estimated to be worth
$450,000.

A German cyclist, now a resident of America, estimates
that the number of cyclists in Germany is about 16,000, and
in France about 10,000. He states that few cyclists know
the value of the German article, of which we recently pub-
lished two translations in 1 he Wheel. The author of it,

Dr Nussbaum, is one of the most eminent surgeons in

Gcmany, and as well known, in fact, as McKenzie, of
London, or Pasteur, of Paris.

The Massachusetts meet will be held at Cottage City
during July. This meet has been held in previous years in

August, but will be held earlier this year in order not to in-

terfere with the League meet. It is always an exclusive
affair, with a good deal of quiet enjoyment.

A few days since a fire burned out the entire block in

which was located the salesroom of the Chicago Bicycle
Company. Mr. House, President of the company, has
secured a new location, and has business running again
in good shape.

Mr. George R. Bidwell announces that, owing to an un-
avoidable delay, his new building in West 5qth Street will
not be completed until May 15. For the present, 1 he busi-
ne-^s will be continued at the old stand, 313 West 58th
Street.

Messrs. W. & D. Mogey have'sent out a new catalogue of
their photographic lenses, which have gained a splendid
reputation among cycling ph tographers. A feature of
their business, and which they have made a specialty of for
years, is to produce lenses unsurpassed by any in the market
for rapidity, sharpness of definition, depth of focus, and for
those other qualities which are found only in the finest
lenses. The manufacture of their lenses is a secret process
the result being that their lenses are superior 10 lenses made
in the ordinary way. Messrs. W. & D. Mogey make ten
styles of lenses for portrait, landscape, copying and instan-
taneous work. Their new Zenith camera is especially de-
signed for wheelmen. These cameras are now being s Id

by A. G. Spalding & Bros., and Messrs. Merwin, Hulbert
& Company.

THE ENGLISH PATH.

The Surrey Ten-mile Cup race, one of the classic English
events of the year, was won, on April 19, by F. J. Osmond,
defeating F. P. Wood and other craci-s. The time was
36m. 38s., over a grass couise. In the mile safety handicap
the pneumatic-tired wheels loomed up conspicuously over
the grass course. In the final. Shoreland, on a pneumatic-
tired wheel, romped away from the others.

We wish to correct a false impression, which seems to
have gone abroad, in regard to the seizure of the City of
Berlin, and the consequent detention of a large consign-
ment of Psychos. Ihe steamer and cargo were seized
through some fault of the steamship company in not taking
out the proper clearance papers on arriving in port. The
consignment of Psychos was detained with the rest of the
cargo, but has since been c eared and delivered to the
Capital Cycle Co. The impress on that we wish to convey
is that the detention was caused entirely by the fault of the
steamship comoany, and not by the fault of the Capital
Cycle Co.

The first in a series of three trial races of ten miles each,
to select five men to ride in the road race of twenty miles
for the Bristol County Championship Cup, on Memorial
Day, at Taunton, was run April 30, at New BeJford. The
winners and the fme were as follows: Hoyt and Smiih,
33m. 30s.; A. W. Swan, 34m. 45s.; ( hester Rogers, 34m.
46s.; Crof Dunham, 34m. 50s.; Uavid McWhinney, 38m.;
Leonard Bliss. 38m. 30s ; Charles Frost, 39m. 15s. The
course was actually %% miles.

Thomas Kane & Co., of Chicago, who are general West-
ern agents of the Stover Bicycle Company, have published
one of the ncitesl catalogues we have seen this year. The
picture of a wheelman making his little bow is as good a
cycling figure as one seldom runs across in print. The cat-
alogue is written in a crisp fashion, and will repay reading.
It is ;iIso illustrated in a humorous vein, and. in fact. a care-
ful exam nation of it will repay one, by not only giving him
ideas, but will afford him some amusement.

L B . Graves & Co. are making a big bid for Washington
trade with the Lovell Diamond Safety.

The Rutherford Wheelmen had an enjoyable run on Sat-

urday last, in wh'ch six men took part. The party rode
through Avondale,Montclair. Orange, East Orange,Newark,
and Brickchurch, making a to a\ of tw^nty-five miles. The
club members have lately been investing in safeties as fol-

lows ; J. B. Kettell has a new Psycho, W J Newhouse a
Crescent, and J. L. Chapman, a Victor.

R. C. Wadsworth, Secretary of the Executive Committee
of the New 'York State meet, has sent out a blank sheet to

wheelmen on which he asks all riders to sign their names,
addresses, etc., and inform him whether they will attend
the meet or not. The sheet also contains space for names
and addresses of ministers who ride in New York, Pennsyl-
vania. Connecticut, Ohio, and Massachu<ietts, and has
space for names and addresses, in different States, for non-
League wheelmen.

"Luggage-Carrier" Smith states that there will be one
hundred riders in the Detroit-Niagara Falls tour.

At the Harvard A A. sports, held on Saturday last, R. H.
Davis made an attempt to break the college two-mile bicy-

cle record, which is 5m 59 1-5S., made by W, B. Greenleaf.
Davis rode the two miles in 5m. 59 1-5S. in the face of a
strong wind.

The Boston Herald of May 4 contained a column article

on the Lovell Diamond Safety. It is one of the best adver-
tising puffs we have seen in a long time.

Cotterau, the French champion, has brought the 1,000-

metre record down to im. 23 1-5S., on a Psycho.

The English pros, appear to be getting into form. On
the 19th ult . Howell defeated Robb in a ten-mile champion-
ship, the time being 30m. 25j^s. The last lap, 420 yards,
was ridden in 35 1-5S.

H. Furlong, W. H. Wyatt, and Frank Bennett, of the
Bergen County Wheelmen, are making preparations for a
trip to Canada, by way of Albany and Saratoga.

Mr. Frederick White, of the White Cycle Co., was inter-

viewed in the Boston Herald, on Sunday last, on the ques-
tion of " Nationalism," that social system so felicitously

worked out in Bellamy's " Looking Backward."

The Columbia College Athletic Union will shortly open
their new grounds, at i6oth Street, on the banks of the
Hudson River. The grounds are most beautifully located,
and there is a quarter-mile cinder path.

The Hong Kong Daily Press, of March g, publishes an
Kong.account of the first race meet held at Hong
'

For a 20-mile scorch on the road
going. That is the time made by

ih. 20m. 17s. is not bad
F. Greville in the Cat-

ford Club's road race. P. C. Wilson finished a second later.

We have seen the advance sheets of the new League
hand-bo. k, which will be a very ambitious volume.

The Kentucky Division meet will be held on July 15, not
on July 7, which was the date first selected.

buffalo wheelmen on a moonlight.

A party of Buffalo wheelmen, among whom were jeweU
ers, dry goods clerks and representatives of numerous
other prof" ssions and tri'des, went on a moonlight excur-
sion to Lancaster Saturday night, and when about half
way out were caught in a " light Summer shower," which
came up about g P. M. Upon their arrival at a place of
liquid refreshments, they were supplied with old coats and
shiwls, wiih which they C' vered themselves while their
own garments were drying before ihe stove. Thev were
very hilarious,.and sang a number of college songs, among
them "Old Mother Hubbard," which is a great favorite
with their leader.

The Westchester Wheelmen, of New Rochelle, now have
a membership of thirty-three The club is negotiating lor
a consolidation with the Rye Wheelmen.

The members of the Washington Cycle Club contemplate
a number of tours during te season just opening. One
tnur will be through the Shenandoah Valley, the start to be
made about the lavt of June. A number of the members
will tour through Canada and Montreal to the League meet
at Niagara Falls. A trio will be 1 ade to Baltimore;, starting
June 2, at 6 p. M., and it is intended to reach Ashtun at 10

p. M , where the party will stop for the night and proceed
to Baltimore the next morning.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen's road officers have issued a
neat card for the May club runs.

Mr. L. B. Graves, of L. B. Graves & Co , requests The
Whkkl to extend a cordial invitation to the excursion p^rty
which will go to Washington, to make themselvts at home
at his st'-re, 1325 14th Street. Mr. Graves has a large yard,
which is placed at the disposal of the excursion party for
the storage of wheels. No doubt, the members of the party
will be g ad to avail themselves of this courtesy.

The Consuls of the Massachusetts Division presented
Chief-Consul Emery with an elegant gold badge on May 6.

It was one of the finest things which John Harriott, the
Boston jeweler, has turned out in some time.

The Board of Freeholders of Union County are now at
liberty to at once proceed with the paving of We'tfield
Avenue, all legal obstacles having been overcome. West-
field Avenue will connect Roselle with Elizabeth, and will

make one of the most beautiful drives in Union County.

The residents of the town of Chieopee, Mass., have voted
to become a city. The Overman Wheel Company, which is

located in Chieopee Falls, and which is practically a part of
Chieopee, is, nodoubt. responsible for this dignity, as many
of their employees live in Chieopee. We understand that
since the Overman Wheel Company came to Chieopee
Falls, the post office has become an object of interest to the
Government, and has been raised by being lowered several
classes.
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CHICAGO.

ILLINOIS CYCLING CLUB ATHLETIC ENTERTAINMENT.

This affair, the outgrowth of the efforts of Harry Winn
and a handful of other deep-dyed I. C. C. men, occurred at

the Madison Street Theatre on the evening of April 30,

and was all that its enthusiastic promoters could wish, net-

ting- the club-house fund a snug $400. The programme was
lengthy, but varied enough to cause no lagging of interest,

the one disappointment of the evening being the inability of

the club captain, Arthur, who is also champion amateur
middle-weight of the West, to fill his part in the sparring
bout with Garrard, but who was, unfortunately, incapaci-
tated by an attack of diphtheria. The rapid sketching of

Mr. Lederer was particularly fetching, as also was the
zither solo of Mr. Carl Baier. Farrant, who was billed to

break the Western hitch-and-kick record, broke the stand
instead. The following is the programme in full

:

1. Selection Lexington Quartette
2. Club Swinging — L. R. Cope

Amateur Champion of Chicago.

3. "Infilecie" Verdi
Frank B. Redington, of 1. C. C.

4. Fancy Riding Ralph Temple
5. Zither and Guitar Duet—"Illinois Cycling Club March."

Mr. Can Baier and Mr. Henry Robson
6. Rapid Sketching ... Chas. Lederer

Of the Chicago Herald.
7. Parallel Bars Bohemian Turners
8. Trombone Solo Rome O'Connell
9. Hitch-and-Kick Exhibition W. S. Farrant

Of the U. A. C, Chicago.
10. Banjo Quartette,

Messrs Hamilton, Kurtz, Skeer, and Mast. Ed. Hamilton
11. V\ resiling—Catch-as-catch-can,

W. A. and Frank Murphy
12. Zither Solo—" Faust'' Carl Baier

13. Fencing—Foils . . G. R. Fisher and Geo. Warren
Pupils of Prof. Dworak. f hicago Conservatory.

14. Guitar Solo—" World's Fair March,"
Mr. Henry Robson

15. Banjo Duet Mr. R. J. snd Master Ed. Hamilton
16. Scientific Sparring Messrs. Garrard and White
17. "Good Night" Lexington Quartette

THE^OLUS club's MAY PARTY.

The ^olus Club's May party, which occurred on Friday
evening of last week, at Central Turner Hall, goes on rec-

ord as one of the social and financial successes of the
season, for which no little credit is due to the zeal of the
committee in charge. Hardly less than 150 couples partici-

pated in the opening march, which was deftly manoeuvred
by -Vir. Henry Hisgen and his fair partner. Miss Alice Day-
ment. abh assisted by President Clancy and sister. The
programme consisted of seventeen numbers, inclusive of

three extras.

PULLMAN ROAD RACE.

Entries to the Pullman race continue to pour in. The
list closes on the loth in^t., but the handicaps will not be
made public until the day before the race. The prizes

have not yet been announced.

THE INDOOR TOURNAMENT.

The dates previously mentioned, June 2 to 7, have been
definitely decided on, and the following events arranged :

Ordinary—One-mile novice, i-mile 3:10 class, 2-mile 6;oo

clas-, »4-mile heats, best two in three, i-mile handicap,
2-mile handicap, s-mile handicap, i-mile scratch, 3-mile

scratch, 3-mile team. 1 andem—One-mile scratch, 3-mile

handicap, bafety—One-mile novice, i-mile 3:20 class,

2-mile 6:00 class, l^-mile heats, best two in three, i mile
handicap, 2-mile handicap, 5-mile handicap, i-mile scratch,

3-mile scratch, 25-mile scratch, 5-mile team, i-mile, boys
under sixteen, i-mile, boys under twelve.
There will be racing each evening, commencing at eight

o'clock, except the 100-mile event, which will be started at

2:30 p. M. The track is to be considerably improved and
the corners banked, making it fast and safe. The pro-

moters have not yet arranged for prizes, but I am assured
that the silver (?) cups of last year will be agreeably lacking.

A gold watch, a diamond trophy and a safety bicycle have
so far been voluntarily contributed, the safety by the
John Wilkinson Co.

ANOTHER NaW CLUB."

Chicago continues to keep pace with hhiladelphia. Our
latest is the Lakeview Cycling Club, with a charter mem-
bership of 17. These are its officers; President and Cap-
tain, L. R Cram ; Vice-President and Lieutenant, C. A.
Westcott ; Secretary-Treasurer, E. D. Mctonnell.
Edward Oliver has become a shareholder and been

elected Vice-President of the New Era Co.
Work on the bicycle track at the Cricket Club grounds

has begun, and it is expected that tlie track will be com-
pleted by Saturday of this week.
Bowbeer is arranging to celebrate the opening of his

store by a mammoth smoker complimentary to the cycling
fraternity.
The Kenwood Safety, long expected, has come at last.

Haven't seen it but am told it's a good'un. I he Kenwood
folks, in addition to their Canal Street establishment, are to

open a branch near Jackson Park.
Gormully & Jefferys retail store, at 85 Madison, is now

in possession of the fitters, but it is expected will be open
and ready for business in all its elegance on Monday next.

H, J. Street, Secretary of the Illinois Club, will be con-
nected with A G. Spalding & Bros, after this week. He
is to succeed J. F. Ives.

Lloyd has added another to his string of " world beaters."
This time it is Louis Masi, ex-champion of Switzerland,
and later of Peoria, 111. Masi is the same who was to have
been Bert Myer s tandem partner this season, but whose
removal to this city broke the combine The handicappers
will do well to keep an eye oh Masi. as I have it from a
reliable source that his private performancesquite shame
his public ones, and that he is likely to prove a "startler."

Bettsv B.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Elizabeth Wheel-
men, held on Tuesday evening last, the club decided to sus-
pend the initiation fee until July i in order to increase the
club membership. It wa^ also decided to create a junior
club membership for riders between the ages of fifteen and
cighteer.. The junior members will have all the privileges

of the club-house and will be under orders of the House
Committee, but they will have no vote or voice in the meet-
ings. The President appointed the following members on
the Building Committee to take charge of the new house :

T. C. Gilbert, chairman ; E. A. Falks and H. McNiece.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Whether it is due to the climate or not, judge ye, but to

one who spent over a quarter of a century in that part of
our great country denominated the East and who has now
lived for three years in the sunset country, it seems as if

there is not only a vast and radical difference in ihe very
appearance of rature herself, but the people, though
mostly Eastern-born, seem to have radically different ideas
after a short sojourn in this land of flowers and sunshine.
And yet there crops out occasionally that touch of nature
which proves the whole world kin.
To-day is Sunday, but as I stood this morning in the

portals of the " office," during an interval of work (for I,

alas ! am one of that class whom the " dear public " insist

shall work four hours on Sunday that they mav obtain a
few minutes' satisfaction) and watched the passers-by, some
going to church, others taking a stroll, I wondered why the
sun seemed always to shine brighter and the birds sing
sweeter on Sunday than on other days, and I wondered
whether it we'e a fact or was it only seeming, because the
majority having ceased their labor, Nature, with them, had
donned her best attire, and then I wondered at people who
would willingly immure themselves in brick, stone or

wooden walls and not rather hie them forth to woodlands
green, and where babbling brooks murmur thro' leafy
nooks and song-birds pipe their lavs in branches overhead.
Then I pick up my wheel paper and re 'd of the runs and

pleasant excursions awheel, and rollicking fmes at the
club-rooms, and the energy and esfrit du corp in matters
bicycular of the men and tlubs of the Eastern and Middle
States, and then look at the puny efforts and divisions and
general apathy of Coast men, I feel that the trouble is not in

the natural advantages, but in the men themselves. And
then again they seem to be active enough in other spheres,
but seem to have an idea thatwneel enthusiasm and wheel-
ing interests can take care of themselves and do not need
the fostering care and vigorous personal enthusiasm of
wheelmen. Again, how eagerly the Eastern devotees of

the wheel use every sunshiny day to s.eal away from rou-
tine work and da ly care and talk with Nature in her own
halls, or, as Bryant says

:

To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms she speaks
A various language, etc.

Notwithstanding the large number of wheelmen in

Southern California, it seems strange that there shuuld not
be more Sunday runs and the runs better attended

It is rumored that Osborn & Alexander will soon dispose
of their wheel agencies in Southern California They have
always done the bulk of the cycle business here, but there
has always been room for a live man. There is a big field

for a live man, or, in common parlance, a " rustler"—but
failure will speedily overtake any other.
The L. A. Athletic Club intend having an entertainment

May :io There will be two or three wheel events.
The flower festival held during the past week was quiie

a success, both financially and otherwise, the net proceeds
being $7,000. The object this year was to help the Ladies'
Auxiliary of the Y. M. C. A. furnish the new buildmg.
On Thursday night the wheelmen gave an enterta:inment,

and juaging by the applause it was highly appreciated.
Ledne Kinney, " tne Midget,' is probably the best boy
fancy-rider in the United States He is complete master of

the ordinary. Will Stuart's personation of the Chinaman
was so excellent that it was difficult to convince some that
he was not a veritable " John." Herwig showed some of
the possibilities of the Star, assisted by " the Midget." The
Halcyon Club had a magnificently decorated booth, and on
Thuisday th chief object was a wheel of Marguerites and
pansies on a field of roses. On the field, in orange olos-

soms, were the words, " Welcome, L. A. W." The wheel-
men endeavored to show their appreciation of the Halcyon
Club's thoughtfulness and sympathy. - Holly.

LOUISVILLE.

The last L. C. C. smoker was, as usual, a success, and in

a greater degree than former entertainments More than
a hundred members and guests were present. The Inde-
pendents were there in force, and the new pool table proved
an attraction beyond the expectations of the most enthusi-
astic pool fiends. Notwithstanding the croaking of a few
regarding the addition to the club-house, work was com-
menced last "Wednesday, April 30, and all the material is on
the ground. Rapid construction will complete it in less

than a month.
A regular meeting of the club will be held to-morrow

night. May 6, when a committee will report on the advis-
ability of a floating concert on the Ohio some summer
moonlight night. Ihis event last year attracted no little

attention and was so highly complimented, as well as
proving of such vast benefit to the club treasury, that the
boys feel themselves already on the road to a successful
venture ; and the good will resulting will, no doubt, make
success a much easier acquirement than before
The Independents have secured a lot on which they will

put a track, and as the foliage is profuse, much pleasure is

ant cipated from lawn parties and other evening entertain-
ments. Willie Haradon has been displaying the Broncho
in this section. " Broncho Bill ' will be remembered kindly
by the boys

" Uncle Jack" Allison is off for a fishing excursion in the
mountains. May the time he will have be as big as his

heart, and his experiences such as to entertain the boys
with his usual success on his return.
Tom Lane is now a safety rider of the deepest dye, and

looks back with regret on the uncomplimentary remarks
bestowed on the satety at various times. He takes them all

back. It is said Ben Humphreys is inclined also toward the
Rover type, and may have a mount of some good make
shortly.
The Eagle has come, and meanders through the mud

under the personal direction of Tommie Jefferis. Several of
the boys have learned to ride it with but little difficulty.

G E. Johnson is after a 40 pound safety, which he thinks
sufficient for his 115 pounds averdupois. Johnston, Simpson
& Co. were the first to put a lady on a wheel here, and have
been closely followed by both Prince Wells and Huber &
Allison. Jefferis' Swift, for ladies, is much admired.
Stanley Huber has put a movement on foot for street im-

provement that has stirred up the best citizens of the town,
and men who mean to keep the agitation " red hot " until

better striets and cleaner ones will be the result.

W KITE BURLHY.

A traveling wheelman, who visited Messrs. Lozier &
Vobt's Toledo factory a few days since, states that they
have an adult safety almost ready lor the market.

PHILADELPHIA.

THE FALL S BRIDGE HILL-CLlMBING CONTEST.

That Steep grade, known by many names which starts
from the West Park Drive, near the Fall's Bridge, has
probably never had anything about it to attract wheelmen
until Saturday last ; but the much-talked-of hill-climbing
contest, promulgated by the American Athlete^ was the
means of drawing a large crowd of riders to see if any one
really could push a wheel over its rough surface without a
dismount. There were 13 entries, 10 starters, and 5 who
succeeded in getting up. These were :

F. W. Whitesides.Star Century Wheelmen.
T. S. J. Byrne Schrader's machine. Penn Bi. Club.
B. F. McDaniels.. Quadrant Wilmington W. C.
AV I, Wilhelm Star Century Wheelmen.
W. Speier Star Century Wheelmen.
The men were started singly and timed. Whitesides and

Byrne tied for first place, both making it in exactly three
minutes. This necessitated another trial by these two, in
which Whtesides won in 2:45, thus gaii.ing the gold medal
offered as first prize.
Wilhelm, on his first trial, broke a strap when almost at

the top, but succeeded on his second attempt.
Jack Hazelton, of ihe ' olumbia Cyclers, went up in

what many considerel was the be^t time of the day, but, as
he was not entered, no watches were held on him.
After the match was over, John A. Well-, who was the

first wheelman to surmount the hill, and afier whom it has
been named, climbed it three times without a dismount on
the Schrader machine.

FIVa-IHILH ROAD RACE.

The next event of interest to Philadelphia wheelmen is

the Item five-mile road race on Saturday next, for which
some twenty of our local aspirants for fame have entered.
I think this will probably be a day of surprises—not in the
first few places, but further down th- line, as there is some
new blood entered. It seenjs to be generally C' needed
that a certain well-built young man, who wears a bl-ck
suit and a white cap in his peregrinations on the asphalt,
has a mortgage on first place, and that another ditto has a
pretty good chance for second.

I hear a rumor ihat the Park Avenue Wheelmen and the
Quaker 1 ity Wheelmen think of combining. There are
beveral small clubs in the asphalt district which, combined,
would make a strong and dangerous rival to the Century,
but, as each one has only some thirty to forty members,
their spheres of usefulness, as well as pleasure and advan-
tages of club life, is necessarily limited at present.
On Tuesday evening the Cen ury Whee'men gave their

last informal dance. Among those present were Messrs.
W J. Walker, A. H. Allen, G. L. Bahl, M. N. Keim, F. H.
Garrigues, G Schell, C Schell, Dr. C W Dalsen, C. Sulz-
ner, J. M Oellers, E. Hawthorne, Stewart P I oUins, P.
S. Collins, E B Carter, D. McKee and Misses Ranck,
Bahl, Mole. McCulley, Mohr. H Mohr McDeaviit, I antz.
Ware, Dibbler, McGirr, Sylvester, Stewart. Mrs Dalsen
and Mrs Sulzner.
On Wednessday evening the Columbia Cyclers gave a

musicale at their club-rooms. Master Bertie Shelley, the
boy violinist, played several solos, and vocal selections
were given by the Misses Tecklenberg, Fitzgerald and
Boileau. After the entertainment the floors were cleared'
and a dance was held

Still they come. Bretz, Curtis & Co. now propose to
offer a cup as a prize for a road race The arrangements
are not yet completed, but, whatever the course or distance,
it will be a safety race.
A new man is in charge of the Sunday Times' cycling

column.
Whisper it softly—as it will not do for anyone to know it

—there are other attractions at Willow Grove than a good
dinner. Which of the five do yoti like best ?

Paul Berwyn.

BALTIMORE.

A number of our racing men are now training for the
race meet to be held sometime in June, very likely at Pim-
lico, under the auspices of the Maryland Exposition Asso-
ciation.

There are a number of people in town who would like to
see another team race between the clubs this j'ear. The
race for the Citizens' Cup last fall did not show which local
club contained the best racing men, because the team of
the winning club was largely composed of Washington
men. The Centaur Club has now probably the best team
of resident riders that can be gotten together in the city
Several members of the Chesapeake Club ar_- working to

get up a summer tour for the married members and their •

wives, their intention being to charter a Pullman car and
spend about two weeks in visiting the Northern resorts,
and so arrange that they will reach Niagara in time to take
in the League meet. Beside this, there are several other
p.irties being made up to go to the meet, so that Baltimore
will be well represented.
While riding on the Shell road recently. Dr. Dausch nai-

rowly escaped being lun down by a driver, whose mules
ran away and did considerable damage to both driver and
wagon. The teamster subsequently had a warrant issued
for the doctor's arrest, but w'hen the case came up the
plaintiff did not put in an appearance, and it was dis-

missed
I he Chesapeakes will celebrate the anniversary of the

opening of their new club-house, on the 21st, by having a
big smoker

There will be a bicycle race at Bay Ridge on June 14, on
the occasion of the excursion of St. Vincent's Lyceum, for
a gold medal valued at $100. The matter of working the
race up properly has been put into the charge of the'Cen-
taur Club. Ekoh.

Mr Stanley B. Huber is actively engaged in rushing
highway improvement and improved streets in Louisville,
Ky. A meeting was held on May 3 at which the question
was discussed, and at which several committees were ap-
pointed ; one to draft a constitution and by-laws, and an-
other to correspond with other cities regarding highway
improvement agitation, and to report their progress. All the
gentlemen present were very enthusiastic, and the outlook
for some permanent improvement is very good. Many
valuable suggestions and c 'niments were made, and a
number of schemes suggested. A printed circular w.is sent
out to secure the names of citizens who were interested in

the question of improved streets, and nearly three hundred
signed and returned the circular
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THE TANDEM WHEEL.

A CYCLING TOAST.

Oh ! give me a bit of level road
On a bright, sunny morn in Spring,

And all trouble will die. and anxiety fly

Away on a rareless wing.
When Phyllis so fair.

Sits daintily there

Before me. what rapture I feel.

Oh what and oh where
Aie the joys that cnmpare

With the jo>s of the tandem wheel ?

As we merrily ride through the country lane.

Or along the smooth road of the parks,

At the speed that we go our cheeks are aglow,
And our henrts are as blithe as larks.

VVith laughter and smile

As we speed on, the while

Away does mostly rapidly steal.

Oh what and oh where
Are the joys that compare

With the joys of the tandem wheel ?

Then here's to the riders, whoe'er they may be.

And whtfjver they may reside
;

And here's to the steed of safety and speed,

The steed thit I love to ride.

And here in my toast

I repeat the proud boast,

And to every ridfr appeal,

Oh what and oh where
Are the jovs that compare

With the joys of the tandem wheel ?

E. C. W.\LCOT.

PERFECT POCKET OILER."

ONE.HALF SIZU.

For Blcyclcn* Guiin* etc. Throws only small quantity ofoil at

a stroke. H.indsomcly niukel pinted. No leakage For sa'e every-

where, or sent by mail on receipt of price. 50f. each. CUSH.MAN &
DENISO.V, 172 Ninth Avenue. .New York.

RIBBON BADGES
For L. A. W. Tournaments, etc.

R. H. RADFORD, Maker,
28 JOHN STREET, N. Y.

OFFICERS OF THE DAY, ETC., ETC.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH. Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

BALLS! BALLS! BALLS!
The best balls for bicycle bearings are made by

NIAGARA MACHINE CO.,

83 Hayen Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send for prices.

FOR SALE.
39 in. Special Star (nearly new), $75
48 in. " " "

50
51 in. American Star, - - - 15

Columbia L. R. Safety (nearly new), no
100

Some cheap second-hand Safeties wanted for

new Eagles, Bronchos, or Swifts.

E. & W. VAN WAGONER, Newport, R. I.

ORDINARIES bought, sold and exchanged. Clinton Cycle Co., Clinton, Mass., Columbia Afjents and

dealers in new and second-hand wheels of every description, cycling sundries, repairing. We still sell the Ordin-

ary Bicycle at somewhat lower prices than formerly, but still we have so far managed to find customers. If you have

been unable to dispose of your Ordinary for a rea-onable figure, in exchange or for cash, write 1
1 us enclosing 25c. in

stamps or otherwise, to in part pay for our trouble, postage, etc. Write us, fully stating, first, full description of your

whee : second, lowest price; third, whether you want to sell outright or exchange for a new Safety, and, if so, of \\hat

make and what you are willing to pay in exchansre. In return, we will write you, according to circumstances. If you

want to e.xchano-e, we will make you some offer for your wheel, and if you want to sell we will put your wheel on >ur

second-hand lisrand do what we can to effect a sale. If we succeed, our commission will be 10 per cent., no more, no

less. If we fail you are out only 25c , and, in the meantime, you have the use of your wheel and may sell it yourself if

able. Write us, enclosing 25c., at once, as now is the time to sell.

OliXlMTOlJO" CVCIjIS 00., Olin-toaa., IVXa^sis.

TO BICYCLE DEALERS AND REPAIRERS.

Our price list of Stampings, Parts, Fittings
and accessories for 1890 is now ready. We have in stock a

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties. Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

118 & 120 South Main Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

We take Second-Hancl Bicycles in Trade, also Typeivriters,
on any new wheel in the market, and, doing one of the largest second-hand trades in the United States, are in position to

allow top prices. Remainder of price of new wheel may be paid in easy payments, if desired. Price your wheel to us,

with description, and say what you want in exchange. Catalogue free.

Warn^ick
Perfection

Cycles.

KEEFE & BECANNON,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BRONCHOS.
National, Peerless, Electric. Players' (Brotherhood) League Outfitters.

THE vBICYCLE-:- SUPPLY-:- HOUSE,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE

Columbia, Psycho, Star, Hartford, G. & J.'s, New Era, Crescents,

Victor, Gales, Juniors and all other first-class makes.

BUNDLE CARRIERS to 61 ail Safeties for either Handle-Bar or TOud-
Guard. In ordering, specify machine tliey are to fit.

50 Second-Hand Wheels, from ^18 to $125. Write for complete Descriptive
List of sizes, etc.

Agents wanted for New Jersey. Send for Encyclopedia of Cyclers' wants.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
Oraton Hall, near Broad and Bridge Sts., NEWARK, N. J.

'.'^'STANDARD - .

..pRAPHlTE:^
f"_ECT OJBRlCAl.';'*

^RlCyCLE''cHA!tfs;

.^(RDA.SMlTiij V
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 TVords 25 Cents
Two tnsertlons 40 "

dhQr —Buys a brand new, highest grade, '90 pattern

^<-' J" Safety ; all balls ; all stee! , fully guaranteed. $75
buys the best all balls, all steel Safety made for that price,

$150. Royal Mail ; almost good as new, $50 ; and 36 other
unapproachable second-|^^ bargains. I take wheels in
payment for books, type-writers, toys, cigars, printing,
organs ; and have an excellent buggy and market wagon
for sale, or trade. If you deal with me once you will be
glad to do so again. Waste no time, but write me at once.
John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa. 7-4 c

Neir Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand machines. Choice
assortmcut. Prices reasonable. Wh<>elg to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. I Ist of Bargains and Sundries
free npon application. Old monnts taken In part pay-
ment for New.

WANTED.—53 or s4-inch Ordinary Wheel; cheap for

cash. Wm. L. Collin, 211 E. 35th Street, New York
City. 5-9

WANTED.—Safety under 37 lbs.; state coDdition and
cash price. Address Wm. Finley, 2497 Eighth

Avenue, New York. 5-9

pOR SALE.—53-inch Racer; ball bearings all around;
••^ cow-horn bars. First reasonable offer accepted. H

.

P., P. O. Box 515, New York. 5-16

FOR SALE.—Tandem Safety; ball bearings aU over;
good as new ; ridden but 100 miles ; cost $200 ; will

sell for $125 ; lantern ; toe clips ; would take 50 or 52-inch

Eagle in part payment. Tandem is suitable for lady and
gentleman. W. Bausch, Box 27, Farmingdale, T-. I. 5-16

FOR SALE.—Rudge Crescent Tandem Tricycle ; lamps
and cyclometer ; $125 ; first-class order. D. Hamil-

ton, 1006 E. 176th Street, New York. 5-9

BICYCLE FOR SALE.—56-inch British Challenge; in

first-class condition ; ball bearings throughout ; nickel

head and pedals, rest enameled. Best offer received before

June I will be accepted. Apply to Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-23

- .'IN. RUDGE, Ai, and lamps. What am I offered ?

54 H. G. B., 9 Clinton Place, New York City. 5-16

FOR SALE—39 X 24 Star ; built to order last year
;

cost $142 50'; roller and ball bearings; an extra good
wheel ; price $90; in fine order. D. B. Bonnett, 414 South
Broad Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 5-9

\rlCTOR TRICYCLE, with tandem attachment ; easily
^ detached for single riding ; will be sold very low.

Address Printer, 354 Fourth Avenue, New York City. 6-27

SAFETY—An English Safety, balls all around and ridden

but five miles, in perfect condition, for $75 cash, if sold

at once. Arthur G. Bennett, Room No. 13, 20 Exchange
Place, City. 5-9

FOR SALE—Ball-bearing Springfield Roadster ; not rid-

den 3cx> miles ; nickel and enamel perfect; tires good
;

|6o. Particulars of L. B. Sutton, New Canaan, Conn. 5-9

pOLUMBIA LADIES' SAFETY—New ; ridden 25 miles,^ no more; perfect in every particular ;
price $120. Ad-

dress Box 377, New Caraan, Conn. 5-9

BARGAIN—"Ivel" Tandem Bicycle; nearly new; rid-

den less than fifty miles ; for lady and gent or two
gents

;
price $135 cost $200. Nat. Rogers, 466 State Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-9

$^ ,^ will buy a full-nickeled, 52 in. " Eagle" ; bought
i^ ''^ last fall ; used very little ;

good as new. E. R.
Holmes, West Winsted, Ct. 5-9
(h/T-^ buys a 48-inch American Star; A i condition;
CpOO power straps and hammock saddle; or will trade

for Safety, Address Alex. B. Van Wagner, 199 Reid
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-7

FOR SALE—Boys' Safety, cheap; good as new; but
little used ; can be seen at 242 East i3tti Street. 5-T6

$-r ^ r Saiety Bicycle, perfectly new ; never used, and
l -^ J- cost $135; also new Swift Tandem Safety for

$180; c-.st $jco. " K.," Box 3023. Boston, Mass. 5-9

THE "GAZELLE."

'JUVENILE SAFETY BICYCLE.
Having increased our manufacturing facilflies,

and in response to a popular demand, we have
decided to reduce the price of the Juvenile
" Gazelle " Safety to $35. Our terms to agents,
based on the former price, will be changed
slightly. Circulars soon to be issued, and which
will be sent to all our agents, will give full in-

formation, together with prices of new machines.
To our friends, who are anxiously inquiring

for the Ladies' " Gazelle," we would say that

materials from abroad, which should have been
here six weeks ago, have but just arrived, but
we expect to be able to fill all orders by the latter

part of May, and at that time we will also have
ready our " Boys' Gazelle," a tubular steel,

straight frame machine, with 24-inch-wheels,
price, $32. and weighing about ^3 lbs. This will

be a fine, high-grade machine for the boys.

Crawford & Co, 1116 ESiJJ., Washington, D.C.

CEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS for a 54-inch Columbia
'-^ Light Roadster, in perfect condition; has never had
any hard usage ; it will pay to write for furlherparticulars.
L. B. H., Post Office Box 444, New York City. t f c

CYCLE HOUSES.
prOR SALE.—An 1889 Victor Safety ; ridden less than 100
* miles; condition, good as new. For full particulars

apply to F. H. Camp, Box 444, New York City. t f

Vx/'ANTED—Machinist who understands bicycle repair-
• ' ing. Apply to J. W. Bate & Co., 324 Flatbush Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t f c

CTAR.—48-in. Special ; 2-3 nickeled
;
power traps ; almost

'-^ good as new; I55. New Star Safety, $95; 45-in.

Special ; hollow frame ; balls ; nearly new
; $100. E. A.

Hinds, Richfield Springs, N. Y. 5-23

CYCLOMETERS.
BUTCHER, 10,000 pattern, for sale cheap, or exchange

for other goods. Make offers. J. W. B.ADGER, 6

Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. t f c
<( r^ARE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ ford, Ct.

Something For You

!

Closing out a line of Highest Grade Safeties and Tri-

cycles under price. New goods; all improvements. Try
them right here on the premises

;
plenty of room to ride.

This is a rare chance. Come and see.

JOHN THORNTON, Jr.,
45 Tttercor Street, New York.

(Near Broadway and Grand Street.)

OFFICE OF
W. E. AUCHINBAUCH,

PATENTS & PATENT CAUSES,
Attorney-at-Law,

615 Ttti Street. N. \V.,
WASHINGTON, D. C,

Jersey-Fitting StocJjing.

3—3- Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,
navy, League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to lag
at the knee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$i.25

I—I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$i.oo

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price
List.

Holmes'.Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the "Wheelmen and the trade

Is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The

enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument

to show that it is the best thing that has been

made for holding the

stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented

in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stocking in the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as

tights, and holds the stock-

ings where they belong

Price, $2,50; without

Supporter, $1.60.

Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom

of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or e.\-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

^ HOLMES & CO.,
J 09 Kingston St. boston, mass

Ask your local dealer for

Cycle-
"^ Chains^ /

^^ -^i^^^j^^^^^^'^^—
~;afcty E'-cycie or Tricycle CHAiM

To meet the constant demand for Cycle-

Chain Graphite in packages suitable for mailing

and for carrying in tool bag when touring, there

has been prepared a special tin can, of con-

venient size, with large opening and tight-fitting

screw cap.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS-CARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINS

Manufacturers and dealers :

Pope Manufacturing Co., - Boston and N. Y.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., - Chicago, 111.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., - - New York.

Howard A. Smith & Co., - - Newark, N. J.

E. C. Meacham Arms Co., - St. Louis, Mo.

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York City.

Strong & Green Cycle Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hart Cycle Co., - - Philadelphia, Pa.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co., New York City.

Capital Cycle Co., - Washington, D. C.

T. B. Rayl & Co., - Detroit, Mich.

L. H. Johnson, - - Orange, N. J.

Etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.,

are all supplied with Cycle-Chain Graphite.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-

CHAINSHINTS °h"e CARE of

One trial of Cycle-Chain Graphite will con-

vince you of its superiority to anything in the

market for lubricating bicycle or tricycle chains.

Inquire of local dealers.

Ask your local dealer for

Cycle-
']M Chains ^ _
^11 Graphite. ||
3^: ;^

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.
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Pt'BUSUED ETERT FRIBAT MORNINO.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Pric^,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received nntil Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to Insure Insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon-.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,
and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

THE Newark Call takes a childishly nervous

position on the question of street pave-

ments. It clings, with blind faith, to granite

blocks, and cries out against the "invidious

methods of the asphalt companies " as if the

presidents of those companies were the agents

of Satan. The Call does not decry the benefits

of asphalt, but is painfully afraid of the

" emissaries and agents of the asphalt com-

panies." The Call is doing its duty to point out

the frequency with which large corporations

gain their ends by tampering with legislation,

but there is quite as much danger from corrup-

tion in dealing with granite pavement contrac-

tors as with the asphalt people. If the members
of the Trenton Legislature or of the City Com-
mon Council are for sale, they will be bought,

despite the warnings of the Call. Denounce
legislative corruption, good Call, but put in a

good lick for asphalt.

OUR contemporaries, on both sides of the At-

lantic, are discussing the " bow-legged "

phase of cycling. The question was raised

over two months ago by the Washington Star,

which paper claimed that cycling was a fruitful

cause of bow-leggedness. Our Washington cor-

respondent immediately forwarded us the ar-

ticle, and it was sent to our Chicago cor-

respondent, who is an authority on the sub-

ject. The statements of the Star were carefully

dissected and refuted in The Wheel some six

weeks ago, and various papers have discussed

the question ever since. Does The Wheel lead

in all that concerns the sport? Well

!

WE publish in this issue a map of the Orange
riding district, to illustrate the road race

course. The map will be an advantage to tour-

ing wheelmen, and all local clubs, at least,

should keep a copy of it on the club btiljetin

board.

* T IVE and let live" is a good maxim, and
*-^ it reminds us that the handicapper

should be given a square deal—a fair show. At

this time of the year the racing man comes out

of his shell. He has done a lot of work at the

" gym " all winter, and if he is an old bird of

the path he is tougher than ever, and if he is a

youngster he has put on a lot of muscle and Is

"as strong as a horse." Thus the poor handi-

cappers are all at sea, and the writer wants to

put in a good word for them, and incidentally

for himself. Don't kick, boys. Give them a

chance to get at your true form before you con-

demn or criticise.

OUR Denver correspondent draws a graphic

picture of the gentlemen who ride abroad

in buggies and other vehicles, and of the coarse

and selfish drivers whom we have come to call

" road hogs "—a libel on the hog, by the way,

smudgy and disgusting though he be.

THE PULLMAN ROAD RACE.

THE ENTRIES.
Unless the Irvington-Millburn event proves a

surprise party, to the Pullman Road Race will

go the credit of having attracted the largest field

of entries ever gotten together in America—ex-

actly 181 of them ! Think of it

!

This is the list in full :

Geo. K. Barrett, Chicago Club.
Geo. C. Stamm, Lincoln "

A. W. Harris,

J. E. Templeton, " "

Chas. P. Root, Chicago "

J. N. Cox, Lincoln "

W. J. Walsh, Chicago "

H. C. Foster, Chicago "

G. H. Pratt, Lincoln
Ed. M. Newman, Chicago "

W. C. Thorne, " "

G. P. Wintermute, " "

H. J. Sinclair, " "

G. A. Thorne, " "

H. A. Luther, Lincoln "

A. M. Luce, Lincoln "

C. G. Lewis, Illinois
"

G. H. Thorne, Chicago "

J. S. McCready, Illinois
"

T. V. Wilson, Austin "

T. B. Redington, Illinois
"

f. C. Harrington, Lincoln "

C. J. Guthrie, Alpha "

Alfred Guthrie, Alpha "

W. C. Gaston, Illinois
"

M. A. Hosford, Chicago "

Frank Riggs, Illinois
"

H. R. Winship, Englewood "

H. N. White, Washington
A. E. Lumsden, Chicago "

Fred. Tilt, Lincoln "

Bert. Myers, Illinois
"

J. R. Pollock, Lincoln "

F. Ed. Spooner, Lincoln "

M. J. Sullivan, Union Ath. Cyclists.

G. W. Dennison, Englewood Club.
J. T. Taylor, Aurora "

L. B. Safford, Illinois
"

Jno. Mason, " "

C. P. Smith,
Jed. Foster, '

"

E. L. Corliss, " "

W. O. Mumford, Illinois
"

G. E. Kurtz,
Chas. Hagaman, " "

Geo. M. Skeer,
E. J. Roberts, " "

F. H. Tuttle,

J. H. Thiele, Lincoln "

Frank Slavik, Jr., Douglas "

Henry Smith, " "

Otto Relliken,
Henry Pease, " "

Henry B. Walker,
W.Gordon Boxley, Americus "

Percy A. Robbins, Chi. Manual Training
School.

Chas. McWilliam, Austin Club.
A. E. Colcord, Chicago "

H. Templeton, Oak Park "

E. Turner, Austin "

G. G. Gross, Illinois
"

A. D. F. Simmons, Illinois Club.
Wm. Herrick, Lincoln "

Jas. W. Thorne, Lincoln "

F. H. Gere, Englewood "

A. T. Merrick, Oak Park
J. F. Ives, Chicago Cricket "

E. D. Bamberger, Illinois
"

W. A. Davis, Illinois
"

R. H. Ehlert, .^olus
F. Wittenberg, " "

C. Wittenberg, " "

Leonard Bodach," "

Ed. Deering, " "

J. M. Irwin, Lincoln "

W. J. Bray, /Eolus
E. H. Colegrove, Englewood "

C. F. Sage, Chicago "

W. G. Sage,
Henry Tiffany, " "

H. C. Githens, " "

Otto Maas, Illinois
"

Rome O'Connell, Illinois
"

James Leska, Pilzen "

Jno. Siman, " "

Jno. Vitous, " "

Ben. Kurick, " "

Louis Masi, Illinois
"

J. E. Root, Illinois
"

Ed. L. Thornton, Lincoln "

F. J. McVoy, Lincoln "

Chas. H. Seeg, Chicago "

C. F. Stokes, Chicago "

Richard W. Knisely, Illinois
"

Henry C. Knisely, " "

Chas. Knisely, " "

F. N. Burgess, Chicago "

T. T. Roe,
Roger Sherman, " '

G. K. Sage,
W. C. Anderson, " "

J. D. Wilson, Americus

J. P. Bliss, Chicago "

Edw. W. Decker, Illinois

A. J. Bedard, Oak Park

J. A. Erickson, Jr., ^olus "

G. S. Haskell, Chicago "

Jno. P. Walter, Lincoln "

Carl Schaeffer, Illinois
"

W. J. Anderson, Washington "

Frank L. Chase, Lincoln "

Geo. D. Keefer, Oak Park "

Alex. Vaillancourt, Illinois
"

W. J. Otis, Chicago "

R. O. Forrest, Chicago "

C. A. Goodjohn, Illinois
"

Joe Stillwell, Lake View "

A. Wescott, Lake View "

F. J. Peale, Washington "

E. B. Becker, Chicago "

B. F. Becker, Chicago "

Geo. H. McGregor, Oak Park "

R. J. Thorne, Chicago
J. I. Brandenburg, Chicago "

G. G. Brandenburg, Chicago "

Gilbert F. Loftus, Lincoln "

Harvey L. Pound,
F. J. McMahon, Jr., "

J. W. Dubrock,
C. G. Heywood, " "

A. D. Brewster, " "

H. E. Niesz, " "

F. R. McDonald,
Geo. H. Jenney, ,

" "

Horace G. Baine, " "

Phil. A. Chase,
M. E. Loescher, " "

Jno. J. Young, " "

R. H. Goodrich,
Wm. F. Hochkirk,
W. H. Fairclough,
E. P. Rauscher, " "

F. E. Crouse, " "

A. J. Smith,
Jno. F. Palmer, Illinois

"

Fred. Gerlach, Americus -•'

Robt. Coleman, " "

C. G. Haight,
A. J. Street, Illinois

"

F. J. Fanning, " ''"

T. L. Sloan, " "

J. L. Holbrook, Englewood "

W. C. Holbrook, Englewood "

W. F. Danford, Chicago "

A. S. Bradley, Jr., "

C. E. Randall,
L. B. Sherman, "* "

L. L. Ferris,
" "

N. H. Van Sicklen, "

R. Bluget, ^olus
P, D. Qarden, Englewood "
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Wm. E. Waugh, Illinois Club.

Jno. Warmington, " "

W. A. Arthur, " "

Jno. A. Means, " "

S. E. Baumeister, ^olus "

H. A. Stoddard, Englewood "

Frank Bodach, .(Eolus
"

R. B. Shorb, Lincoln "

W. H. Wilking, "

H. T. Caldwell, "
C. A. Servoss,

" "

Frank Moese, " "

Geo. R. Linn, " "

Chas. P. Whitney, "

R. G. Belts,

F. W. Gerould,
E. L. Canfield, " "

Harry Pound, " "

Of this great number, fully half entered on
the day the list closed— loth. There was con-
siderable rivalry between the Chicago. Illinois,

and Lincoln Clubs as to which would have the

greatest number of men entered. The Lincolns,
by a graceful coup d'etat (believe that fits) at the
last moment came out ahead, with fifty entries,

the Illinois having forty, and the Chicagos
thirty-nine. Last year the total number was
114.

THE PRIZES.

The list of prizes is still in a chaotic state. Quite
a number have been promised, but the greater
portion are under the head " not designated."
So far, a Columbia, a Light Champion, a Victor,
a New Mail, and a Western Wheel Works Safety
have been donated ; also, a gold watch, a rifle,

and a number of minor articles. In all there
will be some twenty-five or thirty prizes—possi-

bly forty. There will be three time prizes : for

the best time, a gold medal, or any thing else to

the value of $150 that the winner may select
;

next best, a gold medal ; third best, one of
bronze. One of the Committee on Prizes tells

me that he has been greatly handicapped by the
Exposition Building tournament, and says it

doesn't do to have on the committee one who
has irons in both fires, especially when one iron
is so very much larger than the other.

THE HANDICAPPING.

The handicapping will be done by Sam
Miles. The captain of each club is to turn in an
estimate of what he considers a proper allow-
ance for each of his men, and Miles is to deduce
his figures therefrom. The limit will be twelve
minutes, and the men with that start will be
given the word at 10.18 A. M. precisely.
The management of the race is vested in a

committee of one from each club, as follows :

R. D. Garden, Chairman
; A. J. Street, Illinois

Cycling Club ; Geo. C. Stamm, Lincoln Cycling
Club ; Harry Gotthelf, Douglas Cycling Club

;

L. W. Conkling, Washington Cycling Club
; N.

H. Van Sicklen, Chicago Cycling Club
; R. H.

Ehlert, .(Eolus Cycling Club ; H. A. Stoddard,
Englewood Cycling Club ; J. H. Wells, Oak
Park Cycling Club; Fred. Gerlach, Americus
Cycling Club.

'WAY DOWN SOUTH.

HUNDRED-MILE ROAD RACE.

The old Bluff City is once more booming
"cyclingly." A great many new riders are
coming, and one who has not kept up with the
new recruits wonders where they all come from.
Our League list has been considerably increased]
and more are coming.

But, to the object of this communication
: It

is that of calling attention to the first hundred-
mile road race that has ever been run in this
section of the country, and which was held on
May 4. Our course was twenty miles, and this
was traversed five times. Below will be found
the participants, time, and order of finish :

O''?^'' Time Time Time
, • . KT

sXAr\.. jstlap. 2d lap.
finish. Name. a.m. a.m.' am]

:..T.J.Deupree,Jr g.^^ ,.33.3, ^ 3,^ „
2. Julius Wood 6.,o y.353„ ^3^^
3..C. H. Maydwell 6.„ g.og.oo 9.47.30

4..R. Whitmore 6.,„ 7 ^g „, ^^^^^
o.. Fisher Harwell 6,,o ^.^g^^ ^ 33 ^^

o..Jno.Sawyer ,..6.10 7.55.40 9-4'-°°

Order
of

finish. Name.

Time Time Time Net
3d lap. 4th lap. 5th lap. time.
A.M. P.M. P.M.

I..T J. Deupree, Jr 11.24.40 i.21.00 3.18.00 9.08.00

2. .Julius Wood 11.24.35 1.20.50 3.18.20 9.08.20

3.. C. H. Maydwell 11. 41. 15 1.33. 10 3.31.30 g.21.30

4. .R. Whitmore 11.41.00 1.33.30 3,49.00 9.39.00

o .. Fisher Harwell 11.29.25 1.33.10 out.

c. Jno. Sawyer 11.24.40 out.

Time of winner for the hundred miles, g hours
and 8 minutes. The course is hilly, and rough
in places, and it was also a little heavy, on ac-

count of a heavy rain on the day before.

As to the men who took part in the race, I

wish to say a word. The winner, T. J. Deu-
pree, Jr., is, comparatively speaking, a new-
comer here, and a very strong rider. His mount
is the Eagle, and I must say that he handles it

well, and surprised some of the boys by cross-

ing the tape first.

The second man in the race, Julius Wood, is

quite a strong little rider, and was mounted on
a Victor. During the race he had two falls ; the

last one came near proving serious. He was
within twenty feet of the finish, and just as the
winner crossed the tape Wood was seen to turn
with the wheel, and landed directly on his neck.
He was stunned somewhat, but was able to

cross the tape with his wheel, and take second
place. Wood is quite young, and will no doubt
develop into a strong and fast rider ere long.

At the same time everybody was satisfied

and no kicking was indulged in.

The success of this race was due to those
"old time" wheelmen, Messrs. C. J. Scherer,
W. B. Yates, P. P. Gluck, and Wm. Wood. The
prizes were three handsome medals. The
timers and officials at the start were : Jno. R.

Scates, of Union City, Tenn., and W. L. Sur-
prise, of Memphis. The boys say they will hold
another race this season.

MEMPHIS NOTES.

A new club has been organized, under the
name of the " Tennessee Rovers."
There are quite a number of ladies riding the

safeties.

Mr. W. F. Yates has ordered a tandem safety
for himself and wife.

Mr. C. J. Scherer reports trade good and
prospects better.

A ten-mile handicap road race will be run in

about a month. Chickasaw.
Memphis, Tenn., May 7, 1890.

CYCLING AT LEXINGTON, NEB.

This Nebraska town seems to have a well de-
veloped boom in wheeling this season. The use
of the wheel is not confined to young men alone,
but is popular with business and professional
men, and there are also quite a number of ladies

who ride safeties. Among the prominent citi-

zens who use the wheel daily as a means of loco-

tion to and from their places of business are

H. V. Temple, President of the First National
Bank ; Mr. J. L. May and Mr. John May, both
of whom are ex-Mayors ; Dr. McElhiney, who
frequently attends to his practice on a safety in

preference to a gray trotter, of which he is the
happy owner ; W. J. Huey, clerk of the Lexing-
ton District Court, and H. O. Smith, a promi-
nent real estate dealer. All favor the "bike"
as a panacea for all physical ills.

The growth of cycling in Lexington is largely
due to the influence of the local club, which was
organized in 1886 with four charter members,
H. O. Smith, F. T. Gilmore, E. P. Dunlap and
F. L. Temple. At the end of a year the club
numbered eighteen members.
The present officers are as follows : Presi-

dent, F. L. Temple ; Vice-President, M. W.
Stuckey ; Secretary, L. J. Davis; Captain, N. J.

Fisk ; First Lieutenant, L. E. Branson ; Second
Lieutenant, C. L. Adams ; Bugler, F. T. Gil-

more ; Color Bearer, J. W. Gillespie.

The racing team is composed of E. P. Dunlap,
L. E. Branson, C. M. Adams, W. B. Branson,
N. J. Fisk and F. L. Temple. The organization
possesses so many riders of nearly equal excel-

lence that, with the exception of two or three
leaders, the selection of the team was a matter
of some little difficulty.

Mr. F. L. Temple held the mile club cham-
pionship for three years, and N. J. Fisk has won

a number of races in the State. W. B. Bronson
holds the record from Lexington to Grand
Island, the distance being 78^ miles, which he
has ridden in seven hours. The racing track is
a quarter-mile path and is the only bicycle track
in the State. It is situated within the trotting
track on the fair grounds and has a clay surface,
which was put down at an expenditure of more
than $1,000. The tournament held at Lexing-
ton last fall was the first State meet held in Ne-
braska.
The club looks forward to a very active season

and has already issued a challenge to any club
in the State for a twenty-five-mile road race, to
be held on May 30, between Overton and Kear-
ney. The Lincoln Club, of Lincoln, has ac-
cepted it conditionally, but up to date no other
team has accepted the challenge.

A TRIP TO THE WHITE MOUNTAINS.

Party cycling tours are becoming more and
more popular every year. Each summer brings
around news that Europe, or Washington, or the
West, as the case may be, will be done on
wheels, and usually by a stag party. The trips
have invariably proved the essence of enjoy-
ment to all concerned, and nine times out of ten
the participants thereof are willing—nay, crazy
almost—to cycle on another such plan.
This year Mr. George R. McAuslan an-

nounces himself the father of a touring party
to the White Mountains. Mr. McAuslan's
plans have as yet not fully matured, but the
date of starting and the route of March have
been determined upon. August 2 the party (to
consist of about 25) will start from Boston. The
route is : By rail to North Conway, where a
stop will be made over Sunday ; thence tc
Crawford Notch on wheel ; thence to Mount
Washington by rail. Returning, from Twin'
Mountain House to Lancaster, a distance of 21
miles, on wheel

; thence to Bethlehem, 16 miles,,
on wheel

; thence to Flume House, in the Fran-
conian Notch, 16 miles on wheel ; thence to North
Woodstock, six miles. From North Wood take
train to Weirs, N. H.; thence to Lake Winni-
piseogee, and home again. The round trip will'

take about ten days. Several gentlemen have
signified their intention of going, and the
chances are the 25 names will soon be obtained.

HILL-CLIMBING EXTRAORDINARY
AT THE HUB.

An expectant throng of several hundred
wheelmen gathered at the foot of Corey Hill, on
Sunday last, to witness a hill-climbing exhibi-
tion, which had been advertised by a cycling
concern of Boston, and which certainly did not
result as favorably as the projectors had antici-
pated. Several amateurs accomplished the feat
without any apparent trouble, and one well-
known racing man ascended five times without
a dismount, and announced his yitention of
going up as many more, when he was stopped
by the police, which was probably a good thing,
as such exhibitions on Sunday do not tend to
elevate the sport in any way. Every conceivable
make of machine was represented—ordinaries,
safeties, tandems, and tricycles—all contributing
to form a scene which is seldom witnessed.

THE LOUISIANA CYCLING CLUB'S
ENTERTAINMENT.

This growing club held a musical and dram-
atic entertainment at the Grunewald Opera
House, on May 6. The first part of the enter-
tainment consisted of a lantern slide exhibition,
under the manas;ement of Dr. W. R. Mandeville
and Mr. Placide Raynes, of the New Orleans
Camera Club. The second part of the pro-
gramme consisted of a violin solo by Mr.
Wchrman, a solo by Mr. W. W. Sumner, a
recitation by Mr. Robt. Abbott, and Gounod's
" Ave Maria " by Miss Belle A. Fairchild. Mr.
Chas. Shields gave a recitation, and Mr. Vic.
Despommier rendered "My Queen," and Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard C. Shields gave an original
sketch. The third part of the entertainment
was a comedietta, entitled " A Happy Pair,"
which was presented by Mr. Claus W. Bogel
and Miss Belle A. Fairchild. After the enter-
tainment there was dancing and refreshments.
The New Orleans Club were present in a body,.
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FIXTURES.

May 17.

May 17.

—

May 17.

May 19.

May 22.

May 34.

May 26.

May 26.

May 30
May 30.

May 30

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30

May 30,

May 30.-

May 31

May 31

Berkeley A. C. games at Berkeley Oval, at 2:30

p. M. Entries close May 10, for two-mile handi-

cap and three-mile team race, with Dr. W. L.

Savage, ig West 44th Street, New York.
Rockland County Wheelmen's Race Meet at

Soring Valley, N. Y.

—California Division's Century Run.
—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Run, Providence to

Boston.
—Peoria Bicycle Club's Ten-mile Handicap Road

Race.
—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address A. D.

Stewart.
—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

—Race Meet at Woodstock.
—Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewiston.
—Inter club run of Philadelphia clubs to Devon.
—Tournament and Ten mile Road Race, at Rome,

N. Y. Entries close May 23, with W. H. At-
wood, Bo.x 701, Rome.

—Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, five-miles club
road race.

—Annual Century Run of Buffalo Wheelmen from
Erie to Buffalo.

—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at Worces-
ter, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.

—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago. Entries

close May 10. with R. D. Garden, 293 Wabash
Avenue. Chicago.

—Annual Decoration Day 25-mile handicap Road
Race, Irvington-Millburn Course. Entrance
fee, $1.00 ; entries close May 15, with A. H.

Barkman, 241 Broadwav.
,

31.—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield. Pro-
gramme : Thursday, May 29, officers' meeting
at 8 p. M. ; Friday, 30, general business meeting
at 10 A. M., lunch at noon runs until 3:30, ban-
quet 4 p. M., theatre party 8 p. m.; Saturday, 31,

parade at 9 A. m., photograph at 11 a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at 11:30 a.

M., races 1:30 p. m.
Massachusetts Division Spring Meet at Worcester.
-Inter-coUegiate Games at Berkeley Oval, New

York.
—5ew Jersey Division Race Meet at N. J. A. C.

grounds at Bergen Point.

JUNE.
June 2-7.—Chicago Cycling Tournament, at Exposition

Building. Entries close May 24, with J. A.
Miles, or Messrs, Van Sicklen and Barrett,
" Caxton" Building, Chicago.

Tune 7.—St. Louis Hill-Climbing Contest, on Son-of-Gun
Hill.

June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 7.

—

Item five-mile road race for Philadelphia Cham-
pionship.

June 9.—New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of the
Connecticut Division. Entries close June 2 with
E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive Street, New Haven,
Conn.

June 14.—Great Century Run. Continental Hotel, Newark,
to Philadelphia. Address F. H. Cossitt. 138

West 104th Street, New York.
June 14-23.—Philadelphia Bicycle Club's Summer Outing

in Boston, Nantasket, Marblehead, etc.

June 20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha

.

June 20-21.—Tournament at New Orleans. Entries close

June 16. with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans, La.

June 21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheelmen
only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14, with
Standard Cycle Co.

June 27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-

phia, Pa.
June 28.—Kings County Wheelmen s Race Meet. Entries

close June 20, with W. F. Murphy, 1255 Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn.

June 30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

JULY.
July j-3.—Missouri Division Tour, Clarksville to Columbia.

Captain, W. P. Laing, 1724 Olive Street, St.

Louis.

July 4.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, C, to

Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Particu-

lars, address J. E. Poorman, Eighth and Race
Streets, Cincinnati, O.

July 4.—Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.
July 4-5.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
July 4-5.—California Division Meet at San Jose.

July 15.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 17.—Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.

July 17, 18, 19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage
City.

Julv 24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
August 16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

August 17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
August 20-25.—Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Par-

ticulars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

August 85-27.-L. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,

N. T.

SEPTEMBER.
September 1-2.—Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament, at

Charter Oak Park.
September 1 -2.—New York State Division Meet and Race

Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood, 118
South Salina Street.

September 12-13.—Peoria Race Meet.

DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Second District- May 31 at Bergen Point. Chairman, W.

H. De Craaf, 47 West 14th Street, New York.
Fifth District—June 20 and 21 at New Orleans. Entries

close June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans.
Seventh District —July 4-5 at San Jose, California,

Chairman, R. A . Smythe, Box 2317, San Fran-
cisco.

CHICAGO CYCLING EXHIBIT AND
TOURNAMENT.

A cycling exhibition and tournament will be
held at the Exposition Building, at Chicago,
from June 2 to 7, under the auspices of the

cycling press and cycling clubs of that city.

A programme of short races for amateurs will

be run off every evening, commencing at 8 P. m.

A 100-mile race will be started Saturday after-

noon at 2 p. M., and a 25-mile race will be started

on Thursday evening at 7:15 p. m. The races

will be run on a fine board track, banked at the

ends, and perfectly safe. The entrance fee for

each event will be fifty cents. Entries close on
May 24 with Mr. L. A. Miles and Messrs. Van
Sicklen & Barrett, 328 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

LIST OF EVENTS.
Ordinary— i-mile, novice ; i-mile, 3:10 class

;

2-mile, £;oo class; %-m\\t, heats, best 2 in 3 ;

r-mile, handicap ; 2-mile, handicap
;

5-mile,

handicap ; i-mile, scratch
;

3-mile, scratch
;

IOC-mile, scratch
;
3-mile, team.

Tandem— i-mile, scratch
;
3-mile, handicap.

Safety— i-mile, novice ; i-mile, 3:20 class
;

2-mile, 6;oo class
;
^-mile, heats, best 2 in 3 ;

I-mile, handicap ; 2-mile, handicap
; 5 mile,

handicap ; i-mile, scratch
;

3-mile, scratch
;

25-mile, scratch
;

5-mile, team ; i-mile, boys
under 16 ; i-mile, boys under 12.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY RACE MEET.

The Harvard University Cycling Association
held its first open field meeting on Holmes'
Field, Cambridge, last Saturday afternoon. An
audience of about five hundred viewed the

races, and seemed thoroughly well pleased with
the different results, which, in some instances,

were very close. The weather, which had been
threatening up to half an hour before the races,

was all that could be desired. The quarter-mile
cinder track was in perfect condition, although
some of the contestants were dissatisfied because
it was not built up on the turns. Prizes consist-

ing of gold, silver and bronze medals of hand-
some design were given to the winners. The
best race of the day was the one-mile safety handi-
cap, which was won on the tape by R. H. Davis,

Harvard, '91, scratch. Davis conceded starts up
to 150 yards and rode a well judged race. Fol-

lowing are the results of the various races :

Two-mile Ordinary, Intercollegiate, Hand-
icap.—T. Barron, H. U. C. A., 200 yards, first;

R. H.Davis, H. U. C. A., scratch, second ; P.

Davis, H. U. C. A., 125 yards, third. Time,
6m. i^^s. Barron was the only one in it at the

finish, for he won quite handily by seventy-five

yards, R H. Davis beating his brother a wheel
for the place. R. H. Davis started with the

intention of breaking the Harvard record for

the distance, but only succeeded in doing 6m.
II 2-5S.

One -MILE Ordinary, Interscholastic,
Scratch.— F. L. Olmstead, Roxbury, Latin,
first ; C. Anderson Phillips, Andover, second;
T. R. Kimball, Roxbury, Latin, third. Time,
3m. 4 3-5S. Olmstead was the first to show to a

good start, and settling right down to work had
a lead of ten yards at the half, which he increased
to twenty-five at the finish, winning well within
himself. He will show the best of them his

heels at an early date, as he pedals in perfect
form and seems to have plenty of stamina.
One-mile Safety, H. U. C. A. 3:20 Class,

Scratch.—J. F. Bass, 'gi, first ; A. H. Williams,
'91, second

; J. L. Strauss, '93, third. Time,
3m. 32s. The result was never in doubt, the
winner getting away in front.

Half-mile Ordinary, Open, Handicap.—
First heat : T. Barron, 50 yards, first

; J.
Clark, 50 yards, second ; E. C. Anthony, scratch,

third. Time, im. 2o^s. It looked odds on
Anthony at the quarter, but on the last turn
he ran into a pocket. Barron won by a foot,

Clark beat Anthony a like distance for the
place. Second heat : F. L. Olmstead, 50
yards, first ; P. Davis, 25 yards, second ; W.
Ourish, 75 yards, third. Time, im. 2i3^s.
Olmstead won easily by four yards, Davis
securing the place by a dozen yards. Final
heat: Barron, first; Clark, second; Davis,
third. Time, im. 20^s. The winner made the
most of his handicap, and got home a foot in

front of Clarke ; Davis could not quite get up.
One-mile Safety, Open, Scratch.—R. H.

Davis, H. U. C. A., first ; H. Smith, N. B. B. C.

second
; P. J. Berlo, Trimount A. C, third.

Time, 3m. 10 1-5S. The spectators were treated
to a fine race in this event, the three riders
never being more than a wheel apart until the
last 100 yards. Davis got the verdict by two
yards, Smith being five yards in front of Berlo.
One-mile Ordinary, Open, Scraich.— E. C.

Anthony, first ; P. J. Berlo, second ; F. A. Dela-
barre, Amherst, third. Time, 2m. 58>^s. An-
thony immediately went to the front, and at the
quarter had a lead of twenty-five yards, which
he increased at the finish to 100. Berlo and
Delabarre quit at the half, the former getting
the place by a yard.
O.ne-mue Safety, Open, Handicap.— R. H.

Davis, H. U. C. A., scratch, first; H.Smith,
N. B. B. C, 50 yards, second ; H. D. Hutchins,
100 yards, third. Time, 2m. 54 3-4S. Smith
assumed the lead at the half, and it looked all

over an easy thing for him, but at the three-
quarters he tired badly, and in the last eighth
he gave way to Davis, who eventually beat him
a yard, the third man being 50 yards away.
One-mile Tandem Safety, Open, Handicap.

— P. J. Berlo and E. A. Bailey, scratch, first
;

K. Brown and P. Davis, 50 yards, second; T.
Barron and J. F. Bass, 100 yards, third. Time,
2m. 59)^s. This was a gift to the winners, who
rode in fine form and won as they liked by four
yards, the third pair bringing up twenty-five
yards in the rear.

The silver cup offered for the greatest number
of points made by any association or club in the
open events was won by Harvard, and will be
again competed for next spring. Cope.

CITIZENS' CLUB SUMMER OUTING.

During the Decoration Day holidays there
will be a club outing awheel in and about the
environs of Milford, Pa. Decoration Day this

year comes on Friday ; that will practically

make Saturday a holiday as well, with Sunday
in addition. The country along the Delaware,
with its superb scenery and fine roads, is too
well known to need description. The pro-
gramme will be about as follows :

Leave New York Thursday afternoon (May
29), Twenty-third Street at 3:25 or Chamber
Street at 3:30, via Erie Railroad to Port Jervis ;

wheel from there to Milford (7 miles), where a
cordial reception will undoubtedly be tendered
us by our host and fellow-member, Frank Criss-
man. Friday—Wheel to Delaware Water Gap
{34 miles) ; dinner at Bushkill, spending the
night at the Kittatinny House. Saturday—Re-
turning same way to headquarters. Sunday

—

What we will. " Home, sweet home," Sunday
night.

Wheels must be tagged with owner's name
and destination, and be in readiness not later

than Thursday morning. Wheels will be taken
care of. Better have pedals removed.
Those wishing to go must signify their inten-

tions not later than the 20th, in order that the
necessary arrangements may be made for our
accommodation. A word to the wise is sufficient.

So much for the stag racket.
Now a word for the ladies. It would be seem-

ingly selfish and unkind in us not to extend an
invitation to the ladies, and have them partici-

pate in our enjoyments. The winter season
with its gayeties being over, a few days' rest
and quiet among the hills of Pike County would
not be amiss. The change would undoubtedly
be appreciated by them, and our married mem-
bers will have no excuse for not joining us.
verbum sat. Yours truly,

William B, Krug, Captain,

The Irish Cyclist deserves the thanks of all decent pub-
lishers and journalists for its exposure of the fraud, dis-
honesty and trickeries of an American cycling publisher,
which the libel laws prevent us from naming. We would
gladly have aided the Irish Cyclist in its crusade against
this pilfering publisher, but these same libel laws, created to
protect the public, may also be subverted by a knave of the
kind we have under discussion. The attempts of this man
to fasten bogus contracts upon cycling concerns ; to ex-
change his space for anything under the heavens, from an
evening dress suit to a celluloid collar button, have long
been a source of amusement and disgust to those in the
swim. But these people always reach their level at last,
the only sad part of it being that it takes them so long to
reach the level. But they " get there," sooner or later.

The manufacturers of the cycle chain graphite report
that the demand for the lubricant far exceeds their expecta-
tions. The graphite business was run as a side issue, and
but little attention was paid to its development. Riders
seem to have caught on to the fact, however, that it is a
good thing ; hence the big demand. It is put UD in neat
little tins, and is for sale by all first-class dealers.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

A LUDICROUS INCIDENT.

A ludicrous incident was witnessed near the Dean Bridge
on Saturday. A cyclist, mounted on an ordinary, was
caught in a crowd, and would have g-one over his handles
but for catching- hold of the top of a cab which was stand-
ing near at hand. Midway between heaven and earth he
and cabby held a consultation as to the ways and means of
getting down, and after due consideration he descended by
the wheel of the cab, between the spokes of which his bi-

cycle crank had firmly fixed itself. Nobody was any the
worse.

—

Scottish Cyclist^

Figaro has the following :—Whatever can have induced
cyclists to exchange their bell, with which every one had
become familiar, for that small pneumatic horn which seems
to be coming in fashion ? There is something quite ridicu-

lous in the absurd " toot-toot " given by the latter as a
warning of a cyclist's approach, and if wheelmen" are
wise they will, I think, revert to the bell without loss of
time.

The London Grafhie devoted a page to illustrating the
cyclists' corps military manoeuvres at Easter.

The Trimount Athletic Club, a newly organized associa-
tion, of South Boston, expects to be represented this

season in most of the prominent race meets. It has already
on its membership list the names of Peter Berlo and Dave
Drummond.

Kilkelley, the most promising racing man in Ireland, is

again laid up with a strained knee. While riding in a race
recently the backbone of his ordinary broke, letting him
down on a knee which had "already been badly injured.
The Balls Bridge track has damaged the knees of Whatton,
Mecredy, Kilkelley, DuCros and Bidlake, all of them
prominent Irish racing men.

The English papers express astonishment over a racing
costume recently worn b^ F. J. Osmond, the London
crack. From a description, we should imagine that
Osmond's costume is what we know as the full racing cos-
tume, covering the entire body from neck to toe-tips. This
costume is, of course, very common in this country, but it

seems to be an innovation on English paths. We think it

one of the best path costumes that can be used.

Preparations for the St. Louis meet, on the 24th inst.,

are progressing rapidly. The inclement weather has pre-
vented much work from being done on the track, but it is

expected to be in good shape by the day of the race. The
entries will positively close on May 17 with J. Harold
Childe, St. Louis, Mo.

J. E. Fenlon and E. Mayes, both of whom have been
prominent on the London path for upwards of two or three
years, have become professionals, having ridden against
trotting horses for a stake, on February 28, at Sydney,
Australia.

The fastest mile of the year thus far is 2m. 45s., credited
to W. C. Jones, an English safety rider. The fastest half
mile is im. 18 3-5S., credited to E. Leitch, who is pushing
Jones for first honors as a safety rider on the other side.

At North Shields, on April 25, R. H. English defeated
Richard Howell in a is-mile scratch race ; 2,500 spectators
were present ; English won in 50m. 33 4-5S., the last lap
being ridden in 31s., a 2m. 3ss. pace.

At the Notts Forest football sports, held on April 21, and
attended by 15,000 people, H. Synyer won the J^-mile
handicap from scratch in im. 22 2-5S , which is the best
piece of ordinary sprint riding recorded thus far this year.

Two bicycle races were contested at the Berkeley School
games, held at Berkeley Oval, on May 12. One-mile safety
- P. Bonne, ist ; W. Dyett, 2d. Time, 3m, 42s. One-
mile ordinary—S. A. Bissell, 1st; P. R. Tourney, 2d.
Time, 3m. 20s.

The Schuylkill Navy Club, of Phi adelphia, will have a
strong bicycle team this year in W. W. Taxis, J. H. Draper,
S. Wallis Merrihew and F. M. Dampman.

The Dorchester Bicycle Club held their monthly meeting
at their club rooms in the Neponset on May 6. President
W. F. Schellenbach occupied the chair. The Treasurer's
report showed a good balance on hand. The Committee on
Road Riding suggested that two prizes be offered for the
greatest number of club runs between May 14 and Decem-
ber 25. Two new names were added to the membership.
Captain Burr was instructed to arrange a bowling tourna-
ment.

San Franciso has a new club, in the American Bicycle
Club, which was organized on April 8.

The California Division's Century Run will take place on
May 17.

Frank M. Bell, the Montgomery, Ala., young man whose
recent attacks on the quarter and half-mile records caused
a ripple of interest, is in training for the Fifth District
championships, and will show what he can do at New
Orleans on June 19 and 20.

It is possible that a race meet will be held at Montgom-
ery, Ala., during the summer. At one time cycling was
very lively in that place, but fell into a rut and staid there.

George M Hendee has applied for membership in the
Kii gs County Wheelmen.

C. E. Kluge has entered the Irvington-Millburn road
race.

W. Van Wagoner arrived at Chicago on Thursday morn-
ing. May 8, at 8 o'clock.

Van Wagoner, Barrett, Van Sicklen, Anthony, and Mc-
Daniel are the entries thus far for the Crawfordsville race.

W. S. Barbfr will "show" next week with a minstrel
troupe at the Grand Opera House in Philadelphia.

The English papers report that Major Knox-Holmes is
rapidly recovering from his late accident. The Major de-
pends on the support of two stout walking sticks- but,
nevertheless, when he is lifted into his tricycle he can pro-
pel it.

A twenty-four-hour road race is to be held at Holland in
August.

Charlie Liles, a one time famous London crack, was a
strong advocate of rigid-frame wheels until he mounted a
spring-frame Swift, since which time he has changed his
opinion.

The Long Island Wheelmen will send about ten men on
the Century Run. Carl Alden, who has returned from
Springfield, and who will remain in New York perma-
nently, will take a 37-lb. Referee through the run.

George B. Thayer has an article on " Bicycling Acci-
dents in Europe " in the Youth's Companion of May 15.

The Philadelphia Mercury of May 11, publishes two ex-
cellent photo reproductions of the Wells' hill-climbing
contest.

W. F. Murphy has a pretty big stable, consisting of a tall

and a dwarf Mail, a tall Columbia, a dwarf Humber, a 20-

pound dwarf Psycho and a 28-pound tall Victor. He is

training on a Columbia around the "circuit." He has
mastered the knack of properly sprinting on a safety, and
should do good work on the low wheel this year.

Tom Hall will probably ride a 28-pound Victor Ordinary
in the Irvington-Millburn road race.

Harry Hall will ride a 30-pound Ormonde, geared to 56
inches, in the road race.

Ferd. Hesse will race this year on a 19-pound Humber
racer.

HASLEM WHEELMEN.
The Harlem Wheelmen will have a club run to-morrow

afternoon to Berkeley Oval to witness the bicycle races.
On Sunday morning they will take a short run thiough the
Park, returning to their new home at 10:30, where they will

be photographed in a body. Twenty members were elected
at the last club meeting on Friday evening. May 9. W. H.
De Graaf is now riding a 40-pound Psycho.

Mr. R. H. Davis, the Harvard College crack, rode a
Swift Safety at the Harvard meet, and won all the safety
events from scratch.

CLUB SECRETARIES NOTE.
" Feed me with pins and let me ride with you." Do not

be alarmed, gentle reader, this is not a cyclist who asks to
be fed on pins, although you may suppose that such was
the case ; it is simply the appeal of a little round, flat disk,
a little more than an inch in diameter, and which makes
the best cycling pin cushion we have ever seen. On one
side of the disk is presented a cut of a good-looking safety,
with an inscription that the cushion desires you to feed it

with pins, asking, at the same time, that it be permitted to
ride with you. On the other side is the information that
the Warwick Perfection cycles are high grade and inter-

changeable wheels, made of superior material and by
superior workmen. The Warwick Company informs us
that if the secretary of any club will write them at Spring-
field, Mass., giving the number of men in the club, the
company will gladly forward to the secretary a sufficient
number to cover the members of the club. It is a very
convenient thing for a man away from home.

The National Wheelmen is the name of a new monthly
journal published at Churubusco, Ind.

A FATAL ACCIDENT.

Mr. Geo. W. White, recently with the Smith Cycle Com-
pany, of Washington, met with a severe accident a few
days ago, which has since resulted in his death from con-
cussion of the brain. Mr. White was riding down a steep
grade, and made a sharp turn at the foot while riding very
rapidly ; his machine slid from under him, and he was
thrown against a telegraph pole. On Washington's Birth-
day this same rider met with a serious accident on Capitol
Hill while coasting down at a great speed. The accident
which caused his death occurred on Four-and-a-half Street,
Washington.

A New Orleans paper notes the tact that of the four com-
panies composing the Third Battalion of the State militia,
three are captained by wheelmen, while the major of the
battalion is also a cyclist.

The GormuUv & Jeffery Manufacturing Company ad-
vises us that the Ideal Rambler is being fitted with either
brace or dress guards, as desired. Heretofore the Ideal
has been fitted altogether with the dress shields.

A likely candidate for the Fifth District championships
is said to be B. W. Cason, of New Orleans, a sturdy 160-
pound youngster, who holds the State record and the
championship of the club, and who is this year showing his
little wheel to all the old New Orleans flyers.

I sa AT a young girl mount a bicycle a few days ago, and
opened my eyes in genuine wonder at her. She was return-
ing from school, and carried in her hand a large bag of
books that formed no slight impediment. She didnt "jump"
into the saddle, or hop along the ground with one foot, like a
maimed grass-hopper, but easily and gracefully stepped on
the pedal, and as easily and gracefully sat down on the sad-
dle ; her dress hung in neat folds, and needed no extra ad-
justment by wild grabs at the drapery. It was perfection
Itself. I afterwards learned that the lady was a member of
the Fairmount Lady Cyclers, and it is fair to presume that
she had gained some of her art through companionship with
her fellow vn^vDh^x^ .—Perseus in SportingLife

.

The Ramblers' Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, have formally
decided to remain a League Club.

The Peoria Bicycle Club will hold its tenth annua! handi-
cap road race on May 22 over the Mount Hawley-Knoxville
course.

The New Orleans Club have elected the following officers :

Second Lieutenant, M. S. Graham ; Color Bearer, M. O.
Spring, and Bugler, L. J. Frederic, Jr. The club held a
benefit entertainment on Wednesday night, May 5.

There is a story going the rounds of the secular press,
which gives it, the story, the stamp of truth and places it

above suspicion, that recently a young man of Princeton,
N. J., while riding along a board sidewalk, the boards of
which were laid longitudinally, with yawning cracks
between, lost control of his " bike," which dropped between
two of the planks, and he took a violent header. In falling
his nose was forced between two of the planks with such
force that it was necessary to secure the aid of a carpenter
and saw to extract the victim. The only damage done was
the enforced humiliation and prolongation of the attitude of
the Hindoo ido\alor.—PitttiurgA Bulletin.

"Century" mileage reports for April show up well.
Among the best are : Dr. Keim, 440X miles ; Dr. Keim,
Jr., 501 ; F. Garrigues, 396; G. L. Bahl, 354; G. F. Kirk,
371 : L. E. French, 332 ; Dr. Wiltberger, 260 ; C. Allen, 260

;

H. B. Havens, 250.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen will have a big run on Slay
30 to Worcester to attend the Bay State Wheelmen's race
meet.

The Providence Ladies' Cycling Club held their regular
monthly meeting last Friday evening. Two young ladies.
Miss Mason and Miss Baker, were admitted to membership.

Mrs. A. C. Barker, of Providence, R I., has been ap-
pointed local Consul by Chief Consul Davol.

There has been considerable talk in Pittsburgh of organ-
izing a colored club in that city. By a colored club, we
mean a cycling club composed exclusively of cycling riders
of color.

The Pneumatic Tire Company keep the manner of mend-
ing their punctured tires a secret, although thev state that
the process can be learned in ten minutes. This seems to
be a mistaken policy, since pneumatic tires are very easily
punctured, and the company have no right to expect cy-
clists to pay for having them repaired when the process is

so simple.

W. 1. Wilhelm, the Reading rider, will ride but very little

this year, on account of business. He will compete at the
Pennsylvania State Division meet and at the National meet
at Niagara Falls.

The Memphis 100 mile road race has discovered two ex-
cellent long distance road riders in T. J. Deupree, Jr., and
Julius Wood, who rode the distance in gh. 8m. and gh. 8m.
20S., respectively, over a rough and hilly twenty-mile
course.

Miss Marion Steele, in the Bicycling News, v/rites very
forcibly in favor of cycling for women. She says :

'

' Thousands of whole-souled hearty girls hail with joy the
advent of the ladies' wheel. The wealth of field and wood
and river, of dreamy summer landscape, sweet country air

and the glorious sunshine over all is laid at their feet. They
need no longer squat crinkled upon the side edge of a
horse's back—a position so unnatural and abominable that
no one can ride for any length of time in it. Awheei they
will find the bright eyes, cherry lips and rosy cheeks that
Miss Namby Pamby has been searching the apothecary
shops after for years. Remember that there is infinitely

more beauty in a perfect physical development than in all

the charms that art and dainty drapery and costly fabrics
can lend to an inferior one."

McCandlish, of Wheeling; is one of the freshest and
most charming writers, if, indeed, he is not the most
" literary " pressman on the cycling press. Occasionally,
when he warms to a subject, he produces most excellent
stuff, and of that style is his recent editorial on " The Posi-
tion of the Ordinary Bicycle," which we republish in this

number of The Wheel.

Short skirts are to be the fashion this season, on cycles as
on foot. This is good news for the happy owners of trim
ankles, although blank despair to the beetle-crusher brigade,
reminding one of the negro chestnut

:

" If your foot is pretty, show it

;

If your cash is plenty, go it

;

If your horn is noisy, blow it
;

"

and perhaps some one will add, for me

:

If your verse is vulgar, stow it

;

which I will in all humility.

—

Irish Cyclist.

A correspondent of the Bicycling News, while riding
from Norwood to Ditton, the distance being unknown to

us, met 237 cyclists, and out of this number five had wheels
fitted with anti-vibrators, as follows : Two Whippets, one
cushion, one pneumatic and one with a pneumatic-tired
driving wheel.

There are a half score of fast Englishmen in training for
tricycle racing, and the contests on the three-wheelers
promise to be last and frequent this year. A one-legged
rider is training on a safety on the Paddington track.

The Eagle Bicycle Company are justly pleased over the
victory of T. J. Deupree, Jr., the Eagle rider in the Mem-
phis loo-mile road race.

The run of the Louisiana Wheelmen over the smooth
roads of Pike County was held Sunday, May 4. Although
the tour had been well worked up, only twenty-si.x men
participated. On the same date, the St. Louis Club took a
party of twenty-one men over the De Soto Road, and Cap-
tain Jordan brought them all home in good shape and
without accident to men or machines. Captain Graff, of

the Missouri Club, will take his merrymen over the same
road on the i8th.

The baseball nines of the Century and South End Wheel
Clubs will cross bats with each other at Devon Inn, on
Friday, May 30.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club has arranged for their

summer outing, and will spend a week in Boston and vicin-

ity, leaving the Quaker City June 13, at 6:35 p. m.

The Boston Herald states that S. G. Whittaker, the
safety crack, is traveling through Europe. " Whit " disap-

peared very suddenly and this will be news to many of his

friends.

The Somerville Cycle Club will move into its new quar-
ters in July.

The Charlestown Rovers Cycling Club, of Charlestown,
Mass., gave a minstrel show at Association Hall on Wednes-
day evening. The afterpiece, entitled " A Club Run,"
caused much merriment.

The Newton Bicycle Club held their eighth annual din-
ner and celebration of their hundredth meeting at the
United States Hotel on Saturday evening last.

The Waltham Cycle Club, of Waltham, Mass., will hold
a race meet on Decoration Day. Frank Clark, Arthur
Lawrence and E. L. Averill will have charge of the affair

The Touring Club, of France, was founded on January 26,

1890. The subscription fee is frs. 3.75, with fr. i.25entrance
fee. No entrance fee will be charged this year. The
object of the club is to promote the interest of cycling . It

will also publish a monthly gazette.
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IRVINGTON-HILLBDRN ROAD RACE.

MAY 30, AT II A. M , SHARP ; RAIN OR
SHINE.

The entries for this race closed on May 15

with a total of eighty. The details of the race

have been practically arranged, and all that

now rennains to be done is the handicapping.

The headquarters of the committee during the

race will be the Hilton Hotel. The men will be

arranged in lines of four, according to their

handicap. The first line will be sent off at ii

A. M. by clerk of course, Mr. T. C. Crichton.

The time of each man will be taken at every
lap, and any man, to be entitled to a prize, must
finish the race within two hours. A number of

umpires have been appointed, and it is ex-

pected that the course will be clearer this year
than during any previous race. The list of

prizes have swollen, and we publish a complete
list to date.

List of PriMR to Date

:

Victor Safety bicycle, 1890 pattern, donated
by the Overman Wheel Company.

Light Champion bicycle, 1890 pattern, donated
by the Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Com-
pany.
Gold watch, Waltham movement, donated by

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Gold watch, donated by Mr. A. B Barkman.
French marble clock, valued at $50, donated

by Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell.

French clock, purchased from entry fees.

Silver stop-watch, valued at $20, purchased
from entry fees.

Silver cup, for best time made in the race,

donated by The Wheel.
Prize, not designated, donated by Bicycling

W^orld.

Prize, not designated, donated by Peck &
Snyder.

Racing suit, donated by Bretz, Curtis & Co.
Fishing outfit, donated by Henry Hall, Jr., of

Highland Mills, N. Y.
Diamond stud, donated by Charles Schwal-

bach.
Fishing outfit, valued at $25, donated by

Schovering, Daly & Gales.

Silver-handled umbrella, donated by the New
York Bicycle Club.

Cyclometer, donated by the Butcher Cyclom-
eter Company.

Nickel head-lamp, donated by Singer & Co.
Keystone saddle, etc., donated by the White

Cycle Company.
Racing Suit, donated by the Strong & Green

Cycle Company.
Full nickel King of the Road head-lamp,

donated by the Clark Cycle Company.
Jersey suit, etc., donated by Holmes & Co.
Nickel-plate pearl-handled revolver, donated

by the New York World.
Mahogany easel, for oil painting, donated by

Mr. W. H. De Graaf.
Saddle, donated by L. H. Johnson.
Handsome table lamp, donated by W. S. Nor-

wood, of Paterson, N. J.

Pair field glasses, valued at $25, donated by
Messrs. Rogers & Sherwood, of Park Place,

New York.
One set boxing gloves and fuU-nickeled

safety lamp, donated by Messrs. Schumacher &
Schoefer.

Racing suit, donated by E. J. Horsman.
The value of the prizes is nearly $900.

THE ENTRIES :

C. T. Coggeshall, R. A. C.
A. P. (.raiK.F. C.
W.H.ShuKerland.N.Y.B.C.
F. D. Olmstead, H. Vi

.

Franit A, Smith, W. W. C.
W. E. tldridee, H. C. W.
Chas. Iven, W. E. W.
H. P. Quatropp, Q. C. W.
Jas. H. McCue, B. R.
las. D. Racey.
e. W. Bayes.

J. W. Judge, R. W.
W. H. Whyard, B. C. W.
G. Holland, B. R.
Ernest Throp, L. I. W.
S. Bogert, K. A. C.
E. M. Smith. H. C. W.
Fred. R. Miller, C.B. C.
Lewis N. Thorne, A. W.
B. F. McDaniel, W. W. C.
S. W. Merrihew, W. W. C.
W. C. Seeds, W. W. C.
A. H. Feldmeier, B. R.
W. H. Wells, K. C. W.
H. G. S. Noble, N. Y. B. C.

Walter Johnson.
Edgar J. Decker.
.A.ndrew Rungar, I. W.
Frank Brock, A. W.
W. Van Wagoner, R. I. W.
R. B. Morrison, H. W.
Edwin J. Keane, M. B. C.
W. F. iraeger, M. B. C.
J. H. Hanson, N. V. B. C.
N. H. Weed, B B. C.
L. W. Bea8ley,Jr , B. B C.
C. B. Scottwood, Y. B. C.
H S. Jacoby, B. R.
C. A. Elliott, W. W. C.
Fred. B. Elliott, W. W. C
Paul Groesch.
John Magee, T. C. W.
G. A. Litchult, H. W.
H. P. Matthews, B. B. G.
Wm. F. Bju-ker, R. W.
F. Coningsby, B. B. C.
R. Coningtby.
A. L. Paynter, N V. B.C.
L. H.Wise, L. I. W.
T. G. Webb, L. I. W.

G. M. Nisbett, N. Y. B. C. H. ;. Hall, Jr.. N. J. A. C.
C. E. Kluge, H. C. W. W. T. Waters. B. B. C.
W. K. Horton, N. Y. B. C. A L. Monfort, Q. C. W.
Edw. C. Anthony. D. B. C. Thos. Ward, R W.
J. S. Bowdish. K. C. W. W. F. West, L. A. W.
C. K. Starr. B. B. C. W. W. Tajtis, A. C S. N.
G. W. French, N. Y. B. C. J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N.

F. M. Dampman, W. W. C.

The Kings County Wheelmen have entered
twenty-three men, but the names had not been
received before this paper was sent to press.

The Schuylkill Navy A. C. have entered Taxis
and McDaniel.

THE BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB
HANDICAPS.

The meeting of this club, which will be held
at Berkeley Oval to-morrow, Saturday after-

noon, promises to be one of the most important
athletic meetings ever held in this city. In con-
nection with the athletic events, in which, by
the way, all the cranks of the country will com-
pete, a three-inile team race and a two-mile
handicap will be contested. The following
marks have been allotted in the handicaps

:

Windle and Rich, scratch ; R. H. Davis, 40
yards; Campbell and Shumacher, 60; L. A.
Clarke, 90; W. F. Murphy and C. M. Murphy,
90; Greenleaf and Zimmerman, 100; F. A.
Clark, Weare and Hesse, 110 ; F. G. Brown,
115 ; Bowman and Class, 120 ; Lamson and
Wade, of Yale College, 125 ; Deldabarre, of

Amherst, 140; W. H. Hall, Columbia, 150;
Boyes, K. C. W., 125. and Bissell, B. A. C, 175.

RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
NUAL SPRING RUN.

AN-

The annual spring run will be held on May
ig. The party will leave Providence for Mans-
field at 6 o'clock A. M., changing at Mansfield
for South Birmingham, arriving there at 7.45,
and breakfasting at 8 o'clock After breakfast
a morning run of eighteen miles will be taken,
leaving South Birmingham at 9.30 and riding
through Natick, South Natick, Wellesley, New-
ton, Newton Upper Falls and Newton Highlands
to Chestnut Hill, returning via Beacon Street,

through Newton Centre and Auburndale. Din-
ner will be served at the Woodland Park Hotel
at I o'clock.

After dinner, starting at 3 o'clock, a run of
twelve miles will be taken through West New-
ton, Newtonville, Newton and Brighton to

Chestnut Hill Reservoir, thence to Boston, via
the Boulevard. Supper will be held at Hill's

restaurant, corner of Boylston and Washington
Streets. All clubs in the State of Rhode Island,

the Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attleboro,
and members of the Rhode Island Division are
invited to take part in the run. A number of
ladies will be with the party. The committee
having charge of the run consists of Messrs.
Geo. T. Cooke, Charles H. Howland and Jas. L.
Spiers.

ENGLEWOOD CYCLING CLUB.

The Enplewood Cycling Club, an organization
located in Englewood, which is a popular resi-

dence place with Chicago business men, has
recently moved into a handsome building on
64th and Harvard Streets. The club now has a
membership of ninety young men, while there
are ten applications before the Board of Trus-
tees. On the first floor of the new house will be
a parlor and dining room. The second floor has
been thrown into one large room, into which
one pool and two billiard tables will be placed.
The basement of the house will be used as a
wheel-room, and there will be rooms for card
parlies, officers, etc.

The officers of the club at present are : Presi-
dent, C. B. Hall ; Vice President, E. O. Fel-
lows

; Secretary, D. E. Rees ; Treasurer, T. H.
Emery. Additional members of the Board of

Trustees are : W. C. Holbrook and Richard
Rees. The club holds club-runs every Sunday.
The road officers are : Captain, H. R. Winship

;

First Lieutenant, F. H. Gere ; Second Lieuten-
ant, J. L. Starr. Arthur Lumsden was promi-
nent in organizing the club.

The Scottish Cyclist reports a great increase in the Scot-
tish trade. One Glasgow agent reports that his business this
year is twelve times the amount of last year's trade up to
the same date. This rapid growth of the trade is credited,
in a great measure, to the introduction of cheap safeties,
and of the installment plan of payment

.

WHEELMEN'S EXCURSION TO WASH-
INGTON.

The party assembled at the foot of Liberty
Street, N. Y., at 4:45 p. m., Saturday, May to,

and left at 5 p. m. via the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad for Washington, where we arrived on
time, II p. .M. , making the run, New York to

Washington, 230 miles, in six hours. We were
met by a delegation from the Washington Cycle
Club, who escorted the party to the Ebbitt House,
where we found a good supper awaiting us.

On Sunday the party assembled at 9 a. m.,

and, under the escort of about twenty of the
Washington Cycle Club, we rode around (Iw
city, viewing the mansions of the prominent
statesmen, foreign legations, etc. In the after-

noon a trip was made to the Soldiers' Home, the

Catholic University and Cabin John's Bridge,
returning to the Ebbitt House at 6 p. m., where
we all did justice to the grand dinner which was
specially prepared for the party by the mana-
gers, Messrs, Burch and Gibbs. Sunday even-
ing was spent in a musical and generally good
time in the handsome home of the Washington*.
On Monday, under the escort of Messrs. Siebird,

Smith and Babcock, of the Washingtons, our
party visited the State, War and Navy Building,
Treasury, Bureau of Engraving and Printing,

Coast Survey, Corcoran Art Gallery, Washing-
ton's Monument, Smithsonian Institute, Na-
tional Museum and the White House,where we att

shook hands with President Harrison, the Capi-
tol, the House of Representatives, with Speaker
Reed in the chair, and the Senate with Vice-
President Morton in the chair (in both Houses
the tariff question was under discussion). Navy
Yard, where we inspected the torpedo boat
Gushing, the fastest 'boat in the world. Pension
and Patent Offices, Botanical Gardens, and at

four o'clock we started for Arlington, a four-

mile ride along the historic Potomac River.
Arlington was originally the property of Martha
Washington, and later was held by General
Robert E. Lee, who resided there until the

beginning of the late war.
Returning to the hotel, we were again favored

by the managers. After dinner a return recep-

tion was tendered the Washington Cycle Club
in the hotel parlors, where the popping corks
and the smoky atmosphere were good indica-

tions that an enjoyable time was being had,
and, at ten o'clock, amid the regrets of all, we
prepared for our homeward journey, marching
to the depot as the band played " Annie
Laurie." Three rousing cheers for the Wash-
ingtons and we started for New York, having
had a most delightful time and for which weare
indebted to the Washington Cycle Club, Messrs.
Burch and Gibbs, of the Ebbitt House, and to

Mr. Charles Newbourg, the getter up of the

trip.

The party consisted of H. Newman, K. C. W.;
W. G. Brown, N.J. A. C; Charles Newbourg
and E. Tyrell. of the Prospect Wheelmen; A. T.
Rummell, L. A. Strucks and U. C. Jones, of the
Atalantas; B. Wall, William Heyny, M. W.
Overton and E. F. Mauerer, of the L. A. W.,
N. Y. Division, and D. C. Beatty, of Brooklyn,
N. Y. Mr. Newbourg contemplates getting an-
other party to Washington in July or August.

NEWARK'S PAVEMENTS.

The authorities of Newark are now ready to

go ahead and spend $300,000 on street pave-
ments this year. This agitation for better pave-
ments, while it has simmered and sputtered for

some time, only became active a few weeks ago,

and it is the quickest case of realization on
record.

The Common Council have decided to repave
a number of streets with granite block and Tel-

ford. The residents of a number of lightly trav-

eled streets are not satisfied with granite, how-
ever, and will petition for asphalt.

Asbory P«tk Wants Better Bosdg.

The residents of Asbury Park voted an
Thursday last, on a resolution to bond the town-
ship to the amount of $30 000 to improve Shark
River Road. The cyclists of Asbary Park
worked industriously, and the resolution was
adopted by a vote of 536 in favor and 62 against.

The Shark River Road will be macadamized
from Deal Lake to Shark River.
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FOR THE LADIES.

"pony "takes a hand in the discussion

New York, May 14, 1890

Editor of The Wheel :

I notice in your last issue a letter of " Mar-
guerite's" in answer to a letter of " Psyche's,"

referring to women, their dress, and as to

•whether it is necessary to have a guard on
one's wheel to protect and prevent the dress

from catching on the chain.

I- have never met " Psyche " that I know of,

but I heartily agree with her on this subject,

and' do not consider it at all necessary to use a

gu'ard ; in fact, I prefer not to. In the first

place, the guard, although to be sure, it is small,

is an extra weight, and, secondly, it is likely to

rattle or have the chain striking against it, caus-

ing an unpleasant noise, which, to enjoy pleas-

ant rfding, one wishes to avoid. The only acci-

dent of note I ever met with was when one day
coasting down hill my skirt caught between the

guard and the pedal, and I not only lost my
skirt, but received a severe fall. Have your
dress made not too long or too full and you will

need no guard to prevent its catching.
" Marguerite" mentions the blustering winds

of Marblehead. I admit that they have at

times rather stiff breezes on that coast, espec-

ially- when the wind is north or north-east, but
they also have good country roads through that

section of the country, which we do not have
here, and after one leaves the Park in New York
City and attempts a ride up our avenues or the

Boulevard it is extremely hard work. Then,
through Westchester County on to Connecticut,

on any road excepting that to Yonkers and
Tarrytown, you encounter mud one day and
heavy sand the next, and over such roads every
necessary pound or even ounce of weight you
can remove from your wheel to make riding a
comfort you should do so. I have even removed
the lower mud guard from my wheel, and by so

doing I have a noiseless, but very serviceable,

machine that carries me over many a mile.

Now, as to blustering winds, I think we have
our share, particularly so on the road to Tarry-
town with a north wind blowing.

As to saddles, there are many designs, but
when one becomes used to almost any one of

these and likes it, it appears folly to exchange
for a kind one knows nothing about.
"Marguerite" is right in my opinion as to

not carrying many articles on the road. When
touring, I would suggest expressing froifi town
to town what change of clothing you require,

and then wear no unnecessary wraps. By so

doing you will be perfectly free to enjoy the
pleasure of the ride, and when you arrive at

your destination you have a fresh change tliat

has arrived by express and nolclothes that have
been bundled up on your wheel all day, which
the dust from the country road has succeeded
in penetrating, and, perhaps, from a sudden
shower which you were caught in, become moist
and musty. Experience will soon convince one
that • wheeling can be made one of the most
pleasant of diversions and sports for women,
but to do it correctly with the least exertion is

the aim of njy ambition, and by working on
this theory I derive untold pleasures. Pony.

Simplicity, because it stands to reason that in

a wheel, as in everything else, simplicity is

true strength, because the fewer the parts the

less danger there is of your machine getting out

of order, and, when such ill luck does befall you,

there is less expense and delay in the repairing |

But, although a wheelman's enthusiasm cannot be shown
•^

on muddy streets, we all have it at heart.

DENVER.
Our spring rains have been coming all in a bunch, and

the wheelman, who a month ago thought himself lucky in

having nice, ridable weather (barring winds), ever since

the last week in January, is now heaping abuse upon Old
Sol, the stars, or whatever it is that makes bad weather.

of your wheel.
Lightness, because it is simply wicked for a

woman to push round a lot of useless metal,

when she might double or treble her enjoyment
of and benefit from the exercise, by riding a

lighter machine.
Don't cling to the old idea that you must, be-

cause you are a woman, push round almost

double the weight of the wheel that the man be-

side you rides.

Drop frames are, if anything, stronger than
either straight or diamond frames, and can be

made quite as light as their straight and dia-

mond frame compeers without in the least en-

dangering their strength. My machine is a

Psycho, and the manufacturers assure me that

never, in all the time it has been before the pub-

lic, have they had a single one break, and that

they consider them stronger than the other

styles designed for men's use exclusively.

There seems to be an idea that if a thing is

heavy it must be strong. This isn't so, of

course ; but, allowing that it is, what is the

good of having a thing made to resist a tre-

mendous strain when such a strain can never
be applied to it? In other words, what is the

good of riding in a heavy cart when a light,

smoothly-running buggy will suit your purpose,

which, it is to be presumed, is pursuit of

pleasure, not hauling heavy loads for penance
sake.

The riders in Washington have a better

chance, I think, than anywhere else in the

Union to make an exhaustive study of the

woman's wheel in all its various forms, for it is

well called the wheelmen's paradise. It is the

banner city for its number of wheelwomen, and
every wheel made is represented among the

riders here. We get into the way of gradually
collecting a good deal of miscellaneous and
practical knowledge on the subject, and form
independent views, which are valuable be-

cause they are the outcome of a woman's prac-

tical experience, not the expression of a man's
theoretical views as to what a woman should
want (which we all know is very apt to be, as

the boys say, " way off ").

1 am no " Saul among the Prophets," but I

have been riding a long while now, and if I can
give any help or answer any questions I shall

be only too glad.

If you don't agree with me, tell The Wheel
what you think, and let's discuss the matter.

Psyche.

GLEANED FROM THE
PRESS.

EUROPEAN

A WOMAN'S DRESS POCKET,

In one of your last issues I saw an appeal
from a wheelwoman for information as to the
best, place to have one's pocket in one's wheel
dress. I have had some little difficulty in this

direction, but have at last come to the conclu-
sion that a pocket is a necessity, and the best
and most convenient place for mine is well back
on the right side. I always have a lot of things
to carry ;

two or three handkerchiefs, a purse,
a pair of good gloves (to wear when my expedi-
tion is partly on my wheel and partly on foot,

for my wheel gloves are not fit to be seen), be-

sides any casual trifles which I may want to

stow away. I have the opening made just large
enough to let my hand in and out easily, and
have it long and deep, and it never bothers me
in the least.

I have a few suggestions to make to the girl

just contemplating a wheel.

Get a good idea of what you want, and don't
be taken by a lot of little fads. Take for your
guiding ideas simplicity (fewness of parts) and
lightness.

The number of French cycling papers has
been increased lately by a new one. It is called

La France Cycliste, and appears bi-monthly from
April to October, and monthly during the rest of

the year.

A Frenchman is said to have discovered a
new bicycle that can be turned in full speed.

The renting business has taken on immense
proportions in Paris, especially in the Quarter
Porte-Maillot.

Cycling is progressing in the land of the

Moors and the mandoline. There are two
Spanish cycling papers. La Bicideta, of Pampe-
luna, and El Velocipedo, of Madrid. A new
club-house—the finest in the country—has been
opened lately in Saragozza.

There are twenty-eight cycling clubs in the

city of Vienna. The oldest one was founded in

1882.

One of the foremost clubs of Switzerland has
published a very fine map of the country for the

use of wheelmen
; scale, 1-200,000.

In Germany the employees of the Board of

Highways and Bridges have been equipped
with safeties, experience having shown that this

type of machine is preferable to tricycles, which
were in use formerly.

A race for amateurs will be held at Frankfort-
on-Main, on the i8th inst. The course will be

2,000, 3,000, 4,000 metres.

The Social Wheel Club, of this city, is always stirring,

and, being composed of active, energetic, hustling fellows,

has always some enterprising and climb-the-ladder object

in view. Their latest ambition is to reach the "one hun-
dredth " mark before the season is over, and, by the way
they are covering ground, I shouldn't wonder a bit to see

their aim accomplished.
President Hartwell is due much credit for the present

standing of the club ; and, although he clowns it on the
road and at the rooms, he can talk good, sound horse sense
when it comes down to business. The only time Ed's
horse sense gives out is when he meets a road hog, and the
horse doesn't take to the sense. Then he uses " pig talk,"

which, of course, the road hog always understands.

THE GENTLEMAN DRIVER.
Well, it is queer what a world we are running into, any-

way. It is not very easy mistaking a gentleman, at all

odds, when you meet him on a country road. Here he ap-

proaches, lines in hand, perchance driving a sensible-look-

ing little nag, whose very eyes sometimes tell you that she

wants to share the road with you. As the vehicle comes

nearer a hand is seen to draw in, the right line pulled taut,

and, with a pleasant smile and sometimes a salutation or

question about the roads, he draws out to the right and

passes on. Your heart beats warmer and faster toward

him, and you feel as if you would like to kiss the hand of

the fair little figure who occupied the seat with him, and

whose face seemed to welcome you almost to greeting as

she passed.
THE ROAD HOG.

Then here comes the other, with feet braced against the

dashboard, arms outstretched in a vain endeavor to cover

as much of the unoccupied earth as possible ; hat pulled

down over eyes, as is also that of his surly-looking com-

panion, and his poor horse, belching forth shafts of steam-

ing breath as he is whipped up and made to walk the line.

Most generally these reckless-driving toughs are more

numerous on the outskirts of a large city on Sunday after-

noons, as is the case here, and it would often be better for

some of them if they drank more cold water as a substitute

for what they are in the habit of pouring into them.

There certainly are some rude wheelmen. That lam
certain of, as I have been among a few of them in my day

;

but their actions are only governed by the way they are
treated by drivers on the road. Some few months ago an
incident occurred on the Brighton road leading into Den-
ver.
Two wheelmen were on their way to that town when a

team was seen approaching. The road happened to be
very rough at this point, and singling out was necessary,

as there was but one ridable path, on each side of which
was a deep rut. The driver seemed perfectly unconscious
of the presence of the wheelmen, and, despite the constant
waving of hands, and, at last, calling to turn out, kept the
road. They, of course, were compelled to dismount, and
so let him go by. Nothing was said, but four blazing eyes
were turned on him that might well have made him know
he was doing wrong, if his seltish nature was not too hard-
ened to learn a lesson But the lesson came, and this is

how it was. The wheelmen remounted, rode into Brighton,
ate dinner, and, after an hour or two spent in friendly

chat and smoking, started on the return trip home.
They had scarcely went two miles out of Brighton, when

who should they meet but their friend (?) the road hog,
this time driving a spirited black steed. The horse scented
danger as soon as his eyes rested on the wheelmen, and,
like a flash, backed into a barb wire fence. His owner was
now in a dilemma what to do, for all the " Whoa, Billys,"

and " Get up, nows," he could utter wouldn't make Billy

budge. When within hearing distance of our friends he
called to them to dismount ; but nary a dismount. Revenge
was too sweet for that. On they came, slowly, fully deter-

mined to have satisfaction, if such could be had without
injury to either party. In fact, a dismount would have
done very little good ; and by the way that horse snorted
and strained, only a two or three-mile tramp through the

fields would have seemed to satisfy him. In an instant the

horse turned and darted back down the road from whence
it came, at a gait that would have put to shame the best

efforts of Maud S. A fist was for a moment seen suspended
above the driver's head, and, at one time, one of the wheel-
men said, he saw a slight discoloring of the air over the
cart. Well, my readers might think this slightly savoring
of a tale, but the best efforts of that man to turn his horse
around and face the wheelmen proved fruitless, and he was
driven (in the style they drive sheep), until he struck the
first lane that turned off, which was some three miles from
where the meeting occurred. Now, that farmer may have
been a church member, and he may have knelt down and
said his little prayers every night before going to bed, but
I'll bet he cursed the air blue when he got home if his bis-

cuits were not baked to suit. Phblan Goods.

The latest and greatest scheme in metropolitan club life

is the idea of a consolidated club building, which originated
in the fertile brain of Mr. Robert B. Rovsevelt. The scheme
in outline is as follows : Ground has been broken at the
south-east corner of Fifty-ninth Street and Fifth Avenue,
directly opposite the principal entrance to Central Park

—

probably the best club location in New York. On this spot
will be erected a si-x-story building, to cost somewhere in

the neighborhood of half a million dollars. It is proposed
to let the first floor as a public restaurant. The second
floor will be a general meeting room—will have a splendid
frontage on the Avenue, and will be a general lounging^
room. Each of the other floors will be rented to clubs at an
annual figure of probably $5,000, with a proportionately
larger rental ior the lower floors. The members of any
other club have, privilege of the first, or reception, floor at

all limes, and they may also use this floor as a banquet hall,

on a specified day, once in each year. The figure at which
the rental is placed, places this novel club scheme out of the
reach of our local cycling clubs, but it will be an interesting

experiment, nevertneless.
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THE TRADE.
SOME ENGLISH NOVELTIES.

The leading English cycle papers contain the

advertisements of a number of cycling ac-

cessories which have not yet been heard of in

this country. One firm, Messrs. Reinhold &
Co., of Woolwich, advises the reader to look out
for their new wheel, which they call " Mobilis

Radius." One of the novelties is a shoe made
of horse skin. A prominent firm advertises

cocoa as a stimulating and sustaining drink for

cyclists. Mr. Sidney Lee advertises his auction

salesroom, where he auctions off every Thurs-
day afternoon a number of second-hand wheels
for whatever price they will bring. This feature

is yet unknown to this country. Another firm

advertises water-proofs for cyclists. This, by
the way, should be quite a branch of the Ameri-
can trade if the present change in the weather
should become permanent.
A London concern advertises " The Cyclist's

Metallic Medicine Case," which, they claim, has
been used by Henry M. Stanley and Thomas
Stevens. This concern also sells a preparation

which they call "Saccharine," which is 300
times sweeter than sugar, and of which one
tabloid about the size of a pea will sweeten a cup
of tea or coffee. Another firm also advertises
'• Hazeline Ointment," which, they claim, was a

favorite remedy of the Aborigines of America
for wounds, bruises, etc. This is probably an
extract of what we would call witch hazel. One
of the prettiest designs in advertising is em-
ployed by the Lion Cycle Company, which rep

resents a safety mounted on a Globe, with a

lion standing upright with one foot resting on
the saddle and another against a flag-staff, from
which a banner is flying. Another concern
also finds it profitable to advertise Irish cambric
pocket handkerchiefs, and another advertises a
cyclometer which it calls a patent crank log.

The Sweeting Company, of Philadelphia, carry

an advertisement in which they bid manufac-
turers and inventors of cycling goods, novelties,

etc., to send them full particulars, and an un-
known advertiser wishes to communicate with
manufacturers for figures on a lot of 1,000 safe-

ties to be delivered at Springfield, Mass.

JOLIET WHEEL COMPANY.

This new Western concern has been working
quietly and effectively all Spring, and they now
inform us that they are about ready to place

their wheels on the market. They have just

closed an agreement with Mr. W. C. Smith,
formerly superintendent of the GormuUy & Jef-

fery works, and recently superintendent of the

Stover Bicycle Company's works. Mr. Smitb
will act as assistant superintendent forthe Joliet

Company, Mr. R. G. Surbridge being the man-
ager of the factory. The company will shortly

put in an electric plant, as they find it necessary
to run at night. A new art catalogue will

shortly be issued, which will contain complete
descriptions of the new Joliet Light Roadster
Safety. Mr. Surbridge starts East this week
and will take in all the large cities en route,

showing the Light Roadster to agents.

Washington Trade Notes.

The Capital Cycle Company are exhibiting,

with some pride, a new Psycho brought over by
Mr. William Starley. This company are doing
a large trade this year.

The Board of Directors of the Smith Cycle
Company, of Washington, has been reorganized,

and Mr. Henry Smith has gone to the factory to

take charge of it. He expects to finish up all

of the work there is on hand, and to bring out a

new lot of 500 Darts.

Mr. Charies Smith has a cycle school on H
Street, N. W., and an office on E Street.

Messrs. Crawford & Co., manufacturers of the

Gazelle, are carrying, in addition to their own
product, a line of Messrs. Strong & Green's
wheels.

An English Opinion ou Rat-Traps.

Except on the score of lightness, we don't care

for rat-trap pedals. The claim made for them
is, of course, that the feet keep on them better

than on rubber pedals, but in practice on tht

road we do not find it is so, whilst the difficulty

of replacing the feet again firmly on the pedals,

when once they have been thrown off, is in-

finitely greater. Vibration, too, especially on
safeties, is felt in the feet to a very much
greater extent with rat-trap than with rubber
pedals, and, altogether, for road-riding purposes,
in our estimation, the rubber pedal is the thing,
more especially if provided with toe-clips. We
have used these latter adjuncts now for two
years, and consider them almost indispensable,
both for comfort and safety. To be perfect they
should be adjustable, and we strongly recom-
mend their adoption by road riders, who will

find an undoubted gain by their use.— The
Cyclist.

A NEW AGENT IN GOTHAM.

Mr. Chas. J. Godfrey, who has been estab-

lished for many years in the sporting goods and
fire-arms business at 7 Warren Street, New York
City, has been appointed agent for the Level!
Diamond Safety. The Diamond Safety is a
splendidly-built machine, and is listed at the
remarkably low price of $85. The machines
are now on exhibition at Mr. Godfrey's store.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Trade
Rkview Dy W. E. Aughinbaug^h, patent attorney,
Washingfton, D. CI

427,538.—Anti-friction bearing for bicycle ; Bruno Beau-
pre, St. Paul, Minn. Filed September 30, 1889. Serial No.
325,533-

427,539 —Anti-friction bearing journal for bicycle ; Bruno
Beaupre, St. Paul, Minn. Filed October ji, 1889. Serial
No. 327,691.

427,605.—Bicycle chain link ; £ugene Ongley, Memel,
Germany. Filed April 12, 1889. Serial No. 347,305.
427,636.—Bicycle axle; F R. Swalley, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed June 22, 1889. Serial No. 315,273.
^27,663.—Railway tricycle ; Frank Brady, Denver, Col.

Filed August 9, 1889. Serial No. 320,304.

W. M Haradon, representing the White Cycle Company,
was in Louisville on Sunday last showing oS. the Broncho
to the Louisville boys.

Mr. William Starley, of the firm of Starley Bros., manu-
facturers of the Psychos, is at present the guest of the Capi-
tal Cycle Company, of Washington, who are sole United
States importers of these wheel!'. Mr. Starley came over a
few weeks since to make a thorough study of the require-
ments of the American market. He brought with him a
sample of his latest production, and all the boys who have
tried it are delighted with it. Mr. Starley 11 at present
spending a few weeks in Canada.

The London Pictorial World recently illustrated the
Coventry Machinists' Works.

Horace Partridge & Co. , of Boston, have gone into the cy-
cling business more extensively this season than in any
previous year. They handle the Junior, Little Giant, Non-
pareil and Crescent.

The Gendron Iron Wheel Company, of Toledo, Ohio, are
fitting up their factory with a plant for the manufacture of
bicycles. This company have an enormous factory, and turn
out several thousand baby carriages every year. We will
sh- rtly publisli specifications of their new wheels. It is re-
ported that the company have patented a vehicle, which
they will enter in some English races next August. 1 he
machine weighs 17 lbs. 4 oz., and has 28-30-inch wheels, the
spokes of which are made of piano wire. The firm also
owns patents for a tandem bicycle, which can be converted
into a single.

A Buffalo mechanic named Edward Prentiss has in-
vented a convertible tandem, which he is constructing for
next season's market.

The Howe Cycle Company, a large English concern, has
gone into liquidation.

Frank Bell.—A cycling traveler, who has recently been
through Montgomery, Ala., states that Frank M. Bell, the
young bicycle rider, who is alleged to have ridden a quarter-
mile, standing start, in thirty-two seconds, is a tall and
well-built bov for his age. Bell being but eighteen. He is a
member of the Montgomery Y. M. C. A. gymnasium • is

interested in athletics, and is training for bicycle races He
is an employee of the telephone and telegraph office of J.

M. Polhill. an old Montgomery cyclist, who was at one
time a racing man, and «ho made several long distance
tours in this country.

" Measure your pleasure by the hour, and not by the
mile."

—

Ex.

H. Laurie, the English safety record holder, is a Benedict,
al' hough he is but twenty years of age.

Messrs. Keefe & Becannon are meeting with unexpected
success in their bicjcle department. Their store on lower
Broadway is well situated, and a large number of inquirers
are found there every day. The company are pushing
Warwicks, Bronchos, Eagles, Vulcans, and a number of
cheaper wheels. This firm have just been appointed New
York agents for the Bronchos, and they are now showing
the wheels.

Messrs. Snow & Company, of Minneapolis, are making a
special bid for the trade of business men. They have
secured a convenient and commodious hall, where business
men can, by appointment, have private instructions in bi-

cycle riding

A TRIBUTE TO THE AMERICAN INVENTOR.

In describing the Sparkbrook Manufacturing Co.'s plant,
at Coventry, the Bicycling News makes the following
statement :

" The system oflabor saving has been pursued
throughout the whole of the establishment. Everything is of
the newest and most approved kind. In one corner of the fit-

ting shop were standing two wonderful-looking machines,
just arrived from America. They were milling machines,
not for the purpose of making cycles, but for making the
tools with which the latter are made. It is a well-known
aiiom that it is impossible to do good work with bad tools,

and, taking this into consideration, the company had de-
termined to obtain machines with which the very best kind
of tools could be made."

The English Society of Cyclis's held ameetiniron Thurs-
day, April 27. At each of the meetings of this society, one
or more papers are read on something relating to the sport.

At the meeting in question, Lieut.-Col. Saville read a paper
on the cycling infantry manoeuvres at Easter. The most
important fact presented by the Colonel was that the
cycling infantry covered, in about one and a half hours, a
distance which is regarded as a day's march for foot in-

fantry. It wa!s also shown tnat men walking wiih n a-

chines could make better pace than those without.

THl " VICTORIA "—OYERMAN WHKSL CO.
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CHICAGO.

THB EXPOSITION BUILDING TOURNAMENT.

NothinfT new or startling in connection with this affair

has He' eloped during the past week. Entries are now
being received and the list will remain open until the »4th

inst. Either S. A. Miles or Van Sicklen & Barrett, Cax-
ton Building, can be addressed.

VAN WAGONER !

Van Wagoner, with his Eagle and that same old skull

cap, reached here on Wednesday evening last, itJ^ days
from Boston. He was as brown as an Indian and looked,

as one of the boys put it, d ! ! ! ! ! tough. Of the i,ioo miles,

he walked some 250. He had two accidents to his wheel,

and went back to Newport on Friday " to sell enough
wheels to pay for the trip," as he remarked, full of whole-
some respect for Western roads. While here Munger and
Barrett had him under their protecting wings. He will

return in time for the Crawfordsville race and the Exposi-

tion Building tournament.

bowbeer's smoker.

Although Martin gave but short notice of this event,

which took place on Saturday last at his store. No 133

Lake Street, he certainly has reason to feel gratified at the

unanimity with which his invitation was responded to,

fully 250 men, representing nearly if not all of the city

clubs being present. A keg, or a couple of them, rather,

was on tap, and " L. A. Ws ," and 'La Venas," and
" Maralfos" were passed around early and often. Several

impromptu raffles were gotten up, and Erwin, Templeton
and two or three others went home with a box of ten-cent

straights under their arms as a result of their visit. All

present seemed to enjoy the occasion, and it was well after

eleven when the squaw was pulled in off the sidewalk and
the lights turned out Bowbeer's place is very nicely

arranged, having as he states " all modern conveniences for

loafing." The Wheel and most of the other cycling

papei-s will be kept on file, and all wheelmen, visiting or

otherwise, are invited to make the place their stamping
ground, a large space in the rear being set apart where
wheels may be stored.

THE DIVISION MEET.

Bloomington has been selected as place of the division

meet and July 4 and 5 as the dates. Joliet put in a bid for

it at the eleventh hour, but the vote had already been
taken and the city of the Joliet safety will have to wait a
year. There will be the usual business meeting, parade,
photograph, runs and races.

STATE ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

Chief Consul Davis tells me that the division committee,
which has been collecting data, laying feelers and wrest-
ling generally with the subject of road improvement for

the past two months, is about ready to report. They have
made no effort to hurry matters, but have sifted every sug-
gestion that offered itself, and, with the experience of other
States to guide them, a very comprehensive report is

looked for From what the Chief Consul said, I judge that

a State roads improvement association will be recom-
mended And, after reading Chairman Bowen's paper in

last Wheel, right here, I wish to second most heartily the
hearings idea of an association of the city clubs. It need
have no direct connection with any R. L association, but
2,000 wheelmen of voting age casting their ballot oneway
can change the political complexion of many wards under
wise leadership and accomplish a power of good without
degenerating into a political concern, and, when such men
as Waldo Hutchins President of New York's Park Com-
mission, and Messrs. Luscomb and Bowen have practically
advised such organization, why hesitate longer ? The
L. A. W. is not for local issues. Such an association in

Chicago can win immortality at the very outset by com-
bating this inconsistent law, which, even on the very
brightest of moonlight nights, keeps a wheelman without
a lamp out of the parks and off the boulevards, while per-
mitting other vehichles to disregard the law at will. A cop
smiled when I ventured to argue the matter, and backed
by "special orders," perhaps, he could well afford to even
grin, if it tickled him enough to provoke one.
Asked about the membership race with 0-he-o,as Brother

Bassett calls the Buckeye State, Davis' eye glistened and
his " Well, they just wont, that's all " left no doubt that it

meant business.
brevities.

Club runs are at a decided di- count. Nearly everybody
and every club brought up at the Cheltenham Beach track
on Sunday last, "rnere were no very brilliant perform-
ances, but- the pretty work of Lumsden, Van Sicklen, Bar-
rett, Winship and the four Thome's created lots of interest,

and the manner in which young Sherman clung to 'em
also opened an eye or two.
Lumsden will compete in the Hamilton, Ont., tourna-

ment on the 24th inst.

The Illinois Club will give a lawn party sometime during
the present month.
The Douglas Club holds its second May party on the 33d

inst. at Apollo Hall.
R. O. Forrest, now with Garden, will have charge of the

Kenwood Company's Jackson Park branch.
The five-miJe safety team race in the Exposition Building

tournament will, if I mistake not, be the first of the sort
yet contested on this side.

Horace Bell will be in charge of Gormully & Jeffery's
retail store, the operiing of -which has been delayed by the
carpenters' strike. Bettsy B.

WHIT TEN, GODDING & CO.'S '90

CATALOGUE.

The 1890 list of this concern is received. The
firm of Whitten, Godding & Co.—the two mem-
bers of which are prominent members of the
Rhode Island Wheelmen—started in the bicycle
business three years ago, since which time their
plant has gradually increased, until at pres-
ent they occupy one of the finest stores in
Providence, on South Main Street, where their
business has grown from a small bicycle agency
into a headquarters for sporting goods of all

kinds.' The concern not only handles sports-

men's goods at retail, but they send a great deal

of stuff all over New England.
In addition to their sporting goods business,

they are heavily interested in the bicycle busi-

ness, their leading string being the Vulcan
Light Roadster Safety bicycle. In calling atten-

tion to their cycles, the Company announce thai

they will be brief, since brevity is the soul of

wit ; that they will present facts, plain un-

adorned facts ; that they do not claim perfection,

but that they do court inspection and compari-
son. The wheels handled by this concern are

as follows : Vulcan Light Roadster Safety. This
wheel is claimed by the firm to be a first-class

diamond-frame safety, at the medium price of

$115. It has weldless steel tubing, ball bear-

ings all over, and is fitted with the Garford sad-

dle. The Vulcan Roadster is a cross frame
safely listed at $85. The Vulcan Ladies' Safety

is listed at $115. All of these wheels are grace-

ful, well proportioned, and strongly built. The
Vulcan Juvenile Safety is the equal of any
youths' wheel now on the market, and is put out

as a high grade safety, listed at |6o ; ball bear-

ing all 'round, |i75. The wheels are 26j^ and
26 5-8

They also handle a fine line of sundries, and
are special agents for Harrison's Double and
Single Alarm Bells, Kensington's Combination
Bells, the Perfection Bicycle Alarm, and the

Newport Bell. They make a specialty in hand-
ling Whitten's Link, which is a spring lock for

bicycles. One of the special features of this

firm is that they handle a large number of parts

for diamond frame safeties, and they report that

they are now doing a large business among the

trade in these sundries. Their special agents
arc : Geo. R. Bidwell, of New York, for New York
State ; the Eisenbrandt Cycle Co., of Baltimore,

for Maryland and Virginia ; Graff & Jordan, of

Chicago, for Illinois, and Charles Hanauer, of

Cincinnati, for Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky.
Altogether, their catalogue is very interesting,

and the cuts are brought out very clear.

CYCLING FOR THE YOUNG—THE LES-
SON IS, BE MODERATE.

Dr. W. B. Richardson, an eminent authority on
cycling hygiene, claims that we should not cycle

until we are twenty-one—that is, the Doctor is of

the opinion that cycling should not be taken up
until the body is almost approaching maturity.

He states, however, that cycling may be in-

dulged in by youths in a moderate degree. The
doctor strongly condemns racing, when prac-
ticed by those not yet twenty-one years of age.
Commenting on this, a prominent English
writer has the following to say :

"
I know how

inglorious it is to walk up a hill instead of
boldly and manfully scaling it, but it is the prac-
tical side of the matter at which we must look.

I admire the lad who would do anything rather
than acknowledge that a hill vanquishes him.
but this manly resolution canot save him from
the evils to follow. We maintain that a dis-

mount should be made directly any strain is

felt. A young friend of mine, who used to be
an ardent cyclist, has been compelled by the ad-
vice of his doctor to give up cycling, on account
of a slight affection of the heart. It is injuri-

ous for boys to ride with those who are their

seniors ; they should ride with boys of their
own age and capability. Boys under a certain
age should never be admitted into senior
clubs."

Messrs. Singer & Company use their advertising
space to great advantage this week. They tell

a simple story of th» introduction of the Singer bicy-
cles into this country, and point out that the con-
tinued increase in the demani for their cycles, of which
66,000 are now in use, is proof positive that their wheels
are all the concern claim for them—high grade and of
good form and style. This concern, under the manager
ment of Mr. Ross, conduct their business on an admir-
able plan, and It is due 10 this policy of absolute fair deal-
ing, that they have got such a strong foothold in this
coun rj'.

Kirk Brown Company (Ltd.), in their advertising space,
show a dozen Juvenile safeties in a space 15 feet bv 2 feet
6 inches. These Juveniles are confined in ihis small space
by the use of the new ste.idy stand, whi h is the latest
thing in cycle stands. Age'.ts are invited tj send for
samples.

The Pullman Road Race— 181 entries.

The Irvington-Millburn Race—$750 in prizes.

A 15-m'le road road race, from New Rochelleto Rye and
return, will be held on June w8 or July 5. The Westches-
ter County Wreelmen and Yonkers Bicycle Club will enter
teims of five men.

Wheel growing better all the lime. Keep up the
pace!—H. H.Allen, Omaha, Neb.

The Kings County Wheelmen think they have some-
thing good on " Billy Finn."

Underhill, a Brooklyn unattached rider, is showing a fast
clip around the Prospect Park circuit.

At the Columbia College games, held at Berkeley Oval,
on Wednesday, the two-mile bicycle race was won by W.
H. Hall, 'qi, with G. R. Beckwith, 'go, second ; the time
was 6m. 11 2-53.

TABLE OF CONTINENTAL RECORDS.

A foreign cycling paper has just published a comparative table of the principal records made
on ordinaries, safeties and bicycles in France, Germany, Italy, Austria, Spain, Holland and
Belgium up to the first of January of this year. As the countries mentioned use the metrical

system in measuring distances, the valuations are given in k lometres, or 1000 metres. An
American mile is equal to 1,609 metres; I metre equal to 3.28090 feet

; an American mile equal
to 5,280 feet.

ORDINARY.

I KILO. 5 KIL. 10 KIL. 50 KIL. lOO KIL.

Wo r-B j Time im. 43s. 8m. 48s. i8m. 14s. ih. 38m. 27s. 3h. 28m. 15s.fRANCE...^gy
^jj,j^ yf^-^^Y. Wick. Terront. Terront.

riri.«*i«v iTime.... im. 34 4-55. 8m. 40s. 17m. 55 2 5s. ih. 41m. 20s. 3h. 38m. 374-55GERMANY .

-^ g^ Medinger. Duncan. Lehr. Pundt. Adams.

Italy
jTime.... 8m. 56s.

ITALY
^ gy Gnesutta.

A,TCT»ii i Time.... im. 34 I-5S. 9m. 5 2-5S. i8m. 43 1-5S. ih. 41 2-5m. 3h. 53m- 5s.
AusiKiA..

-J gy Trinkaus. Trinkaus. Cipka. Kohout. Kielhauser.

Spain j Time.. .. im. 54s. 9m. 47jl^s. 21m. 25s. ih. 53m. 45s. 4h.18m.10s.
1 By-. . A.Periquet. A. Periquet. Figueroa. Fi^ueroa. Figueroa.

HniiiMT^ jTime.... im. 43 3-5S. 9m. 24 1-5S. i8m. 20 2-5S.
HOLLAND. |gy Huyser. Hagedorn. Lehr.

Rvif-iTTM JTimc... im. 49s. 9m. 59s. 20m. 16 1-55. 6h. 35m.BELGIUM ..

-^ gy Benkeloer. Benkeloer. Benkeloer. Gerlach.

SAFETY.

I KILO. 5 KIL. 10 KIL. 50 KIL. 100 KIL.

TToAMf-- jTime.... im. 372-53. 9m. 21s. 18m. 51 1-55. ih.38m. 30s. 3h. 38m. 30s.fRANCE...^gy Oxborrow. Wick. Wick. Fol. Medinger.

OuBMANv jTime.... im. 37 3-5S. 9m. 4 4-5s. i8m. 31 2-5S.
GERMANY.

-jgy Allard. Stein. Stein.

Ttaiv JTime.... im. 46s. —
ITALY

• •• •

^ By Creazzi.

Ai7<iTRiA
<Time.... 19m. 292-5S.

AUSTRIA.,
^gy Braida.

Spain j Time im. 51s. 9m. 36>^s. 21m. 15s. ih. 52m. 15s. 4h. 4m. 30s.

(By R. Periquet. R. Periquet. Campos. Campos. Campos.

HoiiANn jTime.... im. 584-5S. 901- 7s. i8m. 25s.HOLLAND.
-jgy v.TiU. Rcduin. Wackwitz.

BELGIUM..] Jitnc... im. 51 4-5S.

(By Benkeloer.

Translated for The Wheel by Mr. Anton Rieder.
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PHILADELPHIA.

- - THE " ITEM FOAD RACE.

The first Hem race, for ihe five-mile road championship
of Philadelphia, is now a thingr of the past, and as was fully

ejtp'-cted. W. W. Taxis won with seeminpr ease. Of the
tiventy-thref entries, nineteen faced the starter on Satur-

day last, and at 4 p.m. and were started over the Century
Tpurse by Kirk Brown. The first fourteen men finished as

follows:
I—W. W Taxis, A. C. S. N.
2—JohT\ Hazleton, Col Cyclers and Cen. Wheelmen.
3—W. F. West, Philadelphia.
4—C. A. Dimon, South End Wheelmen.
5—F. B. Marriott, South End.
6—J. Artman, Quaker City.
7—H. E. Mole, Columbia Cyclers
8—J B. Fontaine, Columbia Cyclers,
g—F. H. Garrigues, Century Wheelmen.
10—F. W. Whiteside, Century Wheelmen.
II—C. W. Dalsen, Century Wheelmen.
12—J. J. Bradley, South End.
13—O. H. McCurdy, South End.
H-'i B. Scott, Mt. Vernon Wheelmen.
Taxis' time was 17m 22 1-5S., with Hazleton a few yards

behind Draaer took a header while turninsf from Mont-
gomery Avenue into City Avenue, thus throwinsf him out
of the race. This was the only accident of the dav. Sev-
eral hundred cyclers, including a large number of ladies,

were grouped at the finish The mounted police stood in

with the wheelmen in great style, keeping the finish clear

of carriages ; and one officer actually shot a dog which per-

sisted in running out into the road. The next race romes
off on June 7, when the cup will be presented to Taxis,
should he win again. It must be won twice to become
personal property.

MATCH RACE BETWEEN TAXIS AND m'daNIEL.

McDaniel, of Wilmington, seems to be of the opinion that

if he can get Taxis 10 r ce him over a r'ugh road he can
play with him in the same manner that W. W. plays with
the aforesaid B. Frai k on a smooth road or track. A
match race has bi en arranged between these two, to take
place Saturday next, over an ord nary country dirt road,

from Wilmington to Middletown, a distance of twenty-
three miles, the loser paying for the prize I rather think,

however, that the S. huylkiU Navy man will have just about
the same picnic that he wou'd it the race were held on old
Lancaster.

PHILADELPHIA CLUBS SUMMER OUTING.

Captain Wa't, of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, has ar-

ranged the following schedule for the annual summer out-
ing :

Leave Philadelphia 6.35 p. m. Friday, June 13, by Penn-
sylvania' Railroad, through sleeper, to Boston, arriving
there at 8 a. m. Saturday, June 14.

Saturday, ride to Nantasket, 18 miles, staying there over
Sunday.
Monday, to the Newtons snd Lynn, 30 miles.

Tuesday, to Marblehead and Salem, to miles, with excur-
sions in neighborhood.
Wednesday, to Newburyport, 26 miles.
Thursday and Friday, returning to Boston, 37 miles.
Saturday and Sunday, local rides.

Sunday, leave Boston at 6 p. m ; ariive Philadelphia 6:50
A. M. on Monday, June 23.
This will give the members a delightful opportunity to

enjoy the good roads and fine scenery around the " Hub,"
and ii is expec'ed that a large party of the members, includ-
ing, of course, the ladits, will go on the trip.

he inter-club run to I'evon Inn, on Decoration Day,
promises to be a much greater success than the same event
last year. All the club wU probably send larger delega-
tions, and quite a number of 1 dies will ride one or both
ways. Dinner will be held at two o'cl 'ck, after which the
South End and Centura base-ball teams will cross bats.

I don't know much about base ball, ^ ut from the way the
"Norih Broad Street Stroller-. " talk about their " battery,"
Stiinmetz and Kirk, the " Down Town Slows " will have
to be preitv good if they are going to win. Still, you can
never tell what these South End men are going to do ; they
don't do much talking before hand, but I think that those
pretty blue and white caps, and that emblem of a wheel
and arrow which they wear on their shirt fronts will bear
watching. Themtn who wear them seem to know their
busine-s when there is anything at stake.
Park officials are not always he most brilliant of men,

and I think th t a weik ago a large rerceniage of the
crowd that gathered at Well's Hi.l silently or vociferously
blessed the man who made the rule that '" bike " riders
walk over Fall's Bridge. The entire afternoon, wheelmen
were crossing the br dge, end all, of couise, had to follow
the usual rule and dismount. Just why a wheelman should
be put to the inconvenience of walking is more than I can
understand. The rule is simply a connecting link between
the days when wheelmen were permitted to ' ride on the
pavement from the Green Street entrance to the Lincoln
Monument, between 8 and 12 a. m.," and the present time.

Paul Bkrvvyn.

CINCINNATI.

The trade reports everything booming in this city. This
is as it should be, for Cincinnati should be one of the fore-

most wheel cities in the country.
The coming meet of the Ohio Division, L. A. W., bids

fair to be one of the best ever held, and that is saying a
great deal, for Springfield, Massilon, Columbus, Dayton,
Toledo, Cleveland and other cities have royally entertained
their brother wheelmen. Every wheelman in the city is

now on the alert, and much good, solid work is being done.
There are to be two combined runs held in this c ty—one

on the 18th, under the auspices of Captain Hanauer, of the
Aquila Cyclers, and the other on May 25, by invitation of
Mr. J. E. Poorman, who will provide the hungry cyclers
with a plenteous lunch at Ked Bank. Both runs will be
well attended.
The Crescents went to Eaton last Sunday. The first

century run of the season.
Our good friend and able writer, " Hawkshaw," sees fit,

in a recent number of the Bicycling ^Vorld, to criticise the
ladies of Cincinnati on account of an article written by
" Katinka," a young lady writer for a daily paper. We feel

sure that had Hawk known the article in question had been
written by a lady, he would not have used such harsh lan-
guage. As to the ladies of our beautiful city using such a
CO tume, they would no more th nk of such a thing than
our esteemed fellow cyclist would of appearing in Central

:
Park attired in circus tights with spangles and all.

The entries for the Poorman handicap road race will
close June 21, at 6 p. m. Those wishing to compete should

i

remember this and send in their entries. A large number
of the best men in the country will be here.

! What might have proven a very serious acc'dent occurred

j

here Monday Ihrouah the criminal carelessness of a driver.
Mr. F. E. Spicker was riding slowly along Seventh Sti-eet,

I near Main Street, very close to the curb on the right side,

! when a heavy wagon, rtrivea by August Graflf, cam.' round
j

the corner at a great speed, and, cutting across the street,

struck Mr. Spicker's wheel and threw him to the ground.
I

Luckily, Mr. S. was not injured, but his machine is nearly
a total wreck. He immediately reported the case to Secre-
tary Kempton and l.hief-Consul High, and theyhave taken
the case in hand. A first-class lawr firm has been retained,
and will present a bill for damages to Chas. H. Heine &
Co., the proprietors of the wagon. If it is not settled im-
mediately suit will be brought, and Graff will be prosecuted
for reckless driving. G. Ossipv.

PITTSBURGH.

ROCHESTER.
The wheelmen of Rochester were badly frightened a few

days since over a petition which threatened to drive the
boys ( ff the sidewalks throughout the city. All the leading
clubs of the city mustered up their battling powers to de-
fend themselves, and accordingly held meetings to decide
upon the best means of work. Committees were ap-
pointed, who approached the Aldermen and prevailed upon
them to kill the petition the moment it was brought to their
notice. Another committee was appointed to attend the
Council meeting Tuesday night for the purpose of speaking
for their rights, if necessary. It was not necessary, how-
ever, for the originator of the petition found the opposition
too strong against him, and he wisely withheld the prob-
ably damasing paper.

All th-.- bicycle club's of the city are, at this time of the
season, gaining rapidly in membership. At the last meet-
ing of the Lake View Club fourteen members were elected
and twenty-two applications received. On the same night
the West Ends elected nine members and received six ap-
plications. The latter club meets every Friday night.
The handsome new rooms of the West End Club will be

formally opened in about two weeks. Teall, the caterer,
will furnish an elegant supper, and various toasts will be
responded to
On Decoration Day the Lake Views will run to LeRoy

and return. 1 hey will take dinner at the Lampson House
A large number of druggists have built bicycle rests in

front of their stores for the accommodation of wheelmen
who indulge in the beverages furnished in the stores.
What is the matter with the Buffalo clubs and their chal-

lenges or road racing which they talked so freely about
before the riding season arrived ?

The West End Club has decided to join the League.
This action has caused a number to withdraw from the
club, but this is just what the majority of the members
wanted. Any wheelman who does not wish to pav tiis

initiation and dues to the League is not worthy of belong
ing to any organization, The West Ends will have about
100 League members.
There is at present considerable bicycle enthusiasm in the

city, and the question has been agitated recently of form-
ing ano her club, to be composed of reputable wheelmen,
for various benefits and mutual protection. A meeting
was held last week for organization, but the only b isiness
trans 'Ctfd was the appointment of a committee to draft a
constitution. Amon>; those interested in the club, are:
Arthur Castle, Jas Barnes, Geo. W. Losey, Prof. F. E.
Rogers, S. S. Gould, Dr. J. E. Lane. Zo.

The year of grace, i8go, marks an important epoch in the
history of cycling; The League of American Wheelmen
stands to-day an honored and respected national organiza-
tion, the restilt of continuous and intelligent effort in the
direction of highway improvement, the necessity for which
has long^ been a recognized fact, but none the less a prac-
tically Ignored duty. In the effort to reform the existing
laws governing road repairs, much opposition was encoun-
tered, but this has now been to a great extent overcome,
and prejudice has given place to reason in most places, as
is evidenced by the many recent legislative enactments, in
several of the States, bearing on the subject, 'he Pennsyl-
vania Division has led the van in this up-hill and costly
fight, and has been abundantly rewarded in securing the
co-operation of such men as Governor Beaver and Wm. M.
Rhawn. the appointment of a Highway Commission, whose
duty it is to devise new acts to govern road construction,
and last, but by no means least, an almost unanimous sup-
port from the ^reat daily newspapers of the State, whose
columns are given freely in suoport of the project. One
local paper, the Dispatch, has organized and fully equipped
a road expedition and exploring party, and the details of
the journey are minutely chronicled in the columns of that
paper, forming an interesting and truthful account of the
almost impassable condition of the roads of Western Penn-
sylvania. Such efforts can have but one effect, that of
permanent reform.
The advent of the safety has caused many who looked

upon the " tall wheels " with disfavor and distrust to be-
come converts and even enthusiasts of the erstwhile de-

j

spised wheel. It has opened the scope of the sport to men
I

of mature years and enabled thera to taste the healthful

I

exercise and enjoyment that comes with the judicious use
' of the wheel—and the ladies, heaven bless 'em, have their
share, too, in the general rejoicing, for their desire of
tasting the hitherto unknown delights of cycling have now
an opportunity of gratification, and the " Ladies' Safety "

is now one of the features of every shrewd wheel manu-
facturer's output. The recent and contemplated improve-
ments in our city streets, over forty of which will be
renewed during the next four months, has had a most en-
couraging effect. It is a source of great disappointment,
though, that after juggling with the Forbes Street contract
for over a year, it has been finally decided by the city
fathers to pave with block stone instead of asphalt as prom-
ised : it looks to a man up a tree as though the city fathers
had transferred their paternal and fostering care from the
city to the Duquesne Traction Company.
There have been some changes in the distribution of the

various wheel agencies since last season, and it seems that
the effect has been to the advantage of all. James W.
Grove still handles the popular Columbias, and is doing a
rushing business. J. B. Kaercher has secured the agency
for the Rambler, and is pushing them right to the front.
Logan, Gregg & Co., with W. D. Banker in the bicycling
department, have the Victo"-, and report an unusual and
growing demand. J. H Johnson, with the Swift, seems
to be getting there, too. All of the above dealers, save the
latter, handle other makes, but the three first mentioned
are their leaders. Owing to the fact that a good ball-

bearine mach ne can now be purchased for from $85 up,
and an honest wheel even as low as $65, the bicycle is now
within the reach of all. Under such circumstance it is not
strange that the old-time rider is rather chary in making
new acquaintances. The free-masonry of the whetl is

almost a back number to-day, and justly so. Club runs
will be club runs in the future, the more exclusive the
better. The Keystones, in their handsome new quarters
a.t Broad Street and Frankstown Avenue, will always
welcome, with the right hand of good fellowship, those
worthy of hospitality, and glad to do it, too. 'J he club-
room bids fair to be popular as a meeting place for mem-
bers for social conversation—each evening finds some half
a dozen members and guests present.

—

Bulletin.

The New Jersey Division meet at Bergen Point promises
to open the local racing season in brilliant fashion The
races will be run on the fine N. J. A. C. track on May 31.

In addition to the five championship events there are two
open handicap races. Entries close on May 24 with F. L.
C. Martin, Plainfield, N. J. Don't fail to enter.

The entries for the Hamilton, Can., race meet, which is

to be held on May 24, will close on May 22 with A D.
Stewart, 14 Main Street East, Hamilton, Ont. Fourteen
events are on the programme. Many of the men who will

compete at Hamilton on the 24th will be entered in the
Woodstock meet, which is to be held on the 26th.

L. B. Graves & Company, of Washington, give a few
more interesting hints on the Rambler Safeties. The argu-
ments are very clearly put, and can be easily gotten through
the thickest heads. This is the best sort of advertising.

The Overman Wheel Company's cuts, which are changed
almost every week, seem to grow more artistic with each
issue. A glance at their cut in this week's Whkkl will

convince you of the truth of this statement.

LOVEU DIAMOND. LOVELL BOYS' SAFETY.
Ball bearings to all running parts. Steel tubing and drop

forgings to every part. Finish and workmanship

equal to any high grade wheel in the world.

Only steel drop frame 26 in. machine in the market. $35.
Be sure you get a 26 in. wheel. Take no other.

CHAS. J. GODFREY,
7 Warren St.,

High Grade Safety, 985.
NEW YORK.

26 in. Wheel, Steel Drop Frame, $3S.
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NEWARK.

THB PAVING ISSUE.

It is now only necessary for the Governor to sign the bill

authorizinur the city to raise from $300,000 to $500,000 for

paving by means of the plan stated in this column several

weeks ago, and then some marked improvements will

appear in Newark's streets, the measure having passed the

Senate. An amendment was added, however, which
makes it requisite to raise $100,000 by tax levy this year
and every year hereafter until the debt is canceled. The
promoters of the petitions to pave Belleville .Avenue with
asphalt instead of^ granite blocks, as pioposed, are not very
sanguine over the success of their movement, as all the

Aldermen,without exception look upon the scheme with dis-

favorand claim that the thoroughfare is too heavily traveled
for asphalt pavement. Be it as it may, wheelmen will be
thankful for granite, as the street in ils present condition is

almost unridable. As stated heretofore, this money will

be used in paving streets in the outlying districts that are
now either a mass of mud or knee deep with dust, in con-
formity with the weather, and will be of little use to wheel-
men, these streets not being situated where good pavement
would make them a boon. If the cobblestones would
only be extirpated from the innumerable side streets, and
asphalt, granite or any other ridable pavement be laid in

place thereof, what a gleeful body of cyclers there would
be!

THE ATAI.ANTa's LAST MEETING.

The regular monthly meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen,
held Wednesday evening. May 7, proved to be one of those
festive and fascinating midnight sessions which causes one
to wish he had brought a cot along with him. The adop-
tion of a new constitution and by-laws, made necessary by
the incorporation of the club, e.xcited a deal of discussion and
was the prime factor in causing the prolonged conference.
As finally accepted, it does not differ materially from the
old one, e.\cept in giving full power to the Board of Trustees
to govern all club affairs. A pleasing innovation that re-

sults from this admirable method of procedure is the doing
away of the tedious plan of admitting new members by
ballot. In the future, names proposed for membership
will be posted in the club-house a stated interval and then
acted on by the trustees. The secretaryship is to be
divided into two parts, recording and corresponding, and
an election for the new office will occur at the June meet-
ing. Five new members were admitted, two resigned, and
one candidate was black-balled.

RAIN AND MUD.

There is certainly something amiss with the weather ser-

vice, for, with the certainty that characterizes the appear-
ance of Sunday, Lo ! leaden skies and wet roads greet the
wheelman, who, having been penned up all the week, looks
with longing eyes for a sunny day, that he may enjoy the
beauties of country in spring attire. The riders who get
no other time to enjoy a trip on a wheel are getting discon-
solate over this sad state of aiTairs, and racers who are de-
sirous of doing a little scorching over the course before
Decoration Day, opine that a day or two off will be
requisite unless the atmospheric conditions undergo a de-
cided change. Last Sunday, however, the clouds dispersed
at noon, and those who ventured out in the afternoon were
well paid—the roads being in excellent shape. On the
Irvington-Millburn course, quite a number of racers were
pushing with zeal, up hill and on the level, getting in shape
for the coming contest.
The Atalantas had their hands full on the evening of

April 30, there being a run called to attend the Irvington
Wheelmen's entertainment, and a bowling match with
the Jersey City Athletic Club Wheelmen was also on the cal-

endar. Somewhere around twenty-tive members took in

the former event, and enjoyed a pleasant evening, the af-

fair consisting of a musical and literary entertainment at the
outset, followed by dancing and the project was undoubt-
edly a financial help to the new-born club The bowlers
" done themselves proud " at Jersey City, defeating their
opponents, although the margin was not large. The return
game was played on their ownalleys. May 8, and they com-
pletely snowed under the boys from over the meadows.
The Atalantas averaged 161 in this game.
May 3 a joint run with the Elizabeth Wheelmen to Mill-

burn by moon-light was participated in by a goodly num-
ber of riders, but Fair Luna was evidently not pleased
with the wheelmen's appearance, as she hid her face almost
continually behind clouds, although she slyly peeped
occasionally for an instant at the riders. However, dark-
ness did not deter them, and the destination was reached in

due time, but, owing to the crabbedness of proprietor
Smith, of the Millburn Hotel, the party returned to Hilton,
where wheelmen always find friends, and ran things to

suit themselves until the homeward start was made. Ifany
man in this country has mistaken his calling, his name is

Smith, he of the Millburn Hotel.
1 he N. Y. Herald the other Sunday contained a column

story concerning the Atalantas, styling them the " Pride of
Newark," etc., which was interspersed with cuts under
which the names of several prominent members and offi-

cers were placed. At first glance one was lead to suppose
that the names were under the wrong pictures, but closer
scrutiny dispelled the supposition. T he cut meant for Capt,
Rummell must have once done service for some precocious
juvenile, and Vice-President Miller looked like a broad-
shouldered, bushy-haired anarchist, instead of a mild-
tempered Tom Thumb, as he is. President Drabble won-
dered where all the hair came from that was on the alleged
likeness of himself On the whole, the boys fared much
better than the H. C. W's did at the hands of the World.

THEY ALL HAVE SAFETIES.

"Three-knot Skookum oil," " Skuderdaak's Embroca-
tion "and the rest of the paraphernalia indigenous to a
" Broncho bike," are all in town, A. H. Scudder being the
proud possessor, and highly pleased he is with the outfit.

W. L. Price, who owns more whiskers than any other man
in the Atalantas, and who changes his mount with the
wane of each moon, will also break in one of these fiery,

untamed steeds, and learn the "poetry of motion."
" Eddie " Halsey, who has for years been an upholder of
the high wheel, has permitted his mind to vacillate, and a
" goat," of the Catford brand, is the result. Ex-President
Miller has found the low wheel more suitable for men of
his build, and now takes real pleasure when out for an air-

ing. Even Eichorn is now riding a safety, and vainly en-
deavoring to find how a header can most expediently be
enjoyed from his new mount. He has abandoned all hopes
of being able to commit suicide on a highway, but his
attempts were thorough

!

Several Newarkers will endeavor to win a trophy in the
Decoration Day races at Irvington. L. N. Thorne and A.
H. Scudder, Jr., have been entered under the Atalanta col-

ors, as was also F. J. Butterworth, by permission The
former will ride a lieht Catford, and has set his eagle eye
on first prize. Frank Brock has been entered by the Irving-
ton Wheelmen, although he is a member of the A W.
After the races on Decoration Day, a large party of New-
arks will go to Plainfield, to participate in the State meet's
festivities.

Capt Rummell, Leo Struell and M P. Jones were
among the party of wheelmen who visited Washington last

Saturday, Sunday and Monday, and thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.
The tug-of-war team of the A. W.'s have had their pict-

ures taken in a group, which now adorn the club house,
neatly framed and entwined with a small rope. The boys
show off to good effect. Si'Ark, Jr.

BROOKLYN.

Brooklyn Bicycle Club.

A circular letter, signed by fifteen prominent wheelmen, to

the members of the three large clubs in Brooklyn, has been
sent out, with the object to secure as large a League mem-
bership as possible from this district. The gentlemen who
are responsible for this circular believe that some substantial
evidence of our support and approval of the work the
League has undertaken should be shown, and this way
seems the most appropriate, as it will swell the numbers
and add dollars to push on the good work of roads improve-
ment.
A most gorgeous notice adorns our bulletin-board, which

informs the members that all the delights of the season, in

the way of riding, will be furnished by the road officers

May 30, 31 and June i.

Of course everybody goes to the road-race, and from there
runs branch out in all directions One of the road officers

pilots a three-day trip ; another takes a party to Plainfield,

where they will have seats for the theatre party with the
Hudson County Wheelmen, and still another party will take
a run through ihe Oranges, returning the same night.

It has often been remarked that when a man resigns
from a club how loath he is to remove the collar straps or
Insigni of club membership from his uniform ; he will be
met with in the park or elsewhere, calmly riding around
meeting his former club mates, serenely indifferent to the
appearance of meanness with which he clothes himself, in

neglecting so small, yet important, an item, in a severance
of his identity with a club to which he no longer con-
tributes. Atol.

K. C. W. Notes.

It looks as if our captain intends to have the cream of the
racing talent in tne club. Among the last batch of apoli-

(janis are the names of Geo. M Hendee—who needs no in-

troduction to cyclists—and a Mr. Bayes, an ex-" Liverpud-
lian," who, if report can be believed, can do the mile to a
tune that would make us poor tyros feel faint to even
contemplate. B.iyes can be seen any fair afternoon do-
iner the " figure eight " in the Park. The road race is what
he has his eye on, but the hills are a veritable fifteen puz-
zle to this gentleman from across the pond, and the way
our boys negotiate them gives food for thought to more
than him.
Twenty-seven is the number K. C. W. will send to Hil-

ton on the 30th—how many will finish the twentv-five
miles is yet to be known, but the fact is with us, that this is

to be a great road race—the greatest in the country !—and
the K. C. W. propose to see it all, from scratch to limit.

Our last Sunday's runs were not under the auspices of the
"Weather Bureau;" therefore, on the 18th inst., the
scorchers will hie themselves to Hilton ; and those who
take pleasure in fine roads and views, not to mention the
fine dinner at the end, will go to Tarrytown. The start
will be at 8 A. M., sharp, and the run be under the guidance
of John Bensinger.
Saturday will find us at the Berkeley games, when the

B. A. C. and the K. C. W. teams will once more strive for
first honors The score new stands one each. Our boys
may bring back the trophy, but Windle will ride slower
than usual if they do Hesse is training at the N. J A. C.
grounds, and, we are told, will give a good account of
himself ; but which team will he ride on ? He is heart and
hand a Jerseyman, yet carries the colors for Kings County.
Thursday evening there will be an amendment offered to

make the annual dues $20 a year, in place of $18. A large
attendance is expected, and quite a warm discussion on the
whys and wherefores is sure to take place.
1 he billiard games to date are as follows

:

Won. Lost. Won. Lost.
A. H. Smith 2 o A. H. Miles i 1

IS. Bowdish 2 I J. P. Stevens i 2

C. M. McLaren 2 2 S. L. Folger o i

Jno. Bensinger i o E. P. Hutton o i

F. G. McDonald .. . i o Jno. Van Borstel. . o 2

C.I.Long I o W. C. Nellis o i

Ram Lal.

K. C. W. Sannterlngs.

Next Sunday, rain or shine, Messrs. Folger and Quibell
will have it out and settle there and then who is the better
man of the two. The course selected is from the club-
house to the Island and back, about seventeen miles in all.

This certainly is about the right distance, for both men
have been in active training for some months past, and,
as "Syrups" threatens to ride his legs off and Folger is

known to be as good a road rider as he is a billiardist. the
event is looked forward to very anxiously and the placing of
bets is now in order.
Speaking about the I.-M. road race reminds me that we

are going to put in twenty-three men all told . Some of
the boys are riding well.
Lester B. has launched out again on his annual

cruise and his entry for the 30th has gone in ; we
are very doubtful whether he will ride, though. E.x-Cap
Marion would like to have a personal introduction to
" Ram Lal ;" the meeting would be most cordial. Marion
denies in very strong terms the statement that he has sev-

eral gentlemen in training ; he states that the aforesaid
gentlemen do their own riding and must take their own
risks.

I AM TOLD

That Leighton was seen riding a wheel on Bedford
Avenue.
That the wheeling season will well nigh be over before

we get that safety rack.
That " Syrups " was seen selling colored lemonade at

the circus last week.
That the question of handicaps is coming to life again.

That Ike B. showed his little wheel lo Tom H. the other
day.
That several important questions are going to be raised

at our next regular meeting.
That our road officers are by no means asleep.

SAUNrKKER.

COLUMBIA, MISSOURL

THE DIVISION .MBBT.

Arrangements for the meet July 4 and 5 are almost com-
pleted. We hope to issue the prog ammes in a week or
two. They will be beautiful—an excellent job from the
well-known Herald publishing house, of Columbia.
Columbia is a rather proud little city, and will furnish
visiting wheelmen nothing but the best. The grounds of
the Boone County Fair Association have been secured for
the races- a comfortable covered stand for 2,000 spectators
and a half-mile track forty feet wide.
The Missouri State University boys, of Columbia, are try-

ing to arrange a joint field day with a neighboring school
— vVestminster College, at Fulton, Mo. A bicycle race will
be on the programme if any competitors will come from
Fulton. The University has several riders ready to meas-
ure wheels with Westminster wheelmen

THE GROWTH OF WHEELING AT COLUMBIA.

Four years ago (so they say) there were thirty wheel-
men in Columbia. In 1888, when the writer began, a
wheel was scarcely ever seen on the streets. Why the
sport died is unknown ; may be poor wheels—mere clap-
traps—were in use, and their riders soon became disgusted
with the shaky machines Now, however, the sport is re-
viving. Last season about seven were initiated into its

mysteries and its pleasures. This season as many more
join in ; and most of them, too, buy the best wheels obtain-
able. Mr. Joe L. Douglass, agent for the ( olumbias,
reports several safeties sold by him, together with a few
cheaper boys' wheels Such wheels as the Warwick, Vic-
tor, Psycho, too, are seen on our streets, ; nd we hope that
the appearance of fo many standard wheels is a sign that
our present cycling boom is permanent.
The wheel has received honorable recognition in Colum-

bia as a practical vehicle. Rev. J. H. Jackson, a Methodist
minister, does his pastoral calling on a safety, and enjoys
the exhilarating exercise of riding a smooth-running ma-
chine. His first attempts afforded amusement to his friends,
and, perhaps, to himself, but he soon " broke " his steel
horse.
The writer is no scorcher. He often loads himself with

a dVi X iVz camera—outfit weighing twelve pounds or more
—and takes a six-miles-an-hour gait to one of the many
picturesque places near our town, stopping now and then
to study the landscape—seeing things with ' photographic "

eyes, which are the next thing to artists' eyes. While there
is much pleasure in the mere motion of the wheel, the
scorcher misses the equally great pleasure of seeing the
country as he goes along. A little experience with a
camera will train him to see and enjoy things that he never
saw before. He might complain of a twelve-pound outfit,
but even the smallest Kodak (or any similar compact
camera) is a teacher whose lessons are worth many times
the experience. Nothing is said of the pictures themselves ;

only this, that the use of a camera will so train the eyes
that the horizon of pleasure to a tourist on foot or on
wheel is indefinitely widened. Heinbich FedoR.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The Bay City Wheelmen have arranged a raffle for a
new bicyc e, and hope to make some coin by the operation.
Geo. H. Siebe, of the B. C. W., has accepted the position

of paymaster's clerk on the cruiser Charleston.
Anothrr new road has been opened in Golden Gate Park,

leading from Strawberry Hill to the ocean. It overlooks
the new speed track for horses, and adds another attraction
for cyclists. The moonlight nights of the past week have
attracted many riders to the Park, especially those who are
preparing for the California Division century run. Several
riders have already made the trip around the Bay—about
ninety-five miles—and reports of long-distance rides are
numerous. The roads are reported in good condition in
every direction.
The programme of the Division meet is already outlined,

and promises much entertainment The races include the
one and five-mile ordinary District championships, a Cali-
fornia Division championship, and among the other races,
a tandem safety. I he ball will be held at the Hotel Ven-
dome. the swell hotel of San Jose, on Saturday evening,
the 5th. Rides to Alum Rock and other points of interest
will be arranged for the day of the 5th.
Chairman Meeker, of the Touring Board, who has charge

of the century run of the California Division, has decided
that May 18 is the best dale, and the course to Hollister,
100 miles straightaway. The trip will be a comparatively
easy one, as, alter the first fifteen miles, which are in a
hilly district, the road is almost level, and in the afternoon
a strong wind may be expected that will send the riders
along at a good pace. A special train will be provided to
bring the riders back to this city, leaving Hollister at 9
o'clock
S H. Knapp, Jr., the well-known San Mateo rider, is ex-

periencing the usual trials of the person who orders a
special wheel He placed his order last November, and is

waiting, much to his disgust, as he is missing the best part
of the riding season.
The Victor agency has changed hands here. Strong &

Adams selling out to T. H. B. Varney. Mr. Varney has
gone East to transact business in connection with this
cycling department. As he is a bright business man and a
thorough advertiser, he should secure for the Victors a
firmer hold on the riders of this Coast.

All the agents report business as being better than ever
before out here, and the number of new riders met on the
road and elsewhere prove their statements to be correct.
The clubs and the League should show a large increase

in their membership rolls this year. The California Division
membership will easily reach the 500 mark, and may go far
beyond it.

Another club has been organized, making the fourth in

this city. It has been named the American Bicycle Club,
in honor of the American Party, a political organization, of
which the riders are staunch supporters. C. U. Brewster,
Dr. Cunagh, and S. B. Morse are the moving spirits in it.

California.
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ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE.
I regret to chronicle the following :

"The shareholders of the limited company
registered at Brussels as the Howe Machine
Company, and trading at the Howe Machine
Works, Bridgeton, Glasgow, and elsewhere, by
resolution—passed at an extraordinary general
meeting, held at Brussels on ist of April, 1890,
and since duly registered and published accord-
ing to law—unanimously agreed upon volun-
tary liquidation of the company's affairs, and
appointed as joint liquidators Messrs. Alphonse
Vanderborght, Charles Hale, and Ernest Van
Humbeeck, of Brussels, who have nominated
James Hutton, C. A., 179 West George Street,

Glasgow, to be their attorney and factor in

Glasgow. All parties having claims against the
company are requested 'o lodge the same with
Mr. Hutton within ten days from this date ; and
all pjirties indebted to the company are re-

quested to make payment to Mr. Hutton in due
course. The business is, in the meantime, con-
tinued under Mr. Hutton's supervision.

—

Mit-
chell, Johnston & Co., Solicitors of the Liqui-
dators. Glasgow, 22d April, 1890."

It is a great pity the above company is going
to stpp, as the works at Bridgeton, Glasgow,
are models in their way, and compare very
favorably with those of better known firms in

England. If the company would go in for

foreign trade, for which their position on the
Clyde is most favorable^—relieving them as it

does of heavy railway rates—they ought to be
able to compete against the Midland firms suc-

cessfully. This is a splendid opportunity for a
practical firm with capital to go into.

Royalty is to present the prizes for the events
included in the Unionist and Conservative dem-
onstration, which is to be held at the Crystal
Palace track on Coronation Day—28th June.
Four wheel races figure on the programme.
The Road Records Association closed the year

with £4. 5s. yd. to the good. A. J. Wilson, of

the /ris/i Cyclist, and A. Nixon are now Presi-

dent and Secretary, respectively. Ten clubs
and eight individual members continued their

adhesion to the Association.
The Touring Club, of France, is now un fail

accompli. The nominal subscription is 3f. 75c.

per annum, with if. 25c. as an entrance fee.

The advantages to be derived from membership
run very much on the same lines as those ob-
tained by members of the Cyclists' Touring
Club, of England. Each demand or application
for membership emanating from a minor must
be signed as having been seen by the parents or
guardian ; and the one from a married woman,
by the husband.
Bob English and Dick Howell met at North

Shields on the 26th of April and ran off a fif-

teen-mile stretch for a purse of £'2.'i., presented
by executive of the grounds. The contest was
well fought, English only winning by a foot, in
50m. 33 4-5S.

The Chevalier Crowther, with his eight-foot
wheel, on which he crossed the Falls, is at Bath
Skating Rink. He also goes through a good
performance with wheels affixed to his feet in

the same manner as skates.
The Cyclist contains a very interesting leader

on the invention of the safety bicycle, in which
it gives the credit of introducing the first ma-
chine embodying the principles of the rear
driver to Mr. H. J. Lawson, of Brighton, in 1876
or 1877, the same being afterwards improved
upon to a very great extent by Mr. J. K. Starley
in his Rover pattern machine.
Answers to Correspondents, a weekly periodical

of the " many-prizes-every-week " order, is ask-
ing its readers to name their favorite wheels,
and when the poll is closed an order will be
given for the machine which heads the list, to
be presented in a future competition. It is very
doubtful whether the best machine will top the
poll, as it is perfectly open to every reader or
maker to buy a few hundred copies of the paper,
and, by filling in the vouchers in each copy,
send his favorite machine, or his own make of
machine in the maker's case, up to the top of
the poll. At present the voting rules as follows :

Referee Safety 189 Bicyclette 27
Premier 173
Swift 164
Rover 142
Humber 141
Juno 87
Psycho 64
Whippet 39
R.&P 37
Rival Safety 36
New Rapid 32
Enerjjetic 31
North Road 27
Brookes 37

Belsize 27
Hadley 26
Ormonde 22
Clentaur 21
Sunbeam 21
Tac 21
Victoria 21
Ra'eigh 21
Demon . . 20
Joel 19
Crypto 18
Fly 13

A body calling itself the Scottish Cyclists'

Union has been formed in Scotland, and has
many more members in that country than the
National Cyclists' Union, and, on the whole,
seems likely to be better able to look after the
interests of Scotch cyclists than the older union,
but its hands are tied until It receives recogni-
tion at the hands of the Scottish Amateur Ath-
letic Association, which body rules athletics in

the land of cakes. This body keeps pottering
about, and is unable to perform what it orig-

inally appointed a sub-committee to do

—

i. e , to

examine the strength of the respective unions
and decide, once for all, which of them shall be
the ruling power in the Scottish wheel world

—

and is now trying to get the two unions to have
a conference and settle the matter amicably

; but
this I am sure of—neither body will give in, and
the S. A. A. A. had better do what it originally
took in hand, and settle it off—the sooner the
better, for the racing men in particular.

Last year August Lehr, a German rider, an-
nexed the blue ribbon of the English wheel-
racing world, and this year we are to have two
other candidates—from France—for the honor
in the N. C. U. championships, at Paddington,
in the persons of M.M. Dervil and De Mello.
We understand these gentlemen have already
commenced training on the Paddington track.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen, of Providence, held their
regular meeting on Monday evening, and elected the fol-

lowing members : Active—Robert M. Smith, Roy S. Bar-
ker, William G. Rankin, Geo F. Woodley, Howard C. Ris-
ley and Geo. M. Bugbear. Associate members— Herbert C
Farnum and Chas. E. Bennett. Non-resident—W. Howard
Ellis, of Rumford, R. I.

Jersey-Fitting Stocking.

3—3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,

navy, League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to hag
at the knee,

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,f1. 25

I—I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$i.oo

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-

logue and Price

List.

Holmes',Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument
to show that it is the best thing that has been
made for holding the
stockingin position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular
made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-
portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented
in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stockingin the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist saineas
tights, and holds the stock-

ings where they belong.

Price, $2.50; without

Supporter, $1.60.

Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom
of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
J 09 K I ngston St. boston, mass

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 W^ords 25 Cents
Two Insertions 40 "

—Buys a brand new, highest grade, '90 pattern
Safety ; all balls ; all steel ; fully guaranteed. $75

buys the best all balls, all steel Safety made for that price,
$150. Royal Mail ; almost good as new, $50 ; and 36 other
unapproachable second-|^^ bargains. I take wheels in
payment for books, type-writers, toys, cigars, printing,
organs ; and have an excellent buggy and market wagon
for sale, or trade. If you deal with me once you will be
flad to do so again. Waste no time, but write me at once,
ohn G. Zook, Lititz, Pa. 7-4 c

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, n. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortmoat. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. I ist of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts taken in part pay-
ment for New.

pOR SALE.—Cheap for cash; 48- inch Star; power
straps ; hammock sadde ; Ai condition. Alex. B. Van

Wagner, 199 Reid Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. s-M
pOR SALE.—57-inch Columbia L. R., '88 pattern ; exc 1-

^ lent condition ; half enamel, halt nickel ; will take
reasonable offer. F. J. Jackson, P. O. Box 444, New York
City s-2^
pOR SALE.—48-inch Rudge Light Roadster; enamel
'- finish ; ball bearings to wheels and pedals ; Kiripatrick
saddle ; cow horn handle bars ; Spade handles ; nickel King
of Road lamp ; Perfection bell ; luggage carrier ; all in first-

cla s condition ; tires a little worn ; original cost $150 ; will

sell entire outfit for $8j. J. F. Diemer, 71 Fulton Street,

New Yori-. 5-16
pOR SALE.—4g-inch Columbia L. R.; condition first-
-• class

; good as new ; will sell very cheap. Address G.
F. Ruoff, 16 E. Balto. Street, Balto., Md. ;- 6

pOR SALE.—An 1889 Victor Safety
;
good as new ; $100

•• cash ; cost $135. Geo. C . Wheeler, 113 W. 38th Street,

New York City. 5-23
pOR SALE.—Special 48-mch Rudge Light Roadster;
-'- Kirkpatrick saddle ; Columbia spade handles ; Kin^ of
the Road lamp; splendid condition ; price $80. F. C. Gil-

bert, Elizabeth, N. J. 5-16
pOR SALE. — 48 inch Semi-racer Star, an unusually
'- strong and light wheel, in excellent condition ; all parts
hollow; balls to small, and rollers to large wheel; cost

$160; sell for $85. E. J. Runyon, 138 Chilton Street,
Elizabeth, N.J. 5-19
pOR SALE.—Bicycle ; Victor Safety; '89 pattern; per-
* feet order ; best offer over $100 takes it ; can be seen
evenings after 7 p. in., at 79 Halsey Street, Brooklyn. 5-23
DEST TRICYCLE EVER MADE —Columbia 2-track

;^ has been well taken care of, and is in thoroughly good
condition ; cost $165 ; for sale at a very low price, for cash
down, or "on time," if satisfactory reference be given;
machine at New York Bicycle Club-house, 146 West End
Avenue, New York City. Owner, Oscar G. Moses, 10

Spruce Street. 5-23
pXPERIENCED bicycle repairer, aged 30, desires an
-*—

' engagement with some large club or bicycle dealer;
English and American reference. Address Machinist,
Wheel office. New York City. 5-30

Kf EW Rapid Safety, $80 ; Victor Safety, $70 ; Columbia
' Light Roadster, 51 inch, $85 ; Standard, 50 inch. $15

;

Humber Tricycle, very little worn, $60. W. A. Meeker,
Agent. New Rapid and American Cycles, 329 River Street,

Troy, N Y. 5-16

CAFETY.—Cyclometer wanted ; must be in good order,^ and price reasonable. All having such, write at once.
Alfred F Jenkins, West Boxford, Mass. 5-16
VA/^ANTED.—Butcher Cyclometer for a ;2-inch wheel.

' Wm. N. Price, Germantown, Phila. 5-16

p. cash, will buy a 48-inch New Mail ; full enameled
;^ perfect order ; tires slightly worn ; a bargain. S.

Smith, Box 51, Pine Bluff, Ark. -253
p"OR SALE.—53-inch Racer ; ball bearings all around

;

-* cow-horn bars. First reasonable offer accepted. H

.

P., P. O. Box 515, New York. 5-16
pOS SALE.—Tandem Safety; ball bearings all over;
* good as new ; ridden but 100 miles ; cost $200 ; will

sell for $125 ; lantern ; toe clips ; would take 50 or 52-inch
Eagle in part payment. Tandem is suitable for lady and
gentleman. W. Bausch, Bo.x 27, Farmingdale, I.. I. 5-16

piCYCLE FOR SALE.—56-inch British Challenge; in^ first-class condition ; ball bearings throughout ; nickel
head and pedals, rest enameled. Best offer jeceived before
June I will be accepted. Apply to Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-23

-. .-IN. RUDGE, Ai, and lamps. What am I offered?
54 H. G. B., 9 Chnton Place, New York City. 5--.6

yiCTOR TRICYCLE, with tandem attachment; easily
^ detached for single riding ; will be sold very low.
Address Printer, 354 Fourth Avenue, New York City. 6-27

pOR SALE—Boys' Safety, cheap
;
good as new ; but

-' little used ; can be seen at 242 Last i3tli Street. 5-76

CEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS for a 54-inch Columbia
'-' Light Roadster, in perfect condition ; has never had
any hard usage ; it will pay to write for further particulars.

L. B. H., Post Office Box 444, New York City. t 1 c

pOR SALE.—An 1889 Victor Safety ; ridden less than 100
-* miles; condition, good as new. For full pan.cuiars
apply to F. H. Camp, Box 444, New York City. i f

Vx/ANTED—Machinist who understands bicycle rcpair-
' * ing. Apply to J. W. Bate & Co., 324 Flatbush Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t f c

CTAR.—48-in. Special ; 2-3 nickeled
;
power traps ; almost^ ^ood as new; $55. New Star Safety, $95; 45-in.

Special; hollow frame ; balls; nearly new; $IOO( E. A.
Hinds, Richfield Springs, N. Y. 5 23

CYCLOMETERS.
DUTCHER, 10,000 pattern, for sale cheap, or exchange
'-' for other goods. Make offers. J. W. BADGER, 6

Bekkeley Street, Boston, Mass. I f c

i( f^.\RE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-^ ford, Ct.

Something For You !

Closing out a line of Highest Grade Safeties and Tri-

cycles under price. New goods; all improvemenis. Try
them right here on the premises

;
plenty of room to ride.

This is a rare chance. Come and see.

JOHN THOKNTON, Jr.,
45 Mercisr Street, New York.

(Near Broadway and Grand Street.)

$5(
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Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

ON account of the holidays, The Wheel wil)

go to press a day earlier than usual next

week. All advertising matter after Wednesday
morning will not be inserted in the current is-

sue. We request our correspondents to forward

their matter by Tuesday at the latest.

WE congratulate Willie Windle on his splen-

did d6but at Berkeley Oval on Saturday

last. The form he showed in the two heats of

the two-mile handicap is astonishingly good at

this time of the year. Windle returns to the

path a much better man in every way than he

was eighteen months ago, and we feel confident

that he will ably uphold this section of the

country should he compete with such stars of

the path as Lumsden, Tuttle, Myers, and
Winship.

A TRADE COMBINATION FOR PATENT
LEGISLATION.

The John Wilkinson Company, of Chicago,
inclose us copy of a confidential letter which
they circulated among the trade in March last,

and ask us to state that the result of the circula-

lation of that confidential letter is the formation
of a combination of some leading importers and
manufacturers, which was consummated at the
office of Messrs. West & Bond, of Chicago, in

April last, when the contract was drawn up and
an organization perfected.

The confidential letter refers to a combination
of manufacturers and importers for their mutual
protection against the demand on the part of
some American makers for royalty on patents.
The names of the companies are stated in the
letter, and reference is made to some of the
patents which they control. The contract
which has been drawn up is an agreement be-
tween the concerns who have signed it to bear
equally all litigation expenses in defending any
suits brought by the concerns who control the
patents on which the members of the combina-
tion may refuse to pay royalty.
Although the fact of the existence of such a

combination is an important item of trade infor-
mation, we think any publication of the claims
of the combination, or the claims of the concerns
against which the combination is formed, is en-
tirely out of place in the columns of a cycling
paper, and, beyond the mere announcement of
the fact, we have no comment to make. As we
stated some time since, the question of the
ownership of patents is only to be decided by a

long course of litigation, and during this litiga-

tion it is unfair to both plaiutiflf and defendant

to make any assertions /ro or con.

PROPOSED WHITE MOUNTAIN TOUR,

Saturday, August 2.—Leave Boston 1.30 p. m..

Eastern Railroad Station, Causway Street ; ar-

rive North Conway 6.05 P. M. Stop at the Keer-
sarge House.
Sunday, August 3.—At North Conway.
Monday, August 4.—Leave North Conway on

bicycles 8.00 A. M. for Upper Bartilett ; from
there by railroad to Crawford House.
Tuesday, August 5.—Leave Crawford House

by railroad up Mt. Washington ; return to Twin
Mountain House.
Wednesday, August 6.—Leave Twin Moun-

tain House 8 00 A. M. on bicycles for Jefferson
;

stop at Jefferson for dinner, after which con-

tinue to Lancaster. Stop at Lancaster.

Thursday, August 7.—Leave Lancaster at 8.00

A. M. for Bethlehem ; stop at Sinclair House.
Friday, August 8.— Leave Bethlehem 8.00

A. M. on bicycles for Flume House. Dinner at

Profile House.
Saturuay, August g.—Leave Flume House for

North Woodstock Railroad to Weirs. Boat to

Center Harbor.
Sunday, August 10.—At Center Harbor.
Monday, August ii.—Party disbands. Trans-

portation ticket to Boston good for sixty days.

Mr. G. R. McAuslan, of Providence, R. I.,

has charge of the tour.

THE BOLD, BAD MEN OF GOTHAM.

Considerable interest is being taken through-
out the country, especially by sporting papers,
on the question of the Ramblers withdrawing
from the League. The three delegates, Messrs.
Gates, Bruch, and McChan, sent by the Ram-
blers to attend the fall convention of the State

Division last year, were completely disgusted
with the way F. P. Prial and three others
worked a snap game in voting for delegates,

and by other exhibitions of the swine nature
which the New York and Brooklyn wheelmen
seemed to take pleasure in giving, that the club
could not stand such insults, and at that time
the Ramblers decided to send no more names to

the League Secretary, and virtually withdrew
from the L. A. W at that time. Of course,

many of the leading members of the Ramblers
will renew and remain League members, but
the rank and file will not join or renew. 'Tis

not a case of "sorehead," but the Ramblers
know their power, and they don't intend to be
stepped on by a combination of non-League
clubs in the other end of the State who are try-

ing to run the State Division. This is the truth

of the matter.

—

Buffalo Exchange.

AN ACCIDENT ON BAHWAT ATENCE.
An unfortunate accident occurred on Rahway

Avenue, Sunday afternoon, at about I o'clock.

A gentleman, accompanied by his wife and
child, were driving behind a spirited horse from
Rahway to Elizabeth. Several bicyclists ap-

proached at a rapid pace, and, as the machines
went by, the animal made a jump to the side of

the road, and the vehicle, striking the embank-
ment, overturned, throwing its occupants with
great force headlong into the roadway. The
infant was the most seriously injured, its

arm having been broken. The lady was consid-
erably bruised, but the gentleman was scarcely
hurt. The horse was stopped by a gentleman
who was passing at the time. Representatives
of the local papers were unable to obtain the
name of the gentleman driving the buggy.

"THE WHEEL'S" PRIZE FOR THE
FASTEST TIME.

FIXTURES.

The prize which Mr. F. P. Prial has offered
to the rider making the fastest time in the Ir-

vington-Millburn road race is a massive silver,

gold-lined loving cup, elegantly worked and suit-

ably engraved. It will be a trophy which will

spur the riders on to additional effort,

" Here he is ! gaze on him !
" This is the invitation the

White Cycle Company gives to the cs'cling world. It is not
" A New. Coon in Town," but a new " Broncho" which
has come amongst us. In their full page of space the Com-
pany publish a photograph of their '' Broncho," supple-
mented with a letter from Chas. Alexander Persons, of Ma-
con, Ga., who seems to have " licked all cre^tiQp " on a
" Broncho," when out riding with the boys.

May 22.

May 24
May 24

May 24.

May 26.

May 26.

May 30
May 30,

May 30.

May 30

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30

.

May 30.

May 30,

May 31

May 31.

June

—Peoria Bicycle Club's Ten-mile Handicap Road
Race.

.—Race Meet at Woodstoclc, Ont.

.—Race Meet at Hamilton, Ontario. Address A. D.
Stewart.—"Pony Tournament,' St. Louis T. Association.
Address Harold Childe, Secretary, 1012 Olive
Street

.—Race Meet at Woodstock.

.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
—Maine Division, L. A. W., Meet at Lewiston.

.—Inter club run of Philadelphia clubs to Devon.
—Massachusetts Division Sprinir Meet at Worcester.
.—Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, five-miles club

road race.

—Annual Century Run of Buffalo Wheelmen from
Erie to Buffalo.

—Tournament of the Rambling Wheelmen, at

Bridgeport, Conn.
—Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at Worces-

ter, Mass. Address B. A. Lamont.
—International Wheelmen's Tournament, at Ni-

agara Falls. Address Niel Campbell, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

—Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago. Entries
close May 10, with R. D. Garden, 293 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

—Central Pennsylvania Wheelmen's Meet at Sun-
bury, Pa. Address O. O. Bigony, Sunbury,
Pa. (Enclose stamp).

,—Tournament and Ten-mile Road Race, at Rome,
N. Y. Entries close May 23, with W. H. At-
wood. Box 701, Rome.

—Annual Decoration Day zs-mile handicap Road
Race, Irvington-Millburn Course. Entrance
fee, $t. 00 ; entries close May 15, with A. B.
Barkman, 241 Broadwav.

,
31.—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield. Pro-

gramme : Thursday, May 29, officers' meeting
at 8 p. M. ; Friday, 30, general business meeting
at 10 A. M., luncb at noon runs until 3:30, ban-
quet 4 p. M., theatre party 8 p m.; Saturday, 31,
parade at 9 A. m ., photograph at n a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at 11:30 a.

M., races 1:30 p. m.
-Inter-collegiate Games at Berkeley Oval, New

York.
-Sew Jersey Division Buce Meet at N. J. A. C.

grounds at Bergen Point.

JUNE.
7.—Chicago Cycling Tournament, at Exposition

Building. Entries close May 24, with J. A.
Miles, or Messrs. Van Sicklen and Barrett,
" Caxton" Building, Chicago.

Tune 7.—St. Louis Hill-Climbing Contest, on Son-of-Gun
Hill.

June 7.

—

Item five-mile road race for Philadelphia Cham-
pionship.

June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9.—New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of the
Connecticut Division. Entries close June 2 with
E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive Street, New Haven,
Conn.

June 14.—Great Century Run. Continental Hotel, Newark,
to Philadelphia. Address F. H. Cossitt. 138
West 104th Street, New York.

June 14-23.—Philadelphia Bicycle Club's Summer Outing
in Boston, Nantasket, Marblehead, etc.

June 18-19 —Fargo, North Dakota, Race Meet. Harry
Svensgaard, Chairman.

June 20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at
Waukesha

.

June 20-21.—Tournament at New Orleans. Entries close
June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans, La.

June 21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheelmen
only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14, with
Standard Cycle Co.

June 21-28.—Campbell-Lumsden races.

June 27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-

phia, Pa.
June 28.—Chicago Cycling Club vs. Wilmington Wheel

Club.Team Race, Lancaster Pike, Philadelphia.

June 28.—Kings County Wheelmen s Race Meet. Entries
close June 20, with W. F. Murphy, 1255 Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn.

June 30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

JULY.
July 1-3.—Missouri Division Tour, Clarksville to Columbia.

Captain, W. P. Laing, 1724 Olive Street, St.

Louis.
Julv 4.—Race Meet at Brownsville Pa.
July 4-5.—California Division Meet at San Jose.

July 4-5.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
July 4-5.—Illinois Division Meet, at Bloomington, 111.

July 4.—Memphis, Tenn. , twenty-five-mile team road race.

July 4.—Probable race meeting at Watertown, N. Y.,of the
Northern N. Y. cyclists.

July 4.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to
Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Particu-

lars, address J. E. Poorman, Eighth and Race
Streets, Cincinnati. O.

July 8.— Kentucky State Division Meet at Maysville, Ky.
July 13.—Fourth Division championship races at St. Louis.
July 15.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 17.—Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
July 17, 18, 19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
July 19.—Fourth Division championship races at Chicago.
July 21-23.—Indiana Division tour from Indianapolis to

Cincinnati.
Julv 24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
August 6.—Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and fifty-

mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
August 16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

August 17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Bos' on.

August 20-25 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Par-
ticulars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

Anenst 85-27.— 1 , A, W. Annnal Meet »t Niagara Falls,

N, T.
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SEPTEMBER.
September 1-2.—Hartft^rd Wheel Club's Tournament, at

Charter OaV Park. Address. S. T. Francis.

SeptemlieT J.2.—New York State DiTislon Jieet and Bare
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood, 118
South Salina Street.

September 12-13.—Peoria Race Meet.
September 13.—Tryon Cup, ten-mile team race, open to A.

C. C. clubs of Philadelphia.

DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Second District—May 31 at Bergen Point. Chairman, W.

H. De Graaf, 47 West 14th Street, New York.

Fifth District—June 20 and 21 at New Orleans. Entries
close June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans.

Seventh District—July 4-5 at San Jose, California,

Chairman, R. A. Smythe, Box 2317 San Fran-
cisco.

THE MILE SAFETY RECORD.

A GREAT RACE MEET.
The first prominent English meet was held at

Paddington, May 10. Some brilliant riding was
shown by Leitch, who made new safety records,

by Osmond and by F. P.Wood.
In the one-mile safety handicap, of 90 starters,

E. Leitch finished fourth in a trial heat.

leitch's times.

}4. mile 38 3-5S.

i^ mile im. 15 3-5S., Record.

5^ mile im. 54 2-5S. "
I mile 2m. 34 -Ss. "

Previous Record, zm. 36 1-5S.

ONE-MILE BICYCLE HANDICAP.

The final heat produced a grand finish be-

tween F. P. Wood and F. J. Osmond, Wood
winning by inches in the remarkable time of

2m. 33 I-5S., the second fastest time ever made
by an amateur in competition.

The One-mile Tricycle Handicap was won by
Scheltema-Bedwin, Amsterdam, 40 yards—time,

3m. 60 1-5S.; L. Stroud, Oxford University, 40
yards, second ; E. Dervil, Paris, scratch, third.

One-half Mile Scratch Safety Race—E. Leitch,

im. 21S.

One-half Mile Scratch Tricycle Race—P. W.
Scheltema-Bedwin, im. 20 2-55.

Leitch, who made the mile safety record, had
ridden a mile in 2m. 36 2-5s. a few days before
the Paddington meet.

In the Ordinary Race, Osmond started for the

record. The quarter time was 37 2-5S. ; the

half, im. I4 4-5S.; three-quarters, im. 55 4-5S.,

and the mile, 2m. 33 1-5S.

In the Half-mile Safety, Leitch rode the last

quarter in 35 3-5S.

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB'S
SPORTS.

and the Brooklyn man was beaten by a fow
yards.

Final Heat—Windle, first ; Murphy, second
;

Clark, third ; Schumacher, fourth, and Hesse,

fifth. Time, 5m. 47 4-5S. Campbell, who had
gone back to scratch, hung to Windle's little

wheel for half a mile, which was certainly rid-

den in im. 20s., when he retired, completely
done up. Windle quickly got among the crowd,
and at a mile and a quarter was leading, after

which he rested. The first mile, especially

timed for The Wheel, was done in 2m. 46s.

Windle and Murphy then had the race between
them from the one and a quarter mile to the

finish. Bayes, of the K. C. W., who started

from 170 yards in the heat, was placed on the

140 yards mark by the handicapper, as the

handicap given him in the first heat was due
to an error on the part of the printer. "Windle
could have given every man in the race at least

seventy-five yards more, with the exception of

Murphy, and could have beaten them. He
could easily have done 5m. 35s. on this track.

Three-Mile Team Race.—The three-mile team
race was won by the Kings County Wheelmen,
with a total of 228 points ; Berkeley Athletic,

172 points, and the New Jersey Athletic Club,

133 points. Class crossed the line first and re-

ceived the individual prize. The men scored
the following points : K. C. W.: W. F. Murphy,

95 ; F. B. Hesse, 81, and C. M. Murphy, 52.

Berkeley A. C: W. S. Campbell, 80 ; W. F. G.

Class, 48, and W. Schumacher, 44. New Jersey
Athletic Club: A. A. Zimmerman. 66; S. B.

Bowman, 49, and F. G. Brown, 28.

NEW JERSEY DIVISION MEET.

The spring meeting of this club, which was
held at Berkeley Oval, on Saturday last, proved
the most important meeting, from an athletic

standpoint, held in this country. In half a
dozen events the competitors either established
new records or equaled the world's records, the
fast time being due to the splendid condition of
the track and the almost perfect weather. The
two cycling events proved the most important
features of the meeting and attracted quite a
number of cyclists, the Harlem Wheelmen
riding to the Oval in a body. The feature of the
meet was the splendid riding of Windle, and
the improved form shown by W. F. Murphy.
The umpires were F. P. Prial, N. Y. B. C; W.
H. De Graaf, Harlem Wheelmen, and Mortimer
Bishop, American Athletic Club.
Two-Mile Handicap. — First Heat — W. S.

Campbell, B. A. C, 60 yards, first; W. Schu-
macher, B. A. C, 60 yards, second

; C. W.
Bayes, K. C. W., 170 yards, third ; F. A. Clark,
Yale College, no yards, fourth

; R. H. Davis,
Harvard, 40 yards, o; and A. A. Zimmerman,
N. J. A. C, no yards, o. Time, 5m. 47 2-5S.
Second Heat — W. W. Windle, B. A. C,

scratch, first; W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., 90
yards, second ; !F. B. Hesse, N. J. A. C, no
yards, third; W. H, Hall, Jr., B. A. C, 150
yards, fourth ; E. N. Lawson, Yale College, 125
yards, fifth ; W. W. Ware, Yale College, 125
yards, o

;
W. G. Class, B. A. C, 120 yards, o ,

and F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C, 115 yards, o.

Time, 5m. 43 1-5S.

Murphy quickly got through the crowd and
led until a half-mile from home, where Windle
had worked up to him, and the two raced for
the tape. Down the backstretch Murphy made
a superb effort to catch Windle, but could not,

PROGRAMME OF THE K. C. W. RACE
MEET.

FOURTEEN EVENTS.

The programme of this popular Brooklyn
Club's race meet, which is to be held at Wash-
ington Park, June 28, at 3 p. M., has just been
completed, the committee having decided upon
the following events :

One Mile Novice. Open.
One Mile Handicap. Open.
Two Mile Handicap. Open.
Three Mile Handicap. Open.
One Mile Championship. Kings County

Wheelmen.
One Mile. Rover Type Safety. Championship

of America.
One Mile Handicap. Open. Rover Type.
Two Mile Handicap. Open. Rover Type.
One Mile Ride and Run. Open. Rover Type.
Two Mile Team Race. Open. Teams : three

men each club and two substitutes.

One Mile Scratch. Rover Type Safety, for

small boys ; size of wheels limited to twenty-four
inches.
One Mile Handicap. Brooklyn Bicycle Club.
One Mile Handicap. Rover Type Safety.

Brooklyn Bicycle Club.
One Mile Handicap. Long Island Wheelmen.
Entries close June 18, 1890, with William F.

Murphy, 1255 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn. En-
trance fee for team race, $2 per team ; for Boys'
race, twenty-five cents ; for all other events, fifty

cents. No entry received unless accompanied
by fee. The right is reserved to reject any
entry.

SPRING VALLEY WHEELMEN'S
TOURNAMENT.

The race meet of this club was held at Spring
Valley, N. Y., on Saturday afternoon last, the
events attracting a large number of New York
cyclists. The races were as follows : One-mile
bicycle—D. A. Oakes, R. A. C, first, and J. W.
Masterson second ; time, 3m. 14s. Two-mile
bicycle—Oakes first, and Masterson second ;

time, 6m. 37^s. Club events : One-half-mile
bicycle— J. D. Cole first, and N. Gardner sec-

ond ; time, im. 38s. One-mile bicycle—N.
Gardner first, and I. D. Cole second ; time,
3m. 403i(s.

The programme of the seventh annual meet of this
division, which is to be held at Plainfield, oil May 29, 30
and 31, was issued early this week, and is a neatly designed
piece of topography. The programme contains a list of
the officers of the New Jersey Division and various com-
mittees having charge of the meet and the programme
of ihe entertainment, which will be served up during the
three days of the meet. The General Committee is com-
posed of: R. V. Whitehead, Trenton, Chairman; A. T.
Dodd, G C. Pennell, A. L. C. Marsh and Townsend Rush-
more ; Theodore F. Merseles has charge of the transporta-
tion, and Dr. Cooley the hotel and reception, while Town-
send Rushmore looks after the banquet and lunches. " The
parade runs are in charge of F. L. C. Martin. "Doc"
Johnson takes charge of the theatre party, and F. C. Gil-
bert has charge of the programme, which, by the way, he
appears to have made a success financially as otlierwise.
Transportation.—The officials of the New Jersey Cen-

tral Railroad have promised extra care in handling wheels,
and long baggage-cars will be attached to the train from
Plainfield to the race track at Bergen Point. Wheelmen
from New York and Brooklyn can reach Plainfield via
New Jersey Central from the foot of Liberty Street, New
York. Philadelphia wheelmen can reach Plainfield by the
same road. South Jersey wheelmen can take the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad to Elizabeth and there change cars to
Northern Railroad. Wheelmen from Englewood, Pater-
son, Passaic and northern parts of the State can reach
Plainfield either by way of New York City and Jersey Cen-
tral Railroad or by way of Newark
Reception.—During the meet wheels will be stored in

the gymnasium of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, where each
rider will receive a check for his wheel. The division
headquarters will be at Laing's Hotel, and visitors are re-
quested to report at once on arriving, to register. At the
headquarters each member will be presented with a badge,
which will be an introluction to all wheel Tien present.
Meetings.—The Board of Officers and Local Consuls

will meet in the Plainfield Bicycie club-house on May 29,
at 8 p. M. There will be a general meeting of the division
members at the Plainfield Bicycle Club-house, at 10 a. m.,
on May 30.

Banquet.—The annual banquet will be held at the Hotel
Netherwood, on May 30, at 4:30 p.m. Tickets for the banquet
will be sold at $1.50. Lunches will be served after the
business meeting on Friday morning. May 30, and at the
Plainfield Bicycle Club-house after the parade and photo-
graphs.
Theatre P.\rty.—The theatre party will consist of an

entertainment by the Hudson County Wheelmen's minstrel
combination, to be held at the Plainfield Opera House, on
Friday evening. Applications for tickets should be sent
to Mr. T. S. Burr, Plainfield, N. J.

Parade.—The parade will take place on Saturday, at 9:15
A. M. Club captains are expected to report at the Plain-
field Club-house at 8:30 a. m. The line of march will be
about six miles in length, through the principal streets of
Plainfield. After the parade the division photograph will
be taken in front of the Plainfield Club-house.
Runs.—Runs will start from the c!ub-house at 1:30 p. m

,

May 30. The first run will be the scorchers' to New
Brunswick, returning through Bound Brook, under the
command of Captain Martin. The second run will be to
Westfield, over the new county road, under the command
of Stanton M. Smith. The third run will be to Bound
Brook, where the party will meet the scorchers' run. This
will be under the command of J . E. Erickson.
Race Meet.—The race meet will take place on Satur-

day, May 31, at 2:30 p M., on the New Jersey Athletic
Club's track, at Bergen Point Nine championship and
four handicap races will be decided at this meet, the handi-
caps being one-half and one-mile ordinary and one-half
and one-mile safety. Entries close May 24, with F L. C.
Martin, Plainfield, N. J. 1 he fee for each event will be $1.
The track is reached from the foot of Liberty Street to
Avenue A Station, Bergen Point. A special train leaves
Plainfield at 1:07 p. m.

The following events will be decided at the Fargo, N. D.,
tournament on June 18, iq and 20: Ten-mile scratch race

;

two-mile safety heat race, and one-half-mile boys' race.
These events are open to all cyclists of North Dakota and
North Minnesota. Entries close, June 18, with Harry
Svensgaard, Fergus Falls, Minn. The committee having in
charge the race is composed of Harry Svensgaard, C. B.
Wade, Arthur Bassett and J. K. Flynn. A silk banner,
donated by Mr. Svensgaard, valued at $25, will be given to
the club making the best appearance in the parade.

TRENTON.

It was just six months last Tuesday, May 13 , since the Mer-
cer County Wheelmen first organized in the second stor^-

of White's Hardware Store on North Broad Street. Three
times, within two weeks, the club met at this place, with no
conveniences whatever Now they meet in a cozy home,
neatly furnished, with reception, reading, billiard, card and
locker rooms, and have, for so young a club, made wonder-
ful progress, considering the remarkably few cyclists around
this city. They, at present, have r.early sixty members,
fifty of whom own and ride wheels.
We have about three miles of asphalt and Telford pave-

ment in our city, and most all the riding is being done on
these streets. The M. C. W. have taken the interests of cy-
cling to heart, and are working bravely for its advancement.
With about six more months ot growth, and the co-

operation of a committee from ihe T W., they will have an
oganizalion that, for influence, politically, cannot be sur-
passed. They are going to make an earnest appeal to have
more smooth paved streets, so that cycling in Trenton may
be more greatly enjoyed.
Sunday runs are not allowed in either wheel club in this

city, but the Captain, or his Lieutenants, generally manage
to get together a few riders, and take a spin to Bristol,

Yardly. or some near-by place. For the past two Sundays
it was the intention of Captain White to take private runs
to Bristol, but rain interferred on both occasions. Next
Sunday, if the weather permits, between 15 or 20 wheelmen
will accompany the Captain 10 visit the Oxford Club, of
Philadelphia, and whenever the M. C. W. go to Philadel-
ohia they always report an elegant tin e. Premier.

Thos. Tevlin, of Elizabeth, was thrown from a buggy
and injured on Tuesday evening last while riding along
the boulevard which leads fro'in Elizabeth to Newark.
The horse which Mr. Tevlin was drivinsf appears to have
been frightened by two bicycle riders who p 'ssed on ciiher

side of him. The driver was hurled out of the wagon, and
lay stunned and bleeding in the roadway. Beyond a few-

scalp bruises, no further damage was done Mr. Tevlin
states that it was not the fault of the bicycle riders.

Chas. J. Godfrey reports a large inquiry for the Lovell
Diamond Safety, although the machines have been ex-

hibited only a few days at his Warren Street store. This
machine i$ a well-made wheel, and is list^ at a very low
figure.
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CHICAGO.

PULLMAN ROAD RACB.

" What sort of weather will the day bring forth?" and
" What handicap will I get ? " represents the present status
elf ra tters Pullman. I he handicaps will be published on
the 28th, but as to the weather, heaven alone knows. We
have had so much of it during the past few weeks, and it

has been so e.xtremely varied, that the day is just as likely

to be wet as dry, cold as warm. However, rain or shine
the race goes. The list of prizes has been considerably
added to during the past week, a Broncho and several
other wheels having been contributed.

EXPOSIl ION BUILDING TOURNAMENT.

This affair grows in interest, quite a number of fast men
having entered within the last few days, amongst them
Van Wagoner, Bert Myers, Will Pixley, of Omaha, and
several others. Canada and Yale College will both be rep-
resented Much interest is centering on the twenty-five
mile safety and the 100 mile events. Spooner. who won
last year's 100 mile race in record time, is going great guns
n practice, and looks like a likely winner. Phil Hammell,
Van Sicklen, and most of his last year's competitors will,

nevertheless, try conclusions again. Entries close May 24.

The management has b en very fortunate in securing
prizes, no less than nine wheels having been donated, al >ng
with gold and diamond medals and other e.vceedingly
valuable prizes.

G. » J 'S NEW RETAIL STORE.

Gormully & Jeffery are finally in possession of their new
retail store, 85 .Madison Street, and an e.xcellent establish-
ment it is, too. The fittings are all of cherry, finished in

oil ; the floor is of interlaid maple and gum, also oiled ; the
walls and ceiling are frescoed in good taste and with the
immense plate glass window, which commands a fine view
of the street, it is no exaggeration to say that the store is

the centre of attraction in that particular neighborhood.
It would be hard to estimate the number of people who
have visited the store since its opening ; suffice it to say
they have fairly been there in flocks. G & J. occupy both
the ground floor and basement and will make a big bid for
local trade. Horace Bell, in his managerial role and " his
best suit of clothes," has been in quite a flurry, but as he
has set a mark for himself, he is gradually settling down.

IN BRIEF.

Whisper it softly : Ned Oliver is to be married. The
date Bettsjr B. knoweth not.
Chicago is shortly to be again afflicted with the female

bicyclists

Martin Bowbeer was received by the Lincolns with open
arms at their last meeting. On two previous occasions he
was kept out by a trio of sore heads who, if I remember
rightly, retired with their names up for expulsion
The American Fat Stock Show, which e.xhibits here Nov.

13-22, is an.xious to promote a cycle tournament in connec-
tion with the show
An indoor baseball team is the Aeolus Club's latest.

They played their first game with the Arions on the 14th,
and came out on top, much to their surprise, with a score
of 10 to 9.

A party of Lincolns, Capt. Stamm and Lieuts. Harring-
ton and Pratt amongst them, are planning a week's tour
through the State for the early future.
Sunday next will be scorchers' day in Chicago, nearly

every club having billed a Pullman scorch for that day

—

the last previous to the great race.
Railroad rates to Kansas < ity are very much demoral-

ized just now, a fare of S3 for the round trip being listed.
A wheelmen's excursion is being organized for Sunday next,
and quite a crowd will take it in, leaving here, with wheels,
on Saturday night, and returning Monday a m.
Hector Campbell, of the Niagara Falls Club, has

been in the city during the past few days. Al-
though here on business, he has found time to put
in a lick or two for the League meet. Says that
amongst other things they will give the boys a ride
m the Maid of the Mist, and if notified a week in
advance, will provide barrels for all who contemplate a
trip orer the Falls. Amongst other visitors during the
week were Messrs. A W. Gump, of Dayton, C; Chas. R.
Gorman, president Gorman V\ heel and Novelty Co.; G. M.
Worden, repre-enting the Lozier & Yost Co.; J. C. Combs,
Nashville Tenn.) Bicycle ( lub; H. R. Harrington, Benton
Harbor (Mich.) Club, and H. McEwen, Elgin, 111

Bettsy B.

MEMPHIS.

About ten members of the old Memphis Cycling Club,
and as many more new riders, organized a new club at
Memphis, on Monday Mav 12. The following officers were
fleeted : W. F. Yates. President ; T. J. Deupree, Captain

;

P. P. Gluck, Secretary and Treasurer; J. W. Wood, Lieu
tenant, and W. W. Martin, Chief Bugler. The club will
shortly move into new and commodious quarters.

Invitaiions have been sent to ihe Little Ro^k, Ark., and
Greenville, Miss , bicycle clubs to send teams to Memphis
to compete in the twenty-five mile road race, which is to be
held on July 4.

Cycling is growing very rapidly in this city. One dealer
sold six safeties last week. The Hickory wheel is now
represented here, and Memphians will soon have an oppor-
tunity of seeing this latest thing in wheels. Some of the
boys seem to think that it will look something very much
like the old-fashioned " bone-shaker" of fifteen years ago,
but Elliott claims them to be equal in appearance to any
wheel on the market, and for the sake of he agent here, I

hope he is 'ight. [Elliott is all right.—Ed. J
'1 hat healthy infant, the ' Memphis Cycle C ub," is now

wrestling with the uniform problem. The club has twenty
members, and there are ab ut the same number of uni-
forms recommended to the committee having the matter in
charge. 1 pity that committee when they make a report.
Every member of the new club is a member of the L. A

W., and League membership will likely be made a prereq-
uisite for admission to the club. We will als) apply for
admission to the L. A. W. as a club. Memphis has waked
up to the importance of increasing our League membership,
and has done some good work lately. We have four mem-
bers among the ladies, and all own or have ordered wheels.
One of our ladies can make the run to Raleigh and return,
a distance of twenty miles, with perfect ease, and the road
is not the best in the world. More shortly. Eaglh.

JERSEY CITY.

THE DIVISION MEET.

There is one feature in the approaching meet which will

interest all our citizens, and that is the amateur minstrel
show and vaudeville entertainment atStillman Music Hall,
on the evening of May 30. The term amateur is apt to be
misleading as it often implies want of practice and prepa-
ration But this entertainment, given by members of the
Hudson County Wheelmen, not only approaches, but fully
reaches the perfection of professional minstrelsy.
The members have acted and sung together for years,

not only in entertainments of the class under consideration,
but they have produced all of Gilbert and Sullivan's
operas, at a cost of thousands of dollars, and have sung
them to crowded and appreciative houses
But, for the quintessence of melody and for the high-

water mark of first-class fun, their minstrel and vaudeville
entertainment " takes the cake."

'I he troupe is under the charge of the genial Dr. John-
son, who will be remembered as the individual who played
the part of the young-man-not-afraid-of-his-bicycle, and
his attempts to ride the same, at an entertairment given at
the Crescent Rink, a few years ago, by the Plainfield
Bicycle Club. The Doctor is a man who can play many
parts, and. in the approaching show, he will appear as a
beautiful and dashing blonde danseuse.
The entire performance will be without reproach, and

carking care will cease to cark those who are fortunate
enough to secure seats. The clubs which are preparing to
attend the meet are sending in their orders for blocks of
seats, and it behooves all who do not wish to " get left " to
do the same. The Elizabeth Wheelmen will order loo
seats and the Hudson County as many more, as other fel-

ows' sisters and cousins will accompany them.
The varied uniforms of the visiting clubs will add to the

brightness of the house, and, taken all in all, the occasion
will be one to be observed and remembered by our citizens.

The matter is in the charge of a sub-committee of our
own ''boys," consisting of Mr. John M. Crane, Mr. A. L.
C. Marsh and Mr. T. S. Burr. They hope to be able to
induce the solemchoUy Thatcher to speak a piece in his
nimitable style.

I he above is clipped from the Plainfield Press, and refers
to the performance to be given by the Hudson County
Wheelmen Minstrel Company, on the evening of Decora-
tion Day, at the Plainfield Opera House, in connection
with the New Jersey State meet. All the boys are well up
in their parts, and a first-class entertainment is assured.
Thecompany includes twenty-one members of the H. C. W.,
among whom are Messrs. Markham, Earl, Thomiar, Stef-
fens, Hopkins, Rice, Stenken, Olin, Ahrens. Nichols and
Baggot. Dr. Johnson and Messrs Herrick, Merseles and
Lyle are the four end men. A deluge of orders for seats
has been received by the Theatre Committee, and there is

no doubt that the theatre will be filled on the occasion of
this show. Mosquito.

Who the Men Are.

The scratch man, C . E Kluge, has not raced on the road
for two years, and he probably will not start. He has a
record over the cours of ih 30m., and he is quite capable,
when in condition, of doing it in ih. 25m. Should his rec-

ord be beaten on May 30 he will go into training and
make a new record

.

Anthony is a very fast and modest rider, and should give
a good account of himself. Bensinger, K. C. W.,won
the time prize last year, in ih. 31m. 43s.

C. M. Murphy made second fastest time, viz., ih. 31m.
49S., W. F Murphy coming in third, viz., ih. 32m 13s.

The talent expect that C. M. Murphy will prove the best
man of these three. Van Wagoner should give a splendid
performance, as he will have plenty of men to bring him
out.
Harry Hall, Jr., will try for the prizes on a very light

safety. Harry has done some wonderful performances
over the course, but it is a question whether he has gotten
back his old form or no.
The Wilmington cracks are all in fine condition, and are

capable of doing something like ih. 33m , or better.
Taxis, who has been showing great form of late, should do
something with 5m., and Fred Coningsby, on the same
mark, should also do a good performance, as he rode the
course la.st year in ih. 33m. s7S.
Tom Hall, K. C. W , who rode in ih. 33m. 04s. last

year, has an eye on the record . Steves, with a start of
6m. 30s,, has a good chance, his record last year being
ih 36m, 17S.

Miller, of the Citizens' Club, who rode in ih. 37m. 13s.

last year, is an improved man, and should give a good ac-
count of himself.

Nisbett, of the New York Club, has trained carefully for
the race, and his clubmates expect him to show excellent
form. Borland, with a start of 7m. 30s , is not in as good
form as he was last year, and expects to do very little.

Bayes is an outsider, and if there is any stuff in him he
should do something with Sm start. Harding and Shea,
both of whom are prominent Hartford scorchers, are
treated liberally with 8m.
Finn, K. C. W,, who has a start of 8m 3CS , is expected

to show big results. Paynter, N. Y, B. C, is a strong rider,

and has a good chance with an 8m. 30s start. Iven, the
Rochester man, with a start of Sm. 30s., has never shown
his form, but he is reputed to be a fast rider.

R. Coningsby, brother of Fred, has been showing a
good pace around the Prospect Park Circle, and with a
start of gm. 30s. he has a chance. Judge, of the Riverside
Wheelmen, has shown good pace on the road, but it is a
question whether he can ride twenty-five miles ; he has,
however, a very good start.

Keane, who is almost the best, if not the best rider in the
Manhattan Club, should be able to do something with the
liberal allowance of gm. 30s.

Feldmeir, of the Brooklyn Ramblers, has been showing
good form while training, and he is placed on the lom. 30s.

mark. Waters, Quortrup and Magee have a private feud
among themselves, and they will ride it out from the iim.
mark.

The Schwalbach Cycle Company informs us that they
have recovered the bicycle recently stolen from their place.

At annual field sports of Iowa College Athletic Associa-
tion, Grinned, la.. May 17, two-mile bicycle, won by Van
Gordon. Time, 7m. 23s.

The Union Cycle Company are pleased with the record
made by their wheel up Frisco and Kimmswick Hills, St.

Louis, and up Corey Hill, at Boston.

THE BORDER MEET.

The Border Meet, the Border Meet,
Where wandering wheelmen loved to throng

;

Where grew the art of racing fleet

—

Where Drummond rose and Porteous sprung.
Internal rumor knows, you bet,
Which says, alas ! your sun has set.

The gray-clad " Teri," Gala blues,
The "Souter" bold, the Melrose sec;

Each, all of these the task refuse.
Bow down your heads, the Meet's a wreck.

No funds, they echo, hence this croak
;

The good old function's ta'en the knock.
— T/ie Scoilish Cyclist.

TO MY TWO-WHEELED STEED.

An Early Cycling Poem.

You are not a " bissikle," rhyming with " physical,"
Whizzical, whirligig, queer;

O, horse ! without visible legs, which we quizzical

Hear of this year with the ear.

Nor are you " by-siggle," not though a nice iggle
Girl that I know accents " by "

—

Rhymes it with " icicle," I in surprise giggle,
Heating this here with the " i."

No ; nor yet " bvze-i-call," bless your poor " i's," I ca
This worse than either or each

;

A m^st inadvisable egotistiz-ical

Liberty (like this) with speech.

Trusty two-wheeler, of wood, and of steel, or

Iron
;
good-tempered your frame's-

(That is, if the dealer employed an annealer)

Don't let us call " i5/-i:>'cles " names.

You take but a little sweet oil for your victual^
No hostler is fee'd for your feed

;

And if you don't fit ill, you cost but a tittle

To stand me in-stead of a steed.

Nor do you get tired, except 'tis desired,

If the rings of your wheels give way ;

Though tir^d, untir^d -whenever required—
O, horse! you will never say neigh.

— Ckamiers' Journal, 4th June, 1870.

Our Columbia calendar tells us that on May 20 Col. Pope
was just forty-seven years of age.

Such is fame. In Logansport, Ind,, they have a " Ram-
bler" cigar, ard in Elkhart, same State, there is a " Ram-
bler" riding school, both named after the G. & J. " Ram-
bler."

Delos N. Weaver, of the Elkhart, Ind., Bicycle agency ,

is one of the latest to book for Elwell's European tour.

Most of the hotel registers along Van Wagoner's Boston
10-Chicago route, bear the inscription " Van Wagoner, of

Newport, R. I., Road Champion."

The Cortland, N.Y., Club holds a Race Meet on Decora-

tion Day.

According to Bi. News, there are over 150 clubs in

France.

Aside from the main result, the race between Van
Wagoner and Anthony, at Crawfordsfille, will be of con-

siderable interest. They each secretly have it in for the

other.

Whittaker's trip to England, it is reported, is to make ar-

rangements for the establishment of a sort of bureau in this

country whereby foreign manufacturers can secure respon-

sible representatives and agents.

The Broncho is a drawing card at Keefe & Becannon's

Broadway store. The firm have a clever device for show-

ing the working of the wheel.

S. G. Whittaker is reported at Birmingham, Eng., by

The Cyclist.

Messrs. L. B . Graves & Co., of Washington, " in an open

letter," ask for editorial opinion on a number of interesting

problems. We refer the letter to our readers, as each man
is capable of deciding the point for himself on the questions

asked.

Mr. Hazen Leighton reports himself as more than pleased

wih the reception the Broncho has met with in Brooklyn.

Although Mr. Leighton has been established but two

weeks, he has already placed a number of Bronchos on the

road.

Arthur L, Atkins, manager of the old Columbia racing

team, is with Messrs. Rouse, Hazard & Co. This company
informs us that the prospects of the Peoria tournament are

growing brighter every day, and that last year's event will

undoubtedly be surpassed in the value of prizes and the

number of entries and spectators. There will be an enter

tainment provided for visiting wheelmen.

Entries for the New Jersey Division race meet ar .

Second Division Championships close on Saturday ntw
with F. L. C. Martin, Plainfield, N, J. Cyclists should te

member, that unless they secure places in the District

Championships, they will be unable to compete in the

National Championships at Niagara Falls. In addition to

ihe scratch events there are four open handicaps, tor which

elegant prizes will be offered.

We call the attention of the readers of The Wheel to one

of our new patrons, who takes considerable space to tell all

about the Dart Combination Safety, which is a high grade

wheel for either ladies or gentlemen.

J W Judd reports a large demand for the Club wheels,

of which he is New York agent. Mr. Judd is also showing

the New Era.
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SOME POINTS IN CYCLE CONSTRUC-
TION.

No one with any practical knowledge of

cyclingf can for a moment suppose the cycle is

perfect in all respects. It is true that vast

strides have been made, but much has yet to be
done.

It will be my endeavor to point out, in as

few words as possible, some of the defects

which at present exist in even the most ap-
proved modern machines, both from a racing
and touring point of view, for, in spite of all

that has been said to the contrary, 1 maintain
the two branches of our sport are more closely

allied than the general rider is led to believe.

I will briefly consider the matter of springs.

There can be no doubt that for road work a
spring is an absolute necessity for any distance
above fifty miles, and nobody who did not race
would think of riding without one for even a
short distance. Of course, for track work and
very short road races, a spring is a slight disad-
vantage, because the distance between the sad-
dle and the crank-axle is constantly varying,
according to the roughness of the road, and
hence the pedaling cannot be as firm and certain

as where no spring is used. But then comes
the important question of nervous exhaustion,
which has a more tiring influence than many
cyclists believe. Consequently, the best and
fastest all-round road cycle must be fitted with
an adequate spring, and this spring should have
an easy way of adjusting it for the support of
riders of various weights, because a man can
then decide how much '"give" he requires, and
adjust his spring accordingly. As it is, springs
are often stamped with different weights, but, if

tested, they will in most cases be found to be of
about the same strength. The adjustment I

speak of would be very simple, but at present
hardly a cycle spring has it, and nearly every
spring in the market is most unnecessarily heavy
and cumbersome.

I dp not intend to enter into the question of
non-vibrating machines, because, for practical
cycling, they are, in my opinion, no better than
an ordinary cycle fitted with a really ^<7(7(/ spring,
except in one or two cases, where the saddle
and crank-axle are always at the same distance
from each other, and this can only be arrived at

by means of more or less complicated arrange-
ments, and on this account I consider they are
unsuited to the unmechanical rider.

I think the fair sex have been atrociously
treated by the makers, and anything is made to

do for them. No lady's tricycle should weigh
more than 40 lbs., whereas their machines are
often heavier than those used by male cyclists,

whose tricycles are, as a rule, from twenty to

thirtypounds too heavy. I am aware this kind of
trade in light cycles will not please the large
manufacturers, because they work too much to
standard patterns to their own enrichment and
the detriment of the pastime at large.

Brakes.—There is no necessity for a band
brake on a light machine, and spoon brakes
have, without doubt, been much maligned,
often most unjustly. This arises from the fact
that they are, as a rule, not broad enough. If

they are made wide, there will be no tearing of
the tire, which is now frequently cut by the
sharp edge of the narrow spoon. There is ab-
solutely no possible doubt whatever that the
plunger variety is stronger than those that are
hinged to the forks.

Size of Gear Wheels.— I now come to the prin-
cipal reason which has induced me to pen this
article. The gear wheels of safeties and tri-

cycles are far too small. Suppose we take the
case of an ordinary bicycle— say, a 54-in., with
a 6-in. crank. This is i in. in 9 in. crank lever-
age, which is a fair amount. Now, let us exam-
ine a safety as at present constructed. We
ought really to find more power in this case,
since we have the extra friction of the chain and
crank bearings, but we will for the present
purpose ignore this. Our safety is, say, geared
to 60 in., and has a 6^-in. crank, which is

about as long as can be used by any one with
comfort. This is, roughly, i in. in 9 in., and
we will not trouble about the fractions. Now
comes the important question—Is the leverage
on the driving wheel i in. in 9 in. ? I don't
think it is, and for this reason : On most safe-
ties the cog-wheel on the hub is about 3 in. in
diameter. Consequently, the radius is i>^ in.,
and this radius is practically a crank, and only
gives a leverage of i in. in 20 in. on the usual

30-in. wheel. The chain pulls on this cog-
wheel, and by this i^-in. leverage turns the

Nuts.—These, if properly made, with fairly

small threads, and evenly and tightly screwed
up, will not work loose. Lock-nuts are a mis-
take on cycles, for not one person in a hundred
understands how to securely fix them.
Joints.—These should be made by " lapping"

the tubes in all cases where such a proceeding is

possible. This is lighter than if stampings are

used, and just as strong, if not stronger. It is,

however, more expensive, but if a man wants a
really first-class cycle, he will not object to pay
the extra cost.

So-called automatic-steering appliances I will

not touch upon, because they have, to all intents

and purposes, ceased to exist, as I prophesied
two years ago.

I have briefly laid down what I consider to be
the most suitable machine for the quiet rider. I

am well aware that being a racing man—yes,

even a road-racing man—is quite sufficient to

draw upon me the contempt of " Cyclo-Stylo,"
but, in spite of this, I hope my views may not
be altogether useless to many members.

Before closing this article, I may add I should
never have "taken on" "Cyclo-Stylo" two
years ago had I known I was differing with a
member of the fair sex. From the shortness of
" Cyclo-Stylo's " last article, and the extreme
length of the postcript, I can Only conclude the
writer is a " real lady."

However, "Cyclo-Stylo" cannot say that /
am in any way imbued with trade interests. I

am not now in any way connected with the

cycle trade, and my previous knowledge of it is

sufficient to tell me the principles I have laid

down in this article will be received with any-
thing but relish by the makers and trade
journals.

Still, I recommend any members who are

seeking a really good cycle to carefully weigh the
points I have mentioned, and, if they make up
their minds to have such a machine, to go to

any good manufacturer, order it, and not listen

to the blandishments of the "courteous man-
ager," though

—

To shake your resolution stoul
He'll use his best endeavor,

Of that there is no manner of doubt

—

No probable, possible shadow of doubt

—

No possible doubt whatever.

C. W. Brown, in C. T. C. Gazette.

HANDLE GRIPS.

Those who have followed the history of the bi-

cycle from its infancy to the present day will

have noticed the steady change in small details,

which has been made as time has progressed.
Although the changes have been slow, they have
been very marked in the matter of the handle
grips, or handles proper, and a few remarks
concerning them may not be out of place, as we
are just now seeing a greater change in this

portion of the machine than has been made for

some time past. In the earlier days of the bi-

cycle handles were made of wood. They were
usually parallel sided, and either round or octag-

onal in section ; in fact, they were neither more
nor less than ordinary tool handles pressed into

the service of the bicyclist. When new they were
varnished and smooth, but rain, perspiration,

and the knocking about they usually got soon
destroyed their fine surface, left them rough, and
frequently after a spill, jagged, or even cracked,
or what was worse, broken in two, and com-
pletely useless. From these crude handles a
special shape—now known as the pear shape

—

gradually arose, being usually turned in ebony,
or in some other dark wood stained to represent
ebony. This was an improvement upon the first,

but although the wood was better selected, and
less liable to break, it was still open to the draw-
backs incident to the use of that material ; and
when an enterprising horn-turner introduced
handles made of buffalo horn they were seized

upon with avidity, and very soon became the rec-

ognized handles upon all good machines. About
this time, too, ivory was introduced, and used in

a few instances ; but, although beautiful at first,

the expense and the liability to turn yellow in

the course of time caused its popularity to be but
short lived. Horn has many advantages over
wood. It is smoother, less liable to crack or

chip, and retains its polish under all weathers
for a much greater length of time. The earlier

horn handles were small, owing to the strictly

limited dimensions of the material. Then pressed
horn was used, which enabled handles of a some-

what larger size to be used. The next material,
introduced by the Americans, was vulcanite, and
this was voted an improvement on anything that
had gone before. So it was, in all respects save
one, and that was, it was more liable to split than
wood, and, whilst being more expensive, a crack
on the end produced by a fall was almost certain to

split it in two. It had the advantage over horn
of being moulded into any shape and size. We
have gone on since then chiefly using horn, and
the principal change that has taken place of late

years is the alteration in the shape from the pear
to the elliptical, necessitated bv the curved
handles of the safeties and the T end pieces,
which have also been very frequently used.
There can be very little doubt that, when placed
at the proper angle, this form of handle will be
found hard to beat. The present season has
seen another movement, and that is in the use
of rubber. Rubber handles, though we have not
mentioned them above, are by no means new.
They were introduced in America ten years ago.
We had a pair—in shape they were round, like

billiard balls, a design we much favored at the
time, and for which we still have considerable
preference—sent over from the States, and for

over a year we used them on a 54-inch " D. H.
F." We made several tours during that time,

and used the handles upon many long rides in

the height of summer. We had every opportunity
of testing their value, and our experience led us
to arrive at the conclusion, that if there was one
point against them it was the fact that in sum-
mer riding they were not cool to the hands.
Indeed, this was the one cause for objection.

So far from being cool they were just the reverse.
Comfortable enough for a mile or two ; so soon
as the hands got heated the rubber surface be-
gan to "pull" upon the flesh, and long before
the end of a rather lengthy ride the palms of the

hands became perfectly sore. We have, during
the past week or two, been using rubber handles
of later designs, and we find no difference what-
ever in this respect. We would, therefore, point

this peculiarity out to our readers, so that, if

they are taken with the idea of rubber handles,
they may be fully prepared to encounter this

drawback. As vibration insulators, we have not
a high opinion of them. The vibratory move-
ment of a handle-bar is so great that the small
amount of give, possessed by the substance of

the rubber, is absolutely useless to counteract it

;

as a matter of fact, the whole handle moves
bodily with the movement of the handle-bar.

It ig not a mere metallic tremor which has to be

taken up, so that the supposed advantage in this

respect is, so far as we can ascertain, practically

nil. Another drawback, too, which exists in

rubber handles, is the fact that when riding a

steep hill, and pulling heavily upon the handles,

they yield to the pull, slightly, it is true, but still

they do, and this yielding occurs at the time
when absolute rigidity is most required. In

pulling at the handles, too—especially using the

under grip—the effect on the skin of the hands,
already referred to, is more frequently apparent
than at any other time. We have no desire to

check the use of rubber handles if our friends

fancy them, but it is our duty to our readers to

point out the results of our experience with them.
They may then please themselves. For our own
part we shall stick to horn.— The Cyclist.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Whhhl and Cycling Trade
RitviHW oy W. E. Aughinbaugh, patent attorney,
Washington, D. C]

No. 428,318.—Bicycle wheel ; A. L. H. Messmer & Chas.
H. Lnham, Hammond, Ind. Filed December 26, 1889.

Serial No. 335,076.
No. 428,356.—Bicycle ; D. H. Smith, Holyoke, Mass.

Filed October 9, iS-'g. Serial No. 326,422.
No. 428,383.— Bicycle brake : Sierling Elliott, Newton,

assiefnor of one half 10 Overman Wheel Co., Chicopee
Falls, Mass. Filtd July •- o, iS8g. Serial No. 310,071.

No, 428,577.— Ball bearing forbic>cle; R. T. Torkelson,
Hatfield, Mass. Filed Jan. 22, 1890. Serial No. 337,729.

The Standard Cycle Company, who carry the largest

stock of bicycles and bicycle sundries between New York
and Chicago, announce their list of wheels in their adver-
tising space.

At the University of Pennsylvania sports, held May 17,

the two-mile bicycle race was won by Regie, of Lehigh;
Henlings, of Swarthmore, second ; Elliot, University of

Pennsylvania, third. Time, 6m. o7j^s.

The Warwick Cycle Company have presented, through
Mr. Chas. F. Stokes, of Chicago, a Warwick Perfection
Safety, 1890 pattern, as a prize for competition in the Pull-

man road race.
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IRVINGTON-MILBURN ROAD RACE.

The work of the committee having in charge
the manigement of this race is now completed,
and the rules of the race, list of prizes, list of

officials, and the handicaps are published below.
All that now remains to secure a perfect day's
sport, is fair weather and freedom from serious
accident. Almost all the clubs have called runs
to the course on the 30th, and, outside of cyclists,

there will be a large number of the non-cycling
public present.

Ex-Captain Marion, K. C. W.,has been given
charge of the course at the finish, and he will

make an effort to keep it perfectly clear, as
owing to the large number of starters, the liabil-

ity of confusion or accident is increased. In the
past there has been as much trouble from cyclists

curveting along the course as from drivers of

vehicles, and it is to be hoped that during the
race no cyclists will mount their wheels on any
part of the course ; but, if they must ride, let

them keep as far away from the finishing point
as possible.

The course will be thoroughly cleaned and
swept the day before the race, and, with
auspicious weather, the record of 1.30 should
go. Although Kluge is entered, and figures at
scratch, he states that he will not start, as he is

not in good enough condition. The other men
on the two minute mark are a rare lot, and there
should be an exciting race among them for the
time medal. The unknown quantity in the race
this year is very large—a fair percentage of the
men have never been heard of before. Cyclists
who intend to go to the course should take the
Barclay or Christopher Street Ferries from New
York to Newark or Orange ; from either point
they can ride to the scene of the race. The
routes will be found on the map published in
last week's Wheel. Cyclists having no wheels
should take the D., L. & W. to Maplewood,
which is a pleasant walk of two miles from the
starting point.

{ Complete List of Officials.

Referee,

Isaac B. Potter, B. B. C.

Judges.

H. E. Raymond, B. B. C, Michael Furst, L. I. W.,
T. A. Raisbeck, H. W., Howard A. Smith, A. W.,
H. S. Voorhees, R. W., C. E. Smith, K. C. W.,
J. A. Clairmonte, M B. C, H. Crowther, C. W.,

Harry Hall, Jr., Highland Falls, N. Y.

Timers,

I,. H Johnson, Orange, N. J.,

Frank While. Brick Church, N. J.,

W. H. De Graaf, H. W.,
S. N. Turner, Boston B. C.

Starter,

A. B. Barkman, B. B. C.

Clerk 0/ Course.

T. C. Crichton, K. C. W.
Assistant Clerks of Course.

E. K. Austin, K. C. W., Geo. L. Courtenay, K. C. W.
Scorers.

F. P. Prial, N. Y. B. C.

C. A. Sheehan, M. B. C, F. H. Campbell, M. B. C,
C. W. Newbourg, P. W., R. Miller B R
C. W. Wendehack, H. W., W. H. Belknap, A. W.

B. M. Cole, B. B. C.

Marshal.
W. C. Marion, K. C. W.

MarshaVs Aids

.

A. Raynor, K. C. W., Chas. I. Long, K. C. W.,
John H. Long, K. C. W., R. F. Hibson, K. C. W.,
W. I. Ammerman, K.C.W., Wm. Bower, K. C. W.

Chief Umpire.

Waldo E. Fuller, B. B. C.

Assistants.

Geo. F. Corby, B. B. C, F. S. Cossitt, R. W.
Umpires.

N. Y. B. C. H. W. R. W
E S. Terry, J. C. Haight, F. A. Powers,
W. C. Heydecker, F. C. Shaffer, H. E. Voorhees,
A McClave, E. G. Rough, H. Barry,
E. E. Bogart, E. E. Pollock. J. E. Fitch,
E. J. Shipsey. J. L. Miller.

A. W. M. B. C. P. W
S.K Snyder, A. Cardoza, W. F. Reitzenstein,
W. H. Murdock, F. H. Howland, Wm. Dower,
F. W Eickhorn, D. C. Newton, Chas Kane,
A. M. Mills, Jr., E. J. Keane, Wm. Hotze,
Geo. H. Miller. F. Washburn. Edw. Bohmer.

B. B. C. H.C. W.
C. M. Dutcher, H. F. Morse,
C. H. Rahming, W. N. Collins,
A. S. Knowles, J M. HoUoway,
Edward Melvin, E. T. McLaughlin Jr
J. A. Doyle. E. J. Day.

KULES OF THE BACE.
TWENTY-FIVE MILE HANDICAP ROAD RACE.

To be held May 30, 1890, on the Irvington-

Millburn course. Open to all amateur wheel-
men. Entrance fee, %\, to be sent to A. B.
Barkman, 241 Broadway, New York, on or
before May 15.

Special entry blanks must be filled out. Same
can be had on application as above. The right

to reject any entry is reserved.

GENERAL RULES TO GOVERN CONTEST.

The officers of the race shall be a referee,

seven judges, five timekeepers, one starter, one
clerk of the course and assistants, one scorer

and nine assistants, one umpire and assistants,

and one marshal and assistants.

REFEREE.

The referee shall have general supervision of

the race during its progress, and shall give
judgment on protests received by him ; shall

decide all questions or protests respecting foul

riding, etc., of which he may be personally cog-
nizant, or which may be brought to his notice

by any other official. He shall decide all ques-
tions whose settlement is not provided for in

these rules. His decision shall be final.

JUDGES.

There shall be seven judges at the finish. In
case of a disagreement, a majority shall decide.

Their decision as to the order in which the men
finish shall be final.

CLERK OF THE COURSE.

The clerk of the course shall arrange the men
in groups according to handicap ready for the
start. Competitors must report to him promptly
as their numbers are called.

UMPIRES.

It shall be the duty of each umpire to oversee
that part of the course to which he is assigned
by the chief umpire, and to watch closely the
riding, and immediately after the race to report
to the referee any competitor or competitors
whose riding may be considered unfair.

COMPETITORS.

Each competitor must be at the tape and in

position according to handicap, and ready to

start promptly at the time appointed. Each man
competing shall be distinctly numbered. The
start shall be made from a standstill by push-off,

and no call-back will be allowed under any cir-

cumstances after the leading men have started.

Any competitor who is not on his mark and
ready to start promptly on time will be placed
with the first group starting after his arrival.

Any competitor failing to finish race within two
hours after the start shall not be entitled to a
position. Competitors must be properly attired.

RULE OF THE ROAD.

The law of the road shall be strictly observed.
All contestants must keep to the right, and,
when passing in the same direction, must go to

the left. Any violation of this rule shall be to

the violator's peril, and in case of a foul he shall

be ruled out.

The contestant reaching the turning point
first shall have the right of way. No side paths
shall be taken. Violation of this rule shall be
judged a foul.

CHANGE OF MACHINES.

Contestants may change machines during the
race, but they must at all times be with a wheel,
and make no progress unaccompanied by a
wheel.

PROTESTS.

All protests in regard to foul riding may be
submitted to any judge or umpire, and shall be
decided by the referee.

PACE-MAKING.

If clearly proven that any contestant submits
by consent to pace-making, he shall be liable to

disqualification.

TIME OF EVENT.

The race shall start at ii o'clock a. u., sharp,
rain or shine.

List of Prizes to Date :

Victor Safety bicycle, 1890 pattern, donated
by the Overman Wheel Company.
Gold watch, Waltham movement, donated by

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
Light Champion bicycle, i8go pattern, donateH

by the GormuUy & Jeffery Manufacturing Com-
pany.
Gold watch, donated by Mr. A. B. Barkman.
French marble clock, valued at $50, donated

by Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell.
Fishing outfit, donated by Henry Hall, Jr., of

Highland Mills, N. Y.

Pair field glasses, valued at $25, donated by
Messrs. Rogers & Sherwood, of Park Place,
New York.

Nickel plate pearl-handled revolver, donated
by the New York World.

Silver timer, valued at 1^20, purchased from
entry fees.

Diamond stud, donated by Charles Schwal-
bach.

Umbrella, donated by Bicycling World.
Hawkeye camera, donated by the Blair Cam-

era Company.
Fishing outfit, valued at $25, donated by

Schoverling, Daly & Gales.
Silver-handled umbrella, donated by the New

York Bicycle Club.
Mahogany easel, for oil painting, donated by

Mr. W. H. De Graaf.
French clock, purchased from entry fees.

Jersey suit, etc., donated by Holmes & Co.
Cyclometer, donated by the Butcher Cyclom-

eter Company.
Full nickel King ot the Road head-lamp,

donated by the Clark Cycle Company.
Handsome table lamp, donated by W. S. Nor-

wood, of Paterson, N, J.

Nickel lamp, donated by Mr. Howard A.
Smith.
Racing suit, donated by Bretz, Curtis & Co.
Nickel head-lamp, donated by Singer & Co.
Racing suit, donated by the Strong & Green

Cycle Company.
One set boxing gloves, donated by Messrs.

Schumacher & Schoefer.

Guiding Star head-lamp, donated by Schu-
macher & Schoefer.

Racing suit, donated by E. I. Horsman.
Saddle, donated by L. H. Johnson.
Keystone saddle, etc., donated by the White

Cycle Company.
Mantel ornament, donated by Willard P.

Smith.
Silver loving cup, for best time made in the

race, donated by F. P. Prial.

THE HANDICAPS.
HANDICAP

....15

NAME.
W. F. Traegers. M. B. C
J. D. Racey, New York City 15
N. H. Weed, B. B. C 15
J. F. Butterworth, L. A W 15
W. F. West, L. A. W 14
T. Ward, R. W 14
W. F. Barker, R W 14
A. S. Monfort, Q. C. W 14
W. Johnson, L. A. W 14

C. K. Starr, B. B. C 13
A. Renegar, I. W 13
F. G. Webb, L. I. W 13
S. Bogart, K. A. C 13
G. Holland, B. R 13
W. H. Whyard, B. C. W. 13
E. Thorp, L. I. W 13
J. McCue, B. R 13
P. Grosch, C. C 12

W. Newman, K. C. W 12

H. Newman, K. C. W 12

W. H. Slingerland, N. Y. B. C 12

R. P. Craig, F. C 12

H. T. Jacoby, B. R.. 12

F. D. Olmstead, H. W 12

P. C. Finn, K. C. W 12

E. J. Decker, N. J ,..ii

G A. Litchhult, H. W ii

F. B. Elliott, W. W. C II

F. Kenney, K. C. W 11

G. Tonkin, K. C. W 11

N. F. Waters, B. B. C 11

H T. Quortrup, Q. C. W 11

J. Magee, Q. C. W n
A. H. Miles, K. C. W 10.30
F. Brock. A. W 10.30
A. Farrington, N. J. A. C 10.30

A. W. Feldmier, B. R 10.30
E. M. Smith, H. C. W 10.30
W. Bonner, K. C. W 10.30
W. E. Eldridge, H. C. W 10.30

C. T. Coggeshall, R. A. C 10.30

J. Bannigan, K. C. W 10
W. H. Wells, K. C. W 10

H. S. Wiegand. K. C. W 10

N. H. Warden, K. C. W 10 .

F. G. MacDonald, K. C. W 10

J. R. Bedford, K. C. W 10

G. W. French, N. Y. B. C 10

H. G. S. Noble, N. Y. B. C 10

E. J. Keane, M. B. C 9.30
L N. Shorne, A. W 9.30

J. W. Judge, R. W 9.30
F. A. Smith, W. W. C 9.30
R. Coningsby, B. B. C 9.30
H. P. Matthews, B B. C 9
W. H. Roberts, K. C. W 9
W. K. Horton. N. Y. B. C 9
Charles Iven, W. E. W 8.30
A. L. Paynter, N. Y. B. C 8.30

R. B. Morrison, H. W 8.30
Wm. Finn, K. C. W 6.30

C. B. Lockwood, Y. B. C 8.33

W. C. Seeds, W. W. C 8.30

R. L. Jones, K. C. W 8

J. S Bowdish, K. C. W 8

D. C. Shea, H. W. C 8

Wm. Harding, H. W. C 8

J. Vaa Benscholen, P. B. C 8

E. Van Benschoten, P. B.C 8

T. W. Roberts, P. B. C .• 8
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NAME. HAND CAP.

C. W. Bayes, Brooklyn .8
J. H. Hanson, N. Y. B. C 7-3°

J. F. Borland, B. B. C 7-3°
D. Morehouse, K. C. W 7.30
L. Wise, L. I. W 7

F. R Miller, C.B.C 7

W. C. Marion, K . C. W 7

C. A Elliott, W. W. C 7

G. M. Nesbitt, N. Y. B. C 7

J H. Draper. A C S. N 630
R. W. Steves, K. r. W 6.30

F. Coningsby, B. B C - 4-3°
W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N 430
S. W. Merrihew, W. W. C 4 3°
B F. McDaniel, W. W. C 43°
L. W. Beasley, Jr., Brooklyn 3
T.J.Hall, Jr., K. C. W 3

F. M. Dampman, W. W. C 3

H.J. Hall, Jr., N. J. A. C 2

W. Van Wagoner, R. I. W 2

W. F. Murphy, K. C. W 2

C. M. Murphy. K. C. W 2

Jno, Bensinger, K. C. W 2

E. C. Anthony, D. B. C 2

Charles E. Kluge, H. C. W o

WHEEL GOSSIP.

W. A. Illston will race this year.

M. G. Peoli, of Bidwell's, is riding an Fagle.

The Rome Cycling Club will run a relay race at their
tournament on May 30.

A three-mile scratch bicycle race will be decided at Wil-
low Grove, Pa., on May 24.

A party from the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will take
part in the New Jersey Division meet.

The Lynn Bicycle Club's Decoration Day handicap road
race willbe run over a twelve-mile course.

Mr. and Mrs. Newcome will take a long tour awheel this
summer in the northern part of New York State.

The prizes for the Chicago tournament will exceed $1,500
in value. Already eight bicycles have been donated.

A writer to the Cyclist claims credit for Mr. Charles
Crowden, who designed a type of safety as early as 1878.

The John Wilkinson Company call attention of agents to
their bicycle bells, which they are wholesaling at low rates.

Burlev B. Avers has been appointed a member of the
National Transportation Committee by Chairman Brewster

England has a National Physical Recreation League for
the promotion 01 physical recreation among the working
class s.

The Goodrich Mfg. Co., of Chicago, are earning quite a
local reputation for the skillful repairing of high grade bi-
cycles.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club will hold a race meet and a
fif y-mi e road race at Richfield Springs, New York, in
August.

Messrs. Starley & Bros., manufacturers of the Psycho,
are building a special factory for the manufacture of
Psychos for the American trade.

Jack Prince will open a new track about the middle of
June at St. Joseph, Mo. The track has been built in a
beautiful park by a real estate syndicate.

The Lynn Wheel Club, to the number of forty men, rode
to Stoneham on Sunday last, stopping at the Central
House. After dinner they took a run round Split Pond.

The Cyclist reports the arrival, in Englaod, of A. C.
Banker. Banker rode down the Ripley Rr.ad on Sunday,
May 4 . Banker also took a trial spin on the Paddington
track.

Jones, the London safety crack, seems to be in great form
this year. In an invitation mile safety race he rode the last
quarter, on the outside of the track, all the way, in about
3aJ^s.

The Nashville American laments the lack of a bicycle
headquarters in Nashville. Why don't the boys form a
club where they could arrange for bath, locker and -storage
rooms?

Messrs Brunner and Hauck, of the Buffalo Ramblers, and
Lewis and Hedge, of the Buffalo Bicycle Club, will ride a
100-mile match race on June 28, the route being from Erie
to Buffalo.

The Philadelphia Sunday Mercury^ of May 18, reproduces
a photographic group of the Century Wheelmen. Promi-
nent in the group is Kirk Brown, surrounded by a number
of convivial companions.

Messrs. Bretz, Curtis & Co., of Philadelphia, have en-
fraged Sam Crawford for their salesroom. Mr. Crawford
IS one of the best men who ever drove a " trike," and
should do well on a safety.

G. M. Worden, whom many will remember as the " man
in white " who ran away with the mile handicap at Hart-
ford in September last, is traveling in Colorado for the
Lozier & Yost Manufacturing Company.

Mr. C. W. Wood, of Syracuse, has been appointed Vice-
Consul of the New York State Division, vice Mr. M. L.
Bridgraan, who was compelled to resign on account of his
having made business connections in Chicago.

Bank teller Chas. H. Halsey, of Elizabeth, who used to
pull a great stroke with the oar, now gets pleasure out of a
wheel. Walter Chandler, another enthusiastic rowing
man, also varies his exercise by a spin on the road.

The Prospect Wheelmen moved into new apartments, at
4.34 Union Street, Brooklyn, on the evening of May 15. The
House Committee, under the leadership of C M Hatze
surprised the club men by tendering them a stag reception.'

We republish, for the benefit of the ladies, an article
from the C. F. C. Gazette, written by Miss Lillias Camp-
bell Davidson, one of the cleverest, if not the most clever
writer in England on cycling topics, from a lady's point o\
view.

A Chicago paper insinuates that we don't pay rur bills,

and a writer in a Pittsburgh paper thinks he has disiovered
that we suffer from incipient dyspepsia, which reminds us
that the censure of some men is more desirable than their

praise.

The six-day, eight hours per day, bicycle race between
jack Prince and N. Reading, terminated on Saturday night
last, 8,000 people being present to see the finish. Prince
won by a few feet. The total distance covered was 716
miles.

Mr. Geo. A. Bullock, Chief of the Bureau of Highways,
of Philadelphia, has subscribed for The Wheel and Cy-
cling I BADE Review. We hope that Mr. Bullock will find

a good deal of valuable information in the columns of The
Wheel.

Chief Consul Emery publishes a letter to the local Consuls
in Massachusetts thanking them for the elegant badge
which they recently presented to him in appreciation of his

services, and as an endorsement of his methods to increase
the Division's welfare.

STOLEN.

The Schwalbach Cycle Company report the loss, on May
18, of a Columbia L. R. safety, numbered 5,554. Informa-
tion of the lost wheel will be thankfully received by the
Schwalbach Company.

The success of the Victor bicycle made the appearance
of the ladies' safety of the Overman Wheel Company, a
matter of cons'derable curiosity and importance. The
Wheel of May t6 scored a " beat " by publishing a hand-
some cut of the Victoria.

The New York State Division is to be congratulated on
the selection of Mr. C. W. Wood, of Syracuse, as Vice-
Consul. Mr. Wc od is intelligent, energetic and enthusias-
tic, and will ably second Chief Consul Bull to reach the
4,000 mark of division membership.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club took thirty-four riders to
Coney Island on Sunday last under command of Captain
Keane. The party stopped at a prominent hotel, where
the food was bad, the service worse, and courtesy and hos-
pitality altr^gether lacking.

The declared exports to the United States from the Bir-
mingham, Eng., Consular District during the quarter e-^d-

ing March 31, 1890, amounted in value to $848,372. Of this

sum $79,824 represented cycles and cytle material, of
which over $72,000 went from Birmingham itself.

" Buy a bicvcle, and learn to ride it," advice given by an
advertiser, might fitly be altered to " Learn to ride a bicy-
cle, and buy it."

—

Bicycling News.
Yes, and might yet more fitly be altered to, "Learn to

ride some other fellow's bicycle, then buy a wheel."

At North Shields, on May 3, the one-mile handicap was
won by R. Hepplewhite, 135 yards, in 2m. 38 4-5S.

Some poor handicapping was shown at Birmingham on
May 3. J. West, the one-legged professional rider, 285
yards, won the professional mile handicap in 2m. 23 1-5S.

Mr. William Starley sailed on the Servia on Saturday
last. The Wheel had a letter of introduction to Mr.
Starley, and only an important engagement at Berkeley
Oval prevented us from bidding the traveler .5()« Voyage,
and from asking him, incidentally, what he thought of the
country,

A number of Haj^erstown wheelmen took a ride to Fred-
erick on Sunday. In the evening they took the train to
Mfchanicstown, and the next morning trained home, arriv-
ing at 7 o'clock Amorg the party were Chester R. Hays,
Bert Schildknecht, Herman Eavey, Ernest Brinning and
Le Roy Hays.

The Berkeley Athletic Club will be represented at the
Hamilton Tournament, which is to be held to-morrow, bv
Windle, Campbell, Schumacher and Class, all of whom left
N ew York City last Saturday evening. Lumsden will not
be entered in these events, although there has been a good
deal of newspaper talk to that effect.

We are pleased to note the continued prosperity of Wor-
cester's new social paper. Light, published by Nat. Fowler.
It is one of the cleanest and brightest papers that comes
into the sanctum. The master hand of Nat. is seen from
the smallest par. to the leadii g editorial ; bright, modern,
liberal thought, cleanly and clearly written out.

The Caldwell Wheelmen, of Caldwell, N. J., was formed
last Friday evening by sixteen cjciists of that town, the
meeting being held at the residence of Mr S. King. The
following officers were elected : President, Thomas Briggs-
Vice-President, E. Bowman

; Captain Paul Grosch ; Ex-
ecutive Committee, Samuel King and C. H. Jones.

Racing at New Zealand is well under way, judging from
the reports in the Wheelmen's Gazette, of ( hrlstchurch. On
March 17, H. S. Curtis, 130 yards, rode a mile handicap in
2m. 39 1-5S. The scratch man, N. HdU, rode in 2m. 44s
The one-mile bicycle championship of New Zealand was
won by Hall in 2m. 47 3-5S., the record being 2m. 43 2-5S.

A Philadelphia contemporary, whose proud boast is that
Philadelphia never owes nothing to New York cycling
journalism, publishes in its latest issue a note from " the
New York Bicycle Company, of 8 Warren Street, New
York." The New York Bicycle Company removed from
No. 8 Warren Street, May i, 1889, to No. 4 East 60th Street.

Some writers on the cycling press seem to be under the
impression that the Harvard meet developed a new safety
man in Hoyland Smith, of New Bedford, Mass. Mr.
Smith made an excellent reputation at Hartford i-i Septem-
ber last, when he won the mi e safety novices' race in
2tt>- 57KS., and again rode second to Banker, doing
am. 53MS.

The Portland, Me., Transcript, of May 14, publishes a
long speech delivered by Mr. Edward H. Elwell on Aroor
Day, who took for a subject, " Uur Ways, and How to
Mend Them." Mr. Eiwell thoroughly coveted the impor-
tance of new roads; showed the folly of building and re-
pairing under the present system, and outlined a new
scheme of highway Improvement.

The wheelmen of Fargo, Dak., will do their share on
June 17, 18, 19 and 20 to help the North Dakota Volunteer
Firemen's Association to make their grand annual enter-
tainment a big success. The bicycle part of the programme
consists of races at 4 p. m. on June 18, and races at 7:30 on
June 19. The Chairman of the Wheel Entertainment Com-
mittee is Mr. Harry Svensgaard.

There is something ludicrous in Chief Consul Emery's
announcement that Messrs Holland & Havener, the Wor-
cester dealers, have placed the shower bath in their gym-
nasium at the use of all cyclists visiting Worcester on May
30. At the same time a nice, cold shower bath in the middle
of a hot summer day is a luxury of the first order, and the
only question is how one shower bath will be able to supply
the demand.

Messrs. A. W. Gump & Co., who make a leader of the
" G. & J." wheels, have just issued their 1890 catalogue.
Besides the " G. & J." wheels this concern handles several
lines of cheap machines, and make a specialty of dealing in
second-hand wheels, in which they do an enormous business
every season. In connection with their catalogue they also
issue a list of several hundred second hand wheels, and the
list is so lengthy, that it looks like a Seaside Library cata-
logue, s !„

A large number of riders were out on Riverside Drive
and in the Park on Sunday last. Conspicuous among them
were a number of Long Island Wheelmen and New York
Club members; a'soa very large numberof ladies. One of
the sights of the Drive was Mrs. L. A. Newcome, riding a
Psycho Safety hands off, coasting down hill and pedaling
up. We have an impression that this is the first time a lady
has ridden hands off. This is Mrs. Newcome's second year
of riding.

Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co., Oraton Hall, Newark,
N. J., have displayed much enterprise in the building up of
the sale of bicycles and bicycle supplies, of which their En-
cyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants is the most complete index.
'I heir Standard Graphite, as a lubricator, cannot be ex-
celled ; and, being the general agents for all the best makes
of bicycles, are prepared to fit and furnish, from stock,
wheels to suit men, women and youths, at the most favor-
able prices.

The North End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, took a run
to Spread Eagle Hotel, above Jenkinstown, on Saturday,
eighteen men taking part. The club, which was organized
a few months aeo, now has a membership of thirty. The
officers are : President, Harry Gibson ; Vice-President,
John Bestenwolf ; First Lieutenant, Spencer Walker ; Sec-
ond Vice-President, Chas Lindenmeyer ; Secretary, Geo.
Wennath The rooms of the club are at Mascher and
Huntingdon Streets.

Mr. W. C. Thome, who showed such excellent form at
Peoria l?st fall, has • mployed a trainer, and expects to de-
vote considerable time to racing this year. Thorne should
be among the first of the safety men. It is reported that his
brother, George Thorne, is also training, and will do some
racing in England this summer Phil Hammell is training
at the Exposition track every evening. Tuttle is also doing
some good training. Winship is training on the roads
between Chicago and Englewood.

Thirteen members of the Chambersburg Bicycle Club
visited Hagers'own on Sunday last, where they were given
a hearty reception by the wheelmen of that city. The
route between Greencastle and Chambersburg is so bad
that the cars must be resorted to betwe-n those places, but
the route from Greencastle to Hagerstown is one of the
finest roads in the vicinity. On Sunday evening a number
of wheelmen from Shiopensburg arrived at Hagerstown
and spent the night at the Baldwin House, where they
were visited by local wheelmen.

The whe- Imen of the " Hub " took advantage of the fine
weather on Sunday last, and had a great day's sport. The
Rover Cycling Club sent a large body of men to Charles-
town under Captain Henry W. Robinson. At Sunnyside
they met the Chelsea Cycle, Ramblers. Wakefield, Medford
and othei- clubs, all bouni toward Salem. Captain Carle
B. Cubberly had forty members of the Srmerville Club out
on the road, and the NiTth Attleboro Club had ten men
out. The Woolsey Bicjcle Club, of Jamaica Plain, took a
run to Norwood and return early in the morning.

The British cycling press continues to argue for and
against the pneumatic tire. The tire proved a great advant-
age on a grass track, but on a well-made bicycle path it

looses in speed. The Scottish Cyclist has tublished the
fairest criticism on the tire we have yet noticed. The Irish
Cyclist bo ms the tire in every issue from the front page 10

the back cover. The hicycling News continues to be a dis-
believer in the merits of the tire. Lacy Hillier, who
recently rode a pneumatic machine, gives it a black eye in
a few paragraphs, the tire having burst and otherwise mis-
behaved itself.

the CENTtJRY KUN.

Manager Fuller reports there will probably be from 150 to
200 participants in the Century Run. At the present time
accommodations for seventy-five men have been secured at
the ( ontinental. in Newark, but it is expected that addi-
tional accommodations will beengaged. Each of the Brook-
lyn clubs will send a dozen men, while the Century Wheel-
men, of Philadelphia, will send thirty-one. Owing to the
large number ot participants, the committee having charge
of the run have been able to secure special rates from
hotels and from the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the entire
cost of the trip will not be more than $8 at the outside.

THE TUXEDO, N. Y., WHEELIHEN.

The Tuxedo Wheelmen were organized on April 23, 1890
The I lub at present con ains twenty-eight members, and a
number of wheelmen living in and near Tu.xedo have an-
nounced their intention of becoming members. As yet the
clubhasheld butoneclubrun, and that to Crown Lake. The
roads were very hilly and sandy, and the distance is about
thirty miles and return. The favorite runs will be to New-
burgh, Middletown, Port Jervis, and other towns in Orange
County. The club expects to take a run to Paterson and
Newark durintr the season. The officers at present are

:

President, J. B. Hinckman; Vice-President, Thomas H.
White ; Treasurer, Newton Phillips ; Secretary, Oscar
Sparrwardt ; Captain, Frank Becratt ; Lieutenant, E.
Driskol ; Color Bearer, H. Herbert.

A POOR SUGGESTION.

A suggestion is made for a hollow rubber tire, an inch
and a half in diameter, with a half inch hole, filled with
water, as being an improvement on the air-inflated tire.

This is a very old idea, and a very old failure, a patent for
such a tire having been taken out years ago. The causes
of failure must be patent to anyone at all conversant with
the respective properties of rubber, water, and air. The
great feature of the pneumatic tire is the compressibility of
the air with which it is inflated. A water-filled rubber
tube would be harder than the same tube without water,
because water is not compressible. The water would also
add to the weight, without yielding any benefit. Water,
like rubber, can be displaced, but not compressed.—^/rj'-

cling News.
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POINTS FOR THE LADIES.

Mrs. Belva Lockwood, the lady candidate who
offers herself regularly for every Presidential

election in the United States, is an ardent cy-

clist. Her tricycle and herself were well-known
sights in the streets of Washington, at a time

when the unusual spectacle of a woman awheel
was enough to attract all eyes as she passed.

Now she has forsaken her old love for the new,

and devotes herself to the ladies' safety, on which
she is as expert a rider as she was on the three-

wheeled machine. If her persistent efforts really

end at last in seating her in the Presidential

chair, she will probably spend as much time in

the saddle as on that more elevated position.

Speaking of America, a somewhat novel feat-

ure has been introduced lately in cycling circles

over there. This is a new departure, known as

ladies' evenings, and it consists of entertain-

ments given by the lady members of cycling

clubs to their friends. The evenings are devoted

to music, readings, and various exciting games
such as "Progressive Euchre," at which prizes

of various sorts may be won. These evening
gatherings are high in favor with those who
have the good fortune to be partakers of them

;

and they are said to have a magical effect in

"keeping a club together" during the fatal

winter months.
Touring, with most women at least, has its

beginning every season about Easter. To those

who depend on male escort for their tours, there

is a chance too good to be missed of securing

the company of their own special masculine
bodyguard for the few holidays which set them
free. At this time of year, most people's tours

instinctively turn South, especially when, as

this year, Easter falls early, there is not much
temptation to face cold winds and wintry

scenery further North, when sunshine and bud-

ding spring can be obtained in other directions.

For those whose tastes lead them across the

Channel, Easter is a delightful time of year for

the Rhine, or the less hackneyed beauty of the

Moselle, for the North of France or the Ardennes.
For those who stray less far afield, the Southern

Counties and the Isle of Wight offer endless de-

lights at this season. Easter touring is rather

harassing for one reason—it is difficult to know
exactly how to dress. One's winter cycling

frock begins to feel far too thick and heavy, and
yet, if one wears anything thin, it feels insuf-

ficient in the chilly mornings and evenings

The best plan is to have a somewhat light bod-

ice, with a jacket to match, which can be put on

and off at will. While on the subject of dress, I

should like 10 call my readers' attention to the

new, all-wool underwear now being supplied by
this Club. The combined under-dress is the

most perfect thing of its kind I have ever seen

or tried. It fi.s like a glove, is as soft as silk,

and beautifully comfortable. Being woven in

shape, it has not the inconvenient seams which
are a drawback to other all-wool garments, and
it is specially strengthened in parts. Anyone
who has once worn it will never wish to give it

up. The all-wool bodice, with shoulder-straps

and steels, is also most comfortable ; it gives

with every movement as if it were made of

elastic.

In America, summer tours are already being
planned. One large party is being organized for

a tour to the White Mountains. Indeed, a

ladies' tour to Bermuda, next winter, is already

in contemplation. The White Mountains trip is

to have one feature which may appeal to the less

robust lady riders on this side of the Atlantic.

The tourists are to be accompanied by a coach
to carry the luggage and to pick up any lady

lider who may feel faiigued. This is luxurious

touring, and no mistake !

It is rather an interesting fact that the greater

number of feminine recruits to the ranks of cy-

cling are drawn nowadays, not from those who
take it up merely as a pleasant pastime, but

from those who adopt it as a means of health.

Women, as a rule, lead more sedentary lives

than men, and have fewer active pursuits. Cy-
cling has been, and is, to them an immense
blessing, by placing at their disposal, a delight-

ful exercise, which benefits, without undue fa-

tigue.

More and more women every year are forced

to work for their own living. It is for the

woman who toils, even more than for the woman
who plays, that cycling is a boon to health. She
cannot spare time for long walks, but half-an-

hour awheel will do her more good than she

could have gained by a walk which took her
three times as long. It is absolutely astonishing
that so many women are content to go through
life with feeble health and strength, caused by
nothing on earth but lack of fresh air and regu-
lar exercise, when they might know the happi-
ness of perfect health of mind and body, at the

cost of a little exertion and trouble. I am posi-

tive that no woman who rides regularly and
commonsensically will refuse to admit that her

rattled more than the rear brakes I have seen,

even when a hand-breaking, stiff spring was
used.)
"Psyche" says; "I have ridden a machine

with this rear brake, and found it very good to

slow up with, but no good to stop short. With
the front brake one can apply it gradually (you
have got to) and bring the machine to a stand-

still on the steepest sort of a hill, but the rear

brake only diminishes the speed, and you simply

health has benefited wonderfully by a steady use cannot stop short if you have any impetus on at

of cycling. 1
all."

A lady of my acquaintance is just having her With regard to the above paragraphs, I beg to

tricycle entirely plated over for summer riding.
I

entirely differ with " Psyche," and I think any
It is an example I cannot recommend my read- person at all familiar with mechanics will bear

ers to follow. I have some experience of all- , me out in what I say— viz., that the rear brake
bright machines, and think them to be avoided.

;

will stop any safety more quickly, and with less

Not only are they most troublesome to keep
in order, but the effect is much too flaunting to

be pretty. I saw a lady's tricycle the other day
whose enterprising owner had Aspinwalled it

ivory white from tire to handle-bar. The effect

was ghostly. The next thing will probably be to

have our machines painted with luminous paint,

and render ourselves independent of carrying ence."

lamps after dark.

—

Lillias Campbell Davidson in There
C. T. C. Gazette.

liability to accident, than the strongest front

brake, for the reasons (as stated above) of the

greater weight on the driver and of its being the

driven wheel ; also, because the brake can be
applied to that wheel with greater impunity.
She also says :

" Just draw a stick along the

ground, then push it, if you will see the differ-

FOR THE LADIES.

is a most decided difference, for the

pushing of the stick is dangerous, should the

weight happen to be on that end, but it is not.

To illustrate, put a 28-inch wheel on the end of

the stick and push it with 25 lbs. on it, like the

,. ., .,„... , ., r^ , . .. , I

front-brake safety ; then reverse the stick with
Marguerite s criticism of Psyche s letter ^ ^^-^^^ ^^ 1^3 ^n the wheel, and see which

in The Wheel of April 11 seems to me just and ^yj ^^^ jj,g harder
unprejudiced, and I can heartily second her in p^^ instance, take a wheelbarrow and push it

differing with Psvche in regard to brakes, ^^^.^ ^^^ ^j^^ f^ont brake ; then draw it with 100
saddles and guards for the ladies safeties. One

,^,g j„ f^r the rear brake. Would there be any
who has ridden a century in a day, and has difference'
covered thousands of miles over country roads, ^j^h regard to saddles, I prefer the Hammock
ought to be a better judge than a lady who

^^ ^e.ng simpler, less liable to get out of order,
seems to have done the most of her riding on ^ore easy, and generally lighter than the aver-
the miles of asphalt in her beautiful city, where ° _ ^ .

almost anything the shape of a wheel can be
ridden with something of pleasure.

I am not personally acquainted with either

lady, but " Marguerite's " criticisms were so
nearly in line with what I intended to write
when "Psyche's" article appeared, that I take
this opportunity to add to what was so well and
justly written by " Marguerite."

It may be well to add that the writer's wife
has had an experience of six years, and ridden
nearly four thousand miles overhillv and rough
country roads ; that his daughter has ridden one
of the best English front-brake safeties (similar
to " Psyche's ") lor two seasons ; that his son
has ridden three or four years, and that he has
ridden ten years and nearly as many thousand
miles. All have had more or less experience
with various makes of safeties, and can say,
without the least prejudice, that the rear brake
is undoubtedly the better one for many good
reasons.

First.—The rear brake is on the driver, which
is also the wheel which carries the greater
weight of the frame and parts, besides the weight
of the rider. It therefore answers more quickly
the slightest pressure of the brake and is the
proper place for it.

Second.—It does not tire the hand holding the
brake when coasting long hills, as the front
brake certainly does, for reasons given above.
(My daughter often has to release her front
brake from sheer exhaustion—partial paralysis
of the hand—when coasting a long, steep grade.)

Third.—The' safety coasts more steadily, and
is therefore under better control.

Fourth.—The rear wheel will not "kick up"
nor wobble when the brake is suddenly applied.
(I really think a bad header could be taken by
applying a front brake suddenly when descend-
ing a steep hill rapidly.)

Fifth.—The dirt will not fly in the face and on
the clothes when coasting with brake on. (This
is certainly a great point in favor of the rear
brake, as a well dressed person going out calling
or to church would soon find out.)

Sixth.—The rear brake is surer and more pow-
erful, and therefore safer on steep grades,
especially where the rider is a heavy person.
(My brother rode 260 miles during his vacation
of two weeks through a very rough and hilly

age English saddle. Tne saddle my daughter
uses, and which I have used considerably, is

hard and is forever gettingloose. The Hammock
saddle, adapted to the needs of the ladies, as I

believe it has been, should be as popular as those

made for the gentlemen.
Not long ago a prominent English correspond-

ent said that one thing the English had to learn

was to make a good Hammock saddle, like those

on tfie American market. They are now copy-

ing some of our best saddles of this pattern.

The general verdict of those who have tried

both patterns is in favor of the Hammock, in

some shape or other.

Before closing this already long letter I must
touch upon the great necessity of ample guards
for the rear wheel ; for I have already gone so

far as to use all of my persuasive powers to in-

duce some of the manufacturers to be sure and
cover the back wheel, where exposed. The
ladies' safety my wife and daughter ride, I had
to string with wire to keep their dresses from
getting in the wheel when riding against the

wind or coasting, and even now a dismount is

necessary to free the dress.

I have written at length for the benefit of the

ladies at large, and not for the benefit of any
particular make of wheel. I only hope that the

increased cost of an ample guard, a good rear

brake and a spring fork, will not deter many of

the manufacturers from putting these necessary

parts on their otherwise good wheels.
Ornh Qba.

THE FLYING DOG AND THE BICYCLE
RIDER.

AN o'er true tale.

And this recalls the story of the greyhound
whose master was an expert Dicyclist, and was
accustomed to run down hill with his legs tucked

up on the machine.
The greyhound, a speedy and highly intelli-

gent creature, always seemed to take extreme
pleasure in this feat, and one day, to his mas-
ter's astonishment, suddenly drew all his legs

under him and shot past the bicycle at an eleva-

tion of some five feet from the ground.
Three times only, in the course of a long

section of the country, and his safety, which I descent, he just touched the ground with his left

was of the spring-fork, rear-brake pattern,
|

hind foot, and met his master at the foot of the
never gave him a particle of trouble, and he ' hill with frisks and bounds, having traveled
could hold it with one finger on the steepest I nearly three hundred yards in the air.

grades, though he weighed 204 lbs., and stands I It is a curious fact, but the chronicler asserts

6 feet 2 inches.)
j

that, on the death of this dog, elementary wing
Seventh.—The rear brake, if properly con- 1 processes were found on his shoulder blades,

structed, will not rattle any more than the front
j

which seemed to indicate that he had a natural
brake. (I have found that most front brakes

|

predilection for flying.

—

Exchatige.
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THE POSITION OF THE ORDINARY
BICYCLE IN ENGLAND.

From all parts of the country we hear com-
ments concerning the large number of " ordin-

aries " seen out this season upon the road<:, and
we cannot help thinking that this is a very wel-

come sign. Of course, the primary reason, for

what amounts almost to a revival in public favor,

lies in the cheapness of the machines. Many
makers and agents have been glutted with or-

dinaries for the past year or two, and the prices

have naturally come down, until, at the opening
of this season, a really good, shop-soiled ordin-

ary bicycle, equal to many years of work, could

be purchased at an extraordinarily low figure.

Thanks to this fact, cycling has been brought
within the reach of what is known as the work-
ing class, and nothing is more common now
than to see the mechanic, with his bag of tools

slung over his back, cycling to or from his

work.
We should like, however, to see more of the

young recruits to cycling starting with the
" ordinary " bicycle. It was the ordinary
which pioneered this great sport, pastime and
trade. It was on the ordinary that Bolton,

Fagan, Maddox, Fletcher, Hampton-Roberts,
Milner and other worthies of the past decade
toured through Europe, familiarizing the for-

eigner with the noble art of wheeling. It was
on the ordinary we all traveled to Hampton
Court once a year ; on the ordinary we flew our
hills with folded arms and fearless hearts, when
our nerves were strong and our spirits light.

The saddle of the ancient ordinary may have
been hard—it was ; it may have been banged up
to the head ; the spring may have been
ashamed of masquerading under such a name,
and the weight may have been nearer 45lb. than
anything else, but then think of the incompar-
able position ! Far above the common herd, we
sat on the wheels of long ago, and so sits still

many a veteran who is not tempted by the too
easily-conquered safety. The rare old ordinary
wanted wooing. She was no wanton to yield to

every comer. He who would win her had to

serve as Jacob did to Labaii. Perhaps not seven
years, but still long enough for the final surren-

der to be the more piquant. And what more
delightful than the seat of the graceful bicycle,

whereon a handsome man looks still more hand-
some, and from which the country round is em-
braced in the calm, untroubled sweep of his

eyesight. We are quite certain that all there is

ot sentiment and poetry in connection with
cycling clusters round the ordinary.
One of the most loathly things of to-day is to

hear the young man, strong, healthy, sound as
a bell, with the world before him, exclaiming,
" I'm going in for a safety. The ordinary is too
dangerous for my taste." Then do we wish
that our biceps were better developed and our
fist heavier, that we might do as did the farmer,
who " Beat with his fist fuil sore. The aged
man who had been with Grant, Three years be-
fore the war." Danger at twenty I Rather
would we hear the exclamation we once heard
from a reverend gentleman as our seventeen-
year-old carcass flitted down a small precipice
on a 53-inch ordinary, legs up and arms folded.
" The Lord have mercy on your soul." (^Fact.)

We want and must have the great bulk of the
population on safeties and tricycles, but we
want still more to see the young generation on
the ordinary. These beautiful safeties fly fast
and far, but, after all, the wheelman's nose is

parlous near the dust ; his eyes drink in but lit-

tle of the landscape, and his soul misses the ela-
tion of the "coast" down hill. The modern
ordinary bicycle, as built by our good firms, is a
most perfect machine. It has reached that point
where the best cannot be bettered. We advise
our readers who are hesitating about the choice
of machines, and who are happy enough to be
young, strong, and of good heart, to try the or-
dinary. The time must come when nerve fails a
bit, and " legs over handles " down hills that are
bad to climb is a position which fails to charm.
Then come the safety or the tricycle, and the
mind, which reverted to the wife and the where-
abouts of the life assurance policy at the top of
each hill, is at rest.

One word more. When you buy a machine,
be it safety or ordinary or tricycle, see that you
buy it Good with a big G. The people who send
out rotten cycles are nearly as bad as those who
sent out paper-soled boots to the Crimea. We
know at the present moment of a case where a

poor fellow is waiting for the certain coming of

paralysis. His spine was injured through the

breaking of a machine in a place where it had
no right to break, and where no honestly-built

machine would break—under Providence. Cy-
cling is of all sports the best, the heartiest, the

least harmful to one's self and one's neighbors.

It drives the snobbishness out of a man, it

widens his ideas and increases his circle of

friends. It is the least dangerous of all our
national pastimes ; but, remember all these

good things are nullified by the dangers latent

in the highly-enameled " Gaspipe " safety built

by the eminent firm of Sweater, Malleable & Co.,

Unlimited.— Wheeling.

OUR ENGLISH LETTER.

Birmingham has a fair share of the American
export cycle trade, judging by the Consular re-

port for the district. The total exports amounted
to $848,372, cycles figuring at $79,824, the share

of the latter for the town of B'ham being over

$72,000.
The Cyclists' Club-house should soon be in

operation, as all the shares have now been
taken up and allotted.

Brighton possesses two precocious youngsters
in the persons of the two sons of a local cycle

agent. Their ages only make the grand total of

fifteen years, the youngest being 6^ years, the

elder %%. The latter started on a 25-mile tour
to Newhaven and back in company with two
other boys and a penny, vrhich he is said to

have spent recklessly in gingerbeer. The ride

was a good one for a boy of his age, all joking
apart.

According to all the cycling journals, August
Lehr, the champion rider of Germany, has
broken his arm, but from Der Radfahrer I learn

that his arm was only bruised by his accident
on Easter Monday and will very soon be better,

if not so already, and if he does not take part in

the English championships in July it will not be
on account of the accident, which has in no way
injured his riding powers.
Another limited liability cycle manufacturing

company has been launched into the already
large number of firms of that nature in the
Kingston Machinists' Co., Limited. The capi-

tal of the company has been registered at

;^30,ooo, in 6,000 shares of ^5 each. The com-
pany intends to manufacture the Firefly safety
bicycle and also to work the large agency busi-
ness of Messrs. Taffinder & Co., with branches
in Hull, Great Grimsby, Lincoln, Bridlington
Quay and calculates that a profit of ;^i2,ooo per
annum on an output of 100 machines per week
will be made. The works and registered offices

are in the thriving seaport of Hull.
Angus Thomas, whose bicycle and tricycle puz-

zles are rough on the maddening " 15 " puzzle,
offered valuable prizes to those who guessed cor-
rectly, or nearest thereto, the number of puzzles
he would sell in six months. The results have
just been published and show how ridiculous
some people can be. One bounder expected
the sales to amount to 96 of the popular puzz'e,
in connection with which ^50 worth of prizes
were offered. Another, a highflyer this time,
thought they would tot up to 7,000,000 I ! The
actual sales numbered 14.456, and by a curious
coincidence the first and second prizes went to
London, and third and fourth to Eastbourne.
The champion cycle thief, F. Thitchener, has

quitted his field of labor for eighteen months,
during which time he will work on a different
kind of wheel. At his trial, at the beginning
of the month, at the Central Criminal Court, Sir
Thomas Charley sentenced him to hard labor
for the above period.
A. C. Banker, of Banker & Campbell, New

York, was at Ditton, on Sunday, May 4, but
was unfortunately prevented by an early en-
gagement from attending the cyclists' service
at Ripley or giving his opinion of the far-famed
Ripley Road. He does not intend to race in

this country to our regret.

At the Molineux Grounds, Wolverhampton,
during the first three days of Whit. Week, a
great cycling tournament will be held, in which
the i-mile professional bicycle championship of
the world is included. The prizes offered
amount to the sum of ;^i6o, but this amount is

eclipsed by that offered by the proprietors of the
great Sport and Play meeting, held on the same
days, at Aston, when ^^250 will be given in
prizes, ;^34 of this amount being divided
amongst the placed men in the i-mile safety

and lo-mile ordinary bicycle professional cham-
pionships. Accumulative stakes : With a view
to securing fast racing the promoters will add
ten per cent, to each prize if the lO-mile cham-
pionship is ridden inside 15m. ; twenty per cent,

if ridden within 14m. 30s.; thirty per cent, if

ridden within 14m.; and double prize money to

every competitor beating record time in any
race

;
£1. extra will also be given to the leader

at the end of the greatest number of laps, which
should be an inducement to fast riding.

The Edinburgh Electrical and Engineering
Exhibition was opened, on the ist inst., by the

Duke of the same name. A three-lap

track has been laid down, on which numerous
cycling and athletic events will take place.

Only two cycle exhibits are to be seen in the

Exhibition, including the Referee, Psyche and
club wheels, on one stand, and Singers, Sun-

beams and Eurekas on another.
A splendid new cycling track has been

formed in Hull, with 3^ laps to the mile, grand
stand accommodation for 1,000 spectators and
dressing-rooms fitted up with shower and
other baths. The pavilion has a gallery on the

roof for waiting competitors, and the press are

not forgotten, as is too often the case, in the

grand stand. The banking at the curved cor-

ners is about two feet in the width of nineteen

or twenty feet.

CYCLING AND HEALTH.

Dr. B. W. Richardson, in the Asclepiad, points

out that unless certain essential conditions are

observed cycling is inevitably injurious to the

health.

He thinks that it is always best to delay the

commencement of cycling until the body is

closely approaching its maturity. Even adult

cyclists who are too much in the saddle almost
invariably acquire what may be called the

cyclist's figure, which is not graceful and is not

indicative of the full possession of perfectly

balanced bodily powers. Hence I should not

recommend cycling as a pastime of the schools,

and I should not favor it as an exercise, even
during holiday times from school, except in the

most moderate degree. The systematic pursuit

of cycling should never be fully commenced
until the rider has arrived at maturity—that is

to say, until the age of twenty-one years has

been attained.

The effect of cycling on the upper extremity

of the arm and forearm is to slightly bend the

limb, the deformity taking place in the arm-
bone and in the fingers, and to bring about an
unnatural curve of the shoulders. On the lower

limbs cycling tells as markedly as it does on the

spine, and, as the lower limbs perform the

greater part of the work, they usually feel the

effect of it most distinctly. Riding brings out

and exaggerates any deformity, however slight.

The pelvis of the rider, now practically part of

the machine, is fixed to it, and is almost as rigid

as itself. In this position of things the thigh

bone is placed under unusual strain. The
large muscles in the fore part of the thigh are

employed in extending or lifting up the leg at

great disadvantage of leverage. What the

strain is on these muscles every young cyclist

knows to his cost, and it is not until they get a

kind of extra-natural power that riding is easy.

The pressure upon the thigh bone causes bow-
leggedness.
We still maintain a basic error in the machine

by having it so constructed that the pelvis of

the rider becomes a fixed part of the machine.

This is well shown when the cyclist has to meet
a hill. In climbing, we push the machine or

drag it. We want two entire changes in con-

struction of the machine ; one by which we can

bring the whole weight of the body into the

propulsion, the other by which we can call forth

all that muscular power which is used with such

effect in walking and running, but is lost in

cycling. If these two objects were attained, and
there is not the slightest reason why they should

not be attained, climbing would be just as easy

on the machine as it is off it, while the degree

of speed that would be rendered applicable

would, at least, be doubled ; that is to say, if

now in ordinary riding the four miles an hour

pedestrian is changed into eight, it would then,

with the same amount of exertion, be turned

into sixteen, while the twenty miles an hour

of the fastest rider would be turned into forty, if

that were a safe pace to travel.

—

St. James
Gazette.
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The local correspondents had some thingrs pretty badly
mixed up last week. It was widely publis'ied that the
Pennsylvania Bicycle C lub had a largely attended run to

Quarantine, for a shad dinner, on May 3. As I saw Capt
Nelms at the hill-climbing match on that afternoon, 1

thought there was a mistake somewhere, and asked him
about it. It seems that the club proposed the trip, but
finally decided not to go. Then in the liem race they had
W. F West as a member of three or four different clubs.

Mr West does not belong to any club, but rode under the
colors of the Century Wheelmen, which he e.xpects shortly

to join. Another badly mi.xed up affair was this \A illow
Grove race, which is to come on Saturday ne.\t. Capt
Dalsen, of the Century Wheelmen, who has ihe matter in

charge, informs me that it was never proposed to have the

race between " teams of three from each club." as has been
repeatedly stated, and that it is open to all members of

cycling clubs.
Apropos of this last matter, acting probably under the

false impression that the statement in regard to the team
race was correct, Taxis and Draper, 01 the A. C. S. N.,

have made haste to join the Park Avenue Wheelmen, and
hereby hangs a tale. Taxis is admitted by all, except a
few interested parties, to be head and shoulders above all

local riders at any distance. In the/- w five-mile race last

Saturday almost all the fast men of the city were entered
;

in fact, with the exception of Van Dusen, of the Tioga,
Kolb, of the South End, and Oellers, of the Century, prob-
ably all were entered, and yet from the style in which he
came over the line it was evident he had won as he liked.

It seems to be the sentiment that the Schuylkill Navy peo-
ple are not to have any managi.".g voice in cycling affairs,

and consequently the Willow Grove race was made open
to club members only, although this was neatly done to

keep Taxis out, and make an exciting contest as much as
anything else, as he is the only good resident wheelman
they have who is not eligible. Draper belonging to

Pennsy, which he has shaken recently as far as racing is

concerned. It is openly admitted that Taxis' only reason
for joining the Park Avenue Club was to get a shot at this

coming race, and I think that gentleman needs a word or
two of advice. 1 like Taxis personally and have always
found him to be perfectly frank, pleasant and gentlemanly
in every respect, and have passed many a pleasant moment
with him on the asphalt in the evening, but I think he has
now arrived at that degree of excellence when he should
start only in events in which he will meet men of his own
equal, and not enter every little race that is held. There is

but little credit in winning from men who knovv before they
start that, barring accidents, they have no possible chance
of first pUce, and I think as " Perseus " says, in the Sporting
Life^ if Taxis is going to scoop everything, large and
small, it will largely decrease the interest in racing, which
seems to have taken a fresh hold here.
The handsome silver cup presented by E. K. Tryon &

Co. has been accepted by the various clubs and will be
contested for on September 13 by teams of four resident
members of each club over the lo-mile Lancaster Pike
course, from Devon to Overbrook. The trophy is hand-
some and valuable, and will probably be the cause of an
exceedingly hot race.
The South End Wheelmen have at last received their

charter through the influence of Chief Consul Boyle, who
took charge of it for them. This is the fourth of our city

clubs to become incorporated, and it will probably not be
long before, like the other three, the downtowners own
their club-house.
The League meet arrangements are still progressing

slowly. At the General Committee meeting, held at the
Century Club house, on Saturday evening, Mr. Gideon, of
the Race Committee, stated that there would be fourteen
events, includino^ three chamiionships, and that a large
proportion would be safety races. The Finance Com-
mittee say that the clubs and dealers are " comi"g up"
liberally, and Mr. MacOwen, who has charge of the pro-
gramme, will pay a profit of $50 over and above all ex-
penses. The Committee on Parade recommended a series
of short runs in place of the parade, but the General Com-
mittee could not see it in that light, and a motion was
made and earned that a parade be held. Intending visi-

tors can get information as to hotels and rates on applica-
tion to Kirk Brown, South Penn Square.
The Taxis-McDaniel race, at Wilmington, Saturday,

resulted in a draw. I have been unable to obtain particu-
lars, except that the race will be run over by mutual .

sent.
Philadelphia last year had the only lady representative

in the New York-Philadelphia century run, who succeeded
in getting through, but will this season have several. Miss
Welch, of the Wissahicken Wheelmen, who made the trip
last June, says she would not miss it this time for anything.
She will be accompanied by Mrs. Captain Dalsen and Miss
Tecklenberg, of the Fairmount Lady Cyclers, and possibly
one or two others. I will guarantee that they will make
the run, which is more than I will say for some of the
sterner sex who are talking of going over. Miss Tecklen-
berg, who has always had a reputation for being able and
wilhng to hold up her end in a scorch, as quite a number
of prominent club men have found out by experience, has
been adding to her laurels by climbing Ford's Hill. Some
years ago this grade was held in the same estimation that
Well's Hill is at present, and, while it has been conquered
by a number of different riders and wheels, there is quite a
large percentage of our good men who are compelled to
walk. And talking about hills and ladies reminds me that
the editor of the Atnlete thinks a great deal of the latter
as well as the former, as any reader of " Rhymes of the
Road and River " well knows, and is going to offer a prize
for a race open to ladies only. What do you think of that ?

I didn't start to write a ladies' column, or anything of that
sort, Mr. Editor. You see, the fact is, I've been reading
" Margery's " letter in the last Athlete^ and her pithy re-
marks made me so interested in the girls. God bless them !

that I couldn't resist writing a few lines about the fair
creatures.
A jolly party of Century Wheelmen, some fifty strong,

were present at the Grand Opera House on Friday eve-
ning last to see Barber, the fancy rider, who is with Prim-
rose and West's Minstrels.
At the regular meeting of the Associated Cycling Clubs,

held on Tuesday evening, resolutions were adopted regard-
ing the fast riding on the asphalt. The numerous acci-
dents which have recently resulted from speeding on Dia-
mond and Broad Streets have called forth severe criticisms
from the daily newspapers, as well as the cycling weeklies,
and it is full time that a halt was called

.

Paul Berwyn.

Brookljn Blcfcle CInb.

Captain Fuller took seventeen men on a trip through the
Oranges on Sunday. The trip was planned mainly to make
arrangements and secure accommodations for Decoration
Day, and, as a result, the Mountain House will be the
headquarters of the Brooklyns.

It will be a matter of regret to those interested in our
baseball team that they were not present on this run, as
much practice could have been gained with olives in lieu

of balls. Unfortunately, most of the crowd played in one
position, viz., short stop—catching them in the neck. T his

little episode has developed the fact that we have a number
of good pitchers in the club, and from a most unlooked for

quarter.
Such a perfect day is the delight of wheelmen, and it was

enjoyed to its full by all who went out. On the sidepath
leading to Coney Island was one continuous line of wheel-
men passing to and fro. Brooklvn's usual strong comple-
ment, who make this their riding ground on Sunday
mornings, was augmented by a large delegation from the
Manhattan Bicycle ' lub. There must have been thirty or
more of them, a striking evidence to controvert my asser-
tion a few weeks back that club runs were dying out. Evi-
dently this is not so in some of the clubs, especially in the
Manhattan.

THE OSTRICH—FOOI ISH BIRD.

Not long ago I read that an eminent scientist had discov-
ered that an ostrich does not hide its head under the ab-
surd impression that its body is also hidden, but for some
other good reason. Just how this discovery was made does
not appear ; however, some other equally as learned ex-
plorer in ornithology took occasion to dissent from
this theory, and it was finally left just where the argument
began, and we are no wiser, and must still have faith in the
former hypothesis—that the ostrich is the foolish bird that
tradition makes it out to be.

Possibly, my readers having got this far, are wondering
what old " Atol " is driving at and what parallel can be
drawn to wheeling and to things wheeling in the foreero-

ing. But, by a process which I hope to make clear, I will

endeavor to make this applicable to wheelmen, as I well
know if I were to depart from my subject I should get a
dose of the blue pencil not to my liking.

As you ride, all ye who love the sport, cast your eyes
upon the dress, uniform, or whatever name you may use to

designate it, worn by most of our riders. Does it strike

you as picturesque ? Is it neat ? Where is the harmony in

the long pants or frayed-out and ill-fitting jerseys, tennis
shirts of variegated hues, and coats of which Joseph
alone would be proud ? The one point which connects us
with close proximity to the ostrich story is the head. Now,
mark you ; the unattached, and, sad to relate, many club-
men, pay attention to their hat only. I have met many
men who are well equipped in headgear, but here tbeir

efforts cease. It is probable that, having placed upon their

heads a suitable hat, they imagine the rest of their body is

hidden ; or shall we accept the theory of the first scientist,

and, to fit our purpose, believe they clothe their head bet-

ter than the rest of their body for some other good reason,
although we know that man is endowed with brains in a
more or less degree, and one who has selected the wheel as
his means of pleasure certainly cannot be the foolish bird
of the story ; therefore let us look for his " good reason "

Is it a question of expense? If so, why? A good pair of

shoes can be had for little money ; they need not be of
leather ; canvass will do. Stockings are not expensive

;

only select a dark color. A pair of summer pants, useless
for general wear, can be cut at the knee ar-d shaped to the
form. A shirt of quiet pattern. Norfolk jacket and peak
cap complete the outfit, with such trifles as neckties, etc

Only let them harmonize in color If you are a club mem-
ber there is no excuse, for you know these things without
telling, and have a club uniform. If an unattached, you
possibly don't know any better, hence this article, in the
hope that some benighted, uninformed member of the latter

class may read and be benefited thereby.
W. Bower, of the K C. W., who was maliciously run

down in the Park on Sunday morning, should prosecute
his assailant to the full extent of the law. It seems that
justice is on the side of the wheelman, and friend Bower
can count on any assaistance from the Brooklyns which
they can render. Atol.

K. C. W. Notes.

That twenty-dollar amendment went through without a
murmur, much to the astonishment of the proposer. A
lively time was expected, but all saw that it was for the
best interest of the club, and they fell in line in a way that
took my thoughts back to the days when we all voted aye
on principle (?). no matter what the motion.
The scorchers' run to Hilton, on Sunday, drew out thirty-

five, not all bent on speed only, but all resolved to enjoy
their outing, which, I think, they did. Quite a number
rode over the course, and Tom Hall gave us a fair ten
miles ; time, thirty-five minutes.

It is unfortunate, but still a fact, that among wheelmen
there are a certain few who, on donning a cycling suit,

appear to think it is no longer necessary for them to even
pretend to be gentlemen These few think it the correct
thing to, in every way, annoy their better-bred compan-
ions This is especially noticeable at meals, when those
who expect to dine in a manner befitting gentlemen, are
compelled to witness acts that would disgust a savage.
For the good name of our sport let these barbarian feeders
be crushed.
Mr. Bower and his " New Mail " met with quite an acci-

dent on Sunday. Messrs. Bower and Warner had been to
the Island, and, on the return trip, had but just entered the
Park when a horse, driven at a furious gait, rushed upon
them. Mr. Warner, who was on the outside, turned out,
but Mr. Bower had no such chance, and was run down.
The result was a badly-smashed wheel, a uniform com-
pletely ruined, and many painful, though happily not seri-

ous, bruises for Bower. The driver was arrested, as he
was on the wrong side of the road and clearly in fault, but,
as Bower claimed damages, the ca«-e will have to be settled
in a civil suit. Counselor A. H. Smith will look after Mr.
B.'s interest.

Last Saturday I saw Harry Hall in the " Park," but rid-

ing lamentably slow. Tom Hall says: "Harry has seen
his day, and never could win except when everybody else
rode slow ;" and I am afraid Tom is right.
What a time the boys had at the Oval! The team race,

won with lots to spare, and second place for our captain in

the handicap. Murphy and Hesse were under the impres-
sion that they had also won the individual prizes in the
team race, but it appears that the last lap counts for the

individuals and the total laps for the team. This was
rather disappointing after such hard work, but next time
they will know what to do, and, judging from their work
on the 17th. will do it.

That banner is a credit, not only to the winners, but also
to the " Berkeley Club."

It is thought that our new member, C. W. Baves, will
make somebody hurry when he gets in fettle ; he is rather
heavy now, but moves well, and shows that he has speed

—

and lots of it.

Eight proposals last meeting. Still they come.
Ra.m Lal.

The "Saantcrer "

I understand:
That Roberts has hopes for the future, and has joined

the Salvation Army.
That Wells now trains with a rubber overcoat.
That Warden is going to pace somebody in some race or

other
That thirty-three men went on our last club run.
That event No. 6 on our " List of Events" is a puzzler.
That the two Murphy boys and Hesse makeagood team.
That Miles is a worker on the Race Committee.
That Stillwell is going to do track work this season.

Saunterkr.

SAN FRANCISCO.

In conversation with Chief-Consul Thompson, recently,
he expressed himself as not being oppo.sed to the separation
of the State into two Divisions. He says it is almost im-
possible to give satisfaction to the riders of Southern Cali-
fornia in the matter of League wok, officers, etc. From
some unexplained reason the Southern California cyclists
are very poor correspondents, it being almost impossible to
induce them to answer the simplest matters. In this way
they allowed the time made by W. S. Wing to go by de-
fault, and made no effort to secure the neces-sary certificates
for the Racing Board. The experience is the same in
every quarter—no answers—and consequently no import-
ant official position went that way.
The Chief-Consul holds a very decided opinion on the

matter of the coin in the Division treasury He says it

was accumulated solely through the efforts of the riders of
Northern California, and properly belongs in ihatpart of
the State, and that the riders of Southern California have
no claim whatever on any part of it if they form a new
Division.
Someone is spending valuable time writing to the papers

as to what the rideis want and intend to procure, when he
and others might go to work and do something more
tangible, and they would soon have something to show in
the shape of a prosperous, hard-working division of the
League.
The compiler of "Racing Notes," in Chicago Bearings^

says that Elwell is considered the coming man by his club-
mates in this city. My dear Bearings, Elwell has come
and I am afraid, he hss gone again. Elwell blossomed
forth on February 22, 1886, when he won a fifty-mile road
race, straightaway from Gilroy to Menl'> Park, in the then
record time, for America, of 3h. 31m. During the year he
met and d^ feated the best riders in the State in handicap,
scratch and championship races. In 1887 he did not race]
biit in 1888 he repeated his performances of his first year|
winning every race in which hes'arted,and beating, in the
mile championship, the strongest field of riders that ever
started in California. He has praciically giving up racing,
but may possibly be induced to try for the district cham-
pionship, and, if successful, go to the national meet. Ah I

my boy ! you should see him ride ! ^s brave as a lion, as
strong as an ox, he has on more than one occasion caused
people to fear fur his safety. You should see him coast
stetp hills on his 25-pound racing wheel! This gentle
youth weighs now in the neighborhood of 230 pounds, and
IS .sadly in need of a hard course of training
The California Division century run has been postponed

till June I, owing to the bad weather of the past week.
Much interest is being taken in the run. and it is thought a
large number of starters will be the result
Our trainer, or as Furnie Percival called him, " my most

excellent trainer," has taken up his residence at San Jose,
so that it would not cause much surprise to those who are
informed on the matter, if some rider from that quarter
would be the winner of the district championship. He has
good material in J Smith ; but just fancy a rider of that
name winning a national championship. Smiihie is a nice,
quiet boy, however, and his winning would give the riders
much pleasure.
A feature of the League meet will be a lantern parade on

the evening of the sth of July
Harry G. Stuart, formerly of Kansas City, has taken up

his residence at Visalia, in the San Joaquin Valley, and
seems to be quite settled there. His health has been 'poor
for some time, but he is all right again.

It is surprising the number of wheelwomen one sees on
Golden Gate Avenue these pleasant evenings. They are a
great curiosity to the general public yet, but, as their num-
ber increases, they will be as little noticed as the men are
to-day
The Oak Leaf Wheelmen, of Stockton, have invited the

Bay City Wheelmen to attend a strawberry festival at
Stockton. Some farmer, living a few miles outside the
city, has placed his strawberry patch at the disposal of the
riders, and there is no doubt but that it will be disposed of.

Califoknia.

CYCLING JOYS.

Sing ! Who sings ?

Of the sport of kings :

Of the hunting morn.
Of hound and horn,
Of Pytchly or Quorn,
Of paling and thorn.

All very well in their wav these things,
But give me the joy that a cycle brings.

Sing ! Who sings ?

Of white canvass wings
;

Of the dancing " yot "

Of a sailor's lot.

And a heap of rot
About don t know what.

All very well in their way these things.
But give me the joy that a cycle brings

— The Irtsh Cycliit,
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A LEGISLATIVE FREAK.

The Rhode Island Legislature's lower branch
wrestled with the State roads idea this winter

and succeeded in frightening itself into defeat-

ing the plan at present. The " Phosa "king

—

ex-Speaker El^ery H. Wilson—attacked the

measure as exclusively a wheelmen's matter,

and claimed that great, main, connecting high-

ways were now practically useless for business

purposes, on the ground that almost all mer-
chandise is transported to the nearest railroad

station, not more than ten or fifteen miles dis-

tant at the outside.

The last day of the session. May 2, brought
him to his feet, at the hilarious " mock session,"

in the role of a father of the following extraor-

dinary, fun-loving, but not malicious, bill, as

voicing the ideas of the average lawmaker upon
the wheelmen's scheme to mend the roads and
by-ways :

An Act to provide for improved highways
throughout the State, for the benefit of the

League of Rhode Island Wheelmen.
It is enacted by the General Assembly as fol-

lows :

Section i. Such highways as the League of

Rhode Island Wheelmen may designate, shall

be known as State roads, and any which they

may desire to have laid out, shall be promptly
constructed, as hereinafter provided.

Sec. 2. Said League shall on or before the

'first day of June next elect a State Commissioner
of Roads, who shall be a wheelman and a civil

engineer, and who shall hold his office until he
is tired of it, and shall have power to appoint his

successor.

Sec. 3. All the moneys in the treasuries of the
various towns and cities of the State, at the

time of the passage of this act, and all which
may be found in them at any time hereafter,

shall be turned over to said Commissioner for

the construction of said roads. All the money
in the State Treasury, after paying the members
of the General Assembly, shall also be applied
to the same purpose.

Sec. 4. Said Commissioner shall at once con-
struct all State roads, so designated, of asphalt
or good tar concrete, upon a bed of two feet of

crushed stone concrete, and no vehicle shall be
allowed to travel upon said roads unless the
driver carries a permit from the President of

said League.
Sec. 5. All vehicles weighing over loo pounds

with their load shall have tires, at least six inches
wide, of rubber.

Sec. 6. Whenever said League desires the ex-
clusive use of said roads for a run of more than
ten members the people of the State not mem-
bers of said League shall not trespass upon said
roads, but shall go across lots in pursuit of their
avocations, or stay at home.

Sec. 7. Every owner of real estate abutting on
such roads shall maintain at his own expense
guide boards, located at a distance of not more
than 100 rods from each other, stating in plain
letters what roads are to be taken from such
guide board to all points within the United
Stales and Canada, so that members of said
League may not get lost. All vehicles traveling
on said roads shall carry portable guide boards
of the same sort, and shall transport free all

members of said League when they are tired.
Sec. 8. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent

herewith are hereby repealed, and any member
voting against this bill shall be promptly hung.

Sec. 9. This act shall take effect immediately.

RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN ENJOY-
ING MASSACHUSETTS ROADS.

The enjoyment of riding a wheel over sand-
papered roads is such that wheelmen and wheel-
women of other States visit Massachusetts for
the sole purpose of testing the roads around
Boston, that have the reputation of being the
finest in the land. The last cycling visitors to
the old Bay State were the twenty-five members
of the Rhode Island Wheelmen, who arose al-
most before "Old Sol," and journeyed to South
Framingham to participate in their annual
spring run. When they reached South Framing-
ham not only the sun greeted them, but also a
party of their own members, and Capt. A. D.
Peck, Jr., and Secretary C. C. Ryder, of the
Massachusetts Bicycle Club, who are also special
members of the Rhode Island Wheelmen. After
partaking of breakfast the run was commenced
in earnest, and, led by Tourmaster G. L. Cooke

Miss Marietta Cooke.Capt.H.L. Perkins and Miss
Fredericka Cooke—the ladies representing the

wheelwomen contingent of the club—ihe cyclers

left the "City of Encampments" and rode through
Natick to South Natick, where they visited and
examined the large tree known as "Eliot Oak," so

named in commemoration of John Eliot, the

Indian apostle, who addressed the members of

the first Indian church. While in a shady spot,

viewing the charming scenery along the beauti-

ful Charles, the sun peeped through the fresh

green foliage of the trees and warned them to

proceed on their journey. Consequently, the
" forward march " was sounded, and once more
they were wheeling resorvoirward.

After riding along one of the most delightfully

shaded drives imaginable, the visitors arrived at

Wellesley College, and were loud in their praise

of the picture presented by the academic build-

ings, which stood out in bold relief against a
heavy, dark cloud. Leaving Wellesley, the

party rode through Newton, Newton Centre and
Newton Highlands to Echo Bridge, which is a
granite span over the Charles River supporting
the conduit of the Boston water works. Here
they were greeted by Officer O'Shaunysee, who
kindly escorted them through the conduit, and
explained the workings of Boston's great water
system. Thence the party wheeled to Wood-
land Park Hotel, Auburndale.
When the dinner was announced the sum-

mons was answered with alacrity, as the beauti-

ful morning, the cool, fresh air and the invigor-
ating exercise had all contributed toward an ap-

petite that many had not had for several days.
The wheelmen then started for Boston, and,
after riding through leafy avenues and breath-
ing the fragrance of early spring flowers, soon
arrived at Chestnut Hill reservoir. After a
short rest the machines were once more
mounted, and, passing along by the pumping
station, the new boulevard was reached. Coast
after coast was enjoyed, hill after hill climbed

—

the ladies holding their own—the golden dome
of the State House became larger and larger,

and finally the party reached the Providence
depot and embarked their wheels on the Provi-
dence train. Two things more were needed to

complete the day's outing, and they were supper
and theatre. The former was enjoyed at Hill's

restaurant, and the different wheelmen visited

their favorite places of amusement.

—

Boston Her-
ald, May 20.

THE LEAGUE HIGHWAY IMPROVE-
MENT BUREAU.

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION SPRING
MEET AT WORCESTER.

Mr. Isaac B. Potter, Secretary of the New
York State Highway Improvement Association
and Chairman of the L. A. W. National High
way Improvement Committee, has removed to

more commodious quarters in the Potter Build-
ing, New York, for the purpose of establishing
a headquarters for highway improvement work,
under the auspices of the two organizations
which he represents, and with the co-operation of

the New York State Division. The new offices

are located on the tenth floor of the Potter
Building and are handsomely furnished. The
door informs passers-by that it is the headquar-
ters of the Highway Improvement Committee
and the New York State Highway Improvement
Association. A vast quantity of material has
been collected by Messrs. Potter, Mott and Bur-
dett and a book will be turned out which will be
the most exhaustive work on pavements, roads
and kindred topics that has ever been published
in this or any other country. The matter will

be written from scientific and technical stand-
points, and the facts presented will be incontro-
vertible, as only the opinions of the highest au-
thorities will be given.
The League's Highway Improvement Com-

mittee are about ready to issue the second edit

tion of the highway improvement pamphle.
which was gotten up by the i88g committee.
The new edition numbers 20,000 copies, and is

published by a Buffalo concern. The cover
bears the names of both the 1889 and 1890 com-
mittees, the lattt r committee having finished
the work which the former started. The new
Highway Improvement Bureau starts out well
and it should accomplish a great deal of good
work.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club will have a three days' run
on May 30, 31, and June i. After the road race they will
ride m the Oranges, and attend the New Jersey Division
theatre party in the eveninsr, spending the night in Plain-
field. On Saturday they will ride to Perth Amboy, and on
Sunday will tour over the roads of Staton Island.

The programme of the Massachusetts Di-
vision's gathering, at Worcester, on May 30, is

now complete. A train will carry the Boston
and vicinity party to Worcester, leaving the B.
& A. depot at 8:30 A. M. A special rate will be
given on this train, and special cars will be pro-
vided if the party is large enough. This train
will return, leaving Worcester at 9:46 p. M., Fri-
day night. The Boston party will be received
by the press and the Bay State Bicycle Club and
escorted to the skating rink, where wheels will

be stored and badges furnished, etc.

The parade will start at 11 o'clock and will

disband at noon, after a photograph has been
taken. The races will be held at Agricultural
Park at 2 P. M., the features of which will be the
district championships and an exhibition by D.

J. Canary. In the evening a " Smoker " and an
athletic and musical entertainment will be given
at the skating rink. No one but League mem-
bers will be admitted to the parade and
"Smoker," and all members must show their

League tickets.

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION MEET.

If present indications are not at fault, the

New York State Division meet, to be held at

Syracuse, September i and 2, will be one of the
most successful affairs of the kind ever held in

this country. The ministers, doctors and ladies

each have their distinctive divisions. The
touring arrangements are most systematic and
extensive ; many have organized already, but
the largest touring party on record will wheel
from the " Falls " to Syracuse upon the adjourn-
ment of the national meet. Races, concerts, a
banquet and runs are among the entertainments
promised.
The track at Kirkwood Park, where the

races are to be held, has no superior. It is

composed entirely of hard clay, worked with
plane and roller, thereby making it as smooth
as is possible. An important feature is that the

track is enoircled by a bluff, giving everyone a
good view of the entire course, and, in case of

wind, protecting the records of the racers. The
Syracuse Cycling Club, under whose auspices

this meet is held, extend a cordial invitation to

all wheelmen in this country and Canada, and
will throw open their new and elegant club-

house to their guests. Those who attend may
be assured of a royal welcome and a good
time.

RACING AT PABLO BEACH, FLORIDA.

A tournament was given at this beach on
May 14, the principal entries coming from
Jacksonville and St. Augustine, between which
cities there exists a great deal of rivalry. The
St. Augustine men entered Frank and Ernest

Howatt for the one and three mile races and
W. H. Enslow for the five mile race. The Howatt
boys were unable to compete, but Enslow rode

in both the three and five mile events. In the

three-mile race Enslow's principal opponent
was C. H. Saunders, who has quite a reputation

among the Jacksonville riders, but the St.

Augustine man led from the start to the finish.

The competitors in the five-mile race were
Enslow, J. Lloyd, C. H. Saunders and H. W.
Low. Enslow had a walk-over from the start

and won the race in 20m. 35s. The poor time

was caused by the condition of the track.

HILL-CLIMBING AT BALTIMORE.

Mr. Henry D. Dietz (to-night) Tuesday, May
20, rode the series of six hills from Lexington

to Monument Streets, inclusive, running from

Calvert to Charles Street three times without a

dismount, making eighteen hills in all, and
was only prevented from doing them oftenerby

darkness. These are the steepest hills in Balti-

more, and the surface of all is poor cobblestone.

Only two persons have ever succeeded in climb-

ing these hills, one being Mr. Dietz himself,

when on a former occasion he climbed them
once, and the other was Mr. John Oldfield, who
climbed them on a Star geared to thirty

inches. Mr. Dietz on both occasions used a

Columbia light roadster safety, with the regular

54-inch gear and 6^-inch cranks. Echo.
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THE CHICAGO'S CLUB HOUSE.
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CRANKS!

[A new road club has been started. No one to be eligible

unless they have ridden loo miles in a day.]

If you're waking, call me early,

Call me early, mother dear.

To-morrow will be the toughest day
Of all the glad new year

;

I'm to ride one hundred miles, mother,
I hope I'll be able to " stay,"

1 always have stayed before, mother.
So it's quite on the cards that I may.

There's many a notable feat, mother,
I've done on my ancient crock,

I've scorched down Grafton Street, mother.
And raced a tram to " the Rock ;"

'Tis true that I never have done, mother.
One hundred miles in a day.

But it's quite on the cards that I may, mother

—

Quite on the cards that I may.

There's Harry, and Tom, and Dick, mother.
And many another one.

Who mean to do the trick, mother.
Before the day is done

;

I don't say I'll be first, mother.
That's rather much to say.

But I mean to go off with a burst, mother.
So it's quite on the cards that I may.

Yes, I mean to go off with a burst, mother,
Altho' the road's uphill.

And I mean to quench my thirst, mother
At every mountain rill

;

And now I must go to bed, mother.
And rest me for the fray,

I mayn't come out ahead, mother.
But still, as you say— I may !

» # * * »

You may bury me under the hill, mother.
Or down by the rippling stream,

I seem to be pedaling still, mother.
In a fitful and feverish dream

;

The others may yet be gay, mother.
Others may feel O. K.,

But I know that I never may, mother,
I know that I never may.

You might bury me deep in the grove, mother.
Where never a cycle may pass.

And write up this legend above, mother,
" Here lies a lugubrious ass.

Who thought he was fit for a ride, mother.
Of a hundred miles in a day,

But he found too late that he lied, mother.
As many another may." —Irish Cyclist.

TO'THE LADIES.

I wonder why it is that in this enlightened
age some men and women see harm in taking
good, wholesome exercise ? It is, indeed, amus-
ing to watch the equestrians in the Park when
they see a lady cyclist. Their significant nods
and glances seem to say: "Oh! how unlady-
like. What attention she attracts." The first

statement I emphatically deny, but the other
one is, alas ! too true in our city.

Yes ; a lady cyclist does attract considerable
attention, so, consequently, she should dress
suitably. There is no possible necessity for a
wheelwoman to wear the ugly costumes and
ungainly blouses that so many do. It gives the
non-cycling girls a wrong impression of this

glorious sport, and, consequently, keeps many
of them from participating. I have heard girls

refuse to ride because they thought they would
have to dress so outlandishly.

A great inconvenience is, that one's skirts
blow more or less when riding. I think a
remedy has been found for this. It was told
me by one of the prominent cycle dealers of this
city, and I have tried it with success. Take a
piece of elastic (black is the best) about an inch
wide and long enough to pass quite loosely
around the ankle ; sew it strongly to the inside
of your skirt, about three inches from the bot-

tom, on either side. Just before mounting your
wheel it is easy to slip your foot through, and
then no matter how high the wind is, you are at

peace with yourself in knowing your skirts are

secure, which is a great comfort.
I agree with Kate Lee when she says that a

pocket should be capacious to be serviceable.

The best thing I have yet found is to wear a

large false pocket underneath the dress—such
as our grandmothers used to. An opening of

about six inches, with an underlap in the front

right-side seam of the skirt, will make it easy of

access. A number of the New York ladies wear
a pretty little bag, attached to the waist ; but

they are not as convenient as the false pockets.
Girls ! Let me warn you against divided skirts

on the wheel. The other day I saw a lady who
wore one of the Jenness-Miller gowns, and I must
say she appeared to have forgotten part of her
clothing. Not that there was too little material
used in the construction of the skirt ; on the
contrary, it was too full for riding. As it flut-

tered in the wind, constantly making love to the

wheels, it seemed as though the fair rider would
be left skirtless.

So many of the riders seem to cling to the

high-cut shoes. It is very evident that the free

ankle motion cannot be obtained in other but
an Oxford tie—and that one's feet are conspicu-
ous enough without resorting to the tan shoe,

Is the opinion of

Sue Brown.

Something For You

!

Clo-ing out a line of Highest Grade Safeties and Tri-

cycles under price. New goods; all improvements. Try
them right here on the premises ;

plenty of room to ride.

This is a rare chance. Come and see.

JOHN THOBNTOIV, Jr.,
45 Mcrc«;r Street, New York.

(Near Rroadwav and Grand Street.)

A CADEMY OF MUSIC, NEW YORK.^ Gilmore & Tompkins, Proprietors and Managers.

H. M. S. PINAFORE.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

piJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
'-^

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
Russell's Comedians in

THE CITY DIRECTORY.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

T3ROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

Dk Wolf Hopper in

CASTLES IN THE AIR.
Evenings at 8. Matinee, Saturday at 2

.

pOURTEENTH ST. THEATRE, near 6th Ave., N. Y.
J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.

Polk in

THE SILENT PARTNER.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

I-IAMMERSTEIN'S OPERA HOUSE,
•• * i25lh St. and 7th Ave., N. Y.

THE GYPSY BARON.
Evenings at 8. Matinee, Saturday at 2.

jyj^lNER'S PEOPLES THEATRE, NEW YORK.

ONE OF THE BRAVEST.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

VriBLO'S GARDEN, NEW YORK.
* E. G. Gilmore, Lessee and Manager.
KiRALFY Bros.' Great Spectacle,

Around the "World in Eighty Days.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD STREET THEATRE.
' Proctor & Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

McKENNA'S FLIRTATION.
Every Night at 8:15. Wednesday and Saturday Matinee at 2.

CTANDARD THEATRE

All the time,

MONEY MAD
33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.

Seats now on sale.

TTNION SQUARE THEATRli, NEW YORK.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.

Neil Burgess in

THE COUNTY FAIR.
Every Evening. Saturday Matinee

FOR SALE. EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 25 Cents

Two Insertions 40 "

•Buys a brand new, highest grade, '90 pattera
Safety ; all balls ; all steel ; fully guaranteed. $75

buys the best all balls, all steel Safety made for that price,
$150. Royal Mail ; almost good as new, $50 : and 36 other
unapproachable second-^^ bargains. I take wheels in
payment for books, type-writers, toys, cigars, printing,
organs ; and have an excellent buggry and market wagon
for sale, or trade. If you deal with me once you will be
glad to do so again. Waste no time, but write me at once.
John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa. 7-4 c

Keir tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
asBortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. I Ist of Bargains and Sundries
free npon application. Old nionnts takon in part p»T-
ment for New.

Y,V''^NTED—High Grade Safety, in good condition.
• cheap for cash ; Columbia pr. terred. Address, with

full particulars, W. J Ward, 215 Summit Avenue, Jersey

City, N. J

.

5-2i

FOR SALE—Veloce Ci-lumbia Safety ; used very httle
;

price $85. Geo. Kibbe, 6 West Main Street, Amster-
dam, N. Y.

'

5-30

FOR SALE-Safety ; all ball bearings; cost $115, will

sell for $70 cash. F. C , Room 10, 207 E. 104th Street,

N. Y. City.
$_^—A 56-inch British Challenge Bicycle; good condi-
-'^ tion; ball bearings throughout; a great bargain;

can be seen at 655 Water Street, New York. J. H.
Haffner. S-30
r^OLUMBI.V SAFETY for sale ; used two years ; in good^ condition ; ball bearings all around

; $85, cost $135.

J. C. Fruman, 21 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 5-30

pOLUMBIA LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY for sale at^ low price; in excellent condition. O. Bartel, 360

Broadway. S-23

FOR SALE—Genuine Humber Tandem ;
good order ;

two years; 48 and 60 in.; $110, or will exchange for

high grade Safety. Gilmore Remedy Co., Rochester,

N. Y. 5-30

pOLUMBIA TWO TRACK TRICYCLE, ball bearings,^ good condition, for sale cheap ; best offer takes it, or

will exchange for Safety. S. Z. F., 622 Broadway. 5-23

FOR SALE—48-in. Rudge Light Roadster ; ball bearings
to whee.'s and pedals ; Kirkpatrick saddle ; spade han-

dles ; luggage-carrier in first-rate condition ; cost $140, will

sell for $70. John F. Diemer, 71 Fulton Street, New
York. 6-13

FOR SALE.—Cheap for cash
; 48 inch Star ;

power
straps ; hammock saddle ; Ai condition. Alex. B. Van

Wagner, 199 Reid Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-23

FOR SALE.—s7-inch Columbia L. R., '88 pattern ; excel-

lent condition ; half enamel, half nickel ; will take

reasonable offer. F. J. Jackson, P. O. Box 444, New York
City. .;-2i

FOR SALE.—An 1889 Victor Safety ;
good as new ; $100

cash ; cost I135. Geo. C . Wheeler, 113 W. 38th Street,

New York City. 5-23

FOR SALE.— 48 inch Semi-racer Star, an unusually
strong and light wheel, in excellent condition ; all parts

hollow ; balls to small, and rollers to large wheel ; cost

$160; sell for $85. E. J. Runyon, 138 Chilton Street,

Elizabeth, N. J. S-i9

FOR SALE.—Bicycle ; Victor Safety; '89 pattern; per-

fect order ; best offer over $100 takes it ; can be seen

evenings after 7 p. m., at 19 Halsey Street, Brooklyn. 5-23

BESr TRICYCLE EVER MADE —Columbia 2-track
;

has been well taken care of, and is in thoroughly good
condition ; cost $165 ; for sale at a very low price, for cash

down, or " on time," if satisfactory reference be given
;

machine at New York Bicycle Club-house, 146 West En 1

Avenue, New York City. Owner, Oscar G. Moses. 10

Spruce Street. 5-23

EXPERIENCED bicycle repairer, aged 30, desires an
engagemenL with some large club or bicycle dealer ;

English and American reference. Address Machinis
,

Wheel office. New York City. 5 3o

&-rr\ '^as'i' "'" ''"y ^ 48-inch New Mail
;

full enameled
;

4*5^ perfect order ; tires slightly worn ; a bargain. S.

Smith. Box 51, Pine Bluff, Ark. s-23

BICYCLE FOR SALE.—56-inch British Challenge; in

first-class condition ; ball bearings throughout ; nickel

head and pedals, rest enameled. Best offer received before

June I will be accepted. Apply to Chas. Schwalbach,
Prospect Park Plaza. Brooklvn, N. Y. 5-23

\/ICTOR TRICYCLE, with tandem attachment; easily

^ detached for single riding ; will be sold very low.

Address Printer, 354 Fourth Avenue, New York City. 6-27

CEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS for a 54-inch Columbia
•^ Light Roadster, in perfect condition; has never had

any hard usage : it will pay to write for further particulars.

L. B. H.. Post Office Box 444, New York City. t I c

FOR SALE.—An 1889 Victor Safety ; ridden lessth.'n 00

miles; condition, good as new. For full particulars

apply to F. H. Camp, Box 444, New York City. t f

WANTED—Machinist who understands bicycle repair-

ing. Apply to J. W. Bate & Co., 324 Flaibush Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t f c

STAR.— 48-in. Special ; 2-3 nickeled ;
power traps ; almost

good as new; $55. New Star Safety, $95; 45-'".

Special; hollow frame ; balls ; nearly new; $100. E. A.

Hinds, Richfield Springs, N. Y. s 23

CYCLOWIETERS.
BUTCHER, 10,003 patirrn, for sale cheap, or exchange

for ( ther g ods. Make offers. J. W. BADGER, 6

Bhkki-lfvStkekt, Boston, Mass. t f c

<i p.\RE and Repair of Cycles," loc. Stamson, Stam-

^^Easy Payiuents, irith no Extra Charge,''
has been taken advantage of for years past by wheelmen in every State and Territory. A transaction on business prin-
ciples—no "lease" or "cut-throat" arrangement whatever. Given ^ to ^ cash, and the usual security on time purchases,
and we are satisfied to wait on the balance at 8 per cent.—a cost of t-/i cents for $10.00 per month. Cheap rent for a good
bicycle, certainly. Send for Catalogue and full particulars.
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Subscription Pric>,
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Single Copies,
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is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,
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IT is on the cards that a road race will be held

cwi Election Day, i8go, between New York

and Tarrytown. The route will probably be

from iioth Street and Sixth Avenue, to St.

Nicholas Avenue, Kingsbridge Road and Broad-

way. The distance will be about twenty-three

and one-half miles. The conditions of the race

have not yet been decided upon and it is an open

question as to whether it will be scratch or hand-

icap and whether it will be open to riders out-

side of New York City or not.

An annual event of the kind has long been

talked of in Gotham. This is quite a favorite

route with New York wheelmen and is a good

all-round course to test a man's ability as a

rider. St. Nicholas Avenue and Kingsbridge

Road are a slight up-grade of good surface

from iioth Street to I72d Street, with short level

stretches. From I72d Street is a long coast into

Inwood. Then comes three-quarters of a mile

of poor road and side path, but this will proba-

bly be laid with smooth macadam before the

Fall. The course then leads over the bridge

and up Broadway, the distance between the

bridge and Tarrytown being nearly fifteen miles

of fine surface, but with some grades, the

steepest being Peabody Hill, just above Yon-

kers, which is about three-quarters of a mile

long.

WITH the rapid growth of cycling, the side-

path question assumes greater and broader

proportions. The side-path is like many of the

good things in life and may be abused as well as

used. The question of road or path is only to

be decided by judgment. In the country, where
the side-path is better than the road, there is no
question of choice. But in towns the question

is not to be so easily decided. No wheelman
should use a side-path or sidewalk in a town,

unless the road is unrideable, and then he

should r'dc carefully and not too fast, always

give ample notice of h's approach and invariably

thank the man, woman or child who steps aside

to let him pass. If the road is at all rideable,

no side-path which is much frequented by the

residents should be used. In most villages and

towns the sidewalks in the principal streets are

frequented in the morning by the church folks

and in the afternoon by promenaders. Under

all circumstances we should remember that

when on the sidewalks we are riding upon suf-

france and we should act accordingly.

IT is worthy of note, in the line of a comment

on human nature, that when a pedestrian

hears i*ne swish of a cycle or the alarm of a

cyclist coming up behind him he will, nine

limes out of ten, rush directly in front of the

cycle, glance around and then jump out of the

way. Of the nine men who will do this five will

probably swear, and of the remaining four, three

will probably growl. If the pedestrian be a

woman she will invariably run in front of the

wheel, and, if she happens to have a baby car-

riage with her, the chances are ten to one that

she will think hard. A chicken also devotes all

its energies to getting under the wheel, and

many a feathered biped has been decapitated

through its own folly.

THE NEW JERSEY ROAD BOOK.

The " Cyclists' Road Book of New Jersey " is

quite the best book of the kind that has yet been
issued. The book which is bound in strong

leather consists of nine maps of good strong
material folded the same size. In addition to

these maps is a list of division hotels, list of con-

suls, two pages on the topography of New Jer-

sey, an act in relation to the use of bicycles and
tricycles, an opinion on the status of the bicycle

and an index of the places classified, with the

number of the map on which they will be found.

The State of New Jersey is divided into eight

sections, and the scale is two miles to an inch.

The maps, which have been prepared by J. B.

Beers & Co., have full directions printed on the

corner of each map, give the following informa-
tion : Cycling roads are shown by red lines,

and the grade, condition and quality of the

roads are indicated by numbers and geometri-
cal figures. The grade is represented either as

level, rolling, hilly or mountainous. The con-
dition as fine, good, fair and poor. The quality

as macadamized, gravel sand, clay or shale.

The maps are the best wheelmen's maps we
have ever seen, and the book, which was com-
piled by H. A. Benedict, H. C. W., is a credit

to the Division and to the compiler. Mr. Bene-
dict acknowledges his indebtedness to Mr. C.

G. Huntington, ex-Chief Consul of the Connec-
ticut Division and to Mr. A. B. B-irkman, com-
piler of the " New York State Road Book."

CHESAPEAKE WHEELMEN.

The Chesapeake Wheelmen, who have an ele-

gant club-house on the corner of Fulton and
Lafayette Avenues, Baltimore, celebrated their

second anniversary with a smoker and recep-
tion on Wednesday, May 23. The house is very
nicely furnished, and has all the appurtenances
of a perfect club-house. There were representa-
tives from the Maryland, Baltimore and Atlanta
cycle clubs, while a number of cyclists attended
from Philadelphia, Cumberland and \yash-
ington.

In the reading-room a stage had been erected,
and after the boys had smoked the "pipe of
peace" they strolled to the club-house. The
entertainment commenced at g o'clock. Presi-
dent Jas. B. Reed opened the entertainment
with a speech of welcome and a history of the
club's growth. Mr. John Carter, a member of
the City Council, followed with a few remarks,
after which there was an overture by an orches-
tra and some vocal selections by the Chesapeake
Trio.

Other numbers on the programme were :

Recitation, by A. W. Hawks; cornet solo, by
E. A. Eberly . sleight-of-hand magic, bv Messrs.
Tofley and Stokeley ; comic song, by G. F. Har-
vey ; declamation, by Mr. E. J. Sutton ; songs,
by the Black Diamond Quartette ; sparring, by
two picanninies ; with a wind-up of a rattling

set-to between two colored giants.

The entertainment was under the manage-
ment of Messrs. E. D. Loane, J. D. Wheeler, An-
drew Fuess and Jas. B. Reed. After the enter-

tainment lunch was served, and altogether the

affair was very successful, and the club has
reason to feel proud of the celebration of their

second anniversary.

DID YOU SEE IT?

Editor of The Wheel :

Since you are no doubt more or less ac-

quainted among the wheelmen of this vicinity,

I beg to refer to you for information.

Last Sunday the writer happened to be riding

on the Kingsbridge Road, near Yonkers, when
he met the subject of this letter. It was on a

bicycle, though its proper abode was evidently

in a cage. It was striped in glaring colors

—

yellow, I think, being one of the shades of the
" sweater of many colors." Moreover, it wore
the device of a certain N. Y. club, though one
would naturally look for one of Barnum's tags.

Can you or any one of your readers inform me
what this monstrosity on a high wheel was?

Yours, Genteel Cyclist.

[We regret that we are unable to give our cor-

respondent any information. We have em-
ployed a very fierce person to patrol the Kings-
bridge Road, and we beg to assure the thing in-

side the jersey, if it ever reads the newspapers
that it will be shot on sight in the interest of

the sport. We have reported the case to the

Royal Society of Flip Flappers, and they have
informed us that Professor In Quis, their chief

theoretical acrobat, is at work on a theory to ex-

plain the appearance of the Kingsbridge Road
phenomenon. The professor's theory will be en-

titled :
" The Nothingness of the Anything ; or,

Why Do Such Things Live ?"—Ed.]

CYCLING PATENTS IN LITIGATION.

The Clark Cycle Company, of Baltimore City,

has filed, through Messrs. Schmucker & White-

lock, solicitors, in the United States Circuit

Court, an answer to the bill of Albert H. Over-

man, of Massachusetts, which was filed March

31, 1890, claiming that the company is infring-

ing patents owned by the complainants for im-

provements in bearings of wheels of bicycles

and tricycles. The bill asks for an injunction

and an account of profiis, and damages to the

amount of $10,000, asserting that the validity of

the plaintiff s patents was established in a suit

in equity, brought against the Pope Manufac-
turing Company, in Connecticut. Since the

passage of the decree, in which it is alleged a

large number of persons have acquiesced in the

validity thereof. In its answer the corporation

denies that the exclusive use of the invention

has been enjoyed by the plaintiff, and charges

that the public generally have not acquiesced in

the validity of the patent, but that this has been

generally opposed, and the patent is now the

subject of numerous suits. The defendant also

asserts that the Connecticut decree was the re-

sult of consent, and in consequence of a busi-

ness arrangement between the parties to the

case then pending, and was no adjudication

upholding the letters patent. Numerous patents,

both American and English, are enumerated in

the answer as having been granted to other per-

sons for the same invention prior to the issue

of the letters claimed by the plaintiffs.

—

Balti-

more Sun, May 23.

THE NEW JERSEY MEET.

THE DATE OF THE PARADE CHANGED.

The banquet will take place on May 30th. at

4.30 P. M., at the Hotel Netherwood. The the-

atre party will be held at the Plainfield Opera

House, May 30th at 8 P. M. The parade will

start from the Plainfield Bicycle Club-house at

I p. M., Friday, May 30th, instead of Saturday

the 31st. The races will be held at Bergen Point

at 2:30 p. M. or. Saturday. During the meet

runs will be held to various points, as announce'^

in preyipus isspe of this paper,
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THE ELWELL TOUR.

The Elwell tourists will sail from New York
in the La Bretagne on the morning of June 7,

and everything except hand luggage should be

put on board on the 6th. Messrs. Elwell

and Higgins will be at ihe Metropolitan Hotel

on June 6 from 9 to 12 A. M., and from i to 2:15

p. M. to receive members of the tour.

LIST OF ELWELL TOURISTS.

J. E. Wilkinson, Baltimore, Md.
Park Densmore, Erie, Pa.

Geo. Inglis Black, Erie, Pa.

F. A. Elwell, Portland, Me.
H. S. Higgins, Portland, Me.
Bert L. Lucas, Monmouth, Oregon.
Charles E. Pelton, Lowville, N. Y.

W. W. Dudley, Whitinsville, Mass.
H. T. Paiste, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sherwood Hard, Nyack, N. Y.

C. B. Tyler, Providence, R. L
C. H. Atwood, Providence, R. L
Edgar G. Parker, West Chester, Pa.

T. C. Brinsmade, Cleveland. Ohio.

C. R. Hobbs, Centralia, 111.

Louis Robson, Maiden, Mass.
Marrioit C. Morris, Germantown, Pa.

Edgar Floyd Jones, St. Louis, Mo.
George B. Pratt, Elkhart, Ind.

Delos N. Weaver, Elkhart, Ind.

James T, Quinn, Albany, N. Y.
A. G. Collins, Boston, Mass.
Eleven of the party will ride Columbias, three

tvill ride Victors, two Light Ramblers, one Pony
Star, one New Mail, one Swift, one Singer, one
Referee and one New Rapid.

Six others had sent in deposits and fully

intended going, but sickness and business pre-

vented them.

ITINERARY OF THE MASSACHU-
SETTS-NIAGARA FALLS TOUR.

Sunday, Atig. I7—Leave Boston 3 f. M., Bos-
ton & Albany railroad or Fitchburg railroad

;

arrive at Albany 9 45 p. m. ; lodging and break-
fast at Globe or Kenmore.
Monday, Aug. 18—Leave Albany g A. M. for

Schenectady ; dinner at Carney Hotel ; leave
Schenectady at 3 P. M.; supper, lodging and
breakfast at Warner's Hotel in Amsterdam.
Tuesday, Aug. I9—Leave Amsterdam g A. M.

for Canajoharie ; dinner, Wagner's Hotel ; leave
for Utica at 2 p. M.; supper, lodging and break-
fast at St, James Hotel, Utica.

Wednesday, Aug. 20—Leave Utica for Oneida
Castle at 8.30; cinner at Allen's Hotel; leave

for Syracuse at 2 P. M.; supper, lodging and
breakfast at Hotel Leland.
Thursday, Aug. 21— Leave Syracuse for Au-

burn, 8.30; dinner at New National. Leave
for Geneva, 2 p. m.; night lodging and breakfast
at the Kirkwood. From Geneva, a party (side

trip) will visit Watkins Glen—a sight worth the
whole tour to see.

Friday, Aug. 23—Leave for Avon at 2 p. M.;
supper, lodging and breakfast at Hotel Living-
ston.

Saturday, Aug. 23—Leave Avon for Batavia,
8.30; dinner Hotel Washburn. Leave for Buf-
falo, 2 p. M.; supper, lodging and breakfast at
the Genesee.
Sunday, Aug. 24—Leave Buffalo for Niagara,

9 A. M.; reach Niagara at 12 m.
The daily runs vary from 22 miles to 60, ac-

cording to condition of roads, and wheelmen
who are in riding condition can easily make the
distances. The entire expenses will not exceed
$20, and will probably be less. Those wishing
to participate should notify Arthur W. Robinson,
chairman of committee, 10 Salem Street, Charles-
town, Mass.

K. C. W. on the Boad.

The Kings County Wheelmen are making
arrangements to attend the road race in good
form. Captain Murphy has issued one of the
most comprehensive circulars we have ever
seen. The club has entered something like
twenty-five men, who will, barring accident,
start in the race, and the members are warmly
invited to go out to the course to help the racing
members win some of the prizes. The members
will leave the club-house on Friday morning.
May 30th, at 7.15 a. m., and will ride along
Bedford Avenue to South Eighth Street, to
Roosevelt Street ferry and across to New York,

and from the ferry through New Chambers
Street to West, and across the Barclay Street

ferry to Jersej' City, where there will be two
special box cars in charge of a Lieutenant.

These cars will be attached to the 8 40 a. m.

train on the D. L. and W. The car containing
the racing men and their wheels will continue
on to Maplewood, the nearest station to the

start and finish of the race. The main party,

upon leaving the train at Roseville will ride

along Park Avenue to Prospect Street, to Main
Street, to Harrison Street, to South Orange
Avenue, to Valley Street, to the road race

course, to Springfield Avenue, then to the

headquarters at the Hiltoa Hotel, where they
will meet the racing members before they start.

After the race members will assemble at the

Hilton Hotel, and when the racing men have
donned their road costumes, the entire party

will ride to the Windsor Hotel for dinner. The
party will then ride back to Roseville and take

the 5 p. M. train for New York.

LIST OF LOCAL CLUBS.

In response to many inquiries from race meet
committees and others we publish a list of local

clubs.

New York Bicycle Club, 146 West End Ave-
nue, New York City.

Citizens Bicycle Club, 28 West 6oth Street,

New York Citv.

Manhattan Bicycle Club, 263 West 70th Street,

New York Ciiy.

Riverside Wheelmen, 134 West 104th Street,

Nevy York City.

Harlem Wheelmen, Fifih Avenue and 133d
Street, New York City.

Berkeley A. C, 19 West 44th Street, New
York City".

Brooklyn Bicycle Club, 62 Hanson Place,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ramblers' Bicycle Club, 34oFlatbush Avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Long Island Wheelmen, 1281 Bedford Avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kincs County Wheelmen, 1255 Bedford Ave-

nue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Prospect Wheelmen, 434 Union Street, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
Hudson County Wheelmen, 555 Communipaw

Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

Atalanta Wheelmen, 11 Clark Street, Newark,
N, J.

Elizabeth Wheelmen, Elizabeth, N. J.

Orange Wanderers, 15 Halsted Street, East
Orange, N. J.

Yonkers Bicycle Club, Yonkers, N. Y.
Englewood Wheelmen, Englewood, N. J.

Plainfield Bicycle Club, Plainfield, N. J.

SERIOUS CHARGE AGAINST F.

BUCKINGHAM.
S.

Mr. F. S. Buckingham, one of the most popu-
lar men on the English path and road, was
arrested on May 10 on a very serious and con-
temptible charge. It is alleged that Bucking-
ham, who is a member of the firm of Bucking-
ham & Adams, Limited, attempted to defraud
his ovvn concern out of ;^ioo. Buckingham is

said to have arranged the following scheme for

defrauding his ovvn company : He arranged for

a commission agent, who has also been arrested,

to purchase goods for him, for which two
invoices were to be sent to the concern—a small

one to Buckingham personally, and a large one
to the concern. In the instance specified, cer-

tain goods were supplied at a cost of ;i{^40, but a
fictitious invoice sent to the firm called for

;^I40. Buckingham, it is said, has as much as

^5,000 invested in the concern, and when ar-

rested he answered :
" It's a pity a man can't

make a little profit on his own account." The
trial has not yet been held.

THE ARLINGTON WHEELMEN.
The Arlinftton Wheelmen is a new organized bicycle club,

havinff for its officers F. P. Libbey, Pres>ident ; Ballard
Moriis, Secretary and Treasurer; William T. Robertson,
Captain, and E. Bovven, I'irst Lieutenant, It has among: its

members some ot the older and best race riders in the Dis-

trict. The membership is constantly increasing;, five appli-
cations now being before the club lor membeI^lllp. Runs
during tlie past m' nth have been taken to Cabin John,
Great Falls, Ashion, Dicky's, and Brandywine. Last Sun-
day the run was to Rockville, returning' by way of Cabin
John. To-day the club goes to Marlboro'. A three-days'
trip will be taken, commencing on the iqth to Asht -n ; 3oih
to Frederick, fifty miles; 3131 to BaUimo''e, forty-seven
miles, and returning from Baltimore by way cf Ashton,
forty-nine miles. Visitors are always welcome on these
trips. Information can be had from William 1 . Roberisop,
the Captain of the club.— iVashin^ton Ejcc/iange.

PEORIA ROAD RACE.

The ten-mile handicap road race of the Peoria
Bicycle Club was run on the Mount Hawley and
Knoxville roads in the presence of a large num-
ber of people on Thursday, May 22. The course
was not in good condition, and a heavy head
wind also combined to make the times rather
slow. R. Impey, who was much fancied for the
winner, took a bad header, which spoiled his
chance for first position. Bert Myers also had a
severe fall— bruising himself badly, and sprain-
ing a weak knee, but he quickly remounted and
finished first. A number of competitors were
driven off the road by farmers, which resulted in
the loss of a great deal of time.

SUMMARY
;

NAME. HANDICAP. AT FINISH. TIME.

Myers Scratch i 39:00
Mowatt byi min. 2 46.01
Impey 7 min. 3 46:32
Harrah .8 min. 4 4g:oo
McGinnis . . . .7 min. 5 48:15
Hunter 10 min. 6 52:27
Monteith 8 min. 7 51:00
Phillips 4^ min. 8 49'-i5

Officers.— Referee—H. G. Rouse. Judges—
S. L. Misner, F. H. Bush. Timers—F. H. Gift,
Guy C. Goodfellow, H. W. Potter. Checkers
and Scorers, at Turn—George M. Bush, Tom D.
McDougal. Checkers and Scorers, at Finish
(Jackson's Corners)—M. X. Chuse, Jr.. Fred.
Patee. Starter—C. F. Vail.

Course.—Start, two miles out Knoxville road
from Jackson's Corners

;
pass Jackson's Corners,

and go out Mt. Hawley road, four miles ; turn
and return, finishing at Jackson's Corners.

Prizes —First— Fine gold medal, given by
Peoria Bicycle Club. Second—League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen gold badge, given by Rouse,
Hazard & Co. Third—Two neglige shirts, given
by Peoria Bicycle Club. Fourth—Pair Jersey
Knirkerbockers, given by Rouse, Hazard & Co.
Fifth—Pair cycling shoes, given by D. H. Dow-
ning & Sons.

In the evening a parade was held in which
about 100 wheelmen took part. After the parade
the men were entertained at the Peoria Club-
rooms. Myers' fall may keep him out of the
Pullman road race.

MORE HILL-CLIMBING IN BAL-
TIMORE.

Mr. J. F. Oldfield called on Mr. Henry C.
Dietz, of the Chesapeake Wheelmen, on Wed-
nesday morning, and congratulated the latter

upon surpassing Oldfield's record of hill-climb-

ing on a bicycle. On the afternoon of the same
day he attempted to beat Mr. Dietz's record, but
one of the straps on his machine broke and he
had to give up.

Mr. Oldfield, on May 22, made another break
in the record. His intention was to climb the
steep hills on Monument, Franklin. Mulberry,
Pleasant, Saratoga and Lexington Streets, from
Calvert to Charles Street, six times each, but
this plan was not fully carried out. Accom-
panied by Messrs. Harry Landwehr, Bernard
Landwehr and Joseph D. Boyd, he started at
the corner of Monument and Calvert Streets at

2:30 P. M., and rode up and down that hill six

times. He then rode to Franklin, Mulberry and
Pleasant Streets, ascending and descending
each six times before leaving them. He went
up and down the Saratoga and Lexington
Street hills once, being prevented by the crowds-
from carrying out his programme any further.

He was forced to dismount twice, once on Pleas-
ant Street and once on Mulberry Street, by boys
running against him, the crowds being so great
that he could hardly get through at all. Nine-
teen of the hardest hill trips, however, had been
made before the first dismount.
The finish was at five o'clock, the exhibition

lasting just two hours and thirty minutes. A
short lime ago Oldfield climbed the Tower Hill

path, leading from Mt. Royal Avenue, in Druid
Hill Park, to the tower at the lake. Hundreds
of attempts have been made in the last few
weeks by some of the best riders in the State to

equal this, but without success. Mr. Oldfield

says he will not give an exhibition on Tower
Hill path Sunday morning as has been reported.—Baltimore Sun.

Mr. Elliott Mason is teaching a large number of ladies at
the Pope Manufacturing Company's Warren Street school.
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PHILADELPHIA

We have been treated to a genuine sensaf'on th'S week,
and all on account of the U illow Grovi Hotel race, cf
which 1 wrote last week Taxis insis ed upon entering,
but Captain Dalscn refused to acct pt the entry. T xis
thereup n announced his drtermin ti n t> ride anyway
and claim the cup if he crossed the line first, and th • Park
Avenue Wheelmen (who called a special meetinfj to admit
him to membership in time to ride under their colnrs), said
that if he did win he would get the cup or they would know
the re son why, and, although nearly the whole ilu-> were
prcs nt at the race, bl. odslied was happily averted, as
Taxis was sa isried with sixth place
The course was two miles straightaway from Hillside

Station l> the hotel—hilly, stony and rough Hazell n,

the Century tiyer, mounted on an Eagle, won first place in

6m. 40s., Draper, Park Avenue, second with one pedal
lost, 50 yards from tiie finish, Marriott, the South End sur-
prise, third. 1 he others finished as follows : C. A Dimon,
South End VVhee.men ; F H Garrigues, Century V\ heel-
men ; W. W. Taxis, Park Avenue VV heclmen ; J Anman,
Quaker City Whee men ; W. G Speier, > enury wheel-
men; W. P. West, Century Wheelmen; L Van Duscn,
Tioga Wheelmen; A. Curtis, P.^rk Avenue Wheelmen;
Geo. Bahl, Century Wheelmen ; S. Hoover. Mt. V'ernon
Wheelmen; J. A. Scott, Ml. Vernon Wheelmen; F. n

.

Whitesides, Century Wheelmen ; R. A. French, Mt. Ver-
non W heelmen

I have bee 1 told, on good authority, that Taxis is well
liked by the Schuylkill Navy people an 1 he deserv s to be,
as he h.is done more to br ng the club into prominence
than any half dozen other me , except Perrett, ihcir crack
sprinter. They are willing to send h;m anywhere that he
wishes to go and pay his expenses the same as last sea on,
so really it ought not to b eak his heart if he is requesiea
to stay out of a little race gotten up by a hotei proprietor to

adveitise his Sunday d nners amongst clubs and nder-. who
ride on Sunday. From a lengihy eiisile which he sent to
the //cw/, one might think that he was to be debarred Ir m
n// racing hereafter. The tatement that he tears being
"pocketed ' in the next five-mile race is about as ridicu-
lous as it would be impossible". C aptain Dalsen has re-

Dlicd to the letter, and, as non-.nerested parties have now
had b ;th sides laid before them, and can judge for them-
selves, I hope the m itter will drop It his been the talk of
the town for a week, and I rather think Taxis has come out
second best.

The next event of interest to the members of the larger
clubs is the inter-club run on Decoraiion Day to Devon
Inn. The proposed game of ball between the South End
and Century teams is off, as the South E ds have been
unable to get a nine together. The Hark Avenues, which
has some experienced players, will fill the date ins ead In
addition a programme of sports will be arranged by Kirk
Brown for the amusement of all concerned.
Other hxtures include the rive-mile club road race of the

Columbia ^ yclers, and the club century run of the VVissa-

hicken Wheelmen.
McDaniels, Merrihew and Dampman, were flitting

around the pike Sunday, training for the Irvinglon-Millburn
race. Taxis is !ooked upon as sure to be well up in the
band, as he is riding in excellent form

The coming second /Um race is occasioning considerable
talk Ta.x s is confidently expected t capture the prize and
make it his final property, but the desire to ' do up some
of the crowd." his resulted in thirty entries so far, and
several yet to hear from. The following programme is

announced for the races, to be held in connection with the
State meet, on Saturday after. oon,June28: District Cham-
pionships—one-mile safety ; two mile ordinary ; ihrce-mil"
tandem ; one-third mil.;,boysund rtw.plve safety ; one-third
mile, boys under sixteen, ordinary ; one-mile safety, novice

;

one mile, three-minute class, ordinary ; one-quarter mile
safety, open ; one-mile Sifety, handicap, open ; one mile,
Philadelphia championship, ordinary; one-half mile, 1.35
class, safety ; one-mile. State championship, ordinary ; one-
mile, club team, tandem ; one-mile safety ; "Ladies mile,'
for special prize, offered by American AihUie. The Tioga
track is narrow but 01 good shape, and fast time has been
made there. It is now being put in fine condition.
A good sized party of Pennsylvania CI .bmen will go

over to Plainfield on Thursday, to attend the New Jersey
meet and races.
On the dead quiet I hear that Taxis has received a new

racing wheel.
'I hat Hazelton is not working very hard.
That West has plenty of time to himself.
That Sam Crawford, the old timer, takes a spin over the

course every morning, without being docked by the firm
for loss of time
That some makers of wheels are thereby to be advertised

in the next Item race.
'1 hat if Draper would swap some of his old wTecks for a

decent wheel with 11 bearings, and pedals that would
stay on, he would win more races.
That you can't rattle Doc Dalsen.
That you can rattle Doc
That PennsyK'ania members of the L. A. W. cannjt

afford to miss the Sta'.e meet.
That theie has been another bicycle club started, and the

fact that the pres dent, captain, second lieutenant, color
bearer, bugler, and two high privates, attended a club run
duly announced in the local papers.

1 hat the olumbia cyclers know how to get up Con-
shohocken Hill.

That Dick Kain is going to make the Sunday Mercury
popular, if he has to take an individual photograph of every
wheelman in the city.

That notwithstanding the rumors, the " phenom " is not
going on the Century Run
That runs to the " Five Daughters " will be more popular

than ever hereafter.
That some of the Quaker City Whtelmen seem to be as

well acquainted there as the ( entury.
That the Park Guards still have an eye on the man with-

out a bell.

That several innocent parlies are still being accused of
being Paul Bakwv.v.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB. SAN FRANCISCO.

The Keystone Club, of Pittsburgh, recently elected the
following memoers : A. R Darragn, J. A. Johnston, Btird
Reed, J. A. H. Freeman. Joseph Walker and U. J. Parker.
Tne c ub now has forty-five members. Tlie H u-e Com-
mitllee are talking 01 puttini; a billiard table in the club-
rooms. A run has been called for De orati )n Day over a
twenty-five mile course on the National PIkc load, supple-
mented by a sixty-mile boat ride down the Monungahela
River.

THE DIS*STERS OF PROSPECT PARK

The name Prospect Park is becoming synonymous with
disaster. The list of accidents resulting from road-hogism
is daily becoming increased, and the distressing exploits of
the past few days will, if m t checked, place Brooklyn in

the foremost rank as the home of these pests of wheelmen.
Let us look at this subject calmly, dispassionatelv, and
wth favor to no:-e. If a wheelman uses the Park for any
other purpose than that intended— a pleasure ground— he
does wrong. It is not just, it is not comi atible with a
spirit of f.Hirncss 10 his fcUow-whcelmen to go scorching
about like one demented. You will cry out. " We are
training f.ir the races, and you want us to race " Ah, yes

;

but not at the sacrifice of the rights of ihc great majority
of your fellows. Hut, strange as it may s- em it is not the
racing men but those who ride at a reasonable pace who
have been the victims. It is therefore, impossible for me
to draw any lesson in that direction, and that is not what
I am driving at We are met, when seeking redress for a

disabled c mrade, by the Park ' ommissioners and police
with ari;umcnis to show how exasperated horsemen have
become by the actions of a few, and we suffer as a bodv

;

and, while no chance 1 ffers to run down the fast men. the
slow coaches nre cast in the same catagory, and catch all

the obloquy of an underserved animosity.
It cannot b- denied that ihire : re men who drive in the

Park each day under the impression that it was especially
created for their benefit, and them alone ; that we have no
rights, and, criminally carele-s of the fact that a human
life is at stake, they deliberately try to run a wheelman
down I his same man would hesitnte to draw a pisw 1

upon a man, yet hi-; crime is no worse. He is a moral
coward w e are human beinas, as good as any of the
men who sit in carriHges ; we are entitled to our share '"'f

the road in any pub ic highway, and mean to have it. W •

do not demand it in a bulldozing spirit, and do not vvisli to
be bulldozed. 1 herefore, ' Let us get together." If it

cost everv penny the Kings County and Krooklyn I. lub
have, justice must be done. For my own club I can say
we are in the fight to si ay.

RUN DOW.S' I.V THE PARK.

On Thursday afternoon while returning home through
the Park shortly after seven o'clock, Messrs MacLean and
Hornn vi'ere run down by a man speeding his horse Mr
'ornn was thrown under the wheels and his shoulder dis-
located. He was taken to the hospital uhere after ether
was administered his shoulder was set ; he then returned
home contrary to the advice of the doctors This was an
inexcusable assault. It was quite light enough to see five
or siv hundred feet ahead. The driver of the carriage did
not stop to ascertain the extent of the damage done, but
whipped up his horse and tried to escape. The thanks
of each member of this club are due to a member of the
K. C W., who gave chase and succeeded in effecting the
a' rest of the man near ihf Third Street entrance The
ca e has been place 1 in the hands of President Potter, who
will pus'i it, we hope, to a successful issue.
On Sunday, June 8 the Brooklyns, by special invitation
om the New York Bicycle ( lub, will take a run to FortIron

Schuyler. A run under the guidance of this club assures a
good time, and any member who fails to attend will miss a
treat.

The following item appeared in a resent issue of the
Brooklyn daily ir,i (Eat'/.): "The subject of inter-club
races, to be held on Sundays, is under discussion among
the members of the bicycling clubs of New York. Brooklyn
and New Jersey. Among the clubs that have approved of
the plan are the Englewood. harlem. Riverside, Long
Island, I itizens and Kings ounty Wheelmen. '

Can this be true.' I hope not. I am no Puritan or
seeker after cheap notoriety, by an attempt to mo'alize,
but I sincerely trust the writer of this article is mistaken
Such a consumm ition wou d degrade ihe sport and place
us upon a level with the bunday baseball players. Let us
see that each innovation is one of progiession not retro-
gression
Rip! Snap! Bang. "Oh! wVat beautiful language!"

The handicaps for the twenty-five mile race have been
announced. Atol.

CINCINNATI.

Cree of the Aquilo Cyclers, met with a very painful acci-
dent, at Hamilton, last Sunday. He and Andy Hanauer
collided, resulting in a brace of headers and a severely cut
chin for Mr. Cree.
About forty 1 incinnati and Covington Wheelmen took

dinner in Hamilton Sunday.
An enthusiastic meeting of the Meet Committees was

held at Poorman's on W ednesday evening. The Finance
committee repo ts subscriptions coming in rapidly.

All clubs are booming The Athletics have nine new
members ; the Cincinnatis. seven ; the Buckeyes, four

;

the Porkopolis, six, and all ethers are rapidly increasing in
membership
The Ohio Division is rapidly adding names to her roll,

and Illinois will have to " look a leetle out," or we will
soon head them off

Van v\ agoner was in the city Monday and Tuesday,
having run over from 1 rawfordsville. Van made many
acquaintances and friends by his modest behavior. He
will be the favorite in the Poorman Road Race.
The Fourth of July koad Race is going to be a great

success. Mr Poorman reports many entries, and all from
the flyers of the country, too.

he Crescents are p itting in their Sundays in running
up their mileage records.

I he Indiana Di.vision >' ill end their tour in our city on
July 24, and will swell the crowd at the Ohio Division
Meet by fully O'le hundr d men.
The combined run and luncheon given by Mr. Poorman.

May 25, will be a great gathering of wheelmen, as all
clubs hav-* signified tneir intention of taking part. There
will probably be from one hundred and fifty to two hun-
dred wheelmen leave the Garfield statue at 9:30 a m. for
Red Bank, O.. where the dinner will be set.

Cincinnati, May 22, 1890. G. Ossipv.

For a neat and telling thing we commend you to the
Stover Bicycle < ompany's ann uncement in this week's
Wmkhl, in which they illustrate the iineumaiic handle-bar
and the Phoenix saddle. We tooK one of these saddles over
a for y-mile j uiney on Sunday last, and found it as easy as
a rocking chair all the way. In tact, it is one of the best
saddles we ever used.

The construction of a quartrr-mile track was com-
menced at San }osi yesterday, on which the League races
will be run July 4. The two straights wi 1 each be 108
yards i foot and the two ends, i\i yards 2 feet. The
straights are a trifle short, and could, with advantage be
let out. I he 1 nds do not need to be as long as they are, as,

if they are well banked, that will make them sufficiently
safe. The track will be 20 feet wide on the finishing
stretch, and about 15 feet on the back stretch A grand
stand to accommodate 2,000 persons will be erected, and
the comforts of the racing man will be attended to. The
track is within two minutts' walk of the centre of town,
and, if I am not a trifle early in the field, I should like to
remark that " the C oast recorr swill have to go."
A rider in Alameda has lately developed quite a turn of

speed. He rode a mile on a level stretch of road,
without wind ;it his back, in 2m. 50s. The timing was
done n the same manner as Bert Myers' famous mile.
( onsidering that he rode a " dangerously light " safety of
50 lbs., or more, the performance was quite creditable. He
will ride at San Jose, and we will then see what this latest
" dark horse " is capable of.

If the readers of Eastern cvcling papers believe all they
read about well-known racing men being training at 5
o'clock in the morning taking long-distance trials, etc

,

they must come to the conclusion that a great many over-
trained men will he competing on May 30.

VI hen will riders understand that the physical condition
that will enable them to ride a fast mile will carry them
through a much longer race where each mile will be ridden
slower
Many riders are getting into trim for the Tentury Run,

and at present it seems ikely that a large number will start.

One often sees names in the cycling papeis that recall
pleasant memories of rides taken years ago. The name of
Paul Achard, mentioned in The Wheel, reminded me of a
pleasant trip to Haywards, the Ca ifornia Ripley, in com-
pany with Mr. chard and the then Chief ( onsul. Mr. A.
prob ibly remembers the orange blossoms we cut from a
tree, to be sent to a certam person in the East, and how
our cou'age failed us at the critical moment, and they were
never sent

' Mr. Hrown, of England," who was somewhat exten-
sively advertised by the press of this country and England
when he rode, or claimed to have ridden from here to
Denver, is back in this city again and will probably
spend the summer here, as the heavy hand of the law has
hold of him. He stole a safety from some one in Sacra-
mento, and brought it to this city, where he sold it. A
local repairer recognized the wheel, and it was easily
traced to Brown. California.

MEMPHIS.

a new track.

Editor of The Wheel :

Since our 100-mile road race very little but racing mat-
ters has been talked of among the boys. Nearly every one
.seems to think that all he needs to develop into a flyer is a
little practice and a track and very shortly the opportunity
will be afforded. Two public-spirited men have offered to
build us a good track and assume all the financial risk of a
race meeting and all they ask of us is to enter the r.ices.

This we have, of course, agreed to do and we will have a
race meet July 4 and s- The State L A. W. championships
will be run off at this meeting and there is no good reason
why it should not be a success.
We received a challenge from Little Rock, Ark, last

week for a 25-mile team race on July 4, at Little Rock, but,
as it would conflict with our meet, could not accept. We
have, however, agreed to race them twenty-rive miles July
5 if they will come over here We are anxious to meet the
Little Rock boys and hope they will see fit to accept our
amendment.
The Memphis Cycle Club held their first club run Sun-

day afternoon and twenty-two men turned out—pretty
good showing for a club only a week old.

The uniform question is still unsettled and may cause
trouble as there are so many to suit and nearly all want
something different. The committee, though, are mfn of
experience and we hope yet that they will make a selec-
tion that will please all

The Hickory safety ordered by Mrs. T. J. Deupree has
been received and it Cf-rtainly is a neat wheel in appear-
ance and runs as easily over rough ground as the best of the
spring fork wheels. How it will stand our rough roads re-

mams to be seen
The medals in the loo-mile road race will be presented

to-night, and the winners are carefully committing to
memory their impromptu speeches
Mr. A.J. Vaughn, a new rider, gave a road hog a les-

son this week that will not be forgotten soon. On Beall
Strret, in the eastern part of the city, is a mudhole of huge
proportions but with a narrow strip of dry ground running
through i'S centre Mr. Vaughn started to cross this path
on his wheel when a negro drayman drove up from the
opposite side and knocked him off in the mud. Mr Vaughn
dragged the negro from the dray shoved him in the mud
and then sto m on him and literally buried him. We ven-
ture to say that this darky is in favor of road improve-
ment. "

Our ladies are learning to ride very well. I had the
pleasure of taking a 10 ile spin the other eveni 'g with
.Mrs. Maydwell, and she handles her Columbia easily and
gracefully. Her e.tample will do much to make the sport
popular among the ladies.

Yours very truly, Eaclk.
May 23, 1890.

LYNN ITEMS.

Captain J. H. Lynch, of the Lynn Club, will call a run
to Manchester-by-the-Sea on Sunday next.
The Pope Manufacturing Company have donated a silver

cup for the Memoral Day road race of the Lynn Wheel
Club. The cup is now on exhibition in the shop window
of Charles E. Whitten, who has also givtn a prize but
which has not been selected. There will be four prizes in

all.

It is reported that Charles E. Whitten and M. R. Con-
noly are to engage in a ^5-mile road race for suppers for a
dozen, the winner to select the men who are to sit at the
table. Whitten is to allow Connoly a mile handicap.
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May 30 -

May 30.-

May 30 -

May 30.-

May 30.

May 30.-

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30.

May 30,

May 30,

May 31

Hay SI.

-Maine Division, T.. A W., Meet at Lewiston.
-Inter club run of Philadelphia clubs to Devon
-Massachusetts Division Sprinor Meet at Worcester.

-Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, five-miles club

road race.
-Annual Century Run of Buffalo Wheelmen from

Erie to Buffalo.
-Tournament of the Rambling Wheelmen, at

Bridgeport, Conn.
-Bay State Bicycle Club's Tournament, at Worces-

ter, Mass. Address B. A. Lament.
-Central Pennsylvania Wheelmen's Meet at Sun-

bury, Pa. Address O O. Bigony, Sunbury, Pa
-International Wheelmen's Tournament, at Ni-

agara Falls. Address Niel Campbell, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

-Annual Pullman Road Race, Chicago. Entries

close May lo with R. D. Garden, 293 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

-Tournament and Ten-mile Road Race, at Rome,
N. Y. Entries close May 23, with W. H. At-
wood. Box 701, Rome.

—Annual Decoration Day as-mile handicap Road
Race, Irvington-Millburn Course. Entrance
fee, $1. 00 ; entries close May 15, with A. I'.

Barkman, 241 Broadwav.
31,—New Jersey Division Meet at Plainfield. Pro-

gramme : Thursday, May 29, officers' meeting
at 8 p. M. ; Friday, 30, general business meeting
at 10 A. M., lunch at noon runs until 3:30, ban-
quet 4 p. M., theatre party 8pm.; Saturday, 31,

parade at 9 A. m., photograph at 11 a. m., lunch
tendered by Plainfield Bicycle Club at 11:30 a.

M., races 1:30 p. m.
-Intercollegiate Games at Berkeley Oval, New

York.
—Sew Jersey Division B«ce Meet at N. J. A. C.

gronnds at Bergen Point.

JUNE.
June 3-7.—Chicago Cycling Tournament, at Exposition

Building. Entries close May 24, with S. A.
Miles, or Messrs. Van Sicklen and Barrett,
" Caxton" Building, Chicago.

Tune 7.—St. Louis Hill-Climbing Contest, on Son-of-Gun
Hill.

June 7.

—

Item five-mile road race for Philadelphia Cham-
pionship

June 7, August 18—Elwell's European Tour. Address F. A.
Elwell, Portland, Maine.

June 9 —New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of the

Connecticut Division. Entries close June 2 with

E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive Street, New Haven,
Conn.

June 14.—Great Century Run, Continental Hotel, Newark,
to Philadelphia. Address F. H. Cossitt 138

West 104th Street, New York.
June 14.—Athletic Club, Schuylkill Navy, Games, one and

two mile handicaps ; entries close June 7. with
E Milligan, 1628 Arch Street, Philadelphia

June 14-23.—Philadelphia Bicycle Club's Summer Outing
in Boston, Nantasket, Marblehead, etc.

June 17-18.—Spencer (Iowa) Bicycle Club Tournament.
June 18-19 —Fargo, North Dakota, Race Meet. Harry

Svensgaard, Chairman.
June 20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha

.

June 20-21.—Tournament at New Orleans. Entries close

June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans, La.

June 21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheelmen
only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14, with
Standard Cvcle Co.

June 21-28 —Campbell-Lumsden races.

June 25.—Race Meet at Carthage, Mo.
June 25.—First of the No. N. Y. ('ircuit Race Meets, at

Carthage, N. Y. Address James H. Forbes,
Carthage, N. Y.

June 27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-
phia, Pa.

June 28.—Chicago Cycling Club vi. Wilmington Wheel
Club.Team Race, Lancaster Pike, Philade'ph a.

June 28.—Kings County Wheelmen s Race Meet. Entries
close June 20, with W. F. Murphy, 1255 Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn.

June 30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

JULY.
July 1-3.—Missouri Division Tour, Clarksville to Columbia.

Captain, W. P. Laing, 1724 Olive Street, St.

Louis.
July 4.—Race Meet at Brownsville Pa.
July 4.—Memphis, Tenn., twenty- five-mile team road race.
July 4.—Second of the No. N. Y. Race Meets, at Water-

town, N Y.
July 4.—New Hampshire State L. A. W. Division Meet at

Nashua, N. H.
July 4.—Probable race meeting at Watertown, N. Y.,of the

Northern N. Y. cyclists.

July 4.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to
Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Particu-
lars, address J E. Poorman, Eighth and Race
Streets, Cincinnati. O.

July 4-5.—California Division Meet at San Jose.
July 4-5.—Missouri Division Meet at Coluinbia, Mo.
July 4-5.— Illinois Division Meet, at Bloomington, ill.

July 4-5.—Memphis, Tenn , Tournament and State Divis-
ion Meet.

July 7 —Kentucky State Division Meet at Richmond.
July 8.— Kentucky State Division Meet at Maysville, Ky

.

July 10.—1 bird of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets at
Lowville, N. Y. Address F. C. Snyder, or L.
S Miller, Lowville, N. Y.

July 13.—Fourth Division championship races at St. Louis.
July 15.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
July 17.—Boson-Niaoara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
July 17, 18, 19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
July 19.—Fourth Division championship races at Chicago.
July 21-23.-Indiana Division tour from Indianapolis to

Cincinnati.
July 24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
August 2-12.—White Mountain tour. Address before

August 2, to G. R. McAuslan, Providence, R I.

August 6.—Waionlha Bicycle Club Tournament and fifty-
mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.

August 16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Sfeet.

August 17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Bos on.

August 20-25 —Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Par-

ticulars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave
nne, Detroit.

Angost S5-2;.— 1 . A. W. Annual Meet at Kiagara Falls,

N. T.
SEPTEMBER.

Stptember 1-2.— artferd Wheel Cub's Tonrnamcnt,
^t Charier Oak Park. Address Vi. M. Fran-
ks.

September 1-2.—New York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Ad«lret>s C. W. Wood, 118
South Salina Street.

September 4 —Williamsport, (Pa), Wheel Club Meet and
Tournament.

September 12-13.—Peoria Race Meet.
September 13.—Tryon Cup, ten-mile team race, open to A.

C. C. clubs of Philadelphia.

DISTRICT CHAMPIOHSHIP-i.

Second District—May 31 at Bergen Point Chairman, W.
H. De Graaf, 47 West 14th Street, New York.

Fifth District-June 20 and 2t at New Orleans. Entries
close June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans.

Seventh Distuct —July 4-5 at San Jose, California,

Chairman, R. A. Smythe, 80x2317 San Fran
Cisco.

Boston, record 2:32; Verio, Montreal, record 2:36; Cris',
Washington, record 2:33; Grant Bell, Minneapolis, who
can do 2:37 or better; George M. Hendee, New York,
record 2:30; Lumsden, Chicaeo. record !':37; Bert Myers,
Peoria, record 2:38; Campbell, Niagara Falls, record 2:38,
and Banker, New York, record 2:39.

The list of records given is remarkable for
the fact that there is no record about them and that
half the names are spelled incorrectly. There
is a good deal of wind printed in so-called
cycling columns, and it is quite a favorite trick

to announce that certain men are going to take
part in a tournament before the men even know
of the existence of the tournament in question.
The Minneapolis Bicycle Club will send four

men to the Chicago Exposition tournament, who
are as follows : Grant Bell, Henry Leachman,
W. Pauly and W. Walsh.

CONNECTICUT DIVISION MEET.

NEW HAVEN BICYCLE TOURNAMENT.

Cyclists in New Haven and throughout Con-
necticut generally, are looking forward with
great interest to the Connecticut Division Meet
and the New Haven Club's Tournament, which
will be held on June 9. Special rates have been
made wiih all the railroad companies, and low
rates have been obtained from Springfield and
New York to New Haven, thus giving New
York and Brooklyn wheelmen a good oppor-
tunity to attend a first-class tournament.
On Sunday, June 8, runs are called by the

State Division Touring Committee from Hart-
ford, Waterbury and Bridgeport to New Haven.
Runs will be taken from New Haven on Sunday,
June 8, leaving the club-house, 173 Olive Street,

at II A. M. for Branford Point, stopping there

for a shore dinner, the distance being fifteen

miles. At 2 P. M., the party will start for Savin
Rock, ten miles, and at 4 P. M., for East Rock
Park, seven miles. East Rock Park is just out-

side the city and has macadamized roads leading
to it. You ascend gradually and catch a fine

view of the city and surrounding country, and
when the top is reached, you are 450 feet above
the harbor level, and get a fine view of the coast.

The Division Meet commences at 10:30 A. m.
Monday morning with the parade, which will

form on the Old Green and pass along a short
route through the pleasaniest and best paved
streets in the city. Three prizes are offered for

the clubs participating in the parade : An auto-
matic cigar seller, suitable for a club room, for

the club having the most men in line ; an
engraving to the club presenting the best ap-
pearance, and ati engraving to the club having
the most L. A. W. members in line. A photo-
graph will be taken at the Hill House, after
which the parade will be dismissed.
The business meeting of the Division will be

held at 11:30 A. M. in the G. A. R. Hall, on
Church Street. The Second Regiment Band will

give a concert at Elm City Driving Park, and
the races will commence at 2:30. Among the
prizes offered for competition are : Eagle bicycle,

Hartford safety, gold watch, breech loading
shotgun, etc., etc. A $200 silver trophy is offered
for the breaking of the one and two mile records.
In the evening, the League will give an enter-
tainment to the L. A. W. members, at Turn Hall,
Orange Street, opposite the Tremont House,
which is the League Hotel. Admission will be
by L. A. W. tickets only. The entertainment
will consist of athletic exhibitions, etc. Un-
attached wheelmen who desire to take part in

the entertainment, can j'oin the League by ap-
plying to Secretary-Treasurer De Blois, who will

be at the Tremont House.

SOME BOGUS RECORDS.

A WORD ABOUT TAXIS.

A Minneapolis paper publishes the following
list of riders and their records, who, it is alleged,
will take part in the opening of the new bicycle
track built by Tom Eck between Minneapolis
and St. Paul

:

Here are s me of the bicycle riders who will take part in
the opening games: Schroeder, Minneapolis, who ran beat
2:40; Walsh, Minneapolis, who can do belter than 2:50;
E. A. Savage, Minneapolis, who can do ten miles in 30m.;
E. J. Hale, Minneapolis, who can do 3:50; Willie Windell,

Our Philadelphia correspondent published a
paragraph in last week s Wheel on the Taxis
case, the burden of the argument being that
Taxis, being far-and-away the best man in
Philadelphia, should only compete in important
events, and not in local events, for his constant
presence scared off other competitors, or proba-
ble competitors, and thus helped kill sport in

Philadelphia. We could scarcely indorse this
view of the question, although we understand
that our correspondent expressed the opinion of
a number of prominent Philadelphia cyclists,

so we have made further inquiries and have re-
ceived the following letter :

" Replying to yours of the 22d, Taxis has
been frozen out, after a manner. In '88 Hal-
stead, of the Harlems, was in Philadelphia and
scooped everything. This is given as the reason
why racing was dead last year. Last year Taxis
announced his intention to go into everything,
great or small. There was but little here for
him to scoop, but he went around for the A. C.
S. N., at their expense, all over the State, and
won their general excellency prize. He, how-
ever, proved himself 'way above anything we
had here.

"Now, this year we have the prospect for a
good season. Taxis is still at the top, by a large
majority. We have two new-comers—West and
Hazelton, who work for Spalding and Strong &
Green—good men, but nowhere near Taxis.
Then, some eight or ten Century, four or six
South End and a few Quaker City and Mt. Ver-
non men who are somewhat evenly matched

—

who would do their mile in from 3m. to 3m. 20s.
"If there is a championship race, as the

I/em, he, of course, ought to ride, but I don't
think it right that he go pot-hunting, and scoop
everything. If it's a foregone conclusion who is

to be the winner, we'll soon find ourselves in
the same sportless place we were last year.
Taxis has been told this, and asked, for the gen-
eral good, to stay out, but he won't do it. Now,
in re, this Willow Grove race : The proprietor
of the hotel presented the cup to advertise his
hotel amongst wheelmen. Taxis did not belong
to a club, but to the A. C. S. N., which only has
a few riders, and no club runs. To bar faxis
(this was (penly admitted), it was made open to
club members only. In order to get in the race
he joins the Park Avenue Wheelmen, a club of
a few Sunday-school boys, who go to the Park
Avenue M. E. Church, and never ride on Sun-
day. Some bloke put it in his paper that it was
a team race— it was extensively copied—so
Taxis took Draper (a rather dirty fellow) in with
him. This is the case as it now stands.
"I don't believe anyone has proposed to

pocket him in the next Jtem race, and were he a
member of the Century I think the members
would be just as anxious that he leave someone
else a chance to win something.

" I like him personally—he is a very pleasant
fellow—but I think I have told him he is wrong.
If I should win a race I would want to fight for
it, and have some honor, as well as a prize ; and
there are plenty of chances for him to meet men
of his own standing, as he has his expenses
paid.

"Paul Berwyn " certainly presents a good
case, but it surely is a hardship to bar Taxis
simply because he has ability ; on the contrary,
they should rather take pride in him, and should
remember that one fast man in a city does more
to develop the sporting instinct and the racing
talent than a dozen slow men.

The Boston Athletic Club will hold a series of road racts
in the Fall.
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YICTORIOUS ra WAGONER.

HE WINS THE CRAWFORDSVILLE
100-MILE RACE, OUTRIDING BAR-
RETT, VAN SICKLEN, A CY-

CLONE AND OLD PROB.
HIMSELF.

A GREAT TEST OF ENDURANCE.

VAN SICKLEN QUITS AT 50 MILES
AND BARRETT FALLS FROM

UTTER EXHAUSTION 9

MILES FURTHER.

n, indeed, variety be the spice of life, to those
desiring a most thorough spicing, another such
day as was Saturday, May 24, 1890, and another
such Crawfordsville 100-mile event as was the
Van Wagoner-Barrett-Van Sicklen race on that
date, is most heartily commended.

» *
»

" A large crowd of Chicago wheelmen, special

rates and a chair car," was the way the prelim-
inary notices read. But the large party which
left Chicago on the night of the 23d consisted of

C. P. Root, S. A. Miles, W. J. Walsh, J. M.
Lovejoy, W. A. Cummings and H. C. Foster, of

the Chicago Cycling Club, and the Wheel repre-
sentative. The special rates were the same that
every one else paid, and the chair car the same
that every one who paid full fare (or had a pass),

sat in. Still there was little grumbling ; all felt

glad that were not girls or togged in long
trousers; as was poor Miles, for in shorts one
could curl up in his seat or throw his legs over
the arm-rests, with a sen^e of comfort that
neither a girl or a long-trousered brother could
ever hope to feel.

Crawfordsville was reached about 2 a. m. in

lhe*midst of a heavy rain, but wheels were un-
loaded and the hotel reached via the sidewalks,
a " Hurrah for Chicago !

" in a voice that
sounded like Van Sicklen's floating out from an
upper window as we dismounted.

All night it rained, only ceasing when dawn
began to streak the sky ; then it cleared up,
dried the roads a bit and gave promise of a fine

day.
The three contestants who had turned up,

Geo. K. Barrett and N. H. Van Sicklen, of Chi-
cago, and Wm. Van Wagoner, of Newport, R. I.,

all" of whom had reached Crawfordsville in ad-
vance of the " large party," were on hand early,
and arrangements for the start were soon com-
pleted. H. F. Wilhite, of Crawfordsville, was
made referee, Samuel A. Miles starter and
timfer. Root and Lovejoy were sei.t out as
checkers at the Potato Creek turn and Walsh
and Betts to duty at the New Richmond end,
and at 10:08 o'clock the trio were given the
word, the men heading out the Potato Creek
road.

THE START.

Van Sicklen led off, closely trailed by the
Rhode Islander, with Barrett bringing up the
rear, the pace being hardly belter than a thirteen
or fourteen mile grind. The wind was variable.
as also was the road, the latter ranging from
fair to fine, with an occasional bad stretch ; it is

of a winding character, of gravel, with delight-
fully easy grades for dry weather, but, of
course, quite heavy from the rain of the night
before. The course is the same on which Whit-
taker's records were made, and extends twenty-
five'iniles in both directions.

BARRETT UNABLE TO KEEP UP.

Early in the race Barrett gave evidence that
he was not in it. Although he persists in be-
lieving to the contrary, he rides a wheel a size
or two too large for him—a 57-inch—a point
clearly demonstrated by the fact that on the
good level road he could hold his own in fine

style, while on up grades or in bad stretches he
suffered from cramped muscles and invariably
fell back. He commenced losing ground before
ten miles had been covered, and on several oc-
casions was out of sight of the other two, who
dismounted several times for water and thus
allowed Barrett to catch up. About the fifteenth
mile, when all three were well up and on a fine
stretch, Van Wagoner went Jihead and set a
killing pace in an effort to burn out his men.

He failed, however, for both clung to him like

shadows and refusing to b'; shaken off, the
" Road Champion " desisted after some four or

five miles and Van Sicklen shortly look to set-

ting the running again, and passing the check-
ers was in the lead.

Up till now the wea'her had been clear over-
head, but insufferably warm

; going before the

wind it seemed as if the very hinges of Hades
were at a white heat, and the checkers going out
New Richmond way suffered terribly, being
forced to seek shade several times, and later to

shed undershirts.

CAUGHT IN A CYCLONE.

About this lime the clouds began to gather
and rain to fall in torrents, the wind increased
in violence each moment, finally assuming a
cyclonic stren.i.th, the lightning playing fre-

quently and the thunder claps as regularly.

Checkers Root and Lovfjoy, who hai stopped
after checking the men, at a farm house for

eatables, were, with the family, forced to leave
the house and seek safety in a ' dug-out," so
serious did the situation become. Yet in spice

of it all, the racers pressed on. Van Sicklen,

although blinded by the rain beating down his

eyeglasses, like the veteran that he is, pressing
on without a show of fear, although the light-

ning, he admits, made him uneasy for a time,

and the wind nearly unseated him.

VAN WAGONER BLOWN INTO A DITCH.

Van Wagoner hung close in his wake, but
found more difficulty in controlling his Eagle in

the wind, being blown across the road several

times, on one occasion both man and wheel
being blown off the road and into a ditch. Bar-
rett all the while was losing ground but plodding
gamely along, he, too, being bespectacled and
half blinded by the beating of the rain. The
elements gradually spent themselves and be-

tween a rift the fifty mile line reached, Van
Sicklen crossing first, the other Van right at his

little wheel, Barrett nowhere in sight. Time,
4h. 23m. 35s. Both men showed no bad
effects from their ride and dismounted without
effort.

VAN SICKLEN OFFERS TO TOSS A COIN TO DECIDE
THE RACE.

Van Sicklen, however, was not over anxious
to continue and offered to toss a coin to decide
the race then and there. Van Wagoner de-

clined, whereupon Chicago's Van announced
that he was out of it and made for the hotel and
a change of clothing. Van Wagoner spent eight

minutes in eating and freshening up, but it was
three minutes after he had left before Barrett
came up. George— Chicago's hope— (for they
did think he would do something) was dead
tired, but stimulated by beef tea, he pressed
on. The New Richmond Road, however, was
in much the worst condition and proved even
heavier going.

BARRETT FALLS FROM HIS WHEEL EXHAUSTED.

Nevertheless, Barrett, by a great effort, caught
Van Wagoner, but the exertion was loo much
and he fell back, was seized with violent cramps
and at a point about 583;^ miles from the start

fairly went to pieces, becoming so weak that he
fell from his wheel into the roadside ditch un-
able to move. Fortunately he was near a farm
house, and was discovered and carried in and
put to bed, coming around very shortly. This
was in the neighborhood of 4 P. M. All day
Walsh and Betts, checkers at the New Richmond
end, waited expectantly. They had secured a
buggy after reaching town and driven out to the
turning point twelve miles further on. There
was no telegraph station or means of getting
word to Crawfordsville and after giving seven
hours for the racers to cover the 75 miles with
no tidings of them, they turned and drove in,

having concluded that the race had been aban-
doned or the men called off.

Three miles down they met Van Wagon r

going at a nine-m.ile gait. Their nag was a six-

mile jogger, however, so they arranged that

Van be checked by the storekeeper near the
turn, and made for New Richmond, expecting
to be overtaken. Reaching town about 7:15. they
took to their wheels, and decided to try to beat
Van into Crawfordsville (12^ miles). Nearly
five miles down they passed the farmhouse
where Barrett had put up. and, noting hi^ wheel
against the fence, yelled a yell, and soon had
'' his tale of woe." Barrett decided to remain
overnight, but the other two pushed on. Dur-
ing the afternoon several sho,wers had passed

over, but just as night closed in the storm
broke into another fury, "and the wind blew,
the lightning flashed, and the rain came down
in buckeifuls."

IT WAS A WILD NIGHT.
The road could only be distinguished by the

lightning flashes, and to the rumble of the
thunder and the music of the wheels as they
pulled through the mud and water was added
the dim and delightful uncertainty of whethera
fence-rail or the limb of a tree which the storm
had scattered promiscuously along the road
would be encountered at the next revolution.

In the meantime the officials and two "bus-

loads fif spectators waited anxiously for the
finish. At 7:30 o'clock the anxiety gave way to
grave fear<>, and a wagon carrying an extra
wheel for Van Wagoner was sent out. Eight
o'clock came, 8.30, and still no tidings ; so
about the latter hour. Referee Wilhite, accom-
panied by a lantern, drove down the road in a
light sulky A mile down he came upon the
two drenched checkers, and, after consultation,
returned with them, and relieved the party's
anxiety as to Barrett. The arrival of the check-
ers gave the crowd a false alarm ; they had been
forgotten in the shuffie, and all eyes were
straining for the racers.

After waiting until g:i5 o'clock, the officials

and spectators deciding that Van Wagoner, too,

had put up at some farmhouse and would finish

in the morning, drove into town.

THE victors' ARRIVAL.
All hands had supper, and a telegram from'

New Richmond stating that Van had eaten there
and left shortly after nine o clock, opened the
interest afresh. A bus drove to the finishing

point, and, soon after 10 p. m., the redoubtable
Rhode Islander put in an appearance, wet,

muddy, sunburned and jaded-looking, but not
discomforted. He declined to ride in the bits,

however, and pushed his wheel two miles further
to the hotel, a lusty cheer greeting him as he
gave a pretty finishing spurt and dismounted
and made for the wash-room. There were no
timers at the finish and Timekeeper Miles had
just retired when the shouts told him of the

victor's arrival. He at once drew his docker,
which noted just i2h. 33m. 30s. since the start,

the full distance ridden being 102 miles. He
had taken eight hours less five seconds to ride

the last fifty miles, nearly five hours being con-
sumed in the last twenty-seven miles. He, too,

had felt the force of the last storm, and being
quite jaded found it hard work pushing up the

muddy s^rades in the inky darkness. He floun-

dered all over the road, and at one point took to

walking, and covered about four miles afoot.

His track as seen the next morning was one long
zigzag from one side of the road to the other.

After congratulations all around, a bath, a
change of clothes and supper, he retired, but
little the worse for his long, hard, plucky ride:

He said that he had been over worse roads but
never before had occasion to battle with the

elements when in such a fury. He felt able to

ride another hundred miles over dry roads, but
frankly confessed that he wanted no more such
weather. Van had ridden in an abbreviated jer-

sey and the scorching sun in the early portion

of the day, had nearly parboiled his neck and
arms, and, barring saddle soreness, his greatest

inconvenience and discomfiture during the night
and the next day resulted therefrom.

It was a glorious victory in its way, a splen-

did test of grit and endurance, and a perform-
ance of which any man might well be proud.

The Chicago party was billed to ride to Lafay-
ette the next day (Sunday), but the roads were
so heavy that most of the boys felt disinclined

to push through 28 miles of it, and the run was
declared off. A portion of the party started

down the road to find Barrett, but he was met
before a mile had been covered. During the

night he had recuperated and ridden to New
Richmond intending to finish the next morning
if Van Wagoner had not made it, the latter hav-

ing passed the signal (a wheef propped up in

the road) without notice.

The parly spent the day in sauntering about
the hotel, in coasting some of the longer hills

and pottering about the heavy race track. The
Chicagoans left on the noon train, Van Wagoner
going in an opposite direction at 2 A. M. the

next morning. He will go direct to Newport,
stopping for a brief spell at the Eagle factory in

Stamford, and at the Rhode Island Wheelmen's
house in Providence, where he is to be tendered

a banquet. Bettsy B.
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THE HAMILTON BICYCLE CLUB'S
TOURNAMENT.

A LARGE CROWD, FINE PROGRAMME, AND A BIG

SUCCESS FOR THE BERKELEY RIDERS.

The Hamilton, Ontario, meet was held on
Saturday last. In the early part of the day the
weather was threatening and kept away a num-
ber of people, but in spite of this the grand
stand was crowded and the fence around the
track was lined with people several rows deep.
The programme was run off in ship-shape man-
ner and a good afternoon's sport was the result,

and representatives of the Berkeley Athletic

Club, especially Willie Windle, were very suc-

cessful. Times in all the events were fairly

good but not fast.

Early in the day cyclists from other cities

came pouring in upon every train and boat, and
by noon the streets of Hamilton were quite a
sight, cyclists being seen all over the town.
Groups of them gathered in front of the hotels

and among the party were several lady cyclists,

who were objects of much interest to the resi-

dents of Hamilton,
At 2 o'clock the call was sounded and cyclists

rode out to the Park where they circled round
the quarter-mile track four abreast, numbering
altogether about 300. First came the Hamilton
Club in dark-blue, 53 strong, under command
of Captain Robertson and Ensign Bearer
Hemphell. The Buffalo and Niagara Falls
Clubs each had a dozen representatives present.
Then came the Toronto men, numbering 123,
lead by Captain Chandler. This contingent was
preceded by A. O. Hirst, who acted as drum
major, and a bugle band, which furnished some
lively music as the men paraded around the
track. The Wanderers, of Toronto, under Cap-
tain J. Gerrie, had 53 men. The Ottawas sent
a good sized contingent. The present for the
best attendance was won by the Toronto Club.
At the starting of the races there was a slight

fall of rain, but afterward it cleared off and the
rest of the day was clear and fairly good for

sport. Following is a summary of the events :

Two Mile Novice Race for Roadsters.

—

E. Schmidt, Rochester, first ; H. W. Skinner,
Ottawa B. C, second

; Jas. Ward, Toronto B.
C. third ; and A. J. Welch, Toronto B. C,, o.

The Rochester man won easily in 7m. 4s.

One Mile Bicycle Scratch Race.—W. W.
Windle, Berkeley A. C, first; W. S. Campbell,
Berkeley A. C, second ; E. O. Rasicoe, Wood-
stock A. A. A., o ; W. M. Carman, Woodstock
A. A. A.,o; G. H. Holtby, Toronto B. C, o;
W. H. C. Mussien, Montreal B. C , o; W. G.
Class, B. A. C, o. Windle stayed with the crowd
until the last quarter when he easily got away
and was never headed, Campbell coming in
second. Time, 2m. sg^s.
One Mile Tandem Safety for lady and gen-

tleman. This event was not contested, there
being only one entry. P. F. Ross, Toronto
Wanderers, and Miss Gypsey Creed, who
" walked over " in the excellent time of 3m. 4>^s.
The Mile Club Handicap: G. S. Dunn,

scratch, first ; S. T. Wtiite, 30 yards, second
;

A. S. Devine, 150 yards, o ; C. G, Knott, 175
yards, o; Time, 3m. 4}4s. This was a close
race between Dunn and White.
Animal race.—This was the comedy event

of the afternoon, and was run on the following
plan : A. D. Stewart entered a turkey gobbler

;

C. W. Tinling, a cat; Captain Robertson, a ter-
rier, and H. N. Kittson, a rooster. Each man
had his "animal" secured by a string, and the
object was to see who could "shoo" it 100
yards in the quickest time. While the prelimi-
naries were being arranged the rooster and
gobbler worked up an incipient "scrap," while
the terrier made breaks at the cat. Mr. Stewart
and his gobbler won easily. Captain Robertson
and his poodle coming in second. The rooster
made the course with difficulty, while the cat
bolted and was lost in the crowd.
One Mile Bicycle Race, 3.20 Class.—W. M.

Carman. Woodstock A. A. A., first; W. M.
Holtby, Toronto B. C, second by six yards

;

G. S. Dunn, Hamilton B. C, third
; E. Schmidt,

Rochester, o; W. B. Parr, Ottawa B. C, o; B.
Hulett, Port Huron, Mich, o; S. T. White,
Hamilton B. C, o; George B. Toye, Wanderers
B. C, o. The winner was never in trouble
from start to finish, but was afterwards dis-
qualified as not being eligible to the 3.20 class,
and the second and third men were placed first

and second by the judges. F. Brinker, of

Buffalo, was barred out, because he rode a
safety. Time, 3m. 3s.

One-half Mile Bicycle, Scratch.—W. W. Win-
dle, Berkeley A. C, first ; W. S. Campbell,
Berkeley A. C, second by twenty yards ; W.
H. C. Mussien, Montreal B. C, third, close up ;

E. O. Rasicoe, Woodstock A. A. A., o. Mussien
led for the first lap when Windle darted ahead
and showed the way to the finish. Time, im.
23l^s.
One Mile Tandem Safety.—C. S. Merrill and

Frank Brinker, of Buffalo, "walked over" in

the excellent time of 2m. 54j4s. Gassier and
Campbell had also entered, but Campbell had
just finished a race, and Gassier preferred to

save himself for a future event.
One Mile Bicycle Club Handicap.—Charles

Bews, 60 yards, first ; R. A. Robertson, scratch,

second by a yard ; B. Jay Arthur, 65 yards, o ;

W. A. Stewart, 60 yards, o. Time, 3m. 4s.

The race was won by a yard after a very close

contest.

Three Mile Lap Race.—W. W. Windle, Berke-
ley A. C, 29 points ; W. F. G. Class, B. A. C,
second, 15 points ; W. M. Carman, Woodstock
A. A. A., third, 14 points, and W. H. C. Mus-
sien, Montreal B. C, o; Time, gm. 26J^s.
One Mile Obstacle Race.—The competitors

ran one-half a lap, climbed a hurdle, then ran
their machines on the big wheel only, mounted
and rode half a lap, then dismounted and rode
home with the small wheel in front. Several of

the contestants came to grief in this race.

Edwards got a long lead at the start, but Welch
caught and passed him and lead to the finish.

The result being as follows : A. Edwards,
Toronto B. C, first; A. S. Welch. Toronto B.

C, second; S, White, Hamilton, B. C, o; H.
Beemer, Toronto B. C., o ; and T. A. Beament,
Ottawa B. C, o. Time, 4m.
One Mile Safety, Scratch.—F. Gassier, Berke-

ley A. C, first; P. F. Ross, Wanderers B. C,
second, close up ; Frank Brinker, Buffalo, o

;

W. Schumacher, Berkeley A. C, o. Time,
3m. i>^s.

Five-Mile Bicycle, Scratch.—W. Schumacher,
B. A. C, first ; D. Nasmith, Toronto B. C,
second ; Carman, Rosicoe and Class, o. Schu-
macher won this easily, but the time was not
reported.
The afternoon's sport was concluded with an

egg race, which was won by C. Hurnell, of
Toronto.

In the evening over 1,500 gathered at the
Armory to hear the concert, witness the fancy
drill and see the presentation of prizes. The
prizes were presented by Mrs. Gillard, wife of

the Hamilton Club's president, who distributed
them very gracefully. Mr. A. D. Stewart an-
nounced the names of the winners. As Windle
and other prominent riders went up for their

prizes they were received with hearty applause.
The exhibition drill was given by Geo. Orr,

J. Gerrie, A. Taylor, F. Foster, J. Price, F.
Brimer, A. Thompson and F. Hudson, of the
Wanderers Cluo. Arthur Doherty and Arthur
Knowlton gave a comedy performance on an
ancient wooden bicycle. The band performed
selections from late operas while the visitors

promenaded.
There were about 3,500 people in the Park,

and there probably would have been 5,000 had
the rain not fallen. Much of the success of the
meet is due to the efforts of Mr. A. D. Stewart,
of Hamilton. The officers were as follows :

Referee, Hal. B. Donly, Simcoe
;
judges, J.

H. Gerrie, W. Howard Chandler, Chas. W.
Tinling ; scorers, F. R. Close, Thomas Cook, J.

D. Laidlaw ; clerk of course, R. R. Simpson
;

assistants, J. A. Abbs, H. W. Philp, J. W. Bow-
man, R. M. Raw, W. J. Hobson, J. W. Nelson,
A. Hewitt ; timekeepers, H. N. Kittson, P. M.
Bankier, E. Mitchell ; starter, A. D. Stewart.

Marsden, 75 seconds, 8m. sis. ; Lockwood,
scratch, o ; Kroeber, 15 seconds, o. The last two
men were handicapped out of the race. The
prizes were an onyx clock, a cyclometer and a
silver napkin ring. The actual times are given.
Two Miles Safety Handicap— Reeves, 20 sec-

onds, 8m. r8s.; Burnham, 30 seconds, 8m. 31s.;

Pagan, scratch, 3d ; Holden, 45 seconds, 4th ;

Kroeber, 30 seconds, 5th. Prizes, a lantern and
a napkin ring. The clock and lantern were
presented by John Pagan, Sr., and the cyclom-
eter by Messrs. Holden and Dick.
The officers were : Starter and Timer, H. L.

Quick ; Scorer, A. W. Kingsbury
; Judges, Dr.

N. A. Warren and R. Eickemeyer, Jr.

NEW JERSEY DIVISION MEET.

ROAD RACES ON RIVERDALE
AVENUE.

The Yonkers Bicycle Club held two road
races on Riverdale Avenue, last Saturday after

noon, a two-mile handicap for ordinaries and a
two-mile handicap for safeties. The races were
run late in the afternoon, and were witnessed by
a number of cyclists, including some ladies,

who had wheeled down from Yonkers. The
course was a mile straightaway and return.
Two-Mile Ordinary Handicap—Dick, 35 sec-

onds, 8m. 4s. ; Burnham, 35 seconds, 8m. 7s.
;

BERGEN POINT, MAY 31, 2:30 P. M.—LIST OF

ENTRIES.

ONE-MILE ORDINARY CHAMPIONSHIP.

L. L. Clarke, B. A. C; Jas. B. Pearon, Vine-
land, N. J.; W. S. Campbell, B. A. C; W. F.

G. Class, B. A. C; Wm. Schumacher, B. A. C;
A. B. Rich, B. A. C; C. M. Murphy, K. C. W.;
W. F. Murphy. K. C. W.; F. G. Brown, N. J.

A. C; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C; S. B.
Bowman, N. J. A. C.

TWO-MILE ORDINARY CHAMPIONSHIP.

C.J. Iven, Rochester, N. Y.; L. L. Clarke,
B. A. C; J. B. Pearson, Vineland, N. J.; W. S.

Campbell, B. A. C; W. F. G. Class; B. A. C.

;

Wm. Schumacher, B. A. C. ; A. B. Rich, B. A.
C; C. M. Murphy, K. C. W.; W.' F. Murphy,
K. C. W.; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C; A. A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C.

FIVE-MILE ORDINARY CHAMPIONSHIP.

C. J. Iven, Rochester, N. Y.; L. L. Clarke.
B. A. C; Jas. B. Pearson, Vineland, N. J.; W.
S. Campbell, B. A. C; W. F. G. Class, B. A. C;
Wm. Schumacher. B. A.C.; A. B. Rich, B. A.C.;
C. M. Murphy, K. C. W.; W. F. Murphy. K. C.
W. ; L. A. Struck, Atalanta Wheelmen ; F. G.
Brown, N. J. A. C.; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J.
A. C; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C.

ONE-MILE SAFETY CHAMPIONSHIP.

W. S. Campbell, B. A. C; Wm. Schumacher,
B. A. C; A. B. Rich, B. A. C; W. F. Murphy,
K. C. W.; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C; A. A.
Zimmerman, N. J. A. C ; S. B. Bowman, N. J.
A. C.

TWO MILE SAFETY CHAMPIONSHIP.

W. S. Campbell, B. A. C; Wm. Schumacher,
B. A. C; A. B. Rich, B. A. C; W. F. Murphy,
K. C. W.; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C.; A. A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C.

FIVE-MILE SAFETY CHAMPIONSHIP.

W. S. Campbell, B. A. C; Wm. Schumacher,
B. A. C; A. B. Rich, B. A. C; W. F. Murphv,
K. C. W.; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C. ; A, A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C.

ONE-MILE TANDEM SAFETY CHAMPIONSHIP

S. L. Beals and Frank Plummer, Orange
Wanderers ; W. S. Campbell and A. B. Rich,
B. A. C; C. M. Murphy and W. F. Murphy-
substitute, W. C. Bayes, K. C. W.; A. A. Zim-
merman and S. B. Bowman—substitute, F. G.
Brown, N. J. A. C.

TWO-MILE TANDEM SAFETY CHAMPIONSHIP.

Sumner L. Beals and Frank Plummer, Orange
Wanderers ; W. S. Campbell and A. B. Rich,
B. A. C; C. M. Murphy and W. F. Murphy-
substitute, W. C. Bayes, K. C. W.; A. A. Zim
merman and S. B. Bowman— substitute, F. G.
Brown, N. J. A. C.

THREE-MILE TANDEM SAFETY CHAMPIONSHIP.

S. L. Beals and Frank Plummer, Orange
Wanderers ; W. S. Campbell and A. B. Rich
B. A. C. ; C. M. Murphy and W. F. Murphy-
substitute, W. C. Bayes, K. C. W. ; A. A. Zim
merman and S. B. Bowman—substitute, F. G.
B.-own, N. J. A. C.

ONE MILE ORDINARY HANDICAP.

Clarke, scratch ; Anthony, 40 ; C. M. Mur
phy, 40 ;

Brown, 60; Bowman, 60; Hesse, 60
Zimmerman, 60; Killmer, 80; Steves, 100
Oakes, 100; Pearson, 120; Roberts, 130
Struck, 140.

ONE-HALF MILE SAFETY HANDICAP.

W. F. Murpl}y, scratch ; Zimmerman, 20
Bowman, 40 ; Hesse, 40 ; Brown, 40 ; Allgaier
40 ; Gilbert, 75 ; Clemens, 75 ; Dayr 100,
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ONE MILE SAFETY HANDICAP.

W. F. Murphy, scratch ; Zimmerman, 40 ;

Bowman, 70 ;
Hesse, 70 ; Brown, 70 ; AUgaier,

75; Matthews, 130; Coggeshall. 130; Darmer,

140; Clemens, 150; Day, 175.

ONE-HALF MILE ORDINARY HANDICAP.

Anthony, scratch ; Brown, scratch ; C. M.
Murphy, scratch; Hesse, 10; Bowman, 20;
Oakes, 30 ; Zimmerman, 30; Steves, 30; Kill-

mer, 30; Hall, 40; Roberts, 50.

The order of events will be as follows : one
mile bicycle championship ; one-half mile safety

handicap ; one mile tandem safety champion-
ship ; one-half mile bicycle handicap ; one mile

safety championship; two miles ordinary cham-
pionship ; one mile safety handicap ; two miles

tandem championship ; one mile bicycle handi-

cap ; two miles safety championship ; five miles

bicycle championship ; five miles safety cham-
pionship and three miles tricycle championship.

THE NEW MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL
TRACK.

All arrangements have been completed for a

'fine quarter of a mile bicycle track to be laid

midway between the cities of Minneapolis and
St. Paul and to be opened in July. T. W. Eck,
who has been working on the details of the

affair, has secured the names of some of the

leading citizens of both cities, who will act as a
board of directors, and a first-class athletic park
will be laid out which will embrace a quarter-
mile bicycle track, a fiive-lap running path, base-

bail diamond, cricket. Football and lacrosse
IV ill be the features. Elegant grand stands and
club-house will be built and a twelve-foot fence
V. ill inclose the grounds. The bicycle track will

be built of 2x6-inch boards, planed on the top
side and laid lengthwise on 4 x 4 joists, to be
twenty feet wide two thirds distance and twenty-
five feet down the homestretch, with corners
raised so as to allow a rider to obtain his fullest

speed. It w^ill no doubt be the fastest quarter-
mile track in the world.
As there is no regular bicycle track in this

racing district, no doubt the district champion-
ships will be run on this track. The clubs here
are taking great interest, and no doubt this sec-

lion will have a bicycle boom.
F. S. Heath, who is on the racing board of

this district, was seen last night, and he will

call a meeting at once to decide about the dis-
trict championships, when all the riders will be
notified in the district. Some open events will

be added, and local events, for which our crack
riders will train for.

An endeavor will be made to form a Fall cir-

cuit to include Chicago, Peoria, Omaha and
Minneapolis. This would give Eastern riders
a great chance to win medals and fame for one
fare, and if such a scheme could be arranged it

would bring together all the best riders in
America, as the cities named can afford to
give some valuable prizes, which would be an
inducement for the fast riders to train for.

Ball Head.
Minneapolis, May 25, 1889.

A TRANS-CONTINENTAL TRAVELER.

Amongst those present at Crawfordsville
during the 100 mile race last Saturday was
Mr. F. E. Weaver, the New Haven, Conn.,
rider, who is en route to San Francisco awheel.
He had heard of the race while in Indianapolis,
and taken the train from there. Mr. Weaver is

purely on pleasure bent, having, although
favored by good roads for the most part,
covered but 1,300 miles in the 34 days that he
has been en route. He is stopping at all points
of interest, riding leisurely, and when he
reaches the sand and deserts of the Far West has
no idea of trying for record, but will patronize
the railroads instead. In Colorado he expects
10 be joined by the Rogers brothers, of Mill-
buty, Mass., who are also en roiite across the
continent.
Weaver rides an Eagle, and is a pleasant, re-

served young fellow of 20 or thereabouts. He
is smoothfaced and tanned a healthy brown, is

of light build and hardly more than 5 feet 4
inches in height.
He returned to Indianapolis on Sunday to re-

sume his trip the next morning. The next
important point on his route was St. Louis.

Bkttsy B.

THE WOODSTOCK MEET.

The Woodstock Amateur Athletic Association

celebrated Her Majesty's birthday on an exten-

sive scale on Monday, May 25. The attendance

at the athletic grounds was about 6.000, who

stood the several showers, and in the afternoon

were rewarded by an excellent day's sport. The

sporting programme was varied, and consisted

of a baseball match, bicycle races and athletic

games. The bicycle portion of the programme

was as follows : Prize for the club with the

largest number of representatives, a handsome

president's chair, was awarded to the Wander-

ers, with twenty-one riders. The second prize,

a pair of bronze figures, going to the Torontos,

with twenty riders. The other clubs repre-

sented besides the Woodstock, who did not

compete for the attendance prizes, were the

Forest City B. C, of London ; the Stratford B.

C, Brantford B. C, Hamilton B. C, Sarnia B.

C, Ottawa B. C. and the Montreal B. C. In

addition to these clubs there were a large num-
ber of unattached riders. The feature of the

day's sport was Windle's riding, the half-mile

scratch race being won in the very fast time of

rm. i6^s.
summary of events.

One-Mile Novices, for Road Machines Only.

—

Harry Skinner, Ottawa, first ; C. A. J. Welch,
Toronto, second, by a wheel ; Jas. Wood, Tor-
onto, third, by fifteen yards. Time, 3m.
23 4-5S.

One-Half Mile Bicycle, Open.— W. W. Win-
die, first ; W. S. Campbell, second and E. O.
Rasicoe, third. Rasicoe started to lead from the

pistol shot, and led down the backstretch of the

last lap, when Windle ran past him and a few
seconds later Campbell gave him the good-by.
Despite Campbell's efforts to get up to Windle,
he was beaten by a couple of yarJs, Rasicoe
being beaten off by 10 yards. Time, im. i6J^s.,

the previous Canadian record being im. 23 1-53.

One-Mile Bicycle, Open.—Windle, first

;

Campbell, second, by a few yards ; Carman, of

Woodstock, third, and Rasicoe, fourth. Time,
2m. 49>^s.
Two Miles, 6:20 Class.—W. M. Carman, first

;

C. J. Iven, of Rochester, second ; D. Nasmith,
of Toronto, o; W. H. C. Mussien, Montreal, o

;

G. M. Holtby, Toronto, o ; and G. S. Dunn, of

Hamilton, o. Time, 6m 2^s.
One-Mile Handicap.—E. O. Rasicoe, 50 yards,

first ; W. F. G. Class, 70 yards, second ; W. M.
Carman, 90 yards, third. Time, 2m. 45s. Rasi-
coe won by ten yards.
Two-Mile County Championship.—W. How-

ell, Woodstock, first ; J. W. Smith, Woodstock,
second. Time, 6m. 58 3-5S.

Five Miles Bicycle Handicap.—W. W. Windle,
scratch, first ; C. I. Iven, 350 yards, second, by
five yards ; W. M. Carman, 350 yards, third, by
five yards ; W. Schumacher, 220 yards, o ; W.
F. G. Class, 300 yards, o. Carman and Iven set

out at a rapid pace. Windle did his first half-

mile in im 2IS., and the mile in 2m. 47s. At
one and three-quarter miles t'ne field were
bunched. Windle accomplished two miles in

5m. 44 2-5S. Rasicoe retired on the tenth and
Class on the eleventh lap. At three miles Win-
dle and Schumacher were on even terms, Win-
dle's time being 8m. 47s. Four miles were in

iim. 46^s., and the five miles in 14m. 40 45s.,

breaking the Canadian record by to 1-5S.

One-Mile Open, Safety.—Schumacher, first
;

P. F. Ross, Toronto, 20 yards, second ; and
Class, 20 yards, third. Time, 2m. 59s.

One-Mile, Open to Perth County Riders.—Dr.
Robertson, first ; S. M. Johnson, second ; C. S.

Welch, third ; and Stanley Day, fourth.
The officers of the meet were : Referee, Hal.

B. Donly, Simcoe. Judges of bicycle races, T.
A. Beaman, Ottawa ; Louis Rubenstein, Mon-
treal

; J. H. Chandler and F. F. Beard, Toronto.
Timekeepers, C. A Simpson, Hamilton ; Fred.
Foster, Toronto

; J. G. Hay, Woodstock.
Starter, W. A. Karn, Woodstock. Scorers, Jas.
Vance, Ingersoll ; W. F. Wilson, Woodstock.
Judges of foot races, Warren Totten, Q. C; W.
G. McKay, James Canfield, and James Suther-
land, M. P. Clerk of entries, Malcolm Douglas.
Clerks of course, E. W. Nesbitt and S. Wood-
roofe. Umpires, A. S. Ball and Geo. Douglas.

Timt
34 4-5

THE CANADIAN RECORDS.

Amateur.
Distance. Name. Place,

a fly;ing start Windle Woodstock
M mile Windle Woodstock 1.16 1-2

K without hands Williams Woodstock 1.364-5
1 mile Foster Woodstock 2.42 1-5

2 miles Windle Woodstock 5.44 25
3 miles Windle Woodstock 847
4 miles Windle Woodstock 11 46 1-2

5 miles Windle Woodstock 14.40 4-5

THE CENTURY RUN.

The next meeting of the Century Run Com-
mittee will be held at Hamblin Hotel, 148 Cham-
bers Street, New York, on Wednesday, June 4,
when final arrangements will be made. From
the present indications it looks as though this

run is going to be the largest on record. Cap-
tain Dalsen, of the Century Wheelmen of Phil-
adelphia, has informed the committee that at

I least fifty men from that city will come on and
participate in the run. The Brooklyn Bicycle

I

Club have sixteen on the list, whereas last year
j
they only had eight, and all other clubs are run-

I ning proportionately ahead of their last year's

j

list.

I
From the present outlook it is probable that

' 200 wheels will be in line. Dr. Kinch, of the

j

Union County Wheelmen of Westfield, N. J.,

has sent an invitation to the riders to stop at his
place long enough for refreshments. The

I

doctor's invitation is the third that have been

j

received, and the riders will therefore get three
! lunches before dinner—one at Westfield, one at

Plainfield and another at Somerville.

FATAL ACCIDENT TO A CYCLIST.

John W. Rolloson, the telegraph operator who
won the second prize in the recent telegraphic
tournament, died last Thursday at the Seney
Hospital in Brooklyn, from the effects of in-

juries he received while riding a bicycle. The
accident occurred on Saturday morning, near
the junction of Flatbush Avenue and Prospect
Place, Brooklyn. Mr. Rolloson was riding
across the former street, toward Seventh Aven-
ue, w'nen he was run into by one of the wag.
ons of the Chicago Beef Company, knocked off

his bicycle, and severely injured about the head.
He was attended by Ambulance Surgeon Came-
ron, and removed to the Seney Hospital. A cut
over the left eye was the only external injury,
and this rapidly healed, and on Tuesday Mr.
Rolloson was removed to his home at 580
Pacific Street. He had a relapse on Wednesday
night, and yesterday morning was brought back
to the hospital. He soon became unconscious,
and died within a few hours. He was 31 years
old, and married. He was the night manager
of the Postal Telegraph Company's Office at 187
Broadway, and was regarded as one of the most
expert operators in the country.

Canadian Notes.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Wheel-
men's Association will be held in the City of
Ottawa June 30 and July i. On the morning of

Donninion Day a grand parade will take place
of all the wheelmen, and in the afternoon, at
the Athletic Grounds, the following races will

be decided : Two miles, green, open ; four
prizes. One mile, championship ; one prize.

Three miles, safety wheel, open ; two prizes.

One mile, 3:20 class ; three prizes. Half mile
without hands ; two prizes. Two hundred
and twenty yards, foot race ; two prizes. Five
miles, championship ; one prize. Half mile, run
and ride ; two prizes One mile, safety cham-
pionship ; one prize. Half mile dash ; two
prizes. Three miles, roadster ; three prizes.
Half mile foot race; two prizes. Five miles,
open ; two prizes. Entries close June 24.

The officers of the Sarnia, Ont., Bicycle Club
for the coming year are : President, R. T.
Geary ; Vice-President, R. D. Scott ; Secretary-
Treasurer, George Stepler ; Captain, W. B.
Clark, Jr.; First Lieutenant, Sam Hitchcock;
Second Lieutenant, John Mackenzie; Bugler,
John Bailie ; Standard-bearer, Chas. Macken-
zie, Jr.

The Capital Club, of Washington, have just leased a fine
piece of ground on the 'Virginia side of the Potomac River,
near the Aqueduct Bridge. It is about five acres in extent,
and the club proposes to lay out a base-baU diamond, tennis
courts and a oicycle track,
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MR. OLDFIELD MAKES A CORREC-
TION.

Baltimore, Md., May 27, '90.

Editor of The Wheel :

I note in The Wheel of May 23, under the

caption of " Hill-Climbing at Baltimore," that

the gentleman signing himself " Echo " is given

to echoing false assertions without any ground
whatever, except to satisfy his own interests

concerning my Star wheel, on which I have be-

fore that date and since raked in the hill-climbing

records for Baltimore. I herewith enclose a

statement of a committee who have examined
my wheel as to gear, etc , I trust you will do me
the courtesy to correct Echo's statement as re-

gards the gear of my wheel.
Very truly yours,

John F. Oldfield.

MR. OLDFIELD'S bicycle GEARED OVER SIXTY
INCHES.

Baltimore. Md., May 27, 1890.

We, the undersigned, have carefully examined
the Star Bicycle ridden by John F. Oldfield up

. Power Hill Path, and up the hills of the streets

from Monument to Lexington inclusive, from
Calvert to Charles, and find that said wheel is

geared over sixty (60) inches on its lowest gear,

and has three higher gears to which it can be

changed instantly without the use of a tool or

turning a nut or screw :

J. H. Arthur, 118 and 120 S. Charles Street.

B. A Reid, 346 N. Charles Street.

B. F. Stonebraker. 318 N. Gay Street.

John P. Sullivan, 336 N. Charles Street.

Al. S. Eberman.Holiiday and Saratoga Streets.

L. C. Kenton, corner HoUiday and Saratoga
Streets.

John T. Carter, no W. Saratoga Street.

Wm. E. Fells, 872 W. Lombard Street.

J. A. Lowekamp, 200 W. Saratoga Street.

W. S. Twilley, D. D. S., 309 N. Eutaw Street.

H. A. Fells. 872 W. Lombard Street.

[We gladly give Mr. Oldfield space for correc-

tion. We wish to correct him on one point, how-
ever. We wish him to understand that no cor-

respondent of The Wheel is ever permitted, as

far as close supervision can prevent, to make
the paper his personal organ, be he racing man,
road rider, or engaged in the trade. It is true

that correspondents make misstatements, but

they have largely to rely on indirect information
and on hearsay, which they take for fact, and
state it as such.

—

Ed.]

K. C. W. Notes.

Tre Captains' circular and road card for June have been
sent out, and those who cannot tind what they want in the
way of runs, etc., are hard to please The " Laniern
Parade," on the 25th, and the " Ninth Annual Race Meet,"
on the 28th, will, of course, be the events, but, from the

way the runs have been attended of late, it is fair to pre-

sume that the very complete programme laid out will no
more than satisfy the demand.
The 30th is upon us, and the " Race of Races " will soon

be among our list of reminiscences, which, by the way, is

attaining such bulk that a note book will soon have to bear

the burden, now trusted to memory, only. The men who are

gomg to win that race, hands down, number the full list of

entries, but ihose who keep one eye en Jack Bedford, K, C.

W., with ten minutes, will not be far from correct; sur-

prises, as usual, will be the order of the day, and those
whom we all expect to do wonders, are sure to ride as if to

finish next season would do, while some unknown will do
record time, and not know he is riding,

Tom Ha 1 says he will win the race, the record, and the
time cup ; in fact, he will accommodate all comers, and win
anything not out of his reach The fact is, Tom has joined
the " Robbers' Asssociation," and expects to be on the
train with the prizes.

What our boys will do at the District Championships is

hard to say. Charl Blurphy has had a bad fall, and is by no
manner of means in shape. White a hard race, of twenty
rive miles, the day before is not apt to put W. F. in sprint-

ing form.
Bayes is a dark horse as yet, and but little is expected of

him till later in the season. While Ferd. Hesse, who did so
well at Berkeley, has given up training, and will be seen no
more on the race path. We hope for, at least, a place in the
National^ but it looks dark. We wiU be there on the 31st,

though, and bring our voices.
Accidents to cyclists in the Park are of such frequent oc-

currance of late that no surprise to expressed when the
latest victim to reckless driving appears, with ruined wheel

and br- ises galore. That somethine should be done to put
a s'op to such things, and that at once, goes without saying.
The fault lies with the drivers, say the wheelmen. N w,
prove this in one or two damage suits, and the chances are
that we call once more enjoy our spins, and not have to be
on the conti: ual jump for fear of being the next to bite the
dust. The drivers are not always in fault, for many men on
wheels appear to think that both sides of the road are for
them, and them only. If the club Captains would only see
that all members observe the rules of the road, the number
of accidents will be found to materially decrease. In the
absence of Mr. Bowdish, McLaren will have full charge
of the billiard tourney. A. H. Smith still holds che lead,
with four games to his credit, and none lost.

Ram Lal.

The Pennsylvania newspapers are making a pood many
paragraphs out of the marriage of Miss Vermont Foreman,
of Carlisle, and Elmer Wagner, of the saire city, who are
taking a honeymoon trip on a tandem tricycle.

The Philadelphia Mercury, of May 25, makes up two
columns of cycling from The Wheel and Cycuno Tradb
Review.

Col. Albert A. Pope tendered the employees of his Boston
office a reception on Tuesday, May 20, it being the Colonel's
forty-seventh birthday.

E P. Pillsbury and a number of members of the Massa-
chusetts Club rode to Brockton on Sunday. Captain Read
and Secretary Ryder of the same club started on Thursday
to ride to the Worcester Meet. They intend to spend the
evening at Waschusett, and ride next day through Fitch-
burg and Leominster.

A. C. Batchelder rode from his home in Allstonto New-
port, R. I , and return on Sunday, May 17. The 116 miles
were covered in fifteen hours.

The one-mile bicycle race will be a feature of the inter-
scholastic sports, which will be held, June 7, at Holmes'
Field, Cambridge, Mass. The entries in the event are: C.
A. Fenner, Worcester ; Philip James, H pkinston ; and n!
Sayles, Worcester.

A feature of the Inter-Collegiate Games, which are to be
held at Berkeley Oval on Saturday, will be the 2-mile bicycle
race, for which the following men have entered : Columbia
G. A. Beckwith, H. Hall, Jr., and G. B. Van Riper-
Amherst, H. B. Hallock and F. A. Delabarre ; Lehieh j'

S. Reigle ; Yale, F. A. Clark, W. W. Weare, E. R. Lawsoii
and R. B. Wade ; Harvard, P. W. Davis, T. Barrom, W.
Greenleaf and R. H. Davis.

VAN wagoner in HARD LUCK.

Indianapolis, May 24.—Van Wago- er won the 100-mile
bicycle race in 12 hours, arriving here at 10:23 to-night in an
exhausted condition. During the last ten miles he en-
countered a cyclone, and walked four miles over fallen

I trees

.

TRACING FROM A STAINED GLASS WINDOW IN AN OLD ENGLISH CHURCH.
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BALTIMORE.

ASPHALT IN BALTIMORE.

An ordinance has passed the City Council, and has been

»iened by the Mayor, to pave Mcrullough Street from Bid-

die Street to Druid Hill Parle with asphalt blocks. This
will, when finished, form an excellent means of reaching

the Park from the centre of the city.

Another ordinance has been passsd, and only awaits the

sienature of the Mayor to become a law, this is to reauire

all persons over fifteen years of ape to carry a lighted

lamp on any kind of bicycle or velocipede after dark. This
is generally conceded to be a good measure, as it will pre-

vent numerous collisions in the parks, not only between
wheelmen themselves, but also between wheelmen and
drives of horses.
There has been still another petition offered in the Toun-

cil, praying for the privilege of the use of the sidewalks for

wheelmen in the Twenty-first and Twenty-second Wards
during daylight, and only by riders whose front wheels
measure 32 inches less

On the 22d inst Mr. John Oldfield, starting at the corner

o{ Calvert and Monument Streets, climbed all of the hills

six times, until he I'eached Mulberry Street hill, where he
made his first dismount. He afterwards climbed several

more hills, making in all nineteen hills, but he made two
dismounts. Two days before Henry Dietz climbed eight-

een, without any dismounts. On the 2sth Henry Dietz

climbed the Tower Path Hill four times, he being the first

man to climb it on a crank machine, his mount being a

olumbia Light Roadster Safety. The only other person

who claims to have climbed this hill is Mr. Oldfield, who
did it on a Star.
The Chesapeake Wheelmen celebrated their anniversary

on the 2ist by a huge smoker, i o say that they made a
success of it is putting it rather mild. The programme
which was carried out was the best that it has ever been
our lot to witness at a cycle club entertainment. Among
those present were representatives from nearly all the

clubs in the State. Ekoh.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

TRIP AWHEEL FROM WASHINGTON TO NEW YORK.

Clarence Shaw, C. H. Carfield and Ed Terry, three
mtmbers of the Crescent Cycle Club, of Washington, have
just completed arrangements for a trip to New York. They
will leave Washington at 3 o'clock on the morning of June
2, and expect to make the "run 10 New York in three days,
and, remaining in that city for two weeks, will return by

1

wheel. They will be accompanied as far as Baliimore by
|

the other mtmbers of the club, where they will be given a
great send-off. '

Messrs. Hanson and Sliipsey, N. V. B. C, rode to White
Plains on Sunday, covering sixty-six miles. The roads were

I

pair shop at the factory

The New York Bicycle Club will hold five-mile handicap
road races on several Saturday afternoon* during the sum-
mer season The first race will be held June 7, on ihe
Broadway course. The men who are placed will receive
points, and the total number of points in the series of races
will govern the allotment of the prizes.

Mr. Lucas, of Monmouth, Oregon, one of the Rlwel'
Tourists, IS in town.

A BICYCLE THiEi' ji;g<;ed.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have had ihe satisfactinn of catching
a thief, who stole two n w Columbia Safeties from their
Hartford factory Both wheels were brought to New York,
and sold to two dealers at seventy dollars. The thitf
proved to be George Steele, one of the employees in the re-

He was arrested and sentenced a

JERSEY CITY.

That C. E. Kluge will not race in the twenty-five mile

race is a big disappointment to the whe ling world, is as-

sured from the number of letters he has received, wanting
to know if he was going to race sure : if so, " they would
be there." But, observing the old maxim, " business be-

fore pleasure," keeps harlie out, but if ih. 30m. is beaten,

then it will be a " new record before business."

Eldridge will give a good account of himself, and " Jean "

Smith is expected to hold his handicap.
The following runs for May and June have been arranged

by Captain Day : May 30, Irvington course ; after dinner
at Irvington House, to Plainfield, to banquet and theatre.

May 31, to the races at Bergen Point.

Moonlight Runs—June 2, South Orange ; June 3, Staten
Island ; June 4, Eagle Rock.
Afternoon Runs—June 21, Millburn ; first race for road

officers' cup.
( onsolidated Runs—June 8, with Long Island Wheelmen

on Long Island.
June 22, Pompton, N. J. The Brooklyn Bicycle Club,

New York Bicycle Club, Englewood Wheelmen and Ber-
gen County W heelmen will take this run with the H. C. W.
A very large time is expected
The first "Consolidated Run" was taken with the

Englewood Wheelmen, on May 18. From all reports, a
very enjoyable time was had.

I am told by Captain Day that all the clubs of New York
and Brooklyn, with the exception of the K. C. W., have
taken hold of the " consolidated " idea, heart and soul.

That it will be a big success there is no doubt.
W illie Korth, champion of Glendale Kill, will try for the

road officers' cup. Keep your eye on him, Kluge !

About twtnty of iheH. C. W. will take in the Century
Run
" Bob " McAra will ride a " unicycle

"

Ed. McLaughlin says he intends to keep the " Benedict

"

medal. W ake up ! Day and Robertson.
The boys will give Fred.Keer a rousing send-off on June

4, when he leaves for Europe on a three months' trip.

Mosquito.

MINNEAPOLIS.

A writer to the Minneapolis Tribune estimates the num-
ber of cyclists in that city to be 7 o.

The Minneapolis Bicycle Club was organized by twenty
riders in January, 1885. Among the founders were E. A.
Savage, W. Pauly, A. J. Bletchen, Jr., E. G. Hale and J.

R. Stockdale. The club leased rooms at 21 iH NiccJlet

Avenue, and the captain was E A. Savage. At the end of

the season of 1885 the Mercury Club, which had been the
only rival of the Minneapolis Club, disbanded, and from
that time the M. B. C. grew rapidly in membership. In

January, 1889, the club moved into larger quarters at 416

Nicollet Avenue, which were fitted up in an elegant man-
ner The membership roll that Spring showed over fifty

members. Colie Bell was captain and A. M Buchannan
was president. Later in the season J. R. Stockdale was
elected captain, vice Mr. Bell, resigned, on account of

leaving Minneapolis.
In March of this year the club was again compelled to

move to larger quarters, 55 Fourth Street, South. At the
time of the removal the membership list of the club was
overhauled, and only the more active members were
retained.
The membership now exceeds thirty and includes the

following well-known track scorchers : Grant Bell. Henry
Schroeder. E. J. Hill, Elmer A. Savage and Wm. E.
Walsh. The officers of the club are: A. M. Buchannan,
President ; H. B. Dornberg, Secretary ; G. R. Bickley,

Captain: E. J. Hale, First Lieuten-nt, and Wm. £.
Walsh, Second Lieutenant. Club runs are held every
Thursday evening, and Sundays a country tour is the order
of the day The present season promises to be a very
lively one in racing events, and with the talent possessed
by the M. B. C. it is a foregone conclusion that the "red
and old gold " will be first under the wire in many of the
races. Grant Bell, once more an amateur, and Wm. E.
Walsh are entered in several of the races to be held in Chi-
cago next month. A series of races and a lantern parade
are among the events proposed by this organization to take
place during the summer.

hot and sandy.

F. E. Weaver, who is riding across the Continent was
reported at Indianapolis on Friday last.

|

The > ew Jersey Meet Committee ha^e changed the date
!

of the parade fr^^m Saturday morning to Friday, at i p. m.
j

It would have been a much better plan to have called a
j

Division run to the road race, after which the New Jersey
men could have taken five hundred cyclisis over to Plain-

field : fed them at 2:30, and have a pjrade at 4:30, which
would have indured the men to remain over, and crowd the

Pla nfield Opera House.

The Riverside Wheelmen have a "Twilight Division,"
who appear on the diive about 7 p. m., and ride around the
circle until dark.

The West End Bicycle Club, of Rochester, will hold a
meet at the Rochester Driving Park on Decoration Day.
One of the events will be a quarter-mile bicycle race for

girls under fifteen years of age,

Mr. T. H. B. Varney, a prominent San Francisco dealer,

has been East for the past few weeks.

Kirk Brown was in town on Friday last trying to buy up
some old and new wheels, and looking after business ge. er-

ally.

Dr. Drake, of the White Cycle Company, was in town on
Friday last.

The Warwick Cj cle Mfg. Co. held a reception at Armory
Hall, Springfield, on Friday evening last. About twenty-
five spick and span new Warwicks were on exhibition. All

the professional men in town were invited to inspect the

machines, and not a few rode them around the Hall. Dur-
ing the exh bit music was furnished by a band.

The League renewal list, of May 23, totaled 5,947, New
York leading with 900; Massachusetts, 848 ; Pennsylvaiia,

607 ; Illinois, 527. and Connecticut, 425.

A party will leave Haitford on June 8, at 9 a. m.. and
one leaves Bridgeport, at 4 p. H.,and another leaves Water-
bury, at 10 A. M., all riding toward the New Haven tou»na-
ment.

The Cortland Wheelmen will have a race meet at Cort-
land, N. Y., on May 30.

Dr. Wm. H. Emery was in town on Friday and Saturday
last. On Friday evening a meeting of the L. A. W. Execu-
tive Committee was held at Mr. Dunn's apartments, at

which some important League business was transacted, and
a Ihirough inspection made of the new League hand book,
which is shortly to be published. The Doctor reports that

Massachusetts will surely lead New ^ ork this season, and
triumphantly refers to the fact that in the last Bulletin, the
numbt r of applications tor Massachusetts 1 ad New York by
twenty. The Doctor returned home, via Fall River Line,
on Saturday night.

The town of Wellesley, Mass.. has commenced an active
campaign against sidewalk ridi.ig. A wheelman was re-

cently fined $10 for utilizing the sidewalk in preference to

the road

.

The Wheelmen of Central Pennsylvania expect to have a
big time at Sunbury on Decoration Day. The programme
will consist of a five-mile run over a level road from Sun-
bury to Selin's Grove, at 9 o'clock in the morning ; a parade
at II o'clock. In the afternoon there will be a five mile
road race and a hill-climb'ng contest for the championship
of Central Pennsylvania. Sunbury is the county seat of

Northumberland County, and is situated on the Susque-
hanna River, fifty-einht miles from Harrisburgh.

K. C. W. RUNS FOR JUNE.

Captain W. F. Murphy has announced the following
runs for June: 1st, 9 a h., Baih Beach

;
3d, 8:30 p. m.,

moonlight run down the road ; 8th, 9 a. m., Roslyn, L. I..

14th and 15th, Century Run; 22d, 8 a. m., Tarrytown, N.
Y.; 25th, lantern parade and stag of the K. C. W.; 28th,

annual meet at Washington Park, and 29th, Coney Island.

The Manhattan Club had a moonlight run in the Park on
Wednesday night. The Captain has called a club lun to the
road race, and the members will afterwards dine at Bloom-
field.

At the Athletic Games of the Schuylkill Navy A. C, of
Philadelphia, to be held at the grounds of the University of

Pennsylvania, 37th and Spruce Streets, on June 14, at 2:30
p. M , there will be a one and two-mile bicycle handicap,
the prizes being gold and silver medals. Entries close,

June 7, with Edward Mulligan, 1628 Arch Street, Philadel-
phia.

A tournament is to be held at Carthage, N. Y., on June 25

The Des Moines, la.. Cycling Club holds a road race on
Decoration Day.
At the spring games of the Southern Athletic Club, of

New Orleans, held at Audubon Park, on May 24, a two-
mile bicycle race was decided, as follows: W. C. Grivot,
first, 3m. 20S.; F. Campbell, second, 3m. 25s.; W. R.
Peete, third ; F. M. Leake, fourth; R. Korndorffer, Jr.,

o; H. F. Foster, o; C. W. Bogel.o; L. H. Plough, o, and
C. M.Shute, o Grivot is President of the Louisiana.
Cycling Club.

The Nominating Committee cf the New York State Di-
vision, L. A. W., has renominated the present officers, and
they will stand for election for another year.

The attention of cycle dealers is called to Mr. S. B Call's

supporter, which is advertised in our columns. This sup-
porter has long been used by cyclists, and bicycle agents
will find it to their advantage to communicate with the
manufacturer.

Messrs. Holmes & Co. call special attention to their
ribbed knee pants. The goods manufactured by this con-
cern are of fine patterns and of the best material, and
are all patented. If you wish to have a complete list of bi-

cycle outfittings send for their catalogue.

few days ago. The numbers of the wheels were 8,174 and
8,184.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club has sent an invitation to all

wheelmen in Brooklyn to join them in their Decoration Day
run to (he Irvington-Millburn Road Race.

For a plain, substantial and healthy dinner, served any
Sunday between 12 and 2, we commend local cyclists to the
Fordham Hotel, the proprietor of which is a genial Irish-

man of the name of Phil. Duffey Mine host welcomes
cyclists, gives them the freedom of his parlors, and sends
them away rejoicing, and without robbing them. The
hotel IS a good stop-over place on the ride from New York
City over to the Westchester District.

At the annual sports of the Southern Athletic Club, held
at New Orleans, May 17, the one-mile bicycle event was
won by W. C. Grivot.

The Scottish Cyclist takes exception to the fact that Mr.
G. Lacy Hillier, in an article contributed to an English
magazine, uses the personal pronoun I " no less than seven
times in the last paragraph." Such criticism is unfair and
meaningless The personal promun will be always found
in clo.'e connection with all men who think belter and faster
than the average man, and the greater the thinker, the more
often the pronoun bobs up serenely. And, by the way, we
notice inci 'entally that Robert Louis Stevenson, whom the
New York Sun refers to as " A supreme literary genius,"
uses the pronoun I 128 limes in a three-column article.

With all your faults, G. L., we love you still; and, more so
still than otherwise.

A. Williams, of the Manchester Bicycle Club, recently
finished second at a twenty-five-mile road race handicap.
Williams rode from scratch in the excellent timeof ih.3i^m

The Keys'one Bicycle Club will have a run over the
National Pike, to-day. May 30, returning via steamer on
the Monongahela River, and through the beautiful valley

of the same name
The Milwaukee WheelTien have arranged for a unique

celebration on May 36, on which day they wi I take a Grand
Union Run tJ White Fish Bay, starting at 4 v. m. After
the run, a b .nquet will be held in the evening. The wind-
up will be a " Home run along the lake shore b/moonl ght.'

The English N. C. U. has given permission to E. Dervil

a French amateur, to compete on the English path during

1890, under certain conditions, as there is no distinction bt-

tween the French amateur and professional. Monsieur
Dervil is the first French amateur cyclist.

The St. Louis pony tournament, which was announced
for last Saturday, was completely knocked out by the rain,

and the committee postponed it until some future time, the

date of which has not yet been d.:cided.

Dan Canary is traveling, for the Overman Whe el ( r m
pany.

CRAWFORDSVILLE JOTTINGS.

For pure, unadulterated brass, the baggage
men of the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago

Railway, otherwise the " Monon Route," are

entitled to a whole box of gumdrops of the same
plasteric sort that the train butcher deals in.

The Chicago party which left Saturday night

via the Monon for the Crawfordsville race have

good reason to remember this. Shortly after

leaving Lafayette the baggage man came into

the coach for "25 cents for each one of them
six bisickles." " Usual charge," he said, when
questioned ; but just the same when asked for a

receipt he declined to give it, and finally, find-

ing himself cornered, came around with a " well,

it's usual to give the baggage men a quarter for

taking eare of them." ("Taking care," for-

sooth.) He got one solitary quarter.

On the return journey the same game was
worked, and on the refusal to pay to the b. m.
without obtaining a receipt, the conductor had
something to say about "orders" and "not
having orders." and when told that the same
dodge had been worked on the out trip, he grew

warm under the collar at the insinuation and re-

marked that no wheels would be taken off his

train until paid for. When Chicago was
reached, however, there was neither conductor,

baggageman, or any one else on hand to say

one word or prevent the removal of the wheels.

It is extremely tiresome, this sort of business,

and should be reported and choked off whenever

it crops up. If the trainmen do not know their

orders, the officials should post them. If it is a

plain case of bluff, as is apparent, there is also

a move open for the railroad heads. To the

chief consul, Davis, and the general passenger

agent of the Monon the matter is respectfully

referred. If dates, trains and any futher par-

ticulars are wanted they can be furnished by

any member of the party, or by the undersigned,

who can be reached in care of The Wheel.
Bettsv B.
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ECOSSAIS" CYCLES.

We reproduce below some specifications and cuts of these cycles, which are manufactured
by the celebrated stamping concern, George Townsend & Co., of Hunt End, Redditch, England.
This concern commenced negotiations for placing their wheels on the American market early

this year, but owing to the severe illness of Mr. George Townsend the company were unable to

proceed, and it is only at this late day that they are piitting them before the American riders.

The company are known all over the world as cycle part manufacturers, and the machines under
consideration are made entirely at their factory, with every part interchangeable and of the best

drop-forged steel stampings, After the machines are made they are subjected to a strain by
heavy-weight riders after which they are guaranteed.

The company have been manufacturing safeties for three years, but have made parts since
1868. They inform us that they were the first house that ever stamped a piece or part of a cycle
solely for the trade. The firm turns out eleven patterns for this season, as follows :

"ECOSSAIS" TELESCOPIC SAFETY.

No. I. An "Ecossais" diamond safety, built of double tubes braced at each angle, with

frame light and rigid, and tangent wheels ; weight, 35 lbs. ; wheels, 28 or 30 inches ; ^ or ^
rubber tires ; balls to all parts, including pedals ; finished in black enamel and nickel plate. This
is listed on the other side at ;i^20. Of this machine the Irish Cyclist and Athlete has the following

to say :
" We found ic an exceedingly comfortable machine, with the steering accurate and not

too sensitive. It runs easily and is a good hill-climber, and, in fact, is a strong, comfortable and
easy running roadster, and seems very free from side-slipping,"

No. 2. " Ecossais" Diamond Safety. This machine has 28 or 30 inch wheels, direct spokes,
solid steel back hub, balls to all parts and ^-inch rubber tires to wheels, spring socket, steering
with spring front forks and an anti-vibratory Townsend saddle. Built at 35 and 42 lbs. This
machine is listed at ;rf18.

No. 3. An " Ecossais" Telescopic Safety, cross frame, strongly braced and with other speci-

fications as in No. 2. Listed at ;^i8.

" ecossais" ladies' safety.

No. 4. An "Ecossais" Ladies Safety, of the same style as No. 2, except for the change of

gear and drop frame. Wheels, 28 inch^. Rubber tires, |^-nch. Balls to all parts. Finished in

plain black enamel and nickel plate. Price, £1%.
No. 5. A special telescopic safety with 28-inch wheels and J^-inch tires ; JEolus ball hubs

;

enamel and nickel plate. Price, ;^I4.

No. 6. Is a special Ivel neck pattern safety. Specifications same as No. 5, except for a dif-

ferent method of steering. Listed at £ia,.

No. 7. Special 28 or 30 inch safety. Listed
at £,\z.

No. 8. Special youths' safety, 26-inch wheels.
Listed at £\o.
No. 9. "Ecossais" Conqueror Tricycle for

juveniles. Listed at ;^I2.

No. 10. " Ecossais " Cripper Tricycle. Price,

^24.
In addition to the listof cycles the firm manu-

factures a number of frames, as the "A" and
"B" frame. "C" diamond frame and the
Cripper tricycle frame. In sundries, the con-
cern manufactures the Townsend saddle and the
New Conqueror saddle, also the Townsend Nos.
I and 2 headlamps. The concern especially de-

sire to correspond with American dealers and
importers.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[Reported especially for The Wheel and Cycling Tradh
Review by W. R. Auchinbaugh, patent attorney.
WashinKton. D. C.l

4»''-737— Bicycle ; A. L. Withers, Jr., Paterson, N J.,
assifrnor of one-half to B. R. Richardson, Brooklyn. Filed
August I, 1889.

428,88L.—Power transmitting mechanism for bcycles ;

Henry L. Braunfield, Allegheny, Pa. Filed Feb. 19, 1890.

428 919,— Bicycle pedal ; Adrian C. Laita, Friendship, N.
Y. Filed October 5, 1890.

428,<-,9i.— Bicvcle ; C. E. W. Woodward, Chicopee Falls,

and Chas. R. Overman. Boston, assignor to the Overman
Wheel Co.. Boston, Mass. Filed April 27, 1889.

ODDS AND ENDS.

The Boston Rovers held a run to South Nalick on Sunday.

A cycling club was organized at Westboro', Mass., last

week,

L. W. Hickok, traveler for the Pope Mfg. Co., is spend-
ing a few days at Boston.

The Melrose, Mass . Club took a run last Sunday to

Reading Centre, returning through Stoneham and Maiden.

The Kings Countjr Wheelmen will make the Windsor
Hotel, at Orange, their headquarters on the day of the race.

D. M. and S. W. Roeers, two cycling brothers of Mill-

burn, Mass., are wheeling acros? the Contine'^t, Thev were
the guests of the West End Bicycle Club, of Rochester, last

Tf ursdav evening They started on their westward trip on
Wednesday morning.

The marriage of Mr. H. E. Kf-nney, of the Citizens' Bi-

cvcle Club, and Miss Charlotte E Clements, is announced
to take place at Christ Church, Boulevaid and 71st Street,

on Wednesday, June 4, at 8 p. m.

Colonel Pope's address befnre the Convention of Carriage
Builders has atiracied the attention of a large number of

journals devoted to the carriage trade and the question of

highway improvement. Numerous articles have been the

result. "Wic Amesbury Vehicle, a high-class trade journal,

published at Amesbury, Mass., published an editorial in

its April number on the subject of highway improvement,
taking Colonel Pope's address as a text.

One of ex-Captain Marion's choicest treasures ornaments
the mantel in the K. C. W. parlor. It is nothing more nor
less ihm a stuffed game cock, who, in life, was a twenty
limes winner. The bird is the K. C. W. emblem of victory,

and when the club members are successful in a cup or team
race, the bird has a large time -being held aloft, while the
boys dance and war-whoop around him, drinking to

Bacchus the while.

Club captains, who visit the City of Churches, should
make a pilgrimage to the K. C. W. Club-house, and get a
peep at the arrangement of Captain Murphy's locker. 1 he
captain has a thousand and one things, which a hustling

captain of a scorching club should have. One of these
novelties is a tube com ected with some good fluid at the

bottom of the locker. When the cap 's proteges come in off

the load in an exhausted condition, the tube is in demand.

VONKERS BICVCLE CLUB.

TheYonkeis Bicycle Club has thirty-five members, and
club life is verv active, the members going out on the road

every Saturday afternoon and Sunday. The two-mile
safety and two-mile ordinary club championships was
decided on Saturday alternoon. May 24 on the Kingsbridge
Road. The club's live-m'le semi-anuual road race will be
held on Mav 31, on the Broadway course. The captain of

tne club is C. B. Lockwood and the secretary A. R. Tay-
lor. Among the active members are H. W. Pagan, E.
R Holden, R. J. Dick, C. P. Marsden, J G. Reeves, H.
H. Forsythe, E. R. Cole, J. J Lawrence and C. I.

Belknap. The leading agents ate Messrs HoUen & Dick.
Outside o( tliis firm, H. W. Pagan is agent for the Columbia
and C. S. Burnham is agent for the Victor.

Nearly every leading bicycle cata'ogue issued in this

country has, among the line of sundries, a representation of

the Cycle Brush Tool, a clever arrangement (.the invention

of a practical wheelman), and one which has had a great

sale with riders of the ordinary type machines during the

past two years. It is now being advertised as especially of

interest to Safety riders from ihe fact, that nothing equals

the tufted brush as a means of easily and quickly cleaning a
dusty, dirty or muddv chain By passing the s iff bristles

over the links ol a safety cliain the dirt is gone. By dipping

the brush into graphite, and pa-sing it over the cha.n and
sprockets, the graphite is thoroughly rubbed in, and is put

just where it will be found to do the most good The com-
bination of this brush, a screw-dIi^ er, spanner and sharp
point, all folding into the space of a mans fo'-efinger, will

commend itself to eveiy safety rider. The advertisement

will be found in thii paper.
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MARGUERITE.

Editor of Thk Wheel :

My thoughts after the perusal of "Pony's"
letter in your paper of the i6th inst. were that

the conditions of cycling must be entirely differ-

ent in New York to what they are here around
Boston. The removal of all the guards from a

lady's safety would, to me, appear a suicidal

policy and a direct invitation to adventurous and
dangerous riding. While I am not possessed

of a timid disposition, still it seems to me to be

tailing unnecessary chances, when by the addi-

tion of so little weight one can be safe and com-
fortable.

A friend of mine fared badly one day while

riding a guardless wheel, as " Pony " advises It

is the same friend whom I mentioned in my
last communication as having so much trouble

with the dress guard of her wheel. I thought

at first that some of the fault lay with the dress,

it being of a particularly light material and of

too great a width, still if a properly guarded
wheel had been her mount I feel positive she

would have had no trouble whatever. When
first receiving her safety the chain was partly

protected by an all-metal guard, which did not

cover it so completely as to wholly hide the

gear wheel or encircle the crank where the

latter is attached. Repeated catchings of her

dress after a while made her think twice before

coasting any hill. Considering that the guard
in this case was of no use it was removed and a

metal piece fastened on over the top of the chain

the same as on many safeties.

One particular Sunday this piece became dis-

jointed in such a way that it could not be fi <ed

without competent assistance. Rather th< nl >se

her day's ride she rode her safety guariles.
Her dress on this occasion was entirely d ff :r-

ent, nevertheless before the day was out she

had received a fall through its catching. Similar

accidents incline me to the opinion that if

ladies' safeties are properly guarded, even if

the dresses worn are not absolutely suitable,

there will be more comfort taken and fewer
accidents happen when on the road.

Knowing the uncertainty that new riders will

choose the best and most correct dress when
commencing to ride, this point, in my estima-

timation is important. Though many will be
ready with advice, advice alone will not be suf-

ficient, and what suits one will not suit another.

While writing this, I have thought how much
more to the point it would be had the different

misfortunes occurred to the writer. It would
seem that I were making stock of my friend's

experience, but I feel sure, when she reads this,

the fault (if so considered) will be excused,
knowing that I feel obliged to note any inci-

dents, etc., for the good of those who in the

future desire to have the fullest advantage from
the exhilarating pastime, and which undoubt-
edly will be rendered devoid of danger by the
use of a well-guarded machine.
"Pony" mentions as a great advantage the

reduction of weight and rattle after removal of

guards. The weight is so little that it must not

be allowed to outweigh the advantages of safety

secured by the use of them. Rattle I have not

been troubled with, except when the chain

stretched so that it clanked at times on the bot-

tom of the guard, and consider that the fault of

the chain, through the amount of wear. Some
wheel guards rattle, of course, but they can be

so fastened as to do away with it.

Another point " Pony " mistakes my mean-
ing on is what I staled about the dress-pocket

Our party do not agree with " Pony " in regard

to sending luggage by express when touring.

To undertake to express it from town to town,

and have the same freedom necessary to cycling

pleasure, would prove a very large contract to

handle. We either have leather bags made ex-

pressly for the purpose and fitted to the wheel,

or we have bundles covered with rubber and
attached by luggage carriers. Of course, we
carry only necessary changes, but these we
always have on hand, and, though probably a

trifle creased, and while not dainty, or of the

highest fashion, still they are not dusty, and
accordingly quite presentable as occasion

requires. " Marguerite."

ITINERARY OF THE "WHITE MOUN-
TAIN TOUR.

Sunday, August 3—Will be spent quietly in North Con-
way, taking in the scenery and getting acquainted with
one another.
Monday, August 4—We leave North Conway about 8

A. M., on b cycles for Upper Bartlett, about fourteen miles,
over fairly good roads, but hilly, where we take train
through the famous Crawford Notch for the Crawford
House, arriving there f r dinner, and spending there the
rest of the day and following night.
Tuesday, August 5—We leave the Crawford House about

8 A. M., by train for Mouit Washington, which we ascend,
taking dinner at the Tip-Top House. On descending we
go by train to the Twin Mountain House, where we stop
for the night.
Wednesday, August 6—We leave the Twin Mountain

House about 8 a. m , on bicycles, and wheel over good
roads (long hills bo'h ways, but smooth) to Jefferson, thir-
teen or fourteen miles, where we stop for dinner, continu-
ing thereafter to Lancaster, a distance of eight miles,
where we siop for the night.
Thursday, August 7—Leave Lancaster for Pethlehem

via Whiiefield (oads hilly but of good surface) distance
about sixteen miles, we arrive in time for dinner, and
spend there the rest of the day and night. Stop at the
Sinclair House.
Friday, August 8—Leave Bethlehem at 8 a. M , on bi-

cycles for Flume House, sixteen miles, over some long
hills but on 'he whole the best day's ride of the trip. Stop
at Prolile House for dinner. The mad between the Pro-
file and Flume is the finest riding in the mountains.
Saturday, August 9—Leave Flume House for North

Woodstock, on bicycles, distance about five miles. 1 here
we take fain for Weirs, where we take boat for Centre
Harbor, over the beautiful Lake Winnepesaukee.
Sunday, August 10—We will spend at Centre Harbor.
Monday, August it—The party will disband The

reason for disbanding at this point is to allow those who
wish to return to the mountains, as many may wish to
spend there a longer time than the tour allows.

From a neat little pamphlet, entitled "Cycling
in the White Mountains," issued by G. R. Mc-
Auslan, we glean the following information.

The White Mountain cycling tour, of which we
sketched an outline in a recent issue of this

paper, will consist of a party of ladies and gen-

tlemen, who will leave Boston on August 2

and will ride over the route published below.

The party will be out ten days and the entire

cost of the trip, including all expenses, trans-

portation of wheels and baggage, will not ex-

ceed $35 or $38. This amount should be paid

to the manager on or before August 2. If

stormy weather should make it necessary for

other means of transportation than cycling,

each member of the party will be assessed for

their share of the extra cost.

The roads are not all sandpapered, nor even
rideable every step of the way, but they are as

good as can be found in New England outside

of Boston and vicinity, and the tour is so ar-

ranged that the predominance of the grades

lead downwards, giving many long and enjoy-
able coasts. Letters may be addressed to any
of the hotels named in the pamphlet, and should
be mailed care of McAuslan's Cycling Party.

If enough ladies signify their intention of going
a tally-ho or coach will be provided each day,

and it will be optional with the ladies whether
they ride there on cycles or in the coach

;
gen-

tlemen, however, will be expected to stick to

their wheels. The party is strictly limited to

thirty, and communications should be addressed

to George R. McAuslan, 209 Westminster Street,

Providence, R. I.

Itinerary.

Saturday, August 2—The party will leave Boston, the
rendezvous, at 1:30 p. m., Eastern R. R. station, Causeway
Street, arriving in North Conway at 6:05 p. m.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand yoti %i.oo in payment for one years

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address ,

Town or City

County State

A NEW SPEED MEASURE.

The pedometer's life of usefulness seems to

be very seriously threatened by a new French
invention for recording speed and distance
traveled by man, beast or vehicle. The inven-
tor, E. J. Marey, of the Institute of France, has
devised a very simple machine, to which the
name odograph has been given. It draws or

traces a curve on a traveling band of paper,
which is a register of the speed with which a
person walks or a vehicle moves. The record-
ing machinery is not at all complicated and is

not likely to get out of order. It consists of a
cylinder covered with ruled paper and revolved
by clockwork. On this a stylus, actuated by a
wheel which traverses the ground, marks the

trace, and the stylus moves at a rate propor-
tional to the wheel, while the paper moves past
it at right angles with the velocity proportional
to the time. The slope of the trace is a record
of the speed. The odograph is capable of

being adapted to special purposes, such as

measuring the speed of soldiers on the march,
the rate that railroad trains travel, or the time
made by race horses on the track, and it is

thought that in the more general use which
promises to be made of this instrument it will

be found to meet accurately numerous purposes
for which some such recorder has been used.

—

New York Times.

PERFECT PQCKET OILER.'

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For BlcycIeNt Gun«» etc. Throws only small qunntity tf oil a-
.1 struke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage For sa e ever>
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50c. each. CUSH MAN ^
UENISON, 17-2 Ninth Avenue. New York.

RIBBON BADGES
For L. A. W. Tournaments, etc.

R. H. RADFORD, Maker,
28 JOHN STREET, N. Y.

OFFICERS OF THE DAY, ETC., ETC.

FOR SALE.
39 in. Special Star (nearly new), $75
48 in. " " " 50

51 in. American Star, - - - 15

Columbia L. R. Safety (nearly new), 1 10
'< • " " 100

Some cheap second-hand Safeties wanted for

new Eagles, Bronchos, or Swifts.

E. & W. VAN WAGONER, Newport, R. I.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY
t890 IVIACMINES WOW READY KOR TTME JVIARX:ET.

The perfection of {Simplicity and Economy of Power. ]Vo Chain. No Oears. Immense Power and Speed.
Variable Stroke. Only Two Sets Revolving Bearings in place of Five, as usually used in Rover type.

3SISJSn> DE»OH. O-A-T-A-IjOCSt-XJE.

H. B. Smith Machine Co.,Smithville, New Jersey.

1S90 MODEL. IT'S ounr !

!

NEW MAIL
OFFERED AS THE

HANDSOMEST
—AND

—

YET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. Ours is a direct

vertical spring, allowing front wheel to run

perfectly true. No yielding of forks sideways.

A coiled spring inside fork column.

Rear axle band brake (cannot spatter mud
on chain), very powerful.

The only wheel with Trigwell's Patent Ball

Head. All parts interchangeable. An Am-
erican made wheel for American wheelmen.

<3rOO€3L ./^sexxtis \^7"«,ia.-teca..

Surely send for Catalogue and
see It.

Notlee graceful Handle Bars, ]MANTJF"A.CX1LIRERS,

VNTJYl READ \Sl
107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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OVER 66,000 IN USE.

THERE must always be i far- nation 'o t. ;c i.-! tht same line of business,

and even somethinf of iiterest to the ft n> ral reader, in tracing a

trade back to its beginnin s. Bicycling in Amenta has had a peculiarly

rapid and steady growth. Its course can be spanned by a period of fifteen

years, and yet its existence and continuance have been assured facts for

nearly the whole of that space.

The Singer people take a pardonable pride in the knowledge that Singer

wheels were pioneers in the field. In 1876 they were on exhibition at the

Centennial Exposition, and May 28, 1877, was the date of the arrival of the

first bicycle at the port of Boston ; it was a Singer " Royal Challenge," im-

ported for his own use, by Mr. A. D. Chandler, of this city. That ancient

wheel is still alive and intact. It is owned and exhibited by the Pope Manu-
facturing Company. Its sturdy frame has stood the shocks of time and travel

as only a wheel made upon honor could do. It oflfers a silent tribute to the

high grade of material and workmanship used then as now by Singer & Co.

Their works at Coventry, England, are the largest in the world, supplying

wheels to a world-wide market. They are the heaviest importers to this

country, having found a place here as early as 1876, when Mr. T. W. Lawton,

of Baltimore, first introduced their goods. We have stated that Mr. Chand-

ler imported his wheel in 1877, at which time the question of the amount of

duty to be paid on the new import was raised at this port and settled. After

this the Pope Manufacturing Company imported Singer wheels for a term of

years ; after that Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. took the agency, and

they were succeeded in 1885 by Messrs. W. B. Everett & Co. The business

remained in these hands until 1888, when it became the American Branch of

Singer & Co., with Wm. L. Ross as manager, at 6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston.

It has many times been said in the trade that 1888 was the " banner year" for the bicycling business in America. It was, indeed, a " banner

year" with this house, but 1889 far exceeded it, and 1890 promises to eclipse even this good record.

It is held, and justly, that the American trade is indebted to Singer & Co. for their policy of offering the public none but the best wheel they

could make, thus holding the trade to competition in that line of goods. Their cycles have not been forced into popularity by any meretricious

methods, and their success is the natural result of the thought, labor and expense put into their construction.

—

International Commercial Neius.

DON'T BE A MONKEY
AND RIDE A HIGH WHEEL ; GET A

Rover Safety
THE UNDISPUTED FATHER OF THEM ALL.

The original and the best. The most elegant Ladies' Safety ever

produced
; weight, 39 lbs. We carry five styles of Rovers, ranging in weight

from iZ to 48 pounds. All Rovers are fitted with the celebrated Garford

Saddle, for which we are General Western Agents.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
^^ STATE STREET, CHICAGO.
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NEW MPID SAFETIES
FOR 1890.

Descriptive Sheets Now Ready* Send us Your l^iame.

We Want to Mail You One.

Our full catalogue ivill be ready a little later, and \¥e will

send you a copy of that also.

THE CLARK CYCLE CO.,
BALXIMORK, MD.

Don't forget that all "Swiff Safeties are made
especially for American roads.

"Swift," Model A, 40 lbs., complete.

At the Harvard Meet Mr. R. H. Davis won all Safety events, from scratch, on his "Swift."

*<o.— ;x;i.»9 u.. I <«Swift" by name and Swift" by nature.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.
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Union City, Mich., May 26, 1890.

White Cycle Co., Westboro, Mass.:

Gentlemen—On the 23d, I made a trip to Cold Water on

my new "BRONCHO" for a test, and I thought I would

write you as to my experience. It had rained hard the day

before, so that the roads were a little muddy on the timber-

land, and very rutty elsewhere. It is only a thirteen mile ride,

but I was three hours going. Another fellow went with me on a

, who kept continually saying, " Oh, don't ride so fast,"

on the level, and "Let's walk this hill," "Hold on, I'm off"

when we struck the sand, so that he kept me back very much.

I came back in two hours over the same road, and it had

rained only three hours before. But when I reached the city

he was so tired he could hardly get off and on his machine

while I was fresh for another twelve miles. As we rode into

the town nearly every one we met stopped and looked after the

wheel and such comments as these were made : "WHAT A
FUNNY WHEEL," "IT HASN'T ANY CHAIN," "SEE
HIM GO," and the like.

When I reached Chicago

St. I put to and sped

through the town amid

such exclamations as,

"SEE THE 'BRON-
CHO,'" "HERE GOES
A 'BRONCHO,'"
"HOW DOES IT
RIDE ?

" and others. All

of the agents and most

of the best wheels of the

town are on this street,

and when I came back it

was not a minute before

there was a big crowd

around the wheel, all

asking different questions

as to speed, hill climbing,

sand and mud. I told

them what I had found

in the wheel, and asked

several of the " KICK-
ERS " to try it ; those who
said, " Your feet are too

far back of you, it is unnatural," and all that BOSH they knew
nothing about and after trying it they changed their tune to

one of praise, all but one. He had an agency for OTHER
BEST (?) wheels. I found the gentleman of whom I wrote you

last week. He tried the wheel, and after a fair trial he said

he never rode a safety with SO MUCH COMFORT and EASE
as the "BRONCHO," this without a question asked, and in

the face of some of the HARDEST KICKERS, who INSIDE
of an HOUR, were all FIRM CONVERTS and were PRAIS-
ING the FINISH and GENERAL MAKE UP of the wheel.
ONE and ALL AGREED that the CUTS DID NOT DO
THE WHEEL JUSTICE. As to my selling wheels, I will

say right here, that I'm no HOG, but I would like the EARTH
for the SALE of this WHEEL, but knowing IT CANNOT
WAS, I would like you to give me the Counties of Branch,
Calhoun, Hillsdale and St. Joseph. Hoping to hear from you
soon, I am, yours truly, R. D. MERRILL.

White Cycle Co., Westboro, Mass.:

Gentleme7i—Your catalogue at hand. Would say that I have
King of Safeties. It is all that you represent, being the finest hill

in the place on it, something I never did on any other wheel. It

see more before the season is over.

Brooklyn, May 27, 1890.

White Cycle Co., Westboro, Mass.:

Gentlemen—I acknowledge the receipt of your favor of

the 2d inst., whereby I learn that you have established an

agency for the sale of your "]3RONCHO"at 107 1 Bedford

Avenue. This place is very favorably located, and I don't

doubt that Mr. Hazon Leighton will rapidly and extensively

introduce your " BRONCHO." The machine which I bought

from you gives every satisfaction. Not only does it possess

all the excellent qualities which you claim, but a few more,

that, strange to say, you don't make a point of. By placing

the saddle in such a manner that the point of equilibrium is

directly above the axle of the rear wheel, the "BRONCHO "

may be ridden with the front wheel slightly raised from the

ground ; that not only reduces friction, but what is far more

important and beneficial to the rider, does away with that jar

and vibration which comes from the handle-bars of those safe-

ties where the position of the saddle must naturally throw nearly

half the weight of the

rider on the front wheel.

I rode four or five differ-

ent kinds of Safeties, with

and without SPRING
FORKS, but ALL had

that TIRING, VIBRA-
TING motion COMING
FROM THE HANDLE
BARS and CAUSING a

PAINFUL ACHING of

the WRISTS of BOTH
of the HANDS. By
simply REDUCING the

pressure on the front

wheel to a MINIMUM,
YOU HAVE DONE
AWAY WITH THE VI-

BRATION COMING
FROM THE HANDLE
BAR, and THEREBY
GAINED A GREAT
ADVANTAGE. Another

point which you do not

mention is the following

one : In the OLDER TYPE of the SAFETY the MUSCLES
of the LOWER PART OF THE LEG HAVE TO DO
NEARLY ALL OF THE WORK, there being only LITTLE
WORK for the MUSCLES ABOVE the KNEES, WHEREAS
in using a " BRONCHO," by the POSITION of the PEDALS,
the WORK of PROPULSION is DONE EQUALLY and

PROPORTIONATELY by ALL THE MUSCLES FROM
THE TOES UP TO THE HIPS. This ACCOUNTS
WELL FOR THE EASY PROPULSION of the

"BRONCHO." This will not only be the judgment of the

RIDERS of this NEW TYPE of CYCLE, but of ALL
THOSE who place a CUT of the "BRONCHO" before

THEIR EYES, and STUDY the CONSTRUCTION of the

MACHINE. The invention of the "BRONCHO" will be a

memorable fact in the EVOLUTION of the WHEEL, and
will prove LUCRATIVE to the inventor.

Yours truly, ANTON RIEDER, 23 Smith St.

North Attleboro, Mass., May 27, 1890.

little use for it, as I have already purchased a "BRONCHO,"
climber and coaster that I ever rode. I made the steepest hill

is the only one in the place at the present time, but I hope to

Ever yours, GEO. E. CURTIS."^

"NZNTHITE:; C^i^CIvE) CO.,
Address for terms to Agents and discounts on

exhaustive stock of sundries. WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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WARWICK PERFECTION CYCLES
are fully gruaranteed ; are absolutely intercliangreable ; are constructed of

nrrought steel throughout.

'-^!»*^<g«g^ 1/f ffl|i" ^CV I
•'^i'tgwgi*^*

Price $ 1 35. With Brace removed

it makes a

Send for ff~~~^'^^''^si^^^'^^^^Al£»^ Iff—^—1 ^'S*^* ^"<^ Superior

CATALOGUE. Vl^^^^^/^^^^T^^^^^^ffl^ \V''''^^^^^^^X/^/yi V^^^ Ladies' WFieef.

--^>i^>^5*^ yag^^.,^!^/ / / iji,r\'j(^,:^a^^K. J
., -mSmff^i'-'-ffmmmA^Ml^^^m^ ^^»s^^^*s^*

To facilitate delivery of goods we have arranged with the following firms to supply you in their re-
spective territory. They will be our exclusive wholesale dealers, and it is their mission to aid you in every
way. Address them for Catalogues.

For Maryland, Eisknbrandt Bros., 424 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Eastern Massachusetts,
A. O. Very, 173 Tremont Street, Boston.

For New York State, east of Onondaga County, and North-eastern Pennsylvania,
G. R. BiDWELL, 313 West 58th Street, New York.

For Northern New Jersey, E. Alsdorf & Co., 11 Academy Street, Newark, N. J.

For Southern New Jersey and territory contiguous to Philadelphia, «
Edw. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., 10 and 12 North 6th Street, Philadelphia.

For Western New York, Western Pennsylvania and Northern Ohio,
Standard Cycle Co., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

For Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Tennessee, and West Virginia,

J. E. PooRMAN, 8th and Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

For the Northwest, Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

For the Southwest, D. Snitjer, 1012 Olive Street, St. Louis.

For the Pacific Slope, Thos. H. B. Varney, Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Territory not named. Local Agents, or the Manufacturers,

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

EcossAis Cycles,

No^vsr ready for delivery.

Entirely free from side slipping.

Oan be ridden v^rithiout hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for^ their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used in their construction is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEN D & CO.,
HUNT END, REDD/TCH, ENG 1-AWD ,

WHO WILL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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66
Utile Duici" for the Great and the Small.

Giant No. 4; Price, $80.

FROM THE COMPLEX TO THE SIMPLE.

Our Giant No. 4 ; what do you think
of it?

Let us have your response in the usual

way. Send in your order early. Get some-
thing that will satisfy you and save you
money. This the " Giant " will do for you.

It is constructed on good mechanical prin-

ciples, has true Diamond frame, with sleeve

steering head, spade handles, ball bearings
on pedals, wheel shafts and crank shaft.

v

In fact, all of the requisites necessary for

an Ai wheel. Look at our Chain Adjust-

ment ; examine well before you place your
order.

Litt/e Giant; Price, $35.

It is the best wheel for boys ; no doubt about it. There were

several good ones ; one of them best—the new one beats that.

Our " Little Giant " is the new one, therefore the best.

Catalogue free; send for one and be convinced.

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE MFG. CO., Toledo, Ohio.

/^UR 1890 Bicycle Catalogue now

ready, free on application, and con-

tains Safeties of all grades, sizes and

kinds for Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and

Girls.

Hit I isiiiitj?' r

Dandy Safety, 24 in.,

King of the Road, 27 in..

Pathfinder, 30 in., -

Ideal Rambler, 26 in.,

American Light Rambler, 30 in.,

American Rambler, 30 in..

Outing Safety, 30 in.,

$35-00

45-00

60.00

65.00

135.00

125.00

115.00

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street, NEW YORK CITY.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.
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The E/iQLn to the rRONTi

IN THE 25-fflILE HANDICAP ROAD RACE, IRYINGTON-ffllLBHRN.

SIXTY-NINE MEN START.

Five Men Break the Record and Two of the Five Rode Eagles.

W. C. Seeds, of Wilmington, Del., on a 50-incli Eagle, comes in second, a wheel's

length behind the leader. Time, i hour, 29 minutes, 6 seconds.

Van Wagoner rides a 5 2 -inch Eagle in the fast time of i hour, 28 minutes, 31 seconds.

Actions are said to speak louder than words, and surely such events as the above go

further in convincing wheelmen of the true merits of the Eagle than all we can say in

its favor. When it is considered that out of the eight men who rode Eagle wheels in

this race, four took prizes, and two of the four broke the record for the course, and also

that the Eagle machines all weighed 45 lbs. or over, while many of the competitors were

mounted on racers weighing 28 lbs. or less, it certainly may be said to have been a fine

showing for the "Eagle."

J. HAZELTON, OF PHILADELPHIA, WINS THE TWO-MILE ROAD RACE

On the Hillside Pike, Saturday, May 34. Time, 6:40. This is record for the course.

HIS MOUNT BEING AN EAGLE.

THE E^QLE BICYCLE nrQ. CO.,
CATALOGUE AND MILEAGE BOOK FREE. STTAMFORD, CONN
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I'LULISDEI) EVERY FKTOAY MORNINO.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Poreign Subscriptions, -

Single Oopies,

$1.00 a year

8s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning^.

Late Copy received until Wednesday momiugr.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising: Hatter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, fi per
year.

THE WHEEL has been gromng so beauti-

fully fine that we have bought the dear

girl a new gown this week. Look at the beauti-

ful type.

WHAT a raft of stuff in this week's Wheel!
Never saw anything like it in an Ameri-

can cycling paper, did you ? We are not hold-

ing our paper three daj's, nor rushing it to press

a day in advance of the regular time ; there is no

plate glass or mahogany in this office, and but

one measly cuspidor, which we kick un der the

desk when the big manufacturers drop in to

have a drink with us. But we are getting there

like a thousand of brick or a fire in a wooden

bicycle factory.

THE WHEEL adds a new and capable head

and hand to its staff, and wall continue to

be the largest, most exhaustive and freshest

newsgatherer and commentator in the cycling

world.

IRVINGTON and Pullman, the annual blue-

ribbon events of the East and West, neither

of them national, but both great ; the one con-

ceived by Barkman, one of the best executive

men in the East, the other by Bob Garden, one

of the best known figures in cj^cling in the West.

Great crowds looking on, great crowds compet-

ing, and an astonishing aggregation of intelli-

gence and energy scoring, timing and judging,

and both events fairly run and open and above

board. Ah, but it was rare .sport! And now we
want a national event next fall at twenty miles

on neutral g^round to settle the real ciuestion of

supremacy.

THE CENTURY RUN.

The final meeting of the committee having
this run in charge was held at Hamblin's Hotel,
in Chambers Street, New York, on Wednesday
evening. Representatives from Brooklyn,
Riverside, Long Island and Plainlield clubs
were present. The Secretary reported that up
to date there have been 175 applicants for places,

and there is every possibility that the number
starting will reach 200. Following is a schedule
of the run ;

Rcndezvou.s Friday evening, |une 13, at Continental
Hotel, Newark, D. L. & \V. k. R. (Barclav street
ferry, N. Y. city.) Dinner, lodijinK and breakfast, $2,
lodjjiuK and breakfast, §1.25. Leave Newark at 4 .\. M.,

June 14, Klizabeth 4:45 .\. M., Westfield 5:45 A. M., PUiin-
field 7 .\. .M., (rest.) Bound Hrook 8:15 A. M., Somerville
9 .A. M., (rest.) Hopewell 11:30 .^.M. Arrive at Tren-
ton 1:30?. M., (dinner Trenton House, 75 cents,) leave
2:30 P. M.; Bristol, 4 p. m.; Philadelphia, 7 P. M., Contin-
ental Hotel, supper, lodging and breakfast, $2, or with
dinner on the 15th, $2.50. Routed out at 3 A. M.; break-
fast, 3:20 .\. M. ; start 4 A. M.; roads good to fine;
average pace about 7}< miles per hour. On the 15th
inst., Sunday morning, a run will be taken around the
riding districts of Philadelphia. Special cars are
expected for the return to New York m the afternoon.

The Secretary has been notified by the fol-

lowing clubs of the number of members who
will probabh' start in the run ;

Philadelphia—Century, 30 ; Columbia, 10
;

Oxford, 7 ; Tioga, 6 ; South End, 6 ;
Quaker

City, 4; Wissahickon, 4; Camden, 4; L. L W.

,

12; Brookljm B. C, 16; K. C. W., i; Riverside,

6; N. Y. B. C, 9; Yonkers, 4; Poughkeepsie, 6;

Atalanta, 12; H. C. W., 9; Bloomfield, 6. The
Fairmount Cycling Club, of Philadelphia, also

promise to have several ladies in the run.

BAD FOR MASSACHUSETTS.

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT LEGISLATION DEI-'EA'l'ED.

On Tuesday last the bill to provide for a com-
missioner of highways and bridges coming up
on the question of rejection, as recommended by
the Treasury Committee, Mr. Hosmerof Middle-
sex said that the bill was impracticable, inas-

much as it gives to the Commissioner super\-ision

of the roads and bridges of all the 351 cities

and towns of the State. Furthermore, on
petition of ten citizens, the Commissioner may
order a city or town to do as he may direct. The
bill, he argued, was the entering wedge for a
board of State commissioners, and said that the
bill \vas nothing more than a bicj'cle proposition.

Mr. Cook of Bristol was proud to stand upon the
floor of the Senate to defend the rights of bicj--

clists, and referred to the fact that two Governors
had recommended the appointment of a com-
missioner of highways.
Mr. Robbins of Berkshire argued that cities and

towns were competent to attend to their own
roads, and expressed the belief that if this bill

passed it would bankrupt every town in the
State. The bill was further opposed by ilessrs.

Harlow of Plymouth, Baker of Franklin and
Coffin of SufTolk, and favored by Mr. Fisk of the
Cape. Mr. Tucke moved to amend by providing
that ten commissioners be appointed at a salary
of $3,000 each. Mr. Gammans was for the bill.

The bill was rejected— 16 to 13.

THE BUFFALO BICYCLE CLUB'S

CENTURY RUN.

E. A. McLachlan, of 55 Brighton Road, Stoke, New-
ington, has invented an electric lamp weighing three
and a half pounds, which will give a brilliant light for
fifteen hours.

Two years ago the Buffalo Bicycle Club made
a very successful century run on Decoration
Day, some 26 men making the run through
from Erie in spite of a head wind and onlj-

moderatel)' good roads. But last year and
again j-esterday an evi\ fate pursued the riders.

Sixteen men started this j-ear, but before Erie
had been fairly left behind one rider took a
header and turned back. At ^Vestfield, Fredonia
and Dunkirk others dropped out. Capt. Adams's
wheel slipped in the mud, and the pedal of

another rider tore three spokes out of it, involv-

ing a delay of 'two hours for the Captain at

Dunkirk. The road, which was fair at the
start, became worse and worse as the rain fell.

Even such a plucky road rider as Lewis, who
has not, however, wholly recovered from a
recent illness, was compelled to fall out. At
Idlewood, 75 miles from the start, Adams,
Holland and Brown availed themselves of the
last opportunity to catch a train, leaving onlj-

five members of the club, Hedge, W. P. Lloyd,
Montgomery, Mason and Johnson and three
guests to make the entire journey, riding when
it was possible and walking when it was not.

MARTIN RUDY SUED.

W. F. Beyer issued executions against Martin
Rudy, of this city, this afternoon as follows :

For Whitten, Godding & Company, of Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, for 8157.28; for H. S.

Chamj)liii, of Dunkirk, New York, for $45.55,
and for W. A. Meeker, of Troy, N. Y. , for $89. 32.

At the same time W. T. Brown, for Lewis A.
Howell, of Millville, N. J., issued another ex-
ecution for Si 59-1 7-

Mr. Beyer also issued an attachment to satisfy
Whitten, Godding & Co.'s judgment, upon
which Martin Rudy's deposits at D. P. Locher
& Son, and Reed, McGrann & Co.'s banks were
attached b)* the Sheriff.

In the case of the claims in Mr. Beyer's hands,
all the judgments were obtained before an
Alderman. Whitten, Godding & Company had
supplied Rudy with various bicycle sundries
and when his account became rather large thej'

demanded payment. He sent them in paj-ment
a check upon the Lancaster County Bank, where
he had no deposit, and at the same time ordered
more goods. His order was not filled, as the
check went to protest. H. S. Champlin and
W. A. ]\Ieeker had each advertised their wheels
for sale in the BulUlin of the League of American
Wheelmen, and Rudy answered their advertise-
ments by type-written letters, stamped "dictated
to stenographer." In each case considerable
correspondence resulted, as an outcome of which
they expressed to Rudy their second-hand
wheels, drawing on him at 10 days. Rudy re-

ceived the wheels, and the drafts, ^vhen pre-
sented, were not paid for want of funds. Then
ChampHn and JMeeker wrote sharp letters, to

which replies would be sent that '

' Martin Rudj-
is out of town for a week or ten days. Your
letters will be referred to him upon his return,"
signed with the tj-pe-writer, C. F. Farrow,
stenographer.
Lewis A. Howell, a Millville bicycle agent,

sold Rudy a new and second-hand bicycle early
this spring and brought suit to recover the
money, which Rudy did not pay, securing judg-
ment for want of appearance.
The Sheriff levied upon about 25 bicycles in

Rudy's riding school in Centre Square and also
seized a new bicycle to-day.

—

LancasterExchange,
May 27.

W. F. Beyer, attorney for H. E. Eyman, of
Montgomery, Alabama, to-day issued execution
for S85 against Martin Rudy, the local bic^-cle

dealer whose stock was seized by the Sheriff' on
Saturday. Mr. Eyman had advertised his bicy-
cle for sale, and corresponded with Rudy, who
induced him to ship the wheel by promising to

send a draft on New York. Rudy"got the wheel,
but never paid for it. Quite a number of the
wheels seized by the Sheriff have been claimed
by individuals. Cahnn Groff" has been appointed
by the Sheriff as watchman to prevent the re-

moval of the others until they can be sold.

Some time since The Wheel warned all

cyclists to beware of this dealer, although his

name was not mentioned at the time. Although
we called the attention of the cycling papers to
Rudy's method, they continued to publish his

advertisement and this helped him to discover
new victims.

The Wheel's paragraph was based on direct

dealings with Rudy and upon letters from two
cyclists who had been fleeced. The warning
brought letters from a number of men with
whom Rudy was negotiating and we are .glad

to be able to say that we stopped several deals.

Among the men who shipped wheels to Riidj-

are L. B. Graves, of Washington, and W. A.
Beaman, of Athol, Mass.

The cyclists of Milwaukee celebrated Decoration
Day by a run to Whitefish Bay, where &. banquet was
served. About 150 cyclists took part in the run, which
started from the Court House Park. Before starting,
the wheelmen held an informal parade along some of
the streets of Milwaukee. Alter the banquet was
served some of the prominent men made speeches.
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PULLMAN ROAD RACE,

CHAS. KNISELY, A TEN -MINUTE
MAN, AN EASY WINNER—LUMS-
DEN WINS THE TIME MEDAL.

The Largest Field Ever Started in a Bicy-

cle Race in This Country.
The race is over.
The handicapper is safe.

Those who got there are happy.
Those who didn't are not—but they are still talking

about it.

* * *

THE NIGHT BEFORE.
The night before the race, need it be said, the club-

houses were thronged with eager, speculating throngs.
At the Lincoln' s quarters, "scorchers' caps "—white
flannel affairs, which made the Lincoln men distin-
guishible on the following day—were being distrib-
uted ; there was considerable talk about handicaps,
about Crouse having been "given away," and later
when Mumford and a couple of Illinois men came in,

President Gerould was called on to take charge of
several fat little rolls of green goods, the Lincolns
pinning their faith and cash on P. R. McDonald, while
the Illinois boys showed themselves ready to go broke
on their club mate, Knisely.
The Lincoln betting men were "sorry it ever oc-

curred" before another twenty-four hours had flown.
* * *

The Race.
Friday, the 30th, broke clear and warm, and the

neighborhood of the start and of Garden's store was
early alive with wheels and wheelmen. The course
was in fair condition, Michijjan Avenue and the park
roads being in fine shape, with the exception of a half
mile of newly laid macadam, which made the going
heavy. The latter half of the course, until Pullman
was reached, was in its usual rutty and dirty condi-
tion. A light head wind prevailed.

THE START.
As usual, the start was made on Michigan Avenue

in front of the Leland Hotel. For half a mile the
course was lined on either side by a throng of specta-
tors ranged several deep, and who, pressing out despite
all efforts to keep them back, formed one long, shift-

ing, craning alley way, down which the riders dashed.
Of 186 entries, 122 faced the starter. The limit men,
Jos. Stillwell, L. B. Safford, C. A. Goodjohn, W. C.
Holbrook, E. L. Canfield, J. N. Coxe and A. D. Brews-
ter, w^ere given the word at 10:18 A. M., and went away
as if there was but a mile to travel instead of fifteen of
them. For twelve minutes thereafter the starter had
his hands full. Lumsden and J. T. Taylor were the
only ones whom the handicapper had placed on scratch,
Winship, Tuttle and Bert Myers being allowed 30 sec-
onds, and Van Sicklen and Ehlert 45 seconds. Van
did not start, and all of the others went back to
scratch. When they were given the word the crowd
set up a hearty cheer and broke into a dead run for the
train. Taylor showed in the lead at the start, with
Lumsden and Winship "right there."

TUTTLE AND EHLERT COLLIDE.
Less than half a mile had been covered when Tuttle

ran into a sewer cover and was thrown violently.
Ehlert, who was trailing him, could not avoid it, and
also fell heavily. Tuttle had to be carried in. It was
feared for a time that his nose had been broken, and
even after he came around his side for several hours
was insensible to feeling. Ehlert escaped with little

more than a severe shaking up, and after a loss of
over a minute he took to his wheel and made a game
effort to recover lost ground, but the others had not
slackened and were too far ahead. Ehlert quit the race
near South Park. When Tuttle and Ehlert fell Bert
Myers, who was in the rear, was forced to run into the
crowd to avoid them. He escaped a tumble, but being
delayed considerable, when he again got down to
work the others had obtained a good lead. Lumsden
and Winship began to shake Taylor about four miles
out ; Myers overtook the latter, and the two rode in
company for two or three miles, and owing to their
unfamiliarity with the course made several wrong,
time-losing turns. Turning into the Stony Island
Avenue road, Lumsden, who had allowed Winship to
make pace, went ahead in dead earnest. It seemed to
have a bad effect on Win, who soon after fell iDack and
seemed to "go to pieces."

M'DONALD SUNSTRUCK—KNISELY SECURES THE LEAD.
During this time a number of long-start men had

been passed, some "done for," some dead tired and
out ot the race, and still others pushing bravely on.
In South Park the Lincoln Club's hope and pride,
McDonald, while in fifth or sixth place, succumbed to
the heat and had to be carried away, and in the mean-
time some kind Samaritan, stole his wheel which had
been left behind. About the same time Chas. Knisely,
who had worried his way up to the limit men, began
to assert himself and draw for a lead. He secured it

without a great deal of trouble, and rapidly began to
open a gap.

AT THE SAND HILL.

The Sand Hill—historic spot—was there in all its
pristine glory, and proved the blasting point of many
an ambitious hope. A party of twenty-two Lincoln
Club men, who had hired a great black and yellow
six-horse tallyho, and stocked it with eatables and
drinkables, had driven down and stationed themselves
here "to see the fun." Qtiite a number of Chicago and
Illinois men were also there, having ridden down.
Knisely was the first man to put in appearance. He
walked the hill strongly, apjjarently quite fresh, and
refused the refreshments offered. I'here was quite a
lull before the second man, who turned out to be J. W.
Thorne, came in sight. After this there followed in
rapid succession the other leaders, passing in this
order: H. A. Githens, W. J. Anderson, K. J. Thorne,
Herbert Teinpleton, H. Westcott, W. H. Hassard,

J.
A. Erickson, Jr. The Lincoln's tallyho party did noble
work, and was kept busy sharing their ice and refresh-
ments with the heated riders, regardless of club feel-
ing. It was a comical sight to see man after man
come in sight, strike soft approach to the hill, and then

all of a sudden top over the handle bars. Some few of
the riders rode part of the way up on the hard side
path, but so far as known but one, H. B. Walker, rode
the entire hill, and his tire came off and threw him
after reaching the bottom on the down side. A num-
ber of riders had their wheels carried over the hill by
friends or club mates stationed there, but that the
Lincoln party was guilty of it, as had been charged
by a daily paper, is untrue, as The Wheel represent-
ative at the hill is prepared to make affidavit.
Lumsden was the iirst back-start man to reach the

hill ; he was as fresh as a daisy, rode part of the way
up and declined refreshments. Barrett followed, then
Winship, Bodach, Myers, Taylor and Masi as named,
but of course with numbers of riders between each.
Going over the hill some one called to Bert Myers that
" Winship was just ahead and nearly dead," whereat
the Peoria boy, who had, after catching Masi, remained
with him for a while endeavoring to pull him up, took
after Win with a rush and passed him inside of 500
yards. "Stroller," please note.

THE FINISH.
There were few changes among the leaders after

leaving the hill (which is about two miles from the
finish), and young Knisely dashed home with a great
lead amidst the cries of "It's Charles Knisely," and
happy shouts of the Illinois men. As a general thing
the finish was processional and uninteresting save for
the anxious expectancy. H. Templeton and W. J.

Anderson had a hard finish for fourth place, C. G.
Lewis and Ben Kunik for twenty-first, while Riggs
outstripped Frank Bodack right on the line, and these
in the main made up the finishing brushes. Lumsden
was loudly cheered from the time he reached the
crowd until after he crossed the line ; he finished right
on the heels of A. T. Merrick, of the Oak Park Club.
The order and actual times of the seventy-five men

whose times were taken at the finish are given in the
following table :

Name.

Chas. Kniseley.

.

Jas. W. Thorne..
H. A. Githens...
H. Templeton
W.

J.
Anderson.

A. Vailiancourt.

.

E. M. Newman..
W. B. Hassard..
Carl Schaffer
Otto C. Maas
Robt. J. Thorne.
P. H. Griswold..
R. Sherman
F. L. Chase
J. A. Erickson, Jr
H. Westcott
A. D. Simmons. .

,

Chas. H. Thorne.,
F. J. McVoy
Geo. A. Thorne..,
C. G. Le^vis
Ben Kunik
Geo. A. Kurtz
P. A. Robbins
C. J. Guthrie
A. T. Merrick
A. E. Lumsden . .

.

G. P. Wintermute,
F. H. Gere
Geo. R. Linn
R. W. Campbell.,
G. W. Dennison..
J. P. Bliss
H. B. Walker
J. Stillwell
E. J. Roberts
E. C. Bode
W. L Bray

Club.

Root.

^'

F. Wittenberg
W. C. Holbrook..
J. S. McCready. .

.

A. Guthrie
F. Ives
. C. Anderson.

.

Fred Tilt
Bert Myers
Geo. K. Barrett...
F. J. Fanning
V. E. Root
F. J. Peale
W. F. Hochkirk..
L. B. Safford
W. J. Walsh
Frank Slavik
J. Warmington. .

.

C. Hegeman
F. Riggs
P. Bodack
J. Siman
H. R. Winship....

J.
Liska

E. L. Thornton...

J.
T. Taylor

H. Smith
E. P. Rauscher. .

.

F. E. Crouse
Bodack

T. V.Wilson
Rome O'Connell.

.

L. Masi
S. C. Baumeister.
E. H. Colegrove.

.

I. ],. Holbrook....
R. B. Shore

Illinois C. C...
Chicago C. C. .

.

Chicago C. C...
Oak Park C. C . . .

.

Washington C. C
Illinois C. C
Lincoln C. C
Englewood C. C.
Illinois C. C
Illinois C. C
Chicago C. C
Illinois C. C
Chicago C.C
Lincoln C. C
Aeolus C. C
Lake View C. C.

.

Illinois C. C
Chicago C. C
Lincoln C. C
Chicago C. C
Illinois C. C
PlzenC. C
Illinois
Manual T. S
Alpha C. C
Oak ParkC. C...
Chicago C. C
Chicago C. C
Englewood C. C.
Lincoln -C. C
Illinois C. C
Englewood C. C.
Chicago C. C
Douglas C. C
Lake View
Illinois C. C
Chicago C.C
Aeolus C. C.
Chicago C. C
Aeolus C. C
Englewood C. C.
Illinois C. C
Alpha C. C
Chicago C'kt Club
Chicago C. C
Lincoln C. C
Illinois C. C
Chicago C. C
Illinois C. C
Illinois C. C
Washington C. C.
Lincoln C. C
Illinois C. C
Chicago C. C
Douglas C.C
Illinois C. C
Illinois C. C
Illinois C. C
Aeolus C. C
Plzen C. C
Chicago C. C
Plzen C. C
Lincoln C. C
Aurora
Douglas C. C
Lincoln C. C
Lincoln C. C
Aeolus C. C
Austin C. C
Illinois C. C
Illinois C. C
Aeolus C. C
Englewood C. C.
En.glewood C. C.

.

Lincoln C. C

7, 15

8,45
7i 30
8,15
[O,

8,30
8,

7,

8,30
9. 45

7.

7.

9-

:2,

6,15

30

scr.

I, 30

7.

9. 3°

7, 45
9.

2,

II,

8, 15

9< 3°
o,

5, 30

3i

9.

scr.

9.

8,

scr.

9.

9.

7. 45

7. 30

7i 30
8,45
5i

7) 30
8,

o. 30

1. m. s.

, 01, 26

, 00, 20
, 00, 17
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ON TIIIO TRAIN.

Very little eoiild be seen of the races from the train
which drew out of Chicago at 10:33, packed to suft'oca-
tion. There were several points' where some one or
other imagined that a rider had been seen, but in
nearly every ease it proved a false alarm. At Grand

Crossing, where the train stopped for a moment and
where the course crossed the tracks, however, J. W.
Thorne and two others were recognized, being checked
by the train which stopped directly across the road.
It was here that someone started the report that the
men had ridden the sidewalk. A little further on, the
second hill could be seen in the distance, and many
saw, or thought they saw, several of the riders going
over. The train pulled into Pullman ten minutes in
advance of Knisely's arrival.

THE OFFICIALS.
The officials of the race were as follows:
Referee—W. M. Brewster, Missouri B. C, St. Louis.
Judges-^T. L. Sloan, Illinois C. C; C. E. Randall,

Chicago C. C, and C. A. Sturtevant, Oak Park C. C.
Timekeepers—M. A. Hosford, Chicago C. C.j R. D.

Garden, Englewood C. C, and W. A. Davis, Illinois
C. C.
Starter—L. W. Conkling, Washington C. C.
Assistants—W. O. Mumford, Illinois C. C; C. O.

Ludlow, Oak Park C. C; R. G. Betts, Lincoln C. C;
George M. Skeer, Illinois C. C, and S. A. Miles, Chi-
cago C. C.
Scorers—F. A. Ingalls, ChieagoC. C; A. J. Street,

Illinois C. C; Gerge Koster, Aolus C. C; Chas. E.
Randall, Chicago C. C, and George A. Mason, Illinois
C. C.
Marshal—Harry Gotthelf, Douglas C. C.

THE PRIZES.

Victor safety or ordinary, A. G. Spalding &Bros.

;

Mail safety, Jenney & Graham Gun Co.; Columbia
safety or ordinary. Pope Manufacturing Co.; Rush
Safety, Western Wheel Works ; shot gun and fishing
outfit, Montgomery, Ward & Co.; Broncho safety.
White Cycle Co.; shot gun, Hibbard, Spencer, Bar't-
lett& Co.; Light Champion bicycle, GormuUy & Jeffery
Manufacturing Co.; Little Giant safety, Lozier & Yost
Manufacturing Co.; gold watch, T/te Referee: Cyclo-
meter, Butcher Cyclometer Co.; traveling bag, P.
Becker & Co^ lamp. Western Cycle Co.; saddle. New
Era Bicycle Co.; bicycle pants j Holmes & Co. ; lamp
and bicycle suit, C. F. Stokes Co.; chronograph. The
Bearings ; club pin, Griefenhagen & Bisson; cyclo-
meter. Temple Cycle Exchange ; two boxes cigars,
Martin Bowbeer ; bicycle pants and hose, Kenwood
Bicycle Co.; pair racing shoes. Otto Hassell ; cup,
Meriden Brit. Co. ; box cigars. Roper & Baxter Co.

;

hat, Wm. Herrick ; cyclometer. Rouse, Hazard & Co.;
booby prize, H. P. Aiken ; sundries, Thorsen & Cas-
sidy

;
pair bicycle shoes, Wisner & Co.

This arrangement, oi: course, is not as the prizes
were placed, but as taken from the donation list. In
addition, Lumsden gets a $150 medal furnished from
entry fees for best time ; George Thorne a gold one
for next best, and Bert Myers third best time, a bronze
medal.

NOTES.
Of 122 starters not more than a dozen rode safeties.
Though few in number, the safeties caused a deal of

trouble, Barrett alone falling over, or being run into
by them, no less than four times.
Headers were plentiful, but it was impossible to

keep tally of them.
It was a great day for Columbias. They won fully

one-half the prizes, including first, second and third.
E. J. Roberts, "who finished thirty-sixth, was the first

safety man in.

Possibly what was the most meritorious perform-
ance of the day was that of A. Vailiancourt, who fin-

ished sixth. He rides regularly an old Standard Col-
umbia, but the night before the race hired a Volunteer
Columbia, after vainly seeking for a lighter wheel.
On this strange mount he pedaled from the 7:15 mark
well up to the leaders.
Winship was the most disconsolate looking man in

Pullman after the race.
John Palmer, of the I. C. C, with his kodak was a

conspicuous figure at start and finish. He secured
some sixty negatives.
The Illinois Club painted their neighborhood a

bright Vermillion the night of the race. They also
raised $100 for another race over the course between
Tuttle and Lumsden.
At Pullman, in the afternoon, the Pullman Athletic

Club held its annual games. The one-mile bicycle
handicap was won by Richard Knisely, I. C. C, 150
yards, in 3m. 17s.; A. M. Luce, L. C. C, 75 yards, sec-
ond; Geo. K. Barrett, C. C. C., 25 yai-ds, third; Geo.
Thorne, C. C. C, scratch, fourth. This was a pretty
race on a vile track. Luce easily caught Knisely, but
the track was too small and the corners too risky to
enable him to pass him and take the pole, despite re-
peated efforts. Bettsy B.

THE LYNN WHEEL CLUB'S ROAD
RACE.

This enterprising club held a road race on
May 30, with the followng results

:

NAME. HANDICAP. TIME.

1. J. H. Shurman Scratch, 43:15
2. J. S. CHsh 2 min. 49:30
3. J. F. Lynch 2 min. 50:00

4. W. Wiley 2 min. 50:30
5. W. E. Wiswell Scratch, 58 :oo

6. E. Gargan 2 min. ....

7. S. Anderson 2| min. '

8. T. A. Keowu 4^ min. ....

9. A. Smith 4^ min. ....

10 F. Martin 6 min.
II. A. E. Wiswell Scratch,

The course was through various highways and
streets in Lynn, Swampscott and Nahant, and
was twelve and a half miles long. A. E. Wis-
well was thrown out of the race by an accident
to his machine. The ]irizes were five in num-
ber. The Pope Manufacturing Company do-

nated a silver cup for the first prize. The otHcers

were as follows: .Starter, W. Paul; Referee,

C. E. Whitten; Scorers, G. M. Babb and B.

Lawson.
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FIXTURES.

JUNE.
2- 7.—ChicaR-o Cycling TournaitK'nt, at Exposition

Building.
J.—Item five-mile road race for I'hiladelphia Cham-

pionship.
7. August iS.—Elwell's European Tour.
Q.—New Haven Tournament and Spring Meet of

the Connecticut Division.
14.—Great Century Run, Continental Hotel, Newark,

to Philadeljiliia. Address P. H. Cossitt, 138
West 104th Street, New York.

14.—Athletic Club, .Schuylkill N;ivy, Games, one
and two mile handicaps ; entries close June 7,

with E. Milligan, 162S Arch Street, Philadel-
phia.

i.(-23.—Philadelphia Bicycle Club's Summer Outing in
Boston, Nantasket, Marblchead, etc.

17-18.—Spencer (Iowa) Bicycle Club's Tournament.
1S-19.—Fargo, North Dakota, Race Jlect. Harry Svens-

gaard, Chairman.
20-21.—Annual Jleeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha.
20-21.—Tournament at New Orleans. Entries close

June 16, with C. H. Fcnner, New Orleans, La.
21.—Bviffalo 50-miIe Road Race for Buffalo wheel-

men only. Entrance fee, $i ; close June 14,

with Standard Cycle Co.
21-28.—Campbell-Lunisden Races.

25.—First of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at
Lowville, N. Y. Address L. S. Miller, Low-
ville, N. Y.

27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-
phia, Pa.

28.—Chicago Cycling Club vs. Wilmington Wheel
Club, Team Race, Lancaster Pike, Philadel-
phia.

28.—Kings County Wheelmen's Race Meet. Entries
close June 20, with W. F. Murphy, 1255 Bed-
ford Avenue, Brooklyn.

28.—A. A. U. Eastern Champion.ship Two-mile Bicy-
cle Race. Entries close June 21 with J. E.
Sullivan, P. O. Box 611, N. Y. City.

30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

JULY.
I- 3.—Missouri Division Tour,Clarksville to Columbia.

Captain W. P. Laing, 1724 Olive Street, St.
Louis.

-Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.
-Memphis, Tenn., twenty-live mile Team Road

Race.
-Second of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at

Watertown, N. Y. L. S. Miller, Lowville, N.Y.
-New Hampshire State L. A. W. Division Meet,

Nashua, N. H.
-Probable Race Meeting at Watertown, N. Y., of

the Northern N. Y. Cyclists.
-Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to

Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Partic-
ulars, address J. E. Poorman, Eighth and
Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

-Races at Stockton Park, Camden, N. J. Entries
close June 30 with W. M. Penett, 707 Arch
Street, Phila'delphia.

-California Division Meet at San Jose.
-Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
-Illinois Division Jleet at Bloomington, 111.

-Memphis, Tenn., Tournament and State Divis-
ion Meet.

-Third of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets at
Carthage, N. Y. Address L. S. Miller, Low-
ville, N. Y.

-Fourth Division Championship Races at St.
Louis. ^

-Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
-Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

8g State Street, Boston,
ig.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
-Fourth Division Championship Races at Chi-

cago.
-Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Road Handicap,

Waukesha to Milwaukee, 18 miles. Entries
close July 13, with H. J. Rotier, 427 Milwaukee
Street.

-Indiana Division Tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati.

-Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
-White Mountain Tour. Address before August

2, to G. R. McAusIan, Providence, R. I.

-Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-
mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.

-Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

-Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

-Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue Detroit.—I.. A AV. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.
—Hartford 'Wlveel Club's Tournament at

Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

—New York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood,
118 South Salina Street.

-Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Jleet and Tour-
nament.

—Peoria Race Meet.
Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.

4- 5-

4- 5-

4- 5-

4- 5-

IS--

17.-

19.-

ig.-

21-23

24-26.

2-12

6.

16,

17

20-25.

35-37

1-3.

1-3.

13-13

NEW JERSEY DIVISION RACES AT
BERGEN POINT.

The Division t:ieet was wound up with a race
meet at Bergen Point on Saturday, May 31. A
special train brought over a large party from
Plainfield, and quite a few New York and

Brooklyn men went out to the grounds. The
weather was beautiful, and the grounds wcic
a fine sight, with the well-cared-for inlield, the
fringe of trees on the south side, and the view
of the Hay on the west.
The races were a sort of dessert, and those

who had filled up on sueli heroic food as the
great road race of the day jjrevious or on the
New Jersey meet were rather blast-, and the c(jn-

sequence was a noticeable absence of snap.
The grand stand was not cjuite filled, and the
rails not heavily lined, though the Division prob-
ably came oil even as to financial results.

The track was in poor shape on account of

the athletic games which had been held on it

the day previous. One of the corners was very
bad, and later in the day it caused a most
unfortunate accident. The sport, on the whole,
was not good, even though 9 of the 13
events were district championships. The total

number of entries was 39, divided into 1 3 races,

and towards the end of the day the affair went
tame. The meet should have ended at 5:30
p. M. , but the last event was not finished until

nearl}- an hour and a half after that time.

The prizes in the handicaps were neatly
designed medals, while the first and second
men in each of the championships received
souvenirs of the events and a guarantee that
their expenses to Niagara Falls would be paid.

The result of this last promise was that some
clubs which pay the expenses of their com-
petitors judiciously distributed their men in the
various events, and it may be safely said that
many of the riders were out for expenses and not
for sport. Altogether, the first district cham-
pionships may be summed up as a not very
brilliant event, and that it was not so is entirely

due to the system.
The field officers were: Referee: W. H. De

Graaf, Harlem Wheelmen. Judges: G. Carle-
ton Brown, Elizabeth Wheelmen ; E. K. Austin,
K. C. W., and Isaac B. Potter, B. B. C.

Scorers: F. H. Douglass, K. C. W. ; Frank
Eveland, H. C. W., and A. F. Bellinger, E.
W. Starter and Clerk of the Course : Thos C.

Crichton, K. C. W. Assistant Clerks of the
Course: D. H. Lenox, Plainfield Bicycle Club,
and I. S. Bowdish, Kings Co. Wheelmen.
Timers: A. M. Sweet, N. J. A. C. ; Dr. E. W.
Johnson, H. C. W. , and F. P. Prial, N. Y. Bi.

C. Umpires: R. F. Hibson, K. C. W. ; W. C.

Nellis, K. C. W. ; L. B. Whymper, K. C. W.,
and Chester Colgate, E. W. Announcer: John
C. Wetmore, N. J. A. C.

The officers discharged their duties efficiently,

and the races were run off wthout any unneces-
sary delay.

SUMMARY OF THE RACES.

One-mile Bicycle CHAMPiONsiiir.—W. F.

Murphy, K. C. W., first; W. S. Campbell, B. A.
C, second; A. B. Rich, B. A. C, third; J. B.
Pearson, Vineland, N. J., fourth; F. G. 13rown,
N. J. A. C, fifth; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C;
F. G. Class, B. A. C, and L. L. Clarke,
B. A. C. Time, 2m. 56 4-5S. Clarke led to the
quarter in 493. and Mui-phy to the half in im.
34s. After passing the half Clarke fell on the
bad corner of the track, but was not seriously
hurt. Pearson led at the three-quarters in

2m. 15s., but in the rush on the last quarter,
Murphy won in quite easy fashion. The last

half was ridden in im. 22 4-5S. Campbell's
time was 2m. 57 1-43.

H.\LF-MiLE Safety Handicap.—E. J. Day,
H. C. W. , 100 3^ards, first. Time, im. 20 2-53.

F. B. Hesse, N. J. A. C.
, 40 j-ards, second.

Time, im. 24^3. J. A. Allgaier, Reading, Pa..

40 yards, third ; beaten off. Day proved to be
a dark horse and ^von easily.

One-mile Tandem Safety Championship.—
C. M. and W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., first,

time 3m. 7s. ; A. A. Zimmerman and S. B.

Bowman, N. J. A. C, second, time 3m. i8Js. ;

S. L. Beales and Frank Plummer, Orange
Wanderers, third, distanced. The New Jersey
team led to the quarter in 53s. ; half in im. 36s.,

and three-quarters in 2ni. 21s., when the Mur-
phy brothers rushed ahead and won as they
pleased.

Half-mile Ordinary Handicap.—A. A. Zim-
meiTnan, N. J. A. C, 30 yards, first. Time,
im. 20 4-5S. F. B. Hesse, N. J. A. C. , 10 yards,
second. Time, im. 22s. D. Oakes, Riverside
A. C, 30 yards, third; E. C. Anthony, Taun-
ton, Mass., scratch, fourth; AV. H. Roberts, K.
C. W., 50 yards, fifth; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C,
scratch, sixth; M. T. Killmer, Reading, Pa., 30

yards, seventh; R. W. Steves, K. C. W., 30
yards, eighth. Anthony led the first quarter
in 41m.. and might have gotten through, but he
supposed it was the mile instead of the half-

mile that was l)eing run off.

One-mile Safkty Championsiiip. — W. F.

Muq^hy, first, times, one-quarter, im. is.
;

one-half, im. 52s; three-quarters, 2m. 40s; one
mile in 3m. 21 2-5S. ; W. .Schumacher, second,

time 3m. 22JS. ; W. F. Gassier, P>erkeley A.
C, third by a long way. Murphy easily de-

feated Schumacher, while Gassier made a very
poor showing.

FIVE-^^LE Ordinary Championship.—L. L.

Clarke, first. Time, i6m. 3s. ; A. B. Rich, sec-

ond. Time, i6m. 3 3-5S. ; W. F. Murphy, third,

beaten by a few yards; C. W. Muq^hy, fourth,

by a yard ; L. A. Struck, Atalanta Wheelmen,
out at two miles; W. F. Class did not finish

; J.

B. Pearson, S. B. Bowman, and W. S. Camp-
bell, o. Class led at the mile in 3m. 30s., after

which Bowman cut out the pace, riding two miles
in 6m. 40s., three in 9m. 55s., and four in 13m.
-s. , but on the last quarter Clarke ru.shed ahead
and seemed to wn ea,sily. Rich seemed in-

capable of making any effort. The time of the
last mile was 2m. 56s., although Clarke must
have ridden it much faster.

One-.mile Safety, Handicap.—B. B. Hesse,
70 yards, first; Time, 2m. 52 1-5S. ; C. Cogge-
shall. Riverside A. C, 130 yards, second. Time,
2m. 52 3-5S. ; E. J. Day, H. C. W., 175 yards,

third by several lengths
; J. A. Allgaier, Read-

ing, Pa., 75 yards; H. P. Matthews, Brooklyn
B. C. , 1 30 yards, and W. Darmer, Jersey City,

140 yards. Hesse rode a well-judged and
plucky rack, winning just on the tape.

Two-mile Tandem Safety, Championship.
—C. M. and W. F. Murphy, first, times,

3m. 30s. and 6m. 40s. ; A. A. Zimmerman and
S. B. Bowman, second, time 6m. 42|s. ; Surn-
ner L. Beales and Frank Plummer, Orange
Wanderers, third. The Murphys again won
easily and as they pleased.

One-mile Ordinary, Handicap.—W. H. Rob-
erts, H. C. W., 130 yards, first. Time, 2m.

49 1-5S.
; J. B. Pearson, 120 yards, second by a

few lengths ; F. B. Hesse, 60 yards, third ; R.
W. Steves, 100 yards; D. Oakes, 100 yards;
]\I. T. Killmer, 80 yards ; A. A. Zimmerman, 60
yards, and E. C. Anthony, 40 yards. At the

crack of the pistol Anthony set out at a hot
pace and rapidly ovei^hauled the man in front of

him. At the half mile Zimmerman had a clear

lead, but while rounding the bad corner his

wheel slipped and he fell, bringing down Kill-

mer and another rider with. him. In order to

escape this muss Anthony ran up on the grass
bank and was thrown violently against a tree.

While falling, Zimmerman struck a small boy
who was standing at the side of the track in the

head, knocking him down and badly cutting

him. At the same time a horse standing near
the track ran away \%-ith a buggy and its occu-

pant. This state of affairs caused intense ex-

citement and the grounds were quickly oveiTun
with spectators. Zimmerman was practically

unhurt and Killmer also luckily escaped, but
Anthony was badly stunned and lay on the

grass some time before he recovered. The boy
fared the worst. He was attended to b}^ a
phy.sician, and then canied to his home near by.

This accident was very unfortunate, as it threw
all the men, except Zimmerman, out of the races

for the rest of the day.
Two-mile Safety, Championship.—W. F.

Murphy, first, time 6m. 15 3-5S. ; W. Schu-
macher, second, time 6m. 19 3-5S. Murphy
won easily by several lengths, cutting out the

half in im. 31s. and the mile in 3m.
Two-mile Ordinary, Championship.—A. B.

Rich, first, time 6m. 34 1-5S. ; F. G. Brown,
second by a few lengths; W. S. Campbell,
third; C. M. Mtrrphy, fourth; A. A. Zimmer-
man, fifth, and S. B. Bowman, sixth. L. L.

Clarke was forced off the track in order to save
himself from Zimmerman, who wobbled badly.

Clarke ran up on the bank and feU over on the

grass without being much hurt. Zimmerman
rode the quarter in 47s., Campbell reaching
the half in im. 40s. The last quarter was
ridden by Rich in 39 1-5S.

FIVE-^IILE Safety, Championship.—W. Schu-
macher, first, time iSm. 26s. W. F. Murphy,
second, time iSm. 27s. These men were the

only competitors, and the race was a procession

until the last quarter mile, when the men blazed

away, Schumacher outlasting Murphy, who
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was doubtless tired from previous races.

Three-mile Tandem Safety, Championship.
—A. A. Zimmerman and S. B. Bowman, iirst,

time gm. 47 4-53. ; W. S. Campbell and A. B.

Rich, second. C. M. and W. F. Murphy, out
at 2 miles. Zimmerman and Bowman led at

the first mile in 3m. 1 7s.

NOTES OF the MEET.

The' tendency to loaf was speedily suppressed
by the time limit imposed by Referee De Graaf

.

The press was well represented. I spotted
Atol, Ram Lai, and The Saunterer. The
Wheel, therefore, had four representatives

present. Then there was the Bearing's repre-

sentative, the young man of the Stin, Johnny
Wetmore of Town Tattle, and Townsend of the

Newark Call.

Did you see "Doc" Johnson and "The"
Merseles, pale with their burnt-cork triumphs of

the evening previous ?

" Billy" Roberts, who won the mile handicap,
is well known in athletics as a fairly good sprint

runner. Although he had ridden in the 25-

mile road race, he showed good form in the
mile, and should often be seen on local paths.

I missed so many names of men who should
have been entered. We have a lot of good
material between Bedford Aventie, Brooklyn,
and Plainfield, N. J. But the boys have no
decent track.

The Reading boys, M. W. Killmer and All-

gair, were practically novices, and being un-
known, were not liberally treated by the handi-
capper. Yet they never kicked, but rode losing

races modestly and without turning a hair.

Should they come to local races again they 'will

be treated better.

Anthony had his heart set on the mile, and
was going great guns when he fell.

Some people do think that Zimmerman might
ride a "little" more carefully. In the 2-mile

ordinary championship he actually frightened
Clarke into a header; and L. L. don't frighten
easily.

As clerk of course, " Tommy" Crichton was as
good as usual, and good ability for this sort of

work was discovered in "Ike" Bowdish, K. C.

W. , and D. H. Lenox, Plainfield B. C.

L. L. Clarke will not compete in the national
championships.

Ferd. Hesse states that Saturday last ended
his racing career. I am offering odds that he
will compete in the K. C. W. races.

W. F. Murphy was dubbed the "Horse," a
not very elegant but a very pat cognomen.
During the races he rode altogether nineteen
miles, and the form he showed after his road
race victory was remarkable. Brother " Charl""
has gone stale, and both should rest a week
or two.
To Alphabet Martin, of the Plainfield Club,

much of the success of the meet is due.
Mr. Hickok, of the Pope Manufacturing Co.

,

was an interested spectator.

Cortland County Cyclists' Race Meet at

Cortland, New York.

This club held a very successful meet on Decoration
Day, and besides giving the towns-people a good days'
sport, they added an item to the club treasury.

SUMMARY OF THE RACES.

One-mile;Bicycle, Novices—J. H. Dalton, Cort-
land, first, time 3m. 40s. ; C. C. Bradley, Cortland, sec-
ond

; J. H. Cowan, Cortland, third.

One-half Mile Bicycle, Boys' Race—F. Ketchum,
Cortland, first, time im. 47s. ; W. H. Loveland, Bing-
hampton, second.

One-mile .Safety, Novices—Geo. W. Allen, Cort-
land, first, time 4m. 21s. ; L. H. Potter, Binghampton,
second

; J. H. Cowan, Cortland, third.

One-mile Bicycle, Scratch— E. L. Lancaster, first,
time 3m. 17S. ; E. S. Dalton, second, time ^m. igs. ;

J. H. Dalton, third
; C. C. Bradley, fourth.

Two-mile ;Handic.\i>— E. S. Dalton, scratch, first,
time 5m. 57s. ; E. .S. Johnson, 160 yds., second

; J. H.
Dalton, 160 yds., third.

One-half Mile Safety—B. M. Dwight, Binghamp-
ton, first, time im. 44s. ; E. L. Lancaster, second, time
im, 4()S. ; (j. W. Houk, third.

Two-mile Safety, Lap Race-B. M. Dwight, first,
time 7m. 54S.

; E. L. Lancaster, second.
One-mile Clud CliAMi'ioNsiin'-E. E. Edgcomb,

first, time 3m. -.-.ss. ; E. S. Dalton, second
; J. H. Dalton,

third.

A committee is iK-goliatiiig witli llie BulTalo Fair
Association for the use of their track, and if arrange-
ments can be made a tournament will be held in
Buffalo during August or September. This track was
built by Henry E. Ducker for the tournament of 1887,

THE WORCESTER MEET.

THE BAY STATE CLUB (JIVE A SUCCESSFUL

TOURNAMENT.

The spring meet of the Massachusetts Di-
vision and the annual tournament of the Bay
State Bicycle Club was held at Worcester on
Decoration Day. The crowd at the Union
Depot early in the morning presented an inspir-

ing sight. A number of members of the Bay
State Club were on hand awaiting the arrival of

the Boston delegation, which reached the depot
shortly after nine o'clock. As soon as the Bos-
ton people, led by Chief Marshal Dr. W. H.
Emery, were ready to start, they were escorted
to the skating rink, where they rested until the

parade.

THE PARADE.

The .parade was started at 11:10 a.m., the
line of march being through Main and Salisbury
Streets to Park Avenue, to Maywood Street, to

Main Street, and back to the rink. A short

stop was made at the soldiers' monument, where
F. H. Rouse photographed the party. There
were fully three hundred men in line, composed
of the follo\\ang clubs

:

Skirmishers. Brigade Band, J. H. Martel,

leader, 20 pieces, in barge. Chief Marshal, Dr.

W. H. Emery, of Boston. Staff: President
Copeland, Bay State Club; President Perkins,

Rhode Island Wheelmen ; Capt. Newman, Cam-
bridge Club; President Emerson, Somerville
Club ; President Beane, Cambridgeport Club

;

B. A. Barker, Bay State Club. Bugler, J. S.

Carman, Cambridgeport Club. Bay State Bicy-
cle Club, 30 men; Capt. L. A. Whittemore;
Bugler, E. M. Santom ; Color Bearers, Messrs.

Tuttle and Watson. Roxbury Bicycle Club, 42
men, Captain James Kelly. Somerville Club,
Captain Cubberly, 25 men. New Haven Club,

6 men. Captain F. N. Kinney. Cambridgeport
Club, Captain George F. Kehew, 25 men.
Charlestown Rovers Club, 12 men. Captain
Henry W. Robinson. Hyde Park Ramblers,
10 men. Captain C. M. Huzzy. Marlboro Club,

16 men, Captain A. P. Curtis. Medford Club,

3 men. Dorchester Club, 3 men, Captain G. W.
Heywood. Gardner Club, 3 men. New Bed-
ford Club, 20 men. Captain Hoyland Smith.
Fitchburg Chib, 20 men. Rhode Island Wheel-
men, 65 men. Captain H. L. Perkins. Whitins-
ville Club, 20 men. Captain Percy Houghton.
Unattached riders, 75 men. Captain A. D. Peck.
Massachusetts Club.

THE RACES.

The race meet, held at Agricultural Park in

the afternoon, attracted over 2,500 people. The
following is the result of the events

:

One-mile Novice.—J. H. Bronson, New Ha-
ven, first, time 3m. 4 1-5S. Harry Gardiner,
of Worcester, second; E. P. Kershaw, Fall

River.
One-mile Safety Worcester County Cham-

pionship.—Clarence Fenner, Worcester, first,

time 3m. 15s. Fred. Johnson, Worcester, sec-

ond; Jas. Dunn, Millbury.

Two-mile Team Race.—Bay State Bicycle

Club, 43 points ; Millbury Wanderers, 41 points.

The Bay State Club was represented by Jas.

Wilson, Harrj' Gardiner and R. N. .Spiers, and
the Millbury Club by C. Fenner, John F. Cronin
and Harry Hathaway.
One-mile Bicycle Scratch.—W. W. Windle,

B. A. C, first, time 2m. 54s. W. G. Class,

B. A. C, second; R. T. McLaren, CHnton,
Mass., third.

One-mile Safety, District No. i Champion-
ship.—Hoyland Smith, New Bedford, first,

time 3m. 7 2-5S. P. J. Berlo, South Boston,
second; F. A. Wallace, Lynnfield, third.

Two-mile Bicycle, District No. i Cham-
pionship.—W. W. Windle, first, time 6m. 30s.

;

P. J. Berlo, South Boston, second by 75 j^ards.

Two-mile Bicycle, Worcester Coiin'py Cham-
pionship.—Clarence Fenner, first, time 6m.

44 1-5S; T.' J. Kern, Worcester, second; James
Wilson, Jr., third.

One-milk Safety Handicap.—P. J. Berlo,

scratch, first, time 2m. 52 2-5S. Hoyland
Smith, second; F. A. Welles, 50 yards, third;

D. Drummond, Boston, 60 yards; A. W. Porter,

Newton, 60 yards; Fred. Johnson, Worcester,
yo yards; W. O. Nichols, Fall River; T. M.
Shcchcy, Whitensville ; A. C. Aliny, I'rovidcncc,

125 yards; James Dunn, Millbury,

One-mile Bicycle Handicap.—W. W. Windle,
scratch, first. Time, 2m. 45 4-5S. Harry Gar-
diner, Worcester, 175 yards, second; H. Scher-
vee, Worcester, 175 yards, third; Class and
Berlo, 60 yards ; Pressy, 100 yards ; Bronson,
no yards; R. P. Dean, Fall River, 125 yards;
Aldrich, 140 yards; T. Donnellan, Cambridge,
150 yards; E. P. Kershaw, Fall River, 160
yards.

In the evening a smoker was given at the
rink, music being furnished by the Brigade
Band. Mr. L. C. Havener gave a club swing-
ing exhibition, and D. J. Canary gave a fancy
riding exhibition.

THE RECORD ENTRY.

San Francisco, May 24.

The entry for the Pullman Road Race is

without doubt a world's record.

In Bicydins; News of May 25, i88g, Mr. Hillier

tells of some big entry lists.

On August 10, 1878, the Stanley Club received

167 entries for a two-mile bicycle handicap.
It was won by A. Derkinderin from the 50-

yard mark in 5m. 54 2-5S. , equal to about 6m.
from scratch. H. L. Cortis ran third from the
120-yard mark.
In July of the same year the Temple Bicycle

Club received 153 entries for a i-mile bicycle

handicap. This race was won by W. Quirk,
from the 30-yard mark in 3m. is.

At the Catford Cycling Club games last year
142 entries were received for the novice mile.

This race was run in 14 heats in the first

round, 3 in the second, and the final—the winner
having to ride in 3 heats, of course. He turned
up in W. C. Nettleton, 200 yards. Time, 2m.
38s., equal to about 2m. 58s. for the full mile.

The Catford Club had a half mile handicap on
their programme for May 17, and may possibly

have scored a record that \\nll put the 181 of the
Pullman race in the shade. California.

THE INTERCOLLEGIATE RACE.

The feature of the intercollegiate games held
at Berkeley Oval on May 30 was the 2-mile

bicycle race.

First heat—R. H. Davis, Harvard College,

first, time 6m. ig^s; H. B. HaUock, Am-
herst, second; G. B. Van Riper, Columbia; G.

A. Beckwith, Columbia; F. A. Delabarre, Am-
herst, and F. A. Clarke, Yale. In this heat

Davis and Delabarre collided, but both were
allowed in the final.

.Second heat—P. W. Da\ns, Harvard, first,,

time 6m. 20 1-5S. ; W. Weare, Yale, second
; J.

L. Reigle, Lehigh. W. B. Greenleaf, Ham-ard,.

and D. R. Law.son coUided, Greenleaf being
disqualified for causing the foul.

Final heat—R. H. Davis, first, time 6m.

6 2-5S. ; HaUock, second by a yard ; P. W.
Davis, third. After the race was over it was
discovered that P. W. Davis and not Greenleaf

had caused the foul.

NORTHERN NEW YORK CIRCUIT.

A committee of wheelmen, representing

Lowville, Watertown and Carthage, have ar-

ranged to hold the following series of races:

June 27, Lowville; July 4, Watertown, and July

10, Carthage. Following is the programme of

the Lowville races: One-half mile ordinary in

heats; i-mile safety handicap; i-mile ordinary

ride and run; -i-mile hands-off; i-mile safety ; i-

mile ordinary for 18S9 and 1890 riders; i -mile

ordinary, circtiit championship; pedestrian ts.

rider (pedestrian to run half a mile while the

wheelman rides three-quarters) ; i-mile ordinary,

team race; loo-yard slow race; -1-mile safety

handicap; i-inile ordinary championship of

Lewis, Jefferson and St. Lawrence Counties.

Entries close June 23, with L. S. Miller, Low-
ville, N. Y.

Two-mile bicycle race, decided al the New York State

Intercollegiate Association's nu-ot, held at Rome, N.

Y., May ii, H. Marquisce, Hamilton College, first; .'*.

LaKuel Hamilton College, second. Time 8m. 10 2-5S.

At the Uaverford, Pa., College sports, held on the

college groun4» on May 28, the one-mile bicycle race

was woii in 3m. J3S. by G. M. Coates ; T. E. Haird,

pecond ' "
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ONE! TWO! THREE!

THE RACE. THE TIME PRIZE. THE RECORD.

iriCTOR!

The Irvington-Milburn is over. It was a great race, and not a few of the sixty-

live starters went in as "sure winners," riding "the fastest wheel on earth," etc, *

In the bunch was F. W. West, of Philadelphia, mounted on a regular Victor Safety,

and when the end came it was found to have carried him fast enough to give him the race.

W. F. Murphy, of the Kings County Wheelmen, got across the tape in plenty of time

to win the time prize and also to secure to the VICTOR ^^^ record of the course.

It was a great day for Victors, and verily VICTORS ARE WINNERS.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
•^1- 7VY K K E R S ,

i^

BOSTON. \VASHINGTON.

Office and Factory: CHICOPBE FALI^S, MASS.

Special Agents, A. G. SPALDING & BROS., New York, Chicago and Philadelphia.
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SECOND-HAND BICYCLES,
From $9.00 upwards.

GREAT BARGAINS. DESCRIPTIVE LISTS SEf T FREE.

1,000 BICTCIiE HORNS.—" The Newark," No. 3, popular size, ready for immediate delivery
;
price, $2.3o.

THK BICYCLE SUFFLY HOUSE:

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., Oraton Hall, ^^°nf"eetlr"^" Newark. N. J.

WRITE FOR LISTS TO

S. <& S. CORTOIT, Limited,

Whitefriars WorkSi
COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

MASUFACTUREES OF THE FAMOUS

EARLSDON" CYCLES,

Especially adapted for the American Market.

Agents wanted for the sale of these Celebrated Machines

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

Positively the best wheel for the money ever offered. Ball

bearings throughout, except head ; weldless steel

tubing. Guaranteed for one year.

Agents wanted all over the United States.

? STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO.,

Rudge Bicyclette No. 2, $100. 707 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,
MAKERS OF THE

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE.

DIAMOND
$85

Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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CHICAGO TOURNAMENT AT EXPOSI-
TION BUILDING.

[l!V WIKK Tl) TIIK. WllKKI..]

Results of Races Wednesday, June 3.

ONr.-Mll.l-: S.MKl V.

1. W. C. Thome. Chicago B. C.

2. Bert Meyers, Penii. B. C.

3. F. J.
Fanning. TUinois Chib.

4. Geo. K. Barrett, Chicago Chib.

Time, 3m. ijs.

0N1-:-MIl.E HICYCLK HEATS, FIRST HEAT.

1. A. E. Lumsden, Chicago Chib.

2. George K. Barrett, Chicago Club.

3. L. Masi, Illinois Club.

4. F. E. Spooner, Lincoln Club.

Time, 3m. i^^s.

ONE-MILE BICYCLE, SECOND HEAT.

I. Lumsden.
Time, 2m. 39fs.

ONE-MILE BICYCLE, 3. 10 CLASS.

1. S. P. Wintermile, Chicago Club.

2. Louis Masi.

3. W. J. Bray, Aeolus Club.

Time, 2ra. 46|s.

THREE-MILE BICYCLE TEAM RACE.

Chicago Club walked over. A. E. Lumsden
first, time 8m. 22^s.

THREE-MILE SAFETY.

1. W. Van Wagoner, Newport.
2. Geo. K. Barrett, Chicago.

3. W. C, Thorne, Chicago.

4. Bert Meyers, Peoria.

Time, 9m. 5s.

All but Van Wagoner fell on the last lap.

ONE-MILE SAFETY, 3. 20 CLASS.

1. W. J. Brav, Aeolus Club.

2. Gray.

3. F. J. Fanning, Illinois Club.

Time, 2m. 50s.

ONE-MILE HANDS-OFF EXIIIHITION.

W. Van Wagoner rode a Broncho in 3m. 12s.

Thursday's Events.

TWENTY-FIVE MILE SAFETY IllCVCI.E RACE.

1. W. C. Thorne.
2. Fanning.
3. Barrett.

4. Van Wagoner.
Time, ih. 20m. i2is.

FIVE-MILE ORDINARY BICYCLE, FINAL HEAT.

1. N. H. Van Sicklen.

2. Geo. Thorne.
3. Knisely.
Time, 14m. 2 3-5S. This is the indoor record.

13. Tandem Safety, two miles.

14. Ordinary, five miles.

15. Safet)', Consolation, half mile,

U). Tandem Safety, two miles.

17. Ordinary, Con.solation, half mile.

18. Team Race, tvvo miles.

THE NEW ORLEANS MEET.

The fifth District championship races will be
decided on June 20 and 21 at New Orleans.

The referee -w-ill be Joseph R. Wilson, of

Clarks\'ille ; Messrs. Scherer, of INIemphis, and
Combs, of Nashville, \\-ill act as judges.
The New Orleans public are taking a great

interest in the meet and it promises to be a
great success. Entries have been received
from Memphis, Nashxnlle, Clarksville, Little

Rock, Montgomery and Birmingham, Ala.

;

also from the States of Mississippi, Texas,
Florida and Georgia. The meet promises to

be a gathering of Southern cracks and we shall

have an opportunity of judging who the fast

men are in District No. 5.

The events are as follows :

FIRST DAY, FRIDAY, jri\E 20.

1. One-mile No\nce.
2. Safety, five miles.

3. Louisiana Cj-cling Club Championship, one
mile.

• 4. Tandem Safety, three miles.

5. Boys' Race, half mile.

6. Run and ride, half mile.

7. Ordinar}', two miles.

8. Safety, one mile.

g. Louisiana State Championship, one mile.

SECOND DAY', SATURDAY, JUNE 21.

10. Ordinar\-, one mile.

11. Safet)-, two miles.

12. New Orleans Bicycle Club Championship,
one mile.

NEW HAVEN TOURNAMENT.

SI'KINt; MEET OF THE CONNECTICUT DIVISION,

L. A. W.

The New Haven Bicj^clc Club will hold its

annual tournament on Monday next at the Elm
City Driving Park. Judging from the interest

taken in the meet by cyclists not onl)- in Con-
necticut, but in adjacent States, the event
promises to be both enjoyable and successful.

This is the first meet that has been held in

New Haven since 1S83. The club expects to

have the largest one day's meet ever held in

New England. In the afternoon a concert is to

be given by the .Second Regiment Band on the

race track commencing at i :3o i'. m.

RACE .MEET CONCERT.
Concert at 1:30. Races at 2:30.

r. March—"Col. Van Slyck" Reeves

2. OVERTURE—"Stradella" Flolmv

3. SELECTION—"A Night in New York" Brooks
4. Waltz—"Love'.s Dreamland" Eider
5. IDVL—"The Jlill in the Forest" Bilenberg
6. Galop—"Bicycle" liollinson

LIST OF RACES AND PRIZES.

ONE-MILE NOVICE.—First prize, gold medal ; second
prize, silver medal.
HARVARD AND YALE TEAM RACE.—Prize, solid

silver cup.
ONE-MILE SAFETY, STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.—First

prize, gold medal : second prize, silver medal.
One-mile Handicap (Road Wheels).—First prize,

pearl-handled revolver ; second prize, silver cup

;

third prize, silk umbrella.
One-mile Safety, Club Championship.—First

prize, gold badge; second prize, silver pocket flask
;

third prize, silver tobacco box.
Two-mile Safety, District Championship.—

First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
One-mile, Oi'EN.—First prize, full nickel Eagle

bicycle ; second prize, double-barreled shot gun.
One-mile S,\fetv, Open.—First prize, "Hartford

Safety bicycle ; second prize, pair pearl opera glasses.
One-mile, District Championship.—First prize,

gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
One-mile Safety, Handicap.—First prize, gold

watch ; second prize, gold-headed cane ; third prize,
traveling bag.
One-mile Handicap (Yale and Harvard).—First

prize, banquet lamp ; second prize, beer tankard.
One-mile Tandem Safety, District Champion-

ship.—First prize, gold medal; second prize, silver
medal.
One-mile Consolation.—First prize, silver cup;

second prize, library lamp ; third prize. League pin.
Elegant silver trophy for breaking records.

THE parade.

The parade will form at 10 o'clock on the
Green, and, headed by the Second Regiment
Band, will proceed out the north gate of the
Green to Elm, to Howe, to Howard Avenue, to

Derby Bridge, and countermarch to Congress
Avenue, to Church, to Chapel, to Olive, to

State, to Elm, to Church, to Chapel, to Temple,
to Trumbull, to Hillhouse Avenue, where the
wheelmen will be photographed and dismissed.
Club Captains are requested to report to Adju-
tant F. M. Bailey, either b}- post or personally,
prior to 9 A. m. , Monday June 9, at 173 Oliver
Street.

Prizes will be given the out-of-town club
ha\n:ng the largest number of members
in line ; to the club having the largest
number of L. A. W. members in line, and to
the club presenting the best appearance in the
parade. The New Haven Club waives privilege
of competition.

The Chief Marshal \^-ill be Da\-id J. Post;
aids vnW be Dr. W. H. Emery, Chas. S. Davol,
L. A. Miller, E. A. De Blois, Fred Atwater,
Arthur Munson and W. T. Eastwood. The
Referee ^^'ill be Chas. S. Davol; the Judges;
D. J. Post, Connecticut B. C. ; F. C. Wolcott,
President of the Yale Athletic Association ; F.

P. Prial, N. Y. B. C. ; L. A. Tracy, Hartford
Wheel Club, and Chas. Moore, Bridgeport Club.

THE EVENING ENTERTAINMENT.
The Evening Entertainment will begin at 8 o'clock, at

Turn Hall (opposite League Hotel).
During the evening the following programme

will be given :

Overture Orchestra
Horizontal Bar New Haven Turn Verein
High Kicking Wm. H. Christie
Banjo Club of New Haven Bicycle Club.
Sparring Greensbun Bros.
Selection Orchestra

INTERMISSION.
Parallel Bar New Haven Turn Verein
Wrestling—(catch-as-catch-can . .

)

Messrs Lamb and Hamlin

Selection Orchestra
Fencing Messrs. Roberts and Schlissel
Wrestling—(collar-and-el bow).

.

Messrs. Bush and Trobridge
.Selection Orchestra
Referees of Sports—HARRY WARD, F. (J. CRABB

TRANSPORTATION.
Excursion tickets to New Haven and return, includ-

ing admission to Elm City Driving Park, good from
Saturday, June 7, to Tuesday,June 10, inclusive, will
bo sold on the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. at the following
rates

:

SPRINGFIELD, $2.35.

Trains leave for New Haven at 5:45, 7:00, 7:50, 9:40,
11U5 A. M.
Trains will leave New Haven for Springfield at 5:00,

5:52, 8:20, 10:05 I*' M., 12:25, ^'-^^ A. M.

HARTFORD, $1.50.

Trains leave for New Haven at 6:45, 8:05, 8:29, 10:45
A. M., 12:24, ^'33 I'- M.
Trains will leave New Haven for Hartford at 5:00,

5:52, 6:15, 8:20, 10:05 P- M., 12:25, 1^16, 1:30 A. M.

MERIDEN, $1.00.

Trains leave for New Haven at 7:20, 8:4o,'9:oi, 11:20
A. M , 12:50, 1:33 P. M.
Trains leave New Haven for Meriden at 5:00, 5:52,

6:15, 8:20, 10:05 f- ^-^ 12:25, r:i6, 1:30 A. M.

WATERBURV, VIA NAUGATUCK JUNCTION, $1.75.

Trains leave for New Haven at 6:05, 8:20, 10:55 A. M.
Trains leave Bridgeport for Waterbury at 5:30, 7:47

P. .vf., 9:52 A. M.
Through train for Waterburj- leaves New Haven at

8:00 A. M.

ANSONIA, VIA NAUGATUCK JUNCTION, $1.00.

Trains leave for New Haven at 6:47, 9:07, 11:40 A. M.
Trains leave Bridgeport for Ansenia at 5:30, 7:47 p. M.
Through train for Ansonia leaves New Haven at

8:00 A. M.

NEW BRITAIN, $1.35.

Trains leave for New Haven at 6:52, 8:12, 10:52 A. M.,

I2J30 p. M.
Trains leave New Haven for New Britain at 6:15,

8:20 P. M., 6:40, 8:00 A. M.

NEW YORK, $3.00.

Trains leave for New Haven at 6:01, 7:01, 8:00, 9:00,
9:04, lOXK), 11:00 .\. M., 12:00 M., 1:00 p. M.
Trains leave New Haven for New York at 5:30, 5:35,

7:05, 8:10, 9:10 P. M., 12:01, 3:50, 7:00, 7:30, 8:10 A. M.

STAMFORD, $1.60.

Trains leave for New Haven at 7:18, 8:28, 9:00, 9:55,
10:21, 11:55 A. M., 1:22, 1:53 P. M.
Trains leave New Haven for Stamford at 5:30, 5:35,

9:15 P. M., 12:01, 4:20, 7:00, 8:10 A. M.

SOUTH NORWALK, $1.40.

Trains for New Haven at 0:io, 7:38, 8:50, 9:16, 10:42
A. M., 12:09, 1:07, 1:42, 2:07 P. M.

Trains leave New Haven for South Norwalk at 5:30,
5^351 y^oSi 9'i5 P- M., 12:01, 4:20, 7:00, 7:30, 8:10 A. M.

BRIDGEPORT, $1.00.

Trains leave for New Haven at 6:43, 8:11, 9:24, 9:44,
10:32, 11:16, 11:30 A. M., 12:32, 1:30, 2:15, 2:30 P. M.
Trains leave New Haven for Bridgeport at 5:30, 5:35,

6:30, 7:05, 8:15, 9:10, 9:15 P. M., 12:01, 4:20, 4:50, 6:t5, 7:00,
7:30, 8:10 A. M.

danburv, via housatonic r. r. and N. H. & D. R. R.,
$2.00.

For leaving time of trains, consult latest time table.

BRISTOL
Regular tickets between Bristol and New Britain,

and excursion tickets between New Britain and New
Haven.

NEW HAVEN'S ENTRY LIST.

One-mile Novice.—Charles L. Sage, George C.
Herr, C. P. B. Bartlett, W. R. Norman.
One-mile Safety, State Championship.—George

A. Pickett, Orville W. Swift, W. C. Palmer, H. C.
Backus, Charles E. Larom, D. C. Shea.
One-mile Handicap (Road Wheels).—E. C. An-

thony, C. L. Sage, H. C. Backus, Wilcox Gerrv, E. R.
Faxon, Ludwig Forster, Orville W. Swift, L. C. Herr,
J.

H. Bronson, W. R. Norman, W. C. Palmer, A. F.
Howe, G. K. B. Wade, R. Wade, E. R. Lamson, Philip
Davis, Thomas Barron, F. S. Brown, S. B. Bowman,
A. A. Zimmerman, C. H. Wood.
Yale-Harvard Team Race.—Yale, W. W. Weare,

R. Wade, E. R. Lamson, F. A. Clark (substitute); Har-
vard, W. B. Greenleaf, R. H. Davis, Philip Davis,
Thomas Barron (substitute).
One-mile Safety, Club Championship.—C. E.

Larom, George A. Pickett, H. C. Backus, W. C. Pal-
mer, T. J. O'Tell, L. E. Smith.
Two-mile Safety, District Championship.—Fred

A. Wallace, R. H. Davis, George A. Pickett, E. C.
Anthony, P. J. Berlo, Hovland Smith.
One-mile, Open.—Anthony, Windle, Davis, Green-

leaf, Ives, Forster, Backus, J. H. Bronson, J. K. B.
Wade, F. A. Clarke, R. Wade, E. R. Lamson, Thomas
Barron, Brown, Bowman, Zimmerman, Glass, Camp-
bell.

One-mile Safety, Open.—Larom, Fred A. Wal-
lace, Gassier, R. H. Davis, Pickett, Anthony, Berlo,
Hoyland Smith, Barron, Shea, F. G. Brown, Bowman,
Zimmerman, Schumacher, Glass.
One-mile District Championship. — Anthonj-,

Windle, Davis, Greenleaf, Ives, Forster, Backus, F. A.
Clark.
One-mile Safety, Handicap.—D. A. Ross, Larom,

Wallace, Gassier, R. H. Davis, Pickett, Backus, H. W.
Mcintosh, Anthonv, Berlo, Hovland Smith, Swift,
Palmer, T. J. O'Tell, Thomas Barron, Shea, Brown,
Bowman, Zimmerman, Schumacher, Glass.
OxE-MiLE Tandem, Safety District Champion-

ship.—Barron and Davis, P. Davis and W. B. Green-
leaf, Pickett and Backus, Anthony and Berlo, Norman
and Palmer.
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THE ROME, N. Y., TOURNAMENT.

The second annual tournament of the Rome
Cyclers was held on Friday last, and the weather,
the crowd and the races all made up a good day's

sport. In the morning, a parade was held. The
riders were preceded by the Oriskany Band, of

fourteen pieces, drawn in a canyall. The clubs
represented were as follows : Syracuse Bicycle

Club, Captain Peter Judd, 38 men; Oneida Bi-

cycle Club, Captain Fred. Hammes, 26 men, and
Rome Cyclers, Captain Burt Alger, 27 men.
Mrs. Arthur C. Bradley rode with the Syracuse
Club.

In the afternoon, the first event was a twenty-
mile road race, the contestants in which were

:

R. R Judd and E. S. Petrie, of Sjrracuse ; P. C.

Hammes, of Utica, and Leslie Haynes, of Rome.
The race finished on the track, Hammes \vin-

ning in ih. 51m. R. P. Judd finished second in

ih. 51, and Leslie Haynes third in ih. 58m.

SUMMARY OF THE RACES.

One-mile Novice.—F. C. Baird, Syracuse)
first, time 3m. 15s. ; G. H. Avery, SjTacuse, sec-

ond, time 3m. 20s. ; A. D. Hammes, third,

time 3m. 30s., and E. S. Yarwood, Rome.

Half-mile Dash.—W. P. Parker, Rome, first;

time im. 28 3-5S. ; P. F. Hammes, second,

time im. 30s., and A. I. Fuller, Rome, third,

time im. 31s.

Quarter-mile, Heats—First Heat:—F. E.

Manahan, Utica, first, time 41s; F. E. Robins,
Utica, second, time 41J; E. H. Martin, Utica,

third, time 43s. Second Heat:—Robins, first,

time 42 2-5S. ; Manahan, second, time 43^s.

;

Martin, third, time 45is. Final Heat:—Rob-
ins, first, time 43 3-5S. ; Manahan, second,

time 44s. ; Martin, third, time 44 1-5S.

Fancy Riding Contest.—W. C. Bliss, of S}rr-

acuse, was the only competitor.

One-mile Bicycle Central New York State
Championship.—F. P. Hammes, Utica, first,

time 3m. 4s.
; J. C. Robins, Utica, second,

3m. 5s. ; A. I. Fuller, Rome, third, time, 3m.
6s.

One-mile Tandem Safety.—George Penn anijl

Frank Yehle, Syracuse, first, time 3m. 1-5S;

R. S. Wadswortli and H. Aver}', Syracuse, sec-

ond, time 3m. 27s.

One-mile State Championship.—A. I. Fuller,

first, time im. 30s. ; F. P. Hammes, second,
time im. 30JS. ; H. W. Chapin, third, time,

im. 31.

Three-mile Relay Team Race.—Utica Club,

first, time gm. 52JS. ; Syracuse Club, second,

time gm. 56^5. The Utica Club was repre-

sented by F. P. and P. C. Hammes and J. B.

Paddon, and the Syracuse Club by F. Yehle,
F. Baird and G. H. Avery.

One-mile Safety Central New -York Cham-
pionship.—P. C. Hammes, first, time 3m.
12 I -5s. ; A. I. Fuller, second, time 3m. 26s.

;

A. Benjamin, third, time 3m. 26|s.

Two-mile Bicycle Handicap.—F. E. Robins,
first, time 6m. 34s. ; H. W. Chapin, second,
time 6m. 44s.

Two-MH.E Safety Bicycle.—A. H. Dobson,
Utica, first, time 8m. 5s. ; E. H. Crosby,
Utica, second, time 8m. 6s.

One-mh.e Bicycle Handicap.—E. S. Yanvood,
first, time 3m. 54s.; W. J. Lasher, Jr., Rome,
second, time 3m. 55s.

In the evening a large number of wheelmen
gathered at C. G. Miller's store, where the
parade prizes were awarded as follows: The
Largest Visiting Club—Syracuse Cycling Cltib,

a vase. Club Coming the Longest Distance

—

Richfield Springs, piece of statuary. Finest
Appearing Club—Syracuse, a banner. Young-
est Married Man—Arthur Bradley, of Syracuse,
mop pail.

Most Scholarly Wheelman—A. H. Dobson,
Utica, Semi- Wecldy Sentinel. Two Men Coming
Longest Distance—R. Earl, Binghamton, Mr.
Conovcr, Amsterdam, two bunches bananas.
Richest Wheelman in Parade—Ed. McDougall,
Syracuse, purse (unfilled). Wheelman with
Most Children—E. A. Hinds, Richfield Springs,
whip.
Youngest Wheelman—Master Marshall, Syra-

cuse, knife. Wlicclman who Takes Most Head-
ers—Byron Parkhurst, Rome, bottle liniment.

Wheelman who Needs it Most— (5. H. Avery,
Syracuse, skookum oil. Oldest Wheelman in

Line—E. A. Hinds, Richfield Springs, memo-
randum. Best Drilled Club in Line—Sjrracuse,
piece of statuary. Rider of Largest Wheel—
R. P. Judd, Syracuse, Rome Simi- Weekly Citizen.

Lady in Line—Mrs. Arthur Bradley, Syracuse,
three boxes Sellick's best candy. There was a
large attendance of spectators at the park. The
Rome Cyclers \^^ll clear between $300 and $400.

HARTFORD TOURNAMENT OF 1890.

a few notes on the great meet.

The old-time Hartford Tournament v\all come
off regularly this year as a matter of course.
The dates are September i and 2. These great
meetings at Hartford have been held annually
since 1884, and have been uniformly successful
financially and in all other respects as well.

The Hartford Wheel Club took up the tour-
nament management where the Connecticut
Club left it in 1886, and under its auspices the
Hartford events have come to be characterized
by such gatherings of fast racing inen from all

over the country, crowds of spectators, and
gorgeousness and "spread" generally as maj'
not be found elsewhere in America.
Like its predecessor, the Connecticut Club,

the Wheel Club has always made monej^ out of
its tournaments, but it does not propose to
retire on that accotmt. The Hartford Club is

composed of one hundred active cycling mem-
bers who believe in all branches of the sport,

and particularly in properly managed race
meetings, not only because such meetings are
profitable in Hartford, but on general principles.

Hartford believes that it has done more than
any other town in the countiy to bring cj-cle

racing up to its present high standing, and it

proposes to maintain its position a good while
longer.

The Wheel Club is fitting up new and elegant
rooms on the ground floor of one of Hartford's
conspicuous buildings on Main Street, in the
heart of the city, and it is spending money
liberally to make its rooms comfortable ; but it has
surjDlus wealth enough to warrant its lapng out
a tournament programme for next September,
which it promises shall far exceed in varietj',

interest and general attractiveness anything
previously presented at Hartford or any^vhere
else.

The cycling population of Hartford is, at this

early date, agog with interest in the September
event.

The management of the tournament this year
is vested in a committee of three, consisting of

Messrs. Ex-Chief Consul L. A. Tracy, Jos.
Goodman, and Wm. M. Francis. These
gentlemen are well and favorably known
throughout the country by reason of their con-
nection with former Hartford meets. Each
member of the committee is at the head of a
special department, assisted by sub-committees,
and empowered to act according to his judg-
ment in all things properly under his super-
vision.

The tournament has already been extensively
announced among the racing men, and the
entrance of all the notable flyers has been
promised and practicall}^ secured. Complete
arrangements \vill be made for the accommoda-
tion of racing men and their trainers prior to

and during the tournament. The prizes -wall be
costly and chosen with reference to |)ractical

value. Detailed particulars will be announced
in due course, and W. M. Francis, Secretarj-
Race Committee, Box 14, Hartford, Conn., -will

in the meantime furnish all desired information.

LOUISIANA'S LIBERTY BILL.

The Louisiana House of Representatives has
just passed a bill granting to bicj^cles, tricj'cles

and all other vehicles propelled b}^ the hands or
feet the same rights upon the public high\\-ays

as are given to all pleasure vehicles. The bill

was introduced by Mr. Bernard C. Shields, of

New Orleans, brother of Mr. Ed. Shields, who
has been prominent in New Orleans cycling cir-

cles for some time. There is every chance of

the bill passing the Senate and becoming a law.

At a special meeting of the Rovers Club, of Cliarlcs-
town, held last Saturday afternoon, avrangeiuents
were made to entertain the Philadelphia Bicycle Club
members, who will visit Boston during the third week
in June.

THE ENGLISH RACE PATH.

the CATFORD MEETmO.

Fully 10,000 people attended this meeting, held May
17. The half-mile novice handicap secured 183 en-
tries, with 141 starters. The heats varied in time from
im. I2S. to im. 23 2-5S. The final heat of an open handi-
cap was won by C. A. Hull, 120 yards, in 2m. 42 4-5S.
In the quarter-mile scratch race F. G. Osmond won
the first heat in 38 4-ss., G. E. Osmond the second in
41 4-5S., and F. P. "Wood the third in 38 3-ss. F. G. Os-
mond won the final from Wood by a few yards in
37 1-5S-

In the quarter-mile safety race E. Leitch won the
first heat in 393.; second heat, W. C. Jones, 36 1-5S.;
third heat, H. E. Laurie, 38 2-5S. ; fourth heat, W. T.
James, 38 2-5S. The final heat was a close contest be-
tween Leitch and Jones, the former winning by a few
inches in 36 4-5S., although Jones rode farther than
the winner, being on the outside all the way.
In the 5-mile scratch race E. Leitch won on a safety

in 14m. 26.J-5S.; F. G. Osmond, ordinary, second, and
H. E. Laurie, safety, third. The last quarter was rid-
den in 34 2-ss.

A great race meet was held at Scheveninger, Holland,
on May 15, at which Roland won the 1,609 rnetre safety
race in 1.03. G. R. Adcock, an English rider, won the
tricycle race same distance in 3.17 2-5. The 14,000
metre bicycle handicap was won b)' J, H. Adams,
London, scratch, in 8.30 2-5. The three-mile tandem
safetj^ handicap was won bj' Pander and Delbaere,
scratch, 9.02 1-5. The 1,609 metre race was won bj' J.
H. Adams in 3.02. The 2,400 metre tandem handicap
was won by Pander and Delbaere, scratch,- in 4.21 4-5.

A 20-mile professional championship was decided at
North Shields on May 24. A. H. Robb defeated Howell,
English and others, by a dozen lengths in 1.04 02 1-5.

H. E. Laurie, the English safety crack, competed at
Glascow on May 24, and made a new Scotch record for
a mile on a safety, his time being 2.45 2-5.

At tlie Irish A. A. A. championship meeting, held at
Balls Bridge on Maj' 26, D. W. Piggott, 30 3'ds., won
the two-mile handicap in 5.42 1-5. H. O'Neil, 50 yds.,
won the mile handicap in 2.45.

At the Belgrave grounds on Maj' 25, a mile handicap
was decided. A.' W. Harris, 165 ;yds., winning in 2.36.

The half-mile handicap was won by D. Allen, ,50 j'ds.,

in 1.20.

At Bridlington on May 26, a mile handicap was won
by J. A. Smith, 125 yds., in 2.44}^. The ordinary
handicap was won by W. Griffiths, 150 3'ds., in 2.42.

The halt-mile handicap, by J. Dudgeon, 40 yds., in i. i85<C>

and the two-mile handicap by W. Griffiths, 310 3'ds., in

At the Beverle)' cycle sports, held on Maj- 21, the
one-mile handicap was won bj- Spence, iSo 5'ds., in
2.40^^.

At Brighton on Whit Jlonda^', fully 5,000 people
attended the cycle races. The feature of the meeting
was Osmond's attempt to beat the record for the track,
which stood at 2.45. Osmond succeeded in riding in

2.382-5. The mile handicap "was won by J. Hall, 150
yds., time 2.42 1-5. The mile ordinary handicap was
won by F. J. Osmond, scratch, time 2. 38 2-5. The half
was done in 1. 18 1-5. The professional record on this
track iwas 2.39, by Ralph Temple, and the amateur,
2.45. One-halt' mile bicycle race was won by Osmond
in 1.20 4-5.

Some excellent sport was witnessed at North Shields,
Eng., on May 17. The J-^-mile handicap was won bj'

"W. T. Smith, 40 yards, m im. 17 4-5S. The final heat of
the 2-mile scratch race fell to W. C. Thompson, in the
excellent time of 5m. 44 2-5S.

Some fast time was made at the Bristol sports on
Saturday, May 10. One-mile safety handicap b)' T.
E. MacFarlane, 150 yards, in 2m. 31 4-5S. The i-mile
tricj'cle handicap was won by the same rider in 2111.

47 4-5S. The mile ordinary handicap fell to T. Col-
borne, 200 yards, which was' ridden in 2m. 31 2-5S. The
2-mile mixed handicap fell to E. Moon, safety, 140
yards. Time, 5m. 31 3-5S. The s-mile scratch race
was won by H. Synyer in 15m. 2qs. The last quarter
was ridden in 32 2-5S.

Some fast racing was also seen at Jarrow-on-Tyne,
on Saturday, May 10. The 3-mile invitation race
was won by W. C. Thompson iii Sm. 51 1-5S. The mile
handicap was won by R. Hepplewhite in 2111. 41 2-5S.

On May 20, at the Paddington sports, E. Leitch won
the mile safety handicap in 2.37 2-5.

The Scotch safetj' record was reduced on May 14

from 2m. 51 2-5S. to 2m. 50 4-5S. by J. E. Young. Young
rode a pneumatic-tired wheel.

Decoration Day sports at Indianapolis. Two-mile
bicycle, Hubert Wilhite, Wabash, Ind., first, time 7m.

52 3-5 s-

Under the caption of "The Future of Cycle Racing,"
IF//«//«(;' recently published a very clever considera-
tion of p'ath racing. Winding points'out that at the Cat-
ford meeting there were four starters in the ordinary
scratch race"and fifteen in the safety scratch race, and
of the 148 entries for the open handicap 122 were down
to ride on safeties. U'hei-ling thinks that racing x>i\

ordinaries will take the same place as cup racing on
the turf, and that ordinary scratch races will only
attract a few of the high-class men.

The Prince and Princess of Wales will be present at

a cycle meeting to be held at Paddington in July.

The Danville Cycle Club, of Danville, 111., celebrated
the opening of their new club rooms on Deeoratioii

l)ay by a lo-mile club race, followed by a parade and
nni in the afternoon, and a smoker and reception at

the club rooms in the evening, The president of the

club is A. G. Woodbury, anil the secretary, C. R.

Abdill.
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LOUISVILLE.

EiKhtoen or twenty wheels were sold in Louisville
last week, and the purehasers prospective will proba-
bly reach that number the present week. May they
develop to full-fledtfed purchasers.

LOUISVIIXE'S MOONLIGHT CONCERT.

The date for the moonliKht floatinK concert of the
Louisville Cycle Club is July 30, and the boat, the Sun-
shine, the largest of all our local pleasure boats, has
been enjiaKca, as well as the best brass band in the
State, Eichliorn's, and good dance music.

The new club-house addition will be completed by
June 10, and an opening banquet will celebrate the
occasion, the date of which will be dulv announced in
the local papers and in THE WHEEL.
Prince Wells performed at the Social Session of the

Elks' last Thursday night, and was the recipient of a
handsome floral design at the hands of the Independ-
ent cyclers. He returns his thanks.

D. J. Canary was a visitor for several days last week
and while here anmsed himself by teaching a number
of ladies to ride the safety.

The Independents' proposed lawn party is taking
shape, and invitations wdl be out in a snort while.
You will see, Mr. Editor, club life in our neck of the
woods is, in the language of the natives, " looking tip."

The Louisville Cycling Club have ordered their
white duck suits tor parade occasions. If there is

a parade on St. John's day, they will probably appear
for the first time. Look for them at Richmond.
Any one who knows the strange freaks of billiard

table cushions will understand why the balls will not
roll true when young Smart Alecks who know too much
to be taught anything persist in sitting on them to
make a shot. One would imagine a life depended on
a single shot, so greedy do some players become in

trying to gain a point or two. If a tire on the said
AleclTs wheel is purposely detached he would no doubt
raise some objection and with good reason. If any-
thing is worth having it is worth keeping in good con-
dition, and there is no great intelligence shown in
destroying property that somebody else has paid for,

just to show a bull-headed disregard of another's re-
quest.

Stanley B. Huber, who is at the head of the street
improvement scheme, has just received notice from
the City Engineer that the specially prepared brick
used in other cities for paving is to be put on Second
Street, south of Broadway. This is rather a pleasant
surprise, and particularly after Mr. Huber had been
accused by the city officials of being interested in an
Ohio street paving brick concern, a statement made
without reason, except as a straw to catch at, since
fmblic attention has been called to the neglect of pub-
ic affairs.

Eighty-seven thousand dollars for street cleaning va.

one year? "Jack" Allison says he will sweep the
State from one end to the other twice a day and "set
'em up" to the Street Cleaning Department every time
he passes the City Hall, for less than that. The boys
want to know " it street-cleaning cleans." It has not
in this city.

Both Jefferies Bros, and Johnston, Simpson & Co.
have a number of lady riders in prospect, and it is said
some of the other agents also have given a few lessons
to some of the fair sex.
June i, 1890. White Burley.

BRIDGEPORT,

Atout fifteen members of the New Haven Bicycle
Cltib rode here Sunday and were entertained by the
Bridgeport Wheel Clul).

The displeased element of the Rambling Wheelmen
of this city have left that club and formed themselves
into the "Fairfield County Wheelmen," with rooms
at the West End.
The Young Ladies' Wheel Club has lately been

organized with a membership of fifteen, of which the
following are the officers :—President, Mi.ss Charlotte
Bishop

j
Vice-President, Miss Louie Stevenson ; Secre-

tary, Miss Daisy Lusling.
A petition has been started among the wheelmen of

this city against the use of salt water for sprinkling
the streets.
At a meeting of the Bridgeport Wheel Club held

Tuesday, June 3, 1890, the toUowing resolution was
passed:
Resolved:—Inasmuch as certain members of the

Rambling Wheelmen have by their acts and conduct
caused the said club's name to be brought into disre-
pute so as to cause the club to take their name off the
club cap and have only the word 'Bridgeport,' we,
the Bridgeport Wheel Club, take this as an opportunity
to state to the public that the word " Bridgeport " as
a name was adopted by this club as their device and
that we consider that the Rambling Wheelmen have
shown great discourtesy to the Bridgeport Wheel
Club in adopting the same device as that already
adopted by the Bridgeport W^heel Club.
About 200 wheelmen from this city will attend the

race-meet of the New Haven Bicycle Club, June g.

H. C. S.

JOLIET WHEEL COMPANY.

We call the attention of our readers and of the trade
to the advertisement of the Joliet Wheel Companv,
who are new comers in the pages of THE WheeL.
This concern commenced manufacturing early this
season at Joliet, 111., and is now placing its wheel on
the market. Its leading string will be the Joliet Light
Roadster safety, a cut of which will be found in their
advertisement. An examination will show that it is a
diamond-framed mount of lig-ht and graceful lines.
The wheels are tangent spoked, the cranks are detach-
able, and the front forks have an attractive dip. The
standard gear is 57 inshes, although a 60 or 63-inch
gear will be furnished if required. It has many good
points, both in appearance and build, to attract popu-
larity. Full particulars will be found in a neat little
catalogue which the companj' will furnish upon appli-
cation.

NEWARK.

ECHOES OF THE R.^CE.

A'writer in the Bulletin some weeks ago wanted to

know where all the Jer.scy sand-papered roads were,
and where all the riders, of whom he had heard so
much, kept themselves, having crossed the State with-
out encountering these pleasant incidentals. We don't
know wliat was the particular ailment of Jersey at

that time, but if he had visited the road between
IrviUKtonand Milburn Decoration Day he would have
seen morc^ wheels than he could have " shaken a stick
at," and some wheelmen who were heretofore of the
opinion that they could ride a little bit on such occa-
sions. As for sandpaper roads, he wouldn't have had
to Kone very far to stumble across several good imi-
tations of them.

If KluKe's record was ever destined to be broken,
Friday was the day for the occasion—a better one at
this .season of the year could not be expected— the
absence of wind, rain and heavv roads all beiuK
propitious for record smashing, and while these favor-
able conditions were hoped for, they were hardly ex-
pected, past experience being satiated with showery
weather and his royal highness. General Humidity,
an old friend with newspaper readers. During the
early matin watch the weather department thought it

necessary to sprinkle the earth a little, but about 9
o'clock Old Sol put in his oar and for the rest of the
day kept the clouds in subjection, smiling benignly
ever and anon upon the wheelmen—possibly a little

too fervid with his friendship.
All the morning Newark streets leading toward the

course were alive with knickerbocker pedal-shovers,
and by 11 o'clock the vicinity of Irvington and Hilton
was as thick with them as flies on a sugar barrel.
The Kings County Wheelmen's advent at the Hilton

House was announced by the clarion notes from a
bugle, and a pretty picture they made as they rode up
to the hostelry. In fact the scene during the entire
morning made by the blending of .so vast a number of
nattily uniformed cyclers and glimmering wheels was
one most pleasing to the eye.
While the favorable condition of the day caused

many to feel confident that 1.30 must go, it was hardly
expected that five would demoralize Kluge's time.
Murphy's splendid feat of upholding his own against

the victorious and sunburned Van Wagoner caused
many to wonder if he was made of common flesh.

Newark was represented by six riders in the race,
but all found themselves wanting before the finish
excepting Coggeshall, of the Riverside A. C, who
grasjjed a prize, and Thorn, who entered the contest
for practice.
Grosch, of the newly organized Caldwell Cyclers, also

secured a trophy.
Forty Atalantas mingled with the hundreds of

wheelmen and Newark also furnished the largest part
of the much interested spectators.

.4TALANT.\ NOTES.

After the road races Friday, Messrs. Drabble, Mil-
lar, Herman, Jones, Butterworth, Swain, Scudder,
Walker and Rummell rode to Plainfield and enjoyed
the banquet, returning home a-wheel by moonlight.
A. H. Struck was entered in two races at Bergen

Point last Saturday, but owing to his inner man
rebelling at the harsh treatment he did not break a
record.
Another unfortunate ! John Crane, an ex-color

bearer, a dentist by profession and now a prisoner for
life ! In other words a benedict.
At the regular monthly meeting held Monday

evening of this week, it was decided to discon-
tinue the initiation fee for three months, beginning
June 1, following the lead of other clubs, and it is

expected that the membership will have a decided
upward tendency, the " V " having been somewhat of a
barrier to many unattached riders. It was also agreed
to have open house on the evening of June 13, when
the city will be full of century runners, but it will not
be too open—just ajar. A smoker was at one time
talked of, but the fact that the riders will retire early
and not be di.sposed to indulge in this kind of sport
before their 100-mile constitutional, let the scheme
drop to a less pretentious affair. The following of-
ficers were elected: W. H. Murdock, recording sec-
retary ; W. V. Belknap, corresponding secretary ; Leo
Struck, bugler.
Tuesday evening a joint run with the Hudson

County Wheelmen to Staten Island was on the list,

and the pleasant moonlight night made the trip most
enjoyable.
The regular Thursday night bowling practice is

about over and the noise' of the falling pins, cheers of
spectators and unprintable remarks ot the men who
leave one pin up, will now be no more. Meanwhile
the boys will continue waiting and watching for their
fairly won trophy. Sl'.ARK, JR.

MAINE DIVISION MEET.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL MEET EVER HELD BY TH.\T

DIVISION.

May 30th, a day looked forward to by all members
of the Maine Division, proved to be the most success-
ful in the history of that organization—the annual
meetini.C haviiiK' been the most successful ever had.
The weather was beautiful, and early in the morning
the streets of Lewiston were alive with resident and
visiting wheelmen, a number of the latter having
arrived the evening before. One of the incidents of
the morning was the arrival of the 8.35 train from Bath
and Brunswick, which carried a large party of visitors,
who were met by the Lewiston and AutSurn Wheel-
men. As the men arrived they were given a rousing
reception.
After receiving the Bath and Brunswick boys, the

entire party rode to the upper station on the Maine
Central to meet the delegation from Portland. For
the first time in the history of cycling in Lewiston,
two lady riders, Mrs. C. L. York and Miss Lottie Dan-
forth, of Brunswick, were seen cycling through the
streets and parks and they created quite a sensation.
Ten lady cyclists were expected from Portland and
Biddeford, but they failed to arrive. The head-
quarters were at the DeWitt House.

THE PARADE.

The parade .started about 10 o'clock from Lisbon
Street, two policemen leading the line. The Lewiston
and Auburn Wheelmen led the parade, after which
came the following clubs : Portland, 46 men ; Bidde-
ford, 16 men ; Saco, 11 men ; Kennebunk, i ; Woodford,
2 ; Sanford, 1 ; Brunswick, 6 j Lisbon, 2 : Bath, 2 ; Rock-
land, 2; Waterville, i; Fairfield, 3: Belfast, 4; Yar-
mouthville, i, and Rochester, 2. Besides the clubs
there were many unattached, riders swelling the total
to 175. The Pine Tree Club, of Portland, were attrac-
tively costumed—their pine tree cone badKC creating
quite a sensation. Safeties largely outnumbered the
ordinaries. The procession was headed by Captain
Ames, of the Lisbon and Auburn Clubs, with the fol-

lowing aides: Chief C<msul Dow, of Portland:
President John C. Stevens, of the Portland Wheel
Club ; Secretary-Treasurer of the Division, A. I^.

Cummings
;
Vice-Consul, C. T. Hatchelder, of Sanford,

Me., and E. T. Pillsbury, of the Maine Wheel Club.
The riders .stopped at the Bates College campus and

the wheels were stacked on the ball field. The wheel-
men jjrouped themselves on the Krand stand and were
photographed.
The hill-climbing contest, which was held on Goff

Hill, attracted an enormous crowd of citizens and the
street at the foot of the hill was almost impassable.
The hill was in fine condition and is 1,350 feet long
with a rise of one foot in five. There were four en-
tries : Geo. V. Surgeon and Fred Groves, of Lewiston,
and Warren G. West and W. R. Merrill, of Portland.
Sturgeon won in 2111. 6s. with West second in 2m. 6}^s.

while Groves came in third in 2m. i6Xs. Merrill
stopped when half way up and was not placed. After
the hill climbing contest the wheelmen rode to the
DeWitt House, where a banquet was served. In the
afternoon several informal runs were called, and in
the evening the visitors were tendered a compliment-
ary banquet by the Lewiston and Auburn wheelmen.
At the Division'meeting it was voted to change the

by-laws so that the annual fall meet would occur on
Labor Day.

ODDS AND ENDS.

The Ramblers decided' on June 3 that they would
ask for re-adriiission into the League. The vote was
54 to 14. Dr. Danelson made a persuasive speech
which tickled some of the members—hence the vote.
Seven new members were elected. A. L. Georger
was elected first lieutenant and Eugene T. Flach
second. The initiation fee was raised to $10 and the
dues to the same figure. The Ramblers have decided
not to blow whistles in the streets between the hours
of 9 p. m. and 7 a. m. Other interesting business was
transacted. »

FROM CHiC.\GO TO NEW YORK.

On Monday morning next, at 5 o'clock, Charles
Nelson, of Mar.seilles, 111., will start on a bicycle trip
from Chicago to New York. He will attempt to cover
the distance in seventeen days.

Geo. S. Atwater & Co., the Columbia representatives
in Wa.shington, will move on June 15 further up
Pennsylvania Avenue to No. 1404, nearly opposite the
Willard Hotel. This will give the Company a much
better position than they at present occupy, as nearer
the White House the more eclat. Mr. Atwater intends
to spend a thousand dollars in decorating the new
place and intends to inake it one of the prettiest stores
m the city. In the rear of the salesroom will be a
riding school, which will be paved with concrete and
lighted by electricity.

The New York and Brooklyn clubs will have an
amalgamated run to Fort Schuyler on Sunday next.
This is a beautiful run, and the boys will enjoy them-
selves over the new macadam roads that have been
built along the Sound.

W. R. Pittman and F. P. Prial, of the- New York
Bicycle Club, will leave on the New Haven boat on
Saturday night to take in the Shore Run at New Haven
on Sunday and the race meet on Monday. The two
Murphy Brothers will also l»e on this^boat, and possibly
Lester Beasly, with a party of K..C. W. men.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen will meet the members
of the Century run on Saturday morning, June 14, and
escort them through Elizabeth.

ROAD RACE AT MILWAUKEE.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen will hold an open handi"
cap road race on July ig, between Waukesha and
Milwaukee, the distance being eighteen miles. Entries
close July 3, with H. J. Rotier, 427 Milwaukee Street,
Milwaukee, Mich.

The English Cyclists, judging from a leading edi-
torial in the Cyclist of May 28, are in ecstacies over the
fact that their Royal Highnesses, the Prince and Prin-
cess of Wales, will grace a cycle race meeting with
their presence next month. Cyclists think this will be a
red-letter day in the history of the sport. Osmond will

attempt to do 2.28 on the day in question.

A 2-niile bicycle race will be decided at the Eastern
Championship Games, which are to be held at Staten
Island Athletic Club grounds on June 2Sth, at 3 p. M.
Entries close. June 25th with J. E. Sullivan, P. O. Box
611, New York City.

The Manhattan Club will hold a run to Fort Schuy-
ler on Sunday.

Warden quit at five miles.
Tonkin took a header and quit at ten miles.
Harry Hall quit at five miles. Harry claimed that

the men took the hills like steam-engines.
Dampman quit at ten miles.
Nisbett quit at fifteen miles. We looked for some-

thing better.
Wiegand quit at fifteen miles.
Seeds earned a watch and timed himsfdf all the way.
A. L. Paynter quit at twelve miles.
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ROCHESTER.

ROCHESTER WHEELMEN HAVE A CLUB RUN.

The Flour City Cyclists, of Rochester, had a

quiet and enjoyable time on the 30th. In the

morning fifty wheelmen and several lady cyclists

took part in a run around the city. It had been
proposed to run to Kenwood, but the poor con-

dition of the roads prevented it. In the evening
the party had supper at the Brunswick, after

which the following members of the run attend-

ed a theatre party: Miss W. T. A. Snow, Miss
N. A. Bresee, Miss M. M. Meyers, Miss Hayes,
Miss Carrie Snow, Miss Moxie Elhs, Mr. and
Mrs. Korns, Mr. and Mrs. Sauers, C. Taylor, W.
Murray, H. W. Clark, W. F. Robinson, J. H.
Morgan, L. Landon, W. A. Reeves, Geo. Wal-
ker, Wm. Colborn, L. P. Oilman, W- R. Vena-
bles, Geo. Galbraith, F. Walton, W. A. Carleton,

W. Thompson, J.
Taylor, W. Worre.

A NEW CLUB IN ROCHESTER.

A new club, the Crescent Bicycle Club, was
organized in Rochester on May 29, and the

following oificers were elected : President, F. S.

Rogers ; Vice-President, B. F. Hamed ; Record-
ing Secretary, George E. Barnes; Treasurer, H.
T. Braman; Captain, J. Barnes; First Lieut.,

D. W. Cory; Second Lieut, S. S. Gould; Third
Lieut. , L. P. Thurston ; Bugler, Frank S. Wood

;

Color Bearer, L. P. Vincent; Representatives
to City League Council, Frank Tailing and F.

E. Robinson.
After the meeting, the cyclists to the number

of fifty, had a club run, and later on a supper at

a prominent restaurant on the invitation of Vice-

President Harned. The Crescents have rented
rooms in the Mudge Block on South Union
Street. Lady cyclists will be admitted to mem-
bership.

CYCLING AT THE HUB.

The Cycling Clubs of Boston and vicinity

have planned for many pleasant excursions dur-

ing the month of June. The captain of every
club announces a run for every Sunday, and for

evenings, when the moon shines forth, there

will be outings in plenty.

Following are the runs announced by the

captains of several of the leading clubs here-

abouts :

The Charlestown Rovers' schedule planned
by Capt. Robinson is : June 8, Cobb's Tavern

;

June 15, Riverside
; June 17, Opera House ;

June 22, Marblehead Neck
; June 29, Wellesley.

The Somei-ville Cycle Club will enjoy these
outings : June 8, Ipswich, start at 8.30 ; June
15, Middlesex Falls (scorchers' run), start at 10

;

June 22, Sharon (Cobb's Tavern), start at 9.30 ;

une 29, Brockton, start at 8.30. June 17 the

annual outing of the club takes place, and the
destination will probably be Woodland Park
Hotel. A tallyho coach will be provided for the
exclusive use of the lady friends and associate

members of the club ; active members will ride

their wheels ; start 9. 30.

Capt. Kehew's announcement for Cambridge-
port Club men are : June 8, Wakefield, start at

10 a. m.
;
June 15, Cobb's Tavern, Sharon, start

at 9 a. m.
; June 22, Nahant, start at 9.30 a. m.

;

June 29, Reservoir, at 10 a. m. ; Point of Pines,

1.30 p. m.
Here are the plannings of Capt. Cushing, of

the Medford Cycle Club : June 8, run to Lowell,
start 10 o'clock

; June 10, regular monthly meet-
ing and symposium; June 15, run to Marble-
head Neck, start 10 o'clock; June 16-17, M. C. C.

yarty at Pavilion, Gloucester (particulars later)

;

une 22, run to Hough's Neck, Quincy; June 29,

"Wanderers' Run," dinner at Woodland Park.

Minneapolis cyclists are plea.sed over the prosi^ect
of the new asphalt paving which is to be laid on Park
Avenue.

The Holyoke, Mass., Hicyclc Club rode to Hartford
and return on Sunday last, the distance beinfc .seventy-
two miles.

SERIOUS ACCIDENT REPORTKD.

One of our pxchanpes reports that at HloomiuKton,
111., on May 27, the Hon. Thomas I. Dunn, Postmaster
of Bloomington under Johnsim and again under Cleve-
land, was knocked down by a bicycle and seriously
injured.

WOBBLING ON THE PATH.

ITS CAUSES AND CURE.

Seeing the amount of damage and destruc-
tion that our men who cannot steer can cause,

we think no apology is necessary for putting
before racing men the best method of curing
this dangerous fault, either in themselves or
their friends. A number of the very worst of-

fenders are quite ignorant of the fact that they
wobble all over the path, and look on them-
selves as the very acme of smart riders. In
such cases a certain amount of diplomacy should
be exercised by the rider's friends so as not to

upset him, but he should be very delicately in-

formed that his method of riding is dangerous
to others as well as to himself. This necessary
step taken, one or two faster and and more ex-
perienced riders should take the wobbler in

hand, and by careful and persistent coaching
try to cure him. All this should be effected

quietly, as a rider so situated soon gets riled if

every man round the track begins coaching and
criticising him.
The very first rule is to make the rider keep

his head up and look where he is going. In one
or two flagrant cases of late, the offenders put
their heads down and blazed away, only look-

ing up now and again to correct a sheer to the
right by a swerve to the left, and this bad habit
once learnt takes a lot of eradicating. '

' Eyes to

the front" is the basis of all good steering on
ordinary or safety. This can only be inculcated
by frequent admonition and lots of care. When
the rider has acquired the habit of always look-

ing to the front, the next point is to study his

steering ; he should be told to ride at half pace,

and try to keep his wheel straight.

On an ordinary, '

' knuckles under and elbows
to sides" should be the order; the safety man
should keep his elbows well down. If even now
the man wobbles, the coach should get behind
him, and see exactly what he does do. He may
do several things: ist, he may wobble his

shoulders—this, of course, unsteadies the steer-

ing. 2d, he may shift in his saddle. 3d, he
may pedal unevenly. 4th, his machine may be
crooked, and his wheels may not track. In case
the fault be No. i, he mtist keep his head quite
still—if his head is quite still there won't be
much shoulder shifting. The shoulders should
also be steadied, but care must be taken to avoid
making the rider set his shoulders too stiffly. If

it be No. 2, shorten the reach at once, and make
him sit down on his saddle. If No. 3, watch
the leg, and frequently direct attention to it. In
nine cases out of ten favoring one leg is caused
by an uncomfortable saddle, or badly fitting

pants. If No. 4, the machine must be made
true. Most of the coaching should be done at

half-speed, and, if possible, the patient should
never ride alone. Two or three of the best men
in his club or on his track should make it their

business to take hmi in hand. Finally, when he
has been put through this schooling, in a longer
or shorter space of time, the drastic, but most
eft'ective of all remedies, "crowding," maybe
put into force. A smart and experienced rider

should get outside him and crowd him

—

i.e.,

keep cutting it a bit fine—a final course of this

treatment will put the final touches on the job.

This, we think, is the reason why the generality

of Paddington safety men steer so well—they
are accustomed to training in a crowd. With
few exceptions the safety men who trained at

the Crystal Palace were real "terrors," inas-

much as the ordinary men who formed the
majority of the training crowd very religiously

avoided them as much as possible. This is a
matter of so much moment to our best men in

both classes, that we shall hope to see notorious
wobblers taken in hand by our cracks ; failing

this, we think the judge should be given power
to call a dangerous rider off the path. He now
has the power of disqualifying anyone who
causes an accident, thotigh this savors some-
what of locking the stable door after the steed

is stolen. One thing is obvious, our cracks will

not run the risk of being smashed u]3 by a wob-
bler, and those who cannot steer should, in

justice to others, try and learn to do so.

—

Bi-

CYcHng News.

Some Englisli clubs adopt a novel method of select-

ing their captains. They hold a 5-niile race and the
winner secures the title.

AN ENJOYABLE RIDE.

Mr. E. J. Shipsey, of the New York Bicycle
Club, gives us the full data of a tour he recently
took to Alpine and Englewood. Ride to
Yonkers and take ferry from Yonkers to Alpine,
via ferry boat Alpine, fare 20 cents. Turn
right from landing and walk to top of an un-
ridable hill, then take right fork of road at top
(notice sign-boards) and follow road for two
miles, all down grade and macadam and
splendid ride to cross roads. At cross roads
turn to left (always watching sign-boards) to

Catskill, two and a half miles. This road is

dirt, but has good side-paths and is very rida-
ble. At Catskill, cross railroad track (Northern
New Jersey Railroad) and turn left at blind end
of road to Tenafly, two miles. Road straight
from Tenafly to Englewood, three miles of very
fine macadam.
At Englewood, ride up the hill if you can.

The view from the top of the hill at Alpine is

probably one of the finest in the country, it be-
ing one of the highest points of the Palisades,
with the Hudson River at the foot of the hills

and the Hackensack River and Hackensack
Valley on the left. The route from Englewood
to Fort Lee is straight away, and from the lat-

ter point ferry can be taken to 130th Street,
New York, at the head of Riverside Drive. The
distance is about thirty-one miles. On
Sunday, May 18, ten members of the New
York Bicycle Club took the route, five of whom
succeeded in cHmbing Englewood Hill, the
fortunate ones being Messrs. French, Noble,
Wilkins, Shriver and Shipsey.

The Ramblers had a run booked to East Aurora on
the 30th, but it was abandoned on account of bad
weather. Their 10-mile road race was also abandoned.

The Philadelphia Sunday Mercury of June i pre-
sents a splendid photograph of John A. Wells. The
photograph is accompanied by a description of Mr.
Wells' various performances on the road and hill.

The Sons of St. George, of Philadelphia, will hold a
series of races at Stockton Park, Camden, N. J., on
Jtily 4. Among the events will be a 2-mile bicycle
and 2-mile safety races, both handicaps. Entries close
June 30 with W. M. Perrett, 707 Arch Street, Phila-
delphia.

FAST WORK ON THE GREAT NORTH ROAD.

The North Road Club held a 50-mile member's handi-
cap on May 17, which was witnessed by 10,000 spec-
tators. Perfect weather and roads, with a favoring
breeze on the way out, made the times very fast—sev-
eral riders doing upwards of ig^i miles in the first

hour. The fastest time of the day was made by F. P.
Shorland, who rode 25 miles in ih. 12m., and 50 miles
in 2h. 46m. 29s., the record being 2h. 43m. 32s. Shor-
land rode a pneumatic-tired, wheel-geared Facile.

The members of the Boston Bicycle Club took their
first run of the season on Saturday last, their desti-
nation being President Everett's fishing camp at
Weymouth. On the way a short stop was made at
Captain Kendall's residence at Atlantic, where the
Captain dispensed his usual hospitality.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB'S ROAD RACE.

A 5-mile handicap road race will be run by this club
on North Broadway on Saturday ne.xt, June 7, at 4
&m. The following handicaps have been allowed:

esbitt, scratch; Hanson, Noble, French, Pendleton
and Finley, 30S.; Shaw, Heydecker, Slingerland and
Horton, im.; Shipsey, 2m. 30s., and Bentley and Van
Buren, 3m.

KINGSTON, Pa., Mav 26, 1890.

MR. F. P. Prial, P. O. Bo.>c 444:
DEAR Sir—Some days ago I picked up a paper bav-

in;? reference to your editorial on one, "the dead-beat
cycle agent of Lancaster, Pa." I missed the issue \m-
doubtedly, as I am a close reader of the paper. Is his
name Martin Rudy, and am I in all probability stuck
for $85.00? Very truly, N. D. Saffokd.

WHOA, DAR!

The Louisville Cycle Club have ordered white duck
suits for parade occasions.

The Eagle Bicycle Company have cause for elation

over the show their wheel made in the Irvington-Mil-
burn road race. The number of Eagles in this vicinity

is rapidly increasing. The Ea.gle people came into the

field quietly and modestly, without war-whoop of any
kind, but they are getting there. Mr. Len tiaylor,

the 'Vice-President of the Company, and, we believe,

the acting manager, was on the course, yet moved
about so quietly that few knew he was present.

We wish to acknowled.ge that \ve h.ave confounded
the personality of Mr. .Mexander Mecredy with tliat

of Mr. R. J. Mecredy, and the reference to the illness

of Mr. Mecredy, recently made in this paper, was in-

tended for Mr. Alexander Mecredy and not for Mr. R.

J. Mecredy.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Tiirpin, of Rocliester, rode to

Lyoiis on Decoration Day on a tandem bicycle. The
distance, forty-eight miles, was covered in five and a

half hours.
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THE GREAT ROAD RACE.

"WHERE WHEELMEN MOST DO CONGREGATE."
We call it Ki"eat because no other event in this

country has approached it in performance.
lyookat the tiKin-es and wonder.
Think of scores of men ridinjf seventeen, eighteen

and nineteen miles within the hour up and down a
5-mile course, with three hills to climb and sharp
corners at each end.
The entry record was not phenomenal, though

healthily large, but the management of the race was
of high order, the performances of the highest class,

with not a scintilla of doubt as to the correctness of
the times and scoring—not one serious accident, and
not a single attempt at unfair riding.

If you are a crank on the subject, revel in the fig-

ures published with this report. It is all we have to

offer ; it is the only tangible remnant of the race
remaming to me—the race is sort of day dream—

a

great huzzahing crowd along the white stretch, the
set features of the men as they rushed past, a mo-
mentary glimpse of some smiling, friendly face, the
voices of the scorers and timers, the crowd of press
men about the rail, exhaustion.

THE D.-W.

To have drawn a comprehensive picture of the
Irvington-Milburn Road Race, the classic event of the
year in this part of the country, one must have been
Argus-eved—yea, and have supplemented the hundred
eyes witVi a hundred ears.
Between that hour of the early morning when the

first cyclist appeared at the club house to don the ha-
biliments ot the road, the day was replete with inci-

dent, excitement and enthusiasm; the ride through
city streets in the early morning drizzle, the ferriage
over the river, the spin'along the road, the course, the
crowds, the ru.sh, the race, the huzzah of victory, the
glorv of the winners, the "ifs" of the losers, the falls

and scratches and bruises, the tenacious court plaster,

the dinner, the ride in the Oranges, the scurry home
by road and river, the afterglow—ah ! what a day
it was.
The weather gods gave us melodrama—the curtain

rising to dreariness and drizzle and the croakings of
prophets who sang of "rain in the morning, at noon
more rain, most rain at night."
But at noon the good old King of Day came out in

a golden chariot, like another Daniel. He swept across
an azure dome, flooding the Crust with life and beauty.
Towards evening he mellowed, until the the dazzling
white sunbeams of the afternoon faded into a sea of
golden effulgence. It filtered through the trees, cast-
ing long shadows on the green carpet. But this'was
not enough. The King disappeared in a final filKip of
mediaeval splendor, calling to his service more tmts
than Angelo ever conjured onto canvas, more delicate
sh.adings than can be fotmd in Koh-i-nor.
Very early in the morning the men gathered at the

course, mostly at the starting point, and at the Hil-
ton. Badges were distributed to officers, numbers to
compctitoVs, and there was a deal of running about
and greeting of old friends and drinking of colored
liquids.
Shortly after eleven the competitors, attendants,

officials .and a wake of cyclists bore along the level
mile to the starting point. Very quickly Clerk of
Course Crichton and Assistants Austin and Courtenay
got the men in line, and then Starter Barkman got the
men away in groups. There was just a bit of confu-
sion, but this was unavoidable and was entirely the
fault of the competitors, who wouldn't hear their
names as they were called, or who were too anxious to
get away, or who, getting away, got away badly so
great was the nervous strain. The first man was sent
off at 11.28.45. Merrihew was a minute late in get-
ting away, IVLurph}' fifteen seconds.
From the moment of the start to the finish it was a

case of confusion, worse confounded. There were
two thousand cyclists along the course, with twice
th.at manj- country folk, the ubiquitous small boy
predominant. Each man in this crowd had a
tavorite or a fancy, and throughout the race this

favorite was advised to "hurrj-," to go "slower,"'
"faster," etc., as the case might be.

Murphy was in the race for blood. Last year he de-
feated Van Wagoner, and the latter's claim that he had
mistaken the course so annoyed the Kings County
man that he resolved to meet Van at the first oppor-
tunitv. It was the general impression that Van would
not be present, the svipposition being that he was rest-

ing at Crawfordsville.
Fully convinced that Van Wagoner wottld not be

present, IVlxirphy went out to the course with the idea
of superintending the efforts of his club mates. On
the train he captured Billy Roberts' "bottle" and dis-

posed of the contents, fearing that Roberts might look
upon it too often and not be able to ride straight.
But there was Van, large as life, standing on the

Hilton's porch, while a dozen ambitious youngsters
scrutinized the sun-burnt storm king, much as people
inspect the residents in a zoological garden. So there
was nothing left to do but to start. The real contest
of the day 'was between Van Wagoner, Anthony and
Murphy, and no three better men ever took the word
from starter. They were on the two-minute mark,
Kluge, the scratch man, not starting, and were the
last'to get away.
Murphy waited fifteen seconds behind the rest ; that

is, after the signal was given the others rushed off,

while Murphy muttered something about pedals and
wrenches, and after an elapsed time, said to be fifteen

seconds, he darted off. Why he waited no one knows.
It is said that he waited so as to have a better chance
for the time prize, but this is not a good reason, since
the official timers took no note of his departure, and
his time was computed from the time the signal was
given.
At the end of five miles Murphy had made up the

fifteen seconds, and led past the tape with Van "Wag-
oner and Anthony shadowing him. At ten miles Van
still clung to the little wheel of Murphy's machine,
while Anthony flew along but a few yards behind.
At fifteen miles they were together again, with Van

sandwiched in between Murphy and Anthony. At
twent)' miles Mxirphy was ten yards ahead of Van,
the latter thirtj' or forty yards ahead of Anthony.
The race started at the Hilton on the last lap, the

distance to the tape being about a mile. The pac;

along this last bit of level was terrible. Murphy, Van
Wagoner, Anthonv and Tommy Hall putting on every
ounce of power. Murphv says the pace seemed like

2m. 45S. to him, and that liis twenty-eight-pound ordi-
nary, a wheel on which he has ridden over 6,000 miles,
danced all over the road. Murphy beat Van Wagoner
over the t.ape about twelve yards, or two seconds, and
besides waited fifteen seconds, making an actual dif-

ference of seventeen seconds. Anthony came in nine
seconds behind Van Wagoner. Altogether, the race
between these cracks was one of the greatest ever run
in this country.
Van claimed that he was on a new wheel, and that

he would have done much better on his old wheel.
Murphy reversed this statement, and claimed that all

he wanted was a new wheel, as his old mount threat-
ened to collapse at every push. Anthony or Anthony's
trainei", or some of his friends, claim that he was riot

only not timed properly, but that he was pocketed
by the Kings County men on the last spurt, a statement
both absurd and unjust, as no race was ever more
fairlv run.
The larger table given is an exact duplicate of the

official score card, and gives the position of each man
at five, ten, fifteen, twenty and twenty-five miles, with
his gross times. To get the net time, deduct the hand-
icap from fifteen, and deduct the result from the gross
time. For instance. Murphy on the two-minute mark,
started thirteen minutes after the first man ; thus, by
deducting thirteen from his gross time, the net time
may be found.

TABLE OF NET TIMES.

Name.

Murphy
Van Wagoner.

.

Anthony
.Seeds
T. Hall
West
Craig
Baj'es
Berisinger
C.A.Elliott
W. Finn
Steves
Draper
Starr
Merrihew
Borland
Barker
Jones
Coningsby, F. .

.

Bedford
Holland
Wells
Roberts, T. W..
Macdonald
Shea
McCue
Elliott, F. B....
Coningsby, R. .

.

Judge
Bowdish
Feldmier
Coggeshall
Morehouse
McDaniel
Finn, P. C
Roberts, W. H.

.

Kenney
Grosch
Magee
Racey
Wise ;

Hanson
Marion
Van Benschoten, E
Morrison
Quortrupp
Eldridge
Bonner
Ward
Thorne
Bannigan

At the finish line were the timers, Frank White, W.
H. DeGraaf, E. M. Valentine and George M. Hendee.
These men checked off the results on split-second
watches and gave the results to the scorer, F. P. Prial
keeping an eye on his card to see that the times
given were properly recorded. At the same time F.

H. Campbell and C. A. Sheehan called off the num-
bers of the men as they flashed past, and if a man's
number could not be caught he was brought back
with a pair of glasses by Mr. Campbell. Mr. Bert M.
Cole also rendered valuable assistance. By this ar-
rangement the work of scoring was done, and done
correctly.
At either end was stationed Messrs. Wendehack,

Miller and Newbourg, who kindly waived the privilege
of standing at the finish.

The prizes were as announced in this paper, with the
exception that Messrs. GormuUy and Jeffiery withdrew
their Light Champion, the third prize, which was
afterward replaced by a Victor ordinary, the gift of

Messrs. A. G. Spalding and A. H. Overman. Jlessrs.
Gormully and Jeffery thought that their prize had not
been properly placed, but all prizes had been donated
without any stipulation, and when word was received
that Messrs. Gormully and Jeffery were dissatisfied
with the arrangement of their prize, the score card
had been printed and the committee did not feel able
to get out a new card, the cost of the card being over
$30. Messrs Gormully and Jeffery kindly offered to
pay for the printing of a new card, but this informa-
tion was received so late that it was a pbj'sical impos-
sibility to get out a new one. The watch presented by
Mr. Spalding was placed second because it was con-
sidered not desirable to have two bicycles come to-

gether on the list of prizes.
The race was managed and handicapped by A. B.

Barkman and F. P. Prial.

THE STORV OF THE FIGURES.

Fifty-one men finished the race.
Thirty-six men beat ih. 40m.
Nineteen men beat ih. 35m.
Eight men beat Bensinger's last year's time, ih. 3iin.

Five men beat KlUge's record, ih. 30m.
Three men bent 17m. for five miles.
Murphy actually rode the first five miles in i6in. 38s.

THE FIVE-MM.E TIMES WRKK :

M. S. M. S. M. S. .M. S.

Murphv 16.53 '7-37 «8-ii 17.21
Van Wagoner 16.55 >7-36 18.11 17.22
.Vnthony '6.54 17.41 18.07 '7-27
Seeds.. 17.38 17.28 18.31 17.21

Hall, T. J 17.51 18.09 '8-09 17.32

The last 20-mile times were: Seeds, ih. iim. 28s.

;

Murphy, ih. iim. 36s.

Three men beat 35m. for 10 miles.
Twenty-eight men beat 37m. 50s. for 10 miles.
At 15 miles, 3 men beat 53m.; 6 men beat 54m.; 10 men

beat 55m.; 20 men beat 56m.; 26 men beat j7m.; 32 men
beat 58m., and 44 men beat the hour. This record has
never been approached in any race.

At 20 miles 4 men beat ih. iim.; 6 men beat ih. 1201.;
10 men beat ih. 15m., and 42 men rode 20 miles under
in. 20m., or a 15-mile pace.

Last year 10 men beat ih. 35m.; this year 19 men beat
ih. 35m. Last year 8 men beat ih. 34m.; this year 15
men beat that time. Last year 4 men beat ih. 33m.; this
year 10 men beat that time.

Ba}-es, who was prominent on the English path some
years ago, had not ridden in three years until six
weeks before the race.

THE STYLE OF WHEELS RIDDEN'.

Before the race was started the scorer made an
attempt to get the different styles of wheels ridden,
but the men were sent off so quickly that it was found
impossible to do it. It appears that Mr. John A.
Wells, of the Strong & Green Cycle Co., was also
interested in this feature of the race, and took each
m.an as he finished. We present the table as prepared
by Mr. Wells. The first column gives the number of
each style of wheel ridden, the second column giving
the nanie of the wheel, and the third denoting the
positions in which the wheel fini.shed. This is inter-
esting, of course, as a matter of statistics.

4. Victor .Safeties i 19 37 39
10. Victor L't Roadst'rs.3 4 12 15 16 20 30 40 50
14. Col'bia L't R'dst'rs. .5 6 7 17 21 24 32 38 51 o o o o o
2. Columbia Safeties... 29 o
8. Eagles 2 10 11 iS 33 41 45 o
5. Referees 26 43 49 o o
I. Singer 22

I. New Mail 27
1. Light Champion 36
2. Premiers 50 o
2. .Stars 00
I. Broncho o
I. Warwick o

SOME ANCIENT HISTORY.

JUNE 12, 1886.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

Valentine, i 41 05 Caldwell i 48 14
Stenken i 42 40 Bridgman i 48 14

NOVEMBER, 1886.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

H.J.Hall I 37 124-5 Greenman i 39 14
Valentine i 39 Halsted i 40 13

MAY 30, 1887.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

H.J.Hall I 33 53 Valentine i 34 48
Stenken i 33 57 Bradley i 34 49
C. E. King on the same day rode a tricycle, making

a record of ih. 34m. 402-5S.

NOVEMBER ir, 1887.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

Kluge I 31 03K T.J.Hall i 37 30
Bradley i 36 21 T. L. Wilson. ..i 37 30
Kluge's times were:—17m. tos.

;
35m. 22s.

;
53m. 54s.;

ih. 12m. 45s.

MAY 30, 1888.

H. M. S.

30Wilson I 31

Caldwell t 32

T. J. Hall I 34 06

H. M. S.

Kluge I 30 00
Baggott I 30 001-5
Bradley i 30 002-5
Kluge's times :—i6m. 55s.

;
34m. 05s. Bradley, 53m.

20S. ; Bradley ih. iim. 32s.

JULY 20, 1888.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

H. J. Hall I 37 27 Wilson i 38 02

Kluge I 37 271-5 T.J.Hall i 38 02

This was the run off of the tie between K. C. W. and
H. C. W. The course was covered with granite for. a
half mile.

Bensinger i 31 43 W. Murphy i 32 13

C. Murph}- I 31 49 Hesse i 32 47
Times :—Taxis, 17m. 04s.; W. Murphy, 34m. 55s., 53m.

41S., ih. 12m. 13S.

FAIR CYCLISTS AT HARTFORD.

Cycle riding for women is itself so fascinating

a recreation that it scarcely needed the patron-

age of "society" to give it popularity. In

addition to its health-besto^^^ng qualities, says

the Springfield Homestead, in Hartford many
of the ladies who have recently taken to this

graceful exercise are prominent in the more
exclusive society circles, and it is more than
probable that to such exercises maj- be traced

the "phj-sical charm" which, added to the

acknowledged mental abilities, make the fairer

portion of Hartford's inhabitants so attractive.
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PHILADELPHIA.

Editor of The Wheul :

Dear Sir— I am very imicli surprised to lincl that in

Tine Wheel, issue of May 30, you have publishi'tl
word for word a k-tter which 1 sent you, siipposini;
the correspondence to be strictly conlidenlial. In your
letter to nie of the j-'d ult., you asked for more infor-
mation in regard to the Taxis matter than I had Riven
in my letter of the week iJrcvious, and knowing that
you had the facts of the other side of tlie case, I gave
you my Jiersonal views on the subject, supposing that
you wished to get all the information obtainable be-
fore writing on the matter. Every man has the right
to his personal opinion of any occurrence and the
privilege of expressing the same privately, but the
publication of personal remarks which perhaps may
be prejudiced is hardly justifiable, and I think it only
proper that y(m state in the next issue of your paper
the fact that the publication of this letter was tmau-
thorizcd and unexpected by me. 1 make no preten-
sions to being i\ good writer, but I think 1 have never
been guilty of submitting for puhlicat ion such a dis-
connected mass of short sentences, slan,g phrases and
personal remarks as I hurriedly wrote you last week,
thinking surely that in that shape it would never reach
the composing room. It is extremely unfortimate that
any further discussion of this mucli-to-be-regretted
matter should be necessary, and I hope that a satisfac-
tory explanation will silence all further debate.

Respectfully, P.\UL BerwYN.

[We are pleased to clear Paul Berwyn of this matter
and take all the blame to ourselves. It is not the policy
of this paper, nor are' any of its correspondents ever
permitted to use its coliimns for the gratification of
personal ideas, whims and prejudices. The prepara-
tions for the great road race and the necessity of
.getting the paper to press two days earlier than usual
left but little time for that careful inspection to which
copy is usually subjected. In newspaper making,
negligence, no matter how excusable, always reacts,
and in the case in question it not only reacts upon us,
but upon others, and to those others we offer this
apology.— Ed.]

THE INTER-CLUB RUN TO DEVON INN.

Decoration Day is over, and notwithstanding the
unpleasant jshowers in the after'noon the various pro-
grammes were carried out to the general satisfaction
of all concerned.
The most important event, of course, was the Inter-

Club Run of the .A.. C. C. to Devon. Much comment
was caused by the fact that our two oldest clubs, the
Philadelphia and Pennsylvania, were entirely unrep-
resented, although no reasons were given except on
behalf of Pennsylvania, that a party of her members
had taken a trip to Plainfield. The combined clubs
left the Pennsylvania Club House at 9:30, and riding
two abreast up'the 40th Street entrance, over the Con-
course, Belmont Avenue, and out the Pike ; the
Ladies' Club, Capt. Mrs. Dobsen, 15 strong, directly
following Vice-President P. S. Collins, of the A. C. C,
who was in charge of the run ; then the Century
Wheelmen, 5 men ; Camden Wheelmen, by special in-
vitation, 5 men; Tioga, 2 ; South End, 14; Mount Ver-
non, 12, and Oxford, 10. The pace set was an easy one,
and no scorching was permitted.
Devon was reached shortly after 12 o'clock, and the

fine course dinner served at one. After dinner a game
of base-ball between the Century and Park Avenue
teams, which arrived by train, was played. The Cen-
turions, clad in the stunning suits provided by Captain
Allen, had an easy victory. Score 8 to 1.

Kirk Brown and a few other enthusiasts chased
each other up and down the road in a series of so-
called sports, but few really knew what they were
trying to do. The start in was ordered at

3J30,
but

owing to the sudden showers Commander Collins
deemed it advisable to call the run and let each club
go in as best suited them. Some started at once,
much to their regret, as the showers ceased in a short
time. While waiting an impromptu dance was held
in the parlors of the hotel. Although quite a number
of members of the different clubs came out in the
afternoon to ride back with the party, the run was
considerably below that of last year as to numbers,
although probably stirpassing that so far as pleasure
was concerned.
Before this paper reaches its readers W. F. West

will, in all probability, be a full-fledged member
of the Century Wheelmen. Mr. West is an English-
man, coming here recently from Baltimore. When
he applied for membership in the Century Wheel-
men the members little thought that they would
have a rider of such ability in their ranks. "His first
race here was in the Item championship, where he
took third place. His position in the Irvington
Milburn race and the fast time was exceedingly grati-
fying to not only Centurions, but to all Philadelphia,
and proves that he may be classed among the best, and
we shall expect to hear more from him during the
season.

THE COLUMBI.\'S FIVE-MILE R.\CE.

The Columbia Cyclers held their 5-mile race over
the Century course. As was expected, Hazelton won,
although T. B. Fontaine was but a short distance
behind. Hazelton's time was i6m. 59 2-5S.

.-^ CLUB CENTURY RUN.
The Wissahickon Wheelmen choose this day for

making a Club Century Run. Ten men, with Captain
Warren Welch, started, and all finished. Excellent
time was made— i3h. 20m.; actual riding time, oh. 20m.;
distance, 102 miles.

J. N. Donnelly, of the O.xford Wheelmen, last week
broke Well's record on Ford's Hill by climbing the
grade fifteen times without a dismount in the presence
of several reliable witnesses.
The Transportation Committee of the L. A. W.

State meet announce that they have secured a
special rate of one and one-third fare for the meet on
the certificate plan. Visitors will purchase full-fare
tickets to Philadelphia, and will receive a certificate
from the chairman of the committee entitling them to
one-third the regular fare for returning over the same
road. Parties of eighteen or over will be supplied
with a special car. This applies to all roads leading
to this city.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen held their 5-mile road
race over the Century course on Saturday afternoon.
Ilarrv Parker was the winner in 17m. 35s., with Curtis
and Gill close behind. The prize was a pair of rat-

trap pedals donated by ex-Captain Stafford.

Two bus loads of Century Wheelmen, and their ladv
friends, on Tuesday evening drove to Melrose Hall,
Oak Lane, where a ciance was given, the party return-
ing home in the wee sma' hours of the morning.

The Superintendent of Police has called the atten-
tion of the different lieutenants, particularly those of
the Twenty-second and Twenty-third districts, to a
communication sent by Chief-Consul Boyle to Direc-
tor of Public Safety Stoklev :

" Dear Sir :— I desire to call your official attention to

the abuse of ovir streets by some bicyclers and wheel-
men, especially upon Broad Street, north of Columbia
Avenue, and on Diamond Street, West of Broad Street.
It is also the custom and practice of a few misguided
and ill-advised young men to race tipon their wheels
upon these streets, thereby endangering the lives and
limbs of passers-by, and to ride at a speed wholly at
variance with the city ordinances upon the subject.
I trust you will use the power confided to you by stop-
ping this dangerous nuisance at once. I shall be glad
to co-operate with your department at any time in

securing the safety of the public, and at the same time
insure the perpetuity of the rights we as wheelmen
now enjoy."

The following resolutions, submitted to Director
Stokley, were also read :

"The Associated Cycling Clubs, of Philadelphia, in
re.gular meeting, passed the following resolutions :

"WhERE.^S, By reason of the reckless riding of
many bicyclists on the public streets, especially in the
asphalt districts, whereby several accidents have been
caused of late ; and
Where.\s, Such recklessness is not only dangerous

to life and limb, btit it is in direct violation of the city
ordinances

; therefore be it
•' Resolved, That the city authorities be, and the same

are hereby requested to issue such instructions to the
police of the several districts as will cause the enforce-
ment of existing regulations and the arrest and pun-
ishment of the violators, and that all organized cycling
clubs, as well as the great body of law-abiding citi-

zens among the unattached riders, use their influence
to co-operate with the authorities."
The resolutions are signed by H. Crowther, chair-

man ; E. W. Burt, J. J. Bradley, S. A. Boyle, commit-
tee for the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, Pennsylvania
Bicycle Club, Century Wheelmen, South End Wheel-
men, Tioga Cycling Club, Mount Vernon Wheelmen
and Oxford 'Wheelmen, the different clubs compris-
ing the A. C. C. Superintendent Larmon is reported
as having given instructions to arrest all wheelmen
who may hereafter be caught scorching on either Dia-
mond or Broad Streets.

Decoration Day being over, thequestion arises. What
shall we do on the Fourth of July? Nothing as yet has
been proposed for the amusement of such wheelmen
as may be unfortunate enough to be in town on that
day, and there seems to be no prospect of anything
being sprung on us either. Just why the State meet
could not have been given one week later than the
date chosen is not apparent. It seems as if July 4 and
5 would have suited the majority of visitors better.
The glorious Fourth will probably be "slow" this
year as far as cycling in Philadelphia is concerned.

P.\UL Berwyn.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

R..iM L.-^L'S STORY OF THE R.\CE.

The greatest race of the year has been lost and won,
and the only sore-heads are the men who do the great-
est part of their riding with their vocal organs.
A more pronovinced success could not have been

even hoped for, and the promoters may justly feel
proud of the result of their labors.
The brisk shower of the early morning rather damp-

ened the ardor of those who had to journey from
Brooklyn, but several "graylocks" among the party,
without whom this annual event would look passing
strange, predicted that the day would be perfect from
a record-breaker's point of view, and so it proved.
Maplewood and the cotirse reached, the racing contin-
gent put wheels in order or repaired to the dressing
rooms, while we poor, insignificant onlookers wan-
dered about talking over the merits of our several
favorites, or took a run over the road, so soon to be
the scene of the contest. Those who went over the
course were unanimous in their declarations that the
man who covered the distance in better time than
record would have to attend strictly to business, and
"look out for his eye," as "Tug Wilson" says, for the
road was absolutely poor, and was in nothing like the
condition of previous years.
At 11:29 A- Mm the limit men were sent off, and after

thirteen minutes and fifteen seconds of hurry, scurry
and dust, the seventy-five starters were well under
way, and one had a chance to observe his illustrious
neighbors. That extra fifteen seconds were taken up
by Murphy in wild endeavors to make himself believe
that his pedal was loose, but he was soon on the way
to conquer "Father Time." We have barely had time
to have a word with Hendee, Prial and Jonah, when
"Here they come," startles us into attention; and
how they do come ! They are the limit men, but where
is the back-marker who can cut down these men if

they hold to such a gait? The interest is now at fever
heat; for every bunch that passes the tape is full of
go, and without thought a favorite is chosen from each
group, and our best wishes are for his victory over his
fellows.
But here come the scratch men, and what a fine lot

they are, the pick of the country, and they have gained
a half minute on their first victim, T. J. Hall, Jr.; but
where is Harry Hall ? Dropped out ; the pace is a
scorcher, and his days of victory are passed. Now we
quiet down again, and while the judges and timers
are comparing scores, we look about for sport of any
kind, help the jolly crowd cheer every passing vehicle,
much to the embarrassment of many a fair occupant,
or try to have some enthusiast take their favorite
against the field, and so the time passes till the twen-

tieth mile. W. F. Barker, with fcmrteen minutes, has
the lead by fully a quarter of a mile, and though but a
boy is riding game—will he win ? We all hope so ; for
miles he has been in the van, and the pace deserves
reward. Hut liere comes a trio behind him that are
doing record time, West, .Seeds and Craig. Will thev
get to the front? It looks like it, though the pace is a

But they
don't, for here they come for the finish.

killer, and they may drop at any moment.

The race is won, W. F. West, with g. 30 minutes, fin-

ishing first in ih. 30m. 5s.; W. C. S^'tls, the fir.sl to
break the record, .second in ih. 2t)in. 6s. He started
from the 8.30 mark, while our boy favorite comes in a
good third, and in future rides a" Victor."
Now all attention is turned to the scratch men.

What will they do with the record when novices break
it? Who will be first? We of course put our faith in
our clubmate Murphy. But there are lots of friends
of Van Wagoner and Anthony, who laugh at our
conceit, but it is soon over, and in the grand finish
Murphy shows the way, and for the second time the
record falls— ih. 28m. 29s. is the verdict, with Van
Wagoner only zs. away, and Anthony only gs. more
to the bad.
The rest are soon in, and then theif's andand's that

fly about are by no means few.
A run through the Oranges and dinner at the "Park"

conclude the pleasures of the day, and all go home
fully persuaded that they have seen or participated in
the most eventful road race on record.
What do you think of the Kings County boys? Out

of 20 starters 18 finished under ih. 53m., the two non-
finishers. Tonkin and Wiegand, taking headers and
breaking their wheels. Fifteen beat ih. 49m., while
Murphy made the fastest time and record, in. 2Sm. 29s.,

and Tom Hall, the fifth fastest, also better than
Kluge's time, viz., jh. 29m. 38s. Of the 32 prizes we
brought home 11, and once again the time cup.
Not content with his grand work on Friday, W. F.

Murphy betook himself to Bergen Point on the 31st
ult., and there won five district champion.ships, and
took second in one. This, I think, is once more
record.
A member of the Berkeley team was heard to remark

that it was "impossible to get a square shake" around
New York or Brooklyn, as all the officers of race
events were Kings County men. But how can that be?
The officers of a meet do hot do the riding.

C. W. Bayes made a grand mistake in not entering
the district races. He would have been among those
who will strive for championship honors at Niagara in
August next.
We all expected Bensinger to do better than last

year, but ginger ale and sandwiches just before the
start did away with whatever chances the genial John
might have had.
Now that we can talk of other things than road

racing, etc., the boys are looking over road books and
planning vacation trips that arc to outdo all previous
attempts in that direction. Ram Lal.

BALTIMORE.

I notice in your last issue that Mr. Oldfield hauls me
over the coals because I stated that his machine was
geared to 30 inches. I do not wish to enter into any
newspaper controversy, but only to make facts known.
To prove that I am wrong, Mr. Oldfield publishes a

certificate signed by several persons to the effect that
they have examined Mr. Oldfield's machine and found
it geared to 60 inches. He had this same certificate
published in the Baltimore papers. I had my infor-
mation from hearsay and from what I myself saw. I

was present when Mr. Oldfield climbed those hills,

and from the manner in which the wheel ran I should
certainly say the wheel was not geared higher than 30
inches, and an old rider who was also present gave it

as his opinion that the wheel, which was a 42-inch one,
was geared lower than even.

I might also state that several days after this Mr.
Dietz met Mr. Oldfield and suggested a hill-climb-
ing contest, one of the conditions of which was that
both should ride stock machines. To this Mr. Oldfield
replied that " he was not to be dictated to as to
what sort of machine he was to ride." It was then
suggested that both be allowed to use whatever gear
they saw fit, and up to the present time this has not
been accepted. Yours very truly,
June 3. Ekoh.

Mr. R. P. Gormully, who has been on a trip East,
left New York for Chicago on Tuesday last.

The members of the Maryland Club have two inter-
esting events every year. The "Veterans' Run,"
which is usually held in the fall, and in which no
member can take part unless he has been a member
of the Maryland Club for four years. The " Bush-
whackers' Run " is an informal run to some place in
the country, and the fnn consists of a dinner and
athletic games. This run is usually held during the
first Sunday in August.

The Hagerstown Club has taken formal possession
of their new building, and will hold their first meeting
in their new home on June 12. The club now has
seventy-eight members, with five applications on hand
for membership. They elect from three to five new
members each week. On Sunday last the members of
the club had a splendid sermon preached them by Dr.
E. H. Delk, who preached the sermon at Hagerstown
last June. The altar was decorated with a fifty-two
inch bicycle covered with flowers.

The Riverside Wheelmen went to Plainfield after
the road race, some of the members stopping over for
the theatre party. They had thirty-five men in their
party on Decoration Day. On Sunday last the club
had a run to Yonkers. The club members are much
elated over the success of Barker in the race.

About thirty members of the Hudson County Wheel-
men gave Mr. Fred. Kerr, a popular member of that
club, a send-off on Tuesday last. Mr. Kerr sailed on
the Noordland for a pleasure trip in Europe.

Jlessrs. Wall & Boyer, the North Broad Street, Phil-
adelphia, dealers, issue a neat list for the year of 1890.
They are general agents for the Columbia, Quadrant,
Referee, Singer, Little Giant, and a number of other
machines of all styles and grades.
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THE MINSTRELS AT PLAINFIELD.

It's doubtful if Plainfield's Music Hall ever
before held such an appreciative audience as
assembled there on the evening of Memorial
Day to witness the Hudson County Wheelmen
version of a ".aigger show" as prescribed by
Dan Bryant, Billy Backus, et al. , and if the roof

of the theatre is still intact the owner is to be con-
gratulated. The Elizabeth, Plainfield, Hudson
County, Westfield, Trenton and other Jersey
clubs were all out in full force, and as most of

them were equipped with a whistle, horn or

sound pedal extremities, encores were audible

for miles around. A general theory existed

that a show of approbation was necessary after

each song or gag, that the burnt-cork gentlemen
on the stage need not feel discouraged and wish
to come down in the pit among the boys. When
the curtain rose a row of 19 full-dressed, sable-

hued figures stood beside an equal number of

chairs, and after Interlocutor Markem had
invited them to be seated, they "sat." After
an overture Endman Johnson broached family
aifairs with Markem, and didn't seem at all

abashed at his own remarks. He told Markem
that he needn't feel bad if his little brother did
call him a big head—there was nothing in it—
and that he fairly doted on his (Markem' s)

mother's pie, and wished he had some then, as

he was going fishing, and they made such good
sinkers. Then he eulogized the unfortunate
middleman's father in a frank and off-hand
manner, and went so far as to say that if he
was bow-legged he didn't think it right for his

children to continually imitate him. He then
asked about the interlocutor's brother, and
learning that he was a lamb dyer, remarked
that he didn't know that before, but knew that

he was a dam • but the wheelmen worked
in their harmonious encore just then. The din

was terrific, and fairly made the pretty girls in

the audience hold their ears.

After a ballad and more jokes, Endman Mer-
seles, in a comic song entitled " I Got It," made
some allusion about drawing a spade for a club
once when gunning for a flush, which shocked
the staid citizens present, and was of course all

Greek to the boys. Will Lyle then got in his

say and a rollicking song also. The inimitable

Johnson then worked off some more gags. He
said that the Plainfield Club's gymnasium
instructor reminded him of the Chinese laundry-
man next door, because he was a Cooley, and
also said that he had given up his sweetheart
because he had been accused of mercenary ends,
and he of all men was the last to have such an
object in view, being a member of the L. A. W.

,

and therefore unable to enter any contest for

money.
The roof fairly trembled after this, and the

bass drum turned green, a symbol of envy.
After a serenade song and more chestnuts
Johnson sang a topical song, '

' When Johnny
Gets His Gun," which brought down the house
some more, and the audience was not satisfied

until he had sung a dozen verses. In the second
part, R. H. Mohr as a ventriloquist was about
equal to Duncan of the professional stage, and
Will Lyle proved to be a whole show in him-
self in his " social call." The hit of the even-
ing, however, was Johnson's skirt dance, his
make-up being something wonderful, and his
posing and light fantastic step would have made
a real artist jealous. The performance spoke
well for the talent possessed by the Hudson
Counties, and they are to be congratulated
upon their great success. Spark, Jr.

THEODORE'S TOPICAL.

The New Jersey Wheelmen, they wanted a meet,
They Got It

;

They looked for a town that was pleasant and neat.
They Got It

;

The Plainfield Bi. Club boys they asked us out here,
And as dandy good follows they haven't a cheer.
So what do you say if we give them a cheer?

Let 'em have it.

I came here for a rest one hot Sunday last year,
I Got It

;

i was thirsty and warm and I wanted a beer,
(I Got It;)

This place, as you know, is a blue ribbon one.
And the guzzling of beer in this town is not done.
But you can get full if you've only the " mun" :

I Got It.
'

The Plainfield bicyclists, they wanted a Gym,
They Got It

;

They held a big Fair here, to raise enough "tin,"
They Got It

;

And now they have one of the best in the State,
Where married men go and stay out until late,

But when they get home. Oh ! what is their fate ?

They Get It.

Some wheelmen who bowl, they wanted a League,
They Got It

;

But the scores that they made were not very big.
All breaks.

The Atalantas, of Newark, as you know are quite wise.
And the way they made strikes simply opened our eyes,
They said they would like to take home the first prize,

And They Got It.

THE DOCTOR'S DITTY.

My friends, we'll work both early and late.

When Johnny gets his gun.
To have good roads all through this State,

When Johnny gets his gun .'

We'll educate those country "jays,"
That they'll be in by good highways,
And in the end we'll get their praise.

When Johnny gets his gun.

Will New York people laugh and sneer.
When Johnny gets his gun.

When you tell them that you live out here.
When Johnny gets his gun?

Those poor deluded people that
Live in a band-box in a flat.

Will hunt for Plainfield on the map,
When Johnny gets his gun.

In Plainfield you'll not find a bum.
When Johnny gets his gun

;

The place will then be free from rum.
When Johnny gets his gun

;

All bars about will then be closed.
No face will go about red-nosed.
That is, they say it's so proposed.

When Johnny gets his gun.

PITTSBURG WHEELMEN ENJOY
THE DAY.

Devotees of the cycle who thought longingly
of a fair Decoration Day were in position to be
thankful for two days instead of one. The 29th,

because so warm and clear a day, assured good
roads, and the next. May 30th, was the finest

day of same date for years, so as a matter
of course, wheels almost without number were
abroad.

THE KEYSTONE CLUB'S RUN.

The most successful run ever carried out by
a Pittsburg club was that of the Keystone's,
and to say the boys were pleased is stating the

case mildly. Invitations were not scattered

broadcast by any means, the question being,

cannot the club have a successful run without
the presence of city men, not club members, so

often asked to be with us ; and results have
justified expectations.

Arrangements were made for a run from
Washington to Brownsville, Pa., over the

old National Pike, returning from the latter

place by steamer on the Monongahela River.

The 7 :45 p. m. train on the B. & O. carried a
jolly party of 8, who very much mystified the

Pullman porter by ringing a bicycle bell in the

smoking room, he meanwhile being unable to

find the section from which the phantom call

came. Whist, stories, etc., whiled away the

two hours' ride, and the night was passed in

"balmy slumber."
Morning dawned bright and clear, and with

delight it was realized that a pleasant day was
to be ours. After the usual programme of

doing the town we settled ourselves to await
the arrival of the Pan Handle train (which,

following the regular routine, was 45 minutes
late), and the balance of our crowd, but as they
numbered 16, we forgot the delay.

AN IDEAL RIDE.

Forming in line we rode up the main street

and back to the Pike, where, without halting,

we began our run. To several the Pike was an
old storjf, to the majority a revelation of an
ideal cycling path, hilly, almost mountainous,
but smooth, surrounded on all sides by grand
scenery, while the superb coasting made up for

the constant hill climbing. Our first stop, about
3 miles out, was to partake of the hospitality

of a friend. The amount of milk 24 men can
consume must have opened his eyes. After llic

regulation "what's the matter with, etc.,"

wheels were resumed, and scorching, fast, me-
dium, and slow riding followed until Hillboro, 12

miles, was reached, where Captain Michner and
8 members of the Brownsville Club saluted us.

they having been invited to take part in the run.
After comparing notes for a few minutes we
continued on to Beallsville for dinner, at which
place we found almost the whole population out
to receive us.

An hour gave the boys a good rest, and the
chance for refreshing ablutions. At 2 o'clock

25 sat down to our specially prepared dinner, to
which justice was done; 3:30 found us again
awheel and passing over a delightful portion of
the road ; two hours later gave us a first glimpse
of the Monongahela as we coasted rapidly the
final hill i mile long, and came to a stop in

West Brownsville. Waiting until all were up,
our color bearer led the fray over the old
bridge, and to the club bugle some 35 wheel-
men filed after and dismounted in Brownsville.
On inquiry, finding the boat likely to be late,

we telegraphed her to have supper for twenty-six
on arrival at B. , and then gave ourselves up to

various amusements, finally taking the river
bluff, where singing, reminiscences, etc.

, passed
the evening until midnight, when the boat, six

hours late, arrived. A fine supper put all in a
good humor, however ; tables were then cleared
for card plajdng, and between 2 and 3 o'clock

"bunks" were sought; 8:30 found us at home,
and as good-byes were said, we unanimously
decided the trip a success.

THE ALLEGHENY CYCLERS' RUN.

The Allegheny Cyclers called a run over the
National Pike, from Washington to Wheehng,
W. Va., and though much enjoyed by those
participating, the attendance was small, only
five members out. Four Wheeling men met
the party at Washington, and after a photo-
graph by Captain Lenge, in which the Key-
stones were taken, the run began.

Cycling is taking a stronger hold than ever
before on this territory, not less than 300 wheels
having already been sold by local dealers.

The L. A. W. hotel in Pittsburg is now the
newly renovated IMonongahela House, which
about nine months ago was badl}? damaged by
fire. This is one of the best hotels in the coun-
try, and wU be found very convenient for

wheelmen. Rates, $3 to $5 per day wdth a re-

duction of 25 per cent, to wheelmen, on presen-
tation of member.ship ticket. C. C.

SEVENTEEN-MILE HANDICAP ROAD
RACE AT WALTHAM, MASS.

The 17-mile handicap road race, for which
seven prizes were offered, attracted wheelmen in

the vicinity of Waltham on Decoration Da3^ The
race was arranged by the AValtham Bicycle

Club, and was started from High Street, several
hundred people \vitnessing the send off. The
course ran to the line of Auburndale, down
through West Newton and back to High Street,

four laps being necessary to cover the 1 7 miles.

The following table gives the position of the

men at the finish, with their handicajjs:

Time.
No. Name. H. M. s.

1. P.C.Stoddard 12 Withdrawn
2. Willie Russell 7 1. 17.00

3. Tames Steer ii Withdrawn
4. Edward Browning i 1. 10.00

5. John McLaughlin 8 1.06.30

6. Louis Woodward 10 Withdrawn
7. L. Gindrat 2 Withdrawn
8. Arthur Lawrence 9 i.iS.io

9. F. E. Swan 13 1.04.00

10. Ernest Grover 6 Withdrawn
11. C. Higginbotham 3 i-ig-ss

12. Charles Davis 5 Withdrawn
13. Lawrence Weston 4 1.18.51

14. Victor Kuhn Withdrawn

F. A. Clarke was referee, and E. L. Averill

timekeeper and starter. Higginbotham broke
two machines during the race, Woodward and
Grover collided and narrowly escaped serious

injury, and there were also two or three other
slight mishaps of a minor character. The race

was, however, altogether one of the most inter-

esting and closely contested ever witnessed in

Waltliam. The prize winners and the prizes

awarded are as follows: First, silver ice pitcher,

Edward Browning; .second, cyclometer, John
]\IcLaughlin ; third, pair elegant opera glasses,

T. E. " Swan ; fourth, silk umbrella, Willie

Russell ; fifth, gold-headed cane, Arthiu- Law-
rence ; sixth, toe-clips, Lawrence Weston

;

seventh, ring with stone setting, Charles Hig-
ginbotham.
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CHICAGO.

With a week's lournamcnt foUowinR riffht on the
heels of the Pullman roaO race, it is hardly to be ex-
pected tliat Chicago lan furnish little else of interest
to the outside world. The city is full of cyelinjc
visitors, but it would be hard to enumerate them all.

H. G. Rouse, A. L. Atkins and Bert Mvers of Rouse,
Hazard & Co., Art. Tavlor of the P(>pe Co., G. iM.

Worden and Sec. Yost of the Lozier &• Yost Co., and S.

T. Wilmart, of the Grand Rapids Bieyele Co., are all

here alonj; with a host of others. Treasurer and Mrs.
Brewster .and Mr. and Mrs. Cross came up for the
I'ullman race and remained over Sunday doing con-
siderable ridinp. Meanwhile, Mr. Brewstev says that
while Chicago streets ;ind ro;idsare(^ood, he convinced
the party that there were none like those of the Future
Great, the lack of hills hereabouts making the riding
monotonous.

On Monday next the /nter-Occnn of this city is to

send out a young man named Neilson to establish a
Chicago to New York record. Neilson is scarcely
known in cycling circles and is apparently a new
comer, if not a new rider, being but little posted in

either men, machines or events. He is a well-built,
smooth-faced young fellow of about zi, or thereabouts,
and about 5 feet 7 inches in height. He will ride a 52-

inch Victor and expects to reach Gotham within 17

days. His route is via Detroit, Buffalo and Albany,
and he places the distance as 1,100 miles.

There is trouble in the camp of the Washington
Cycling Club, the outcome of which is that the Presi-
dent and nearly all of the other officers of that club
have applied for membership in the Illinois. Hurley
Ayres and Munger, I am told, are responsible for it all,

having determined to either have the club run accord-
ing to their notions or " bust."

The Wanderers Cricket and Athletic Club holds its

annual games at Pullman on the 6th inst. A two-mile
safety and three-mile ordinary are the cycle events
on the programme. Bettsy B.

Decoration Dav sports at Indianapolis: Two-mile
bicycle, Hubert Wilhite, Wabash, Ind., first, time 7m.
52 3-5 s.

London has been slightly astonished by the appear-
ance of a new vehicle, much like the Paris coupe in

design. The new coupe is of the style of a private
brougham with a novelty in the shape of high tension
steel spoke wheels, with India rubber tires. The hub
of the wheel is made of gun metal, and the spokes and
rim of steel. The wheel is light and fragile in appear-
ance. The tires are i^ inch in thickness, and is

secured by a patent method.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The weather attempted a joke on the wheelmen
Decoration Dav, but the boys would not have it. They
started from all directions and reached the Irviuglon-
Jlilburn course, hugging themselves that they had
not allowed the threatening outlook to interfere witli

their plans. It turned out a day of days for this race.
The rour.se was very dry .and dusty, changing from
white to dark brown at the end of the first five miles.
Each section of the country .seems to have its own

remarkable racing man, and in W. F. Murphy a won-
derful example of what a man can stand is exemplified.
It seems almost incredible that after breaking the
record on May 30, for twenty-five miles, he should the
very next day win four out of the five races he rode
at Bergen Point. JIurphy belongs to the K. C. W., but
we arc all proud of him.
Why can't a race be arranged to exclude all but the

four or five crack racing men from the different por-
tions of the country, and really test their supremacy
by a scratch race ?

THE BROOKLYN'S OUTING.

The Brooklvns made merry throughout the three
days, and with the exception of a slight hitch in the
arrangements at Plainfield,a most enjoyable time was
had. After leaving the course they took dinner in

company with the New York Club at the Mountain
House, at the conclusion of whicli the party separated,
eighteen continuing on to Plainfield, the rest taking
a run through the Oranges and returning home. The
Plainfield party had a rough ride through .Scotch Plains
and conseqxicntly were not in the best of humor im-
aginable when they found that by some mistake no
prepar'ations had been made for their accommodation.
They decided to return to Newark and ride to High-
land' Mills and visit their clubmate, Henry Hall. It

proved a wise move, as from all reports a jolly good
time repaid them for their trip. They arrived at the
club hou.se Sunday night with bright red faces, to
attest the beneficence of "Old Sol" in shedding his rays
upon them for three whole days.
Last Sunday Messrs. Quimby, Owens and Osborn

took an early start from Jamaica—4 .\. M., I believe

—

and rode through to Greenport, elapsed time six-
teen hours, actual riding time fourteen hours. They
returned home by train and are strutting about the
club house as proud as can be of their achieve-
ment. It was a good test of endurance, and I will
gamble that Charley will finish somewhere in the
front in the Century run.
On Monday night Capt. Fuller took twenty-one men

on his first moonlight run. They went through the park
and awoke the echoes with all the popular songs of
the day. It sounded very well, and as the pace was
slow enough to allow each man to get liis chest notes
in, in good shape, it added greatly to the enjoyment
of all who participated. A stop was made at Mc-
Mahon's, down the road, where refreshments were

served. Upon returning to the club house, all were
instructed to hurry in dressing, and go in a body to a
neighboring ice-cream saloon, and top off the run
witii cream of rainbow hues. .\ roi..

PROVIDENCE NOTES.

The Providence Ladies' Cycling Club, to the number
of twelve, rode to Roger Williams Park on Saturday
last. At the Park they were photographed by .Mr. C.
K. Hudson, whose wife is captain of the club.
The road officers of the R. I. Wheelmen have offered

a medal to all who attend eighty per cent, of the club
runs, with an extra bar for each ten per cent, of at-
tendance.
The Division Board of Officers held a meeting on

Friday afternoon last at Providence, five out of the
eight members being present. The Board decided to
print a number of circular letters setting forth the
advantages of Division membership. These letters
are to be circulated among the wheelmen of the .State.

Secretary Donlc proudly displays a gold badge
which was presented to him by Mr. A. .Sweet for pro-
posing the largest number of members in 1889.

The Bristol County Wheelmen, of Warren, will hold
a dance in Armory Hall this- Friday—evening.
The Rhode Island Wheelmen's regular monthly

meeting was held last Monday evening. The follow-
ing gentlemen were elected to membership: J. T.
Lakey, Arthur Barker and Z. W. Bliss.

On Wednesday afternoon a number of Providence
wheelmen and wheelwomen attended a performance
of "La Tosca " at the Providence Opera House.

F. A. Scott, one of the most prominent racing men
in Providence, has joined the Manhattan Athletic
Club.
President G. E. Cooke, Mr. J. L. Spiers and Mr. Bal-

lou of the Rhode Island Wheelmen, rode from Provi-
dence to Boston last Sunday, by way of Brockton,
where they were met by Capt. Peck and Messrs. Ryder
and Hill, of the Massachusetts Club, who escorted the
visitors to the city.

ODDS AND ENDS.

The Lake View Wheelmen, of Rochester, had a club
run to Manitou Beach on Decoration Day. Sixty-
seven men started and fifty-nine finished the run. A
number of ladies accompanied the riders in a carryall.
The entire party, numbering eighty-three, enjoyed a
fine dinner at the Beach.

.\LL QUIET .\T BUFF.^LO.

Sixteen members of the Buffalo Club held a run to
Erie on Decoration Day. The majority of the riders
fared badly, the roads being in very poor condition.
Members of the party fell away at Westfield, Fredonia
and Dunkirk. The men who' came through all right
were Johnson, Hedge, Mason, Lloyd, Montgomery,
Spitzmiller, Christ and Clements.

^•THE * JOLIET * UGHT ROADSTER * SAFETY^-^

*

WE CLAIM

LIGHTNESS,

STRENGTH,

SIMPLICITY,

BEAUTY

and SPEED.

^

^

DUE-THIRD LESS

ACTUAL PARTS

THAN ANY HIGH

GRADE ROAD

MACHINE.

^

WEIGHT, 42 POUNDS.
Send for our New Catalogue, just out. Responsible Agents wanted everywhere.

JOLIET, ILL., U. S. A.
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The Ramblers Decide to Remain a League
Club.

On June 3, Mr. Chas. E. Gates telegraphed
us as follows :

'

' Ramblers decided to stay in

the league by a big vote ; very enthusiastic on it.

"

We congratulate the members of the Ramblers Club
on their good sense in deciding to give the League
and the State Division their support in the prosecu-
tion of their work.

It is quite true that the Ramblers Club received no
representative on the National Assembly, although
the club had every reason to expect such representa-
tion. This failure of the Ramblers Club was credited to
the "sharp practices" of F. P. Prial and other New
Yorkers, and the Buffalo papers have continued to
fling this statement in the face of the Ramblers. And
now that the Ramblers completely ignored the drivel
of the Buffalo scribes, we publish the real statement
of the case.
At the Board Meeting at which the election of

officers was held, when Chairman Bridgman called
for nominations, Mr. Gates nominated nine men, which
was the total number of representatives to which the
State was entitled. Upon inquiries of the Chairman,
there appeared to be little room for doubt but that the
list had been carefully prepared. It is not necessary
to state the names of the men ; suffice it to say that
Mr. Prial and his friends did not propose to gulp the
list whole and placed four nominees in the field, three
of whom were elected. They were elected by sharp
practice, since the four men voted the one for the
other and_/<jr no one else. Of the other sixteen votes in
the room, six were secured and the men elected. At
the announcement of- the result, some of the members
present, we regret to say, lost their tempers and their
manners, but they quickly recovered. The New York
members regretted that the Buffalo Ramblers' rep-
resentative was not elected, but they desired the nine
representatives to be distributed thoughout the State
and not concentrated at Buffalo. Good, old Ramblers !

The Taunton Bicycle Club has disbanded and a new
organization called the Belmont Cycling Club has
been organized.

THE PROSPECT OF GOOD ROADS IN
TRENTON.

Some public spirited citizens of Trenton, N.

J., are anxious to have legislation passed to
secure for Mercer County a system of roads
similar to that which has been adopted by the
State of New Jersey. The Board of Trade at
Trenton have called a meeting of prominent
citizens to discuss the question, and Engineer
James Owen, of Newark, and Engineer Colling-
wood, of Elizabeth, have been invited to deliver
addresses.

A number of Portland wheelmen are negotiating
with the proprietor of the Driving Park with the
intention of building a racing path inside of the trot-
ting track.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.'

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Blcyclefi* CrunA* etc. Throws only small quantity of oil ai.

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage For sa'e even-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50c, each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue. New York.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[A list of bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughmbaugh, patent
lawyer, Washington, D. C]

429,221.—Method of securing tires to the rims of
wheels. David M. & Thos. H. Parry, Indianapolis,
Ind. Filed Aug. 8, 1880. Serial number 320,157.

429,344. Bicycle ; S. Gissieger, Pittsburg, Pa.,
assignor of one-half to G. W. Gosser, same place.
Filed Aug. 3, 1889. Serial number 321,773.

420,416. Cycle handle ; Harry Brown, Wappinger's
Falfs, N. Y. Filed April 10, 1890. Serial number 347,294.

429,587. Bicycle saddle ; Geo. T. Warwick, Sprmg-
field, Mass., assignor to Warwick Cycle Co., same
place. Filed Feb. 26, 1889. Serial number 301,268.

Captain Cushing, of the Medford Cycle Club, has
introduced a novelty in the shape of monthly " blind
runs," so-called because the destination is kept a
secret with the officers.

Something For You I

Closing out a line of Highest Grade Safeties and Tri-

cycles under price. New goods; all improvemenls. Try
them right here on the premises ;

plenty of room to ride.

This is a rare chance Come and see.

JOHN THORNTON, Jr.,

, 45 Mcrc«'r Street, Nevp York.
(Near Rrr>;irlvvav and Grand Street.)

IF -YOXJ R.IIDHI -A. BIO-YOLE
Use the READY RIDING STRAP to hold your trousers down—worn Inside the foot, cannot be seen, trousers
hang naturally and fully protected. Fits any shoe. 50c. a pair. Stamps taken.

CARTER SMITH CO.

91 Fifth Ave.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

COLUMBIAS, VICTORS, RAMBLERS, ETC., ON EASY PAYMENTS.
We Sell all the Leading Makes of American and English Wheels on Easy Payments with no Extra Charge except regular Interest. No

lease or other cut-throat provisions, but a transaction on regular business principles, so satisfactory to customers that we are constantly
sending machines to all parts of the country from Nova Scotia to South California, and from British Columbia to Florida. Second-hand
Wheels taken in trade. Send for Catalogue and Particulars. LARGEST STOCK IN THE UNITED STATES.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., 13 G Street, Peoria, III.

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF SAFETY BICYCLE LAMPS IMPORTED BY

THE RELIANCE, - $3,50

THE UNIQUE. $6.00

THE ARLINGTON. $6.00

THE RIVAL, - $2.00

THE BEACON. -

R. L COLEMAN k CO.,

$5.00

40 Park Place, New York City.
L,IBERAI< DISCOVMX TO XHE XRADE.

Also Sole Agents for the Eastern, Middle and Southern States
for the well-known

SAFETY BICYCLES
MADE BY IJVESXERIV -WHEEI. -WORKS, OF CHICACiO.

PRICES, $35, $50, $60, $75, $90 and $115.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. '
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
26 Word.1 85 Cents
Two InnertionM 40 "

djiQ r —Buys a brand new, highest grade, '90 pattern
IPOD- Safety ; all balls ; all steel . fully guaranteed. $75
buys the best all balls, all steel Safety made for that price,
$150. Royal Mail ; almostgood as new, $50 ; and 36 other
unapproachable second-t^^ bargains. I take wheels in
payment for books, type-writers, toys, cigars, printing,
organs ; and have an excellent buggy and market wagon
for sale, or trade. If you deal with me once you will be
7lad to do so again. Waste no time, but write me at once,
ohn G. Zook, Lititz, Pa. 7-4 c

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reaBonr^ble. Whrelstorent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts takon In part nay-
mentlorNew. *^ '

$. ^-^ —Buys a 50-in. Eagle; new last August ; nick-
X U(J. elei except wheels

;
perfect order. $115 for

a Broncho, been run 100 miles. F. B. Catlin, Winsted,
Ct. 6-6

"POR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—42-in. Pony Star ; fine
• order, $35. 53-in. Columbia Light Roadster, $60,

32-in. British Challenge, $20. W. A. Beaman, Athol,
Mass. 6-14

RIBBON BADGES
For L. A. W. Tournaments, etc.

R. H. RADFORD, Maker,
28 JOHN STREET, N. Y.

OFFICERS OF THE DAY, ETC., ETC.

Jersey-Fitting Stocking.

3^3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,

navy, League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to tag
at the knee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,fi.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,fi.oo

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price

List.

Holmes'r.Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument
to show that it is the best thing that has been
made for holding the
stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular
made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-
portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg
are perfect, as represented
in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stocking in the mar-
ket. The part above the
stocking for holding it in
position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as
tights,and holds thestock
ings where they belong.

Price, $2.50; withont

Supporter, $1.50. _ _
Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom
of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do
not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

^ HOLMES & CO.,
5 09 Kingston St. boston, mass

F

FOR SALE—"Victor " Safety; first-class condition;
Butcher cyclometer ; nickel-plated lamp, lugKage-

carrier and chain complete
;

$go. A. H. Blood, 149
Front Street, New York. 6-6

OR SALE—Swift Safety, weight 40 lbs.; used very
little and as good as new ; or will exchange for

Tandem or 50 or 52 in. Victor or Columbia. Chas. C.
Newton, Rocliester, N. Y. t f c

T^^OR SALE—A No. 1 Springfield Roadster, '88 pat-
J- tern ; nickel enamel and bearings, in first-class
order; tires somewhat cut; price $50. F. Merrihew,
Slingerlands, N. V. 6-6

VVTANTED—Ladies' Bicycle, second-hand; must be
* ' li.ifht weight and cheap. A. G. Powell, 1219 Cal-
lowhill Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 6-6

pOR SALE—48-in. Rudge Light Roadster ; ball bear-
• ings to wheels and pedals; Kirkpatrick saddle;
spade handles ; luggage-carrier in first-rate condition

;

cost $140, will sell for $70. John F. Diemer, 71 Fulton
Street, New York. 6-13

VTICTOR TRICYCLE, with tandem attachment:
* easily detached for single riding ; will be sold
very low. Address Printer, 354 Fourth Avenue, New
York City. 6-27

"POR SALE—An 18B9 Victor Safety ; ridden less than
-I- 100 miles ; condition, good as new. For full par-
ticulars apply to F. H. Camp, Box 444, New York
City. t f

TXTANTED—Machinist who understands bicycle re-
''* pairing. Apply to J. W. Bate & Co., 324 Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t f c

SAFETY, not run 50 miles, perfect condition and ball-
bearing all over, for any reasonable cash offer. G-6

A. G. Bennett, 20 Exchange Place, New York Citv.

FOR SALE.
39 in. Special Star (nearly new), $75
48 in. " " " 50

51 in. American Star, - - - 15

Columbia L. R. Safety (nearly new), 1 10
" " " 100

Some cheap second-hand Safeties wanted for

new Eagles, Bronchos, or Swifts.

E. & W. VAN WAGONER, Newport, R. I.

ACADEMY OF MUSIC, NEW YORK.
Gilmore & Tompkin.^, Proprietors and .Manaf^ers.

MIKADO.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

TJIJOU THK.'VTRK, Broadway, near ,oth St., X. Y.
'-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
Russell's Comkdlws in

THE CITY DIRECTORY.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y
Frank W. Sanger, M;

De Wolf Hoim-kr in

CASTLES IN THE AIR.

mager.

Evenings at 8. Matinee Saturday at 2.

POURTEENTH ST. THEATRE, nr. 6th Ave., N. Y.
-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
AGNES Herndon in

"LA BELLE MARIE."
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

tJAMMERSTEINS OPERA HOUSE,
L-'- 125th St. and 7th Ave., N. Y.

THE BLACK HUSSAR
Evenings at 8. ilatinee .Saturday at 2.

A/TADISON SQUARE THEATRE, 24th Street, near
"'-•^ Broadway, N. Y. A. M. Palmer, Sole Manager.
Unqualified success of Mr. Richard Mansfield in

BEAU BRUMMEL.
Evenings at 8:30. Matinee Saturday.

A/JINER'S PEOPLE'S THEATRE, NEW YORK.

Frank Mavo in

NORDECK.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

STANDARD THEATRE,^ 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.
All the time,

MONEY MAD.
Evenings 8:15. Matinee Saturday at 2.

T TNION SQUARE THEATRE, NEW Y'ORK.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.

Edwin Arden in

RAGLAN'S WAY.
Every Evening Saturday. Matinee.m

COMBINATION WHEEL
FOn EITHER

GENTLEMAN OR lADY.

Sindfor Catalogue.

EAOHAM HIGH-GRADE

DIAMOND FRAME

Ball Bearings to Bflth Wheels,

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

$115.00

$85.00
Will Sastain a person weighing 225 lbs.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS-BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

«^- &°oV' E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.
T^HE best thing for holding a

Safety Bicycle ever invented.

Entirely out of the way, and does

not detract from the appearance

of the machine. Weighs only 3

lbs.

PRICE, 60 CENTS.

This cut shows one dozen Juvenile Safeties

in a space 15 feet by 2 feet 6 inches, and

resting on a tiled floor. They are held by

Steady Stands, fastened to a piece of

2 by 3 white pine. Send for a sample dozen.

KIRK BROWN CO,, Ltd.

Pciiii Square, Philadelphia.
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KEEFE & BECANNON,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. BRONCHOS.

Nationa.1, Peerless, Electric. Players' (Brotherhood) League Outfitters.

the: new^ kra sakkty
ii^

is on the market and the universal verdict is

IT'S A SE1-1-ET«."
It has the strongest frame in the vi^orld, though it weighs but 51 pounds.

It has the only practical Dust-Proof Bearing ever invented.

It has the only Saddle perfectly adjustable to both weight and shape.

Agents ^vill do well to secure tlicir territory early. Catalos^ue on application.

NEW ERA BICYCLE COMPANY, Manufacturers.

Retail Store : 566 W. Lake Street. Office and Factory: 73 to 83 N. Ashland Avenue, Chicago, III.

THE VULCAN SAFETY BICYCLES
Vulcan Juvenile, 25 in. wheels, -

26 in.

" Roadster, 30 in. " - -

" Light Roadster, Diamond Frame,
" Ladies' (Convertible),

•
- $45

60
- 100

"5
- "S

All seamless tubing, forged parts and fittings, fitted with Garford

Saddles, handsome and fully warranted ; absolutely highest grade.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Responsible Agents wanted. Catalogues now ready.

T H K

DART COMBINATION SAFETY.
High grade in every respect. Balls all around (including head).

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY MACHINE,
WHICH HAS CREATED THE PRESENT DEMAND FOR THE LADIES' SAFETY,

PRICE, $135.00.
High Grade Repairs, Nickeling, Enameling. Agents for Psychos (12 styles), Ormondes, Leagues, Gazelles,

Dandys, etc., etc.

SMITH'S WHEELERIES,
Cycling Rink, 921 H St., N. W. Salesroom, Cor. 9th and E Sts., N. W.

1^^ Send for Catalogue. WASHINGTON. ID. C.
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GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» * PERFECT.

ALL THE ACCEPTED ROAD RECORDS
Onr New Pattern for 1890.

Ordinary Bicycle, - $10.00
Safety Bicycle, - 1 1 .OO

were

measured

with,

and

thousands

of

the best

wheehnen

use

only, the

TH E

New Oil Can Attaclinient,

to take the place of the Balance

Weight, is now ready. They

will fit our 1889 pattern Cyclo-

meter and sell at $1.25, with

Stem, complete. When ordered

with Cyclometer, price,

0:xrE DOIiliAR.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR TO THE

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,
33§ l¥A§HIKGTO]V STREET,

Mention this paper.

BOSTOSr, MASS.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made,,

Patented i
' "^^^.^^ Aug. i, '82.

Men's Hicvclb Shoe.
No. T. Kangaroo, hand sewed . $5-00
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50
No. 3. Dongoha, calf 3.00

Men's Base-Ball Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo . 5.00
No. 3. Russet, calf 5.00

Sprint Running.
No. I . Hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

N.B.— If your agent does not keep them, send direct to
us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE. Randolph. Mass.

THE GREAT
LIVER AND STOMACH REMEDY.
Purely Vegetable, Perfect Purgatives, Act With-

out Pain, Always Reliable and Natural
in their Operations.

Cnres all Disorders of the Stomach, Lirer, BoweU, Kid-
neys, Bladder, Xerrous Diseasts, Dyspepsia, Loss of

Appetite, Headache, Costlreness, Indlgeg-
tion, Biliousness, Ferer, Files, etc.

Price, 35 cts. a Box. Sold by all Drugjfists.

irUITeI
THE NATIONAL.

ROPUl-AR F>I«ICES
THE BLACK DIAMOND.

$120.00. Fully guaranteed. $75.00.
Special discount to dealers. Catalogue mailed on application.

GEO. R. BlDWELL. General Agent, 313 W. 58th Street, New York.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball Players,
Athletes, Gymnasts, tell us that it is the
best and most satisfactory supporter

Let every Sportsman try them.
Price, Si 00. Will send by mail on

receipt of price. Send size of waist and
liip.

FULL PANTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap and

pocket.

^o. SS4. Heavy Rib.

KNEE PANTS.
(Patented.)

810. Heavy Rib.
Improved double

Athletic and Gymnasium Gar-
ments manufactureci by

seat and pocket.

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved double seat

and pocket.

CAUTION.-We hold Letters Patent (

improvement on Pants, Tights, Supporters anc
Supporter Jacket, as represented in these cuts.

Each garment is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d,

89, and vie caution all dealers against selling

any garments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments jiot ieitrin^ouT yateiit mark are in/rijige-

vicnts, and parties selling them will be held
responsible to the e-xtent of the law.

HOLMES & CO

HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass
SEND STJVMF* FOI* C-A.TA.LOGtJE.
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O Zi 1 7 CT ]V/| f\ VJ p^\/ f
^^^ $135-00 High Grade Safeties for $100.00. New Universal Safeties,

v3/li Y L- II V-^i 1 L- 1 • balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70.00. An odd lot of new
Safeties at from $2§.00 to $40.00 less than factory price. Bargains in job lots. Agents wanted,

A. W. GUIMF* &> CO., DAYTON, Ohio.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in excliange. Job lots bought. We carry TOO bicycles in stock.

Carries a Stock of over 100 Bicycles, Tricycles, Safeties,

Velocipedes, etc. Only" Cycle Castle" in America. TRADE MARK.

BICYCLE. SUITS.
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin & Co.'s

Bicycle Department,

H. STRUGNELL,
^310 Broadway, N. Y., asks your patronage for himself.

Every attention given to Cut, Fit and Style.

If you are interested in Cycles and Cycling, it will pay you to
examine the

REF EREE SAF ETY.
The strongest, lightest and easiest running Safety in the world. Guaran-

teed the highest grade and interchangeable thoughout. Actual
weight, full Roadster, 37 pounds (all on). Send for 1890

Illustrated Catalogue, containing full particulars

and specifications.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO.,
1702-04 NORTH BROAI> ST., PHIL,ADEL,PHIA.

SOLE UNITED STATES IMPORTERS.

Live Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

5onE - 5TQU5TS ^ /JRE - 5MPERSTmOU5.
But the customer living at No. 1313 13th St., who came in on Friday and purchased an American

Light Rambler (half nickeled, 1150.00), could hardly be classed under that head. Our competitors said he was tempting

fate in any event by riding that particular mount, but "you all know" their opinions are biased. We knew, and the customer

felt, that Providence keeps a watchful eye on cyclists that protect themselves by riding AMERICAN RAMBLERS
FOR 1890, Has she (Providence) an eye on you? We pause for a reply; and because our quarter-page

will not well hold any more.

P. S.—We do not usually spell " Cyclists " with a capital S ; merely for alliteration, that's all.

I^. DB. OK^J^^^ES & 00.,
1325 I4TH ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

HAVE YOU A COPY
y

of the most complete Bicycle Catalogue published ?

If not, write to us for one. Also be

sure to see our new

NONPAREIL yOUTH'S SAFETY.

A hisrh srrade wheel for Bovs and Youths from eight

to eighteen years.

Price, complete, $40.00.

A. G. SPALDING &, BROS., Chicago, New York, Philadelphia.
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The Latest Triumph of Skill

FOR

Ladies

OR

m

THE UNION No. lO CONVERTIBLE SAFETY.

ALL WELDLESS STEEL TUBING.

BALL BEARINGS AND STEEL FORGINGS.

HIGHEST GRADE. EXTRAORDINARY VALUE.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

Correspondence Solicited. Agents wanted for unoccupied territory.

HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

WEV^r YORK BICYCl-E CO.,
4 and 6 East 60th Street, N. Y. City, Fifth Avenue entrance to Central Park.

Neir Wheels of all makes.
Choice Assortment of Second-Hand Mounts.

Full line Cycling* Accessories.

Celebrated M^arren Oils and Enamels.

LIST OF BARGAINS AND SUNDRIES FREE UPON APPLICATION.

RENTING! REPAIRING!! NICKELING!!! Old mounts taken in part payment for New.
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I R OQ U O I S
One hundred years ago our ancestors trembled at the name,

because it was that of the greatest and most powerful tribe among the

Allied Nations, but to-day the cyclist knows it to be the name of the greatest

md most powerful Convertible Diamond-Frame Safety Bicycle made

;

therefore, he does not tremble, but orders one at once, like the sensible man

that he usually is. 1^" Send for Catalogue.

THE STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO., Freeport, Ills.

WHOLBSALK AND RETAIL.
Warwick,

Union No. 9,

Union No. 10,

Monarch,

Pacer,

Imperial No. i,

Imperial No. 2,

Reliance No. i,

Reliance No. 2.

Agents wanted in every town where
we are not already represented.

Write for Descriptive Circulars. =

Emperor No. i,.

Emperor No. 2,

Eclipse,

Pioneer,

Orion No. i,

Orion No. 2,

Little Giant,
Standard No. i,

Standard No. 2,

Standard No. 3.

Largest supply of Bicycles and Cycle
Sundries between New York

and Chicago.

Write for Descriptive Circular's.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

CLUB CYCLES.

THE NEW ERA SAFETY.
JUVENILE SAFETIES AND TRICYCLES.

Bicycle, Athletic and Tennis Outfittings.

Caps, Shoes, Uniforms, Etc.

J. R. JUDD & Co.,
101. 103, 105, 107 West 36ih St., NE^W^ YORK.

J^- SEJVI) FOR CATALOGUE, ^.^i

Dealers Attention!
THE MANHATTAN."

Complete, full size, strongly

made and riveted, patented

spring back, ruby side lights,

hood over front glass, finished

in best of manner.

Price, $2.25

THE " DIAMOND."

Anti-vibration spring

back, front glass cut in

shape of diamonds and

stars, throws a brilliant

light, cannot be jarred out.

Price, $4.50
DiscOT-int to the Trade.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, N. Y.
SOLE AGENTS FOR lIIE "GAl.ES" SAFETY.
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BRONCHO SAFETIES

H. LEIGHTON,
107 1 BEDKOKD AVENUE,

BROOKL.YIV, N. Y.

9X3S.OO.
1^^ Call and see the " Broncho."

TO THE TH.-A.3DE.

GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placing jour Orders,

We can furnish you the

best in the market at better

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY,
55 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

Erie Knittingr Mill,

ERIE, F»A.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

HOLMES <&, CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

(Every wheelman and sportsman will give these garments
his approval when he examines the Shoulders, Arm-

Holes and Neck, as they are made to fit.)

Bicycle, Crymnasiuni, Athletic and
Ladies' Union Vnder-Oarmcnts.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS-CARE of
CYCLE-
CHAINS

VtlANSCMA,NS.6fARl'«,S

[vtRf fftACTK/ii- RioeK

8uvs o«e ''T ii';HT-

foR SALS By JUp TMOC
OR SENT 6r MAIL <

o~ RECtrPT of ffilCf .

we rf>AOS SUPPLIED.

LiTTif Rock.

ARK.

VJKitE hfrfivm^^fijiD

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Put/man's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadv^ay and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—211 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and Chestnut Street.

THE BILLINGS k SPENCER CO,,

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billiii^s'
Patent Bicycle "W^renclies, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man
ner and case hardened. Small in size butgiants in strength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect. For sale by aU
cycle manufacturers and dealers. Address, 220 Laurence St

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in

exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail to write.

ST. I^OUIS ^VHEEL, CO.,
311 N. 14th treet, St. Lonls, DIo.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
MANUFACTURER OF

Prize Medals and Cups,
Badges and Club Pins of every description.

Designs on application.

3 WINTER ST,, BOSTON, MASS.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. IMF6. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Bakk.man, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7S P^S^^' cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEIi, I». O. Kox 444.

PHILIP F. OLWELL,

\mm m coonselor-iit-liiw.
ROOMS aj and 21,

No. 243 Broadway, NEW YORK.
Prompt attention given to Commercial Luication, Col-

lections and all Legal Business.

BALLS! BALLS! BALLS!
The best balls for bicycle bearings arc made by

NIAGARA MACHINE CO.,

23 Hayen Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send for prices.

For all kinds ol Gold and Silver

Medals, Badges aod Prize Jewelrji

WRITE TO

JOHN KRICK,
Jeweler ^r* Designer..

6 LIBERTY Pt., NEW YORK.
(Opposite il Maiden Lane.)

OFFICE OF
W. E. AUCHINBAUCH,

PATENTS & PATENT CAUSES,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

Baltic Building, 606 F St., N. W.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and. Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

I^~ "Wiri-b© fODT I'aric© List-

New York Warehouse, 65 Reado Street.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
NOS, 24 k 26 YAPEWATIR STKEET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 24a. N£W YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and S'.eel

Facing:. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

"VsTEBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable. A
sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, Vor. ; No.
6, pockets each side of lacing. $1.00 ;

No. 7, with hose supporters, $1.00;
^
No. 8, hose supporter and pockets.

J $1.25. Order by number and give
' waist measure. Post-paid on receipt

VIFV/v °^ price. Trade supplied.

CALL, 358 Main St.> Springfield, Mass.

FRONT
S. B.

.FACIAL BLEMISHES
The largest Establislimeutin the World for

thetrcatmentor Hair and Scalp, Eczema,

jloles, Warts, Superfluous Hair, Birthmarks,

\
Molh, Freckles, tWriukles, Red Nose, Red
Veins.OilySUn, Acne, Pimples, Blackheads,

J Barber'sltch, Scars, Fittings,Powder Marks,

B/Bleaching, I'ncial Development, etc. Send

10 cts. forias-pago book on all skin im-
perfections and their trentmr-nt.

JUILN II. WOOUBTKY, Dermatolo-— slot, 126 Wc»t4SdStreet,KEWT0EKClTV, N.Y.

P. 8.—Use Wooflbnry'sFaclal Soap fortbo skin and
(C^P> fur sale at nlldraggl«t«, or by mall, 60 ccnU-

'lease mention this
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SPECIAL NOTICE
No. 8 10.

To all of our customers :

Please notice in our Cata-

loguewe make two No. 82

qualities of RIB
KNEE PANTS
No. 810. Heavy
Rib, patent im-

proved, double

seat and pocket, $4.00.
Every garment is marked, '' Patented December 3d,

1889,'' and are the best goods made, and all not so marked
are infringements.

No. 820, Heavy Rib, double seat

and pocket, reinforced old-fashioned

way, $3.50.

HOLTVIES &> CO.,
109 K?KGSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Indiana Bicycle fflfg. Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

IlVDIANAPOIilS, IWDIAIVA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows :

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., - - $35
King of Road, for boys, 27 in., 42
Fashion, drop frame, for boys

and girls, 27 in., - - 50
Pathfinder, for men, 30 in., 60

We have jobbers who carry large stock of our machines
in the following cities: Boston, New York, Philadelohia,

Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishing quotations on our goods will be furnished

name of jobber nearest them on application to us.

Iinprovel 5-iiicli Acie Steel frencl

FOR POCKET AND BICXCI,E USE.

TJ^E STRONGESTAND BEST.

Xii£ai<3.e of Best Cix1.aa.lt3r SteeX.
Hereafter Heads ami Slides ol our Wrenches will be ihurouijlil)

liardened.

Weleht, 6^ oz.

Awarded Flrgt Price Medal at the Pari« Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wriench

Warranted.

Far sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers,

CAPITOL MFG. CO.,
ReesSt., near Halsted St., CHICAGO. ILL,

Weldiess Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher street, -^ NEW YORK.

New York Bicycle Co.,

Nos. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

" STAR" AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Repairing in all its Branches.
"Enlarged Shop ! New Machinery ! Competent Machinists !

All work done on the Premises ! Send to us direct

and thus pay but one profit ! Estimates

Furnished !

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Atliletic

Suits,

Manufacturers for the

Trade and Clubs. The
most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made

for Bicycle,Gymnasium

Base Ball, Boating

Bathing and Sportin(

Outfits in the L. A.W..

and Gray Mixtures and

all the popular colors

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so

licited..

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,

27 Kmeston St., Near Summer St.

BOSTON, MASS.

BYUSING^ 1 -IMPROVED

-yyiTM BRUSH -

KING oFTRANSPARENtENAMELS
issaans^

ALL CY-CLE^ND HARDWARE: STORES.
I
DURABLE .!

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg respectfully to announce that they have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

639 Arcli Street, Pliiladelplila, Sole Agents

for the United States.

Agents wanted in every city, town and village on the Con-

tinent. Send for our Cycle Catalogue.

Ask yeur local dealer for

^^Cycle-
^'^v n'^.

RtOISTfREO.

CHAINSO:' /

Graphite. \

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

THE
Largest Can

ON THE

MARKET
Full 8 oz.,

With Brush,

60c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAGO.

N. Y. Office, 77 Warren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Place.

West Shore Railroad.
N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. Co., Lessee.

The popular route bettveen the East and
West, via

The famous Hudson River and beautiful Mo-
hawk Valley, Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Ro-

chester, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis.

Sleeping Cars without change between aboke points.

For information as to Rates, Time Tables, etc. , address

;

H. B. JiflOE, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 363
BroadTray, New York.

F. J. WOLFE, General Agent Passenger Department,
Union Depot, Albany, N. T.

E. J. WEEKS, General Agent, 1 Exchange St., BnfTalo,
N.I.

o . .

WM. CADWELF., General Western Passenger Agent,
107 Olark Sstreet, Chicago, 111.

General Passenger Agent,

5 Vanderbilt Ave., NEW YORK.
^^ Wheelmen should patronize the West Shore going

to the meets at Syracuse, Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
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ORDINARIES bought, sold and exchanged. CUiiloii Oycle Co,, Clinton, BlaHN., Columbia Agents and
dealers in new and second-hand wheels of every description, cycling sundries, repairing. We still sell the Ordin-

ary Bicycle at somewhat lower prices than formerly, but still we have so far managed to lind customers. If you have
been unable to dispose of your Ordinary for a reasonable figure, in e.'cchange or for cash, write to us enclosing .sc. in

stamps or otherwise, to in part pay for our trouble, postage, etc. Write us, fully staling, first, full description of your
wheel ; second, lowest price ; third, whether you want to sell outright or exchange for a new Safety, and, if so, of what
make and what you are willing to pay in exchange. In return, we will write you, according to circumstances. If you
want to exchange, we will make you some offer for your wheel, and if you want to sell wc will put your wheel on »ur

second-hand list and do what we can to effect a sale. If we succeed, our commission will be lo per cent., no more, no
less. If we fail you are out only 25c., and, in the meantime, you have the use of your wheel and may sell it yourself if

able. Write us, enclosing 25c., at once, as now is the time to sell.

BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.
RET»AIRS.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored
and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza. Brooklyn.

Hartford Safety Stand and Trainer. Price, only $6.

Reasons why Dealers should push the sale of them.

jst. It will make many new riders and greatly increase the sale of Safeties.

2d. It will perfect any person, especially ladies, in everything but the balance, which all

riders say is the easiest part to learn.

3d. When they have got the balance, they can't help but be in perfect condition to enjoy
riding, and won't give it up, saying it is too hard work.

4th. It makes a perfect stand for the wheel, which every owner of one should have. (Don
ed lines show position of braces when used as a stand.)

5th. The back braces are self-locking, and are made to attach or detach instantly, and als'

can be adjusted to make any road tension you desire. Etc., etc., etc.

LIBERA.L DISCOUNTS TO THE TRA-DEi.

ORDER FROM THE FOLLOWING FIRMS :

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., New York, Philadelphia or Chicago. MERWIN, HULBERT
& CO., 26 W. 23d St., New York. R. L. COLfeMAN & CO., 35 Barclay St., New York.

A. O. VERY,
New England Agenx

FOR THE

WARWICK "PERFECTION," "UNION" AND "SPRINGFIELD" CYCLES,
AND THE

LOZIER& YOST "GIANT" SAFETIES.
ALSO FOR THE

STANDARD ROTARY SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE

173 Tremont St., Boston.
AGENTS WANTED. SEND EOR CATALOGUE.

I. HORSMAN, 80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

TENNIS. SPORTING GOODS.

BICYCI.ES.
Victor, Light Rambler, Juno, Ideal Ram-

bler, Crescent, Junior, Pet,

TRICYCLES.
Ideal, Challenge, Queen, Little Beauty

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc., etc.

Headquarters for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc.

THE "WORTH"

Spring Frame Safety
IS THE

Smoothest Riding Wheel in the Market.

We manufacture a full line of Safeties.

Call and see them or send for Catalogue.

CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,
Oood Agents lYanted. 38 Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

Weston & Co.

JAMESVILLE, N.Y.,

Hanafacturer.s of

Patent

Improved Suspension

STEEL WHEELS.
All grades and sizes, from
12 to 48 inch diameter, in

quantities, for Bicycles,
Tricycles, Velocipedes,

etc., etc.

Safety Wheels a
Specialty.

Those contemplating
manufacturing such will

do well to write us foi

prices.

Tricycle Wanted
in exchange for 1890 Ladies' or Gentle-

men's Bicycle, new, high grade
;

describe tricycle. For partic-

ulars address,

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. The
japers are bound as firmly as a book. THE WHHEL AND CYCLIMO
TftADE Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 centii. If ordered with 8iib*<«rli,tlon, 60 cents.

Spade Bicjcle Handles

SPADE GRIPS,

Soft Rubber Handles,

Bicycle Tires, Tire

Cement, Pedal Rub-

bers, Bicycle Spokes,

Bicycle Balls, Etc.

RitiDer Moilii WorK Solicited.

ELASTIC TIP CO.
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Cor. CornhiU and
WasliiBgrton Sts.

BOSTON. MASS., r. S. A.
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The season of straw hats and Summer ad-

70 PER CENT, vertisements has opened. According to the

wheehnan's almanac, look out for competition.

AVERAGE. Races won on this and that machine. Adver-

tisements fly high. Big type and big state-

ments are likely to appear in the cycling papers. Well, as we must,

have 'em, let's examine them occasionally, and take them for what they

are worth. Just now the most significant competition, as well as the

one that has excited the interest of most people, is the Chicago-Pullman

Road Race which occurred last week.

Whatever may be one's attitude or prejudices,

CUMULATIVE this competition is certainly one to enthuse us.

Held at the cycling centre of the country ; wit-

EVIDENCE. nessed by 25,000 people; competed in by 134

starters; for 32 prizes; time and position taken

for 57 completing the course; abotit an hour's ride, straight away over

the roads, with no chance for deception or for shirking ; an annual

affair open and known to all amateurs ; handicaps breaking up any
chance for fixing the race or capturing first prizes ; all having incen-

tives throughout the entire race ; officers having national confidence,

the referee being the Treasurer of the L.A.W. , and the contest for both

position and time. Under these circumstances to the winners belong

the glory, and to the machines that make the bestj^homng belong the

confidence of riders.

The makers of the Columbia Bicycles, and

FOUR OF in fact the riders of these machines, too, ought

to be satisfied. Those riding Columbia

A KIND. machines took the two prizes for best time (Mr.

Lumsden first, and Mr. G. A. Thorne sec-

ond), and twenty out of the thirty prizes for position, including Mr.

Knisely first, and Mr. J. W. Thorne second. Over 68 per cent, of

the winners were riders of Columbia machines. It will be noticed,

too, that of the first twenty out of the fifty-six whose actual time was
taken, fifteen (or 75 per cent.) were riders of Columbias. This is a

fine showing for the machines of our oldest and largest maker of high

grade bicycles in any view of the matter, when it is considered that

there are now more than half a hundred makers and importers in this

country.

It is pardonable for the Pope Manufacturing

BEATS A Company to congratulate themselves, and even

to throw up their hats for themselves, as well

FULL HAND, as for the riders of their machines, in view of

this result, because it is the fourth time they

have gained similar credit in the same way, at the same place. In

1887, the first of these Chicago-Pullman Road Races, the- riders of

Columbias won first, second and third prizes, and the first thirteen of

the twenty positions at finish. In 1888, those who won the first, second

and third prizes, and fourteen out of the sixteen prizes, were riders of

Columbias, and last year it was riders of Columbias who won twelve

out of the twenty prizes, and took the first time prize as well. These

things were done the first year with a field of thirty-four starters, and
the second year with seventy-one starters; and the third year fifty-

seven finished. That is an average which is as astonishing as it is grat-

if3nng, that over 70 per cent, of the prizes, including the first, both for

time and position, were taken by the riders of Columbia machines.

There can be but two explanations of this remarkable fact that year

after year, in open amateur competition of scores of riders of regular

road machines on the roads, both for time and

HERE'S A for position, more than two-thirds of all the

many prizes are won by riders of one make of

DILEMMA. machine. Either these machines (zr^ the best,

and enable the riders of them to get there, or

TAKE else their machines have such a good reputation

that more than two-thirds of the best riders

BOTH HORNS, believf them to be. best and stick to it. Interpret

it as 3'ou will. Columbias are best, or the best

riders think them so; and 70 per cent, of them ccjuldn't be de-

ceived year after year.

Neumann Bbob., Pkinibbn, 210 Fulton St., N. Y.

AGAIN
. CHICAGO

PULLMAN

ROAD RACE.

4tll YEAR.

130

STARTERS.

32

PRIZES.

VALUE

$1,500.

SPECTATORS

ESTIMATED
|

25,000.
I

I

I

A
I

NATIONAL !

i

AFFAIR.

ALL THE

LEADING

MACHINES

RIDDEN.

-Tf^

FIRST
SECOND

FIRST
SECOND

; FOR TIME,

; FOR POSITION,

-AND-

22 PRIZES

OUT OF THE 32.

RIDERS OF

PolumbiaQ

WIN

6 8 %
-AND-

ALL THE FIRSTS

Further Particulars of Pope Mfe.

Co., Boston, Hartford, New York,

Chicago.
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PUBLISUEU EVERY FRn>AY HORNIKO.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Prio?,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s. a year

5 Oents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tnesdar morning.

Late Copy rcceired until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Adrertisements must be re<-elTed by

Tuesday morning to Insure Insertion.

Special Advertlsln':? Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $i per
year.

A Cycling Agents' Idea.

Yours is the proper view of the mission of a well-
constituted wheel paper. I take pleasure in enclosing'
subscription to your valuable and newsy publication.

Yours very truly,
C. H. Obreiter,

Lancaster, Pa.

THREE TO ONE.

EDITOR OF The Wheel :

The Wheel comes regularly and so does another

paper. But as the greedy boy spreads the butter on

his bread, so does this try to spread its news in a vain

endeavor to deceive the eye. I venture to say there

is more good news on one page of THE Wheel than

on three of this paper. Yours,

John a. McGUIRE, Denver.

He Who Runs May Read.
He Who Rides Has
Read with Half
an Eye Tliat

"THE WHEEL." Leads.
Memorial Day was the greatest wheeling day ever

known in the history of the sport, and the cycling
press spread itself. The Wheel had representatives
in all parts of the country, and last week's issue was
the largest cycling newspaper ever issued in this
country. Here is a list of the number of inches and
the aggregate number of ems contained in all Ameri-
can cycling papers of last issue :

Referee, 177 inches, 42,400 ems.
Bearings, 175 inches, 44,800 ems.
Athlete, 200 inches, 57,000 ems.
Bulletin, 210 inches, 70,280 ems.
THE WHEEL, 418 inches, 183,858 ems.
Figures Do Not Lie, and a liberal, independent

paper, backed by intelligent and exhaustless effort,

cannot be beaten.

The Old Bird Is Setting a Fast Pace.

THE advisability of dividing California into

two divisions of the L. A. W. , with head-

quarters at San Francisco and at Los Angeles,

has several times been broached in these col-

umns. We call the attention of the L. A. W.
Executive Committee to a long letter on the sub-

ject published in our news columns. It might

be a great advantage to the League to divide

the Coast State as suggested by " Holly."

SPARK, JR., quotes a letter recently pub-

lished in the New York Tribune, to which

we call the attention of our readers. The
statements of the writer are partially true ,for

there certainly are some thoughtless wheel-

men who do take delight in riding as closely

as possible to teams, and who think it smart to

cut across directly in front of them.

But by far the majority of riders respect the

rights and privileges of drivers, and have too

much concern for their own safety to indulge

in those practices. On the other hand, the aver-

age calibre of the men who go abroad in car-

riages is of lower grade than that of the men who
go out on wheels. In the driving world there

are many gentlemen, but there are also many
men of low and vicious instinct, and wnth but

small realization or consideration of the rights

of others. It is men of this type who make
riding on crowded drives dangerous. They
not only crowd cyclists off the road, but any

remonstrance is met with jeers and insult, and
it is a peculiar fact that the police, who, as a

rule, are on a par with the drivers we refer to,

invariably sympathize with the latter, and seem

rather pleased than otherwise at- the discomfi-

ture of the cyclist.

This disgusting state of affairs cannot be bet-

tered by any amount of editorial utterances. We
have only to wait for that time, now not very far

off, when cyclists will be so multitudinous that

drivers will have neither the time nor the incli-

nation to favor us %vith these attentions which

so much annoy us. Only one thing is to be

borne in mind; let us permit the riders to do

the great hog act ; let us not cut across in front

of their horses ; let us remember that many of

their high-bred animals are better tempered

than their owners ; and besides that, they can-

not swear, which alone should entitle them to

some courtesy at our hand. One "fresh"

cyclist on the road—we say "fre.sh," for that is

the only term which covers their antics and

evolutions, does more harm than is offset

by a hundred careful riders—that is, he helps

to breed a crop of road hogs.

WE call the attention of racing cyclists to

the entry lists of the Kings County

Wheelmen, published in another column. This

club has many claims on cyclists for their sup-

port, and we hope that all the racing men who
can possibly attend will send in their entries.

The K. C. W. was the first club in Brooklyn to

hold race meets, and they have done aU in their

power to foster the sport of cycle racing in this

vicinity. It is enterprising clubs of this kind

that afford racing cyclists opportunity for com-

petition. The club has always offered excellent

prizes, and all racing men who attend their

meet will be sure of fair treatment.

SOUTH BEND, Ind. , is a bicycle town from

way back. Our correspondent breezily

describes the South Bend cycling world, and we
should judge that the cyclists own the streets,

the sidewalks, the police force and the Board of

Aldermen.

DR. GEORGE E. BLACKHAM contributes

an interesting essay to this week's

Wheel on " The Proper Position of the Handle-

bars of a Safety." A timely topic and well

handled by the Doctor.

THE ELWELL TOURISTS SAIL.

C. H. Metz, at one time a prominent Utica racing
man, but for the past nine months with the Union
Cycle Co. at Highlandville, Mass., was in New York
and Brooklyn on Wednesday looking up agents for
his firm. On Wednesday evening he was entertained
at the K. C. W. club house.

The Elwell Tourists sailed from New York on
the Bourgogne on Saturday last. On Friday,
Mr. Elwell, the manager, and .Mr. Higgiiis, the
treasurer of the tour, arrived at the Metro-
politan and met the members of the party in a
suite of rooms engaged for the purpose.

Mr. Elwell is a small to medium-sized, be-
spectacled, nervous, energetic, executive man.
He is employed on the Portland, Me., 'J'ransoipt,

of which his father is owner. Mr. Higgins is a
travelling salesman for a Portland boot and
shoe house, and has all the aplomb, frankness
and good fellowship of a j-oung and good-
natured commercial traveller. One of the
members of the party who took in last year's
tour and who will make things lively this year
is Mr. T. C. Brinsmade, "Tommy," who is a
high-strung, impetuous, clever youth.

In the evening the tourists dined in the great
dining-room of the Metropolitan. The apart-
ment is one of the largest of the kind in New
York. The League held its banquet there in

1883, and the painted ceilings re-echoed the
addresses of Mr. Charles E. Pratt, who was the
toastmaster on that occasion, and other.s. In
the evening Messrs. Elwell and Parker were the
guests of Mr. F. P. Prial, at the Madison
Square Theatre.

the members ok the I'ARIY.

C. H. Atwood, Providence, R. I. ; George
Inglis Black, Erie, Pa. ; T. C. Brinsmade,
Cleveland, O. ; W. W. Dudley, Whitinsville,
Mass.

;
John S. Duer, Jack.sonvilIe, 111.

; J. M.
Duer, Jacksonville, 111. ; F. A. Elwell, Portland,
Me. ; Sher^vood Hard, New York City ; H. C.
Higgins, Portland, Me. ; Charles Rollin Hobbs,
CentraHa, 111. ; Edgar Floyd Jones, St. Louis,
Mo. ; Bert L. Lucas, Monmouth, Ore. ; Marriott
C. Morris, Philadelphia, Pa. ; H. T. Paiste,
Philadelphia, Pa. ; Edgar J. Parker, West
Chester, Pa. ; Charles E. Pelton, Lowville, N.
Y.

; James T. Quinn, Albany, N. Y. ; Louis
Robson, Maiden, Mass. ; C. B. Tyler, Provi-
dence, R. I., and James E. Wilkinson, Balti-

more, Md.
The tourists expect to arrive at Havre on

June 15, where they will rest two days and then
start out throiigh France. They will remain in

Paris from June 22 to June 28. They will finish

France on July 7 and aiTive at Geneva on July
8, spending eighteen days in Switzerland.
From July 27 to August 15 will be spent in

Germany. On the i6th and 17th the party will

be at Rotterdam, and on the 18th they take
steamer to London, disbanding on August ig.

Jlr. Elwell will represent The Wheel.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE MASSA-
CHUSETTS DIVISION, L. A. -W.

The hand-book of this Division, compiled b}^

Chief Consul William H. Emery, and Vice-Con-
sul Arthur W. Robinson, has just been issued.

It is a neat little volume of sixty-four pages in

pocket form. On the front cover we find this

legend :

'

' Membership in the League places
you upon a higher plane in the opinion of
cyclists. Pride, patriotism and personal interest

unite in urging 3^011 to become a member." The
various chapters in the book cover interesting

points, as follows: " How to Join the League;"
"Wheelmen's Duty;" "Officers of the
Massachusetts Division;" "List of ^lassachu-
sett's Consuls ;" '

' By-Laws of the jMassachusetts
Division;" "District Championship Racing
Board;" "Cycling Clubs of ^Massachusetts ;

"

"Law of the Road;" "How to get Better
Roads;" " Good and Bad Roads " and "League
Hotels and Repair Shops."
The "Wheelmen's Duty" is a very strongly

written chapter advocating League membership,
and the fact is presented that out of a possible

10,000 in the .State, onl}- 1,700 belong to the
League. The writer points out ^vhat the
League has accomplished both in the country'

and in Massachusetts.

S. G. Whittaker arrived in New York from England
on Wednesday night. He was accompanied by ilr.

Hart, a Wolverhampton manufacturer, who will
remain in this country until September. "Whit"
states that he has made valuable English connections,
and that he will open a store in Philadelphia, for
which city he left New York on Friday morning.
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FIXTURES.

JUNE.

14.—Great Century Run, Continental Hotel, Newark,
to Philadelphia. Address F. H. Cossitt, 138
West 104th Street, New York.

14.—Athletic Club, Schuylkill Navy, Games, one
and two mile handicaps ; entries close June 7,

with E. Milligan, 1628 Arch Street, Philadel-
jjhia.

14-23.—Philadelphia Bicycle Club's Summer Outing in
Boston, Nantasket, Marblehead, etc.

17-18.—Spencer (Iowa) Bicycle Club's Tournament.
18-19.—Fargo, North Dakota, Race Meet. Harry Svens-

gaard, Chairman.
20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha.
20-21.—Tournament at New Orleans. Entries close

June 16, with C. H. Fenner, New Orleans, La.
21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheel-

men only. Entrance fee, $1 ; close June 14,

with Standard Cycle Co.
28.—First of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at

Lowville, N. Y. Entries close June 23, with
L. S. Miller, Lowville, N. Y.

27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-
phia, Pa.

38.—Kings County "Wheelmen's Race Meet.
Entries close June 30, with W. F. Mur-
phy, 1,255 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.

28.—A. A. U. Eastern Championship Two-mile Bicy-
cle Race. Entries close June 21 with J. E.
Sullivan, P. O. Box 611, N. Y. City.

30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

JULY.

I- 3.—Missouri Division Tour,Clarksville to Columbia.
Captain W. P. Laing, 1724 Olive Street, St.

Louis.
4.—Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.
4.—Memphis, Tenn., twenty-five mile Team Road

Race.
4.—Second of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at

Watertown, N. Y., L. S. Miller, Lowville, N. Y.
4.—New Hampshire State L. A. W. Division Meet,

Nashua, N. H.
4.—Probable Race Meeting at Watertown, N. Y., of

the Northern N. Y. Cyclists.
4.—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to

Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Partic-
ulars, address J. E. Poorman, Eighth and
Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

4.—Races at Stockton Park, Camden, N. J. Entries
close June 30 with W. M. Perrett, 707 Arch
Street^ Philadelphia.

4- 5.—California Division Meet at San Jose.
4- 5.—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
4- 5.—Illinois Division Meet at Bloomington, 111.

4- 5.—Memphis, Tenn., Tournainent and State Divis-
ion Meet.

10.—Third of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets at
Carthage, N. Y. Address L. S. Miller, Low-
ville, N. Y.

13.—Fourth Division Championship Races at St.

Louis.
15.—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
17.—Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
17, 18, 19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
19.—Fourth Division Championship Races at Chi-

cago.
19.—Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Road Handicap,

Waukesha to Milwaukee, 18 miles. Entries
close July 13, with H. J. Rotier, 427 Milwaukee
Street.

21-23.—Indiana Division Tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati.

24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.
2-12.—White Mountain Tour. Address before August

2, to G. R. McAuslan, Providence, R. I.

6.—Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-
mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.

16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

20-25.—Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

35-37.—!•. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.
1-3 Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament at

Charter Oak Park. Address "W. M. Fran-
cis.

1-3.—New York State Division Meet and Kace
Meet at Syracuse. Addre.ss C, W. Wood,
118 South Saliiia Street.

4.—Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament.

13-13.—Veoria Kace Meet.
13.—Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.

TOURNAMENT AT SPENCER, IOWA.

Programme. Tuesday, June 17. Prize, gold medal.
Team Race, 20 miles.
Prade in evening.

Wednesday, June 18.

Five-mile Professional Race.

THURSDAY, June 19.

One-mile Amateur, Spencer C. C. First prize, sil-
ver cup, donated by the Pope Manufacturing Co.
Halt-mile Amateur, open. First prize, Victor Cy-

clometer, Overman Wheel Co.
Half-mile Ride and Run open. First prize, Non-

pariel safety lamp, A. G. Spalding & Bros.
Entrance fee, $2 ; close June 14, with S. S. Snow,

Spencer, Iowa.

THE MISSOURI MEET.

The programme of the Missouri division

meet, which is to be held at Columbia, Mo. , on
July 4 'and 5, has been mailed to members of

the division by the Committee of Arrangements,
which is composed of J. L. Douglas, R. M.
Hockaday and H. C. Penn. The programme
gives complete information of the meet.
The hill-climbing contest will take place on

Broadway hill, which is 1,700 feet long with a
rise of one foot in every seventeen. The sur-

race is gravel and somewhat loose ; there is a
slight turn in the road, hiding the top from the
view of persons at the foot of the hill.

Work has been going on at the track in the
fair grounds for the past week and it is expected
to be in perfect condition for the meet. The
parade forms in two divisions, one being the
visiting clubs and the other the unattached
wheelmen. The order of the parade will be as

follows

:

First, band; second, H. Gordon on a unicy-
cle; third, Grand Marshall of parade and
staff; fourth, club division; fifth, unattached
division. The parade will disband at the State
University, where the meet photograph will be
taken on the terrace. The semi-centennial of

the laying of the University's corner-stone will

be held on July 4, and the wheelmen will be
served a grand barbecue dinner on the campus.
Among the prizes for the race, and one of the
prettiest, is a silver tea set, presented by the
St. Louis Wheel Company.

PROGRAMME OF THE MEET.
Friday, July 4.—Reception of Guests; 9:30 a. m.,

street parade ; 10:30 a. m., meet photograph at the Uni-
versity terrace ; II a. m., division meeting for nomi-
nation of officers for ensuing year

; 2 p. m., races at
the Fair Grounds ; 8 p. m., annual banquet.
Saturday, July 5.-8:30 a. m., runs to Rocheport

and to Deer Park and Ashland, out on Fulton gravel-
road and to Moore's Lake, returning to Columbia for
dinner ; 2:30 p. m., hill-climbing contest ; 8 p. m.,
smoker.
The Powers House, which is the league hotel, offers

the special rate of I1.50 a day. The Planters House
will give a rate of |i.oo a day.
The regular special rates on all railroads for Fourth

of July excursions will be as usual, one fare for round
trip.

THE division TOUR—CLARKSVILLE TO COLUMBIA.

For the annual tour this year nothing is left to be
desired in the way of road, scenery, enjoyment and
comfort. The tour will be in charge of Grand Mar-
shal W. P. Laing, assisted by Jno. Sansom, and will
start from the Carroll House, Clarksville, Mo., prompt-
ly at 8 a. m., July i, for Columbia. The route will be
via Louisiana, Bowling Green, Laddonia, Vandalia
and Mexico, and the total distance is about no miles.
The roads are fine gravel to within a few miles of Lad-
donia, and from there to Mexico, good prairie. From
Mexico to Columbia the road is prairie and fine gravel.
All wheelmen acceptable to the Marshal are eligible
to membership in the tour, up to a limited number.
Ample accommodations have been provided for twen-
ty-five persons. The cost of the tour will be but $7.00,
and during the first ten days in June tickets will be
placed on sale at the Marshal's office, 1724 Olive Street,
St. Louis. The ticket will cover all legitimate expenses
of the tour to Columbia. W. P. Laing, Grand Mar-
shal, 1724 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

PROGRAMME OF THE RACE MEET.
One-mile novices

;
J^-miledash; i-mile safety, hand-

icap ; i-mile ordinary, Missouri championship ; i-mile
bicycle, 3.10 class; 2-mile safety, Missouri champion-
ship ; I-mile bicycle, open ; 2-mile safety, handicap

;

lo-mile bicycle, Missouri championship
;
i-mile conso-

lation race ; hill-climbing contest. The handicapper
will be C. H. Stone. The track is a half-mile trotting
track laid out on the Boone County agricultural road.

Hill Climbing on Son-of-a-Gun.

The hill-climbing contest on Son-of-a-Gun
Hill, last Saturday afternoon, was won by Rich-
ard Hurck in im. 43is. , thus beating the record
of im. 45s., which has stood since 1885. J. H.
Campbell won the second prize in im. 54s., and
John Hurck won the medal for novices. All are
members of the Missoui'i Bicycle Club. Green-
wood ran off the side of the road on his first

trial, and in making a hurried dismount twisted
his ankle so badly that he was thrown out of the
contest. R. Hurck rode a ladies' wheel special-

ly prepared for the occasion, and weighing only
twenty-nine pounds. The others rode regular
road machines, weighing from forty-eight to

fifty-five pounds. A protest was entered against
Hurck on the ground that his wheel was geared
below fifty-four inches, but as the machine was
whisked off to town as soon as the contest was
over, the question could not be decided.

ST. LOUIS PO#y I^OURNAmENir.

Mr. E. W. Pope^ Treasurer of the Pope Manufactur-
ing Company, sailed on the Cephalonia on Saturday
last. On the same steamer was Mr. W. B. Everett, of
the Boston Bicycle Club, who goes abroad for a two
month's vacation.

The St. Louis Bicycle Tratk Assbciatibn heldi

,

its annual spring meeting, at St. Louis, May 30;.

There were 1,500 persons present. The track;

was heavy. Summary:
First Event, One-mile Novicft.--=-0:- L. Rule,,

first; J. H. Wilson, second. Tim^, 3m. 35|s.
Second Event, Half-mile, Open.^L. D. Ca-

banne, first ; V. P. Ring, second. Time, im. 30s..

Third Event, Two-mile Handicap.—W. H..

Harding (140 yards), first; G. E. Troy (roo
yards), second. Time, 6m. 40s.

Fourth Event, One-mile Open, Safety.—E'..

N. Sanders, first; R. Milford, second. Time,.
3m. 3gs.

Fifth Event, Half-mile, Hurdle.—R. Pom-
erade, first; A. G. Harding, second. Time,,
3m. 15s.

Sixth Event, Three-mile Laps.—E. N. San-
ders, first; G. E. Troy, second. Time, 12m. los.

Seventh Event, Two-mile Safety, Handi-
cap.—R. Mulford (225 yards), first; V. P. Ring
(40 yards), second. Time, 7m. los.

One-mile Tandem.—Won by E. N. Sanders
and A. J. Harding. Time, 3m. 23s.

The Consolation Race was won by A. L.
Jordan.

WISCONSIN DIVISION MEET.

The spring meet of this division will be held
at Waukesha on Friday and Saturday, June 20
and 21. A. L. Simmonds, secretary of the divi-

sion has issued a circular letter to all members,
inviting them to attend the tournament.

PROGRAMME OF ENTERTAINMENT.

The following programme has been outlined:
Friday, June 20, informal gathering at Spring
City Hotel, and informal runs around the vil-

lage ; 2 p.m., races on the Agricultural Society
track

; g p. m. , business meeting, election of
officers and banquet at Spring City Hotel. Sat-
urday, June 21, parade at 8 a. m. The parade
will be divided into six divisions as follows:
Division officers, escorted by the Waukesha
Wheelmen ; all lady riders escorted by the Ra-
cine League Club; Green Bay, Kenosha, Port
Washington, Lacrosse and Tomah Clubs ; Wis-
consin Division members ; visiting league mem-
bers ; local consuls. All unattached riders cap-
tained by Consul Sercombe; State champion
T. A. Andrae, escorted by the Milwaukee
Wheelmen, captained by Consul H. P. Andrae.
The parade will start at 9:30 a. m., and when

two miles out, the fast riders may take the lead
to Delafield, nine miles of good road, stopping
at Nemahbin Spring Hotel; thence to Ocono-
mowoc, where dinner will be taken at i p. m.
at the Jones House. Following is the pro-
gramme of the races

:

One-mile novices; i-mile open; 2-mile safety
handicap

;
3-mile L. A. W. State championship

;

-i-mile, boys under fourteen; i-mile safety L.
A. W. State championship; i-mile handicap for

Waukesha Wheelmen ; i-mile safety handicap
for Waukesha Wheelmen ; 2-mile handicap open

;

I-mile safety handicap open. The track, which
is a half-mile, will be put in good shape. En-
tries close June 14, with F. C. Park, Waukesha,
Wis.

THE KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S
RACE MEET.

The Kings County Wheelmen's ninth annual
race meet will be held at Washington Park,
Fifth Avenue and Third Sti-eet, Brooklyn, June
28, at 3 o'clock p. m. The following is the list

of events

:

One-mile novice, open ; i-mile handicap, open

;

2-mile handicap, open
;
3-mile handicap, open

; i-niile
championship. Kings County Whetjlmen ; i-mile
Rover Type Safety, championship of America

; i-mile
handicap, open. Rover Type Safety

j
2-miIe handicap,

open, Rover Type Safety
;
i-mile ride and run, open.

Rover Type Safety ;
2-mile team race, open, teams

three men each club and two substitutes ; i-mile
scratch. Rover Type Safety, for small bovs, size of
wheels limited to twenty-four inches

; i-mile handicap,
Brooklyn Bicycle Club ; i-mile handicap, Rover Type
Safety,' Brooklyn Bicycle Club

; i-mi!e handicap. Long
Island Wheelmen.

Entries close June 20 with W. F. Murphy,
1,255 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fall River.—The 8-mile road race of the Ramblers
Bicycle Club, of Fall River, IMass., was decided on
June 10. Milton 1. Dean won ; time 30m. is.
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THE CHICAGO CYCLE EXHIBIT

AND TODRNAMENT.

FINE RACING BUT A MEDIOCRE
DISPLAY.

Chicago's second annual cycle exhibit and
Totirnament (" exhibit" with a small e; "tour-
nament" wth a capital T, please) opened in

the Exposition Building on Monday last, June
2. It had been preceded the day before by a

joint parade of the local clubs, in which some
300 riders participated.

With the immense field that can be drawn
from, the exhibit cannot but be put down as

•disappointing. In the first place, the building
is too large and the exhibits, as at present ar-

ranged, seem lost in space and very ineffective

. as a whole. Then, too, the exhibitors appear to

have made but little effort to display their goods
: attractively ; there is an a\\'ful sameness all

through ; not a single exhibit is there that can be
(Classed as really attractive.

Naturally, the Safety claims the largest share
'of attention and space, but the good old Ordi-

nary is there in goodly numbers, amongst them
'One of the proverbial straws in the form of

rational patterns, the Pope Co. exhibiting a
'Rational Volunteer, and in the display of prizes

is the "Rational," presented by the St. Nicho-
las Manufacturing Co. , and which is tagged the

"high wheel of the future." A tendency to

mickeled spokes is also discernible.

Of tandems there are but two, both safeties

.-at that, and the poor old trike seems to have
ibeen forgotten in the shuffle, one solitary ma-
'chine, a cheap child's wheel of the Cripper pat-

".tern, being the sole reminder that such a thing

:as a tricycle is still on the earth.

There are no racers or specially built wheels
'^exhibited, and the lack of a display of lamps,
Tbells or other cycle accessories is particularly

noticeable. In novelties, the field is quite bar-

rren, only two trifles—-a safety lock and a child's

iseat—being noted. At this writing (Tuesday),
;several spaces are yet to be filled, but they are

mot many and this report will come very near to

Tbeing complete.

The Exhibits.

safeties.

^rownBros. Manufacturing Co., Chicago.—
Three Greyhound safeties, two of them ladies'

wheels. If looks go for anything, the Grey-
hound deserves to be better known. It is a
light graceful appearing wheel and looks much
like an English make.
New Era Bicycle Co., Chicago.—Three New

Era safeties.

Singer Cycle Co., Chicago.—One ladies'

Singer, one gentleman's Singer and one minia-

ture safety.

Pope Manufacturing Co.—One Columbia
Light Roadster safety.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.—Three enameled
and one-half nickeled Victor safeties, one Clip-

per safety, the latter the Grand Rapids Bicycle

Co.'s make.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago.—This

house makes the largest exhibit on the grounds,
nineteen wheels, safeties every one of them.
All told—the Lovell Diamond Frame, the Cov-
entry Rival, Broncho, Irwell, Rover and Gales
being the makes.
Jenney & Graham Gun Co., Chicago.—Five

enameled and one half-nickeled'New Mails, also

a ladies' Premier.
Horton, Gilmore, McWilliams & Co., Chi-

cago.—Two J. M. Horton safeties, one Horton
Special, one Reliance, two Pilots and four cheap
safeties.

John Wilkinson & Co., Chicago.—One half-

nickeled ladies' Rover with bone handles, two
convertable Rovers, one Light Rover, one Uni-
versal Rover and one true diamond Rover.
Thos. Kane & Co.—Two Bronchos, two Iro-

quois. Total: Fifty-nine safeties.

Ordinaries.

Pope Manufacturing Co.—One Expert, one
•Columbia Light Roadster, one Volunteer Col-

umbia, rational pattern.

A. G. Spalding & Bro.—Three Victors.

Jenny & Graham Gun Co.—Four New Mails,

.-also an antiquated wooden wheel, first used in

'78 and which has since changed hands fourteen
times. Total: Fifteen ordinaries.

TandeniH.

Singer Cycle Co.—One Singer, Jenny & Gra-
ham Gun Co., one Premier.^ Total: Two tan-

dems.
Ififlcyclesi

One lonesome little Cripper cMld's trike in the
exhibit of Horton, Gilmore, McWilliams & Co.,

is the sole representative of the three wheel
family.

Novelties.

In novelties. Brown Bros. Manufacturing Co.

have a novel safety lock, a small nickeled bar
butted at one end, which is slipped through the

chain and secured on the under side by a pad-
lock passed through a hole in the unbutted end.

It is light, small, simple and does its work well.

In the exhibit of Thos. Kane & Co. , an anti-

vibration child's saddle, attached to an Iroquois
safety, is shown. The saddle is secured to a
nickeled rod attached to the seat post and
secured to the head of the machine by a heavy
steel spring. The saddle is fitted with a tiny

pair of stirrups, and while the principle involved
may be worth consideration and as now made
tickle the fancy of a youngster, it does not look
either very practical or very safe.

The Illinois Cycling Club also has a booth for

its members.

*
The exhibit, if at all, just barely comes within

the term representative. It was not worked on
the principle of '

' what is worth doing is worth
doing well." That was reserved for the t(jur-

nament and it should not be. The field this

year was large and promising, but the exhibit

was left as a side issue and left pretty much to

itself. It is no secret that were it possible to

hold the tournament in the building without an
exhibit as an adjunct it would be done, but for-

tunately or otherwise, the rules or charter of the
Exposition management will not permit it, and
an exhibit of some sort must be there. And
since it must be, it should be well done. Prop-
erly worked up, there is no reason why this

country should not have a show that will at least

compare favorably with any abroad and if the
affair is to be made an annual fixture, it is to be
hoped that hereafter, ample notice will be given
to all and an earnest effort made to have an e.K-

hibition as is an exhibition.

The Races.

MONDAY evening, JUNE 2.

The races on the opening night were wit-

nessed by a large crowd. There was, at times,

a tendency to drag and the failure of many en-

tries to put in an appearance made some of the

heats almost listless. The five-mile safety hand-
icap was the event of the evening and did miich
to make amends for other shortcomings, arous-

ing great interest and enthusiasm. The meet-
ing has already developed several new men,
safety riders at that, J. O. Means, H. J. Winn,
Walter Bran, E. L. Ferguson and C. W. Gray
having shown a surprising turn of speed, while
Tuttle and Barrett, who have made their names
on the ordinary, have shown that they are

almost, if not quite as good, on the meek and
lowly goat. The handicapping is only fair,

though under the circumstances doubtless the

best that could be done, most of the men riding

in unexpected form. Grant Bell made his first

appearance since his reinstatement, but does not
appear to be riding very fast. He won his heat
in the half-mile, but it was by virtue of Kurtz's

fall on the last turn. Peabody appears the best

of the trio of Omaha flyers and is riding well.

Taggar tries hard but is out-classed. Githens,

Cutting, Masi and AVintermute all give great

promise on the ordinary.

Monday, June 3,

ONE-MILE NOVICE, ORDINARY.

First Heat—Walkover for G. C. Staunn, L.

C. C.

Second Heat—Did not fill.

Third He.\t—G. P. Wintermute, C. C. C,
first; F. H. Grouse, L. C. C, second; C. H.
Peck, E. C. C, third; A. E. Colcord, C. C. C,
o. Time, 2m. sS^s. Colcord made the ninning
but could not hold it. Wintermute easily

placed himself in the spurt.

Fourth Heat—C. D. Cutting, first; B,

Kunik, P. C. C, second; J. M. Lovejoy, C. C. C,
third. Time, 2m. 58s. The first trial resvdted

in a false start, and although repeatedly called

back, Cutting and Masi (who had also started)

rode four laps at top speed before stopping.
Masi retired, and when the other rode it over)
Cutting won by inches on the spurt.

Fifth Heat—H. (Jithens, C. C. C, first;

Geo. S. Davis, C. C. C. , second; V. E. Root,
I. C. C. third. Time, 2m. 55 4-5S. This was a!

hot race, though Githens led from the start

and won handily.
Final—Wintermute, first; Githens, secotid;

Staunn, third. Time, 3m. 20s. This was a^

hiss-provoking loaf for two laps, after which
Wintermute went ahead and won easily by
fifteen yards.

ONE-.MILE novice S.AFETY.

First Heat—E. L. Ferguson, I. C. C, first;

W. S. McDowell, I. B. C, second; I. D. Wilson,
A. C. C. Time, 3m. i8s. This was an easy
thing for Ferguson. Wilson lost control of his

wheel on one of the turns and was thrown into

the crowd.
Second He.vt—J. O. Means, I. C. C, first;

W. B. Young, second; O. R. Barnett, third.

Time, 2m. 58^8. Means had no trouble in

\vinning.

Third Heat—H. J. Winn, I. C. C, fir.st; W.
M. Shewry, second. Time, 2m. 55s. Wmn
spurted like the wind on the last lap and won
by over fifty yards.

Fourth He.u—C. W. Gray, I. C. C, first;

W. F. Hochkirk, L. C. C, second; C. E.
Griffith, third. Time, 2m. 54^3. Won easily

by half a lap.

half-mile scr.atch, ordin.^\ry.

First Heat—F. H. Tuttle, I. C. C, first; L.

Masi, I. C. C. , second. Time, im. 2oJs. Masi
led for a lap when Tuttle spurted and won by
several yards.
Second Heat—Grant Bell, Minneapolis,

first ; H. E. Taggar, Omaha, second ; G. E.

Kurtz, I. C. C. Time, im. 2Ss. Kurtz looked
like a sure winner, but fell on last turn.

Final—Tuttle, first; Masi, second; Bell,

third. Time, im. 22s. Tuttle and Masi left

the others as if at a standstill, Tuttle winning
by 4 yards

:

five-mile handicap safety.

First He.\t—C. C. Peabody, 300 yards,

first; J. O. Means, 340 yards second; C. W.
Gray, 325 yards, second; W. C. Thome, scratch,

third. Time, 14m. 20s. A hot race. Thorne
tried hard to make up the heavy handicaps (all

over a lap), and for a while it seemed as if he
would succeed, but he fell back after a mile

and rode with the bunch.
Second Heat—W. J. Bray, A. C. C, 300 yards,

first; F. J. Fanning, I. C. C, 340 yards, second;

G. K. BaiTett, 120 yards, third; Bert Myers,
scratch, fourth; F. H. Tuttle, scratch, sixth.

Time, i4in. 28s. Another hot race, much like

the first heat. Myers beat Tuttle in by two
yards. Final heat will be run Tuesday next.

one-mile tandem.

Walkover for Bert Myers and F. H. Tuttle.

Time, 2m. 41 4-5S.

JUNE 3.

Tuesday's racing in the E.Kposition Tournament was
a vast improvement over that of the opening night.
The attendance was not quite as large, but the events
were more spirited and snappy and created unbounded
enthusiasm. Fast times were the order of the even-
ing. Winn again showed that he is master of the
safetv, as his time, 2m. 49;2S. in the novice race, goes
to show. Gumchewer Barrett was in fine trim and his

spurt in the 5-mile ordinary was of the "horribly
wicked " varietj", fairly leaving the others at a stand-
still ; his time, announced as record for the building,
was short-lived, as Van Sicklen in the very next heat
reduced it nearly a second. In this race Pixley, the
Omaha youngster, made a great showing, holding Van
until the last lap, when he nicked pedals with Peabody
and fell back. In the mile safety handicap Barrett also
pedaled like the wind. Means, the other new safety
flver, sustained the good opinion formed of him by
w-inning the 4-mile handicap in good time. In that race
Bert ilvers had to ride a heavy wheel, his light one
being disabled, and was never in it. Later, in the mile
handicap, he won his heat on a strange wheel (Turtle's)

in the fastest time of the meeting, 2m. 43s., Tuttle
in the previous heat having done 2m. 44s.

There have been a number of bad falls, and strange
to sav, with one exception (a Star), all have been on
safeties. In the final of the mile safety handicap, Tut-
tle and Ferguson collided on the last turn, the former
being thrown against a post and rendered insensible
for several minutes.
Van Wagoner is here and has an eye on the record

in Saturday night's 100-mile race. It is also barely
possible that he may try for the one-hour record
while here.

one-mile novice safety.

Final He.\T.—H. J. Winn, first
; J. O. Means, second

;

C. W. Gray, third ; E. L. Ferguson, fourth. Time
2m. 495^3.

ONE-MILE 3.loCL.\SS, ORDINARY.

First Heat.—Louis Masi, first ; P. A. Robbins, sec-

ond
; J. R. Black, Jr., third. Time 2m. 57s.
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Second Heat.—H. A. Githens, first by a wheel; W.
Pixley, second ; F. J. McVoy, third ; V. E. Root. Time
3m. 06s.

THIRD Heat.—Walkover for R. C. Knisely.
FOURTH Heat.—G. P. Wintermute, first by seventy-

five yards ; W. J. Bray, second by half a wheel ; H. E.

Taggar, third
; J. P. Walters. Time 2m. ssJ^s. Final

to be run Wednesday night.

FIVE-MILE HANDICAP SAFETY.

Final PIeat.—J. O. Means, first by fifteen yards

;

W. J. Bray, second by half a wheel ; W. C. Thorne,
third. Time 14m. 33s.

ONE-MILE HANDICAP SAFETY.

First Heat.—F. H. Tuttle, scratch, first by ten

yards ; C. W. Gray, seventy yards, second ; C. Schaef-
fer, seventy-five yards, third. Time 2m. 44s.

Second Heat.—G. K. Barrett, forty yards, first by
one yard ; H. J. Winn, eighty yards, second ; O. R.
Barnett, 150 yards. Time 2m. 43s.

THIRD Heat.—W. M. Shewry, 150 yards, first by
three yards ; Bert Myers, scratch, second ; F. J. Fan-
ning, third. Time 2m. 43s.

FOURTH Heat.—E. L. Ferguson, no yards, first by
five yards ; W. B. Young, no yards, second. Time 2m.

. 52S.

FINAL.—Barrett, by two yards : Winn second, Myers
third. No time taken owing to Tuttle-Ferguson acci-

dent.

five-mile handicap, ORDINARY.

First Heat.—G. K. Barrett, eighty yards, first by
twenty yards ; Geo. A. Thorne, fifty yards, second by
a wheel ; Geo. A. Kurtz, 100 yards, third. Time 14m.

15 1-5S.

Second Heat.—N. H. Van Sicklen, fifty yards, first

by five yards ; C. C. Peabody, 175 yards, second by a
wheel ; L. Masi, 150 yards, third. Time 14m. 14KS.
Final will be 7-uii Thursdav.

THURSDAY, JUNE 5.

A fair crowd was in attendance and good racing
quite the rule. The 25-mile safety, the event of the
morning, was won by W. C. Thorne in fine style, while
Van Wagoner, who rode a Hickory, and had been re-

serving himself for this event, was left at a standstill

when the spurt came. Bert Myers left for Peoria last

night, and did not compete. He was in poor trim and
in no shape to meet W. C. Thorne, who is riding like

the wind and sweeping all before him. F. N. Burgess,
the old Rutherford, N, J. racer, made his appearance to-

night, but the company was too swift for him. Tuttle
has not made his appearance since his fall of Tuesday,
and says he is done with board track racing.

twenty-five-mile SAFETY.

W. C. Thorne, first, by 3 yards ; F. J. Fanning, sec-

ond : G. K. Barrett, third ; W. Van Wagoner, fourth

;

W. J. Bray, C. C. Peabody, C. Schaefer.

TWO-MILE, SIX-MINUTE CLASS, ORDINARY.
First He.at—F. E. Spooner, first ; Phil Hammell,

second ; Otto Maas, third. Time, 5m. 43 1-5S.

Second Heat—G. P. Wintermute, first ; W. Pixley,
second ; Louis Masi, third. Time, 5m. 52 4-5S.

Final—Wintermute, first; Pixley, second. Time,
6m. 20S.

three-quarter-mile safety.

W.C. Thorne, first; F. J. Fanning, second ; G. K.
Barrett, third. Time, 2m. i2jcis.

FIVE-MILE HANDICAP, ORDINARY.
Final Heat—N. H. Van Sicklen, scratch, first; Geo.

Thorne, 50 yards, second ; R. W. Knisely, 200 yards,
third ; A. D. F. Simmons, G. K. Barrett, F. B. Spooner,
Louis Masi, C. C. Peabody. Time, 14m. 02 3-5S., which
is record for the building. Van Sicklen rode a beauti-
ful race, mowed down the colts in fine shape, and after
securing the lead never slackened. The field clung to
him in good style, and the finish was hair raising and
the enthusiasm boiled over.

FRIDAY, JUNE 6.

A fair crowd, fast time and fine racing was again
the rule.

TWO-MILE SAFETY, 6M. CLASS.

First Heat—J. O. Means, I. C. C, first, by inches

;

W. C. Thorne, C. C. C, second. Time, 5m. 33Jis. This
was Thome's first defeat, and the Illinois boys could
scarcely contain themselves.
Second Heat—F. J. Fanning, first ; W. J. Bray, sec-

ond ; C. W. Gray, third. Time, 6m. 01 1-5S. Gray and
Bray fell.

TWO-MILE HANDICAP, ORDINARY.
First Heat—G. K. Barrett, 40 yards, first; F. J.

Peale, 170 yards, second ; F. J. McVoy, 90 yards, third.
Second Heat—R. W. Knisely, 90 yards, first ; Geo.

Kurtz, 70 yards, second ; F. E. Crouse, 85 yards, third
;

F. N. Burgess, 95 yards ; V. E. Root, 150 yards.
Time, 5m. 33!/2S. This was another exciting finish,
Kurtz and Knisely spurting like demons.
Third Heat—W. Pixley, 75 yards, first by 10 yards;

C. H. Thorne, no yards, second; H. A. Githens, 80
yards, third. Time, 5m. 41 2-5S. Pixley had some
friends keep tally of the laps and give him a signal
just before the bell rung, when he dashed ahead and
won easily.
FOURTH He.\T—J. T. Taylor, 70 yards, first by 20

yards; N. H. Van Sicklen, scratch, second by half a
wheel ; A. D. F. Simmons, 75 yards, third ; H. E.
Tagger, 125 yards. Time, 5m. 30 1-5S. Taylor has a
good spurt, but wobbles fearfully. Van Sicklen just
ciualifled for the final by the prettiest sort of spurt-
ing.
FIFTH Heat—G. P. Wintermute, 50 yards, first by

5 yards ; W. J. Bray, 70 yards, second. Time, 5m. 47s.
Final—Van Sicklen, first by 3 yards; Taylor,

second : Barrett, third
;
Wintermute, fourth. Knisely

fell on last lap. Time, 5m. 27s.

two-mile handicap, safety.
First Heat—W. C. Thorne, scratch, first; J. O.

Means, 75 yards, second ; I. D. Wilson, 130 yards,
third, lime, 5m. 45 4-5S.

SECOND Heat—Walk-over for W. J. Bray, 75 yards.
Third Heat—F. J. I'anning, 50 yards, first by a

wheel ; C. W. Gray, 75 yards, second
; C. Schaefer, 85

yards, third. Time, 5m. 42s. Gray gave a remark-
able and unlooked for spurt and nearly nipped Fan-
ning on the tape.

ONE-MILE safety. BOYS UNDER 16.

Jos. Stillwell, first, by 50 yards ; Lee Fargo, second
;

H. S. Wallace, third ; Fred. Kurtz. Time, 3m. 8 4-5S.

Stillwell, by far the biggest boy in the lot, had no
trouble in winning.

TWO-MILE safety (SPECIAL).

Geo. Thorne, first ; W. C. Thorne, second ; G. K. Bar-
rett, third. Time, 5m. S2S. This was a gift of brother
Will to brother George, the former slowing up in the
stretch and allowing George to pass him.

The report of Saturday's races, being delaj'ed in the
mails, was received too late for this week's issue.

The feature of the day was the 100-mile road race,
which was won by Spooner by a length in the record
time of sh. 39m. 53 4-ss., Van Wagoner finishing second
and Peabody third. The final of the i-mile handicap
was won by Lumsden in 2m. 37 3-5S.

NEW YORK CLUB'S FIVE-MILE RACE.

THE MEET AT SUNBURY, PA.

The wheelmen o£ Central Pennsylvania held a
meet at Sunbury on May 30. This was the sec-

ond annual event of the kind, and was the larg-

est assemblage of wheelmen ever brought to-

gether in Central Pennsylvania. On Thursday
afternoon, clubs arrived from Milton, Renovo,
Williamsport, Lock Haven, Reading and Wat-
sontown. The vicinity of the Neff house, the

headquarters of the cyclists, was alive with
wheelmen.
On Friday morning a run was taken to Sny-

dertown, followed by a run to Selinsgrove.

After the runs a parade was held in which about

1 50 riders took part. A business meeting was
held at the Neff House, the president .of the

association, Charles Bigony, calling the meeting
to order. A permanent organization, to be
known as the Association of Central Pennsyl-

vania Wheelmen, was established. Chai'les

Bigony was re-elected president, and Bert Gal-

braith secretary and treasurer. Speeches were
made by President Bigony and Secretary Gal-

braith and by R. J. Wilson, of Mount Carmel.
After the meeting a 5-mile road race was held

between Selinsgrove and the ferry house at Sun-
bury. The judges were: P. P. Smith, F. P.

Aberombie, H. A. Reed and A. Oppenheimer.
The entries were: Bert Galbraith, of Milton;

W. F. UpdegrafE, of Williamsport; W. I. Wil-
helm, of Reading; W. R. Wilson, of Mount
Carmel; W. W. Bowman, of Williamsport, and
R. J. Wilson. The latter rider won the race in

23m. 15s., and Galbraith finished second in 24m.

2S. Wilhelm took a header, otherwise he might
have won the race, as he was leading when his

bicycle struck a stone. This lost him a great
deal of time, but even with the- delay he fin-

ished third. At 4:30 p. m. a boys' race was de-

cided, the distance being one and a half miles,

which was won by Walter Drumheller, Charles
Galbraith coming in second.

The hill-climbing contest was won by W. I.

Wilhelm, with Galbraith second. In the even-
ing another parade was held, which formally

wound up the meet. It was decided to hold the

next meet in September.

SCHUYLKILL NAVY HANDICAP.

A large party left the New York Bicycle
Club on Saturday afternoon last and rode to

South Broadway, between Kings Bridge and
Yonkers, where a 5-mile club handicap was
decided. This race was one of a series of races
which are to be held on Saturday afternoons
during the riding season. The course was
two and one-half miles straightaway and
return. The road was in good condition vdth
the exception of a quarter of a mile of new
gravel, which prevented the making of very, fast

time. The race was started at 5 o'clock p. m.
and resulted in a victory for "Jimmy" Hanson,
who won from scratch. The following table

gives the result of the race

:

NET TIME.
M. S.

1. J. H. Hanson, scratch 18.10

2. H. G. S. Noble, scratch 18. 17
3. H. Van Buren, 3m 21.20

4. W. C. Heydecker, im 20.20

5. " The Mascot," im 20.25

6. G. W. French, scratch 20.40

7. H. Slingerland, im 20.41

8. C. E. Bentley, 3m 24.50

The entries for the cycle events to be decided
at the games of the Schuylkill Navy Athletic

Club, to be held at Stenton, Philadelphia, on
Saturday, June 14', are as follows:

ONE-MILE BICYCLE HANDICAP.
First and second men in each heat to ride in final

heat.

J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N no yards
B. F. McDaniel, W. A. C no yards
W. C. Seeds, W. W 90 yards
Wm. F. Murphy, K. C. W Scratch
A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C Scratch
F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C 20 yards
F. M. Dampman, A. C. S. N 120 yards
J. H. Dickerson, Y. M. C. A 160 yards
P. B. Elliott, W. A. C 120 yards
Z. H. Lofland, W. A. C 120 yards
W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N Scratch
S. Wallace Merrihew, A. C. S. N no yards
S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C scratch

TWO-.MILE BICYCLE RACE, HANDICAP.
First and second men in each heat to ride in final

heat.

W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N Scratch
A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C Scratch

J. H. Dickerson, Y. M. C. A 330 yards
F. B. Elliott, W. A. C 230 yards
Z. H. Lofland, W. A. C... 230 yards
S. Wallis Merrihew, A. C. S. N 200 yards
W. C. Seeds, W. W 180 yards
S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C Scratch

J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N 230 yards
ti. F. Mc. Daniel, W. A. C 200 yards
W. F. Murphy, K. C. W Scratch
F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C 40 yards
F. M, Dampman, A. C. S. N 230 yards

THE ENGLISH RACE PATH.

The English racing season is now well under
way, and already some remarkably good form
has been shown. From the present outlook,

Synyer and Osmond promise to dispute the
supermacy of the path this year as they did last

;

no other rider, except, possibly, F. P. Wood,
having shown form of their class. In the safety

events E. Leitch has improved his position and
will keep Laurie and Jones attending strictly to

business to win any of the safety championships.

At the Polytechnic Cycling Club Sports, held
at Paddington on May 24, J. Penny, 40 yards,

won the -J-mile novices handicap in im. 21 4-5S.

The mile handicap fell to E. E. Morden, 65
yards. Time, 2m. 33 1-5S.

At the Aerial Rowdng Club sports, held at

Bristol on Whit Monday, the mile bicycle handi-
cap was won by E. M. MacFarlan, no yards, in

the excellent time of 2m. 35 1-5S. H. S. Douty,
250 yards, won the 5-mile handicap in 14m.

4 4-5S.

.

At the Leicester sports, held May 24, the
mile handicap was won by A. W. Harris, 165
yards, in 2m. 36s.

At the Bridlington races in Yorkshire, on May
27, the |-mile handicap was won by J. Dudgeon,
40 yards, in im. 18 3-5S,

The Kings County Wheelmen were represented at
the New Haven Meet by Messrs. Murphy, Beasley,
Churchman, Manee, Quibel, and the Newman Brothers.
The party boarded the New Haven boat on Saturday
night, where they met W. Wall, of the Washington
Cycle Club, and F. P. Prial, N. Y. Bicycle Club. The
party stopped at the Arlington, and took several runs
during the day under the guidance of Mr. Atwood, of
the New Haven Club, who proved himself both a good
rider and a courteous and obliging gentleman. The
proprietor of the Arlington made the boys welcome,
and during their stay the other guests starved, the
boys having won the hearts of Katie and Rosie, the
two fair waitresses.

RACES AT TRENTON.

An Inter-State Fair will be held at Trenton, N. J.,
from September 29 to October 3. During the Fair a
number of bicycle races will be decided, but the exact
programme has not yet been completed. The cycle
races are in charge of Mr. H. C. Taylor, P. O. Box 54,
Trenton, N. J.

A 20-mile road race is to be held shortly at Louis-
ville, Ky., under the auspices of the two local clubs.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen's annual road race from
Milwaukee to Waukesha, a distance of eighteen miles,
will be held July 19, rain or shine.

At the New England Inter-Scholastic games, held at
Holmes' field, Cambridge, Mass., June 7, the one-mile
bicycle race was won by C. H. Fenner, Worcester
Academy in 3m. 3-5S.

A 25-mile bicycle race between AV. Holland, B.
Russell and A. Cummings, three Providence men, will
be held on June 25.

At the annual sports of the Inter-Scholastic Athletic
Association, held at the University of Pennsylvania
grounds on June 8, Taxis won the mile safety bicvcle
race in 3m. 7s.; McCain second and Davis third. "The
i-niile scratch race was also won by Taxis. Time,
2"i- 57 i-SS-

Dr. Turner, an English racing man, has been experi-
menting upon the "physical effect" of pace-making,
and it is said he will shortly write an article in which
he will give his views on the question of the relative
exhaustion of the effort to make pace and the effort to
follow a pace-maker.
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THE NEW HAVEN MEET.

The Nutmeg- State Division lickl its Spring
meeting- at New Haven on Sunday and Monday
last. The meet was a genuine success. The
New Haven Club boys played "mine host"
with unfailing courtes)'. The attendance was
large and the \\-eather beautiful ; the runs were
well attended ; the races, the smoker, and the
business meeting were all successes.

The pot commenced to simn-ier on Saturday
night, when some out-of-town wheelmen put in

an appearance. On Sunday morning, bright
and early, the trains brought many cyclists into

town, and the meet got fairly nnder way.
During the daj' several runs were held, and the
rest of the time was spent in lounging at the
cosy quarters of the New Haven Club, or at the
Treniont, the League headquarters. Sunday
evening was quiet.

For Monday the programme was; The parade,
the business meeting, the races, and the
smoker.

THE TOWN.

New Haven is a city of some 75,000 people,
and is noted as the Elm City, and as the seat of

Yale College. The streets are, for the most
part, lined wth elms, the pavement, part rid-

able granite, part poor macadam, but very
accejjtable ; the houses, all sorts, but most of
them old and exclusive-looking. The city has a
number of " greens" or parks, nice little breath-
ing spots, and there is also a town pump.
The meet centered about the New Haven

club-house, a cosy, well-furnished, well-shaded
house on Olive Street, and the Tremont House,
the League hotel, situated about a half mile
from the club-house.
The New Haven Club was organized January

24, 1880, and is the oldest wheel organization
in the State. Starting with a membership of

thirteen, the club has steadily increased until

the present membership numbers over one
hundred. It has always been a strictly cycling
club, and as the membership enlarged, the club
has been very careful whom it has admitted.
The club-house is situated at 173 Olive Street,

and during the meet it was made conspicuous
by a beautiful flag which hung across the
roadway in front of the club-house. The build-

ing has two floors, which are divided into

several rooms, not only luxuriously furnished,
but planned with great taste. On the first floor

are parlor, reading, billiard and lounging
rooms, with an adjunct wheel room. The floors

are nicely carpeted, and the furnishing is rich

and artistic. On the second floor are a locker
room, a very pretty dining room, and a room
occupied by Mr. F. N. Kinney, vice-president
of the club. Outside of the parlor, which is

really a very handsomely-furnished room, Mr.
Kinney has the most elegant apartment in the
house, and it is probably the most popular. It

is furnished in the most approved style of
artistic bachelor taste, and in fact is one of the
cosiest dens in which we ever set foot. When
we dropped into this room on Sunday morning
it was ornamented by a vase of cut flowers.

Mr. Kinney was present, and did the honors
•with unmistakable cordiality. There is ample
garden room around the house. On one of the
side lawns was erected a tent, to be used in case
the weather should be unpleasant.
The officers of the club are : President, Frank

Thompson; Vice President, F. N. Kinney;
Secretary, E. J. Perkins; Treasurer, A. G.
Fisher; Captain, W. F. Perkins; First Lieut,
Palmer Fields; Second Lieut., S. E. Smith;
Color Bearer, R. F. Isbel, and Bugler, J. H.
Bronson.

The Race Meet.

The race meet was held at Elm City Dri-ving
Park. The park is about four miles from the
centre of the city, with a fair to middling ride
all the way for those who wished to go on
wheels, while those who had no cycles were
carried out in the festive horse car at a nickel
per head.
The park was built twenty years ago by

Messrs. Hubbinger Brothers, two wealthy
gentlemen -\vho have the horse-raising hobby,
and whose beautiful stock farm adjoins it.

The latter is a half mile of reddish clay and
of good shape. The infield was a pretty spread

of green. The track was well railed and kept
fairly clear of intruders. At the finish line is

the judges stand, a convenient one-story struct-

ure; along the homestretch is stationed the
grand stand and the press stand, the whole
well arranged. The stands were cro\\-ded,

many of the spectators being ladies. Alto-
gether, perhaps 2,000 people were seated, while
several hundred more lined the rails or wit-
nessed the races irom carriages.
At 2:30 it presented an inspiring sight, the

crowd, the field, the music, the racing men
taking their inspective strolls around the path.
The track was a half mile of clay and covered

with a sandy dressing. Along the homestretch
it was in fair shape, but the remainder of the
circuit, especially on the turns, was so loose
that the tires of the racing wheels cut ridges an
inch deep. It is remarkable that no accidents
occurred, and some expert riding must have
been done as the men spurted for home at a
thirty-nine second clip. There was also some
wind, very strong at times, and then dying
away to a slight breeze. Considering the wind
and track, the times rriade by Windle, Smith
and Anthony were certainly of high class.

The races were well contested and there was
some rare brushes down the back stretch and
on the last quarter. The first race was not
called until 2:45, yet the referee and clerk, of

course discharged their work -with such prompt-
ness and intelHgence that the Park was cleared
shortly after 5 o'clock.

Windle easily outclassed the other riders of
ordinaries, and neither Anthony or Ives made
him work very hard. Anthony showed promis-
ing form and he should be among the best be-
fore the Fall. Ives was twenty pounds over
weight, and was not in his last year's form,
when he rode two miles in 5m. 27|s. Murphy
was a disappointment. He had ridden about
New Haven all the day previous and was ap-
parently tired and over-trained. He has not
regained his elasticity since his great work of
May 30 and 31, and should take a rest. Camp-
bell has i-iot yet reached good form, while Zim-
merman showed himself to be travelling very
fast this 3'ear.

Among the Safety men Hoyland Smith easil)-

carried off the honors, Berlo showing the next
best form. Smith is a slim, nervous boy of
about nineteen, wnth no muscular system what-
ever, but of a very highly nervous temperament.
The crowd took him as a joke, but he proved a
hard joke to crack, as the other competitors
found out.

The handicapping was fairly well done by
Mr. Henry Goodman, though Murphy was
overrated in the safety event, while Zimmer-
man was underrated. The track, which was a
trotting track, was about nineteen yards short
to the mile.

ONE-MILE NOVICES.

1. Chas. L. Sage, Hartford, Conn. Time, 3m. 72-5S.
2. W. R. Norman, N. H. B. C. Time, 3m. 9 2-5S.

3. Leo C. Herr, -Waterbury, Conn.
Times, % mile, 43 2-5S.; % mile, im. 29 2-5S.; }i mile,

2m. 22S. ; mile, 3m. 7 2-5S.

This race was won easily by Sage, \vho has only re-
cently purchased a wheel. He showed e.Kcellent form
considering the condition of the track. Norman beat
Herr for second place by 125 yards.

TWO-MILE BICYCLE TEAM M.ATCH RACE BETWEEN
YALE AND HARVARD.

1. Harvard College, 15 points.
2. Yale College, 6 points.
The men finislied as follows

:

1. -W. B. Greenleaf, H. U. C. A.
2. Philip Davis, H. U. C. A.
3. Thomas Barron, H. U. C. A.
4. W. W. -Ware, Y. A. A.
5. E. R. Lamson, Y. A. A.
6. R. -W'ade, Y. A. A.
Time, 6m. 27 1-53.

This was a match race between Yale and Harvard,
and, by special permission of the Racing Board, only
points on the last lap were counted. Harvard's vic-
tory was conceded from the start, although the Yale
men in the grand stand must have thought they had a
chance, judging from the noise they made. The day
before the race a Yale man lodged' a protest against
P. Da-vis, of Harvard, as being an unsafe and danger-
ous rider, but Referee Davol refused to entertain the
charge. -Ware led to the mile in 3m. 20s.

ONE-MILE SAFETY, CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. C. E. Larom, N. H. B. C. Time, 3m. g 2-5S.

2. G. A. Pickett, N. H. B. C. Time, 3m. iis.

3. D. Shea, Hartford Wheel Club. Time, 3m. 11 2-58.

In this race Shea entered a protest against Pickett,
claiming that he had been fouled, but on the testi-
mony of an umpire the claim was not allowed.
Times, J^ mile, 55 2-5S.; J^.raile, im. 41s.; ^ mile,

2m. 26s.; mile, 3m. 9 4-5.

ONE-MILE HANDICAP, FOR ROAD WHEELS.

1. A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, 50 yards. Time,
2m. 46 2-5S.

2. Chas. L. Sage, Hartford, Conn., 150 yards.

3. S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C, 40 yards.
4. E. C. Anthony, Dorchester B. C, scratch.
5. A. K. Howe, hirmingham, H. C, 125 yards.
6. W. R. Norman, N. H. H. C, 150 yards.
7. W. C. Palmer, N. H. B. C, 90 yards.
8. C. H. Wood, Hartford W. C., 100 yards.
9. K. R. Faxon, Hartford, Conn., 150 yards.

10. Ludwig Forster, Hartford W. C., 50 yards.
11. F. (;. Brown, N. I. A. C, 40 yards.
12. Wilcox Gerry, Hiirtford, Conn., 175 yards.
00. H. C. Backus, N. H. B. C, no yards.
00. Orville W. Swift, Danbury Wheel Club, 90 yards.
00. O. B. Hawes, H. U. C. A., 120 yards.

Anthony, the scratch man, started out at a hot pace,
doing the'quarter in 38s., the half in im. 22s. and the
three-quarters in 2m. 06s. Going down the back stretch
on the first quarter he picked up man by man, and at
the three-quarter mark he looked like a winner, but
the great effort he had made apparently used him up,
and he only made the last quarter in 45s., his total time
being 2m. 50s. Zimmerman won by .several lengths.
Bowman and Sage having a good fight for second
place.

ONE-MILE SAFETY, CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP.

1. C. E. Larom, N. H. B. C. Time, 3m. 10 4-5S.
2. W. C. Palmer, N. H. B. C. Time, 3m. 14s.

3. L. E. Smith, N. H. B. C. Time, 3m. 14 3-5S.

4. T. J. Otell, N. H. B. C.
Times, J^ mile, 52 2-5S.; 'A mile, im. 42 1-5S; ^ mile,

2m. 30S. ; mile, 3m. 10 4-5S.
This was rather a waiting race during the three-

quarters, but the last quarter was run off in good
style, Larom showing excellent form.

TWO-MILE SAFETY, FIRST DISTRICT CHAMPIONPHIP.

1. Hoyland Smith, N. B. B. C. Time, 6m. 28 3-5S.
2. P. J. Berlo, South Boston, Mass. Time, 6m. 28 4-5S.
Times, l{ mile, 51 2-5S.

; ^ mile, im. 44s.; X mile, 2m.
34S.; mile, 3m. 23s; 2 miles, 6m. 28 3-5S.

Berlo and Smith were the only contestants in this
race, the latter being mounted on a 20-pound Referee.
Berlo is very .strongly put together, and looked a win-
ner before the race was contested. Smith, on the other
hand, is of ridiculously light build, but the manner
in which he came away on the last half mile showed
him to be a champion. The last half was ridden in
im. 18 1-5S., and the last quarter in 38 3-5S. Consider-
ing the bad turn on the last quarter the time was
remarkable.

ONE-MILE OPEN.
1. W. W. Windle, Millbury, Mass. Time, 2m. 47 2-5S.
2. -E. C. Anthony, Dorchester B. C. Time, 2m.

48 1-5S.

3. W. S. Campbell, Berkeley A. A.
4. F. F. Ives, Meriden Wheel Club.
5. W. F. Murphy, K. C. W.
6. A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C.
7. S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C.
8. F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C.
9. W. G. Class, Berkeley A. C.

10. Ludwig Forster, Hartford W. C.

This was the best field that has faced a starter for
many a day. Windle looked in excellent shape, while
Anthony's performance in the road wheel contest
promised a good fight. Ives, one of the veterans of
the path and among the very fastest some three or
four years ago, was away over weight. Some good
work was expected of Murphy. Class took the lead
and rode to the quarter in 42 3-5S., Windle riding in
fourth place. At the half Anthony was in the lead,
the time being im. 28 2-ss. At the three-quarters
Windle took the lead and held it all the way, appar-
ently riding without very much effort and in splendid
style, winning by five yards. The last half was ridden
in iin. 19 1-5S. and the last quarter in 37 2-5S. In this
race Windle easily out-classed the others, while An-
thony proved himself to have a better pace than he
had previously given evidence of. Ives was disap-
pointing and Campbell's spurt was lacking. Murphy
got away badly. His friends expected him to make a
better showing. The times in this event, considering
the day, were also remarkable.

ONE-MILE SAFETY OPEN.
1. Hoyland Smith, New Bedford B. C. Time, 2m. sgs
2. R. H. Davis, H. U. C. A. and N. Y. A. C. Time,

3m. 2-5S.

3. Wm. Schumacher, Berkeley A. A.
4. W. F. Murphy, K. C. W.
^ W. F. Gassier, B. A. C.
Times, 14 mile, 51 4-5S.

; 14 mile, im. 38 4-5S.
; %

mile, 2m. 20S. ; mile, 2m. 59s.

This race was expected to lie between Davis and
Smith. On the last quarter Smith spurted steadily to
the finish, winning by five yards. Schumacher came
in third by six yards and Murphy fourth by four
yards. Davis' defeat at the hands of Smith sur-
prised the college men, as he looked to be in good
torm, and Murphy's defeat at the hands of Schumacher
was also a surprise party. The last quarter was
ridden in thirty-nine seconds.

ONE-MILE BICYCLE FIRST DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. W. W. Windle, Millbury, Mass. Time, 3m. 6 i-ss.
2. E. C. Anthony, Dorchester B. C. Time, 3m. 7s.

3. F. F. Ives, Meriden Wheel Club.
4. Ludwig Forster, Hartford W. C.
As in his previous races Anthony made the pace,

reaching the first quarter in 54s., the half in im. 40 2-5S.,

the three-quarters in 2m. 29s. Coming down the home
stretch Anthony was still in the lead, while his trainer
danced with joy ; but about seventy yards from the
tape Windle seemed to work ahead and finished with
five yards to the good. He seemed to make no special
effort, and his victory was due to the fact that his
spurt was steady and lasted all the way to the tape,
while Anthony tied up while going down the home-
stretch.

ONE-MILE SAFETY HANDICAP.
1. Hoyland Smith, N. B. B. C, 50 yards. Time, 2m.

46 2-5S.

2. P. J. Berlo, So. Boston, Mass., 50 yards Time,
cm. 48 3-5S.

3. W. F. Gassier, N. F. B. C, 100 yards.
4. D. C. Shea, Hartford Wheel Club, no yards.
5. C. E. Larom, N. H. B. C, no yards.
6. D. A. Ross, Mittineague, Mass., 125 yards.
7. R. H. Davis, H. U. C. A. and N. Y. A. C, scratch.
8. G. A. Pickett, N. H. B. C, no yards.
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W.C. Palmer, N. H. B. C, loo yards.
, A. C, 60 yards,

Thos. Barron, H. XJ. C. A., 75 yards.
S. B. Bowman, N. T. A. C, 60 yards.

~ ron. H. tJ. C. A., 75
O. W. Swift, Danbury W. C., 100 yards.

14. N. Newman, Brooklyn, N. Y., 100 yards.
15. W. Schumacher, Berkeley A. A., 50 yards.

ONE-MILE TANDEM SAFETY, FIRST DISTRICT CHAM-
PIONSHIP.

1. Hoyland Smith, N. B. B. C, and P. J. Berlo, So.
Boston. Time, 3m. 17 i-ss.

2. G. A. Pickett and H. C. Backus, New Haven Bi-
cycle Club. Time, 3m. 21-Ks.

3. W. R. Norman and W. C. Palmer, N. H. B. C.

Smith and Berlo had no difficulty in winning, al-

though this was the first time Smith ever rode a
tandem.

ONE-MILE CONSOLATION RACE.

1. W. F. Murphy, K. C. W. Time, 3m. 5s.

2. F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C. Time, 3m. 7 3-5S.

5. Ludwig Forster, Hartford Wheel Club.

i. C. H. Wood, Hartford Wheel Club.
5. A. F. Howe, Birmingham B. C.
Murphy won this race easily and in good form.

The officers of the day were : Referee, Chas. S.

Davol, Chairman of the Racing Board . Judges—David
J. Post, Chief Consul of Connecticut. P. C. Walcott,
President of the Yale Athletic Association and F. P.

Prial, New York Bicycle Club. The clerk of the
course was F. N. Kinney, New Haven Bicycle Club.

THE PARADE.
About lo o'clock the vicinity of Temple Street was

fairly alive with cyclists. A few moments after that
time the Second Regiment band appeared on the scene
in a barge drawn by four horses. Frank Thompson
and Geo. H. Parkington, of the New Haven Bicycle
Club, headed the procession ; next came the band

;

this was followed by Chief Consul David J. Post,
Marshal of the parade, and Adjutant Fred Bayley, of
New Haven. The clubs followed in this order

:

Hartford Club, fifty men, making a very fine appear-
ance, and the Colt's Club, of Hartford, only recently
organized, making a splendid showing with its thirty
men ; New Haven Club, fifty men ; Stamford Club,
twenty men ; Bridgeport Club, thirty men ; Danbury
Club, twenty-three men ; Ramblers of Bridgeport,
twenty men; New Canaan Club, fifteen men ; Crescent
Club of Fair Haven, eighteen men ; Ansonia Chib, ten
men ; Wheelmen from Meriden, New York, Providence
and Bristol, fifteen men ; unattached wheelmen,
mostly from this city, one hundred and fifty men.
The New Haven Club wore a dark-green uniform

with dark braid, and made a fine showing. The
Hartford Club had gray suits and wore white gloves

;

each member of the club rode a safety. They pre-
sented a splendid appearance. One member of the
New Haven Club had a wicker work seat on which
was seated a little boy, who evidently was enjoying
the ride. There was but one lady in the procession,
who rode a tandem safety with a member of the
Bridgeport Club. The safety predominated and
fairly snowed under the high wheels. The route was
over four miles long. The cyclists were photographed
in a group on the stone steps of St. Mary's Cathedral.
A small boy on a two-wheel wooden velocipede fol-

lowed the party over the entire route. The Hartford
Bicycle Club was awarded a fine engraving for having
the largest number of wheelmen in line, and they also
won the other engraving for having the largest num-
ber of L. A. W. men in line. The Colt's Club, of
Hartford, won the automatic cigar machine for having
the best appearance. The judges were: William M.
Frisbie, of New Haven ; William H. Hale, of Norwich,
and Dr. T. S. Rust, of Meriden.

THE BUSINESS MEETING.
At 12:30 the Division meet was held at the Grand

Army Hall, Chief Consul Post presiding. There were
thirty men present. The Chief Consul presented a
splendid report showing the work that had been done in
Connecticut. The Secretary-Treasurer, E. A. De Blois,
of Hartford, reported that "the balance in the treasury
amounted to $883.40 and that the Division membership
numbers 825, with 200 renewals to hear from. Mr.
Arthur Allen Dean, of Danielsonville, presented his
report on highway improvement, and spoke of the
benefit of educating the .public through the press.
During the last few months Mr. Dean has done a great
deal of educational work of this kind, and his report
was heartily received.
For the Transportation Committee, Mr. Joseph

Goodman reported that an attempt wag being made
to have wheels carried free on the Consolidated road.
After the reports had been received nominations were
opened and the following names were presented by
various members of the meeting : For Chief Consul,
Arthur Allen Dean, of Danielsonville, nominated by
Mr. Tracy; for Vice-Consul, A. G. Fisher, of New
Haven, nominated by Mr. E. C. Rowe, also of New
Haven ; for .Secretary-Treasurer, E. A. DeBlois, of
Hartford ; for Representatives, W. T. Eastwood, of
Stephney Depot ; E. C. Rowe, of New Haven

; H. W.
Hoop, of Parkington ; S. C. Grover, of the Colt's Club
of Hartford ; Henry Goodman, Hartford

; L. A. Miller,
Meriden

;
Joseph Goodman, Hartford

; C. E. Reimer,
Ansonia; T. W. Gillette, Danbury, and Fred. Atwater,
of Bridgeport. Mr. D. J. Post declined to allow his
name to be placed in nomination on account of
pressure of his business. Mr. W. T. Eastwood was
heartily commended for his good work in favor of
highway improvement agitation. After the nomina-
tions had been presented the meeting adjourned.

iHE EVENING ENTERTAINMENT.
The entertainment for the evening was in the form

of a smoker given at Turn Hall Ijy the New Haven
Bicycle Club. The committee having in charge enter-
tainment were Frank Thompson, E. C. Rowe, Louis
F. Smith, (;. E. Twicliell and Palmer I'ield. About

I men gathered in the hall, and it was well crowded,
^ipes were distributed, and very soon the place was
filled witli tobacco smoke. Frank Tlioiiipson, chair-
man of the committee, appeared on the stage and
introduced Mr. David J. Post, who in turn introduced
Col. All)erl A. Pojje, who made a stirring speech on
the subject of highway improvement, showing that
good roads were absolutely necessary for the health
and growth of the sport. After the Colonel, Mr. A. A.
•Dean took the stage and spoke for a few moments,
iilso taking up the ciuustion of highwav improvement.

The entertainment consisted of an athletic and
musical programme. Several members of the New
Haven Turn Verein gave exhibitions on the horizontal
bar and catch-as-catch-can wrestling. The New
Haven Bicycle Club's banjo club, consisting of Messrs.
Bishop, Maxwell and Thompson, rendered some
pleasing selections during the evening. A quartette
also sang several songs acceptably. Near midnight
the Hartford Club decamped to th%ir special trains,
the meeting gradually petered out, and the New
Haven meet was history.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

^i

The Bicyclinf^ Neii.'s says the favorite gear with Eng-
lish scorchers is sixty-three inches.

The Flotir City Wheelmen, of Rochester, formally
opened their new club rooms in Washington Hall
block on Monday evening last. Those present were
entertained with a banjo solo and song by "Doc."
Sturdevant, a stump speech by H. Whitbeck, and dra-
matic readings by H. Harry Blodgett. The club rooms
are handsomely furnished. The club has seventy-five
members, and fifteen applications have been received.

Mr. Geo. R. MacAuslan reports that about one-third
of the limited number of his tour have been booked.
Among the men who have been booked for the tour
thus far are M. Appleton, 5 East Sixtieth Street, New
York : Messrs. Hutchinson and Starrett, of the Long
Island Wheelmen ; Rev. A. A. Morrison, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., and F. P. Prial, of the New York Bicycle Club.

Among the flyers at the New Orleans Tournament, to
be held June 20 and 21, will be Bell, the Montgomery
rider, who was alleged to have ridden a quarter mile
in thirty-two seconds. J. B. Polk, also of Montgomery,
an old veteran on the path, will also compete in the
races. A feature of the meet will be the invitation
which will be extended to the forty-six clergymen of
New Orleans to be present.

NEW CLUB ORGANIZED AT NEW ORLEANS.
The Arlington Bicycle Club is the name of a new

club recently organized at New Orleans. The officers

are as follows : F. N. Rochester, president ; Paul A. C.
Voss, vice-president ; E. A. Landry, treasurer ; W. B.
Bartels, secretary

; J. G. Posey, captain
;

Joseph
Michel, lieutenant. A committee has been appointed
to f^nd a suitable club house, and report that they
have found two suitable locations for the club to de-
cide upon.

Franklin, Pa., is reputed to have the finest cut stone
walks of any town in Pennsylvania, and for this
reason it is a great bicycle town.

A meeting was held at Harrodsburg, Ky., on May 31
to perfect an organization.

A CLUB ORGANIZED AT LOGANSPORT.

A number of Logansport, Ind., cyclists met on June
5, at the office of Harry G. Thicker, for the purpose of
organizing a bicycle club. Mr. Tucker was elected
temporary president and W. G. Bailey temporary
secretary. After considerable discussion the new
club was named the Logansport Cyclists. A com-
mittee, consisting of C. R. Gorman, C. W. Burgman
and W. G. Bayley were appointed to draft the consti-
tution and by-laws. The following men were present
at the meeting : Eugene Saunders, Charles Thompson,
Frank Soucup, John S. Carney, Dwight Powell, George
W. Uhl, Mike McGinley, Herbert D. Gilkey, David E.
Murphy, Edward Gohl, C. W. Burgman, Charles R.
Gorman, Frank Duckworth, George Wild, Harry G.
Tucker, Herbert E. Mcginnis, W. G; Bayley and Jacob
H. Stool.

Poughkeepsie will send seven cyclists to participate
in the Century run. They are as follows: Messrs.
Hammill, Bullard,Halstead, Roberts, Vender Linden,
Fred Bowne and Dr. Smythe.

John F. Oldfield, the Baltimore hill-climber, suc-
ceeded in climbing Tower Hill twelve times on Sat-
urday last.

The Lynn Wheel Club held a run to Chestnut Hill
on Sunday last, dining at the Faneiul House. About
twenty-five riders took part.

Mr. Joseph Butcher, of the Butcher Cyclometer
Company, was in town on Monday and Tuesday. Mr.
Butcher reports that he has already sold, this year,
twice the number of cyclometers sold in i8Sg. This
speaks well not only for the growth of the sport, but
for the accuracy of the Butcher Company's mile meas-
urer.

C. E. Kluge was out on a wheel in Prospect Park last
Saturday inspecting the ground where the K. C. W.
scorchers trained for the road race. It looks as if
" C. E." intends to make an attempt on the Irvington-
Milburn record. Kluge is in the house decoration
business, and has been so successful that he has had
no time to train.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen elected the following
members on Monday evening : M. C. Seagrave, S. R.
Wooley and Ira G. Whittier.

Ashland, Tennesse, has a number of wheelmen who
intend to organize a club within a few days.

Mr. Arthur Munson rode from Stamford to New
Haven and back again. Mr. Munson left Stamford on
Monday morning at 4 a. m., arriving at the New Haven
Club-house at 10 o'clock, the distance being forty-two
miles. Mr. Munson, who is well known by the noin dc
p/inne of "Stamson," will shortly open a bicycle store
at Stamford.

The Joliet Wheel Company have issued the second
edition of their 1890 catalogue, which is a great im-
provement on the first one issued by the companv.
The Joliet l-ight Roadster safely, which is theonfy
wheel the company will turn out tliis spring, is fully
described in whole and in part. The parts are illus-

trated and full details are given.

NEW CLUB IN HARLEM.
There seems to be no lack of enthusiasm for bicy-

cling in this city. Harlem boasts of another club
under the title of the Hillside Bicycle Club, recently
organized. It starts off with "prospects," and will,

no doubt, in time become one of the prominent organ-
izations. The club has adopted a uniform consisting
of brown corduroy, navy blue jersey, blue cap with
gold cord, blue stockings, and altogether a very neat
and attractive uniform. The club colors are black
ribbon with orange tassels.
The officers are as follows ; Captain, William F.

Smith, Jr. ;
First Lieutenant, Walter Palmer ;

Second
Lieutenant, Hugo C. Mayer ; Color Bearer, George C.
Smith. The club has already arranged to present two
handsome gold medals to the two members making
the best time in a 5-mile road race which will be
held this fall. The secretary of the club is Hugo C.
Mayer, 861 Lexington Avenue.
The Brooklyn Bicvcle Club was represented at New

Haven by Mr. H. E.'Rajnnond and W. J. Masterson.

The attention of the trade is called to the advertise-
ment of R. L. Coleman & Co., of New York. This
firm has long been known in the trade as the sole East-
ern agents for the Western Wheel Works, of Chicago.
They are making a specialty in imported lamps, and
in their advertisement they present cuts of these lamps,
varying in price from $2 to $6. The firm is prepared
to quote special discounts to the trade ; they are also,

prepared to place safety bicycles at prices varying
from $35 to $135.

The Carter Smith Company, of Pittsburg, are mak-
ing a specialty of a ready riding strap, which agents,
will probably find to be a good seller.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, advertise a new carrier
designed by A. B. Barkman.

The Taunton A''ews, from which town Mr. E. C.
Anthony hails, publishes a false account of the road,
race, claiming that Anthony was deliberately fouled.
and impeded on the last mile.

Route Wanted—From Philadelphia, through Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, and to Springfield, Mo. Can any of
our readers oblige ?

Messrs. Thorsen & Cassaday, who are the Chicago'
agents for Messrs. Rouse, Ha'zard & Co., have a fine,

store on Wabash avenue. They are enterprising
young business men, who have lately been with.
Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., of Chicago. In
addition to the bicycle business they carry a sporting;
goods line.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
Last Sunday the "Harlems" took a combined run to-

the Island with the "Prospects" of Brooklyn. They
report good roads and a glorious time. The party-
numbered about thirty-five.
The scheme of combination club runs ought to be^

carefully nursed and kept going. It tends to make
acquaintances among the members of the various-
clubs who otherwise would never know of each other's,

existence, and in a general way brings about a feeling
of good fellowship and adds a new interest to cycling.

A quiet jaunt awheel through the Park on a pleasant
Sunday morning is highly interesting and oft-times
amusing, especially if one'be inclined to stud}' human
nature a bit. All kinds and styles of rigs are to be
met with, to say nothing of the '"duds" in which the
riders are gotten up. Taken all in all, however, it is a
most agreeable ever-moving panorama, and it would
hardly be fair to be too critical.

FLASH JOURNALISM.

Miss Young is a dashin.g and fearless rider, and she
frequently takes a ten-mile spin on Old Rttbberfoot
of a sunny morning by way of an appetizer.
Then there is Miss" Alice Hutchinson, of the ex-

clusive Heights set, who, living in the immediate
vicinity of Prospect Park, thinks it advisable to keep
a light roadster to get around with. Of course Miss
Hutchinson does not call upon her girl friends on a
bicycle, but when she goes out for an airing in the
Park she springs lightly into the saddle and speeds
gayly along.
Prominent among the prettv bicyclers of Brooklyn

is Miss May Young, a wealthV and beautiful heiress,

a member of the swell Ihpetonga Society, who rides
in a tan-colored divided skirt, yellow shoes and wears
a jaunty little cap on which the initials P. P. L. C. are
inscribed in letters of gold. She is one of the best
female bicyclists in Kings Connty.—Xe-ci'York Morn-
ing Journal.

The Hagerstown Club formally opened its new club
rooms in the Second National Bank building on Thurs-
day, June 12. A reception was held from 8 to 12 p. m.

Smith's "Wheeleries" seem to be catching on in

Washington. The " Wheeleries" is well located, and.

a number of Washington ladies are being taught cy-
cling, there being four instructors always on hand..

There is also a lady who takes charge of the more
timid of the fair sex.' Every attention is paid to pupils,

so that they may feel perfectly confident and comfort-
able. On 'Deco'ration Day a ladies' run took place,

starting from the Wheeleries. The run was out to the
Soldiers' Home, about forty riders took part in it.

PECULIAR ACCIDENT CAUSED BY A BICYCLE.

.\n inquest was recently held at Boughton, England,
concerning the death of "a man, name unknown, aged
about fifty years. 11 seems that a cyclist, whose
identity was" not discovered, was descending a hill

and knocked down deceased, fracturing his skull.

The cyclist gave tlie man half-a-crown and proceeded
on his way without leaving name or address. De-
ceased walked for three miles and then died by the
road-side.

At the Worcester, Mass., Inter-Scholastic Associa-
tion games, held at Northampton, Mass., on June 7,

1-mile bicycle race; C. Culver, Springfield, fir.st, time
!,n\. 26s.; P". Hlagdon, Greenfield, second.

The BulTalo Bicycle Club appointed a committee on
|une 11 to urge the'citv autliorities to enforce the ordi-
nance prohibiting ricling faster than eight miles an
hour, and reckless riding generally. The ordinance
was adopted at the suggestion of tlie club Uiree year.-v

ago, l>ut has Ije^ri a 4ea^ ?et;ter.
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NEWARK.

A JUST CRITICISM.

The New York Trihiine the other dav made editorial
mention of the runninjf down of riders in I'rospect
Hark, upholding the wheelman's cause. This brought
forth the following letter from one of its readers

:

"Your article in to-day's issue, while probably
correct as regards the individual case, calls up the
whole question of bicycles on public drives. As you
say, the Legislature has given the permission. It is,

however, quite possible, if it could have been foreseen
what the conduct of the wheelmen would be, they
never would have obtained this right. I seldom go
through Central Park without seeing some one's horse
nearlv thrown by the wilfully reckless riding of these
wheelmen. They seem to think it immensely funny
to ride as close as possible to you when passing and
suddenly to turn in front of your horse, compelling
you either nearly to throw the horse or run into them.
One day not long since I saw a wheelman trying the.se

pranks, and to save himself lean over and support his
tottering machine by sprawling upon an unoffending
lady who was driving m a Victoria. He brushed off

her hat and disarranged her hair and wraps. Not fifty

feet further and he did the same thing. 'This lime the
lady was not so forgiving as the first and cried out.
The wheelman received a lashing from the driver for
his impudence.
"Three weeks ago on Sunday I saw on the West

Side Drive a young man performing the same tricks.
I declined to rein in my horse when he tried it on me,
and by hurrying the horse a little caused the wheel-
man either to stop or hit my carriage in place of my
horse. When he saw himself foiled he was insolent
and abusive, and followed me for a long distance, and
only when told that my whip would be called into use
if he did not quit, did he give up the annoyance.
"I think the universal verdict of drivers is that the

wheels as ridden by the majority of men are uniniti-
gated nuisances, principally because the wheelmen
try so hard and persistently' to see just how much fun
they can have at other people's expense."
No one with veracity can call the writer of the above

a crank or a member of the guild who harbors the
delusion that roads are for vehicles drawn by horses
only, neither does he come under the category of road
hog. The justice of his complaint will be apparent to
every rational cyclist, and is the evil that is respon-
sible for the bitter feelings felt by horseinen and
drivers generally against the wheeling fraternity,
Riding serenely along behind a high-stepper, a driver
suddenly sees a shadowy being flit by with startling
closeness and then shoot directly in front of him,
barely escaping contact with his horse's nose. That
the animal bounds to one side, and the occupant ot
the vehicle, after calming his frightened beast, mut-
ters maledictions on the head of the wheelman and
consigns the entire brotherhood to eternity, is not to
be wondered at. This pernicious habit and other
similar tricks are weekly occurrences in this vicinity,
and breed a spirit of inalevolence which falls upon
the shoulders of the conservative as well as the dare-
devil rider. That some wheelmen over-estimate their
right to the road is a self-evident fact, and unless
speedily discountenanced will generate trouble.

THE CENTURY.
The outlook for the Century Run is flattering for the

most successful trip yet planned and can only be
inarred by bad weather or severe accidents. 'The
visiting wheelmen, while in Newark, are invited to
make themselves at home at the Atalantas' club
house, and the members will do all in their power to
make the eve of their departure pleasant. The Ata-
lantas at one time had fond hopes of capturing the
banner for the greatest number of men in line, but the
news of the Century Wheelmen's large output dis-
heartened them. Among those who have signed to
participate in the run are Messrs. Rummell, Scudder,
Butterworth, McKean, Sanborn, Eichhorn, Russell,
Swain, Gould, Pridham and Millar. That the afi'air

will become into a gigantic scorch goes without
saying.

The waiving of the initiation fee by the A. W.'s has
already borne good fruit, twelve applications coming
in within a week. It is a question, however, whether
all applicants under this issue are desirable. Newark
is full of good unattached riders, and with its un-
paralled riding districts should sport one of the
largest clubs in the country. And, while visionary, if

the old New Jersey Wheelmen had the money sunk in
the Roseville track invested in a brown-stone club
house, what a strong organization it would be to-day.

Messrs. Brock and Snider are both employed by H.
A. Smith & Co., and are both victims of the racing
mania. Brock is inclined to believe that he can make
Snider take his dust, and Snider, being an old racer,
has a different opinion, although it is just the same in
print, with his own name substittited for Brock's. As
a result of this little controversy they will both
paddle along the Irvington-Milburn course ten miles,
on the Fourth of July, instead of firing off crackers as
all good citizens should. The best man will receive a
medal to be paid for by the loser.

Amzi 4. Dodd, of the Atalantas, is passenger
agent of the Long Branch division of tiic Central Rail-
road of New Jersey. There are several baggage
masters on that branch who are prone to the'belief
that bicycles should be handled as trunks and that no
one can give them a pointer as to how they should be
lifted in a car or stacked when they are in.' They also
take delight in firing them from the car to the ground
when unloading, to test their relative merits as to
durability and also enjoy piling trunks upon them
when in the car, ostensively to protect them from prv-
ing individuals. We trust Mr. Dodd will give this his
distinguished consideration. .

Last Sunday was one of June's fairest days—one of
the style that caused the poet of old to rave—and he
who remained indoors missed a treat ! The Orange
roads were thronged with wheels throughout the
hours of daylight, and runs were enjoyed by pairs
and parties of cyclers from Newark and'neigh'boring
cities. The Hudson County Wheelmen were unusually
numerous, small detachments being found in half a
dozen places. Messrs. Edge, Eldridge, MuUer, and
McAhra, of the H. C. W., and the two Thornes, of the

A. W., took in Boonton and IJttlc Falls and report the
roads elegant. Russell, upon a new Kagle, and San-
born pedaled to Morristown. Price, Clarke and other
Atalantas hied them.selves to Pine Brook and enjoyed
the rural scenery. Price, however, amused himself
dilTerently ; he trolled four hours for pickerel, but
didn't catch one.
A vacant lot in the southern part of this city has

been converted into a miniature OKlahoma settlement
—or the church people who engineer the scheme
imagine it is—and on Wednesday the Atalanta Wheel-
men were invited to the said Oklahoma in a body.
There would have been nothing in this had not the
papers announced on the day previous that the A. W.'s
would give one of their fancy drills at the grounds,
but as they had never exhibited themselves ihusly,
the boys w'ere rather uneasy. A little practice before-
hand, howver, gave them a little confidence, and the
few evolutions they attempted were enough to fulfill

the announcements in the papers.
The absence of mosquitoes in Newark this season has

caused comment. The theory that they have evac-
uated to unknown parts on' account of the daily
appearance of Leo Struck, the Atalanta's new bugler,
who practices on the meadows by the hour, is probably
without foundation.
The greatest surprise to the A. W.'s, Decoration Day

was the appearance of Gum-chcwer Cyphers mounted
on his fifty-pound .Star, and riding with his old time
grace and skill. This was his first (Uiting a-wheel for
over a year, and the clickly-click of his machine was
as welcome as the " flowers that bloom in the spring."

Sp.^rk-, Jr.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

The race committee are at work night and day to
perfect all arrangements for the meet on the 28th I'nst.

It is to be regretted that the A. A. U. holds its "Eastern
Championships" at Staten Island on the same day,
but notwithstanding this there will be good sport at
Washington Park. The programme is a good one, and
the track will be not only fast, but safe ; or so says
our hard riding captain.
Our captain, by the way, has been doing too much

hard work, and should how take a rest. His poor
showing at New Haven, where he had to be content
with the consolation race, shows that even Murphy
has reached the limit. It is poor judgment to attempt
to force nature, and it would have been much better
for W. F. M.'s reputation as a rider if he had been
content to be a spectator last Monday. More than one
have since been heard to say "that the five times
champion had a run of luck " at Bergen Point. This
is unfair, but he who will wear the laurel must e.xpect
envy to direct many unkind remarks in his direction.

" Charl " Murphy is again at work and hopes to carry
off first at the Actors' games. The other men who
will bear watching on the 28th are Hesse and Bayes.
Both do their training in the Park and are going well.
Who our team will be is hard to tell and largely
depends on who enter against us. Otir old opponents
(the Berkeleys) do not like the track here, so 1 suppose
that when next we meet them they will be under the
colors of the New York A. C. The change, I under-
stand, is to take place at an early date.
Charlie Kluge is in the Park every afternoon train-

ing for his attempt to regain that road record. He is

mounted on a Columbia Safety, and the way he puts
the miles behind hiin rather astonishes those who try
to stay with him. He is a wonderful rider, but the
task he has set himself will require all his power and
skill to accomplish.
On Stinday the 15th a number of the "boys," under

the .guidance of John Bensinger, will attempt the trip
to Patchogue and return. An easy pace ot ten miles
an hoxir having been guaranteed, the attendance
promises to be large. The roads are in Ai condition
and a good time is hoped for.

Marion is trying to organize a cricket eleven. He is

quite an admi'rer of the game, btit finds it hard work
to get ten more who think with him. R.\M L.\L.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

BALTIMORE.

the ge.\r of mr. oldfield's wheel.
Editor of The Wheel :

If " Ekoh's" experienced vision is better than the
actual measurement of eleven respectable business
and professional inen of Baltimore as regards the gear
ot my wheel, the presumption is that you will have
to let him have his own way. Because a rider may
take short quick strokes on a Star wheel, does U
necessarily follow that it is geared low ? As for my hav-
ing received propositions trom my friend, Mr. Dietz,
I know nothing of them, other than he should select a
machine for me to ride, which was unreasonable, to
say the least, and I don't believe it was his proposition.
Tlie Sun, 'file American, The Bvciiiiig j\V<i'j—Balti-
more's three great daily newspapers concede the hill

climbing records to me, on a Star wheel, wnile I

have always openly conceded that Mr. Henry D. Dietz
is the greatest hill climber, riding a crank wheel, in
the State of Maryland. Very truly yours,
b.^LTLMoRE, June 9, 1890. John f. oldkield.

Ladi«'s' Bicycle Club at East Saginaw, Mich.
A new club, composed exclusively of ladies, was

organized at East Saginaw a few days ago, the name
cnosen being "The Ladies' Wheeliiig Club." The
originators of the new club are: Marion Dickinson,
Ina Rollins, Anna Mindell and Cora Collard, all of
whom ride "Rainblers." The local paper describes
tncir costumes as follows :

"The ladies, not like the boys, who have uniforms
all of one color, have had their suits made all of the
same pattern, but the goods will have a slight change
in color to vary the monotony and make a pleasing
coiiLrast. Miss Dickinson's dress skirt will be a navy
oluc ; Miss RoUin's, dark sage green ; Miss Mendell's,
dregs of wine, and Miss Collard's, black. Tne skirt
win be slightly divided to allow the ladies free use ot
their feet on the pedals. All will wear cream sailor
waists, with Turkish zouaves the color of skirts. The
caps will be of the color of the skirt, finished in white."

hie iik()()ki.yn-new vork fort.schuvi.ku run.
There is another bridge which spans the East River,

invisible to the naked eye, but nevertheless it is laid
on solid foundations. It is a bridge of friendship and,
metaphorically speaking, the Brooklyns crossed it on
Sunday last to join with the New York Bicycle Club
in a combined run. It was the first time that the
Brooklyns had ever been to Fort Schuyler, and the
pretty scenery and good roads were a surprise to them.
A stop was made at the Bronxdale House for dinner,
which is about three miles this side of the Fort, near
Pelham. The day was perfect, such a day as we hope
for when the New Yorks return our visit on the zgtii

to go to Massapequa.
Speaking of these two clubs, they both have "mas-

cots " in the shape of youthful jjrodigies, too youth-
ful in fact to fill the requirements for membership, so
they belong to the club by virtue of adoption. The
Brooklyns woo Dame Fortune with the eight-year-
old son of Henry Hall, of Highland Mills^who does
credit to the club when on his wheel, clothed in the
neat blue uniform. The New Yorks have a safety at-
tachment in young Sturges, a protege of Cajitain
Nesbitt, about thirteen years of age, who makes tiie

boys all hu.stle to keep up with him on the runs.

The Brooklyns elected nine new members on Tues-
day night.

Sheflfield is a strong advocate of the safe deposit
system just about now. His hand itches to grasp a
revolver, and his eyes long to fasten themselves upon
the thief that stole his medals. He haunts the " Three-
ball " palaces in the hopes of recovering at lea.st the
novice medal, which he prizes most. So don't con-
strue him amiss if you should see him entering one of
the afore-mentioned places.

The Atlanta Wheelmen very properly expected a
prompt delivery of the prize which they won in the
Bowling League. That it has not been forwarded
them before this reflects credit of a doubtful nature
upon the organization. This state of things should at
once be remedied by a meeting of the delegates, if

that is necessary. All the money has been paid in
long ago, I believe, and no reason exists for this un-
satisfactory delay.

Lawyer Potter has brought suit against the horse-
man who ran down Frank Bornn in the Park recently,
for $5,000 damages. The case unfortunately cannot
be brought to trial for several months, owing to the
crowded condition of the courts and the summer ad-
journincnts.

Coningsby, Matthews and Rogers started Sunday to
do a Century. Coningsby and Rogers completed 103
miles, but Matthews dropped out at Babylon, being
unable to finish.

Barkman, Mead, Quimbv, Cook, Borland and Cooke
took in that beautiful ride from Tivoli to Garrisons,
leaving the city Saturday last and returning home
Sunday night.

'

Atol.

HARLEM AND PROSPECT WHEEL-
MEN'S INTER-CLUB RUN.

" We are, we are, we are the Harlems !"

All right, we're the Prospect Wheelmen, and are
very glad to receive you. It's a nice day ; we will go
to the Island (Coney, not Blackwell'sl for dinner.
Ready. Jlount, and now we're off, up South .Sixth

Street to Bedford Avenue to Eastern Parkway, through
the Park and down the sidepaths to the Island, then
to Cohen's, where a good dinner, previously ordered,
was set before forty hungry wheelmen who made
things hustle as only' wheelmen can.
After dinner everybody went down on the beach as

it was promised that Newbourg would explain what
was in that trunk he had on the "goat." Itwasa
camera, and two shots were taken before we realized
it, or " Pop" had got properly seated on that "real live
horse."
Then for the sights. We all started together, but

some of the sights so interested " Grandpa" and
" Baby" that it was only after a scorch of five miles
that "Grandpa" was able to rejoin the rest of us on
the homeward journey. " Baby lost his ticket and
couldn't get home until after the last train left.

We hope you had a good time, Harlems. Come and
see us again. Come early and often for we want to be
" jolly good fellows."
June 8, 1S90. Prospect.

YONKERS.

five-mile ro.\d race.
The s-mile handicap road race was run on River-

dale Avenue last Saturday afternoon at 6 o'clock.
The course was from the Twenty-fourth Ward Hotel,
a mile and a quarter south and return, the circuit to
be repeated. The race resulted as follows :

Actual
Handicap. Time. Time.

M. s M. S.

1. C. P. Marsden 3m. 21.07 20.42
2. I.J. Lawrence 2m. 45s. 21.20 20.40

3. R." I. Dick im. los. 21.25 ig.io

4. E. R. Holden 2m. 45s. 21.35 20.55
5. C. B. Lockwood Scratch 21.46 1S.21
f. Cole Scratch 24.40 21.15

The officers were : Starter and Timer, Chas. F. May
;

Judges, S. T. Kellogg and Edwin A. Oliver.
On Thursday, June 12, the club held a 5-mile

novices road race over the same course.
On the 2Sth, the Yonkers Club will send a team of

four to compete in a road race with the Westchester
County Wheelmen. The club will soon hold a 15
mile road race to select the team.

RACES AT CAMDEN, N. J., JULY 4.

On July 4, two bicycle events will be held at Stock
ton Park, Camden, iSf. J., in connection with the games
ot the Sons of St. George.
EVENTS.—Two-mile bicycle handicap and one-mile

safety, handicap. Entries close June 50, with W. M .

Perrett, 707 Arc'n Street, Philadelphia.
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a letter from mr. draper.

Philadelphia, June 10, 1890.

Editor of the Wheel:
Dear Sir—It was with great surprise that I read

" Paul Berwyn's" communication in your issue of May
22. There can be no doubt that in his reference to me
as " a rather dirty fellow" he intended to reflect upon
my personal character.
So far as I myself am concerned, the organizations

which do me the honor to bear niy name on their
rolls, namely, Pennsylvania Bicycle Blub, the Athletic
Club of the Schuylkill Navy, the Park Avenue Wheel-
men and the Wilmington Wheel Club, are composed of
gentlemen, and I desire to say simply that I have
always endeavored to maintain, without reproach,
the name which my father, who was a man of sterling
integrity and worth, left me, as a man of honor
should. It seems to me, sir, that your own columns
should refrain from allowing any such expressions of
malignant feeling to see the light, as there can be no
question as to the harm done by these animadver-
sions; but since your correspondent's attack has been
published openly, I trust you will be fair enough to
give my reply the same publicity. I am. Sir, very
truly yours, John. H. Draper.
[We are more than pleased to publish Mr. Draper's

letter and the sentiments expressed therein do him
honor. As we stated in last week's WHEEL, the fault
lies with us, not with "Paul Berwyn." The unfortun-
ate publication of Paul's letter has been atoned for as
fully as lies in our power, and we trust the con-
troversy ends here.—Eo.]

THE "item" road RACE.

The second and last Jtern 5-mile road race for the
championship of Philadelphia was held on Saturday
and won with ease by W. W. Taxis, who now takes
the handsome cup as his personal and undisputed
property. There did not seem to be as much interest
taken in this event as there was in the first race, prob-
ably from the fact that first place was conceded to
Taxis, and the only interesting topic was as to who
would get second prize. There was quite a good-
sized crowd at the finish, however, and the first few
men in were more closely bunched than on May 10.

Of the thirty-five entries about twenty-five started,
and of these the first ten finished as follows :

TIME.
M.S.

1 W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N 16.02 1-5

2 J. H. Draper, Pennsylvania Club 16.03

3 J. Hazelton, Century 16.05

4 'W. F. West, Century 16.08

5 F. B. Marriott, South End 00.00

6 C. A. Dimon, South End 00.00

7 F. H. Garrigues, Centviry 00.00

8 J. B. Fontaine, Jr., Columbia 00.00

9 F. W. Whiteside, Century oo.od

10 J. A. Scott, Mt. Vernon 00.00

As I predicted early in the season, our racing men
are to have plenty of chances this year. To hear so
jiiuch about races past and to come almost makes one
wish tuat lie were a racer niniacli. Ui tuo pres-UL
large body of wheelmen probably but a small number
ever heard of G. F. Updegrafl', who ran the Jumbo
Park Tournament in 1883, and lost some $5,000 m con-
nection therewith, but they will hear from him shortly
in a very emphatic manner. Not discourtiged by his
early experience, Mr. Updegraff proposes to give a two
days' tournament in September, the week following
the New York State Meet and Hartford Tournament,
and proposes to present siich an attractive programme
and expensive prizes as to attract cracks who will be at
Syracuse or Hartford before they leave for Peoria,
so that a gathering of the cream of the amateur world
will be present. I am told that the plan of dividing
the programine into class races will be adhered to, so
that all the prizes will not go to one man. There is no
reason why a good race meet could not be given here
successfully by private parties, if not carried out on
too gigantic a scale.
Kirk Brown has imported a new Rapid safety fitted

with the pneumatic tires, and the crowds that gather
around the City Hall when he takes it out for a trial
spin, seem undecided as to whether the wheel has
been through a bed of whitewash or not yet fully un-
packed. It is a decided novelty and runs easily over
the rough belgian blocks, but looks to be hardly
adapted to any road where there is danger of cutting
the large inflated tires.

Another new thing in the way of cycling accessories,
although really of no use except to a racing man or
scorcher, is a little invention of Howard Pyle, the
well-known Wilmington rider. The instrument is

built on the principle of a speed indicator, and fastens
on the front forks of the safety, allowing a small
wheel to press again.st the tire of the steering wheel
of the machine which keeps it in motion. A glance at
the dial tells the rider the exact speed at which he is

pedaling.
After winning the Jlem race Saturday, Taxis has-

tened to the University Track, several miles distant,
where he was entered in the games of the Inter-
.Scholastic Association, composed of several prepara-
tory schools. Taxis entered under Martin's Academy,
which he attends, and broke the school record by
riding the mile in 2111. 57 2-5S. Taxis will attend the
University next season.
Long runs were the order of the day Sunday, and

small parties of members of the different clubs were
early on the road to Coatesville, Phoenix viile, Trenton,
Westchester, Wilmingtim, and other points that made
up a mileage of anywhere from 50 to go or 100 miles.
The I'hiladelphia riders, who are going over to New
York I'Yiday to come Ijack with the G. C. R., do not
intend to be lett along the roadside or to return in the
train. Allowing for those wlio back out at the last
moment, from the present outlook tliere will proljaUy
be some fifty I'liiladeipliiaiis in tlie run, of wluch about
one-half will come from tlie Century Club a])propri-
atename alone. 11 is hardly proli.-ible Ironi the record
of the last two years tlial every PliihKU'l))hiah starting
will finish, as the jiarty is too large, hut the majority
will K'ct through ;ill right, barring accidents.

I'AUI. HKUWVN.

SAN FRANCISCO.

CALIFORNIA DIVISION CENTURY.
The much-talked-about loo-mile run' of the Cali-

fornia Division L. A. W. took place yesterday, and
proved a great success. The route was from this city
to Hollister straightaway. The exact number of
starters is hard to get at, as several persons started
with the intention of going only to San Jose, 50 miles.
However, as near as I can learn, 65 started with the
intention of completing the full distance, and of this
number 53 finished.
The start was made from Twenty-first and Mission

Streets at 5:22 a. m. It was intended to start at 5
o'clock sharp, but the ever-present photographer con-
sumed some time. Between San Francisco and Mill-
brae, 17 miles. Captain Meeher took his men along at
rare pace and gained 22 minutes lost at starting, so
that Millbrae was reached on scheduled time. The
riders had a very poor breakfast, owing to the hotel
man making no preparation for so large a crowd.
The pace to San Jose seemed rather fast, and took

a great deal out of some of the riders. All along the
route the people were on the lookout for the riders,
and they were given a big reception at each town.
The run had been mentioned in all the country

papers, but the general idea was that some kind of a
race was in progress, and at each stop the riders were
asked "who won," etc. The small number of falls taken
was remarkable, as the machines were always close
together, and some of the riders were either unac-
customed to riding in a crowd, or else reckless, as
they paid no attention to where they rode. San Jose,
50 miles, was reached on schedule time, and many
indulged in the luxury of a bath and rub down.
After leaving San Jose the pace was set by Captain

Meeker without regard to the schedule, and as the
roads were in good order, the condition of the men
improved after the severe run of the morning. The
first 12 miles out of San Jose were ridden in ih. 5m.
Some miles outside Gilroy the road was found to be
blocked by a stream of water 20 feet wide and about 6
inches deep. The safety men rode through without
diflRculty, as the bed of the creek was quite firm.
Some of the stronger ordinary riders also rode it

without accident, but Dr. T. L. Hill was stalled in the
middle and took a header, wetting his clothes to such
an extent that he had to remove his .stockings and ride
without them for quite a distance. He hung them on
his back, and supplied, by this incident, the only
amusing feature of the ride down.
The line of wheels was so long that many of the

riders did not know who con.stituted the party, and it

was not definitely known until all met in the train.
The Bay City Wheelmen and the Garden City

Wheelmen were the best represented clubs, the former
having 24 members finish, and the latter 10. J. L.
Miller came all the way from Vacaville to attend the
run, and proved himself a sterling good rider. Nearly
all the others were unattached.
The only accident happened at the last moment, as

Miller of Vacaville was about to dismount, some one
stopped in front of him and he took a header, cutting
his chin severely.
The special train, provided at the expense of the

division, left Hollister at 9 o'clock, and no one w^ould
think that the jolly crowd on board had ridden
hard all day. Except in one or two cases they
showed no signs of fatigue, and the return journey
was spent in singing and recounting the many inci-
dents of the day.
Captain. Meeker had an appointment to hug a big

brown bear that was chained in the hotel yard, but in
the hurry of leaving he quite overlooked it.

The following returned on the special train, and of
this number 53 completed the 100 miles. W. M. Meeker,
R. M. Thompson, G. P. Wetmore, F. R. Cook, T. L.
Hill, E. C. Landis, F. W. Ray, A. E. McKinney, J. L.
Miller, J. F. C. Holroyd, C. Euler, G. A. Morrill, T. E.
Bullivant, G. Theller, H. A. Pogue, W. I. Gilmour, T.
W. Gilmour, C. H. Bliss, E. S. Broadwater, R. Fair-
banks, W. W. Needham, G. L. Kessling, J. A. Delmas,
Hy. Smith, J. Smith, F. Larder, A. Rivett, E. D.
Woodman, O. Granicher, Y. D. Hensiel, A. A. Deesing,
W. R. Lipsett, R. R. Martin, L. G. Hodgkins, A. E. J.
Nye, H. C. Hyde, E. C. Toie, H. W. Spaulding, L. A.
Connory, W. G. Watchers, F. A. Leadbetter, J. A.
McNamara, C. Lapson, J. B. Lamb, C. N. Langton, S.

Lubin, C. W. Hammer, S. Plummer, A. D. Allen, J. G.
Cox, W. E. Thompson, T. H. Doane, T. Stevenson,
H. F. Wynne, L. S. Stewart, F. A. McGrew, R. A.
Smyth.
Of the wheels ridden, 42 were ordinaries and 11

safeties. The average weight of the wheels was about
44 pounds ;

the lightest was a 37-pound ordinary, and
the heaviest a 57-pound safety.
The American makers were well represented, there

being 22 Victors, 10 Rudges, 7 Columbias, 4 New
Mails, 3 New Rapids, 2 Champions, 2 Psychos, 2 Clubs,
2 Singers, i Express.

GOSSIP.

Last Sunday I enjoyed a quiet stroll to Haywards
on the wheel. Meeting on the Oakland boat T. S.
Cobden, the photographic crank of the S. F. B. C,
and being headed for the same direction, we rode on
together. He has had a very large bundle carrier
made, on which he fastens his camera, the tripod being
fastened to the mud guard ; he says the weight is not
noticeable, and he derives much pleasure from the
instrument. During our conversation the fact was
developed that each of us had done his utmost to
induce his club to hold a magic lantern exhibition,
but no inducements we could offer would change their
idea that such an affair would not be interesting to
them.
Mr. Cobden will perfect certain arrangements, and

wlien the winter season conies on again will have a
public entertainment, and the clubs will wonder
where their sen.ses were when they refused to have
such an exhibition when it would have cost them
nothing. We met a number of riders during the day,
and were surprised and pleased to sec that the
majority of the wheels ridden were ordinaries. We
iiiet and dined witli W. S. Moore and K. R. Bowers of
the (Juting C. Club at Havwards.
Meeting a friend recently and noticing that he was

riding a new wheel, I asked the cause, and was tokl
that he luul come to tlie conclusion that he had been

riding a wheel much heavier than necessary, as he
was not a heavy rider. He visited England last year
and returned with a wheel " built expressly for Ameri-
can roads," of course ; and heavy, oh 1 so heavy.

It is the opinion of the writer 'that a great mistake
is made in this "special wheel for America" busi-
ness. I have seen many wheels here, and ride one,
built in England for English roads, and they are
perfectly adapted for the roads of this State, at any
rate. The wheels built in England for America are
to be compared as a delivery wagon to a light pleasure
l^uggy. If it is to be used as a pleasure vehicle it

does not need the weight and strength of a business
vehicle. My friend said it was useless to try to 'con-
vince riders of their foolishness in riding too heavy
wheels—that every rider would have to go through
the experience of finding the matter out for himself,
and once converted, all the agents in the world could
not make him change his mind and ride a heavy
wheel.
Wilson Barrett, the great English actor, now in this

city, was in 1886 at the head of a bicycle club in Eng-
land. I hope he intends to sample our park roads.

It gave me much pleasure at the recent champion-
ship games to hear people in all parts of the grounds
asking why there were no bicycle races on the pro-
gramme. They seemed disappointed when they
ascertained that the track was too small for wheel
races. CALIFORNIA.

SOUTH BEND, IND.

South Bend proposes to enter as the banner bicycle
town for its size m this country. It has a population
of 25,000, and there are not less than 200 bicy-
cle riders in the place, at least fifty of whom are
ladies. If there is another town no larger than ours
which has fifty lady bicyclers, please let it speak up.
Camper & Stedman alone have sold nineteen highest
grade ladies' safeties this spring, and probably as
many more, ranging in price from fifty to one hundred
dollars.
Mrs. Frank P. Carmany was the first lady rider,

commencing a year ago this spring. Perhaps in all
half a dozen ladies rode wheels here last year; now
they are seen everywhere, and the number is steadily
increasing. Three lady stenographers at Studebaker's
ride bicycles, and the majority of the lady riders are
from the stores and offices. Bicycles are permitted on
the sidewalks, except within the fire limits, but as the
city is now putting m two or three miles of block pave-
ment, wheel riders will soon be independent of the
dreaded baby cab, the uncertain toddler and the surly
pedestrian, male and female.
The sidewalk hog is here as well as elsewhere, and

the bristles do not always grow on a back covered
with a coat. However, perhaps there is no more ill

feeling or friction than is commonly to be expected
upon the introduction of any new order of things.
The objection to bicycles on the sidewalk has been
intensified by the carelessness of some of the riders.
The other night a young fellow and his girl, riding

bicycles, knocked down an old couple on the sidewalk,
injuring them considerably. The old lady was one
who is constitutionally apprehensive about wind
storms, and she was fully persuaded that she had been
struck by a cyclone. There are prejudices and jeal-
ousies to be overcome before riding the bicycle, espe-
cially by ladies, will be universally accepted as the
correct thing. But it begins to be conceded that they
look quite as well flying airily over the walks on bicy-
cles as they do when laboring along sweeping the
streets with their skirts. Three at least of our leading
ministers ride safety bicycles, and the wives of two
are also learning. The ministers here are among the
most ardent admirers and advocates of the nerve-
tonic and health-promoting wheel. Tangent.

BUFFALO.

The first of the Gassler-Brinker series will be run at
the Falls at the St. George Society Games on Wednes-
day. It will be the quarter-mile event, and it is more
than likely that it will fall to the Falls boy, though
Brinker is booked to win the half and mile faces that
follow. The Buffalo rider's friends are confident of
his ability to do Gassier on the series, though they con-
cede the possibility of the quarter-mile going "to his
opponent.
The Ramblers showed their good sense at their last

meeting by remaining in the L. A. W. by an over-
whelming vote, much to the discomfiture of those who
were certain that the club would allow its member-
ship to lapse. Dr. Danelson's speech probably caused
the vote to go as it did, for it certainly brought many
of the lukewarms to their senses. At the same meet-
ing it was decided to limit the membership to 200 and
increase the dues and initiation fee.

Lewis is hardly in shape to take place in the loo-mile
race between himself and Hedge, of the Ramblers.
He suffered a strain recently, and contrary to the
warning of his physician, made the century run with
the Buftalos on Decoration Day, injuring himself
greatly. A postponement of the race is probable.
The Wanderers admitted eight new members at

their meeting la.st week, and seem to be getting into
excellent condition. It is one of the most promising
of the younger clubs now in the city.

The century of .the Ramblers next week will be a
big one, and it is thought that seventy-five members
will start from Erie. Ceuturyites are verv numerous
nowadays, and if anything, the 100-mile fever is

slowly giving out, though it would not seem so by the
large number who contemplate making the run "Sun-
day next. Z().

[Gassier won the J^-mile event in 43 1-5S.—Ed.]

At Molineaux grounds, May 26, 27 and 28 : One-mile
Championship—R. Howell, time 2m. 41s.

At the Sports and Play Tournament, held at Ashton,
May 27; One-mile safety handicap.—Carruthers, 50
yards, first ; time 2111. 35 4-5S. One-mile Safety,
s -ratcii.- A. IHi Cros defeated .Sansoni and Laurie, tlie

I'higlish cracks ; time 3111. 10 i-ss. Tno last quarter
was ridden in 35 1-5S. Three-miles Inter-chib Contest.
—H. E. Laurie, first ; time Sm. 14 4-5S,, establishing a
world's safety record.
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DENVER.

AN INTER-CLUU ROAD RACE.

Our long-talked-of road race between the Denver
Ramblers and Social Wheel Club came off last

Sunday, June i. The distance and course was the
same as that of last year—namely, Denver to Platte-

ville, 33 1-3 miles. It was won last year by the
Ramblers, out the Socials scored a sweeping victory
this time by 125 to 35 points. The manner of judgment
was a very good one, and is considered the only sure
and exact method for a team contest. There' were
nine men in each team, and the first in counted eigh-
teen points, second seventeen, and so on down to the
last one, he counting one.
The judging was in the hands of Messrs. C. C.

Hopkins, \V. H. Hurlburt, and Capt J. T. Smith, who
acquitted themselves in a very creditable manner.
The referee was Dr. C. H. Scott, who was chosen by
the three judges.
As some of your readers probably know, the series

of three races between the Denver Ramblers and
Social Wheel Club is for the Geo. F. Higgins Cup—
the first race being run last year. As the Socials are
now in possession this year, another race is necessary
to decide the permanent ownership, which will be run
over the same road next year.
The overwhelming victory of the Socials in this

race is mostly due to Capt. Brown's careful handling
and persistent training of his men. Five of them,
Coleman, Black, Shaw, Sutton, and Banks clung
together all through the race, and at no time were they
over a few vards apart. They accomplished a won-
derful feat in riding the thirty-three miles without a
dismount, with a stiff head-wjnd part of the way.
Robert Gerwing, of the Ramblers, left all the racers

in the first mile of the race, and steadily increased his
pace all the way and crossed the tape fully two miles
ahead of the ne.Kt man. He proved himself a wonder-
ful rider, and the only regret is that his club should
be defeated after he had worked so hard to win. He
is a modest, unassuming, good-natured fellow, if he
has been declared a professional by the L. A. W., and
every member of the opposing club—the Socials—will
always speak a good word for him. He was conceded
first place, even by the Socials, from the fact that he
made it so easily last year, and none of them even
dreamed of getting ahead of him, although one burly
individual on the train back said he could beat his
(Gerwing's) time if he wanted to, at any time.
The result of the race was a surprise to everybody.

The Ramblers were known to have been somewhat
weaker than they were last year, but it was thought
they would have made a better race. They had a
little bad luck the critical evening before the race.
Jaeger, whom they depended on for one of their best
riders, came in sick and said he was in no condition
whatever to ride. Brazee was the next best man to
put in his place, but when he was hunted up he was
tound to be suffering from a lame back, the result of a
recent header. So they put in Rotart, a man who has
only been riding about two months. He started, but
must have lost his way, for he laid no eyes on Platte-
ville that day, and nary a tape did he cross.
The Socials' riding was fine, and their average phe-

nomenal. Eight of their men crossed the tape, one
after the other, and their last man might have been
among his companions had he not met with an acci-
dent which handicapped him considerably. Following
is the score made by both teams :

Points. Time.
Gerwing, Rambler 18 2.0554
Coleman, Social 17 2.10)4
Block, Social 16 i.\o%
Shaw, Social 15 2. loj^
Sutton, Social 14 2. io}4
Banks, Social 13 2. joJ4
Pynchon, Social 12 2.13
Brown, Social 11 2.13
Shepard, Social 10 2. 14
Croll, Rambler 9 2.22^^
Green, Rambler 8 2.39
Peabody, Social 7 2.39
Kennedy,* Rambler o 0.00
Biegel,* Rambler o 0.00
Epenter,* Rambler o 0.00
Morris,* Rambler o 0.00
Rotart,* Rambler o 0.00
Anderson,* Rambler • o 0.00

Totals—Socials, 125 points ;
Ramblers, 35 points.

*Did not finish.

The Social Wheel Club will receive a veritable real
estate boom by winning this race. They are already
looking for more commodious quarters, and the sum-
mer will see them much farther advanced in schemes
and new ideas.

President Ed. Hartwell, of the Socials, is working
hard for the success of his club, and as he is a leader
in all the club's social events, he is what one might
call an indispensable article, if he will allow me to use
the name.

The Ramblers have put in a pool table in their
rooms. Some say it is to take the place left vacant by
the cup, but then it is something they have long
needed and will be a valuable acquisition.

Denver is favored with nice ridable weather at
present, and a number of tours to the mountains are
contemplated by numerous parties of wheelmen

—

Manitou and Colorado Springs being the most favored
resorts.

The Denver Athletic Club is about to lease grounds
for their out-door sports, and have been requested by
the wheelmen to put in a bicycle track which they will
probably do. PEDALLER.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

At the actors' games, held at the Manhattan Club
grounds, Eighty-sixth Street and Eighth Avenue,
New York, on Thursday, June 12 : Two-mile Bicycle
Handicap.—C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., 50 vards, first;
time 2m. 54 3-5S.; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C, 70 yards,
second

; W. P. Murphy, K. C. W., scratch, third.

I wrote to you soine weeks since concerning the State
Division, and the work toward that end is being pushed
vigorously by our local consul. A petition has been
lirepared and is being circulated, praying for a South-
ern California Division. We feel that if the League is

to have the sympathy and support of the wheelmen of

this section o'f the Union, ancl of California in particu-
lar, it is essential that we have a board of officers and
Division headquarters which shall be not over 200 miles
from the limits of our district, and the executive head
of which shall be thoroughly in sympathy with the
sentiment of the community governed.
At present there are hundreds of wheelmen in South-

ern California who have no idea of the value and im-
portance of the League, and who cannot see any real

benefits to be derived from membership in the League
of American Wheelmen. To simply hold membership
in an organization whose Executive Committee are

3,200 miles away, and whose Division officers are 500
miles distant, looks rather useless and nonsensical,
and instead of making for unity, fraternity and liber-

ality, the tendency is toward isolation, clannishness
and a "holier-than-thou" aspect. Therefore for the
good of the cause which should inspire us, the encour-
agement of a noble sport, the development of brother-
ly regard and the cementing of friendships of young
men of adjacent localities on a rational, broad and
liberal platform, there must be reasonable induce-
ments, practical benefits and real and apparent causes.
A regiment under the command of a colonel and no

other officers would be a very poor affair. There must
be captains and lieutenants 01 companies,and sergeants
and corporals. California is as large as the States
from llaine to ilaryland, and Los Angeles County
alone is longer thari from West Point to New York
City, and wider than from Baltimore to Annapolis.
These statements are based on the table of distances
by shortest post routes as given in the official Blue
Book issued for the Government.

If the wheelmen of the United States were organ-
ized under the same general scheme as the National
Guard, their power, prestige and glory would be mar-
velous. For companies have the clubs ; for regiments,
the clubs of a city with a central committee ; for brig-
ades, the committees in a lodge comprising a speci-
fied number of committees, not less than three ; the
lodges to comprise the Division, whose bounds shall
be geographical and not exceed 200 miles in extent,
but may be as small as the conditions may require

;

the Divisions of a State be organized into a chapter,
and the chapters constitute the General Assembly

;

the club officers to be elected by the members, and
all by the members comprising the committee, lodge.
Division or chapter, as the case may be. But the
officers of the General Assembly to be elected by the
membership of the League quadrennially, the officers

of chapters biennially, the club officers annually. Let
there be distinctive titles—captains for clubs, chair-
men tor committees, masters for lodges, chiefs for Di-
visions, commanders for chapters, and president for
the General Assembly. I should favor holding the
grand meet biennially, and the chapter and Division
meets annually. 1 make these suggestions because I

believe thoroughly in order and organization as the
only means to unqualified success, and we tnust make
the League a success. HOLLy.

THE PENNSYLVANIA MEET.

CINCINNATI.

The Poorman Combined Run which took place June i,

was the greatest gathering of wheelmen that the Queen
City ever witnessed. Promptly at 9:30 a. m. Captain
John H. Kroeger, of the Buckeye Wheelmen, mounted
his wheel at Eighth and Race Streets, and over 200
wheelmen fell in behind him. Starting at a merry
pace the gallant cyclers wound their way through
Eden Park and over the beautiful suburb. Walnut
Hills, to Mount Lookout, then down the hillside to
Linwood, and at eleven o'clock, when Red Bank was
reached, they were met by ilr. Poorman, the host of
the occasion, with a hearty welcome. When the end
of the column had reached the grove and the wheels
were stacked, the well-known cycler's cry, " What's
the matter with Poorman ?" was given, and in response
fully 250 pairs of lungs sent up a " He's all right that
shook the trees. After dinner, which was served at
the Red Bank Summer Hotel, a vote of thanks was
returned to Mr. Poorman, and all scattered to the
woods to enjoy themselves in nature's labyrinths.

The coming meet of the Ohio Division in this city
will certainly be a success, and all Ohio wheelmen
should make it a point to secure their vacations at that
time and meet with us in the Queen City.

The Poorman Road Race, July 4, will be a success.
All wishing to enter should bear in mind the fact that
entries close June 21. G. OssiPV.

THE STREET PAVEMENTS OK ALBANY.

The Albany .-Ir^us, of June 6th, publishes a
column of matter upon the poor condition of

Albany's streets and pavements. The Argus is

anxious to have granite and asphalt supersede
cobble-stone pavement. During the year iS8g

36,360 square yards of granite block pavement
were laid, and the aggregate area of granite
block now is 346,486 square yards, or 16.39 rniles

of carriage-way thirty-six feet wide. The first

sheet asphalt in Albany was laid this year on
the site of the new market ; Pine Avenue was
also paved under private contract. The entire
area of asphalt is 9,640 square yards. Appro-
priations have been passed for paving Central
Avenue with asphalt at a cost of $28,607. With
a little influence on the part of wheelmen exert-
ed on the press, some good work should be
done in Albany and the streets could be much
improved.

THE 1:NTERTA1NMENT to be I'RUVIDEO.

What interests, or should interest, Pennsylva-
nia wheelmen above all else for the next two
weeks is the coming State Division meet of the

L. A. W., to be held on June 27 and 28.

I'KOGRAMME.

The programme is still incomplete, but sub-

stantially as follows: Friday, 2 p. m., runs
through Fairmount Park and out on the justly cel-

ebrated Lancaster Pike. Friday evening, moon-
light excursion on the Delaware. Saturday, 10

a. m.
,
parade and photograph

; 3 p. m. , races at

the grounds of the Tioga Athletic Association,

Westmoreland Station; 8 p. m., theatre party
at the Grand Opera House.
For a two or three days' outing this pro-

gramme can hardly be excelled, and the Com-
mittee confidently expect a large attendance
from all parts of the State. Advance sheets

will shortly be mailed by the Programme Com-
mittee to all League men in the State setting

forth in detail the attractions of the meet.
Our good roads {outside of the city) have been

praised the country over—the beauties of Lan-
caster Pike in particular—ever since cycling was
known in America. Fairmount Park is seen at

its best in the early summer, and the romantic
Wissahicken—well, I won't say anything about
that. Read the programme when you receive it,

I don't want to steal the Committee's thunder.

The excursion arrangements are still incom-
plete, but it is an assured fact one of our com-
modious river boats will be engaged, and with
a good orchestra to furnish music for those who
wish to dance, and other amusements for those
who don't, this will doubtless prove one of the
most agreeable portions of the festivities.

On Saturday morning the parade, in which it

is expected all the local and visiting wheelmen
will take part, \\-ill start from the Green Street

entrance of old Fairmount, and proceeding up
the River Drive stop at Strawbeixy Mansion for

light refreshments and the annual photograph,
then proceeding in Diamond and Broad Streets

over the asphalt.

Of the races to be held in the afternoon it is

only necessary to say that that veteran of the
path, Geo. D. Gideon, has the management.
We have a large number of local aspirants

for fame this year, and with the addition of the

fast men from Reading, Lancaster, York, Pitts-

burg, Wilmington and near-by New Jersey
towns in the State Championships and open
races, a large field of entries and fast time maj-
be looked for.

The Grand Opera House is the only summer
theatre in operation in Philadelphia; a large,

commodious, well ventilated and handsome
building, where all summer long a fine company
presents grand opera in English. The Com-
mittee have "purchased the house" for the

28th, will select the opera to be given that

night, and after the performance propose to

have some speech making and the presentation

of the prizes won in the afternoon. This ends
the meet proper, but the large number of wheel-
men who wall probably remain over Sunday
also will be taken in hand by the local clubs and
shown the different riding districts.

Philadelphia hospitality is famous the world
over ; ask any one who was here at the Centen-
nial, the Bi-Centennial or the Constitutional

Centennial, if that is not so. Philadelphia is

famous for its large numbers of clubs and nu-
merous fine club-houses—consult statistics and
see if anjr city has more. Philadelphia is famous
for its beautiful drives, its magnificent park and
its numerous road-race courses—look in the
road-book and see if this is not a fact. Phila-

delphia is famous for its fast road and track

riders—ask the New York men who won the

Irvington-Milburn race, and see if they don't

admit it.

We want all the wheelmen in the State here

on this occasion, and we intend to show them a
Good time, %vith a great big capital G.

Paul Berwvn.

Gerwing's time in the race, as far as Brighton (17

miles), was ih, im.

W. I. Wilhelm has won his suit for the possession of
the gold cup which he won at Lancaster some time ago.

Metropolitan Railway Sports, at Paddington, May
31—G. Harvey won first heat from scratch in the mile
handicap; time 2m. 35 2-5S., and finished first in the
final in 2m. 38 3-5S. Two-mile handicap—Harvey,
scratch ; first, time 5m. 38 3-5S.
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THE PROPER POSITION OF THE

HANDLEBARS OF A SAFETY.

Dunkirk, N. Y., June 13, i8go.
•

Editor of "The Wheel" :

I want to say a few words to your readers

which I do not expect will be very popular, but
which are true, nevertheless.

It is about the proper position of the handle-

bars of the safety bicycle.

Many of the riders that I have seen on this

style of wheel ride with their handlebars alto-

gether too low. The result is that they must
ride in an ungi-aceful, unsanitary position,

stooping forward, rounding their shoulders and
contracting their chests, and giving the oppo-

nents of cycling a sort of foundation for their

fooUsh diatribes about "the bicycle-back"
" bow legs," etc., etc.

I think that the adoption of this absurd posi-

tion is due, in part, to imitation of the racing

men (the pictures of the chap that made the

world's record always represent him curled up
on his machine as if he had a colic), and, in

part, to a false deduction from the fact that on
the ordinary bicycle low handles give certain

advantages.
In assuming that the same relative height of

handlebars and saddle is suitable for the safety

as for the ordinary, it seems to me that two
very important factors are lost sight of, viz.

:

First—That in the safety, the rear wheel is

the driver and the front wheel the steerer, and
-that, therefore, ease of running is gained by
throwing the weight backward instead of

forward as on the ordinary; and,

Second—That, in the safety, the saddle is so

much farther back from the steering post than
in the ordinary that the same degree of lowness
(if I may coin a word) of the handles requires a
much greater degree of stoop to reach them
than in the ordinary.

Be the reasons what they may, of this I am
sure, that too many safety riders ride with their

handlebars too low for either grace or health,

and that this fault is actually encouraged, and
even taught, by cyclers who ought to know
better, and whose position in the cycling world
gives a certain weight to their bad teaching and
example that makes it difficult to counteract.

In proof of the truth of my assertions I beg to

refer to a picture, issued as an advertisement, of

a young lady on a new safety, that appears in

your issue of May 16. The wheel I know is a
good one, one of the best made, but the picture

would not impress a physiologist with the idea

that riding it was very healthful exercise. With
her saddle too far back and her handlebars some
six inches (estimated) too low, her body leans

forward at an angle of twenty-six degrees
(actual measurement) from the perpendicular,

and not a single muscle in her body has a fair

chance for movement or development, and the

heart and lungs suffer worst of all. The
•' Bicycle back" is at least a possibility with
this style of adjusting machine from the rider.

If this young lady will have her handlebars and
saddle so adjusted that she can sit straight up
and grasp the handles firmly and easily withotit

stooping, and hold the (upper) arm nearly verti-

cal, with the elbows touching her side and the

forearms nearly horizontal, she will not only
look better on her wheel, but she will also have
it under much better control with much less

exertion, and will get a degree of health and
satisfaction out of cycling that is absolutely
impossible in her present cramped and un-
graceful position. Yours truly,

Geo. E. Bi.ackii.\m, M. D.

THE OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY'S
NEW FACTORY.

From the Springfield Daily Union, of May 30,

which devotes over three columns to the Over-
man Wheel Company's new factory, we repub-
lish these details;

The Overman Wheel Company, at Chicopee
Falls, employs 675 skilled mechanics, and dis-

tributes some $8,000 in wages. From fifty to

sixty machines are shipped daily to all parts of

the country. From i o'clock Monday morning
until II o'clock Saturday night the works never
stop, the night force taking the place of the day
force every evening at 5 o'clock. Some four

years ago the Overman Wheel Company bought
the land and buildings in Chicopee Falls, which
had been occupied by the Massachusetts Screw
Company. Part of the plant was a great
wooden building, which has since been torn
down and replaced by a substantial brick struct-

ure, 50 by 150, ^vith six fioors. There are also

two wings, one used as a forge and blacksmith
shops and the other as a rim shop. The power
plant is on the first floor; machine shop, tool

room and tool vaults on the second floor
;
pol-

ishing, nickel, repair and carpenter shops on
the third floor.

Although this building gave the company
great additional space, they have already com-
menced the erection of another building on the

opposite side of the street. This new building
will be 50 by 250 feet, wdth four floors. Besides
the main building there will be two wings, one of

which will be 50 by 134 and the other 50 by 50,

the last of which will be used for a power plant.

The new main building will be furnished with
passenger and freight elevators, and the main
building on the opposite side of the street will

be connected by an iron bridge with a gravity
railroad, so that loaded cars can be easily trans-

ferred from one building to the other. In the
present main building all the posts and beams
are covered with asbestos, and this with a layer

of tin, so that the building is substantially fire-

proof. This same plan will be carried out in

finishing the second building.

The main building, which was built a long
time since, has a number of special features

not found in other factories. In the basement
a washroom has been provided for the accom-
modation of 400 men, with a place for the
clothing of each man, and an hour or two before

washing-up time this room is put in order for the

men who are to use it. When the whistle

blows each man goes quietly to his own place

and makes himself ready to go home. All

confusion is avoided by the men passing down
one gangway and leaving by another. The
remainder of the basement is given up to the

storage of steel, most of which is of domestic
make, although the tubing is imported.
There is no contract work allowed in any part

of the establishment. The first floor of the
main building is devoted to die sinking and tool

making, shipping room, and the Superintend-
ent's office. On the second floor are the general
offices—the President's office and the Secretary
and Treasurer's office ; also library, reception
and sample rooms, inspection and assembly
rooms. The third floor is used for the lathe

room and the fourth for frame making and crat-

ing and the fifth for storage. Upon the second
floor the offices of the President and Treasurer
are at the north end of the building with the
library between them. These private offices

adjoin the general offices, where four stenog-
raphers are constantly at work attending to

the company's correspondence. By means of

electric bells set in his desk, the President of

the company can reach any part of the estab-

lishment, and the different parts of the shops
are brought into communication with each
other by a system of electric signals, so that

directions can be given by pressing the buttons.

PENNSYLVANIA ROAD COMMISSION.

The Road Commission of Pennsylvania,
which was organized according to the joint

action of the Governor and the General Assem-
bly of Harrisburg, on January 22, 1890, held a
meeting at the Leavitt Hotel in Philadelphia a
few days ago. Among those present were the
following gentlemen appointed by the Senate

:

A. D. Harlan, Chester County, Chairman ; Amos
H. Mylin, Lancaster, and H. K. Sloan, Indiana.
By the House—John P. Foight, Westmoreland

;

William H. McCuUough, Allegheny; John E.
Faulkner, Bradford; John F. Griffith, McKean;
John L. ShilUto, York. By the Governor—David
McCargo, Allegheny; Cyrus Gordon, Clearfield;

H. S. Goodwin, Northampton; Jacob Bolard,
Crawford ; Samuel R. Dowming, Chester ; Charles
F. Ettla, Philadelphia, Secretary.
Chairman Harlan pointed out the fact that

before any decisive line of action be outlined he
believed that the will of the people be consid-

ered, and in order to carry out his views he pro-

posed circularizing them covering various points.

On motion of Dr. McCuUough, Senator Sloan
and Representative Faulkner were appointed a

committee to prepare interrogatories and map
out the general work of the Commission. The
following questions will be asked

:

First—Are you in favor of abolishing the present
system of working out road taxes, and paying a cash
tax instead ?

Second—Do you favor State aid to public roads?
Third—If so, how should it be distributed, to" the

townships or committees ? How shall the amount be
ascertained, by valuation of assessable property, num-
ber of inhabitants, road mileage or otherwise ?

Fourth—How shall roads be superintended and con-
trolled, by State, county or townships, supervisors or
engineers ; and shall the State aid, if an}% be handled
the same as local taxes?
Filth—Are yoti in favor of convict labor on public

roads ?

Sixth—Is the stone in your county suitable for road
building?
Seventh—Is your county an agricultural, manufac-

turing or mining county ?

Eighth—Are you in favor of authorizing townships
to borrow money for road purposes ?

Ninth—Give your views upon any other questions
relating to road, law and construction.

It was decided to print 20,000 copies of the

interrogatories in circular form, and while their

distribution was left to the discretion of the
chairman and secretary, it was suggested the
circulars be sent to the various post-offices and
to the county and township officials and agricul-

tural societies for distribution.

It was decided when the Commission ad-

journed to take up their tour, they begin at

Towanda, on Tuesday, August 5 ; Meadville,

August 7, and Pittsburg, August 8.

PHILADELPHIA PAVEMENTS.

The Sub-Committee on Improved Pavements
met on Monday last and decided to appropriate

$180,000 for repaving the streets. A number
of streets were designated to be paved with
granite blocks, and it was decided to repave

the following streets with asphalt: Tasker,
from Moyamensing Avenue to Fifth ; Oxford,
from Seventh to Eleventh ; Thirty-ninth, from
Fairmount Avenue to Parrish; Federal, from
Twentieth to Gray's FeiTy Road; Twenty-fifth,

from Oxford to Columbia Avenue; Fitzwater,

from Twenty-third to Gray's Ferry Road;
Broad, from Glenwood to Germantown Avenue.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Washington,
D. C]

429,715.—Tricycle. Carl Beer and Richard Bond,
Chicago, 111. Filed March 24, 1890. Serial number
345,012.

430,019.—Bicycle. Wm. Hillman, Coventry, England,
assignor to Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, same place.
Filed March i8, 1890. Serial number 344,409. English
patent No. 16,736, of 1888. (ierman patent No. 48,990,

of i88g.

SOI.B NEIV YORK AGENT FOR UNION CYCI.ES.

JOHN XHORNTOI>^, JR.,

No. 45 me;rcer sxreex, NE'W YORK.

Call and see ^Vlieel. Riding School Bicycles and Xricycles of all tcrades
and prices for Juveniles and Adults.

The
Perfecter Garter
holds Stocklntes

and Shirt.
Best

Bicycle Garter
Ever Patented.
Price Kifty Cents.

The
Trade Supplied.
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THE WRITER launches this issue of The
Wheel with pleasurable regret, for with

it he relinquishes the direct grip he has had on

the paper for three years, during which time

almost every word that has ever appeared in it

came either from his pen or passed directly

under his scrutiny. In connection with the

work of getting up the paper, additional time

was taken to run the business department, to

attend meets, and to be here, there and yonder.

With so much to handle it has been a continual

grind, but the effect has told, and we feel that

we are within hailing distance of making The
Wheel a really great paper. In relinquishing

a quantity of detail work, the writer will have

more time and vitality to produce better and
greater results, which we hope our readers will

note in the columns of the paper.

WE HAVE received a letter from a mem-
ber of the New Haven Bicycle Club,

protesting against a New Haven cycle dealer

who wears the uniform and cap of the

New Haven Bicj'cle Club, and who uses the

club for business purposes despite the fact

that he is not a member, and "couldn't

become a member," so the writer states,

if he Avished to. This is a petty form of

trickery, and it is umvise to endorse the trick

as a good advertising scheme by calling public

attention to it, so we refrain from publishing

the letter sent us. The New Haven Club is

too good a club, socially as well as cyclingly, to

be used as a trade dodge, and the agent who
wears its uniform as a trade mark will soon find

it out, the more so, as the members of the club

promise to rise up and fall upon him. We
advise him to discard his uniform and rely for

success upon the honesty of his goods and on
his own ability and activity.

IN A granite-paved, cobblestony city, a'bit of

a.sphalt is a joy forever, if the poet will over-

look the liberty taken with his lines. It becomes
the kindergarten of cycling, and attracts many
people to the sport who would otherwise not

have ridden. If a friend takes an interest in

cycling, how easy to invite him to the asphalt

and give him a lesson in the art, and it is just

the easiest thing in the world to take out your

best girl of an evening and put her through the

paces. On very warm nights, though, it is a

cheap method of getting a Turkish bath.

UP TO the present time, let us con-

gratulate ourselves over the fact that

safety cycling has not been conspicuously

patronized by "strong-minded, mannish
women." Let us further felicitate ourselves

that they have looked askant at the sport, and
left it to their livelier, prettier, more daring and
more lovable sisters. Let us hope that the

"sweet girl cyclist" will become as much a

poetic truism as is the "sweet girl graduate."

We have struck a new note. Have we not

^larguerite. Psyche, and all the rest of you

girls ?

THE Century run was a lung tester and a

wheel tester. A dull, close wet morning,

a hot, wet day, miles of mud, scores of ditches,

hundreds of incidents and accidents amusing,

unfortunate and otherwise, a remarkable out-

put of stamina and mental and muscular endur-

ance. A regular Balaklava, as it were, wth
honors easy between the ladies, and Captain

Fuller for his courteous and intelligent man-
agement.

SMITH CYCLE CO.'S ASSIGNMENT.

The assignment of the Smith Cycle Manu-
facturing Company to H. O. Claughton and O.
T. Thompson for the benefit of the creditors,

was put on record June 13. The Smith Cycle
Company has been in existence about three
years, and was engaged in manufacturing the
" Dart" bicycles under Smith Brothers' patents.

About 500 of the wheels have been made.
Some $40,000 capital was invested in the busi-

ness, and it was said to be prosperous.
The failure is charged to bad management.

The factory was located at 809 Water Street,

and was quite a large one.
The liabilities are about $13,000, over half

being a mortgage to the Central National Bank.
As the business is said to be prosperous, it is

expected that all the liabilities can be met.
When a representative of The Wheel visited

the factory early this year he found it in charge
of a superintendent who was an expert in the
manufacture of watches, who had many
ingenious mechanical ideas, but who had never
made nor superintended the making of a
bicycle. Had he been open to advice and
suggestion, however, there would have been
hope—but he knew it all. We foresaw, espec-
ially as the principal stockholders paid but little

attention to it, that the business would soon run
in the ground.
The Dart was the first ladies' bicycle made in

this country^ and had the stockholders not
handicapped the Smith Bros., who invented
the wheel, it would have occupied a promising
position to-day, as it was a well-planned, well-

made wheel, and gave satisfaction.

We are pleased to note that the Smith factory
has been bought up by a .syndicate, and that
the business A\-ill be reorganized. Messrs.
.Smith Bros, will have charge of the business,
and they write us that the factory will be run
on a business basis, and new "Darts" on im-
proved lines and weights will at once be placed
on the market.

A party of Pittsburgh wheelmen will take a three
days' run on the famous Ohio roads to Lewiston,
starting on July 3. The party will be an invitation
affair, and many old-time riders such as Murray,
Bidwell, Kaerchers, McGowin, and Carmack will take
part.

HAGERSTOWN BICYCLE CLUB
HOUSE WARMING.

The Hagerstown Bicycle Club formally
opened their new rooms in the Second National
Bank building, on the evening of June 12. The
rooms arc located on the second lloor of the
building, the entrance being gained by a wide
stairway of gradual ascent which leads from
the arched vestibule fronting on Washington
Street. The room fronting on the street is the
parlor which is handsomely carpeted and other-
wise decorated, being furnished with a piano,
centre table, fine pictures, etc. In this room
is an elegant chair, presented to the club by its

lady friends, and a cathedral-gong clock with
bronze ornaments, presented by Mr. G. S.

Beeler.

In the rear of the parlor, separated by heavy
portieres, is the reading or reception room.
The floor of this room is stained, mth a large
Tiu-kish rug in the centre, and furnished with
reading and writing tables, and altogether is a
comfortable lounging apartment. The third
room is the billiard and pool rcjom, the floor of

which is also stained. There is a billiard and
pool table and two tiers of lockers for the private
use of members, who wish to keep their uniforms
in the club house. In the rear of the billiard

room are bath rooms, dressing rooms and toilet

rooms. All the rooms, includmg the halls and
stairway, are lighted by electricit}' and in winter
will be heated by steam. The rooms are large,

high ceiled, aiiy and comfortable, finished in
hard wood and furnished wth good taste and
judgment.
On the occasion of the formal opening, the

lady friends of the members assisted in prepar-
ing the rooms. A pj^ramid of potted plants
and blooming flowers v,-as the first object that
caught the eye as one entered the reading
room. A floral bicycle, foiTned by trimming a
safety wheel with cut flowers and vines, elevated
on a bank of flowers, was a conspicuous object
in the parlor. The reception commenced at 8

o'clock and lasted until II p. m., during which
time several hundred people vi.sited the club
rooms. The \'isitors were received by the
reception committee, and were shown through
the rooms by members of the club.

During the reception a musical programme
was rendered by Heard's orchestra, vocal solos

by Miss L. Phreaner and ]Miss K. Witzenbacher,
wdth piano accompaniment by Miss Edith
Hamilton and iliss Baker. Miss Nora HiUiard
also skillfully executed a selection on the piano.

The president of the club, IMr. Frank S. Heard,
gave a brief history of the organization, and
Miss Bertie jMyers gave a recitation, whUe
Messrs. S. C. Miller and Mr. John Kausler
readings.
Later in the evening, after the rooms had

been thoroughly inspected, dancing was held
on the floor above the club rooms, after which
refreshments were served.

HUDSON COUNTY TO HAVE A
T^WELVE-MILE BOULEVARD.

The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals
decided, on Tuesday', a unanimous vote that the

act passed by the Legislature in 1S88, permit-

ting Boards of Freeholders to bond counties

and build public roads, is constitutional. The
law wU give the Hudson county Board of Free-
holders the right to issue §1,000,000 of thirty-

year bonds, to bear interest at the rate of 5 per
cent, per annum. With the money they may
build a boulevard 100 feet wide, running from
Bergen Point to the Bergen county line, about
twelve miles. They have a right to condemn
land for the road, and after it is built they
may spend money in keeping it in order. There
is \nrtually no limit to the amount of money
the Freeholders may spend under the act.

The agitation for a county road in Hudson
county began in 1S6S. Since then no less than
a dozen laws have been passed by as many
Legislatures, all of them giving the Board of

Freeholders power to build a road. AU the acts

have been declared unconstitutional, however,
except the one passed in 1SS8. The Hudson
county Freeholders will not lose any time be-

ginning the work of issuing the bonds and
building the road.
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THE GREAT CENTURY RUN.

By a Survivor.

The third annual great Century run is now a past
occurrence. What promised to be a pleasant trip for
a large party of enthusiastic wheelmen was marred by
the elements that have annually been more or less "agin
^ls," and which prevented a large proportion of the
riders from making the entire journey by wheel.
Under the circumstances, the large number who rode
the entire distance was remarkable, and must be taken
as unmistakable evidence that with the constant im-
provement in wheel building, the standard of riding
ability is increasing when so large a party cover a
distance and roads that, but a few years back, would
have been considered a difficult feat.

AT THE CONTINENTAL.
The different clubs and riders began to assemble at

the Continental Hotel on Friday evening. The first

on the ground, after Capt. Fuller, were several mem-
bers of the Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club. Following
them came the Philadelphia delegation, consisting of
some sixty-five wheelmen and three ladies, who ar-
rived at 6:30 in a special train. Most of the New York
and Brooklyn men arrived after supper.
The Continental, although the largest hotel in New-

ark, had insufficient sleeping accommodations for the
party, and rooms were secured at the United States
and American Hotels for the overflow. After supper,
at the invitation of the Atalanta Wheelmen, most of
the boys repaired to their cosy club house and spent
the early part of the evening enjoying an impromtu
concert arranged by the meinbers of the club.
A dealer in "wet goods" just opposite the hotel

received considerable attention on account of the size

of his "Eiffel Towers."
Nearly every one retired at an early hour, and at

II o'clock but few wheelmen could be found on the
streets. The stars of the early evening gave promise
of a pleasant day, and it was, therefore, with surprise
and sadness that those who were fortunate enough to
be able to sleep, were rudely awakened by the heavy
rain and thunder in the early hours of the morning.
The rain descended in torrents, and with a thought of
muddy roads and a probable postponement of the run,
the disgusted wheelmen arose in answer to the call at

3 o'clock, rather more to see what would be done by
the balance of the party than with any idea of either
starting or being able to make the trip.

But few were found who were willing to admit that
they had obtained any rest. Between the noise on the
streets, the milk trains on the railroad, and the small
and heated rooms which many were compelled to
occupy, the night was not spent as enjoyably as it

might have been. Such a thing as po.stponing the run
seemed not to have entered the mind of Captain
Fuller or his associates on the committee, and the
wheelmen crowded the small dining room of the
American House, while the storm still continued. At
4 o'clock, however, it had ceased, and the men began
to get out their machines and pack their luggage.
At 4.10, at a blast from the bugle of the leader, we

mounted and proceeded down Broad Street over the
slippery Belgian blocks. The boulevard was soon
reached, over which we proceeded at a rattling pace.
Leaving Elizabeth the roads continued fair and
ridable, although somewhat sticky, but soon became
worse, and when the new road leading to Westfield
was struck the mud was something awful. For a mile
or more it was a grand melange of side-path riding
here and there, occasionally a bit of ridable road, and
then tramping through the mire up to our shoetops.
There was an end to this finally, and reaching that
portion of the road which had been finished, we rolled
into Westfield at a rollicking pace, but a half hour
behind scheduled time.

DR. KINCH'S HOSPITALITY.

Between two trees in front of Dr. Fred A. Kinch's
house was spread a large banner bearing the legend
"welcome." Hot coffee and rolls were served in
abundance, and after a ten minutes' stop we proceeded
once more on our way.
Fast riding was again the order, and Plainfield was

reached at 6.55.

AT THE PLAINFIELD CLUB HOUSE.
Here sandwiches and milk were served by the

Plainfield Bicycle Club. On schedule once more we
left for Bound Brook, the party pretty well strung
out, and quite a number among the missing. From
Bound Brook on to Trenton the ranks were rapidly
depleted.
Just where they all dropped out or their reasons

therefore it would be impossible to say. The majority
of the mounts, of course, were safeties, and the mud
played havoc with the chains, getting into the
sprocket wheels and making lots of trouble for all

makes of machines.
Quite a number of good men were out of the game,

simply because their wheels went back on them.
Others made up their minds at different points that
they had "had enough."
At Somerville, coffee and sandwiches were served in

the hotel dining room, and then the long pull to Hope-
well over the roads which damaged the most wheels
was commenced. From here on we fell hopelessly
behind schedule time, reaching Hopewell at 12:30 in-
stead of 11:30.

The sun had now appeared, and the roads to Trenton
were somewhat better. The first men reached New
Jersey's capitol at 2:30, and most of the party were in
by 3:30, although a few passed through after 4 o'clock.
The wheels were stored, and after a visit to the lava-
tory no time was lost in making for the dining room,
where a plain but substantial course dinner was
served. An enterprising cigar dealer invited the
party to call at his store for a free smoke. White's
cycle depot was also in demand for repairs and graph-
ite, and the drug stores in the vicinity were besieged
for witchhazel. It is safe to say that nearly everyone
who reached Trenton also made Philadelphia, as there
had been little or no rain from this point southward,
and the side paths were in good conilition. The pace
was easier, and stops were made at Bristol and Holmes-
burg, also at the outskirts of the city to get the party
together as much as possible.

A large number of Philadelphia club men met the

run at these points and accompanied us in to the city.
When the asphalt pavement was reached a line was
formed, with Captain Dalsen of the Century Wheel-
men, of Philadelphia, in the lead. In front of the
store where our wheels were to be stored there was
assembled a crowd of people that filled the entire
street and blocked our passage, several men being
actually unable to ride because of the crowds pushing
in so closely.
After having our machines checked at Strong &

Green's riding school, we proceeded to the club house
of the Century Wheelmen, a short distance away,
where a substantial lunch was served, after which
most of the men were tired enough to take the cars to
the Continental Hotel, although some remained for the
musical entertainment provided at the club house.

SUNDAY'S ENTERTAINMENT.
On Sunday morning at 10 o'clock, at the invitation

of the Century Wheelmen, a short run was taken
through Fairmount Park and refreshments served at
one of the numerous restaurants there, returning in
time for dinner at 4 p. m. A special tram brought us
safely home. The three Philadelphia ladies received
an ovation at all points along the route. "The tan-
dem" was one of the first to arrive in Philadelphia,
and Miss Tecklenberg and Mrs. Dalsen on singles
were but a few minutes behind the head of the party.
Captain Waldo M. Fuller, of the Brooklyn's, made

pace for the entire distance from Newark to Hope-
well, maintaining his place at the head of the line and
continually blowing his bugle.
From Hopewell to Bristol, Capt. Martin, of the Plain-

field B. C ; Bristol to Philadelphia, Capt. Dalsen of the
Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia.
The Century Wheelmen capture the banner offered

to the club taking the largest number of men.
The members of the club did everything in their

power to make our short stay in their city a pleasant
one, not only in placing their magnificent club house
at our disposal and showing us around, but in every
other way possible.
The run was well managed in every particular, and

reflects great credit on the committee in charge. Not-
withstanding the unpleasant weather and bad roads,
it really was an enjoyable ride, all things considered,
for those who stuck it out. Undoubtedly a much
harder trip on both men and wheels than either of the
two previous years and yet a larger number of riders
finished.
The actual cyclometer measurements varied from

g2\4. miles to 97, 95 miles is about correct measure-
ment.

THE SCHEDULE.
SCHEDULE. ARRIVED.
4:00 Newark, 4:10

4:4s s Elizabeth,

SH5 12 Westfield, 14 6:15

7:00 18 Plainfield, 10 6:55
8:15 27 Bound Brook, 27 8:20

9:00 ^i Somerville, 32 8:55
11:30 49 Hopewell, 49 12:30
1:30 2:45
o;oo 63 Trenton, 63 Left, 4:15
2:30

4:00 ^^ Bristol,
7:00 102 Philadelphia, 95

ON

8:45

ATOL'S REFLECTIONS THE
CENTURY.

Kept awake all night by crashing thunder and vivid
lightning, accompanied by an unusually heavy fall of
rain, the 200 cyclers, quartered in Newark on Friday
last, were a dreary lot to look upon at 4 o'clock in the
morning, when they assembled in the dining room of
the Continental Hotel for breakfast.
The all-important question was, would the leaders

be fool-hardy enough to start, with the certainty of
roads unfit for riding, and a prospect of more rain ?

All doubt was dispelled when Captain Fuller's bugle
was heard, sounding the call to mount, and 141 of the
more venturesome, including three ladies, obeyed the
call and started over the slippery pavements for the
third annual Century run.
And it proved to be a run which will lingera century,

if life would permit, in the minds of the partici-
pants. Slip, slide and fall, run and ride, wade and
swim, on and on, careless of how the wheels were
being racked.
Here we see wheelmen riding the railroad beds,

more on the grass, till they spread out in all directions
like a fan, gradually coming together again when a
good stretch of road is reached. How interminable
the miles seem, cyclometers so solidly caked with mud
that you lose even the satisfaction of knowing how
many miles you have covered.
Now Dr. Kinch's is reached in Westfield ; refreshing

coffee and sandwiches necessitate a brief stop. Off
again and now they begin to die on the road, and you
wonder who will go next. You begin a pleasant con-
versation about roads with your nearest neighbor,
when swish !—he's off down a ditch, and that is the
last you see of him.
Plainfield narrows the crowd down to 105. Bound

Brook marks another large defection, and so on to
Trenton, where a good dinner and the last of the bad
roads gladden the weary travelers.
From Trenton to Philadelphia no trouble is had save

that which comes from tired limbs and blistered
hands.

It is remarkable the interest taken in wheelmen in

all States except New York. Ift every town passed in

New Jersey and Pennsylvania some little courtesy
was .shown ; even the repairer in Trenton, Mr. White
by name and -iviii'fe by nature, would accept nothing
for fixing up the broken wheels, thus enabling many to

go through who thought they must stop. The Cen-
tury wheelmen were perfect hosts, and aided largely
to the success of the run.
Where were the clubs in this vicinity ? The Kings

County, one man ; Long Island's, two ; New York's
none; Citizen's, none; Riverside's, one; Harlem's,
three ; Manhattan's, none. Shame on you all to let the
Brooklyn's beat you ! Eight men and five finished.

Pouch got enough at 5 mile.Sj Raymond became mud
sick with 65 miles to his credit, Starr was unwell when

he started, and dropped out somewheres, but Puller,
Quimby, Masterson, Warner and Rogers got there in
good shape.
The arrangements for this trip were perfect, and as

the committee cannot be blamed for the weather, they
deserve a vote of thanks for the splendid treatment
and smooth workings of the entire affair.

SCOUTING FOR STANLEY IN EAST-
ERN AFRICA.

The Cassell Publishing Company, of New York,
published on Saturday last Thomas Stevens' new book
describing his adventures in Eastern Africa. The
book is a handsomely bound volume, the front cover
being decorated with the head of an African chief.
The frontispiece contains the best portrait of Stevens
we have ever seen. The book is dedicated to Dr. Wil-
liam L. Abbott, w^ho was Stevens' comrade in Africa
for several months. The reading matter occupies 300
pages, which are divided into eighteen chapters.
These chapters cover various stages of Stevens'
march, among the more interesting being :

" Zanzibar
and Mombasa"; "Kilimanjaro Tribes"; "Masai
Women"; "Hunting Adventures"; "Elephants and
Other Game "

;
" Arabs and Slaves "

;
" Meeting Stan-

ley "
; "In Stanley's Camp," and "Talks With Emin

Pasha." The book is also illustrated with sixteen
plates.
Wheelmen should take a special interest in this

book, although, of course, the author made the journey
without a bicycle

; nevertheless, Stevens is the great-
est cycling tourist which the sport has ever produced,
his journey around the world a-wheel being a never-
forgettable event. Not only is he a great rider, but
he is an intrepid and daring traveler and a close ob-
server. The ideas and facts which he picks up on his
travels are narrated in a pleasant and agreeable style,
often varied by touches of genuine humor. Stevens'
book is a valuable contribution to the literature of
African exploration.

ANOTHER ACCIDENT ON CAPITOL
HILL, WASHINGTON.

John Bast, a young man whose home is at 116
North Fremont Street, Baltimore, met with a
serious accident last Sunday afternoon at Capi-
tol Hill, in Washington, in which city Bast was
employed. While out riding he started to coast
down the hill at the east front of the Capitol,
and when almost at the foot of the hill he
collided with another rider, C. H. Applegate, of

509 Twelfth Street. Both men were upset.
Bast being thrown against the curb stone vio-

lently, while Applegate remained uninjured.
Bast was removed to the Emergency Hospital,
where Dr. Elyson said he was suffering from
concussion of the brain. On IMonday morning
the injured man was still in a stupor, although
he appeared better than on the day previous.
The physician has hopes of his recovery.
At this same spot a wheelman was recently

killed, and wheelmen certainly have had enough
warning to be extremely careful in riding down
Capitol Hill.

LOUISVILLE CYCLING CLUB'S RE-
CEPTION.

The Louisville Cycling Club have issued a
unique invitation for the opening of the new
addition to their club house, which occurred on
June 19. The invitation comes in the form of

two heavy bits of card board. The large one
has the following inscription printed in unique
form:

THE
LOUISVILLE CYCLE CLUB

HAS
BUILT
AN ADDITION
TO
ITS HOUSE,
AND
WANTS

ITS FRIENDS TO AID IX THE FORMAL
OPENING
OF
SAME,
WHICH WILL
OCCUR

ON EVENING OF JUNE 19, 1890.

YOURSELF
AND
COMPANY
ARE RESPECTFULLY
INVITED.

The small card presents this in.scription

:

" Present me at the door."

The Louisville club house has a double parlor,

hall and wheel room on the first floor, as well
as smaller rooms for the janitor. On the sec-

ond floor is the sccretaiy's office, reading room,
smoking room, btith room and porch. The
addition to the original ckib building is two
stories high and sixty feet long by twenty wide.
In the addition will be a billiard room on the
ground floor and a g)-mnasium up stairs.
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THE CHICAGO TOURNAMENT.
(Concliidi-ii)-

Saturday, June 7.

An immense crowd, most exciting sport, and
a tumult of enthusiasm marked the close of the

tournament. It would be impossible to improve
on the last night's racing. Beginning with the

loo miles it was a succession of stirring, hair-

raising e\'ents which worried the crowd into a
passion of excitement and enthusiasm. For the

last five miles of the loo-mile race the spectators

could scarce contain themselves, and when the

final spurt began and Spooner crossed the line a

length to the good of Van Wagoner, pandemo-
nium fairly reigned. It was several minutes
before any sort of quiet was restored, and the

scene was repeated when the time was an-

nounced.
The very air was full of snap and excitement,

and the men themselves seemed to ride as they
never rode before. While all the events were
close, the final of the i-mile handicap afforded

a memorable scene and provoked considerable

bad feeling; Lumsden—Arthur Lumsden—the

pride, the most popular racing man of the West,
without regard to club lines, being hissed—actu-

ally hissed. Lumsden had passed all but Kurtz,

who had made good use of his handicap and
who was pumping his Star in a fashion that set

the crowd wild. Ttu-ning into the stretch on
the last lap he swung wide, shutting Ltimsden
out just as the latter was endeavoring to pass

;

it was a foul, but unavoidable and unintentional,

and when Kurtz straightened out and shot across

the line half a length ahead, despite Lumsden's
best efforts, the scene that ensued is beyond
description. .

Lumsden claimed foul, and when,
in response to cries of "time," Hunger an-

nounced that it had been allowed, one-half of

the house cheered heartily while the other half

endeavored to drown the cheers vnth. cries of

"Kurtz," intermingled with hisses and hoots.

This provoked yells of "soup," "soup" from
Lumsden's upholders, and so it went for several

minutes, and in the next race in which Lums-
den ran he was hissed at several points.

It was unfortunate, and v\'hile a steadfast ad-

mirer of the Chicago man I cannot but agree
with the Illinois' member who remarked that

"it was a very small act on Lumsden's part;

that the fotil was clearly unintentional, and it

didn't seem the proper thing for a man who
swept all before him to take advantage of such

a little thing, and from a man like Kurtz."

Lumsden, I understand, has since expressed
regret that he claimed foul, but there is still a
rankling to be overcome. The time in this race,

2m. 37 3-5S. , was the fastest of the meeting,

Tlie 100-mile Race.

SPOOiMER, FIRST BY A LENGTH; VAN WAGONER, SEC-
OND ; PEABODY, THIRD. ALL THREE ESTAB-

LISHED A NEW RECORD, 5H. 39111. 53 4-5S.

On the 100-mile event the management lay-ished
considerable effort and advertising, and that it was
not misplaced, the crowd and the race itself proved.
It was full of excitement and tmlooked incidents

;

the pick of the West's long-distance men competed,
while one of the flowers, if not the flower of the
Eastern stayers was present in the redoubtable Van
Wagoner ; it was a fast race, the old record was
smashed to flinder.s, and were I an artist I should pict-

ure two dead cocks, labelled " Omaha" and " Newport"
respectivel}-, over which another, "Chicago," crows
long and loudly. Chicago had a score to wipe out

—

that of Crawfor'dsville—and she did it, and methinks
that but for Van Sicklen's misfortune the winner's
name would have commenced with a V—and it

wouldn't have been been Van Wagoner either. The
restilt of the race depended on the spurt, on which
not one of the three who finished can compare with
Van Sicklen.
The starters in the race were :

G. K. Barrett Chicago C. C.
Louis Masi Illinois C. C.
Phil Hammel Chicago
W. Pixley Omaha W. C.
C. C. Peabody Omaha W. C.
P. E. Spooner Lincoln C. C.
H. E. Tagger Omaha W. C.
Wm. Van Wagoner Newport, R. I.

N. H. Van Sicklen Chicago C. C.
After one false start they were given the word shortly
before 3 o'clock p. m. Pixley at once showing in the
lead and cutting a lively pace. The men varied
leadership until the third mile, when Hammel either
ran ofif the track or was thrown in some manner, going
over and damaging his wheel. He had no spare
mount and had to retire. The others continued to
alternate the pace work. Van Wagoner doing the bulk
of it, and the other Van doing much the least, contrary
to his usual tactics. Twenty miles were completed in
ih. im. 31S., and shortly- thereafter, while passing the
judges' stand. Tagger slipped a pedal and fell, carry-
ing Masi and Barrett down with him. Tagger escaped
with a shaking up and was able to continiie, but Masi
sustained a bad cut on the head and several bruises,

having landed squarely on the rail. He was assisted
off. Barrett bruised and skinned his elbows and
knees, and smashed his wheel, but secured another
after losing two laps. He rode until the twenty-eighth
mile, when his knees giving him trouble he quit.

At twenty-nine miles Pi.xley retired—cramps—and
on the next mile Tagger followed—had enough.
Thirty-three and one-third miles (one-third of the
distance) were completed in ih. 43m. 30s., with Spooner
leading; in fact, after the first hour. Van Wagoner and
Spooner did very much all of the donkey work, Pea-
body and Van Sicklen persistently hanging back.
Fifty miles were reeled off in 2h. and 40m. The Rhode
Islander then being at the head of the procession. It

continued in this order until the sixty-ninth mile,
when Van Sicklen called for water. He was given
some containing a little brandy. Being a total
abstainer, it at once went to his head, and he got to be
a "real dizzy old boy." Things swam before his eyes,
and he could scarcely distinguish the rail from the
track. After two laps of this sort, and fearing acci-
dent, he called to the others and dismounted out of
the contest. He was riding so nicely and easily that,
after completing nearly three-fourths of the distance,
his retirement came hard to his admirers.
With Van out, Spooner and Van Wagoner considered

themselves safe, as the latter afterwards said, the
Omaha man, Peabody, not being considered danger-
otis, but later, when the end was nearing, and he still

clung to them, those who had seen him spurt in previ-
ous days were not slow to name him as the likely
winner. He rides in a manner calculated to impress
the spectator, close up to the head of his machine,
which is fitted with a hammock saddle, and seemingly
with not a pound of weight in the saddle, but almost
standing on the pedals; when he spurts he leans
forward and seems to sit up on the very head of the
machine itself. At the critical moment, this brought
him to grief. It is a wonder that it did not do so long
before ; that it did not, can only be attributed to luck
and his mastery of the wheel.
Van Wagoner rode by far the easiest of the three,

Spooner sitting way back in his saddle, and a little

springing motion to his body. He scarcely ever sat
up, but rode continually with body well bent, his thin
wiry arms and dark drawn face giving him the ap-
pearance of beingeither unwell or overtrained. But
he wasn't. He had been under the care of a profes-
sional trainer (who also attended him on the track) for
weeks, and was in prime condition.
About 8 p. m. the building began to fill up, and the

band to play. It cheered the men on and the pace
picked up. Someone presented Spooner with a huge
bouquet, which he carried for three laps and then
sent to his little wife, who was an interested spectator.
Not to be outdone, the Illinois boys (by the by. Van
Wagoner rode under I. C. C. colors, and has his ap-
plication up for membership) at once sent out and
secured a most magnificent bouquet, which, tied up
with club colors, was handed Van about the ninety-
fourth mile. Van grinned all over, carried the flowers
just one lap, tossed them to some friend, the confident
look—half smile—which he wore gave way to one of
determination, he seemed to look straight ahead,
and then, in vulgar parlance, he " lit out." A buzzing,
a humming passed over the spectators, then a cheer

;

everyone stood up in their chairs ; the strain, the sup-
pressed excitement, was awful, and still they spun
around. Van Wagoner digging away at his Eagle and
with that set look still on his face. Was Spooner to be
beaten after all? Four laps still to go, and heavens !

what a shout ! The Omaha man, Peabody, had drawn
out and my ! his spurt—what a gap it opened. He'll
win ! He 11 win f I told you so. Spooner's wife,
standing on a chair off at one corner of the track,
waived her handkerchief frantically to Frank. And
Frank was doing noble work. Peabody's spurt was
unlocked for and upset his calculations, but before
Van Wagoner recovered from his surprise, not only
was Peabody ten lengths ahead, but Spooner was at
his (Van's) side. Spooner drew ahead of Van, his
head way down, and every muscle straining. He
gradually closed the gap. He is almost abreast of
Peabody when there is still half a lap to go : the crowd
is cheering wildly, scarcely able to contain itself

—

turning into the stretch he is on equal terms with the
Omahaite, and Van Wagoner is only a length behind.
Now Spooner's new Mail is half a wheel in front, Pea-
body seems to see it, he leans tar over for another
spurt, when hiK ! over he goes ten yards from the line,

landing on his face and chest, his wheel bounds up,
turns a somersault in the air and falls over the line, the
momentum carrying Peabody himself across immedi-
ately after, but Spooner had a clear lead and had landed
a winner, while Van Wagoner, too, had cleared the
wreck and shot by a close second. Time, sh. 39m.
53 4-5S., breaking the previous record a trifle less than
20m.
Spooner was lifted from his wheel to the shoulders

of his delighted clubmates and carried triumphantly
out, while an already wild crowd endeavored to outdo
itself.

After the race the report was circulated that
Van Wagoner had challenged Spooner to another
race and claimed to have been pocketed. When inter-
viewed. Van, in his droll way, said :

" I like Spooner.
He treated me all right, but I think I can beat him.
Maybe I will challenge him. Yes, maybe you will
hear it given out to-night, I didn't claim to be pock-
eted. Me and Spooner didn't expect Peabody's spurt.
We had it all made up; didn't think he was in it. Of.
course, I've got to have some excuse. That track was
too narrow on the home stretch (which was true), and
the men who put it down ought to have known it.

Half of the falls in here would have been prevented
if it had been as wide as it should be. It was too nar-
row and I just couldn' get by, that's all."

"But why didn't you try to burn 'em out? You
know your spurt is your weak point."
"Burn 'em out! That saddle of mine would have

killed me." (It is a fact that his regular mount and
saddle were smashed in a railway wreck and that he
hunted Chicago over for a saddle but could find none
to please him).

" Where do you go next?"
" Well, I am going in and get my traps together

now," and the "Road Champion" dodged under the
rail and was lost in his dressing room.
Peabody was seen shortly after, his chin and the

right side of his face covered with sticking plaster.
He was sore over his defeat but in good spirits.

" What made you spurt so soon ? Think you'd have
won if you had held in longer."
" Well, somebody over there held out a card with a

2 on it and I thought there was only two more laps to
go and spurted That's the way they do out in Omaha,
and I thmk I'd a won it if I had not fell."

"Won it? Why man, Spooner was half a wheel
ahead of you."

" Yes, Ithink I'd 'a won it. I was watching him."
"They tell me they didn't think you'd be in it."

(A broad smile). "Oh, I done better than that out in
Omaha."

TWO-MILE SAFETY, SIX-.VIINUTE CLASS.

Final Heat.—J. O. Means, first by a length; W. J.
Bray, second by half a wheel ; F. J. Fanning, third.
Time, 5m. syJ^S.

ONE-MILE HANDICAP, ORDINARY.

First Heat.—F. J. McVoy, 75 yards, first by 5 yards

;

F. E. Grouse, 70 yards, second. Time, 2m. 57.S.

Second heat.—A. E. Lumsden, scratch, first by 3
yards

; J. R. Black, 90 yards, second ; P. A. Robbins,
100 yards, second. Time, 2m. 40s.

Third Heat.—R. W. Knisely, 75 yards, first by inch-
es

; J. R. Taylor, 50 yards, second. Time, 2m. 43s.

Fourth Heat.—Walkover ior G. C. Stamm.
Fifth Heat.—F. J. Peale, I'o yards, first by 60

yards; F. N. Burgess, 50 yarn:', Mucond ; G. P. Winter-
mute, 30 yards, third. Time, •-•in. ;8 1-5S.

Peale, who is quite a little i"e!'.o"w and quite young',
pedalled like a demon in this I'eat and almost held his
handicap. Wintermute didn'v seem to try a little bit.

Sixth Heat.—Geo. E. Kurtz, 60 yards, first by 2
yards ; A. D. F. Simmons, 75 yards, second ; C. D. Cut-
ting, 85 yards, third ; Geo. A. Thorne, 20 yards; H. N.
White, 125 yards. Time, 2m. 41 4-5S.

Final.—Lumsden, first, on foul ; Kurtz, who finished
first by half a wheel, second ; Knisely, third. Time,
2m. 37 3-5S. This is the heat which gave occasion to
the "scene."

two-mile handicap, safety.

Final Heat.—F. J. Fanning, 73 yards, first; W. C.
Thorne, scratch, second

; J. O. Means, 120 yards, third.
Time, 5m. 38 3-5S. Fanning rode like the wind, and
though Thorne caught him, when the bell rang Fan-
ning put on a burst of speed that proved an eye-opener,
and he beat Thorne in by a yard.

THREE-MILE SCRATCH, ORDINARY.

Final Heat.—A. E. Lumsden, first ; Geo. O. Thorne,
second ; Geo. K. Barrett, third. Time, 8m. 47 3-5S. This
was dead easy for Lumsden.

FIVE-MILE TEAM, SAFETY.

Chicago Club's team rode over, W. C. Thorne finish-
ing first in 14m. 38 2-ss. ; Lumsden, second, Geo. Thorne

,

third. BETTSY B.

ON THE ENGLISH RACE PATH.

At the Metropolitan Railway- Provident Society
sports held at Paddington, on May 31, an ordinary
rider of first-class material was developed in G.
Harvey, of the Polytechnic Cycling Club. Harvey
won the final heat of the mile handicap in 2m. 38 3-5S.,

getting into the lead at the three-quarters and having
lots of stuff left. Harvey also won the 2-mile handicap
from scratch in 5m. 28 2-ss. At the same sports the
mile novices handicap was won by D. Dods, 50 yards,
in 2m. 45 1-5S.

At the Jarrow spring meeting, held May 31, the mile
handicap was won'by J. G. Robson, 95 yards, in 2m.
3SS.

At the Sport and Play Tournament, held at Aston
May 27, there were 10,000 spectators. The mile safety
handicap was won by J. Carruthers, New Castle-on-
Tyne, 50 yards, in 2111. 35 4-5S. In the trial heats of
this race Laurie did a mile in 2m. 41s. The half-mile
ordinary handicap fell to T. lUston, 65 yards. Time,
im. 1 6s.

In the 5-mile ordinary scratch race at the same
sports, H. Synyer easily defeated W. A. Illston and
J. H. Adams ; time 15m. 48s. The mile tricycle handi-
cap was won by J. W. Still, Polytechnic, 40 yards,
time 2ni. 56 2-5S. ; A. J. Watson, the scratch man,
riding third ten yards behind the time given. In the
3-mile inter-club match race, H. E. Laurie finished
iirst. Time—One mile, 2111. 42s. ; two miles, 5m. 30 2-58.

;

three miles, 8m. 14 4-5S., which is the world's safety
record. Laurie rode a wheel with a pneumatic tire.

TVaiontha Club's Meet.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club, of Richfield Springs,
N. Y., will enjoy a great day's sport on Wednesday,
August 6, on which date they will hold a 50-mile road
race and their race meet. The road race will be held
around Canadarago Lake, the course leading 'round
the lake four times with a finish of a lap around the
track.
The following are the track events : Half-mile

novice, i-mile ordinary, open ; 2-mile safetj^, open

;

i^-mile ordinary, open (first heat) ; i-mile tandem,
open ; fancy riding, open (15 minutes)

;
J^-mile ordi-

nary, open (second heat)
;
3-mile lap, open ; i-mile

safety (3.25 class ); i-mile team race (teams of three);
^-mile ordinary, open (third heat) ; one-legged race,
ji-mile ; i-mile consolation.

Fifty-Mile Koad Kace at Buffalo.

The entries for the so-mile road race, open to Buffalo
riders only, and promoted by the Standard Cycle
Company, and which will be decided on June 21, closed
on June 14. The following men will compete : Chas.
E. Gates, N. M. Vincent. Fred JI. Sullivan, J. J. Kane,
W. Parks, Geo. Hummill, and A. F. Crooks, all of
the Rambler's Bicycle Club ; H. Newton and W.
Penseyers, unattached, and D. Lewis, of the Buffalo
Bicycle Club. The entrance fee was 5i per man, to
which the Standerd Company added $50, making a
total of $60, which will be expended for prizes. 'The
men are all in excellent condition with the exception
of Lewis, who recentlj' strained himself, and will
probably not start.
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FIXTURES.

JUNE.
20-21.—Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Division at

Waukesha.
20-21.—Tournament at New Orleans.

21.—Buffalo 50-mile Road Race for Buffalo wheel-
men only.

28.—First of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at
Lowville, N. Y. Entries close June 23, with
L. S. Miller, Lowville, N. Y.

27-28.—Pennsylvania State Division Meet, at Philadel-
phia, Pa.

38,—Kings County "Wlieelmen's Race Meet,
Entries close June 30, witli TF, F. Mur-
phy, 1,355 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn.

28.—A. A. U. Eastern Championship Two-mile Bicy-
cle Race. Entries close June 21 with J. E.
Sullivan, P. O. Box 611, N. Y. City.

30-July I.—Canadian Wheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

JULY.

I- 3.—Missouri Division Tour,Clarksville to Columbia.
Captain W. P. Laing, 1724 Olive Street, St.
Louis.

-Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa. Entries close
June 28, with L. L. Crawford.

-Memphis, Tenn., twentj'-five mile Team Road
Race.

-Second of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at
Watertown, N. Y., L. S. Miller, Lowville, N. Y.

-New Hampshire State L. A. W. Division Meet,
Nashua, N. H.

-Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to
Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Partic-
ulars, address J. E. Poorman, Eighth and
Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

-Races at Stockton Park, Camden, N. J. Entries
close June 30 with W. M. Perrett, 707 Arch
Street^ Philadelphia.

-Race Meet at Louisville, Ky. Entries close
June 28, with Prince Wells.

-New York Bicycle Club's Race Meet at White
Plains.

-California Division Meet at Sah Jose.
-Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
-Illinois Division Meet at Bloomingtoh, 111.

-Memphis, Tenn., Tournament and State Divis-
ion Meet. Entries close June 26, with P. P.
Gluck, Memphis.

-Third of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets at
Carthage, N. Y. Address L. S. Miller, Low-
ville, N. Y.

-Fourth Division Championship Races at St.
Louis.

-Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
-Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
-Fourth Division Championship Races at Chi-

cago.
-Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Road Handicap,

Waukesha to Milwaukee, 18 miles. Entries
close July 13, with H. J- Rotier, 427 Milwaukee
Street.

-Road Races open to Rhode Island Wheelmen,
at Newport, R. I.

-Indiana Division Tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati.

—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

4- 5-

4- 5-

4- 5-

4- 5-

19.-

19.-

19.-

21-23.-

24-26.-

AUGUST.

2-12.—White Mountain Tovir. Address before August
2, G. R. McAuslan, Providence, R. I.

4.—Sons of St. George Games at Trenton, N. J.,
Two-mile handicap. Entries close July 28,

with Thos. Hammond, 28 Lincoln Avenue.
6.—Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-

mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.
17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston

to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

20-25.—Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

35-37.—I-. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

30.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at
Providence.

SEPTEMBER.

1-3.—Hartford Wbeel Club's Tournament at
Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

1-3.—New York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood,
118 South Saliiia Street.

4.—Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament.

13-13 Peoria Race Sleet.
13.—Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.

RACES AT LYNN, MASS.

The bicycle races held at Cycle Park, Glenmere,
June 17, for prizes given by the Y. M. C. Association,
resulted as follows

:

One-mile Novice—Won by P. A. Gore, of Nahant,
3m. 19 1-5's.

One-mile Safety, Open—Won by Fred Wallace, of
Lynnfield, 3m. 13s.

One - mile Okdinaky, Open—Won by Maurice
Ringwood, of Lynn, 3m. los.

Special One-lap Race-Won by Tommy Connors
in im. i8s.

One-mile Race, for Memhers Only Won by
Wallace in 3m. us.
One-mile Handicap Race.— W. C. Paul, first; M.

Wyly, second; winner's time, 3m. S'X&.

Programuie of the Brownsville, Pa., Race Meet.

Hill climbing contest at u a. m.; race meet at 2 p. m.
Events: i-mile novice, safety ; i-mile lap race, open

;

J^-mile, 1.35 class ; i-mile safety, handicap
;

}^-mile,
1.30 class; J^-mile, open; i-mile, 3.20 class: 2-mile,
handicap. Novice and class races for machines not
weighing less than thirty pounds. Entries to handi-
cap and class races close Saturday, June 28. Entries
to other races close Wednesday evening, July 2. En-
trance fee fifty cents to each event, to be made to L. L,
Crawford, Brownsville, Pa.

THE RACE PATH.

K. C. W. race meet entries close to-day.

Richmond, Ind., will hold three road races on July 4.

The record between Adelaide and Sidney, a distance
of 1200 miles, is 12 days, 23 hours.

At the Brookline, Mass., High School games, held
June 7, I-mile bicycle: G. Taylor, '91, first. Time,
3m. 375<s.

A I-mile safety handicap will be given at the
Missouri Amateur Athletic Club sports, to be held
June 22 at St. Louis.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen of Providence, R. I.,

propose to hold a tournament at Narragansett Park
on Saturday, August 30.

At the Wilmington High School games, held at
Wilmington, Del., June 6, >^-mile bicycle race, Ma-
roney, first. Time, 2m. 57s.

Games of the Y. M. C. A., of Connecticut, held at
Charter Oak Park, June 7, i-mile bicycle : C. H. Wood,
Hartford, first. Time, 4m. 41s.

The New York Club's "Mascot" will ride in the
safety events of the Kings County Wheelmen's meet,
using Nisbett's 30-pound Referee.

At the Princeton College games, held June 9, 2-mile
bicycle race: Sterns, '93, first, time 7m. 34KS. ; Schick,
'92, second ; McKenney, '91, third.

Entries for the race meet to be held at Lowville,
N. Y., on June 25, close June 23 with L. S. Miller.
Fourteen events are on the programme.

Entries for the 2-mile bicycle race, to be run at the
Eastern championship games at Staten Island, June
28, close to-morrow with J. E. Sullivan, P. O. Box 611,

New York City.

At the Belleville, 111., Athletic Club games, held June
I, 2-mile bicycle handicap: B. Harding, St. Louis C. C,
scratch, first, time 6m. 44 1-5S. ; G. Tivy, St. Louis
C. C, 50 yds., second.

W. F. Pendleton and J. H. Hanson, of the New York
Bicycle Club, will attempt to make a new Tandem
Safety bicycle record from Tarrytown to New York
on Saturday afternoon, June 21.

FIFTY-MILE ORDINARY ROAD RECORD.
An English rider, R. J. Ilsley, recently rode fifty

miles in 2h. 56m. 46s., which is im. and is. less than the
best previous record.

At the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association
games, held ^June 7, 3-mile bicycle handicap: D. S.

Louson, M. A. A. A., 30 s., first, time lom. 43s.; A. S.

Mussen, M. A. A. A., im. 158., second.

At the Western Championship meeting, held on the
grounds of the Detroit Athletic Club, last Saturday
afternoon, the 2-mile bicycle race was won by A. E.
Lumsden, of Chicago. Time, 6m. 46 2-ss.

St. Paul's Cathedral School games, held June 6.

One-mile bicycle race—A. H. Seabury, first, time 4m.
2S. ; O. Kohnfield, second. One-mile bicycle race—W.
C. McNeill, first, time 4m. 7}^s.; W. M. Austin, second.

ANOTHER PHENOMENON DISCOVERED.

Weir, the seventeen-year-old wonder of Columbia,
is following the example set by Willie Windle when of
that age—making a wonderful record and reputation.—Exchange.

At a 25-mile road han-dicap recently decided by an
English club, there were twenty-four starters, the
majority of whom finished the distance within ili. 25m.

J. Howard, the scratch man, made the distance in
ih. i6m. 45S.

At the Y. M. C. A. sports, held at Nashville on Jvme
14, the mile ordinary bicycle race was won by J. C.
Harting, who had a walk-over, in 3m. 48s. The mile
safety event was won by Frank Whiteman

; J. C.
Combs, A. J. Rawlings and E. Jungerman. Time,
3in. 33 3-5S.

BICYCLE RACES AT NEWPORT.
Three bicycle events, open to all amateur wheel-

men, will be decided at Newport, R. I., on Saturday,
June ig. The events are two, three, and twenty-five
miles. Entries close July 12 with E. and W. Van
Wagoner, Newport, R. I.

W. W. Windle was in town for a day's visit on
Tuesday of this week. Windle is training carefully
on the one-fifth mile track which his father has
built at his place in Millbury, Mass. He will ride at
the Eastern championships June 28, at all the big
Eastern events, and at Peoria.

The Boulevard is now asphalted from Fifty-ninth to
Seventy-second Street, and almost any evenmg scores
of cyclists may be seen pedaling ujj and down the
smooth pavement, many of them using lights while
others do not. It is now in order to expect any num-
ber of accidents along this stretch of new i^avemcnt.

Election of officers of the St. Johns Bicycle CUib at

St. Johns, Mich. President, J. C. Hicks ; Vice-Presi-
dent, A. E. Dutcher ; Secretary-Treasurer, H. H.
Fit/.geraUl : Captain. R. G. Allison ; First Lieutenant,
D. Marshall ; Second Lieutenant, C. F. Moreland :

Executive Committee, J. C. Hicks, Geo. Petrie and
H. A. Dodge.

The Cambridgeport Club will hold a lo-mile safety
road race handicap, open to club members only, July
10 at 6 p. m. The following course has been selected :

Start at Cottage Farm, Brighton Avenue, left Com-
monwealth Avenue, through Reservoir, and a com-
plete circuit of both ponds, and then down Beacon
Street to St. Paul Street.

RACES AT NEWPORT.

There will be three road races, at three, five and
twenty-five miles, decided on the Newport Ocean
Drive on Saturday, July 19, at 2 p. m. The races are
open to residents of Rhode Island only. The races
will come off rain or shine. W. Van Wagoner has
waived his right to ride. Entries close with E. and W.
Van Wagoner, Newport, R. I.

FAST WORK ON AN ENGLISH ROAD.
The Sefton and Dingle Cycling Club and the Anfield

Bicycle Club held a 50-mile inter-club road race over
a 25-mile course on Saturday, May 31. The Anfield
Club won by 122 points, the Sefton Club making but
88. Some remarkably fast times were made for the
fifty miles as follows : J. C. Wright, 3h. 6m. 45s.: A.
Deakin, 3h. 7m. 47s.; J. Bennett, 3h. gm. 6s., and J. F.
Macnab, 3h. 9m. 42s.

At the Inter-Academic Association games held at
Philadelphia, June 2, i-mile bicycle race, ridden
in two heats

;
places decided by time. First heat,

ordinaries—E. H. Rodgers, R., 3m. 5 2-5S.; G. M.
Coates, H. Gr., 2 ; H. E. Hayward, P. C, 3; H. Allen,
G., S. P. Huhn, R.; G. R. Bains, P. C: L. F. Pease, G.
Second heat, safeties—M. R. Weightman, De L., 3m.
14S.; W. Calver, 2j A. S. Uhler ; R. H. Howison, R.; T.
H. Andrews, Jr., DeL.

THE LOUISVILLE RACE MEET.
A race meet will be held at Wilder's Driving Park,

Louisville, Ky., on July 4. On the evening of the 3d a
parade will be held. The events of the race meet are
as follows : J^-mile novices

;
J^-mile boys' race, open

to ordinaries under 44 inches
;
i-mile safety race

; y^,-

mile, open to non-resident riders ; i-mile bicycle,
championship of Louisville

; J^-mile dash. Entries
must be made before June 28 with Prince Wells, 620
Third Avenue, Louisville, Ky.

The Yonkers Bicycle Club and Westchester Count}'
Wheelmen's Inter-club Race—a 15-mile road race be-
tween teams representing these clubs—^vill be run
over the Westchester Wheelmen's course at Larch-
niont, on Saturday afternoon, June 28, at 4 p. m.
Trains leave Grand Central Depot, via New York &
New Haven R. R., at 2:02, 2:30 and 3:02, returning at
6:19, 6:43 and 7:10 p. m. The Westchester Wheelmen
now has a membership of thirty-eight, most of whom
are residents of New Rochelle, Westchester, Rye and
other towns along the Sound.

NEW SAFETY RECORDS.

At the Kensington meet, held at Paddington Recre-
ation Grounds, June 7, W. C. Jones won the }^-mile
invitation scratch race in im. 14 2-5S., reducing the >^-
mile record by i second. At this meeting P. J. B.
Archer made an attempt on F. J. Osmond's record of
37 seconds. Archer rode the entire distance alone in

35 4-5S. The mile safetj' handicap was won by C. P.

Sisley, 140 yards, in 2m. 30 3-5S. The mile handicap was
won by F. J.

B. Archer, 40 yard.s, in 2m. 32 2-5S. The
J^-mile invitation scratch race fell to W. C. Jones, im.
23 4-5S., the last quarter being ridden in 34 seconds.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE BERGEN POINT RACES.

Frank P. Jewett, of 240 Main Street, Orange, N. J.,
took some excellent photographs of the Bergen Point
races. We have seen proofs of the i-mile safety, i-mile
tandem safety, 2-mile tandem safety and 5-mile ordi-
nary, the pictures being eight by ten inches. The
figures are brought out very clear and will make ex-
cellent souvenirs of the meet. In the mile safety are
the figures of Gassier, Murphy and Schumacher,
Crichton, Potter, Wetmore, Bowdish, Bea.sley, Jenkins
and Prial. The 2-mile tandein safetj' shows Messrs.
Bowman, Zimmerman, "Doc." Brown and Raj'mond.
Mr. Jewett informs us that the pictures will'cost $i
each, X30stpaid, or $3 for the set of four.

MEMBERS OF THE BERKELEY TEAM
JOIN THE NEW YORK ATH-

LETIC CLUB.

It is reported on excellent authority that at

the Amateur Athletic Union Games, to be held
on Staten Island, June 28, several members of

the Berkeley team will make their first appear-
ance tmder the winged foot of the New York
Athletic Club. Among the members who are

reported to have joined are Rich, Campbell,
Clarke and Gassier. This defection from the

ranks of the B. A. C. is alleged to be due to

jealousy among the members of the bicycle

team, who claim that Windle is shown too much
consideration to the exclusion of the others.

LOUISIANA'S LIBERTY BILL.

Gov. NichoUs, of Louisiana, signed Liberty
bill on June 13, and it is now a law. This is

the same bill that was killed in committee two
years ago, being classed as "useless legisla-

tion." The Legislature has been in\'ited and
will probably attend the district races on Satur-

day (to-morrow.)
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

A club is to be organized in Grenada, Miss.

The Utica Cycling Club will have a boat ride and a
club run on July 4.

Hartel, of the Manhattan Club, has bought a twenty-
eight pound Psycho.

Van Wagoner receives a $75 roll-top desk for his

victory at Crawfordsvillc.

The Lynn Wheel Club held a "ladies' night" at their

new club house on June 17.

The New Orleans Tournament is being held Friday
and Saturday of this week.

"Sod Slinging" is what a Pennsylvania paper call

the "working out" of taxes.

The Yoii/Zi's Companion published a short article on
the advantages of good roads.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, added
4,000 miles to their club mileage on Saturday last.

Philadelphia has yet another new club in the Elland
Wheelmen, which starts with a membership of sixteen.

Riders of Pneumatic-tired machines are now penal-
ized forty yards to the mile in contests on the " other
side."

The Flour City Wheelmen, of Rochester, elected
fourteen new members at its regular monthly meeting
held June 16.

The authorities of Olean, N. Y., have passed an
ordinance prohibiting sidewalk riding under a penalty
of a fine of $5.

The business of W. L. Van Horn, of Denver, has
been sold and reorganized as the Denver Sporting
Goods Company.

At the Louisville Tournament the third prize in the
^;-niile open is a Louisiana lottery ticket, donated by
Mr. Hugo Helburn.

Fifteen members of the Wanderers B. C, of Buffalo,

will ride to Rochester on July 15, starting from their

club house at 5 a. m.

Mr. John Campbell, of Springfield, Mass., is possi-

bly the heaviest rider in this country. He weighs 321

pounds, and rides an ordinary, too.

Work on the Louisiana Cycling Club's (New Orleans)
house was begun last week. This will be the first

club in the South to own its own quarters.

Willie Windle's home is almost a cycle emporium.
Windle himself owns nearly a dozen machines, and
several members of the family are also riders.

The 22d we take a combined run with the Hudson
Countv's to Pompton, N. J. Several other clubs swell
the party, and no doubt a delightful trip will be had.

Atol.

Mr. Earlsworth, of the Niagara Machine Company,
who is at present in England, has had a very success-
ful trip in introducing the steel balls manufactured by
the company.

Chief Consul Richmond, of Michigan, undeterred
by previous failures, is quietly at work in the road
improvement line. A roads improvement association

is m process of formation.

A large number of cyclists visited Gloucester, Mass.,
on Jlonday and Tuesday. On Tuesday morning a ride
'round the Cape was enjoyed, after which many of the
visitors went home by boat and wheel.

A Vermillion County (111.) Circuit Court has decided
that "highway commissioners in that State are indi-

vidually responsible for damages resulting from loss

by badbridges or dangerous highways."

At a special meeting of the Wanderers B. C, of

Buffalo, resolutions were passed prohibiting members
from fast and careless riding, and binding them to

show pedestrians every possible courtesy.

Mr. Geo. E. Lloyd, of Geo. E. Lloyd & Co., the
Chicago importers, has been in New York for several
days in the interests of his electrotyping business.
He" reports cycling as booming in the Windy City.

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper are ready to
place on the market an air cushion tire which does
not puncture, and which does not require inflation.

It is expected that this tire will have a large demand.

The late Denver team race turned out quite a batch
of professionals under the new League rule. Gerwing
and Croll were both professionals, and all who ^com-
peted against them are now liable to forfeit their
status.

The City Fathers of Boston have appropriated $275
for the expenses of the race meet which is held every
year on Boston Common on July 4. The City of

Chelsea has appropriated $100 to hold a race meet on
Independence Day.

What shall we wear on the road—socks or stockings ?

This is a question that is consuming considerable
space in the English papers just now. For decency's
sake we advise stockings. Confine socks and bare
legs to the race track.

The Kings County Wheelmen will have a run to
Tarrytown on Sunday. The Harlem Wheelmen will
have a run to Coney Island. The Brooklyns, New
Yorks and Hudson County Wheelmen will be off on
their combined run to Pompton, N. J.

A new cycling concern has leased the quarters
vacated by Geo. S. Atwater on Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington. The name of the new concern is Golds-
borough, Reh & Co. They will put a new front in the
building and otherwise improve the store.

Free Lance cleverly sketches some types of Ripley
road riders, the scorcher, the genuine road rider, the
dandified rider, the unattached and the club man.

|

We have all these sorts over here, though, alas! we '

have no Ripley road, no "Angel " nor "Anchor."

Nine members of the Maryland Bicycle Club, of
!

Baltimore, arrived at Hagerstown <m Thursday even- 1

ing last, stopping over night at the Hotel Hamilt<m. I

Among the party were Albert and Mrs. Mott. They
I

left on Friday morning via Frederick, intending to
wheel home.

The Grand Rapids, Mich., Cycle Co.'s "Clipper"
and "Venus" safeties have met with such an en-
couraging demand that the factory is to be consider-
ably enlarged, and the jiianufacture go into in earnest
ne.xt year. Additional machinery was purchased in

Chicago last week.

The run to Stillwell's under Lieutenant Mead, on
Sunday, was well attended, and all enjoyed the trip
with the possible exception of Lewis. The boys
thought he ought to have a bath, so they unceremoni-
ously dumped him overboard. He had need of a
clothes wringer when he got home.
The Irish cycle trade is about to receive an important

addition in the shape of the Irish Cycle Company.
The new company has secured the Irish agencies from
a number of English concerns for a period of ten
years, and in addition to these agencies they will
manufacture cycles on their own account

Mr. Von der Linden, of Poughkeepsie, is happy over
the recovery of his bicycle, which disappeared some-
where in Philadelphia after the Century run, mis-
directed, most likely, and held at some freight office.

Messrs. Strong & Green are highly spoken of by
the "Century" riders for the courtesy and conven-
iences shown to them.

The Roxbury Bicycle Club recently presented the
Cambridgeport Cycle Club with a large engraving as
a token of appreciation of the kindness of the Cam-
bridgeport men in surrendering all claims to the
steam launch at Riverside the other Sunday, and thus
allowing the Ro.xbury Club to take their visitors from
Worcester for a sail on the beautiful Charles.

The annual meeting of the Fremont, Ohio, Bicycle
Club was held in the Council Chamber Tuesday even-
ing, loth inst. Four new members were admitted :

C. S. Beelman, C. M. Beelman, F. R. West and Jacob
D. Kiser. The following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, J. W. Pero ; Vice-President, C. G. Schimkat;
Secretary and Treasurer, C. S. Beelman ; Captain,
C. W. Davis.

At the last regular meeting of the Bay State Bicycle
Club, of Worcester, it was decided to hold a picnic on
July 4 instead of participating in the meet of the New
Hampshire division, L. A. W., at Nashua on that day.
Photographic views of several interesting events of
the late tournament of the club were presented to the
organization by Capt. A. D. Peck, Jr., of the Boston
Athletic and Massachusetts Bicycle Clubs.

The Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture
recently held a meeting at Wellsboro, at which Gov-
ernor Beaver was present. In discussing the question
of improvements of the thoroughfares, the farmers con-
demned better roads with all the eloquence of which
they were capable. All this happened, however,
after the Governor had left the meeting, because the
Governor is a great roads improvement enthusiast.

On Sunday, June 22, the Manhattan Bicycle Club
will have two club runs. One party, starting at o a. m.,
will ride to Tarrytown, dining at the Franklin House.
The second division, under command of Second Lieu-
tenant Frank Washburn will leave at 10:30, and,
proceeding to Yonkers, dining at the Getty House,
after which they will take a trip up the Hudson as far
as Tarrytown and return on board a naptha launch.

S. G. Whittaker has gone into business with a Mr.
Evans, a wealthy tea merchant, of Birmingham, Eng-
land. The business has been organized under the
title of the English Cycle Manufacturing Co., with the
business inanagement in the hands of Mr. Whittaker,
who will open a store on North Broad Street, Phila-
delphia. The concern will handle quite a number of
different styles and will pay less attention to retail
than to wholesale trade.

It has been decided that the Boston-Niagara touring
party shall leave Boston on the afternoon of Sunday,
August 17, by the Fitchburg Road, and all wheelmen
desiring to participate in this pleasant outing should
send their address to Vice-Consul Robinson, 10 Salem
Street, Charlestown, at their earliest convenience. As
the tour is made solely for pleasure, the pace set will
be moderate, the party select and limited, and the
expense will not exceed $20.

The Union Cycle Manufacturing Co., of Highland-
ville, Mass., have just gotten out a new edition of their
1800 catalogue describing the Nos. 9 and 10 Union safe-
ties. The No. q Union safety is a strongly-braced,
cross-framed wheel. The wheels are illu.strated and
described in detail, all the parts being shown. No. 10

is a drop-framed wheel with detachable bar, and suit-
able for lady or gentleman. The company also han-
dles the Springfield Roadster Nos. 2 and 5.

Gustav Kolbe, of 251 Broadway, N. Y., makes a spe-
cialty of pocket maps which show roads, railroads,
streams, etc. They are of special advantage to bicy-
cle riders, and are put up in convenient pocket form.
Several of these maps have been sent to this office, and
we find them to be an excellent thing. Among the
territory covered by the maps are the Jersey coast,
central and northern New Jersey, Long Island, West-
chester County, N. Y., and part of Fairfield Coun-
ty, Conn.
We have no other wheels in mind which have "caught

on" more quickly than the Referee, which was heard of
but very little last season, and which was practically
introduced this j^ear. The Referee is made in so many
styles that riders are able to gratify their fads and
fancies in regard to weight, etc. Messrs. Bretz,
Curtis & Co. have reason to feel gratified in the man
ner in which riders have inquired after their wheels.
Among two of the proininent riders who use the
Referee are Hoyland Smith and W. W. Taxis.

President James R. Dunn has been sending out
personal letters of inquiry to prominent members of
the League for the purpose of obtaining advice and
counsel, as well as suggestions, in regard to amend-
ments and additions to the L. A. W. constitution and
by-laws, as it is probable that a constitutional conven-
tion will be held this summer. If the call is issued it

will be sent within a couple of weeks. The President
outlines a number of ideas which he has been consid-
ering, and the opinions of prominent League mem-
bers are solicited.

BROOKLYN B. C. NOTES.

I have met it and still survive. For some time
rumors have been afloat that a most marvelous cos-
tume was worn by an unattached, and while taking a
spin through the Park recently, it dawned upon my
visi(m. Clad in tight-fitting knee pants, of white duck,
three cute black buttons on each knee, black stock-
ings, white shirt, black necktie and hat, with a white
coat, this emblem of mourning, serenely di.sdainful of
wondering glances, sped on his way. Ah, me ! It is

a feverish fancy with a cooling effect.

NEW CLUB ORGANIZED AT GALVESTON, TEXAS.

In order to advance the interest of cycling in Galves-
ton, a number of wheelmen of that city met in the
parlors of the Tremont Hotel on the evening of June
12, and organized the Galveston Cycling Club. The
following officers were elected : Captain, R. M. Tidd

;

Lieutenant, M. H. Marshall, and Secretary-Treasurer,
R. D, Steele. The club starts with over thirty. A new
uniform has been ordered, and a number of club runs
to .San Luis life-saving station and other points of
interest near Galveston have been planned.

Messrs. William Read & Sons are very much pleased
over the record made by the New Mail at the Chicago
Exposition 100-mile road race. _F. E. Spooner, who
won the race in record time, rode a New Mail and the
wheel stood hard service. A representative of THE
Wheel recently tried a new Mail safety and found it

to be an elegant machine for road riding. The wheel
is well constructed and will stand any amount of
hammering about. It is fairly light and runs very
easily along the level and up hill. The handlebars
are conveniently fitted and the wheel steers very
.steadily.

Messrs. E. H. Wilcox and W. E. Hance have been
elected secretary and superintendent of the Stover
Bicycle Manufacturing Co. vice Messrs. W. A. Merri-
field and W. C. Smith, resigned. The new secretary
and superintendent are stockholders in the company
and are well qualified for the position to which they
have been elected. Mr. Wilcox has been in the cycle
business for ten years, and Mr. Hance is the inventor
of the Paragon spring frame. The company is build-
ing a new factory of brick and brown stone, which
will be lighted by electricity and heated by steam.
The new factory will be occupied about Aug. i. The
Stover Company report a steady flow of orders all this
year, and at no time have they been able to supply
the demand for their wheels.

The English papers record the death of Mrs. Sarah
Jones, a late resident of Diston, who recently went out
for a ride on a tandem tricycle. After a short distance
had been covered she got off the machine and lay
down by the road side, where she expired without a
sound, in two or three minutes. Her medical attend-
ant stated that her death resulted from syncope,
caused from over-exertion in riding the tricycle. Mrs.
Jones was twenty-nine years of age. This reminds
us, and it cannot be too often repeated, that before
taking up cycling to any great extent, one should
have one s heart thoroughly examined to find if there
is any organic disease. Every few months an acci-
dent of the kind we have recorded forcibly impresses
the necessity of this examination upon the minds of
cyclists.

Mr. Henry Deitz sends a letter to THE WHEEL re-
garding the Baltimore hill-climbing controversy. Mr.
Deitz states that on or about the 24th of May he made
a proposition to Mr. Oldfield, in which he agreed to
meet him in a friendly contest on Saratoga .Street,

near Cathedral Street. ' Mr. Deitz also .stated that he
suggested that both men ride regular stock machines
of any make selected. Mr. Oldfield objected to hav-
ing his mount selected for him, replying that he
would not be dictated to as to what wheel he should
ride. Mr. Deitz then proposed that the rider should
choose any wheel he pleased, but this proposition was
never considered. We would publish Mr. Deitz's let-

ter in detail, but enough space has already been de-
voted to this matter, and the controversy is now
closed so far as the columns of this paper are con-
cerned.

At New Haven a representative of The Wheel had
the pleasure of meeting Major Chas. L. Burdette, a
member of the League's National Highway Improve-
ment Committee. Mr. Burdette has been a civil
engineer in the city of Hartford for a long number of
years, and is a prominent citizen of Connecticut's
capitol. His knowledge of highway improvement is

only exceeded by his interest and enthusiasm in the
question of good roads. The Major is a thorough
believer in the educational plan for the present. He
has a number of schemes in fermentation, which he
will submit to the Highway Improvement Committee.
His idea is to write practfcal essays on the subject
and have them distributed where they will do most
good. Altogether, we think the League very happy
and fortunate in having at its disposal the services
and support of such a man.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicvcle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Washington,
D. C.]

430,107. Bicycle. Wm. E. Brock, Plainfield, N. J.
Filed October 26, 1889. Serial number 328,339.

430,270. Balancing device for wheels. D. R. Cook,
Norwich, N. Y. Filed February ii, 1890. Serial num-
ber 340,014.
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THE FIRST "PNEUMATIC" IN

AMERICA.

IMPORTED UY THE KIRK BROWN CO. OF PHILA

DELPHIA.

The first pneumatic-tired machine shown in

America is now on exhibition at the store of the
Kirk Brown Co., Limited, Penn Square, Phila-

delphia, and is attracting wide attention. Kirk
Brown sold the first rear-driving safety in

Philadelphia, and also rode the first safety

tandem seen in that city, and his concern scores

another " first" in introducing the pneumatic to

the American public.

The tire presents a queer or rather ridiculous

appearance. It is white in color and entirely

surrounds the metal rim, which is hidden from
sight. Its size, 2J inches in diameter, gives the
wheel the appearance of a road roller, and even
the most hardened cj^cler will feel some hesi-

tancy about riding it on a public street.

The action of the tire on a roughly-paved
street is nothing short of wonderful, every
particle of vibration is absorbed, and the riding

is nearly as smooth as on an ordinary macada-
mized road ; the sharp vibrations of the stones
are converted into gentle indulations, causing a
new and not unpleasant sensation. The speed
that can be attained on a Belgian pavement is

remarkable. Think of a mile under such con-
ditions in four minutes.
On sand the running is a little hard, but not

so hard as an ordinary tire on an ordinary clay
road, and it is quite an easy matter to get up a
good spurt. In fact, the pneumatic shod wheel
is capable of romping away from any other
wheel made on a reasonably bad road of any
kind. There is no temptation when riding it to

choose the best bits of road; anything that
comes is good enough.
The writer has also tried the tire on sand and

mud, and has found the tire a great success.

The rigidity of steering and driving are not
in the least sacrificed. On the whole, the
pneumatic is a grand success, provided the tires

will last a reasonable length of time. B.

GEORGE SINGER.
¥

THE FOUNDER OF A GREAT HOUSE.

The C)'t:Ie Record of May 3 reproduces a
photograph of Mr. George Singer. Mr. Singer
is apparently a long-headed, hard-thinking man,
of a shrewd and conservative turn. Of Mr.
Singer, the Record says :

'

' Mr. Singer has been
associated with the cycle industry since its intro-

duction into this country, having been engaged
at the time at the works of the Coventry
Machinists' Company. In 1869 he migrated to

Coventry, where he became the working asso-

ciate of the late Mr. Jas. Starley and others
who are well known as pioneers of the cycle
industry. He contintied in that capacity for

about four or five years ,when he took a position

as manager of the Paragon bicycle concern.
About this time Mr. Singer commenced business
on his own account and brought out the
Challenge bicycle, which proved to be the
foundation on which the firm built up its repu-
tation and its finances. The demand for the
Challenge bicycle became so great that the
premises were repeatedly enlarged and sub-
sequently a new plant was bought.

" In 1876 the company moved to their present
works, and in the same year they made "their

first safety and their first tricycle. At the present
time they make five distinct patterns of tricycles.

The firm claim that their safety, made in 1876,
was the first safety bicycle. The first big run
the firm had in safeties was with their 'Xtraor-
dinary bicycle, the chief merit of which was the
little danger from croppers. Mr. Singer thinks
that the ordinary will hold its own to a certain
extent, but that it will never again supersede or
even equal the run on rear-drivers. He thinks,

however, that firms sliould make a limited
number of ordinaries. I le is of the opinion 1 hat
the safely is .so firmly established tluit it will

take something e>:Lraor(linarily good to dislodge
it in popular cstijiiation.

" Of the American trade Mr. Singer has this to

say; 'Yes, I think America a good field, for

the present at least, and we now export a large

number of machines to that country ; but if the
trade is to be maintained, it wU be necessary to

send only work which is up to the best standard.

The duty increases the price enomiously and it

is really not worth while to pay duty on cheap
goods.' Mr. Singer believes that Coventry is

losing its reputation for the production of only
first-class machines, and that the stamp of

Coventry is no longer a guarantee of high
grade as was once the case. This is due to the

fact that man}^ are trading on the name and are

at the same time selling cycles of inferior quality.

In regard to the Stanley Show, Mr. Singer be-

lieves it has been of little if any advantage to

the trade for the past four or five years, and he
thinks that the policy of suspending it for a time
is a wise one.

'

' The plant of Singer & Company embraces
three large factories, covering altogether several

acres and separated at short btit convenient
distances from each other and all fitted up wth
the latest improved machinery. The number
of hands employed is over six hundred, and one
of the chief features in connection wth the

management of the works is that all hands are

employed during the winter in making stock

which enables the firm to meet the great

demand which comes with the spring.
'

' The principals of the concern have always
taken a great interest in the personal welfare of

George Singer.

the men, and in addition to a benefit societ)-,

membership in which has been made obligatory,

there are recreation, cricket, football and cycling
clubs and also an Apollo band. In addition to

Mr. George Singer, the other member of the
firm is Mr. C. J. Stringer, Mr. Singer's brother-
in-law, who was taken into partnership in 1886.

Notwithstanding the pressure of his business
life, Mr. Singer takes considerable interest in

many local, political and social institutions in

the city of Coventry, for the corporation of

which he has been for several years a prominent
member.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

The French Government is being approached by
cycle manufacturers in that country for a special clas-
sification for cycles, and also for an increase of cus-
toms duty. British manufacturers will suffer should
this be carried out.

Another boon to cyclists and all others who go in
for picnicing is a "tea-ball," the composition of which
includes cream and sugar as well as tea. These balls
cost only the small sum of one penny, and on the ap-
plication of boiling water each supplies a sufficient
quantity of the refreshing beverage to fill two cups.

A Bradford gentleman has invented a patent pipe
attachment, which should sell well. The patentee is

an old cyclist, and knowing the inconvenience of hav-
ing a quiet smoke on a bicycle, he has devised this
attachment. It is m;tde to'fit on the handle-bar, the
pipe being secured by a nickel-plated clip and spring,
and is connected totho rider by a flexible tube with
mouth-piece. All vibration to the teeth is done away
with, and the danger of sparks and tobacco-ash lodg-
ing in the eyes is entirely averted. The rider can
mount and dismount without detaching the pipe.
When not riding, the pipe can be used as an ordinary
one, and a very handsome pipe it makes.

AN ELECTRIC LAMP FOR CYCLES.

Comus writes: I have had a long chat with
Mr. E. A. McLachlan, the inventor of the latest
electric lamp for cycles, which created rather a
sensation in cycling circles at the last show.
Mi". McLachlan has commenced young, for I

should say hardly thirty years have passed
over his head, which has a very pleasant face,
and which gives forth his ideas on subjects in
which he is interested very clearly and intelli-

gently. He is an electrical engineer by pro-
fession, having had ten years' practical engi-
neering experience (part of which he spent on
the Underground Railway works) in England,
three years of the same work in America, and
then two years of electrical work in this country.
His business place is at 55 Brighton Road,
Stoke Newington, N., and he is a rider of four
years' standing. He seems to have given a
good deal of thought to the electric lighting
question relating to cycles, for he touched on
the lamps which have been exhibited in the
past, pointed out their good and bad features,
out. of which he has built up the present
marketable article.

It is absolutely necessary, as far as cycles are
concerned, to have the lamp self-contained, of
moderate weight, and neat appearance, all of
which he seems to have included in the path-
guider he showed me and allowed me to try.

This takes the form of an oblong wooderL
(teak) case 4X2-|x5-J, standing on its smallest
side, to which an ordinary cycle lamp spring
back (Salsbury's) is fitted on one side, and a short
tube of copper electro plated, ending in a bull' s-

eye, in which an ordinary incandescent lamp is

fixed on the other. The connection between
this globe and the accumulators inside the
wooden case is managed by means of a couple
of wires running from beneath the tube round
to the two "terminals" placed above, which
pass through the wood to the cells inside.

For convenience, the top opens on hinges,
this being the only loose part. Turning on or
off the illuminating power is done by means of

a small handle on the left side, having a play of
about half an inch. The appearance thus is

much the same as an ordinary cj-cle lamp, wath
the exception of the wooden bodj-—a feature
which the inventor intends to retain, as tin,

from which others have been made, is' likely to
persuade the electric current to escape, an utter
impossibility in the case of a wooden or non-
conducting covering. Mr. McLachlan declares
his lamp can be charged- and left for six months
without any diminution of force taking place.

The interior of the lamp contains two cells

and four " volts" acumulators, which on being
charged from a primary battery or dynamo will

display a five-candle light for fifteen hours. The
charging in either case takes six hours, and
unless-the owner has a primary battery (which
can be procured at a cost of 5s. , the expense at

any electricians will be about 6d. , which is not
extravagant. This run of fifteen hours has
never been approached before in electric cycle

lamps, one of six hours having been about the
greatest recorded, and this e.xtention of time
will no doubt weigh against the extra weight it

necessitates, though the inventor assured me he
could build me a lamp with an eight hours' run
to weigh but two and a half pounds.
The lamp I am writing about came out on the

scales three and a half pounds, with the spring
bracket, or four pounds seven ounces complete.
It is, in fact, the lightest .self-contained electric

lamp which has yet seen the light of day, or rather

the darkness of night. The cost is two guineas
complete, which is b)- no means excessive when
all the jDarts in it are taken into consideration.

Of course, the design is full}' protected. Upon
my inquiry as to the eft'ect of jolting, ilr. Mc-
Lachlan assured me that the roughness of the
road would not eft'ect it at all, and it could be
tipped and tilted to a great extent without
harm accruing, though turning it upside down,
on account of the liquid in the cells, would not

be a good thing for it. 1 was glad to learn that

a good crowd collected at Tally Ho ! last Friday
evening, when Mr. Marks had the lamp out;

also that several orders for it had been taken
and executed.

—

Buydiii^ Xcws.

G. W. Wells, 701 D Street, S. E., Washington, D. C,
is sub-agent for Messrs I.,, B, Graves (R Co., and is,

also an expert repairer.
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THE WHITE MOUNTAIN TOUR.

It is doubtful if a more enjoyable trip could be planned than the White Mountain tour now
being organized by Mr. Geo. R. McAuslan. One who know» the region thoroughly says of it,

'
' I can unhesitatingly say that a cycler will have only himself (or the weather) to blame if he

does not thoroughly enjoy the trip.

"The Sunday at North Conway, August 3, wall afford an opportunity for many a pleasant

ramble, giving ample time to visit most of the attractions.

"The Monday morning's wheel ride of thirteen miles, mostly over good roads, to Upper
Bartlett, will give just exercise enough to call into activity any lazily-inclined senses that are

needed to keenly relish the grand scenery of the famous Notch as they wheel through in those

luxurious observation cars to Crawford's.

"Tuesday will be well spent in visiting Mount Washington by rail and stopping for the

night at Twin Mountain House.
" Wednesday wll be a day for the wheels, and who of the party vdW ever forget the beauti-

ful fide down tlie slopes of Cherry Mountain, over the famous ' slide,' past the ' meadows,' and
then the climb to the ' Hill ?' We can assure the party of an enjoyable dinner at any one of the

many hotels on the 'Hills' which will touch the proper spot after their ride of twelve miles in

the uplands. Then the afternoon jaunt of eight miles to Lancaster, the handsomest \nllage in
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the whole mountain region. To me the most delightful and interesting drive it has ever been
my lot to see.

'

' Thursday the wheels \\dll again be called out for a sixteen mile stage to Bethlehem, passing
through Whitefield en route.

" Friday, another sixteen or eighteen mile drive, with a vnsit to the great attractions of the
Profile or Frauconia Notch, and a sumptuous repast at the Profile House, then an ever-to-be-
remembered ride down through the Nol*h to the Flume House.

'

' Saturday an easy drive on wheel to North Woodstock, then train to Weirs and boat on the
beautiful lake of Winnepesaukee to Centre Harbor, one of the pretty lake towns where Sundaj^
will be spent.

"No better route could have been chosen.
It takes in nearly all the important points ; the
cycling part is over the best roads, and the train
helps over the bad places.

" It not only takes the party to the moun-
tains, but above or beyond the mountains, a
country celebrated for its fruitfulness and rich
and varied scenery.

'

' The ladies of the company who ride
safeties can use their wheels with pleasure a
good share of the distance. Of course there
are some hills—some long and steep ones—but
there are more to go down than up, and they
afford delightful coasts. Think of the Shannon
hill coast—nearly a mile and a half, and surface
excellent. Then the coast of Cherry Mountain
and the down-grade ride of Profile Notch

!

'

' The surface is generally hard, with little

sand, so that walking the hardest up-gjades
really becomes a pleasure,"
The party is limited to thirty. About one-

third of which places are now engaged.
Further information may be obtained of Geo.
R. McAuslan, 209 Westminster Street, Provi-
dence, R. I.

F, E. "WEAVER.

F. E. Weaver, the New Haven cyclist, passed
through Columbia, Mo. , last week—his cyclome-
ter record from the start being 1,700 miles. His
wheel showed the effects of the rough trip ; the
frame and wheels were staunch, but the tires

were nearly gone. Mr. Weaver stated that in

coming down hiUs, whUe passing over the Alle-

ghany Mountains, he had to use the brake so
much that it wore away one spoon, and so much
weight was thrown on the front wheel that its

tire was cut by the loose stones. His wheel,
which is an Eagle, is the first of that kind to go
through that part of Missouri, and it attracts

considerable attention. Mr. Weaver is a tele-

graph operator, and is making the trip solely

for pleasure \s'ith the additional enjojTnent he
expects to derive from meeting a brother whom
he has not seen since his early boj'hood.

IN CAMP AT WASHINGTON HOL-
LOW.

Editor of The Wheel:
I have just learned that a number of wheel-

men from Brooklyn have made arrangements
to camp out for a short time at a place called

Washington Hollow, twelve miles east of Pough-
keepsie, and making that their headquarters, to

take daily runs over the various good roads
leading from that place.

The plan is a good one, and I may say to

those who do not favor the idea of camping out,

but wish to locate for a time in some one place,

that excellent accommodations can be found at

the hotel in the \'illage. Ha\Tng spent part of

my vacation there last summer, I can vouch
for the roads being much better than indicated

in the old road book, and beUeving that many
wheelmen would be glad to learn of such a
place, I take this method of calling their atten-

tion to it. A. Rider.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen have devised a plan to
spend July 4. On the evening^ of the 3d a party of the
club members will take a tram to Philadelphia, spend-
ing the evening at that city, and wheelmg the next
day in Fairmount Park and on the Lancaster Pike,
returning by train in the evening. It is also probable
that the members will take a week's trip to Boston
during the last week of July.
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WHERE

TOURING,

The time it is come for the taking

of tours, and the burning question

SHALL confronts us, Where shall we go?
Lamentably small as is the percent-

WE GO ? age of wheelmen who really want
to enjoy this best side of cycUng,

there are fewer still who know how to lay out a

route to advantage ; so that it would seem to be

the duty of those amongst us who have explored

some of the country roads to give our neighbors

the benefit of our experience.

It is this which has suggested to me the idea

of sending The Wheel, now and then, (if the

editor will permit) a letter sketching out, prima-

rily for the use of New York wheelmen, two
tours starting from New York City—one to be

covered in a week or ten days, the other for

about three days—to be "all wheel" so far as

possible. Let us hope that the example may
lead others to do likewise. For my first

VACATION TRIP

I have decided upon the far-famed Delaware
vaUey, not the mongrel imitation of a tour

which consists in taking a train to Port Jervis

and back (200 miles of rail for eighty by wheel),

but a trip that carries us there and back by pedal

power only.

On the first day we ride to Tarrytown, twen-

ty-five miles that are famihar to all city wheel-

men and require no description; crossing the

ferry to Nyack we stop at a little French restau-

rant called the Hotel St. George, where one of

the best suburban meals can be had. Straight

up the hill and out the turnpike westward, our

next fourteen miles brings us to Suffems, over

quite a hilly road that is sometimes good (except

one sandy hill six miles from Nyack) and some
times poor, but always fairly ridable.

As we approach Sufferns, the beautiful Ram-
apo hills come in sight, welcoming us to one of

the pleasantest bits of riding on the trip. A
seasoned rider can easily push on to Turner's or

even to Monroe the same day ; but the average

tourist will be wiser not to try too much before

the third day, but stop either at Suffems or at

Sloatsburg for the night. (Second day.) Thence
up the Ramapo valley, past Tuxedo Park and
the old Greenwood Iron Works, now dismantled

and telling a sad tale of an iron manufacturer
protected to his ruin, the scenery is superb and
the road is of the finest. Fifteen miles from
Sloatsburg, at Monroe, the road is less direct

than before, and some little care will be needed
to find one's way to Chester, but all these gravel

roads are good, and as one rolls on through
this renowned milk country, with its gently

undulating grades, its handsome stock and ever-

varying valley vistas, one does not mind the

risk of wandering a little. From Chester to

Goshen and Middletown the route is clear, and
every revolution is enjoyable ; but the tempta-

tions to loiter are many, and as this second day
out is apt to be the hardest before our muscles
are well tuned up, it is better to be content with

the thirty-five or forty miles covered and take

another rest for the tougher stretch next ahead.

The third day includes a good deal of walk-
ing on the way to Otisville, where we have to

cross a low mountain range, and the neophyte
is excusable if he uses the cars here ; but no one
should miss the shale road from Cuddebackville,

on the other side of the mountains to Port Jer-

vis, for it is one of the best on the entire route.

Assuming that we wheel all the way, we reach
Otisville in time for an early dinner, and easily

make Milford, eight miles beyond Port Jervis,

before nightfall, with a record of about thirty

miles for the day.

At Milford no one who loves good living will

go elsewhere than to either Fauchere's (pro-

nounced Foshare) or to Emil Riviere's, and the

chances are ten to one that he will find, at either

place, that the table will tempt him to lie over
the next morning and stroll out to see the

special attraction of the pretty little town, the

Sawkill Fall. Indeed, the time table ought to

be arranged so as to take in this entire superb
stretch of roadway in the afternoon, when the

shadow of the mountain, along whose eastern

base it lies, will not only give a grateful pro-

tection from the heat, but add very much to the

beauty of the scenery in the way it modifies

the lights and shades.

DETROIT-NIAGARA TOUR.

Everything is being done that can be to make this tour one of the largest ever organized.
There are over twenty men already booked, with over one hundred, who have promised to go, to

hear from. It is quite important that all who can should send in their name ^\dth $1 by the 12th
of July, as the final programme will be published July 15, and all names that are in by that time
will be printed in it. The tour is in charge of C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue, Detroit.

So perfect is the roadway, that the afternoon's
spin of twenty miles to Bushkill (on the fourth
day) is not a hard one, and we are fresh next
morning for the tougher twelve miles that have
to be traveled to the Water Gap. For the next
stage to Easton, about thirty miles, I have to

adduce information and belief only, but fi'om

what I can learn it should be fair wheeling and
easily covered at least by breakfast time on the
sixth day out, even if the surface is not good
enough to make the distance before dark.

Still down the Delaware River is Lambert-
ville, thirty miles below Easton, over good roads,

and here we turn back into Jersey, to go twelve
miles further to Flemington over fine shale sur-

faces.

Now we are in the Raritan Valley, and our
seventh day's riding through Sumer\nlle and
Bound Brook, twenty miles in all, is the veiy
cream of cycling, the memory of which even
the nine miles to Plainfield, with its five miles
sandy interlude, is hardl}' enough to efface

before we are on the magnificent Fanwood
macadam to Westfield.

Next comes another five miles of pm'gatory,
and we are at Springfield, only a mile from the
road race course and about five miles from
Orange, where no further directions are needed.
On this last day only have we ridden more

than fifty miles, and yet in exactl)'' one week
the circuit has been made without ever entering
a baggage car, leaving plenty of time for ac-

cidental or intentional delays, \\'ithin the ordi-

nary vacation.

But suppose that it is only one of the

THREE-DAY HOLIDAYS,

that have become so common of late 3^ears,

which is at our command. We can't go far

afield and yet we want to get away from the
interminable repetition of Park and Riverside
and Washington Bridge. There are a dozen
trips here within reach, but sticking to the pro-

gramme, only one goes in this issue.

As our time is so short, we will not scorn the
steam horse this time, but boarding an early

tram at Harlem or Mott Haven, let it whisk us
to where the good riding begins—at Garrison's.

Taking the New York Road Book, (route 20)

for a guide, we pedal quickly away up the
Hudson River, v-^dth hardly a dismount, to

Poughkeepsie for the midday meal. Thence
through the superb Hyde Park neighborhood to

Rhinebeck for the night, is about fifty miles in

all for the day that ought not to falter any
fairly good rider.

Next morning we still follow Route 20 to

Johnson\nlle, about twelve miles, and cut across

four or five miles to join Route 22 at HoUow-
x-ille, reaching Hillsdale in time for dinner.

Tm-ning south from here, we have Route 21 to

follow to, perhaps, Millerton, for bedtime ; and
on our third day ride as far as we can, with
good roads, ho\\-ever, only to Patterson ; whence
the Harlem Railroad will bring us home again
in good season. L. A. W., 259.

The output of cycles at Coventry in Whitsun week
was something enormous, special trains havin.ij to be
requisitioned for the conveyance of the wheels to their
destinations. One firm alone, Hillman, Herbert &
Cooper (limited), sent out 648 machines.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE CENTURY RUN'.

Hurrah for good old Philadelphia! She's on top
once more

!

Hurrah for her bicycle clubs whose members have
aKain shown their ability as road riders !

Hurrah for her ladies who, on Saturday, put to

shame many a man who could not bejrin to keep up to

their hijjh mark of riding ability, and hurrah for the
Century Wheelmen who showed the cycling public
once more that they can turn out a larjier number of

men on any occasion than any other city club.
The exact number of Philadelphia men on the New

York Century Run 1 have not been able to obtain.
There were altojfcther some seventy-tive or eighty
who went over for the trip, the greater part of whoiii
left on a special train from Ucrmantown Junction at

4 p. m. on Friday afternoon, when it looked every
:noment as if it would rain.
On Saturday afternoon, quite a large party of Cen-

tury and Columbia members rode up the Bristol Pike
as far as Holmesburg to meet the run. The first one to
appear was a tall young man, dressed in a white suit

with a black and white striped bla/er, and mounted
on a full-nickeled E.xpert. He arrived some two hours
ahead of the run, having ridden .straight through
almost without stops. Several others arrived early,
havin.g come on ahead instead of waiting at Trenton
and Holmesburg for the slow riders to catch up.
Although several different parties claim to be the

first to reach the city, there is no credit attached there-
to, as the run did not end in a scorch and those who
rode ahead of Captain Ualsen simply showed their
irnpatience or desire to .gain a little notoriety.
The main portion of the run, and the wheelmen who

rode ottt to meet them, arrived at the upper end of

Broad Street at about 8:30. After reaching the asphalt
a line was formed eight abreast before proceeding to
the Century Club House. The fact of the run had
been published in all the daily papers, and Broad
Street was lined with people all the evenin.g.

In front of the Grand Opera House there was a
crowd of at least 1000 spectators, who. spread out into
the street and completely blocked the passage. After
leaving their machines at Strong & Green's riding
school, the wheelmen proceeded to the club house,
where coffee and sandwiches were served in the wheel
room and an instrumental concert by Jlessrs. Cary and
Gardiner's orchestra was .given in the parlor.
On Sunday, at 10 o'clock, the Century Wheelmen,

assi.sted by members of several of the other clubs,
took their guests out Diamond Street to the park,
down Dairy Hill, around the River Drive and to
Strawberry Mansion, where refreshments were served,
returnin.g over the same route, and after dinner es-
corting the New Yorkers to the train.
Nearly all the Philadelphia riders who started made

the entire distance. Several of those who were com-
pelled to retire did so on account of broken machines.
Of thirty-three starters, twenty-six of the Century
Wheelmen finished. The Co'lumbia Cyclers had
seven men out who rode all the way. Of four
starters of the South Ends, but one dropped out, and
the same may be said of the O.xfords.
Miss "Welch, Jliss Techlenbergand Mrs. Dalsenhave

each added new laurels to their reputations. If the
accounts given by those on the run are not badly ex-
aggerated it must have been a trip that could be made
by no lady riders of less ability than these three. A
difficult ride for a lad}- under favorable circumstances,
the credit is much greater with such conditions as had
to be faced Saturday.

It is called the "New Y'ork Century Run." Well, I

suppose New York had the most to do with getting it

up, but there were more Philadelphians than New
Y'orkers who started, there were more who finished,
we captured the banner by a large majority and
brought safely through the only three ladies who
dared atteinpt the ride. If there is any credit left,

New Y'ork is welcome to it.

The Century Wheelmen think that they have a good
claim to the record for club mileage for one day. In
addition to that made by the thirty-three who were
on the Century run, there were a large number of the
members of the club who met the party at Holmes-
burg or Trenton, and of course the usual number of
afternoon riders in the Park.
The total mileage for Saturday will thus amount

probably to something over 4,000 miles. If so, the
Century has the one day's club mileage record for
the U. S.

The Mount Vernon Wheelmen have adopted as a
club emblem the design of a wheel with a wing pro-
truding from the centre. This will hereafter be worn
on the cap in place of the letters M. "V. W.

PHIL.\DELPHI.\ CLUB'S OUTIXG POSTPONED.

The summer outing of the Philadelphia Bicycle
Club, which was fixed to start on June 13, has been
postponed until later in the season. But a small party
would have been able to take the trip at present, and
as quite a number would be able to go in August, the
change was deemed advisable.

The members of the South End Wheelmen are in
the habit of using a bit of asphalt around a down-
town square for a race track late at night after the
seats are deserted, and numerous accidents nave hap-
gened thereby. On Monday evening last Messrs.
radley and Robt. McCurdy, two prominent riders of

the club, collided, resulting' in both bein.g taken to the
hospital—Mr. Bradley with a badly cut head, and Mr.
McCurdy with a dislocated shoulder. Happily no
bones were broken, and both will be out once more in
the course of a few days.

Just how many times Ford's Hill may be climbed
without a dismount seems to depend on the length of
time a man wishes to ride up and down the .grade. S.
H. Crawford last week I'ode it seventeen times with-
out getting off his wheel.

Geo. T. Laing, for the past two vears the popular,
efficient and hard-working president of the Penn-
sylvania Bicj'cle Club, is about to resign his office on
account of business duties.

PROSPEROUS CYCLE DEALERS.

No better sign of the prosperity of the present sea-
son for the dealers can be found than the fact that
they are compelled to enlarge their stores in mid-
summer. At the Hart Cycle Co., 811 Arch Street, the
carpenters are hard at work making needed altera-
tions.

The Strong & Green Co. are adding yog Arch to their
present quarters, and Bretz, Curtis & Co. are making
extensive alterations, and removing their repair shops
to the basement.

SCHUYLKILL N.WY lilCYCLE RACES.

The annual games of the A. C. S. N. were held
Saturday on their new grounds at Stenton. The two
bicycle faces attracted a large number of wheelmen
to see the contest between Taxis and Murphy, of the
K. C. W. of Brooklyn. The final of the i-mile race,
when they met for the first time, had aspretty a finish
as was ever run. In the 2-mile race Taxis dropped
out of his heat. Draper, who rides in hard luck, took
a header on one of the corners, fracturing his collar
bone in three places, and was taken home in a carriage.
The result was as follows :

ONE-MILE HANDICAP.

FIRST HEAT—W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., first ; A. A.
Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, second. Time, 2m. 57 3-5S.

SECOND Heat—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., first ; S. B.
Bowman, N. J. A. C, second. Time, 3m. 25 1-5S.

Final Heat—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., first; W. F.
ilurphy, K. C. W., second. Time, 3m. 173.

TWO-MILE HANDICAP.

FIRST Heat—W. C. Seeds, W. W. (180 yards), first;

F. B. Elliott, W. A. C. (230 yards), second. Time, 6m.
6 2-5S.

Second Heat—W. F. Murphy, K. C. W. (scratch),
first ; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C. (40 yards), second.
Time, 6m. 3 4-5S.

Final Heat—Murphy, (scratch,) first; Brown (40
yards), second. Time, 6m. 6 4-5S.

The Camden Wheelmen are talking of their third
annual moonlight river e.xcursion to be given shortly.
A tip to the Camden boys would not be out of place-
either to charter a more commodious boat, or else
limit the sale of invitaticms, as last year's pleasure was
marred by the too great financial success of the affair.

By tV.e time the next issue of The Wheel reaches
the majority of its readers our Pennsylvania State
Meet will be over. The arrangements are now about
complete. The Edwin Forrest has been engaged for
the moonli.ght excursion, the tickets are out for the
theatre party on Saturday evening, when "Faust"
will be presented. The majority of local wheelmen
will attend this stag and several of the bo.xes have
been already' engaged. A g:rand good time is expected
by all, and, weather permitting, the 27th and 28th of
June will be made memorable in Philadelphia cycling.

I HAVE heard

That the New \''ork men were somewhat taken by
surprise at Philadelphia's riding ability on the G. C. R.
Tnat the plucky riding of the ladies had the effect

of nerving some of the men who were inclined to give
up.
That there is a young lady not more than 1000 miles

from the Ardma'n toll gate who is very much inter-
ested in " Our Jack."
That the A. C. S. N. ought to have a safe bicycle

track if they expect to have bicycle races.
That the "phenom" is still acting as pacemaker for

all the big men.
That the old guard of the Century road riders miss

genial Billy Fleming.
That the Big Eight are a jolly set.
That the "Wharton Wheelmen " are myths.

Paul Berwyn.

MEMPHIS, TENN,

TWO DAYS OF FINE SPORT.

The fourth series of the lo-mile handicap bicycle
road race was held on the Poplar Boulevard, Friday
afternoon, June 13, 1890. The starters were T. J. Deu-
pree, Jr., and John 'Sawyer, scratch; Julius Wood,
2%m., and A. F. Alberts, 4l{m. Alberts led off at a fast
pace with Wood starting one minute afterward, fol-
lowed by Deupree and Sawyer, three and one-quarter
minutes later. Wood gained on Alberts from the
start, overtaking him, taking the lead which he held
to the finish, making the ten miles in 42m. 50s., Deu-
pree 100 yards behind ; Alberts, third ; Sawyer,
fourth. Tlie time made by Deupree, 39m. 50s., is the
fastest on record for ten miles ever run in Memphis.
The race meet to be given on the 4th and 5th of July

is sure to be a grand success. The efforts of some of
our best men are being exerted, and from present
prospects a grand old time is in store for all lovers of
the sport.
Below gives a list of the events and prizes. It will

be seen that there arc four State championships and
they will no doubt attract many League members
from Nashville, Clarksville, Knoxville, and other
points. The races are run under the auspices of the
Memphis Cycle Club, which has recentlv been reor-
ganized with that old veteran W. F. Yates, as Presi-
dent , P. P. Gluck, Secretarv, and T. J. Deupree,
Captain.

EVENTS, FIRST DAY, JULY 4.

One-mile bicycle, novices ; i-mile safety, novice

;

i-mile club championship, 2-mile tandem, 2-mile L. A.
W. State championship, i-mile bicvcle in heats,
first heat ; i-mile safety, i-mile bicycle, second heat

;

H-mile L. A. W. State championship, i-mile bicycle,
third heat.

EVENTS, SECOND DAY, JULY 5.

K-mile club championship, 2-mile L. A. W. State
championship, J4-mile bicycle, first heat ; i-mile L. A.
W. safet}' State championship

; i-raile tandem, J^-mile,
second heat ; 2-mile lap, 1-5-mile, bovs (under 46-inch
wheel)

; !/,-mile bicycle, third heat, and i-mile conso-
lation.

June 14, 1890. Chickasaw.

ST. LOUIS.

The annual meeting of the Mis.souri division will be
held at Columbia, July 4 and 5, and promises to
eclipse the Sedalia affair of last year. '1 his Sedalia
meetinijc was the most successful one in the history of
the division, and the Columbia wheelmen have tfieir

work cut out for them. The indications are, however,
that thcv will be equal to the emergency, and if we
may judge from the handsome programme sent out,
there will be no lack of entertainment. The chairman
of the committee, Mr. Douglas, reports everything in
readiness, and with good weather nothing can prevent
a successful gathering.
The track is coming around in good shape, and the

entries are coming in. The prizes are valuable and
selected with the best of judgment. The roads of
Boone County are good in every direction, and to the
lover of nature and the romantic the rocky brooks
and shady glens about Columbia offer unlimited
enjoyment. The rate is one fare for the round trip,
and there will be no delay at Centralia if the party
from here numbers forty or more. The cycling club
has decided to take every available member, and the
Missouris will also be largely represented.
The cycling club went to Musick's Ferry yesterday

and had a regular M. and P. time. Nothirig'seems to
dampen the enthusiasm of this club, and notwith-
standin.g the sure prospect of muddy roads from the
heavy rains of the early morning, and with a blistering
hot sun overhead, they started away with the usual
large attendance. The trouble commenced on Grand
Avenue and continued throughout the run. Pfeffer, a
new rider, turned back a couple of miles beyond
Baden, but with this exception the party was kept
intact until a point about seven miles from the Ferry
was reached. Here there was open rebellion, and the
seductive wiles of Captain Jordan were ineffectual to
prevent further desertions. Six turned back from
this point, but the crowd went on determined to get
the elegant free dinner that had been promised them
at the Ferry. They got the dinner all right, but
wisely concluded to train home from Ferguson.
The Missouris' run to Creve Coeur was abandoned

on account of the bad roads ; they showed good judg-
ment in not attempting the run.
Art Taylor, of the Pope Co., dropped into town

last Wednesday, and immediately began to bluff
about De Soto. " He said he had heard enough about
the terrors of that road, and he proposed to see it for.
himself. Mr. Wainwright took him down on the train
and brought him up awheel. He got in in good shape,
and solemnly avers that it is the finest ride on the
continent. He promises to bring down a party from
Chicago, headed by Garden, next fall.

The Track Association meets Tuesday night to
arrange for the district championships July 12, and to
audit accounts of the last tournament.
St. Louis, June i6. Ithuriel.

MICHIGAN.

Lumsden won the 2-mile race at the Detroit Athletic
Club Meet with ease. The bicycle races are always
received with more interest than any of the other
events at their games.
We can see no reason why Detroit wheelmen cannot

get up more interest in bicycle races. The base ball
craze is dying out, and by another season they can't
draw a crowd. We will then have over 1,000 wheelmen
here and we ought to have some races. Possibly we
will want the L. A. W. Meet here in i8qi. There is a
fine cinder track at the D. A. C. grounrfs, and the club
is always ready to do their share in furthering the
interest of cycling.
How time does change things in the cycling world.

Five years ago, we knew every bic5"cle we saw in the
street. Now we don't know half of the riders, and
there are so many different kinds of wheels used that
we can't tell the maker b}' seeing the bicycle a block
away as we could a few years ago.
We saw " President " Bates last week riding the same

fifty-inch bicycle that has carried him manj' thousand
miles, for he has ridden the same w'neel for seven
years. Mr. Bates is here to stay all summer on busi-
ness connected with the Detroit'Exposition. We hope
to see and hear of him at the club rooms occasionally.
Speaking of " President" Bates calls back old cycling

days when Charles D. Standish, Dr. R. R. Lansing,
Leon Fink and George Root used to ride bicycles.
Why did they give it up ? Can it be because they have
their fine horses now? That may be it, but I guess it

is on account of their business, for they are all suc-
cessful business men now.

If I remember aright it was Mr. C. D. Standish who
won the first State championship, the distance being
a mile and the time about six minutes, and Dr. Lans-
ing has ridden a mile in less than seven minutes. In
those days we went to Ovid, a little town on the D. &
M. R. R., for our big times. There was, at one time,
about thirty riders in that little town of 2,000 inhabi-
tants. Now there are only two or three wheels there.
Marshall was another big wheel town, but they over-

did it and it played itself out. We could not get one
man from Kay City to attend the State division meet
in those days, and I understand there were nine high
grade wheels sold there in one day last week and they
nave a ladies' club of ten riders.
Think of the changes in the old D. B. Club. B. J.

Holcombe and C. H. Smith are the only ones in the
present club of over fifty members who belonged to
the club when first organized. But with all the
changes bicycling is on the increase and we can't tell

where it will end.
The Detroit Wheelmen are in better shape now than

ever before, there are more new riders this season than
last. Why not extend an invitation to the L. A. W. to
hold the meet here next year.'
Wagner and Renseler came in from Ann Arbor on

Sunday and reported the roads in good condition.
Several members of the club will go out to meet Mr.

Neilson on his trip from Chicago to New York.
VVe will have nearly fifteen miles of asphalt before

ne.xt fall, and we can give the Toledo and Cleveland
bovs a good time when thev come to see us.

"BE Be."
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NEWARK.

THE CENTURY START.
" What's all them air over-grown boys doin' here,

mister?" asked a lantern-jawed rustic from the north-
ern part of the State, of the clerk at the Continental
Hotel, Friday evening.
" Oh ! they're going to Philadelphia on their bicycles,

to-morrow ; didn't you see their machines piled up in
the writing room?"
"What! them air wire thing-a-bobs? Well, I swa-

ney I I've heerd tell on 'em afore, but didn't know
'zactly what they be. If they'd come up our way now,
I'll bet a heifer they'd sink outer sight in the mud, an'
you wouldn't see anything but 'er head moving 'long.
Why, old Bill "—But a group of newly-arrived wheel-
men put a stop to the loquacious old man's conversa-.
tion.
From 4 o'clock Friday afternoon until 4 o'clock Sat-

urday morning, the hotel office and writing room was
a moving panorama of wheels and wheelmen, the
Century runners arriving in pairs, by the dozens and
in club contingents. The smoking room was convert-
ed into a stable for the cycles, and as fast as wheel-
men arrived their machines were checked and com-
pactly but carefully stowed away. By 9 o'clock over
a hundred wheelmen were quartered at the hostelry.
After supper had been given proper attention, the

hotel and its surroundings took on an animated ap-
pearance, the wheelmen lounging about in groups
and parties in their neat blue or gray uniforms, and
the thousands of dollars worth of bicycles in the
dimly-lighted room set apart for them, all formed
part and parcel of an unusual scene.
During the evening some of the cyclers strolled

about the town, and fifty or more made their way to
the Atalanta Wheelmen's club house, a large party of
the Century Club, of Philadelphia, being particularly
conspicuous. Here they were entertained by music
and amateur feats in legerdemain, while lemonade
and cigars were being sampled.
After the crowd had thinned out, alleged dancing

was indulged in for a while, and some Hudson County
warblers treated the crowd with vocal music. The
riders all retired early in order to be fresh for the
start, and owing to this fact there was not as large a
gathering at the club house as was desired. The
party, on"the whole, passed their time in this city very

,

quietly—unusually so for so large a number of wheel-
men out for a good time.
Shortly after 3 o'clock Saturday morning, the riders

were routed oiit for breakfast, and at exactly 4:08 a. m.
the first man mounted his wheel. The party fell in,

single file, and so rode down Broad to Market Street,
thence through High and Astor Streets to Frelinghuy-
sen Avenue, the direct road to Elizabeth. There was
scarcely a person, outside of their own party and the
hotel men to see the start, and the long line riding
through the almost deserted streets was an extremely
peculiar sight.
The rain poured down in torrents, at intervals, from

midnight to daybreak, but fortunately desisted at the
time of departure. It, and the consequently muddy
roads, caused several to abandon the idea of partici-
pating in the run. Of the dozen Atalantas who signed
for the trip, but seven started. A. H. Sanborn took a
header between Elizabeth and Westfield and broke
his machine. He reached the destination by train.

W. P. Brown dropped out further on. Eichhorn kept
in the van and entered the thirteenth man, with Sny-
der shortly behind. E. F. Miller, A. H. Scudder, Jr.,

and W. Gould arrived an hour or so later, mud be-
spattered and decidedly weary. The Newarkers ar-
rived home at 6 p. m. Sunday, after spending an enjoy-
able day in the Quaker City.

HE'S AFTER BLOOD.

The Atalantas who go over to Brooklyn to participate
in the K. C. W.'s lantern parade should look alive.
There's a bold, bad man in that town who stalks
through the asphalt-paved streets hunting for wheel-
men's scalps, although his only weapon is a tough
hickory cane. It seems that he has received several
bad frights from "rowdies" racing along without
regard tor pedestrians, and has become a monomaniac
and veritable nemesis ever since, and when he spies a
rider in his path he deftly thrusts his stick through
the wheel ot the luckless cycler's machine with skill

worthy of a better cause. Then, as the air is filled

with flying spokes, bicycle sundries, and language
imaginable to the reader, he laughs with ghoulish
glee and thinks the effect of his little trick simply
superb. The Brooklynites should form a vigilance
committee, and treat this cold-blooded assassin to a
hempen collar.
The asphalt-paved streets in this city furnish some

queer sights. During the day they are thronged with
children playing all sorts of games, paddling around
on roller skates or pvishing velocipedes and similar
contrivances. Boys and youths on bicycles take
evident pleasure in skimming up and down the thor-
oughfare with no apparent object in view, and the
click of the shoes of the passing horses causes the
residents at night to wish a boiler factory would start
up in the neighborhood to vary the metallic music.
During the day drivers of coal or ash trucks take
advantage of the smooth surface to test the speed of
their animals, and as they spin along, the wind liber-
ally sprinkles the street with the dusty contents of
the vehicles. Occasionally two Jehus meet an'd
inaugurate an impromptu race, and the speed they
beat out of their nags and the yells they give vent to
are surprising. But the pavement is liked nevertheless.
It converts a quiet street into a boulevard, and is

productive of an almost inexhaustible fund of amuse-
ment.
Governor Abbott has signed the Street Paving bill

heretofore mentioned in this column, and better pave-
ments are a certainty.
Sidewalk riding has aroused the ire of the Sujit/ay

( (///'i' wlieeling man, who tliinks it would b6 a good
plan for the police to exercise their authority and
arrest any one riding the walks wlierc the roads are
good. This sentiment should be endorsed, as there
is no necessity for one to employ the sidewalk I'or

wluH'liiig purposes ami making an unmitigated
nuisance ol himself in this city. Walk to the nearest
ridable street before mounting, if its a mile away. (A
rider i"an into our writer recently, hence the above !)

A number of office boys in the southern end of this
city formed a cycling club recently called the Lincoln
Cyclers, as the members resided in the vicinity of
Lincoln Park. At the second meeting everyone
wanted an office, and the struggle that followed
caused the disbandment of the organization.

L. N. Thorne is handling wheels of English make
in this city for L. H. Johnson, of Orange, when not
shoveling hardware at the old stand. He has met with
flattering success.
A. H. Scudder, Jr., was another unfortunate victim

of Martin Rudy, but he escaped lightly. SPARK, Jr.

CHICAGO.

From the racing standpoint the late tournament
was a gloriously glittering success ; as an exhibition

of bicycles it bordered on the edge of a fizzle; as a

promoter of peace, happiness, good will and brotherly

love between clubs, it was a rank, rank failure. The
old break between the Chicago and Illinois clubs,

which had begun to heal was torn wide open again
and an effort is now being made to array the Lin-

colns on the Chicago's side. The Chicagos appear
the most rabid this time, and all their spleen is cen-

tering on Chief Consul Davis, who chances also to be
one of the directors of the Illinois Club. Why it is, I

do not know. Davis is of a very positive nature, not

easily swayed from a position once assumed, nor a

man who can be carried in opposite directions at two
meetings in succession, but he is a hard, faithful, con-

scientious worker ; heart and soul in his club and in

the League. His position, owing to the break be-

tween the two clubs, has not been altogether a pleas-

ant one, but he has gone right ahead and tried to be
just alike to all, and why the Chicago Club should

select him for their target is " one of those things no
fellow can find out." When Lumsden was being
hissed, I personally saw Davis endeavoring to quiet

those of the Illinois men who were engaged in it. He
(Davis) has, I believe, been present at all club gather-

ings regardless of feeling, while it is a remarkable
fact that let the name "Illinois"^figure in anything,

and it will take a microscope to find a Chicago man,
much less an officer. Primarily, I judge this thing

was solely an affair between individuals—a few shin-

ing lights in each club—it was injected into club affairs

and the members of both thoroughly inculcated, until

now, with a few rare exceptions, bitterness is a poor
term for the feeling existing between the two organi-

zations.

The local cycling press is controlled and edited

wholly by Chicago members, so that, in that direction

at least, the I. C. C. stands a poor show.

The first shot against Davis and the Illinois Club
was fired last week, when the former was given to un-
derstand that if he wished the chief consulship for
another term he must needs fight for it, and it was
also intimated that he would find the Lincoln Club
arrayed against him and siding with the C. C. C., and
in fact, all but the name of the gentleman who was to
run against him was given. This latter, too, is now
out, and Mr. F. W. Gerould, president of the Lincoln
Club and a member of the State L. A. W. Board of
Officers, is the gentleman who is being prevailed on
to declare himself " in the hands of his friends."
My sincere hope is that he will refuse the use of his

name.
And for this reason : It is but a palpable effort to en-

tangle the Lincoln Clvib in this Chicago-Illinois mud-
dle.' There are two or three officials of the Lincolns
who are evidently possessed of a grievance of some
sort against the Illinois and they are not averse to
an entanglement. But it should stop right there. As
a L. C. C. man said to me :

" I joined the Lincolns be-
cause if I went with the Illinois, I was barred from
the Chicagos : if I went with the Chicago Club, the
Illinois was closed to me, but being a Lincoln, I have
the entree to both." The moral is obvious.

It is useless to preach peace to the two clubs already
engaged ; luight as well bid the waters of Lake
Michigan to cease flowing, or those of the Chicago
River to cease giving out an odor ; and since it is to
be, let Illinois and Chicago have it out, but let the
others stand quietly by and see the fun. The Lincoln
Club has nothing to gain by taking sides, and Presi-
dent Gerould, to my mind, would be serving the best
interests of all concerned by not playing into anyone's
hands by standing for election. Soreheadism is not
yet rampant in the L. C. C, and it will not be if taken
in time.

If Davis wishes the office again he should have it by
virtue of past work ; if he doesn't, with the state of
affairs as at present existing, better give it to a smaller
and disinterested club, or else take it out of Chicago.
There is no need why League interests and mem-

bership should suffer by a purely local case of logger-
heads. O-High-o, however, had best take warning,
as some lively recruiting is being done in consequence
ot the near approach of election time, and the proba-
bility of a contest.
T.'V. Wilson, captain of the Austin, Club, left last

week to make his home in Sidney, Australia.
The Lincoln Club, at its last meeting, appointed a

committee to work up a party for tlie State and
National League meets. They will probably go to
Bloomington in a special car, though Tyler Caldwell
says it's another case of tally-ho.
The Washington Cycling "Club's tour book is out,

and is a very crcdital-ile alTair. It netted the treasury
a nice little sum.

Bettsy B.

Messrs. Goldsborough, Reh & Co., the new Wash-
ington dealers, represent the Stover Bicycle Company.
They will hatidle the Iroquois, Paragon, etc,

SAN FRANCISCO.

One of the best roads in America for a 100-mile race,
or any part of that distance, is that -which commences
at Oakland and passes through San Leandro, San Lo-
renzo, Haywards, Mt. Eden, Alvarodo, Centerville, San
J9Se, Madrone, Gilroy and Hollister. There is but one
hill on the entire distance, and it is easily ridden. The
condition of the road at present is excellent, and the
wind can always be depended upon to blow hard on
the rider's back the entire distance. The last fifty
miles, from San Jose to Hollister, was part of the road
over which the Century Run went, and that large party
of riders went over some of the road at a 14-mile an
hour pace.

C. H. Lee did a good performance recently when he
rode from San Francisco to Gilroy and back to Oak-
land, a total distance of 157 miles. This is by far the
best day's ride this year. He intends to have a try at
Cook's twenty-four-hour record of 207^ miles during
the next full moon.

I met Mrs. Grundy recentlj^ and in her blandest
tones the dear old lady wished to know if I did not
think the young women who rode safeties on Golden
Gate Avenue (just like the men, she added in horror)
were not immodest? Something in my face must have
betrayed the answer I framed to her question, because
she hastily turned the conversation into other chan-
nels. Truly the lady bicyclists have a hard road to
travel.
A visit to the track at San Jose gives one the idea

that it will prove a fast one. At present the surface
is rough, but the outline is there. From the last comer
to the tape will be over 130 yards, which should give
an excellent finishing straight.
After seeing the number of riders in San Jose, I con-

cluded that the League meet %vas an assured success.
Riders are to be seen in every direction, and nearly
every one in long trousers. Utility is apparently the
watch word of the riders in the country towns.
When the gentleman whom you have engaged to

shoot the apparition in the striped "sweater" has
completed his work, kindly give him my address and
I will point ont another victim. He wears white knick-
erbockers, so tight and thin that he surely must have
been melted and run into them. Anyhow, they are
far from decent, and the owner will receive a gentle
hint before he is much older to that effect.
When I wrote some weeks since a short paragraph

on the record entry received for the Pullman race, I
also wrote that it would probably be beaten by the
Catford Club's mile handicap to be run on May 17.

The Pullman record was beaten by two figures, the
Catford totaling 183 to its 181. Mr. Hillier does not
wish to allow the Catfords credit for it, saying that as
the race was liinited to "novices" it was not an open
handicap ; however, the record entry for a bicycle race
goes to that club, Mr. Hillier to the contrary, notwith-
standing. California.

ROCHESTER.

Brinker and Milley, the crack tandem riders of Buf-
falo, and who are conceded by the natives to be the
best tandem pair in the State, will be given an oppor-
tunity to have a quiet (?) run with Iven of this city and
Gassier of Niagara Falls. Efforts will be made to
decide a mile race at the League meet in August for a
set of prizes to cost not less than $200.
A racing association will soon be organized in the

city for the purpose of bringing out the best talent in
the city, and to infuse more interest in the sport. C. J.
Iven is at the head of the scheme. It is also intended
to inaugurate a handicap road race, to become an an-
nual fixture in this city. The race will not take place
until September, and the distance will be fourteen
miles, to Charlotte and return. The limit will be five
minutes, and ten prizes will be given.
In all probability there will be a mammoth bicycle

tournament in this city the latter part of August under
the auspices of the Rochester Wheelmen's League, an
organization which includes all the principal local
bicycle clubs. The event has been agitated but re-
cently, and if arrangements are consummated for the
affair, the following clubs, who have representatives
in the League, will be interested : Rochester Bicycle
Club, Genesee Bicycle Club, West End Bicycle Club,
Lake View Wheelmen, Flour City Wheelmen, Busi-
ness Men's Cycling Association, Crescent Cycle Club.
The scheme is a capital one, and with such powerful
backing behind it the tournament could prove nothing
less than a great success, especially from a financial
standpoint.

SYRACUSE.

Bicycling" has taken a decided boom in Syracuse
this summer, notwithstandin.g the enforcement of the
law forbidding sidewalk riding, which has always
heretofore been indulged in. This boom is due" a
great deal to the efforts of the members of the clubs
who never miss a chance of speaking a good word for
wheeling.
Since the Syracuse Cycling Club moved into their

new club house the membership has risen to over 100,

which is a source of great satisfaction to old members
who were not sure as to our ability to run a club
house.
Everyone is talking very enthusiastically over the

State meet to be held here September i and 2, and
which promises to be a grand success, as every possi-
ble effort is being put forth by the committees"lmving
it in charge. From the prizes already known there is

no doubt but what they will be the finest ever given
at a State meet. The races will be held at the new
driving park, wliich will by September have one of
the finest tracks in the country.
There are many rides about" the city which would be

of great interest "to visitors, and monibersof the clubs
will take out parties both days. It is hoped that iiuuiy
cvi'lists will avail themselves of tliis chance to see the
Salt City, as nuiny touringpartiesare being organized
with Syracuse as their objective point, September i

and 2, and all may be sure of first-class accommoda-
tions.
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SUNDAY ON THE RIPLEY ROAD.

Between the hours of 11 and i, any fine

Sunday morning, the open space in front of the
Angle Inn, at Ditton, presents a scene of anima-
tion unique in interest and character. Here
may be seen continuously arriving and depart-

ing the heroes of yesterday's racing, the giants
of the road and path of to-day, and the " have-
beens" of the past. Here are to be met the
grave cycling legislators, men whom it is

rumored know several of the rules of the dark
mysterious N. C. U. , the ruling body of Lon-
don wheelmen. Here, too, are cycling press-

men in strong force and makers, ever ready to

pick up a hint, not a few, while the rank and file

of cyclists are ever trooping in, mounted on every
conceivable form of cycle, from the massive
tricycle of the early ages, to the latest gem in

the way of feather-weight safety bicycles.

These machines, ranged along the wall, the

fences and on the grass are worth a join-ney to

see. Hither come all the latest improvements
and fads to be tested and criticised by the boys,

the examination invariably commencing by
lifting the jigger off the ground, your modern
rider having a wondrous horror of weight.
But if interest and amusement is to be found

in \newing the machines, how much more do the
riders themselves afford. Look at this young
fellow who dashes round the corner on a cheap
light safet3^ scattering the much tormented
fouls and alighting at the very instant when it

seemed he must inevitably sweep the chatting
crowd off the face of the earth. He is a repre-

sentative of the sham scorcher class, always
anives in this sensational style, is much given
to the wearing of tight fitting clothes, likes a
bright cap \\-hich he somehow glues on to the

back of his head, sits too far back on his machine,
ndes \vith too long a reach, and thinks himself
happy when he possesses a handlebar shaped
for all the world like a worm in a fit.

In glaring contrast a real scorcher arrives.

He also comes in fast, but then that pace was
not limited to the finish only. Thin is his face,

bright are his eyes, and hearty his laugh when
he greets you. His clothes hang loose and are
not improved in appearance by a habit he has
of carrying an oil can that leaks in his pocket,

but he sits his machine as if he was made to

fit it, and can be spotted a long way oft" for a
good man by his beautiful pedaling.
Then there is the man in glorious apparal

who rides up with deliberation, dismounts from
his ordinary with a good deal of caution and
some attempt at dignity, places his rather
ancient instrument wth great care in a quiet

corner, pulls off his gloves, dusts himself and
throws out a glance of defiance at all and
sundry. It is the modest ambition of this man
to reach home again without creasing his collar

—pace he scorns, scenery he sees not, he only
came out to be seen, and a very amusing spec-

tacle he makes.
Then there are the club parties, mostly well-

mounted and sensibly attired, who have come
out with the fixed intention of enjoj-ing them-
selves and everything, and parties of unattached
who have also come out with the idea of enjoy-
ing themselves, but find it a somewhat difficult

matter to do so on heavy, hired ordinaries with
the reach too long and wheels that will buckle
every few miles.

The press must not be forgotten in this brief

sketch of Ripley Road types.

There is Nairn, of Wheeling fame, mounted
on a tricycle with a pneumatic front wheel as
becomes one of his colossal proportions. Grave,
even gloomy is his face, as if years of watching
for pars had crushed his very soul. Hilton is

there, of course, and Swindley, of the Cyclist,

bright and active as ever, always on the go and
wishing much to please. Then there is Larette,
of the Athletic Nezvs, sharp eyed, dark and ner-
vousl)^ active, everyone' s friend, although his pen
does run away -with him at times, and PoweU,
the exquisite, looking around for the Referee.

In the afternoon all these people stand by the
side of the road. Presently a little cloud of
dust is seen. On it comes, very, very fast.

Whiz ! Past it goes ! It can just be seen that
it is a tandem tricycle with a safety close up
behind it, and it has gone. It was Wilsomand
Dangerfield taking the Ripley Road record,
30m. 20 4-5S. , for all but ten miles of up and
down road.

Free Lance.

TRENTON.

HIGHW.AV UU'ROVEMENT DISCUSSED BY THE BOARD
OF TRADE.

Saturday, June 14, wa.s a pretty fair day overhead for
the great Century run, but from Newark to Hopewell
underfoot was simply terrible. A rusty, tired-looking
lot of wheelmen roamed in to Trenton an hour and a
half late, arriving in groups of si.x or seven from 2:45
until 3:30 and leaving from 4 to 4:30 p. m.
Both Trenton clubs were ordered to report in club

uniform at club (quarters at i o'clock to proceed out
to the Reuyter Pike to meet them, knowing that they
were two hours and thirty minutes late, we roamei
around the park until 2:30, when Captain White, of the
Mercer County wheelmen, with si.x men proceeded to
meet the first group of wheelmen. They were met
about five miles from Trenton and escorted into town,
and the balance of the M. C. W. boys proceeded to
Cross Keys, where they met and escorted in town
another group. Captain White, head of the Trenton
Wheelmen, escorted the largest group of the run out
of town, while the M. C. W. boys were kept busy going
to and from the Delaware Bridge with several smaller
groups.
On Friday, May 30, a very interesting meeting was

held at the rooms of the Board of Trade, when-a num-
ber of prominent citizens of Trenton, Laurenceville,
and the surrounding districts were present to discuss
the question of improved county roads. iVIr. Mulch-
ings, president of the Board of Trade, stated that the
meeting was not a meeting of the Board of Trade, but
a meeting called together to discuss the question of
improving the county roads, especially the Laurence-
ville road.
Mr. Barker Gum were, Jr., the first speaker, said that

it was an absolute necessity to have good roads in this
county, if the city was e-xpected to grow in prosperity.
He said that it was to the interest of every person to
desire good roads and streets, because it is for the
common good, even though the tax might be in-
creased.
He thought it a safe investment to put money into

roads, not into all roads, but have one good road to
the north, one to the south, one to the northwest and
one to the west. These four roads should extend to
Hopewell, Hightstown, LaurenceviUeand Crosswicks.
Other speakers were the Rev. Dr. Gosman, who has

traveled the Laurenceville road for forty years ; Dr.
Mackeyer, of the Laurenceville school, and Engineer
Owen, of Montclair, who has charge of the road-mak-
ing of Essex County and who gave some practical in-
formation in regard to this work.
Mr. Parker then presented the following resolution

which was adopted. The Board of Freeholders of Mer-
cer County held a special meeting at Laurenceville,
June 5, to consider the proposed county road project,
nearly all the members were present. After the
meeting had been called to order by Director Ivins,
Dr. Mackeyer, the head trustee of tfie Laurenceville
school, was invited to make suggestions. He made a
grand and telling address, touching upon all the
available points. After some discussion of the matter
by several Freeholders, a resolution was adopted in-
structing the committee on roads to ascertain the cost
per mile, etc., and report at next meeting. After
passing a unanimous vote of thanks to Dr. Mackeyer
for his able and interesting address the Board ad-
journed.

It is an old saying that you can tell a man's character
by the company he keeps. An equally true test of the
desirableness of a locality for residence or business is

the character of its roads. Premier.

HUDSON COUNTY
NOTES.

WHEELMEN

Wilson has challenged Ed. McLaughlin to race for
the "Benedict" medal.

Six H. C. W. started on the "Century" and got
there, every one of them. If that banner "was for the
percentage of starters who finished, we would have
had to build an extension as our walls are completely
covered.

On the 22d inst. the New York and Brooklyn Bicycle
Clubs take a run with us to Pompton. This will be a
big day in "Ki-yippy" land. I hope Captain Day is

right, that there will be no gunners near the cherry
trees. A tip to the N. Y. and B. B. C. is in order

;

bring a keg of Perry Davis's, and don't swallow the
pits.

Twenty entries have been received for the first race
for the Road Officer's Cup, and a good race is certain.
The handicappers are now getting in their fine work,
and until the handicaps are known we will name a
dark horse tor a winner ; little Alexander is a good
one for the place. Collins has been training hard,
but won't say how fast. Kluge will get the time prize.

Mosquito.

Messrs. Humber & Co. are building pneumatics of
the following weights, which should suit those who
sacrifice everything for lightness : No. 6 Beeston safe-
tyi 33 pounds, with saddle-spring and lamp-bracket

;

same, with brake and mud-guards, 39 pounds.

The defects in the construction of the pneumatic
tires seem to have attracted the attention of inven-
tors, no less than two patents having been taken out
last week for the protection of these tires from injury,
whilst three altogether new tires have been patented.

Wheelings in an exhaustive leader this month, deals
with the question of aluminum as the prime factor in
cycle construction, and states its utter incapability for
such a purpose until a process is discovered whereby
the metal can be tempered to increase its strength
and elasticity.

At the Sons of St. George games to be held at Tren-
ton, N. J., August 4, a 2-mile bicycle event will be
decided, also a 2-mile open handicap for Mercer
County wheelmen. Entries close July 28 with Thos.
Hammond, 28 Lincoln Avenue, Trenton, N. J.

"WASHINGTON CYCLING CLUB'S
TOURS FOR 1890.

The above is the title of a leather-covered pamphlet,
which is the most unique thing of its kind we have
ever seen in cycling. The book contains a number of
tours which the Washington Cycling Club, of Chicago,
outlined for the year 1890. The Washington Cycling
Club has rooms at 653 West Adams Street, and, judg-
ing from the book in question, we should imagine that
it was an ideal touring club.
The officers for 1890-91 are as follows: Burton F.

White, president; Samuel B. Wright, vice-president

;

W. S. White, secretary ; Frank Barrow, treasurer. The
Board of Directors are : Burton F. White, Samuel B.
Wright, Frank Barrow, W. .S. White, Burley B. Ayers
and L. W. Conkling. The road officers are : Burley B.
Ayers, captain; W. L. Whitson, lieutenant; R. C.
Craigie, color bearer ; E. W. McGillivray, bujfler ; Dr.
W. S. White, surgeon, and M. A. King, librarian.
The book is packed from cover to cover with infor-

mation. There is a short introductory chapter on the
pleasures of wheeling. Several pages are devoted to
road rules, which contain a number of suggestions
for the proper conduct of a tour and the proper man-
ner of conducting a large party over a route. Mr. S.
L. House, of the Chicago Bicycle Company, contrib-
utes an article on temporary repairs, and Dr. R. N.
Foster discusses the healthfulness of cycling. -Some
fifty pages are devoted to outlines of tours. The
pages are ruled, giving the date of the tour, the route
and other information, as time of start, number of
miles traveled, weather, condition of roads, number
of men and expense.
For the information of other touring cyclists we give

a list of the routes outlined: May 7, tour in South
Park, distance 22 miles; May 24 and 25, Saturday and
Sunday, tour to Aurora and Elgin and return, distance
77 miles ; May 30, Pullman road race and return, 36
miles ; May 31, Maywood, moonlight run, 16 miles

;

June 4, Aiistin, moonlight run, 12 miles : Saturday and
Sunday, June 7 and 8, Lake Zurich, Highland Park
and Chicago, total 80 miles: Friday, .Saturday and
Sunday, June 20, 21 and 22, Wisconsin Division L. A.
W. meet: at Milwaukee

;
Saturday, June 28, Pullman,

38 miles
; Wednesdav, July 2, moonlight run to Oak

Park and Alaywood, 16 miles ; Friday, July 4, to Fri-
day, July 18, tour in Wisconsin, touching the following
points of interest : Milwaukee, Waukesha, Nogowicka
Lake, Madison, Baraboo, Kelbourn City and Joliet

;

Saturday, July 26, Evanstown, 34 miles ; Wednesday,
July 30, moonlight ride to Maywood, 16 miles; Satur-
day and Sunday, August 2 and 3, tour to Lake Geneva,
Wis., 91 miles ; Saturday, August g, circuit of Chicago,
40 miles; Saturday arid Sunday, August 16 and 17,

Joliet and Kankakee, 149 miles ; Saturday, August 23,
South Park, 16 miles ; Saturday and Sunday, August
30 and ji, Milwaukee, 100 miles ; Saturday, September
6, evening run in Oak Park, 14 miles ; Saturday and
Sunday, September 13 and 14, Ottowa, 93 miles ; and
Saturday and Sunday, September 27 and 28, Rockford,
103 miles.
The book also contains a list of t'ne officers of the

League, the standing committees, officers of the Illi-

nois Division, list of Illinois League hotels and consuls,
and a list of the officers, hotels and consuls of the
Wisconsin Division. In the back of the book, inserted
as a fly-leaf, is a map on which the tours are outlined.
Altogether this little pamphlet is the most complete
little club touring guide we have ever seen, and we
fancy that Burley B. Ayers, who is a veteran of get-
ting up things of this kind, had something to do with
the publication of this volume.

The Warwick Cycle Company have a new agencj'
in Washington on Seventeenth Street, N. W.

Di\ J. B. Wright, late Surgeon of the Long Island
Wheelmen, is now located at Seattle, Wash. We hope
he may strike a mine.

Messrs. Humber & Co. have the first pneumatic-
tired machine ever seen in France at their depot at
the Rue de Quatre Septembre, Paris.

The "Swift" machines are booming in France, and
the Coventry Machinists' Co. have found it necessary
therefore to largely increase their accommodation in
Paris.

The safety bicycle is to be still further improved on,
an Ilkley gentleman having brought out a device in
the shape of two steel levers, weighing two and one-
half pounds, which are to be fixed to some part of the
rear wheel, the whole arrangement aiding the motive
power and increasing the ease of steering. Particu-
lars are not yet published.

Governor Abbett has signed the Newark Street
Pavement bill, and the authorities of that city will
now have from $300,000 to $500,000 at their disposal to
improve the streets. The Newark Call has not yet
outgrown its terror of what it calls the "asphalt
lobby." We hope the representatives of the powerful
asphalt companies will not run off with the State.

Another invention needs to be recorded—namely, a
"damp detector," which is in the shape of a watch
with a dial (which can be seen through the glazed
face), on which a hand points to figures ranging from
1 (denoting extreme dryness) to 29 (denoting extreme
dampness). The particular advantage of this inven-
tion to touring cyclists lies in their ability to detect
dampness in the beds they sleep in, the evil conse-
quences of roosting between damp sheets being only
too well known. The little instrument costs only five
shillings.

The newest saddle is that of Messrs. J. B. Brooks &
Co., of Birmingham. The front of the cover is fast-
ened to a bracket which slides on the framing-bars by
lugs. A pair of vertical brackets mounted on the ends
of the bars carry a pin which supports the end of a
plate, the opposite end of which is forked and support-
ed by a pin passing through the neck. The tension is

adjusted by screws carried by brackets. The rear of
the saddle is supported by springs resting on a plate,
through which passes a pillar engaging a clip.
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BUFFALO.

Saturday we will have a 50-mile road race, that of
the Standard Cycle Company, to Corfu and return.
The number of entries was not as large as had been
hoped for, but the eleven men who will probably start
ought to make a close and interesting contest out of it.

The Brinker-Gassler races thus far have been easy
ones for the Niagara Falls rider. The J^-mile race at
the Falls last Wednesday, did not count as one of the
series. The track was in muddy shape on account of
the rain, and in no condition for light racing wheels.
So it was decided that the men could ride for the medal
offered by the Sons of St. George, at whose games the
races were run, on any kind of wheel they wished,
but that the race should not count as one of the series.
It was so done, and Gassier won easily.
The }^-mile race of the series was run here Saturday

on the Richmond Avenue asphalt. Gassier took the
lead at the start, and held it to the iinish. The mile
event was to have been contested an hour later, but
when the men appeared they were informed by the
police that it would not be allowed, as no permit had
been secured. The race is therefore down tor the
28th. The Buffalo man's chances are considered to be
better in the mile race, though it is doubtful if he can
beat the Falls rider.
A two days' meet is a certainty here in August. It

will follow the League meet at the Falls. The Buffa-
los and Ramblers will engineer the scheme, and the
J^-mile track on the grounds of the International Fair
Association will be put in the best of shape.
The Rambler'-s Century, which was postponed last

Sunday on account of the poor condition of the roads,
will surely come off Sunday. It is expected that
about seventy-five riders will make the run.
Charles Neilson, the Chicago Jnter-Ocean wheelman,

is expected here daily on his way awheel to New York.
Harry Sturm, of the Boston Rovers, is also looked for.

He is making a pleasure trip from Boston to Chicago.
ZO.

The English papers report that the firm of Stod-
dard, Lovering & Co., who recently had a verdict of
;if5,ooo rendered against them in favor of the Rudge
Cycle Co., were unsuccessful in their appeal case, the
Court dismissing the case with costs. Mr. Woodcock,
representing the Rudge Co., will shortly come to
America where he expects to make some arrangements
to have his company represented here, either through
an agent or a branch house.

Ireland forever ! ! Newry is said to be the birthplace
of another new tire, partaking largely of the "pneu-
matic."

Something For You

!

Closing out a line of Highest Grade Safetiesand Tri-

cycles under price. New goods; all improvements. Try
them right here on the premises ; plenty of room to ride.

This is a rare chance Come and see.

JOHN THOKNTON, Jr.,

45 McvciT Street, New Vork.
{Near Broadway and Grand Street.)

F SALE.
39 in. Special Star (nearly new), $75
48 in. " " " 50

51 in. American Star, - - - -15

Columbia L. R. Safety (nearly new), no
" " " 100

Some cheap second-hand Safeties wanted for

new Eagles, Bronchos, or Swifts.

E. & W. VAN WAGONER, Newport, R. I.

" We -will exchangee a

PeiY Xandem Bicycles

for good ordinary Bicycles.

Write quickly and send full

description of machine."

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,

Pknn S(,ni;\RK, IIII.ADELPHIA.

(~)RDINARIES bought, sold and exchanged. Cllmoii Cycle Co., Clinton, Mass., Columbia Agents and
^^ dealers in new and second-hand wheels of every description, cycling sundries, repairing. We still sell tfie Ordin-
ary Bicycle at somewhat lower prices than formerly, but still we have so far managed to find customers. If you have
been unable to dispose of your Ordinary for a reasonable figure, in exchange or for cash, write to us. enclosing 250. in

stamps or otherwise, to in part pay for our trouble, postage, etc. Write us, fully stating, first, full description of your
wheel ; second, lowest price ; third, whether you want to sell outright or exchange for a new Safety, and, if so, of what
make and what you are willing to pay in exchange. In return, we will write you, according to circumstances. If you
want to exchange, we will make you some offer for your wheel, and if you want to sell we will put your wheel on »ur
second-hand list and do what we can to effect a sale. If we succeed, our commission will be 10 per cent., no more, no
less. If we fail you are out only 250., and', in the meantime, you.have the use of your wheel and may sell it yourself if
able. Write us, enclosing 25c., at once, as now is the time to sell. Swift Tandem Safety, all halls, splendid wheel,
good as new; cost, $200; price, $.35. CLINTON CYCLE CO., Clinton, Mass.

'T'HE best thing for holding a
Safety Bicycle ever invented.

Entirely out of the way, and does
not detract from the appearance
of the machine. Weighs only 3
lbs.

PRICE, 60 CENTS.

This cut shows one dozen Juvenile Safeties

in a space 15 feet by 2 feet 6 inches, and

resting on a tiled floor. They are held by

Steady Stands, fastened to a piece of

2 by 3 white pine. Send for a sample dozen.

KIRK BROWN CO., Ltd.

Penn Square, Philadelphia.

/inBERQ FILE ^ INDEX CO.,
New York, 69 Duane St. Chicago, 71 & 73 Lake St. London, 27, Little Britain.

HOW XO FIIvE IvEXXERS.

If you send for an Illustrated Catalogue of the AMBEICG CABINET L,EXXEK. EIt,E, you
will find it very interesting reading. It is thoroughly explanatory of our simple system of filing office papers.

We have thousands of testimonials from every part of the civilized globe where our cabinets are in use, but

select only the following, from a well known firm whose senior member was Mayor of New York City for several terms :

W. R. Orace & Co., New York.—We have used the Amberg Cabinet Letter File for years, and consider
it the simplest and most serviceable method yet devised for the preservation of letters, papers, etc., for ready re-

ference. The chief merits of the system in our opinion are: i. That each letter or document filed can be at the

same time classified under some letter or descriptive heading, obviating the need for any endorsement or descriptum
on the paper itself. 2. That each paper is preserved intact and separate, and can be referred to, taken out of the file

and re-inserted without in any way being mutilated, torn or disfigured.

C.4.BINEXS SENT 02s APrROVAI,.

AMBERC FILE ^ INDEX CO.,
CHICAGO. 69 Duane St.. New York. LONDON.

SECOND-HAIVD CYCLES TAKEN IN XRADE ON NEW SAFETIES.
We handle all the leading American and English Safeties—Columblas, Victors, Ramblers, Rovers, Eagles, Singers,

Psychos, Stars, Bronchos, Speedwells, Lovells, Rushes, Etc., Etc., and take second-hand wheels of all kinds in exchanger
Ordinaries Included, at prices that must be quite uniformly satisfactory, judging by the number of second-hand wheels
coming to us from all parts of the U. S. Easy payments on cash difference if desired. Catalogue with full particulars free.

I^ARGEST STOCK I3S THE UBJITEB STATES.

Rouse, Hazard <S^ Co., 13 G Street, Peoria, III.
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PCBLISUEW EVERY FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s, a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be received by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy received uutll Wednesday niorntug:.

Changes for Advertisements must be received by

Tuesday morning to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day uoou.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-

tents and give us their patronage, and as far as

is convenient, aid in circulating the journal

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $i per

year.

A LINE FROM CHICAGO.

"I have just finished reading the last advertisement
and have come to the conclusion that I would like to
enjoy about fifty-two more numbers.
Chicago, 111. A. T. Merrick.

THE WHEEt, of New York, sets a worthy
example by slio-wing its veteran face among the
other weeklies one bviys at a news stand. It was
a convenience to get this paper at tlie Astor
House stand when one moved abont too fast for
the mailing list. In England the public sale of
cycling papers is general. Why not here, even
to a limited extent?

—

The Bearings.

THE HANDICAPPING OF ROAD
RACES.

Neither the Irvington-Milburn nor the Pull-

ma» road races can be considered a success

from the handicapper's point of view, although

it is true of both races that the gentlemen who
allotted the starts did the best that possibly

could be done under the circumstances. In both

races the majority of the riders were practically

unknown men, and the results proved that un-

known riders are capable of making almost as

good performances on the road as are the men
whom we regard as particularly fast men. This

is illustrated in the case of Seeds and West,

both of whom beat the record over the Irving-

ton-Milburn course. Road racing is, in this

country, quite a new thing, and the handicap-

ping must necessarily be more or less an exper-

iment. It would be wise to adopt a different

plan for allotting starts in the future in great

road races. The men might be diNnded into

three classes—as good, better, best. The limit

should be cut down to a low figure. In the

Irvington-^Iilburn 25-mile road race, it might

possibly be best to start scratch, three and five

minnte classes. In connection -wath this ques-

tion a very pertinent suggestion has been made

by Mr. S. Wallis Merrihew, of Wilmington, Del.

,

from whose letter we quote

:

" In view of the fact that nearly all big hand-
icap races are won by the limit men—as well as
nearly all the desirable places taken by them

—

as shown by the Irvington-Milburn and Pullman
races, both this and previous years, don't you
think it would be well to start a discussion to

see if some remedy could not be found for this

state of affairs? It is, of course, a very difficult

thing to spot the dark horses, but when one man
who was originally given 14 minutes and then
cut down to 9, rides within a few seconds of

record, and another who gets 14 minutes and
rides in 1.34 getting third place, while men
who ride 'way under the record have to be con-

tent with sixteenth, eighteenth and twenty-first

places, it is time that something was done. The
Irvington race has assumed such dimensions
that it would be a misfortune to have any con-

siderable number of riders lose interest in it;

yet as it has been run it gives the new men all

the chance, and the old men might as well stay

out as far as getting anywhere near the top is

concerned. Some of the 2-minute men have
been heard to remark that there would be no
use in their entering another of these races, as

they would have no show whatever.
"As far as the handicapping is concerned I

am unable to suggest a remedy ; but there is a

way to give the scratch men a show, and that is

to divide the prizes into two classes, one for

place and the other for time, stipulating that no
man should get two prizes. Then a man would
be sure to get a pnze if he rode fast enough,
notwdthstanding the fact that thirty or forty

men might finish ahead of him who had big
handicaps. Take the case of Bensinger. He
made the ninth best time, but finished thirty-

sixth and got nothing, while if the above plan
had been followed he would have gotten the
ninth time prize. I trust that you will not mis-
construe my remarks as reflecting on the handi-
capping. That was as good as could be done
under the circumstances."

KLUGE CHALLENGES THE RECORD
RIDERS TO A RACE OVER THE

IRVINGTON COURSE.

Hudson County Wheelmen,
555 CoMMUNiPAw Avenue,

Jersey City, N. J. June 24, i8go.

To W. F. Murphy, Esq,,

W. Van Wagoner, Esq.,

E. C. Anthony, Esq.,

W. C. Seeds, Esq.,

T. J. Hall, Esq.,

Gentlemen—I hereby challenge the above
named gentlemen who beat my record of

ih. 30m., over the Irsnngton-Milbum course, on
Decoration Day last, to a 25-mile road race over
the same course, to be run on Saturday, July
19, 1890, for a $300 prize, to be selected by the
winner. The contest to be a scratch race and
the wheels used to weigh not less than thrity-

five pounds each. The necessary amount to

purchase the prize to be subscribed by the com-
petitors, each man paying an equal proportion
of the amount named on or before July 12, 1890;
same to be deposited u'ith Mr. H. E. Raymond,
Treasurer Brooklyn Bicycle Club, No. 62 Han-
som Place, Brooklyn. AH details of the race to

be arranged by representatives of the com-
petitors, each man appointing one representa-
tive. Mr. Theo. F. Merseles, Jr. , care of Hud-
son County Wheelmen, Jersey City, \\dll act as
my representative in this matter.

If this challenge is not accepted on or before
Saturday, July 12, I will attempt to break the
present record on the 19th, over the course re-

ferred to. Very respectfully,

C. E. Kluge.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

430,631. Bicycle drive chain. Henry B. Dierdorff,
Columbus, Ohio, assignor to J. A. Jeffrey, same place.
Filed March 8, 1889. berial number 302,4^8.

430,687. Bicycle wheel. Herman A. Reinhold, Wool-
wich, England. Filed May 29, 1889. Serial number
312,619.

430,812. Bicycle lubricant. J. J. Stock, Watertown,
N. Y. Filed March 8, 1890. Serial number 343,101.

THE CYCLE OF THE FUTURE.
JUl

In "Looking Forward," a rorrti^ilce nof the
electric age, published in the March'numbft" of
Revinu of Reviews, the following prophetic de-
scription of a cycle in the ninety-sixth century
appears :

'

' Beside the curricle on which we came
the day before, stood another, all resplendent
in the unsoiled gloss of novelty—a vehicle in form
and construction not unlike a bicycle, the motive
power, however, being supplied by a compact
electric motor placed beneath the seat, instead
of by the muscles of the rider. " It seems to

be seated for only one," said I. " But will it be
safe for a novice to venture alone?" "This is

the way to expand the seat," was the reply.
" I will steer till we reach the main road." First

starting at a moderate sjieed, the entire road-
way being laid with concrete as smooth and
hard as stone, the curricle—as I may freely

render the native appellation of our vehicle

—

sped on its course as noiselessly as a shadow.
" How do you like this?" said Utis, when our
speed rose first to fifteen, then to twenty miles
an hour. '

' What speed can these machines
attain?" I inquired. " On a level they ea.sily

attain a speed of twenty miles an hour ; on a
long descent they are never allowed to attain

the velocity they might reach." Ere we reached
the main road I had mastered the few simple
motions that controlled the machine ; then, tak-
ing the tiller, I put my metallic steed to its

paces. Presently, seeing me sufficiently master
of the machine, Utis requested me to set hira

down at a house where he had some business.

As he desired me to call again in about an hour,
I reminded him that I had no watch. He then
drew my attention to three small dials inserted
near the footrest. One was the dial of a cyclo-

meter, recording the distance run; a second
was a watch dial, divided as already explained

;

on a third, an index, moving like that of a steam
gauge, indicated the rate of speed at any mo-
ment. Never shall I forget the exhilaration of

that ride ! At a rate of speed such as can be
maintained by a horse for a brief period only,

on I dashed, wthout let or pause. Onward
sped my silent steed, with unabated force, till

the dial showed that half my time was expired.—Bicycling News.

WHY SADDLES HURT.

We do not pretend to any medical knowledge,
but we can, from experience and close observa-
tion, appreciate the opinions of Dr. Tulloch, of

Dundee, given in our columns last week, on the
question of position in the cycle saddle. Dr.
Tulloch answers the question, "Why does a
bicycle saddle hurt?" by saying, "A considera-
tion of the natural sitting posture helps to ex-
plain. Sitting is easy only when the body rests

on tuberischce. If the legs hang down in a per-
pendicular way the saddle supports the body by
jamming itself in between the muscles of the
thigh (that is, if it is not a mere ridge of a sad-
dle), and the tuberischa bear no part of the
weight at all." This is not what should be, and
it seems to us as if our oft-repeated exhortations
to ride " with a short stretch" should be more
regarded by the average rider. In riding safe-

ty-, ordinary, or tricycle, we have long since dis-

carded the upright and strained position. We
set the saddle seven or eight inches behind our
" work," and our leg at the fullest throw of the
crank is never straight, the pedals being well

within reach. By this means we obtain a more
natural sitting posture. We do not say that

this system, common among all experienced
riders now, removes the objection demonstrated
by Dr. Tulloch ; but we do think that it goes far

to mitigate the tendency to hurt of the cycle

saddle. It should not be forgotten that, to

enjoy and benefit by this backward position,

the handles should also be well wthin reach.

Avoid, above aU things, the backward seat and
the horrible forward stretch to the handles—to

reach which, an observer would imagine, re-

quires a continuous agonizing effort—affected

by the would-be scorching division.

—

Scottish

Cyclists

The Boston Globe of Tune 13, contains a two-column
article on Mr. John P. Lovell, the fountain-head of the
John P. Lovell Arms Co., one of Boston's oldest and
most esteemed merchants, and speaks highly of his
honor and integrity.

ri::»0
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FIXTURES.

38.
28.

. 4'

4-

4-

4'

4'

4-

4-5-
4- 5'

4- 5'

4- 5.

Five-mile Chib

!?

17,18

ig.

19.

JUNE.

-Pennsylvania State Division Meet.
-Kiiig.s County "Wheelmen's Race Meet.
-A. A. U. Eastern Championship Two-mile Bicy-

cle Race.
3C>-July I.—Canadian AVheelmen's Meet at Ottawa.

JULY.

. 3._Missouri Division Tour.Clarksville to Columbia.
Captain W. P. Laing, 1724 Olive Street, St.

Louis.
—Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa. Entries close

June 28, with L. L. Crawford.
—Memphis, Tenn., twenty-five mile Team Road

—Second of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at
Watertown, N. Y. Entries close June 27 with
F. A. Sherman.

—New Hampshire State L. A. W. Division Meet,
Nashua, N. H.

—Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to
Hamilton, O. Entries close June 21. Partic-
ulars, address J. E. Poorman, Eighth and
Race Streets, Cincinnati, O.

—Races at Stockton Park, Camden, N. J. Entries
close Tune 30 with W. M. Perrett, 707 Arch
Strceti Philadelphia.

—Race Meet at Louisville, Ky. Entries close

June 28, with Prince Wells.
—New York Bicycle Club's Race Meet at White

Plains.
—St. Joseph, Mo., Toui-nament.
—Lexington, Neb., Tournament.
—Richmond, Ind., Road Races.
—Hudson County Wheelmen's

Road Race.
—California Division Meet at San Jose.
—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
—Illinois Division Meet at Bloomington, 111.

—Memphis, Tenn., Tournament and State Divis-
ion Meet. Entries close June 26, with P. P.

Gluck, Memphis.
—Buffalo Fifty-mile Road Race.
—Third of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets at

Carthage, N. Y. Entries close July 3 with
Jas. H. Forbes, Carthage, N. Y.

—Fourth Division Championship Races at St.

Louis.
—Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
—Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
,,19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
—Fourth Division Championship Races at Chi-

cago.
—Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Road Handicap,

Waukesha to Milwaukee, 18 miles. Entries
close July 13, with H. T- Rotier, 427 Milwaukee
Street.

—Road Races open to Rhode Island Wheelmen,
at Newport, R. I.

—New York Club's Five-mile Club Handicap on
No. Broadway.

—Indiana Division Tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati.

—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.

—White Mountain Tour. Address before August
2, G. R. McAuslan, Providence, R. I.

—Sons of St. George Games at Trenton, N. J.,

Two-mile handicap. Entries close July 28,

with Thos. Hammond, 28 Lincoln Avenue.
—Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-

mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

—Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

—Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

.—Li. a W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

-Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at
Providence.

SEPTEMBER.

—Hartford "Wlieel Clul>'.s Tournament at
Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

—New York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood,
118 South Saliua Street.

-Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament.

-Philadelphia Tournament.
.—Peoria Race 3Ieet.
-Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.
-Races at Davenport, Iowa.
and Oct. 1.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,

Trenton, N. ]. '

21-23.

24-26.

NEW ORLEANS.

35-37

30.-

1-3.

1-3.

4--

5- 6.-

13-13

29. 301

New York Bicycle Club's Race Meet.

The New York Bicycle Club will hold a race meet-
ing at the North End Driving Park, White Plains, on
July 4, at 2:30 p. m. Programme : Open events, '/i-

mile, i-niile, 5-mile and 2-mile ordinary handicaps,
and a i and 2-niilc safety open handicap events, with
a 2 and i-mile club safety races. Entries for races
close on June 28 with W. C. Heydecker, 46 East
Jfourteenth Street, New York City. Entrance fee fifty

cents for each event.

At the Columbia Athletic Club's games, held on
Analostan Island, near Wa.shington, the i-mile novice
race was won by Oliver, time 3m. 41V8S. In the 2-mile
handicap, W. E. Crist was first, time 6m. s^H^-i L. J.
Barber, second, time 6m, 55s.

THE DISTRICT RACES.

On Friday and Saturday, June 20 and 21, the
Southern wheelmen almost owned this city.

The annual races of the Fifth Racing District

at Audubon Park, which includes Louisiana,
Alabama, Tennessee and other States, was the
great attraction, unusual interest being mani-
fested, owing to the additional territory repre-
sented, this being the first trial of the new sys-
tem in the South ; the races heretofore having
ben confined almost to New Orleans riders

alone, and the laurels of victory consequently
being of much greater brilliancy.

The day for the test of speed was slightly

cloudy, and a hot and strong wind caused the
riders to exert themselves to the utmost. It is

estimated that 7,000 people were present, the fair

sex and New Orleans' best society prepondera-
ting. The track had been well rolled and was
in good condition and the usual admirable man-
agement prevailed, the races being started
promptly at 3 o'clock, and resulted as follows:

ONE-MILE NOVICE.

Deupree, first; Allen, second; Frederick,
third. Time, 3m. us.

FIVE-MILE SAFETY, DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP.

The only starters were C. B. Guillotte and
Eugene Ramey. At two miles, Guillotte forged
ahead and soon put half a mile between him-
self and his opponent. The contest was called
off at three miles, Guillotte being declared
winner. Time for three miles, 14m. 56s.

L. C. C.'S ONE-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP.

Slusser, first; Cason, second; Born, third.

Time, 3m. 2s. This resulted in a pretty finish,

Slusser and Cason being neck and neck, the
former winning by half a length. Betts and
Hodges were scratched.

TWO-MILE ORDINARY, DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP.

Slusser and Herndon were tie for first place

;

Born, second; Deupree, third. The finish was
decidedl)'- exciting. In the run off, Slussen won
by about three inches. Time, 7:51.

ONE-MILE, STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.

] .Guillotte, first; Grivot and Frederic tie for
second; Born, third. Time, 3m. lojs.

ONE-MILE ORDINARY, DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP.

Herndon, first; Slussen, second; Born, third.

Time, 3m. 18 4-5S. The race was furious at

the finish, Herndon winning by half a wheel.

SUMMARY OF THE OTHER EVENTS.

In the Run and Ride, |-mile race. Bell, of
Montgomery, fell and was obliged to withdraw
from all the events in which he was entered.
The race was won by Hathorn, with Frederic
second and Christy third. Time, 3m. g 3-55.

The boy's |-mile race was won by Charley
Faure. Time, im. 44s. Gonzalez, second;
Giediere, third.

The Emile tandem safety, i-mile safety, 2-

mile safety and N. O. B. C. i-mile champion-
ship were all walkovers for Guillotte.

The 5-mile ordinary, district championship
proved a waiting race. Won by Herndon with
Deupree second. Time, 21m. 16 2-5S, The two
tandem races were run against time by Guillotte

and Hill.

The Officers of the day were

:

Referee—C. J. Scherer, Memphis, Tenn.
Starter—E. A. Shields, President New Or-

leans Bicycle Club.
Clerk—H. H. Hodgson, Chief Consul, Louis-

iana.

Assistant—J. W. Dodge, Secretary Louis-
iana Division, L. A. W.
Judges—C. H. Fenner, F. M. Ziegler, Jr., J.

M. Gore, New Orleans.
Timers—Placide Reynes, C. M. Fairchild, L.

E. Tyler, New Orleans; T. L. Ingraham, Co-
lumbus, Ga.

Umpires—Chas. P. Chapman, J. W. Jay, E.
A. Jonas, John O'Reardon, V. C.

Reception Committee—Chairman, James S.

Richardson; Hon. W. I. Hodgson, Walter Den-
egre, Hon. C. T. Soniat, Gen. W.

J.
Bchan,

Col. E. C. Fenner, Col. S. P. Walmslcy, S. O.
Thomas, Ed. Bright, T. L. Bayne, Jr., W. S.

Parkerson, T. H. Bowles, (r. 'J\ Wharton, D.
D. Avery, Ed. T. Merrick, E. Kruttschnitt.
All the races were run on Saturday, rain

making it impossible to utihze Friday, as was

intended. Saturday evening Mayor Shakspeare
presented the medals to the vnnners at Grune-
wald Hall, and a banquet %vith covers laid for
100 followed.

THE LOUISIANA CYCLE CLUB.

July 7, 1887, marked the founding of this flour-

ishing organization, which in three years has
worked its way gradually upward until it now
boasts of sixty-eight active members and seven
honorary members, five of whom are ladies,

and the century mark is expected to be reached
before the end of the year.
The club was founded bv R. G. Betts, E. A.

Jonas, Jr., J. P. Phelan, T.'C. Mitchell, L. Laz-
arus, Geo. Johnston and H. H. Hodgson, and
the first board of officers were W. H. Renaud,
Jr., President; P. Martin Hill, vice-President;

J. P. Phelan, Secretary and Treasurer; R. G.
Betts, Captain.
With a membership of about ten this infant

organization began its upward struggle, but
perseverance won the day and their success was
only a matter of time. On April 18, 1889, the
cIuId was incorporated and a charter obtained
under the laws of Lottisiana, and on May 30,

ground was broken for their new club hoixse.

Their future home will be both commodious
and comfortable, and delightfully situated on

,

Octavia Street, in a neighborhood noted for its

healthfulness and within a stone's throw of St.

Charles Avenue, a magnificent asphalt drive
extending for five miles through the most pict-

uresque portion of the city.

The fact that at the last race meet of the L.
A. W. the Louisiana cariTed off twenty-three
out of twenty-seven prizes is evidence of the
quality of its riders as is also the following
records held by members of the club : Southern
record for 24 hours, held by R. G. Betts, 216
miles ridden,; Louisiana record for one mile, on
track, B. W. Cason, time 3m. 7 3-4S.

;
50-mile

road race, B. W. Cason, time 3h. i6m. us.
Besides numerous other fine performances, both
upon track and road, during the past years of
its existence.

The officers for 1890-91 are, W. C. Grivot,
President ; W. H. Renaud, vice-President ; Louis
A. Dodge, Secretary-Treasurer. The road of-

ficers are E. M. Graham, Captain; L. J. Jeff
Frederic, Bugler ; F. B. Born, First Lieutenant

;

M. S. Graham, Second Lieutenant; M. O.
Spring, Color Bearer.

NEW ORLEANS BICYCLE CLUB.

This organization is the veteran wheel club
of the city, having been in existence since 1S79,

and no club in New Orleans of any kind can
claim greater popularity. Their club house is

situated in the pleasant neighborhood of Valence
and Prytania streets, and has handsomely-fur-
nished double parlors, reading, meeting and
wheel rooms and a boudoir and sitting room for

the ladies who take a great interest in the club,

and have helped to brighten it with dainty
e\'idences of their handiwork. The grounds
stirrounding the club house are beautifully laid

out, with a tenuis court in the center of lawn
which is bordered by rare plants and flowers.

The officers are Edward A. Shields, President;
Harry H. Hodgson, vice-President; Chas. P.

Chapman, Secretary and Treasurer; Benjamin
C. Rea, Captain ; George A. Salomon, First

Lieutenant; Charles H. Fenner, Second Lieu-
tenant; Rene Grunewald and L. W. G«rry,,
Guides.

ARLINGTON BICYCLE CLUB.

Although only a month old, the A. B. C. is

on a rapid road to success, having already
thirty-four active members and a ntunber of ap-
plications on file. 'J'hey have handsomely-fur-
ni.shed apartments at No. 182 Howard Avenue,
and this being in close pi'oximity to business
centres, it members are able to ride to and
from their place of daily work, having a safe

depository for their wheels. There is good ma-
terial in the club and they are expected to be
heard from on the race track next season.

The officers are F. W. Rochester, President

;

P. A. C. Voss, vice-President; E. A. Landry,
Treasurer; W. B. Bartels, Secretary; J. G.
Posey, Captain

;
Joseph Michel, Lieutenant.

Everything points to a most successful League meet
at .San Jose, Cal., )uly 4. The new track will be in
perfcct'condition by that date, and the grand stand
has already boon ooniplotod. An extensive list of
costly prizes, inehuling watches, bicycles, jewelry,
etc., has promoted imioh emulation aiiiong the Cali-
fornia racers, the number now in training for the
events being unusually large. A lantern parade will
take place in th? Qvening after the races.
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ENTRIES FOR THE PENNSYLVA-
NIA DIVISION RACES.

At the Tioga Athletic Association gronnds,
Philadelphia, Saturday afternoon, June 2S, the

races in connection with the State meet will be
held, and they promise to eclipse all affairs of

the kind ever given in the Quaker City. Close

to 150 entries have been received, and all the

crack riders of the State will participate.

The entries are as follows

:

One-mile S.\fetv, "Ladies' Mile," Open to Phil-
.•\DELPHI.\ ONLY—R. P. McCiudy, S. E. W.; C. A. Di-
mon, S. E. W.: F. H. (iarriejues, C. W.; Jl. J. Bailey,
C. W.; R. Howison, Philadelphia; G. F. Kirk, C. W.;

J. A. Scott, Jit. V. W.; T. R. Hazelton, C. W.; H. H.
Parker, Philadelphia; S. M. Crawford, R. \V.; W. W.
Taxi.s, A. C. S. N.; W. F. West, C. \V.; H. E. Mole, C.

C; Louis Waifner, O. W.
One-mile Safety, Novice—H. L. Heffern, S. E. W.;

F. B. Marriott, S. E. W.; O. H. McCurdv, S. E. W.; R.
Howison, Philadelphia; G. F. Kirk, C. W.; J. V. Kelly,

P. A. W.; H. H. Parker, Philadelphia; W. J. Groer, S.

E. W.; H. E. Jlole, C. C; L. Wagner, O. W.; J. AU-
gaier, Penn W.
One-mile Safety, District Championship—Isaac

Hinds, jr. A, C; W. D. Banker, N. Y. A. C; S. H.
Crawford, R. W.; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.; W. F.

West, C. W.; S. S. JIusser, Reading ; H. Y. Yost, Read-
ing; J. A. Allgaier, Penn W.; F. M. Dampman, A. C.

S. N.; B. F. JIcDaniel, W. W. C.

Two-mile Ordinary, District Championship—W.
D. Banker, N. Y. A. C; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.j W.
J. Wilhelm, Reading; S. W. Jlerrihew, A. C. S. N.; F.

M. Dampman, A. C. S. N.; W. C. Seeds, W. W. C.

Three-jule Tande.m Safety, District Champion-
ship—W. D. Banker, N. Y. A. C. (partner to be named
later); W. F. West and J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; S. W.
Jlerrihew and W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.; C. A. Elliott

and W. C. Seeds, W. W. C.

Quarter-mile Safety, Open—L Hinds, JI. A. C;
W. D. Banker, N. Y. A. C; J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; S.

H. Crawford, R. W.; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.; W. F.

West, C. W.; S. S. JIusser, Reading; H. Y. Yost, Read-
ing; J. A. Allgaier, Penn W.: F. JI. Dampman, A. C.

S. N.; B. F. McDaniel, W. W. C.

One-mile ordinary, 3-minute Class—I. Van Deu-
sen, I. C. C; JI. J. Bailej-, C. W.; J. B. Fontaine, C. C;
las. A. Scott, JI. V. W.; J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; S. W.
Jlerrihew, A. C. S. N.; F. W. Whitesides, C. AV.; F. JI.

Dampman, A. C. S. N.; B. F. JIcDaniel, W. W. C; C.

A. Elliott, W. W. C; W. C. Seeds, W. W. C; E. Schock,
Jlerchantville, N. J.

One-mile Safety. Open Handicap— I. Hinds, JI. A.
C; R. P. McCurdy, Philadelphia ; W. D. Banker, N. Y.
A. C; H. L. Heffern, S. E. W.; T. B. JIarriott, S. E. W.
0. H. JlcCurdy, S. E. W.; C. A. Dimon, S. E. W.; H. F.

Garrigues, C, W,; V. J. Kelly, P. A. W.; J. A. Scott,

Mt. V. W.; J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; S. H. Crawford, R.
W.; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.; W. F. West, C. W.; W.
J. Greer, S. E. W. ; S. S. Musser, Reading ; H. Y. Yost,
Reading: J. A. Allgaier, Penn W.; Louis Wagner, O.
W.; F. M. Dampman, A. C. S. N.; B. F. JIcDaniel, W.
W. C. ; W. C. Leeds, W. W. C.

One-mile Ordinary, Championship of Philadel-
phia—J. Van Deusen, T. B. C; JI. J. Bailef, C. W.j J.

A. Scott, JIt. V. W.; J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; S. W. Jler-
rihew, A. C. S. N.; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.

One-mile Ordinary, Open to Pennsylvanians—
W. D. Banker, Pittsburg; J. A. Scott, JIt. V. W.; W.
W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.j W. J. Wilhelm, Reading ; F. M.
Dampman, A. C. S. N.

Half-mile Safety, 1.35 Class—J. Hinds, JI. A. C;
R. P. JlcCurdy, S. E. W. ; H. L. Heffern, S. E. W. ; C.

A. Dimon, S. E. W.; F. H. Garrigues, C. W.; F. T.
Sheneman, C. C; J. R. Hazleton, C. W.; S. H. Craw-
ford, R. W.; W. P. West, C. W,; V. J. Kelly, P. A. W.;
H. E. Jlole, C. C; S. S. JIusser, Reading; H. Y. Yost,
Reading; J. A. Allgaier, Penn W.; Thomas JI. Jones,
1. C. C; F. JI. Dampman, A. C. S. N.; C. A. Elliott, W.
W. C. ; W. C. Seeds, W. W. C.

One-mile Tandem, Club Team Race—F. F. Shene-
man and J. B. Fontaine, C. C; W. F. West and J. R.
Hazleton, C. W.; W. W. Taxis, F. M. Dampman and
S. W. Jlerrihew, A. C. S. N.; T. Jones, J. Van Deusen,
Tioga C. C; B. F. JIcDaniel, W. C. Seeds and C. A. El-
liott, W. W. C.

DAVENPORT (IOWA) RACES.

The Davenport Wheelmen are making great prep-
arations for their fall tournament, which is to be held
Sept. 22 in connection with the Davenport Fair and
Exposition. As the list shows, the prizes are rich and
worth striving for. Except where stated, the races
are open only to residents of Rock Island County,
111., and Scott County, la.

This is the programme arranged :

1. Grand parade by all the riders. Elegant S50 silver
cup, special prize offered by J. H. C. Petersen's Sons,
will be given to any organized club making the finest
representation on the track.

2. One-mile safety, novice. Gold medal.
.3. One-mile ordinary, novice. Gold medal.
4. Half-mile safety,' for boys under sixteen years of

age. Gold and silver medals.
5. One mile safety. Gold and silver medals.
6. One-mile ordinary. Gold and silver medals.
7. One-mile ordinary

; open to all amateurs in the
United States. Gold medal worth §50.

8. Half-mile dash, safety. Gold and silver medals.
9. Two-mile ordinary

; open to all amateurs in the
United States. Gold rhedal, worth $50.

10. Two-mile safety ; consolation race. Silver
medal.

11. Drill, by club eights. Gold medal to each mem-
ber of the winning eight.

THE KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S
•RACE MEET.

The annual race meet of this active Brooklyn
chib will be held at Washington Park, Saturday
afternoon next, at 2:30 p. m. Captain Murphy
has worked so energetically as chairman of the
committee that the entries number 329, among
which are many local cracks of repute. The
event of the meet will be the mile safety race
for the championship of America, which has
attracted Hoyland Smith, one of the fastest

men in the country, along with Mui"phy, Schu-
macher and others. Twenty-one events are on
the programme, among which are two club
championships of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club
and one club championship of the Long Island
Wheelmen. Following are the starts which
have been alloted in the handicaps

:

One-mile Safety Handicap—Hoyland Smith, N.
Y. A. C, scratch; W. F. JIurphy, K. C. W., 30 yards;
Wm. Schumacher, Berkeley A. C, 30 yards ; W.
Gassier, N. Y. A. C, 40; Chas. M. JIurphy, K. C. W.,
60; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, 60; S. B. Bowman,
N. J. A. C, 60 ; F. B. Hesse, K. C. W„ 60 ; F. G. Brown,
N. J. A. C. and K. C. W., 80 ; R. W. Steves and John
Bensinger, K. C. W., 90; F. B. Jlonell, L. I. W., 130

;

A. H. Feldmeier, Brooklyn Ramblers, 130; H. P.
Jlatthews, Brooklyn B. C, 140; C. C. Alden, L. I. W.,
140 ; J. W. Hanson, N. Y. B. C, 140; A. Helmsteadt,
Brooklyn, N. Y., 150; Geo. W. Shannon, Prospect W.,
150; Wm. C. JIarion, Jr., and L. B. Whymper, K. C.
W., 150; C. E. Clemens, Manhattan B. C, 160; H. S.
Wiegand, K. C. W., 170; F. H. Campbell, Manhattan
a C, 170: D. E. Sturgis, N. Y. B. C, 170; Wm. New-
man, K. C. W., 170

; J. F. Scanlon and Chas. JIanee, K.
C. W., 200.

Two-mile Safety Handicap—Hoyland Smith, N.
Y. A. C, scratch ; W. F. JIurphy, K. C. W., 50 yards;
Wm. Schumacher, L. I W., 50 ; W. F. Gassier, N. J. A.
C, 60; C. Jl. JIurphv and F. B. Hesse, K. C. W., no;
A. A. Zimmerman, JvT. J. A. C, 90 ; S. B. Bowman, N.
J. A. C, 100; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C, no; R. W.
Steves and John Bensinger, K. C. W., 160

; J. H. Hanson,
N. Y. B. C, 175 ; F. JI, Cossit, Riverside W., 180 ; F. B.
Jlonell, L. I. W., 190 ; C. C. Alden, L. I. W., 200 ; A. H.
Feldmeier, Brooklyn Ramblers, 200 ; Wm. C. JIarion,
Jr., and L. B. Whymper, K. C. W., 200; Wm. Newman
and John F. Scanlon, K. C. W., 225.
One-mile Bicycle Handicap—W. F. Murphy,

scratch ; C. M. Murphy, 25 ; Bowman, 30 ; Zimmerman,
15 ; L. A. Schoefer, 50 ; Brown, 35 ; Steves, 65 ; Herse,
20 ; Roberts, 65 ; Bayes, 90 ; Jones, 75 ; Heydecker, 90 ;

Wise, 75 ; Wells, 90 ; Wiegand, 100 ; Daetchman, 100
;

Smith, 115; Fisher, 115; Stevens, 115; C. W. Osborn,
115; Holland, 115 ; Feldmeier, 100; Judge, too ; Kenney,
125; JlcDonald, 125; Leisner, 125; SValters, 120;
Braden, 125 ; Newman, 140 ; Bonner, 120 ; Dower, 120

;

Cotze, 120 ; Robertson, 125 ; JIabie, 150 ; Alden, 120

;

Warden, 175.
Two-mile Bicycle Handicap—W. F. JIurphy,

scratch ; C. JI. JIurphy, 40 ; Hesse, 40 ; Zimmerman,
40 ; Bowman, 45 ; Brown, 55 ; Class, 90 ; L. A. Schoefer,
80; Bensinger, no; Roberts, no; Bayer, 130; Jones,
130; Steves, 125; Wells, 150; T. J. Hall, Jr., 160; Bed-
ford, 17s ; wiegand, 175 ; McDonald, 175 ; Holland, 175 ;

Stevens, 175.
Three-mile Bicycle Handicap—W. P. JIurphy,

K. C. W., scratch ; C. Jl. JIurphy, K. C. W., 60 yards
;

A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, 60: F. B. Hesse, K. C.
W., 70; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C., 75; W. G. Class,
Berkeley A. C, no; F. G. Brown, N. J. A. C. and K. C.
W., 100

;
John Bensinger and Wm. H. Roberts, K. C.

W., 160 ; R. W. Steves, K. C. W., 175 ; C. W. Bayes, K.
C. W., 180; R. L. Jones, K. C. W., 190; T. J. Hall, Jr.,
K. C. W., 225 ; W. Barker, Riverside W., 225 ; F. G.
McDonald, K. C. W., 250; Geo. Holland, Brooklyn
Ramblers, 250; W. H. AVhitbeck, Riverside Wheel-
men, 250.

ON THE ENGLISH RACE PATH,

At the Woodford meet forty-five clubs took part, the
total number of cyclists present being 1,198.

At the Port Elizabeth, South Africa, sports, held
Jlay 3, the mile challenge race was won by R. John-
ston. Time, 3m. 3-5S. The record for South Africa
has stood at 3m. 13s. for four years.

At the Dublin University sports, held June 7, P. P.
Kilkelly won the J4-mile scratch race in 2m. 39 1-5S., the
last quarter being ridden in 36 4-5S., which is the rec-
ord for for a grass track. Kilkelly rode a pneumatic-
tired wheel.

At Jarrow-on-Tyne some excellent sport was held
on Jlonday, June 9. The 3-mile scratch race was won
by J. J. Carruthers, of New Castle, in 8m. 45s.; the
J4-mile handicap was won by W. H. Eaden, 85 yards,
m im. 12 2-5S.

The Jlidland County championships were held
Saturday, June 7, at Aston. The ".^-mile bicycle was
won by F. F. Sharpe in im. 19 4-5S., defeating W. A.
Ilston and T. Ilston. W. A. Ilston won the lo-mile
championship in 30m. 31s.; the last quarter was cov-
ered in 36 3-5S.

His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales, has fixed
upon Saturday afternoon, July 5, as the date upon
which, according to the Cyclist y

" his numerous engage-
ments will permit of his presence and that also of
Her Royal Highness, the Princess, at the Paddington
Recreation Grounds." The date selected by the Prince
will clash with two big London fixtures ; nevertheless,
the wishes of His Royal Highness will, of course, be
respected. It is reported that a good deal of wire-
pulling is going on for the positions on the field, as it

IS expected that the officials will be presented person-
ally to the Prince.

PHILADELPHIA CYCLING TOURNA-
MENT.

C Iv. Updegraff, who is engineering the two-
days' bicycling tournament at the Brotherhood
Baseball Park on the 5th and 6th of September,
announces the following programme of races for
the two days

:

FIRST DAY.

i-mile dash, ordinary scratch; i-mile novice,
safety scratch; i-mile dash, safety scratch;
I-mile 3:30 class, ordinary scratch; 2-mile team,
ordinary scratch (open to Philadelphia teams of
three men each); i-mile open, safety handicap;
^-mile open, ordinary scratch

; A-mile hands-off

,

safety; i-mile 3:20 class, safety scratch; 4-iTiile

tandem, safety scratch; .|-mile boy.s' (under 13
years), safety scratch; i-milg ride-and-run, or-
dinary scratch ; i-mile match (Crawford-Hazel-
ton), safety .scratch ; loo-yards slow race, ordi-
nary scratch ; .j-mile Philadelphia championship,
safety scratch.

SECOND DAY.

I -mile match (W. W. Taxis-W.
J. Wilhelm),

ordinary scratch; i^-mile novice, ordinary
scratch; i-mile tandem, safety scratch; i-mile
boys' (under 16 years), safety scrarch; i-mile
open, ordinary scratch; i-mile 3:10 class, or-
dinary scratch; .J-mile dash, safety scratch;
club team polo game, safety scratch ; .J-mile tri-

C3'cle, scratch; i-mile 3m. class, safety scratch;
i-mile hands-ofi, ordinary scratch; 2-mile safety
race, safety handicap

;
^-mile one-legged race,

ordinary scratch; ij^-mile ordinary race, ordi-
nary handicap ; -J-mile Philadelphia champion-
ship, ordinary scratch

;
I-mile hurdle race, ordi-

nary scratch; i-mile consolation, safety scratch.
The officers are also announced as follows

:

Referee—George D. Gideon. Judges—Dr.
M. N. Keim, Samuel Jackson, Arthur McOwen.
Starter—John A. Green. Timers—W. A. Rich-
wine, George E. Crurtis, WilHam M. Perrett.
Clerk of Course—Kirk Brown. Umpires—C.
Linton, T. C. Boyer. Scorers—R. H. Kain, T.
H. Sweeting.

WISCONSIN DIVISION MEET.

A hilariously happy occasion was the annual
meet of the Wisconsin Division at Waukesha on
the 2oth inst. Rain the night before having
spoiled the track the races were declared off,

and in charge of the local men the visitors from
Chicago, Milwaukee, Racine and elsewhere
proceeded to have a h. o. t. ; and most of them
had it, too.

The banquet at the Spring City Hotel was a
memorable event. Prof. G. W. Reed, of the
Waukesha High School, delivered the address
of welcome, Messrs. Baird, Simonds, Sercombe
and Audrae, of Milwaukee ; Hinman, of Osh-
kosk, and Knight, of Racine, holding up the
Division's end in speech-making.

Follo^\^ng the banquet was the annual busi-
ness meeting, at which the following officers

were chosen:
Chief Consul—W. B. Simonds, Milwaukee.
Vice-Consul—E. H. Paige, Waukesha.
Representative—H. Vanarsdale, Racine.
Secretary-Treasm-er—S. J. Morawetz, Mil-

waukee.
The postponed races will likely occur during

the latter part of July.

COLORED BICYCLE TOURNAMENT
AT ST. LOUIS.

The first colored bicycle tournament ever held in
this country took place at the Brotherhood Park, St.
Louis, June 15, 1,000 people being present. The track
was slow on account of the rains. The tournament was
given under the auspices of the Hodgen Bicycle Club.
The most exciting event of the day was the 3-mile
handicap, which Harry Stewart won from Everett
Ricks by a few inches.
Summary OF Events.—One-mile open: William

Herbert, first- time 3m. 27><s. One-half mile heat
race : Harry Stewart, first ; Geo. O'Barney, second.
Stewart won in two straight heats, the time being 2ni.
and 2m. ij<s. Three-mile handicap: Harry Stewart,
first, and Everett Ricks, second ; time 12m. los. One-
mile safetj' : William Herbert, first ; A\lbert Brady,
second. Cjne-hundred-yard slow race : W. Jenkins,
first ; time 3m. 47s. One-mile consolation : Everett
Ricks, first ; time 4m. 19s.

We have received information that S. Wallis Jlerri-
hew, who was on the 4m. 30s. mark in the Irvington-
Jlilburn Road Race, started from the 3m. mark, thus
making his corrected net time ih. 32m. 15s.
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THE HARTFORD TOURNAMENT.

On September i and 2, the annual fall tournament of

the Hartford Wheel Club will be held at Charter Oak
Park, and all the necessary arrangements are fast

being perfected by the committee in charge, and from
present indications it will be an unprecedented suc-
cess.
The leading racing men throughout the country

have signified their intention of participating, and the
club's splendid ability for conducting affairs of this

kind, gained by several years' experience, together
with its liberality in the matter of prizes and the ex-
cellent track, with a record of 2.33, leaves nothing
wanting in the way of attractions.
Several novel entertainments are under projection

in addition to the races. The following programme
has been decided upon, but is subject to change until

August I

:

FIRST DAY, SEPTEMBER I.

One-mile novice ; i-mile novice, safety ; i-mile State
L. A. W. championship ; i-mile tandem, open

;
X-™ils

heat race; i-mile 3-minute class; i-mile 2.50 class,

safety ; 2-mile handicap ; i-mile open, safety ; i-mile
open, championship of America ; i-mile team race.

SECOND DAY, SEPTEMBER 2.

One-mile safety, handicap ; i-mile handicap ; i-mile
tandem, L. A. W. State championship

;
3-mile lap ; 2-

mile 6.10 class, safety ; i-mile 2.50 class ; i-mile tandem,
handicap ; i-mile 3-minute class, safety ; i-mile conso-
lation ; I-mile consolation, safety.

THE K. C. W.'S LANTERN PARADE.

The Williamsport Club will hold a meet at Will-
iamsport. Pa., in September.

Schumacher had a bad fall while training at the
Berkeley Oval on Saturday last, seriously injuring
his ankle. He will ride at the K. C. W. meet.

Providence, R. I., having decided to hold a race
meet August 30, forms a circuit as follows : Niagara
Falls, Providence, Hartford, Philadelphia and Peoria.
This is probably the best opportunity for racing ever
offered in America.

The following programme has been adopted for the
third meet of the Northern New York Cyclists' Asso-
ciation, which is to be held at Carthage, July 10

:

J^-mile bicycle, ^-mile safety, i-mile bicycle, i-rnile

bicycle, 'gg-'go riders ; i-mile team race
;

j^-mile,

hands off ;
i-mile ordinary ; i-mile safety handicap

;

I-mile, Carthage championship
;

J^-mile, bicycle vs.

horse ;
i^-mile bicycle handicap, loo-yards slow race,

j-mile bicycle, circuit championship, three heats.
Entries close July 3 with Jas. H. Forbes, Carthage,
N. Y.

RACE MEET AT WATERTOWN, N. Y.

The programme for the meet to be held at Water-
town on Independence Day, has been arranged as fol-

lows : One-mile handicap for 1889-1890 riders
;
J^-mile

safety, scratch
;
J^-mile for boys under twelve years

of age
;
)^-mile safety, scratch ; i-mile team race

;
%-

mile, bicycle vs. horse
;
J^-mile, hands off; i-mile safe-

ty, scratch • 100-yards slow race ; i-mile circuit cham-
pionship. Entries for the handicaps close June 27, and
for other events July i, with F. A. Sherman, Water-
town, N. Y.

The tournament of the Rochester Bicycle League,
mentioned in last week's Wheel, will occur about the
22d of August. A committee consisting of G. S. Mont-
gomery, Robert Thomson and Fred D. Morgan were
appointed to make arrangements for the event. The
following representatives of local clubs will also as-
sist in preparing the programme : Business Men's
Club, Wendell M. Smith, George W. Ross-Lewin ; Gen-
esee, G. S. Montgomery, Robert Thomson ; West End,
Thomas Shannon, R. 1*. Olcott ; Lake View, F. D. Mor-
gan, M. B. Fox ; Flour City, James H. Brown, Robert
Adams ; Crescent, Frank Tailing, Frank H. Robinson

;

Rochester, B. H. Punnett.

EASTERN CHAMPIONSHIP BICYCLE RACES.

Entries for the 2-mile bicycle race for the Eastern
championship of the United States will be decided at
Staten Island to-morrow, the following being the con-
testants: W. Windle, Berkeley A. C; G. Tonkin, N. Y.
A. C; H. L. Kingston and G. M. Hendee, of the Man-
hattan A. C, and R. H. Davis, of the N. Y. A. C. The
entries of Rich, Campbell and other members of the
Berkeley Club were returned, as the laws of the Ath-
letic Union provide that no man can compete in a
champion event until he has been a member of an
amateur athletic club for at least three months before
the date of closing of the entries.

At the Kensington A. A. sports, held June 10, F. T. B.
Archer, 40 yards, won his heat in 2m. 33 3-5S., and the
final in 2m. 32 2-5S., which is equal to 2m. 36 2-5S. for
full distance. At the same meeting Archer also rode
a quarter mile, standing start, in 35 4-5S., beating the
record by 1 1-5S. The open safety handicap was won
by C. P. Sisley, 140 yards, in 2m. 30 3-5S., equal to 2m.
45S. full distance. W. C. Jones rode in the safety
handicap, doing the mile in 2m. 36 1-5S. His time for
the quarter was 38s.; at the half, im. 14 2-ss., beating
the record ; three-quarters, im. 55 4-5S., and the mile
in 2m. 36 1-5S. In the final heat of the ordinary handi-
cap, Osmond finished fourth in 2m. 34 3-5S.

The cyclists, of Pennsylvania, are enjoying their
meet on Friday and Saturday of this week at Phila-
delphia. The programme on Friday includes runs
through Fairmount Park, the Wissahickon, Lancaster
Pike, Bryn Mawr, Wayne, Devon, Fort Washington,
Willow Grove and other points of interest. In the even-
ing there will bo a grancl excursion down the river and
bay on the palace steamer Edwin Forrest. On Satur-
day, June 28, there will be a grand parade on North
Broad Street and through Fairmount Park in the
morning. In the afternoon the Division races will be
held on the grounds of the Tioga Athletic Association.
In the evening a theatre party will be given at the
Grand Opera House, where the "Bohemian Girl" will
be the attraction.

Bedford Avenue in the vicinity of the King's County
Wheelmen's handsome quarters was alive with wheels
and wheelmen Wednesday night, the assemblage
being caused by the club's ninth annual lantern
parade. As fast as the visiting organizations arrived
they were conducted to a position on Brevoort Place
and furnished with laths and Chinese lanterns, The
body of wheelmen was handled with great ability,

and at 9:15 Marshal W. F. Murphy gave the command
to start. Amid the blowing of bugles and the screech
of whistles and horns the line moved into Bedford
Avenue two abreast, and between a crowd of admir-
ing spectators proceeded to the fountain at Division
Avenue, and then counter-marched to the club house.
The long array of illuminated wheels formed a

pleasing picture to the eye, and although some fancy
ornamenting was visible, the display was not as
elaborate as last year. The pace at times was too
rapid for the safety of the lanterns, many being ex-
tinguished by the breeze or caught fire, and the irre-
pressible street urchin enjoyed himself highly,
demolishing the paper-covered lights with his usual
degree of alacrity.
Considerable red fire was burned along the avenue,

and many private residences and places of business
were prettily illuminated. Several ladies rode alone
or on tandems, much to the admiration of the
onlookers.
Upon the return to the club house refreshments

were served to the perspiring and jovial multitude,
and the scramble in the wheel room was an exceed-
ingly ludicrous sight. No accidents marred the
evening's enjoyment, and there were in the
neighborhood oi!^25o wheels in line. The officers in
charge and those of the clubs in line are as follows :

Pacemakers—R. F. Hibson and F. H. Douglass.
Marshal—William F. Murphy, Kings County Wheel-
men. Aids—C. M. McLaren, W. I. Amerman, J. P.

Stevens, T. G. McDonald, R. J. Jones and R. W.
Steves. Kings County Wheelmen—Captain, William
F. Murphy; First Lieutenant, John Bensiger; Second
Lieutenant, JohnR. Bedford. Brooklyn Bicycle Club

—

Captain, Waldo E. Fuller ; First Lieutenant, W. D.
Meade ; Second Lieutenant, C. F. Quimby. Long
Island Wheelmen—Captain, L. H. Wise ; First Lieu-
tenant, C. C. Alden ; Second Lieutenant, A. P. Top-
ping. Prospect Wheelmen—Captain, William "T.

Shannon ; First Lieutenant, R. J. Wulffi. Brooklyn
Rangers—Captain, J. H. McCue ; First Lieutenant,
George Holland. Centaur Cycling Club—Captain, G.
B. Waters ; First Lieutenant, C. H. Hawkins ; Second
Lieutenant, J. E. Briggs. Harlem Wheelmen—Cap-
tain, Frank N. Lord ; First Lieutenant, R. B. Robert-
son ; Second Lieutenant, F. L. Kittle. Riverside
Wheelmen—Captain, F. M. Cossett ; First Lieutenant,
E. A. Powers ; Second Lieutenant, J. Blauvelt. Ata-
lanta Wheelmen, Newark, N. J.—Captain, A. T. Rum-
mell ; First Lieutenant, E. M. Halsey ; Second Lieu-
tenant, H. H. Russell. Plainfield Bicycle Club,
Plainfield, N. J.—Captain, Prank L. C. Martin ; First
Lieutenant, J. E. Erickson ; Second Lieutenant, Stan-
ton M. Smith.

THE KNICKERBOCKER'S BERKSHIRE
RUN.

CYCLE VS. HORSE.

Captain Hamilton and three members of
the Knickerbocker Wheelmen of this city,

Messrs. F. Ryer, F. Pringle, and L. Eickwort
toured through the famous Berkshire Hills on
Decoration Day and the two days following.
The party boarded the 6:31 a. m. train at Mott
Haven for Hillsdale, about 100 miles up the
road, where wheeling was to commence.

After climbing the hills out of Hillsdale, the
boys were treated to one of the most exciting
coasts they had ever experienced, shooting out
into the valley below at lightning speed after
traveling about three-quarters of a mile wthout
touching a foot to the pedals. At the bottom of
the hills the party stopped long enough to get
a cooling drink and give the Captain time
enough to tramp half way up the hill to get his

luggage, which had parted company with him
at that point.

In a few minutes the party were again wheel-
ing over a fine road, which took them to Gt.
Barrington, where dinner was taken at the
Miller House, the L. A. W. hotel. After
dinner the party were met by ten of the Gt.
Barrington's cyclists, who escorted them to

Stockbridge ; from here the tourists rolled alone
over fine roads to Pittsfield, passing over the
hills at Lenox to view the homes of the '

' money
kings."

The next morning, after enjoying a good
night's rest, an easy run was taken to Williams-

town for lunch, after which the work began,

for, being misguided by local advisers and a
misunderstanding, the party climbed over the

Williamstown Mountain, and if any wheelman
has ever done the same he will know what this

means, although the Knicks thought they were
fully repaid by the grand scenery to be viewed
from the summit.

After reaching the base of the mountain and
wheeling a short distance Berlin was reached,

where refreshments were served, and after

resting for about an hour a moonlight run of

twenty miles was taken to Troy, where the

night was spent.

Next morning a short run of eight miles was
taken to Albany where the train was boarded
for New York. All were well pleased wth the

trip, and are anxiously waiting for another
tour.

While two esteemed associate members of

the Solitary Club were recently in the cycling
sign shop, and in momentary danger of sitting

down upon a freshly-painted board, the ques-
tion of road swine came up, and the ex-treasurer

wanted to know how we thought a '

' hossy
man " would feel, and what shade of blue haze
would surround him should a cycler pretend to

be frightened at his hairy and odorous horse,

and demand the driver and owner to get down
and lead the critter over to one side of the road,

so the wheelman could pass.

This he has as good a right to demand as has
the horseman, but he never does it, being too
much a gentleman, and caring too much for the
pleasure and comfort of people on the highway,
something only about three out of ten horse
drivers ever do.

This is the other side of the story, and we
have often been angered enough at the '

' pork-
ussedness" of horsemen to wish to see this re-

versed order of things brought to a test, to

show the " porkuss" up in the light he is seen
by all right minded users of public roads,
A blear-eyed and probably beer-mouthed

"porkuss" lately ordered our cycle off the road
(a wide macadam one on which we were ap-
proaching Bridgeport), when he had room for

three wagons to pass.

Our sorrow for him was so deep and the pen
sketch we were making was so much more in-

teresting that we gave him only a look as he lum-
bered by at about two miles an hour.

Its a pity that an early blight or the toot rot

could not strike the existing members of the
"porkuss" family, and they be carried away
from the checkered scenes of this inconstant
life to regions of eternal blis-ter !

Old Doc Aires, a man who was old enough
sixty years ago to know better, lately shook his

fist at our club's acting treasurer because his

cycle was more sensible than the said old Doc's
horse, or the Doc himself. Stamson.

THE iftASSACHUSETTS DIVISION
MEET.

Cottage City has again been chosen as the site

for the Massachusetts Division meet, to take

place July 17, 18 and ig. It is expected that

the affair will be more enjoyable than anj' of its

predecessors, the di\nsion being larger and
stronger in every way.
Following is the programme as now arranged

:

Thursday, July 17, 10 a. m.^—Hill coasting

contest. This wall be a noveltj^ sure to prove
attractive. Committee, Dr. W. G. Kendall.

3 p. m,—Fancy riding contest for amateur
championship. Two prizes. Committee, Charles

S. Howard.
8 p. m.—Illuminated parade. Two prizes for

best displays. Committee, C. S. Howard, W.
W. Stall and I. E. Moultrop.

Friday, July 18, 9 a. m.—Run around the cir-

cle. Committee, A. W. Robinson.
II a. m.—Swimming contest for aquatic

wheelmen. Two prizes. Committee Dr. W. G.

Kendall.
8 p. m,—Ball. Committee, A. W. Robinson,

C. P. Culberly and G. W. Smith.

3 p. m.—Base-ball game. Committee, W. H.
Emery, J.

W. Bean.
Friday, July 19, 10 a. m.—Annual parade.

Committee, W. H. Emery.

3 p. m.—Races, i-mile novice, i-mile oi'dina-

r)', I-mile safety, ^-mile ordinar}', and i-mile

tandem. Two prizes each event. Committee,
A. Bassett, A. D. Peck, Jr., and E. B. Pillsbury.

Buffalo wheelmen are greatly agitated over a move-
ment to compel them to use lamps and bells, several
persons having been run down by reckless riders.

An order has also been issued to' compel riders to

desist from sidewalk riding, the penalty being arrest.

Edward L. Gager was captured by a policeman on
Monday of this week for violating this ordinance, and
escorted to Precinct No. i.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Manitou, Mich., has nine lady riders.

Bridgeport has a hidies' club with a membership o£
fifteen.

Louisville has twelve lady cyclers and Minneapolis
thirty-five.

The Louisville Cvcle Club intend adding a gymna-
sium to their club house.

U. J. Canary, the tried rider, now with the Overman
Wheel Co., is now in Louisville.

It is rumored that Pauline Hall intends to ride a
wheel from Baltimore to New York.

A club has been organized in Davenport, Iowa, and
will hold a race meet during the fall.

The independent Cyclers of Louisville will tender
their friends a lawn party on June 27.

The Capital Bicycle Club, of Washington, will enjoy
its annual moonlight excursion July 2.

Messrs. Humber & Co., limited, have declared an
interim dividend of 5 percent per annum.

The Chelsea Ramblers and Chelsea Cycle Club will
hold a joint race meet at Union Park July 4.

Chairman Davol has suspended fifteen Denver wheel-
men from the League for racing with professionals.

The Orange Wanderers will engineer a road race
over the Arlington and Central Avenue course July 12.

A Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, of Louisville, Ky., will
start about July 1 for a trip-a-wheel to Nashville,
Tenn.

Mr. W. W. Gilbert, father of Capt. F. C. Gilbert of
the Elizabeth Wheelmen, died suddenly of apoplexy
June I.J.

Chambersburg, Pa., ten years ago could boast of
bvit four riders. To-day 120 of its inhabitants own
wheels.

The next ann ual meeting of the wheelmen of Central
Pennsylvania will be held at Milton, Pa., some time
in June, 1S91.

The lady members of the Rhode Island Wheelmen
will hold a picnic at East Providence, June 27, the start
will be made at 6 a. m.

The Fall River Ramblers have entered a team to
participate in the s-mile race at Taunton, July 4, for a
silver cup valued at $25.

On Fourth of July Captain Dalsen will lead a party
from the Century Club, Philadelphia, on a 100-mile run,
the start to be niade from Harrisburg. '

A reader of The Wheel wants a route from Wilkes-
barre, Pa., to Harrisburgh, Pa., thence to Washington,
D. C, thence to Philadelphia and New York.

The Tower Cycle Company's hands are working
from 6 a. m. to II p. m., and the same maybe said,
more or less, about nearly ever maker in the trade.

The Middlesex Cycle Club, of Boston, is making
extra efforts toward bringing itself into popularity. It
has the largest ladies' contingent of any club in the
State.

Superintendent Sterling, of the Passaic, N. J., electric
light station, while riding his safety Sunday evening,
ran over a dog, throwing him in such a manner as to
break one of his legs.

E. F. Millar, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, took a severe
header while riding in the dark through East. Orange
Tuesday night and received a deep gash on the cheek
and sprained both wrists.

On July 4 the Ramblers of Buffalo will enjoy a three
days' tour. Sunday, June 29, their century run will
take place, and if fair weather prevails seventy mem-
bers are expected to turn out.

The annual 25-mile race of the Minneapolis Bicycle
Club will be run over the Lake Harriet Boulevard the
last week of July, open to Minnesota wheelmen only.
Coolie Bell won last j'ear in ih. 38m.

The roads in and around Edgewood and Pawtueket,
R. I., fairly swarm with cyclers on pleasant days,
many of whom are enthusiasts, and a club in that
vicinity would undoubtedly prove successful.

On the evening of July 3 the wheelmen of Louisville
will parade with lanterns, and on the Fourth of July a
series of seven races will be held, all under the
auspices of the Wilder Driving Park Association.

Buffalo is another city to possess a Press Bicycle
Club. It was organized June 24 with the following of-
ficers : President, G. W. Schooley ; vice-president, H.
P. Thompson

; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Wilson.

Owing to the inclemency of the weather last Satur-
day, the Hudson County Wheelmen's 5-mile handicap
road race over the Irvington-Milburn course was
necessarily postponed until July 4. Sixteen men have
entered.

The Fourth of July parade at Lynn, Mass., will con-
tain a detachment from the Lynn Wheel Club, styled
tne " Antique and Terrible" division. Each rider will
wear a distinct burlesque suit or ridiculous costume of
some kind.

The Pneumetic Tire Company are experimenting
with a species of phosphor bronze gauze inserted in
the centre of the outer rubber covering, and if the con
trivance prove successful it .should get over the punc-
turing diffculty,

On Friday evening, June 21, ten young ladies gave
an exhibition of riding at Armory Hall, Minneapolis,
and for tyros showed a remarkable degree of pro-
ficiency, having ridden but six weeks. They were
pupils of Snow's Bicycle School.

Amove is being agitated by the Keystone Club, of
Pittsburf^, to adopt a helmet for the summer months
as part of the club uniform. Wheelmen all over the
country would do well to follow this example, as the
wearing of visor-caps in mid-summer cause untold
suffering from sunburn.

In Muskegon, Mich., there are twenty-two ladies and
numberless girls who ride the safetv. The first rider
was Miss Alice Burnharn and the second Mrs. George
Butterfield, wife of the secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
both of whom are expert riders, who would make little
of a forty or fifty mile spin.

A meet was recently held at Leige, Belgium, in which
200 cyclists took part. Clubs were present from
Holland, Germany and France. The principal feature
of the meeting was a grand dinner, presided over by
Mons. Lequarre, Professor of the Leige University,
who is the oldest cyclist in Belgium.

The authorities of Philadelphia have shelved the
proposition to pave Broad Street with asphalt, and the
citizens as well as the wheelmen must wait for a year
at least before anything can be done. If the street
were paved it would connect the business heart of the
city with the residence and riding districts.

Central Avenue, Newark, the main artery open to
the Oranges, is in the hands of a new street railway
company, and the macadam is being torn up for the
laying of tracks. The street is to be regraded to the
canal bridge, and cyclers will have a bad stretch of
road to surmount for the next two months or so.

The wheelmen, of Providence, have set August 30 as
the date for their tournament, and a committee has
been appointed, consisting of H. L. Perkins, B. I.

Bruce and J. L. Spiers—three of the most popular
cyclers of the town—to make all necessary arrange-
ments. Five hundred dollars has already been raised
by subscription which is almost a sufficiency.

The Buffalo Neivs claims that Syracuse has the
dirtiest and worst-paved streets in the country, and
further states that a well-paved thoroughfare is a
curiosity to the inhabitants of the City of Salt. The
last Legislature passed a charter that will undoubted-
ly remedy this condition of affairs in time, it having
passed through all political intricacies without being
killed.

'The cyclers at East Attleboro, Mass., are to be
pitied. A fine of $5 is imposed upon them for sidewalk
riding, and the roads are covered with loose earth
and gravel, making it an impossibility to ride. The
trees and fences in this neighborhood, and in the
vicinity of Bristol, R. I., are bedecked with signs
warning wheelmen off the sidewalk or be punished
by law.

The postponed combined run of the N. Y. Bicycle
Club and Brooklyn Bicycle Club to Massapequa will
take place this Sunday. The Manhattans will steer
for Tarrytown and another group will halt when
Yonkers IS reached, on the same day. The K. C. W.'s
will be taken to Coney Island by Capt. Murphy. A
party of New Jersey wheelmen will take in the beau-
ties of the Pompton ride.

Grand Rapids, Mich., is booming as a cycling town.
The Grand Rapids Cycling Company have a factory
there, out of which they turn twenty wheels a week.
The agents in this city, who represent all the makes
turned out, have sold 435 wheels thus far this year.
One concern alone has bought $11,000 worth ot ma-
chines and sundries thus far. There are over fifty
ladies who ride bicycles in the streets, which are very
poorly paved at that.

The Premier has come oitt first in the ""Answers"
best cycle competition, the Swift being second, but 1,000
votes behind. That popular and reliable mount, the
Rover, was beaten by 600 votes by the "Energetic," a
machine sold by A. Mecredy, late of the Jrish
Cyclist. Such is fame, but one thing is evident, the
"Energetic" is not the best machine, and queer things
are hinted at by " Answers," when announcing the
result about this Irish machine.

BUFF.^LO'S FIFTY-MILE RACE POSTPONED.
Wet weather made it necessary to postpone the

Standard Cycle Co. 's 50-mile road race at Buffalo last
Saturday, until July 5. Much interest is being mani-
fested in the event^ and there is no doubt but what it

will prove an e.xciting affair, as each contestant has
pinned his faith on first place. It is thought that a
deal of money will change hands.

Grand Rapids, Mich., is rapidly becoming a great
bicycle town, nearly 450 wheels having been sold there
already this season. There are some five or six
dealers nearly all doing a great business. Perkins,
Richmond & Co. do the bulk of the trade, E. G. Stud-
ley coming in for the next largest share. Muskegon
and Bay City are two other towns in the State that are
rapidly coming to the front as cycling centres.

Owing to the frightful and almost impassable con-
dition of the roads for a large part of the time during
the past two months, the output of the Leadville, Col.,
mines has been much less than it would have been
with the roads in good condition. This state of affairs
finally aroused the citizens to action, and at a public
meeting it was decided to experimentally macadamize
a stretch of road, and if it proved successful, to
carry on the work throughout the country.

SHERMAN FIRST TO CLIMB FAIRMOUNT HILL.

Last Sunday, J. W. Sherman, accompanied by a
party of wheelmen from the Lynn Cycling Club and
Hyde Park Ramblers, climbed Fairmount Hill, near
Bo^.on, without a dismount, the feat never before
having been accomplished. The grade is much
steeper than Corey Hill, and a little over a quarter of a
mile long. Sherman holds the record of Eagle Rock
Hill, Orange, for greatest number of round trips.

The Buffalo Ramblers have agreed to hold a tourna-
ment at the Driving Park the latter part of August,
and a guarantee fund of $500 is being raised. A cinder
path will be built if permission can be obtained from
the commissioners.

The Pneumatic Tire Agency, of Dublin, have issued
a little book containing instructions for riders of cy-
cles equipped with these tires. It claims that punc-
tures through the inner tube are exceedingly rare,
and can be repaired by the roadside by removing the
outside canvas covering and applying a piece of rub-
ber, prepared by the company, over the rent after be-
ing dipped in a prepared solution. It is indispensible
to any one desiring to repair a pneumatic-tired weeel.

Brown's University Bicycle Club is officered as
follows ; President, M. F. Messer, 'or ; Vice President,
E. T. Guild, '90 • Secretary, M. L. Goff, '91

; Treasurer,
W. [. Peacock, '91 ; Bugler, W. H. Paine, '91 ; Captain,
M. S. Fanning, 'oi. The Executive Committee com-
prises the President, ex-officio, Matteson, '92

; Camp-
bell, '92, and Paine, '91. The honorary members are
Prof. Alonzo Williams, W. C. Poland and O. E. Ran-
dall. Altogether there are thirty-three active mem-
bers.

An officious officer of the law arrested a wheelman
in Pawtueket, R. I., for pushing his wheel along the
sidewalk last week. He was making his way to a
restaurant when the policeman ordered him off the
walk. The wheelman, however, kept his course,
whereupon the officer tested the soundness of the
bicycle with his billy, and a squabble was the result,
in which the man with the club came out best. The
prisoner was immediately discharged upon reaching
the station.

At Clarendon Hall, Boston, June 21, the Massachu-
setts Division convened with Chief Consul Emery in
the chair. He reported that the Worcester meet had
been a most successful affair, and would prove par-
ticularly profitable to the division in the way of add-
ing new members to the League. It is thought that
2,500 members will be on the roll before another eight
months pass. A committee composed of Messrs.
Emery, Howard and Moultrop were appointed to
prepare a new road book.

Great excitement has been created in the neighbor-
hood of Price, Utah, by the discovery near there of
what promises to be the richest find of asphalt and
graphite in the West. A vein twenty feet wide, which
assays ninety-eight per cent, of asphalt, has also been
found, from which thousands of tons can be taken
without drifting. It has been tested by experts, who
declare it equal to the Barber asphalt of Trinidad.
Graphite in large quantities can be mined in the same
district. Works are being erected.

Through the discontinuation of the initiation fee for
three months the membership of the Atalanta Wheel-
men, Newark, will reach the four-score mark. The
following are the names of the new applicants : Wm.
MuUer, Walter Greacen, Jr., W. S. Baker, Jr., W. S.
Leonard, Jr., D. B. Pickering, C. Lee Colton, D. Daw-
son, H. Ralph Tuttle, F. H. Hanson, Wm. H. Barnett,
R. F. Searing, F. M. Thorne, Chas. Edge, Otto Struck,
Chas. T. Dougherty, Peter Wilson, Raymond Smith,
J. B. Merrill, W. W. Garrabrant, E. G. Dean, F. A.
Dawson, Ed. C. Kern, Chas. Graham and A. Wycoff.

Work was begun on the track at Niagara Falls
Monday, and the races to take place Saturday, July
12 are to be equal to any given in this country. The
principal event will be the mile heat of the Brinker-
Gassler race. In the tandem race, Gassier and Iven
will probably meet the undefeated team of the Buffalo
Bicycle Club, Brinker and Milley. Among the events
will be : i-mile novice safety, i-mile ordinary, open

;

i-mile safety, open; ^-mile ordinary, open
; J<-miIe

safety, open: i-mile tandem, open
;
}^-mile ordinary,

open, and %-x!\\\e. safety, open.

July 4 will be utilized by the Brownsville, Ohio,
Cycle Club as a field day, and elaborate preparations
have been made in anticipation of a pleasant outing.
Ta.Kis and Banker are expected to be present, and the
Keystone Club, of Pittsburg, will take its usual club
run, with Brownsville as its destination, to view the
sport. The programme is as follows : Hill-climbing
contest at 11 a. m. (races at park commence at 2 p.
m. ) ; I-mile novice, safety ; i-mile lap race, open

;

^-mile, 1.35 class; i-mile safety, handicap; i-mile,
1.30 class

;
J^-mile, open ; i-mile, ,3.20 class ; 2-mile,

handicap.

THE POMPTON RUN.

The combined run of the Hudson County Wheel-
men, Brooklyn Bicycle Club and New York Bicycle
Club, last Sunday was very nearly demoralized by
bad weather. None of the Brooklyn contingent ma
terialized and less than half a dozen New Yorkers
were ",in" at the start. About a dozen H. C. W's were
ready, however, and the party was augmented at Mont-
clair bj' several Atalantas, making a procession of
about twenty-five men. Captain Day, of the H. C. W.,
led the wheelmen, to Little Falls, where they sought
for dinner, and afterward enjoyed the miniature
Niagara. The return was made by the way of Pater-
son, Passaic and Belleville, and the trip was evidently
enjoyed by all participants.

DENVER AGITATED OVER STREET PAVEMENTS.

Denver, Col., has been "all torn up" overthe paving
question, one-half the population favoring asphalt, the
other half something else. Some of the papers have
been very rabid in their fight against asphalt, column
editorials in italics being quite the rule. A vast deal
of information on the subject of pavements generally
has, however, resulted, and it is stated that at one of the
Exchanges a vitrified brick was exhibited which had
done service in front of the Galesburg, 111., street car
station for six years, and which no one who examined
it could tell which side had been laid upwards, so
little was it worn. Another published statement
which may or may not be true was that in the asphalted
districts of London the cabmen carried blankets,
which they spread on the pavement when their horses
fell to enable the animal to regain a footing.
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CHICAGO.

THE DIVISION MEET.

"Western push" has not characterized the promo-
tion of the Division meet to any very considerable ex-
tent, and if the attendance is not what it should be, the
Bloomington boys will have themselves to blame.
Programmes and particulars were only received in the
latter part of last week, notwithstanding the date of
the meet is but little more than two weeks off—July
4th and jth. The Division hosts seem partial to parades
—three m one day—while the prizes in the races are
not such as are likely to attract the fast men, most of
whom have already entered for events elsewhere. We
can, however, but hope for the best.

THE PROGRAMME, JULY 4.

A. M.—Informal reception at club headquarters In
Armory Hall, where all must register, and secure
badges

; 9:30 a. m., parade ; 11:00 a. m., business meet-
ing in Opera House; 1:00 p. m., grand parade and photo-
graph at Miller's Park; 2:00 p. m., races at Baseball
Park, as follows

:

i-mile, novice ; 2-mile, tandem ; i-mile, State cham-
pionship (ordinary) ; i-mile handicap, B. Bi. C. ; 2-mile
safety, open ; i-mile, State championship (safety)

; 5^-

mile, boys under 16; fancy and trick riding; J^-mile,
unicycle

;
5-mile, open, and consolation.

7:30 p. m., lantern parade
; 9:30 p. m., ball, complimen-

tary to Division at Windsor Hotel.

JULY 5.

5:30 a. m., run to different points of interest in and
around the city

; 7:15 a. m., run toDanvers' (io}^-miles),
over good roads, with fine coasting and excellent
scenery. After refreshments the party will return to
Bloomington and picnic at Miller's Park. " Why
Bloomington is a good place for the Division meet," is

explained in the programme as follows :

Because a good location is necessary to insure a
large attendance, and in that respect Bloomin§:ton is

unexcelled. Among the advantages of Bloomington
for such an occasion may be mentioned, convenient
railroad facilities and direct trains from all parts of
the State; the fine "brick pavements" for which this
city has a reputation throughout the United States ; a
system of 7iine lines ofElectt-icStreet Railways, leading
to all parts of the city, to the parks and Normal

;

electric illumination at the intersections of each alter-
nate block by arc lights, which show the wary pedaler
to and from all parts of the city at all hours of the
night, while during the day the cycler may enj'oy rid-
ing and coasting under fine trees in all parts of the
city and Normal. Good roads lead many miles out
into the surrounding country, while beautiful pan-
oramic scenery dotted with fine forests, interspered
with plenty of coasts, abound in all directions. The
hotel and restaurant accommodations of Bloomington
are very good, and the rates such as will suit all.

IN GENERAL.

Van Sicklen and Phil. Hammil will compete in
the Poorman road race at Cincinnati, on the "glorious
Fourth."

Dick Forrest, of the Chicago Club, for a long while
with Garden, and now with the Kenwood Co., made a
Miss Brady Mrs. Forrest, on Saturday last. Dick
Schmidt, also an erstwhile light of the C. C. C, is an-
other who has recently "gone over." The latter, with
his bride, Miss Comstock, that was, will spend a por-
tion of his honeymoon awheel.
Geo. A. and Jas. W., of the Thorne family of flyers,

left last week for a short stay in England. It is pos-
sible that they may do some racing while there.
At the annual games of the Cook County High

Schools, on the 22d inst. W. J. Anderson won both the
mile ordinary and safety events, the former in 3:32%,
the latter in 4:11. J. R. Bliss was second in the ordin-
ary, and Leroy Cram in the safety.

R. O. Vandercook, of the Evanston Club, leaves
here per railroad on Saturday next for Denver,
where he w^ill take to his wheel and penetrate into
Yellowstone Park, and then likely continue to the
Pacific Coast by way of Portland, Oregon, etc.

Concerning the number of Pullman entries, and as
a matter of information and record, it may be well to
say that the exact number of entries totaled 186
instead of 181 as first reported, five names having
been added to the list after copy had been taken by

Bettsy B.

FROM BEYOND THE SALT POND.

American cyclists who intend a trip through France
this summer may be interested to know that the best
maps of that country are tho.se issued by the Military
General Staff (L'Etat-Major). They are in scale i-

200,000 and colored; all ridable roads are traced in red.
The cyclists of Besaacon participated in the cordial

reception which was accorded to Mr. Carnot, the
French President, during his last voyage through the
south of France. The Cycling Consul of Doubs, and
his two colleagues were presented to the president,
and the former made a complaint about the bad con-
dition of the roads in the vicinity of the city. M.
Carnot was much surprised at hearing the same. He
had the Chief Commissioner of Highways at once
appear before him, and ordered the necessary meas-
ures to be taken to have the roads in good condition.
Three cheers for Carnot

!

The German cych'ng paper Das Stalilrad contains a
.short description of the chainless safety, "the
Broncho."
In the German city Dortmund, there are 36 physi-

cians, of which 12 use wheels in calling at their
patients.
August Lehr, the German champion, who met with

an accident a short time ago, has much improved. In
Dortmund lie won a prize riding with arm in band-
ages, and in Frankfort-on-Main he did 5,000 meters in
9m. 41 2-5S. on an ordinary. A, R,

PHILADELPHIA,

PLANS OF THE MEET.
News this week is scarce. The clubs and men are

doing but little else than making preparations for the
coming meet, and consequently my notes will be few
this time, Mr. Editor, but I will try and make amends
in the next issue.
The outlook for a successful occasion are brighter

than ever. The number of visitors has not been ap-
proximated, but large numbers of inquiries have been
received, and from 300 to 500 are confidently expected
from out of town. Taxis unfortunately met with a
slight accident while training, and consequently has a
bad knee and hands. He will ride in the races, but
will hardly be in the fine form which he has recently
shown.
A grand stand, accommodating 600 people, has been

erected, although it is hoped to have at least 1,500 spec-
tators. The races and theatre party are expected to
help defray the expenses of the other portions of the
programme. The theatre party is already an assured
success. The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has secured
the entire two front rows of the parquet circle for a
stag party. This includes something over 100 seats,
extending around the entire house, so that " Pennsy "

will probably make the largest showing. The Century
Wheelmen have bought the four large boxes on the
left-hand side of the house for the same purpose, and
the South End has three on the opposite side. The
fourth box on the right will be occupied by the in-

vited guests, including Col. Pope, President Dunn,
Albert A. Mott, and other prominent wheelmen from
different parts of the country. The Philadelphia will
entertain as special guests the Maryland Bicycle Club,
of Baltimore ; the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will
look after their old friends, the Hudson County Wheel-
men, of Jersey City ; the Century Wheelmen their cen-
tury run friends, the Brooklyns, and the South End
the members of the old Lancaster Bicycle Club, with
whom they spent the last Fourth of July. Next week
" I'll tell you how it was."

A SERIOUS CATASTROPHE.
On Monday evening some thirty members of the

Century Wheelmen paid a visit to their friends, the
South End Wheelmen, at the other end of the town,
going via. the Park and arriving at the down-town
club house soon after 9 o'clock. After a short stop the
members of the two clubs proceeded down the road to
the Point Breeze Driving Park, and after sampling the
bar amused themselves running races on the track.
The moon, which was confidently depended upon to
assist in the evening's sport, was seen but little, and a
slight shower started some men home early ; still the
time was pleasantly spent, with the exception of a bad
accident, which occurred just before leaving. Hazel-
ton and West, on a tandem, and Marriott, Dimon,
Greer, McCurdy, Brown, Dalsen, Oellus, and other
members of both clubs had been spurting around the
track with various results and more or less astonish-
ing time, when W. J. Greer and K. P. McCurdy, both
members of the South End, started for a mile heat.
They had gone hardly a quarter of the distance when
they crashed into some one mounted on Kirk Brown's
Pneumatic Tired Wheel, and riding in the opposite
direction. All three of the machines were badly dam-
aged, and both the men were removed to the hotel
parlors, where their wounds were examined, and then
taken to the hospital. Mr. Greer escaped with a severe
bruise, but Mr. McCurdy, who had not fully recov-
ered from his accident of last week, will not be able to
ride for some time, as he was severelv cut about the
hips and his spinal column laid open. The cause of the
catastrophe quietly left the wheel, which he took
without permission, and which 'was wrecked almost
beyond repair, and sneaked away. When his identity
is made known it will probably go hard with him, as
all present were loud in their denunciation of any
man who would take a wheel without permission,
ride in the wrong direction on the track, seriously in-
jure two other riders, wreck all the machines, and
then run away without even stopping to see what in-
jury had been done.

Jack Hazelton, of the Century, last week put the
Ford's Hill score up another notch, making twenty-
one ascents without a dismount in 21m. i8^s.

Paul Berwyn.

BUFFALO.

It is a certainty that Buffalo will have a two day's
meet, August 28 and 29, following the L. A. W. gather-
ing at Niaraga Falls. The Buffalos and Ramblers,
the two clubs who will engineer the matter, held
meetings Friday night and each raised a $500 guaran-
tee and appointed committees who will have entire
charge.

The Standard Cycle Co.'s 50-mile road race which
was to have occurred Saturday did not come off on ac-
count of the rain. It will take place July 5.

The century of the Ramblers from Erie next Sun-
day will be a large one, as it is intended to make
another record for the club in the number of mem-
bers making the run. Thirty-four is the present
figure.

The Brenner-Hauck and Hedge-Lewis race is not
likely to come off on the date announced. On account
of an injury, Lewis asked for a postponement some
time ago, but this was not agreed to. Hedge then
claimed he did not have time to train, and still the
Ramblers would not agree to a later date. Now the
Buffalo men are trying to prove that the Rambler
riders are professionals. How it will all end is hard
to conjecture.

A new bicycle club will be formed next week and
will start in with a membership of forty. Zo.

The Wheelmen's Bowling League will hold an
executive meeting at the New York Club House on
Saturday evening, June 28. An application has been
received from the Jersey City Athletic Club's Cycling
Club,

'

LOUISVILLE.

L. C. C. OPENING.
There was absolutely nothing to mar the success of

the opening of the L. C. C. on the 19th inst. Three
o'clock in the afternoon found it raining torrents,
which, however, continued for only about an hour,
and proved beneficial, rather than otherwise, and
from 10 till 2 found not less than 200 merry cyclers and
their friends engaged in the intricacies of the lancers
and other dances. The dance hall and gym. is on the
second floor, and is 50x24 and 18 feet high ; under-
neath is the billiard room, 50x24 and 10 feet high,
where refreshments were served. The Independent
Cyclers sent their representatives and the L. C. C.'s
true blue and white mixed fraternally with the I. C.'s
orange and black in the mazy waltz, on the lawn and
in the dimly-lighted verandas. It is expected a num-
ber of similar entertainments will be given in season.

THE I. c.'s LAWN FETE.
The I. C. reciprocate with an invitation of the L. C.

C. to their cotnplimentary lawn fete next Friday, the
27th inst., and not a few have signified their inten-
tions to be there. It will be at the home of Mrs. Wood-
ruff. The grounds are a solid block, and a heavily-
wooded grove surrounds the residence, which is not,
as may be supposed, in the suburbs, but in the heart
of the resident part of the city. Here's success to the
I. C.'s venture.

THE RACES.
On July 4. at the Wilder Driving Park, there will be

cycle races under the entire control of Prince Wells
and the park management. A number of interesting
events are on the programme as well as a lantern
parade on the 3d.

HO! FOR RICHMOND.
The State meet at Richmond, Ky., on July 12 is

catching its share of attention. Lamb, C. C., of Ken-
tucky met Chas. Croninger in Richmond last week to
assist in arrangements, and Croninger and Spalding
left Louisville to-day for Covington, having come
here to complete arrangements with Chief Consul
Lamb.

THE L. C. C. EXCURSION.
The much-talked-of river excursion and floating

moonlight concert of the Louisvilles will be on the
30th of July, and will be well worth a trip to the city
by cyclers and their friends who are at all convenient
to the city. It will be a success. The L. C. C. boys
have said it.

LADY RIDERS.
Among' our lady riders are Mrs. Jackson, Mrs.

Case, Miss Johnson, Miss Hues, Miss Doyle and quite
a number of other ladies are now very proficient in
the use of the ladies' safety. There are said to be
twelve or more lady riders here, where the sport was
first introduced this year.
June 22, 1890; White Burley.

SAN FRANCISCO.

D. L. Burke, of Los Angeles, arrived here last week,
and has settled down to hard training for the League
races. He is the best man in the southern part of the
State this year, and should do well. He stands nearly
six feet and rides a 57-inch, 28-pound Victor semi-racer.
He has never ridden on a four-lap track and goes at
the corners quite carefully—too carefully, m fact, for
speed. It will not take long to learn the corners and
then a better idea will be obtained of his true form.
He has a road rider's action at present, but track work
will gradually overcome that.

The arrangements for the meet are said to be going
'ahead favorably, but the riders are not kept as well
informed as they might be. The entry list is not out
yet, and I know three racing men who do not know
what the list of events will be. Clift, of Oakland, in-
tends to try the safety this year and will ride in the
handicaps. Ives, of Alameda, will try to win fame in
both the handicap and championship races.

No official notice has as yet been given of the loca-
tion of the California Division Championship with the
meet.

Captain Meeker found in making his official report
of the Century that only fifty-si.x riders started with
the intention of completing the full distance. This
would improve the percentage of finishers to starters.

Chief Consul Thompson has announced himself as a
candidate for re-election. There will probably be no
opposition, so that his re-election is almost an assured
fact.

The Bay City Wheelmen meet to-night to discuss
the matter of a club house. They wish to own their
club house and different schemes will be presented to
obtain that end.

There is a possibility of a 25-mile road race on the
San Leandro triangle, September 9. Some of the
dealers have hinted that they would donate prizes so
that it would be an easy matter to arrange. The San
Leandro people will assist to make the race a success
and as the road is almost the equal of any track in
point of smoothness, great time should result.

H. J. Swindley, of the English Cyclist, must have
been an angry press man when he sa"w what the type-
setters of a Chicago paper made out of his "copy."
When his dearly beloved Ripley Road became the
"Arpley Road,' his friend Lord Burv became
" Baby,'' (why not " Balby" while they were about it) ?

and then "Lurrey" for Surrey.
The letters are so interesting, especially to persons

who do not read the English papers, that it seems a
pity they do not appear in a paper of more general
circulation. CALIFORNIA.

The Utica Cycling Club's races will b«> held on July
4. A. B. Gardner has been appointed the omcial
handicapper to handicap tU<; races.
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ST. LOUIS.

As the attractive programme prepared by the Col-
umbia people becomes better understood, the pros-
pects of a larfje attendance at the division meet urow
brighter, livery body expects to Ko somewhere on the
Fourth, and to the Missouri wheelmen no place offers
greater attractions on that day than does Columbia.
The rate is low, and might be made still lower if those
who intend to go would sign their names to the differ-

ent lists about town. To get the'lowcr rate, a defi-

nite guarantee must be given, and the chief consul
very naturally hesitates to commit himself to a prom-
ise that he may not be able to carry out, without going
down into his pockets to make up a deficiency. His
suggestion that the St. Loviis delegation be accoutercd
with straw hats just alike and a suitable badge, meets
with general approval and will be adopted. A meet-
ing will be held to-night to devise means for increas-
ing the attendance of local riders.
The bicycle event in the M. A. A. C. games yester-

day was won by A. G. Harding, scratch; R. G. Mil-
ford, 40 yards, second ; E. N. Sanders, scratch, third.
All are members of the cycling club. The time, 3m.
25 4-5S., was good considering the condition of the
track. As a matter of fact, the thing could only be
called a track by drawing heavily on the imagin-
ation. The bicycle races at these games always
create more enthusiasm than any other event, and
if the M. A. A. C. get the grounds they are working
for, and receive some encouragement from the
wheelmen, they will put down a good track.

Yesterday, for the first time this season, Capt. Jor-
dan took out a slimly-attended run and several rea-
sons are advanced in e-xplanation of it. One is that
the distance was too short ; another that it was too
hot ; still another that the races in the afternoon kept
the boys at home, and so on. The weather probably
did it, for "without any probable, possible shadow
of doubt, any possible doubt whatever," it was swel-
teringly hot, and the prudent man kept out of the sun
and dallied with fans, claret punches and shade.

The Fleetwing Outing Club met at the residence of
President Hardcastle, last Thursday, and the mem-
bers and visitors were pleasantly entertained by Mr.
and Mrs. H. This club is highly prosperous and
though its limit of membership has recently been ex-
tended, enough applicants are already in sight to fill

the vacancies thus created. A picnic is on the tapis
for next week. Ithuriel.

FRANCE.

Louis Cottereau, the well-known French champion,
the glory-covered child of Angers, on the i8th of last
month met the famous Italian riders, Buni and Braida,
in the old and venerable city of Turin. Buni rode a
Humber with an improved saddle, a splendid machine,
that on account of its good qualities was surnamed
the " Stradivarius cycle." Cottereau was victorious,
however, in all the races he took part. The distance
was 5000 meters ; he covered it on a safety in 8m. 29s.,

and on an ordinary, in another race, in 9m. 36s.

On the same day splendid riding was accomplished
in Angers. It was the annual four hours' course that
was won in the previous year by E. Chereau. The
race promised to be very e.xciting because a Swede,
by the name of Nicodemi, who has done 60 k. in 2h.

5m., and who beat Medinger in Orleans, was to ap-
pear. The brothers Charles and Leon Terront, how-
ever, struggled well for the glory of ' La Belle
France." Result: first, Chas. Terront, 103 k. 200;
second, L. Terront, 103 k. 100; third, Jiel, 103 k. 50;
fourth, Nicodemi, 102 k. 900.

According to the latest estimates, there are no less
than 12000 wheelmen in the city of Paris alone. Among
them there are the editors of the foremost French and
Parisian papers, as for instance, Le Figaro, Le Petit
Journal, Le Radicat, L'Jntraitsigeant. All these
papers encourage this healthy and joyful sport, as
well as they watch for its liberties and rights. The
Commissioner of Police, M. Loze, a short tiiue ago,
tried to throw some obstructions in the path of the
wheelmen, but he fared badly. Anyhow, it was a
stupid thing for M. Loze to do, who found nothing ob-
jectionable in the genuine Spanish bull fights that are
going on in the city every night and give to the
masses wholesale lessons in human cruelty.

The cycling sport is gaining more in all parts of the
country. It is said that one firm alone is behind with
1,800 orders that ought to have been filled weeks ago.
There exists now a new movement towards the en-
couragement of touring.

Steps have been taken towards the foundation of a
touring league that has branches in all parts of the
country, and furnishes all possible facilities for tour-
ing. So far the V. C, of Bordeaux, holds the best
record for the longest touring done by its members.
The speed championship tor France will be decided
this year on the course near Cognac, towards the end
of August.

Invitations have gone into all directions to take
part in the races for the "championship of Europe,"
to be decided on the 15th of June in Berlin. Many an
English scorcher will venture across the English Chan-
nel and will match himself against the untiring
scorcher, A. Lehr, who is said to be in first-class shape.
An interesting tour has been made by a Parisian. He
left Paris on the 3d of February, and went from there
to Nice, Geneva, Naples, Messina, Venice, Triest,
through Tyral, Switzerland, Germany, arriving in
Paris on the 15th of April. A. R.

LITTLE ROCK NOTES.
Little Rock is to have a new quarter-mile track, but

work has not yet been commenced on it. Although
there is no place to train as yet, a numoer of the boys
will ride at Memphis, Tenn. The club members are
working hard so that they will be well represented in
the 25-mile team road lace, which is to be run July 5.

There are six ladies' safeties in use in the city, and
fully a dozen are learning to ride. The dealers report
good business,

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB NOTES.

The dubious aspect of the weather on Sunday last
prevented us from starting on the combined ruri with
the Hudson County Wheelmen and the other clubs.
It was very much of a disappointment, but better hick
next time.
Genial Bill Lewis has sprung a genuine surprise im

the boys—he has just " gone and done" it— got married
and didn't give us a chance at the wedding cake. If

this sort of thing keeps up, there will be only a few
of us left to keep the ball a rolling. We congratulate
the happy pair, " may they live long and prosper."
We shall have some sport in the club races this

Saturday ; all the participants are in active training.
Rogers is pushing his Referee in good shape, and
Matthews is watching the development of his calves
with increasing pride, and declares he'll show them
that he is not such a stuff as common report has it.

MacLcan is somewhere in it, just where time will
show. But the entire club hang with bated breath upon
the one question, will Potter start? There are vague
rumors to the effect that the handicapper will go out
of his way to furnish him a proper limit, something
like a three-quarter-mile start will about hit it.

A painful accident happened to A. S. Knowles, the
other night. While turnmg the pedal of his wheel the
thumb of his right hand got caught between the
sprocket wheel and chain, tearing off the end of his
finger. He is doing nicely now, and hopes to be on
his wheel shortly.

It is to be regretted that the New York Bicycle CUib
should have selected July 4 for their meet. It is the
beginning of a three-days holiday and will prevent
many, who otherwise would have been present, from
attending.
N. A. Robertson has shaken his single for a tandem,

and can be seen almost any afternoon taking a spin
through the park with his fair lady.
On Sunday we go to Massapegua with the New

Yorks as our guests. This is one of the most enjoyable
trips taken by the club, and the boys should turn out
in goodly numbers to do honor to the visitors.

Atol.

SYRACUSE.

THE NEW YORK ST.^TE MEET.
The work of the committee having charge of the

Empire State Division meet, to be held in Syracuse
September i and 2, progresses with the same vigor
that has marked it since the commencement, and the
success of the meeting seems assured. The interest
taken in the meet by all the riders has been a source
of much pleasure and encouragement to the com-
mittee.
Much credit is due G. Howard Avery, he having

secured the Wieting Opera House for the minstrels,
the "Alhambra" for band concerts and a "piper,"
and the celebrated Penn and Lee Band, which will be
at the disposal of the wheehnen during the meet. The
" Wieting" is one of the finest theatres in the State, is

on the ground floor, with a seating capacity of 2,000.

Through the efforts of Chief Consul W. S. Bull and
Vice Consul Chas. W. Wood, a reduction in rates has
been secured on Grand Trunk Association lines, con-
sisting of the twenty-eight railroads, among which
are the N. Y. Central, Central of N. J., West Shore,
Baltimore and Ohio, Rome, Watertown and Ogdens-
burg, Delaware and Hudson, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western, Lehigh Valley, Chesapeake
and Ohio and others.
The concession for people attending the meet is a

fare and a third, under the following directions: That
tickets must be purchased thirty (30) minutes before
the departure of trains, those availing themselves of
the concession paying full fare and getting a certifi-

cate filled in on one side by the agent of whom the
ticket is purchased, the other side to be signed by Chief
Consul Bull at the meeting. Upon presentation of
the certificate duly filled out on both sides within
three days after the adjournment of the meeting, the
ticket agent at Syracuse will return the person to the
starting point by the line over which he came at a
one-third rate. It is hoped that all wheelmen that
find it possible will avail themselves of these rates and
attend the meet.

BRIDGEPORT.

The Fairfield County Wheelmen have adopted a
light gray uniform with dark trimmings. They have
not as yet elected permanent officers. They have
appointed a House Committee to secure rooms at the
West End.
The Bridgeport Wheel Club have twelve applica-

tions for membership for their next meeting July i.

The salt water still continues to be used for water-
ing the streets, much to the annoyance of the wheel-
men.
Charles Fox, of the Park Avenue Institute Wheel

Club, carried off the first prizes of the bicycle races
at the field day of the Connecticut High School
Athletic Association at Hartford.

A TWENTY-FIVE-MILE ROAD RACE FOR BRIDGEPORT
WHEELMEN.

Through the efforts of some of the active \vheelmen
of Bridgeport, we are to have a grand 25-mile road
race in this city about August 15. The Pope Manu-
facturing Co. have agreed to give a handsome silver
cup or a bronze clock as the first prize to be given to
the winner. Mr. Henry Towe, the local consul of the
L. A. W., will have charge of the affair. All Bridge-
port wheelmen are eligible to enter. The course will
commence on State Street extension, near the suburbs
of the city, and will run twelve and one-half miles
towards South Norwalk, passing through Fairfield,
Southport, Greens Farm and Westport. H. C. S.

The Arlington Bicycle Club, New Orleans' newest
cycling organization, is booming. The club has
elegant rooms at 182 Howard Avenue, New Orleans,
La., and several members are elected at each monthly
meeting.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The Hay City Wheelmen, at their last meeting,
appointeila committee to arrange a 25-mile road race
for September 9. The day is a legal holiday in this
Stite. The race will be a time handicap, patterned
after the Irvington-Milburn race, and will undoubtedly
create a big interest. The triangle at San Leandro
will be the course, and as the residents f)f that vicinity
encourage the racing, there is no danger of opposition
from that (luarter. If there are many starters, the
greatest difficulty will be experienced in obtaining
reliable timekeepers, as there are very few stop
watches amongst the local riders.
The dealers will be asked to contribute some prizes,

and a special time prize will be obtained, probably
from the entry fees.
Chief Consul Thompson says that his life is made

miserable by the number of letters he receives from
riders relating to machines. One wanted to know
recently whether it would be wise for him to change
from an ordinary to a Star. Great numbers want to
know which is the best safety. The invariable answer
to these questions is, "there is no best; ride which
ever one you wish." Are all chief consuls afflicted
by these people?
Amongst the illustrations prepared for the hand

book of the California Division are two of particular
interest, especially to photographers. They are the
work of Geo. Tasheira, one of the best amateur pho-
tographers in America. One of these photos is of the
Old Mission Church, Santa Barbara, and the other of
the Carmel Mission, Jlonterey, and are pronounced
the finest ever taken of these hi.storic missions.
Efforts were made to secure these gems to send to the
Boston Camera Club, and also to have them exhibited
here, but the owner refused all overtures. He, how-
ever, very kindly placed them at the disposal of the
chief consul, and they will be seen for the first time
in the hand book, and will add greatly to its intrinsic
value. California.

BAY STATE ITEMS.

The Somerville Cycle Club held their annual excur-
sion, June 17, to Woodland Park, Hotel Auburndale,
the ladies in the party being carried by a tally-ho
coach.

The Rovers' Cycle Club, of Charlestown, will hold
a similar picnic on July 4.

The Medford Cycle Club, of Gloucester, held their
annual outing July 16 and 17, and was greatly enjoyed
by all who participated.

The Boston Bicycle Club's annual run is shortly to
take place, and unless its members are all well fixed
with this world's goods, will undoubtedly be a big
aft'air. Every member who does not turn out is

obliged to pay a penalty of five dollars.

There is some thought of ignoring handicaps at the
races to be held in Boston, July 4, on account of the
great dissatisfaction that always arises from them.
The annual lo-mile road race for safeties only under

the management of the Cambridgeport Cycle Club,
for the Craig medal, will take place July 10, at 6 p. m.
The Worcester Bicycle Club will spend the Fourth

of July in a somewhat novel manner. A farm ten
miles from the city will be their destination, where
they will enjoy a "field day."

The new rooms of the Lynn Wheel Club were re-
cently opened to an admiring and large number of
friends who were delighted with the club's new quar-
ters.

A large number of Boston wheelmen enjoyed the
hospitality of the Charlestown Rovers, June 17, who
kept open house.

THE RHODE ISLAND DIVISION
TRACT.

The Rhode Island Division is circulating as a
League missionary tract the squib contributed
by F. P. Prial to Mr. Bassett's circular letter.

The tract reads as follows

:

"What has the League done for me ? Manj' things.
It has introduced me into the charmed circle of cycling
good fellowship which has increased my love of wheel-
ing. It has provided many large cycling gatherings
and furnished me many an enjoyable occasion. Be-
yond that, it has actually saved me money when I

have traveled. It not only saved me money, but the
courtesy of the baggage masters on roads upon which
the League has had charges for carrying wheels re-
moved is in startling contrast to the impertinence and
carelessness of roads which the League has been una-
ble to influence. It has enabled me to secure informa-
tion of roads and localities which I otherwise could
not have obtained. It secured us legal status. It has
protected us tiiue and again from corporations, road
hogs and hoodlums. It has opened parks and turn-
pikes to us. It has secured us better roads in many
localities and erected sign boards in others. It has
wisely governed the racing branch of the sport.
Should a cyclist join the League? Yes, he is usually
bound to do so. I am suspicious of a man who, with-
out good reason, tells me that he does not belong to
the League. He should be, in conscience, bound to
join the League, as he is to pay for the maintenance
of laws, governments, schools, churches and boards
of health. It is a matter of self-protection. It is
bread cast upon the waters which comes back after
many days."

Messrs. Bretz, Curtis & Co. received a large ship-
ment of Earlsdon safeties several days ago. The
Earlsdon is a safety with a well-braced frame and
plain socket head, with ball bearings to all parts, and
in appearance is a staunch wheel, selling for $85. The
wheel is especially designed for Bretz, Curtis & Co.,
who expect to put it on the market extensively as
soon as the manufacturers get their orders completed.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Berlin, Germany, has 147 sprinkling carts.

Mr. J. Elmer Pratt, representing the G. & J. Co., is

booming the Champion through Michigan.

The coal regions of Pennsylvania will shortly be
visited by Messrs. Donnelly and Shoap, of the Oxford
Wheelmen.

E. C. Knowlton, of Sackett's Harbor, N. Y., is push-
ing the Paragon wheels for the Stover Bicycle Com-
pany in his district.

Capt. Paul G. Keane, of the Manhattan Club, Minne-
apolis, who has just reached his majority, has been a
wheelman for eight years.

W. R. Pitman starts West on an extended trip di-

rectly after the Fourth. "Pit" will stop at Chicago
and other large cities.

M. L. Bridgman arrived in New York on Wednesday.
He will attend the K.C.W. games and remain in Brook-
lyn until after the " Fourth."

The Maryland Division will shortly publish a vest
pocket book containing information of interest to
cyclists throughout the State.

In an article which recently appeared in this paper
giving the route to Alpine, the name " Catskill was
published instead of "Creskill."

Washington Park, Brooklyn, is reached by the Fifth
Avenue " L " road to Union Street,,which is within a
block of the Park. The K. C. W. races commence at
3 o'clock.

Several members have resigned from the Prospect
Wheelmen. The cause is said to be that there is

constant kicking in the club, which has caused a lot
of ill-feeling.

On Fourth of July morning, the Chambersburg
Bicycle Club will hold a masked parade, the members
having procured flashy and unique costumes for the
occasion from Philadelphia.

Mr. William L. Ross, manager of Messrs. Singer &
Co., will spend the "Fourth" at Gettysburg, where
he will witness the dedication of the monument of his
old regiment, the Sixty-fourth of New York.

On Friday, Saturday and Sunday visiting wheelmen
at Philadelphia can ride through Fairinount Park with-
out carrying bells, the regulation having been sus-
pended, bvit applies to out-of-town wheelmen only.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club have deferred their
Boston trip until July, and the Brooklyn Bicycle Club
were obliged to decline the Century Wheelmen's in-
vitation to visit the Quaker City during the State
meet.

At the Y. M. C. A.'s field day at Geneva, N. Y., on
June 23, the K-uiile bicycle race was won by C. B. Pot-
ter. Time, i m. 46 3-4S. The i-mile bicycle race was
also won by Potter in 4m. 25s. L. Henry was second in
4m. 27s.

The San Francisco Bicycle Club will shortly take a
club run through Lake and Sonoma Counties occupying
a week, and Chief Consul Thompson and W. M. Meeker
are anticipating a trip through the ' Yosemite Valley
in July.

Mr. C. H. Canfield, of the Crescent Club of Washing-
ton, who left for a long tour on June 2, arrived in
New York June 25 on his way home. Mr. Canfield has
toured over a thousand miles through the New Eng-
land and Middle States.

A proposed amendment to the ordinance in regard
to the riding of bicycles in Syracuse permits the
wheelmen to use the sidewalk outside of certain
boundaries in the centre of the city. Those captured
riding within the limits are liable to a fine.

The Philadelphia Ledger, of June 24, contains a long
review of Thomas Steven's new book, "Scouting for
Stanley," and says it is a lively and unpretentious
volume of travels, sport and adventure, and that it

does not need any artificial inducements to attract
attention.

Messrs. H. L. Perkins, J. S. Spiers and B. T. Bruce
have been appointed a committee to take charge of
the Providence meet. Coming right in the line with
the Eastern circuit, the Providence meet should
attract all the cracks who will be in the Eastern part
of the country at that time.

Brooklyn Wheelmen would be most happy if asphalt
were laid on Schermerhorn Street from Smith to
Union Street, and on South Portland Avenue from
Hanson Place to Flatbush Avenue. Both of the
stretches mentioned are badly paved, but they must
be largely used by wheelmen going to the park.

In Paris, street sw'eeping is performed by 2,600 men
and 600 women, who begin work at 4 a. m. and con-
tinue until ri, when the work for women ceases; the
men continue for ten hours, and are paid by the day
from sixty-five to seventy-four cents. The women
are paid .six cents per hour. All are obliged to furnish
their own brooms.

At the annual meeting oE the New Canaan (N. Y.)
Bicycle Club held recently, the following officers were
elected : President, William Paterson

; Vice President,
Adalmon Freelancl

; Secretary, George E. Seeley, Jr.;
Treasurer, William See; Captain, William Barrett,
and Bugler, Lester Messinger. A road race will occur
on Monday, June 30.

The Crescent Cycle t:iub is the name of a newly-
organized l)(>(ly of wlieclmen at Rochester, N. Y. The
othcers are : President, F. S. Rogers; Vice-President,
B. C.'Harned

;
Recording Secretary, F. IC. Roliinson

;

l''inanciai Secretary, George E. IJarncs ; Treasurer,
H. T. Braman ; Caplain, J. Barnes; I'Mrst Lieutenant,
i). W. Cory

;
Second Lieutenant, S. S. (iould ; Tliird

Lieutenant, L. P. Tluirston; Bugler, Franks. Wood;
Color Bearer, L. P. Vincent.

Messrs. Humber & Co., to enable them to cope with
their orders, have had to add another wing to their
works at Beeston, sufficient to accommodate fifty or
sixty additional workmen.

New Jersey can boast of another wheeling organiza-
tion, the Palmyra Wheelmen. The officers are : Presi-
dent and Captain, J. G. Satterthwait ; Vice President,
C. L. Bacus ; Secretary, A. C. Hester ; Treasurer,
Howard Dobbins ; First Lieutenant, C. Hester ; Second
Lieutenant, J. W. Wilbraham

; Color Bearer, L. A.
Weekham.

St. Paul and Minneapolis clubs are discussing the
advisability of holding a meeting of the Western
Division L. A. W. in the last named city. The princi-
pal matter under consideration is the proposed park
between the two cities, which will furnish a suitable
place for races. The increasing interest in wheeling
makes it probable that the scheme will result in some-
thing.

The Palisade Wheelmen have a number of members
who are anxious to make a century run, and some
time during July or August the ambitious ones will
ride from West Hoboken to Port Jervis, and along the
Delaware Water Gap, making a total of 200 miles.
The club will celebrate the "Fourth" by a run to
Alpine, accompanied by a number of ladies in a tally-
ho or coach.

The Columbia Cycle Club of Washington have
elected a new board of officers. They are : President,
Joseph E. Casey ; Vice President, A. F. Maher ; Re-
cording Secretary, A. B. Morgan ; Corresponding
Secretary, H. J. Southwick ; Treasurer, Abner Hum-
phreys ; Captain, T. A. Newman ; First Lieutenant,
Harry H. Hoyme ; Second Lieutenant, W. W. CuUison

;

Chronicler, Charles H. Sawyer.

LOOK OUT FOR THIEVES.
Two boys, about the age of fifteen or sixteen, who

gave their address as Flatbush Avenue and Dean
Street, Brooklyn, and who claimed to be brothers,
hired two Rush safety wheels from J. W. Bate on
Tuesday morning, but failed to return them. The
wheels are of the Western Wheel Works make. The
boys apparently went to the address given and copied
the name from the letterbox. Mr. Bate would be
pleased to receive any information concerning them.

The German rubber pavement, of which mention
has been previously made, is composed of eighty-five
per cent, of ground stone and fifteen per cent, of
rubber mass, which, after special treatment, is mixed
with the stone powder. The pavement material is

entirely even, and when applied to the street upon a
foundation of concrete looks much like asphalt,
although not quite as smooth. It is perfectly noiseless
and produces no dust. Busse-Hannouer is the name
of the inventor.

THEY SPEAK FOR .THEMSELVES.
The term "silent steed" as applied to the average

bicycle is somewhat of a misnomer. Except wheels
newly made, the noise, rattle and metallic clamor
generally of a bicycle, when ridden along a granite
block or other uneven pavement, is almost as great as
that issuing from a warranted " non-vibrating" sew-
ing machine. Bells, whistles or horns are needless
auxiliaries to many a wheel in use to-day, as their
approach can be detected by the ear even when half a
block away.

8 iThe Prefect de Police, of Paris has given strict in-
structions that the order of November 9, 1874, concern-
ing the riding of velocipeds in Paris shall be in the
future carried out to the letter. This provides that
all cyclists riding in Paris must carry bells and, after
sunset, lamps ; they must also have their names and
addresses engraved on a small plate attached to the
machine. In addition to these restrictions, the prin-
cipal streets and boulevards of Paris are closed to
riders of safety machines.

The Boulevard asphalt was unusually crowded on
Wednesday night. The writer walked down the
asphalt long after the wheelmen had gone home and
noted a number of broken sticks, pieces of trap-block
granite and one piece of old rope. It seems the small
boy must have fun, even if a few heads must be
cracked in the performance. We advise any cyclist
whom they attempt to victimize to deliberately dis-
mount and give the vicious small boy a cold-blooded
thrashing (if a thrashing can so be termed) and don't
lose your temper.

A Chicago bicycle factory has a special man to re-
ceive big Eastern buyers, who go out to see why the
deuce the wheels don't come along. The special man,
who was born in a vat and bred in a brewery, receives
the big buyer and takes him out to drink. Both drink
some.more, and then the big buyer, thinking of the
heap of orders lying at home, works back to the fac-
tory. But before he knows it, the special man again
has him on a line, and they are set up again. This is

kept up for three days, after which the big buyer is

sent home as fast freight, but don't get to his office for
a week on account of large head. When he gets around
chipper on Monday morning, he finds a crate of new
wheels on the walk and is happy.

H. S. Jenkins, Consul to the New York State Divis-
ion, sends a very pertinent letter to the Buffalo CV'W-
mercial oi ^Mwii 18. The Buffalo papers have contained
a number of articles written against wheeling and
against wheelmen. Mr. Jenkins' letter thoroughly
covers the question of reckless riding, carefully
explains the position that wheelmen liold to-day in
the community, and altogether it will be of g'reat
advantage to the sport. Mr. Jenkins properly states
that all cycling organizations are as much opposed to
reckless riding as are any other class of citizens, and
that they will gladly co-operate in suppressing wheel-
men who make nuisances of themselves. Mr. Jenkins
also points out that there is no foundation of the fresh
rc]iortcr's statements tliat " bicycle riders are dudes"

;

Ih.'it the wheel has now become a po])ular vchick-
with all classes both for utility and pleasure, and that
there is no more cause of complaint on the part of
wheelmen for reckless riding made by the drivers of
vehicles than there is on the part of the latter against
the reckless riding of the former.

THE SONG OF THE ANTI-CYCLIST.

My mind is not erratic, for
I'm certain sure of this

;

The cycling fad I do abhor

;

(It isn't prejudice).
I've heard/ it somewhere long ago
That life is but a span

;

Don't wish to cut it shorter ; so
I'm not a cycling man.

They talk of "bikes" and "tires" and "gear"
(Such language is absurd)

;

They say I'm cranky, if I sneer.
And flout my every word

;

They rave on "records" far and nigh,
Since wheeling days began

;

I hate to hear 'em talk—cause why

—

I'm not a cycling man.

Whene'er I see a cycling wight
His arm hung in a sling

;

I chuckle with a grim delight

;

With ghoulish glee I sing !

With a sardonic smile I pause.
His broken " mug" to scan

;

I never need a surgeon, 'cause
I'm not a cycling man !

With my best girl adown a dell
I take a loving stroll

;

When suddenly I hear a yell

—

'Twould pierce a sinner's soul

—

Perforce we from the path must fly

To please a jeering clan
;

(They evidently know that I

Am not a cycling man).

I now buy my fav'rite paper, and
In vain some news desire

;

There's nothing else but praises bland
That " blowed" Pneumatic tire

;

On every page that beastly ad.,
"The new instalment plan ;"

Enticing, eh ? My eye ! I'm glad
I'm not a cycling man !

—Phil. A
-Irish Cyclist.

Junior.

The makers of the Success safeties have asked a
contemporary to caution English manufacturers as to
whom they send their catalogues to abroad. They
strongly suspect that some American firms who
applied to them for lists intended to crib the notions
out of the same ! I

The selection of a bicycle is not a difficult thing
when you know the game. Here are a few pointers :

The weight of your wheel (and the weight of your
wheel is the measurement of its strength) as a rule
should be governed by the weight of the rider. If

you are a heavy man, that is, weighing from 170 to 190
pounds, you should not touch anything under a 42 or
52-pound wheel, and it must not be geared any higher
than 54 inches. A rider weighing about 150 pounds
may choose a wheel weighing from 38 to 42 pounds,
and if he has a good deal of leg power, he may have
the wheel geared to 57 inches, but not above. If, how-
ever, he intends to ride very much over rough coun-
try roads, he also had better stick to the heavier wheel.
A rider of 135 pounds may select a wheel weighing
from 30 to 42 pounds, geared from 54 to 57 inches. A
30-pound wheel should only be used on the better kind
of roads, otherwise it will come to grief. In purchas-
ing a wheel be sure that it has a heavy rubber tire or
that it is fitted with anti-vibration springs, for it is the
generally-accepted view now-a-days that a large pro-
portion of the fatigue of riding is due to vibration.

—

Exchange.

PRAISE FROM SIR HUBERT.

A more agreeable journey through diversified arid
attractive scenery than that which can be made by
one of the two daily vestibuled fast trains of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad between Chicago and
Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York
would be hard to find. The Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
road of to-day is a vastly different institution from
that which it was a few years ago. The antiquated
locomotives and cars which then constituted its

equipment have given place to rolling stock of the
latest and best patterns, and the through trains,
vestibuled from engine to rear sleeper and including
dining cars and Pullman cars of the most modern and
luxurious character, compare favorably with those of
any in the world. The sleeping cars, especially built
for these trains a few months ago, have some admir-
able impi-ovements. The elegant simplicity of the
interior decorations is in marked contrast to the
louder ornamentation which not long ago was con-
sidered the height of art in such places. The wood
is of mahogany, with little carved or raised work,
but brought down to the highest finish, carefully
selected for fine grain and te.Kture, and .showing
highly artistic cabinet work which the eye does not
tire of admiring. The improvement in the locomotive
equipment is equally remarkable. In order to climb
the Alleghenies, from whose heights the passenger
enjoys views of sublimity and beauty which he never
forgets, heavy grades and numerous curves were
necessary in constructing the road, and until
recently it required the help of extra engines to get
a train to the summit. Now, when the foot of Uie
mountain is reached, instead of two or more engines
being called into service, there is attached to the train
a single engine weighing sixty-seven tons, having six
coupled drivers and cylinders 21x26 inches in size, and
this powerful machine takes the heavy train up the
long stretches of grades reaching as high as n8 feet
lo the mile at a lively pace. The daylight ride over
the mountains, especially in the tunc of verdure,
shows a wonderfully attractive panorama in which
grandeur and beauty are constantly mingled, and
indeed the entire journey between Washington and
Chicago proves the proprietv of calling this road

B. & O. '^-A'(iilu<(>y Age:'Picturesque '.
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AMERICAN L. A. W. CHAMPIONS.

The results of the Amateur Championships of the League of American Wheelmen.

BY Anglo-American.

1-mile bicycle.
2-mile "

i-mile bicycle.
2-inile "

S-mile "

i-mile bicycle.
2-mile
3-mile
5-mile
lo-mile
25-mile
I-mile tricycle.

J^-raile bicycle.
I-mile
2-mile
3-mile
5-mile
lo-mile
25-mile
I-mile tricycle.

>^-mile bicycle.
1-mile
2-mile
3-mile
5-mile
10-mile
15-mile
25-mile
I-mile tricycle.

}4-mile bicycle.
1-mile
2-mile
3-mile
5-mile
lo-mile
20-mile
I-mile tricycle.

J^-mile bicycle.
1-mile
2-mile
3-mile
5-mile
lo-mile
1-mile tricycle.

J^-mile bicycle.
I-mile
2-mile
3-mile
5-mile
10-mile
I-mile tricycle.
5-mile "

J^-mile bicycle.
1-mile
2-mile
3-mile
5-mile
10-mile
I-mile tricycle
I-mile safety
3-mile "
2-mile tandem safety.

Lewis T. Frye
W.J. Smith

G. M. Hendee
G. D. Gideon
G. D. Gideon

G. M. Hendee
G. M. Hendee
G. D. Gideon
R. G. Rood
G. M. Hendee
A. H. Robinson
W. W. Stall

C. F. Frazier
G. M. Hendee
L. B. Hamilton
B. W. Hanna
L. B. Hamilton
J. Brooks
C. F. Frazier
G. M. Hendee

G. E. Weber
G. M. Hendee
W. F. Knapp
A. B. Rich
W. A. Rowe
E. P. Burnham
G. E. Weber
G. E. Weber
E. P. Burnham

C. E. Tichenor
A. B. Rich
V. C. Place
F. D. Elwell
S. L. HoUingsworth
N. H. Van Sicklen
E. A. Savage
A. B. Rich

W. E. Crist
A. B. Rich
W. E. Crist
T. B. Nicholson
J. W. Powers
F. S. Ray
A. B. Rich

W. Windle
W. Windle
C. E. Kluge
W. Windle
F. D. Elwell
W. Windle
H. L. Kingsland
W. E. Crist

Colie Bell
A. C. Banker
J. S. Clark
J. P. Percival
F. Mehlig
Colie Bell
V. L. Emerson
W. E. Crist
W. D. Banker
A. C. and W. D. Banker

2> S7K-..
6| 41 3-5-

17. 19 4-5.

3. 36 2-5-

6| 47 1-5-

9, 58^-..
17. 37 2-5-

33. 43 1-5-

23, 12

3. 33

I, 335<-

3, 06^.
6, 38...

10, 2S'A.
18, 36...

36, 03...

38, 09...

3> 57^-

33K-
44- ••

9. 41

15, 58K--.
30, 24 2-5

.

5i> 13

23. 044-5-
3: 45

3> 26

6, 15

9, 462-5.
15. 23^-..
36, 21 J4...

io> 49
4, 06

1, 21 2-5.

2, 47 1-5-

6, 52 2-5.

9. 42
16, 25 4-5.

40, 335^- •
3, 27

1. 19 i-s-
2. 43
6- 51

9. 27
16, 56

31. 37

3. 02

21, 47

oK-
3.

6,

9i

19,

35.

3.

3.

9.

5.

583-5.
48^...
38
03
302-5.
05 1-5-

41K ..

40

LOCATION.

3, i2j^ New York.
6, 35}| New York.

Boston.
New York.
New York.

Mott Haven, N.
New York.
Philadelphia.
New York.
Springfield.
Springfield.
Springfield.

Cleveland, O.
Wa.shington, D. C.
New York.
Washington, D. C.
New York.
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.

Springfield, O.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Cleveland, O.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hartford, Ct.
Springfield, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

New Haven, Ct.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y.
Boston.
Cleveland, O.
San Francisco.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Winona, Mich.
Boston.

Williamsport, Pa.
Cleveland, O.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Detroit, Mich.
Orange, N. J.
Junction City, Kan.
Cleveland, O.

New Castle, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New Jersey.
Stockton, Cal.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Ottawa, Kan.
H agerstown, Md.
Providence, R. I.

Los Angeles, Cal.
New Orleans, La.
Ottawa, Kan.
Hagerstown, Md.
Hagerstown, Md.
Hartford, Ct.
Hartford, Ct.
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A LITTLE RUN FOR NEW YORK
CYCLISTS.

We started on a bright Sunday morning, the
Vet, the Kid and the Scribe.

We did not meet hy appointment ; we never
do. We did not start on time; we never do.

But we had lots of fun, just as glacial.

We got away at ten, across Seventy-second
Street to Riverside and up the Drive. The
houses, unique and palatial ; the verdure green,
and of that tint only found in June. The river,

the blue Palisades, the early nurse girl, the
baby-carriage and the policemen; all were
noted.
Across One Hundred and Twenty-third Street,

brakes on down the hill, across the car tracks
of the Boulevard and a coast down the hill,

over the cable road, up the long hill past Man-
hattan College, up another short hill, a
cut under the Trinity Cemetery bridge and
along to One Hundred and Sixty-second Street,

where the Boulevard meets St. Nicholas Avenue
or Kingsbridge Road.
Turn left, take the three-quarter mile coast,

walk or pedal over the bad mile at Kingsbridge,
across the little wooden bridge over the Harlem,
turn left, cross the railroad tracks and turn
north (right).

Now you have struck Riverdale Avenue and
the hill is long and tiresome, but the road sur-

face is good. The avenue is well shaded, and
is a beautiful ride. About two miles up the
avenue you see a little hotel at the side of the
road—that is Colonel 01ms' place. The colonel

is a master of continental politest, is much
given to bowing and graceful and gracious
waves of the hands, but he is a good, sociable

fellow, and is polite because he couldn't be any-
thing else.

Behind the hotel, in a sloping bit of garden,
is a summer house, where you will be served
with a dinner cleanly, healthy, cheaply. After
a cigar you may siesta in the garden swing, or

may saunter down to the Hudson. The distance
is just twelve miles from Seventy-second Street
and Riverside Drive.

The return journey may be taken over a dif-

ferent route. After bidding the colonel day-
day and raising your cap to madame, go north
to Shantytown. A half-mile north of the 01ms'
Hotel, turn right across Lover's Lane one block
to Broadway, turn right again and you are well
faced for home. Down Broadway you coast
and pedal over the railroad tracks, swing around
to the right, left over the little bridge and the
sputtering stream as before, and you are on
Kingsbridge Road again.
Now comes the bad mile, then the sidewalk

—

the road being unridable—up to the church.
Here the road is good again, and there is a bit

of climbing to be done. Down Kingsbridge
to where you sight the cable road, cross the
tracks and you are on St. Nicholas, which is a
down grade all the way to One Hundred and
Fifteenth Street, where it intersects Seventh
Avenue. Down Seventh Avenue and the West
Drive of the Park.
Now a word of caution. Madame told us that

she could entertain no large party on Sunday,
not more than three or four. On week days the
house is open, but notification must be given
ahead of time, the address being Colonel Olms,
Riverdale. Titnam.

A TEN-MILE RACE ON THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN
COURSE.

Fourth of July the Irvington Wheelmen will hold a
lo-mile handicap road race on the Irvington-Milburn
course for seven suitable prizes. A corps of compe-
tent timers, starters and aids have been secured, and
the affair promises to be both interesting and spirited.
The start will be made at 3 o'clock. Following are
the entries : Brock, scratch ; Renegar, scratch ; Rose,
30s.; Baldwin. 30s.; Decker, 30s.; Hoffman, im.; Clark,
3m.

THEATRICAL NOTE.

The success of Richard Mansfield in "Beau Brum-
mel " at the Madison Sqaure is so marked that crowd-
ed houses, even on these warm nights, are the rule at
this theatre. The play is delightfully smooth in action,
not too exacting, and just suitable for this time of the
year. The dialogue is sharp, witty and dainty,
though at times brutally sarcastic. Mansfield con-
ceives a tremendous swell of the time of George III.,

the leader of Fashion, the companion of the Prince of
Wales. The swell is a miracle of egotism, has a myri-
ad of fads and affectations, dresses tremendously, is

vapid, yet witty and worldly; shallow, yet with a

strain of good character. The first scenes are comedy,-
the latter ones pathos, the Beau cutting a remarkably
sad figure of starving gentility in rags. The only un-
pleasant blot on the play is the attempt of Lord Man-
ly to appear intoxicated, which is unnecessary to the
action of the play and is badly acted.

The Winona, Minn., Wheelmen are to contest a
series of road races during the months of July, August,
September and October.

Henry Strong, scratch, won the Ithaca (N. Y.,)
Wheel Club's 5-mile handicap road race last week in
24m.; Guy Slocum, second ; W. D. Thompson, Harley
Hedden and T. D. Davis in the order named.
A Light Rambler, donated by the GormuUy &

Jeffery Co., will be one of the prizes in the Peoria
Tournament.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB NOTES.
Neil Campbell has taken up his residence in New

York and has joined the club.
President James R. Dunn recently spent an evening

at the club house.
Findley and Nisbett will be mounted on a racing

tandem safety this fall.

Messrs. Pendleton and Hanson were unable to make
their attempt on the record between Tarrytown and
New York on Saturday last on account of the rain.
The next 5-mile club handicap road race will be

held on Saturday afternoon, July 19, on North Broad-
way.
W. C. Heydecker was out to White Plains on Satur-

day last working up local interest in the race meet.

A. B. Barkman will take a party to the Water Gap
July 3, 4 and 5.

George Nesbitt will report a number of new rules in
New York State for the State Division.

The Manhattan Club's runs to Yonkers and Tarry-
town were knocked out by the rains of Saturday, and
but three men turned out for the Tarrytown run, and
they only got as far as Dobb's Ferry. Fifteen men
took a Park run on Tuesday night.

Frank Day, who will make his debut in the Kings
County Wheelmen's i-mile novice, Saturday, is a
brother of Willie Day, the champion runner.

On Monday of this week Rob't McCurdy and J. W.
Green, of the South End Wheelmen, were run into by
an unknown rider, seriously injuring the clubmen and
wrecking all three machines.

Mr. J. R. Post, of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, is going
on an extended trip West. He will visit Chicago and
St. Louis, and will locate in North Dakota, where he
will make his permanent home.
Phil H. Bernays, of Little Rock, Ark., is making a big

success with his cycle brush tool, which he is pushing
among agents all over the country.

Col. Pope has completed negotiations with the Weed
Sewing Machine Co., and is now owner of the entire
plant.

889 ADDITI

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY'S NEW FACTORY, CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
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^
FEW weeks back we remarked that there were no vehicles of modern make with

wheels of equal size, but

WE MADE A MISTAKE,
for it is a fact that

LUMBER WAGONS ARE BUILT THAT WAY.
They, however, are so loaded that the weight goes on both wheels equall5^ If the weight

of the cycle rider could be so distributed, equi-sized wheels would then be proper. As

that cannot be,

RAMBLERS ARE NOT BUILT OK THE LUMBER WAGON PRINCIPLE,

as will be observed.

P. S.—We have on hand a job lot of old style Excelsior C3^clometers which we are ready

to dispose of. They are perfectly new and reliable, and will be sold at $4 each ; cost, $8.

Sizes, 50 and 52 inches only.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MANUFACTURING CO.,

MAKERS OF THE " AMERICAN CYCLES.'

CHICAGO. BOSTON.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
f 890 mACMIWES NOW READY l?OFt XME MAI^JCEX.

The perfection of Simplicity and Economy of Power. Wo Chain. JVo Gears. Immense Power and ISpeed.

Tariable Stroke. Only Two Sets Revolving Bearings in place of Five, as usually used in Rover type.

stiEsisrx} i^on c:;-A.T.^a.XjO<3-xj:E:.

H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, New Jersey.

WORLD'S RECORD BROKEN
\

BY SPOONER AT CHICAGO, ON A
/

/

BW MMILJ
100-mile amateur record broken over ten minutes !

A magnificent performance !

The Sensation of the Season !

The New Mail also won many events in both ordinar}^ and safet}^ classes.

Another glory for the New Mail!
Elwell also has selected a New Mail Safety over all others for his 1890 European

tour mount.

Beers won the medals for road record of 1889 on a New Mail Safety, over 8,000 miles.

Murphy in 1887 and 1888 rode a New Mail over 12,000 miles.

Such great performances (unlike a short race) attest the quality of this superb
wheel. Address,

WM. READ & SONS,
107 ^Washington Street, BOSTOIV, MASS.
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OVKR 68,000 IN USE.

MANUF^^CTURKRS SINGER & CO., COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

UNITED STATES BRANCH, 6 #^ 5 BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

555: UNIVCKSflL ROVER. *^

A strictly bigli grade Safety at a moderate price. All steel, all ball bearings. ^Veigbt,

47 pounds. Get our catalogue covering five styles of Rovers ranging in weight

from 35 to 48 pounds. Fully guaranteed, all parts interchangable.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., 55 State Street, Chicago, lU.
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HIL-LCLIMBING
ON SON-OF-A-GUN HILL, ST. LOUIS, JUNE m, THE

JNIEOI RAPID SAFETIES
CARRIED OFF THE PRIZES AS FOLI.O'WS:

OPEN CONTEST—First, Richard Hurck, on New Rapid Ladies' Safety. Time, im.

43 I-2S. Previous record, im. 45s.

Second, J. Hays Campbell, on New Rapid Roadster Safety. Time, im. 54s.

NOVICE CONTEST—First, John Hurck on New Rapid Roadster Safety. Time, 2m.

5 2-5S.

The riders did it, but experience told them that good construction, good bearings, good

frames and the original true tangent spokes will tell when it comes to solid hard work.

SENO FOR CATALOGUE.

The Clark Cyclk Co.,

StfinSllFETlEi

The Reputation of the

Swift is Unsurpassed.
SWIFT MODEL B, WEIGHT 50 LBS.

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY, LIMITED,

New York, Buffalo, N. Y. Toledo, Ohio,

BOSTON.

Columbus, Ohio.

J. R. JUDD & CO., J. F. DOLL & CO., EMIL GRAH, H. M. GATES,

101 West 36th Street. 602 Main Street. 406 Summit St, 48 No. High St.
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.i^^i^

HERE Is what a

rider of Broncho

has to say about

him, after a fair and

Impartial trial, in re-

ply to interested

parties in this section

of the Country.

-y^^r

.^i^

WE have got dead

loads of similar

testimonials, all

we ask is a fair un-

prejudiced trial of

Broncho. The verdict

of all, unless con-

trolled by personal

or pecuniary interests

will be of the same

tenor as the following.

^y^

The " BRONCHO " SAFETY. Not the kind the Cowboys ride, but the kind every man and

boy should ride.

Please take in the general outlines and construction of the above and then compare it with any

Safety you ever saw.

Note the clean-cut and business-like appearance of the " BRONCHO " as compared with any-

thing made on this or any side of the water. Observe the total absence of squeaky, dusty, greasy

chains—of rattling, clattering sprocket-wheels—of chain-guards and dress-guards—of chain-adjusting

devices of all kinds. Note the position of the Pedals —almost the same as in the Ordinary—no striking

of the feet or pedals on bad ground. Note the ease with which you can mount and dismount—the

elegant seat—the excellent arrangement of the material to insure strength and durability, the splendid

head, handles and guiding devices—the handy and useful appearance generally.

REMEMBER that it is the SWIFTEST SAFETY MADE ! THE EASIEST RUNNING !

That it can be turned in a 38-inch circle by a rider not an expert (an expert could give an exhibition

on a centre table). The wheel makes two revolutions to the pedals one, being geared at 60. The
materialsare the best known ; the FINISH and WORKMANSHIP UNEQUALED. The driving

mechanism is superior to any yet produced, and has never been criticised adversely by any one not engag-

ed in the sale of Chain and Sprocket Cycles. It is the wonder and delight of all—clean, simple and

durable.

No rider that has used a " BRONCHO " will consider for an instant the use of any other safety

yet made. It is absolutely noiseless^ the only Safety that needs an alarm bell. All working parts are

dust-proof. It is a strictly high-grade Cycle. It is thoroughly guaranteed in each and every particular

—mechanism, material, finish and durability—and is an honest wheel in every way.

The above may sound pretty strong, but it is, nevertheless, TRUE ; the "BRONCHO" will

verify all of the above ; Wheelmen and others can verify it by buying and riding the '' BRONCHO,"
after which they will use no other,

[signed.] SAMUEL E. JARVIS,
809 Vine Street,

Lansing, Michigan.

For Catalogues, Circulars and Pull Particulars, Terms to Ag^ents, £tc., Address

WHITE CYCLE COMPANY,
l^CSXBOROUGH, 9IASS., U. S. A.
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ON f^
S T
T H !

WARWICK FERrEQTION CYCLES.

NO CAST METAL. NO HUMBUG.

EcossAis Cycles.

No^vsr ready for delivery.

Entirely free from «ide slipping.

Can be ridden v^ittiont hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used in their construction is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEN D & CO.,
HUNT END, REDDITCH, EMG I-AM ID ,

WHO WILL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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"Utile Duici" for the Great and the Small.

Giant No. 4; Price, $80.

FROM THE COMPLEX TO THE SIMPLE.

Our Giant No. 4 ; what do you think,

of it?

Let us have your response in the usual
way. Send in your order early. Get some-
thing that will satisfy you and save you
money. This the " Giant " will do for you.
It is constructed on good mechanical prin-

ciples, has true Diamond frame, with sleeve

steering head, spade handles, ball bearings
on pedals, wheel shafts and crank shaft.

In fact, all of the requisites necessary for

an A I wheel. Look at our Chain Adjust-
ment ; examine well before you place your
order.

Little Giant ; Price, $35.

It is the best wheel for boys ; no doubt about it. There were

several good ones ; one of them best—the new one beats that.

Our " Little Giant " is the new one, therefore the best.

Catalogue free; send for one and be convinced.

LOZIER & YOST BICYCLE MFG. CO., Toledo, Ohio.*
THORSEN 4l CASSADY, 60 & 62 WABASH Ave., Chicago Acents.

/^UR 1890 Bicycle Catalogue now

ready, free on application, and con-

tains Safeties of all grades, sizes and

kinds for Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and

Girls.

Dandy Safety, 24 in., - - $35.00

King of the Road, 27 in., - 45.00

Pathfinder, 30 in., - - - 60.00

Ideal Rambler, 26 in., - - 65.00

American Light Rambler, 30 in., - 135.00

American Rambler, 30 in., - 125.00

Outing Safety, 30 in., - - 115.00

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.
26 West 23d Street, NEW YORK CITY.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.
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A I AHE World's Record Broken for loo

Miles on a 47 lb. 53 incli Eagle

Bicycle, at Chicago, Jnne ytln, 1890, by

Wm. Van ^Wagoner, time S bonrs, 39

minntes, 53 % seconds.

7^. jr. Deixpree, Jr., of lleinpKis, Tenrt., -wins the time

medal tn the 10-J\lLle Roccd Race, on a. 56-tnch Eagle, Jixrte

13th, 1890, time 39:50, -v^hich is record for the cozzrse.

THE MQLE BICYCLE HFQ. CO.,

CAXALOOUIS FREE, STAMFORD, CONN.
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P.O^BOx44*^YSllN©-3

rUBUBDED ETERY FRIDAY MORNDiQ.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s. a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copf shonid be reeeiTed bjr Tnesdajr morning^.

Late Copy recelred nnttl TVednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be reeelTed by

Tuesday mornlnir to Insure insertion.

Special Advertising Matter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
year.

THE sport at the fall tournaments will be much
more interesting if the handicapping is

properly done. At the great Eastern meets

there will be many riders from all over the

country, and though the handicappers may not

be able to properly place them, they should be

able to do them justice after the first day's

races. We would suggest that the second day's

races at Niagara be handicapped after the first

day's races and that the handicapping for

Buffalo, Hartford, Providence, Rochester and
Syracuse be done the day before each of the

meets in question.

MANY prominent clubs in the Amateur Ath-

letic Union compel each competitor enter-

ing games to fill out an entry blank, giving the

date of his best and of his two last perform,

ances, and in this way the work of the handi-

capper is simplified and his work is more satis-

factory. The handicapping of cycle races in

this country is in need of improvement, but this

improvement can only come through the addi-

tional information which should be furnished

the handicapper. Chairman Davol, in response

to a written suggestion from the writer, prom-

ises that the subject will be carefully considered,

and if reported favorably the Racing Board

will compel all intending competitors to fill out

blanks of the kind suggested.

WHOLESALE ARRESTS AT BUFFALO.

An ordinance was passed in Buffalo some
time ago making it a misdemeanor to draw,
drive or cause to go any vehicle on the side-

walks, except when crossing to go into private
or public grounds. This issue for a long time
remained unenforced, but two or three minor
accidents caused much local newspaper com-
ment and stirred up the matter generally. The
wheelmen, however, still thought that the

ordinance remained a dead letter, having been
ignored so long, and continued to trundle the
wheels along the sidewalks. But on Thursday
it was suddenly put in force, and the police
swooped down and captured fifty-four cyclers
who were using the sidewalks, filling the station
houses with wheels and wheelmen and causing
excitement to run ripe in cycling circles

throughout the city. A general feeling of
indignation was manifested by all, and the fact
that baby carriages came under the same ordi-
nance and were unmolested was used effectively
to show the unreasonableness of the move.

The police reserve was called out and
patrolled the streets during the day with an
eye only for wheelmen and men or boys push-
ing delivery carts. The cyclists arrested were
gently led to the precincts and saved the
indignity of being treated to a free ride in a
patrol wagon. At the police station the crowd
who had been so summarily hustled into its

confines thought the move a gross outrage and
some emphatically declared that as they were
taxpayers they would run when and where they
pleased.

A prominent L. A. W. member said to a
reporter: " I don't object to the enforcement of
the ordinance provided that all the ordinances
are to be enforced."

'

' What would you suggest ?

"

'

' No discrimination. What right has Super-
intendent Morin to make the wheelmen get off

the walk and let the baby carriages monopolize
it ? There are just as many careless maids
running their carriages as there are heedless
wheelmen, and I guess if you will look into the
question you'll see they do as much damage

—

to the clothing of pedestrians at least. Now, I

do not uphold riding on the sidewalk. It's

wrong, and the man who does it should be
arrested, but to qualify that ordinance so that
a man who pushes his wheel on the walks of the
back streets, where travel is very light, we
consider an outrage. There are plenty of
ordinances that Mr. Morin might enforce."
While it is generally admitted that to ride a

wheel on the sidewalk is a practice that should
be stopped, the pushing of a machine along the
walk endangers no life or property, and it is

conceded by many that the ordinance went far
beyond the scope intended.
The morning session of the Municipal Court

was crowded with wheelmen and their friends,

and an air of suppressed indignation was ap-
parent. There were also whispers of,

'

' Why
don't the police arrest the mothers who wheel
baby carriages ? " There were several animated
discussions on this subject—the majority of the
wheelmen being gallant enough to disagree
with such a proposition.

"Why do they enforce this ordinance ?" asked
a wheelman. "Why don't they pull up the
Sunday ball players ?"

Judge Wardwell opened the court at 10. He
said he would regard the rights of wheelmen
the same as those of the drivers of wagons or
carriages. On those that pleaded guilty he
had decided to impose a fine of $1.20. All but
five promptly paid the penalty imposed and
were discharged. The trial of those who pleaded
'

' not guilty," and declared they rode cross walks
when arrested, was postponed until July i. A
meeting of the police commissioners will be
held this week and the clause causing all the
trouble will be annulled. Those arrested were

:

Philip Miller, Frederick Rode, George Chambers,
George Sefang, Alfred E. Bean, Charles E.

Woeppel, Alfred E. Johnson, Walter Reidpath,
John C. McCabe, Frank Toot, William Weiss,
Charles Clark, George Whitman, Charles R.
Barziller, William K. Miner, Alfred W. Morris,
William J. Trumpour, Harry T. Whittlesee,
John G. Wesley, Gilbert Cameron, Jr., Allen
D. Richardson, Emery W. Dunston, Otto
Newbauer, J. G. Berry, Edward Truchen, Albert
Hopkins, Charles L. Chilles, James C. Dow,
John Grabenstatter, Jr., Joseph F. Krumholz,
C. J. Barr, Cant Parker, Albert B. Wright, P.

H. Hinman, Frederick W. Fischer, William
Kaiser, Chas. W. Hefford, Peter Paul, Albert
Hutter, George Martin, Frank Campbell, Albert
Gingrass, Jacob Ball, John Elide, William
Booth, Henry E. Snyder, Ulysses Orr, Henry
C. Gold, Clark Bosworth, Frank Harding,
Hilmer Swanson, Frederick Turner,
Messrs. Paul, Clark, Parker, Hutter and Parr,

whose trial was to take place Monday, July i,

were dismissed, as the ordinance did not cover

cross-walk riding. Many of those who pleaded
guilty Friday and paid the fine were on cross
walks when captured by the ixjlice, and when
they heard of this decision they wished they
had joined the little band that had stood firm,
and thereby saved the fine.

YARNS OF THE RUBBER TIRE.

The pedestrians on Cortlandt Street at a
certain hour the other afternoon, witnessed a de-
cidedly unusual, if not ludicrous scene. A
genuine dude, dressed to the utmost extreme of
folly, had evidently just purchased a safety and
being presumably anxious to reach some subur-
ban town with the wheel, and not being familiar
with its workings himself, had secured the
services of a sturdy longshoreman to undertake
the task of engineering the machine to the
ferry. The wheel, with the curiosity of its race
when under the control of a green hand, con-
tinually insisted upon running into everj^ base-
ment, stoop, barrel or box in the neighborhood
and in one place knocked the prop from under a
banana stand, completely tripped up a news
boy and very nearly blocked pedestrianism on
one side of the street entirely. All this, of
course, greatly flustrated the disciple of Berry
Wall, caused the brawny longshoreman to

emit oaths by the yard, and was great sport
generally for those who witnessed the twain's
embarrassment. Finally Greenwich Street was
reached, and in attempting to mount the curb
at the farther side the muscular wheel-shover
became hopelessly at sea, and in endeavoring
to raise the forward part of the wheel, in some
manner lost his equilibrium and into the gutter
bicycle and man both sprawled. The owner of

the wheel was as furious as his simple nature
would permit, but nothing could induce him to

handle the machine or aid in untangling the
muddle—he wore a pair of lavender kid gloves,
and he wouldn't soil them! Finally two
obliging bootblacks started the odd procession
upon its way again and they were soon lost to

view, and how the would-be rider reached his
destination is a matter of conjecture.

* *
*

On a smooth macadam or asphalt road, one
that is a popular drive, a wheelman, at certain
periods of the day, often witness some queer
and amusing sights. For instance, on turning
a curve or rounding a corner the cycler beholds
a horse and buggy with an open back, mox-ing
along slowly ahead. Although the seat is of
ordinary width, the wheelman notices upon
near approach that the occupants of the vehicle
are seemingly too close together for their own
comfort and also obser\-es an arm clothed with
cloth leading directly from a man's coat encir-

cling a waist, and of course it's the waist of a
girl. The rider of the bicycle can pedal along
directly behind the four-wheeled vehicle un-
perceived and then perchance, a peculiar sound
resembling the noise produced by the opening
of a champagne bottle, causes him to give vent
to a constrained cough. The scene that instant-

ly follows would do credit to lightning change
artists and a smiling cyclist passes an innocent
looking couple with a knowing look, and goes
on his way serenely, unmindful of the happiness
he has momentarily blasted.

* *
*

Way down in Maine the various beaches are
so firm and compact that a bicycle can be
ridden anywhere from the water's edge to a
point a hundred or more feet inland for a dis-

tance of several miles at a stretch, with ease
and comfort. The invigorating salt air and sea
breezes are sure to incite a stranger to the
locality to test his racing powers and these new-
comers are apt to afford a fund of amusement
for the natives. Soft streaks in the sand are
occasionally encountered and when a wheelman
strikes such a spot he performs a most beautiful
gymnastic feat and plows up the sand for sev-

eral yards, and for the next few minutes there-

after is kept busily engaged removing the
clinging particles from his facial organs and
clothes. Should the sand be wet from the
receding tide, as it often is, it will stick to

everything, including the wheel, wth exasper-
ating tenacity. Occasiouallj' a venturesome
rider encounters such a mishap close to the
water's edge and lands in the lap of an incom-
ing roller. The nickle-plated parts of a bicycle

in this locality becomes quickly rusted unless
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coated with vaseline or some other oleose sub-

stance, or immediately thoroughly wiped.
* *
*

The sun had almost passed below the West-
ern hills when a perspiring and weary-looking
wheelman rode up to the road house in the

vicinity of Orange and entered the bar.
'

' Bin ridin' pretty fast, haven't yer?" asked the

mixer of drinks with a hard stare at his wet and
reddish face.

"Yes, slightly," replied the fatigued cycler,

thinking to work off an old chestnut on the man,
"been chasing a fellow for fifteen miles."

'

' No ! is that so ! Who was it?"

"My shadow, of course."
"Gad! that's the sixteenth time I've been

caught on that," and the disgusted barkeeper
walked out of the room for a brief interval.

After quenching his thirst the wheelman
strolled out upon the piazza, and was immedi-
ately tackled by a grizzled old farmer.

" Bin puttin' in purtty good licks, haven't
yer?"

'

' Yes, I've been chasing a fellow for a long
ways."

" Yer don't mean it ! Say, by hookey, was he
'bout your size, bow-legged and red-haired,

with a ragged coat and pants and er pair shoes
all worn to thunder? Didn't he have er cast in

one eye and er sorter big rum blossom on his

nose?"
"No, guess not," curiously.
" Didn't look 'sthough he'd just 'scaped, hey,

and was huntin' fer a square meal or chance to

tip over er keg? Darndest tramp I ever see

passed jest ahead er yer. Had a wart on his

cheek big's a house, homeliest lookin' cuss I
—

"

" No, he's not the one I was after," and the
rider retired, looking rather sheepish.

Two minutes later the farmer and bartender
were chuckling over their glasses at the latter'

s

expense.
* *
*

A couple of tourists struck a new England
village about 10 o'clock one exceptionally fine

day and decided to stop for dinner. Seeing a
good-natured looking rustic in a wagon ap-
proaching, they hailed him when opposite them
and the following dialogue took place

:

"Say, where's the best place to get dinner
here?"

" Over ter ther hotel, 'round ther corner."
" Can we get a good meal?"
"Yes, yer can ginerally, but it's closed ter-

day."
"What's it closed for?"

"All gone to ther fair."

"Well, there's some private house that will

accommodate us, isn't there?"
'

' Yes, would most days, but yer wont find
any ter-day."

" Why, what's the matter?"
" Gone to ther fair."
" Holy smokes, what will we do for grub; we

can't go any farther. Where's a grocery store,

we can get some crackers and cheese, at least?"
" There's one up the street, but it's closed."
" What's it closed for, this isn't Sunday, is it?"
" All gone to ther fair, old Bill Fowler went

'bout 10 o'clock and his boy Jim 'bout an hour
ago."
"Good Lord! What' 11 we do? How far is it

to the. next town?"
" 'Leven miles, but they're all gone to ther

fair over thar, too."

"Well, say, isn't there any place where we
can get something?"
"No, don't know of any, all gone to ther fair.

I run a tavern up here to ther forks, but every-
one's gone to ther fair, an I'm jest goin'."

" Say, we'll give you $2 to turn back and fix

us up something to eat."
'

' Nope ;
sorry to disobleege, but we only have

er fair once er year."
' " How'll $3 .strike you?"
"No, can't do it for any money. (Gee-up,

Jim), say, if you fellers '11 go over and M'ait till

7 o'clock, I'll give yer a bang-up meal, I'll be
back then," and the stolid old inn-keeper drove
on.

The wheelmen followed him six miles out of
their way to the fair, and were there able to
api^ease their appetites.

* *

Danielsonville, Conn., has a club named the
Auphuwalk Wheel CIuIj. Roads in that vicinity
must be decidedly bad. Si'Ark, Jk.

FIXTURES.

JULY.

4--

4--

4--

4--

4-

4--

4--

4- S--

4- 5-

4- 5-

4- 5-

5--

12.-

12.-

17, 18,

19.-

19.-

19.-

19.-

21-23.-

24-26.-

-Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.
-Memphis, Tenn., twenty-five mile Team Road

Race.
-Second of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets, at

Watertown, N. Y.
-New Hampshire State L. A. W. Division Meet,

Nashua, N. H.
-Open Handicap Road Race, Cincinnati, O., to

Hamilton, O.
-Races at Stockton Park, Camden, N. J.
-Race Meet at Louisville, Ky.
-New York Bicycle Club's Race Meet at White

Plains.
-St. Joseph, Mo., Tournament.
-Lexington, Neb., Tournament.
-Richmond, Ind., Road Races.
-Hudson County Wheelmen's Pive-mile Club

Road Race.
—California Division Meet at San Jose.
—Missouri Division Meet at Columbia, Mo.
-Illinois Division Meet at Bloomington, 111.

—Memphis, Tenn., Tournament and State Divis-
ion Meet.

-Buffalo Fifty-mile Road Race.
-Third of the No. N. Y. Circuit Race Meets at

Carthag-e, N. Y.
-Orange Wanderers Road Race.
-Track Races at Niagara Palls.
-Fourth Division Championship Races at St.

Louis.
-Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond.
-Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
-Fourth Division Championship Races at Chi-

cago.
-Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Road Handicap,

Waukesha to Milwaukee, i8 miles. Entries
close July 13, with H. T. Rotier, 427 Milwaukee
Street.

-Road Races open to Rhode Island Wheelmen,
at Newport, R. I.

-New York Club's Five-mile Club Handicap on
No. Broadway.

—Indiana Division Tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati.

-Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.

AUGUST.

2-12.—White Mountain Tour. Address before August
2, G. R. McAuslan, Providence, R. I.

4.—Bridgeport Twenty-five Mile Road Race. En-
tries close August I, with Henry Towe,
Bridgeport, Conn.

4.—Sons of St. George Games at Trenton, N. J.,
Two-mile handicap. Entries close July 28,

with Thos. Hammond, 28 Lincoln Avenue.
6.—Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-

mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.
17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston

to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

20-25.—Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

35-37.—Ii. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
,
N. Y.

28-29.—Tournament at, Buffalo.
30.—Rhode Island. Wheelmen's Tournament

at Providence.

1-3.

1-3,

4-

5- 6-

13-13
I3--

SEPTEMBER.

-Hartford "Wlieel Cluh's Tournament at
Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

-Nevr York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. "Wood,
118 South .Saliiia Street.

Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament.

Philadelphia Tournament.
Bay City Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-
cap Road Race.
Peoria Race Meet.

on Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.
C. Clubs of Philadelphia.

-Races at Davenport, Iowa.
and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,

Trenton, N. J.

-Tr^o

The EUzaheth Joi/rtia/ says : "The fact that the new
county roads have been the means of bringing out bi-
cyclers in force was shown last night. Editor John C.
Wetmore, of 'J'own Tattle, was seen mounted on the
'Old Mare,' which he had resurrected from a closet
where it had been stored for three years past. The
steed looked a bit rusty and antiquated, but the rider
was as fresh as a daisy, and expects to take the stiff-

ness out of the machme In trying to pack down the
macadam on the new roads."

W.-W. Taxis, of the A. C. S. N. since 1887, has start-
ed in seventy-one races, finished first fifty-three times,
and second on twelve occasions. He is twenty years
of age, stands six feet one inch in height, and is .sjilen-

didly proportioned.

At Richfield Springs, N. Y., on August 6, the Waion-
tha Bicycle Club will enjoy a great day's sport. A
50-mile road race being the principal contest aroxmd
Canandai^ua Lake. The other events are : Half-
mile novicCj i-mile ordinary, open; a-mile safety
open

;
J^-mile ordinary, open (first heat); i-mile

tandem, open ; fancy riding, open (15 minutes); J<;-mile
ordinary, open (second heat); 3-mile lap, open

; i-mile
safety (3.25 class); j-mile teani race (teams of three);
J^-mile ordinary, open (third heat); one-legged race,
J^-mile ; i-mile consolation.

NEW YORK BICYCLE
DICAPS.

CLUB HAN-

The N. Y. B. C. race meeting will be held at
White Plains on the 4th, commencing at 3 p. m.
Trains leave Grand Central Depot at i :o5 p. m.
The following handicaps have been allotted

by the official handicapper

:

One-half mile Bicycle Handicap—C. M.
Murphy, K. C. W., scratch; W. Schumacher,
B. a. C. ;

A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, 10
yards; Geo. Tonkin, N. Y. A. C, 50; L. A.
Schoefer, Brooklyn B. C. , 30 ; W. C. Heydecker,
N. Y. B. C, 60; C. Coggeshall, Riverside A. C,
50; F. Kenney, K. C. W., 70; R. J. Dick, Yon-
kers B. C. , 70 ; C. S. Buhan, Yonkers B. C. , 60

;

W. W. Schenck, Yonkers B. C, 100.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap—C. M. Murphy,
scratch ; W. Schumacher, B. A. C. ; A. A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C. ; L. A. Schoefer, Brook-
lyn B. C, 50 yards: W. C. Heydecker, N. Y.
B. C, 115 yards; Geo. Tonkin, N. Y. A. C, 90;
F. Kenney, K. C. W., 125; C. Coggeshall, Riv-
erside A. C., 100; E. J. Keane, M. B. C, 130;
W. H. Pedersen, N. Y. B. C, 140; R. J.
Dick, Yonkers B. C, 120; C. S. Buhan, Yon-
kers B. C, 120; E. Himsted, N. Y. B. C, 175;
W. A. de Goicouria, N. Y. B. C, 160; W. W.
Schenck, N. Y. B. C, i75.»

Two-mile Bicycle Handicap—C. M. Murphv,
K. C. W. , scratch ; W. Schumacher, B. A. C.

;

A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C. : C. W. Baizes,
K. C. W., 60 yards; R. W. Steves, K. C. W., 90;
E. J. Keane, M. B. C, 190; Paul G. Keane, M.
B. C, 175; C. S. Buhan, Yonkers B. C, 160;
R. J. Dick, Yonkers B. C, 175; W. C. Hey-
decker, N. Y. B. C, 150.

Five-mile Bicycle Handicap—C. M. Murphy,
K. C. W., scratch; W. Schumacher, B. A. C.

;

A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C. ; W. C. Hey-
decker, N. Y. B. C, 450 yards; R. W. Steves,
K. C. W., 350; C. W. Bayes, K. C. W., 200; C.

S. Burnham, Yonkers B. C, 400; W. C. Barker,
Riverside A. C.

, 400 ; J. W. Judge, R. W.
, 400

;

Geo. Tonkin, N. Y. A. C, 200; R. J. Dick,
Yonkers B. C.

, 400 ; E. del Guimosal, N. Y. B.

C. , 600 ; C. Coggeshall, Riverside A. C.
, 500.

One-mile Safety Handicap—W. Schumacher,
B. A. C, scratch; J. H. Hanson, N. Y. B. C,
go yards; W. C. Heydecker, N. Y. B. C, 120;
Geo. Nisbett, N. Y. B. C, 100; W. K. Horton,
N. Y. B. C, 150; F. M. Cossitt, N. Y. B. C, 150;
C. E. Clemens, M. B. C, 170; E. J. Keane, M,
B. C, 160; D. C. Newton, M. B. C, 180: W. H.
Pedersen, M. B. C, 170; G. French, N. Y. B. C,
180; E. A. Powers, Riverside W., 140; W. New-
man, K. C. W., 150; J. D. Connor, M. B. C,
190; F. B. Monell, L. I. W., 150.

Two-mile Safety Handicap—W. Schumacher,
B. A. C, scratch; W. C. Heydecker, N. Y. B. C,
200 yards: Geo. M. Nisbett, N. Y. B. C, 170;
W. K. Horton, N. Y. B. C, 225; E. A. Powers,
R. W., 175; W. Newman, K. C. W., 250; J. D.
Connor, M. B. C, 275 ; Geo. French, N. Y. B. C,
225; C. E. Clemens, M. B. C, 225; D. C. New-
ton, M. B. C, 225; F. M. Cossett, R. W., 200.

LAURIE AGAIN ALTERS THE SAFE-
TY RECORD TABLE.

Mr. X. C. Banker sends us a report of some remark-
able record trials ridden at Paddington on June 18.

The first trial was made by Dr. E. B. Turner, who
started out to make a new figure for tricycles. Dr.
Turner rode four miles in nm. 18 4-5S., beating the
record by 8s. At five miles his time was 14m. 5 4-5S.
beating the previous record of 14m. 24 3-5S. Both the
old records were made by Geo. Gatehouse, August
26, 1886. H. E. Laurie, the safety crack, then started
out to lower the I'ecords from one to ten miles, being
paced by Schoefer, Morris and Leitch, who are the
fastest safety riders in England. The following times
were accomplished :

PREVIOUS
MILES. TIME. RECORD.

M. S. M. S.

I 2-43 4-5
2 5. 30

3 8.124-5 8.14 4-5

4 IO-57 3-5 ii.oS 3-5

5 13-433-5 13-584-5
6 16-30 1(1.48 3-5

7 19-17 4-5 19.422-5
8 22-02 1-5 22.32 t-5

9 24-48 2-5 25.21 1-5
10 27-33 3-5 28.13 1-5

W. E. Eldridge, of the Hudson County Wheelmen,
arrived home last Friday after a trip through Maine
on his Eagle. He rode from Bangor to Boston in five
days.
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KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S RACE.

MUKl'HY WINS TllK SAI'lsI'V Cll AMlMONSllll'—

A

— LARCJE CROWD WITNKSS CKANl) Sl'ORT.

The K. C. W. arc to be congratulated on the

success of their race meet, held at Washington
Park on Saturday afternoon last. They not

oidy provided a good day's sport, but their men
were remarkably successful and the club ex-

chequer was materially enriched.

The old hands who used to give us such per-

fect little meets, Schwalbach, Bridgman, Aus-
tin and that crowd, have married, gone into

business or what not, so that their services are

not longer available. The men at the helm now
are rather younger than the "old brigade"

and of course not so experienced, yet they ran

off a good meet, quite draggy to be .sure, but

the entry lists w^ere large, the prizes accept-

able, the races well contested, the track and the

music good and the crowd very fine and large.

Much of the credit can honestly be given to

Captain Murphy, who, as chairman of the

committee, engineered the meet and proved
that his mental has not been sacrificed to his

muscular development. He remained up late

at night on committee work, selected the prizes

with taste, advertised the meet with shrewd-
ness, got the track into splendid shape and only

took his hand off the rudder in time to come out

and uphold his reputation on the path.

Washington Park is a few minutes ride in the

Fifth Avenue " L." It is the mecca of

Brooklyn base ball cranks, has a large turfed

W. F. MURPHY, Captain, K. C. W.

infield, a quarter-mile cinder path and com-
modious grand and open stands.

A week ago the path was uni-idable, and was
only brought into good shape by hard work.
On the day of the races the sporting enclosure

was a pretty sight; the officials all ready to

time, judge, score and umpire, the reporters

with sharpened pencils all ready to send early

reports to the evening editions of their papers,

the music, the grand stand, cool and comfort-
ably filled and the crowded open stands.

The meet was the best ever held in Brooklyn
and discovered a vast improvement in local

riders. The results proved beyond a doubt
that there is plenty of good material in this

neighborhood, which needs only a fairlj;--

decent bicycle track to develop. The officials

discharged their duties intelligently, yet the
programme was so long that the last race was
not run tmtil 7:15, by which time the audience
had thinned out.

The event of the day was the one-mile safety
Championship, which gave Murphy a chance to

regain the laurels he lost at New Haven by de-

feating both Smith and Schumacher. The
track was decidedly against Hoyland Smith,
who trains entirely on the road. After his per-
formance at New Haven it is ridiculous to sup-

pose that any man in the country can romp

away from him under suitable conditions.

Schumacher made a gallant effort in this race,

but he was outclassed, and his high gear also

slightl)' handicapped him. Murphy, of cour.se,

show^cd splendid form, pedalling beautifully

and coming through clean as a whistle. The
times were surprisingly fast for the track, as it

had been expected that three minutes could not
be beaten.

Wells, Lersner and Bayes showed excellent

form, and should get near scratch before the

year is over. It seemed a " Jonah " day for

N. J. A. C. , as neither Zimmerman nor Bowman
were successful. Feldmeier showed good form
for a novice.

The officers of the day were

:

Referee—C. H. Luscomb, L. I. W.
Judges— Elliott Mason, C. B. C. ; C. E. Smith,

K. C. W. ; W. H. DeGraaf, H. W. ; M. L. Bridg-
man, K. C. W., and Geo. M. Hendee, K. C. W.
Scorers—H. E. R. Raymond, B. B. C. ; W. J.

Clark, L. I. W. ; F. H. Douglass, K. C. W.
Clerk of Course—C. Crichton, K. C. W.
Assistants—T. Bowdish and William Bower,

K. C. W.
Starter—H. J. Hall, Jr., N. J. A. C.

Umpires—F. M. Cossett, R. W. ; F. L. C.

Martin, P. B. C. ; C. I. Long, K. C. W. ; Samuel
Cramer, N. B. C. ; R. F. Hibson, K. C. W.

;

Frank N. Lord, H. W. ; Wm. Hershmann, M.
A. C, and Paul G. Keane, M. B. C.

Time Keepers—F. P. Prial, N. Y. B. C.

;

Mortimer Bishop, S. I. A. C, and A. B. Bark-
man, B. B. C.

One-mile Bicycle, Novices: Run in heats,

the first three men -in each heat ride in

final—H. S. Wiegand, K. C. W., first, time 3m.
6s. ; F. G. McDonald, K. C. W. , second, time
3m. 8s. ; A. E. Stilger, Riverside W. , third

;

Geo. Holland, Brooklyn Ramblers, fourth;

Frank Kenny, K. C. W., Hugo S. Baron, Pas-
time A. C, C. W. Osborn, H. W., and E. A.
Bennett, Hempstead Ramblers. This race was
well contested. Osborn, Bennett and Baron
did not show good form, having petered out at

the end of the three-quarters.

Second Heat—A. H. Feldmeier, B. R., first,

time 3m. 3 3-53; John R. Bedford, K. C. W.,
second, time 3m. 5s. ; W. C. Smith, Brooklyn,
N. Y., third; Wm. Dower, Prospect Wheelmen,
fourth

; J. H. McCue, Brooklyn Ramblers, Frank
Day, N. J. A. C, W. W. Walters, K. C. W., and
A. W. Grasshoff, Palisade Wheelmen. The
apparently easy victory of Feldmeier and the

excellent time made was quite a surprise to the

spectators.

Final Heat—A. Feldmeier, first, time 3m.

3 3-5S. ; F. McDonald, second ; H. Wiegand,
third

; J. Bedford. Wiegand rode to the quar-
ter in 45s., the half in im. 31 2-5S. , and the

three-quarters in 2m. 17s. The men were
bunched all the way to the last quarter, and the

race was hotly contested up to the tape.

One-mile Safety Handicap, Run in Two
Heats; First Heat—J. H. Hanson, N. Y. B. C,
140 yards, first, time 2m. 52 2-53. ; Hoyland
Smith, N. Y. A. C, scratch, second, time 2m.

55s.; F. B. Hesse, K. C. W., 60 yards, third;

Wm. Schumacher, B. A. C, 20 yards, fourth;

Geo. W. Shannon, P. W., 150 yards.
; John

Bensinger, K. C. W., go yards; John F. Scan-
Ion, K. C. W., 200 yards, and F. B. Monell, L.

I. W. , 130 yards. "Jimmy" Hanson had no
difiiculty in winning, looking around on the last

100 yards and winning as he pleased. Smith
did not seem to get going until after the first

quarter, which occupied 45s. ; his half was run
ofi in im. 27 2-5S. , the three-quarters in 2m. iis.

,

and the mile in 2m. 55s. This is the best

authenticated mile yet credited to any track in

Brooklyn, although it is claimed that W. F.

Murphy, in the two-mile handicap, was timed
by three outsiders in am. 51s. for the first mile.

Second He.\t—H. P. Matthews, B. B. C, 140
yards, first, time 2m. 52 4-5S. ; Wm. Newman,
K. C. W. , 170 yards, second, time 2m. 55s. ; S.

B. Bowman, N. J. A. C, 60 yards, third; C. C.

Alden, L. I. W., 140 yards, fourth; R. W.
Steves, K. C. W., 90 yards; C. E. Clemens, M,
B. C, 160 yards, and L. B. Wh^rmper, K. C. W.

,

150 yards. Matthews showed good form, and
rode a well judged race. Newman looked like

a winner until the last lap, when he died aw'ay,

giving Matthews first position.

Final Heat—Matthews, first, time 2m. 54s.

;

Hanson, second, time 2m. 56s. ; Bowman, third

;

Hesse, fourth ; Newman. Hanson should have
won the race considering the time made in his

heat, but he seemed to have lost heart and rode
without much judgment or go. Smith rode to

the quarter in 44 1-5S., and the half in im.
28s. While riding the first c[uarter he ran out
on the grass, the turns, no doubt, bothering
him, as he is unused to a small track, doing all

his training on the road.

One-mile Mandicai-, Lon(; Island Wheelmen
—C. G. Alden, 35 yards, fir.st, time 3m. 8 1-5S;

L. H. Wise, scratch, second, time 3m. q 1-5S.

;

W. Palmedo, 50 yards, third; H. S. Lee, no
yards, fourth; G. B. Van Wort, 160 yards.
Wise made a big efTort to catch Alden, but was
unable to get up.

OiNE-MIlE vSaIKI Y, ClIAMI'IONSHll' OF AMERICA
—This was rightly considered the event of the

day. Although fourteen men entered, but four

turned out on the mark, as follows: W. F.

Murphy, Wm. Schumacher, John Bensinger
and Hoyland Smith. At the crack of the pistol

Bensinger at once made pace, but Smith never
so much as glanced at him, but hung tightly to

Murphy's little wheel. Bensinger made play
down the backstretch, with Schum.acher in close

pursuit. At the end of the quarter Murphy rode
in front of the crowd, with Smith following
closely, and after making pace for a few hun-
dred yards he slowed down in order to force the

latter to the front. But the New Bedford man
rode as well with his head as with his legs, and

HOYLAND SMITH, New Bedford, Mass.

was not to be coaxed into leading the procession.

The men rode in and out until the bell rang,

when they started off in a grand scurry for

home. Going down the backstretch Schumacher
headed the crowd, with Bensinger several yards

behind, while Murphy and Smith plugged along.

Schumacher had a clear lead turning into the

homestretch, but was overhauled and beaten a
few len gths by Murphy. Smith was beaten by
several lengths. Bensinger finished fourth.

Bensinger led to the quarter in 44s. , ISIurphy to

the half in im. 35 1-5S., three-quarters in 2m.

21 2-5S. , and the mile in 3m. i 3-5S. The last

quarter was ridden in 40 1-5S. The race was
expected to be more closely contested, but Smith
was unable to give Murphy battle for the cham-
pionship. The only surprise was Schumacher's
sudden burst on the last lap.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap, Brooklyn Bi-

cycle Club—E. A. MacLean, 150 yards, first,

time 3m. IS. ; W. E. SheflSeld, 70 yards, second;

J. W. Schoefer, scratch, third. Schoefer was
entirely out of form and was unable to make an
impression on the long mark men.

One-mile Championship, Kings County
Wheelmen—Wm. F, Murphy, first, time 2m.
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59s. ; C. M. Murphy, second; F. B. Hesse, third;

John Bensinger and R. L. Jones. Murphy was
superior to the others and finished first without
much trouble. C. M. Murphy made but Httle

impression on his brother, yet he outclassed

both Hesse and Bensinger; time, first half, im.

32s.; last half , im. 17s.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap—First Heat: F.

H. Wells, K. C. W.
, 90 yards, first, time 2m.

52 2-5S. ; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, 15

yards, second, time, 2m. 54 1-5S. ; A. H. Feld-

meier, B. R. , 100 yards, third ; H. S. Wiegand,
K. C. W., 100 yards, fourth; Geo. Holland, B.

R., 115 yards, Frank Kenny, K. C. W., 125

yards, L. A. Schoefer, Brooklyn, 50 yards, C.

W. Heydeker, N. Y. B. C, 90 yards, N. H.
-Warden, K. C. W., 175 yards, W. W. Walters,

K. C. W., 120 yards, and W. C. M. Cotze, P.

W., 120 yards. Zimmerman started out at

a great pace but was unable to overhaul Wells,

who won easily. Zimmerman rode the first

half in im. 25s.

Second Heat—C. L. Lersner, Brooklyn, 125

yards, first, time 2m. 50 2-5S. ; W. C. Smith,

Brooklyn, 115 yards, second; John Bensinger,

K. C. W.
, 70 yards, third ; C. M. Murphy, K. C.

W., 25 yards, fourth; J. W. Judge, R. W., 100

yards; R. L. Jones, K. C. W., 75 yards, and C.

W. Bayes, K. C. W.
, 90 yards. Lersner won

by twenty yards without much trouble.

Final Heat—Lersner, first, time 2m. 49 4-5S.

;

Wells, second ; Bensinger, third ; Smith, fourth.

In this heat, as in the trial heats, the second
placed men worked away ahead of the field and
they both give promise of being excellent riders,

and will bear watching by the handicapper.
Two-mile Safety Handicap—Wm. Schuma-

cher, B. A. C, 50 yards, first, time 6m. 15 1-5S.

S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C, 100 yards, second;
F. B. Monell, L. 1. W., 190 yards, and Wm.
Newman, K. C. W., 225 yards.

One-mile Ride and Run—This was a rare

contest between R. W. Steves and W. H. Rob-
erts, of the K. C. W. S. B. Bowman also

started, but retired at the end of a half-mile.

Both Steves and Roberts are splendid runners

;

and the time of their first quarter, pushing their

wheels with them, was im. iis., remarkably
fast time for that style of going. Roberts
seemed to have the race until the men mounted
for the finishing quarter-mile ride, when Steves
rushed through viciously and beat him out by
several lengths. The time was 4m. 17 2-5S.

which is record, the race having been the first

of its kind ever run on a safety.

Two-mile Team Race—This was a walk-over
for W. F. and C. M. Murphy and F. B. Hesse,
of the K. C. W.
Two-mile Bicycle Handicap—W. H. Wells,

K. C. W., 150 yards, first, time 5m. 58s. ; C. W.
Bayes, K. C. W. , 130 yards, second, time 6m.
2 4-5S. ; W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., scratch, third;

A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, 40 yards, fourth;

S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C, 45 yards; J. R.
Bedford, K. C. W., 175 yards; L. A. Schoefer,
Brooklyn, 80 yards; T. J. Hall, Jr., K. C. W.,
160 yards, and W. W. Walters, K. C. W. , 175
yards.
One-mile Boy.s' Race—This was the most

amusing event of the day, half a dozen young-
sters, between the ages of seven and twelve,
being started. Young Schoefer might have
won, but the contest finally fell to Walter
Storms, time 4m. 4gs. E. H. Schoefer finished
second, while Harry Walters came in third and
W. Miller fourth. C. Miller was surnamed
"Snowball," and as a black pickaninny dressed
in white clothes awheel, he presented a ludi-

crous sight. His form on the last one-eighth
mile spurt was such that Windle could have
gotten points.

Three-mile Bicvci.k Handicap—John Ben-
singer, K. C. W. , 160 yards, first, time gm. 16
1-5S; C. W. Bayes, K. C. W., 180 yards, sec-
ond, time gm. ig 1-5S; R. L. Jones, K. C. W.,
I go yards, third; S. B. Bowman, N. J. A. C,
75 yards, fourth ; A. A. Zimmerman, 60 yards.
Bensinger kept up a steady pace all the way,
beat off his competitors and finished by several
lengths.

Onic-mile Safety Handicap, Brooklyn Bi-
cycle Club—C. F. Quimby, 125 yards, first,

time, 2m. 55s. ; H. p. Matthews, 80 yards, sec-
ond; Nat. Rogers, 150 yards, third; J. W.
Schoefer, scratch, fourth. Quimby .showed ex-
cellent form and won without much trouble.
Matthews made several efforts to get iip, but
found Quimby too much for him.

THE YONKERS BICYCLE CLUB AND
WESTCHESTER COUNTY WHEEL-

MEN'S ROAD RACE.

There has been a deal of rivalry between
these two organizations as to the relative mer-
its of their riders, and to determine the question
beyond a doubt, a 15-mile team road race
was held on Saturday last, over a seven and
one-half mile stretch of macadam on West-
chester Avenue.
The race resulted, practically, in a tie, but

was given to the Yonkers Bicycle Club, accord-
ing to a special agreement, which provided that
the last man should not be counted.
The race gave the old Vet, "Gene" Val-

entine, a chance to prove that he can still go the
pace, his time being 44m. 32^s. for fifteen miles.

A feature of the afternoon's sport was the 25-

mile ride of George Tonkin, who went on after

the race and rode twenty-five miles in ih. 28m.
48-J^s. We are inclined to believe that both the
fifteen and the twenty-five mile courses were
short, and they will be surveyed.

summary of the race.

1.

2.

3-

4-

S-

6.

7-

8.

POINTS.

w. c. w.

Eugene Valentine, W. C. W. . 8. . .

.

Geo. Tonkin, W. C. W 7. . .

.

C. B. Lockwood, Y. B. C 0. . .

.

C. I. Belknap, Y. B. C 0. . .

.

C. S. Burnham, Y. B. C 0. . .

.

J. G. Reeves, Y.B. C 0. . .

.

Edward H. Sturges, W. C.W.. 2. . .

.

Bayard C. Tully, W. C. W. . . . i. . .

.

Total points, 18

Y. B. c.

. . 0. ,

.

. . 0, .

.

... 6...

... 5...
.. 4. ..

...3...

. . . 0. .

.

. . 0. .

.

18

TIME.

M. S.

•••44-32K
...46.2954

••47-27H
.

. .47-47^
...48.10

...48.49!<

. . .51.10

••5I-37K

The officials were

:

Referee—Frank Davis,Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Starter—Hughson Hawley, W. C. W.
Scorers—Henry C. Perley, W. C.W., andE. R.

Holden, Y. B. C. •

Timers—E. B. Pinkney, New Rochelle Row-
ing Club; F. M. HausHng, New York Athletic
Club; M. J. Austin, New York Athletic Club;
A. R. Taylor, Y. B. C. , and C. P. Marsden, Jr.

Y. B. C.

Judges—Frank Taylor, W. C. W. ; Dr. R. A
Fones, Y. B. C. ; Sherman C. Abramson, W,
C. W. , and A. W. Kingsbury, Y. B. C.

Clerk of Course—J. J. Lawrence, Y. B. C.

The winning team recived a banner, and
each member of the team received a medal.

INDEPENDENCE DAY RACES AT
CAMDEN.

The entries for the 2-mile safety race at the
games of the Sons of St. George, Camden, July

4, are: F. H. Garrigues, Century W. , 250 yards;
W. K. Thornbury, S. E. W.

, 300 ; Jack Hazel-
ton, C. W. , 120; V. J. Kelley, Park Avenue
Wheelmen, 2go; O. H. McCurdy, S. E. W., 280;
W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., scratch; C. A.
Dimon, S. E. W., 2go; H. L. Hefifern, S. E.

W.
, 300 ; F. M. Dampman, A. C. S. N. , 200 ; E.

O. Roe, Columbia Cyclers, 300; W. J. Greer,
5. E. W., 280; S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N.,

200 ; B. O. Miller, W. Jersey Cyclers, 300 ; E.

Neidert, Referee W., 300 ; B. F. McDaniels,
Wilmington, 260; W. C. Seeds, Wilmington,
200.

One-mile Ordinary Bicycle Handicap— I. J.

Potter, Camden W. , no yards; Jack Hazleton,
Century W., 70; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.,

scratch; F. W. Whitesides, Century W., 130;
H. L. Heffern, S. E. W., 170; F. M. Dampman,
A. C. S. N., 90; E. O. Roe, Columbia C, 150;

S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N., go; R. Pattison,

Philadelphia, 150; Joseph Dyson, Frankford B.

C, 190; I. Van Dusen, Tioga B. C, 100; W.
C. Seeds, Wilmington, 100; B. F. McDaniel,
140.

MINNEAPOLIS RACE MEET.

For the opening of Eck's Park, Minneapolis,

a three-days' bicycle tournament has been
arranged. The list of events are as follows :

THURSDAY, AUGUST I4.

One-mile, novice race ; i-mile open, handicap
heats ; 2-mile safety championship, sixth dis-

trict ; 2-mile open race ; -J-mile boys' (safety)
;

i-mile open handicap, second heat ; i-mile

tandem, championship, sixth district ;
i-mile

club, St. Paul; i-mile, open handicap (final

heat)
;
5-mile (ordinary) championship, 6 dashes.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 1 5.

One-mile, Minneapolis club
;

5-mile, safety
champion, sixth district ; -J-mile, open to all,

best two in three ; 2-mile, tandem champion,
sixth district ; -J-mile, open to all, heat ; i-mile,

safety handicap, open, first heat: 2-mile,

ordinary, champion, sixth district
;

^-mile,

ordinary, boys, 14 years and under ; i-mile,

safety handicap, open, final heat; 5-mile, open
to all.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 16.

One-mile, inter-club, St. Paul and Minne-
apolis; |-mile boys' safety and ordinary, first

heat ; -J-mile open handicap, ordinary ; i-mile

safety, championship sixth district ; i-mile

ordinary, championship sixth district
;

3-mile

tandem, championship sixth district
;

|-mile

open handicap,ordinary ; i-mile State champion-
ship

;
l^-mile, boys' final heat ; 2-mile open to

all
;

5-mile L. A. W. championship, open to

Iowa, Wisconsin, North and South , Dakota and
Minnesota.

THE COLUMBIA-ARLINGTON ROAD
RACE AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

The 20-mile road race between selected teams
of four riders each from the Columbia Cycle
Club and the Arhngton Wheelmen took place
Saturday afternoon, June 28, on the Conduit
Road, in the presence of 200 spectators, and re-

sulted in a victory for the Columbia team by the
score of 19 to 16.

The contestants were as follows

:

Columbia Club—Messrs. W. A. Balch, J. H.
Blount, J. Mount, R. T. Anderson.
Arlington Club—LeB. Burdette, W. T. Rob-

ertson, Tom Robertson, E. C. Bowen.
At the start Anderson was given a header by

his over-anxious starter and injured his hand
badly, but the plucky rider remounted and
brought in the winning tally for the Columbias.
W. T. Robertson held the lead for three miles

when he was passed by Blount and Bowen, but
soon succeeded in getting to the front again and
led the race to the finish, coming over the tape
amid loud cheering, and lowering the record
over this course 8 minutes and 10 seconds. This
caused Columbia's spirits to droop a little, but
they soon revived, as a minute later Blount
came in 15 seconds ahead of Bowen, who was
followed by Balch and Mount, and when Ander-
son crossed the line with the \vinning points
their enthusiasm broke forth in loud and pro-
longed cheering.
The following is the summary of the race

:

Starters. Club. Time. P'ts.
H.M.S.

Robertson Arlington 1.22.30 8
Blount Columbia 1-23.45 7
Bowen Arlington 1.24 6
Balch Columbia 1.28 5
Mount Columbia 1-30.15 4
Anderson Columbia 1.32 3
T.Robertson Arlington 1.35 2

Burdette Arlington 1-35-15 o

The following gentlemen acted as officials of

the race : Judges—For Columbia, George S. At-
water; for Arlington, Ballard Morris. Time-
keepers—For Columbia, W. H. Stearns ; for Ar-
lington, Mortimer Redman ; Timekeeper

—

C. R- Overman. Referee—Mr. McDaniels.
The trophy won by the Columbias is an ele-

gant silver cup donated by Col. T. R. Marshall,
proprietor of "The Losekam." It is eighteen
inches in height, handsomely engraved, and
bearing figures emblematic of cycling. Messrs.
G. S. Atwater and C. R- Overman each pre-

sented two gold medals to the first four riders

in.

The day was successfully concluded by a ban-
quet at " The Losekam," both clubs participat-

ing, and Mr- C. R. Overman acting as toast-

master in a very happy and acceptable manner.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen will observe the Fourth
by a club race over the Crescent course, the race to
take place at 8 a. m. Gold and silver medals are
offered as prizes, and wheelmen from all over the
State are expected to be present. The entries are
Messrs. Foster, Rounds, Hutchins, Bennett, Lakey
and Bugbee.

The Roselle (N. J.) Bicycle Club's new house is fast
approaching completion, and will be an ornament to
the village.
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TO THE TRADE. THE NEWARK BICYCLE HORN.
WE are pleased to announce that we are now manufacturine a complete line of THE
^r-w

NEWARK BICYCLE HORN, Experience fully demonstrates that THENEWARK HORN "Clears the Road " instantly by a sudden pressure of the Rubber Bulb.
They do not get out of order and rattle, weigh but a few ounces, are easily attached to the
handle bar, finely nickel plated and ornamental.

PRICE
iNo r, Small, - - Si.25
No. 2. Or«3inary, - x.6o
No. 3, ]Hedium, - 2.25 The Trade Supplied.

HOWARD A. SMiTH & CO.,
ORAXO]?« HAIvL, BROAD AND BRIDOE STREETS, NE'WARK, N. J,

WRITE FOR LISTS TO

S. & B. GORTOIT, Limited,

Whitefriars Works,
COVEMTRYj ENGLAND.

BUKUFACTUREBS OP THE FAMOUS

6i EARLSDON" CYCLES,

Especially adapted for the American Market.

Agents wanted for the sale of these Celebrated Machines

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

Positively the best wheel for the money ever offered. Ball

bearings throughout, except head ; weldless steel

•tubing. Guaranteed for one year.

Agents wanted all over the United States.

STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO.,

Rudge Bicyclette No. 2, $100. 707 Xrch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.
BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE.

MAKERS OF THE

DIAMO
$85

SJBIKETY
steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS,
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PENNSYLVANIA.

THE DIVISION MEET.

The "Thirteenth Annual Meet" of the Penn-
sylvania Division L. A. W was in many repeels

a grand suecess, in others a dismal failure. As
a gathering' of local wheelmen and club mem-
bers it has not been equaled; the moonlight e.x-

cursion was a very enjoyable affair; the parade
was one of the lai'gest turnouts of wheelmen
ever in line ; the races were well conducted, of-

ficered and hotly contested; the theatre party
was successful ; a goodly nuinber of applica-

tions were received for membership ; we were
blessed with two days of the finest \\-ealher ever
known in June, and strange to relate, the com-
mittee is far and away ahead financially. Yet,
after months of preparation and hard and
earnest efforts to make and carry out an inter-

esting programme by various well-selected

committeemen, sc-z'i:nty out-of-/own ivhc-lnu-n reg-

istered at the League headquarters at the

Colonnade Hotel ; tlie only two clubs repre-

sented by any con,siderable number of men
were from outside the State—the Hudson
County Wheelmen, of Jersey City, and the
Chesapeake Wheelmen, of Baltimore, the guests
respectively of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club
and the Century \Vheelmen. The programme,
which was promised should be an extraordina-
rily fine affair, was a disappointment to those
who confidently expected that it would be such
and to the chairman of the committee in charge,
who apologized for the hastily-gotten out edi-

tion in the following words : "If the Pennsyl-
vania Division had but bestirred herself some-
what earlier in this year of grace, and, like New
York, given four months instead of four weeks
for the preparation of a programme commensu-
rate with the possibilities of the occasion, it

would have been better for the Division and
better tor the L. A. W." Then, too, the
speeches which were expected at the theatre
party were omitted, with the exception of the
few remarks made by President Dunn and W.
R. Tucker, of the A. C. C. The .spirit, the life,

the enthusiasm which generally characterizes a
gathering of cyclers -was entirely lacking. Wliile

as Philadelphia Wheelmen, we had one day's
good sport out of the two days' meet, still, as
hosts, we feel heartily sorry that the advantages
and inducements offered were not sufficient to

attract more visitors. Whether the Pennsylva-
nia Division is fast asleep, whether an L. A. W.
meet has no further attraction to the average
cycler or whether the date was ill-advised your
correspondent cannot state. Other State Di-
visions, when holding their annual reunions,
generally send out some announcement of the
fact, and not rely on their members reading an
advertisement or watching the fixture column
of the wheeling papers for an invitation to

attend the gathering, as seems to have been the
plan followed here this year.

Notwithstanding the report circulated that
the Colonnade Hotel would not supply the
Reception Committee with the necessary ac-

commodations, the Messrs. Crump stated that
they would be only too glad to do so and the
League Hotel was consequently made the
League Headquarters. Parlor B was set aside
for the use of the Committee and promptly at

3 o'clock on Thursday the office was opened
with Kirk Brown, Chairman, in charge, assisted

by Dr. M. N. Kisne, Jr., Century Wheelmen,
and Lieut. Fred Wears, Pa. Bicycle Club.
Until 7 p. m. and all day Friday as well as on
Saturday morning, L. A. W. members were
registered on presentation of their membership
tickets and supplied with a badge, tickets for

the moonlight excursion, programme and copies
of the handbook on "Improvement of High-
ways." On Friday moi^ning an informal meet-
ing of the Board of Officers was held and
considerable business di.scussed. At 2 o'clock

the first event on the programme, a run
scheduled for Ardmore took place, although the
participants got no further than Belmont.
About 100 riders, \nsitors and members of the
different local clubs, started from the club
houses of Century and Pennsy, and joining-

forces stopped at the Hart Cj'cle Co.'s West
Phila. Rink on the return trip at the invitation

of Mr. H. B. Hart for refreshments. Thej^

were also treated to an exhibition of trick and
fancy riding before leaving. The party re-

turned to the city shortly before 6.

The moonlight excursion was one of the most
enjoyable portions of the programme. The
" palatial" steamer, Edward Forrest, is not by
any means a "scorcher," but speed was not
necessary. " Speeling and Spooning," as Chair-
man Bretz put it, was indulged in principally.

The stags and those "attached" who managed
to steal a few minutes to themselves occasion-
ally enjoyed themselves hugely. In fact, it

was only on the boat that one had any recollec-

tion of the good-natured, spontaneous fun which
generally characterizes a gathering of cjxlers.

Fireworks and screechers, Kirk Brown leading
the chorus in " Why was I born with Whiskers?"
" Little Mac" standing on a stool and making
remarks about "Nearer My God to Thee!!"
although assured that he would never get any
nearer, recalled to memory Baltimore, Hagers-
town and the winter's stag parties. Dancing
was carried on on both decks. Music was
furnished by an orchestra of 10 pieces, which
also played several selections of popular music
before and between the dances. The return
was made with the tide and the party landed
safely at the wharf shortly before 12 p. m.
Saturday at 10 o'clock the parade started from

the Gi^een Street entrance of Fairmount Park.
Captain Watt, of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club,
in charge, assisted by the captains of all the
other city clubs. The clubs took their position
in line in the order of their organization, the
Philadelphia Bicycle Club, Captain L. H. Watt,
15 men; Frankford Bicycle Club, Captain
James Dyson, 14; Pennsylvania Bicycle Club,
Captain Frank Nelson, 65, and Hudson County,
12; Century Wheelmen, Captain C. W. Dalsen,

58, and Fairmount Lady Cyclers, Captain Mrs.
Dalsen, 20 ladies ; South End Wheelmen, Cap-
tain C. A. Dimon, 20; Mount Vernon Wheel-
men, Captain J. K. Osborne, iS; Oxford Wheel-
men, Captain Fi-ed Perkinpine, 15; Park Avenue
Wheelmen, Captain C. O. Lancaster, 37; Col-

umbia Cyclers, Captain F. Shenneman, 10;

Quaker City, Captain J. R. Artman, 25; Tioga
Cycle Club, Captain W. D. Spain, 5 ; Wissa-
hickon, Captain Warren Welch, 8. These,
with the visiting wheelmen, made nearly 400
men in line. The Pennsylvania Club came out
in great style, a veritable surprise party with
much the largest number of men in line. Four
of the members had children perched on small
seats directly in front of the saddle. Proceed-
ing slowly up the river drive two abreast with
Chief Consul Boyle at the head of the line, a
stop was made on Dairy Hill for the annual
photograph, with the party grouped on the

Isanks. The line was then again formed and
the ride to Strawberry Mansion continued.
Arriving there sandwiches and lemonade were
served freely to all. Resuming their wheels
once more the party turned out Diamond Street,

riding four abreast to Broad, up Broad to

Huntingdon and then counter-marching on
Broad, forming into eights, to Columbia
Avenue, where the line was dismissed shortly

after 12 o'clock.

From the breaking up of the parade until 3

o'clock Broad Street was alive with wheelmen,
all seemingly bound for the one point, the

Tioga Athletic Club's grounds. Each incoming-

train at AVestmoreland station brought addi-

tional spectators and numbers also arrived over
the Reading- Road. Between 2,500 and 3,000

people were on the grounds, both stands were
filled with ladies and the track was lined on
both sides in some places six deep with specta-

tors. The track is a new one and hardly j^et in

condition for fast time, and after the first few
races the freshly-laid cinder surface became
badly cut up. The principal interest of the day
centered in the contests between Taxis and
Wilhelm. Neither seemed to be at his best,

Taxis suffering from two severe falls received

last week and Wilhelm plainly not in good
training. Taxis' spurt proved to be too much
for the Reading man, as he passed by him with
seeming ease. " Our Jack" Hazelton, too,

surpi-ised even his most confident friends.

Although not meeting on equal terms the best
men, such as Taxis and Wilhelm, he was entered
in six events, two of which were run in heats,

thus appearing on the track eight times and
each time gaining first position, a strain on the
system which a man of his slight build seems
hardly capable of.

The officials were as follows : Referee—Jas.
R. Dunn, President L. A. W. Judges

—

Sam.
A. Hoyle, Chief Consul Pennsylvania L. A. W.

;

E. A. (iaskell. President Tioga A. A., and Geo.
T. Laing, President Pennsylvania Bicycle Club.
Timers—H. M. Green, Second Lieutenant South
End Wheelmen, and F". Nelms, Captain Pennsyl-
vania Bicycle Club. Stiirter—A. F. Bracher,
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club. Clerk of Course

—

P. S. Collins, Century Wheelmen. As.sistants

—

E. II. Collins, Wm. Sadler, Century Wheelmen
;

W. \'an Deusen, Tioga Cycling Club, and
W. J. Walker, Century Wheelmen. Scorers

—

J. R. Lincoln Edwards, South End Wheelmen;
Thos. Hare, President Centurj^ Wheelmen, and
E. F. Le Cato, Maryland Bicycle Club. Handi-
capper—G. D. Gideon, L. A. W. Annunciator
—W. SchHter, A. C. S. N.
The first race was a r-mile safety for novices.
First Heat— F. B. Marriott, S. E. W., first,

time 3m. 18 2-5S. ; H. E. Mole, C. C, second,
time 3m. 25s.

Seco.m) He.\t—O. H. McCurdy, S. E. W..
first, time 3m. 25s. ; T. M. Jones, T. C. C, sec-

ond.
One-mile Ordinary, 3m. class—J. R. Ha-

zleton, C. W. , first, time, 3m. 4 2-5S. ; F. M.
Dampman, A. C. S. N., second.

One-third mile Saketv—For boys under
twelve, gold medal donated by Mr. J. Alexan-
der. Won b}- L. Ludlow Butz, time im. 26 3-5S.

Final heat, i-mile noN-ice, was a loafing race
until the last lap, when JNIarriott, S. E. W.,
spurted and won easily in 3m. 45 3-5S. ; McCur-
dy, S. E. W., second.
Three-mile Tandem District Championship

—W. F. West and J. R. Hazleton, C. W., first,

time gm. 52s. ; W. W. Taxis and F. M. Damp-
man, A. C. S. N. , second. West and Hazleton
will take medals for this race and pay their own
expenses to Niagara.
One-mile S.vfetv Open Handicap—First heat,

C. A. Dimon, 140 yards, S. E. W. , time 3m.
6 2-5S.

; J. A. Scott, Mt. V. W., second.

Second He.\t—W. J. Greer, S. E. W., first,

time, 2m. 56s; J. V. Kelly, P. A. W., 170 yards,

second.
Third Heat—J. R. Hazleton, C. W., first,

95 yards, time, 2m. 57 4-55. ; W. F. West, C.

W. , second, no yards.
One-mile Ordinary

W. W. Taxis, first, time 3m.
helm, second.
Final Heat One-mile Safety Handicap—

J.
R. Hazleton, first, no yards, time 2m. 56s.;

W. J. Greer, second, 170 yards.
One-third mile for Bovs under Sixteen—

H. L. Crother, first, time im. 3s. ; Edward
Yonse, Reading, second.

First Heat One-half-mile Safety— 1.35

class, S. H. Crawford, first, time, im. 32s. ; F.

H. Garrigues, C. W. , second.
Second Heat—J. R. Hazleton, C. W., first,

time, im. 32s. ; W. C. Seeds, second.
Two-mile Ordinary District Cha.mpionship

—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., finst, time, ym.

7 3-5S. ; W. I. Wilhelm, Reading, second.

First Heat Quarter-mile Safety—W. D.
Banker, N. Y. A. C, time 43s. ; H. Y. Yost, sec-

ond.

Second Heat—W. W. Taxis, time 45 2-5S.

;

J. A. Allgair, Reading, .second.

Final Heat, One-half JIile, 1:35 Class.—
J. R. Hazleton, C. W^. , first, time im. 31 4-5S. ; F.

Garrigues, C. W. , second.
One-mile Ordinary; Philadelphia Cham-

pionship.—W. W. Taxis, first, time 3m. 13 4-5S.

;

S. W. Merrihew, second.
One-mile Safety, District Championship.—

W. D. Banker, N. Y. A. C, first, time 3m.

32 4-5S. ; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., second.

Final Heat, One-quarter mile Safety.—W.
D. Banker, N. Y. A. C. , first, time 44 2-5S.

;

Allgair, second.
One-mile Safety; Handicap fort he Ladies'

Mile Trophy, offered by the American Athkh-.

—First Heat—J. R. Hazleton, C.W., no yards,

first, time 2m. 51s. ; Garrigues, C.W., 140 yards,

second. Second Heat—W. F. West, C. W., 95
yards, first; H. E. Mole, 150 yards, second.

One-mile Cluh Tandem Safetv (roadster

machine).—J. R. Hazleton and W. F. West, C.

W., won, time 3m. 12s. ; W. C. Seeds and C. A.

Alliot, second.
Final He.vt: Ladies' mile Handicap.—Haz-

leton, first, time 3m. 3 3-5S. ; Mole, second. In

this race occurred the only accident to mar the

day's pleasure. After the first lap it was

State Championship—
15s.; W. I. Wil-
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plainly seen that the contest lay between Hazle-
ton and West. Coming down the homestretch
on the last lap Hazleton was in the lead, but
West hanging closely to him, his front wheel
on a line with Jack's rear. Faster and faster

they spurted, when West, running a trifle too

near his opponent, cra.shed into him just before

reaching the tape and dropped heavily, stun-

ning himself by the fall. Hazleton was imin-

jured, and crossed the line before falling off.

Many spectators jumped onto the track, and
Garrigues and Mole were upset also. Mole
trundled his wheel across the line, thus securing

second place. A¥est soon recovered himself,

although somewhat bruised by his hard fall.

Owing to the lateness of the hour, and the fact

that a great manjr had left the grounds in order

to prepare for the theatre party, the presenta-

tion of the trophy by Miss Clara V. Westcott,

the lady selected by the vote of the wheelmen
for this purpose, was postponed.

Everjr de.sirable seat in the Grand Opera
House was filled in the evening. The Bohemian
Girl was sung instead of Faust, which it was at

first proposed to secure. In the last act, Devils-

hoof, while going through his pantomime, intro-

duced a small boy's bicycle decorated with the

badges of the Centurj^, South End and Quaker
City Clubs, which called forth loud applause from,

the entire house. The members of the company
were also decorated with the colors of nearly all

the prominent- clubs. The greater portion of

the parquet and parquet circle were occupied by
the wheelmen and their friends. On the left

the CenturyWheelmen had the entire four boxes,
which were filled with the members in uniform
and their lady friends. Among those in the

boxes were : Captain and Mrs. Dalsen, Dr. and
Mrs. Keim, Mr. and Mrs. Snyder, Mr. and
Mrs. H. B. Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Lee, Mr. and
Mrs. Sulzner, Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Brown, W. G.
Speier, W. J.- Walker, Miss F. McCuUey, G. L.
Bahl, Miss Reach, Mi.ss Bahl, Miss Clements,
C. S. Wood, J. A. Wells, Dr. M. Keim, Jr., C.

Rice, J, Bretz, W. Cantz, W. Sadler, Jr., W.
Bampton, A. H. Weed, F. Strassberger, B.

Porter and W. J. Wilhelm.

On the opposite side the South End Wheelmen
had three boxes, two of which were stag and
the other occupied by ladies. Among these
present were: President Jackson and Mrs.
Jackson, Miss Roberts, Miss Langdon, Miss
Wilson, Miss McHenry, J. J. Bradley, J. R.
Lincoln Edwards, Jas. Edwards, C. A. Dimon,
O. H. McCurdy, Geo. Caryl, F. B. Marriott,
Lewis Doster, Geo. R. Jordan, J. H. Ka}-, J.
A. Green, W. J. Green, Gordon Chambers, H.
Z. Heffern and J. P. Stafford.

The Century boxes were decorated with the
club colors and buntnig with the word " Cent-
ury" in large gilt letters. On the south end
boxes, in addition to the blue and white bunting,
was hung a large club banner.

In box D, on the right, were President Dunn,
Chief Consul Boyle and wife, Secretary-Treas-
urer J. J. Van Nort and wife and Mr. W. R.
Tucker, President of the A. C. C. Under fes-

toons of blue and old gold and a large '

' silver
keystone" sat the members of " Pennsy

"

and their lady friends, occupying the entire two
front rows of the parquet circle. All through the
house blocks of seats were taken by parties of
different clubs, ranging in size from two to
twenty. After the close of the performance,
Mr. W. R. Tucker, president of the Associated
Cycler's Club, made a few remarks and intro-
duced the president of the L. A. W., James R.
Dunn, \\\\o then spoke briefly on the improve-
ment of highways and the object of the League.
Mr. Dunn said that he could exhaust the audi-
ence much sooner than the subject of road
improvement were lie to speak lengthily about
it; that the League had been casting about
for some time for an object to bring it before
the business men of the country and that in the
question of good roads they liad found A\'hat

they were looking for.

He also mentioned that a committee was at
work upon statistics; that the Lecture Bureau
was prepared to send men to all parts of the
country, and that a literary bureau was being-
organized. Mr. Dunn said he hoped soon to
show far greater results, and then thanked the
Pennsylvania Division for assistance and en-
dorsement, especially to Chief Consul Boyle,
whose words ol comnicndalion and endorsement,
he stated, had gone further than any one ele-

ment to encourage him since he was elected
president.

On Sunday the majority of the -visitors re-

turned home. Several of them, however, spent
the day at Willow Grove, which was literally

besieged by wheelmen
; the Century with some

65 men, the Pennsylvania with their guests, the
Hudson County Wheelmen and the Columbia
Cyclers. Altogether some 135 took dinner at the
hotel, went swimming in the ice pond, amused
themselves by stealing each other's clothes, and
^^dtnessed the presentation to Jack Hazleton of
the cup won by him in the road race held on
the 24th of May.
The badges presented to each man read

"thirteenth annual meet." Although I have
searched far and near for information, I have
not yet learned how thirteen annual meets could
have been held, as the League is not that
many years old, and in addition the Pennsyl-
vania Division has not had a meet every year.
Too much credit cannot be given to Chair-

man Bretz, of the entertainment committee, and
George D. Gideon, of the race committee, and
his able assistants, Phil S. Collins and Winfield
Van Deusen. On Mr. Bretz fell almost the
entire work of his committee, the moonlight
excursion, the theatre party, the feed at Straw-
berrjr, and to his efforts and continual hard work
the pleasure of the meet is almost entirely due.

It is safe to say that the race meet, although
not attracting a large field of outside riders,

was more largely attended, better conducted
and from a financial point of view a greater
success than any that has ever been held in this

city.

Thanks to Mr. Bretz, and thanks to Mr.
Gideon, neither ofwhom had axes to grind, but
who worked only to make a success of their

respective work. Philadelphia wheelmen have
had a simply immense time, but to call it a
Division meet seems to be a mockery.

Paul Berwyn.

DEATH OF W. M. WOODSIDE.

We have the painful dutj^' of announcing the
death of W. M. Woodside, the handsome Irish-

man who in turn bore the titles of amateur
champion of Ireland and professional champion
of America. He died at Rio Janeiro on May
18, in his thirtieth year. We saw a great deal
of poor "Woody" some years ago, and he Avas
a constant visitor to our office, where he would
read the American papers with immense inter-

est. He was always a good sportsman, and
even in the bye-ways of professional racing
managed to keep his good name untarnished.
At his best he was one of the finest riders the
world has ever seen, and his untimely death will

be deeply regretted by many a friend in Eng-
land, Scotland and Ireland. The following
touching letter explains the details of a death
we are very, very soiTy to hear of

:

"Rio Jankiko, May 24, 1890.
'

' Gentlemen ;—Poor William Millar Wood-
side died of 5'ellow fever. May, 1890, on Sun-
day, at 8 p. m. , in his 30th year. He was taken
sick on Wednesday evening, as he said, with
cold on his kidneys, and I called in the Doctor
(Englishman), and he saw from the first it was
a hopeless case, but unfortunately, did not tell

me, and I nursed him day and night but could
not save him. To make quite sure I called in

a BraziHan doctor, but he could do nothing, as
the fever was internal and the cold weather did
a lot to keep it in, and so died the finest bicycle
rider America ever knew. The balloon combi-
nation now only consists of two heart-broken
friends, and their deepest grief is leaving their
kind manager in Brazil and in a grave marked
not with a stone and known oiil}^ to a few Bra-
zilian friends. My prayer night and day is,

may God rest his soul, and never will he be for-

gotten by Mr. Stanley Spencer or—Yours in

sorrow. Alma Bkaumont."
— WJieelitig.

[The above item is noted just as we go to
press.— El).

J

RACING IN DELAWARE.

October .|, the Boston Athletic Club will give a 25-
mile handicap road race, and prizes to the value of
$2oo -will be offered by the club.

JCx-l'rcsidcnt IvinKhorn, of the R. I. W., and wife
have just returned from an extended evelinR tour
abroad, and were tendered a reception by the club on
Wednesday evening.

At the M. K. T. Club's sports at Brandywine
Springs, Del., Wednesday, June 25, a number
of interesting bicycle races occurred, although
the small track, six laps to the mile, prohibited
fast time. The riding of Seeds, of the Wil-
mington Club, whose work in the Irvington-
Milburn road race is -R^ell known, was the sur-
prising event of the day, and he will, \\nth more
practice, give Taxis some hard work. The re-

sults are as follows

:

One-mile Safety, Novice—L. Pyle, first, 3m. 36 1-5S.

;

A. L. Northur, second.

Half-mile Handicap, Ordinary—W. C. Seeds, 40
yards ; P. M. Dampman, 50 yards; S. W. Merrihew, 45
yards ; W. Sheward, 60 yards. W. C. Seeds, first, im.
30 3-5S. ; F. M. Dampman, second, im. 32 1-5S.

One-mile Tandem, Open—W. W. Taxis and F. M.
Dampman, first, 3m. 58 3-5S.; W. C. Seeds and B. F.
McDaniel, second, 3m. 58 4-5S.

ONE-MILE Safety, Open—W. C. Seeds, B. F. McDan-
iel, Fred Elliott, W. W. Taxis. W. C. Seeds, first, 3m.
37S. ; Fred Elliott, second, 3m. 39 2-53. Taxis fell on his
sixth lap.

One-mile Novice, Ordinary—Charles P. King, L.
B. Tantum, Harry C. Chandler, Wm. Bowman. Wm.
Bowman, first, 3m. 48 1-5S.; H. C. Chandler, second,
3m. 59 3-5S.

One-mile Handicap, Ordinary—Clarence Elliott,

140 yards
; B. F. McDaniel, 125 yards ; S. W. Merrihew,

110 yards ; Wm. Sheward, 125 yards ; Fred Elliott, 130
yards ; F. M. Dampman, 120 yards ; W. C. Seeds, 90
yards. W. C. Seeds, first, 3m. 2 1-5S.

Merrihew and Dampman collided just as they were
finishing, and as Merrihew was projected bodily on
top of the officials it was impossible to say who had
second till Mr. Dampman very graciously insisted
upon waiving all claims to the prize, claiming that at
the time of the collision he was at least three inches
back of Merrihew.

One-mile State Championship, Ordinary—W. C.
Seeds, Z. H. Lofland, B. F. McDaniel. W. C. Seeds,
first, 3m. 23 3-5S.; B. F. McDaniel, second, 3m. 25 1-5S.

One-mile Safety, Handicap—B. P. McDaniel, 115
yards ; Clarence Elliott, 125 yards ; Fred Elliott, 115
yards. Fred Elliott, first, 3m. 30s.; B. P. McDaniel,
second.

One-mile Ordinary, Open—W. C. Seeds, Z. H: Lof-
land, W. W. Taxis. W. W. Taxis, first, 3m. 37s.; W. C.
Seeds, second.

Five-mile Safety, Handicap—Fred Elliott, 540
yards ; G. C. Smith, 800 yards ; H. L. Pyle, 700 yards

;

A. L. Northup, 800 yards ; Clarence Elliott, 600 yards
;

B. P. McDaniel, 540 yards. Fred Elliott, first, i7ni. 45s.;

A. L. Northup, second.

Five-mile Club Handicap, Ordinary—Clarence
Elliott, 600 yards, first, 17m.; W. C. Seeds, 330 yards,
second.

One-mile Safety, Consolation—G. C. Smith, 3m.
44s.

One-mile Ordinary, Consolation—Z. H. Lofland,
4m. 19S.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen intend to issue a
thirty-two-page programme early in August giving a
detailed account of their tournament to be held at
Narragansett Park, Providence, August 30. Such
fliers as Lumsden, Windle, Anthony, Taxis and Van
Wagoner are expected to be present, and as Provi-
dence does nothing in halves, a good time is assured.

Burt Clarke holds the city championship of Hasting,
Neb., for five miles, his time being 27m. 48s.

A number of road races will be held at Salem, Ohio.,
July 5, with appropriate prizes.

The followin.g handicaps have been allotted in the
1-mile bicycle handicap to be decided at Watertown,
N. Y., July 4: W. A. Parker, Rome, scratch ; A. J.
Fuller, Rome, 20 yards ; F. P. Hamnies, Utica, 10;
P. C. Hammes, Utica, 30; Onley, Rome, 75; Haynes,
Rome, 75 ; Yarwood, Rome, 100.

Calkins, of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, aspires for bicy-
cle racing glory, and will soon become a member of
the N. J. A. C.

The Paterson Wheelmen have made arrangements
for a road race from Paterson to Clifton oti July 5.

Four silver goblets will be given as prizes.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen will spend the 4th, 5th and
6th touring in and around Philadelphia.

The large number of tracks for bicycle and athletic
races recently built throujrliout the country, has
caused a demand for qualified men to superintend
such work far exceedin.g the supply, it rcciuiring much
experience to lay a perfect course.' A mixture'of clav
and cinders, the f<)rmer substance predominating, well
rolled, as a material for tracks is considered superior
to all others.

At the Rochester (N. Y.) Athletic Association'.s field
dav s]H)rts, the bicycle races resulted as follows :

(.')nk-mile Ordinary.— I. Edward SerVis, am. sgj^s.
2. F. 1. Servis, 3m. 2^s. 3. C. 1. ConoUv.
Onk-mile Safety.—1. E. Servis, 3m. fii/s. 2. F. I.

Servis, 3IB. los. 3. E. Schauck.

On June 18, Laurie made a mile safety record of
am. 34"2-5S.
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CHICAGO.

News there is none, and it is only by the " courtesy"
of a brother scribe that THE WHEEL has a Chicago
letter at all this week.

**•

It is with extreme regret that I announce the illness

of an esteemed journalistic confrere, Mr. George
Knoweverything Barrett, the young, the gifted, the
junior editor of J'/ie Bfuiiiigs. His illness, although
accompanied by a certain amount of bile, will hardly
result seriously. 1 do not know of my own knowledge
that the gentleman is sick. Merely take his word for
it, as expressed in the last issue of his paper, wherein
he tells his subscribers that he is suftering from
a severe attack of nausea, induced by reading the
letter of The Wheel's Chicago correspondent in the
issue of June 20, though there are doubts existing as
to whether that alone is the cause. For one thing,
however, his readers have reason to be devoutly
thankful—that his illness prevented the infliction of

another chapter of the how-long-is-it-to-bc-continued-
story of "Me and Tom." But to get down to the
facts of the matter.
In the first place Mr. Barrett thinks that my detail-

ing the account of the "scene" on the last night of
the tournament and characterizing Lumsden's claim
of foul as a "small act," due to my innocence (ignor-
ance he means) in racing matters, and he goes on and
all unasked charitably forgives and excuses me on
that account. Poor, dear George, his knowledge is

something truly immense, and though my ignorance
may strike him as being particularly dense, it may
tickle him to know that long, long before he ever
straddled a bicycle or knew whether the mile record
was 2m. 29 4-5S. or 2m. 9 5-5S., Bettsy B. had done
duty on division racing boards, competed in races and
held official positions. Still that may argue nothing.

Barrett states that any racing man would have
claimed foul. Inasmuch as Mr. Lumsden himself, so
Mr. Van Sicklen informed me, has expressed regret
over having claimed it, presumably Barrett refers
to such racing men as himself, for when, as he did
with Kurtz in the 5-mile handicap, repeatedly foul
a competitor by running him wide on the corners
and then consider it proper when spoken to after-
wards, would likely take advantage of anything

;

indeed Barrett is stich a " tricky " rider that his part-
ner (Van Sicklen), in one of the events of the tourna-
ment, found it necessary to inform him that there
would be trouble if he attempted any more of his
peculiar tactics. In this respect Mr. Barrett's superior
knowledge may be especially brilliant, but with even
the densest ignorance of racing rules, 1 should still

be able to define an unsportsmanlike act when I saw
it, and please, Mr. Editor, I shall continue to give The
Wheel the fullest and most complete accounts of all

such public events as come under my notice, and
when an opinion is to be expressed, shall not be back-
ward about expressing it. Mr. Barrett states that
there are many things which require criticism, which
for some reason or other he would never, never criti-

cise. Possibly this is true, and while he shirks a
journalistic duty, whenever there is the slightest
action or seeming cause for criticising Chief Consul
Davis, it is noticeable that he always seizes upon it

voraciously. Possibly if he could divide his attention
in that respect, and get the paper out on time, the
public might arjpreciate the change. Concerning my
criticism, Mr. Lumsden must understand there was no
animus in what I wrote, and that he has no stauncher
adherent in Chicago than myself.
Again, Mr. Barrettremarksthat when "Mr. B. states

that the local cycling press is controlled and edited
wholly by Chicago members,so that in that direction, at
least, the I. C. C. stands a poor show," he gives such an
exhibition of discourtesy and ignorance as to be quite
too nauseating. If Mr. Barrett will permit the correct-
ion I should be pleased to insert "Mr. Davis" for
" I. C. C," and then if the " discourtesy " and " ignor-
ance " still be too nauseating I am perfectly willing to
be set down as both lacking in courtesy and intelli-

gence. So far as he is concerned. I did not intimate
that the papers were controlled by the Chicago Club,
but any one who has read the editorials and knows
the love that Geo. K. Barrett bears for W. A. Davis,
will stand convinced of the truth of my assertions.
Doubtless, they dare not incur a club's enmity, and
would give space to a communication, but it would
indeed be a " poor show " that Mr. Davis would get
editorially, and the editorials are the paper to a large
extent.
To quote Mr. Barrett once more:
" Mr. Betts also infers that the opposition to Mr. W.

A. Davis for chief consul for another year arises from
the jealousy of the Chicago Club, and accuses it of
showing spleen and of several other unpleasant traits;

says Mr. Davis should be re-elected by ' virtue of past
work ; ' announces that there ' are two or three officials

of the Lincolns possessed of a grievance,' and incoher-
ently entangles himself in matters of which he knows
nothing. The spleen of the Chicagos to which he re-
fers, was, perhaps, what induced the club last fall to
send, in accordance with a unanimous vote, to the Illi-

nois Cycling Club a letter expressing a hope that all

differences between the two clubs might be at an end,
and extending the courtesies of the C. C. C. club-house
to the I. C. C. members, to all of which the club never
received even the courtesy of an answer."
Mr. Betts meant exactly what he said, too, barring

possibly the use of the italicised word " club," for, in-
deed, it is more a matter of individuals than clubs,
and when it comes to splitting hairs, will Mr. Barrett
kindly state when the Lincoln Club "determined that
Davis and the I. C. C. should no longer run the League
in this State ?" Although a; member, I have heard of
no such action. It may not be club jealousy that an-
tagonizes Mr. Davis' re-election, butthat it is either in-
dividual jealousy, dislike or soreheadism—call it what
you will—cannot be denied, and nothing convinced
me more firmly of the fact than a conversation with
this same Barrett, who, when pressed, could not bring
a single or more powerful argument against Mr. Davis
than that he "worked in a necktie foundry," as he
put it. As regards that unanimous vote, it was un-
doubtedly most commendable, but does Mr. Barrett
recall that about the same time he was writing a series
of letters to The Wheel over an assumed name, at-
tacking Chief Consul Davis, many of them couched in

such terms and written in such a strain that even I,

through whose hands they passed for revision—and
nearly all of them needed it- deposited at least one of
them in the waste basket, as unfit for publication.
Had I then known as much as I do now, not one line

would have seen the light. Votes of that sort and
nom dc plumed attacks is the veriest type of consist-
ency, and the Chicago Club .should know ju.st what
manner of men it has in its ranks.
When I expressed the hope and urged that Mr.Gerould

would not allow the use of his name, it was not that
he is not eminently fitted for the office, but because he
was nominated and pushed forward not for the good
of the League but for the reason that a chosen few of
the Lincoln and Chicago men had decided that " Davis
and the Illinois Club had run the League longenou,gh."
Purely a statesmanlike platform, and with the know-
ledge of such being the case, can it be wondered, is it

not humane, that the Illinois men should determine to
show their strength and feel rather chary toward
the Lincolns? Mr. (ierould is one of the kind-
est, most .genial elderly gentlemen in Chicago wheel-
dom. I judge that lie is farseeing and has no desire
to entangle his club in fraternal strife, and possibly he
can see what the discreet, farseeing Barrett cannot

—

that out of the mouths of babes and sucklings oc-
casionally come wise sayings.

It is true, as Barrett states, that I have been a
resident of the Illinois Division but a few weeks, and
not a single excuse have I to offer therefor. Fifteen
weeks is the length of my residence, but if Barrett
is the sage and journalist that he pretends to be, he
must know that he is indeed a fool, who, having the
inclination, cannot find and link the details of what is.

pretty much already public property, and it may
please him to know that far from being " filled with
arrant nonsense " many of my convictions were
formed after conversations with no more "arrant sore-
head " than his own dear self.

I knew Barrett as a hard rider on both track and
road, and as a crack wrestler, but as a funny man and
a philosopher he is yet unknown, but when he gets off'

that finishing stroke, " We trust that Mr. Betts will,

when he gets older, learn better," I cannot help but
vote him a success in his new role. The great, dear
public must know that George and I are both " four-
eyed, both have about the same number of times per
week (once, unless happen to be going out—then
twice), we are equally deficient in mustaches and I

really do not know how many months George got the
start of me, but if looks go for anything, not very
many; but then he can stretch a great, high 57-inch
wheel, while my parentheticalsfind a low 50-inch their
limit. I oft'er no apology for being young

;
it is'nt

my fault, but from now on I .shall look joyouslv for-

ward to the day when by some hocus pocus I may
attain the age, the discretion, the wisdom, the brillian-

cy of intellect that is now possessed solely and alone
by Mister Barrett.

* ^ *

De.\R Prlal:
G. K. B. gave us nearly column editorial. Think we

ought to return the favor with interest, but if this is

too long make some excuse to your readers. Tell them
how young and foolish I am and all that sort of thing,
though I do think the above contains a few facts that
will interest them. Then, too, it will be an awful big
help to Barrett and his paper, for it is a positive fact
that I heard some one ask the other day, " Barrett

!

Barrett! "Who is George Barrett ? " Still, I shall always
be thankful to him for permitting me to "see myself
as others see me." Yours, Bettsy B.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

DETROIT.

Sunda5% June 22, seventeen members of the De-
troit Wheelmen spent in Cleveland, having left this

city by the steamer City of Detroit Saturday night.
There were nearly 2,000 passengers on the boat, and
at first they were going to charge us $1.00 each for our
wheels, but afterwards the overcharge was refunded,
the passenger agent concluding to transport bicycles
free. It was a clear case of bulldoze.
We had a splendid trip over and several of the

Cleveland wheelmen met us at the wharf. After
breakfast other wheelmen joined the party until about
9:30, when we started for the Garfield Monument with
about forty in line. It was fearfully hot riding but
we all enjoyed ourselves, and everything passed
smoothly until we started down the hill from the
monument, when Albert Allen took rather a severe
header, and was taken to the hotel in a carriage. He
soon recovered. After a good dinner at the Hawley
House, a lo-mile run to Rocky River was taken. The
trip was a big success.

The Detroit Wheelmen have been rather unsettled
of late, not feeling satisfied with their rooms. They
have finally decided to move to 112 Miami Avenue,
where thev will have pleasant quarters within half a
block of Great Circus Park.

We were glad to learn that Charley Neilson, the
plucky Illinois boy, got to New York in less time.than
he expected. Messrs. Grift & Smith took him through
the customs at Windsor, and as yet the officers of Vic-
toria Roval Customs do not know that he is again
in the United States. Unless' Neilson reports to some
Canadian official soon, it may result in Griffith &
Smith having to pay duty on his wheel, $40.

Eighteen wheelmen from Bay City and two from
Flint arrived here Sunday morning to spend the day
with their Detroit brethren. Kellsy was the only De"-

troit boy to get out early enough to pilot the visitors

from the depot to the Hotel Normandie, but by 9:_;o

a. m. there were fifty-six in the party. A start was
made for Bell Isle, but owing to the heavy rain the
shore road was exceedingly poor, so a short run
around the lower end of the island was made instead.

In the afternoon the party traveled to Sandwich, Ont.,

and in the evening a sail on the river was enjoyed.
The Bav City boys started for home about midnight,
thoroughly convinced that the Detroit wheelmen
know how to take care of their visitors.

The Detroit-Niagara tour will be a big success,
judging from present indications. About ten Bay
City wheelmen will go, and it is expected there will

be at least seventy-five from this city. BE Be.

JAMES FOX, EX-HRKSIUENT B. B. C.

Ex-President Fox is dead I From our midst has been
suddenly called a man whose friendship it was an
honor to possess. It is now, when I most need words
to fittingly express myself, that I feel the impotence of
my pen to eulogize our departed club mate. We have
sustained a loss in our board of trustees which we
cannot realize at present, but time and the ab.sence of
his wisdom and advice at the meetings will make
itself felt.

At the next meeting of the club appropriate action
will be taken ; in the meantime we turn to Him, in
whose beneficent mercy all things are right, and bow
our heads in humble acquiescence to the words—" Thy
will be done."

Mathews has ascended to the seventh heaven of de-
light. He has demonstrated that he can still win
races, and is looking for the scalp of the Brooklyn cor-
respondent of the BulleUii, who dubbed him a stuff.

His riding on the 28th was very good, scoring a win
and a second to his credit. MacLean was most de-
cidedly in it, as he won the Brooklyn's one-mile or-
dinary, very easily, while (Juinby carried off first

place in the safety race.

The Kings County Wheelmen are to be congratulat-
ed upon the success of their meet, which was the most
interesting, and from a financial standpoint the best
they ever gave. The list of events was too lengthy,
btit everything passed off smoothly and the manage-
ment deserve praise.

The combined run to Massapequa was badly man-
gled at the New York end. The Brooklyns, twenty-
one strong, were at Jamaica on time, and waited just
as long as possible for the New Yorks to put in an ap-
pearance as per agreement, but as train after train
rolled in and no New Yorks, the Brooklyns gave them
up and started. It was a glorious day l^r this trip and
the roads were in splendid condition, and "mine host"
of the Massapequa Hotel had prepared such a dinner
that the delinquent club will gnash their teeth with
impotent rag'e when they read that menu pasted upon
their bulletin-board. It seems that the New Yorks,
seven I believe, took the boat at ggth Street for College
Point and then rode to Jamaica, finding that we had
gone on. They then struggled some few miles further,
took the wrong road and got buried in Long Island
sand, which so discouraged them that all but Messrs.
Heydecker and Wilson gave up in disgust. The last

two pushed on and reached Massapequa in time to get
dinner, much to the delight of the Brooklyns. Atol.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The Governor has declared Monday, September 8, a
legal holiday. As the 9th will also be a holiday, the
riders will be able to see the 25-mile road race of the
Bay City Wheelmen and also attend the big celebra-
tion to be held in San Francisco. The club will prob-
ably run off the road race on the 8th, and if it is

properly managed it will easily eclipse anything of
the kind ever held here.

The programme of the League meet is quite a hand-
some affair. Many of the advertisements were written
by Wagener, of San Jose, and bear tetiraony that he
is a clever writer. Many of the "hits" are local and
cannot be appreciated by persons outside the State.

The gentleman who has taken the trouble to dissect
the handicapping of the Irvington-ililburii race
proves that he could have handicapped that race to
perfection

;
that is, provided he had all the information

before tlie race veas run that he now has. It is surpris-
ing how much some people know about how handi-
caps should be arranged—after a race has been run.
It might not be out of place, however, to suggest to
the gentlemen who manage these annual races, that
now would be the best time to hold a meeting to dis-
cuss what the limit should be next year. The events
are fresh in their memories now, and can be more
intelligently discussed than would be possible ten
months hence.

There is an office in a local club that seems to have
a " hoodoo" attached to it. The office is a prominent
one and is usually secured by a good rider and popular
man. However, the man who secures it seems to
lose his hold on the riders, after he has held the office

for a few months, and after his term expires he sel-
dom is heard from again, in an official capacity. The
man who accepts an office for the work of which he
has neither natural taste nor acquired ability, will
soon find that the office does not make the man, but
the man does make the office.

Because a person becomes prominent in an office it

does not follow that any one who accepts the same
office will attain the same prominence. "By their
work ye shallknow them."
The following explanation as to why the California

Division did not receive "that money" from the Los
Angelos meet is not official but it is correct : The meet
was a financial success, but the persons who had it in

charge spent a great deal of money to provide en-
tertainment for the ho.st of visitors expected from
tlie vicinity of San Francisco.
Only two riders attended the meet from here and

they were overwhelmed with kindness and attention.
However, the money had been spent, and although

the races and other entertainments were well patron-
ized, it was found that the profit amounted to only
about S30.
Had the proper person made this explanation at the

time, much unpleasantness and a somewhat bitter
newspaper controversy would never have seen the
light of publication.

It is to be hoped that the gentlemen who are now
working for the separation of this State into two di-
visions will keep at the matter until they succeed, as
the present unsettled state of affairs cannot but injure
the division. Californl*. /
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BAY STATE DOINGS. ST. LOUIS.

The Massachusetts Division annual meet at Cottage
City, from present indications, will be better attended
than any previous gathering. The programme pub-
lished last week will be carried out, and in the races
two; prizes will be offered in each contest, providing
there are three contestants. Entries should be made
to A. Bassett, box 5267, Boston. Fee 50 cents. The
Old Colony Railroad have reduced their rates for the
occasion and will transport wheels free.

Boston has appi'opriated $275 to defray the expenses
of a series of races on Independence Day and a com-
petent committee have been secured to engineer the
affair. The races will be started at ji o'clock, and
gold and silver medals will be awarded in each event
as follows : First race, novices, one mile, no wheel
to weigh less than 35 pounds ; second race, one-fourth
mile, open bicycle, in heats, first two men in each heat
ride in the final heat ; third race, one-fourth mile, open
Safety bicycle, in heats, first two men in each heat
ride in the final heat ; fourth race, one mile bicycle
handicap ; fifth race, novices, one mile Safety ; sixth
race, one mile tandem Safety handicap ; consolation
race, one mile, for the type of wheel which has the
greatest number of actual starters in the previous
races. The officers of the day are : Referee, W. W.
Stall; judges, G. Warren Hayward, H. A. Fuller,
William J. Bicknell ; timekeepers. Dr. W. G. Kendall,
E. P. Burnham ; starter. Kirk Corey ; clerk of course,
A. P. Benson; scorer. George Kehew. Entries closed
with Clerk of Committees Hillard at City Hall, at
noon July 2.

The committee composed of members from the
Chelsea Cycle Club and Chelsea Ramblers, have com-
pleted arrangements for the Fourth of Jiily races at
this town. The first event is a one-mile Safety for
novices, open to Chelsea riders only, a silver cup and
a pair of cycling shoes being first and second prizes.
The other events are : One mile boys' race, Safety,
Chelsea rider, under 14. First prize, gold medal

;

second prize, silver medal. One mile open race, Safety.
First prize, cloth traveling bag, alligator trimmings

;

second prize, gentleman's walking stick. One lap,

boys' velocipedes.—Prize, new velocipede. One mile,
open race, ordinarjr—First prize, elegant parlor lamp

;

second prize, revolver. Two-mile open race, Safety.
—First prize, silver ice water pitcher ; second prize,
silk umbrella. The officers are : Referee, Charles E.
Bassett

J
judges, Charles E. Walker, W. S. Fraker, I.

A. Ii'Ieadows ; starter, W. H. Douglass
;

timers, C. J.
W. Addison, W. S. Renfrew ; scorers, A. E. Bailey,
G. W. Fenton ; umpires, J. R. Barrie, A. G. Brogger,
W. C. Walker ; clerk of the course, G. W. Hardy.
While their brother wheelmen are seeking glory on

the cinder path on the Fourth of July, President R.
G. Armory, Capt. A. D. Peck, Jr., Secretary C. C.
Ryder, Representative E. B. Pillsbury and C. D. Hill,

of the IMassachusetts Bicycle Club, will travel to
Portsmouth, N. H. They will spend three days on the
road visiting all points of interest and they anticipate
an enjoyable time. ».

There is some talk of the Boston Athletic Associa-
tion holding a 25-mile road race some time next
October.

During the latter part of July, Capt. A. D. Peck, Jr.,
of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, intends to tour
awheel through Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island.

Albert M. Beers, of the Maiden Bicycle Club, is again
working for the long distance medal, and has already
scored over 2,000 miles this season. Fred. A. Horn, a
16-year old boy, recently rode 363 miles in one week.
The Medford Cycle Club have a new club house

under contemplation.

On July 4 the Fall River Ramblers and Belmbnts, of
Taunton, will hold a team race.

SYRACUSE,

At the N. Y. State meet, to be held in this city Sep-
tember I and 2, the Syracuse Cycling Club will offer
to the uniformed club that is represented by the largest
number of men a silver cup, gold lined and standing
twenty-six inches high. The prize has already ai-rived
at Syracuse, having been made to order at a cost of
§150, and is certainly a work of art. On one side is a
perfect representation of a race, and the entire upper
portion of the cup is mounted upon a wheelman in
uniform. It will be placed on exhibition in New York,
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochester, and
other cities.

The wheelmen of this city have at last gained the
consent of the City Fathers to ride on the sidewalk in
prescribed boundary. That the privilege may not be
abused the Syracuse Cycling Club have issued a card
containing a number of sensible rules and suggestions,
and it is hoped that all wheelmen will follow" them.
Since gaining temporary consent to ride on the side-

walk, a new trouble has sprung up to harass the Syra-
cuse cyclers, little expected. On the street leading
directly to Liverpool and Cicero, a favorite run with
the wheelmen, is a house wherein live a Mrs. Aimer
Pierce and her son. The Pierce'.s have a tar sidewalk
in front of their abode of which they are exceedingly
proud, and believing that the passing of wheels over
the surface will wear it out prematurely, on Sunday
opened warefare against bicycle riders with a ven-
gence. First a tandem bicycle glided down the walk
so quietly that Mrs. Pierce, who was on the lookout
with a whip, did not see it until directly opposite her.
She did not have time to strike over the fence, but
shouted that she would do some terrible thing if the
boy.s did not get off of her walk.
Soon after this incident a jjarty of three on high bi-

cycles came along on their way to Cicero. This time
Mrs. I'iercc was better prepared. She threw a plank
in front of the first wheel, which mounted over it

saf<ily. Not to be defeated the next time, she made a
rush for tlic second wheel, plank in hand. The rider
I'oulcl not avoid it, and was thrown over Uiehead of his
bicycle, landing lieavily on the sidewalk. He soon re-
covered and made his escape. Mrs. Pierce's son
George, about 28 years of age, jumped over the fence
and slapped one of the boy» in the face.

The Fleetwing Club to the number of fifteen pick-
nicked at Forest Park last Saturday. The provisions
were sent out by wagon and the club members Tvent
a-wheel. The weather was red hot and the trip out
was scarcely one of unalloyed pleasure, but once there
and the lunch temptingly displayed under the trees,
the weather was forgotten for the time being and un-
divided attention given to the demolishment of the
edibles. This club is strictlj' a temperance organ-
ization and the wet goods of even so harmless a nature
as whisky and beer were barred by the inexorable,
though unwritten, law of the club. Notwithstanding
the seriousness of this deprivation, to a few, the
occasion was thoroughly enjoyed by all and repetition
on some cooler and later date svill be in order. The
Captain w^as indefatigable in his efforts to please, and
the success of the affair was largely due to his un-
selfish endeavors. He was gorgeous in a black and
old gold sash, eighteen inches wide, with streamers
reaching below the knees and real hair three inches
long.

The action of the Missouri Club at its last meeting
in preferring charges of rowd^nsm against a number of
associate members, has resulted in the resignation of
some twenty men or more, including the four against
whom the charges are pending. As nearly as I can
learn these resignations are presented for the purpose
of coercing the club into a withdrawal of the charges
against their fellows. It is a bluff of the most transpar-
ent character and there is not even a bobtail back of
it. Unless I greatly mistake the temper of the club, the
resignations will be accepted (with the exception of
the fourjwith an alacrity and enthusiasm which will not
be very flattering to the vanity of the individuals who
are the parties to the silly proceeding. The four
against whom the charges are pending will have a
chance to prove their innocence

;
failing, they will be

unloaded. Every one, except the parties themselves,
are glad they are going. Nothing more fortunate
could happen to the club than these withdrawals and
the only drawback just now is the fear that some of
the letters have strings tied to them and will be with-
drawn before the club can get a crack at them. God
forbid. In the list of seceders is found the name of our
whilom friend " Blackball Everj'body " Harry. The
prospect of his going seems almcst too good to be
true ; his withdrawal alone would more than com-
pensate for the loss of all the others, even supposing
that they were members of more pronounced value.

Mr. C. C. Candy of the Overman Wheel Co. is in the
city for an extended stay in the interest of his concern.
Candy is popular here and will be made welcome.

Two efforts have recently been made to get the
stockholders of the Track Association together, but
one thing and another has prevented and no further
attempt will be made until after- the championship
meeting. The entry blanks for this meeting are out
and entries close July 9. For addition to the regu-
lar championship, there will be a 2-mile handicap, to
be run in heats.

LOUISVILLE.

INDEPENDENT CYCLERS' LAWN PARTY.

Over three hundred guests of the Independent Cy-
clers voted their lawn party a most successful and
interesting entertainment, and the sticceeding events
passed off in a surprisingly smooth and pleasing
manner. The large seven-acre lawn, with the splendid
residence surrounded by a magnificent grove of grand,
stately trees and other foliage, and the gravel and tan
bark walks lighted with 500 Japanese lanterns of
beautiful designs, presented an entertaining picture
even without the other many and varied means of
amusement.
The music was stationed in a little decorated bower

in the middle of the dancing tarpaulins, and from the
top of this the lanterns were stretched in all directions
while a more brilliant light was thrown upon the danc-
ing ground by a number of locomotive reflectors. At
times, and during suitable musical selections, red
lights were burned simultaneously in distant parts of
the grounds, the foliage, the lights, the music and the
costumes all combining to the desired effect. Alto-
gether the boys are to be congratulated on their suc-
cess, and Messrs. Woodruff, Waters, Keller, Meek,
Sauer and Humphreys in particular.

Before this issue goes to its readers the July 4th
races will be through with. The number of entries is

sui-prisingly large and good weather will make good
attendance, no doubt. After the races, the next thing
to absorb attention is the Richmond meet, July 12.

Touring parties will leave Louisville on the loth for
Middletown, Shelbyville, Frankfort, Lexington and
Richmond. Train parties will leave via C. & O. on the
nth. After the 12th comes the excursion by the L. C.
C. The boys deserve success, as they are worlcing
hard to make the programme a pleasing one, and if

the weather j^roves more satisfactory than last year,
not less than 600 people will be provided for. The dis-
appearance of ill-will between several I. C. and L. C.
C. individual members is a step in the right direction.
At the L. C. C. opening the I. C's were represented,
while twenty of the L. C. C's were at the lawn party
of the Independents. Messrs. Croninger, Spalding,
Murray and Streit, of Covington and Cincinnati, have
1jeen recent visitors, as well as Tom Mathews, of
Grayville, 111. Mr. Hinsdale, of Indianapolis, is still

with us. White Burley.
June 29.

Franklin, Pa., is not as large as some other places,
but it is going to celebrate the glorious Fourth in
great style. There are to be day and night parades of
wheelmen, and a number of short races over the fire

brick pavement with which the city is jiavcd. But the
main event will be the liandicap road race from Oil
City to Franklin, distance eight miles, starting at 9:^0
a. m. The iirst prize in this race will be a high grade
bicycle of cither Columbia, Gormully & Jeffery or
Victor make, while a gold watch is offered for the best
net time.

ITEMS AND INCIDENTS.

Although it may not be generally known, Allan For-
man, the editor of Va&Joiirtialist, is not only a wheel-
man but has, over his own signature, given the vyheel
a most powerful endorsement. He thinks it the best
possible exercise for the busy, professional man.
"It has done me an incalculable amount of good,"

he writes, " and as a strength giver and health pro-
ducer has no equal, and I would not, for my own use,
exchange the cycle for the best horse and buggy in
the world." Mrs. Forman, who is also a rider, was,
for two years previous to taking to the wheel, a suffer-
er from nervous prostration and under the constant
care of two physicians. She took to cycling, and in
six weeks she was effectively restored to health. As
this is Mr. Forman's own testimony, it is hardly to be
wondered that his advocacy is in such strong terms.

A good story is told here in Chicago concerning the
head of the repair department of one of our many
concerns. A wheel had been sent in from out of town
to be overlooked and an estimate given of the proba-
ble cost of a thorough overhauling. It was in a sorry-
looking condition, the nickel and enamel having al-
most entirely disappeared. In writing the owner, Mr.
Repair Department mentioned the fact, and ventured
to suggest that the wheel had been stowed in a horse
stable or somewhere in the neighborhood of an ammo-
nia factory.
Imagine his surprise a day or two later, on receiving

a testy sort of letter informing him that the wheel had
been kept in a back parlor and that there was not' a
stable or factory of any sort within half a mile
thereof.

Repartee should be a good share of the stock in
trade of all traveling men. The representative of a
certain cycling house, who is possessed of not a little
of it, while "doing" one of the Western States not
long since, had occasion to bless his stars for his ready
answers.

It was in an ambitious little town, where his arrival
had been chronicled and every one interested invited
to call and quiz him.
Quite a number responded, amongst them the agents

for two rival machines. One thing led to another, and
the good and bad points of the several machines thor-
oughly ventilated. Finally the talk drifted to the
chain.
"Well," said Mr. Agent No. i, "but your' chain

seems to make an unnecessary amount of noise. How
do j'ou account for that?"

" Very easily, very simply and very logically," re-
turned the traveling man without a moment's hesita-
tion or the twinkle of an eye. "It is just this way.
Our chain is made of the very finest drop-forged steel,
and the 'noise' you speak of is the 'ring' which it

gives out. A great many chains are made of such
soft metal that they couldn't give out a 'ring' if the
sale of a wheel depended on it."

Mr. Agent was stumped and did not press the mat-
ter, and the conversation shortly drifted to another
subject.

A " cycle-scalper " (as he terms himself) is the very
latest institution in Chicago. He is a "gentleman"
who, as a dealer, gets his wheels at trade discounts
and then proceeds to advertise and sell standard
makes at very much less than list. Our "scalper,"
however, found himself suddenly shut off, and quietly
drew in his horns.

A number of country editors, too, have been discov-
ered doing somewhat of the same sort of business to
the demoralization of agents' trade. Their modus
operandi is to secure a wheel from perhaps three or
four different makers and pay a portion of the price
in advertising, and then immediately sell the wheel at
a liberal discount. The writer knows of two or three
papers that have done considerable business of the
sort, and it is a practice that is to be heartily con-
demned and heeded by the manufacturers.

It is marvelous what an antipathy the average boy
has to a drop-frame safety—a "girl's wheel,'' as he
terms it—and it is a fact that nearly all makers have
found it necessary to fit all such machines with a cross
bar to meet the boys' ideas.
The average youngster's first remark on seeing

one is :

"Don't want it, it's a girl's wheel."
Shown one with a cross bar, and it is : -
"Well, will that come out?"
"No."
"And a girl can't ride it?"
"No."
"Sure?"
"Yes."
"Well, then, I reckon I'll take it." Bettsy B.

A general meet of the Maryland Division was held
in Baltimore last week, which was followed by a lan-
tern parade around Druid Hill Park lake with 327
wheels in the procession. The line was headed by the
Maryland Club, Captain E. F. Le Cato, followed by
the Baltimore Club, Captain Joseph Geigan ; the Ceh-
teurs. Captain F. Eigenrang"; the Chesapeakes, Cap-
tain Harry G. Unverzagt; the Atalantas, Captain J.
Burgess McNeal ; and then came a body of unattached
riders, The route was one and a half times around
the lake and then counter-marching to the Madison
Avenue entrance and down the avenue of urns, and
then through the park and out the Pimlico road to
HaLstead's, where the meetings were held. Interest
was added to the parade by the lady riders. They
were Mrs. Albert Mott, Mrs', Geo, W, Coleman, Mrs,
Chas, Stran, Mrs, August Faure, Mrs, N, T, Slee, Mrs,
I. R. Blake, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs, Geo, W, Bloodhurst and
Mirs, Claude Worthington. Councilor Mott set the
pace. At the meeting Chief Consul Mott said that
tliere were about io,(;xki wheelmen in the State, almost
7,o<io of them residing in Ballimore, and that much
good work had been clone in the State during the last
year,

Mr, Stadclman rode from l^hiladelphia to Marietta,
Lancaster Co., last week, a distance of 100 miles in
twelve hours.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

THE BOILED SHIRT AND THE HICYCI.K.

An old friend of The Wheel's asks us to insert this

little note: Last Sunday, June ag, a rider who had
never before been beyoncl Ueornetown (three miles),
rode a New Mail Safety from Washington, I). C, to

Cabin John's Hrid),;e and baek (twenty-four miles) in

lonjr pants, boiled shirt, linen collar, etc., without
soiling shirt or collar. Thermometer 980 in shade.
They certainly do j^o easy.

The John Wilkinson Company call attention, in
their advertising space in this week's Wheel, to their
Universal Rover, which is a well built, straight
framed wheel sellinjf at $100,

Captain Nisbett, of the New York Bicycle Club, has
made arrangements to take the club members to Long
Branch on Sunday, July 13. A large tug boat has
been chartered which will take the Ijoys from the foot
of West Seventy-eighth Street to Red Bank, whence
they will ride to Seabright and Long Branch.

We reproduce from the .l/st-fiiiii ixn article by Dr.
Richards on the relation of cycling to health." The
Doctor is apparently an alaririist, but our readers
will note that the Doctor does not inveigle against
cycling, but against the abuse of cycling.

Enclosed please find $1.00 in payment for one vear's
subscription to The Wheel. It is the best wheeling
paj)er I have seen and everv wheelmen should sub-
scribe. HkxkV C. StexensoN',

Bridgeport, Conn.

The Stanley Rover, imported by the John Wilkin-
son Co., Chicago, is evidently coming to the front very
fast as a light and reliable safety. Many o£ the safety-
flyers of the West are riding Rovers, including such
men as Bert Myers, N. H. Van Sicklen, W. C. Thorn,
F. E. Spooner, Geo. K. Barrett, F. J. Fanning, Geo.
Pratt, E. J. Roberts, W. J. Bray and A. M. Luce.

It is said that Bell's sickness at the New Orleans
races was due to change of water, climate and diet,
his whole system having been upset.

Less than a year ago a bicycle was somewhat of a
curiosity at Mobile, Ala., but now the streets are often
crowded with wheelmen. A month ago the Mobile
Bicycle Chib was organized and already has a mem-
bership of forty, and'it is expected that the list will be
swelled to 100 in the course of a few months. The fol-

lowing officers were elected Thursday night, June iq,

to serve for a year : J. W. Tharp, president ; T. J.
Partridge, vice-president ; W. B. Clark, captain ; L.

B. Anner, secretary and treasurer, and P. |. Bolton,
guide.

Visiting wheelmen at the New Orleans tournament
were much pleased with the asphalt ptivement and
country roads.

The Minneapolis fribmie says : The officers of the
Flour City Cyclists are having rather a hard time at
present. Captain W. P. Robinson has a sprained
ankle, Secretary W. A. Carleton has the quinsy and
Second Lieutenant Jay Morgan had the misfortune to
break his backbone while riding on some of the rough
St. Paul streets a short time a^o.
This is a deplorable mishap tor a road oflicer, as the

appearance of a hunch back on a wheel would no
doubt attract considerable attention.

A number of the racing members of the Minneapolis
Bicycle Club are in training for a 25-mile road race
July 24, probably to be held on the Lake of the Isles
Boulevard.

We have seen the design o. ^ cover of the National
meet prograinme and it proves quite fetching. The
front cover is devoted to a fine view of the" falls, a
wheelman gazing upward, standing on a nearby
ledge, while off to one side, in a clever deception of
sealing wa.x and ribbon is worked the League em-
blem and "At Niagara Falls, Aug. 26-28,1800." The
back cover was bought up by the Gormully &. Jeffery
Company, and by a happy idea that concern's adver-
tisement, in two colors, also partakes of the artistic, a
fine view of the American rapids being inade a promi-
nent feature, thus giving a handsoine souvenir of not
only the meet, but two of the wonders of nature as
well.

And still they come. A ladies' club has been organ-
ized in Chambersburg, Pa.

pl.mnfield racers.

The new county road between Plainfield and West-
field has caused considerable scorching among Plain-
field riders, the smooth surface being very inviting
for a test of speed. The distance between the towns
and return is very close to ten miles and Marion
Ackerman, of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, some time
ago made a record of 34m. Last Saturday L. Waring,
of the same club, raced over the course on his safety
and made a new record of 32m. 8s. Ackerman, who
was also endeavoring to lower the record, fainted in
his saddle on the return stretch and was considerably
bruised by the fall that followed.

The road from Asbury Park to Shark River has
recently been macadamized and is a boon to wheel-
men visiting" the famous resort. The road heretofore
has been knee-deep with sand and utterly impassable
to bicyclers.

The lady members of the Flour City Cyclists are
becoming quite expert riders. A 35-mile run is an
oft-repeated occurrence.

The Fourth of July races at Lynn are as follows : i-

mile safety ; i-mile safety, boys under 15 years ; i-mile
ordinary, and 2-mile handicap.

The proposed races at Elizabeth, N. J., on July 4
were abandoned, as wheelmen had made previous ar-
rangements for the day.

Since the Hagerstowh Bicycle Club moved into new
quarters in the Second National Bank Building, a
rapid increase in their membership is apparent.

The Jefferson Cyclers, of Philadelphia, will run to

Atlantic City Fourth of July under command of Capt.
Vogel.

J. H. Crossley, of the Camden Wheelmen, won the
medal oflfcred by H. I. Hood, of the same club, to the
first one climbing Conshohocken Hill ten times willi-

out a dismount. The best previous attempt was two
round trips.

Miss Nettie Mulford, of Newark, succeeded in riding
within 100 feet of the summit of Eagle Rock hill last

week.

There is an alleged likeness of W. F. Murphy
appearing in the papers throughout the country,
using plate matter.

There are forty wheelmen in Rockport, Maine.

Chestnut Hill Reservoir, near Boston, is a favorite
resort for the Hub's scorchers.

On Monday next the Fairmount Lady Cyclers will
hold their regular monthly meeting and a .short run.
There will be a discussion on what to wear in the
saddle.

At the games of the Sons of St. George at Camden,
July 4, a number of Philadelphia wheelmen will partic-
ipate in the bicycle races.

The far-famed Shenandoah Valley will be explored
by a party of Baltimore and Philadelphia riders next
week.

The Naerbeth Cyclers will run to Asbury Park, July
4, taking in Trenton and Long Branch.

The Seventh Street bridge, between Pittsburg and
Allegheny, has caused considerable complaint from
wheelmen owing to the exorbitant tolls.

In one of the events in the Louisville Tournament,
the third prize is a lottery ticket. In all probability,
the one who captures it will only have a bit of paper
for his efforts.

Fast time was made last week by H. W. Stacey, who
rode from Jersey City to Washington, 250 miles, in

two and a half days.

The newly-organized Crescent Cycle Club, of
Rochester, N. Y., enjoyed a run to Ontario Beach,
Wednesday of this week. A club uniform has been
adopted which consists of dark blue coat, pants and
cap with gold trimmings and black stockings. Appli-
cations for membership are numerous.

Alfred Skinner, of Belleville, N. J., has started on a
week's tour to Greenwood Lake and Lake Hopatcong,
taking in many other points.

Brooklyn claims to possess a greater number of
riders than any other city in the Union, as well as the
best facilities tor wheeling in the way of roads.

The young lady cyclists of Chambersburg, Pa.,

have organized a club. On the Fourth of July a parade
takes place in this town at 6 o'clock in the morning.

Warren West and Howard Breen rode from Port-
land to Boston in twelve hours on June 21. William
Merrill, H. B. Hart and William Whitney covered the
distance in thirteen hours on the same day.

A party from the Plainfield Bicycle Club will enjoy
a three days' tour in Boston and vicinity July 4, 5 and
6, leaving by the Fall River Line on the 3d.

The executive committee of the Fourth of July
parade at Lynn, Mass., have offered a prize of $10 to
best character represented in the bicycle brigade, $5 to
the handsomest, S3 to the most original and $2 to the
most comical. The riders are to appear in grotesque
characters of the most nondescript character, and
over 200 riders have signified their intention of partici-
pating.

Arthur E. Strong and Frank Fox, Jr., left Buffalo on
the 3d for a tour a-wheel. They will visit New York,
Philadelphia and Chicago.

Camden, N. J., has found asphalt pavement a fail-

ure, and vitrified bricks are now being experimented
with. They have been employed for paving with
success in Buffalo, Rochester, Peoria and many
smaller cities.

The drive around the Highland Reservoir is a favor-
ite spin for Pittsburg wheelmen, the circle being a
little short of a mile.

In one week the new Referee Wheelmen, the new
club of 1 - .'adelphia, increased its membership from
twenty to forty-five. Its officers are: President,
Clarke Linton; secretary, T. J. Nicely; treasurer, L.
Goodman ; captain, Sainuel Crawford : first lieu-
tenant, Frank Mills ; second lieutenant, V. J. Kelly

;

bugler, E. A. Niedert.

July I, 2 and 3 were the dates for the Missouri Divis-
ion's annual tour, the route being from Clarksville to
Columbia, arriving at the latter place in time for the
State meet to occur on the 4th and 5th. The three
days' journey leads through rural scenes and deep
woods almost entirely, large cities or towns being
given as wide a berth as possible. The total distance
of the run is 105 miles, and the easy pace of thirty-five
miles per day permits the tourist to enjoy the beauties
and choicest glories of picturesque Missouri to the
utmost, and the rider will penetrate a territory in-
accessible to railroad travelers.

F. E. Spooner, who won the 100-mile race at the
Chicago Exposition Tournament in sh. 39m. 53 4-5S

—

19m. 46 1-5S. faster than the best previous record—is

5 feet loj^ inches in height and weighs 144 pounds
when in racing trim. The above is the world's record
in the amateur class.

Mr. John Harriott, the Boston medal maker, has
been highly complimented on the handsome set of
prize medals which he has recently completed for the
Trimont Athletic Club, and which are now on exhibi
lion in the windows of a large clotliing store in
Boston. There are ten solid gold and ten silver medals
of biMutiful design ; they will be competed for at the
ciuli's annual athletic games on July 4.

MORE JERSEY ROADS MACADAMIZED.

Union County, New Jersey, will soon be almost as
favorably known as a territory of good roads as is

Essex County at the present time. About forty miles
of roads are how being macadamized, and by fjctober
many new routes, now quite impassable to wheelmen,
will be opened. .St. George's Avenue, the direct route
between Elizabeth and Rahway, has been macada-
mized from end to end, and presents as fine a specimen
of sand-papered road as can be found anywhere.
LTntil it becomes cut and worn by travel, scorchers
will find it an admirable stretch upon wliich to make
good time.

The Flower City Wheelmen, of Rochester, have just
adopted a new uniform consisting of blue-black
knickerbockers and coat.

Last Sunday a party of Newark wheelmen and
Messrs. Racey and Anderson, of Montclair, rode to
Seawarren and enjoyed several hours at that water-
ing resort. The roads to the lower end of Rahway
are excellent, but from there on are exceedingly
poor, as they are undergoing repairs.

Monday evening of this week a party of twenty,
under the- charge of Capt. Rummell, of the Atalanta
Wheelmen, participated in a moonlight run to Rahway
over the new macadam road, and an exceedingly
pleasant spin was enjoyed.

The Atalanta Wheelmen will celebrate Independ-
ence Day at Greenwood Lake, an all day run being
called that will terminate at that resort. A special
car will bring the cyclers back in the evening. A
small party will continue on from that point for a
three-days' tour, taking in Slilford, Bu.shkill and
Port Jervis.

Mr. R. G. Surbridge, of the Toliet Wheel Company,
was in New York on Monday, leaving in the afternot'n
for Albany. Mr. Surbridge was East for some weeks
and has appointed a number of agents to represent the
Joliet safeties, which are of two designs, one for men
and the other for women.

A most consistent advocate for better roads in New-
York State is the Mercury, of Richfield Springs.

The Iowa Division meet will be held this year in

Spencer.

A club has been organized in Meadville, Pa.

Benton Harbor, Mich., is to have quite a Fourth of
July celebration. Bicycle races and parades will form
a good share of the festivities.

A 1-mile race over the new ridge road at Red Bank,
Julv I, between W. S. Hill and Fred Frich, was won
by the latter in 3.16. The riders touched handle-bars
near the finish and Hill was thrown to the ground.
A claim of foul was not heeded, as it was claimed that
Hill was out of his course. A medal was the prize.

The Flower City Wheelmen at Rochester will take a
train for Avon on the " Fourth " and will then take a
run about the lake. The club has a membership of
about 100.

The California Division have issued a j^retty and
handy programme for the fifth annual meet at San
Jose, Cal., July 4 and 5, with a lithographed cover in

colors. It IS a credit to the compilers.

At the championship contests of the A. A. U. at the
grounds of the Staten Island Athletic Club la.st Satur-
day, the 2-mile bicycle race was not contested. Willie
Windle rode over the course alone for the prize.

The coaching record of 7 h. 50 m. between London
and Brighton and back was beaten June 26, by F. W.
Shorland on a bicycle. His time was jh

G. W. Worden, of New York, is laid up at the Barker
with a sprained ankle. He left Toledo last January
and has since covered about four thousand miles with
his wheel, having visited nearly all the leading cities

of the South. If his ankle is well he intends leaving
for Ogden on his wheel to-morrow.— 0«/<^//(^Z^<'W^>(;v^/.

Cherries seem to be a favorite fruit with wheelmen,
" cherry runs " being all the go. A cherry tree on a
popular road unmolested by the cyclers is a rarity.

The Century Wheelmen of Philadelphia has 200
members, and each of the 26 members who completed
the Century run have received a souvenir medal from
the club.

Rochester {N. Y.) is a great town for wheeling, it

being estimated that there are 2,500 wheelmen in the
city and seven clubs are in existence with a combined
membership of about 1,000.

MORE ASPHALT BEDS.

A discovery has just been made in Logan County,
Kentucky, close to the Tennessee border, sixty miles
from Nashville, that will prove a big factor iii devel-
oping a district always classed heretofore as the
poorest and most worthless in the State. The region
abounds in beds of asphaltum in practically inexhaust-
ible quantities, and land is being bought by a wealthy
Boston syndicate for figures that a few weeks ago
would have been considered fabulous. One farm
contained a mountain of the valuable mineral, owned
by a tobacco dealer who purchased it for S600 to save
a debt, and it was solcl for $10,000 last week. It is

claimed that it can be placed in New York at §6.00 per
ton, the present price being $30. A $250,000 plant is to
be erected at once.

Highlandville, Mass., is another town that will cele-
brate the Fourth by holding a series of races. A
parade will also be held prior to the races.
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THE EFFECT OF CYCLING ON
THE BONE AND MUSCLES.

In a late number of the Asdepiad, Dr. Rich-

ardson returns to the subject of cychng in its

relation to health. The rules for health in

cychng, he says, are so far modified by the

differences of the art that a full revision of them

is demanded.

don't cycle until twenty-one years old.

He thinks that it is always best to delay the

commencement of cycling until the body is

closely approaching to its maturity. Even
adult cychsts who are too much in the saddle

almost invariably acquire what may be called

the cychst's figure, which is not graceful, and is

not indicative of the full possession of perfectly

balanced bodily powers. Hence I should not

recommend cychng as a pastime of the schools,

and I should not favor it as an exercise, even

during holiday times from school except in the

most moderate degree. The systematic pursuit

of cychng should never be fully commenced
until the rider has arrived at maturity, that is

to say, until the age of twenty-one years has

been attained.

HOW CYCLING DEFORMS THE KODY.-

Enthusiastic riders will ask, naturally enough,

in what way does physical injury occur from

cychng, and what is the importance of it when
it does take place ? The first injury inflicted is a

certain amount of derangement of the confor-

mation of the framework of the body. Every

kind of riding which tends to throw the body
forward in a bent or curved position, in a

temporary stoop, wiU to a certain degree pro-

duce in time a fixed bend or stoop. The effect

of cychng on the upper extremity of the arm
and forearm is to slightly bend the limb, the

deformity taking place in the arm bone and in

the fingers, and to bring about an unnatural

curve of the shoulders. On the lower hmbs
cychng tells as markedly as it does on the spine,

and as the lower limbs perform the greater

part of the work, they usually feel the effects

of it most distinctly. Riding brings out and
exaggerates any deformity, however slight. In

walking, all the muscles of the body work more

or less, but in cycling the muscles of the body,

other than those belonging to the lower limbs,

are comparatively at rest. Under these circum-

stances the nervous energy for sustaining

muscular motion is set free, mainly in stimulat-

ing the muscles of the lower limbs into activity

;

and as the nervous area of work is limited,

from this cause the nervous energy holds on

longer. The pelvis of the rider, now practically

a part of the machine, is fixed to it and is

almost as rigid as itself. In this position of

things the thigh bone is placed under unusual

strain. The large muscles in the fore part of

the thigh are employed in extending or hfting

up the leg at great disadvantage of leverage.

What the strain is on these muscles every

young cyclist knows to his cost, and it is not

until they get a kind of extra natural power
that riding is easy.

THE CAUSE OF BOWLEGGEUNESS.

On the other side, as counterbalancing these

extensor muscles, there is brought into play the

group of muscles on the opposite part of the

thigh, commonly called the hamstring muscles,

which, using the foot as the termination

of a long lever, bring down the pedal with

the force which pushes on or propels the

machine. The thigh bone all through the act

of cycling is between two forces. It is the

interposing bar or rod between two points of

resistance, the one rigid as the machine itself,

and the other resistant though not steadily

fixed. The strain on this long bone is conse-

quently excessive. Fortunately, the jDressm-e

on the bone along its whole length is fairly

distributed ; if it were not the bone would snap

across under great effort. The bone is strong

enough to resist this accident, and with the

majority of riders, it is strong enough to resist

distortion. At the same time the balance is not

(luitc jjcrfect. This is the cause of the bow-
leggeclness which is sometimes the result of

cycling, and on which unfavorable comment is

made. In the first examples whicli I witnessed

of the change in the shape of the lower hmbs
here named, I thought that the change was
general through the limb, and not in one par-

ticular bone. I am now convinced, by more
careful observation, that the cui-vature is in the

thigh bones alone, and that the shortening of

the height of the body which accompanies it is

simply due to the curvature of these bones.

The last modification occurring in the skele-

ton from cycling is in the foot, and consists in

deepening of the arch with undue curvature

downwards of the small bones, and the pha-

langes of the toes. With this change the heel

bone may be somewhat drawn up, the whole
set of changes rendering the foot less pliable

and firm in walking than it would otherwise be.

HOW IT AFFECTS THE MUSCLES.

I do not recall seeing any special functional

injury of the muscles as a result of cychng.

The muscles most severely taxed attain some-
times an unusual size. Enlargement of muscle

is the prominent derangement; such enlarge-

ment is chiefly confined to the muscles of the

lower limbs, the effect of which is to create a

rather indifferent gait, which, in persistent

riders, is not concealed. The step loses in

firmness, in walking the foot is raised more than

is natural, and there is a tendency to tread too

much on the toe in the act of walking. I cannot

suppress the suspicion, also, that much cychng
reduces pedestrian powers both as regards speed

and endurance.

CYCLING AT ST. JOSEPH, MO.

We have received a long letter from Mr. J. S.

Prince, the professional racing man, well

known to Americans who attended the Spring-

field and Hartford meets some few years ago.

Prince writes that he has built one of the fastest

tracks in the country at St. Joseph, Mo. ,
and he

expects that some remarkably fast times wih be

made on the July 4 tournament. The advent

of Prince into the city has created quite an in-

terest in bicycling and he will probably make a

big success of his bicycle business. Eight

events will be decided on the afternoon of July

4, and there will be racing in the evening.

BRIDGEPORT.

EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

A ladies' run was enjoyed by the members of the

Bridgeport Wheel Club and their lady friends on

Wednesday evening last. After the run, dancmg and
refreshments were enjoyed at the club rooms. Music
for the dancing was kindly furnished by Mr. Weston
Horr, the captain of the club, who played on piano

and flute at the same time.

Messrs. Fred W. Tolley, first lieutenant, and W. S.

Stevenson, of the Bridgeport Wheel Club, have
dropped their ordinaries and are now riding safeties.

A meeting of the local riders interested in the com-
ing 25-mile road race was held at the rooms of the

Rambling Wheelmen on Monday evening and various

committees appointed. The race will come off August

5 at4p. m., ram or shine. Those wishing to enter

should report to Henry Towe, local consul, L. A. W.,

on or before August i, 1890. Twenty riders have so

far entered.

About 200 wheelmen from this city will attend the

Pequod Council at Southport this week. Southport is

a 7-mile ride over a macadam road. H. C. S.

If you intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capital Cycle Co., of
Washington, D. C, first introducers of the safety and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,
who will give you, free, a letter of introduction to
Starley Bros., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,

the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties
made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for

the construction of bicycles found in England or
America.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be shown you,
and the importance of experience, simplicity and
interchangeability in manufacture will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the 12 forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discount off.

You can select a machine according to your heig-ht

and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in

England, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you free of duty.
This saving in duty and discount will pay your ocean

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in your section, and shall expect to

sell ten Psychos, at least, to your friends after your
return.
Take our letter with you even if you don't use it.

You are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-
dem and one single free of duty, providing you have
ridden them one mile. * * *

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

431,060 and 431,061. Bicycle, to Thomas Kenney, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Filed November 9, 1880. Serial num-
bers 329,732 and 329,733.

431,308. Bicycle. O. J. Zeigler and W. A. Hance,
Freeport, 111., assignor to Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

same place. Filed April 16, 1890. Serial number

^Vs^MS?- Bicycle lock. T. J. Glover, Washington, D.

C. Filed March 26, 1890. Serial number 345,404.

431,529. Bicycle. M. Redlinger, Freeport, 111., as-

signor to L. M. Devore and M. H. Wilcoxon, same
place. Filed February 27, 1890. Serial number 341,-

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS IN ULSTER
COUNTY.

NIAGARA.

Chairman Davol says : "I think your list of races a

good one and it should promise two days of lively

racing." Right.

Grand Marshal Dunn has appointed for his staff on

league parade the following gentlemen : Col. Albert

A Pope, Dr. N. M. Beckwith, T. J. Kirkpatrick, Chas.

H. Luscomb, W. H. Emery, M. D., Geo. R. Bidwell,

Wm M Brew.ster, Abbot Bassett, Sanford Lawton,

Isaac B Potter, Maj. Chas. L. Burdett, Albert Mott,

Samuel A. Boyle, Chas. F. Cossum, Joseph S. Dean,

Michael Furst, Btirley B. Ayers, Geo. D. Gideon, Harry
H. Hodgson and I. J. Forbes King.

The track committee have already begun work on

the course.

Mr W M. Brewster will be with us the 5th to talk

transportation and view the scenes that will greet the

wheelmen in August.

There will be a tournament held here July 12, in

connection with the .second race of thcBrinker-G.^ssler

scries Brinker has hopes of doing something in the

mile event, but the Falls people think there will be

no need for a third race. 'We shall see.

"Niagara never looked more beautiful than it does

this year," is a remark frequently heard about the

hotel corridors.

Next week we will send a list of the races decided

upon for the League meet.

There is room for io,«io in our large hotels, ami \vc

want to see them filled with wheelmen in August.

The question of road improvement has been

taken up by the Ulster County, N. Y. , branch

of the State Farmers' League at Kingston, and
there is seemingly a great deal of interest taken

in it. The secretary of the League, N. G.

Spaulding, however, is opposed to the move-
ment. This is certainly very odd for a man
who professes to be the farmer's friend, as it is

a weh-known fact that the improvement of

roads must be a benefit to farmers as it is to

others. Evidently Mr. Spaulding has a grudge
against wheelmen and is trying to gain a point

by attacking them.
Howard Hendricks, secretary of the Ulster

County branch of the Farmers' League, is a

strong advocate of better roads. Spaulding has

written a letter to Hendricks unfavorable to

road improvement. In the letter he says:
'

' Perhaps you are not aware that this road

question originated with the wheelmen or

bicycle clubs who are trying to get up fine,

elegant graded roads through the State for their

pleasure and make the poor farmers build them
for their benefit."

Think of such stuff being written by the

secretary of a State Farmers' League.

Hendricks replied in a sensible manner
answering the attack on wheelmen in this

fashion :
" I do know the wheelmen originated

this matter of road improvement and honor

them for it. Whatever they accomplish in the

way of better roads will be a greater benefit to

the farmer than to the wheelmen or anybody
else, financially or otherwise. You must admit

that farmers of New York cannot afford to

endure these wretched public highways any
longer."

A PLEASANT TOUR.

C H. Canfield and Capt. Ed. Terry, of the Crescent

Cycle Club, Washington, D. C, rode from the Capitol

to New York in three days recently, covering 86 miles

on the first day, 80 the second and 102 the third. After

a week's pleasure in and around New York, Mr. Can-
field took an extended tour through New England,
running up 1,022 miles before returning home. He
speaks highly of the major portion of the roads and the

warm wclcoiiie exUnded to him by various clubs.

The tour much improved his health.
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AN EARLY SAFETY.

From time to time, paragraphs have appeared in the
eyclinjf press claiining for this ami the other linn that
they were the originators of the safety bicycle in its

present form. The Cyclisf the other clay gave an in-
teresting article on the history of the safety, but could
not trace the rear-driven safety of to-day further back
than 1885. In a foot-note to a letter bearing on the
same subject in the following issue, it was stated that
no safety of this type was known of in 1SS4. We are
now in a position to give some information on a sub-
ject which is of interest to all cyclists, particularly to
those who are historically inclined. We tliink we
have lighted on the prototype of the safety of to-day,
an illustration of which, taken from a photograph, we
give below.
The machine was built in May, 1884, at the Howe

JIachine Co.'s Works, Bridgeton, under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Rudling, an Englishman, who endeav-
ored to induce the firm to place the machine on the

market. Two of these machines were actually built,
but the Howe Co. could not come to terms as to roy-
alty with the inventors and designers, and they took
their machine elsewhere, though what ultimately be-
came of it we are unable to say. One is at present to
be seen at the Bridgeton works. It will be seen the
machine has many things in common with the mod-
ern safety. It is rear-driven, as in the present type,
exceptthat the chain is outside the frame in the "Mar-
vel ;' it has ball-bearings on all friction parts, tubing
was used in its construction, and the frame has some-
thing of the diamond in its appearance, while it has
centre steering—the steering being direct. Both seat
and steering pillars are adjustable. The tread was
rather wide, but this was to allow the front wheel to
clear the cranks when steering. Mr. Macfarlane tells
us it steered very easily, and he obtained a good speed
out of it, though, of course, owing to the small size of
the wheels, there was considerable vibration. We
have seen reference made to the "Marvel" in a con-
temporary, but, apparently, its construction seems to
be altogether unknown.
We give below an extract from the Scottish Athletic

loitrnal, of July 18, 1884, which gave a description of
the machine, which will be read now with interest

:

"Bicycle novelties are being daily introduced.
Some are said to be improvements, but on trial they
have generally been found not to answer the expec-
tations of their sanguine inventors. Very few of the
so-called improvements ever come to anything. I

think, however, I have lighted upon one which pre-
sents many points which will commend it to the
cycling public, and which has, I firmly believe, a bril-
liant future before it. In response to a note from Mr.
W. Macfarlane, who informed me he had a novelty to
show me, I hied me out to the works of the Howe
Machine Co., at Bridgeton, where I found the genial
Mac. installed in a position of some responsibility. I

asked him to produce his novelty, and I am prepared
to admit honestly the 'novelty' rather took me aback.
1 confess I felt somewhat skeptical at first as Mac. de-
tailed to the excellencies of a machine which I at first

thought was a toy bicycle. After a thorough examina-
tion of the machine, and seeing it tested, I believe
there is a great future before the ' Marvel Safety Bi-
cycle.'
"The ' Marvel ' is a safety bicycle on an altogether

new plan. It is neither an imitation of the 'Facile'
nor ot the 'Kangaroo.' The only similarity between
the latter and the ' Marvel ' is that both are driven bv
chain gear, but here the similarity ends. The driving
wheel, which, by the way, is the rear wheel, is only 25
inches in diameter, and the steering wheel 18 inches.
The machine is geared up to 50 inches, or double. The
large wheel of the gearing is fixed to the frame be-
tween the two wheels, and the small one to the axle of
the driving wheel, the chain acting horizontally. The
rider is seated directly over his work, and it is

claimed, and with some show of reason, that more
work and better pace can be got out of the ' Marvel

'

than out of any ordinary 50 inch roadster. The stan-
dard pattern will, I believe, be 30-inch driving and 18-
inch steering wheels, the machine being geared up to
65 inches.

' The saddle is adjustable with cradle-spring. The
'Marvel ' can be ridden with ease by the smallest boy

as well as the tallest man. All that is required is to
raise or lower the seat and handles. The cranks arc
(if the usual character, with a 5-inch throw. The steer-
ing is done direct from the head, in the new type of
machine, and, what is more, steering is quite easy. It

is fitted with ball-bearings on all friction parts, and
the frame work is made of hollow metal. It weighs
slightly over thirty pounds.—i'ty///i7; Cyclist.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

The Premier machines have been raised 15 per cent,

for first-class machines and 10 per cent, for the second
class.

Mr. John Browning, the well-known optician, claims
to have invented the original design of the new
Whippet tandem, made by Linley & Biggs, which is in

the "Cripper" form, in that it steers by the front wheel
by means of a bicycle handle bar. The rear rider sits

almost over the centre of the main or rear axle, while
the front rider's position is almost midway between
the front and rear wheels, both riders being in front
of the rear axle. The chain of the front rider and
the cranks of the second rider are in connection with
a double chain wheel and a second chain communi-
cates the power to the axle. The weight of the tandem
is 64 pounds and it is geared to 60 inches.

The cycle trade in Coventry is at a straining point
at present, and makers' order books are in a dread-
fully congested state. Building up new factories and
additions to present premises seems to be the only
antidotes to effect a remedy.

The Sparkbrook Manufacturing Company, of Cov-
entry, are erecting very large extensions to their
works, which, when completed, will deserve the name
of a model factory.

Taylor, Cooper & Bednell, limited, are running up
a new factory capable of accommodating 300 hands
and costing $24,000. This with their present works
will put them on a par with the largest houses in
the cycle trade^ so far as a large output is concerned,
and the machines, it might be said, are of excellent
quality.

Messrs. Singer & Co. are contemplating additions to
their already gigantic works.

Starley Bros, have been compelled to make large
additions to their works, the "Psychos" are booming
at such a rate. The Coventry Machinists' Company are
also building a new factory.

The Rudge Cycle Company, limited, has declared
an interim dividend of 10 per cent, and hope, at the
meeting in December next, to be able to increase their
final dividend and perhaps extinguish the debenture
debt of the company.

New firms, too, are springing up in the same city.
Messrs. Jones, Venn & Co., limited, have taken an old
dye works with two acres of land and expect their
machines to be on the market in a month, and Messrs.
Mayo, Hotchkiss & Meek are getting works ready and
will start working operations directly.

Messrs. Whiteley, of Leeds, are trying^anew e.Nperi-
ment with tires. They have fitted a racing safety
with half-inch rims and tires, over this they have
placed a cushioned tire with half-inch bore covering
the lot, and have stitched this up again on the inner
side of the rim.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
'iTt Words as CoiitH
Two IiiKertlunH 40 "

$0 _ -Buys a brand new, highest grade, 'go pattern
'^O- Safety; all balls: all steel; fully guaranteed.

$75 buys the best all balls, all steel safety made for
that price, A. i. $125. Sanspareil L. R., ,$25 ; and 36
other unapproachable second-f-^f" bargains. I take
\yheels in payment for book.s, type- writers, toys,
cigars, printing, organs; have a market wagon for
sale, or trade. Webster's "Original Unabridged Dic-
tionary," 1,700 pages, $2.co until further notice.
Appendix of 10,000 words, etc., sheep or Russia. John
G. Zotik. Lititz. Pa.

New Tork Bicjrcle Company, Nos. 4 anil 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. PrIceKreagonpble. Wheelsto rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and SnndrlFB
free upon application. Old mounts taken In part Dar-
meat tor New.

$. . -^ EACH for two New Mail Safeties, '90 pattern
;

1 i^ new this May; both in first-class condition.
Address B. V. H. Schultz, Zanesville, Ohio. 7-25

^-INCH Genuine Beeston-Humber Tandem Tricycle
4-^ new last autumn, latest improvements, balls
througliout, bright parts plated, good as new. Cost
.S260, will sell with guarantee for $140. Can be seen
Union Boarding Stable, 227 W. 53d St., or address H. B.,

254 W. 53d St., New York. 7-4

FOR SALE.—54-in. " B " finish Eagle
;
56-in. Victor

;

will exchange either for first-class safety. Par-
ticulars, address Frank L. Harris, North Brookfield,
Mass. 7-4

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.
PXCHANGE OR SALE—Upright piano,' Boehm
-L-' flute, new Star Bicycle, for old keyed typewriters.
Star or Safety Bicycles. 31 Lyon St., New Haven, Ct.

*
7-4

FOR SALE—52-in. Eagle, new, $100. Edw. L. Rose
& Co., Wheeling, W. Va.

FOR SALE—50-in. Columbia Light Roadster, new,
$100. Edw. L. Rose & Co., Wheeling, W. Va.

FOR SALE—New Springfield Light Roadster, price
.$125, sell $80. Edw. L. Rose & Co., Wheeling,

W. Va.

FOR SALE—Tandem Bicycle, "Psycho," never sold,
$140. Edw. L. Rose & Co., Wheeling, W. Va.

pOR SALE—We will sell our entire line of wheels
-'- cheap (excepting Victors, Ramblers and Giants).
We have large stock new and second hand wheels.
Will be pleased to hear from intended purchasers.
Edw. L. Rose & Co., Wheeling, W. Va.

pOR SALE^Columbia Tandem Safety, excellent
'- condition ; \vill sell for spot §i6o cash. S., Box 144
N. Y. City.

ct . r BUYS a Columbia Tricycle ; balls all over ; in

+'4- J good condition. Address M. Sala, 30 Elizabeth
Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 7-n
T^O DEALERS—Several good ordinary bicycles in
-'- exchange for a tandem tricycle. Address H.,
P. O. Box 2225, N. Y. t-f

"pXCHANGE—Will exchange an '89 Victor Safety,
-—

' in perfect condition with guarantee, for a '90 New
Mail Safety, or will sell. Address Victor, P. O. Box
444. 7-4

jV/TACHINIST wants position as foreman of machine^^ shop, salesman or manage branch for firm in
any State. Address Bicycles, 2158 Second Avenue,
New Y'ork City. 7-25

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in pay7nent for one year s

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name. ,

Address.

Town or City _

County State

SECOND-HT^ND MND JOB L-OT iA^HOei-S.
Intending: purchasers -will do ^well to correspond ^itn us tjefore pnrctiaslns:. "We bave second-baud machines,

practically as good as ne-w, at half price. Job lot, brand neve, blj^h grrade ^wheels at reductions of from 20 to 40 per
cent. Many of these are 1889 pattern, hence differ but little from those madle this season. Send for list. Easy pay.
ments if desired. All makes new w^heels at lowest prices. I^arge illustrated catalogue free.

I^AROESX SXOCK IKt THE UNITED SXAXES.
Rouse, Hazard <&, Co., 13 C Street, Peoria, III.
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WATCH CHAIN BAR.
Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50
I

Gold Filled, 1.25

No. 119.

GOLD FILLED WATCH CHARM.
Parts all work, . - - - . $2.50

Solid Gold, enameled, - -* - - $2.00

243 Broadway, Room 25, New York.

Jersey-Fitting Stocl^ing.

3—3- Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,

navy. League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to hag
at the knee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.25

I—I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$i . 00

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price

List.

Holmes'Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument
to show that it is the best thing that has been
made for holding the
stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented
in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stockingin the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as
tights, and holds the stock-

ings where they belong.

l'rlcc,$2.50; without
Supportur, $1.60.

Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom
of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do
not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
a 09 Kingston St. boston, mass,

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

TO WHEELMEN:

Qanfherapean
Is the healing marvel ofthe age. It will take the soreness
oat of bruise, cut, wound or contusion quicker than anything
you ev-r tried. ISunhurns relieved in a few seconds and
cured in an hour. Jilistered Jiaiids made soft as kid.

Sore and Chafed Fict relieved at once. Sore and
Strained Cord/i nitd Muscles quickly brought to
their normal condition. 3IOAquito Jiiles and stings of
insects cured at once. It is i^n instantaneous relief to chafed
skin, and a perfect god-send to the wheelman and athlete.

It will stop bleeding provided no artery or large vein is

severed. Sprains and Strains are promptly relieved

and cured by Its use. It will save pain. Suffering, anguish
and often valuable life if promptly applied.

IT IS A WHOLE MEDICINE CHEST IN A BOTTLE.
If you can't get it from your druggist, storekeeper or

sporting goods dealer, send us 50 cents in stamps or money
order and we will send it to you by mail. It is packed so as

to carry in very small space. Send for circulars. THH^
r«AT«THE«.A.l"EAI<« COMI^AIHY, 173
Greew^vicli St., Ne-w York City.

Something For You I

Closinff out a line of Highest Grade Safeties and Tri-

cycles under price. New goods ; all improvements. Try
them right here on the premises ; plenty of room to ride.

This is a rare chance. Come and see.

JOHN THOKNTON, Jr.,
45 Mercer Street, New Ifork.

(Near Broadway and Grand Street.)

'We i^ill excbLang^e a

Feiv Xandem Tricycles

for 'good ordinary Bicycles.

Write quickly and send full

description of machine."

KIRK BROWN CO., Limited,

Penn Square, Phii^adelphia.

TO BICYCLE DEALERS AND REPAIRERS.

Our price list of Stampings, Parts, Fittings
and accessories for 1890 is now ready. We have in stock a

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties." Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WHITTEN. GODDING & CO.,

118 « 120 Soutli Main Street, PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

/inBERQ FILE 6- INDEX CO.,
New York, 69 Duane St. Chicago, 71 & 73 Lake St. London, 27, Little Britain.

HO'W XO FIIvE IvEXXERS.

will find
If you send for an Illustrated Catalogue of the A9IBHR.G CABINET I^EXXEK. EH,E, you
nd it very interesting reading. It is thoroughly explanatory of our simple system of filing office papers.

We have thousands of testimonials from every part of the civilized globe where our cabinets are in use, but
select only the following, from a well known firm whose senior member was Mayorof New York City for several terms ;

"W^. R. Grace & Co., New York.—We have used the Amberg Cabinet Letter File for years, and consider
it the simplest and most serviceable method yet devised for the preservation of letters, papers, etc., for ready re-
ference. The chief merits of the system in our opinion are: i. That each letter or document filed can be at the
^ame time classified under some letter or descriptive heading, obviating the need for any endorsement or description
on the paper itself, a. That each paper is preserved intact and separate, and can be referred to, taken out of the file

and re-inserted without in any way being mutilated, torn or disfigured.

CABIPJEXS SENT ON APPROVAI.,.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO.,
I CHICAGO. 69 DuANE St., New York. LONDON.
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JoLiBT L-iGHT Roadster.
Positively Easiest Steering and Lightest Running Machine Made, TRY IT AND SEE-

Light, Stiff

and

Speedy.

'm^

Note the

Symmetrical

Appearance.

WEIGHT, 42 LBS. PRICE, $125.00.

JOLIET V/HEEIv COMPANY,
Send for Ne\^ Catalogue. JOLIKT, ILL

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF SAFETY BICYCLE LAMPS IMPORTED BY

THE RELIANCE, - $3.50

HE UNIQUE, - - $6.00

THE ARLINGTON, $6.00

THE RIVAL, - - $2.00
THE BEACON, - - $5.00

R. L COLEMAN & CO., 40 Park Place, New York City.
I^XBERAI^ mSCOUKT TO THE XITADE.

Also Sole Agents for the Eastern, Middle and Southern States
for the well-known

SAFETY BICYCLES
MADE BY 'WESTER.Bf IJVHEEI. TVORKS, OF CHICAGO.

PRICES, $35, $50, $60, $75, $90 and $115.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.'

—

-.
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Warwick
Perfection

Cycles.

KEEFE S BECANNON,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

BRONCHOS,
National, Peerless, Electric. Players' (Brotherhood) League Outfitters.

/iiLL first-class makes for

sale. Purchasers can

try any of the line before

buying. Renting, Repair-

ing, Storage. Lockers to

rent. Ladies' rooms on the

premises. Ladies and Gen-

tlemen instructed by Prof.

Louis People, (late of Fifth

Avenue Casino).

THE

SCHDfflACHER & SCHOEFER

CYCLE CO.,
(LIMITED.)

1171 BBDKORD AVE.,

Wear Putnam Ave., BROOKL,YK, :K. v.

I<IST OF BARGAIPfS.
42 In. Enamel and. Nickel St. Nicbolas
54 in. Pull Nickel Expert.

54 in. Full Enamel and Nickel Expert.
54 in. Full Nickel Expert.

47 in. Star.

1889 Warwick Safety.

1890
1889 Victor Safety.

1 890 Diamond Frame Rapid Safety.

50 in. Eagle, Full Nickel, 1889.

50 in. Royal Mail.

52 in. Rudge Enamel and Nickel.

52 in. "Warwick, Enamel and Nickel.

2 Quadrant Tandems.
Singer Tricycle.

Swift Safety.

2 Quadrant Safeties.

S£:n» for price i^isx.

IHEVV^ YORK BICYCl-E CO.,
4 and 6 East 60th Street, N. Y. City, Fifth Avenue entrance to Central Park.

Nei¥ W^heels of all makes.
Choice Assortment of Second-Hand Mounts.

Full line Cyclingr Accessories.

Celebrated Warren Oils and Enamels.

LIST OF BARGAINS AND SUNDRIES FREE UPON APPLICATION.

RENTING! REPAIRING I ! NICKELING!!! Old mounts taken in part payment for New.

The dart SAFETY.
BALLS ALL AROUND INCLUDING HEAD, "WHICH MAKES IT THE MOST PERFECT

SELF-STEEBER ON THE MARKET. SIMPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION, FIRMNESS OF

PARTS. BEST ALL-AROUND ROADSTER EXTANT.

RRICe S135.
lE^^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE of the original ladies bicycle of

WHICH WE ABE THE INVENTORS.

High Grade Repairs, Nictceling, Enameling. Agents for PSYCHO (12 styles), OR-
MONDES, LEAGUES, GAZELLES, DURYEAS, ETC., ETC.

SMITH WHEKLKRIKS,
CYCLING RINK, 921 H ST., N. I. SALESROOM, Cor. 9th and E ST, N. I.

^Ar-A.SK[IlTC3-TO]Sr, ID. O.
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SILIOTT'S STEEl PENS
ARE THE MOST
» » PERFECT.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made

Patented

ALL THE ACCEPTED ROAD RECORDS
Our New Pattern for i890.

Ordinary Bicycle,

Safety Bicycle,

\m. were

measured

with,

and

thousands

of

9 the best

W wheehnen

$10.00
1 1.00

use

only, the

Aug. I, '82.

T H E

New Oil Can Attachment,

Lo take the place of the Balance

Weight, is now re^idy. They

will fit our 1889 pattern Cyclo-

meter and sell at $1.2«». with

Stem, complete. When ordered

with Cyclometer, price,

OIVE DOLIiAR.

Mkn's Hicycle Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $S-<»
No. 2. Kangaroo, hand sewed 3.50
No. 3. Dongoha, calf 3.00

Men's Bask-Ball Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed $7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo . 5.00
No. 3. Russet, calf 5.00

Sprint Running.
No. I. Hand sewed $5'Oo
No. 2. Hand sewed 3.00

N.B.— If your agent does not keep them, send direct to
us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND & PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR TO THE

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,
338 WASHINGTOIV STREET,

Mention this paper.

BOSTON, MASS.

LIVER AND STOMACH REMEDY.
Purely Vegetable, Perfect Purgatives, Act With-

out Pain, Always Keliable and Natural
in their Operations.

Cnros all Disorders of the Stomach, Livor, Bonels, Kid-
neys, Uladder, Nervous Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss of

.ippetitc, Hcadadie, C'ostlTencss, Indlges-
tiou, Biliousuess, Fever, Piles, etc.

Price, 25 cts. a Box. Sold by all Druggists.

P01=UL.AJ^ PRICES
THE BLACK DIAMOND.

RUl-E I
THE NATIONAL.

$120.00. Fully guaranteed. $75.00-
Special discount to dealer3. Catalogue mailed on application.

GEO. R. BlDWELL, General Agent, 313 W. 58th Street, flew York.

FUIL PABTS.
(Patented.)

828.

Heavy Rib.

Improved

double seat,

strap and

pocket.

IVo. 884. Hca^T Ril>-

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball Players
Athletes, Gymnasts, tell us that it is ihe
be^st^and most satisfactory supporter

j^j^gg p^^g^
Let every Sportsman try them. (Patented.)

Price, $1-00. Will send by mail on 8lO. Heavy Rib
rece,pt of price. Send size of waist and la,p„ved double

seat and pocket.

Athletic and Gymnasium Gar-
ments manufactured by

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842.

Heavy Rib.

Improved double seat

and pocket.

CAUTIOJV.-Wc hold Letters Patent f

improvement on Pants, Tights, Supporters am.

Supporter Jacket, as represented in these cuts.

Each garment is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d,

'89, and we caution all dealers against selling

any garments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments not beariiigoMX yatcnt mark are in/ringc-

tiicnti, and parties selling them will be held
responsible lo the extent of the law.

HOLMES & CO

HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass
SEND STA.rvIF» KOR CA.TAI^OGUE.
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PERFECT POCKET OILER.'

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For BU'yeleNf Guiih* etc. Throws only small quantity of oil al
a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage For sale every-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price. 50c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

FOR SALE.
39 in. Special Star (nearly new), $75
48 in. " " " 50

51 in. American Star, - - - 15

Columbia L. R. Safety (nearly new), no
" " " 100

Some cheap second-hand Safeties wanted for

new Eagles, Bronchos, or Swifts.

E. & W. VAN WAGONER, Newport, R. I.

ORDINARIES bought, sold and exchanged. Cllniou Cycle €o., Clinton, 'Slastt,, Columbia Agents and
dealers in new and second-hand wheels of every description, cycling sundries, repairing. We still sell the Ordin-

ary Bicycle at somewhat lower prices than formerly, but still we have so far managed to find customers. If ycu have
been unable to dispose of your Ordinary for a reasonable figure, in exchange or for cash, write to us enclosing 25c. in

stamps or otherwise, to in part pay for our trouble, postage, etc. Write us, fully stating, first, full description of your
wheel ; second, lowest price ; third, whether you want to sell outright or exchange for a new Safety, and, if so, of what
make and what you are willing to pay in exchange. In return, we will write you, according to circumstances. If you
want to exchange, we will make you some offer for your wheel, and if you want to sell we will put your wheel on »ur
second-hand list and do what we can to effect a sale. If we succeed, our commission will be 10 per cent., no more, no
less. If we fail you are out only 25c., and, in the meantime, you.have the use of your wheel and may sell it yourself if
able. Write us, enclosing 25c., at once, as now is the time to sell. Swift Tandem Safety, all balls, splendid wlieel,
good as new ; cost, $200 ; price. $135. OUIftlTON CYCLF CO., Clinton, MaSS.

BICYCLE SUITS
After eight years' experience in cliargre of Devlin

& Co.'s Bicycle Department,

H. STRUQNELL,
Outfitter for all prominent, Bicycle, Tennis, and Atliletic Clubs,

310 Broadway, N> Y., asks your patronage for himself.

Every attention given to Cut, Fitand Style.
IKADE MARK. A. full line of Jersey Goods, on laand aLn.d to order.

REFKREE CYCLES
ARE THE BEST.

6RETZ, CURTIS \ CO.,
Sole Importers^

1702-1704 NORTH BROAD STREET,

i SEND rOK CATALOGUE. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

yyHO TELLS THE V^HOLE TRUTH ?

SUPPOSING, brethren, that out of ten Cycle Manufacturers, all claim the Best Cycle, isn't it evident that nine are 'way off

the truth, to put it mildly ?—In the AUKRICAN RAMB1,ER the best is not claimed. No one firm monopolizes

all the money ; has all the brains, or all the machinery. What is claimed is that for the price there is none better j that every

purchaser gets his money's worth, and will have a guaranteed high grade, easy-running mount. What more do you wish ?

Hv. ]B. oi^j^^ste:® & 00.,
1325 14th STREET, N. W. AGENTS FOR WASHINGTON, D. 0.

THE BARKMAN ' B. B." LUGGAGE CARRIER.

Patent Applied For.

All forged steel for safeties,

handsomely nickeled, will

carry more dead weight

than any carrier in the

market.

PRICE $2.00.

A. G. SFALDIKG & BEOS.,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA.
THE XRAI>1% SVI»PI-,II5I>.
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WFA N UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL .^^^

F. O. BARTLETT, Pres. F. KBSSLER, Sec. and Bus. Mgr. J. W. RYDMAN, Treae.

Jplne Rydman Piano Company,
710 & 712 WEST GRAND AVENUE,

Des Moines, Ia., June 14, 1890.

UNION CYCLE CO., Highlandville, Mass.:

Gentlemen—I have now ridden your make for some time and I can heartily recommend it to any one. To say I

am pleased is only faintly expressing it. You will no doubt sell a great many of your wheels. I shall endeavor to

convince my friends of the fact.

Accept my heartiest wishes for the success of your efforts.

Yours truly,

FRED. KESSLER, Sec. Rydman Piano Co
,

Des Moines, la.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CC,
Correspondence Solicited. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

SOI^E NE'W YORK AGENT FOR UNION CYCI.ES.

JOHN thornto:n, jr.,

No. 45 I»IERCER SXREEX, NE'W YORK.

Call and see 'Wlieel. Riding- Sctiool Bicycles and Xrlcycles of all grades
and prices for Juveniles and Adults.

Xlie
Perfecler Garter
Iiolds Stockings

and Shirt.
Best

Bicycle Garter
Ever Patented.
Price Kifty Cents.

Xlie
Xrade Supplied.

SAVE MONEY

!

New $135.00 High Grade Safeties for $100.00. New Universal Safeties,

balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70.00. An odd lot of new
Safeties at from $2§.00 to $40.00 less than factory price. Bargains in job lots. Agents wanted.

A. ^^. GUMP &. CO,, DAYXON, Ohio.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in exchiange. Job lots bought. We carry TOO bicycles in stock.
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'* Turn round my wheel, turn round and round, without a pause, without a

a sound, so shps the world away."

nPHE writer of the above should have ridden a PARAGON, had he done so he

•*- would have finished his poetry in true wheelmen style instead of going off in a

laugh of moralizing, etc., after the manner of poets.

For your edification we present a photo of the PARAGON. " Observe (in the

language of Mrs. Jarley) its lines."

STOKER BICYCLE TV^FG. CO.,
FRKKPORTT, ILL.SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WHOLKSALE AND RETAIL.
Warwick,

Union No. 9,

Union No. 10,

Monarch,

Pacer,

Imperial No. i,

Imperial No. 2,

Reliance No. i.

Reliance No. 2.

Agents wanted in every town where
we are not already represented.

Write for Descriptive Circulars.

Emperor No. i,

Emperor No. 2,

Eclipse,

Pioneer,

Orion No. i,

Orion No. 2,

Little Giant,

Standard No. i.

Standard No. 2,

Standard No. 3.

Largest supply of Bicycles and Cycle
Sundries between New York

and Chicago.

Write for Descriptive Circulars.

STANDARD CYCLE CO.. 588 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

101, 103, 105, 107 West 36tli St., NEW YORK,
NEW YORK AGENTS FOR

COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO., Ltd.,

SWIFT AND CLUB SAFETIES.
Full line of Parts and Sundries. Repairing.

Lines of Wheels for Juveniles and Adults at

$35, $45, $75 and $85.

BICYCLE, ATHLETIC AND TENNIS OUTFITS IN GREAT VARIETY.

We carry a complete line of the popular Paris Bicycle Horns. They are taking

the place of Bells, have completely superseded them in Europe. A slig-ht pressure on
the bulb, makes a clear, sharp noise that cannot fail to be heard, and cannot be mis-

taken. They do not get out of order and rattle, weigh but a few ounces and are

easily attached to handle bar. Finely nickel plated.

No, I. Boy's size, ... $1.25
I

ISO. 6. I,ar8e, .... 4^3.25
*' 2. Small, 1.60 " 7' Extra JUarjje, . - 4.00
*• 4. Medium, - - - 2.25 I

5CI10YERLINQ, DflLT & QflLE5,
303 BroadATs^ay amd 84 Dtiane St., NK^/ YORK.

IIWrORXKRS AND I>KAI,K1«S IN

GUNS, FISHING TACKLE, BASE BALL, LAWN TENNIS, BICYCLES, AND ALL SPORTING GOODS.
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BRONCHO SAFETIES

H. LEIGHTON,
1071 BEOKOKD AVE^NUE,

BROOKLYN, ]V. Y.

Call and see the " Broncho.
$13Q.OO.

TO THi: th-a-i^e:.

GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placing four Orders.

We can furnish you the

best in the market at better

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COPANY,
60 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

Erie Knittings Mill,

ERIE, F'J^.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

HOLMES &. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

(Every wheelman and sportsman will give these garments
his approval when he examines the Shoulders, Arm-

HoLEs and Neck, as they are made to fit.)

Bicycle, Oymnasiuin, Athletic and
L.adie$' Union Under-Garinents.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

Ask your local Dealer (given gratis) for

HINTS-^CARE-Ss

ii'>.

CvfJi DKUSH i,!'v \.V '^•'""^%
^-H^ ^-TT ^ 'Y *. T^"!"'! « IIS Tool Saij

Tool P\\f^ '

I Sumi^D o»i.y ey

I
oft Fitory

' Your
i dcaWK

LiTTiE Roc^ '^

ARK. W

Ballimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—211 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and Chestnut Street.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.,

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Billings'
Patent Bicycle VVrenclies, 4 and s inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known on two continents.

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man-
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect. Forsalebyall
cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address, 220 Laurence St

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail to write.

ST. LOms ^VHEEL, CO.,
311 N. 11th istreet, St. Louis, Mo.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
MANUFACTURER OF

Prize Medals and Cups,
Badges and Club Pins of every description.

Designs on application.

3 WINTER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

HINTS ON CYCLING
Hy A. B. Bakkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7J /<J^«, c/ot/i cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE "WHEEL., P. O. Box 444.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest compnny in the Unilcd States, has
laid pavements in 27 cities. :m area of 3.916,574 square yards,
or 255 miles of streets. It has l;u'l irore n>phalt pavetm nls
in 1 1 years than all other cnmpauies in l:luro;*e and America
combined have laid in 30 years.

Xo. 1 Broadway, New Yorl..

Lo Droit Luildiii^'. Vt'iittliiiiiiftuu. I>. C.

BALLS! BALLS! BALLS!
The best balls for bicycle bearings are made by

NIAGARA MACHINE CO.,

23 Hayen Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Send for prices.

Hat and Membership Bicycle

Club Pins
MADE IIV

JOHN FRICK,
Jeweler and Designer,

6 liiherty Placp. N. V.,
Oj)positt' 21 Maiiiea L.iiie.

Write for Special Designs.

OFFICE OF
W. E. AUCHINBAUCH,

PATENTS & PATENT CAUSES,
ATTORN EY-.4.T-I. .4. \%'

,

Baltic Building, 606 F St., N. W.,
WASHINGTON, D C.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
- SOS, U k 26 YANBEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 215. NETV YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

andCOlogne spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New Ydtk.

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable. A
sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, 7oc. ; No.
6, pockets each side of lacing. $1.00 ;

No. 7, with hose supporters, $1.00;
No. 8, hose supporter and pockets,

$1.25. Order by number and give
waist measure. Post-paid on receipt

FRONT VIEW °^ ^"'^^' ^^^^^ supplied.

S. B. CALL, 358 Main St., Sprincfield, Mass.

RIBBON BADGES
For L. A. W. Tournaments, etc.

R. H. RADFORD, Maker,
28 JOHN STREET, N. Y.

OFFICERS OF THE DAY, ETC., ETC.
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SPECIAL NOTICE
No. 8 1 O.

To all of our customers :

Please notice in our Cata

loguewe make two No . 820

qualities of RIB
KNEE PANTS
No. 810. Heavy
Rib, patent im-

proved, double

seat and pocket, $4.00.
Every garment is marked, "Patented December 3ci,

1889," and are the best goods made, and all not so marked
are infringements.

No. 820, Heavy Rib, double seat

and pocket, reinforced old-fashioned

way, $3.50.

HOIvNIES &» CO.,
109 KINGSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Indiana Bicycle Mfg. Co.,

72, 74, 76 and 78 South Liberty St.,

INDIANAPOLiIS, INDIANA.

Our line of Safeties, for this season, are as follows :

Dandy, for boys, 24 in., - - $35
King of Road, for boys, 27 in., 42
Fashion, drop frame, for boys

and girls, 27 in., - - 50
Pathfinder, for men, 30 in., 60

We have jobbers who carry large stock of our machines
in the following cities; Boston, New York, Philadelohia,

Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago, St. Louis, Denver and San Francisco.

Dealers wishing quotations on our goods will be furnished

name of jobber nearest them on application to us.

IiproYei 5-iiicli Acie Steel freicL

FOR POCKET AND BICYCLE USE.

THE STRONGEST AND BEST.

^£aic5.e of Best; Gi-ta-aai-b^r Steel-
The Slides of our Wrenches are thoroughly hardened.

New York Bicycle Co,,

Nos. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

Weight, ^\i. o£.

Awarded First Prize Medal at the J'nrln K.vpoHltioii,

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wrench
Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers. i!li

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
13.5-137 REIOS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Weldiess Sleel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

" STAR " AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Repairing in all its Branches.

Enlarged Shop ! New Machinery ! Competent Machinists 1

All work done on the Premises ! Send to us direct

and thus pay but one profit ! Estimates

Furnished !

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Athletic

Suits.

Manufacturers for the

Trade and Clubs. The
most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made

for Bicycle,Gymnasium

Base Ball, Boating

Bathing and Spoktinc

Outfits in the L. A.W..

and Gray Mixtures and

all the popular colors

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so

licited.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,

!7 Kineston St., Near Summer St.

BOSTON, MASS.

BYUSING^ ! -IIVIPROVED

KINGofTRANSPARENT enamels-

mmnsism
ALL CYCLE AND HARDWARE 5T0RES.

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg respectfully to announce that they have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

639 Arch. Street, Philadelphia, Sole Agents

for the United States.

Agents wanted in every city, town and village on the Con-

tinent. Send for our Cycle Catalogue.

Ask yeur local dealer for

^i. pip). y
rs-

Cycle-
f^

Im Chains^-
^'

Graphite. \

I

HtaiSTfltEO. m
t^ T v*

the:

Largest Can

ON THE

MARKET
Full2,oz.,

With Brush,

50c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAGO.

IV. Y. Office, 77 TTarren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Place.

West Shore Railroad.
N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. Co., Lessee.

The popular route betiveen the East and
"West, via

The famous Hudson River and beautiful Mo-
hawk Valley, Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Ro-

chester, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis.

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

Sleeping Cars without cliange between abo^e points.

For information as to Rates, Time Tables, etc., address

:

H. B. JA.60E, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 363
Broadway, New Tork.

F. J. WOLFE, General Agent Passenger Department,
Union Depot, Albany, N. T.

E. J. WEEKS, General Agent, 1 Exchange St., Buffalo,
N. Y.

WM. CADWELl, General Western Passenger Agent,
107 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

General Passenger Agent,

5 Vanderbllt Ave., NEW YORK.
^"Wheelmen should patronize tlie West Shore going

to the meets at Syracuse, Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
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^m A IX* I A ^\ l-l P A ^ BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TALIv IS OMEAP, tell the tale.

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH. Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

A. O. VERY,
New Enoland Agent

FOR THE

WARWICK "PERFECTION," "UNION" AND "SPRINGFIELD" CYCLES,
AND THE

LOZIER& YOST "GIANT" SAFETIES.
ALSO FOR THE

STANDARD ROTARY SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE

173 Tremont St., Boston.
AGENTS WANTED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

E. I. HORSMAN, 80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

TENNIS. SPORTING GOODS.

BICYCI.ES.
Victor, Light Rambler, Juno, Ideal Ram-

bler, Crescent, Junior, Pet,

TRICYCLES.
Ideal, Challenge, Queen, Little Beauty

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc., etc.

Headquarters for Bicycles, Tricycles,

Velocipedes, Sundries, etc.

THE "WORTH"

Spring Frame Safety
IS THE

Smoothest Riding Wheel in the Market.

We manufacture a full line of Safeties.

Call and see them or send for Catalogue.

CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,
Good Ag^ents "Wanted. 38 Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.

T^HE best thing for holding a

Safety Bicycle ever invented.

Entirely out of the way, and does

not detract from the appearance

of the machine. Weighs only 3

lbs.

PRICE, 60 CENTS.

This cut shows one dozen Juvenile Safeties

in a space 15 feet by 2 feet 6 inches, and

resting on a tiled floor. They are held by

Steady Stands, fastened to a piece of

2 by 3 white pine. Send for a sample dozen.

KIRK BROWN CO., Ltd.

Penn Square, Pliiladelpliia.

Weston & Co.,

JAMESVILLE, N. Y.,

Mnnafactarers of

Patent

Improved Suspension

STEEL WHEELS.
All grades and sizes, from
12 to 48 inch diameter, in

quantities, for Bicycles,
Tricycles, Velocipedes,

etc., etc.

Safety ^Vlieclft a
Specialty.

Those contemplating
manufacturing such will

do well to write us foi

prices.

Tricycle Wanted
in exchange for 1890 Ladies' or Gentle-

men's Bicycle, new, high grade
;

describe tricycle. For partic-

ulars address,

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Is inteniled for a permanent as well !is for a temporary hinder. The
capers are bound as firmly as a book. THE Wheel AND CYCtmO
TftADE Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, T5 cents. If ordered with subserli,tloii, CO cents.

SpadeBicjcleilandles

SPADE GRIPS,

Soft Rubber Handles,

Bicycle Tires, Tire

Cement, Pedal Rub-

bers, Bicycle Spokes,

Bicycle Bails, Etc.

RitiDer MoiW Wort Solicited,

ELASTIC TIP CO.
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Cor. CornhlU and

Washington Sts.

BOSTON, MASS., T. S. A.
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SIOO

f«L the return of any stolen

COLUMBIA CYCLK
and detection of the thief—payable on conviction of the thief.

POPE MFG. CO.

Durability.

Simplicity.

Interchangability.

Workmen.

Guarantee.

THEIR 5UFEmORITT.
Made of the best materials, according to the widest and most

varied experience, The Columbias are put to the hardest tests b}^

the hardest riders, and yet a worn-out Columbia was never known.

With every part regulated for adjustment, The Columbias

are yet very simple and can be readily taken apart and put together,

even by an inexperienced person.

Every part of The Columbias is made to gauge, and fits to its

place perfectly, so that repairs, when necessary, are easily and

quickly made.

The most skillful workmen are employed in the construction of

The Columbias, and the latest and best improvements are em-

bodied, giving a machine of the very highest grade.

The Columbias are backed by the strongest guarantee of the

largest bicycle company in the world, whose responsibility is unques-

tioned.

WILL YOU TEST THESE CLAIMS FOR SUPERIORITY ?

i*oi*e: ivi^i^^o. oo..
BRANCH HOUSES:

12 Warren Street, - - NEW YORK.

291 Wabash Avenue, - - CHICAGO.

Factory, HARTFORD, CONN.

PUBBS OF NEUMAMN BBOS., 210 FULTON ST., N. Y.

77 FRANKLIN SXREEX,

BOSTON, MASS.
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PCBLISnEU EVEUY FRIDAY MOUNIXG.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s a year

5 Cents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should be roeeiTed by Tuesday morning.

Late Copy rereiTed until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements mnst be rereived by

Tuesday morning to insure Insertion.

Special Advertising Hatter received until Thurs-

day noon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully . requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $i per
year.

T consider THE WHEEL the best cycling- paper pub-
lished. John E. Harris, Publisher of Florida Facts.

A CONTEMPORARY makes the meeting

of those nestors of the sport, Will R.

Pitman and "Papa" Weston, a sort of peg

whereon to hang a plaintive wail of the '

' good

old daj^s of cycling." The good old days of

cycling are like the "good old days " of every-

thing else, a moldy memory of things past,

encrusted by a halo of time which softens the

pains and sharpens the pleasures.

In the good old days we were the sport of

everything that moves, from the " yaller dog"
yearning and yawning for our panties—and

Towser always " got the best of it"—up to the

road hog, who cursed us up hill and down dale,

and the leaden-headed village father, who
legislated us off the face of the earth.

In the good old days our choice was confined

to a few types ; there were no anti-vibrators, and

the "balls all over" neither helped us up hill

nor shot us down
;
good old cone bearing held

sway, and hills that affrighted the cyclist of the

" good old days" are now mastered with ease.

In the " good old days" there were few of us.

We rode in the byways to escape the ridicule

of the city tough, the small boy and the hogs

in vehicles. Perhaps we made believe we didn't

mind it, but we did.

In the " good new days" there are hundreds

of wheels, thousands of wheelmen. We have

variety in selection and celerity in repair. We
have variety in price. Clubs flourish. Manu-
facturers and agents make money. We are

given our rights on the road, both legally and
by common custom. The road hog has become
tired of swearing at us ; there are too many of

us and even profanity grows tiresome—and he

don't dare nin us down. We may go every-

where. The parks acp no longer closed to us.

We have better roads and more of them, more
meets, more race meets, a deal of touring infor-

mation.

There was more real enjoyment throughout

this country on July 3, 4 and 5 than there was
in any entire year previous to 1885. There is a

pleasure in reminiscence, but it is at best a

second-hand and false pleasure, and we should

give just a little credit to those good new days

when one is not compelled to ride forth with his

name and address and a life insurance policy in

the tool bag.

THAT " something charming " in woman is

an evanescent, complex, sometimes in-

comprehensible and often an indescribable thing.

But there are certain traits which are the basis

of that charm and which are easily noted. It

is peculiar that we most admire in women a

certain helplessness, shyness, reservedness, dig-

nity and dependence, and when these are lack-

ing neither our fancy, admiration or affection

are enlisted.

The train of thought is suggested by the fact

that a lady recently attempted to climb

Hill ; that the trial occurred '

' in the pres-

ence of quite a crowd, and that the lady did not

seem fatigued." The lady was fatigued; the

trial was hurtful. The spectacle of a hot, dustj^

and perspiring young woman struggling -nath

gravitation is not pleasant nor according to the

mode.

Women are delicately structured and should

engage in cycling with moderation. They need

not be muffs, for when spiritless they are not

interesting, except to very young boys who have

not been " out" long.

Women were not built for the heroic in ath-

letics, among which we must class an attempt

to ride . The athletic girl who is

notoriously athletic is a sunflower, not a daisy.

She rarely ornaments a home, which is the truest

mission of a woman. As the saucy Marie has

it in the opera:

" Be good, sweet maiden, ever
;

Let whoever will be clever.

As for you, be simply good !

"

THE trade is so young that but little money
can be spent in experiment. Yet the

thought occurs to us that there should be room

for a thousand pneumatic-tired safeties in New
York to be used to and from business. We
read that men glide "like swallows" over the

granite pavements of English and Irish cities,

and why should not the idea obtain in Gotham?

By the way, what a sensational idea it would be

to mount a sandwich man on a pneumatic and

have him pedal about New York's down-town
streets. In one day's ride alone he would be

looked at by a half million people, and those

half a million would tell at least five million

others of the sight.

THE committees ha\nng in charge the

arrangements of the great Fall meets

should make certain that there are a sufficient

number of safety events on their programmes.

While many of the fliers of last year will show
to advantage in the ordinary events, it may be

safely predicted that the safety events will

develop a large number of fast riders. The
safety has taken a commanding position among
types of wheels, and it is good policy to arrange

race meet programmes with due regard to the

needs and desires of safetj- riders.

FROM the report of Secretary-Treasurer G.

W. H. Carr, of the Maryland Division, L.

A. W., we judge that the League was " dragged
into politics" several times during the year and
with good efTect. The result of " dragging the

League " in is dependent very much upon how
the grand old body is yanked, and upon who
does the yanking.

AN EDITOR ENLIGHTENED.

A bicycle frightened a team of hor.ses in

vSummit, La., recently, and in their frantic en-
deavors to escape from the harmless steed of

steel they fell into a ditch and died from their
injuries, despite the fact that a mass of medicine
was pitched upon them from the demolished
wagon—the property of a traveling druggist.
The editor df the local paper immediately arose
in his might and advised the town authorities

to prohibit bicycle riding in the streets of the
village, for, said he

:

"The bicycles are liable to frighten any horse, and
unless a stop is put to their being ridden on the public
streets one of these days a horse will run away with
some man, lady and children and some one will be
killed. Stop them, gentlemen of the Council, before
an accident of this kind happens."

Chief Consul Hodgson was shown this editor's

brilliant article, and immediately endeavored to

enlighten the scribe as to the rights of wheel-
men. Said he, among other things

:

"This is a free country, and the right of way on the
public highways, streets and thoroughfares of the
United States cannot be relegated exclusively to only
those who use horses to propel their vehicles. The
streets were mad» for vehicles, and the Supreme
Court of the United States has decided that a 'car-
riage ' is that which carries, and the bicycle has been
held by common law decisions in both England and
America to be a carriage.

" Every member of the community has the right to
travel upon the street or highway at all times, either
on foot or by such means of conveyance as he may
have or see fit to employ. This right is fundamental
and cannot be curtailed, either by local regulations or
legislative enactment ; and the person using a bicycle
as a means of travel may feel secure in the belief that
his right upon a public highway is as fully guaranteed
to him as that of life itself."

THAT SQUEAK.

A bicycle is a very peculiar steed, when you
come to think of it. Usually docile and uncom-
plaining it, nevertheless, occasionally resents
rough treatment and bad handling, and causes
untold misery to the rider.

Although generally supposed to be devoid of

all organs of articulation, a wheel will, on par-
ticular occasions, give utterance to the most
dismal and woe-begone mutterings imaginable.
The whereabouts of this instrument of torture

is usually as elusive as a will-o'-the-wisp, and
often escapes the most thorough and vigilant

scrutiny, and, beyond all doubt, is respon.sible

for more unchristian words and phrases from
cyclers than an avertable smash-up causes to

arise.

This squeak—as it is known in everyday par-

lance—appears and disappears to the ear with
startling suddenness, for although all search

and doctoring usually proves futile, the ear-har-

rowing music \\-ill often cease of its own accord,

after having worried the rider to its own con-

tent, \\-ith the rapidity that characterized its ap-

pearance.
A wheel that wU never squeak, or an indi-

cator that will locate a squeak, would be a boon
to many a cycler possessing a machine prone to

this vicious habit

!

PLANS OFTHE IOWA DIVISION MEET.

The committee of arrangements for the seventh
annual meet of the Iowa State Division at Spencer,
July 19, have pushed matters forward with a rapid
hand and the official programme promises a good time
for those who take m the event. At lo o'clock the
business meeting will be held ; at i o'clock a parade
will take place and at 2 o'clock the races will be run
at the fair grounds for a list of valuable and useful
prizes. The events are : One-mile ordinary, ^-mile
safety, J^-mile State championship, 5-mile team race,
i-mile safety, 2-mile State championship, J<-mile boys'
race, i-mile consolation race. At 8 p. m. the wheel-
men will parade with lantern and a banquet will be
enjoyed immediately after. A tour has been arranged
for Sunday to Lake Okoboji and Spirit Lake.
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FIXTURES.

16.-

17.-

17, 18,

18-19.-

19.-

19.-

21-23.-

24-26."

26.-

2-T2.-

4--

6.-

14-16.—

16.-

17.-

20-25.—

33,

35-37.

26-27.—

28-29.—
30--

- 30

JULY.

-Track Races at Niagara Falls.
-Fourth Division Championship Races at St.

Louis.
-Kentucky Division Meet at Richmond,
-lo-mile Road Race, Cambridgeport Cycle Club.
-Boston-Niagara Falls Tour. A. W. Robinson,

89 State Street, Boston.
19.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage

City.
-Annual meet Iowa Division, at Spencer.
-Fourth Division Championship Races at Chi-

cago.
-Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Road Handicap,

Waukesha to Milwaukee, i8 miles. Entries
close July 13, with H. T- Rotier, 427 Milwaukee
Street.

-New York Club's Five-mile Club Handicap on
No. Broadway.

-Indiana Division Tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati.

-Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.
-Road Races open to Rhode Island Wheelmen,

at Newport, R. I.

AUGUST.

-East Hartford Race Meet. Entries close with
E. E. Arnold.

White Mountain Tour. Address before August
2, G. R. McAuslan, Providence, R. I.

Bridgeport Twenty-five Mile Road Race. En-
tries close August I, with Henry Towe,
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sons of St. George Games at Trenton, N. J.,
Two-mile handicap. Entries close July 28,

with 'Thos. Hammond, 28 Lincoln Ave'nue.
Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-

mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
-Tournament at Minneapolis, "sixth district

championship races.
-Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.
•Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston

to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

-Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

,

—

Tournament of the Rochester (N. Y.)
"Wheelmen's League. Address M, B.
Fox, P. O. Box 88, Rochester, N. Y.

—1.. A. "W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N, Y.

-L. A. W. National Championships, Niagara
Falls.

-Tournament at Buffalo.
-Montreal Bicycle Club Race Meet.
.

—

Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament
at Providence,

LOUISVILLE.

SEPTEMBER.

1-3.—Hartford "Wheel Club's Tournament at
Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

1-3.—New York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. "W. "Wood,
118 South Salina Street.

4.—Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament.

5-6.—Philadelphia Tournament.
8.—Bay City "Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-

cap Road Race.
—Peoria Race Meet.
Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.
22.^Races at Davenport, Iowa.

29, 30, and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,
Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

4.—Boston Athletic Club's 2s-mile Handicap Road
Race.

13-13
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CYCLING AT MOUNT VERNON.

So poor Woodside is dead ; a sad loss to the old
friends who knew him well.
In the early days of cychng, we often met at the old

rendezvous on 59th Street, to take a quiet ride together.
The grave in Brazil is unmarked, but his genial

spirit will live with us forever.
We have made considerable progress in the sport

at Mount "Vernon, during the past week. The
y, M. C. A. now have a bicycle contingent. There
are about sixteen members, with the promise of a very
large membership, and a bright future. Mr. C. C.
Haldeman is Captain, and Mr. E. K. Fitzsimmons
Lieutenant. The club colors are orange, purple and
black. Many of the members are experienced riders,
and they have certainly come to stay. The village
fathers have purchased a steam roller, and with the
trustees of South Mount "Vernon will macadamize the
principal streets and the main road connecting Mount
Vernon with Williams Bridge. This improvement
will give wheelmen a good road almost continuously
to New York, via Bedford Park, and Central Avenue
to the first turn to the right. South of Jerome race
track, passing the Church to the brow of the hill,

thence by the road to the left—with the Harlem River
far below on the right—to and across Washington
Bridge into the city.
From the village of Mount "Vernon to the Bridge,

the scenery is grand, with several "coasts" en route.
Vet.

As is usual m this community, July 4 "was

duly celebrated, and it might be said, to the
credit of the " celebrators," that the hilarity ex-

tended to the 5th and 6th as "well.

The races at Wilder' s Park attracted about
1,200 people, "who seemed to enjoy the contests

not"withstanding the slo"w time due to the rough
and hea-vy track, and all events "were about a
minute slow to the mile. There -were six races
on the card, the most interesting being the
championship of Louisville. The results are

as follo"ws

:

Half-mile Novice—Nineteen starters. Ed. Mathey,
first ; Ed. Herget, second : Jacob Bauer, third ; A. C.
Thum, fourth. Time, im. 45-Ks.
One-eighth of a Mile, for Boys—Eight starters.

C. Creed, first ; O. Head, second ; Clifford Croninger,
third. Time, im. 25j^s.

One-mile, Safeties—Eleven starters. George H.
Laib, first : T. E. Jefferis, second ; Howard Jefferis,
third ; A. J. Lamb, fourth. Time, 4m. 2i^s.
Half-mile, for "Visitors—Five starters. Charles

M. Croninger, Covington, first ; F. J. Kinsdale, Indian-
apolis, second

; J. E. Morrell, Jeffersonville, third.
Time, im. aij^s.
One-mile, for Championship of Louisville—Sev-

en starters. Ed. Herget, first; Thomas E. Jefferis,
second

;
Jacob Bauer, third ; A. C- Thum, fourth.

Time, 4m. los.

Quarter of a Mile Dash—Twenty starters. Law-
rence Spalding, Covington, first ; E. A. Lawson, sec-
ond ; Benj. Humphrey, third

;
Jacob Bauer, fourth.

Time, im. 44^8.
The prizes consisted of medals, watches, silver cup,

cyclometers, lottery tickets and a case of imported
wine, and the Louisvilles were jubilant over the fact
that all these incentives to prowess were won by its

members excepting in one instance, as Laib, of the
Independent Cyclers, captured the silver water set in

the safety race. Bauer, who won the wine, happened
to be a temperance boy, but insisted upon domg the
square thing, and half his prize—twelve quarts of St.

Julien—went to celebrate the Louisville Cycling Club's
victories.
Thursday night a lantern parade took place, and

was a great success. It proved beyond a doubt that
the sport in Louisville is on the boom. The procession
was exceedingly long, and was the best turnout ever
given on cycles in the city.

The bicycle races which came off at Wilder's Park
Friday proved to be the feature of the entertainment
provided by the management of the park. It is a very
gratifying sign of the times to all lovers of the wheel
to note the increasing interest in cycle sports, and
makes it reasonable to hope that the day will not be
far distant when we can have great meets like those
now held in the East. The races themselves, however,
were not as good as we have had in this city before,
notably those of '86, which were in point of merit such
a success, but financially such a dismal failure. The
public, however, have awakened to the fact that the
silent steed is not only a useful institution which has
come to stay, but is also capable of developing great
athletic skill, and we hope for better things in the near
future.
The Richmond meet, July 12, will be a thing of the

past when this issue reaches most of its readers. The
L. C. C. boys will be there, but not with the white
duck suits ordered some time since, as the order was
yesterday cancelled by telegraph after learning that
the manufacturers were not as prompt as the contract
called for. The boys will be content with white and
light blue tennis coats and blazers for their uniform at

the meet. The Covington boys sport the same colors,
so it is safe to infer the white and light blue will be in
at the finish or at several of them.
Dan Canary is here and making many friends.

Prince Wells will ride on the L. C. C. excursion July 30.

White Burley.

THE RACES AT LEXINGTON, NEB.

The Lexington Wheel Club held their fourth

annual tournament July 4, at which the follow-

ing events were decided

:

Half-mile Boys' Novice, Safety—Arthur Zeflang,
first, time 2m. los.; Hiram Mellinger, second.
One-mile Boys' Handicap—Frank Mooney, 100

yards, first, time 3m. 30s.; Tom Krier, second.
One-mile Novice, Safety—B. I. Grant, first, time

4m. 3S.; Con Hammond, second.
One-mile, 3.20 Class—Tom Krier, first, time 3m. 42s.;

L. E. Branson, second.
One-mile Safety, Open—N. T. Pisk, first, time 4_m.

los. ; Geo. Mackey, second. Mackey fell in the third
lap thereby losing the race.
One-mile Club Handicap—F. L. Temple, scratch,

first, time 3m. 43s.; W. B. Branson, second.
One-mile Safety, Club Handicap—N. T. Fisk,

scratch, first, time 3m. 33S.; Geo. Mackey, second.
One-mile Open—F. X. Temple, first, time 3m. 33s.;

E. Kostomlutsky, second.

RACES AT RICHMOND, IND.

The Fourth of July road race at Richmond, Ind., a
six-mile dash from Centreville to Richnu)nd,"was won
by J. S. Barber, New Castle, time 23m. ios.; Kd Parker,
second; B. B. Shaw, third. The first prize was a $15
gold medal ; second, cyclometer ; third, $5 silver

medal. The hill-climbing contest was won by Harry
Nye, and Elmer McCoy second. In the road race John
Brackensieck was thrown from liis machine and
severely hurt.

TOURNAMENT AT ST. JOSEPH.

The Fourth of July races at Wyatt Park, St.

Joseph, Mo.
,
proved a great success and all the

riders were on their mettle and went in to win.
Some very pretty finishes resulted. A band of

music was in attendance and the large crowd
were well pleased with the day's sport. Fol-
lowing are the results

:

One-mile Handicap, in heats, best two in three-
First heat, Denmon, 30 yards, first, time 2m. S7S. ; Pix-
ley, second ; Fletcher, third. Second heat, Fletcher,
scratch, first, time 2m. 57^s.; Hobson, second ; Den-
mon third. Third heat was won by Pi.xley in 3m. us.
The run off between the three heat winners was a

pretty dash. Fletcher trailed Pixley, who made the
pace. Denmon made a spurt on the back stretch in
the last half mile, but he was pocketed and could not
get through without fouling. Fletcher came to the
front and crossed the track a winner, Denmon second,
Pixley last. Time, 2m. 56s.

Two-mile Race for Professionals—First, sec-
ond and third ; cash prizes, in heats, best two in three

—

First heat, Schill, Omaha, first ; time 6m. gs.; Reading,
St. Joseph, second ; Ashinger, Oklahoma, third. Sec-
ond heat, Reading, first ; Ashinger, second ;

Schill,

third. "Third heat, Ashinger, first, time 6m. 22s.;

Schill, second ; Reading, third.
This made a heat for each man and the run off was

a clipper, as each was desirous of winning. There
was considerable betting done in the crowd with
Schill the favorite. The money was not misplaced,
for the plucky young professional from Omaha showed
himself to be both a rider and a stayer. He had to
work, however, for Reading and Ashinger are both
spurters. Schill won the heat and race in 6m. 22s.,

Reading, second ; Ashinger, third.
This was the most exciting race of the day and the

crowd coached and encouraged their favorites by
deafening cheers. In the second heat the men were
bunched during the entire race.
In the evening the races were resumed,each man hav-

ing been rubbed down and allowed a couple of hours'
sleep, and they were all in good condition for the
work.
Two-mile Handicap, in heats, best two in three-

First heat, Pixley, 50 yards, first, time 6m. 12s.; Hob-
son, second ;

Fletcher, third. Second heat—Fletcher,
scratch, first, time, 6m. 17s.: Pixley, second ; Hobson,
third. Third heat—Pixley, first, time, 6m. los. ; Fletch-
er, second ; Denmon, third. This was a lively race,

each man pushed his pedals for all he was worth, and
caused much enthusiasm.
One-mile Professional, in heats, best two in three

—First heat, Ashinger, first, time, 2m. 59s.; Reading,
second ; Schill, third. Second heat—Ashinger, first,

time, 3m. IS.

Five-mile Scratch—Fletcher, first, time, i6m. 6s.;

Pixley, second ; Hobson, third.

Messrs. Prince and Cunningham then afforded the
crowd a novel race. Prince on his wheel allowed the
sprinter three-quarters of a lap in a three-lap run and
beat him by ten feet in im. 27s.

PARADE AND RACES AT LYNN ON
THE FOURTH.

The largest and finest parade ever seen in

Lynn took place Fourth of July, and the

wheelmen's division, although small, was con-

sidered one of the most entertaining and attrac-

tive features of the procession. Although there

was not as large a turnout as had been expected,

the lack in numbers was equalized by the qual-

itjr and great variety of personations. Each
rider wore some unique costume except the

commander-in-chief, W. A. Rowe. About for-

ty-five riders were in line and the credit for the

exhibition is due to the Lynn Wheel Club. The
division was composed as follows

;

Harry Sherman, chief of staff; Don Ferrardo
; J.

M. Simpson, Edward Bellamy, "Looking Backward;"
W. W. Griffin, symphonv in 'white and fanwheel ; C.

E. Whitten, bullfrog ;
Albert E. Wiswell. Indian chief ;

W. C. Paul, crow ; "W. E. Wiswell, fancy : E. L. Tufts,

Beppo ; Arthur Pease, Marquis Friscati ;
Frank L.

Damon, Shakesperian ; F. E. Haskell and W. H. Blod-
gett, Hub twins

; J. B. Earp, Little Lord Fauntleroy
;

E. H. Gargan, bugler and cowboy
; J. T. Stevens,

Chinaman ; G. F. Silke, Poe's raven ; E. W. Dexter,
coachman ;

S. W. Anderson, English military ; AVill

Coleman, lobster; G. H. Shattuck, Mephistopheles

;

A. E. Reynolds, rooster
;
John Littlefield, " Up comes

McGinty;" W. B. Humphrev, colored gent; G. G. S.

Butterick, painter ; Edgar "VV'aite, Quaker; C. Weber,
W. Wiley and N. Weber, Jr., imps ; Fred A. Kemii,
Mexican ; F. Jacobs, cowboy ; F. W. Ford, clown ; t>.

H. Lennox, frog ; H. W. Elwell, athlete ; F. D. West,
original header ; William Q. Eldridge, blind beggar

;

C. H. Taylor, clown ; Walter L. Eastman, prince; A.

M. Cobb and P. Moore, devils ; E. A. Hopkins, Amer-
ican flag.

The races in the afternoon proved as popular as m
years past, and the crowd was so dense in places that

it was with great trouble that the track was kept clear.

The Lynn Wheel Club engineered the competition and
the course, North and South Common Streets, was
rather poor in places. No time was taken. The re-

sults were:
One-mile Safety.—Taylor, first; Greenwood, sec-

ond ; Tufts, third.
One-mile Ordinary.—Taylor, first; Greenwood,

second ;
Lenfest, third.

Two-mile Handicap.—Sherman, scratch, first;

Tufts, '^58., second ;
Gargan, iss., third.

The officials were : Starter, W. E. Wiswell ; referee,

P'. H. Cann
;
judges, C. E. Whitten, B. I. Curtis.
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TOURNAMENT AT MEMPHIS.

The Memphis, Tenn., Cyele Club's tourna-

ment at the Citizens' Baseball Park, on July 4
and 5, was the success that the cyclers, who
had worked long and diligently to achieve, de-

served. On both days the grand stand was
well filled, among the number being many
ladies, and a brass band discoursed music at

intervals. The track was in excellent condition

excepting a rough spot in one corner. Capt.

Sherer acted as referee, and W. A. Surprise

was starter.
FIRST D.\Y.

One-mile Ordin.arv, Novice—Harwell, first, time
3m. 55s.; Black, second.
ONE-MILE S.\FETY—Bein, first, time 3m. 29s.; Gin-

nocchio, second.
Two-mile T.\ndem—Little Rock (Baird and Bean),

first, time 6m. 59s.; Memphis (Sawyer and Whitmore),
second.
One-mile, Memphis Club Ch.\mpionship—Wood,

first, time, 3m. sgs.j Whitmore, second.
One-mile, L. A. w. St.\te Ch.\mpionshif>—This was

the race of the day. J. D. Herndon, Julius Wood, a
fast rider of Memphis, W. W. Martin, R. J. Black and
Fisher Harwell were the starters. T. J. Dupree, Jr.,

the champion of Memphis, was entered, but did not
come to scratch. Near the finish Herndon put on a
spurt and walked over the line a winner by fifteen

yards ; time 3m. 34s.

One-mile (best in three heats, for Quigley medal)—
Cason, first, time 3m. 40s.; Davidson, second.
One-mile S.-iFEry—This was the most exciting race

of the day. The starters were Bein, Maydwell, Saw-
yer and Phellippi. Bein won by a foot, with Maydwell
second.
H.ALF-MILE, L. A. W. St.\te Ch.\mpionship—Hern-

don, first, time im. 55s.; Whitmore, second.

SECOND D.A.Y.

The first event on the tapis for Satitrday, July 5, was
a 25-mile road race on the Poplar and McLean Boule-
vards, between Dupree, Maydwell and Wood repre-
senting Memphis, and Baird, Ashley and Bein repre-
senting Little Rock. The race was won by Dupree in

ih. 42j|m. In the afternoon racing was resumed at
the track, and excited continued interest.
Half-mile Club Ch.^mpionship—Whitmore, first,

time im. 45s.; Black, second.
Two-mile, L. a. W. St.\te Ch.\mpionship—There

were six entries for this race, but only two came to
scratch, Herndon and Whitmore. It was won by
Herndon without effort in 7m. 34s.

One-mile S.^^fety, L. A. W. Ch.ampionship—Mayd-
well, first, time 3m. 26-Xs.; Sawyer, second.
One-mile T.\ndem—Bein and Baird, first, time 3m.

i8!^s. ; Sawyer and Phillips, second.
Two-mile L.\p Race—This was the only exciting

event of the day, and was between Herndon and Ca-
son. A lap race is one in which the man coming in

first the largest number of rounds wins. It was a
close race, but Herndon succeeded in taking all except
the third and fifth laps.

A number of races for boys were sandwiched be-
tween the regular contests.

NEW YORK STATE MEET RACES.

The committee in charge at the races to be
held at the New York State Meet, Syracuse,
appreciate the fact that upon the racing events
largely depend the success of the meet. A
list of the races is given below, among them
being all the State championships except the

J-mile contest, and a list of prizes well worth
competing for will be announced very soon. It

is the earnest desire of the committee that

racing men will await the publication of the

prize list in detail before entering elsewhere.

FIRST DAY.

One-mile novice, ordinary; 2-mile tandem,
L. A. W. State championship; |-mile dash,

ordinary, open ; 2-mile ordinary, open ; i-mile

tandem, L. A. W. State championship; i-mile,

3:10 class, ordinary; 2-mile safet3% L. A. W.
State championship ; i-mile ordinary, L. A. W.
State championship; 2-mile ordinary, 6:20 class;

5-mile safety, L. A. W. State championship.

SECOND DAY.

One-mile no\-ice, safety ; 2-mile ordinary, L. A.
W. State championship ; i-mile ordinary, open

;

3-mile tandem, L. A. W. State championship;
I-mile safety, L. A. W. State championship;
5-mile ordinary, L. A. W. State championship

;

I-mile safety, 3:20 class; 3rmile ordinary, open;
•J-mile dash, safety; 2-mile tandem.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y., spent
a few pleasant hours at Conesus Lake Wednesday,
July 2, at the cottage of President Rogers.

At the sports of the Ridley Park Athletic Associa-
tion, Philadelphia, July 4, the bicycle race was won by
W. C. Seeds ; B. F. Daniels second.

At the annual games under the auspices of the Sons
of St. George Athletic Association at Camden, July 4,

the I-mile bicvcle race was won by W. C. Seeds, W. B.

C, 100 yards j'W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., second. Seeds
was also first in the 2-mile safety ; C. A. Dinan, S. L.

W., second.

NEW HAMPSHIRE DIVISION MEET.

The meet of the New Hampshire Division at

Nashua on July 4 was a successful affair

despite cloudy weather and a heavy track.

The business meeting was called to order at

the cycle club hall at 10 a. m., but owing to the
absence of President McMaster and Secretary-
Treasurer Moulton it was decided to postpone
this part of the programme until some future
time. After a few remarks had been made bj-

various members in relation to the advantages
of L. A. W. membership the meeting adjourned.
A line was then formed, and with sixt)-

wheels in line, forty of which were safeties,

paraded through the main streets dismissing at

the Laton House, where a dinner was served.

But for the unpleasant weather the number of

wheels in line would have been doubled. Con-
cord, Jlanchester, Rochester, Milford, Pepperell
and Nashua were represented in the parade.

THE races.

At 10 o'clock a run was taken to the driving
park where the races took place. About 3, 000
people were present, the grand stand being
packed, and for the sandy track fairly good time
was made. The results are

:

Half-mile Novice S.\fety.—Fred Cummings, first,

time 2m. Ss. ; Frank Hart, second; Walter E. Garry,
third.
One-mile Ordinary, Open.—Moses Sheriff, first,

time, 4m. 6s.; Frank Thompson, second; Samuel
Rinn, third.
One-mile Safety, State Championship.—F. A.

McMaster, first, time 4m. 30s.; Ernest Woods, second
;

E. W. Handv, third.
One-mile Tandem.—Place and Johnson, first, time

4m. sajAS.; McMaster and Sheriff, second.
Two-mile Safety, State Championship.—Mc-

Master, first, time lom. 35s.; Sheriff, second; Ingra-
ham, third.
One-mile Safety, Open.—F. A. Wallace, first, time

4m. 30s.; McMaster, second; Patidy, third.

In the evening a banquet wound up the
day's festivities and speeches were made by
Messrs. Place, Sheriff and Matthews. Chief
Consul McMaster awarded the prizes to the
successful racers, consisting of gold and silver

medals, silver cups, pitchers and urns, valued
in all at several hundred dollars.

The officers were: Judge, C. E. Jaquith;
timekeepers, Fred Whittenmore, G. W. Whit-
tenmore: starter, W. V. Oilman.

BICYCLISTS AT GOSHEN, IND.

wheelmen of southern MICHIGAN AND NORTH-

ERN INDIANA HOLD THEIR ANNUAL MEET.

Over 500 wheelmen from northern Indiana
and southern Michigan held undisputed pos-
session of Goshen on July 4. The occasion
was their annual meet and tournament, which
this year excelled all previous meetings. In the
morning the business meeting of the associa-

tion and the reception to visiting wheelmen
were held in the parlors of the Goshen Cychng
Club, and the afternoon was taken up \\-i'th the

parade and races. The parade was participated

in by over 400 v.-heelmen and wheelwomen, the
young ladies' cj-cling clubs of Elkhart and
South Bend, attired in their club uniforms,
taking part. Results of the races

:

One-half Mile, Free for All—B. F. Frazier, of
South Bend, first ; H. A. Bamberger, of Chicago, sec-
ond.
First Class, Ordinary—Bamberger, first ; Frazier,

second.
SAFETY Class, One Mile—Spangler, of Elkhart,

first ; Bemendorfer, of Goshen, second.
Race for Boys under Twelve—Wayne Barnes,

of Kendallville, first ; Sullivan, second.
Half-mile Ordinary—Horace A. Baine, Chicago,

first.

One-mile Championship of Northern Indiana
AND Southern Michigan—John L. Sullivan, La Porte,
Ind.
Ladies' Race—Tillie Reed, of Elkhart, first ; .Amy

Dresh, of Goshen, second.
In this race Miss Addie Swartzburg, of Goshen,

fainted from over-exertion and fell from her wheel,
sustaining severe injuries. The 300-yard race, with-
out hands, was won by C. Elmendorfer, of Goshen.
Not a prize went to Michigan, though that State had
quite a number of entries. The annual meet and
tournament will be held next vear at South Bend.

In all large tournaments like the ones to be held at
Hartford, Peoria, Niagara and Providence, much de-
pends on the several committees for success, financial-
ly and socially. If those whoare working in the interest
of the big event at Narragansett Park, Providence,
August 30, continue as they have commenced,
success is assured. The race committee promise
unique and valuable medals with original designs in
gold and silver, set with precious stones, and those
who issue the programme are engaged on a handsome
souvenir edition which will contain valuable and
instructive cycling matter. It will be ready about
August 15,

RACING AT WATERTOWN.

The New York Circuit Race Meet at Water-
town, July 4, was even more of a success than
the management anticipated. After a short
parade the line of wheelmen were escorted by
a band to the race course, and a large crowd of

spectators witnessed the various events, many
of which were very exciting and the honors
were well earned.
The officers were : Judges, Mayor W. F. Por-

ter, F. W. Haydou, J. S. Harrington; Referee,

J. R. Wells, of Boston; Starters, Frank A.
Sherman, F. S. Miller. The races began at 2

o'clock, and resulted as follows:

One-half Mile Novice—W. Onley, Rome, first,

time im. 37s.; C. F. Butterworth, of this city, second,
time im. 40s.

One-mile Ordinary, Handicap—A. I. Fuller,
Rome, 20 yards, first, time 2m. 58s.; L. B. Haynes,
Rome, 75 yards, second, time 3m. 5s.; W. A. Parker,
Rome, scratch, third, time 3m. 6s.

One-half Mile Tande.m—G. S. Penn and H. W.
Chapin, both Syracuse men, first, time im. 26s.; L. S.
Miller and F. C. Snyder, Lowville, second, time im. 36s.

ONE-MILE 1889 and 1890 Riders, Ordinary—G. L.
Potter, Carthage, first, time 3m. loj^s.; Albert Copley,
Lowville, second, time 3m. 12s.

One-half Mile Safety—F. P. Hammes, Utica,
first, time im. 29s.; G. B. Penn, Syracuse, second, time
im. 30s.; P. C. Hammes, Utica, came under the wire
third.
One-mile Ordinary—W. a. Parker, Rome, first,

time 4m. ejfjS.; A. I. Fuller, Rome, second, time 4m.
7S.; P. C. Hammes came in third in 4m. los.; L. B.
Haynes, Rome, was fourth.
One-half mile Safety—F. P. Hammes, Utica, first,

time im. 30S.; G. B. Penn, Syracuse, second, time im.
32S.; P. C. Hammes, Utica, took third place; N. A.
Bradt was fourth.
One-mile Team Race—Watertown team, first, time

3m. 45s. The Lowville team was Watertown's only
opponent.
Tandem Bicycle vs. Horse, One-quarter Mile—

L. S. Miller and F. C. Snyder, of Lowville, tandem bi-

cycle, first, time 42s. The horse was a chestnut horse
driven by A. L. Parmeter, and made the quarter in 51s.

One-half Mile, "Hands Off," Ordinary—P. C.
Hammes, Utica, first, time im. 475^s.; Harry Meyers,
Carthage, second, time im. soj^s.; A. Copley, Low-
ville, third, time im. 513.

One-mile Safety—F. P. Hammes, Utica, first, time
3m. 28s.; G. B. Penn, Syracuse, second, time jm. 30s.

One Hundred Yards Slow Race—P. C. Hammes,
Utica, first. His contestants fell off their wheels be-
fore reaching the wire.
One-.mile Consolation R.ace—Will Wilder, Water-

town, first, time 3m. 34s.; H. N. Butterworth, second,
time 3m. 38s.

POORMAN ROAD RACE.

The Poorman road race took place July 4,

at 9 a. m. , and was a grand contest from start

to finish. Only thirteen of the twenty-five

entries started on account of the extreme warm
weather, and but twelve of them finished, as a
fractious horse kicked Mr. J. E. Wiley, while
he was passing through Carthage, and severely

injured him. He received medical attention

and was taken home in a carnage. All arrange-
ments for the race were admirabljr made and
Mr. Poorman desen-es great credit for the inter-

est his efforts have aroused in this city. Van
Wagoner failed to put in an appearance and it

was a great disappointment to the thousands of

spectators who \\-itnessed the race all along the

course. The first four men receive respectively

a War\vick, Union, Jewel and Giant safet}', and
Van Sicklen -^nns the time medal, having broken
the record for the course by over five minutes.
Baumann and Metz, the first and third men to

finish, rode safeties. Following is the result

with handicap and actual time

:

Robt. Baumann, 12m., time ih. gm. 143-5S. ; Teddy
Allsup, 8m., time ih. 8m. is.; Chas. H. Metz, 8m. 30S.,

time ih. gm. 15s.; H. M. Frith, 12m., time ih. 13m. 47s.;

Chas. Ashman. 8m. 30s., time ih. lom. 20 2-5S.; C. J.
Collings, 6m., time ih. lom. 28s.; N. H. Van Sicklen,
scratch, time, ih. 4m. 30 2-5S.; Chas. Roth, 8m., time ih.

iim. 402-5S.; A. L. Arnot, 12m., time ih. i6m. 42 2-5S.;

Andv Hanauer, 8m., time ih. 15m. 14S.; E. Croninger,
7m. 30S., time ih. ijm. 43 1-5S.; Geo. K. Barrett, scratch,
time ih. 13m. 53 4-5S. G. OSSIPY.

TEAM ROAD RACING AT TAUN-
TON, MASS.

The 5-mile race between teams of five each
from the Ramblers, of Fall River, and Belmonts,
of Taunton, for the challenge cup and champion-
ship of Bristol County and individual prize

medals, took place July 4 and was hotly con-

tested. The Fall River team gained the most
points and won the cup. The medal winners
were W. A. Nicholas and M. S. Dean, of the
Ramblers, first and second; Walter Rogers,
Belmonts, third.
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THE CANADIAN MEET.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association held
its eighth annual meet at Ottawa, July i. At
the business meeting it was reported that the
association had never before been in such a
prosperous condition, financially and in ever}^

other respect, and that the total membership
was now 1,210. The election of officers for the

ensuing year resulted as follows : President, S.

Woodruif, Woodstock; Vice-president, R. A.
Robertson, Hamilton ; Secretary-Treasurer, Hal.

B. Donly, Simcoe. I. A. Beament was elected

chairman of the Racing Committee.
The races in the afternoon were well contest-

ed, and the competitors, Avith the exception of

Iven, of Rochester, were all Canadians. W.
M. Carman, of the Woodstock Club, made him-
self conspicuous by winning four races.

SUMMARY OF THE RACES.

Two-MILE Novice Race—D. S. Lousen, Montreal,
first ; W. J. Darby, second. Time, fim. 24s.

One-mile, Championship of Canada—W. M. Car-
man, Woodstock, first ; W. H. C. Mussen, Montreal,
second. Time, 2m. 43s.

Three-mile Safety, Open—W. J. Iven, Rochester,
N. Y., first; P. F. Ross, Toronto, second. Time, lom.
4s.

One-mile, 3.20 Class, Open to C. W. a.—D. S. Lou-
sen, first ; W. J. Darby, second. Time, 3m. 4s.

Half.mile, Without Hands, Open to C. W. A.—
S. T. White, Hamilton, first

; J. D. Lamont, Wander-
ers, second. Time, im. 44s.

Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Foot Race—
A. Leithead, Montreal, first ; A. Lockerby, Montreal,
second.
Five-mile Championship of Canada—W. M. Car-

man, Woodstock, first ; W. H. C. Mussen, Montreal,
second. Time, 15m. 13s.

Half-mile Run and Ride, Open C. W. A.—W. B.
Barr, Ottawa, first ; E. P. Hannaford, Montreal, sec-
ond. Time, 2m. 4s.

One-mile Safety, Championship of Canada—P.
F. Ross, first ; R. A. Robertson, Hamilton, second.
Time, 3ra. 7s.

Half-mile Dash, Open—W. M. Carman, Wood-
stock, first; G. M. Holtby, Toronto, second. Time,
im. 21S.
Three-mile Road Race, Open to C. W. A.—W. J.

Iven, first; D. Nasmith, second. Time, gm. 43 3-5S.
Half-mile Foot Race—W. O. H. Dods, Montreal,

first ; Walter Smith, Ottawa, second. Time, 2m. 7s.

Five-mile Handicap, Open—W. M. Carman, first

;

D. Nasmith, second. Time, i6m. 22s.

The officers of the day were : Referee, H. Ryrie,
Toronto

;
judges, A. T. Lane, Montreal ; A. P. Taylor,

Toronto
; J. S. Brierly, St. Thomas

; time-keepers, S.
Woodroofe, Woodstock ; F. G. Gnaedinger, Montreal

;

W. H. Chandler, Toronto ; starter, W. A. Carn, Wood-
stock ; scorers, L. Rubenstein, Montreal ; F. J. Wright,
Peterboro ; clerks of the course, T. Fane, Toronto ; H.
J. Beament, Ottawa umpires, F. W. Hudson, Toron-
to ; L. B. Cooper, Belleville.

NIAGARA FALLS.

THE constitutional CONVENTION.
The call for a constitutional convention to be held

here during the League meet, August 25 and 27, has
been issued by President Dunn. It will be held in
Prospect Park Pavilion, which has been the scene of
many notable conventions, is ample, cool and within
the roar of the cataract.
W. M. Brewster was with us the 5th arranging the

transportation part of the programme. He was intro-
duced to Niagara's many scenes and charms and was
captivated by its beauty. The trip on "The Maid of
the Mist " held him "bald headed" and dumb. His
time being limited to a day he could only take a flying
trip.
Gormully & Jeffery's cut for the League programme

has "Their Indian" with his foot on the neck of the
steed " that is no more " gazing across the rapids from
the head of Bath Island. The artistic merit is of a
high order and the club members are much pleased
with its local character.
Chief Consul Bull is a frequent caller and has given

us a great deal of information in our work.
The dream of Buffalo cyclers is to see a boulevard

from Buffalo to Niagara Falls. We are with our
Buffalo friends and think it only a matter of a year or
two before we see its realization.

One,
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One-
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One-
One-
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programme of the races.
2 and 5 mile ordinary championship.
2 and 5 mile safety championship.
2 and 3 mile tandem championship,
mile ordinary, novice,
mile safety, novice,
mile safety, 3m. class,
mile ordinary, 3m. class,
mile ordinary handicap, 100-yard limit,
mile safety handicap, 100-yard limit,
quarter mile ordinary, open,
half mile safety, open,
mile safety, Canadian wheelmen,
mile ordinary, Canadian wheelmen,
mile team,
mile tandem, open.

THE SYRACUSE PRIZE CUP.

The 2-mile handicap bicycle race, run at the N. J.
A. C. games, Bergen Point, on Independence Day was
won by A. A. Zimmerman, scratch, with S. P. Bow-
man, scratch, second, and H. Fuller, 200 yards, third.
Time, 6m. 6 4-5S.

William West, who was injured at the races of the
Pennsylvania Division, Tioga, is doing nicely, and will
soon be in good form again.

The accompanying cut conveys an idea of the
design of the prize cup which is to be awarded
to the club having the largest number of uni-

formed members at the New York State meet.
The cup is twenty-six inches high, silver and
gold lined and cost $150. It will be exhibited
at several large cities.

CHELSEA RACES.

The Fourth of July races decided at Chelsea
Square, Chelsea, Mass. , resulted as follows

:

One-mile Novice, Safety.—E. Stratton, first, time
2m. 57HS. ; Bert Martin, second.
Two-mile Open, Safety.—Peter J. Berlo, first,

time 6m. i^s. ; A. W. Porter, second.
One-mile Open, Ordinaries.—Peter Alexander,

first, time 3m. 4s.; O. K. Pressey, second.
One-mile Open, Safety.—E. B. Stratton, first,

time 2m. S3S.; P. J. Berlo, second.

A TOURNAMENT AT MINNEAPOLIS.

The proposed tournament to take place at the new
park, midway between Minneapolis and St. Paul, has
become a settled fact, and will take place August 14,

15 and 16. A racing board consisting of E. A. Sav-
age, Wm. Pauly and Henry Leechman, Minneapolis,
and Chas. A. Roach, R. F. Lott, F. E. Hertz and Thos.
Bird, St. Paul, has been appointed. T. W. Eck will
also lend his aid. There will be sixteen events on the
programme besides running the Sixth District cham-
pionship races, which embraces Colorado, Kansas,
Iowa and Minnesota. There will also be six open
events. It is expected that the track will be ready to
practice on by the 15th of July.

The East Hartford Wheel Club's Meet.

The six years' lease of the trotting track which has
been held by the East Hartford Club, expires in Sep-
tember, and the last tournament of the club is an-
nounced for Saturday, August 2. The following is

the programme of the races : Jt^-mile bicycle, novices
;

^-mile safety, novices
;
^-mile bicycle handicap in

heats ;
i-mile bicycle handicap in heats ; i-mile safety

handicap; i-mile bicycle, 3.20 class; i-mile bicycle,
scratch; ij^-mile bicycle, lap race; i-mile bicycle,
team race ; i-mile bicycle, consolation. Entries close
with E. E. Arnold, East Hartford, Conn.

Races at Benton Harbor, Mich., July 4 : One and
one-quarter mile ordinary—C- C. Sweet, B. H. W.,
first ; Frank M. Tapman, B. H. W., second ; Isador
Ball, B. H. W., third. One and one-quarter mile
safety—N. G. Harris, Chicago, first; H. R. Hunting-
ton, B. H. W., second ; J. H. Perry, third.

At St. Joseph meet, July 4, half-mile safety—Peck,
of Buchanan, Mich., first ; Skinner, of Benton Har-
bor, second ; Heath, of Benton Harbor, third. This
race was for a money prize.

The record-breaking safety on which Whittaker
made one mile in 2111. 31 i-ss. is now in the possession
of W. D. Banker. The wheel weighs twenty pounds,
and is geared to a trifle over sixty-four inches.

FAST WORK ON FOREIGN RACE
PATHS.

At the Dublin University sports, held at the College
Park on June 17, P. P. Kilkelly, on a pneumatic-tired
safety, made a grass record of 2.42 3-5. In the four-
mile handicap, R. J. McCredy rode 4 miles in nm.
55 3-55. over a grass course.

A number of new men are getting remarkable pace
out of the safety, and before the year is over the safe-
ty should hold faster time than the ordinary from one
to twenty-five miles.

The 50-mile triangle road championship of Scot-
land vrsLS decided June 23 over a 25-mile course. The
winner turned up m M. Bruce, who finished in 3h. 36m.
32 2-sS.

P. P. Kilkelly, the Irish crack, has retired from the
path.

Arthur DuCros recently won the i-mile bicycle
championship of Ulster, Ireland. The event has been
contested each year from 1875 up to the present time.
The time in 1875 was 3m. 35s. The fastest time until
1885 wasjm. 7s.; in the latter year it was cut to 2m.
S34-5S. DuCros' time was 2m. 50 1-5S.

THE STANLEY SHOW TO BE HELD IN 1891.

The Stanley Club has issued a prospectus for the
1891 show. It will be remembered that a large num-
ber of exhibitors in this year's show have signed not
to show in 1891. The club, however, has gone ahead
independent of this trade movement, and it remains
to be seen whether or no the 1891 show will assume
such importance that all makers will not consider it

good policy to send in their exhibits.

On Saturday, June 28, there were sixteen fixtures in
the English racing columns ; on July 5, fourteen, and
on July 12, fourteen.

The English championships will be decided at Pad-
dington to-morrow.

ENGLISH PATH RECORDS TO DATE.
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At the Catford C. C. race meet, held at Paddington
on June 17, Leitch, the safety crack, was in excellent
form, winning his heat and making a new record in

the 5^-mile handicap, from scratch, in im. 13 4-5S., and
the final in im. 13 3-5S.

At the Polytechnic sports, held June 21, the 2-mile
bicycle handicap was won by S. H. Pearce, 25 yards
start, in im. 13 2-5S.; E. Leitch, scratch, second by a
foot, and H. E. Laurie, third, by a foot. The J^-mile
handicap was won by F. J. Osmond, scratch. Time,
im. 15 1-5S.

On Friday, June 20, at Paddington, M. Dervil, the
French rider, had a go at the mile tricycle record,
which he accomplished in 2m. 45s. B. W. Crump also
had a try at the mile tricycle record, which he suc-
ceeded in doing in 2m. 44s., which is 2 2-ss. behind the
old record. In his trial, Crump tied the three-quarter
record, doing 2m. i 1-58.

Excellent sport was seen at the Wolverhampton
Road Club's sports, held at Molineux Ground on June
21. The 2-mile scratch race was won by Hubert Syn-
yer. Time, 5ni. 54 3-5S. W. A. Illston and Synyer
started from scratch in the mile handicap and a sur-
prise was furnished by Illston, who won in im. 16 2-5S.

The 2-mile handicap was won by E. H. Taylor, 40
yards. Time, 5m. 36s.

Twenty-three men started in the North Road Club's
50-mile handicap. The fastest time was 2h. 54m. 31s.,

by A. F. Ilsley, on a pneumatic-tired wheel.

W. D. Banker and W. S. Campbell are in training at
Niagara for the races to be held at that place July is.

ONE-MILE TRICYCLE RECORD.
Dr. E. B. Turner reduced the mile tricycle record

from 2111. 41 3-5S. to am. 37 3-5S., at Paddington, June 25.
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THE TRADE.

AN ANTI-VIBRATING CYCLE.

This is a new invention which has been patented by
Mr. H. Becker, of Blaenavon, the object of which is

to neutralize the vibrations resulting from the wheels
meeting obstacles or running on rougli roads. The
handle bar, the saddle pin, and the crank axle are
kept rigidly at a permanent distance from one another
by a frame' of any constructiim. The liind wheel is

attached to the frame by three rods, forming, with one
side of the frame, a quadrilateral figure, of which
every angle is a hinge or pivot acting only in the
longitudinal direction of the machine, but not later-
ally.
The front wheel or front fork is attached to the

frame by a rod. This point is again a hinge or pivot,
acting longitudinally to the machine, but not lateral-
ly. If the wheel encounters an obstacle, it will lift

and swivel round the point, which pivoting is con-
trolled by a spring. The steering is effected by rods
connecting tiie handle bar with the front fork, form-
ing with these parts a parallelogram, the angles of
which are swivels acting horizontally and vertically.
This parallelogram must be in the same plane as the
rod and pin of the pivot. The points connecting the
steering rods to tlie handle bar must be in the pro-
longation line of pivot when the machine runs straight.
The head of the front fork may also be connected to
the frame in the same manner as the hind wheel. The
wheel when encountering an obstacle will lift, but
will also fly slightly backwards, thus forming more
the motion' of a castor, neutralizing still better the
vibrations. Owing to the vibrations being neutralized,
it allows the use of smaller wheels, and therefore get-
ting neater and lighter machines. The nicest would
be 26-in. driving and 28-in. steering wheel, allowing in
that case the machine to be used by either big or
small persons.

—

Engtisli Excliaiige.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

j^List of bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

No. 431,895. Bicycle, N. N. Horton, Kansas City, Mo.
Filed October 25, 1889. Serial number, 328,112.
No. 431,894. Bicycle, N. N. Horton, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed October 25, 1889. Serial number, 328,111.
No. 431,573. Bicycle saddle. Arthur L. Garford,

Elyria, Ohio. Filed August 10, 1889. Serial number,
320,367.
No. 431,740. Bicycle stand. H. J. Curtiss, Hartford,

Conn. Filed April 28, 1890. Serial number, 349,863.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

F. W. Allard, the famous safety rider, has gone into
the cycle manufacturing trade with Mr. Pilkington,
from one of the leading firms, and another gentleman,
and will trade under the name of Allard & Co.
The cushion tire seems to be finding favor. A few

of its merits are its non-liability to burst, as it is not
inflated, its freedom from vibration and side-slipping
and its ease in driving. The output at present is

rather limited.
The Herald Cycle Co., of Coventry, have declared a

.dividend of 5 per cent, for the six months ending
April 30.

A capital two-speed gear weighing only three-
iquarters of a pound, is that put on the market by the
Acme Two-Speed Gear Co., of Manchester, its salient
points being its lightness, ease of changing while
going at any speed. It has ball bearings at both
speeds and is silent and practically frictionless, and
last but not least is not expensive to repair. Its price
is S12.
The Fly Cycle Co., of Norwich, has gone into volun-

tary liquidation with a deficiency of $5,000.
The newlv-formed Irish Cycle Co., Limited, of

Dublin (which had its shares applied for over and
over again), has taken premises in Clare Street in that
city, formerly a printing establishment, and will there
begin the manufacture of cycles.
The Manchester Cycle Co. have largely increased

their staff of workmen, with a corresponding increase
in output of " Belsize " and " Irwell " wheels.

SOMETHING ABOUT PNEUMATIC TIRES.

The Scorcher, the clever correspondent for the Irish
Athletic and Cycling- Nca'S^ unwittingly records an im-
portant fact which largely offsets some of the advan-
tages of the pneumatic tire. Speaking of a pneumatic
he says ;

" I noticed that Tyner was on foot. Then did
1 learn that his pneumatic had burst on the previous
evening, and he had to leave it in the care of Mrs.
Williams. We went out to the stable to see the invalid,
and one tire was very limp ; we pumped, and you
could hear the air rushing out, and although four
pairs of eyes were on it for an hour we could not
satisfactorily locate the puncture. There were little

marks like pinholes here and there, but it was impos-
sible to identify any of them as the seat of the trouble;
^nd we had to leave it there still, and Tyner set out
on foot to walk home. This little incident shows that
you should never do anything hastily. On Saturday I

was about to throw my solid tired Swift into the canal,
so disgusted was I

;
but on Sunday, when I saw the

burst-up pneumatic, I clasped my trusted solid to my
bosom, and wept tears of joy."

Another power and speed gear will shortly be put on
the English market by Messrs. Hutchins, Hamilton &
Co., of London. In this gear the pedals perform a true
circle of seven inches, but on the downward stroke they
have an effective leverage of nine inches and on the
upward stroke their effective leverage is only five
inches. This is really a good gear, and for hill climb-
ing it is Ai.

At the Birmingham assizes, on the 25th, F. S. Buck-
ingham, of Buckingham & Adams, was sentenced to
nine months' "hard" labor for defrauding that firm.
The recorder characterized the conspiracy as a very
impudent one.

New Styles of Juvenile Safeties.

Messrs. Keefe & Becannon are ready to place on the
market two new styles of juvenile safeties which they
have manufactured for them for all territory east of
I'ittsburg. The safeties are Young America No. i, 20-

inch wheels, price $25; Young America No. 2, 25-inch
wheels, price $35. They are made in either cross or
drop frame.

The John Wilkinson Company have made such ar-
rangements with Messr.s. J. K. .Starley & Co. as will
admit of their offering tlie Universal Rover at $85. It

certainly has no superior at this price in the American
market. Its weight is forty-seven pounds, all steel
and all ball bearings. The John Wilkinson Company
have had a remarkable success with Rovers this year.
The wheels arc of various wei.ght.s, styles and prices,
and the stamp of Starley & Co. is a guarantee of su-
perior design, material and workmanship.

Whittakcr, the American racing man, has an idea
for establishing "an association whose object will be
to place agencies in America for English houses." He
has come to England to work it out.—Bicycling A'czcs,

June 28.

Whittakcr went to England some three months ago.
He is now in this country and has been for the past
three weeks.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Warwick
Cycle Co., held a few days since, plans were consid-
ered and adopted for the e«largement of the compa-
ny's business. The practical management of the
company was directed and advised to push the busi-
ness as much as possible, to spare nothing to combine
in the Warwick all that is best in desi.gn, manufacture
and material. It was also decided to build a new
factory, particulars of which will shortly be made
public'.

F. W. Allard has started as a cycle manufacturer on
his own account. The Cyclist considers him better
than 2.30 on a safety. Allard will manufacture Earls-
don sateties.

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Plumb are traveling in the inter-
est of the Joliet Wheel Co. Mrs. Plumb shows the
ladies' safety, and is the first traveling bicycle sales-
woman on record.

Art. A. Taylor was in New York on Tuesday, leav-
ing at 10 a. m. for Nashville. "Art." is a traveler for
the Pope Manufacturing Co., is about twenty-four,
fresh and fair to look upon, pleasant, smiling and so-
cially inclined. He has the air gallant, is given to
appearing at smokers and such like in evenifig dress,
which has given him the sobriquet of "Prince
Charming."

What was in all probability the first American bicy-
cle ever sent to Africa was an American Rambler
safety, shipped June 30 by the GormuUy & Jeffery
Company, it is to be ridden by one of the dusky dig-
nitaries of the Dark Continent.

Kirk Brown's pneumatic-tired machine, recently
broken in Point Breeze Park, has been sent to Balti-
more for repairs.

NOTES OF THE PATH.

At the Fourth of July celebration at Kingston, N. Y.,
two bicycle races took place at the driving park as
follows : One-mile ordinary, for a gold medal, won by
Wm. Prull, E. Vigues second. Half-mile safety, for
silver medal, won by Louis Hoysradt, Edward M.
Townsend second. The track was extremely heavy
for wheeling. All four men have local fame as country
road riders.

The races on Summer Street, Haverhill, Mass.,
Fourth of July, were won as follows : Boys' safety
race, W. W. Appleton, first ; Geo. M. Frame, second.
Half-mile safety, Fred. A. Wallace, first

; J. S. Cart-
wright, second.

The National Racing Board has amended the rule
referrin.g to the driving wheels of safeties, increasing
the limit from 32 to 36 inches.

A contemporary states that Capt. Nisbett, N. Y. B.

C, is looked upon as a certain winner of the next club
road race. As the captain handicaps the event, this
prophesy is rather a poor compliment. As a matter of
fact, George is more anxious to make "tiine" than to
get the place.

A race meet will be held at Niagara Falls to-mor-
row. The principal event is the second of the series
of races between Gassier and Brinker, the distance
being one mile. In the open events a number of fast

men have entered.

A junior bicycle race of 330 yards was one of the
events of the Melrose Athletic Association's games
July 4, which resulted as follows : C. W. Sharpless,
first: Thomas Brown, second; W. F. Einwachter,
third ; Clarence Harris, fourth. Time, 55s.

An attempt was made to break the record between
Westchester and Paoli, Penn., last week by C. R.
Hooper, who rode the nine miles in 46m. The record
is 43m.

A good track is being put in shape by the Vineland,
N. J., Wheelmen, who expect to hold a race meet on
August 2. Valuable prizes will be offered.

The Cambridgeport Cyclers have fourteen entries
for their lo-mile handicap road race for the Craig
medal on the evening of July 10.

The Fourth District Championships will be run off

at St. Loiiis to-morrow. " Bob " Garden will referee.

Prince Wells, the professional rider who has been
reinstated in the League, sent in si.x applications with
his own. The success of the races at Wilder Park,
Louisville, is largely due to his energy.

The Independent Cyclers of Louisville were the
recipients of a handsome banner last week, the pres-
entation being made by Miss Rosa Hense, who is an
ardent rider herself.

AT THE DELAWARE WATER GAP.

The most famous riding ground in the country for
wheelmen, known iis the Delaware Water Gap trip,
was gtme over by Messrs. Mead, Harkman, Borland
and Raymond last week. No more able pilot to good
roads and gorgeous scenery than Harkman could be
had, and under his guidance very little, if anv, of the
beauties of the place escaped tliis party. The trip
was made doubly plea.sant by the many meetings with
cyclists from home. You might almost imagine your-
self on Manhattan or Long Island were it not for the
^ood roads. The weather last Friday morning opened
inauspiciously for the three-day tourists, but nothing
daunted, and taking chances, they started and trained
to Mauch Chunk. From there they rode over very
muddy roads to the Gap, taking dinner at the Kittin-
anny House, spending the afternoon in viewing the
scenery from the many high points and taking a de-
lightful sail up the river, leaving in time to reach
Stroudsburgh for supper at the Durfee House. It was
here that for once Frank Borland met his master. In
the dead of the night a timid knock was heard at
Barkman's door, and Frank, the vim and snap of his
fire-cracker voice unrecognizable in the agonized
accents which poured forth his woe. He was sick—O !

how sick !—cramps of the worst kind. Few would
have known Baldy as he rolled about, tied up in a
knot. Well ! ginger in large doses brought him round
after the usual amount of suffering this kind of .sick-

ness entails. With the exception of this episode no
one else suffered.
The next day, Saturday, a start was made for Ding-

man's Ferry. When almost to Bushkill a voice from
out a cherry tree hailed them, and there was Clubmate
Sheffield without his side partner Bradley, gorging
himself with the fruit and laying the foundation for a
Borland experience. As Slief. was traveling in the
opposite direction he could not be persuaded to turn
back ; so on again through Bushkill, where again a
familiar voice accosts them, and behold, there is

Pouch, who is putting in a few days here. At Ding-
man's a crowd of Philadelphia boys are met and a
stop for the night ordered.
Early the next morning, Sunday, I should call this

this a day of falls, water falls, of course, as the main
portion of our time was spent in viewing the numer-
ous falls which abound hereabout ; first, the Silver
Thread, then High Falls, near Dingman's, then the
Raymond Kill, just before }'ou reach ililford. At this
place two members of the Long Island Wheelmen
join the party and all proceed to view the Sawkill
Falls. Sawkill is the most awe-inspiring of the lot.

After dinner at Milford an easy ride to Port Jervis,
and the train home brings one of the grandest trips .

possible to wheelmen to a conclusion. The last two
days were perfect as to weather. Atol.

BUFFALO'S SIDEWALK AGITATION.

W. S. Bull, Chief Consul, Walter S. Jenkins, Chair-
man R. and P. Committee, L. A. W., and Wm. M.
Bloomer, R. K. Smither, Wm. C. Letchworth, com-
mittee, Buffalo Bicycle Club, have prepared a state-
ment addressed to the wheelmen of Buffalo, in rela-
tion to their attempt to have the ordinance bearing on
the recently agitated sidewalk question explained.
The gentlemen waited on the proper authorities and
arrived at a conclusion satisfactory to both parties.
In the future wheelmen will not be interfered with for
pushin.g their wheels upon any sidewalk, unless in so
doing he shall interfere with pedestrians, where it is

necessary for the wheelmen to so use the sidewalk to
reach a point to which his business carries him. If

the patrolman shall deem it nece.ssarj', on account of
the careless manner in which the wheelman exercises
this privilege or on account of the crowded condition
of the sidewalk, he mav warn the wheelman to take
his wheel into the carriage way, and ample time and
opportunity will be afforded the wheelman to do so,
and only after such warning and opportunity and its

disregard by the wheelman will he be liable to arrest.
Wheelmen will also not be interfered with in riding

upon the sidewalks of such streets as are neither
paved nor macadamized, when it may be necessary
because of the condition of the street, provided that
in such use of the sidewalk the wheelman pay due
and proper regard to the safety and rights of the
pedestrians using the same walk. Riding upon the
sidewalks upon other streets and under other cir-
cumstances will not be permitted at all, but any
wheelman transgressing in this particular will be lia-

ble to immediate arrest and prosecution.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS
PLAINFIELD.

RUN TO

The combined run of the Brooklyn Ramblers and a
party of wheelmen from Elizabeth on Sunday, June
29, to Plainfield, N. J., proved to be the inost success-
ful run thus far this season. The start was made
from Brooklyn at 7:30, and Newark was reached an
hour later by train. Upon arrival in Elizabeth we
met a party of native cyclers by appointment and
together proceeded to Plainfield. The roads were in
excellent condition and barring a little dust the ride
was thoroughly enjoyed. A ride through a field of
wheat for about 500 yards caused much mirth. The
"safety" men were completely hidden at the time
and were consequently glad when they reached the
open road again. Plainfield was reached about 12

o'clock and after refreshing ourselves and doing full
justice to the spread prepared by host Miller at
Laine's, we prepared to see the town. Through the
courtesy of Captain Martin, of the Plainfield Bicj'cle
Club, we had the pleasure of visiting their elegant
quarters, and after testing all the various "health
restorers" the start for home was made. A rather hot
pace was necessary in order to make connections at
Newark, and when the roll was called aboard the
train two were missing. They evidently stopped too
long at the well and had to suffer the corisequences.

Webster, Mass., has a new organization called the
Maanexit Cycle Club.
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NEWARK.

THE IRVINGTON WHEELMEN'S RACE.

Heavy rains and continued cloudy weather on the
morning of July 4 caused much anxiety among the
Irvington wheelmen, who had selected that date for

their first lo-mile road race. By 3 o'clock, however,
the course was in fine condition, barring a few muddy
spots, and a large crowd of cyclers were scattered
along the famous macadam road to witness the event.
The start and finish was made at the Irvington Hotel,
the riders going to Campbell's Dam and back. There
were six starters, and the finish was made as follows :

Frank Brock, scratch, time 38m. 30s.; A. Renegar,
scratch, time 40m.; R. N. Rose, 30 seconds, time 41m.;

J. Baldwin, 30 seconds, time 41m. 15s.; D. Hoffman, i

minute, time 45m. 15s.; F. Clark, 3 minutes, time 46m.
The officials m charge were : Starter, E. J. Decker

;

referee, S. K. Snyder; clerk of course, S. Courter:
umpires, W. Moore and R. Longfield. Decker and
Snyder were also timers. Brock rode a fine race and
received the club's handsome gold medal, and a box
of cigars for best actual time. Cyclometers, lanterns
and boxes of cigars were the other prizes, each man
securing a trophy.

KEEP OFF THE SIDEWALK.
At the regular meeting of the Police Board last

week the chief of police was requested to give instruc-
tions to patrolmen to stop all bicycle riding on the
sidewalk, the practice having grown to such an extent
since the appearance of the boy's safety that pedes-
trianism at times was decidedly risky, and several
persons have been injured. On Monday of this week
the orders were put into force, and wheelmen passing
through the city in the future will have to keep in the
street. The various parks have been chiefly populated
of late by youthful riders, tyros in the art of cycling,
unambitious and un-uniformed gawks, who preferred
the paths to a country ride, and tramps. Monday a
blue-coated guardian of the peace "fired" the whole
crowd, and a watchful eye is kept continually on the
alert for any of the above-mentioned parties who may
return to their old haunts. Lanterns must also be
used after dark or the rider is liable to arrest.

Inhabitants of this city who dwell on streets paved
with asphalt have found, much to praise and much to
condemn in the smooth coverings. The latest com-
plaint is that young men who are being taught how to
ride a wheel by companions emit words that would
not be preferred if a choice was asked—a selection of
English not at all desirable. If a new rider uses pro-
fanity to such an extent at the outset of his career as
a wheelman, it is hard to imagine how he will take the
many little adversities that all cyclers encounter occa-
sionally when all-round road riding is reached.

The run to Greenwood Lake by the Atalanta Wheel-
men on Fourth of July was not a decided success, the
threatening weather causing the turnout to be limited
to two—Capt. Rummell and A. J. Butterworth. A
train was taken to the lake and the return made
awheel.

Fred Edge and Wm. MuUer escorted a party of
Philadelphia wheelmen from theWater Gap to Newark,
via Bushkill, Port Jervis, Greenwood Lake and Pomp-
ton, Juljr 4, 5 and 6. The roads are reported to be gen-
erally fair.

Leo Struck, Frank Brock and A. B. Peck rode to
Greenwood Lake and back last Sunday, a distance of
over eighty miles. Six hours each way were con-
sumed in making the trip.

At the meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen, July 7,

twenty new members were admitted. The club passed
resolutions to the effect that it was heartily in sympa-
thy with the police in discontinuing sidewalk riding.

There has been a number of ladies' bicycles sold re-
cently in this city, and the purchasers have proven apt
pupils in learning the art of navigating the machines.
As yet they have not appeared upon the streets.

The Orange Wanderers have had a somewhat preca-
rious existence of late, and although it was reorganized
not long ago, dissatisfaction still exists. A number
of discontented members held a meeting at the office
of Dr. George W. Richard, Orange, Wednesday night
and organized the Orange Wheelmen with twenty
members. The Wanderers' lack of activity and decline
in cycling interest is the cause of the split. The new
club intend booming race meets, and expect to pro-
cure a club house at once. The following officers
were elected : President, Dr. T. N. Gray; vice-presi-
dent, Sumner L. Beals

;
secretary and treasurer, F.

R. M. Knowles
;
captain, John Long; first lieutenant,

Everett Townsend ; color bearer, J. D. Racy
; bugler,

H. G. Hampton
;
executive committee, J. D. Racey,

Chas. D. A. Hedges, Max Mohor. The president has
offered a challenge cup that will be competed for by
the members from year to year. It is rumored that
still another club will be formed from the Wanderers'
former adherents within a few weeks.
During the past few months the matter of forming

a business men's club has been agitated more or less,
as the use of the safety has come more and more into
general use. Many men have expressed a desire to
ride a wheel, but they have felt somewhat shy on ac-
count of the limited number who do so, and it is be-
lieved that by forming a club all misgivings will
vanish. On Wednesday evening of this week, at the
request of Mr. J. D. Barnitz, a number of city mer-
chants addicted to the practice of bicycle riding met
at his residence, and the Business Men's Cycle Club
was organized. Members must be over twenty-five
years of age, unless established personally in busi-
ness, and then over twenty-one years of age. The
club will endeavor to secure the right for wheeling on
the east side of Military Park. The officers are :

President, Dr. S. H. Frazer
; vice-president, John Her-

man
;
secretary and treasurer, Jas. D. Barnitz. Con-

stitution committee : Herbert W. Knight, chairman
;

J. D. Harnitz and John Herman.
Spark, Jr.

Mrs. Emma Lewis attracted considerable attention
in Minneapolis last week by riding through the streets
with her ij^-year-old child in a basket attached in
front of the handlebar. Mrs. Lewis is an expert rider
and has adapted this method for taking her child with
her on her rides.

ST. LOUIS.

THE MEET AT COLUMBIA.
The Division meeting at Columbia was a most suc-

cessful one in eVery particular, and the promises held
out by our entertainers were all realized and more.
The weather was fine, but the attendance was not as
large as the excellence of the programme should have
drawn out. There were only about forty from St. Louis.
The parade Friday morning inaugurated the proceed-
ings with a display of seventy wheels, and after the
inevitable photograph and some fancy business by
Harry Gordon the business meeting convened. The
principal feature of this meeting vyas the number of
reports that had been left at home. Secretary Kelly
started the ball rolling and reported orally on the
transactions of his office. As treasurer he reported
the expenses for the year at $170.90, the bulk of which
went into circulars and- postage to send them out.
Balance on hand, §356.19. Mr. Penn reported for the
Roads Improvement Committee and his -report was
accepted. Mr. Wilder, of the Racing Board, said he
had left his report at home ; he had too much to think
of and was, moreover, discouraged, not to say dis-
gusted, at the apathy displayed by the division
members. He made an oral report and it was accepted.
Mr. Wolzendorf, of the Touring Committee, also left
his report at home, and the same course was pursued
in his case that had been followed in the preceding
ones. The chief consul had his report all right
enough ; it was a brief, modest affair and omitted all

mention of what he, personally, had done for the
amelioration of the division. It will probably run
through the Bulletin. The following ticket was nomi-
nated for division officers, viz.: Chief Consul, R. Holm

;

vice-consul, W. Jaccard ; secretary-treasurer, J. H.
Kelley ; representatives, F. W. Wrieden and Mr.
Seibel ; chairman roads improvement committee, H.
C. Penn ; racing board, George M. Wilder ; touring
board, H. G. Wolzendorf; delegate to National Assem-
bly, W. M. Brewster.
A committee on Rights and Privileges was estab-

lished and it was instructed to take care of the case
of H. A. Canfield. The banquet at 9:30 p. m. pleasantly
wound up the day's proceedings. Saturday afternoon
was set for the hill-climbin.g contest and it was won
by Richard Hurck, John Hurck second. The races
resulted as follows :

ONE-MILE Novice.—J. P. Bliss, first, time, 3m.
221-5S.; E. Grath, second.

Half-mile Dash.—A. G. Harding, first, time, im.
28 2-5S. ; G. P. Wintermute, second.

One-mile Safety Handicap.—R. Milford, first,

time 3m. IDS.; Ed. Grath, second.

One-mile Ordinary, Missouri Championship.-A.
G. Harding, first, time 3m; 42 4-5S.; A. L. Rule, second.
One Mile, 3:10 Class.—A. L. Rule, first, time 3m.

31S.; J. R. Pomerade, second.

Two-mile Safety, Missouri Championship.—R.
Hurck, first, time 7m. 7 4-5S. ; R. Milford, second.

One-mile Open.—C. C. Peabody, first, time 3m. 8s.;

A. G. Harding, second.

Two-mile Handicap.—G. P. Wintermute, first, time
6m. 23S.; C. C. Peabody, second.

Ten Mile, Missouri Championship.—A. G. Hard-
ing, first, time 39m. 7 2-5S. ; R. Hurck, second.

One-mile Consolation.—Lingo, first, time 3m.
44 2-5S.; Keen, second.

The first of the District championships will be run
off on our track next Saturday, 12th inst., and
though the Track Association has been somewhat
backward with the preparations, we hope to have a
good meeting and a large attendance.
The ladies' run of t'ne cycling club last Tuesday

night was a fine affair and the turn out was big. The
pacemaker found it impossible to keep them back on
the homeward-bound trip, and from the monument to
Grand Avenue it was a genuine scorch. There were
no accidents notwithstanding the hot pace ; that is to
say, no serious accidents. Miss Jones ran over "Far
and Away" and was in turn run down on Grand
Avenue by Miss "Billy" Gilbert. Some feelings were
slightly ruffled, but otherwise no damage was done.
The Missouri's meeting Tuesday night was a tame

affair and my prophesy in last week's letter was only
partially fulfilled. The unruly four were not bounced

;

t'neir resignations were humbly accepted along with
the others, and the club thus lost one more chance to
convince us that it is entitled to respect. I am told
that Judge Lynch stated that unless those charges
were withdrawn and the resignations accepted "there
would be a fight." If this be true, if the Judge
actually said this, it offers one excuse for the club
in taking to its heels. I did not learn whether the
fight was to be with the mouth or a genuine scrap at
fisticuffs, but it doesn't matter ; either one with the
Judge as an opponent would be sufficiently dreadful
to appall the stoutest heart and strike terror to the
most courageous. I have said that the president
would not weaken, but I am afraid I shall have to
modify that statement slightly : the Judge had not at
that time declared himself. Tlie president seems to
be game enough, but every once in a while he " quits "

at the most unexpected times and in the most inex-
plicable manner. If he wants the boys to follow hiin
he must put up a bolder front. Ithuriel.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club, Ritchfield Springs, N.
Y., have decided to take the matter of road improve-
ment into their own hands and will solicit contribu-
tions for that purpose at once. Messrs. H. E. Guiwits,
J. P. Cary and E. A. Hinds constitute the soliciting
committee and Messrs. F. H. Kellar, A. R. Getman
and E. B. Weatherbee will oversee the work after the
moeey has been secured. The club heads the sub-
scription list by a donation of $200 and expects little

trouble in raising a sufficient fund, there being many
miles of roads in the neighborhood that need immedi-
ate improvement. This is a move in the right direc-
tion and it is to be hoped that the club will receive the
co-operation of all, as good roads in and around this
famous resort would go far to enhance its many at-
tractions.

PHILADELPHIA.

The principal event of the glorious Fourth was the
tour of thirteen members of the Century Wheelmen
from Harrisburg to Philadelphia. Leaving this city
Thursday evening by train, they put up at the Lochiel
Hotel over night, starting early on Friday morning.
Messrs. Degn, Speier and Lukens rode the entire dis-
tance of 108 miles in one day, arriving here at 9 p. m.
The remaining ten rode for pleasure only and struck
a slower pace, stopping at Reading over night and fin-
ishing the trip on Saturday, highly pleased with their
two days' outing. Capt. Dalsen was prevented from
going by sickness. The bovs speak in great praise of
their reception by the local clubs in Harrisburg and
Reading. Nothing was too good for them in either
place, and if there were any sights they did not see, it

was solely on account of lack of time.

The following nominations of Philadelphians have
been made as representatives of the Pennsylvania
Division; George D. Gideon, Tioga Cycling Club; P. S.
Collins, Century Wheelmen ; H. Crowther, Pennsyl-
vania Bicycle Club

; S. Jackson, Jr., South End Wheel-
men. Another member of Century, K. Brown, has
been nominated from Radnor.

—

Philadelphia Sunday
Record.
Well, "here's richness for you." Who is this "K.

Brown " of Radnor? Is he some new, unheard-of per-
son, or is he Kirk Brown, one of the best-known and
most popular wheelmen in the city, and for five con-
secutive years a member of the Board of Representa-
tives? There are still tricks in all trades.

The nominations in full for the State are announced
as follows : Chief Consul, S. A. Boyle ; vice-consul, D.
K. Trimmer, York ; secretary-treasurer, J. J. Van
Nort, Scranton ; representatives-at-large, W. D.
Banker, Pittsburg

; Alex. Reynolds, Kittanningj W.
F. Fairlane, Erie ; C. P. Lusk, Harrisburg ; H. C.
Wheeler, Williamsport; Robt. Johnson, New Bloom-
field

;
W. N. Seibert, New Bloomfield ; T. N. Boyer,

Reading; H. R. Tucker, Kirk Brown, S. Jackson, Geo.
Gideon, H. Crowther and P. S. Collins, Philadelphia

;

C. Seidel, Pittsburg.

A Philadelphia Times reporter has been writing up
a couple of columns of bogus interviews with several
prominent lady cyclists on the question of divided
skirts, much to the disgust of the ladies, who state
they were not interviewed at all.

Speaking of the ladies. Miss Ella Tecklenberg, on
Saturday last, succeeded in climbing Conshohocken
Hill, another one of our terrors which only a small
proportion of our male riders are able to negotiate.

The " Camera Club " of the Century Wheelmen now
boasts of a dark room and other conveniences right on
the club premises. President Thomas Hare is the
latest enthusiast on the subject.

The presentation to Jack Hazelton of the "Ladies'
Mile " prize took place on Wednesday evening of last
week at the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club House. Miss
Clara V. Westacott, herself a member of Pennsy,
made a very pretty presentation address, and after
refreshments were served the house was thrown open
for dancing. Many ladies were present as well as
delegations from most of the larger city clubs, and
the evening was enjoyably spent by all present.

The races at Stockton Park, Camden, on the 4th of
July, resulted as follows : i-mile handicap,W. C. Seeds,
W. W. C, 100 yards, first ; W. W. Taxis, scratch, sec-
ond

; J. R. Hazelton, C. W., 70 yards, third. 2-mile
safety, handicap, W. C. Seeds, W. W. C, 200 yards, first

;

C. A. Dimon, S. E. W., 290 yards, second; H. L. Jlef-
fern, S. E. W., 300 yards, third.

Hazelton's Willo^v Grove cup and "Ladies' Mile "

medal both have likenesses of Columbia Safeties en-
graved on them.

Nearly, or quite all the Philadelphia clubs will send
good-sized delegations to the National meet at Niaga-
ra. Why cannot all the clubs go together in one big
special train ? The Century, and perhaps Pennsy,
will have special cars, at any rate, and arrange-
ments could probably be made for a big special train
of Pullman cars which would take the entire Phila-
delphia delegation at one time. Paul Berwyn.

ROCHESTER.

The Manhattan Club will run to Morristown, N. J.,
on .Sunday. The Hudson County Wheelmen will join
them at >Iewark.

The great national holiday was taken advantage of
by scores of local wheelmen in many different ways.
Many of the racing men attended various race meet-
ings, while others passed the day in other waj's of
recreation.
The Lake View Club enjoyed an excursion to Pal-

myra, the Flower City Wheelmen to Conesus Lake,
the Genessee to Chufchville, and the Crescent to
Charlotte. The West Ends had no regular run, but
some of its members took long runs from the city.
Reports from all the boys say they could not have had
a better time.
Since cycle racing was first inaugurated in New York

State, a better list of circuit races than those which
take place in August has never before been known.
Rochester is to be congratulated on having the dis-
tinction of opening the circuit on the 23d. FoUowin.i;'
this meet comes the National tournament at the Falls^
then two days at Buffalo, and directly afterward the
State meet at Syracuse, September 1-2. The boys in
this city take considerable interest in the tournament
and it is safe to say, from present indications, that
each meet will be largely attended by the wheelmen
from the Flower City.
In the twelve-mile road race at Ottawa, June 30,

C. J. Ivcn took a bad tumble while riding down hill.

The accident happened three miles from the start. At
the time Iven was riding with Nasmith and Lingham,
while the other contestants were far in the rear. Iven
and his wheel were a sad lookin.g mess rolling over
the road. The jar was so great that the rider fairly
lost his evesight for nearly a minute, but recovered
and was able to finish third. Zo.

John Harriott manufactured prize medals for clubs
in twenty-three different cities which held sports oa
July 4.
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THE WAIL OF THE MECREDY.

Believe me, I am not erratic,

Let me tell vou that emphatic,
I have simply Rot pneumatic
Badly on the' brain.
It's cushion here
And cushion there,
Rubber, tension
Everywhere
And
Distention,
Great invention
Good, old pneumatic.

H. C. W.

GRANDS RAPIDS, MICH.

Seventeen " Ki-yip-pi" boys shared the bounteous
hospitality of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, June
2S and 29. 1 cannot do the " Pennsys justice with the
pen, but I do sav that we never enjoyed ourselves to
such a large extent before. We miss you, boys, and
look longingly forward to the time when you will be
with us.
The first race for the "Road Officers' Cup" (five

miles) was held on the 4th inst. on the Milburn course,
starting at Milburn and going to the turn at the woods
and return. The weather was threatening and the
road heavy. Of the si.xteen entries, the following
faced the starter : C. E. Kluge, scratch ; E. T. Mc-
Laughlin, Jr., aV^m.; J. E. Robertson, Jr., 4m.; E. J.
Day, 4m.; J. M. Holloway, 5m.; W. G. Wilson, 5^m.
Kluge caught and passed the limit man at the turn in

the woods, or two and one-half miles from start, and
as he wanted to have the young riders work, he then
continued to Irvington. Wilson, JIcLaughlin and
Day finished in a bunch in the order named, time 21m.,
2im. I-5S. and 21m. 2-5S. respectively. Holloway and
Robertson were twenty yards away. The handicap-
pers did their work well, as can be seen from the fin-

ish. The following were the handicappers who had
entire charge of race : T. F. Merseles, Jr., H. H. Ben-
edict and G. H. Earl.
The riding of Wilson was a surprise, as he had done

no training whatever. McLaughlin passsd Wilson
about two miles from finish, but Wilson hung on to
his little wheel and beat him in on a spurt, and also
passed Day.
The H. C. W. will hold three club races on the 12th

as follows : Five-mile scratch, 5-mile handicap and
i-mile novice. The Milburn course will be utilized
again.
As yet nothing has been heard from the " Big Five"

—the breakers of Kluge's twenty-five mile record

—

but I hope all of them will be at the start. Not to
show up will look as if they were a little afraid
Charley will be on hand, and if all start it will be a
^rand race, but we will expect to see only one in it at
finish. A $300 prize is worth working for.

The following consolidated runs have been arranged
by Capt. Day : Jtily 13, Morristown with the Manhat-
tan Bicycle Club

; July 20, Long Island with the
Brooklyn Bicycle Club.
Merseles has bought a racing Star. I think the sight

of Smith at the K. C. W. races was too much forTheo.
He says he felt like a Jumbo when he saw Smith.

"Mosquito."

TRENTON.

Every Wednesday that the weather permits we have
a concert in our City Park, and always on these occa-
sions there are a .number of men on bikes riding
about. I omit ladies because there are only three or
four lady cyclers in Trenton. Last Wednesday was
an especially fine day, and the members of the Mercer
County Wheelmen took advantage of the weather,
and under Captain Howard M. White's charge we left

our club quarters at 4 o'clock and proceeded to the
park, where we were grouped and photographed by
Treasurer Apgar, who claims that when the picture is

finished and nicely framed it will make a handsome
ornament for our parlor.
Sunday last the Mercer County Wheelmen enjoyed

the best' run of the season. We left the club house
about half-past eight, proceeded to Schenck's Station,
thirteen miles below Trenton, and then crossed over
to Neshaming Falls, ten miles further, arriving at the
Falls about noon, and immediately rushed for the
restaurant where we all more than demoralized an
immense dinner which was elaborately prepared for
us. After dinner we tested all the sports and amuse-
ments we could find, and attracted much attention,
there being fully 3,000 people at the resort. We left

the Falls for home about four o'clock by a direct road
of only sixteen miles. I omitted to mention the black-
heart cherry tree we struck at a point where there
were no houses within a quarter of a mile either way,
the tree being directly on the edge of the road and
was completely loaded with fruit. It is needless to
state how we left it, but I will add that there has been
more castor oil, licorice powder, etc., sold since last
Sunday than at any other time in the history of Tren-
ton.
James C. Tattersall, secretary of the Mercer County

Wheelmen, will on Monday next leave for a two weeks'
sojourn in Baltimore and Washington.
"The pool tournaments held on the fourth Tuesday of

each month are to be continued, as they have proven
a grand success.
Herman Sebold, of the M. C. W., had the misfortune

to break his handle-bar when about two miles from
Neshaming Falls last Sunday. The boys patched it

with a long hickory club, and Mr. Sebold then rode to
Bristol and took the train for Trenton. A member of
the Owl Bicycle Club, of Bordentown, also met the
same disaster. Pre.mier.

A party from Boston, consisting of Mr. Dillingham
and his daughter Alice and Miss Maggie Kirkwood
and her brother, started last week Thursday for a
ten days' tour through Western Massachusetts, New
York State, down the Hudson to New York City and
then over to the Orange riding district. Jlr. Dilling-
ham and his daughter ride a tandem and Miss and
Mr. Kirkwood are mounted on singles.

THK PAVEMENTS.
Like all other cities of the Northwest, Grand Rapids is

enjoying an immense bicycle boom. At present there
are about 450 wheelmen here. The city is surrounded
by many hne gravel roads, there being but one
objection to them, that is, the rough streets to go
over before getting to them. I am sorry to say our
streets are not of the best, but the asphalt boom has
struck town and the boys are looking for something
better shortly. The contracts have been awarded
for the paving of one street with this material, and as
soon as it is finished I can safely say it will be a
feeder for more.

THE CLUBS.

There are three clubs here this season, the largest
being the Grand Rapids Bicycle Club; the next is the
Valley City Wheelmen and last the Crescents. All
have a good membership, but they lack the push that
clubs in other cities have.
Neither of these clubs have a home, although two of

them are well able to support one. This is at present
the headquarters of the Michigan Division, and it

probably will continue to be, as Chief Consul Rich-
mond has proven himself a hustler and will un-
doubtedlv be re-elected.
Nothing much has been done in the way of nomina-

tions and there promises to be no excitement.
The new Michigan road book is now in the binder's

hands and will be out very soon. This division has
made a very remarkable showing in the way of
renewals and all but a few have renewed.
Our boys are taking to touring and all who can are

saving their pennies to take in Smith's tour to the
League meet.
W. D. Page, W. P. Coffman, A. C. Kolb and K. B.

Kold, of Elkhart, Ind., passed through here the 5th,

having toured from there here. They report good
roads and a pleasant trip. We have a large list of
lady riders, there being about forty here. The Grand
Rapids Cycle Company are doing nicely for the first

season and promise something new for next season.
Many safety riders are changing their wheels for

ordinaries and the old "vets" wink knowingly at
each other.
We have a reputation as entertainers and any

pilgrims coming this way can rest content that they
will be well cared for. Mizo.

RHODE ISLAND.

Newport is a paradise for wheelmen and a great
stamping ground for Providence cyclers. Everywhere
a wheelman meets with good macadmized streets and
interesting sights. Its only drawback is the fact that
the trip awheel from Providence to Newport is apt to
discourage even the most enthusiastic riders ; the task
is not a pleasant one. The most popular manner of
riding to Newport is aboard a boat. A party of twen-
ty-five Rhode Island wheelmen were at the resort
Sunday before last and spent an enjoyable day. Says
the Journal : "They ate dinner there, rolled in the
surf, went humming along merrily over the ocean
drive and had a first-rate time generally. When both
parties reached Commercial wharf, waiting for the
homeward bound boat, Van Wagoner held a regular
little levee. He is quite famous and withal extremely
popular with all kinds and conditions of wheelmen.
He has only to show hiinself to draw a crowd of the
fraternity around him. He wore a little black cap on
the back of his head, his blue Jersey shirt and black
Jersey tights. Like all other cyclists, his mouth was
full of Tutti Frutti. He chewed, laughed and chatted
in the happiest mood imaginable."

Roger Williams Park, of a pleasant evening, is vis-
ited by many bicycles as well as carriages. Cyclists,
as a rule, are accommodating and gentlemanly per-
sons, and invariably keep on the right side of the road,
where they are as much entitled to travel as a car-
riage. The other evening, when a wheelman was
spinning along Broad Street past the park, a man driv-
ing a buggy darted out at a great pace from the en-
trance, and instead of slackening his horse came very
near running the bicyclist down. Not satisfied with
this, the irate individual grabbed his whip from its

socket and made a lunge at the young man on the bi-
cycle. The lash didn't quite reach its mark, but the
proceedings had an effect upon it that bodes no good
to the buggy driver. These little incidents are of
nightly occurrence. They do no good, but a positive
harm to both parties.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB NOTES.

Captain Fuller took fourteen men on the three days
trip to Patchogue, and every one who participated
was enthusiastic in giving expression to the good time
they had riding down. On Friday they spent the
night quietly, and on Saturday those who wanted to
go, hired a sail boat and went to Fire Island for the
day. The rest of the party put in the time in various
ways, all returning together on Sunday.
Congratulations are again in order, and we have sus-

pected it was to be for some time. Doc. Barker ; but to
do it so quietly and not even give us a hint. Well,
we are fast becoming a body of staid married men.
If the Long Islands don't look otit they will lose the
time-honored name of "Fossils," and it will descend
upon the shoulders of the Brooklyns.
An amendment was adopted at the last meeting

which places the election of members in the hands of
the board of trustees. This will insure a close
scrutiny of each applicant and a beneficial result will
accrue to the club thereby. AtOL.

ILLINOIS L. A. W. MEET.

The annual meet of the Illinois Division at
Bloomington occurred July 4, with about 400
wheelmen in attendance. A parade, Inisiness

meeting, racing and a lantern parade and ball

in the evening, were the main events. A short
run was also on the programme and the cj-clers

were photographed in a body. A committee
was named to nominate officers and the voting
will be done by mail. The racing residted as
follows

;

One-mile Safety—Won by W. C. Thome, of Chica-
go, in 3m. 27S.

One-.\iii,e State Championship—Won by F. H.
Tuttle, of Chicago, in 3m. 26^8.
One-mile Handicap—Won by George Simonds, of

Bloomington, in 3m. 44s.

Two-mile Safety—Won by F. J. Fanning, of Chi-
cago, in 7m. 15S.

Half mile Unicycle—Won by Bert Myers, of Peo-
ria, in 3m. 24S., beating Frank Riggs, of Chicago.
One-mile Safety, State Championship—Won by

J. O. Jleans, of Chicago, in 3m. 35s.; Frank Fanning,
of Chicago, second.
One-mile Tandem—Won by Tuttle and Riggs, of

Chicago, in 3m. 37s.

Five-mile Ordinary—Won by F. H. Tuttle, of Chi-
cago, in igra. 42s., with Simmons, of Chicago, one foot
behind.

There is talk in Minneapolis of building a boulevard
along the river to Minnehaha Falls and then on to
Riverside Park. This would give an elegant drive,
passing by the Lake of the Isles, Lake Calhoun, Lake
Harriet and the remarkable Minnehaha Creek Boule-
vard.

Frank S. Heard rode from Hagerstown to Frederick
last Saturday in ^l^i hours.

Frank P. Jewett, the Orange photographer, took
several successful views of the K. C. W. meet.

Messrs. Jacobs and Emerson will leave Boston the
latter part of July for a trip through Europe.

The five-mile road race of the Orange Wanderers,
that was to take place July 12, has been indefinitely
postponed.

Messrs. Roberts and Quortrup, of the Queens County
Wheelmen, leave New York for the White Mountains
on Saturday, July 12. "This is their third annual tour.

Chas. E. Kluge will, on Saturday, July 19, attempt
to break the 25-mile record on the Irvington-Milburn
course. The event will probably take place in the
morning.

The Queens County Wheelmen, of Queens, L. I.,

are giving very handsome mileage bars for each one
thousand miles ridden by the club members during
the season.

A contemporary refers to the "next C. C. of Con-
necticut" as Mr Bean. The "next C. C." is not
leguminous but ecclesiastical, and his name is Dean
of Danulsonville.

First Lieutenant F. C. Gibbs, of the Flour City
Cvclers, Minneapolis, rode adi.stance of twenty miles
last Friday with the axle of the front wheel broken
between the bearings.

Mr. Frank A. Winship, of the Hillsides, is enjoyihg
a two weeks' outing, beginning last Saturday, when
he started for Connecticut, through which State he
will make a tour on his wheel.

A new club has been formed in Brooklyn, which
will be known as the Bedford Cycling Club, and a
club house will shortly be secured on Bedford Ave-
nue. It starts with a membership of sixteen.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen have decided not to
give a parade August 30, the day of their tournament,
but will conduct their visitors to some cool retreat or
allow them to enjoy themselves at their club house.

Last Friday a party of Flour City Cyclists took a run
to Anoka, Minn., and report the roads in much better
condition than they expected to find them. Owing to

a collision several of the party were obliged to return
by train.

Four patents have been taken out in England and
one in Scotland last week, all for new tires. The
"pneu" tire has given inventors a seeming craze for
concentrating their energies on this particular branch
of the trade.

Chief Consul Emery is agitating a movement among
Boston wheelmen for the building of a suitable track
by the Park Commissioners, where the annual races
can be held for the free amusement of the public and
for the gratification of nearly 10,000 wheelmen.

The secretary-treasurer of the Associated Cycling
Clubs of Philadelphia pays a high compliment to Paul
Berwyn's report of the Division meet. It is rapidly
becoming the rule that first and most detailed reports
of all important events appear in The WHEEL.
Twenty members of the Bay State Bicycle Club, of

Worcester, visited the Ro.xbu'ry Club Sunday before
last and rode to Nahant. They- were met by the Lynn
Cyclers at Lynn, augmenting the party to seventy-
five wheelmen, and they made an imposing sight.

Frank W. Ayman, for nine years with the John P.
Lovell Arms Company, has opened a store at i-j_ and
17a Portland Street, Boston, where he is carrying a
line of fire arms, bicycles and sportsman's goods. At
present he is pushing Singer Wheels. Mr. Ayman had
charge of the bicycle, and of the wholesale gun de-
partment at the Lovell Company's store. He is a
hard worker and deserves success.

Several members of the Crescent Cycle Club, Bal-
timore, will leave on Saturday for a tour through the
Cumberland and Shenandoah Valleys. They will
take the limestone pike from Hagerstown to Williams-
port, thence through Falling Waters, Martinsburg,
W'inchester, Woodstock, New Market and Luray
Cave. They will carry a tent and camera and will
spend a week in covering the 280 miles.
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WHY WE WHEEL.
" Yes, I have it, too."
"What's that?''
" Cycling."
" Well, how long do you expect it to last ?"

"I don't think I'll ever get over it."

This echo from the wheel world represents
the tone of that great majority of novitiates

who happily taste the joys of rolling around
some part of this merry earth, turning hither

and thither as chance or inclination direct, and
always finding some new charm in nature, some
noble perfection in art, some more enduring
kindness toward their fellow men.
The love of activity, of genuine hygienic

sport for its life-giving effect, for the realization

of intense enjoyment of mind and muscle, is

characteristic of our race, and flowers in many
forms. The writer practices this text and
knows each kind has its special attractiveness

to varied natures, but it is doubtful if there is

any sport which has taken so firm a hold upon
the American public and bids fair so rapidly to

increase in usefulness and popularity as the art

of cycling, even despite the great and general
impediment of inadequate highways. Indeed,

the strong agitation of the National League and
its component divisions for good roads for all

citizens is a great blessing to this country in co-

operating to awaken it from a far too wasteful
lethargy; the people of the United States in

many places are somewhat accustomed to an
indifferent tone of morality in offices within

the hard-sought gift of a careless constituency,

to the neglect of their duties by legislators, to

the mental inertia of the thoughtless and to the
shrinking inability to cope with measures for

the public good that besets some whose assump-
tion of office should stamp them with the char-

acteristics of leaders. It is not surprising,

therefore, that as yet a somewhat European
realization of the importance of the best and
cheapest highways has been but slightly at-

tained in even the well-established portions of

our country; the outlook, however, for proper
tire and road laws grows brighter with increas-

ingly educated public interest.

The writer, in his trifle over a year's experi-

ence with the wheel, has found its perfection in

somewhat limited but thoroughly enjoyed tour-

ing ; at the request of last summer's companions,
a brief account of the beauties and interest of

"Berkshire and the Hudson" appeared in a
wheel paper last autumn.
The pleasure of motion fascinates the senses,

but the well-picked route of the cycling tourist

perfects enjoyment by distancing monotony.
" To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms."

Freedom from " carking care" imparts zest to

life on the glittering landscape ; the panorama
of hill and valley, mirrored lake and wooded
river, the majestic peaks of the everlasting
mountains capped by the free cloud-billows,

the harmonies from the white-winged ocean, the
quiet dell, the sparkling brook, the gorgeous
perfumed field—all these freely open their

loveliness to the cyclist and make him '

' love not
man the less but Nature more."

* *
*

The future of cycling will rest somewhat on
the common sense of those in its ranks. Its

organization, as far as it has extended, is splen-
did; its press is enthusiastic, progressive and
soundhearted. In these two departments an
enormous amount of unselfish work has been
successfully done. The sensible development
of the tandem bike and ladies' wheel extends the
social influence of cycling and affords the '

' fair

feminine part of creation" still another physical
opportunity of appreciating the happiness of

health and the enhancement of charm that our
civilization needs to give ; the golden mean of

moderation works no ill. The thoughtlessness
of a careless few—noisy horn-squawkers, un-
permitted and unforbidden sidewalk monopo-
lists, self-assertive racers in crowded thorough-
fares, verdant cutters-in on barely passed horses,

a failure in gentlemanly courtesy—will brand
its stigma on the mass of respected cyclists if

they do not continue to use the power of organ-
ization and social influences to discountenance
the bizarre or the ridiculous. Happfly the pure
sentiment, the strong opinion, is all on the side
of progress. .So

" Let the toa.st pass.
Drink to the lass

;

I'll warrant she'll prove an excuse for theghiss."

WlI.I.lAM M. P. BoWKN.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Members of the Brooklyn Y. M. C. A. have organ-
ized a bicycle section.

" Doc" Johnson, H. C. W., wants a route between
Boston and Newburyport.

"Pop" Brewster was at Niagara on the 5th inst.

What has Gotham done to you, "Pop?"

C apt. Dobbins, of the Camden Wheelmen, recently
broke the club's 24-hour record by riding 166 miles.

Williamsport and Harrisburg have both put in bids
for the September meet of the Pennsylvania Division.

Miss Fredericka Cooke, of the Rhode Island Wheel-
men, was the first lady to own a wheel in Providence.

Score one for Bull. Last League application list

:

Massachusetts, 44; New York, 144. Where's the
"Doc?"

A handsomely-framed portrait of G. Carlton Brown
has been presented to the Elizabeth Wheelmen by
some of the members.

Geo. S. Montgomery, of the Genessee Bicycle Club,
Rochester, has been selected timer for the New York
State meet at Syracuse.

The Citizens' Bicycle Club have passed a resolution
endorsing the work of the L. A. W. and acknowledg-
ing its beneficial influence.

Prizes to the value of $200 will be offered by the
Boston Athletic Club Oct. 4, having set that date for
its 25-mile handicap road race.

We predict that the ladies' bicycle club idea will be
an "evanescent, fleeting thing." Why? Well, never
mind, but simply wait and see.

Linden, N. J., is so well pleased with what Telford
roads it now possesses that several other streets will
shortly be paved in a similar manner.

The Niagara Falls Gazette has been selected as the
official organ by the L. A. W. during the meet, and
an eight-page paper will be issued daily.

Twenty names have so far been enrolled for the
Boston-Niagara tour next month, and it is expected
that the full list of fifty will soon be completed.

Five members of the Elizabeth Wheelmen and a
delegation from the Pamrapo Wheelmen enjoyed a
run on Staten Island to Arochar, Fourth of July.

A. M. Curtis, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Phil-
adelphia, passed up Riverside on the afternoon of the
Fourth. He had ridden from Philadelphia and was on
the way to Albany.

Twenty-two applications for membership were fav-
orably acted upon at a meeting of the Century Wheel-
men Tuesday evening. The limit for active member-
ship has been reached.

A. D. Allen, Jr., H. W. Spalding, W. E. Thompson
and E. C. Landis rode from San Mateo to Spanishtown,
Cal., June 22, and report the roads to be in fine condi-
tion in that neighborhood.

A party from the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club left

Philadelphia last week for a trip to Lake George and
Northern New York, going by the way of Delaware
Water Gap and Port jervis.

The members of the Danbury Wheelmen and of the
Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club played a game of base-
ball at Poughkeepsie on the Fourth. The score was
Poughkeepsie, 6 ; Danbury, 5. ,

A spark from a locomotive set fire to the awning
over the grand stand at the Tioga race track, and the
net profits of the meet will be reduced, as the canvas
was almost entirely consumed.

The New York Club will charter a tug boat on Sun-
day and will sail to Red Bank, spending the day at
Seabrightand Long Branch. The boat will leave the
foot of West Seventy-eighth Street at 9 a. m.

The sixth run of the American Bicycle Club, of San
Francisco, on June 22, to Mill Valley, Sansalito, under
the charge of Capt. S. B. Morse, was well attended and
the roads are reported to be in good condition.

The Clarksburg, W. Va., Bicycle Club has elected
the following new board of officers: President, H. W.
Crummit ; captain, Chas. Davis : secretary, R. C.

Osborn ; treasurer, Harvey Shain ; bugler, A. Smith.

We are indebted to Mr. Ralph M. Thompson, Chief
Consul of California, and to Mr. R. A. Smyth, for che

first copy of the California division hand-book, which
will be noticed at length in the next issue of THE
Wheel.
The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, will

soon be able to build a handsome and costly club
house, the bond system having proven a big success.
The club is also urging the building of a track for
local wheelmen.

At a meeting of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club, July
7, a new constitution was adopted and fifteen mem-
bers admitted to membership. It was decided to hold
a parade on July 14, and all unattached riders will be
urged to participate.

The Manhattans enjoyed a moonlight run in the
park Wednesday evening. On Sunday the Hudson
County Wheelmen will conduct them to Morristown,
and if the wetUher proves favorable a large delegation
is expected to participate in the run.

H. H. Byram, of the Pittsburg C/n-nnii/e-Tcteffrnfi/i,

was instrumental in having a clause inserted in the Re-
publican platform adopted at Harrisburg two weeks
ago, pledging further legislative aid toward the im-
provement of Pennsylvania highways.

It is not probable that W. W. Taxis will take advan-
tage of the opportunity of going to Niagara at the
League's expense, being qualified so to tlo, having
won a championship race, as the A. C S. N. have
already made up a schedule tor the season.

The wheelmen of Asbury Park and Ocean Grove
had a successful parade on Tuesday evening of this
week. Rev. George A. Evans, who rode a tricycle in
the procession, accidentally ran the machine off the
board walk and fell a distance of fifteen feet. He was
considerably injured.

Spencer, la., has been chosen as the place for the
annual meet of the Iowa Division, and as it is situated
in close proximity to several famous summer resorts
and possesses a good track, all members should be in
attendance. The Spencer Cycling Club has a League
membership of nearly thirty.

The series of prizes offered through the University
of Pennsylvania by the committee on better roads
for the best essays on road making, have drawn ou1^
great many |3apers. A board of adjudicators, con-
sisting of eminent engineers and scientists, will ad-
judge the essays and award the prizes next October.

An athletic entertainment will be given at the Criter-
ion Theatre, Brooklyn, on July 24. The proceeds are for
the benefit of Walter Hegeman, late handicapper of
the A. A. U. Mr. Hegeman has been ill for the past
six months, from an incurable disease. His family
are in need, hence the benefit. Tickets may be had at
Schwalbach's.

On Saturday last Miss Elinor Tecklenburg rode
Conshohocken Hill, near Philadelphia, a steep ascent a
mile and a quarter long, and with a rough and stony
surface. The day before Miss Tecklenburg, returning
from a fifty-four mile ride, came within a few yards
of the summit of the hill, only two of the twenty-two
men in the party reaching the top.

The landlord of an English inn—president, no doubt,
of the Local Liars Association—states that an absent-
minded cyclist recently put up at his hostelry. The
cyclist was so very absent-minded that he forgot to
pay for his drinks and on retiring he carefully tucked
his clothes into the bed and then hung himself on the
back of a chair, where he slept comfortably all night.

N. H. White and A. F. Calkins rode 102 miles in 8h.

15m., last Saturday, over the new road between Eliz-
abeth and Rahway. A crowd of curious people at
the Farmers' Hotel, Rahway, the riders' headquarters,
watched the century runners with interest. Geo. J.
Martin acted as timer and checker, and Capt. F. C.
Gilbert, I. F. Diemer and John T. Fiske were pace
makers.

The seventh annual tour of the Indiana Division
from Indianapolis to Cincinnati, July 21-23, promises
to be a most successful affair. The route leads through
some of the most beautiful scenery in the State, and
those who have never participated m a League tour
cannot estimate the amount of pleasure derived. The
expense of the tour to L. A. W. members is $3.50, and
to non-members §5.50.

The appearance of ladies riding bicycles is getting
to be such a common sight in all large cities that the
sensation formerly created has almost entirely dis-

appeared and little or no comment is now made.
Ladies' wheel clubs are flourishing in half a dozen
cities. Louisville is the latest to fall into line and a
meeting will be held next week to complete the
organization of the club and to elect officers. A com-
mittee will also be appointed to do missionary work
and the promoters are confident that success will

crown their efforts.

Hoyland Smith's judgment in starting in two events
so close together at the Kings County Wheelmen meet
last Saturday was poor. He ought to have saved him-
self for the event, and given the handicap the cold
shake.

—

Bicycling- IVor/d.

It would have made little difference. Our contem-
porary evidently does not know that Smith's ride in

the first heat of the mile handicap simply familiarized
him with the track that he only rode a half mile in

the final heat, and that slowly, and that he ran way
up on the grass, being unable to make the sharp
turns. It was not a Smith day. But later on we shall

hear of him. Smith, by the way, is nineteen years of

age, and weighs 120 pounds.

EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

If you intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capita/ Cycle Co., of

Washington, D. C, first introducers of the safet}' and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,

who will give you, free, a letter of introduction to

Starley Bros., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,

the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties

made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for

the construction of bicycles found in England or
AiTierica.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be shown you,
and the importance of experience, simplicity and
interchangeability in manufacture will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the'ia forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discount off.

You can select a machine according to your height
and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, "Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in

England, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you free of dutv.
This saving in duty and discount will pay your ocean

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in your section, and shall expect to

sell ten Psychos, at least, to your friends after your
return.
Take our letter with you even if you don't use it.

You are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-

dem and one single free of duty, providing you have
ridden them one mile. * * *
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THE Scotch handicapper, Mr. Livingstone,

has refused to handicap safety events in

which safeties fitted \\ath pneumatic tires are

used by riders. The general conclusion is that

the riders of pneumatic-tired machines have a

decided advantage over those who use solid

tired wheels. Whether pneumatics shall be

barred or classed by themselves has not yet

been decided.

ARRIVAL OF LAURIE.

Messrs. Laurie and Willis, the former the safety

record holder of England at all distances from
two to twenty-one miles, arrived in New York
on Sunday last. At present they are training
at Berkeley Oval. They \\nll compete in all the
Fall events.

MARYLAND DIVISION'S
GUIDE.

POCKET

Chief Consul Albert Mott has compiled for the
Maryland Division a neat little " Pocket Guide,"
which contains many unique ideas which will be
of great convenience to the present members of

the Maryland Division, and which may induce
others to come into the Division ranks.

The " Pocket Guide " contains three pages of
" Grandpa's Advice to His Boys," a chapter on
the duties of L. A. W. Consuls, lists of local

consuls and League hotels in the State, a state-

ment of the advantages of Division membership,
names of the State officers and committees, and
the constitution and by-laws of the Division.

A unique feature of the book is that it contains
a number of the L. A. W. membership blanks,
and the reverse side of many of the advertise-
ments are membership forms.

H. G. Gundager, of Philadelphia, passed through
Pittsburg last week on his way to Cleveland. The
trip was undertaken on a wager that he could not
accomplish the journey in two weeks. He asserted
that he had never mounted a wheel until the time of
starting, and the run to Pittsburg in seven days is
therefore a creditable performance, H§ rides a
safety.

NIAGARA.

THE NIAGARA FALLS RACE MEET.

A race meet, engineered Tty some members
of the Niagara Falls Bicycle Club, was held on
Saturday last. Less than five hundred people
were present ; the entry list was very light, and
the races, except on one or two occasions, went
off quite tame. The oasis of enthusiasm in the
desert of tameness were the quarter-mile safety,

the quarter-mile ordinary and the mile safety
Gassler-Brinker scratch race.

In the quarter-mile safety event. Gassier upset
the calculations of the talent by running away
from W. D. Banker in 35 4-5S. , which is over
four seconds better than the previous amateur
record. In the quarter-mile ordinary, Camp-
bell made the remarkably good time of 36s.,

and in the mile match race, which was a give
and take event all the way. Gassier won in 2m.
55s., winning the series between himself and
Brinker.

THE TRACK.
The Niagara Falls track, on which the League races

are to be held, belongs to a trotting association which
organized several years ago and laid out an extensive
trotting plant near the shores of the Niagara River,
and just about three miles from the hotel centre of the
town. The trotting idea did not catch on with the
Falls people, the meetings were abandoned and the
grounds have been permitted to settle into a state of
genteel and mosiy decadence. The great stables are
all closed ; the rail fences are in early stages of dilapi-
dation ; the gates don't close as well regulated gates
should, but hang awry and one sided ; the track is

grass grown, except close to the pole, and the surface
is soft, yielding and dusty.
The track is a one-mile circuit, with easy turns and

with the final quarter practically straightaway, the
last 400 yards being absolutely straight : in fact this
Niagara home-stretch is the finest of the kind we have
ever seen, and in the words of Mr. Ducker, "the
record must go." There are ample judges and press
stands ; the grand stands are commodious and the
dressing rooms afford ample quarters. Behind the
grand stand is an extensive stretch of green sward
which will make a great storage place for wheels.
The track was at one time reached "direct to the

gate" by the Erie road, but the roadbed has been
taken up and the railroad station is now about 600
yards from the gate. Special trains will be run to the
Meet races or one may go awheel all the way.

THE RACES.

There was but little air, the day was warm and
excellent for time, but the track was not in good
shape except on tlie last quarter. The programme
was not well arranged to give the local men much of
a chance. There were no handicaps and no class
races, and in the scratch events W. D. Banker and W.
S. Campbell scared off the local talent. The meet
was managed by Hector Campbell.
One-mile Novices—E. J. Miller, Niagara Falls,

first, time 3m. 23^ 3-5S.; George Wood, Niagara Falls,
second

; J. McBean, Niagara Falls, third ; Robert
Owen, Niagara Falls, fourth.
One-mile Match Race—W. F. Gassier, Niagara

Falls, first, time 2m. 55s.; F. M. Brinker second by a
few lengths. The race was warmly contested all the
way. On the last quarter Gassier cut the pace and
outpaced Brinker to the tape. This was the second
event of. a series of three races for a five-hundred
dollar prize. Gassier recently won the first event of
the series and he therefore takes the match race with
two straight wins.
One-mile Ordinary, Scratch—W. S. Campbell,

Niagara Falls, first, time 3m. 25s.; W. D. Banker,
Pittsburg, second.
One-mile Safety, Scratch—W. D. Banker first,

time 3m. 22s.; W. F. Gassier second. Gassier made
Banker work on the last quarter.
One-half Mile Ordinary—Campbell first, time

im. 44 I-5S.; C. F. Butler, Niagara Falls, second. A
mere stroll for Campbell.
One-half Mile Safety—F. M. Brinker first, time

im. 25S.; W. D. Banker second by a few inches. This
race was a surprise to Banker's friends. Brinker had
nothing at stake and was therefore not nervous, so he
came down the straight like an old war-horse and
snatched a clever and plucky event from a man who
was conceded to out-class him.
One-mile Niagara Falls Championship—W. S.

Pierce first, time 3m. i6s.; Geo. F. Diemer second ; F.

C. Butler third ; R. Owen fourth.
Quarter-mile Safety—W. F. Gassier first, time

35 4-5S.; W. D. Banker second by four lengths. Gass-
ier got the benefit of a splendid push-off, W. F.

Shepard being a master at the game. The men put in

every ounce all the way, and furnished one of the best
sprint exhibitions ever seen on an American path.
There was no wind, and the record should stand. Al-
though the quarter-mile was measured according to

the trotting standard, it was practically straight-
away.
Quarter-mile Bicycle, Scratch—Campbell first,

time 36s.; Banker second. Campbell was coming at a
35s. pace, but tied up on the last fifty yards.
Mr. W. S. Bull acted as referee. Among the men

present were a number of Buffalo cyclists, including
W. S. Jenkins: also present, C. E. Wood, of Syracuse

;

W. L. Beck, of Lockport ; F. P. Prial, New York.

There is blood on the moon in the neighborhood of

Logansport, Ind. Two clubs have recently sprung
up there and intense bitterness exists between them.
C. W. Burgraan, captain of one club, has been given
a sweeping challenge by H. D. Gilkey, of the other,

and a big race is on tapis. Both men are speedy
riders and in fine trim, Burgman having recently rid

den a half mile in im. i8s. on a Roadster wheel.

THE MILE BICYCLE AND TRICY-

CLE RECORD LOWERED,

At the Catford meet, held at Paddington

July 16:

ONE-HALF MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP.

A. Du Cros, im. iis.

ONE-MILE TRICYCLE, SCRATCH.

First Heat—R. J. Mecredy, time 2m. 30 4-5S.

Final Heat—R. J. Mecredy, time 2m. 29 4-5S.

ONE-MILE ORDINARY, SCRATCH.

F. J. Osmond, time 2m. 28 4-5S.

THREE-QUARTER MILE BICYCLE.

F. J. Osmond, time im. 51 4-5S.

TANDEM SAFETY BICJj*?!!*!^!.B H.A. Jj.

P. C. Wilson and E. Dan;

45 3-5S. ; 2 miles, 5m. 33 2-51

4 miles, iim. 11 1-5S.
; 5 mili

rfield I mile, 2m. •

^m 54 I-5S.

FAST TIME IN FLORII

The most spirited and well contested race
ever held in Florida took place at the private
track of V. L. Emerson, at Emerson, July 10,

under the management of the Suwanee Bicycle
Club. A prize of a Winchester repeating rifle

in the one-mile race brought W. L. Mitchell,

J. R. Jordan and V. L. Emerson to the tape.

All three men were well trained and the con-
test was close, but Emerson forged ahead at

the end and won in 2:33 1-5, the fastest time
ever made in the South. Jordan made the mile
in 2:574-5 and Mitchell in 2:59 1-2. Emerson
rode the last half in 1:13. In the ten-mile
handicap race for a gold plated pitcher, Emer-
son won in 29:50; Mitchell, 33:30; Jordan, 34:20.

Mr. Emerson is a noted Star bicycle rider

and will make the South his home, and his

track is one of the finest in the world for fast

time. The Suwanee Club will give another
race at the track in October for suitable gold
medals, open to all. The officials of the race
were: A. J. Futch, Mac McKinsey, and J. R.
Jordan, timers

; J. Garner, starter and scorer;

Alva E. Futch and A. J. Maxwell, judges.

—

[The times seem remarkably fast.

—

Ed.]

THE H. C. W. RACES.

The Hudson County Wheelmen held their second
summer road race over the Irvington-Milburn course
last Saturday, although a strong wind was blowing,
hindering the riders from making fast time. The one-
mile novice was started at 5 o'clock with four starters,
E. T. McLaughlin,

J. L. Robertson, Jr., B. Van Buren
and H. A. Benedict. The course was a one-mile
straightaway from the summit of the Hilton hill. The
race was won by McLaughlin, time jm. 4s.; Robertson
second, Benedict third. McLaughlin was protested,
having won a prize in a former contest and the club's
gold medal was awarded to Robertson.
A five-mile club championship for a gold medal was

the second event, with four starters, E. M. Smith, W.
E. Eldridge, E. J. McLaughlin and J. L. Robertson, Jr.
Smith led on the start to the end of the first mile, when
McLaughlin took the lead and held it until the finish.

Time, 19:45; Smith was second and Eldridge third.

A five-mile handicap with six starters was the third
event, which resulted as follows : E. J.

McLaughlin,
scratch, 18:40; Geo. McLaughlin, i mm., 18:45; D^Yi
]/i min., 18:55; Halloway, i mm., 19:30.

Dr. H. A. Benedict was starter; T. F. Merseles,
timer; J. C. Appleby, judge.

PARADE AT HAGERSTOWN.

The wheelmen of Hagerstown have keenly felt the
absence of a meet this year, and so, partially to fur-

nish the committee with an entertainment as well as
to ascertain how many wheels could be mustered in

case of an emergency, a parade was given on Monday
evening of this week, which made a pleasant diversion
for the club members and community. The line was
formed at 7 o'clock on West Washington Street, which
recalled to many some of the scenes of the League
meet last vear, with the Hagerstown Bicycle Club at
the head, and unattached and juvenile riders in the
rear, a total of seventy-six wheels. The procession
was marshaled by Capt. Geo. F. Updegraff, with
Messrs. Hiberger, Hays and Emmert, assistants. The
route of the procession was lined witli people, who ap-
parently never weary of looking at a bicycle parade.
There were but twenty high wheels in line, and three
girls participated in the event.

WINDLE, 2.32 1-5.

At the Berkeley Oval on Thursday afternoon Win-
die rode a trial mile in 2m. 32 1-5S.; last half, im. 14 1-5S.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Willie Windle has let up in his training for a few
weeks.

It is estimated that there are 125 wheels at least in

Hagerstown, Md.

Sansom, the English crack, uses a racing tricycle

weighing but 27 pounds.

Entries for the New York Bicycle Club's races at

"White Plains, July 26, close on the 21st.

Two safeties were sold in Louisville last week to

men between fifty and sixty years of age.

A. L. Withers, of Paterson, has left for a trip awheel
to Cumberland, Md., a distance of over 500 miles.

Samuel J. Miller and Thomas Martin, of Cambridge,
Mass., started last week on a two weeks' tour through
New England.

A certificate of the Louisiana "Liberty Bill" has

been handsomely printed in colors for distribution

among wheelmen.

Geo. F. Lang has resigned his position as president

of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club and Alfred Bircher

has succeeded him.

The North End Wheelmen will shortly have a five-

mile race over the Century course, Montgomery
Avenue, Philadelphia.

Harry Kingsland, of Baltimore, a fast rider two
years ago, has accepted a position in a Philadelphia

cycling establishment.

The Brooklyn Park Commissioners are improving
the Ocean Parkway and when completed it will be a

fine stretch of macadam.

N. H. Van Sicklen, the Chicago rider, has ordered

a Rover racer and evidently intends to do some
Safety racing this season.

There is talk in Philadelphia of forming an organ-
ization to be composed only of riders capable of mak-
ing a mile in ^m. los. or less.

The new State, Idaho, has but one League member,
a record which is equaled by Oklahoma. Oregon has
not even one representative.

Frank G. Lenz, Charles H. Petticord and W. I. Mc-
Clarren, of the Allegheny Cyclers, spent July 4, 5 and
6 enjoyably touring through Ohio.

The Doctors and Press Bicycling Club had a joint

run to Lancaster, Monday night, which proved to be
the most enjoyable run of the season.

G. A. Litchhult has been appointed sole agent for

the Stover Bicycles for New York and New Jersey,
with the exception of a few large cities.

The growth of the Park Avenue Wheelmen is with-
out parallel in Philadelphia, its membership having
increased from 50 to 125 in about a month.

Messrs. Guest & Barrow, Birmingham, England,
advertise their " Girder " safety in this issue, and are
looking for a reliable agent for this country.

Mr. Livingstone, the Scotch handicapper, has penal-
ized the riders of pneumatic-tired wheels 120 yards to

the mile in all events in which they compete.

Schenley Park will have thirty miles of road when
completed. Eight miles are now completed, and it is

fast becoming the popular resort for wheelmen.

Hazelton and West, who captured several prizes at

the recent Philadelphia meet, have asked for medals
instead of having their expenses paid to Niagara.

The number of lady riders in Pittsburg is being
augmented daily, and the smooth streets in the East
End are gay with riders during the early evening.

Van Wagoner's reason for not accepting Kluge's
challenge is that the date conflicts with the Rhode
Island Wheelmen road race which he is managing.

Captain Dalsen, of the Century Wheelmen, has ar-
ranged a number of trips by railroad to various local-
ities this summer, in lieu of long distance club runs.

Twenty-eight members of the Lynn Wheel Club ran
to Franklin Park, Boston, Sunday, under command of
Captain Pease. The party dined at the Franklin
House.

The handsome banner to be given to the Century
Wheelmen for bringing the greatest number of riders
through on the Century Run is almost ready for pre-
sentation.

The Associated Cycling Clubs, of Philadelphia,
netted about $500 at the recent meet, a portion of
which will probably be presented to the Pennsylva-
nia Division.

The Philadelphia Mercury last Sunday contained an
excellent reproduction of the photograph taken at the
recent annual meet of the Pennsylvania Division at
Philadelphia.

Mr. Clark W. Bryan, a well-known New England
publisher, recently rode through the Berkshire Hills
in a carriage. He reports the roads good, bad and—
profanely bad.

W. W. Taxis, Captain Lancaster and President Bon-
nell, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen, rode from Phila-
delphia to Long Branch last Friday and spent Sunday
at Asbury Park.

J. G. Bennehoff and Fred Softly rode from Wilkes-
barre to Crystal Lake, stopping at Scranton and Car-
bondale, last Sunday. The round trip was a little over
eighty-four miles.

A rational bicycle with cushion tires on both wheels
will more than likely make its appearance shortly in

England, which would perhaps create a revival in

favor of the G. O. O.

The improvements on the Elizabeth Wheelmen's
club house will be commenced in a week or so. Owing
to lack of funds, a bowling alley will not be added at
present, as was intended.

C. H. Moss, of Cambridge, Mass., accompanied by
two companions, were in Gotham this week. They
came awheel via Albany, rode through to Philadelphia
and took the boat to Boston.

A lecture will be delivered at the Young Men's
Christian Association, Twenty-third Street and
Fourth Avenue, on the subject of cycling. and health,

by Isaac B. Potter, August 11.

G. E. Updegraff is working indefatigably for the
success of the Philadelphia tournament, and the track,

when finished, in the Brotherhood Baseball Grounds,
will be second to none in America.

George W. Hardy and C. W. Adams, of the Chelsea
Ramblers, are both expert amateur photographers
who delight in long distance runs for the purpose of

securing views of picturesque spots.

The demand for the cheap grade juvenile safeties is

so great that the factories are almost swamped with
orders, notwithstanding the fact that from 75 to 100

are turned out per day by some firms.

Official returns show a membership of 1,722 in the
Pennsylvania Division, which entitles it to 17 repre-
sentatives, 2 more than it now possesses. The addi-
tional nominations will be made at once.

Matthew Pope, of Washington, D. C, ran into Mr.
A. H. Lee, wife and child, who were on a tandem.
Pope used profane language in the remonstrance that
followed and was arrested and fined $15.

The Queens County Wheelmen elected four new
members at the last meeting, making a total member-
ship of twenty-seven. The club contemplate issuing
bonds for the purpose of building a new club house.

The Philadelphia Ledger and other papers have
quoted our editorial concerning handicapping in THE
Wheel of July 4, and endorse the sentiments ex-
pressed therein. Chairman Davol has adopted the
plan.

The officers of the Pennsylvania Division have not
as yet decided whether to issue another edition of the
road book or get out a revised edition with maps,
similar to those in the Connecticut and New Jersey
books.

The Ladies' Cycling Club, of Providence, had a run
to Lakewood Grove, Pawtuxet, last week, with
twenty-six riders in line. The club has just inaugurat-
ed a series of morning spins, the start being made at

sunrise;

The cycle department of John Thornton, Jr., 45 Mer-
cer Street, New York, is supplied with a full line of
bicycles and tricycles, including the Union safety and
a new juvenile wheel. A riding school is connected
with the premises.

It is stated that the Manchester, N. H., wheelmen
have a peculiar knack of riding with ease through
sand in which the rims of their wheels sink out of
sight. This is an accomplishment that many a tourist
would like to acquire.

The Louisville Commercial says: "The neatest
lady's wheeling costume seen in Louisville this sea-
son is an accordion-pleated skirt, not too full, a blouse
waist made of dark or gray Henrietta cloth, with cap
and hosiery to match."

Chief-Consul Boyle has issued a circular letter, urg-
ing all members of the Pennsylvania Division L. A.
W. to attend the Niagara meet. The Pennsylvania
R. R. Co. have fixed a rate of §10 for the round trip,

and a parlor car rate of $13.

Clarence H. Schock, of Mount Joy, Pa., informs us
that he has a friend sixty-seven years of age 'who has
been riding a safety for more than two weeks, and is

inclined to believe that there are not many who have
begun to ride at an older age.

The recent strike in Chicago among the malleable
iron workers caused the manufacturers of cheap
wheels untold trouble, as tons of this metal is used by
them in the construction of their goods, and orders
accumulated with amazing rapidity.

The Louisiana Division will hold a club run from
New Orleans to Carrollton Wednesday evening, July
23, starting promptly at 8 o'clock, and all riders and
clubs have been invited to participate. Chief Consul
Hodgson has arranged for refreshments at Carrollton.

The Flour City Cyclists, of Minneapolis, ran to
Minnetonka Sunday before last, and found the roads
in first-class condition. Thursday evening they rode
to Minnehaha Falls, several ladies being in the party,
and last Sundaj'they visited St. Paul via Fort Snelling.

Two new clubs have just been organized in Phila-
delphia, the Franklin Cycle Club and the Arlington
Cyclers. The latter starts with twenty odd members
and the officers are : President, E. A. Neidert ; secre-
tary, G. W. Baum ; treasurer, W. F. Eggert ; first

lieutenant, W. Paulton.

A Birmingham rider, who was much annoyed by
barking dogs, now arms himself with large torpedoes,
and snapping curs who consider him a target for their
manifestations of ire, quickly slink away with melan-
choly wails when a torpedo e.xplodes directly under
them and throws sand and burnt powder into their
flesh. It is an effectual remedy.

A STOLEN WHEEL.

Cecil T. Bagnall, proprietor of the AV/w/<>;-, Turners
Falls, Mass., offers a liberal reward for the return of
his wheel, stolen July u at Riverside, opposite Turners
Falls. It is a Singer Safety, 1889 pattern. No. 61,555,
and a reward will also be given at any time for the
name of the possessor of the stolen mount.

The new Bedford Cycling Club is the pioneer organ-
ization formed in the Eastern District, Brooklyn. It

has adopted a dark blue uniform throughout, with gilt

letters. The officers are : Gustave J. Heim, presi-
dent ; Frederick Lange, secretary ; Lawrence Hoppe,
treasurer ; S. B. Wurzler, captain ; Charles Hoppe,
first lieutenant ; Philip Bartell, color bearer ; Otto
Eiser, bugler ; A. E. Heim, surgeon.

"The Cyclists' Road Book of Great Britain," com-
piled by W. J. Spurrier, C. T. C, is one of the most
complete road manuals that has come under our notice.
It contains five index maps of England and Wales,
and describes upward to 20,000 miles of roads. It

would be a valuable gviide to anyone touring through
Great Britain. Published by Iliffe & Son, 3 St. Bride
Street, E. C, London. Price one shilling.

A Mr. Watkins, of London, has introduced a very
handy arrangement for coupling a pair of safety bicy-
cles together, which should be especially useful to
military cyclists. The machines are connected at the
front by a rod having tapered ends passing through
holes in brackets formed on the backbones. The rod
is secured in position by pins. The steering stems are
connected by a rod engaging projections formed on
the lamp brackets, and hinged rods having hooked
ends connect the rear parts of the machines; which rods
are carried in spring clips when not in use. The front
coupling rods when disconnected are carried in a case
or bucket fixed to the steering-wheel fork.

HOW TO LIVE IN FRANCE.

As to living, we can only reiterate the advice of Mr.
Jo. Pennell, who this time last 3'ear impressed upon
us the advisability of doing as the French do. Drink
the wine of the country even when it is cider. Take
soap and a small rough towel. Then, with a limpid
stream handy, you are a bit independent of the
lavatorial accommodation of the hotels. The farther
South the smaller the washing basins. We calculated
last year that they must reach the vanishing point
somewhere about Clermont. We advise a modicum
of skill in the murdering of the language, and, as a
last word we saj', take some heed of four-footed
beasts boasting a canine ancestry. The Union Veloci-
pedique de France will be wanting in their duty to
foreign cyclists until they erect notice boards at every
port bearing the legend :

" To cyclists—Beware of the
dogs." Like "Injuns" in America, the mongrels of
France are unmitigated "pison wherever met." They
belong to the peasants, and being "kep low," their
weakness for British veal, or rather calf, is nothing
short of criminal.

—

Exchange.

FINE SPORT AT PADDINGTON.

The Argosy meet, held at Paddington on June 28,

furnished some of the best sport of the year. The
first heat of the i-mile match race, ordinaries vs. safe-
ties, brought out F. J. Osmond and Herbert Synyer,
the two fastest men in England on the tall wheel.
Against these two cracks were pitted F. J. B. Archer
and S. L. Williams, both of whom are flyers of less
note. The race finished as follows : Osmond first,

Synyer second. Archer third, Williams fourth. The
men rode stealthily as cats until within about forty
yards of the last quarter, when Osmond jumped into
his spurt, obtaining a lead of three lengths before the
rest got after him, but they were unable to get up and
Osmond won by a length ; time jm. 6 4-5S. Second
Heat—E. Leitch, safety, first ; H. H. Sansom, safety,
second ; W. Price, ordinary, third ; H. E. Laurie, safe-
ty, fourth. Ttme, 2m. 43s.

FINAL HEAT.

Osmond, ordinary, first ; Synyer, ordinary, second
;

Sansom, safety, third ; Leitch, safety, fourth. As fully
expected by all present, this race was a crawl of the
first, or worst, water, until after the last lap had been
entered. Synyer led with Osmond next, Sansom
next, and Leitch last. Just after passing the bell, in
fact, opposite the grand stand, Sansom passed Osmond
and made a tremendous rush for the lead and the in-
side berth, which Synyer refused to be relieved of.

The racing between this pair for half the length of
the back straight was extremely exciting, but further
on it became evident that Synyer had the measure of
his fellow townsman. Meanwhile Osmond, with the
Polytechnic dwarfist hanging on, gradually crept up
level outside Sansom, until when rounding the last
bend the two ordinarists, with the safety betwixt
them, seemed to be riding abreast. Coming into the
straight, it was evident that Osmond was traveling
the fastest of the crowd, and was soon clear. Synyer
then left Sansom, but could not overhaul the Rambler,
who crossed the tape a highly popular winner by more
than a length, Sansom a length behind Synyer, and
Leitch two yards off. Time, 3m. 22s.; last quarter,

33 3-5S.

One-Mile Novice,- Handicap—A. C. Edwards, 15
yards, first ; G. H. Scott, scratch, second. Time, 2m.
42 2-5S.

One-half Mile Safety, Handicap—St. Cyr Ville-
tard, Victo, 50 yards, first. Time, 1111. 13 4-5S.

'

Half-mile Bicycle, Handicap—S. E. Williams, 45
yards, first ; F. J. B. Archer, scratch, second. Time,
im. :3 4-5S.; last quarter, 36 2-5S. Archer was beaten
by a foot and tied second.

The Dublin University sports, held at Ball's Bridge,
on June 28, brought together a number ol Irish cracks.
H. Du Cros, 5 yards, won the ,',<-inile handicap ; time
im. i6 2-5S. Du Cros was timed for the full distance
in nil. 16 4-5S., which is now the Irish record.
In the i-niile inter-club contest R. J. Mecredy finished

first ; time 2m. 51s.

In the 5-mile inter-club race Mecredy again came to
the front. The last lap took 41s., equal to am. i8J<s. for
the mile.
The i-mile handicap was won by K. Stadnicki, 50

yards ; time 2in. 36s.

The 3-niile handicap was won by B. W. Pigott, no
yards ; time 8m. 23 2- 5s.; H. Du Cros, 25 yards, finished

I

Fourth, a foot behind the winner. ,
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A LONG RUN FOR WATERMELONS.

Messrs. Fairchild & Slusser, of the Louisiana,

Cycling Club, led the members of that organi-

zation who participated in the "watermelon
run," July 15, a decidedly long and uninviting

ride before permitting the luscious fruit to come
within their grasp. The place where the melons

were supposed to be on hand was kept a dark

secret by the two guides and at the start only

fifteen members were willing to "face the

music." The wheelmen were taken out of the

eity to the levee, which was mounted, and the

club rode single file along the narrow path on

top, proceeding up past Southport to an excuse

of a road, that is called by the wheelmen
"Shrewsbury Road." After a wait of some
ten minutes at this turn for the "star" rider,

the club again mounted and rode on until

they came to the I. C. R. R. track ; here a dis-

mount was made and those who could not ride

the cross-ties pushed their wheels until they

came to the parapet. Here another halt was
made to enable the stragglers to catch up.

The path on top of the parapet from a cycling

stand-point is anything but an in\-iting one for

wheelmen, being very crooked and hax-ing sud-

den "drops" and inclines on it, and to make
matters worse, the path is almost hidden by
weeds and tall grass ; added to this there is a

ditch on either side, which is usually filled with

mud.
However, not one of the crowd "backed out,"

and at the command "mount, "everbody mounted
their wheels and rode as best they could, until

they came to the "Ridge Road." This latter way
was followed until about half way between
Shrewsbury and the Ridge, where another halt

was made, and a big kick made for the water-

melons. There were no melons in sight, but

the two men in front, who didn't have much to

say, proceeded to take up a collection for the

melons. Everybody forked up and kicked again.

After a short rest under au inviting tree the

crowd kept right on until the upper protection

levee was reached ; here a turn to the right was
made and the tired, dusty and hot wheelmen
soon found themselves back on St. Charles

Avenue, and following the guides they were
taken to Fairchild's home on Carrollton Avenue,
where there were two wheelbarrows of ice cold

melons awaiting them.
The melons were all good and cold ; the crowd

ate about one each, and after a grand loaf of

about an hour, someone said he was going home,
which broke up the party, and thus ended one of

the most enjoyable runs of the season of the

Loui-siana Cycling Club.

THE TOPEKA BRIDGE CASE.

MUSKEGON, MICH.

Muskegon, the " Boom City " of Michigan, is having
a boom also in cycling, the number sold so far this

season being limited only by the inability of the deal-

ers to get the wheels fast enough.
At the beginning of the season there were but two

lady riders of the safety here, but this number has al-

ready been increased to over thirty, and others are
waitmg for wheels to be received.
The Muskegon Cycling Club was organized May 29,

and entertained the Grand Rapids Bicycle Club on
Decoration Day, with 113 cyclers in line, 78 of whom
were from Grand Rapids. A run of 20 miles was taken
on the smoothest of cedar block paving, over the
streets of the Sawdust City.
The Muskegon Cycling Club, starting with lo mem-

bers, now has 34, 13 of whom are ladies. G. C. Butter-
field, secretary of the Y. M. C. A., is president ; Mrs.
Alice E. Burnam, secretary ; \V. W. Barcus, Jr., treas-

urer ; Paul R. Beardsley, captain, and Will Thornton,
lieutenant.
Mrs. Alice E. Burnam and Mrs. G. C. Butterfield, the

pioneers, are noted as graceful, yet hard riders, often
tiring out some of the male members when on club
runs.
A juvenile club has also been organized with a mem-

bership of thirty, and make a very pleasing appearance
when out in line.

Swift v. City of Topeka.
{Supreme Court 0/ Kansas. May 10, 1890.)

BICVCLE ON

THE FIFTY-MILE ROAD RACE AT
BUFFALO.

The Standard Cycle Co.'s fifty-mile road race from
Buffalo to Corfu and return, took place at 2 o'clock

July 5, with eight starters. The road was not in the
best of condition, and the time made under the cir-

cumstances is considered e.x.cellent. Fully 5,000 people
witnessed the finish. The result is as follows : Pen-
seyeres first, time 3h. 40m. ; Crooks second ; Hummell
third ; Kane fourth ; Parks fifth.

The Oxford Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have just
moved into a new club house at the corner of Twenty-
fourth and O.vford Streets, and the Columbia Cyclers
will occupy their new quarters this week.

Ordin.\xce—CONSTRUCTION—Riding
SlDEW.\LK.

1. A person who rides on his bicycle across that part
of the Kansas River Bridge that is used for the pas-
sage of street-cars, carriages and other vehicles does
not violate section 17 of the city ordinance No. 861 of
the city of Topeka, that reads as follows : "It shall be
unlawful for any person to ride on any bicvcle or ve-
locipede upon any sidewalk in the city of Topeka, or
across the Kansas River Bridge. Any person violat-
ing this section shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
in a sum not less than one dollar, nor more than ten
dollars, for each offense."

2. Whenever a city ordinance can be so construed
and applied as to give it force and validity, this will

be done by the courts, although the construction so
put upon it may not be the most obvious and natural
one, or the literal one.

{i>yliab!is by Simpson, C.)

Commissioners' decision. Error from Dis-

trict Court, Shawnee County; John Guthrie,
Judge.

Johnson, Martin & Keeler for plaintiff in error.

S. B. Isenhart for defendant in error.

Simpson, C. W. E. Swift was convicted in

the police court of the city of Topeka of violat-

ing section 17 of the ordinance of said city No.
861, and fined the sum of one dollar and costs.

From this conviction he appealed to the District

Court of Shawnee County, where a jury was
waived, and a trial had by the court that result-

ed in his conviction, and a fine of one dollar and
costs imposed. He brings the case here for re-

view, and alleges the invalidity of the ordinance
as a cause for reversal. Section 17 of the ordi-

nance in question reads as follows : "It shall be
unlawful for any person to ride on any bicycle

or velocipede upon any sidewalk in the city of

Topeka, or across the Kansas River Bridge.

Any person \'iolating this section shall, upon
conN-iction thereof, be fined in a sum not less

than one dollar, nor more than ten dollars, for

each offense." It was admitted at the trial that

the defendant, W. E. Swift, on the 21st day of

June, i88g, was riding upon a bicycle across the

Kansas River Bridge, situated on Kansas Ave-
nue, within the corporate limits of the city of

Topeka ; that he was engaged in riding his bicy-

cle across the said bridge when he was arrested,

which bridge is 900 feet long, and spans the

Kansas River between North and South Topeka

;

that the mam part of said bridge is constructed
wide enough for teams to pass each other, going
in opposite directions, being about seventeen
feet in the clear ; that on each side of the wagon
road there is a passage-way for foot-passengers,

and that the defendant was riding his bicycle at

the time named in the complaint, on that part

of the bridge used for wagons, carriages and
other vehicles ; that the bridge just described is

the only bridge on the Kansas River between
North and South Topeka, and is the only means
of communication between those points; that

it is used and occupied with, a double track by
the Topeka City Railway Company, that con-

tinually runs its street-cars between the two
points named ; that there is a large travel across

said bridge, between the two parts of the city

of Topeka, by vehicles drawn by horses and
otherwise, and that teams and other vehicles

are constantly passing over said bridge each
way. It is further shown bj- the e\adence that

a bicycle can be driven at the rate from two to

twenty miles per hour ; that the ordinary and
usual rate of speed is eight miles per hour ; that

they can be stopped within from ten to twenty
feet, when being driven at the rate of ten miles

per hour, the limit within which they can be
stopped depending somewhat on the kind of

bicycle and the experience of the rider; that

bicycles have been in use in this city for several

years, and at the time of this arrest that there

were more than 100 in constant use in the city.

These are the substantial and material facts

that are shown by the record.

It will be seen, by an ordinary inspection of

the record, that the ordinance only prohibits the

use of a bicycle or velocipede upon any side-

walk in the city of Topeka, or across the Kan-
sas River Bridge. It does not, either in express

terms or by fair implication, forbid riding upon
a bicj'-cle on the road-way, or that part of any
of the public streets that are devoted to the use

of carriages, wagons and other vehicles, and,

while the ordinance is subject to the construc-

tion that it was only along or across the foot

passage-way or sidewalk of the Kansas River
Bridge that persons were forbidden to ride on

bicycles, yet for the present we shall adopt the

construction necessarily adhered to by the trial

court, that the ordinance intended to forbid all

riding upon bicycles across any part of the Kan-
sas River Bridge. It is an admitted fact in this

case that at the time of the arrest Swift was
riding his bicycle on that part of the bridge

used for wagons, carriages and other vehicles.

A "bicycle" is defined by lexicographers, and
by the courts of England and of this country,

to be a carriage. Webst. Diet. ; Taylor v.

Goodwin, 40 Law T. (N. S.) 458; Mercer v.

Corbin, 117 Ind. 450, 20 N. E. Rep. 132; 2 Amer.
& Eng. Cyclop. Law, 191; State v. Collins, 17

Atl. Rep. 131 (decided by Supreme Court of

Rhode Island in December, 1888). A bridge in

the city of Topeka is a part of the pubhc street.

City of Eudora v. Miller, 30 Kan. 494, 2 Pac.

Rep. 685. The exact question, then, is, have
the authorities of the city of Topeka, by an
ordinance, the power to forbid Swift riding

upon his carriage on that part of a public street

of the city devoted to the use of vehicles? This
statement of the question necessarily assumes
that the power of the city could be exercised to

prevent the use of bicycles along the sidewalks

of the public streets (and these sidewalks will

include the footways across the bridge) to the

same extent as the use of all other kind of vehi-

cles, no matter how propelled, could be pre-

vented. Public streets are highways, and every
citizen has a right to use them. Both the side-

walks and roadways must remain unobstructed,

so that people can walk along one without in-

teiTuption or danger, or drive along the other

without delay or apprehension. One of the

most imperative duties of city governments in

this country is to keep their public streets in

such a condition that citizens can travel along
them with safety, and without any unncessarj'

delay. Each citizen has the absolute right to

choose for himself the mode of conveyance he
desires, whether it be by wagon or carriage, by
horse, motor or electric car, or by bicycle, or

astride of a horse, subject to the sole condition

that he will obsei-ve all those requirements that

are known as the "law of the road." This
right of the people to the use of the public

streets of a city is so well established and so

universally recognized in this country that it has
become a part of the alphabet of fundamental
rights of the citizen. While the tyranny of the

American system of government very largely

consists in the action of the municipal authori-

ties, this right has not yet been questioned or

attempted to be abridged. There can be no
question, then, but what a citizen riding on a

bicycle in that part of the street devoted to the

passage of vehicles is but exercising his legal

right to its use, and a city ordinance that at-

tempted to forbid such use of that part of a

public street would be held void, as against

common right.

It may be said of bicycles with greater force,

as was said of the first use by railroads of pub-

lic streets, that they are not an obstruction to,

or an unreasonable use of, the pubhc streets of

a city, but rather a new and improved method
of using the same, and germane to their princi-

pal object as a passage-way. Mills, Em Dom.
(2d Ed.) § 201; Briggs V. Railway Co., 79 Me.

363, 10 Atl. Rep. 47; Slattern V. Railway Co.,

29 Iowa, 149. So that if the construction neces-

sarily given to this ordinance of the city of To-
peka should prevail, we would be compelled to

say that the part of the ordinance that forbids a

citizen riding across any part of the Kansas
River Bridge was of no validity. But, if a

statute or a city ordinance is susceptible of two
different constructions, that one must prevail

that will preserve the validity of the ordinance

in preference to a construction that \\-ill render

it invahd, and this must be done, although the

construction adopted may not be the most ob\d

ous or natural one, or the literal one. Newland
V. Marsh, 19 111. 376; Homestead Co. v. Web-
ster Co., 21 Iowa, 221; Roosevelt V. Godard, 52

Barb. 533 ; Colwell v. Water-Power Co., 19 N. J.

Eq. 245; Bigelow V. Railroad Co., 27 Wis. 478;
Dow V. Norris, 4 N. H. 17; Cooley, Const. Lim.

184; Inkster V. Carver, 16 Mich. 484.

Hence we say that the true intent and mean-
ing of section 1 7 of the city ordinance in ques-

tion is that all persons are forbidden to ride on
bicycles upon any sidewalk in the city, or the

sidewalks or footways of the Kansas River
Bridge. Sidewalks are intended, constructed

and used solely by pedestrians, and not for the

use of vehicles. It is presumably true that
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every organized town or city in this country
forbids the use of its sidewalks to vehicles of

every description. A bicycle, being a carriage,

can properly be excluded from the use of side-

walks, and persons riding on them should be
forbidden to occupy the sidewalks and footways
of the public streets, at least longitudinally

along such sidewalks or footways. They should
be permitted to go across them at such public

places as other vehicles are permitted. With
this construction of the ordinance, it is plain

that Swift has not violated its provisions, and
his conviction was wrongful. The judgment of

the District Court is reversed, and the cause re-

manded, with instructions to dismiss the prose-

cution and discharge the appellant.

Per Curiam. It is so ordered; all the justices

concurring.

—

Laisj Reporter, June 2b.

CHICAGO.

STRIKE IT OUT.

If there is any one place under the sun where that

what-is-it '-club feeling" impregnates the very cy-

cling atmosphere, that place i.s Chicago. Hardly a

move that concerns more than one club, but that in

some form the cry of "feeling" is heard from this

quarter or from that, and more than once the common
weal has been made both common and individual woe
by the what-is-it showing its unwelcome head. It

seems to almost nurse itself ; to make its appearance

unbidden—an uninvited guest, an undesirable com-
panion. The word "almost " is used advisedly. Sink

into dim obscurity half a dozen glimmering glims of

the Chicago Club, half a dozen of the Illinois, one or

two of the Lincolns and at least one of the Washing-
tons, and the "almost" will fade perceptibly, but the

glims won't be dimmed and the "fun" goes merrily

on. Still another nurse-maid for this "feeling " is the

Division Constitution, the clause compelling the nom-
ination of two separate tickets being on the face of it

about as nonsensical and about as likely a feeling-

provoker and nurser as is possible to imagine. It has

no place there. It should be stricken out, and at once.

Speaking to a Chicagoan on the subject, he remarked:
"Ah ! we love, we live on snap and excitement. We
must have it in some form or other." It is possible

that the framers of the clause were also built that

way ; that they sought thereby to create excitement

—

interest in the annual election. But of what value is

such interest when purchased at a cost of strained

relations and the fanning of an unfraternal undercur-

rent, which sweeps away much that is good and desir-

able ? Is it worth the candle ? Isn't it harmful to the

general interest ?

* **
DIVISION POLITICS.

It is already sizzling. In a day or two it will com-
mence to steam. This about represents the condition
of affairs political in the Illinois Division. The far-
cical clause in the Division Constitution which pro-
vides that one nominating committee shall present
two separate tickets got in its work at Bloomington,
the following being the tickets presented :

Chief consul, W. A. Davis, of Chicago; vice-consul,
Fred Patee, of Peoria ; secretary-treasurer, T. F. Sher-
idan, of Springiield ; representatives. Dr. J. C. Wach-
ter and W. O. Mumford, of Chicago ; A. T. Merrick, of
Oak Park ; C. F. Vail, of Peoria ; E. N. Knight, of
Kankakee : A. A. Billingsby, of Springfield ; C. E.
Hook, of Ottowa ; H. W. Foltz, of Joliet

; J. C. Han-
cock, of Cairo ; and G. S. Webb, of Aurora.
Chief consul, F. W. Gerould, of Chicago

; vice-con-
sul, W. J.

Matern, of Bloomington ; secretary-treas-
.urer, T. F. Sheridan, of Springfield: representatives,
C. E. Randall, B. F. White and J. M. Erwin, of Chi-
cago ; D. E. Avery, of Jacksonville ; F. W. Osborn, of
Quincy ; O. A. Lowentrout, of Blooomington

; O. W.
Cannon, of Danville ; W. J. Cox, Jr., of Canton

; J. S.
Bagley, of Rushville ; and F. R. Bartlett, of Freeport.
The Gerould ticket is lamentably weak, the men

composing it, excepting the Chicagoans, being
scarcely known. Mr. Gerould, however, very prompt-
ly declined the nomination. Having appreciated the
situation as detailed in THE WHEEL, he had previously
requested that his name be not used, but his wishes
were not respected and his name was put forward.
Until last night he would have none of it, but then
his club, the Lincoln, would not listen to his further
declination and at a regular meeting declared that he
must run and run he now will. The ticket, however,
will be considerably strengthened. Harry G. Rouse,
of Peoria, is named for the vice-consulship, while
other changes will also be made. A systematic effort
will be made to elect Mr. Gerould now that hejs in it,

and if he fails to score it will not be for lack of earnest
work. He received a bad send-off. When his name
was first suggested the partisan talk of overzealous
supporters and the untimely editorials of the Chicago
cycling press lost his cause more than one supporter,
and notwithstanding that one of the papers saw fit to
sail into me at great length for saying as much, the
fact remains that my stand is upheld by the great
mass of Mr. Gerould s upholders who decry a con-
tinuance or injection of "feeling" into the election,
and who look upon Mr. G. as one most likely to pave
over such differences—and not as one to "take the
place of Davis, who with the Illinois Club had run
the League long enough." The Lincoln Club repudi-
ates any intention of a combine with any other club
or clubs for that purpose, and discountenances
such talk from individuals. All who know Mr.
Gerould know full well that he is not of the set which

harbors and continues this "feeling" of which we
hear so much; he has never in any way, either directly
or indirectly, been engaged in it, and in that respect
is better off than Mr. IDavis, and even I, who at the
start opposed his nomination and did so long as he
was pushed forward by bitter partisans and on the
childish ground that "Davis and the I. C. C. had run
the League long enough " (and who had the satisfac-
tion of seeing Mr. Gerould himself sustain the posi-
tion), do not hesitate now that he has been put forward
by other than partisans with grievances and on other
than a partisan basis, and has himself shown in actions,
spirit and words that he is not of or for such, to place
THE Wheel on the side of Gerould, without regard
to the balance of the ticket.
Mr. Davis, I understand, placed himself entirely

"in the hands of his friends " and left it for them to
decide whether or not he should make the race again.
I do not wonder, in face of the partisan language
used, that his friends decided in the affirmative, though
somewhat surprised that Davis should leave such a
matter with anyone but himself, as he usually has a
mind of his own. The Wheel was with Davis so
long as it was made to appear that there was a sore-
headed combine against him ; but Davis has been
prominently identilied with this straining of club
relations, and the writer has been aware all along that
League membership was suffering on that account.
His best and most liberally directed efforts availed
nothing—the other element was ag'in him and could
not be urged, coaxed or driven into line even for the
good of the League. Davis, I believe, recognizes
this as much as anyone ; he is League clear through

;

he knows that Mr. Gerould is not one of those who
have bucked against him all along and that he is

above such methods ; knows all this and now that Mr.
G. has cut loose from and cleared his skirts of
" offensive partisanism " and the overzealous bodies
are to be kept down, there is a fair opportunity of
pleasing even those who dislike him (Davis). I do
think Mr. Davis can throw the Illinois Club into line,

scatter club feeling to the wind so far as the division is

concerned, presenting an unbroken front in League
matters, and sending the Illinois Division away up to
where a State with from 7,000 to 10,000 riders properly
belongs.

AN ASSOCIATION OF CYCLING CLUBS UNDER WAY.
At a meeting last night (14th) the Lincoln Club finally

took the initiative toward the organization of an asso-
ciation of the Chicago Cycling Clubs under one general
head, concerning which there has been more or less
talk. An invitation will be shortly extended the other
clubs for a joint discussion, when it is expected that
the association will be perfected. It seems that some
three years ago an attempt was made to establish such
an organization in Chicago, but club feeling ran so
high that it resulted in failure and a few doubts were
expressed as to the success of the present movement
on that account. The opinion prevailed, however, that
with officials selected from among capable men who
do not at present hold office, and who are not over
prominent in club or squabbling circles, the thing
could be made a "go."

DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Chicago's quota of the Fourth District champion-
ships. The one and five miles ordinary, the two-mile
safety and the two-mile tandem, will be contested on
the new Parkside track, on Saturday, 19th. In addi-
tion the following events, from which competitors in
the championship races are barred, will also be run:
One-mile novice, ordinary; one and five-mile handicap,
ordinary; one-mile novice, safety, and one-mile handi-
cap, safety.
Ed. Spooner has been presented with a handsomely

engrossed and framed testimonial commemorative of
his hundred-mile victory and record break by the
Lincoln Club.
With Rouse as vice-consul on one ticket, and Patee

on the other, it will be an interesting case of employer
vs. employee, Patee being in the employ of Rouse,
Hazard & Co.
They talk of Windle and Lumsden, but what will it

be when W. C. Thorne and Hoyland Smith meet in the
safety events, with Murphy, Fanning and Tuttle " in"
to make things interesting? Bert Meyers doesn't seem
to be in it, this year.
The Lincoln Club's one-mile safety and one-mile

ordinary club championships will be decided at Park-
side, August 2. On the following day will occur the
annual century run, and on the gth of the same month
occurs the ten-mile handicap road race, the finish of
which will be at Cheltenham as heretofore, but over
somewhat of a new course.
Work on the Illinois C. C. Club house is progressing

rapidly.
A flyer lost and a flyer gained for the Lincoln Club.

Luce has resigned and Walter Bray just become a
member.
Mr. Thos. B. Jeffery, of the GormuUy & Jeffery Co.,

leaves this week for a four weeks visit to England.
Twenty-two Lincolns took in the Milwaukee-Wau-

kesha run on Sunday last. They left by boat Saturday
night and returned Monday a.m. "Glorious," they
say, does not begin to express the sort of time they
had.
Those sentiments of Maryland's Road Improvement

Committee, " We do not look upon failures as nails
in the coffin of the good cause, but as pegs upon which
to mount to ultimate success," shoulci be hung upon
every wall. Bettsy B.

STAMFORD.
The residents of " Brookhouse," Sound Beach,

have recently been made happy by the presence of
Miss Emilie Andersen, of Newark, N. J., and as Miss
Emilie has here made her first attempt to ride Stain's
ladies' safety, you may be sure he and it are honored.
She has many friends among the Atalanta Wheel-

men, who will no doubt welcome her to the cycling
world with pleasure. While in the midst of the pleas-
ure (and exercise !) of Miss Andersen's first lesson in
balancing on the safety, what proved to be a very
bright idea struck the writer, viz., a good leather strap
to buckle round the lady's waist, to furnish a hand-
hold for her assistant. This firmly grasped in his
right hand, allows her balance to be retained on the
wheel with half the labor necessary when holding by
the saddle springs and handldbar, and permits the

rider to have entire control of the steering. This is

at least well worth trying by any one who wishes to
give first lessons in the easiest way, as with your arm
kept straight you easily keep the novice and wheel
from approaching you, and the strap is a safe and
easy security against falling in the opposite direction.
Another important requisite beside a good cycle, is

a very smooth road, level, as a down grade affords too
much speed for the comfort of said assistant.—[The
strap idea is in general use by dealers who teach
riding.

—

Ed.]
Mrs. Rev. A. C. Wheaton, of South Norwalk, is

learning to ride a wheel, and several others here have
already acquired the art.

Ex-President Mabie, of the L. I. W., is spending
July in this favored section, and with Ex-Treasurer
Gumming, of the Solitary Club (L't'd), is taking a
series of quiet jaunts awheel about here. They rode
down to Glen Island and return, last Friday, and re-
port getting badly left by a scorch fiend who over-
took them, and with whom they were not racing, on
that charming blue stone macadam between Rye and
Mamaroneck. The picture of the hunchbacked, ban-
daged-headed scorcher as he dashed past the quiet
tourists who were seeing only the pleasant things in
cycling, was quite touching, they said. They con-
gratulate themselves that with his hard work and
perspiration he was all the sooner out of sight, for he
soon appeared like a little black speck, pumping away
for dear life and then merged into nothingness. Then
the bees sang, the birds hummed, the cologne of new-
mown hay continued to charm their " olfactory
nerves," and the July sun shone as brightly as on any
ordinary occasion. Stamson.

ROCHESTER.
The first anniversary of the organization of the Lake

View Wheelmen will be observed next Wednesday
with a field day at the Rochester Driving Park. The
races will be exclusively for members, "the commit-
tee of arrangements includes W. E. Williams, F. D.
Morgan, J. E. McKelvey, Charles Barton and Wallace
Hanvey. The races will be called at 3 o'clock, when
the following programme will be carried out : One-
mile ordinary

;
J^-mile dash, safety

;
^.mile ordinary

;

i-mile safety ; 100-yard dash, foot ; 100-yard slow race,

ordinary
;
3-mile club championship ; 100-yard slow

race, safety
;
tug-of-war between safety and ordinary

riders ; 2-mile safety ; i-mile tandem s-mile team
race.
One of the youngest bicyclists in the city is Willie

Walker, of Lake Avenue. He is but six years old and
very small in stature, but notwithstanding this he
rode his wheel to Charlotte a few days ago, showing
no signs of fatigue at the end of his journey. This is

one of the best performances on record.
Eight new members were elected at the last meeting

of the Crescent Cycle Club, and the constitution was
amended to admit lady riders. At a run a few days
later a large number of wheel women participated.
John Heusner, ex-president of the West End Bicycle

Club, was married Wednesday afternoon to Miss Ma-
mie Bates, one of the leaders of society in Rochester.
Mr. and Mrs. Heusner will take up their future resi-

dence in Ashland, Wis., where Mr. Heusner is ticket
agent for the Wisconsin Central.
W. F. Freckleton will shortly leave for a trip through

some of the large Western cities.

What is the matter with Buffalo and another Buffalo-
Rochester road race?
President Brown, of the Flower City Wheelmen,

Rochester, tendered a supper to the club last Thurs-
day evening upon returning from its regular club
run. A drill given upon the street at g o'clock was
witnessed by many spectators and a display of fire-

works followed. Musical and literary exercises fol-

lowed at the residence of Mr. Brown.

NEW LIFE IN THE ORANGES.
From present indications wheeling in the famous

Orange district will shortly be booming, for the dead-
and-alive spirit that has of late been only too appar-
ent in the local riders has at last been shaken off and
cycling interest has taken on a more rosy hue.
That a city like Orange, with its unparalleled district

of magnificent roads, should be without at least one
club with some spirit and energy, has long been a
wonder among wheelmen of the surrounding cities

and towns. The Orange Wanderers have been in ex-
istence for a long time, but they have never had a
club house, or even a place of rendezvous of late, and
visiting cyclists very seldom meet a member of the
club in uniform upon the road.
On Sunday and holidays the Orange roads are

patronized by hundreds of wheelmen from New York,
Brooklyn, Jersey City, Newark, Eizabeth and other
cities, and the opportunities for a local club in the
district with a suitable club house are manifold.
That the long-felt spirit of dissatisfaction has at last

come to a head is a matter of congratulation, and if

the new club, the Orange Wheelmen, continue with
the vim manifested at the organization, prosperity
and popularity are certain. The club proposes to
rent a room for temporary quarters and will eventu-
ally have a house second to none, where outside
wheelmen will find a welcome. There is some good
racing stock in the new organization and a challenge
cup has already been offered by the President for
which the members will compete each year. The
charter roll has been limited to thirty and the club
will join the L. A. W. and boom racing!
In East Orange another new club has been organ-

ized with thirty members, four of whom are ladies, to
be known as the East Orange Cyclers. Much enthu-
siasm was manifested at the first meeting, and as it

has some of the most experienced riders in the
Oranges on the roll of membership, it will no doubt
flourish.
The officers are : President, L. H. Porter ; vice-pres-

ident, John C. Wheeler ; secretary and treasurer, J. E.

Clark; captain, Frank L. Fieger; lieutenant, 1<. D.
Taylor.

The Orange authorities intend to enforce the ordi-
nance which forbids riding at night without lighted
lanterns, as complaints have been made by pedes-
trians that they have had narrow escapes from being
run down by wheelmen. Those caught violating it

will be arrested.
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FIXTURES.

JULY.

17, 18, ig.—Massachusetts Division Meet at Cottage
City.

18-19.—Annual meet Iowa Division, at Spencer.
19.—Fourth Division Championship Races at Chi-

cago.
19.—Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Road Handicap,

Waukesha to Milwaukee, i8 miles. Entries
close July 13, with H. I. Rotier, 427 Milwaukee
.Street.

19.—New York Club's Five-mile Club Handicap on
No. Broadway.

21-23.—Indiana Division Tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati.

24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.
25.—Races at Waukesha, Wis.
26.—Road Races open to Rhode Island Wheelmen,

at Newport, K. I.

26.—25-mile Road Race Hudson County Wheelmen,
New Rochelle course. Address W. C. Marion,
12S Nassau Street, N. Y.

30.—Louisville Cycle Club's Floating Concert.

AUGUST.

2.

—

East Hartford Race Meet. Entries close with
E. E. Arnold.

2-12.—White Mountain Tour. Address before August
2, G. R. McAuslan, Providence, R. I.

4.—Bridgeport Twenty-five Mile Road Race. En-
tries close August I, with Henry Towe,
Bridgeport, Conn.

4.—Sons of St. George Games at Trenton, N. J.,
Two-mile handicap. Entries close July 28,

with Thos. Hammond, 28 Lincoln Avenue.
6.—Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-

mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
8-y.—Tournament at Vineland, N. J.

14-16.—Tournament at Minneapolis, si.xth district
championship races.

16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

20-25.—Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

33.—Toiirnauient of tlie Rochester (N. Y.)
Wheelmen's League. Address M, B.
Fox, P. U. Box 88, Kochester, N. Y.

25-37.—Li. a AV. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

26-27.—L. A. W. National Championships, Niagara
Falls.

28-29.—Tournament at Buffalo.
30.—Montreal Bicycle Club Race Meet.
30.—Uhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament

at Providence,

SEPTEMBER.

-Hartford Wlieel Club's Tournament at
Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

-New York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood,
118 South ."lalina Street.

Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament.

-Philadelphia Tournament,
Bay City Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-
cap Road Race.

13-13.—Peoria Race Meet.
13.—Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.
20.—21-mile Road Race, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading,

Pa.
-Races at Davenport, Iowa.
and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,

Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

-Boston Athletic Club's 25-mile Handicap Road
Race.

1-3.-

1-3.-

4--

5-6.

22.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

The fifth annual meet of the Cahfornia Divis-

ion is now a matter of history. It was different

from its predecessors in that it was pre-eminent-

ly a riders' meet, the majority of the persons

present having reached San Jose on their wheels

;

while those who went down by train made good
use of the time at their disposal by inding to

all the prominent places in the vicinity.

Arriving at San Jose on the morning of the

3d, and finding many racing men there, I also

found that the Stockton contingent had ill luck

in their training, both Southworth and Hickiu-

botham having fallen and sprained their wrists

a few days before the races. They were not

sure whether they would ride or not. They re-

ported the track as being almost unridable.

Burke, the Los Angeles crack, also complained
of the track, and visions of a ploughed field took

the place of the track.
- In the afternoon a visit to the track showed
that it was not as bad as it had been reported

by the riders in the morning, but it was neither

safe nor fast. It was not sufficiently ^vide and
cut up badly while the men were riding. It was

the general opinion that after the heats of the
novice race were run oil, that the track would
be very rough.
Burke did the fastest quarter during the after-

noon, doing 37 1-5S. in the face of a high wind.
The other riders were satisfied with sprinting a
hundred yards with the wind. A small delega-
tion came down by the evening train from San
Francisco, and included \V. U. Sheldon, the
secretary-treasurer, G. P. Wetmore and Mr.
Cory, of Los Angeles.
During the night over a hundred riders, mem-

bers of the S. F. B. C. . the Oakland and Ala-
meda Clubs and the American Bicycle Club,
arrived on their wheels, having ridden down by
moonhght. Among them were ; ^Mr. Burr
Noble, of Alameda, and his daughter. Miss Maud
Noble, on a tandem tricycle. Miss Noble was
the only lady who rode to the meet.
The morning of the 4th was ushered in with

the usual burning of powder and consequent
noise, so that at an early hour many wheelmen
were to be seen on the streets. Acquaintances
of former meets were renewed, cards exchanged,
and many new acquaintances made. Some one
ascertained that a Broncho bicycle was on ex-
hibition near the hotel, and it was amusing to

see the rush to have a look at the curiosity, and
to hear the many questions asked about that
wonderful rear hub. During the morning many
more riders arrived, J. J. Bliss and brother hav-
ing ridden from Alameda and H. A. Winn and
Chas. Euler from San Francisco. The morning
train brought Chief Consul Thompson, W. M.
Meeker and others.

Another visit to the track showed the men
still working on it and A. C. McKenney appar-
ently camped out there, and watching it closely

to see that it did not run away.
There were only 140 wheelmen in the morn-

ing parade, although fully as many more were
on the street as spectators. The new American
Club made quite an impression with their long
white silk sashes, on the end of which was
painted in oil colors the League emblem. The
Garden City Wheelmen had the greatest num-
ber of men in line, nearly 50. The Bay City
Wheelmen and Alameda Bicycle Club were well
represented. The lady riders were represented
by Mrs. S. G. Spier, Mrs. F. E. Browning,
Mrs. E. Mohrig, the Misses Noble and several
others.

THE RACE iMEET.

Nearly 2,000 people made their way to the
track in the afternoon, and by 2 o'clock the
grounds wore an animated appearance. The
laborers had ceased their work on it and Mc-
Kenney had given up his watching, feeling sure
that nothing could happen to the track at that
late hour.
The officers of the day were ; Referee, R. M.

Thompson
;
judges, Alphonse Col, C. C. Moore,

F. P. Black ; timers, E. Mohrig, W. F. Nord-
holdt, O. Granicher ; starter, George P. Wet-
more ; clerks of the course, A. D. Allan, Jr.,

Geo. Wolfrom ; scorers, C. A. Eliot, A. F.
Merigot, A. C. Lassen ; umpires, J. McKieman,
J. B. Lamkin.
The first race was called at 2:15, and the pro-

gramme was gone through very rapidly, it

being finished shortly after 4 o'clock.

The novice was run off in four heats and pro-
vided the best racing of the day. The first heat
—A. Rivett, first; R. R. Martin, second; W. A.
Lipsett, third ; time, 3m. los. Rivett took the
lead from the start and was never headed, win-
ning easily. Second heat—O. L. Pickard, first;

G. Swain, second; O. Osen, third; time. 3m.
(js. A pretty race, won by two feet. Third
heat—^E. C. Wagner, first; J. M. Liebert, sec-

ond; time, 3m. 43s. Won easily. The fourth
heat—W. W. Needham, first; G. E. Drake,
second; time, 3m. 10 1-5S. Drake made the
pace until 200 yards from home, when Needham
spurted and won easily. By a strange co-inci-

dence the riders who qualified for the all im-
portant final represented four different cities.

The winner turned up in A. Rivett, of Sacra-
mento; W. W. Needham, San Jose, second.
Time, 3m. 12s. The position of the riders

changed frequently but the winner was always
jiear the head, and had no serious difficulty in

winning by several feet.

Of the championship races the one-mile safety
was by far the best contested. The race re-

sulted as follows : J. F. Ives, Alameda Bicycle
Club, first; C. P. Fonda, San Francisco Bicycle
Club, second; time, 3m. 18 3-5S. R. W. Turner,

J. H. Doane, Geo. Osen, also started. The
positions of the riders changed frequently, al-

though Ives held second place next to the rails

the greater part of the time, and coming up to
the bell for the last la]), he drew out and after
getting the lead ea.scd a tritle on the first corner
and then going on came in an easy winner by
twenty yards. In the dust up for second place
Fonda's knowledge of the safety pulled him
through ahead of the others.

The winner was carefully and quietly wound
up for the races by R. A. .Smyth, and although
these were the first bicycle races he had ever
.seen, he rode like a veteran. He has a cool
head, a splendid physique and is dead game.
He is nearer chamjiionship form to-day than
any rider on the coast. He is many yards faster
than any of the safety riders and is equally at
home on an ordinary. He rode a Swift Safety
weighing thirty-three pounds, and it was just
right for that track.

The J-mile scratch was a gift for R. E.
Dow, of San Jose. C. E. Townsend, the only
other competitor, being mounted on a new racer
that he was not accustomed to, did not ride in

anything like his usual form ; time 44s. Some
persons tried to bet ten to five on Townsend,
but could find no takers.

The I -mile district championship had as
entries D. L. Burke, of Los Angeles

; J. E.
Hickinbotham and F. F. Southworth, of .Stock-

ton, and Henry Smith, of San Jose. The two
Stockton riders withdrew and the race seemed
all over but the shouting.
At the crack of the pistol Smith took the lead

and setting a steady pace led all the way. In
the last lap Smith was plainly in difiiculty,

while Burke was still riding easily and it looked
as though the Los Angeles man was trying to

make a close finish. He let Smith get several
yards awa)^ and at the last quarter set himself
going, thinking he had another lap to go.
Seeing by the action of the crowd that this was
the finish he tried his utmost to get up, but it

was too late and the race was over. Smith won
in 3m. 3 2-5S. ; the last quarter took 44 1-5S.

In his dressing room Burke explained how he
had not heard the bell, and thinking he had
another lap to go he waited and it was too late

when he saw his mistake.
The " bell" was of no use whatever, consist-

ing as it did of a piece of metal that the starter

hit with a small hammer when it was time to

"ring " for the last lap.

Burke rode his race exactly as he had been
told to, and had he known that it was the last

lap he could without doubt have won with ease.

The day before the races he did the lap in

37 1-5S., and yet under more favorable circum-
stances he is beaten when the last lap of a
slowly ridden race is done in 44 1-5S. It is plain
on the face of it that he made a mistake, as
many good men have done before, and was
beaten by a poorer rider.

It would be hard to convince people that
August Lehr was a better man than Osmond
and Synyer in the mile English championship
last year, yet Lehr, by a combination of circum-
stances, won.
Burke felt his defeat very keenly, and the

only consolation he could extract from it was
that he was not beaten by a crack rider, as had
he been the evidence of a "fluke" would not
have been so apparent.
The 3-mile handicap was easily won by W.

R. Lipsett, 250 yards, E. C. Wagner, of Stock-
ton, 250 yards, second. R. W. Turner was
xnrtual scratch on 75 yards, but made no
showing. He rode 45 miles on a very rough
road the previous night and was not fit to ride.

There were but two starters in the +-mile

State championship, Burke and Townsend, and
the race resulted in an easy win for Burke in

im. 33s. The first lap took 53s., and Burke
came up to the bell for the last lap at a great
pace. It looked as though he was going for a
fast lap, but 200 yards from the tape he eased,

as he was running away from Townsend, and
the lap was done in 40s.

For the first time in California Division racing
no official notice was given of the assignment
of the two di\-ision championships to the League
meet. It is but a few months since the racing
board put itself on record as being uncompro-
misingly in favor of enforcing the racing rules.

The board surely knows why there is a rule

relating to the assignment of championships.
"Consistency, etc."

The I-mile tandem safety was won by the
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San Jose team, G. Osen and W. Edwards, in

3m. igs., T. H. Doane and T. W. Gilmore
second. The winners took the lead at the start

and were never headed
The 5-mile district championship was another

disappointment, as all except two of the riders

stopped before half the distance was run. The
race was won by Julius Smith, A. Rivett

second, time i6m. 58 4-5S. C. E. Townsend,
D. L. Burke and R. W. Turner also started.

The latter three stopped before the half distance

and J. vSmith, riding; easily, won by a stretch.

The I -mile handicap was won by G. Swain,

75 yards, R. E. Dow, 40 yards, second, time
3m. I 2-5S. A pretty race all the wajr through.

The 2-mile safety handicap was won by J. F.

Ives, 75 yards, virtual scratch, G. Osen, 150
yards, second, time 6m. 44 1-5S. Ives did not

hear the "bell" and was riding easily in the

last lap and said he would surely have lost the

race when a friend ran across the grounds and
told him ; he then had to do all he knew in the

last 250 yards to win.

The lantern parade was the interesting feat-

ure for the evening. A. C. McKinney acted as

marshal and led quite a long line of riders, each
with his wheel decorated with flags and lanterns.

Very few elaborate displays were in the line,

but the general effect was pleasing. The parade
disbanded at the club rooms of the Garden City

Wheelmen, who had arranged an impromptu
entertainment for the visitors. Pink lemonade
and all the fruits of the season were lavishly

provided and a general good time was had.

Early on Saturday morning the riders were
preparing for the runs they had selected to join.

About twenty-five started at various times

during the morning for the Lick Observatory
at Mount Hamilton. J. J. BHss and brother
left San Jose at 8:30 and arrived at Smith's
Creek at 12. From there they walked up the

trail to the observatory, where they found so

many visitors before them that they had to

stand in line for three hours before their turn

came to look through the largest instrument.

They then returned to Smith's Creek (there

being no accommodations at the observatory)
and had to sleep on the ball room floor, as every
part of the hotel was occupied. Leaving Smith's
Creek at 5:30 on the morning of the 6th they
reached San Jose at 7:30.

The trip was a severe one o^ving to the dusty
condition of the roads. Some of the riders who
started did not go the entire distance.

The pleasantest run of the day was that to

Los Gatos. It was in charge of J. A. Desi-
mone, and was thoroughly enjoyed by the
persons fortunate enough to be present, among
them being W. R. Lipsett, J. Delmas, R. Dow,
W. W. Needham, W. Lenzen, D. Needham, A.
B. Badgeby, C. E. Townsend, R. A. Smyth, A.
E. J. Nye, A. Rivett, L. G. Hodgkins, R. E.
Steele, C. Euler and M. A. McGrew. The run
of twenty-five miles was over excellent roads
and through a fine country. The riders were
out for a good time and they had it.

There was no scorching, but the scramble
over Saratoga Hiils will long be remembered.
Nye started a lot of fun when he handed a
young lady one of Rivett' s cards and posed as
that successful racing man. The young lady
had read the morning papers and complimented
Nye (Rivett) on his splendid riding of the
previous day, all of which that demure young
man accepted with all the modesty necessary
for the occasion. When Rivett heard the story
later he took the matter good-naturedly.

The ball on Saturday evening was held at
the Hotel Vendome and was entirely success-
ful. Some of the riders wore dress suits,

although many wore their club uniforms, which
lent variety to the scene.

The morning of the 6th some of the riders
started for home on their wheels, while others
continued their exploration of the adjoining
country. Mr. Desimone piloted a party of
six to" his orchard some five miles from San
Jose and placed his entire peach crop at their
disposal. P. S.—The orchard, together with a
large proportion of the fruit, is still there.

The remaining riders left for home on the
afternoon trains and San Jose once more re-

gained its normal appearance.

I'KKSONAI, MENTION.

Captain Strong was the oldest League mem-
ber present, his ticket being number eleven.

Edwin Mohrig has attended every annual
meet of the California Division. He is the only
person with a clean record.

J. J. Bliss rode to three of the meets, Santa
Cruz, Stockton and San Jose.

One of the pleasantest characters at the meet
was R. G. Steele, of Pescadero. Mr. S. has the
misfortune to have but one arm, nevertheless
he rides a Victor safety splendidly. He made
many friends at the meet and was quite '

' in

the swim." San Jose boasts of another rider

who has but one arm, and Oakland also has one.

W. S. Hall was the only school teacher at the
meet. He is principal of the Gilroy High
School and is deservedly popular with all the
riders. He sometimes teaches school in knick-
erbockers, and to say that his pupils idolize him
would be putting it mildly. He wore the colors

of a Chicago club.

D. L. Burke, the Los Angeles crack, had a
hard time training, and was shown scant
courtesy by the League officials. He had no
place to train, and for some reason best known
to themselves, the riders did not show him any
kindness. He is such a pleasant, well meaning
young man that it is much to be regretted,

especially when the Los Angeles Wheelmen
treat visitors from this part of the country so

kindly.

The meet was the most pleasant in the history

of the Division. There was nothing approach-
ing rowdyism and every one present seemed to

have a good time. If they did not it was their

own fault.

Mr. Beach of the St. James Hotel said ;

'

' I wish to say publicly and privately that a
better behaved set of young men I never met."
The gentleman has not always been able to say
this, so it is pleasant to have him say so this

time.

An account of C. A. Lee's 24-hour record ride,

when he did 212 miles, will appear when I can
secure the necessary information.

California.

ROCHESTER WHEELMEN'S LEAGUE.

Rochester wheelmen intend to make August
23 a big day for the sport and the racing talent

expected to contend for the costly and hand-
some trophies include all the crack men of the

country—East and West. With this great ag-
gregation of talent some records are expected
to go. The driving park has been secured as

the seat for the battles for supremacy and the

track will be improved and put in the best pos-

sible condition. It is expected that at these

races Lumsden, Windle, Campbell and Rich
will meet for the first time in competition, and
the long disputed question as to their respective

abilities will be settled, for a time, at least.

The programme of events will include both
racing on ordinary and safety machines. There
will be several open events to all amateurs in

America, and besides a team race between three

Buffalo and three Rochester riders, and a city

championship race.

The association have issued a card containing

a list of rules recently adopted, and other matter
of interest to visiting wheelmen.
There will be special trains run to the city

and all wheelmen will be right royally

entertained during their stay. On the morning
of August 23 there will be a grand parade of

bicyclists in which visiting and local clubs will

participate. In the evening after the race there

will be enjoyed a banquet in one of the leading-

hotels, after which the prizes won during the

afternoon will be presented. Sunday wnll be
passed by the "jolly good fellows" in visiting

Rochester's summer resorts, and on Monday
the wheelmen, including those of Rochester,

will go to Niagara Falls. The various com-
mittees assigned to do work for the success of

the meet are

:

Advertising and Press—C. A. Rockwell, R. T. Olcott,

Wm. M. Williams, R. T. Adams.

Track Privileges and Prizes—G. S. Montgomery,
Fred D. Morgan, Robert Tomson, Martin F. Shafer,
James H. Brown.

Racing —M. B. Fox, G. S. Montgomery, Robert Tom-
son, M. F. Shafer, Fred D. Morgan.

Parade—Wm. M. Williams, M. F. Shafer, Thos. W.
Shannon, F. C. Robinson, B. H. Punnett,

Finance—Wendell Smith, Francis L. Hughes, James
H. Brown.

Banquet—George W. Ross-Lewin, Frank Hotchkiss,
R. Thompson, W. Smith, Frank Tailing.

Reception—Business Men's Club, Wendell M. Smith,
George W. Ross-Lewin ; Genessee Club, G. S. Mont-
gomery, Robert Thompson ; West End Club, Thomas
Shannon, R. T. Olcott ; Lake View Wheelmen, F. D.
Morgan, M. B. Fox; Flower City Wheelmen, James
H. Brown, R. T. Adams

;
Crescent Cycle Club, F. C.

Robinson, Frank Tailing; Rochester Club, B. H.
Punnett.

THE BRIGHTON COACH RECORD
BEATEN.

On June 25 F. W. Shorland beat the coach
record from Piccadilly to Brighton and return,
the distance for the round trip being 108 miles,

the going bad and hilly. The coach record
stood at 7h. 50m., and was made July 18, 1888,

by the late "Jim" Selby, a famous driver. A
number of fast men have attempted to break
Selby's record, and on September 4, 1889, P. C.

Wilson made the journej^ in 7h. 53m. los.

Wilson was mounted on a Geared Facile, and
was paced most of the distance. The wheel
was fitted with pneumatic tires. Shorland
covered the first 3C4 miles in 2h. , and the first

half of the journey, 54 miles, in 3h. 45m. The
entire trip occupied 7h. 19m., the coach record
being beaten 31m.

Shorland having put the Brighton record
where it is likely to stand for a long time, a re-

turn of all the various journeys may be interest-

ing for comparison. Selby's coach record, made
with sixteen changes of horses, in July, 18S8,

was 3h. 36m. for the down journey, and 7h. 50m.
return. In the same month, Linley, Biggs,
Chater-Lea, and J. G. H. Browne attempted to

ride a "Whippet" over the course, but were
stopped by rain. On August 10, E. J. Willis,

G. L. Morris, S. C. Schafer and S. Walker suc-

cessfully rode an " Ormonde" down in 3h. 56m.,
and return in 7h. 36m. 19 2-5S. Next, P. C.

Wilson made an unsuccessful attempt, and in

September, i88g, M. A. Holbein, on a " Pre-
mier," got down in 3h. 54m., but was so delayed
by a breakage that he only returned in 8h. 8m.
On March 30, 1890, F. Shute, Girling, R. Wil-
son and A. E. Griffin beat the " Ormonde

"

team's time, on a " Raleigh," in 7h. 32m. ; and
on April 13 this time was further reduced to

7h. 25m. 15s. by E. and W. Scantlebury, Blair

and Arnott, on a "Parade." P. C. Wilson
again failed in June, and lastly, Shorland
eclipsed everybody by going down in 3h. 45m.

,

and back in 7h. 19m., on a " Geared Facile."

—
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Race Meet at Brownsville, Pa.

The races at Brownsville, Pa., July 4, resulted as
follows

:

Hill climbing race of 400 yards won by A. A. Banker,
of Pittsburg, in 595.; E. S. Michener, of Pittsburg, sec-
ond, 60S. One-mile safety race—Harry Harmell, of
Brownsville, first, 3m. 25s.; Robert Rogers, of Pitts-
burg, second, 3m. 28s. One-mile lap race— George A.
Banker, of Pittsburg, first

;
John Caughey, of McKees-

port, second. Half-mile, 1.35 class—E. S. Michener, of
Brownsville, first, im. 34s.; John Caughey, of McKees-
port, second, im. 35s.; H. H. Willock, of Pittsburg,
third. One-mile safety, handicap—Harry Herme, of
Brownsville, first, 2m. 57 2-58.; Harry t". Acker, of
Pittsburg, second, 2m. 57 3-ss. Half-mile, i. 30 class

—

George A. Banker, of Pittsburg, first, im. 32s.: H. H.
Willock, of Pittsburg, second, im. 33s.; John A. Caugh-
ey, of McKeesport, third. Half-mile, open—George A.
Banker first, im. 42s.; John A. Caughey second, mi.
43S. Two-mile handicap—E. E. Michener, of Browns-
ville, first, 6m. 38s.; H. R. Willock, of Pittsburg, sec-
ond, 6m. 45S.

ROAD RACE, FRANKLIN, PA.

The second annual handicap road race of the Frank-
lin Cycle Club, Franklyn, Pa., took place July 4, over
a rough road for a distance of eight miles. There
were "eleven starters who finished in the following
order: E. L. Taylor, Warren, handicap 2in., actual
time, 3Sm. iSJ^'s.: Geo. Baker, Greenville, handicap
im., 57'm. 47;<s.;Allie Steele, Franklin, handicap 2m.,
3qm. "3qXs-J E. Taylor, Meadville, handicap im., 39m.
6^s.;'W. D. Banker, Pittsburg, scratch, 3gm. ifi^jS.

;

Sam Dewoody, Franklin, handicap 3m., 43m. zgjcs.;

Fred. Parkhurst, Oil City, handicap 2111., 42m. 36^is.

;

Chas. A. Steele, Franklin, handicap iin., 42m. i,\s.\ C.

C. Osborne, Franklin, handicap 4111., 47m. aSJ^s.; Lou
Black, Franklin, handicap 3111., 47m. 455^8.

The five-mile road race between New Canaan and
Darien, N. Y., under the control of the New Canaan
Bicycle Club, came oft" June 30. Owing to the condi-
tion of the roads, the tifiie wiis not as good as was made
last year. The victors were : Brownson, first, time
22m. 17S.; Messinger, second, time 22m. 23s.; Sutton,
third, time 22m. 32s.; See, fourth, time 22ni.'56s.; Free-
land, fifth, time 23m. 20s. Brownson has niaUc the
distance in 18m. 6s.
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THE ENGLISH RACING PATH. AMATEUR RECORDS TO DATE.

The first of the liiiKlish championsliips was held
|

Julv 12 at PaddinKton. These cliampionship events i

wil'l be held each Saturday until .\uKusl i j.
j

At Scheveninger, Holland, on June 20, H. H. San-
som, the English safety crack, won the lialf-niile tri-

cycle race in im. ws., defeating Scheltenia-Bcduin.
Sanson! also won tne 1,000 meters safely race ; time
im. 42 2-5S.

THE MILE TRICYCLE RECORD.
The times made in Dr. Turner's trial against the

one-mile tricycle record, which came off on June 25,

at Haddington, were as follows: ^-mile, 10 2-5S.;

^-mile, im. 183-5S.; "4-niilc, im. 58 3-5S.; j-mile, !4iii.

37 3-5s. The previous record was 2m. 41 4-5S.

RACING IN HOLLAND.
The international races were run at Amsterdam,

Holland, on June 21. The weather was fine and there
was a large attendance. The following is a summary
of the important events :

Mixed Five-mile In ieknational Scratch Race
P. \V. Schultema-Beduin, Amsterdam, first; Del
Beare, Alfen, second ;

time 15m. 51 2-5S.

One-mile Tricvcle Handicai'—K. Pander, Haar-
lem, first ; Scheltema-Beduin, scratch, second ; -time
2m. 50s.

ONE-MILE Safety Handicap—First heat—L. Lees-
teraaker. Coin, first; W. G. Del Beare, Alfen; time
2m. 34 2-5S. Second heat—H. L. Raland, Derenter,
first ; K. Pander, Haarlem, second ; time 2m. 37s.

Final heat—Del Beare ; time 2m. 42 2-5S.

Some fast work was accomplished at Crystal Pal-
ace on Coronation Day. The i-mile ordinary handi-
cap was won by B. \V'. Attlee, 50 yards time 2m. 43s.

The i-mile safety handicap fell to J. Wass ; time 2m.
4^ 2-5S. The 5-niile scratch race was won by Attlee,
\Vord second ; Adams third ; time 15m. 16 4-5S.

In the I-mile safety handicap, held at Paddington,
June 24, C. Kershaw, 140 yards, finished first ; time
2m. 40 2-5S.

At the Speedwell sports, held June 28, the "^-mile
ordinary was won by H.Christmas, 100 yards ; time
ini. 16 4-5S. One-mile novice handicap—A. Holroyd,
30 yards, first ; time 2m. 49 3-5S. Half-mile safety
handicap—H. Baldvk'ick, 60 yards; time im. 14 2-5S.

One-mile mixed handicap—W. A. Clarke, 45 yards,
first ; time 2m. 38 2-5S. One-mile local championship
—\V. A. Illston, Speedwell B. C, first ; time 3m. 3-5S.

Five-mile bicycle scratch race—W. A. Illston, first

;

time 15m. 50 4-5S.

The great race meet which was to have been held at
Paddington on July 5, and which was to have been
attended by the Prince of Wales, was postponed until
Wednesday, July 8, on account of the poor weather.
The results have not yet come to hand, but certain it

is that some remarkable performances were accom-
plished.

On Saturday, July 5, at the Bristol Jockey meeting,
some fast times were recorded. Summarj- : One-mile
handicap, W. L. Edwards, 130 yards, first, time 2m.
38 3-5S. One-mile safety, scratch race, G. Chapman
first, time 2m. 47 3-5S. One-mile bicycle, handicap, J.
Chamberlain, 60 yards, first, time 2m. 43 1-5S. One-
mile safety, handicap, G. Chapman, 45 yards, first,

time 2m. 35 I-5S.

At the Jarrow B. C. meeting held July 5 the 4-mile
bicycle championship of Northumberland was won
by W. C. Thompson, time iim. 42s. The i-mile bicy-
cle handicap was won by W. H. Lambert, 120 yards,
time 2m. 37 3-5S.

Dr. E. B. Turner rode a remarkably fast trial on a
tricycle at Paddington on July 2. The doctor's time
for three miles was 8m. 6 2-5S., which is faster than
the English safety record, 8m. 12 4-5S., or the English
ordinary record, 8m. 14 2-5S.

Dr. Turner's record for one mile on the tricycle de-
serves to be especially recorded as a marvelous per-
formance, and must make those amiable gentlemen
who were arguing from "record times" anent ordi-
nary vs. safety feel very uncomfortable. Dr. Turner's
2ni. 37 3-5S. beat George Gatehouse's 2m. 41 3-5S., made
as far back as 1886 at Long Eaton track. A four sec-
onds' beating is a big thing, and the Doctor did not
get the best of assistance from his pacemakers, or he
would, we think, have gone perilously near the mile
safety record, which, for a man thirty-six years of
age, is by no means a bad performance, and lends
considerable color to the suggestion that the tricycle
is a lot faster than people think. Turner will have
another go at the time, and will, we think, again mate-
rially reduce it. If Osmond could only hit up enough
energy to go for the mile on the ordinary, with the
assistance of such pacemakers as Paddington could
now afford him, and if Leitch or Laurie would also
have a try under similar conditions on the safety, we
fancy that our remarks concerning times would be
very soon shown to be right, and the "record " times
at the end of 1890 would stand about thus—ordinaries,
2m. 28s.; safeties, 2m. 33s. ; tricycles, 2m. 36s.

—

Bicycling
News.

the newt rochelle course.

This course, over which such fast time was recently
made, has proven to be short on remeasurement. The
15-mile course was i^< miles short. George Tonkin,
in his ride against time, covered 24, not 25 miles. The
course is an undulating stretch along the Boston road
commencing 2 miles below New Rochelle, at the
Larchmont Electric Road, and finishing just beyond
Rye, about at the New York-Connecticut State line.
The course is frequently marked by nastv thank-you-
marms, which make fast pedaling down hill quite
dangerous for a rider of the tall wheel.

S. G. Whittaker's application for membership in the
League has been rejected by the membership com-
mittee on grounds of professionalism. He will make
an application to the Racing Board to be taken into the
amateur ranks.

Knglish.

MILES. M. S.
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2 " S-»2 '-S.
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4
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5 " »3-SS
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SAFETY.
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.Sheen
" 0.354-5 Gassier

.Leitch 1.20 Hendee
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. " 2.4.K "
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. " 8.354-5

. " J2.55
'* 16.04
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TRICYCLE.
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.Sansom

Turner
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Gatehouse
Turner

NOTES OF THE RACE PATH.

The Hudson County Wheelmen will hereafter hold
road races every second Saturday in the month. They
are now making arrangements for an open 25-mire
scratch road race on the New Rochelle course July 26.

Six handsome trophies will be awarded as prizes, and
no wheel less than 35 pounds will be allowed. The
entrance fee is $1, and should be sent to W. C. Marion,
128 Nassau Street, New York. Messrs. Merseles, Earl
and Eveland, of the H. C. AV., will manage the event.

At the Warren Athletic Club's field games, Wil-
mington, last Saturday, the bicycle race resulted as
follows : One-mile handicap—W. C. Seeds, 70 yards,
first, time 3m. 6 2-5S.; G. M. Dampman, 120 yards, sec-
ond

; C. A. Elliott, third. Two-mile championship of
Delaware—W. C. Seeds, first, time 6m. 56s.; F. D.
Elliott, second ; S. W. Merrihew, third. Elliott set the
pace for a few laps, when Seeds spurted and won
easily.

The Frankfurt Bicycle Club will hold a series of
international races Sunday, August 24. Among the
events is the amateur championship of the world,
open to cyclers of all countries.

At Feltman's Pavilion, Coney Island, several
bicycle races will be held July 23 at the Retail
Merchants' Association's picnic.

At Canton, Miss., July 4, there was a ^-mile handi-
cap race run for a gold medal valued at $20. It was
won by J. N. Tennison, of Summit, Miss., with Lee
Roberts second. No time was taken.

Windle will probably ride a twenty-one pound
Ormonde this season. A. B. Rich is mounted on a
nineteen-pound Ormonde.

A. C. Banker will very probably not race this year,
but will devote all his time to business. Banker
arrived from England on Saturday last, bringing over
with him a lot of Ormondes and a very fine and large
English intonation.

George M. Hendee will devote one month to racing
this fall, riding in the safety events, using either a
Psycho or a Referee. Within a few days he will com
mence ridin.g at the Jlanhattan Athletic Club's old
track at Fifty-eighth Street and Eighth Avenue.
This track is a badly-constructed, sharp-cornered,
four-lap path, and George will train on it only for the
preliminary work. He will be at Peoria a week before
the races and expects to show better form than ever
before. He thinks that the safety record will be
better than 2m. 29s. this year.

Should the track at Lynn prove suitable, Windle,
Rich, W. D. Banker, Campbell, Gassier, Laurie and
Willis will go into training there.

The Harlem Wheelmen are actively preparing for a
road race meet, to be held some time in September,
full details of which will appear later. It is very
probable that among the features will be a fat man's
race.

At the races to be held at Vineland, N. J., August 8

and 9, Seeds. Draper, Hazelton, West and probably
Taxis and Wilhelm will compete.

Willie Windle has signified his intention of racing
at the Rhode Island Wheelmen's tournament, Aug-
ust 30.

The track in Forepaugh's Park was completed last
week and Philadelphia riders will make use of it for
practice.

L. L. Clarke, N. Y. A. C, will ride at the Syracuse
meet.

George Tonkin, N. Y. A. C, will ride at Hartford.

There will be three road races held on the Ocean
Drive, Newport, to-morrow.

H. E. Laurie and E. Willis, two of England's speed-
iest wheelmen, arrived in New York last Sunday from
Europe. Laurie, although but nineteen years old, is

a remarkably strong rider, who last month lowered
all the safety records from three to ten miles, doing the
latter distance in 27m. 33 3-5S. It is probable that he
will attempt to lower the safety records of this coun-
try at the Harttord tournament. Willis holds several
championships, and will compete in American races.

WISCONSIN DIVISION RACES.

The postponed races of the Wisconsin Division
will take place at the Agricultural Society's half-

mile track, Waukesha, July 25. iMitries close

July 17 \vith F. C. Park, Secretary Waukesha
Wheelmen, Waukesha, Wis. The events are
as folhnvs :

One-mile, open; two-mile handicap, safety; three-
mile L. A. W. .State championship; li.ilf-mile, bo^-s
under 14 ; one-mile L. A. W. .State cliampionship,
safety; one-mile handicap, local; one-mile handicap,
safety, local ; two-mile handicap, open ; one-mile
handicap, safety, open. An unusually fine array of
prizes are offered to the competitors.

THE MASSACHUSETTS MEET.

The fifth annual meet of the Mas^^achusetts
Division at Cottage City, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of this week, promises unusual oppor-
tunities for enjoyment. Heretofore the meet
has taken place the last of August, but owing
to the national gathering at Niagara at about
this time, a change ot date was necessary.
By the Di\nsion's constitution thebu.siness meet-
ing must be held in September, so the July
meet will be wholly devoted to pleasure. The
prosperotis condition of the Division permits
more than usual liberality in the manner of pro-
viding free entertainment for its members this

year, and the residents have promised aid. and
a cordial welcome to ever)^ wheelman is extend-
ed. The first hill-coasting contest ever held in

the State will open the long list of festivities,

and will be watched with great interest by both
wheelmen and manufacturers, and will probably
cause a decision as to the best wheel for coast-
ing purposes.
The programme, as published two weeks ago,

will be fully carried out, and the track for the
racing has been put in excellent shape for the
flyers who have .signified their intention of com-
peting for the handsome prizes.

WINDLE AND RICH AFTER THE
RECORDS.

On Saturday, to-morrow afternoon, W. W.
Windle and A. B. Rich will have a go at the
American amateur records. Windle will try for
the mile and Rich the five mile. The trials will

take place at Berkeley Oval, between two and
six o'clock.

A CHALLENGE FROM BELL.

Chief Consul Harry Hodgson, of Louisiana, has re-
ceived a letter from Bell, of Montgomery, in which he
challenges Slusser, Cason, Guillotte and Herndon to
ride five races of one mile each, the winner of three
out of the five to be the champion of the South, all to
be run on the same day. At the New Orleans races
July 21, Bell was taken" sick and was forced to retire
from the track. The fact that he was reported to have
broken the quarter-mile record, several months ago,
will cause many to await the result of this challenge
with considerable interest, as his fame as a racer has
been of a local character.

The Brownsville (Pa.) Cycle Club are seriously de-
bating the advisability of holding another tournament
about August 15.

H. J. SwMndley, in the Cyclist, strongly recommends
anti-vibration machines in general for tourists, and
the " Swift " Safety, with Keating's spring forks fore
and aft, in particular.

At the last meeting of the Arlington Bicycle Club
twenty-one new names were added to the member-
ship roll, and a constitution and by-laws were
adopted.

The Louisiana Cycling Club admitted seven new
members at the last meeting, which makes the total
membership about seventy-five. This is probably the
largest membership of any cycling club in the South.
Their new club house is very nearly completed.

Lake Success has been selected as the point for the
Kings County Wheelmen's picnic run on Sunday.

The danger of the practice of carrying small chil-
dren strapped to the front of safety' machines was
manifested in Buffalo last week. A father with his
little one strapped to a seat on the front of the wheel
slipped sideways while passing over a wet section,
and the child was thrown against the asphalt and
badly injured.

Mr. El well, editor of the Portland Transcript ani
father of F. A. Elwell, of the Elwell Tourists, now in
Europe, died at Bar Harbor, Tuesday, July 15. Mr.
Elwell was greatly assisted in his business by his son
and his deatli at this time is most deplorable.

The prospects for the Peoria tournament are fine.

The prize list will far surpass last year's, and that all

previous successes will be eclipsed is now a foregone
conclusion.
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THE KENTUCKY DIVISION MEET.

RICHMOND TAKEN.

On July II the clans met at Richmond, Ky.

,

for the State meet. On the 12th the business

meeting drew a large attendance, and the re-

ports of the Chief Consul and Sec'y-Treasurer

were read and approved. Nominations resulted

in the placing of A. J. Lamb and G. E. Johnston,

both of the Louisville Cycle Club, for re-election.

Ed. Croninger, of the Kentons, was nominated
for Vice-Consul. None of these had opposition.

The parade started at one o'clock and was
headed by " Pop" Ruff and the Ruff Wheelmen
of Richmond; Frost's band, of Lexington, came
next, and the elegant black suits of the Aquilo
Cyclers, of Covington—twelve riders ; next the

light blue and white blazers of seventeen Louis-

ville Cycle Club men ; then the Kentons, with a

good showing of twelve or fifteen blueish gray
uniforms ; after them came Nicholasville, Mays-
ville, Lexington, Winchester, Frankfort and
many other riders, to the grand total of about

150 wheels.

THE RACES.

The parade no doubt did much to attract the

2,000 people to the races in the afternoon,where
enthusiasm displayed attested their interest.

The following is a summary of the events :

Half-mile Ordinary, open—Seven starters, Vint
Perrin, Cincinnati, O., iirst, time im. 34j^s. ; Ed.
Mathey, L. C. C, second, by one length.

Three-mile Ordinary, State Championship—
Five starters, Chas. Croninger, Aquilo Cyclers, first,

time lom. 1734s ; Ed. Croninger, Kentons, second.

One-mile Ordinaries, Novices—Fiv^ starters,

Dan. Hemphill, Nicholasville, first, time 3m. s/J^s. ;

C. O. Updyke, Lexington, second.

One-mile Safety, State Championship—Pour
starters, A. J. Lamb, L. C. C, first, time 3m. 325^8. ;

T. E. Jefferis, L. C. C, second.

One-Mile Bicycle, open—Flying start, five

starters, L. V. Perrin, Cincinnati, first, time 3m. z6s.

;

Ed. Croninger second.

Half-mile Safety, open—Six starters, Al. Arnot,
Kentons, first, time im. 4oJ{s. ; T. E. Jefferis second
by one length.

One-mile, Aquilo Handicap—Three starters, Fred
Taylor, 175 yards, first, by one foot in 3m. i6Xs. ; Chas.
Croninger second.

One-mile, Kentucky—Barring Kenton and Jeffer-

son Counties. Four starters, Chas. Sparks, Nicholas-
ville, first in 3m. 28KS. ;

Hemphill second.

One-Mile Ordinary—Ed. Herget, L. C. C, first, in

3m. 35KS.; Tom Russell, Maysville, second.
The Kenton Club Championship was the tenth and

last race. Five miles, six starters—Ed. Croninger,
first, in 19m. igs.; A. E. Schmitker, second.
Fancy riding by Andy Hanauer, Jr., and Harry El-

lard, of Covington, was much admired, but the short
and difficult performance of Prince Wells, of Louisville,
captured the grand stand and won the Kenton's ap-
proval. Thus closed the most successful meet ever
held in Kentucky, thanks to " Pop " Ruff and the Ruff
Wheelmen.

NOTES.

Who worked that French horn.'
Who sang "Annie Rooney "?

Not a foul was entered, and no protests.

Some of the Kentons toured to Louisville from
Richmond.
Others took train to Paris, to wheel to Maysville, and

boat to Covington.
The absence of the hoodlum element was a most

agreeable reality.

The hop was a glorious success. It is said some
blue blazers faded on some white dresses.
At any rate the blue blazers are going to Richmond

again, first chance.
And some Richmond ladies were emphatic with

their invitations to return.
And Art Taylor was among 'em, taking orders for

ladies' safeties.

And "Pop" Moraweck, the L. C. C. invalid, was on
hand with his bright smile and winning ways. His 210
pounds occasioned some comment.
Come to Louisville June 24 next, boys, and we'll see

what the Falls City can do for the entertainment of

he Division.
Some of the Kentons and Aquilos will be in Louis-

ville on the 30th to the L. C. C. excursion.
Moraweck, Huber, Wells and Jackson left Rich-

mond 8 o'clock Saturday night for Lexington, 26

miles, where tlicy duly arrived.
"Cap." Lamb's victory was a popular one, and the

Kentons and L. C. C.s put in a lick in carrying him,
wheel and all. after his splendid finish.

Lamb and Jackson collided in the half-mile safety,

Jackson escaping, but shaking up the possible winner
to a considerable extent.
The Aquilo's balloon ascensions were a novelty to

the populace and nearly all the half dozen went out of
sight. White Bukley.

Not long ago the only lady to ride a wheel in Read-
ing, Pa., was the wife of W. I. Wilhclm, the racer,
but now a dozen or more delight in pedaling in and
around the city. Miss Jack and Mrs. (ieorge Scheele
began riding shortly after Mrs. Wilhelm and have
made some long runs together. Among other riders
are Misses Clara Nein, Jennie Donough, Katie Van
Dorn, Maude and Edith Frescoln, Ollie Keesie and
Mrs. Eisenbise. Racer Wilhclm has done much toward
teaching them the art of balancing u wheel.

THE OHIO DIVISION MEET.

The programme for the Ohio Division's tenth
annual meet at Cincinnati, July 24, 25 and 26, is

decidedly unique to say the least. It consists

of twenty circular pages about five inches in

diameter enclosed in an appropriately engraved
cardboard cover pinned together at the top. It

will hold Its own among the many pretty and
odd programmes that have been issued by the

various divisions. Besides describing Cincin-

nati and the many features of the meet, it con-

tains a big array of advertisements well dis-

played, and is a paragon of typographical neat-

ness. In the following short parody on
Hiawatha the committee extend their greetings

to the wheelmen of the State

:

" To the L. A. W. members
In the grand old State, Ohio,

Where the fierce, untamed Coshocton
In the Branches of Muskingum,
Shrieks a loud and bold defiance
"To the wild-eyed Tuscarawas

;

Where the gentle Ashtabula
Crouches low with fear and trembling
As the grim old Cuyahoga
Shakes the earth in rage and anger

;

Where the turbulent Scioto
At the feet of Chillicothe,
Pleads in vain the burning passion
That consumes his heaving bosom

;

Where the beautiful Miamis
Side by side, like happy lovers,
Down the valleys slowly wander
Building castles light and airy

;

Where the Maumee sweetly singeth.
As she glides along so gently,
Songs of love so soft and plaintive
That our hearts are touched with sadness

;

Where the rushing, roaring Hocking
And the dashing young Sandusky
Laugh and scorn the feeble moaning
Of the melancholy Auglaize

;

Yea, to each and every mem'oer
In the dear old State, Ohio,
Do the Cincinnati wheelmen

Extend a warm and cordial
greeting."

The plans for the three days' pleasure are as

follows :

Thursd.\y.—The morning will be devoted to receiv-
ing the visiting cyclers. In the afternoon the Enter-
tainment Committee will conduct wheelmen to places
of interest, and in the evening the business meeting
will take place at 8 o'clock in the parlors of the Palace
Hotel. There will be a moonlight run to Eden Park,
where a view of almost the entire city by gaslight can
be seen, the effect of which on those unaccustomed is

wonderful.
Friday.—At 9 a. m. a parade will take place over the

asphalt streets, terminating at Eden Park, where
liquid refreshments will be served, and the irrepres-
sible photograph taken. At 2:30 the races will take
place and the evening will be spent viewing the sights
of the city, and the open-air concert at the Zoological
Garden.
Saturday.—At 9 a. m. a number of short runs will be

taken through the principal suburbs. In the afternoon
a grand concert will be given at Burnet Woods Park,
and here, it is claimed, the wheelmen will see more
pretty girls in half an hour than they will during all

the rest of the meet. At 6:30 a start will be. made for

the Coney Island of the West by a special steamer
chartered for the occasion, which will wind up the fes-

tivities. Those who wish to remain over Sunday,
however, will find much to entertain them, and the
local wheelmen will see that the time does not hang
heavily on their hands.
The chairmen of the various committees are M. A.

High, Thos. L. Wayne, Hiram B. Klum, A. A. Bennett,
John H. Kroeger, W. J. Straus, H. C. Buckles, Benj.
De Camp and Dr. W. D. Kempton.

the races.

On Friday at 2:30 p. ra. the races will be run
at Chester Park, one of the best tracks in the

West, being perfectly level, though surrounded
by hills. It is a -J-mile course, and will be
put in perfect condition for the following ten

events, the winners of which will receive appro-

priate prizes; One-mile ordinary, 3.10 class;

2-mile safety, handicap; i-mile ordinary. State
championship; -i-mile boy.s' safety; i -mile ordi-

nary, open; i-mile safety, State champion,ship

;

i-mile ordinary, handicap; ^-mile ordinary,

open
;
^-mile safety, open ; 2-mile safety, open.

An entrance fee of 50 cents and $i will be
charged, and at least three starters in each race

must come to scratch. Entries should be made
through A. A. Bennett, 6 East Fourth Street,

Cincinnati.

SEPTEMBER RACES AT HARTFORD
AND CONNECTICUT DIVISION

MEET.

Herr George Pinkert, of Waldheim, Saxony, has
patented a tricycle on which a person may ride with
equal facility cm land, water or snow without having
to make any alterations in the machine. The wheels
are composed of circular air-tight tubes ccmnccting
with the nave of the axle by steel spokes and fitted

with paddles on its outer circumference. Outside of
this circle is an India-rubber tire secured by steel

rods. The front wheel forms a lens-shaped, aii"-tight

vessel made of thin'.;teel plates, with a rubber tire for

land use. The trial has been an unparalleled success.

Hartford is wide awake as usual and promises
that its forthcoming big tournament, September
I and 2, shall outdo the most brilliant of the
successful series of meets which hitherto have
contributed to its fame as a great cycling
centre.

The Wheel Club has gotten its arrangements
into first-class shape. The racing programme
and prize list have been completed, entries of

all notable racing men secured in advance,
local public interest in the affair thoroughly
aroused, and nothing remains but to carry out
the details of the meeting according to the pre-
arranged schedule of committee and general
club work.
There will be a long list of excellently chosen

races, including ten open races, four class, two
State championships, team races, novice races,

consolations each day, and a number of novel
specialties. Among the seventy prizes listed

are safety bicj^cles of the Columbia, Victor and
Hartford patterns, and many other articles

valuable and useful, and also a variety of costly

medals. Altogether there are close to seventy-
five bona fide prizes.

On the dates of the tournament the annual
meet of the Connecticut Division will be held
at Hartford, the two events being consolidated.

Above $600 will be expended for entertainment,
which bespeaks rousing good cheer for all

visitors.

A programme of the combined attractions in

elegantly illustrated form will be sent out to all

cycling localities throughout the country shortly

after August i. For the accommodation of

racing men, the Western delegations, and
returning Connecticut members of the L. A. W.

,

special cars will leave Niagara Falls after the
national meet for Hartford direct.

THE FOURTH DISTRICT CHAMPION-
SHIP RACES AT ST. LOUIS.

The first series of the Fourth District cham-
pionships were run at the Compton Avenue
track last Saturday. A heavy rain, which fell

over the central portion of the city just as the

people were starting for the track, caused many
of them to turn back, and undoubtedly had a
very serious effect on the attendance. The
Chicago riders at the hotel concluded that the

storm had ruined the track, and were about to

make an excursion to the "Brewery" when a
telephone message was received that the rain

had not fallen west of Fifteenth Street and that

the track was in good condition. The Chicago
contingent captured everything except the local

event, in which they were barred. The sur-

prises of the day were the defeat of Lumsden
by A-'an Sicklen and the fine form shown by
Harding. The latter is a young rider with only

limited opportunities for training, but if he con-

tinues to improve he will be a dangerous com-
petitor, even in the best class. Following are

the results

:

One-mile Tandem, Safety, Championship-Lums-
den and Winship first, time 3m. 132-5S.; Harding and
Sanders second.
Five-mile Safety, Championship—G. K. Barrett

first, time 17m. 53 4-5S.; Bert Myers second.
In attempting to pass on the inside during the last

lap, Hurch collided with Fanning. Myers became
mixed in the fall and all three came to grief. Myers
was the least injured and quickly remounted.
Two-mile Ordin.vry, Champ"ionship—W. H. Van

Sicklen first, time 6m. 24 1-5S. ; A. E. Lurasden second.
A time limit of 6m. 30s. was placed on this event, and

in the first trial the men were unable to get inside of

this restriction. On the second attempt Lumsden
paced the first mile in 3m. los.; Van Sicklen then paced
the next two laps at a slow .gait, when Wintermute
took up the running and made it lively. The finish

between Lumsden, Van Sicklen and Harding was very
close, not more than a foot separating them.
One-mile Safety, CHAMrioNSHip-F. J. Fanning

first, time 3m. 19 1-5S.; G. K. Barrett second ; Bert My-
ers third.
Three-mile Tandem, Championship—Lumsden

and Winship first, time lom. 3-5S.

Two-mile Ordinary, H.-\ndicap—First heat, O. L.

Rule first, time 6ni. 46s.; W. H. Harding second. Sec-
ond heat, G. E. Tivy first, time 6m. 55 2-5S. Final heat.

Rule first, time 6m. 44s.; Tivy second.

The lirooklvii Bicycle Club and Hudson County
Wheelmen will liokt a combined run to Ti-enton this

Sunday, if the wo.ither permits. It is expected that

100 men will be in Hue,
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THE TKADE.

THE ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE
FACTORY.

CO.'S

The above cut represents the extensive works
of the Rouse-Durj-ea Cycle Co. at Rockaway,
Moiris Co., N. J. The factorj- propertj- is com-
posed of four bnck buildings. No. i is 25x100,

two stories high and contains the offices, stock

and shipping rooms. No. 2 is used for the
smith-shop, and enameling is done in a small

building between the two. No. 3 is 40x100 and
is a Avell equipped machine-shop, and contains

much machinery peculiar to cycle work. No. 4
contains the tool-room and the plating depart-

ment. There is a large passageway between
each building, and fire-proof doors are used
throughout the plant. Numerous other smaller
structures are utilized for various purposes, and
the works, which were built in 1SS7 by the Rock-
awa)- Manufacturing Co. at an outlaj-of $75,000,
are a model of a well equipped plant. The
company have recently gotten out a straight

steering Sylph, which is being made for a limited

market.

At the last Stanley Show there were 232 exhibitors,
including 105 bonafide cycle manufacturers, 98 factors,
agents and maicers of accessories, 22 trades outside
cycle making, 7 the cycle press, total 232

; 55 of the
105 hoiui Jide cycle makers have signed the contract
not to exhibit in i8gi, and among this number is to be
found (with a single exception or so) the whole of the
largest cycle makers, representing what has been
called "the cream of the trade;" and, with the addi-
tion of other names of firms not actually cycle makers,
but yet exhibitors, the signatures to the deed amount
to 70, leaving 162 who have not signed, as follows :

—

83 factors, agents, and makers of accessories, 50 bona
Jidc cycle makers, 21 trades outside cycle making, 6
the cycle press ; total, 162.

The factory of Messrs. Gorton & Co., limited, Cov-
entry, Eng., cycle manufacturers, was destroyed by
fire Sunday, July 6. The loss has been roughly esti-
mated at several thousand pounds, and 130 workmen
are thrown out of employment.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

A very neat, comfortable and simple safety
spring IS that brought out by Mr. Smith, of

West Bromwich. The front part of the spring
is fastened l)y a knuckle joint to the centre of

the diamond frame, and is supported at the
back by a perpendicular rod working in a socket
fitted in the junction of the frame work. This
rod hangs on coil springs similar to the Quad-
rant saddle, and bj- some internal arrangement
they can be adjusted to suit any rider's weight.

Mechanism for storing up power, to be utilized

in ascending hills has been invented by three
Birmingham gentlemen. A pair of bevel spur
wheels are mounted loo.sely on the pedal crank
axle, and between them slides a clutch actuated
through a lever; these wheels engage a third

wheel fixed on the ends of a shaft, which carries

at its upper part a worm engaging a worm
wheel or a shaft. This shaft is connected with
a spring and carries a chain wheel geared by a
chain, with a chain wheel connected to the
main axle by a ratchet clutch, so that it only
drives in one direction. The worm wheel, chain
wheel and spring are connected to the axle,

when rotating in one direction only, by means
of spring clutches. The chain wheel is motmted
loosely on the pedal crank axle and connected
to one of the cranks by a clutch. The spring is

prevented from unwinding by a ratchet wheel
engaging projections on a pivoted arm con-
nected to a hand lever. To apply the spring
power for driving the machine, the projections
are moved out of gear u-ith the ratchet wheel by
means of the hand lever.

'CYCLING," BY H. H. GRIFFIN.

GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVERT G.\R-
DEN, LONDON.

Messrs. Bell have sent us the above work, which
forms one of the volumes of their popular All-Eng-
land series. Mr. Griffin has put an immense amount
of interesting and useful information into the 120
pages of matter, comprising the birth and history of
the cycle, and its gradual progress towards the per-
fected machines of 1890 ; a description of the latter
forming the subject for an interesting chapter.
" Learning to Ride " is also carefully treated on, as is

also "Touring." A chapter by Miss Lillias Camp-
bell Davidson (Violet Lome), "Cycling for Ladies,"
will prove of interest to the fair sisters and friends of
our American cyclists. Useful hints on racing and
training are given, and a brief history of " British
Cycling Institutions" concludes the book, which is

bound in cloth, small 8vo., and published at the low
price of is., and should be in every cyclist's library.

The photos of the various events of the K. C. W.
meet, taken by F. P. Jewett, of Orange, N. J., have
come out remarkably clear. Mr. Jewett has copies
for sale.

THE GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE COMPANY.

The Grand Rapids Cycle Company are the manufacturers of the Venus and Clipper Safeties

and Clipper Saddle. The Venus is an entirely new wheel, this being its first season on the
market, and is one of the best machines made for the mone3^

THE "VENUS."

By ite peculiar form of frame it is equally adapted for either lady or gentleman riders. The
front wheel is 26 inches, and the rear wheel 30 inches, and the steel rims consist of deep semi-
tubular sections, thinnest where holes are drilled for spokes, not weakening the rim by drilling

through the heaviest portion. The wheel is ball-bearing throughout, and the spokes are of steel

wire. The crank fastening is of a new design^not used on any other machine, which makes an
extra strong and detachable fastening.

A NEW SPEED MEASURE.

An exchange describes a new instrument for
timing, as follows :

" The inventor, E. J. Marey,
of the Institute of France, has devised a very
simple machine to which the name of odograph
has been given. It draws or traces a curve on a
traveling band of paper, which is a register of the
speed with which a person walks or a vehicle
moves. The recording mechanism is not at all

complicated and is not likely to get out of order.
It consists of a cylinder covered with ruled paper,
and revolved by clockwork. On this a stylus
actuated by a wheel which traverses the ground
marks the trace, and the stylus moves at a rate
proportional to the wheel, while the paper moves
past at right angles with a velocity proportional
to the time. The slope of the trace is a record
of the speed. The odograph is capable of being
adapted to special purposes, such as measuring
the speed of soldiers on the march, the rate that
railroad trains travel, or the time made by race-
horses on the track, and it is thought that in

the more general use which promises to be made
of this instrument it will be found to meet ac-

curately numerous purposes for which some
such recorder has been needed."— T/u- Cyilist.

Francis L. Hughes, the Rochester dealer, has been
in town all week.
Arthur du Cros, the Irish crack, rides a twenty-four

pound Humber Safety. >

Crawford & Co., of Washington, D. C, are thinking
of moving their works to Gettysburg, Pa.

Rudge & Co. have advanced the price of their
cxishion tires 10 per cent, on account ot the increased
cost of rubber.

The factory of S. & B. Gorton, of Coventry, Eng-
land, has been destroyed by fire. The losses were
partially covered by insurance.

The Pope Manufacturing Co. has just completed
twenty-four new Columbia racing safeties. They
will weigh about twei)ty-two pounds.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Rochester, has amended
its constitution so as to admit ladies. Eight new
members were elected at the last meeting.

There is a project on foot to lower the grade of the
county road through Summit, N. J., the chief obstacle
encountered in the popular run to Morristown.

The Irish Cycle Co., which has only been in existence
a short time, has declared an interim dividend of ten
per cent, for the five months ending May 25, 1890.

Two wheelmen were arrested for sidewalk riding,
last week, in Dunkirk, N. Y., and fined $ioeach. Con-
siderable indignation was expressed at the unreason-
able amount imposed.

Goldsborough, Reh & Co. are representing the
Stover Bicycle Manufacturing Co., of Freesport, 111.,

at Washington, D. C. The latter firm are sole U. .S.

agents for the Phoenix saddles and tool bags and the
pneumatic handles.

The Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia, will be
pleased to send to any wheelman one of their pocket
key-ring screw drivers on receipt of a two-cent stamp
for postage. The device is made from the finest steel
and will be found convenient.

The Buffalo Travelers Bicycle Club have just elected
the following officers : Captain, W. H. Bier ; first

lieutenant, J. W. Dawson ; second lieutenant, P. E.
Lewis ; third lieutenant, C. F. Heyser ; bugler, J. W.
Bocker ; treasurer, F. H. Janner ; secretary, H. Bay.

Singer & Co.'s "monster picnic" was held at
Coventry on June 28, and was attended, despite the
inclement weather, by 620 cyclists. Many of the
riders wore fancy costumes, and were disguised as
clowns, harlequins, policemen, etc. The party rode to
Stoneleigh Park, where they picnicked.

Messrs. G. Singer and R. A. Lea, of Coventry, have
invented a very useful locking device which enables
safety bicycles to be leaned or supported against a
building, wall or any vertical support. A clip fixed
to the socket carries'a hinged loop-shaped piece for
fitting over the head of the set screw, which secures
the handle-bar stem, thus preventing the front wheel
from turning.

The Penn Wheelmen, of Reading, are arranging tor
a road race from Myerstown to Reading, Sept. 20, a
distance of twenty-one miles, to be open to all riders,
and prizes of bicycles, watches and jewelry will be
offered. A lantern parade will be held on the evening
before the race and a hill-climbing contest on the fol-
lowing afternoon. They will endeavor to have many
of the Eastern crack riders in attendance.

Cycle manufacturers at Coventry are just now exer-
cised over the matter of next winter's stock, saj's a
Coventry paper. - The pneumatic or cushion tire,
which gives perfection in riding in dry weather, and
increases speed on the track, has lately come into
favor, but there is not yet full promise that riders
generally will demand the tire next spring. If assured
of such a demand, the cycle trade will have an alto-
gether unprecedented activity, because many of the
machines now in use will be discarded. Though the
summer is far ad\'anced the trade shows little slack-
ness, and Coventry railway platforms continue to be
daily blocked with cycles (chiefly safety laicycles)
going to all parts of the United Kingdom. An equally
large number of machines go by luggage train.
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PHILADELPHIA,

I seem to be particularly unfortunate, Some way or

other, in continually rousing somebody's ire and get-

ting them after me with a hot stick. If I am " making
myself and the paper I write for" unpopular, I am
truly sorry, although this is the first intimation I have
had of that fact, and that my "anything but edifying

pen scratchings" do not come up to the standard set

by'the Ainerican Athlete, I also much regret, although

I can scarcely understand why the editor of that jour-

nal should take upon himself the position of censor

over other writers and papers. My account of the

meet, held on June 27 and 28, was written to the best

of my ability in the limited time at my disposal and
certainly contained no unjust criticisms. I placed the

credit where I thought it was due, with Messrs. Bretz,

Gideon and Collins (although I should also have given

Chairman A. F. Bratcher praise for his splendid work
on the finance committee). The work of the other

committees, although necessary and well performed,

was largely routine and did not consume the time or

call for anything like the work which these four gen-

tlemen so freely gave. It certainly looks very nice,

and sounds well, to read about the "hotel corridors

swarming with visitors " and " wheelmen arriving by
every train," but I prefer to leave that to the daily

papers. When only forty-one members of the State

Division living outside of Philadelphia registered, I

fail to see how the meet was successful other than as

I stated—as a gathering of local clubs it has never

been excelled.

As to "hindering the meet," "going out of my way
to create needless hard feelings" or " feeling sore over

a set-back he and one or two others deservedly re-

ceived." I will simply say that The WHEEL has con-

tained more information for the last three months
regarding the proposed meet than all the other cycling

papers put together, and that although I could have
written columns about that "set-back," notwithstand-

ing that I "lack good sense," I refrained from any re-

mark about it simply because comment was unneces-

sary, and for the good of the sport it is best that such

matters be kept out of print. All that has been said

about the subject has come from the other side. Per-

haps if the set-back to clubs, not individual members
of them, had not been given, things might have gone
differently. An unprejudiced reader of my account

will find that it consists of considerable news, a good
deal of praise and very little "kick." I don't like to

be continually in a fight, so, as The Athlete says, the

"least said soonest mended." I will say no more
about that uncalled for editorial.

And now my dear Mr. "Ariel"—"a word in your
ear." As you seem to be trying to make capital out of
an unfortunate blunder which was fully explained
to the satisfaction of every one who was willing to be
satisfied, that I was in no way responsible, let me in-
form you that you cannot yourself, or by your advice
to others, draw me into any further discussion of the
matter. That is not my funeral. But say, who the
dickens gave you the impression which you seem to
have that I was the " new man" on the Times ? I never
dreamed of such a thing, so of course I don't know
what you mean by "amiable intentions" and "mis-
carried scheme." Did you think you had caught me
playing the same game which you tried so unsuccess-
fully a couple of years ago—of mentioning in the
Times what an excellent Philadelphia correspondent
the IVorld had, and then returning the compliment by
stating in the IVorld that the Times undoubtedly gave
the best news of any of the local papers? Well,
hardly. Always be sure you are right, old chappie,
tlieti go ahead, but don't get too personal in your re-
marks and advice. I know a thing or two myself, you
see, and might possibly return your favors with com-
pound interest! Selah !

Just when the organization of new cycling clubs
will cease, or the movement to this end even rest, it

wotild be hard to say. Three more have been launched
within as many weeks and one of them, the Franklin
Cycle Club, announces a moonlight excursion on the
28th. In addition to this fact all the older clubs are
as active as ever and taking in members rapidly. The
Philadelphia Club has been compelled to refuse lady
applicants for some time, and the Century has practi-
cally reached its limit of 200 on the active roll, although
there are still vacancies on the associate list. The
Centuries decided a year ago, after considerable de-
bate, not to admit lady members, and the Fairmount
Lady Cyclers formed this spring by ladies exclusively
has drawn its membership, now amounting to nearly
fifty, largely from the wives and sisters of members
of the Century Club, and the latter organization has
invited the ladies' club, although still keeping its or-
ganization intact, to use their parlor for its business
meetings hereafter until such time as they shall feel
disposed to have a house of their own. The Colum-
bia Cyclers is a club composed of jolly good fellows
and several good riders who have been badly handi-
capped in regard to rapid growth by not having seen
the necessity of a club house. Their quarters back
of the S. & Ci. ridin^c school, although cosy and pleas-
ant, are almost too inconvenient of access. They will
soon move to a commodious house at Fifteenth Street
and Montgomery Avenue, and doubtless the energy
and perseverance of its members will put the C. C.
where it properly belongs- in the front rank of the
local clubs. What is probably the most rapid prog-
ress made by any club in the city, if not within larger
boundaries, is the recent history of the Park Avenue
Wheelmen. This club only a few months back was

hardly taken into consideration in comparison With
the other clubs, but under the leadership of President
Bonnell and other enthusiastic workers, its recent
growth, especially since the occupancy of their new
club house at 1832 Park Avenue, has been phenomenal,
no less than seventy-one applications being acted on
at one meeting ! The new quarters are not yet fully
furnished, but together with the wheel and locker
rooms will shortly be completed. The meeting room
and parlors are beautifully carpeted, and several
handsome pictures and numerous articles of fancy
work adorn the walls. During the late meet a num-
ber of W. W. Taxis' prizes were on exhibition and
the club kept open house.

The general executive committee of the meet held
on July 27 and 28 are now wrestling with the vexa-
tious problem of settling up accounts and disposing
of the surplus—which, by the way, promises to be a
neat one. Some one has discovered, now that it is all

over, that the constitution calls for the official meet to
be held in September at the time of the business meet-
ing.

The photographs of the group taken on Dairy Hill
during the parade is out, and without exception is

probably the finest and largest cycling picture ever
taken in this city.

Kingsland, the Baltimore crack, will shortly remove
to Philadelphia. His name is on the application
list of the Century Wheelmen, and he will, in all prob-
ability, make one of their team of four for the Tryon
cup road race in September.

Several members of the Tioga Cycling Club rode to
Cape May on July 4 and 5. Bonnell, Lancaster and
Taxis, of the Park Avenue Club, on Friday started
for Ocean Grove. The direct road to Atlantic City is

positively unridable, but those who have gone via
Milville and Port Norris report fair riding. Another
point which has generally been considered inaccessi-
ble by wheel is Neshaminy Falls, a pleasant picnic
resort on the Reading Railroad. A number of wheel-
men have ridden to this place and report the roads
good. The route is through Frankford, over Bristol
Pike to Ben Salem Pike, thence direct to Neshaminy.
A beautiful ride for those who do not mind country
roads and are willing to start early enough to be able
to lay over at West Chester, or better at Chad's Ford
in the middle of the day, is the so-mile ride to Wil-
mington via Westchester and down the east bank of
the Brandywine, returning via boat. The Sunday
club run is poorly attended this sultry July weather,
and has been temporarily dropped by several clubs.
Tours are being planned by many riders and every-
one, or nearly everyone, who can get away at that
time has asked for his vacation at the time of the
Niagara meet.
The Quaker City five-mile handicap club champion-

ship which was to have been held Saturday last over
the Century course, was postponed on account of the
absence of the starter and several contestants.
On August 14 the remaining six district L. A. W.

championship races will be run at the A. C. S. N.
track at Stenton The events to be decided are :

i-mile ordinary, 2-mile safety, 5-mile ordinary, 5-mile
safety, i-mile tandem, 2-mile tandem.

Paul Berwyn.

CYCLING IN CENTRAL MICHIGAN.

The onward progress of the wheel has been decided-
ly apparent in hundreds of towns and villages in
almost every State of the Union during the last year
or so, and the advance is quite as perceptible through-
out Central Michigan as elsewhere. In many places
in the Wolverine State the growth has been remark-
able, new riders and clubs having sprung up with
wonderful rapidity, and the large number of lady
riders is also worthy of note. Among the towns where
the sport is booming are the following:

FLINT.

The Flint Wheelmen, a League organization, is a
flourishing club with twenty-four members. The
initiation fee is $3, with $1 annual dues, and half of
this goes to the L. A. W. It will be seen that no rider
in Flint can remain unattached or a non-League mem-
ber for pecuniary reasons. The club is sound finan-
cially, the running expenses being small. There are
twelve ladies who ride tricycles in the town and one
who manipulates a safety. Miss Clara Smith, who is a
fast and fearless rider. Miss Sadie Adams and Miss
Belle Pearsall were the first to introduce the tricycle.
Flint has half a dozen agents and a fair riding district.

ST. JOHNS.
This town, once famous for its "Bicycle Band of

Big Wheels," a club in which the smallest wheel
owned by a member was a s6-inch, the average run
being 59-inch, is still in existence and retains its

interest in this direction. The wheelmen have a good
quarter-mile track and were very anxious to enter-
tain the State meet. St. Johns is well supplied with
agents and has a number of lady riders, among them
being Misses Jennie Hicks, Zylpha Shaver and Nellie
Dodge.

LANSING.

Lansing is another place where wheeling is boom-
ing and boasts of eight or nine lady riders. Miss
Edith Van Alstein and Miss Lotta Storrs were the
first to ride in this city and both are now most excel-
lent riders and can handle their little wheels to per-
fection. The Lansing Bicycle Club is a flourishing
League organization.

A Columbia Safety belonging to J. H. Miller, Read-
ing, Pa., was stolen while left in front of the First
National Hank building recently, and the Pope Manu-
facturing Company have offered $100 reward for its

return. The company is endeavoring to make the
career of the bicycle thief a short one. This is the
first time a wheel has been stolen in that city.

Prince Wells is at the head of a plan to build a track
at Louisville. Shares will be issued to the number of
500 at $5 each.

BUFFALO.

One thing the wheelmen of the city are pleased with
is the end of the Brinker-Gassler series. There has
been more newspaper talk and dilly-dallying over the
races between these two men than over any other
affair of the kind that has ever occurred hereabouts.
Brinker has been defeated simply because he has met
a rider who has more pluck and heart in him than he
possesses. Then the Buffalo man is liable to lose his
head at a critical moment, and this is one of his worst
failings. That he is as speedy a rider as Gassier no
one for a moment will doubt, for in private practice
he can easily do miles down in the forties. In the
deciding race at the Falls last Saturday he was fairly
and squarely defeated. The time, 2m. 55s., considering
the track, was very good.
The Joint tournament committee of theBuffalosand

Ramblers is hard at work on the details of the two days'
meet in August following the League meet at the Falls.
Buffalo will furnish a good track, good racing, good
prizes and a jolly good time all around. Wheelmen
who intend to take in the League meet should not fail
to stay over the two days, August 28 and 29, in Buffalo.
Just as well make a week of it as not, and the expense
will be but a trifle more. And then remember the
ninety miles of asphalt and twenty of park roads. All
the riding one will want right in the city on pavement
as smooth as a billiard table.

The Ramblers' mileage for June was not very large,
but 3,8o9J{ miles being covered by members during
the month. C. F. Heath, with 487 miles, had the best
record

; A. L. Georger made 350, C. H. Baker 321, C.
H. Bamberg 245, Louis Bruch 261.

The Zigzags at their last meeting considered an
amendment to the constitution making the club a
member of the L. A. W. The matter will be con-
sidered at a special meeting for that purpose July 26.

Tonawanda, the Lumber City, but*a few miles from
Buffalo, has a new bicycle club with the following
officers : President, F. E. DruUard ; vice president,
J. D. Warren ; secretary, J. W. Scribner ; treasurer,
F. E. Davis. The club will be a member of the
L. A. W.
Buffalo also has a new club, the Travelers. It vyas

organized last Wednesday night with the following
officers : Captain, W. H. Bier ; first lieutenant, J. W.
Dawson ; second lieutenant, P. E. Lewis ; third lieu-
tenant, C. F. Heyser ; bugler, J. W. Bocker ; treasurer,
F. H. Janner ; secretary, H. Bay. It is expected that
this clnb will at its next meeting take steps to become
a member of the national cycling body.
The Zigzags are arranging for two club road races,

a 10 and a 25 mile contest. The first w^ill take place
August 2, and the second a couple of weeks later.
At the last meeting of the Zigzags the club fairly

announced itself on the fast riding question as follows :

"Resolved, that the members of this club are against
the practice of reckless and faster riding than is

allowed by the city ordinances, and that by example
and persuasion they do all in their power to suppress
such practices. That they tender their hearty thanks
to the committee who conferred with the police
authorities and obtained increased privileges for
wheelmen."
Last Saturday afternoon the Women's Wheel Club

took a run out to the park and had a picnic there. It

was much enjoyed, and the sterner sex didn't indulge
in festivities either. So it seems that man is not such
an indispensable article after all.

The Standard Cycle Company presented Penseyres,
the wianer of its so-mile road race, with a gold watch
and chain valued at $58 as his prize. The trophy due
him was valued at $30, but the company decided to
increase it in view of the good time he made for the
distance, 3h. 40m.

It is expected that H. E. Laurie, the noted English
safety rider, who will race this fall under the auspices
of the New York Athletic Club, will take in the Buf-
falo tournament. There is much interest manifested
here in the fact, as his doings have been much talked
about.

The Doctors' Wheel Club, accompanied by several
members, of the Press Bicycle Club, took a run to
Lancaster last Monday evening. GR.ANT.\B.

ST. LOUIS.

Perhaps I was hasty in criticising the action of the
Missouri Bicycle Club in accepting the resignations
of the members against whom certain charges were
made. If any criticism is deserved it should be
directed against the members who filed the charges,
but who failed to be present at the meeting to make
them good. Pres. Chauvenet could hardly be expected
to stand in the breach alone, and without the support
which he had a right to expect, but which was not
forthcoming, he adopted the only course left open for
him. The club is well rid of a most disagreeable
element and whether this desirable consummation was
reached by expulsions, resignations, deaths, or other-
wise, does not so much matter ; the men are gone and
the thing to do now is to fill their places with better
material. This, the president assures me, is being
done.

The failure of the sprinkling contractor has given
us dry streets to ride over this week, and while the
absence of slippery pavement is very agreeable to
wheelmen, it is more than counterbalanced by the
discomfort and destruction caused by the clou'ds of
dust that filled the air almost to suft'ocation. In the
country the roads are so dry and dusty from the long
continued drouth that riding them for pleasure is no
longer thought of. Club runs are abandoned alto-
gether and will scarcely be resumed before September.
If we could only have now a little of that surplus
water that fell so copiously last Spring when we were
trying to find time between showers to run oft" a few
races, it would be welcome indeed. Ithuriel.

The Independent Cyclers, of Louisville, elected J.
C. White captain and George Laib secretary, last

week. Sundav the club enjoyed a run to Corydon,
hid.
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WE recently had a trifling foretaste of Niag-

ara Falls hospitality, and we can safely

advise all wheelmen to trust themselves to the

Falls people in August. We had also the good
fortune to sample a late p. m. brand of Syra-

cusan good-fellowship, and we heartily com-

mend all good cyclists into the hands of the

Salt City men. The National and State meets

should be unprecedented successes.

IN the manufacture of cycles it is almost a

truism that the line of success, independent

of certain other essentials, lies along the line of

gracefulness. In view of this generally accept-

ed fact, it seems strange that corporations which

command brains and capital should persist in

producing ungraceful, sterling wheels.

One must give the public what the public

wants. At the present time Shakespeare is

di.scounted.and there are thousands in gymnastic

comic opera and clap-trap melodrama ; healthy

literature is eclipsed and there are millions

in flash journalism, set off with horrible por-

traiture.

The public is not to be systematically edu-

cated, and bankruptcy—the black bird of finan-

cial disaster—will most certainly perch on the

banners of those who will undertake commercial

pedagogy. The public taste is evanescent,

circumstantial ; not systematic or logical. Suc-

cess lies in noting the straws, locating the cur-

rent and swimming with it, vigorously.

To return to the subject. The strongest sell-

ing point in a bicycle is its graceful lines ; that

is the law of first impressions, which are every-

thing. He who disregards this simply works for
,

Scrapheap & Co.—an unprofitable concern, '

doing business everywhere, and founded in
'

England early in this century.
i

THE Bicycling News seems unduly overcome

by the recent tricycling performance of

Dr. E. B. Turner, who recently rode three miles

in Sm. 6 2-5S. The .W-c.f, commenting on the

doctor's performance, makes the mis-statement

that this 8m. 6 2-5.S. is a world's record for any

sort of cycle. As a matter of fact the records

at three miles stand as follows:

American Professional Bicycle—Rowe, 7m. 48 4-5S.

English " " —Crocker, 7m. 59 1-5S.

Australian " " —Busst, 8m. 2 4-5S.

English " Safety—Whittaker, 7m. 5gs.

Although Mr. Hillier will claim, on occasion,

that he has merely some indirect, secondary and
telephonic connection with the News, one per-

ceives his fine Italian mind dominating the edi-

torial in question ; for it is quite the Hillier

fashion to airily discredit and overlook the

records of three American riders, despite the

fact that we had the extreme pleasure, some two

years since, of compelling his acceptance of the

Rowe records.

Starting with mis-statement, it is natural that

the News should fail in judgment and attach

too great a significance to Dr. Turner's perform-

ance. The intimation that the tricycle might

properly be classed with, or even before, the safe-

ty and ordinary, is based on an erroneous appre-

ciation of relative values. Dr. Turner's perform-

ance simply proves that no other man has de-

voted as much time and attention to tricycle

racing as himself. Better men, perhaps, there

are, and. might have been, but it remained for

him to prove the capabilities of the three-

wheeler.

As a matter of probability there seems but

little to support the opinion that the speed of

the tricycle is as great or greater than that of

the ordinary or safety. On the safety, especial-

ly, there is no conscious or unconscious expendi-

ture of muscular or nervous force, either in main-

taining the balance or as the result of physical

fear, and with these factors eliminated, it seems

a mechanical absurdity to rate the three-wheeler

in front of either of the two-wheelers.

Before the year is over the one-mile ordinary

record should be placed at 2m. 27s., and should

be further lowered to 2m. 25s. on a mile circuit

with a surface equal to that of the Paddington

path. The safety record should also be notched

at 2m. 27s. At three miles, it is quite ^vithin the

bounds of reason that we shall see the time

reduced to 7m. 40s., or some 26s. inside the

tricycle record. Dr. Turner's ride, remarkable

in its way and admirable as the result of good

mental capacity as well as rare physical ability,

is not of sufficient significance to create any

considerable revival of the tricycle as a practi-

cal road wheel, when one has the choice between

safety and tricycle.

THE wheelmen of Rochester should make
every effort to have asphalt introduced

into their city. At the present time the wheel-

men use the sidewalks, and as the gutters are

crowded with flat blue-stone flagging the walks

afford most comfortable riding. The advantages

of sidewalk riding are recognized, and many
wheelmen ride to and from business. It is no

uncommon sight to see one or more wheels at

the doors of business houses. Under this sys-

tem of sidewalk riding Rochester has become

a prosperous and important cycling centre.

But the riders must remember that the privi-

lege of riding on the sidewalks may be taken

from them at any time, and they should prepare

for the emergency by commencing an active

campaign in favor of the introduction of asphalt

pavements.

THE Bicycling Neii's commends the vigorous

highway improvement campaign which

has been carried on in The Wiikki.. The News
may say that we are "getting there," as we
Yanks say. The purely agricultural mind is being

gradually educated above the thank-you-marm
and soft clay idea, and the aldermen in town and

city have been taught the meaning of asphalt.

Next fall we shall press the Eagle of highway im-

provement agitation again, and you shall hear

him scream, even over in Coventry. At the

present time we are too busy recording monu-
mental sales, the birth of multitudinoug,jJ«l»s ^
and the marvelous growth of c\i^h^->S^ Ift^

throughout the country. if <, .

<^6

A SERIOUS ACCIDEl &rm
The six-year-old daughter of A. E. McLean

was sitting on a tricycle in Delavan Street,

Rochester, N. Y., last Wednesday week watch-
ing a number of bicycle riders who were racing
among themselves over the new asphalt pave-
ment. Among the riders was a young man
named Boiler, whose wheel struck the tricycle

and threw the child heavily against the curb
stone. A gash three inches long was cut in her
forehead laying the skull bare, and she was
otherwise bruised. The doctors in attendance
say she will recover if no internal injuries have
been received, although her face will be badly
scarred. Boiler says he did not see the child
until she was struck, and feels veiy badly over
the accident, although he says it was one that
could not be avoided.

THE PALISADE WHEELMEN.

Messrs. Schlendorf & Beekman started early Sunday
morning to go to Philadelphia, but after traveling
75 miles were unable to continue their trip awheel.
They report the roads to be in a very bad condition,
between Springfield and Trenton having walked
about 40 miles out of the 75. This stretch is reported
in the road book as A2, but is really worse than A5.
This Saturday, A. W. GrasshoiT starts on a trip to

the Water Gap, Port Jervis, Kingston, and from thence
to Albany.
Cycling is booming in West Hoboken, and we can

now boast of three lady riders, although riding on
Palisade Avenue sidewalk has been forbidden, and a
fine of §10 will be imposed upon the first one caught
using the same. This is another case of the majority
suffering for the wrong-doings of a few, who never
stop to think, when riding on the sidewalk, that they
are trespassing, as it were, on the pedestrian's terri-
tory, and that due care and courtesy should be
accorded same. Several accidents happened of late,
all caused by reckless riding. We must now all
content ourselves with the roads, which are very bad
to say the least. This street is really the only con-
necting roadway leading to the favorite runs, and is

a continual stretch of sidewalk for a mile in length.
Palisade.

INSOMNIA, FOOD AND DRINK ON
THE ROAD.

Apropos to insomnia, "Pedaler" writes :—I have
found by experience that insomnia, after riding long
distances, can be traced to over eating or too many
drinks on the journey. I ride, without training, 100
miles every fine Sunday. One favorite trip is from
Beckenham to Brighton, then on to Worthing and
home same dav ; distance over loo miles. I start at

7 a. m., after a light breakfast, arriving at Brighton
about II a. m. I put my machine up at a favorite pub.
and have a glass of claret, and that is all I have till

dinner-time, when I eat slowly and quaff a pint of bit-
ter, and rest an hour. Coming home I stop at Crawley
and have two eggs and two cups of tea and a few
slices of bread and butter. Arriving home, I have a
pint of stout, or stout and bitter, and a sandwich. I

ride a semi-racing safety, and my average plugging
is about eleven miles an hour, and after a 100 miles
journey as described I invariably sleep eight to nine
hours as sound as a top. Flabby muscles and intem-
perance in eating or drinking are the causes of in-
somnia in a good many cases.

—

Exchange.

DETROIT-NIAGARA TOUR.

The programme for the Detroit-Niagara tour will be
issued in a few days, and in order that everything
may pass smoothly' Clarence Smith, who has charge
of the affair, has gone over the route and made all

necessary arrangements. The Canadian clubs are
takin.g much interest in the tour. Over fifty riders
are already booked, and with applications every day
it is expected that the party will number 100. A good
time to all who participate in the trip is assured. For
any information or a programme address Clarence
Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
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FIXTURES.

JULY.

24-26.—Ohio Division Meet at Cincinnati.
25.—Race.s at Waukesha, Wis.
26.—25-mile Road Race Hudson County Wheelmen,

New Rochelle course.
30.—Louisville Cycle Club's Floating Concert.

AUGUST.

2.—East Hartford Race Meet.
4.—Bridgeport Twenty-five Mile Road Race. En-

tries close August I, with Henry Towe,
Bridgeport, Conn.

4.—Sons of St. George Games at Trenton, N. J.,

Two-mile handicap. Entries close July 28,

with Thos. Hammond, 28 Lincoln Avenue.
56._Waiontha Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-

mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.
9.—Tournament at Vineland, N. J.

14.—Balance First District Races at Taunton, Mass.
Address D. L. Mitchell.

14-16.—Tournament at Minneapolis, sixth district
" championship races.

16.—Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

17.—Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston
to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
80 State Street, Boston.

20-25.-Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

as.—Xouriiament of the Ko- liester (N, Y.)
Wheelmen's League. Address M, B.
Fox, P. o. Box 88, Rochester, N. Y.

35-37.—1.. A W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

26-27.—L. A. W. National Championships, Niagara
Falls. Entries close Aug. 15, with Hector
Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

29-30.—Tournament at Buffalo.
30.—Montreal Bicycle Club Race Meet.
30.—Kliode Island 'Wheelinen's Tournament

at Providence.

SEPTEMBER.

—Hartford Wlieel Club's Tournament at
Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

—New York State Division Meet and Kace
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood,
118 South "ialina Street.

-Connecticttt Division Fall Meet at Hartford.
-Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-

nament.
—Philadelphia Tournament.
-Bay City Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-

cap Road Race.
.

—

Peoria Kace Meet.
-Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.
-21-mile Road Race, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading,

Pa.
-Races at Davenport, Iowa.
and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,

Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

4.—Boston Athletic Club's 25-mile Handicap Road
Race.

1-2.-

1-3.-

1-2.-

4--

5-6.
8.-

13-13

MASSACHUSETTS MEN AT COTTAGE
CITY.

Wheelmen held almost complete control of
Cottage City, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
of last week, and despite frequent heavy showers
which somewhat disarranged the plans at times,
the meet was productive of a large fund of
amu.sement to the visiting cyclers, and to the
many cottagers as well. At the races on Satur-
day all records for the Ocean Park course were
smashed, although they were all run inside of
thirty minutes in order to dodge the frequent
down-pours of rain. The three days' outing
were spent as follows.

THURSDAY.

About 100 wheelmen were present Thursday
including Chief Consul Emery, Vice-Consul
Robinson, Secretary Howard, and organizations
from Ro.xbury, Charlestown, Cambridgeport,
Cambridge, P'all River, Lynn, New Bedford,
Springfield, Hyde Park and Somerville. At 10
o'clock a hill coasting contest took place over a
course of about three-eighths of a mile in length.
The (irst prize was won by H. E. Spear, of
Cambridgeport ; the second by F. C. Nichols of
Fall River.
From 1 1 until 2 o'clock the rain fell in torrents,

witli almost constant thunder and lightning.
The Sea View Hotel was struck and its'flagstalT
shattered, the splinters sliowcring about the
headquarters of the oHicers of the wheelmen
over the wharf. Tlie fancy riding contest that
was to have taken i)lace near the Sea View at
3 o'clock was postponed until 4, the weather at
the lime thrcateniii.';. In this contest the llrst

prize was awarded to F. D. Brighain, and the

second to F. D. Strader. No professionals were
allowed to take part in this contest. The
weather still continuing threatening, the lantern

parade on the programme for the evening was
given up, and postponed until Saturday evening.
Some decoratioiis had been placed, but the bad
weather had been generally foreseen and an-

ticipated. About 50 wheelmen arrived by the

morning and early afternoon boats, and the

evening boat added 25 to the number.

Friday was devoted to sports and pastimes
and to enjoyment generally each in his own
way. In the forenoon a run was participated

in by 100 riders who rode through some of the

principal avenues and made a pleasing appear-
ance. At II o'clock a swimming match took

place over 100 yards and return, with four

starters. The first prize was won by C. E.

Ricord of Somerville, and the second by C. R.

Culver, of Springfield. In the afternoon a game
of baseball was indulged in between a wheel-
men's nine and a local nine, which resulted 11

to 8 in favor of the local ball tossers. A hop at

the Casino most agreeably wound up the day's

festivities.

SATUR"bAY.

The annual parade in the morning was a big

success. Over 200 wheels were in line headed
by a band, and guided by Local Consul George
A. Smith and Chief Consul Emery, with Secre-

tary Bassett at the head of the ladies' division.

At the termination of the parade the Massachus-
etts wheelmen were photographed in a body.
The unrehable weather deterred many from
witnessing the races in the afternoon, although
several hundred assembled with overcoats and
umbrellas, prepared for any atmospheric change.
The course was the same as used in former
seasons, twice around being termed a mile.

The races were hastily run off and before they
were finished rain began falling, and immediately
after the close it came down in torrents, flooding

the grounds and causing a general scampering.
There were two prizes in each event and the

results were as follows :

One-mile, Novice— James Keltie, of Roxbury, first;

A. B. Keltie, second. Time, 3m. 2j^s.

One-mile, Open Race—E. C. Anthony, of Taunton,
first, in 2m. 47^3.; Dean, second, 3s. later.

One-mile Race—H. D. Hutchins, of Maiden, first-

Albert Beers, of Everett, second ; W. B. Rogers, of
Taunton, third. Time, 2m. 46J^s.
Half-mile, Open Race—E. C. Anthony, first ; M. I.

Dean, second ; C. R. Culver, third. Time, im. i8s.

Tanuem Race Against Time—Albert Beers and H.
D. Hutchins covered the distance in 2m. 52XS.
The ofiicials were : Referee, W. H. Emery, of Rox-

bury
;
judges, Abbott Bassett, of Newton ; David J.

Post, of Hartford; B. A. Barber, of Worcester. Timers,

J. B. Sanborn, of Cambridgeport ; C. S. Howard, of

Boston ; Sterling Elliott, of Newton. Starter, W. W.
Stall, of Boston. Clerk of course, W. W. Griffin, of

Lynn.

Owing to the threatening weather it was 8:30

p. m. before the cyclers were assembled for the

lantern parade, and in spite of the bad weather
the houses along the route of the procession

were prettily illuminated and colored fires arid

lights were burned in profusion. There were in

the neighborhood of 200 wheelmen in line, and
the parade was the finest of the kind ever seen

at Cottage City, notwithstanding that the dis-

agreeable weather of the day had materially

affected the carrying out of the programme.
The pyrotechnic exhibition was brilliant, hardly

a dark spot being seen along the entire route.

The Cambridgeport Club made the finest show-
ing, followed close by the New Bedford and
Lynn clubs. The first prize was awarded to

W. G. Kendall, of Boston, who had thirty lan-

terns arranged fancifully upon his wheel. C. E.

Whitten, of Lynn, carried forty-eight lanterns,

arranged on a frame-work to spell the word
" Lynn," and received second prize. The judges

were W. H. Emery, W. W. Stall and C. S.

Howard.

KACING AT CONEV ISLAND.

Quite a crowd of wheelmen and a small army of

spectators witnessed the quarter-mile race at the

fourth annual games of the Brooklyn Retail Merchants'
\ssociation, at Feltman's Pavilion, Coney Island, last

Wednesday evening. The programme contained the

names of twenty-six officials, and twenty-four entries;

ni)t half the number materialized. Three handsome
urizes intluceil a dozen or so riders to run over the

riittv course, iind the result was as follows: C. M.

Murphy, K. C. W., first: R. W. Steves, K- C. W.,

s'-comi ; W. 11. Wells, K. d. W., third,

MURPHY'S RECORD STILL STANDS.

The northwest gale which bent the trees and
whirled the dust in blinding quantities over the
Irvington-Milburn course last Saturday was cer-

tainly an ill-wind, for it blew no good to Charles
E. Kluge, who worked with such strenuous
efforts against the blasts to lower the 25-mile
record, and failed by just 39 seconds. It was a
remarkable race against time, and the perform-
ance, though unsuccessful in its object, is never-
theless one deserving of unstinted praise.

There were at least 1 50 wheelmen assembled
at the starting point at 4 o'clock, including
members from the Hudson County Wheelmen,
Kings County Wheelmen, Orange Wheelmen,
Atalanta Wheelmen, and sundry other clubs.

Kluge waited until 4:30 o'clock before starting
in hopes that the wind would abate, but finding
delay useless he pluckily attempted the feat at
the above time, although he admitted that there
was a slim chance for record breaking. At the
crack of the pistol he shot from the tape like a
rocket, leaving C. W. Baj'es, of the K. C. W.

,

who was pace maker, way in the rear, and in an
astonishing short time was invisible. The crowd
at the starting point awaited his return with
eager eyes, and 4:46:47 he swept by, having
made the five miles six seconds better than the
record. This augured well for the success of

his undertaking, as it was well known that he
is always in better condition at the last five

miles than at the first. At the end of the tenth
mile he was eight seconds ahead, passing at

5:04:22, and on making the fifteenth mile he
encouraged every one with the belief that the
record would be broken, being twenty-six sec-

onds ahead, the watches pointing at 5:22:15.

J. D. Racey, of the Orange Wheelmen, tried

pace making at the end of the tenth mile. Be-
fore the twentieth mile was made Kluge fell

behind twenty-three seconds, passing the tape
at 5:40:25. The wind had increased to almost
twenty-five miles per hour, and the fine macadam
dust made breathing difficult, and his thirst was
severe. Kluge was given a moist sponge, and
he started on the last five miles at a rapid pace.

Hopes for his success were dampened, however,
for be:-ides being behind, the home-stretch was
dead against the blustering wind. The crowd
at the woods waited in suspense for sight of the
rider's white shirt in the distance, and watches
were consulted repeatedly. False cries of '

' Here
he comes!" continually kept the waiting wheel-
men agog, and when he finally did appear the
watches pointed close to the record time. Ex-
citement was great and whistles and yells were
given vent to in order to hurrj^ on the racer

;

but time fled faster than Kluge, for although he
finished with the speed of a deer and went far

down the stretch before he could check himself,

the hands of the time-pieces showed that he had
been ih. 29m. 8s., having crossed the tape for

the last time at 5:59:08, or 39 seconds behind
Murphy's record. Hearty cheers were given by
the crowd for his fine performance in the face

of the unfavorable circumstances, and every
one agreed that had the attempt been made on
a day as serene as last Decoration Day, the

record would have gone. The following table

shows the two records

:

Miles. Murphy, May 30. Kluge, July 19.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

5 i6-53 16.47

10 34-3° 34-22

15 52-41 52-15

20 1. 10.02 1.10.25

25 1. 28. 20 I.29.0S

Geo. H. Earle was starter, and T. F. Merseles,

Jr., F. G. Lynch and Frank Eveland were
timers. H. A. StefTens at Irvington, and H. A.

Strugnell at Milburn, took the time at the turn-

ing points.

THE PROVIIIENCE TOURNAMENT.
The various committees of the Providence tourna-

ment are so actively engaged in their work that they
actually forgot to undress upon retiring. Racing men
are entering from all ijarts of the country, and the list

will be of unusual length when completed. There is

talk of taking the time of races by a new idea, and
entry fees will be returned to all who finish in an
event.

TO rRAIN AT LYNN.

Asa Windle, Will W. Windle and W. D. Campbell
visited Lynn on Monday and secured the Y. M. C. .\.

athletic grounds for training purposes. The track
will be put in first-class condition immediately ami
when finisheil such fivers as Laurie, Willis, Rich,
tiassler, Hanker and Windle will go into training
under '\V. S. Troy. There is also talk of holding a
tournament at Lynn in September.
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CHICAGO.

FOUllTH DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP.

Liiinsden wins the ordinary events and Thorne
tlie safety.

Woniler how he did it?

This was the first remark of nine of every ton

Chicago wheelmen on picking up the Sunday papers

of a week ago ; for, by the eternal and continental

congress ! didn't they say in cold print that Lumsden
had been actually defeated by Van Sicklen at St.

Louis the day before?

Will he do it again ?

This was the question that these same wheelmen
asked themselves on Saturday last, 19th, when the

two were to come together again in deciding Chicago's

portion of the Fourth District championships. Sev-

eral times while the events were being run some few

thought he would, but before the sun went down on

tluit clear, crispy July afternoon there was no need for

anyone to longer allow his brain to be racked by such

a question.

Van is good, but Lumsden's better.

The day also marked the opening of the new cricket

grounds or Parkside, as the track is more generally

known. The course is located at Parkside station,

thirty minutes Irom the city, consequently it goes

without saying that the attendance was small, being

-composed almost wholly of wheelmen and wheel-

women, hardly 500 in all. The track itself was in fair

condition. It is a quarter mile, and so far as I have

been able to learn, is the only one in the country built

of macadam. Later, when thoroughly packed and

worn down it will be very fast. The day was all that

could be asked, barring a stiff wind on the backstretch,

and the events were in the main well contested. Van
Kicklen tried his very prettiest to down Lumsden
again, but to no purpose, and it is a question in my
mind if Winship could not have finished a close second

in the 5-mile event at least were he less anxious to

make certain that Lumsden had crossed first. In facb

llie Damon and Pythias-like tactics of Lumsden and

Winship on one side and Van Sicklen and Barrett on

the other are very marked characteristics whenever
the four are brought together. Barrett's sacrifice of

himself in the 5-mile championship was a feature of

the day, and though somewhat questionable, was none

the less deserving of better results. Barrett, by the

bye, introduced Pixley's exposition trick in the one

mile. He did not start himself, but whistle in mouth he

watched the racers closely and a shrill blast was fol-

lowed by a great spurt on Van Sicklen's part, but

Lumsden was equal to it and beat the combination in

quite handily. Bert Myers rode in poor form and

s.iowed all too plainly his lack of condition, while Win-
ship, who is in fine fettle and riding very fast, danced

with joy in the dressing room over his having regained

the laurels lost to Bert in the Pullman race. Tuttle,

too, is still off color and needs some hard work to get

himself thoroughly in trim. Harding, the St. Louis boy,

and by far the lightest one of the galaxy, rode well

and held his own with the bunch, but was not quite

equal to the sprint. Wintermute showed that he is not

yet fast enough for championship company. In the

safety event Thorne easily overshadowed the others.

Barrett rode well, while Fanning showed the result of

his recent tumble, and in addition was nervous in

taking corners. Bert Myers, too, was skittish on the

corners, but his homestretch sprint was the one

redeeming feature of his riding. It was a revelation.

The following is a summary of the events ;

ONE-MILE NOVICE, SAFETY.

F. R. McDonald, Lincoln C. C i

O. C. H. Relihen, Douglas C. C 2

C. H. Tobey, Chicago C. C 3

Won bj' five yards. Time 3m. los. Frank Moese, L.

C. C; A. G. Keith, unattached; Carl Schaeffer, I. C.

C, also started.

ONE-MILE ORDIN.\RY, CHAMPIONSHIP.

A. E. Lumsden, Chicago C. C i

N. H. Van Sicklen, Chicago C. C 2

H. R. Winship, Chicago C. C 3
F. H. Tuttle, Illinois C. C 4
A. G. Harding, St. Louis C. C 5
Bert Myers, Peoria B. C 6

G. P. Wintermute, Chicago C. C 7

Won by two yards. Time 2m. 50 4-5S.

Tuttle set the running with Lumsden trailing him.
Van Sicklen next, the others strung out, Winship
bringing up the rear. These positions were main-
tained until on the backstretch of the third lap. At
that point the whistle signal before spoken of was
given, and Van Sicklen at once made a bid for the
lead and got it. Lumsden was not napping, however,
and, "followed by the field, responded nobly, and not-
withstanding further instructions from the whistle
Van, though he did his prettiest, could not hold his
advantage, and Lumsden spurted in a winner by two
yards, Winship third by two lengths.

ONE-MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP.
W. I, Bray, ^olus C. C, 25 yards i

C. W. Gray, Illinois C. C, 25 yards =

W. B. Young, Chicago C. C, 90 yards 3

Won bv a length. Time 2m. 55 4-5S.

Nine started. Gray and Bray made a hot fight of

it. Winn, scratch, looked dangerous for a time, but
the company in front proved too fast for him to head.

0.\E-MILE NOVICE, ORDINARY.
C. H. Tobey, Chicago, C. C i

R. Brooks, Chicago C. C 2

F. E. Crou.se, Lincoln C. C 3

Time 3m. 4s.

Eight started. G. W. Denison, Englewood C. C,
finished first after a pretty neck-and-neck sprint with
Tobey, but was disqualified, his starter having over-
stepped the hne.

TWO-MILE SAFETY, CHAMPIONSHIP.
W. C. Thorne, Chicago C. C
George K. Barrett, Chicago C. C / dead
Bert Myers, Peoria C. C .'

\ heat
F. J. Fanning, Illinois C. C 3

Won by a length. Time 6m. 23 3-5S.

A time limit of 6m. los. was placed on this race, and
the men not equalling it after riding five laps they
were called oft, warned and re-started. On the second
attempt Fanning made the running, Myers and
Barrett challenged two laps from the finish, when
Thorne, who had been laying last, went up with what
seemed hardly an effort, and came home a winner by
two lengths, Barrett second, Myers third by inches,
after a desperate sprint. Fanning, who was seen to

drop away at the last corner just as Barrett passed
him, claimed a foul, Barrett having crowded him out.

The latter stated that if done so it was unintentional
and offered to ride it over for second place. This was
agreeable to the three interested and it was run later,

Myers, by a sensational spurt, catching Barrett right
on the tape and making a dead heat for second place.
Fanning being five lengths to the bad. Time 6m.
42 4-5S. The second attempt, although not up to the
time limit, was allowed to stand by the referee, he
believing that proper effort had been made.

ONE-MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP.

H. A. Githens, Chicago C. C, 30 yards i

A. D. F. Simmons, Illinois C. C, 25 yards 2

F. E. Crouse, Lincoln C. C, 75 yards 3

Won by inches. Time 2m. 51 3-5S.

Eleven started. The men closed up prettily, the
first three drawing out of the bimch and placing them-
selves on the spurt. Simmons was virtual scratch
man, neither of those placed on the mark turning out.

FIVE-MILE ORDINARY, CHAMPIONSHIP.

A. E. Lumsden i

N. H. Van Sicklen 2

H. R. Winship 3

F. H. Tuttle 4
Bert Myers 5
A. G. Harding 6

G. P. Wintermute 7
G. K. Barrett 8

Won by a wheel. Time 15m. 39 4-5S.

Van Sicklen led off and paced for three laps when
Barrett drew out of last berth and took up the run-
ning, setting a clinking pace, Lumsden contenting
himself with fourth place, immediately behind Tuttle,
Winship and Wintermute riding on the outside, My-
ers bringing up the rear. This order was maintained
until the last lap, when Van Sicklen drew out and went
to the front with a pretty spurt. Lumsden and Winship
answered savagely, and on the backstretch Lumsden
spurted again and took the pole, Winship also drawing
a half wheel in front of Van. It was a pretty battle.

Van Sicklen bent almost double in his efforts to regain
the lead, and twenty yards from the tape gave an ex-
piring dig at his pedals that shot him a length ahead
of Winship and abreast of Lumsden's little wheel. But
he could get no further. They finished that way.
Tuttle and Myers finished neck and neck for fourth
place. Barrett's pace work "killed " him and he fin-

ished last—a self sacrifice.

FIVE-MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP.

H. A. Githens, Chicago C. C, 90 yards i

A. D. F. Simmons, Illinois C. C, 90 yards 2
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di.-tiniteiy that C'.iiciigo will be added to llii- Western
circuit, as it should be. A handful of energetic local-

ites have the matter in hand and possibly by the end
of this week will be able to announce something
definite. The present intention is to have a two
days' meeting at the I'arkside track in the week fol-

lowing the Peoria Tournament, Sept. iq and 20 being
the most likely dates. The new cricKet association
has already assured the promoters of its hearty
co-operation and there seems no good reason why the
affair cannot be made a great go.

ST. LOUIS TO LOSE " POP " BREWSTER.

'W. M. Brewster, Quincy, III." 'Twill sound a
little funnv at first, but alfee samee, that is the way
it will soon have to be. Think of it ! St. Louis is to
lose League Treasurer Brewster. Yet it is so. Mr.
B., who was here as referee of the district races, told
me this himself. He is to go one step higher in rail-

way circles, but the promoticm carries with it a change
of residence. Quincy, 111., will be his new home, but
dear me! St. Louis without Brewster—poor St. Louis!
Happy Quincy !

The Douglas Cycling Club holds a big rafHe on
August 2. A Victor and a Columbia bicycle and a
Worth safety are amongst the prizes to be drawn for.

Mr. H. G. Rouse, of Peoria, is, I understand, hardly
likely to accept any division office tendered him.

J. T. Taylor, Aurora C. C, 50 yards.
Wo: •-"•

Sam Miles, of '/'/le Referee, has ordered a set of
pneumatic tires for his safety. He has just discovered,
however, that after he gets them he will not be able to
fit them to his wheel.

Mr. Arthur H. MacOwen, editor of the American
Athlete, spent Thursday and a portion of Friday last

in Chicago. It was his first trip West and he saw
enough to half way promise to attend the Peoria meet
and then stop over and see the city thoroughly. He
had the doubtful pleasure of helping push a tandem
against a lake breeze, but found our streets as com-
pared to those of Philadelphia away ahead. He also
had a good laugh over " Wm. Penn's " charge that he
was not only "Margery" but "Madeline" as well.

on by inches. Time 15m. 36 2-5S,

Nine started, but the race speedily resolved itself

into a tussle between the three placed men. Spooner,
scratch, did not turn out, leaving Taylor the back
start man. He looked like a likely winner until after
the third mile, when he began to breathe like a wind-
broken horse, every respiration being heard almost
across the track. It was painful to hear his breathing
and note his gasps for wind, but he pluckily held on,
but when the time came he was too weak to give the
expected spurt. When the bell rang Simmons drew
a long lead and seemed a sure winner, but fifty yards
from home Githens gathered and came on with an
unlooked-for rush and caught and passed him almost
on the tape. Bliss and Dennison fought it all the way
for fourth place, the latter being outspurted at the
end.

TWO-MILE TANDEM, CHAMPIONSHIP.

Lumsden and Winship i

Myers and Tuttle 2

Time 6m. 2s.

The result was a forgone conclusion, but on the
third lap Birdie Munger happily saved Tuttle his
usual fall by discovering that the rear tire of the
Myers-Tuttle tandem was coming off and stopping
them until it could be replaced. This, however, did
not affect the result. They remounted and finished,
entitling them to the place. Lumsden and Winship
held a steady pace throughout.
The following were the officers of the day : Referee,

W. M. Brewster, St. Louis; judges, Chas. E. Randall,
T. L. Sloan, S. A. Miles ; timekeepers, M. A. Hosford,
J. M. Erwin, H. C. Knisely ; clerks of course, E. C.
Bode, A. Street ; starter, L. W. Conkling ; scorer, R.
O. Forrest.

CHICAGO IN THE FALL CIRCUIT.

With the immense circuit which the East this year
offers to racing men it would seem a trifle odd if

Peoria were to be the sole objective point in the West.
This, however, is not to be and it can be stated almost

It would be interesting to know just how Handi-
capper Street came to place John Mason on scratch in

the 5-mile safety handicap and to allow starts to such
men as Gray and Bray. There have been idle charges
of Street favoring his clubmates in the Exposition
handicaps, and looked as if he were determined this

time he would show that 'twas "no such a thing."

Fred Patee, who was here with Bert Myers for the
races, says that no man can work hard ten hours
per day as does Bert, and then do himself justice on
the path. He says Myers never does get into condi-
tion until fall, but now that business will soon com-
mence to slacken and as their 3-lap track has been
completed, Bert will soon get down to work and get
back at some of those \vho have been romping away
from him. Myers, by the way, has just received a
little beauty of a Psycho racing safety tipping the
scales at twenty pounds.

Private advices from Benton Harbor, Mich., "just
across the lake," tell me that the club there has about
as good as secured the ground for the track on which
it has been figuring and is likely to break earth at
most any time. Bettsy B.

ITEMS AND INCIDENTS.

AT LAST, THE PERFECT CYCLE.

Dr. B. W. Richardson, in one of his periodical
addresses before the English Society of Cyclists, of
which he is president, a few months back remarked
that he did not believe the perfect cycle had yet been
invented ;

that the bicycle of to-day tended to contract
the chest and exercise the lower body to the exclusion
of the upper, and prophesied that sooner or later a
wheel would be made whereby all this would be over-
come, and where the arms as well as the legs could be
made to do their share of work. This prophecy, to a
limited extent, at least, has been verified by the in-
vention of a Brooklyn man. The Brooklyn wheel is a
safety and contains a number of radical departures,
amongst them a 36-inch driving and 2S-inch steering
wheels, the saddle being set almost directly over the
driver, although it can be shifted so that the machine
can be converted into a tandem, when the lady can
ride side saddle fashion should .she so prefer. The
handles are in the rear of the rider, somewhat as on
the Surprise tricycle, and can be given an up an down
motion when it is desired to bring the arms into play.
Either crank or lever power can be obtained, and
strangest of all, to-daj', when so much attention is

centering on tires as anti-vibrators, this new machine
comes out without one of any sort, the inventor claim-
ing that his flexible rims and crimped spokes
abundantly serve the purpose. Whether the machine
is practical and ever comes to anything is a matter
for the future to decide.

TAXIS' FIRST RACE.

W^hen Editor MacOwen was out West last week, he
related to me the circumstances of W. W. Taxis' first

race and seemed to take some pride in the fact that
he was the "pusher off " in that auspicious event. It

was over three years ago, about the time when W. 1.

Wilhelm was in his pristine glory. Wilhelm in his
travels to the different race meets was usually accom-
panied by a young protege—Murray Killmer, by name
who was scooping all the boys' races to which he was
eligible. There was a race for boys under 16, in
Philadelphia one day. Of course, Murray was entered,
but no lad could be found willing to do battle with
him. Finally, some one remarked that a young Ta.xis
living up town had a reputation amongst his com-
panions of being a pretty fast rider, and some one was
sent to see it he could not be induced to enter. He
had never raced before, but was perfectly willing.
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Taxi;j was then a pretty big boy, some 5 feet 9 inches
tall, and when a day or two later he came up for the

race he was at once protested as being over the age.

There was a wrangle and finally Taxis' mother sent
for the family Bible and thereby settled the question
then and there. The race was started, MacOwen being
Taxis' starter. The Philadelphia lad at once went to

the front. He never stopped or looked back and the
daylight that shone between him and Killmer was a
caution to beholders. Taxis has since ridden a " few "

races, with what success the world already knows.

A note for non-wheeling newspaper reporters who
"know it all." Don't, for goodness sake, don't refer

to a bicycle as a " bike "
! If you would impress the

public with your familiarity with cycling, call the
bicycle a "wheel," but "bike" never. That is the
the thumb mark of the unsophisticated and "gives
you away " every time.

Riding through South Park, Chicago, a few Sundays
since I came upon a fair cyclist attired in a costume
the duplicate of which I have not yet seen. It was
entirely of some red material, a Turkish fez of the
same color being her head gear, while the lady wore
her hair in two plaits down her back, presenting a
very decided Turkish appearance. It was certainly a
novel and striking costume, but not exactly the thmg
for cycling.

"What IS the Fourth of July"? "The day on
which the city boys who have located snap races the
week before steal out into the country and blast their
country cousins' hopes—sometimes "

!

" Chicago real estate has made more fortunes than
its manufactories and commerce combined." This is

the I'emarkable statement made by a Sunday paper,
and one which cannot be far from the truth. I am
led to remark, too, that good roads and stree ts have
played an important part in these landed ventures.
These keen real estate men evidently know the value
of a good road ; for once let these boomers cast upon
a spot in the open prairie and decide to invest, and
one of their very first moves after laying off the tract
is the construction of macadam streets. In conse-
quence, Chicago has any number of charming
suburban towns and sub-divisions, and nearly all of

them are clean, healthy-looking places, networked
with good macadam streets. I think that with good
roads to first secure ingress and egress to their
valuable lands and the liberal after use of printer's
ink, that there are dozens of little and little big places
which in their way can approach Chicago's success.

A gradual but nonetheless get-there tendency to
head lamps for ordinaries is discernible, and me-
thinks their use will soon become general. The head
lamp is away ahead of the hub article in nearly all

respects—less rattle, no shadow in the light, easier to
attach and detach, and to the man who uses a hub
cyclometer is peculiarly a treasure. Bettsy B.

THE PROVIDENCE TOURNAMENT.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen's tournament
at Providence, August 30, bids fair to have an
excellent list of racing men to compete in the

various events. The medals will be made from
a special die and their value will lie in the
metal and the setting of the stones. The
seventh event in the programme, the 2-mile

championship of America, will undoubtedly call

out the cracks from all sections of the country,
and even at this early date Windle, Lumsden,
Anthony and Van Wagoner have sent word
that they will participate. The question of

returning entrance fees to all competitors is

being agitated by the club and will probably be
carried out by returning the fees to all who
finish in an event. With the American cham-
pionship and being in the circuit, Providence
will catch all the fliers, and as good men make
good races, and good races are enjoyable, a
large attendance is almost a certainty.

The programme of the races is as follows : One-mile
novice, i-mile novice, safety; 2-mile handicap, i-mile
tandem safety, open

;
J{-mile dash, 2-mile handicap,

safety ; 2-mile, championship of America ; i-mile
tandem safety handicap; i-mile. State championship

;

1-mile safety, open ; i-mile, open ; i-mile, State safety
championship.

THE BUFFALO TOURNAMENT.

The dates of the Buffalo tournament have been
changed from August 28 and 29 to the 29th and 30th.
One reason for this is because of the probability that
the L. A. W. meet will last another day, and then the
change will give the racing men a chance to rest up
for a day.
The Buffalos and Ramblers, under whose auspices

the tournament is held, are hard at work on the de-
tails, and the promises are that it will be one of the
most successful two days' meets ever held in the
country. 'I'hc programme is an excellent one, and no
racing man can object to the absence of open events,
as there is a plenty of them. The race of the meet
will be tlie I-mile ordinary championship of the world.
This race will be open to every amateur wheelman in
the world, no one barred. The prizes offered will be
the most magnificent ever given in an amateur race.
Tlie event will be run in heats, best two out of three.
Another race that will be made a feature is the 100-
mile road contest from lOrie. It is expected that all
the noted road riders in tlie country will enter in this,
and the prizes offered will be well worth the struggle.
The programme of races as arranged, is as follows :

FIRST DAY.

One-mile novice, ordinary, road wheels
; i-mile safe-

ty, championship H. H. C; i-mile ordinary, handicap,

open ; i-mile safety, 3.10 class, open
;
J(-mile ordinary,

open; i-mile safety, open; i-mile safety, champion-
ship R. B. C. ; I-mile tandem, open; 5-mile ordinary,
lap race, open.

SEX:OND DAY.
One-mile novice, safety, road wheels ; 2-mile safety,

handicap, open ; i-mile safety, championship W. N. Y.

;

^-mile ordinary, open
;
3-mile tandem, open

;
}^-mile

safety, open
;

j^-mile ordinary, boys 15 years and
under ; 2-mile ordinary, open ; i-mile safety, champi-
onship of Buffalo; i-mile ordinary, championship of
the world, best two out of three heats

;
3-mile safety,

lap race, open ; loc-mile road race from Erie, finish on
track.
The races will be held on the half-mile track at the

International Fair grounds, which will be put in the
best of condition.
The following gentlemen have been asked to officiate

as officers of the meet

:

Referee, James R. Dunn, President of the L. A. W.
Judges : S. A. Miles, Chicago ; W. H. De Graaf,

New York- W. S. Bull, Buffalo.
Timers : F. P. Prial, New York ; W. M. Brewster, St.

Louis ; C. H. Smith, Detroit.
A parade of the wheelmen over the splendid asphalt

pavements will be held the first day. Those who ex-
pect to attend the meet at the Falls should not fail to
take in Buffalo. Don't forget—ninety miles of asphalt,
twenty-five of park roads.

THE TRADE.

THE PNEUMATIC TIRES IN PROV-
IDENCE.

A pneumatic-tired wheel has been introduced
in Providence, R. I., by William Thurber, and
has excited much comment. The one great
drawback is its looks, says the Journal, for it is

large and bungling looking and suggests the
steam roller, and persons jokingly inquire if

the tire is a new kind of roller. When on the
street its rider is made the butt for all sorts of

thoughtless remarks, but for all that, the pneu-
matic-tired bicycle gives to the rider a certain

pleasure he never before experienced on a cycle.

Over the paving stones it rides without the
slightest jar or rattle, and on country roads it

works charmingly. On the track English flyers

are making records never inade before with the
old-style safety tire, and the worse the road the
faster it passes the other safety riders. Mr.
Thurber has ridden his wheel through the
country. He has practiced with it in the mea-
dows and in the middle of the road where the
horse travels. Everywhere he has met with it

unqualified success. The little time this bicy-

cle has been in town it has been ridden by many
of the wheeling authorities, who invariably fall

in love with the awkward machine, and vow
there's nothing like it. In England, says Mr.
Thurber, they have not come into general use.

This is due to the fact that the happy idea was
not thought of early enough in the cycling sea-

son. Next year he thinks they will be brought
into general use over there as well as in this

country. "It is my opinion," he says, "that
the pneumatic-tired machine will be as great a
triumph over the ordinary safety as the safety

was over the ordinary bicycle."

AN INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING
SPEED.

In The Wheel of June 27 there appeared an
imaginative article from the Review of Revietvs,

entitled " Looking Forward," in which mention
was made of an instrument with an index mov-
ing like the arm of a steam gauge to indicate

the rate of speed at any moment. It is a pecu-
liar fact that at about the time of the first ap-

pearance of this Jules Verne-like romance, a
device similar to the one described had just been
invented by Howard L. Pyle, of the Wilming-
ton Wheel Club. The patent for the voloceme-
ter, which the invention has been christened,

was allowed about five weeks ago, and the value
of the same can be estimated when it is stated

that in its course through the patent office no
amendments were called for or references cited.

The volocemeter is so designed that by proper
fixtures it is drawn to the rubber tire of a wheel,
receiving the revolutions from the driver and
imparting it to the mechanism witliin where,
through a deflecting weight, it conveys the mo-
tion to fixed central point, making a pointer to

move to correspond with a fixed scale, by which
one is able to make a reading in an instant.

The purposes of the invention are pace-making,
training the eye for speed, speeding horses and
self-gratificati(m. It is thought that with this

article as an accurate pace-maker for all pur-

poses, that a man can undoubtedly get more
out of his expenditure of strength than he can
when depending on approximate judgment.
Van Wagoner expected to use the model of the
invention at the Irvington-Milburn race, but
was deterred by the non-arrival of the wheel on
which it was placed. The Kirk Brown Co. will

have full control of its introduction, and it wll
shortl}' be placed upon the market.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

432,124.—Bicycle. Chas. E. Duryea, Washington, D.
C. Filed Nov. 19, 1889. Serial No. 330,395.

432,126.—Pedal for Bicycles. Chas. E. Duryea, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed Dec. 12, 1889. Serial No. 333,396.

432,312.—Bicycle. Frederick and Leonard C. Hopkin"
son, Doncaster, York County, Eng. Filed Mar. 21)

1889. Serial No. 304,098.

432,381.—Bicycle. Wm. H. Dillon, Elkton, Ky. Filed
March 8, 1890. Serial No. 343,151.

432,125.—Bicycle Saddle. Chas. E. Duryea, Washing-
ton, D. C. Filed Dec. 12, 1889. Serial No. 333,395.

432,775. Bicycle brake. William E. Stevens, South-
west Oswego, N. Y. Filed May 15, 1890. Serial No.
351,900.

432,814. Bicycle. David Black, Loratio, Ohio. Filed
February 12, 1890. Serial No. 340,119.

432,920. Locking Device for bicycles. Fred. E. Witt-
lig, jVIarietta, Ohio. Filed April 30. Serial No. 350,016.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

There is promise of an enormous development of

the Coventry cycle trade in the near future. Several
factories are being built, others are about to be
erected, and new syndicates will be formed almost
immediately. Next winter will see altnost unpre-
cedented activity in the industry, and keen competi-
tion of prices is threatened in the spring.

Mr. Wm. Lee has been appointed a director of the
Herald Cycle Co., limited, in place of the late Mr. F.

Caldicott. At a meeting of the share holders last

week an interim dividend of 10 per cent, per annum
was declared for the past half year.

The Humber machines would seem to have a mon-
opoly on the racing tracks in England. In one county
(York) in one week, its wins were 10 out of a possible

16. Messrs. Humber have secured an order for 96
machines from the Sunlight Soap Co., who are to pre-

sent them as prizes in connection with their soap.

Mr. Charles Leni's business in Hammersmith Road
has been purchased by Messrs. Hillman, Herbert &
Cooper, ot Coventry, who open there to-day with a

large stock of Premier and other wheels.

Messrs. Humber & Co. have turned out little beau-
ties in the safety line, which when fitted with the
pneumatic tires, only weigh 23 pounds each. The
happy possessors are the DuCros Brothers, of Dublin.

The Armstrong cycles got the first three places in

the racing in France last week, the first man securing

the prize offered, by the President of the French Re-
public. _^___

DETROIT PAVEMENTS.

The discovery of the fact that asphalt is laid

on top of stone pavements in eastern cities ex-

cites the interest of the Detroit Free Press, which

says :

We have here a great many old stone pavements
which can be transformed at comparatively small cost

into excellent ones if a coating of asphalt will do it.

The experience of other cities is that it will ; and the

city fathers ought to get at the details of method and
expenses with a view to trying the same thing here.

It would have been tried long since, we are inclined

to think, but for the impression that it had been tried

and proven a failure. It should be borne in mind,

however, that the failure on Jefferson Avenue, pop-

ularly known as the "poultice pavement," was not

asphalt, even in name, but a wretched compound, the

principal ingredient of which was coal tar or molasses

or some equally viscid substance. Let us have the

experiment tried according to modern metliods with

real asphalt. If the experience of other cities counts

for anything it will prove a grand success.

A Ladies' Cycling Suit.

The unique cycling suit worn by a young woman
recentlv, is described as follows by an exchange :

The tight-fitting waist was buttoned down the left

side and, like the skirt, was made of heavy dark blue

serge. The sleeves were full, gathered into a cuff,

and the collar was broad, disclosing a stiff' white linen

collar. The skirt was divided, each side being about
forty-four inches wide, and reaching ju.st to the

ankle. , , , , ,

Under the skirt full Turkish trousers of dark blue

serge were worn, which reached below the knees.

The stockings were extra heavy dark blue, and low

stout russet leather slioes protected the feet. A cap

of dark blue completed the most attractive cycling

suit that anybody ever dreamed of.

The Deering 5-mile course at Portland, Me., was the

scene of the Pine Tree Wheelmen's first race in the

series of three for a League badge on July 12. W. E.

Tobie was first in loui. 30s., George Blake second in

2.1m,, v.. Ci. Scully third in ijin.
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PHILADELPHIA.

Yes, "Ariel," there was considerable "richness" in

that clippinK from the Recorii —not from any inac-
curacy in the statement, but merely in the way it was
worded. It seemed rather curious, you know, that
after Kirk Brown had been a member of the board for
some live years the nominatinjr committee should not
see fit to ajjain put his name on the list until the ab-
sence was noted, and—well, the name was added,
wasn't it ? A curious coincidence, which was noticed
by a great many, was that the only other man who
was not renominated was W. I. Wilhelm, of Reading.
Reallv, my dear fellow, I'm ever so much obliged to
you for your continued kind remarks, but perhaps
"Smart Aleck" may not be exhibiting quite so much
ignorance as you insinuate.

I hardly think the WHEEL has lost many subscribers
by its unpopularity (?), and the principal trouble with
its Philadelphia correspondent is that he puts into
print that which is common talk around town, and
that he sometimes treads on the corns of certain par-
ties thereby.

Chief Consul Boyle is working earnestly for -the
success of the national meet, and fully expects to
secure the 100 League members from Philadelphia
necessary to engage a special train of Pullman cars.
He also expects to make arrangements for a stop,
en route, at Watkin's Glen, and also an extension of
time for those who wish to stop over at Buffalo for
the races on the 28th and 29th. Quite a number of
ladies will accompany the party, and the success of
the trip seems already assured. The Park Avenue
Wheelmen have applied for a special car. The Cen-
lury Wheelmen have had the inatter under considera-
tion ever since the time and place of holding the meet
was settled upon, and a large number of names are
booked for the trip. This club will probably take be-
tween thirty and forty men all told.

A special ruling has been given by Chairman Davol
in the case of W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., and West and
Hazelton, of the Century Wheelmen. Taxis won the
2-mile ordinary district championship, and Hazelton
and West the 3-mile tandein championship, at the late
State meet, thus entitling them to payment of ex-
penses to Niagara, but as their respective clubs in-
tend footing the bills Taxis has received a diamond
pin and Hazelton and West each gold watches in-
stead. The ruinor has been started that the Century
team wished prizes for their winners, as they were
afraid to meet the fast companj' at Niagara, and did
not intend to ride, but this is totally untrue. All the
contestants in the district championships were entitled
to a choice, and under the circumstances the team
would have acted foolishly had they not accepted the
prizes, and will most certainly ride in the races to
which they are entitled.

Only two new clubs to report this week ; one, the
West Philadelphia Wheelmen, organized on the other
side of the Schuylkill with a very fair membership at
the start. The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, with its

magnificent club house and membership composed
largely of professional and business men, has hereto-
fore dominated not only West Philadelphia cycling,
but also had a large influence over all matters in the
city and State. With the constant increase in the
number of riders, however, its territory is now in-
vaded as well as that of the other older clubs. The
second new organization is new not only in name,
but also in object as far as this town is concerned. It

is known as the Philadelphia Road Riders' Club, and
membership will be limited to men who are capable
of doing a mile in 3m. los. This has probably created
more comment than any of the announcements of the
season. The membership must necessarily be small,
and it remains to be seen whether club members who
are eligible to membership will leave their first love
simply for the privilege of a grand scorch every time
arun'is called; and yet to the inveterate road fiend
this same scorch has many delights and pleasures.
The future success of the new venture is the subject
of much discussion and conjecture among riders
generally.

The Century Wheelmen have received the banner
awarded them for bringing through the greatest num-
ber of men on the great century run of July 14. It is

a handsome design in blue and gold, and now occupies
a prominent position in the parlor of the club house.
Each of the twenty-six members of the club who
made the entire distance by wheel has been presented
with a souvenir medal.

The Tioga Athletic Association contemplates giving
a series of handicap bicycle races, open to members
only. Paul Berwyn.

DENVER.

TACOMA, WASH.

At the last day of the trotting and running meeting,
July 5, a special feature on the programme was the
half-mile heat race, best two in three, for bicycles.
The entries were : Fred Forbes, E. A. McCoy, E. Irving
Halsted, William Saunders and Fred Weiler. The
prizes were to be selected from the leading jeweler in

the citj' by the first, second and third man, the values
being $50, $15 and §10 respectively, and a special prize
offered by another jeweler, consisting of a handsome
swinging ice pitcher and goblet, also helped to spur
on the men. The wheels ridden were to weigh not less

than forty pounds. Three days before the race took
place Halsted experienced a side fall which dislocated
his elbow, and although the arm was pulled back into
place, the muscles swelled and caused his arm to be-
come stiff, and on the afternoon of the race he had to
be helped on his wheel. Under these circumstances
McCoy was a strong favorite. But the spectators wit-
nessed two most e-xciting finishes, which resulted in
Halsted's winning the first and second heats by bare
inches, time im. 34s. and im. 33>2S.; McCoy second,
and Saunders third.

The Tonawanda Bicycle Club has been formed at
Tonowanda, N. Y., a suburb of Buffalo, with the fol-

lowing officers : President, F. E. DruUard ; vice-presi-
dent, J. D. Warren ; secretary, J. W. Scribner ; treas-
urer, F. E. Davis, it is a League club.

Since my last "squiblets" to THE WHEEL Old Sol
has been kindling an immense fire in our midst, and
the result is an intense heat that keeps the thermome-
ter rustling between 90° and i [0° in the shade. This is

not very conducive to riding on the plains, where a
shade tree is a curiosity, and a hospitable farm house
an article in great demand. So our tribe has been
confining their runs to nearby burghs such as Little-
ton, Brighton and Morrison, all within a radius of
twenty miles, the latter nestling in a nook at the foot
of the mountains, and affording nice scenery by a
little walk, or, if preferable, some hard riding.

The L. A. W., as your readers who read che Bu//t'/in
know, has laid its cold hand on the shoulders of fifteen
of our wheelmen—to wit : Coleman, Block, Shaw, Sut-
ton, Banks, Pvnchon, Brown, Shepard, Green, Pea-
body, Biegel, iJpeneter, Morris, Anderson and Rotart
—for competing against professionals in the late Ram-
bler-Social race, and they will now linger in a state of
innocuous desuetude for at least another year. Poor
fellows! A glorious future that posssibly (?) awaited
some of them is nipped in the bud, and they will
now have to go back to the foot of the class. Ro-
tart, who never pushed a pedal until two months be-
fore the race, becomes a professional—a proud dis-
tinction, indeed ! There is now a good chance for
some of the young amateur riders of the city to come
forward and'show their mettle, as an amateur race at
the present time would exclude all the cracks, with
the possible exception of Jackson, t'ne winner of the
amateur cup last year.

A fair Denver cyclist, in the person of Miss Maud
Cockage, recently dropped her gold watch while spin-
ning through a street on which a small blaze had
called out the fire department and patrol. Officer Bo-
hanna, in charge of the patrol, noticed the loss, and at
once whipped up his chargers and gave chase. The
young lady was overhauled after a run of several
blocks. When she found herself confronted by the
"hoodlum" wagon and officer she came near fainting,
but it was soon explained by the sight of her watch,
and she graciously thanked the officer and sped on
her way again.

Denver has a novelty in the wheeling line. It is

nothing more nor less than a burly, black negro who
earns his bread by hod-carrying, and who is as enthu-
siastic a cycler as the most polished club wheelman.
He says a spin of five miles after a day's work is as
resting to him as a night's sleep, and not for anything
would he be without his wheel. This can very readily
be vouched for, as any wheelman who is compelled to
do a great amount of walking, such as collecting or
around-town rustling, where a wheel cannot be hand-
ily used, knows he is greatly rested after such plod-
ding by an easy and refreshing spin.

The Ramblers' triplet bicycle, which was built espe-
cially for themselves, has had a great deal of rest and
little' play of late. Gerwing says he would rather take
his high un on a run ; Kennedy would sooner do the
unicycle act, and Hopkins likes the Eagle better,
while any other trio in the club who can ride it with
anything like grace and precision are rarely found
together. Notwithstanding all this, it attracts atten-
tion wherever it goes, as three men on a wheel is a
sight not often seen.

The Socials are keeping very quiet about their pro-
posed club house ; but "still water runs deep," and
we shall not be surprised at any time to see a hand-
some cut of it in the papers. Of course it may be
months, and it may be years, but the Socials are going
to have quarters of their own, that is assured. They
said they were going to have t'ne cup, went after it,

won it and brought it home. Ditto club house, and
any other fragile notion the club may deem proper !

The Ramblers elected the following officers at their
last semi-annual election : President, H. D. Green

;

Captain, Robert Gerwing ; Secretary, W. E. Perkins
;

Treasurer, H. G. Kennedy ; First Lieutenant, W. F.
Poole

; Second Lieutenant, R. H. Biegel ; Color-bearer,
C. C. Hopkins. Pedaler.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB NOTES.

A small party went to Canarsie Saturday last, and
had an enjoyable time. It is a short and easy ride,

making just the right trip for an afternoon spin. On
Sunday the Hudson County Wheelmen sent over a
delegation, and with Captain Fuller to lead the way,
a start was made for the Brooklyn's stamping ground,
Massapequa. The day was all that one could desire
in point of weather, and a swim before dinner added
largely to the pleasure of the occasion. After dinner
the food-ladened cyclists were more than willing to

loaf about the hotel until nearly five o'clock, and then
continue the loaf all the way home, stopping upon the
slightest provocation to light a cigar or stretch under
the shade of a friendly tree. Upon reaching Brooklyn
all hands went to the club house, where, after ex-
changing good-nights, the Jersey boys left for home,
well pleased, we hope, with their trip.

We were given a peep at the banner won by the
Century Club of Philadelphia on the Century run, as
it was allowed to hang in our parlor one evening
preparatory to sending it on to the winners. It is

decidedly handsome, and the number twenty-five,
which stands at the bottom of it, is significant of the
number of survivors, and is a trophy of which they
may well be proud.

It is now the season of the year, that amidst the
talk of the wheel, at the club-house, vacation gossip
creeps in. Many trips are planned and executed, and
we are equally certain to hear the stories of achieve-
ments with rod and gun when the participants return.

This is only another of the many benefits to be derived
from club membership ; friendships are cemented,
which lead to pleasant outings, which otherwise
would not have been taken, so that not only do we
have strength in unity, to reverse the old saw, but
pleasure as well. A'l OL.

LOUISVILLE.

TRACK TALK.

Much agitation and many schemes to provide a
suitable bicycle racing track for the use of local
riders have been flying about. Huber's scheme to
get the capitalists interested is a good one, and his
position as a successful Main Street merchant, going
from scratch, entitles him to a "say" in the proceed-
injiTS. Two or three Independent members seem to
think that because the L. C. C. has appointed a com-
mittee to learn what is to be learned, the club wants
control of the entire affair. Never was a greater mis-
take made. It will be rank idiocy for any one club or
any one man to assume proprietorship of the scheme
when others would become antagonized by such a
course. The L. C. C. committee wants a conference
with an I. C. committee and unattached riders as well,
to feel their way before taking any bold steps. Suff-
gestions are now in order. Prince Wells and Jeffens
Bros, are as much interested as Ed. Mathey, Ed. Her-
get, Jacob Bauer, Geo. Laib, " Cap" Lamb and a host
of lesser lights.

Everybody has returned from Richmond by nearly
as many different routes as there were representa-
tives. A number of applications go in as a result of
the meet. Cap. Lamb's fall in the half-mile safety
proved a little more painful than was e-xpected and of
longer duration. He was at work to-day, but his
trouble is in his back and will require nursing for a
day or so lon.ger. No one regretted the unfortunate
accident more than did Jackson.

Howard Gaines, Harris and Graham, of Frankfort,
were the happiest boys in Richmond. They are jolly
good fellows, and visitors to Frankfort should remem-
ber it. Graham is at the Hotel Kenyon.
Fred Taylor, of the Aquilos, rode to Lexington and

trained to Cumberland Falls for a week s fishing.

Your humble servant devoted one day to doing a
century, his first, over which he feels as proud as he
did after his first ride. Art Taylor was a most agree-
able companion from Frankfort to Shelbyville, our
first ride together since that eight days' Indiana-Ohio-
Kentucky outing in '88, when " Prince Charming " left

so many desolate hearts behind.

P. W. Meyers, Kentons, put his name on the L. C. C.
register, having ridden from Richmond to Louisville,
touring.

Richmond photos are here and orders are being
taken in rapidly.

Secretary-Treasurer Johnson rode from Richmond
to Le.xingtQO after the meet. On Monday he trained to
Versailles, wheeled to Frankfort, and then trained
home. He is now at West Baden Springs.

A special meeting of the L. C. C. will be called for
Thursday, the 24th, to make final preparation for the
floating concert which will take place the following
Wednesday evening. WHITE BURLEY.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

The glorious Fourth has come and gone, and the
California Division has had the annual meet at San
Jose. Well, the boys had a big time ; Division funds
have been poured out like water, and no doubt every-
body feels highly satisfied.

New records? Oh, no ! we didn't care to attempt to
lower last year's records, but we had races, and of
course somebody won, but the main endeavor this
year was to have a good time, make everybody happy
and give the slow men a chance. A little bird whis'-
pered to me that San Jose being too poor to pay for
the meet, was given assistance from the Division
treasury to the amount of $600. Not being able, with
this small allowance, to secure a decent track, they
built one, or rather, hired a pasture and put a fence
around it, and everybody that didn't get a compliment-
ary climbed over the fence, and all had a good time.
As the railroad fare for the round trip is only $35,
not a very large delegation was present from Los
Angeles and vicinity, as the boys had other engage-
ments for the day, and so Dave Burke was our only
representative. Dave was run into on Golden Gate
Avenue, San Francisco, some days before the races
and sprained his knee. This handicapped him in the
races, still he brought home two prizes.
Concerning a separate Division for the south, will

say that the usual difficulties attending petition work
are being experienced, but we are hard at work, and
think we will be able to make it go. It is only a ques-
tion of time. If the League is to have any represen-
tation, interest or membership in this part of the
State, a Division with headquarters centrally located
must be given us.

The Division Hand-Book is at last in the hands of

our membership. Of the seventeen officers San Fran-
cisco has nine, the rest being one from Oakland and
neighboring towns ; but the Chief Consul, the secre-
tary-treasurer, three out of five representatives, and
the chairmen of the standing committees are all from
San Francisco.
We are glad that " California " is satisfied with the

explanation given concerning "that money." But the
men of the South have several other casus belli

with the North which something more than soft words
will be needed to heal the breach between. The
Northerners had a chance to make an abiding peace
last year, but instead of doing so they added insult to

injury, hence we have flung our stand'ard to the breeze
with " Division " for our watchword, and we'll never
give up till we get it or die. Holly.

The Hartford Wheel Club is booming, twenty new
members having been elected at the last meeting.

James Magee, of the Queens County Wheelmen, rode
123 miles last Sunday in u^ hours.

The West Shore Railroad will give special attention
to the transportation of wheelmen to the Niagara and
Syracuse meets. A special train will be run if found
ecessary.
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JERSEY CITY.

On Saturday next, July 26, the Hudson County
Wheelmen will hold a twenty-five mile road race over
the New Rochelle course. This course starts just
north of New Rochelle village and is jSJif-miles in
length. It is a section of the old Boston Post Road,
and is in first-class shape, with the exception of about
*,; of a mile which is somewhat sandy and hilly

;
the

balance is Ai in every particular. The road leads
through Mamaroneck and Rye ; the turn is made at a
convenient triangle and does not necessitate dis-
mounting. If the weather is favorable, fast time
will doubtless be made. Among the Hudson Counties
who have entered are Day, Eldridge, E. T. and G. E.
McLaughlin, Smith and Halloway.

KLUGE'S RIDE AGAINST RECORD.
That was a grand effort of Kluge's on Saturda3' last,

in his attempt to break the 25-mile road record over
the Milburn course. The race against time was to
start promptly at 4 o'clock. Time was there and so
was Kluge, both in the pink of condition, but the gen-
tle zephyrs of the day previous had developed into a
young hurricane and at 4 o'clock the dust rolled in
clouds along that celebrated course. About forty of
the Hudson County boys were on hand and many of
them advised Kluge not to try for the record under
such unfavorable circumstances. Kluge, however,
was determined to do so and stated that if the 150
wheelmen present had come out to see him ride he
would not disappoint them. He was induced to wait
until 4:30 however, but the wind was just as high as it

had been an hour previous. The record at the
Weather Bureau, New York City, shows that from
j'.jo until 6 o'clock the wind was blowing in this vicin-
ity from 17 to 24 miles per hour.
Kluge started precisely at 4:30 and finished the first

five miles in i6m. 47s., six seconds ahead of the record;
ten miles in 34m. 22s., which was eight seconds better
than the record; he made the fifteen miles in sam. 158.,
almost a half minute better than the record.
The following table shows the record time and

Kluge's time for the entire distance :

Kluge 16:47
Record 16:53

34:22

34:30

15 20 25
52:15 1:10:25 1:29:08

52:41 1:10:02 1:28:29

thus beating his own best previous record 52s. It was
the unanimous opinion of the persons present that,
considering the fact that the record was made on one
of the finest days this year, when the weather and
road surface was all that could be desired, Kluge's
performance was remarkable, and that in the absence
of wind the Hudson County man would have lowered
the record at least 2m.

Coaster.

ROCHESTER.

The committee who are engineering all arrange-
ments for the meet are exceedingly active in their
labors to make the affair a magnificent success. The
prizes to be awarded will unquestionably be the best
ever competed for in bicycle competition. The pro-
gramme, which will be out in a few days, includes
seven open events, and the crack safety riders will not
complain when a list of events reaches them.

A serious accident occurred Wednesday on Delevan
Street by which a six-year-old child of Alexander Mc-
Lean, of Scio Street, suffered permanent disfigure-
ment. On the night above mentioned she was sitting
on a tricycle on the Delevan Street asphalt pavement
close to the curbstone, under the full glare of an elec-
tric light. There were a number of bicyclists riding
on the pavement, which is just completed and not yet
open to the public. Some of the wheelmen were rac-
ing, among the number being two young men named
Boiler and Killip. As they passed down the street
where the child was sitting, Boiler's wheel struck the
tricycle, throwing the child heavily to the pavement.
A gash three inches long was cut in her forehead over
the right eye, the skull being laid bare. It is feared
that internal injuries have been received, and, if so,
the question of her recovery is extremely problemati-
cal. Boiler claims that the affair was purely accident-
al, and that he did not see the child until she was
struck. This is a poor defence for a man who unhes-
itatingly defies the law by riding at a pace of over six
miles an hour, and his immediate prosecution is looked
for. Not a day passes but what the writer witnesses
some of these noodle bicyclists riding at break-neck
speed over our asphalt pavements, and it sets his
blood to boiling to reflect that the general bicycle
class must sooner or later suffer for the lack of brains
and sub.sequent carelessness of the fools who still
ought to be "tied to their mother's apron strings,"
instead of riding a bicycle.

At the last meeting of the Flower City Wheelmen
nine new members were elected. The question of
admitting ladies to membership was considered. No
definite action was taken, but the project seemed to
meet with general favor, and the probabilities are
that the club will decide to admit the ladies. Zo

THE ENGLEWOOD CYCLING CLUB.

The Knglewood (111.) Cycling Club have enjoyed
many tours and runs this season, and still have a num-
ber of pleasant trips on the schedule to look forward
to. On August 2 and 3 ISlgin, Aurora and Joliet will
be visited, a total riding distance of 100 miles, and on
August 17 an 80-mile run will be made to Lake Bluff
and Waukegan. August 31 a 60-mile jaunt will be
taken to Willow Springs

; St. Joe, Mich., will be viewed
September 14, Pullman September 28, and a cross-
country run from Jackson Park to Cheltenham will be
participated m October 12. August g tlie club will
hold a 5-mile handicap road race, open to members
only. The road ofliccrs are H. R. Winship, caiitain

;

F. H. Gere, first lieutenant
; J. L. Starr, second lieu-

tenant.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Since my last letter the revised or second edition of
the Michigan road book has made its appearance, and
I can safely saj^ it will be greatly appreciated by the
members of this division. There are a great many
changes in the little book and it shows a ^reat amount
of labor on the part of Chief Consul Richmond, al-

though his labors were decreased greatly by the
material to work from furnished by ex-Chief Consul
J. H. Johnson, in the first edition. For want of space
I will not give the changes made, as by this time
nearly all members have received the book. So far
but one ticket, that of the Grand Rapids Bicycle Club,
for the coming division election, has been published.
It is as follows :

For chief consul: A. B. Richmond, Grand Rapids;
vice consul: Wm. Metzger, Detroit ; secretary-treas-
urer, C. A. Conover, Coldwater, Mich. Representa-
tives : J. E. Beal, Ann Arbor ; H. M. Snow, Detroit

;

L. M. Waters, Lansing ; G. W. Smith, Saginaw. With
the exception of Messrs. Waters and Smith, the men
on the ticket are all old members of the division and
have served faithfully in several offices. On various
occasions Messrs. Watson and Smith have shown
themselves to be hustlers, and they deserve recogni-
tion. The division is now entitled to four represen-
tatives, the largest number ever voted for in this
State.
Visiting wheelmen have been quite plentiful lately,

the following having passed through the city : H. B.
Jones, of Indianapolis ; H. H. Horen, Sioux City, la.;

Mr. Van Kirk, Chicago, 111., and Harry Doane, ex-
secretary Detroit Wheelmen, They were all taken
care of to the best of our ability and their stay made
as pleasant as possible. D. O. Fonda, from Indiana,
has been here also. Tourists from that State have been
quite numerous lately.
The Grand Rapids Bicycle Club are looking for a

suitable club house and talk of raising their dues. If

the latter is done I think they will lose a few mem-
bers, as quite a number are married, and their wives
being members also, will make the expense a little too
heavy.

F. H. Ercott, the pioneer wheelman of the city, was
elected president of the G. R. B. C. at the last meet-
ing, in place of T. G. Torrence, resigned.
Betsy B., why didn't you pay me that visit? An-

other bhiff like that and you can cancel your invita-
tion.

E. G. Hudley is the oldest bicycle dealer in the
State and one of the oldest business men in this city.

He is already making contracts for next season. All
but one man in his store is a rider. Mizo.

DETROIT.

The Detroit Wheelmen are surely in the best condi-
tion of any season in the club's history. There are
now seventy members on the roll, and as they are
going to have an elegant new club house it is thought
that there will be a membership of 150 within two
months.

Some of the boys were inclined to give Chas. Neil-
son quite a "roast" because he did not report his
wheel when he left Canada. It now turns out that
Neilson was all right and did report it, and the officers
at Niagara are the ones to take the blame, as they did
not notify the Windsor officers.

The Detroit Wheelmen was out to the Point last
week and stopped at Rush's. The next day we heard
that Mr. Rush had lost a thermometer and had accused
some of the wheelmen of taking it, but his accusation
was false. However, we took up a collection and
bought a new one and delivered it Friday night. We
expected he would be grateful, but he took the heat
indicator and said, " Vel, I bot one, bud I vil keep dis
von too." It is the last present he will receive from
the club.

The* State meet will probably be held here August
16, 17 and 18 on account of Smith's tour. Everybody
wants to go on the Detroit-Niagara trip, but we can t

all go. Smith is going over the route this week to
make all necessary arrangements.
Captain Auble drills the club on Cass Avenue Mon-

day night and a big turnout is expected.

Ex-President Holcombe rode his wheel only fifteen
miles all last season, but he has got the fever again
this year and is now rarely seen out of the saddle.

No new pavement yet ; but all good things come
slow and we will get it some time. Be Be.

STAMFORD, CONN.

There is daily a noticeable improvement in the con-
dition of our city streets, and the steam roller, with
the broken-stone gang, are really working out their
salvation and the happiness of the whole community.
And as for country roads, those about Sound Beach
and Riverside, especially, are worth mention as the
finest graveled in the State.

The interest in cycling among ladies is awakening
here, and since Miss May Munson, of Sound Beach, has
been riding, Mrs. Eloise Roorbach, the artist, has
learned the art also, and Miss Bessie Bacon is in the
hands of an instructor. Mrs. C. M. Barrett, of Water-
side, has decided to join the fortunate and sensible
pioneers in the delightful pastime under the writer's
care, and it is understood that Mrs. L. B. Gaylor, of
Eagle fame, is also learning to master the safety
cycle.

There is a scheme oh foot (or wheel) to present a
testimonial to certain L. A. W. officials on their retir-
ing from office, which takes place shortly, and we
hope the matter will be pushed. Stamson.

AT BERKELEY OVAL.

Prank G. Lenzand Charles H. Petticord start August
3d for a mcmth's tour from Pittsburg to St. Louis and
then to Chicago, Cleveland and Niagara Falls to
attend the meet. Lenz will carry u 5x8 camera in a
knapsack and a canopy over head.

Berkeley Oval track was never in better shape
than it is at present, and the club enjoys the
distinction of being the first organization to
build a really first-class bicycle track in the city.

The track is four laps to the mile and the cor-

ners are necessarily sharp, and as they are not
banked it requires some skill to get around
them. The surface is now very hard and
smooth, and near the inner curb it is almost
perfect.

During the past week Windle, Rich, Camp-
bell and Schumacher have been training there,
and have shown some remarkably good times
there.

windle' S GREAT MILE.

On Thursday afternoon, July 17, Windle rode
a mile m 2m. 31 3-5S., the last half mile being
ridden in im. 14s., and the last quarter in 36s.

The start was a slow roll over the tape, and at
the outside the trial was equal to 2m. 33 s. One
of the watch holders was Herbert Laurie, and
he expressed the opinion to a representative of
The Wheel that he believed Windle capable of
holding his own with any English rider, and
that he thought him capable of better than 2m.
28s. on Paddington track.

windle' S OFFICIAL TRIAL FOR RECORD.

On Saturday, the date announced for Windle'

s

trial against the i-mile amateur record, the
weather was crisp and bracing, but the wind
blew great guns. Among those present to
witness the trial were Harry Hall, George Hen-
dee, A. B. Rich, H. E. Laurie, A. R. WiUis,
Mr. Windle, A. B. Barkman, Frank Borland,
Harry Matthews, E. A. Powers, W. F. Murphy,
Lester Beasley, "Jimmy" Hanson, Al. Payn-
ter and a number of club men.
Towards 5 o'clock the wind died away and

the trial was made, although it was certain that
Windle would not equal the record. As a mat-
ter of fact, the wind took special pains to blow
furiously while Windle was riding. Asa Windle
gave the push-off, while Campbell and Rich
acted as pace-makers. Windle rode gamely all

the way, and finished the mile in 2m. 36 4-5S.

He was badly paced and sat up at the corners,
and under the circumstances the trial was re-

markably fast. The times show that he lowered
the three-quarter mile amateur record by 1-5

second.
American

Miles. Windle's Time. Amateur Record.
M. s. M. s.

X 38 4-5 35 1-5

'A I- 1 7 4-5 1-12 4-5

K 1-55 1-55 1-5

1 2-36 4-5 2-35 2-5

The quarters were 38 4-5S., 39s., 37 1-5S.

41 4-5S, ;
the last half was im. 19s. The falling

off on the last half was due to the force of the
wind, and the value of the trial was about 2m.
30s. The timers were Robert Stoll, N. Y. A. C.

;

C. A. Reed, N. Y. A. C. ; F. P. Prial, N. Y.
B. C. Scorer, C. A. Sheehan. Mr. Laurie also

held a watch.
Windle's trial seemed to spur on the other

riders to feats of derringdo, and the following
trials were made

:

One-half Mile Safety—W. Schumacher, _^-
mile, 42 I -5s.

;
j^-mile, im. 22 3-5S. The record

stands at inL 20s.

Five-mile Safety—W. Schumacher, }^-mile,

40s.
;

^-mile, im. 22s. ;
^4^-mile, 2m. 14s. ; I

mile, 3m. 4 4-5S. ; 2 miles, 6m. 16 4-5S.
; 3 miles,

gm. 36s.
; 4 miles, 12m. 50 1-5S.

; 5 miles, i6m.
2 1-5S. At 4 miles Schumacher was 4 1-5 sec-

onds inside the American amateur record, and
at 5 miles he had beaten the old figures by i 4-5

seconds. The timers were Messrs. Latirie, Stoll

and Prial. Mr. Laurie stopped his watch at a
half mile, and this may invalidate the record,

although there is no doubt but that the times
credited to Schumacher were accurate.

Five-mile Safety, Record Trial—By A. C.

Banker. Banker was out of condition and very
heavy, yet he rode in good form. His times
were as follows: i mile, 3m. 9s. ; 2 miles, 6m.
2o)4s.

; 3 miles, 9m. 32^s.
; 4 miles, 12m. 56^3.

;

5 miles, 16m. 18 4-5S.

H. E, L:uu-ie, the English record breaker, will ride
under the colors of the New York Athletic Club while
in this country.

\V. W. Taxis is in training at Asbury Park, N. J.
This may seem incongruous to those who have visited
tills famous resort, where dissipation is everyone's
chief aim.
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THE ELWELL TOUR.

PoLicNV, France, July 5, 1890.

Many of your readers may be interested to

know how we are enjoying ourselves on our

summer outing, and a brief description of our

movements up to date may prove acceptable.

We number twenty-one, and 1 doubt if a jollier

party ever came together.

Save for a slight accident to the machinery,

our voyage across the Atlantic on the splendid

steamer '
' La Bourgogne " was unmarred ; no

one was seasick and the days flew by most

pleasantly. Everything that goes to make life

enjoyable on board ship was indulged in by

members of the party. They flirted with the

pretty girls, played cards in the smoking room,

read, chatted, told stories and found out who
was the biggest liar, speculated on the day's

run and killed time generally.

We landed at Havre on the 16th, and here

we met Mr. Arthur CoUins, a member of last

year's tour, who has remained in Paris since

that time.

After spending the night at the fine hotel

Frascati, we took the road for Caudebec, the

objective point of our first day's run. It was a

beautiful day, and the road was all that the

heart of a bicycler could desire.

Beautiful residences surrounded by still more
beautiful grounds lined the road for many
miles, and the Normandy poplars, like rows of

gigantic soldiers, presented arms in close order

as we swept past. To those of the party who
had never crossed the ocean before all was
novel and delightful, and they were loud in

their expressions of pleasure. For five days we
rode leisurely towards Paris, the weather good
for wheehng all the time. We spent a day in

the fine old city of Rouen, and at Vernon
exhibited the beauties of the national game
before an admiring audience. The evening of

June 20 saw us gazing on the lofty Eiffel Tower
from the terrace at St. Germain, and the follow-

ing morning, under the skillful guidance of Mr.

Collins, we entered Paris via the beautiful Bois

de Boulogne, and drew up at the Continental

Hotel, where we remained one week. The
Continental is a magnificent hotel, and our stay

there will always be remembered with pleasure.

We "did" Paris to the best of our ability. We
walked through miles of picture-galleries, we
were elevated to the top of the tower, we took a

a guide and drove to all the principal buildings

—too numerous to mention. Evenings found
us at the grand opera or places of lesser note,

but not the less enjoyable ; we dallied at the

cafes and viewed the life of the city as it swept by
in never-ending procession. Purse strings were
opened and friends at home remembered in the

matter of presents. It was a great week and I

doubt if the party will do so hard a week's work
on the whole tour.

Saturday, June 28, saw us en route for
' Fontainebleau where we remained over Sunday.

A most interesting day was passed in visiting

the beautiful places just across the road from
our hotel.

On Monday morning to our sorrow the rain

began to fall. Our ride for that day was to

Sens, a distance of about forty miles. We all

got there—but only seven did it on the wheel

—

the train was good enough for most of us. As
the day wore on the storm increased ; the wind
blew a gale directly in the faces of the party

who " plugged " it through. But the hotel at

Sens was well kept ; fires were kept blazing in

the different rooms and that evening was spent

in recounting the day's adventures. This took

place last Monday ; it is now Saturday night and
the weather is about the same as on Monday
and all the rest of the week. It has been much
like last year's tour through Ireland. We have
made our dates on time, but we have had to

patronize the steam cars often m order to bring

this about. We hope to have pleasant weather
as we go over the Juras, and I will tell you in

my next if our hopes were realized. E.

Over the Juras.

At Paligny, a little red-roofed town nestling

under the mountains, our hearts were made
glad by a big bundle of copies of The Wheel.
We had been out of the world so long that

every one was eager for a glance at the well-

known columns. How good it seemed to see

familiar names once more ! Never were papers

more thoroughly read and re-read. Not even
the advertisements were slighted. The pub-
lisher has our sincere thanks for his kindness
and courtesy. [We " pressed the button" and
the effect was just as expected.

—

Ed.]
Dinner over, we started up the mountain. A

hard climb it was for the first mile, zigzaging up
the heights. But once up what a sight met our
view ! We had come into a new world. A fer-

tile, tree-covered table-land stretched before us
as far as the eye could see. The broad, nation-

al highway was still with us, and on we went
towards Champagnole, which we knew laj- be-

hind the green hills now covered with a purple
haze under the rays of the setting sun. What
joy it was to slide along in the clear air of this

upland world. Every breath seemed a draught
of the elixir of life.

We raced through the thatched-roofed vil-

lages, past loaded wains piled high with new-
mown hay drawn by sleepy-eyed, cream-colored
oxen, and so we came to Champagnole, where
the Hotel Dumont gave us a right royal wel-
come, a fine American flag proudly waving over
the portal.

After a bounteous supper, some of the party
entertained the town's people with an exhibition

of fireworks purchased several days before, but
not used until now on account of the rain. The
following morning it still threatened rain, so an
early start was made for Morey. The first part

of the way was a gradual ascent, then along
the level and finally down, down we went into

the little pocket in the heart of the Juras. What
a coast that was ! With set brakes we whirled
around the curves, while warning cries, ringing
of bells and tooting of horns gave notice of our
approach to all persons coming in the opposite
direction.

The cit)- of Morey is peculiar. It consists of

one long main street lined with well built

houses and entirely surrounded by mountains.
There is apparently no way of entrance or exit.

A more out-of-the-world place one can hardly
imagine. Yet it has gas, several large manu-
factories and no end of cafes. This latter

luxury the Frenchman cannot live without, no
matter what his surroundings may be. The
appearance of such a party of young fellows

from the outside world created great excitement
in the place and crowds surrounded the hotel.

Baltimore Jimmie provided himself with a
pocketful of sous and proceeded to scatter them
among the youngsters who were gaping in

open-eyed wonder at our every movement. In
an instant such a scrambling took place as is

seldom witnessed. The excitable Jimmie caught
the infection which he had himself created and
scrambled with the rest. A trip of the foot and
over he went with fifteen or twenty howling,
yelling French mountaineers on top of him.
It was a scene for a painter. Our party cheered
on the youngsters, and Jimmie crawled out only
to try it again and again as his money lasted,

and so the night settled down on the hills and
one and all sought rest for the morrow.

Up and on to Geneva! But what a grade
Up, up for ten miles over the inner shell of the
mountains that were striving in vain to keep us
from the promised land. Never was engineer-
ing skill more wonderfully displayed than in

the construction of this curving, twisting road,

that like a great snake stretched its sinuous
length along the edge of a precipice or round
and round to secure an even grade. So cun-
ningly was this grade overcome that many
times the party could not convince themselves
they were not riding on the level, and great
was the laugh when Robson tried to coast up
hill under the impression that he was going the
other way. Jones called our attention to the
strange fact that a stream near by was running
up hill. He was told to get on his wheel and
see whether or no he had tarried too long at the
cafe. He was soon convinced that the stream
knew what it was about. At length on top
with a sure enough level road we whirled along,
stopping only now and then to gaze down into

the green valleys far, far below, where cattle

were grazing, and sending out musical sounds
from the bells with which all were provided.

At last the outer crown is gained, our road
dips and swings around a high cliff, and behold
a wondrous sight ! Never was a more beautiful
scene spread before the eye of man. The sun,
which until now had been behind the clouds,

shed rays of golden light over the great plain

that, " fair as the garden of the Lord," lay at our

feet. Orchard and farm land, lakes ami sircams,

cities and villages, stretched out to the snow-
topped Alps, crimson in the rays of the sun.

Long we gazed. But our road was before us,

winding and curling to fair Geneva, where we
knew dinner was waiting. So we returned to

material affairs once more, and started on our
downward course. My, how we flew I Had
brakes failed then I dread to think of the result.

No need to ask if the grade was down. Once
in awhile a stop was made to shoot a Kodak,
then on once more. Geneva was soon reached,

the long bridge over the rushing Rhone was
crossed and we sat down to dine in Hotel Metro-
pole with ravenous appetites, and the conscious-

ness that a new experience had come to us in

our wheeling career.

What shall I say of Geneva? Does not
every one know that it is beautiful for situation,

full of everj-thing to please the eye and tempt
money from the pockets of the travelers within
her gates? What shall I say of Geneva ? Here
are watches galore, wondrously cheap, music
boxes to be had for a song, giving many in re-

turn, pipes of rare design, and carvings such as
can only be found in Switzerland.

The part}^ is now enjoyingitself to the utmost.
All are in good health. Baltimore Jimmie and
several of his victims have started for St. Ber-
nard Pass, where Jimmie intends to buy a dog.
They will rejoin us in Chamoung, for which
place we start to-morrow morning. E.

CALIFORNIA DIVISION HAND-BOOK.

The Hand-Book of the California Division,

compiled by Ralph M. Thompson, Chief Consul,

is a well ari'anged volume of 92 pages of more
than usual brillianc)- in regard to illustrations,

and contains a great amount of useful and in-

teresting literature. It is a work that is a
credit to the League and to the compiler, and it

should exert a strong influence over the wheel-
men of the Pacific coast who are not League
members, and prove instrumental in booming
the Division's membership, presenting, as it

does, a most graphic and clear description of

the workings of that body. It contains the L.

A. W. Constitution and By-Laws, California

Division Constitution and By-Laws, Officers and
Committees of the League, California Division

Officers, Local Consuls, League Hotels, Chairmen
Championship Board, Official Handicappers,
Racing Rules, Members' National Racing Board,
Cycling Periodicals and Members of the Cali-

fornia Di\nsion. In the literary line it contains

"A Racing Retrospect," by R. Assheton Smyth;
"Touring," by W. M. Meeker; " Rights and
Privileges," by Chas. E. Pratt; " Tours," by R.
M. Thompson; " Law of the Road," by Frank
C. Park ; and " Roads and Road Improvements."
It is rich in admirably taken portraits, among
the collection being Robert M. Welch, the

founder of the California Division and first

Chief Consul ; Edward Mohrig, ex-Chief Con-
sul; Ralph M. Thompson, Chief Consul; Chas.

S. Davol and W. M. Meeker. The racers por-

trayed are Messrs. Cook, Elwell, Davis, Wing,
Plummer, Wheaton, Hickenbotham, South-
worth, Ireland, Adcock, Shockley and Fonda.
Some excellent photographic reproductions of

California scenery and past cycling meets and
events appear. The extraordinary clearness

with which the features of the various individ-

uals in the group pictures are delineated is

worthy of commendation, and from the many
smiling faces in the illustrations an outsider

would class California wheelmen a jolly and
happy set. A large bird's-ej-e view map of

California adds to the completeness of the book.

H. C. W. ROAD RACE.

The 25-raile road race under the auspices of the
Hudson County Wheelmen takes place to-morrow
afternoon over the New Rochelle course, weather
permitting. The entries are E. J. Day, W. E. Eldridge,
E. J. McLaughlin, C. E. Kluge, G. E. JIcLaughlin, J.
L. Robertson, Jr., E. JL Smith, H. C. W.; C. W. Bayes,
R. W. Steves, John Bensinger, K. C. W.; A. P. Craig,
Brooklyn B. C; C. B. Lockwood, Vonkers B. C. The
course can be reached by the Glen Island boats and
then by ferry to New Rochelle. Wheelmen will meet
visitors at the Huguenot Hotel. Trains leave Grand
Central Depot (N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.) at 2:02 and 3:02

for New Rochelle. Parties without wheels should
continue to Larchmont station, one-eighth of a mile
from the course.

The Albanj'-Niagara touringparty of Massachusetts
wheelmen is rapidly approaching the limit—fifty—and
wheelmen desiring to ]oin should communicate with
committee at once.
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FIELD DAY AT ROCHESTER.

Wednesday, July 23, ended the first year of existence
of the Lalce View Wheelmen, and the occasion was
celebi'ated gloriously at the Driving Park by con-
ducting a field day. The various contests were ex-
clusively for members and though the event was not
much advertised, about 800 spectators were present,
half of whom were ladies. A strong wind prevailed
during the day and the track was poor, so fast time
was impossible. The races all passed off with plenty
of dash and enthusiasm, and the spectators were not
sparing in applause. Officers of the afternoon were:
Judges : Chas. E. Angle, Geo. W. Ham, William C.
Walker. Timers : C. H. Wetmore, Dr. F. H. Sawers,
C. F. Crandall. Referee : J. A. Van Ingen. Starter :

Captain W. E. Williams. Clerk of Course: P. D.
Morgan.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

One-mile Ordinary—Edward Carpenter cut a
rattling pace in the face of the wind to the three-
quarter, when Charles Brady rushed to the front,
holding it to the wire. Down the home-stretch
Carpenter was crowded to the fence and took a bad
tumble. H. Ward Kelly finished second.

One-mile Safety—Robert Jamieson, 30 yards, first,

time 3m. 27S.; W. H. Wray, second.

Half-mile Ordinary—Kelly, first, time im. 38j^s.;
Schmidt, second.

Hundred-yard Ordinary Slow Race—Won by
Gaffney, time 4m. iSJ^s.; Gardner, second.

Half-mile Safety—Jamieson, first, time im. 43J^s.;
Shedd, second.

Three-mile Club Championship—Brady, first,

time lom. 44KS.; Harve)', second.

Hundred-yard Slow Race, SAFETY-^Declared
off owing to a collision.

Half-mile Tandem—Carpenter and Jamieson de-
feated Beattie and Barton, time im. 43S.

One-mile Tandem—Carpenter and Jamieson, in
3m. 4o}4S.

Five-mile Team Race—Brady, first, tinie 17m. 20s.;

Jamieson, second; Schmidt, third. A tug-of-war
and a 100-yard foot race also excited interest.

Messrs. Laurie and Campbell, with Mr. Troy, are at
Lynn. The track is being put into good shape, and the
boys will commence training on Monday. Among the
men who will go into training are Laurie, Willis,
Campbell, Windle, Rich, Class, Prank, Ives, Gassier
and Hoyland Smith. The men will be taken care of
by Asa Windle and W. B. Troy. They will board at
Mrs. Paul's at Glenmere.

George M. Hendee will ride a Psycho. He will train
at Berkeley Oval instead of at the Manhattan Athletic
Club track.

Hoyland Smith, who will train at Lynn, should de-
velop great form, as he has never trained on a track
and has never had the care of a trainer.

Asa Windle has a promising novice in Fenner, of
Worcester. He has already ridden a mile in better
than three minutes on Windle's track.

E. C. Anthony has joined the Manhattan Athletic
Club. It is probable that W. F. Murphy will join the
same organization.

Herbert Laurie's many English friends will learn
with regret that he has been in hard luck in this coun-
try. Thus far the climate has not agreed with him,
and he is dull, listless and out of sorts. At Berkeley
Oval he took two bad falls, the second one causing
severe arm and shoulder bruises. Laurie and Willis
are two as gentlemanly amateurs as England has ever
sent over, and we wish them well.

THE ROYAL MEETING AT PADDING-
TON ON JULY 9.

summary of events.
One-mile Ordinary Handicap—F. J. Osmond,

scratch, first ; P. P. Wood, 35 yards, second ; F. J. B.
Archer, 35 yards, third

; J. H. Adams, 50 yards, fourth;
H. Synyer, scratch, fifth. Synyer lead Osmond on
the first lap, but after they had gotten among the men
Synyer fell away and Osmond came through winning
a grand race in the fast time of 2in. 31 4-5S.

The times were:
K 372-5 H 1-55

'A. I =-31 4-5
*Record 1.14.

One-MileTricycleHandicap—L.Stroud, 10 yards,
first. Time, 2m. 42 1-5S.

One-mile Safety Handicap—W. Price, 30 yards,
first, time 2m. 33 3-5S ; H. Du Cros, 20 yards, second.

One-mile Bicycle Handicap—R. J. Mecredy,
scratch, first, time 2m. 32 4-5S.; H. Du Cros, scratch,
second by a yard.

In the third heat of the mile bicycle handicap Me-
credy lowered the one-mile record to 2m. 31 3-58., 1-5
of a second better than the previous best.
The times were

:

'X 364-5 K 1-52 4-5+

'A '-13 4-5* 1 2.31 3-5:!:

Record. -I- Previous record 1.54 2-5. ;|: Previous
record 2.31 4-5.

THE ROCHESTER TOURNAMENT.

Ten thousand tickets have been issued by the
arrangement committee of the Rochester tournament
Augiist 23, and each club lias taken 500. The Living-
ston llotel has been made the headquarters for the
committees and visiting wheelmen, and it has been
decided to publish a 32-page programme. The races
will be started promptly at 2 o'clock, and each event
will be run without u moment's delay. W. S. Bull will
act as referee.

IOWA DIVISION RACES.

At the Iowa Division meet at Spencer, July
18 and 19, the races resulted as follows ;

One-mile Ordinary—Grant Bell, Minneapolis, first;

A. V. Berg, Le Mars, second ; W. B. Dungan, Sioux
City, third. Time, 3m. 47^5-
Half-mile Safety—Grant Bell, Minneapolis, first

;

C. H. Hurley, Des Moines, second ; A. Hodgeson, Des
Moines, third. Time, im. 39J:tS.

Half-mile State Championship—C. C. Bender,
Spencer, first

; J. B. Green, Des Moines, second ; C. L.
Berg, Le Mars, third ; C. A. Atkins, fourth. Time,
im. 43s.

One-mile Safety—Grant Bell, Minneapolis, first;
C. H. Hurley, second ; A. E. Hodgeson, third. Time,
3m. 32s.

Two-mile State Championship—J. B. Green, first;
A. A. McCoy, Spencer, second ; Chas. L. Berg, third.
Time, 7m. 55s.

Half-mile Boys' Race—E. Bender, Spencer, first

;

E. Hewling, second.

Half-mile Boys' Safety Race—W^ill Adams, Spen-
cer, first ; E. Stebbings, Spencer, second ; G. Mann,
Spencer, third. Time, 2m. 4}4s.

NEW ORLEANS.

A series of road races for the Grice medal will soon
be in order here, now that racing is beginning to boom.

League members are considerably exercised over
the resignation of H. H. Hodgson as Chief Consul, and
they assert that it won't be accepted.

Enthusiasm does not run very high over the coming
election.

Owing to the absence of Captain Reas the N. O. B.
C. runs have been exceedingly limited, but Lieutenant
Holoman has come to the resctte and we shall see the
club out again.

The Louisianas will hold another one of their "over
the lake " excursions, about the middle of August.
These runs are always a great source of enjoyment.
The party leave the hot town at 7:45 a. m., and stop at
one of the numerous resorts on the L. & N., spending
the day in riding, bathing, roaming around and eating
eternally.

The Arlington Bicycle Club are hustlers and no
mistake. They have forty members, and are still

increasing the roll although but a month or so old.
The membership is composed largely of new riders.

It is a matter of doubt if t'ne racers will pay any
attention to Bell's sweeping challenge, although every
one here wants to see the race, as Guillotte gave none
of the other boys a whack at him at the meeting.

The grand improvement of Audubon Park is a source
of great comfort to wheelmen. To loll around under
the great oaks, with fragrant flowers at every hand,
amid the well kept lawns, brings up fond recollections
or descriptions of the old Southern plantation.

Grevy.

GRANDPA'S ADVICE TO HIS BOYS.

By all means keep a record of your riding,

but don't ride for a record. It results in ac-

centuating the interest in wheeling by creating
rivalry, and is of special service in sustaining
the esprit du corps necessary to a successful
division or club.

If you have no cyclometer, mileage in the
city can be approximately computed by o/ice

measuring the distances between principal

points by means of your cycle, and then mak-
ing a memorandum table for reference. To
illustrate, if you ride a safety, and it is geared
to sixty, it travels over about fifteen feet at each
revolution of the pedal (not wheel). There be-
ing 5,280 feet in a mile, it follows that 352 revo-
lutions of the pedal are made in a mile.

The distances in the surrounding country and
to sttburban towns are either well known to

wheelmen or are given in the road-book. It is

an excellent thing to make ottt and post a table

of distances m t'ne club house. Patriotic club
officers will find this mileage record a great in-

ducement to riding, and it is earnestly recom-
mended that captains of clubs read the mile-

age of each member as a j^art of his annual
report.

Distances on maps are from horizontal meas-
urements, and cyclometers, or the wheel itself

will be found to give the only true record of

distances traveled by the cycle over a hilly road.

To illustrate, the distance from North Avenue
via the York Road to Towson measures six

miles by the map, but the cj'clometer attached
to a wheel gives the true surface measurement
—up hill and down—as seven and one-fifth

miles.

A good and simple way to keep a record is to

attach a pencil by a string to a monthly calen-
dar on the wall. There, each night on retiring,

put down tlie figures oi your mileage for the
day opposite the figure on the calendar indi-

cating the day of the month. Then have a
kind of a "you-press-the-button-and-we-do-the-
rest" arrangement as follows; Get your wife to
keep a log for you, she writing it up from the
calendar and from your little story to her of
your wheeling of the day. This will keep her
interested in your cycling, and she may eventu-
ally "let up" on you for the chronic spring
bonnet and "come down" on you for a ladies'

safety. If you have no wife, get one at once.
To thoroughly enjoy the cycle one must be in

good muscular and physical condition, and not
know what it is to become tired. To sustain
this condition a person should take a ride, at
least once in twenty-four hours, in the day-time
if possible, but at night if not. Almost anyone
can snatch one hour from the twenty-four to be
devoted to the fascinating and health-giving
wheel. As a general rule, ride at a moderate
pace and enjoy yotirself, but an occasional
scorch of a few miles will not always do harm

—

especially if the other fellow challenged, and
you "do" him.

Don't be too jealous of your rights on the
road, and by all means do not be too quick to

take offense. The writer once chased an eques-
trian about two miles, all the way up hill, to

resent an insult, only to arrive nearly dead, to a
little seance and explanation that the leather

strong language was addressed to the prancing
horse and not the wheelman. Results—no head
punch—two milk punch—fifty cents out and
also out of breath. Be polite to people met on
the road, whether wheelmen, horsemen or pe-
destrians. It costs nothing, and goes a long
way toward making cyclers popular. The more
popular the wheelmen make themselves on the
road the less their rights will be invaded. A
polite bow to an isolated hayseed is equal to a
quart of molasses to a dyspeptic fly. However,
don't be effeminate or unmanly, and allow
things to be rubbed in. Draw it mild, but don't
be cowardly.

If an accident is caused by a horseman to a
wheelman, and the cycler is on the right of the
centre of the road, and has used reasonable
care to prevent it, the cycler is entitled to dam-
ages, and the Maryland Division will prosecute
the case without expense to the cycler if he is a
member.
As the law officer of the League saj's

:

'

' The bicycle is a carriage, and the wheelman
may go upon the public highways at all times
possessed of the same rights and liable only to

the same restrictions to which the drivers of

other caniages are subject. He must keep his

wheel in safe, roadworthy condition, keep to the
right of the centre of the highway when meet-
ing other vehicles, give way when necessary to

drivers passing in the same direction who may
desire to pass him, exercise proper care to pre-

vent collision with other carriages and with
travelers on foot, and in general the degree of

care which he is required to exercise is such as
a person of ordinary care and prudence would
exercise in the particular case in which the ques-
tion arises. The law favors courtesy, though it

does not demand it, and in the face of the exist-

ing prejudice against bicycles, the exercise of

deference, compatible with dignity tinder trj'ing

circumstances, will, in case of a trial at law, go
far toward winning the favor of court and jiu-y,

and exemplif}' the soundness of the maxim,
"'Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just.'"

—Albert Alott^ in Alaryland Division Pocket Guide.

All entries for the first annual race meet of the
Vineland Wheelmen, at Vineland, N. J., Au.gust g,

close August 2. Two or more valuable prizes are
oflJered for each race, and a lai-ge number of fast riders
will be present. The events are : One-mile, novice

;

;-4-mile, open; i-mile safety, open; 2-mile tandem,
open ; i-mile, open, 3 minute class ; i-mile, open

;

y,-m\\& safety, open, boys under 16; 2-mile safety,
handicap, open

;
5-mile handicap, open

;
^4-mile, Cum-

berland Co. ; I-mile handicap, open; i-mile consolation
safety; i-mile handicap, Cumberland Co.; i-mile tan-
dem, open.

The Cambridgeport (Mass.) Cycle Club's ten-mile
handicap safety road race for the Craig medal was
run July 10 with nine starters. G. F. Kehevv, the only
scratch man, was taken sick, and withdrew although
he was in the van. H. E. Aokorman, un., then took the
lead and maintained it to the finish, time jSm. 10s.; W.
A. Fitch, 2>om., under the time allowance, won the
medal, time 39m. 8s. The finishing order with the
liandicaps vifas as follows: Ackerman, im., 3Sm. los.;

Fitch, 2}^m., 3gm. 8s.; Beau, alt"''-! S^ui. aos.; Spear,
2}^m., 40m. 53S.; LaCroix, im., 42m. 24s.; Nowell, 3;2ni.,

42m. 26s.; Spring, 3m., 43m. 25S.; Carmen, 4m., 44m.
20S.

Petitions to the Park Committee of Boston, request-
in.g the building of a bicycle track, are being i^reely

circulated through that city.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Wanderer's Bicycle Club, of Millbiiry, Mass.,
has disbanded.

M. I>. Bridjrman left Washington the first of the
week for the West.

A member of the Oxford Wheelmen, Philadelphia,
covered 8i8 miles during June.

The Mount Vernon Wheelmen's ten-mile road race
for the club championship takes place to-morrow.

The Wakefield, Mass., Bicycle Club has just cele-
brated the seventh anniversary of itsorKanization.

We would suggest to Brother Corson that he
change the name of his paper to "Our Little Maud."

The North End Wheelmen of Philadelphia will
shortlv have a five-mile road race from Haverford to
Bula.

"

Albert M. Beers, one of the best New England riders,
has decided to compete in some of the fall tourna-
ments.

There is an effort being made in Chicago to form a
club similar to the Associated Cycling Clubs of Phila-
delphia.

Messrs. J. B. Beers & Co. advertise for an intelligent
L. A. W. member for temporary employment, on
page 667.

The road race of the Milwaukee wheelmen from
Waukesha to Milwaukee has been postponed until
August.

The recent ladies' bicycle race at Chicago has been
generally condemned by the press throughout the
country.

The Gormully & Jeflfery Co. have just added another
600-pound double frame steam drop-hammer to their
factory.

Taxis received a diamond stud as his prize in the
Tioga races, while Hazelton and West each got a Wal-
Iham watch.

Several members of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club
will tour through Canada immediately following the
Niagara meet.

Seven East Hartford (Conn.) wheelmen have been
suspended from the race track for violating Rule P.,

until August 2.

I. M. Gore, of the New Orleans Bicycle Club, re-
centlv made a trip to Chicago and was taken care of
by R.' G. Betts.

The commissioners of Druid Hill Park, Baltimore,
have issued orders compelling wheelmen not to ride
more than two abreast.

The Orange Wheelmen will hold a road race August
2, open to club members only, for two medals offer-
ed 63' Captain John Long.

L. Devany, the San Francisco agent of the Coven-
try Machinists' Co., will leave that city on August i

for an extended trip East.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club is rather fortunate in its

selection of officers. The president is a minister and
the vice-president a doctor.

Charles Neilson, who recently rode from Chicago to
New York, will attempt to break the record between
New York and San Francisco next month.

Entries for the L. A. W. national championship
races at Niagara, August 26 and 27, close August 15,

with Hector Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

W. F. Murphy, captain of the K. C. W., expects to
open a bicycle and sporting goods store on Pulton
Street, Brooklyn, within a month or six weeks"

P. W. Ensworth, representing H. A. Lozier & Co.,
was at Niagara Falls on Saturday last ; also Mr. G. H.
Weld, representing the Pope Manufacturing Co.

Pittsburg has twenty-five lady cyclists, none of
whom are League members. At the recent Illinois
State meet twenty-eight ladies were in attendance.

It is probable that a special train will leave Philadel-
phia for the Niagara meet elaborately decorated,
which will run through in less than express time.

The Referee Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, has decided
not to change the name of the club, as was proposed.
It has fifty members and is in a flourishing condition.

A vote of thanks has been tendered to Senator T. W.
Cook, by the New Bedford Cycle Club, for his labor
in behalf of the new Massachusetts road improvement
bill.

The championship races not finished at Philadelphia,
June 28, will be run on the Stenton Grounds, August
14, under the charge of the official handicapper, George
Gideon.

Ufford C. Jones, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, collided
with a wagon while coasting Peabody Hill, Yonkers,
last week, which resulted in a broken leg and minor
bruises.

At the Buffalo tournament, August 29 and 30, there
will be ten events on the programme each day, besides
a loo-mile road race. On the morning of the 29th a
parade will take place.

The evolution of paper as an article of manufacture
has been as rapid as it is wonderful. The latest
invention is paper handles for bicycles, recently pat-
ented in France.

The Pittsburg Bulletin suggests that the police in
Schenley Park be equipped with bicycles instead of
horses, although the officers undoubtedly have a pre-
dilection for the latter mount.

The Louisiana Club,'of New Orlean.s, have a big
rafRe on hand for an American Light Champion bi-
cycle, the winner to make his choice as to size. The
tickets are sold at fifty cents.

I

Chief Consul Mott, of the Maryland Division, has
I

been induced to withdraw his decfinati<m for renomi-
nation this year. The division is to be congratulated
over again securing the services of so efficient an
officer.

Chas. P. Penney, of Lynn, Mass., while riding from
his place of employment to his home, last Monday,
took a bad header "by the small wheel becoming en-
tangled with a twig,'and the small bones of his left
elbow were broken.

The remainder of the first di.strict races take place
at Taunton, Mass., August 14, at 2:30 a. m. Entries
should be made to D. L. Mitchell. The events are five-
mile ordinary, five-mile safety, two and three mile
tandem safety races.

The Bedford Cycling Club, the new Brooklyn or-
ganization, have already twenty-three members en-
rolled upon their books. Anyone desirous of joining
should address S. B. Wurzler, 425 Lafayette Avenue,
Brooklyn, for particulars.

Among the flyers who have entered the Providence
tournament at Narragansett Park, August ^o, are the
Murphy brothers, A. B. Rich, W. D. Banker, Jlerrihew,
Seeds, William Campbell and Van Wagoner. Laurie
is also expected to compete.

The Houston (Tex.) Bicycle Club is debating the
question of admitting all-round athletes to the clutj
and forming a general athletic organization. More
members are needed, and this is said to be the only
way of increasing the number.

The K. C. W. picnic run to Success Pond takes place
July 27. Success is four miles north of Hinsdale. It

is reported that fifty or sixty men will participate.
The boys will have a caterer prepare a lunch for them
and it will be served in the grove.

W. F. West, with Charles and E. Stiver, of the Cen-
tury Wheelmen, Philadelphia, started last Saturday
for a tour through the Chester Valley. Next week
Mr. West will ride a tandem, with his wife, through
Maryland and the Shenandoah Valley.

The Louisiana Cycling Club had a run to Ship
Island July 13, traveling along railroad bed, levees,
"buck-shot" and sandy roads. Their new club house
is nearing completion, and the house committee is

actively engaged in selecting furniture.

Mr. Asa Windle, father of Willie Windle, and other
racing men, have been looking at the Y. M. C. A. Ath-
letic Park near Lynn, Mass. If the track can be put
in good condition at a moderate expense, it will be
engaged and used as a training ground.

A hill-climbing contest took place at Richfield
Springs, N. Y., July 18, which resulted as follows :

August Kinne, i6sj S. S. Kinne, i6J^s. ; Ken. Weather-
bee, 17^5.; Dr. D. P. Bailey, iSJ^s.; Geo. D. Caney, 19s.;

B. G. Seamans, 2i5is. The hill was short but steep.

Frederick Clifton, of Baltimore, was arrested last
week for stealing a wheel from Arthur O'Neil, of
Norfolk, Va., a bicycle dealer who had hired the
wheel to Clifton. The latter disappeared and was
traced to Baltimore, where he had pawned the
machine.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club have a big scheme
on foot for the purpose of raising money with which
to build a handsome club house, with a race track,
grand stand, lawn tennis court and baseball park at-
tached. Such an amalgamation of sporting fi.xtures
would boom any club.

The South End Wheelmen of Philadelphia are ar-
ranging for their annual club championship races, to
be held August 16. It is probable the driving park
course will be secured, and as there is considerable
rivalry between the club's best men, much interest is

manifested in the event.

George B. Thayer has an article in the Yoiif/t's
Conpanioii of July 24, showing how it is possible to
travel awheel in various parts of the world without
firearms, and also states how he has been saved from
engaging in disputes, that would have resulted dis-
astrously to him, by not possessing a weapon.

The Board of Trustees of Mount Vernon, N. Y., have
passed an ordinance against sidewalk riding. A uni-
formed policeman and a constable in civilian's clothes
are now on the watch for wheelmen who may take ad-
vantage of the sidewalks, and if caught will be fined
$10 for each offence. Touri-sts should take warning.

The Chief Commissioner of Police of Dublin has
issued an admirable circular relating to the subject of
cycle traffic. It states that under no condition are
cyclists permitted to use bicycles on the footway.
The same rule applies to tricycles, except when they
are used by aged and infirm persons and by females.

IVIieeling speaks enthusiastically of a book recently
published by M. Maurice Minton, editor of Le Veloce
Sport. The book describes a journey from Bordeau.x
to Paris. Wheeling says the tabled itinerary of the
tour is the best thing of the kind they have ever seen.
They should examine some of our American road
books.

It is amusing to note the bland refusal on the part of
a contemporary to accept as record the 35 4-5S. recent-
ly credited to Gassier, "until proofs were furnished."
The editor of this paper was present at the trial and
inspected the three watches, and as soon as the sur-
veyor's statement is forwarded, we shall accept the
record.

The proposed White Mountains tour, August 2 to 12,

under the management of G. R. McAuslan, Providence,
R. I., has been abandoned. Lack of interest in the
trip IS the cause. It is to be regretted that such is the
case, for an enjoyable time was a certainty, and
why more recruits did not come to scratch is a peculiar
mystery.

An odd sight often seen on St. Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, is a little boy riding his bicycle with
his black-and-tan dog standing behind. The dog's
hind feet rest on the rear of the sa<Idle and his front
paws embrace his master's neck, and he apparently
has no fear no matter how rapidly they travel, and
seems to enjoy the sport immensely.
Maryland is to be congratulated on the acceptance

by Mr. .Albert Mott of his renomination as Chief Con-
sul of the Division. The Chief Consul had determined
to withdraw from State work, but the delegates were
under orders to vote for him first, last and all the
tinie. This testimony of good faith so pleased the
I'ield Marshal that he was prevailed upon to continue
in harness.

Safety riders throughout the country are rapidly
adopting the Cycle Brush Tool as the quickest and
easiest method of keeping their cycle chains clean
and well lubricated. The Cycle Brush Tool being so
compact and easily carried either in pocket or tool-
bag, and the fact that there are other tools as well as
the brush, all neatly folding together, places this little
article in every practical rider's outfit.

There is talk of mounting the orderlies at the head-
quarters of the military posts at the New York State
Camp of Instruction upon bicycles. At times they
have much traveling to do, the distance between the
various officers' quarters and other points to which
they are sent being by no means insignificant, so
should they convey orders and official correspondence
on safeties, the business of the camp would be greatly
expedited.

What will be a boom to riders who visit the New
Jersey coast resorts is under consideration by a num-
ber of wealthy cottagers at P'lbcron. It is a project to
build a macadam boulevard along the now .sandy
Long Branch turnpike, connecting so that a contin-
uous stretch of good road will exist from Sea Girt to
Seabright, a distance of 20 miles. A wheelman can
then ride from Red Bank to any of the famous sum-
mer resorts with pleasure.

J. E. Harder and L. D. Dale made a century run
from Clearfield to Lock Haven, Pa., last .Saturday.
They started from Clearfield at 2 o'clock .Saturday
morning, and rode through Phillipsburg. Tyrone,
Port Matilda, Millsburg and Lock Haven. From the
latter point they took the train for Williamsport, and
there completed the 100 miles. Their route led them
almost continually over mountainous roads. Harder
is well known through Central Pennsylvania as an
expert rider.

If the weather is pleasant Sunday the New York
Bicycle Club will run to Nyack and Tarrytown under
Captain Nisbett, and the' Kings County Wheelmen
will enjoy their annual "picnic" run to Success Pond.
On Saturday a dozen of the Riverside Wheelmen will
visit Albany, where the Albany Wheelmen will enter-
tain them. A party from the Brooklyn Bicycle Club,
under Capt. Fuller, will make a trip "to Roslyn, L. I.,

Saturday afternoon, x'eturning Sunday by boat from
Cold Springs.

The Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia, have open-
ed a branch store at 146 Chambers Street, on account
of their rapidly increasing New York business, and
all goods for this city and the West will be imported
to this branch. Mr. John W. Kruger, late of the
Gendron Wheel Co., has charge of the store and is

sole New York and New Jersey agent for the Rival,
Irwell and R. & P. Safeties. The latter is a new im-
portation made at Liverpool, weighing but 28 pounds,
and is suitable for either road riding or racing. Mr.
Kruger thinks it will take immensely.

"The watermelon days have come.
The saddest of the year."

Capt. Geo. P. Updegraff, of the Hagerstown Bicycle
Club, will tender a watermelon feast to the club to-
day. The club will leave town at 7:30 p. m., and ride
to Williamsport where they will eat melons until they
can't button their coats. "The feast will take place on
the road side, and strings of Chinese lanterns will aid
the moon in diffusing light. Two stage loads of asso-
ciate members will accompany the wheelmen, and
plenty of fireworks will lend sentiment to the fes-
tivity.

W.\IONTH.\ CLUB'S RACE MEET.
A fine list of prizes have been secured for the third

annual tournament of the Waiontha Bicycle Club, of
Richfield Springs, N. Y., August 6. The list of events
in addition to a 50-mile road race around Lake Cana-
darago, are as follows : Half-mile novice, open ; one-
mile ordinary, open

;
one-mile tandem, open ; one-mile

safety, 3 minute class ; half-mile ordinary, open : fancy
riding, 15 minutes ; one-mile tandem, Otsego County
Championship; three-mile lap race, open ; one-mile
safety, open ; one-mile ordinary, 3 minute class ; con-
solation, one mile.

On the day of the recent fire in the Western Union
Telegraph building, a bicycle very successfully ful-
filled the electric current's duty for a short time." The
moment the wire connecting the upper part of New
York gave signs of life. Manager Sheridan, of the 621
Sixth Avenue office, placed one of his most expert
operators at a desk, and messages were delivered there
for transmission from all neighboring points. From
one hotel whose telegraph office was unavoidably and
necessarily closed, a messenger mounted on a wheel,
carried the telegrams to and from the hotel during the
daj', with but little loss of time, and proved a most
useful agent.

DOWN ! DOWN ! ! GOOD SKIRT ! ! !

A lady suggests that a simple but effective method
of keeping one's skirt from blowing about in a head
wind is to have a piece of black elastic sewed strongly
inside the skirt on each side about three inches from
the bottom. The foot should be slipped through the
loops thus formed, and the drapery will be found to
keep in its place without any other effort. The idea is

certainly simple, and may very probably be effective,
but it sounds rather risky for the bicycler, since the
skirt would be more liable' than at present to catch in
case of a sudden dismount. If any of my lady read-
ers like to try the experiment for themselves, however,
it is not patented, and I should be glad to hear wheth-
er they iind the result as much of a success as its in-
ventor seems to have done.— Violet Lome, in Bicycling
News.
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The cycling vocabulary has been cnriclicil bv two
new words viz.: Pneumaticiseil, .is "a pneuniaticized
wheel," a wheel to which a. "pneu " tire has been fit-

ted, and "spificated," as "Dr. Turner spilicated all

records for three miles." The first word is comprehen-
sive, the second "atwocious."

Through the agency of Geo. T. Teller, the wheelmen
of Cranford, N. J., came together July 22, and organ-
ized the Cranford Cycling Club, with fourteen enthus-
iastic members. The newly macadamizeil county road
will tend to promote cycling interest in the neighbor-
hood. The officers arc : President, George T. Teller :

captain, A. P. Folk
;
secretary-treasurer, Edward

Higelow ; first lieutenant, Howard Cox ; color-bearer,
Edward Sutton.

The nominations for the first district of N. Y. State

are closed, and the official ballot form has been sent

out. The candidates are: K. J. Shriver, \V. H. I)e

Graaf, I. L. Miller, J. .M. Warwick and G. R. Hidwell,
all of Mew York ;

15'. 11. Sturgcs, New Rochelle, and E.

R. Holdcn, Yonkcrs. The out-of-town men are new
material, and it was good policy to enlist the interest
of the Yonkers Bicycle Club and the Westchester
Wheelmen, by naming a man in each club. Of the
New Yorkcr.si all are tried, true and dyed in the wool;
they have been there before. The naine of Mr. J. M.
Warwick, of the Manhattan Club, seems incf>mprehen-
sible, in view of the fact that he is practically out of
cycling. It is probable there will be no independent
ticket men.

KIRKWOOD PARK.

The above is a representation of Kirkwood Park, Syracuse, which will be the battle-field of the
racing men at the New York State meet, on September i and 2. It is owned by an association consist-

ing of some of the wealthiest citizens of Syracuse, and no expense has been spared to make it a model
in every respect. The track is situated in a hollow surrounded by a circular bank which affords
a perfect view of the course, besides being a protection to the records of the racers, in case of

wind. It is the regulation half mile as adopted by the National Trotting Association, and was
built by James Logan, who has laid out many celebrated tracks, and is fiftv feet wide and seventy-
five feet at quarter stretch, and is practically a perfect level. The top dressing consists of eight
inches of clay, which will be daily rolled and made as smooth as asphalt, the racing board intend-
ing to have the track in such a perfect condition that several records will be broken. The grand
stand is beautiful in architecture, and has a seating capacity of 2,000. The posts and pillars are
far apart, and comfortable chairs and other conveniences are provided for. Kirkwood Park is

but fifteen minutes walk from the centre of the city, and is connected by three street car lines.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one years

subscription, to begi^i with the issue of.

Name

Address.

Town or City

County State

A number of the Orange Wheelmen were entertain-
ed by the Century and I'ennsylvania Clubs last Sun-
day. A five-mile road race is talked of for to-morrow,
exclusively for club members, over the Irvington-
Milburn course.

The Doctor's Wheel Club
members.

>f HiitTalo has active

EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

It you intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capilat Cyclf Co., of
Washington, \). C, first introducers of the safety and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,
who will give you, free, a letter of introduction to
Starley Bro.s., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,
the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties
made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for
the construction of bicycles found in England or
America.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be shown you,
and the importance of experience, simplicity and
interchangeability in manutactiire will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the 12 forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discount off.

You can select a machine according to your height
and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in

En.gland, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you free of duty.
This saving in duty and discount will pay your ocea"

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in your section, and shall expect to
sell ten Psychos, at least, to your friends after your
return.
Take our letter with you even if you don't use it.

Y'ou are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-
dem and one single free of duty, providing you have
ridden them one mile. "" *

HARLEM BICYCLE CO.,

310 LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Agents for VICTORS, and all other Cycles.

Bicycles, TRicYCLESf^^ Velocipedes.

Repairing a Specialty.

Renting, Storing, Lockers, Etc.

JOHN -WOOD, Proprietor.

TO WHEELMEN:
"

Is the healing marvel ofthe age. It will take the soreness
out of bruise, cut, wound or contusion quicker than anything
you evr tried. Hunburns rclievtd in a few seconds and
cured in an hour. JHlisterefl hands made soft as kid.

Sort; and Chafed Feet relieved at once. Sore and.
Strained Cord/t and Muscles quickly brought to
their normal condition. JUosqiiito Jiites and slings of
insectscured at once. It is an instantaneous relief to chafed
skin, and a perfect god-send to the wheelman and athlete.

It will stop bleeding provided no artery or large vein is

severed. Sprains and Strains are promptly relieved

and cured by its use. It will save pain, suffering, anguish
and ofren valuable life if promptly applied.

IT IS A WHOLE MEDICINE, CHEST IN A BOTTLE,
if you can't get it from your drugi:rtst, storekeeper or

sporting goods dealer, send us 50 cents in stamps or money
order and we will send it to you by mail. It is packed so as

to carrv in very small space. Send for circulars. THE
r*AT<JTHERAl»EA3S COMPAISY, 173
Greeti'wicli St., New York City.

]V,[ADISON SQUARE THEATRE, 2.,th street, near
^^^ Broadway, N. Y. A. M. Palmer, Sole Manager.
Unqualified success of Mr. Richard Mansfield in

TO BICYCLE HEALERS AND REPAIRERS.
BEAU BRUMMEL.

Evenings at 8:30. Matinee .Saturday.

"DROADWAY- THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. \^
^-' Frank W. Sanger, Manager.
DE Wolf Hopper in

CASTLES IN THE AIR
Evenings at 8. Matinee Saturday at 2.

t:>IJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. \'.

''
J. Wesley Rosenquest, sole manager.

McKee R.\nkin in

THE CANUCK.
Evenings at 8. Matinee Wed. and Sat.

Our price list of Stampings, Parts, Fittings
and accessories for 1890 is now read}'. We have in stock a

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties. Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

118 & 120 South Main Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, i8go.

Solid Gold, - $5.50.
I

Gold Pilled, 1.25.

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. n

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140H.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have
stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMBER of article wanted (no further description
necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins
with GKNUINE DIAMOND Or other stones.

243 Broadway, Ro»iu ^s. New York.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 25 Cents
Two Insertions 40 "

ZOOK, Lititx, Pa., Buys, Sells, Trades,

50 £ag:Ie and Cheap

Ordinaries and Safeties "Wanted in Trade.

9I6O.OO New Trilie ^50.

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand Maohlnes. Choice
assortment. Prices TeaRoni^ble. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. Mst of Bargains and Snndries
free npon application. 0J<1 monnts takon in part pay-
ment lor New-

EAGLE FOR SALE.—50-inch Eagle ;
full nickel

;

good as new ; has been ridden 100 miles
; $90;

must sell on account of business. Apply to George
W. Duryea, Farmingdale, L. I. 7-25

FOR SALE.—A 56-inch 1890 pattern Columbia Ex-
pert; wheels enameled; balance nickeled, with

bell. This wheel has not been ridden more than 4
times in Central Park, and will be sold at a decided
bargain, owner going to Europe. Address, A. Grass-
hoflf, P. O. Box 2266, New York City. 7-25

FOR SALE.—51-inch Columbia Light Roadster; '90

pattern; used since May ; will sell for $90. Ad-
dress S. L. B., Box 444, N. Y. 7-25

FOR SALE.—Swift Tandem Safety ; almost new
;

price, $125.00; will take high grade Ordinary or

Safety in part payment. Address Robert Miller, 529
Willoughby Ave., Brooklyn. 7-25

(t _ _ FOR SALE.—Victor Safety Bicycle ; 1889 pat-
4)90. tern; in good condition; bargain. For particu-

lars address A. Nichols, 64 John St., N. Y. City. 7-25

FOR SALE.—One-fifth second Horse Timer; cost, $10;

used one season; price now, $6.00; or will exchange
for cyclometer for safety. J. J. Young, Braceville, 111.

7-25

FOR SALE.—Light Rover Safety, run 200 miles, $110;

Iroquois Safety, good as new, $110; 52-inch Chal-
lenge, $40. J. J. Young, Braceville, 111. 7-25

FOR SALE.—One 56-inch American Champion Bicy-
cle ; balls all over ; spade handles ; Lillibridge

saddle ; newly enameled and nickled ; absolutely per-
fect; price I70. Address R. W. Ivey, 819 E. Main St.,

Richmond, Va. 8-1

eAFETY BICYCLE STOLEN—1889 Singer Safety,
>^ No. 61,555, front guard jammed ; steering lock,

luggage carrier and bell. Big reward for its return
wherever found. Notify Cecil T. Bagnall, editor " Re-
porter," Turners Falls, Mass. Wheelmen look out for it.

FOR SALE.—52-inch New Mail ; all ball bearing ; in

good condition
;

price, $70.00. Apply, G. R. S.,

office of Wheel. 8-1

L'^OR SALE.—1890 Rambler ; used only two weeks
;^ A I condition

;
$ioo; also several Stars and Co-

lumbias in good condition ; cheap E. C. Knowlton,
Sackett's Harbor, N. Y. 7-25-c

<Cor /-./-> CASH; $30.00 on time.—Harvard, 52-inch;

'P2 5'U^ ball bearings, except pedals; nickel and
enamel finish; in excellent condition. L. B. Graves &
Co., Washington, D. C. 8-8-c

<k./' r^ /-^/-vCASH: $65.00 on time.—Columbia Expert,
4>00. (JU 54.inch ; ball bearings all over ; Standard
finish ; in best of condition. L. B. Graves & Co.,

Washington, D. C. 8-8-c

DO YOU want a brand new high grade safety ? I

must have money. Cost $135; all O. K.; will sell

for $115. Address Philip De La Matyr, box 449, Bing-
hamton, N. Y. 7-25

SAFETY.—Good as new ; ridden less than 150 miles
;

for $50 cash. First offer takes this bargain. Ar-
thur G. Bennett, 20 Exchange Place, Room 13, N. Y.
City. 7-25

. Q-INCH Columbia Expert, $55 ;
52-inch Victors, $70

4^ and $80; 53-inch New Mail, $70 ;
56-inch Rudge,

$70; 52-inch Rudge, $60; all warranted. J. Holden,
Rutherford, N. J.

8-1

STOLEN.—Columbia Light Roadster Safety, No.
3913, in Jersey City, July 12; any information gladly

received. W. E. Eldridge, 516 Broadway, New York. 7-25

ANEW King of the Road Lamp, Butcher Cyclo-
meter, Bell and Spoke Tightener, for highest

offer, singly or together. L. Kantrowitz, 504 Park Ave.,
New York. 7-25

$_ EACH for two New Mail Safeties, '90 pattern
;110 new this May; both in first-class condition.

Address B. V. H. Schultz, Zanesville, Ohio. 7-25

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used: practical-

ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE—Columbia Tandem Safety, excellent
condition ; will sell for spot $160 cash. S., Box 144

N. Y. City.

TO DEALERS—Several good ordinary bicycles in

exchange for a tandem tricycle. Address H.,

P. O. Box 2225, N. Y. t-f

MACHINIST wants position as foreman of machine
shop, salesman or manage branch for firm in

any State. Address l;5icycles, 2158 Second Avenue,
New York City. 7-25

•pOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Columbia Racer,
^ S4-inch, 21 lbs., almost new, not ridden 100 miles

;

will trade even for any high-grade ($135) safety or Lt.

Roadster in like condition, or will take two or more
wheels in trade ; will let any Cycle Co. (excepting the
Pope Co.) make an even exchange. Reason for selling,

have a 26-lb. " Victor" which suits me plenty for

road riding and track racing. Address Fred T. Mer-
rill, "Cycle Castle," Portland, Oregon.
"L^OR SALE—Butcher Cyclometers, new, perfect and
^ sold at bargains. Address Thomas Carroll, Box
444, N. Y. City.
L'^AGLE, 50-inch, B finish, practically new, for sale
-1-' "dirt'' cheap for cash—no trade. Full particulars
of'C. C. Hopkins, "Times" office, Denver, Col. 7-25

E'XCHANGE. An "Improved Crescent" Safety,
balls to wheels, with lantern, for a 50-inch ball

tearing bicycle. Win. Waterbury, Jr., 311 Quincy
.Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 7-25

"DIG Bargains; 1889 almost new Springfield Roadster
-L' only $40. Special 24x39 Star; half nickel; balls;
cost $130; good as new; bought a month ago; for onlj"^

$90. L. P. Thaver. West Randolph, Vt. 7-25
OTOLEN at Reading, July 7th, Columbia Safety^ Bicycle, No. 1196; has fork without springs, num-
bered 9824. Pope M'f'g Co. ofiier $100 reward for
machine and conviction of thief. Jas. H. Miller, 542
Penn St., Reading, Pa.

"

7-2q

(tf: f 52 EXPERT COLUMBIA ; spade handles ; tires'",

•PO^. finish, bearings, all A i; bargain; or will
exchange for Remington Typewriter. Call or address,
Bicycle, 208 Keap St., Brooklyn. 7-25

2 Victor Tricycles, in good repair, $35.00 and $50.00.

3 Columbia Safeties, 1889 make, in good condition,
$90.00 each.

52-in Eagle, new, $100.

50-in. Columbia Light Roadster, new, $100.

We will sell our entire line of wheels cheap (excepting
Victors, Ramblers and Giants). We have large
stock new and second hand wheels. Will be pleased
to hear from intended purchasers.

EDW. L. ROSE & CO.,
'WHEEI.ING, -W. VA.

BICYCLE DEAI.ERS.
We are breaking the prices on Harrison's Bells,

and on Tire Cement. Send address for

discount, and be surprised.

CAMPBELL & CO,,

33 PAGH ST., PROVIDENCE, ». I.

Jersey-Fitting MIH
3— 3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
at ankle, in black,

navy. League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other

color, - $1.50

Warranted not to hag
at the knee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$i.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.00

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-

logue and Price

List.

Holmes',.Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs no argument

to show that it is the best thing that has been

made for holding the

stocking in position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting

and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented

in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stocking in the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as

tights, and holds the stock-

ings where they belong.

Price, $2.50; ivltliout

Supporter, $1.50.

Send us your order for either of these, with

color, size of foot and inside length from bottom

of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we

will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
J 09 Kingston St. uoston, mass
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ABOUT RACING WHEELS.

E glon^ in the racing achievements of our wheels. Other makers do the same, so

why shouldn't we ? But, alas ! we do not have as man}^ opportunities to do the

glorying act as do some others ; we can't advertise in the program of a race meet-
ing : "Watch the winners in the races to-day "; can't do anything like that. But
it is our own fault. We could do it as eas}^ as rolling off a log. How ? Eas}^

enough; it is purely a matter of building bicycles and we won't build them—that is,

racing bicycles. Why ? Useless. We confine our attention exclusivel}^ to the

building of bicycles for use on the road, devoting all our efforts, all our study to

that end, for what is the true value of a speciall}^ built, 20-pound racing wheel ? It

is of no use except on glass-like surfaces, is no index whatever of road qualities of

that particular make, and to the thinking man these achievements on the path have,

in the main, but little significance in themselves. For is it not true that many,
very man}^ of the men, who, having a sort of Hobson choice in the matter, ride

THIS make of wheel on the path and that make on the road? Therefore—but well,

as we said before, we glor}^ in the achievements of our wheels. The}^ are not

built for path work, but then, having the bearings and running qualities, you know,
they can't help but get there ever}^ once in a while, even in competition with
specially built racers. Then as for achievements on the road, we are content to hang
up our cap and point to that stack of long distance road records which have been
standing for years and for which many speciall}'^ made machines have tried in vain.

We do not envy those who build racers their little crow, whether it be baked,

broiled or fried. If we were making wheels of that sort, more than likely we'd

take our crow along with the others and have it done to a crisp brown, too. It

would be strictly human. But we do not, and are not likely to build 'em, so with

the peculiar perversity of human nature, we stop and say to the great, green pub-

lic : "Consider, folks, consider," consider the value of these track achievements.

It's human, too; you know how it is yourself.

GORMULLY,& JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
MAKBRS OF THE " AMERICAN CYCI.ES."

323 to 238 N. Kranklin St., 176 Columbtis Avenue,
CHICAGO. 11.1,. BOSTON, MASS.
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THE NEW LEVER SAFETY.
f890 IVIACMIWES NOW READY KOR TME lYlARKEX.

„_ ..,.^^:*r^ - —'
-

The perfection of Simplicity and Economy of Power, ]\fo Cliaiu. Sfo Oears. Immense Poorer and Speeds

Variable Stroke. Only Two Sets Revolving^ Bearing^s in place of Five, as usually used in Rover type.

SiXS^NTDD I»OH. CJ-A-T-A-XjiOCa-XJU.

H. B. Smith Machine Co.,Smithville, New Jersey.

WORLD'S RECORD BROKEN
BY SPOONER AT CHICAGO, ON A

NEM MHILI
loo-mile amateur record broken over ten minutes !

A magnificent performance !

The Sensation of the Season !

The New Mail also won many events in both ordinary and safet}^ classes.

Another glory for the New Mail!
Elwell also has selected a New Mail Safety over all others for his 1890 European

tour mount.

Beers won the medals for road record of 1889 on a New Mail Safety, over 8,000 miles.

Murphy in 1887 and 1888 rode a New Mail over 12,000 miles.

Such great performances (unlike a short race) attest the quality of this superb
wheel. Address,

WM. READ & SONS.
roj l^ashin^i^ton Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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O n his "55" si)^o^i\ i\/^(;ei\,

4708 pEEX JIME 2.19

KT-

prapl^lip parl^, Bostop, /T\ass., Jijiy /^t\), 1890.

5^5. qMivnK5flL ROVER. ^^

A strictly higli grade Safety at a moderate price. All steel, all ball bearings. ^Weight,

47 pounds. Get our catalogue covering five styles of Rovers ranging in weight

from 35 to 48 pounds. Fully guaranteed, all parts interchangeable.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO, 55 State Street, Chicago, lU.
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HILL^ CLIMBING
ON SON-OF-AGUN HILL, ST. LOUIS, JUNE m, THE

jMEaj RAPID SAFETIES
CARRIBD OFF THE PRIZES AS FOI^I^O^W^S:

OPEN CONTEST—First, Richard Hurck, on New Rapid Ladies' Safety. Time, im.

43 I-2S. Previous record, im. 45s.

Second, J. Hays Campbell, on New Rapid Roadster Safety. Time, im. 54s.

NOVICE CONTEST—First, John Hurck on New Rapid Roadster Safety. Time, 2m.

5 2-5S.

The riders did it, but experience told them that good construction, good bearings, good

frames and the original true tangent spokes will tell when it comes to solid hard work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Thk Clark Cycle Co.,
B.A.I_iTIl«!rOPlE, Is/LlD.

THE "GIRDER" ST^FETY.
PATENTED IN THE UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAIN, ETC. TELEGRAMS—" GUEST, BIRMINGHAM."

"AS STROIJG as the FORTII bridge." (Remark made by the Editor of the Scottish Cyclist.) The
above remark speaks volumes and is true in every word. The "Girder" Safety is built on the same system and in proportion to its

size is equally as strong as the great triumph of engineering.

EVERY PART IS MADE ON THE

INTERCHANGEABLE

SYSTEM.

PVERY PART NUMBERET]

DISTINCTLY. ^

EVERY PART WARRANTED.

English List Price

Equivalent to

EVERY MACHINE HAS SENT

WITH IT A 12 MONTHS

GENUINE WARRANTY.

DALL BEARINGS ALT
" THROUGH.

^

WEIGHT 46 POUNDS.

(On the scales, not on paper only.)
Weight given is without saddle

or pedals, as these vary.

CATALOGUES FREE BY POST.

Lnnk ON THIS ANn WfFP rnp vmio WACTCn Rni l ADC This is the only machine made in which every part without a single e.xception, whetherLUUK UN I HIS MNU «ttf FOR YOUR WASTED U0LLAR8. u be a part of the frame, bearings, or even down to the spokes in the wheels, is guaran-
teed to fit any or every machine made by us of this pattern. Out of the first 1,000 machines of this type sold bv us this season there has not been a smgle case of
either screw.s, nuts or spokes either coming loose or breaking in either one of them, as—We Carefully Test Kvery Machine We Send Out by Actual Hill Climbing.

GUEST & BARROW, Birmingliain, England,
Patentees and Sole Manufacturers,

Also Manufacturers of the BRITISH STAR" Spring Frame Cycles,

"WHO SFE3AKS FIRST I^OK, -A.a-E3ISTC"y
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I*0"Wli:ii AZV^ ITHO TUT IN:O X S XC !

44

._2-

BRONCHO

"

-TT"

The Noiseless, Chainless Safety Bicycle.

N. B.—We have granted to Thomas Kane & Co., 137 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., exclusive control of the following teiritory.

viz :—Miehig-an, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,

Kansas, Indian Territory, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming-, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, California.

We have granted to E. C. Meaeham Arms Co., St. Louis Mo., the following territory, viz :—Missouri, Arkansas, Texas,

Louisiana and Mississippi.

SEE ! BEHOLD ! ! READ ! ! !

'Wliat is said toy one of the MOST I««OXEn
MECHAXICAL EXPERXS in the 'World.

POWER WITHOUT NOISE.— " As a rule the best work is done when there is the least noise. We are told that when a

machine goes noiselessly, it means that the friction is reduced to the lowest possible quantity, and that the force is not wasted on
the process, but comes out in accomplished work. At the building of Babel there was far more noise than at the building of the

Temple, but the Temple was the most successful work. There is a great noise in a thunder storm ; but it is the silent sunlight

that will, at length, make the winter gather up his garments, and leave the world to the verdure, the flowers, and the frngrance

of spring. The shallow stream rattles along in its course, but when it is met and drowned by the majestic tide rolling in from
the Sea, there is silence in the hills. In the great tide there is power of more than a hundred babbling rivulets, yet its coming is

almost as quiet as the celestial forces that bring it. It teaches the lesson we wish to convey, that things most potent are not

necessarily noisy "—Ergo :

RIDE "BRONCHO," THE NOISELESS, CHAINLESS SAFETY BICYCLE,

-MANUFACTURED BY-

THE WHITE CYCLE CO.,

Send for Catalogue and Agent's Terms. WESTBORO', MASS., U. S. A.
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E
XAMINE YOUR CYCLE FOR CAST METAL.

The extensive use or advertising of a Cycle is NO guarantee that it is not constructed

of pot metal

—

far from it.

Warwick PerfectionQycles

Are constructed of WROUGHT STEEL, and so guaranteed.

CONVERTIBLE.
INTERCHANGEABLE.

FOR LADY OR GENTLEMAN.
BUILT ON HONOR,

Send for Catalogue and see Illustrations of the only Dust-Proof Ball Bearings.

VARWICK GKLE HAHUFACTURING CO., SPRINGFIELD, KASS.

EcossAis Cycles,
f890 JYIODEI-..

No^sAT ready for delivery.

Entirely free from »ide slipping.

Oan be ridden T^ithiotjit hands.

Their general appearance and riding qualities are unequalled, are noted

for their excellent workmanship, all parts being interchangeable, and the

material used in their construction is the best that can be bought.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. TOWNSEN D & CO.,
HUNT END, REDDITCH, EMG 1-AW ID ,

WHO WILL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND WITH RESPONSIBLE AGENTS.
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Why ? They are the best and handsomest wheel on the market for the money. Which of the manufacturers are making
and selling the greatest amount of wheels to-day ? We are satisfied to have you investigate. Why are the GIANTS very popular ?

Because those who purchase them appreciate that they get full value received for their money. The GIANTS are adjustable in

every bearing point, with practical mechanical devices. We do not need to employ an advertising department to copy and clip from
c jntemporaneous matter to fill in something for the public to read. We are not looking for popularity of that kind. The GIANTS
speak for themselves. If you are at all skeptical, the next one you meet, stop and examine it. We only ask you to divide your
pile with us. We don't want all you have got for a wheel. Meet us half way and get full value for your money.

LOZIER & VOST BICVCLE CO.,

Catalogue Free. Central Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

/^UR T890 Bicycle Catalogue now

ready, free on application, and con-

tains Safeties of all grades, sizes and

kinds for Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and

Girls.

Dandy Safety, 24 in., - - $3500

King of the Road, 27 in., - 45.00

Pathfinder, 30 in., - - - 60.00

Ideal Rambler, 26 in., - - 65.00

American Light Rambler, 30 in., - 135.00

American Rambler, 30 in., - 125.00

Outing Safety, 30 in., - - 115.00

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
26 West 23d Street, NEW YORK CITY.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.
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T*?^
^a^le Exe(^l5 19 ^P^^^-

Thts is 7ZOTV coTLceoLed. hy clZL ccurutidL obse7''vers, artd ^we,

potnt to the Thixmeroizs records cuxd recces Ti^on orz ozzr jvheel

CIS proof of ojxr clcbirrL for it in this respect.

Qp/T)fort.

-7-1 NATURAL position, rest for the

'-J-^
muscles by changing the weight from

C' the saddle to the pedals, ease of pro-

pulsion, slight vibration. These are the essen-

ials to comfort in riding, and they are what
the Eagle possesses.

Its riders say they can ride further and
with less fatigue than on any wheel they

ever tried.

5afety.

I

HAVE ridden my Eagle a hundred miles

over rough roads at a faster rate than 8

miles an hour, without a lantern, in

the dark, and have never received the

slightest injury.

The above is the testimony of an Eagle

rider, and it is to the point.

The EcLgle combines grcLce of motion, ease of rvuxning

and safety, and that is Tvhat lArheelmen, are loohing for.

'\\}^ ^a^le Biey^^le /r\J^^. Qd.,

(^ataloi^ue apd /TJil^ai^^-Bool^ pr^^. 5ta/T)ford, Qpi?!?.
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Pt'ULIBUEU EVEUY FRIUAY MOKNINO.

3 B'WA/,

N. 1.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Sixbscription Pric-?,

Foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8 s. a year

5 Oents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should bo mcelved lijr Tuesday niorninc;.

Late Copy received until Wednesday niomlu^.

Changes for Adrerti.scnients must be ro-elTed by

Tuesday nioroliig to insure Insertion.

Special AdTertlslng Matter received until Thurs-

day uoon.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
.'ire respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $1 per
ve.ir. ->

IN the delightful comedy of " Beau Brummel"
occurs the phrase :

'

' Suppose I should

tell the Prince the truth? " and the Beau's sneer-

ing reply :

'

' Princes are so seldom told the

truth that he would never recognize it." The
retort might, in a certain measure, be applied

to cyclists. The cycling journals have been

unusually subject to the disease which devital-

izes many " trade" journals. Having but little

merit and vitality of their own, the publishers

rely, not upon hard work, perseverance and

abilit}- to build up their papers, but upon a policy

of sneaking servility, daring etTrontery and

wholesale compliment. So that truth has suf-

fered much.

The trade has become strong and vigorous,

and with it the cycling trade journals should

develop. They should be above turning the

personal weakness of some maker to a trade

account and should tell the truth at all hazards.

The Wheel has a clear record so far as this

goes. Only a few weeks since we published the

on/y correct report of the Pennsylvania meet,

yet a number of penny-a-liners were set by the

ears, and jabbed good old Paul Berwyn with

their pens tip to the hilts because he had dared

to tell the truth. And so some other Buffalo

knight of the pen tells us that the Niagara boys

are " jttst a little sore" over our description of

their track. And yet no other sketch of this

track has ever appeared in a cycle paper, and

The Wheel's sketch was true in every par-

ticular. It would be better if we all
'

' shamed

the devil" more than we do.

Let us sound a sad little anniversary note o£ remin-

iscent sorrow over the grave of "Jack"—James Cun-
ningham Purvis-Bruce, one of the cleanest, kindest

figures the sport has known, and who was drowned at

Westboro, on Sunday, August 4, 1880.

k
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BROTHER HINMANmiistsurelyhavc been
traveling on the road when the J'oinUr

came out with that cheap and nasty diatribe

against Mr. Dunn. Mr. Dunn is in conscience

bound to do what he can to protect the interests

created between the League and the Wherlmcit

Co. by the contract which exists between them.

We have repeatedl)' expressed the opinion that

the executive conmiittee of the League, in at-

tempting to deprive states of their official

organs, in order to add fancied importance to

the claims of the Whvelinen Co., were pursuing

a mistaken policy, since it is through outside

medituns that the existence of the League is

brought to the attention of wheelmen. Yet

having made such a contract, one cannot but

admire the chief executive of the League in the

performance of his duty. We feel sure that the

Pointer agrees with tis on this point and we wel-

come it as an ally. But the primitive outburst

of the Pointer is very bad form, and its insinua-

tions and paroxysmal screechings are pointless

when leveled at so good a man as Mr. Dunn.

CYCLING I^-OF

JUST a word about President Dunn's consti-

tutional convention. It will be held in an

ojien hall in the park close by the Falls, whose

ever, forever murmur will blend musically with

the incisive utterances of Emery, the manumo-
tive oratory of Perkins, the dialectical peregrin

ations of Shriver, the soothing murmur of Bull

the humorous logic of Bidwell and the engag-

ing eloquence of Dunn. So turn on the faucet

of inspiration, all ye critics and querists, and
discover a plan to wisely govern the fifteen

thousand, and to make the fifteen fifty. It will

indeed, be a most propitious time to exhibit your

pet hobby and have all the life knocked out of

it. Then you can go out to the Falls and see

rellected there the minuteness and unimpor-

tance of man and the son of man.

THE members of the Syracuse Club, who are

to entertain the New York State Division

members in September, are quite proud of their

new house, which is pictured and described in

another column. A representative of The Wheel
recently spent a few hours in Syracuse, and the

city may be said to have the factors necessary

to make the state meet a success. Syracuse is

a pretty city, with ample hotel accommodations.

The cycle club has an elegant home, and more

than that, the members have the spirit of hospi-

tality, without which the rest were nothing.

There are a number of interesting runs and a

fast track, so that visitors to the State meet

should have a good time. •

A WHITE MOUNTAIN TOUR.

Messrs. Ouartrup and Roberts, of Brooklyn,
have just returned from an extensive wheelmg
trip through the White Mountains, visiting Bos-
ton and Dover, N. H., ett route. From North
Conway to Mount Washington they found very
good roads through the valleys. At the Hotel
Fabyans, at the foot of ]Mount Washington, the

backbone of Mr. Roberts' wheel broke in half

and a long walk to Wells' River was necessi-

tated where a train was taken for Burlington,

Vt. From here they sailed down Lake Cham-
plain to Ticonderoga, and then down Lake
George to Caldwell. At the latter poitit they

met several wheelmen at the Fort William
Henry Hotel. A run was also taken to Sara-
toga where a day was pleasantly spent, and
the return trip was then made by the way of

Albany.

Peoria expects red letter days September 12 and 13;

$2,500 in prizes will be awarded.

I^OR HEALTH AND
PLEASURE.

The latest contribution to American cycling
literature is a volume entitled "Cycling for

Health and Pleasure," a complete guide to the
use of the wheel. The book is the work of Mr.
iyUther H. Porter, a resident of Orange, a well-
known and enthusiastic rider, a well-informed
man on the mechanical and hygienic iiha.ses of
the sport, and well known by his noin ,/<• filumc
of 5678, over which signature he has contributed
many valuable articles to the cycling papers.
With such an experience it was to be expected
tiial Mr. Porter would do good work, and he
has justified the expectation by crowding be-
tween the covers of his book much valuable
matter, covering all branches of the sport, jiro-

ducing not only much original matter, but (|uot-

ing liberally but judiciously from other writers.
In the first chapter of the book, which is enti-

tled "Cycling for Health," the author deals
with the sport from a purely physiological stiind-

point. Food, sleep and exercise are the essen-
tials to a healthy and enjoyable existence, yet
few of us get the proper amount of exercise, so
that under the influence of sedentary life we
gradually lose the power of assimilation and so
get insufficient nourishment and insufficient

sleep. The author goes on to quote Doctor
Gordon Stables' views on dyspepsia, and also

quotes liberally from Doctor Lagrange's writ-
ings on the effects of exercise. After clearly

showing the advantages of exercise, Jlr. Por-
ter shows the value of cycling and its adapta-
bility to both .sexes.

The second chapter of the book covers the
" Evohttion of the Bicycle." The author com-
inences with the vehicle invented by the Baron
von Drais in 1S16, illustrates Johnson's " Curri-
cle" of 1S18, and Gompertz's hobby-horse of

1821. The rear-driving, wooden bicycle invent-
ed by the Scotchman Gavin Dalziel in 1845, a-^d-

first illustrated in this country in The Wheel,
is also illustrated and described. Pierre Lalle-
ment's velocipede of 1S66 is the next link in the
evolution of the wheel. A cut of the improved
bicj^cle of 1S76 is published, and the develop-
ment of the wheel from that date to the present
time is shown by descriptions of these wheels

—

a sketch of the first Rover type ; cut of the Fa-
cile Safety of 1880; cut of the Kangaroo of 1883,

the original Rover Safety of 1883 and 1885, and
the Rover pattern of 1 890. The Star and Eagle
wheels are also shown. The growth of the
tandem bicycle is also illustrated ; from Ruck-
el's tandem—two "ordinary" wheels connected
b)^ a perch—to the modern tandem.
The third chapter is devoted to hints on

learning to ride the bicycle, safety and tricycle.

This chapter contains all of the best of the old

stock directions on the subject, enriched by
many valuable suggestions and points .supplied

from the personal e.xperience of the writer.

The fourth chapter is probably the most valu-

able contribution en "Riding and Touring"
that has yet been written. It thoroughly covers
the adjustment of the machine for riding on
the hill and level, for speed and for moderate
riding. That part of the chapter devoted to

touring contains the views of the best authori-

ties on the subject.

In the chapter on " Training," the author re-

publishes all the important portions of Cortis'

work on training, which, it is scarcely necessarj-

to say, covers the subject in exhaustive style.

The chapter on "Correct Pedaling" is a most
complete discussion, explanation and illustration

of the ankle motion. The other chapters of the

book are; "Speed and Gearing" and "Certain
Characteristic Features and Practical Points."

This last chapter is practically a cj'cloptcdia of the
sport, each and every subject being classified

alphabetically and explained. The book is pub-
lished by the Wheelman Co., Boston, Mass.

In reference to the movement to admit those who
are interested in road improvements into the League,
the Providence Journal says:—"The question is of
vital importance, and one which needs much study.
There is no doubt that farmers and horsemen can aid
road improvements if they •wish, but whether their
small help in the matter would repav for the sacrifice
on the part of the League in opening its membersh5p,
lists to anybody and everybody is ihe serious ques-
tion. The L. A. \V. was originally organized to ben-
efit bicyclists of the United States. So far it has
proved a grand success. The plan of adding farmers
and non-cyclists to the roll of membership may not
amount to anything."
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FIXTURES.

16.-

16.—
16-18.—

I?-—

IS-25.-

23.

25-37.

26-27.

—

29-30.—
3°-—

AUGUST.

East Hartford Race Meet.
Bridgeport Twenty-five Mile Road Race.
Sons of St. George Games at Trenton, N. J.,
Two-mile handicap.

Waiontlia Bicycle Club Tournament and Fifty-
mile Road Race, at Richfield Springs, N. Y.

Tournament at Vineland, N. J.
Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Handicap Road

Race, Waukesha to Milwaukee, i8 miles.
Balance First District Races at Taunton, Mass.
Address D. L. Mitchell.

Balance of Third District Championships at
Philadelphia.

American Athlete's Race Meet at Brotherhood
Park, Philadelphia. Entries close August 8,

with A. H. MacOwen, 15 North 13th street.

Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.
Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.

Hudson Co. Wheelmen Club Road Races.
Michigan Division Annual Meet at Detroit.
Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston

to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

•Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-
lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.—Tournament of the Ko<-liester (N. Y.)
Wheelmen's League. Address M. B.
Fox, P. «». Box 88, Rochester, N. Y.

—L. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

L. A. W. National Championships, Niagara
Falls. Entries close Aug. 15, with Hector
Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Tournament at Buffalo.
Montreal Bicycle Club Race Meet. Entries

close Aug. 27, with Arthur Harries, Hon.
Secretary.

30.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournanifnt
at Providence.

SEPTEMBER.

I.—Manhattan Bicycle Club Races.
1-a.—Hartford Wlieel Club's Tournament «t

Charter Oak Park. Addres.s W. M. Fran-
cis.

1-3.—New York State JL»ivision Meet and Race
Meet at .Syracuse. Address C. TV. Wood,
118 South '*aliiia Street.

1-2.—Connecticut Division Fall Meet at Hartford.
3.—Tournament at Freeport, 111.

4.—Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament.

5-6.—Philadelphia Tournament.
8.—Bay City Wheehnen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-

cap Road Race.
13-13.—Peoria Race Meet.

13.—Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.
C. Clubs of Philadelphia.

18-20.—Tournament at Eck's Park, Minneapolis.
20.—21-mile Road Race, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading,

Pa.
22.—Races at Davenport, Iowa.
26.—Rockland Co. Wheelmen's Races at County

Fair, Spring Valley, N. Y. Entries close
with Norman Gardenier, Hillsdale, N. J.

29, 30, and Oct. i.—Bicvcle Races at Inter-State Fair,
Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

4.—Boston Athletic Club's 25-mile Handicap Road
Race.

AMATEUR RECORDS TO DATE.

ISnglish.

MILES. M. S.

K flying 0-33 1-5

% startmg 0,354-5.

<5 :;
1-13 4-5-

% 1-51 4-5-
1

' 2.284-^5.

2 " 5.12 1-5.

3 " 8.142-5.

4 11.05 2-5.

5 " 13-55

MILES. M. S.

Yt flying.. O.J2 1-S,
]/i startmg 0.35 1-5.

'A
"

I. II .

Yi
" 1.522-5.

2.29 4-5.
5-22 3-5.
8.12 4-5.

IO-57 3-5.

13-43 3-5.

MILES. M. S.

y* flying'-. 0-342-5.
% starting 0.39 3-5.

American.
ORDINARY.

M. S.

.Archer
"

0-35 1-5 Rowe
.Mecredy 1. 12 4-5 "
.Osmond 1.55 1-5 \_

"
'*

2.35 2-5 *'

.Illston 5-213-5 "

.Osmond 8.072-5 ,,,,
"

" II-" 4-5 "
14.07 2-5 "

SAFETY.

M. S.

.Sheen
•^

''

0-3S 4-5 Gassier
.DuCros 1.20 Hendee
.Mecredy 2.02 .

"

-, ". 2-41^ "
.Laurie 5-46 2-5 Engleheart

S.J5 4-5 "

12-55
'

16.04 "

TRICYCLE.

.Sansom

1-173-5-
1-58 3-5-

2-37 3-5-

5-3> 3-5-

8.304-5.
II. i8 4-5.

14.05 4-5.

. .Turner

..Watson
. .Gatehouse
..Turner

R. H. Davis, the Harvard College crack, competed
in the one-mile safety Fnglish cluinipioiiship, but
could get no better than fourth in his heat, which was
won by Mecredy in 2m. 39 4^58.

THE CATFORD MEETING AT PAD-
DINGTON.

THE MILE RECURU TWICE IIROKEN.

The race meet held at Paddington on Tties-

day evening, July 19, was perhaps the most
sensational in the annals of English si^ort.

The first sensation of the evening was fur-

nished in the ^-mile member.s' race, which A.

DuCros won in im. iis., beating record by
2 3-5S. In the open mixed mile handicap R. J.

Mecredy, starting from scratch, won the open-
ing heat in 2m. 30 4-5S. on a safety, beating the

record made at the Royal Meet by 4-5 of a sec-

ond, and in the final he rode in 2m. 29 4-5S.

A .summary of the sport is as follows:

Five-mile Tandem Tricycle—This was an
attempt of Mr. P. C. Wilson and E. Danger-
field to establish new figures from one to five

miles, the result being as follows:

previous record,
miles. m. s. m. s.

1 2.45 3-5
2 5-332-5 5-372-5
3 8.23 8.39

4 II. II 1-5 11-30

5 13-54 i-S 14-22 3-5

The 2-mile record was held by Turner and
Scheltema-Beduin, and the others by Gate-
house and Furnivall. The times made by Wil-
sgn and Dangerfield were remarkably good.

In the final heat of the i-mile open handicap
R. J. Mecredy, on a safety, rode from scratch
in the record time of 2m. 29 4-5S. Mecredy's
times were

:

MILES. M. S.

PREVIOUS
ENGLISH RECORDS.

M, S.

.0-38 0.35 1-5

-1-14 2-5 1-13 3-5
1-52 2-5 1,52 4-5
2-29 4-5 2.31 3-5

^. r^kCf{i.OYf

The Bicycling News is at its old game of de-
ceiving the public by stating that Mecredy will
" go down to poslerily as the first man to put a
mile inside of two and one-half minutes." Pos-
terity will read that William A. Rowe rode a

mile in 2m. 29 4-5S. on October 22, 1886; that
The Wheel published all the proofs of the
authenticity of the record, and the Bicycling
A^ews, after denying the record for two years,
finally placed it on its books.

Osmond's record mile.

Towards dark, Osmond, on his 58-inch ordi-

nary, came out for the mile record, and with the
assistance of Archer he rode in the world's
record time of 2m. 28 4-5S.

,
placing himself at

the top of the tree. His times were

:

miles.

previous
RECORD.
M. S.

QUARTERS.
M. S. M. S. S.

..0.36

. .0.38

i ;-si 4-5 1-52 4-5 0-37 4-3
1 3.38 4-5 2.31 3-5 0.37

ONE-MILE SAFETY, FIVE-MILE ORD-
INARY AND TWENTY-FIVE MILE
TRICYCLE ENGLISH CHAM-

PIONSHIPS.

first; A. Du

first; W. C.

W. Schafer,

The above championships were decided at
Paddington on Saturday, July 19. Owing to a
severe rainstorm the track was found to be par-
tially covered with water, but it was decided to

go ahead with the programme, which was start-

ed an hour late, during which time a fire engine
was utilized to partially clear the track.

The I -mile safety championship resulted as
follows

:

First Heat—J. J. Carruthers,
Cros, second. Time 2m. 49 4-53.

Second Heat—H. H. Sansom,
Jones, second; W. Price, third; C.

fourth. Time 2m. 43 3-5S.

Third Heat—A. Du Cros, first; H. Du Cros,
second ; R. L. Ede, third. Time 2m. 43 4-5S.

Fourth Heat—R. J. Mecredy, first; H. Wil-
liams, second; H. Parsons, third; R. H. Davis,
Howard College, fourth. Time 2m. 39 4-5S.

Final Heat—Mecredy, first; Sansom, second
by five yards ; A. Du Cros, third by several
lengths. Time, X. 49 3-5S-

; yi., im. 34s.
; %,

2m. 13 2-5S. ; mile, 2m. 48 3-5S. ; last quarter,

35 1-5S. ; last half , im. 14 3-5S.

Five-mile Bicycle Championshii'—F. J. Os-
mond, first; F. P. Wood, second; I. H. Adams,
third; six others unplaced. Times 2m. 51s.

;
5m.

49s.
;
8m. 47 4-5S. ; iim. 49 2-5S. ; 14m. 34 4-5S. ;

last quarter, 35 1-5S.

Twenty-five Mile Tricycle CHAMPioNSHir

—

L. Stroud, first; K. N. Stadnicki, second; E.

Dervil, third. Time ih. 25m. 21 4-5S. The
race was run in the rain.

THE N. C. U. CHAMPIONSHIPS.

OSMOND WINS THE MILE, SANSOM THE FIVE-MILE

TRICYCLE AND MECREDY THE TWENTY-FIVE-

MILE SAFETY.

The N. C. U. championships, held at Pad-
dington, July 12, were favored by a fine day,
although the wind was quite heavy. The one-
mile bic5-cle championship was a "race of
giants," every one of the men having a chance
for the coveted honor. The notable absentees
were Lehr, the German, who pedaled off with
the blue ribbon of the English path last year,
and Archer, who has shown a remarkable turn
of speed this spring. The events resulted as
follows

;

Five-mile Tricycle—Record— 14111. 5 4-5S.

First heat: L. Stroud, first; Scheltema-Beduin,
.second, time 17m. 49 2-5S. Second heat: H. H.
Sansom, first; A. Du Cros, second; E. Der-
vil, third, time 19m. 42 2-5S. Third heat: B.
W. Crump, first; W. Ward, second; E. B. Tur-
ner, third, time 16m. 38 3-5S. Final: Sansom,
first; Crump, second; Stroud, third, time
iSm. 6 4-5S.

()nk-mii,e Bicycle CIIA^^'lo^slIll—First heat:
F. P. Wood, first; G. R. Adcock, second;

J. P. Stoale, third, time 2111. 51 1-5S. Sec-
ond heat: F. W. Weathcrley, fir.st; S. E,
Williams, second, time 3ni. iS 3-5S. Third
heat: H. Synyer, first ; P. S. Harris, second,
time 2m. 55 2-5S. Fourth heat: F. J. Osmond,
first ; U. L. Lomblcy, second, time 2111. 43 2-5S,
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Final He^\t—Osmond, first; Synycr, second,
by Iwu yards; Weatlierley, third, by a foot,

time 3m. 21 2-5S. The last quarter, part of

which was not ridden at top sj)eed, 34 1-5S. Os-
mond and Synycr waited on each other all the
way. The Bincliii^- jVnos says of Osmond's
victory

:

"After he has been runner-up for two years, and in
the final for three years, no one will j^cruilfje K.J- Os-
mond the blue ribbon of theeyclini; path. He is rid-
ing now both fast and well, and his judgment has
matured in a very noticeable manner. The holder of
the mile championship, the mile record, and the win-
ner of the Royal and record handicap, he certainly
holds the foremost place in 1S90. Herbert Synyer has
not really been in shape this year, and though' riding
well, he lacks the dash which distinguished him last
season. He has been ill, and though he looked well
on Saturday, he was, we think, weak."

TWENTY-KIVE Mll.K S.'M-ETV ClI.\Ml'll )NSinr

—

R. J. Mecredy, first; H. H. Sansom second, by
fifteen yards; H. Parsons, third. Time ih.

i6m. 59 3-5S. Last quarter, 34 4-5S. There
were thirty-two starters. Uuriag the race a
number of the men fell in a heap.

THE MILE RECORD.

In the annals of our sport the simimer of 1S90
will ever be a memorable one—first, because of

the jiatronage extended to it by royalt)^ ; sec-

ondly, because of the accomplishment of a feat

ardently desired by many—the feat of riding a
mile on a bicycle in less than two and a half

minutes. The honor of first beating "two-
thirty," as it is termed in racing parlance, be-

longs to R. J. Mecredy. In our last issue was a
report of the Royal meeting, at -which he had
covered the distance in 2m. 31 3-5S. , thus beating
the record for both ordinary and safety bicycle,

and scarcely had that issue come from the press
when we learned that at Paddington on Tues-
day evening he had eclipsed this by nearly two
seconds, doing 2m. 29 4-5S. As before, Me-
credv rode a safety fitted with pneumatic tires,

and it has thus been proved that in the hands
of a capable man, even 011 a fast track, a ma-
chine so fitted is no .slower than one of the usual
kind. This Mecredy himself has long contend-
ed, and he must be considered fortunate in that

at one and the same time he has been able to

prove the truth of his own words, and also to

accomplish what has for years been the summit
of a racing man's ambition. In one other re-

spect he must be less happy, for his newh--made
record, as a record for all classes of niachine,

did not even stand a few hours. The same
evening" F. J. Osmoiid, mounted on a solid-

tired 5S-in. ordinary, and aided by four pace-
makers, reduced the figures to 2m. 28 4-5S. He
had long been under the impression that with
favorable surroundings he could wipe out the
record of 2m. 31 4-5S. , accomplished by himself

at the Crystal Palace nearly two years ago, and
it speaks well both for his pluck and for the

correctness of his estimation of his own powers,
that with Mecredy's performance, as it were,
staring him in the face, he should have so suc-

ceeded. His performance not only corroborates
the result of the mile championship on the pre-

vious Saturday, and prove him to be, beyond
doubt, the finest rider at the distance of the
present time, but also shows to what a pitch the
science of cycle racing and pacing has been
brought. In the old days the improvement in

times was frequently attributed in a great
measure to the improvement in the manufac-
ture of machines, but dtiring the last few years
there has been little, if any, advance in this di-

rection so far as ordinary bicycles are concern-
ed. We may, therefore, attribute this further

reduction of the record to Osmond's advance,
both in judgment and pace, to the better

method of pacing—perfected, if not invented,

bj' Ur. E. B. Turner—and to the improvement
in the making and keeping of tracks specially

put down for cycle racing. The Paddington
track has long been productive of records
among everj^ other class of cyclists but ordmary
riders ; and it is probable that because the latter

have hitherto held rather aloof from it that the
record remained so long where it did. Be this

as it may, the undoubted suitability of the Pad-
dington path, for the purpose for which it was
laid down should cause ever^' one interested in

the sport to strive to their utmost for its per-
petual preservation.— T/te Cyclist.

THE NATIONAL MEET AT NIAGARA
FALLS.

It cannot be said that the ollicial programme
of the Eleventh Annual Meet of the L. A. W.
at Niagara Falls, August 25, 20 and 27, is equal
to its predecessors in typography or contents,
but this is not in any way to the discredit of

those who had the work in charge. \\ hen the
body convened at large cities in past years,
contributions of funds were received from many
sources that cannot be called upon this season,
and in view of this fact it is much better to ex-
pend a smaller amount than ustial on the pro-
gramme, thereby swelling the amusement tund
as has been done. But even under these cir-

cumstances the progrannne is a decidedly neat
and artistic piece of work.
On the front of the cover a cut of the Falls

with a couple of wheelmen on the biink of the
American side entwined with lettering, forms
an attractive page, and an admirable cut of the
Falls is used as a frontispiece. The Overman
Wheel Co. utilize a unique cut of the Falls for

advertising purposes, and on another page a
representation of an old board fence contains
an invitation from the same concern to visit

their headquarters at the meet. The Niagara
Falls Bicj'cle Club extend a pleasing invitation

to visit the Falls and enjoy the honor of being
the first to issue a progrannne with a page de-
voted to lady cyclers. The chairmen of the
various committees are as follows : Transporta-
tion, T. J. F. King; reception, B. F. Vanden-
berg ; entertainment, F. L. Gregory ; toiirs,

runs and parades, G. G. Shepard ; invitati(jn

and programme, H. W. McBean; track and
races, W. A. Shepard; press, A. B. H. Morre;
photograph, E. O. Babcock ; seci'etary E.xecu-

tive Committee, Hector Campbell,

TR.\NSPORTATION.

The Transportation Committee is advi.sed

that the passenger associations covering the
territory east of Chicago and St. Louis and the
Mississippi River, viz: Trunk Line, New Eng-
land Passengers Committee, Central Traffic and
.Southern Passengers Associations (except Mich-
igan), have granted the concession of one fare

and a third for the round trip, on the certificate

plan. Parties from Michigan should purchase
the regular local tickets to nearest point from
which the fare and a third rate applies, and
certificate from there to Niagara Falls.

The Western Passenger Association, embrac-
ing territory west of Chicago and St. Louis to

Missouri River and northwest to St. Paul,

ad\nse that their regular suinmer tourist rate

will be in effect at this time, and parties from
this territorj- have only to purchase the regular
round trip summer tourist ticket from any
coupon ticket station to Niagara Falls, and the

rate will amount to practicall}' the same as the

tare and a third without the bother of the cer-

tificate.

Btiy full fare ticket to Niagara Falls and re-

quest agent to give certificate stating same has
been secured to attend L. A. W. Meet. If

agents have no printed certificates have them
give written one. This certificate must be
countersigned by W. M. Brewster, Chairman
Transportation Committee, at Niagara Falls,

International Hotel, Parlor 9, and when so in-

dorsed will be authority for ticket agents at

Niagara Falls to sell return tickets at one-third
fare. League tickets must be shown before
certificate will be endorsed. Persons not mem-
bers of the League can sectire application

blanks from Abbot Bassett, Secretary of

League, at League headquarters. Information
as to routes, rates, etc. , will be furnished on
application to the chairman of the committee.

RECEI'TIO.N.

All visiting wheelmen will be met at the de-

pot by the members of this committee, and will

be escorted to hotels. Wheels will be in charge
of a committee and checked. The League head-
quarters will be at the International Hotel,

where all visiting members should report imme-
diately upon arriving, at committee parlor No.

9, and register, thereby obtaining the special

low rates that have been secured for members.
Touring parties should communicate to the

chairman of this committee and all inquiries re-

garding hotel accommodations, rates, etc., will

receive prompt attention.

RACES.
The races will take place on the afternoons of

August 2f) and 27, at which time the winners
of tile district championshijjs will compete in

final national chamijionship races.

The track is clay, one mile, one of the best
and fastest bicycle tracks in the country, and no
pains will be spared by the conmiittee to put it

in the best possible condition. The grand-
stands will seat 4,500. The track, about lyi
miles from League headquarters, can be easily

reached by wheel over good roads or by special
trains that run near grounds. The track will

be in condition about two weeks before meet, so
that racing men may have an opportunity to

train.

Entries must be received not later than
August 15. Information and entry blanks will

be promi)tly furnished by the chairman of com-
mittee. Entrance fee $1.00 for each event and
must accompany entry.

The list of events are as follows :

Ai'(;isT 26—One-mile ordinary, novice ;
2-

mile safety, championship; i-mile ordinary, 3
minute class; 2-mile ordinary, championship:
i-mile safety, handicap, 100 yards limit ; i-mile

tandem, championship; ,'4 -mile ordinarJ^ ojjcn
;

5-mile safety, championship; i-mile ordinarj-,

open: I-mile safety, Canadian wheelmen; 3-

mile tandem, championship.

AuuLisT 27—One-mile safety, novice; i-mile
ordinary, handicap, 100 yards limit; i-mile

safet3^ 3 minute class; i-mile safety, champion-
ship ; 2-mile tandem, championship ; i-mile
ordinarjr, championship; i-mile safety, open;
I-mile ordinar}-, Canadian wheelmen; ^-mile
safety, open

;
5-mile ordinary, championship

;

I-mile team, open; i-niile tandem, open.

The parade will start from League head-
quarters at 10.30 a. m., Tuesday, August 26.

Captains of clubs must report not later than
9.30 a. m. to the Adjutant, Geo. G. Shepard, at
League headquarters, so their proper place in

line can be obtained.
The parade will be marshaled b}- State di-

visions under the command of their Chief Con-
suls. Divisions shall have precedence according
to the date of their formation. The clubs in

the divisions shall have precedence in accord-
ance with their seniority in joining the League.
The parade will be short, passing through our

pleasantest streets. After the parade the usual
photograph of the wheelmen will be taken.

This promises to be a beautiful souvenir of the
meet. Orders for photos should be addressed
to Chairman Photograph Committee.

President James R. Dunn will act as grand
marshal, with the following staff: Col. Albert
A. Pope, Dr. N. M. Beckwith, T. J. Kirkpatrick,
Charles H. Luscomb, Abbot Bassett, Albert
;\Iott, :Michael Furst, W. H. Emery, M.D., San-
ford Lawton, Samuel A. Boj'le, Burley B.

Ayers, I. J. Forbes King, George R. Bidwell,

Isaac B. Potter, Chas. F. Cossum, George D.
Gideon, William M. Brewster, Maj. Charles L.

Burdett, Joseph S. Dean, Harr}- H. Hodgson,
W. H. Miller.

EN'iERTAINME.NT.

Besides the races the members will be enter-

tained as follows

;

JNIonday will be devoted to entertainment of

guests, by club members escorting \-isitors to

points of interest, informal runs, etc. In the

evening the Falls and parks \\-ill be illuminated,

and a band concct will be given in Prospect
Park. Tuesday evening a lantern parade will

be given, in which all wheelmen should make a
special eftOrt to join, as the effect promises to be
one of the grandest features of the meet. When
the parade is crossing New Suspension Bridge,

and in Victoria Park, firework illuminations \\\\\

be given from various points. Parade will start

at S p. m. shai-p. Wednesday the list of enter-

tainment will be varied by informal runs and
promenade concert in parks.
The Constitutional Convention ordered bj-

President Dunn \x\\\ be held in Prospect Park
Pavilion. The first session of the convention
will be held on Monday, August 25, at 10 o'clock,

and it is the dut}- of eveiy member of the
League to be present in person or by proxy at

the session of this convention.
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THE SYRACUSE CYCLING CLUB.

THEIR NEW HOME—REMARKABLE
GROWTH OF THE ORGANI-

ZATION.

About five years ago, when bicycling had
just begun to take a lasting hold in Syracuse,
several young men, who ^xere particulai'ly en-

thusiastic over the sport, got together and
organized the Syracuse Cycling Chib. Head-
quarters were secured in the Y. M. C. A. build-

ing, and when the club had outgrown its callow
youth several rooms in the Joy building were
engaged and furnished. Soon the membership
began to grow to such proportions that the
quarters were becoming too small for adequate
accommodation, and the question of a club
house began to be discussed.

After mature deliberation, everything having
been thoroughly canvassed, it was decided to

proceed directly to the business in hand. The
consequence was the renting from the first of

last May of the commodious three-story and
basement house at No. 222 E. Onondaga Street,

an imposing brick structure, admirably situated
and well adapted to club purposes.
The club fortunately had a fat treasury to

draw tipon, and a visit to the house revealed
quarters that are well and truly the admiration
of the members. The basement and several
rooms on the second story are occupied by the
janitor. On the first floor are two parlors, a
library and a large and small dining-room, and
each is furnished as well as money can do it.

The parlors are carpeted with soft, j'ielding

moquette of a delicate blue shade, and the fur-

niture is of fourteenth centurj' oak upholstered
in leather. The window hangings and portieres
are in handsome keeping with the furniture.

The other rooms are amj^ly equipped with
necessities for comfort and convenience. The
second floor is equally attractive.

The front room is used as a committee or
card room, and the one directly in the rear is

used as a correspondence and reading room and
contains a library besides the usual furnishings
of such apartments. In the rear is a bath-room
of good size, and it will soon be altered to meet
the needs of the members. Shower baths and
other conveniences will be put in, and the bath-
room will be perfect in all respects. This floor

also contains a locker-room of proportions equal
to the demands made upon it.

On the third floor, the pride of the club, is

located the billiard room, and well may the
members be pleased with it, for it is one of the
best in the city ; light is furnished from seven
windows, the floor is covered vsath linoleum, and
two beautiful billiard and pool tables stand in

the centre.

Complete appointments charactcri-/e this room
as well as the others in the house. In the rear
of the club house is a good-si/.cd barn which
has been converted into a stable for the wheels,
and forms a necessary adjunct to the house.
Prom the front mansard roof of the house ex-
tends a fine flag staff, the gift of Ed. MacDou-
gall, and on state occasions a licautiful flag flies

proudly from its top ; the latter Tt/,;,,- presented
by E. L. Wadsworth. In decorations and fur-

nishings about $2,000 have been expended.

Altogether the Syracuse Cycling Club's quar-

ters, a cut of which is published in this column,
is as complete and comfortable as plenty of

money and good taste can provide. It may be
seen that here is another example of what pluck
and perseverance can accomplish. Five years
ago the club was composed of half a dozen
members; to-day the membership is no; it is

also worthy of note that they take hold of the
management of Empire State meet in the same
manner that has characterized their work in the

past.

The following are the present officers : F. H.
MeChesney, president; W. A. Yale, vice-presi-

dent ; H. A. Roimds, secretary ; T. E. Gregory,
treasurer; R. P. Judd, captain; H. W. Chapin,
League Consul; G. H. Avery, corresponding
secretary; Geo. B. Penn, Rep. to L. A. W.
The club sports three tandems, ridden by

Penn brothers, E. L. Wadsworth and G. How-
ard Avery, and Fred Brigham and C. A. Ben-
jamin. The bugle quartette is also a feature.

During the coming State meet, which will be
held at Kirkwood Park, Syracuse, September i

and 2, the club headquarters will be thrown
open to the visiting wheelmen, and all who at-

tend may be assured of a royal welcome.
C. EuwAKD Wood.

THE HARTFORD TOURNAMENT
AND MEET.

Hundreds of Hartford cyclists are eagerly
anticipating the joint festivities of the big-

annual race meeting of the Hartford Wheel
Club and meet of the Connecticut Division L.

A. W. to occur September i and 2, and detailed

arrangements for the races are already com-
pleted. The racing programme is judiciously

ordered, and the list of prizes varied, attractive

and costly, representing an actual value of

$2,100. This, together with Hartford's reputa-
tion for able management and honorable treat-

ment of racing men, will call out the fastest

flyers from throughout the land, and, with good
weather, the contests will be brilliant and excit-

ing. The appearance of all the noted crack
riders at Hartford is fully assured, and count-
ing upon the extraordinary local public interest

in the event as indicating an attendance of spec-

tators greater than even that of former years,

the management feels warranted in asserting

that this year's tournament is bound to outshine
all predecessors.

The Division programme will be completed in

a few da3fs, and the aft'air will be conducted on
a scale to add immensely to the interest of the

two days' sport. The racing programme has
beeti completed, and as especial attempts will

be made to break certain established American
records this fall, it is confidently expected that
the feat will be accomplished at Hartford, the
track at Charter Oak Park affiording at present
the fastest one-mile cycling course in the
country.

A number of ingenious electrical devices will

be used during the tournament for the advan-
tage of both the management and the audience.
Bells, operated from the judges' stand, will be
used to call up contestants promptl}', signal

the bands, etc. Automatic signals will operate
between the quarter-mile, half and three-quar-

ter stations and the judges' stand, to insure

accurate timing, and another system of wires
will raise and lower the distance flags.

Following is the complete corrected list of

races and prizes

:

FIRST DAY.

One-mile Novice—First prize, gold medal ; second
prize, silver medal.

One-mile Novice, Rovek Tyhe R. D. Safety—
First prize, Rold medal ; second prize, silver medal.

One-mile State h. A. W. Chami'ionsiiip—Fii-st

prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.

One-mile Tandem, Oi-'en- First prize, two traveling-
bags (filled) ; second prize, two silk umbrellas.

(JUAKTEK-MILE Ol'EN (Hea IS) -First prize, Hartford
Safety Bicycle, presented by Hartford Cycle Co.; sec-
ond prize, silver water set ; third prize, engraving

;

fourth prize, silk umbrella.

One-mile 3:00 Class—First prize, gents' toilet set

;

second prize, shaving mirror ; third prize, walking
stick.

Tiikee-mile Lai', Rover Type R. D. Safety—First
prize, alligator traveling bag (filled) ; second prize,
pair of pearl opera glasses ; third prize, shaving mug.
Two-mile H.xndicap—First prize, silver stop watch

;

second prize, fishing set ; third prize, silver cigar box.

One-mile Open, Rover Type R. D. Safety—First
prize, gold watch ; second prize, Kodak camera ; third
prize, silver flask. Special prizes added for fast time
as follows : To man leading at first quarter in 40 sec-
onds or better ; half-mile in 1.20 or better ; three-quar-
ters in 2.00 or better ; mile in 2.40 or better.

One-mile Open, Championship of America—First
prize, gold medal and Colt's double-barrel shot gun

;

second prize, diamond locket ; third prize, pair of field
glasses. Special prizes added for fast time as follows :

To man leading at first quarter in 40 seconds or better
;

half-mile in 1.20 or better; three-quarters in 2.00 or
better ; mile in 2.40 or better.

One-mile Team Race—First prize, silver tilting ice
pitcher ; second prize, engraving.

second day.
One-mile Handicap (Heats), Rover Type R. D.

Safety—First prize, -Victor Safety Bicycle ; second
prize, parlor lamp ; third prize, jardiniere ; fourth
prize, walking stick.

One-mile Handicap (Heats)—First prize, Colum-
bia Safety Bicycle ; second prize, silver and onyx
table; third prize, seal ring; fourth prize, pair gold
sleeve buttons.

One-mile Tandem Safety, State L. A. W. Cham-
pionship—First prize, two gold medals ; second prize,
two silver medals.

Three-mile Lap—First prize, marble clock; second
prize. Mackintosh ; third prize, gents' dressing case.

Two-mile 6.10 Class, Rover Type R. D. Safety—
First prize, Colt's repeating rifle ; second prize, Turk-
ish rug ; third prize, traveling clock.

One-mile 2.50 Class—First prize, silver -watch ; sec-
ond prize, pair bronzes ; third prize, engraving.

One-mile Tandem Safety, Handicap—First prize,
two Smith & -Wesson revolvers ; second prize, two
scarf pins.

One-mile 3.00 Class, Rover Type R. D. Safety—
First prize, smoking set ; second prize, carving set

;

third prize, silk umbrella.

One-mile Consolation—First prize, pair gold
sleeve buttons ; second prize, card receiver ; third
prize, pair bronze plaques.

One-mile Consolation, Rover Type R. D. Safe
TY—First prize, silver cup ; second prize, diamond
stud ; third prize, brass ink stand.

Special conditions governing handicap races
will prevail. If, in any handicap race, the
scratch man fails to start, the men with handi-
caps will be placed back a corresponding dis-

tance, so that a scratch man will appear in all

races.

The I -mile ordinary and safety handicap
races will be run in heats according to the num-
ber of entries, as will be announced on the
oiilicial programme of the day. All starters in

final heats will be re-handicapped by the official

handicapper. The new handicaps to be an-
nounced by the referee before the race. En-
tries close August 25, and L. A. W. rules will

govern. Address W. M. Francis, box 14, Hart-
ford, Conn.

ROAD RACE AT MINNEAPOLIS.

The 25-mile handicap road race of the Minne-
apolis Bicycle Club took place Jul)- 24 on the

Lake of the Isles boulevard, and attracted an
immense throng of wheelmen and friends of

the club. The course around the lake had been
surveyed and nine laps constituted twenty-five

miles. The race began promptly at 3 p. m.,

with the following starters: Chas. Skillman, 7

mintttes; Chas. Peterson, 7 minutes; A. A.
Clark, 7 mintttes ; F. G'. Hunt 7 minutes ; H. P.

Hatch, 7 minutes; H. Rasniusteenson, 7 min-
utes; H. Dorman, 7 minutes; Wm. Boiling, 7

minutes; Wm. Walsh, 6 minutes; Wm. Da}-, 6

minutes; J. Johnson, 6 minutes; Geo. T. Biggs,
6 minutes; E. J. Hale, 3 minutes; Alex. Gra-
ham, scratch, and T. L. Bird, scratch.

Biggs took the lead at the start and held it

to the finish, with Rasmusteenson following

closely, who was followed in turn by Johnson
and Peterson. The four kept well bunched
until the last lap, when Biggs set a pace decid-

edly too hot for his competitors, winning in ih.

35j^sm., with Rasmusteenson about 100 yards
behind, and Johnson but a little behind him.
Graham collided with a dog on the seventh lap

which caused a header, and but for this would
undoubtedly have won first place. Johnson
also received a fall and damaged his wheel in

the fifth lap, but he changed to another mount
without nuich loss of time. Six of the starters

were completely out-classed, and straggled in

long after the others. The nine place winners
were Biggs, Rasmusteenson, johirson, Peterson,

Walsh, Graham, Hale, Day and Bird. The
first prize was a $25 gold medal, and the second
a $25 clock. Seven other prizes of bicycle stin-

dries were awarded.

A party of wheelmen and wheelwomen of the Penn-
sylvania Bicycle Club expect to tour through Pike
County, Pennsylvania, starting about .A.ugust cj.
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H ERE IT IS.

>j< Efi

ffi ffi ti-

ANn

HOW DO YOU LIKE IT !
?

WE'VE been a j^^'ood while makino; it, but the result is good enough to make up for

the dela_v. This is the wrench you have been looking for ever since 3"ou

commenced to ride a l)ic3'cle. It will do more hard work without bending in the back

than an}'- other wrench of its size on earth.

\^\(^\)t, ^troT)(^, Qompaet, Beautifully pipisf?<^d,

ITS "EVERYTHING IT OUGHT TO BE AND NOTHING THAT IT OUGHTN'T."

PRICE
>L

EACH.

Overman Wheel Co.,

N. B.—SEND FOR CATALOGUE. CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
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TO THE TRADE. THE NEWARK BICYCLE HORN.
WE are pleased to announce that we are now manufacturing a complete line of THE

NEWARK BICYCLE HORN. Experience fully demonstrates that THE
NEWARK HORN "Clears the Road" instantly by a sudden pressure of the Rubber Bulb.
They do not get out of order and rattle, weigh but a few ounces, are easily attached to the

handle bar, finely nickel plated and ornamental.

PRICE

!

7(0. X, Small, - - $1.25
no. 2, Ordinary, • x.6o
Mo. 3, iHCedlum, - 2.25 II The Trade Supplied.

ORAXOK HAL,!^,

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
BROAD AlVD bridge; STREHTS, NE'WARK, N. J.

a:^E[E elIvIott:" hickory Sjz^FEa:^^.

Easy to Ride but Hard to Beat.

LIGHTEST for its STRENGTH.

STRONGEST for its WEIGHT.

STERLING ELLIOTT,

NEWTON, MASS.

CATALOGUES FREE.

E. N. BowEN, Buffalo, N. Y.

'
' We use a number of the

Hickory Safeties in our riding
school. Do not use any steel

wheels. Couldn't run the school

if we did. I assure you I am
very glad they are not hollow
steel. I do say the Hickory is the

most practical machine made,
and the most comfortable on
rough roads. I prefer it to any
other seen so far. The woi'k-

manship is the finest I have
seen on any bicycle."

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PLACES WHERE THE HICKORY HAS NOT YET BEEN INTRODUCED.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

Positively the best wheel for the money ever offered. Ball

bearings throughout, except head ; w^eldless steel

tubing. Guaranteed for one year.

Agents wanted all over the United States.

Rudge Bicyclette No. 2, $100.

STRONG & GREEN CYCLE CO.,

707 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.
MAKERS OF THE

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE.

Si DIAMOND
$85

SAFETY.
Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings and Ball Bearings to all parts.

147 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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THE COMING TOURNAMENT AT
ST. LOUIS.

The St. Louis Ricj'clo Track Association arc
getting- their course in much better condition

than it has ever been before, and at their races

August 16 some spirited contests will take
place. The new otRcers of the association are;

A. J. limcry, president; H. G. Walzendorf,
vice-president; W. A. Wright, secretary; W.
P. Lang, track superintendent; W. A. Todd,
C. n. Stone, E. N. Sanders and G. E. Tivy,
directors. The following programme of races
has been decided upon, with two prizes for each
event :

One-mile ordinary, noviee ; one-mile safety, novice
;

half-mile dash ; one-mile handicap ; two-mile ordinary,
State Division championship ; five-mile safety. Divis-
ion championship- two-mile lap; one-mile ordinary,
handicap; two-mile ordinary. Division championship;
one-mile tandem, Division championship ; one-mile
consolation.

THE MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL TOUR-
NAMENT.

The three-days' bicycle tournament that was
to be held at Tom Eck's Athletic Park, midway
between St. Paul and Minneapolis, August 14,

15 and 16, has been postponed until after the
Peoria races, owing to the new electric car
lines not being completed. This will be the only
means of transportation to the park, and will be
ready to receive business about September i.

The new dates for the three-days' meet are
September 18, 19 and 20, thus giving the riders

who attend the Peoria meet a chance to finish

up the season's races here. It is more than
likely that Omaha will follow the above dates,

and jjossibly St. Joseph, Mo. John S. Prince
has a first-class track at the latter place and
may hold a meet in conjunction with the bicycle
club of that city. Ball Head.

THE MIL-WAUKEE "WHEELMEN'S
POSTPONED ROAD RACE.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen's open handicap
road race, postponed from July 19, will take
place August g, starting from the Waukesha
Court House at 4 p. m. The route is along
Waukesha plank road to Watertown, through
Elm Grove and Wauwatosa, along lower road
to Blue Mound road, and then over the \naduct
to Twenty-eighth Street and Grand Avenue,
Milwaukee. The club presents a list of valua-
ble and useful prizes, among the contributors
being the Western Wheel Works, Pope Mfg.
Co. , Chauncy Simonds & Co. , Overman Wheel
Co., and GormuUy & Jeffery. Entries close

Monday evening, August 4, \vith H. J. Rotier,

427 Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee.

Position on the Road.

There is not the slightest doubt that to retain

a road sprint, that is, to have it available at the
critical moment, the rider must sit low. There
are plenty of instances of imjarovement ia pace,
especially among riders of the safety type of

machine, distinctly attributable to shortening of

the reach. This, of course, is quite apart from
all considerations of natural sprinting power.
For a long road slog it is an axiom that the
rider should be well tucked up and have plenty
of room to extend his legs for the sprint at the
finish. Cramp in the knees from a short stretch

is a bogey. It seldom attacks riders of the
light machines now in vogue. A short reach
should always be the order for scorching on the
road. After seventy or eighty miles out of a
fast one hundred, the average road flyer begins
to find that his pedals are generally qtiite far

enough off. In fact, the farther he goes the
more they seem to recede. Then the facility of

being able to sit back and kick comes in. It is

absolutely indispensable that the rider should
sit low, much lower and farther back than in

the ordinary position on the track. When the
sprint comes he hitches himself on to the back
of his saddle, extends his legs, leans down and
goes.

—

Bicyclitig A^etvs.

THE MONTREAL RACES.

The races to take place under the supervision
of the Montreal Bicycle Club will be held on
the grounds of the Montreal Amateur Athletic
Association August 30, rain or shine. A. one-
third mile cinder track will be used for the con-
test and the timing will be done by electricity.

The bicycle events are:

One-mile novices roadsters; J^-mile, open; s-mile,
roadster; 5-mile, open; i-mile, three minute class;
2-mile safety handicap ; i-mile, open

j
^<-milc, hands

off
;
3-mile, handicap. Thirty-one pnr.es are ofTered

and entries close August 27 with Arthur Harries, Hon.
Secretary.

ROCKLAND COUNTY "WHEELMEN'S
RACES.

A number of races will occur at the Rockland
County Agricultural Fair at Spring Valley, N.
Y., September 2G, under the auspices of the
Rockland County Wheelmen. Entries will

close Sept, 20, with Norman Gardenier, Hills-

dale, N. J.

The events are : One-mile ordinary, open ; i-milc
safety, open ; 2-mile ordinary, open

; J^-mile hands
off, open ; i-mile handicap, club championship

;

J4-mile club championship. .\Iedals will be awarded
to first and second in each event.

FROM NIAGARA FALLS TO MON-
TREAL.

By August 10 the track at Niagara will be in excel-

lent condition for training.

Wheelmen attending the L. A. W. meet at

Niagara are asked to extend their trip to Mon-
treal and attend the annual race meet of the
Montreal Bicycle Club, August 30. Leaving
Niagara by rail on the afternoon of the 28th,

Montreal can be reached early the next morn-
ing. By starting on the morning of the 2Sth,

a boat can be taken to Toronto and thence by
Royal Mail Steamers, passing through Thousand
Islands and all the rapids of the St. Lawrence,
reaching Montreal on the evening of the
29th. A third route is rail to Cobourg, thence
by road to Kingston, 100 miles—Big 4 Tour,
1885, 100-mile road race course—and connecting
with boat as above. The programme of the
meet comprises ten bicycle (ordinary and safety)

events, with two foot races. No club or team
events. The track is considered to be the best
cinder track in America, three laps to a mile,

18 feet wide. Timing will be done by the elec-

tric chronograph. Special prize for any Cana-
dian records broken, also to competitor scoring
most points.

Those intending to take part in the Hartford
tournament, September i and 2, can leave ]\Ion-

treal over either Grand Trunk or Canadian
Pacific Railway on the evening of the 30th or

31st, and reach Hartford at an early hour next
morning.

All who make this trip may be sure of a
hearty welcome at the hands of the Montreal
Club (the second oldest club in America) and
the very best of times possible. Come and test

our promises. Veteran.

ANOTHER RACE MEET AT PHIL-
ADELPHIA.

NOTES OF THE PATH.

The American Athlete's amateur race meet on
the new track at the Brotherhood Baseball Park,
Philadelphia, August 15, will undoubtedly prove
a big success if favorable weather prevails.

Two valuable prizes will be awarded for each
event, and where six or more men run an extra
prize will be added. An excursion ticket to the
League meet at Niagara Falls will be given to

the winner of the i-mile L. A. W. The en-
trance fee is 50 cents. The events are

:

One-mile novice, ordinary, open ; i-mile novice, safe-
ty, open ; i-mile ordinary, open ; i-mile 3.30 class, safe-
ty, open

; X-'"''e, boys under 13 years, safety, open
;

I-mile tandem, open ; i-mile 3.10 class, ordinary, open
;

54-mile, "the North Philadelphia half-mile," open to
riders under 16 years of age resident in the city, safe-
ty ; I-mile L. A. W. handicap, open to Philadelphia
members of the L. A. W., or riders joining pior to
close of entries, safetj'; i-mile 3.20 class, safely, open

;

J4-mile safety, open.

At the games of the athletic club at Tuxedo Park,
last Wednesday week, the bicycle races resulted as
tollows : Half-mile, open—F. Becraft, first, time 2m.
8s.; N. D. Phillips, second. One-mile ordinary—Phil-
lips, first, time 6m. i8s.; Powell, second. One-mile
safety—Becraft, first, time 4m. 20s.; Powell, second.

Charles Dickens wrote, in the year 1854: "The veloc
ipedes, pedomotives and manumotives have tried
hard t<i roll themselves into public favor, but they
have not succeeded. Once now and then we espy
such a production, the over-time work of some ingen-
ious mechanic, but we have hitherto observed his
work to be harder than walking." What would the
great novelist have said to-day when public f.-jvor has
extended to royal patronage? The once now and
then has increased so that fifty men aspire to the
cliampionship, and a mile has been done in 2m. 28 4-5S.— liiryctiiix' j\'i'7i>s.

The Pennsylvania Club will very probably include
in their jjrogram a i-mile championship open to riders
of either ordinary or safetv bicycles. The races will
be run in heats and a final, the ordinaries being run
together, the safeties together and the placed men
meeting in the final. Pennsylvania will probably be
the most suitable place to run an event of that kind,
since the previous meets will develop the old riders
and discover new men, and all can compete for the
first honors in the Pennsylvania event.

THE ROAD RACE AT NEWPORT.

The road races, under the management of Wm. Van
Wagoner, at Newport, July 19, were run as announced,
although the course was exceedingly muddy, and re-
sulted as follows :—Three-mile, A. Cummings, first,

time, lom. 50s.; M. Scott, second. Five-mile : Scott,
first, time 19m. 34S.; Cummings, second. Twenty-five-
mile—Four starters, Scott, first, time 2h. urn. 45S.;
Cummings, second.

The proposed improvements at the Lynn track have
been abandoned, as the expense necessary to put the
course in proper repair has proven too great, and the
prophesied boom at Lynn will probably not become a
realization at present.' The wheelmen who were going
into training at Lynn are now at Hartford and will do
their work on the Charter Oak track.

At the games of the Catholic Knights of America at
Little Rock, Ark., July 17, the following bicycle events
were run ; ij^-mile novice safety, H. H. Bern

;
J'i-mile

ordinary, novice, Wm. W'illiams; i-mile safety, W. A.
Kminck

;
3-mile handicap, H. H. Bein

;
^-mile boys,

Fred Raleigh.

Chicago will add another event to the great August-
.Septemoer circuit. The Cycling Committee of the
Cricket and Athletic Club will fix the date and begin
to boom the tournament at once, the club having been
greatly pleased with the success of their races held
July 19.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will hold a road race
on the Broadway course, September i. The events
are : i-mile mixed, scratch ; 2-mile sa fety, handi-
cap ; 2-mile ordinary, handicap; 5-mile mixed, han-
dicap. Two prizes for each event will be offered.

The East Orange Cyclers held a i-mile road race
last week, Thursday, which resulted as follows : C. D.
French, first, time 3'm. 51s. ; F. Plumer, second ; L. H.
Porter, third. On August 23 the club will hold a
2-mile handicap road race.

And still another tournament. The wheelmen of
Freeport, 111., have decided upon September 3 as the
day for their race meet and several hundred dollars
worth of prizes will be one of the features. Freeport
has one of the finest tracks in the Western circuit.

A 20-mile professional bicycle championship was
decided at Belgrave Road grounds on July 19. The
winner turned up in A. H. Robb, who defeated
English and Howell. The time was ih. im. 50s. ; last
mile 2m. 43s.

The New York Club, or rather Manager Heydecker,
are in naru luck, the race meet having been twice
knocked out by rain. Mr. Heydecker states that he
will probably hold tne meet on August 16, either at
Statsn Island or Berkeley Oval.

Bicycling' I^'cu'S states, : "It is a pretty well recog-
nized fact that only a big man on a big wheel stands
a chance in ordinary racing." Windle may be the
exception that proves the rule. He is not a "tall naan,
about five feet six inches, but he can ride a bit.

Messrs. Laurie and Rich spent Sunday at Annis
quam. From a private letter from Laurie we learn
that he has recovered his health and started training
on Monday.

There will be a promising tandem team this year in
Messrs. G. A. and W. D. Banker. They will ride a 45-
pound Ivel. W. D. Banker will ride a 21-pound Or-
monde safety.

The Hudson County Wheelmen will hold another
road race August 16. Their 25-mile road-race, post-
poned from la-it Saturday, will take place to-morrow
if the weather does not again interfere.

The new track at Forepaugh's Park, Philadelphia,
was completed the end of last week and is now ready
for use. C. E. Updegraff, who is an old hand at the
business, says it is the best piece of work he has done.

West, of the Century Wheelmen, has made applica-
tion for membership' in the A. C. S. K., and when
admittel will ride to a considerable extent under their
colors.

At Geneva, N. Y., July 26, the i-mile bicycle race at
the Iron Moulders' Union games was won by Mason
Lawrence, Clarence Reed second.

We agree with the Jiisit Cyclist that the most phe-
nomenal record in the recent crash of records is A.
Du Cros' half mile safety in im. iis.

A new English tricycle road record was made on
July 16 bj' H. T. Ilsley, who rode 161 miles in 12 hours.

Laurie has entered the open safety events at the
Rochester tournament.
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NEWARK.

LOOKING FORWARD.
Anoth r year will possibly see the Atalanta Wheel-

men in a three or four story edifice in the heart of the
city. It IS not possible to state as yet whether it will

be brown stone, Philadelphia brick or wood, but be-
yond a doubt it will be centrally located, airy and
,,^ii built—one capable of standing severe strains
and with walls that will be indurate and mute to the
hilarious sounds that will be emitted from within
their borders. That such an abode is becoming a
necessity is manifested almost daily. Members are
not particularly delighted with the up-town location
or the barn-like structure, and it is not an over-
whelming pleasure after arriving on an evening to
find the wooden castle—the former home of piety and
prayer, for it was once a chapel—in darkness and
gloom with density equal to that of Erebus. Then
again if a member leaves his wheel in this gabled roof
temple, it is almost necessary to screw the mount to
the floor or anchor it to the stove, if he has a desire to
again set eyes upon it, and one is supplied with a vast
fund of humor in winter if he views the club's leading
lights playing billiards wearing overcoats and gloves.
It is true that the building offers splendid advantages
for dancing, but then dues are not paid to support a
dancing academy by the majority of members. What
is a crying necessity is a well located house as afore-
said and, when secured, a large gathering will be the
rule of the evening, and with the many unattached
riders that abound in the city the present member-
ship would quickly be almost doubled. At present
the club cannot furnish attractions or inducements
enough to tempt half of these riders, and that dissat-
isfaction exists among members is an axiom. These
facts are well known to those of the club who hold the
reins and a committee will probably be appointed
ere long to negotiate with some of Newark's magnates
in real estate with a view of securing a well-appointed
house.
In all probability the early fall will see a tourna-

ment in one of Newark's rinks under the auspices of
the Atalantas. That a well-arranged and managed
series of indoor races and athletic events would prove
a paying venture is undisputed, and it is to be hoped
that the scheme will become an assured fact.

The Business Men's Cycle League has reduced the
age limit from 25 to 21 years. At a meeting on Mon-
day evening last eleven new members were admitted,
and the membership will soon reach the half century
mark. L. DeBois was elected road chaplain, and
James Holmes, Jr., treasurer, and the dues will be
seventy-five cents a month. A suite of rooms for a
meeting place will be secured at once. The club
adopted Turkish red and amazon blue as colors which
will be used as a streamer, with an arrow and the
initial worked on the surface to hang from the
handle bars.
John J. McCleece, Jr., and William A. Lambert left

Newark Monday morning at i o'clock for Baltimore
and Washington upon their wheels. They will follow
the route chosen by the Century runners to Philadel-
phia, and will return by the shore route through
Delaware and New Jersey.
The store of Howard A. Smith & Co. has recently

been materially enlarged by an extension in the rear.
The new idea is now taught the art of balancing in a
building at the corner of High and Orange Streets,
Oraton Hall being in the hands of carpenters. S. K.
Snyder is no longer in the employment of the firm and
has returned to his home at Reading, Pa.
Warm weather is not at all conducive to large

turn-outs at club runs, and following the custom of
previous years, Captain Rummell of the Atalantas will
not issue a call for any jaunts during August. In the
fall a lo-niile road race for the club championship will
occur. The date has not been determined upon as
yet, but either Labor Day or Election Day will be
brought into requisition. It is rumored that Wilhelni,
who is a member of the club, will be on hand ana
participate in the event, but this is very improbable
owing to the many tournaments and races elsewhere
that will attract his attention. There is enough
material in the club, however, for an interesting con-
test, and if Thorne, Brock, Scudder, Swayne, Struck,
Millar, Russell and Cyphers enter the sport will be
exciting.
Color-bearer Eichhorn, of the Atalantas, has re-

signed from the club owing to the fact that his busi-
ness keeps him in Jersey City almost continually.
Eichhorn is the living personification of laughter and
good fellowship, and his departure is to be regretted.
He is well known to many members of neighboring
clubs, especially those interested in the Bowling
League.

Under their energetic captain, John Long, the
Orange Wheelmen are awakening matters in that
vicinity. Last Sunday a formal run to Coney Island
was taken, and to-morrow a 5-mile scratch road race
for the gold medal offered by the captain occurs.
The .. St Orange Cyclers have procured a club

house al .\rlington Avenue and Main Street, where
its forty ..umbers will entertain their friends. On
Thursday ....crnoons the ladies of the club hold runs
which arc i. .oming popular. Dark gray has been
adopted as t n: color of their uniform.

Messrs. Decker, Swayne and Peck rode to Trenton
and back last Sunday. The two latter riders covered
over 120 miles. Swayne recently returned from a
two weeks' trip awheel through New York .State, and
will undoubtedly make a good showing in the coming
road race.

Otto .Struck, a brother of the Atalanta's bugler, while
riding in the dark last week, took a severe header, and
a valuable watch was knocked completely out of
time.

Word has been received by the Atalantas that the
bowling trophy won last season has been shipped.
Hopes liave been ex|)ressed that it will arrive in time
for the opening of the new club house.

Miss Nettie Mulford intends to try Eagle Rock Hill
again this week, with Frank Brock as pacer.

At the next meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen
eight applications for membership will be considered.
Another handsome billiard table was recently pur-
chased.

Voting cards for the election of officers for the New
Jersey Division L. A. W., for iSqo-ot, have been issued
by Secretary-Treasurer Pennell. The regular nomi-
nations are as follows : For Chief Consul, G. Carleton
Brown, Elizabeth ; vice consul, H. A. Benedict, Jersey
City

;
secretary-treasurer, G. C. Pennell, Elizabeth

;

representatives, G. H. Cain, Trenton; B. O. Miller,
Camden ; Amzi T. Dodd. Newark

; Geo. C. Thomiar,
Jersey City; W. E. Shuit, Passaic; W. H. Stauft'cr,
Asbury Park ; Townsend Rushmore, Plainfield ; H. U.
Fulper, Flemington. Sp.\rk, Jr.

LOUISVILLE.

The track scheme has taken more definite shape,
and Messrs. G. E. Johnson and Edw. Herget, L.^C. C,
Dan'l Sauer and Jlikc J. Fleck, I. C, and P. Wells are
pushing the matter under a separate association
irrespective of club membership. It is hoped that
their efforts will be productive of good results.

Tom Jefferis entered the 2-mile safety handicap in
Cincinnati last Friday but got no better than fourth
place. Some brilliant handicapping was done. Al.
Arnot, who beat Jeft'eris froin scratch at Richmond,
Ky., was given a start of 50 yards over Jefferis.

Lou. J. Keck, H. T. Hearsey, W. F. Off, W. Wein-
berger, Jr., Chas. Wachstctter and Ed. T. Eads, all of
Indiana Division, L. A. W., came down from Cincin-
nati Friday night after the races and spent Saturday
in the Falls City. They toured from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati. Another party, it is said, are c/t rciiUc
from Maysville to Louisville.

I spent Saturday, July 26, in Madison, Ind., where
I met Howard Ailing, another remembrance of the
Indiana tour of '88. At the same time Woodruff and
Keck were raking up reminiscences in Louisville.

Art Taylor is expected here very shortly. From
some complimentary remarks of Mr. Taylor's regard-
ing myself, the impression is left that the " Prince
Charming" racket "went."
Hinsdale has about completed his work on the new

building at Fifth and Market Streets, and will
shortly "hie him hand his Heagie hence." May good
luck attend him and always may he leave the friends
behind him that he will leave here.

Walter Meek is again one of the features of the local
club runs, as the injury to his foot very fortunately
proved not serious.

George Johnson has returned from the West Baden
Springs and finds himself much improved. His night
work as leading telegraph editor of the Cotiricr-
yi7«;-;/rt/ is sufficient to down a much stronger consti-
tution than his, and his cycling is no doubt the means
of keeping liiin in such constant attendance at his
office.

Andrew J. Lamb is about again, although the col-
lision at Richmond proved more treacherous than
was at first supposed. While he was not in positive
pain, the fall nevertheless unfitted him for active
work for several days and his movements were neces-
sarily slow.

Stanley B. Huber, of Huber & Allison, is spending
his vacation in Detroit, while " Uncle Jack " and Phil
Allison are " running things" at the old loafing place
to the time of an electric fan, and planning future
fishing excursions to the mountains or to Cedar Lake.

PROVIDENCE.

Put your trust in Providence and arrange to have
your body there also on August 30, and I will guaran-
tee that you will never regret it. The Tournament
Committee have been working night and day for over
a month and have arranged as fine a race programme
as will be seen this year at any other meet. The
prizes consist principally of medals and are from
designs furnished by Mr. Ernest W. Campbell, the
famous designer, and surpass all his previous efforts.
They will be extra heavy and several will be set with
diamonds and other precious stones. The Narragan-
sett track will be put in first-class condition and the
comfort of both racing men and spectators will be
catered to. The park was built by William Spragiie,
the famous war Governor of Rhode Island, who spent
a mint of money in making it the finest in the land.
The track has a full quarter-mile homestretch, giving
a splendid chance for a fine finish, and there is no
doubt of the track record of 2m. ao^^s. being broken
with such men as Windle, Lumsden,' Anthony, Taxis,
Rich and Campbell on ordinaries, and Laurie, Hoyland
Smith, Berlo and others on safeties, competing.
The reception coinmittee will endeavor to make you

glad you're alive if you will only give them a chance.
Visitors who can shovild arrive before 10 o'clock and
join in the run to Silver Spring, where a genuine R. I.

clambake with all its fi.xings will be served. Bring-
along your appetite as yow will have need of it. In
the evening the club will keep open house and you
will receive a cordial welcome. Tnere will be light
refreshments and music, or any-one who desires can
climb (?) Hopkins Street hill. It isn't very long.

The Judge.

A LONG TOUR IN PROSPECT.

S. G. Spear, of Albany, N. Y., who rode from New
York to San Francisco in 1887, is now in California,
being in the employ of several bicycle concerns as a
visitmg representative. In July of next year he ex-
pects to start on a wheeling tour of the United States,
extending over two years, and will be accompanied
by his wife. They will ride to Chicago by the way of
New Orleans and from there East as far as Boston.
The return trip will be arranged so as to take in all

the principal cities in the Eastern and Middle Slates.
Mrs. Spear will wear the new ladies' bicycle costunic
consisting of trousers tied at the knee" and a skirt
terminating just below the knee. Mr. Spear considers
.San Jose, Cat., a wheelman's paradise and thinks the
roads there are the finest on tiie P.icilic coast.

PHILADELPHIA.

News there is none, unless an announcement of
coming events may be called such. The vacation
season is at hand and even were it not, it is too hot
for the same spirit of activity to be shown as in the
spring. On August 9 the widely announced Vineland
tournament takes place. Vineland is a pleasant little
town of som: io,ouj innabitants, tnirtv-five miles from
Philadelphia, and easily accessible by wheel or train.
It abounds with good roads and riders, a number of
whom are well known in this city. There are a num-
ber of open events on the programme which will
probably attract some of our local riders, but the
match races between Wilhelm, Taxis, Seeds, Draper,
Hazelton et al. exist mo.stly in the imagination,
although It is quite possible that they may meet in
the open events. For the week following we have
three successive days of good sport promised. The
first and most important of these is the runnin.g off of
theremaining district championships which will take
place on August 14 on the A. C. S. N. grounds at
Stenton, The only serious accident of the whole year
occurred on this track at the open games on June 14,
and it is to be hoped that the Schuylkill Navy people
will find some remedy for that dangerous corner.
Taxis and Wilhelm will again meet and the contest
for supremacy taken up once more between these
two popular riders. On the following day, Friday,
the American Allilcte holds a race meet at the newly-
laid Brotherhood Park track. No particulars have
yet been announced, but if conducted on the style of
the Well's Hill contest it cannot fail to be of interest
to local wheelmen. On Saturday, the 16th, the South
End Wheelmen hold their club championships and
other races. The South End boys generally do things
in the proper manner and promise a good time to all
who will attend. They have been presented with a
number of handsome medals and other prizes by
several of the local cycle establishments and there is
enough rivalry amongst the members to insure a hot
contest for each and every event. Apropos of racing
men and matters I hear that Kingsland, the Baltimore
crack, will neither come to Philadelphia nor join the
Century Wheelmen as it was confidently expected he
would a few wee'^s ago, and that W. F. West, the
winner of the Irvington-Milburn race, has joined
the ranks of the A. C. S. N.

With the advent of so many new clubs and the
growth of the older ones, some of these organzations
are taking precautions against any depletion of good
men from their ranks, justly recognizing the fact that
a man cannot serve two masters, and that if a member
of more than one club he must show a preference or
partiality for one over the other or others. The South
End has decided by a constitutional amendment that
no member shall be permitted to hold office in the
club if a member in any similar cycling organization,
and the Columbia Cyclers have adopted a resolution
(which has been considered by some of the other
clubs as well) that members be permitted to race
under their colors only or lose their membership.

P.4UL BERWYN.

BUFFALO.

The Zigzags have decided to join the L. A. W., and
application to this effect will be made at once. This
move on the part of the Zigzags is a wise one, and
should have been made long ago. The club has been
torn up by dissensions several times, and its path has
been a hard one for the past year or two. As a mem-
ber of the League, in new quarters, and with a grow-
ing membership, its tuture looks very bright.

The Joint Tournament Committee is hard at work
on the details of the August meet. The track at the
Driving Park is being put in the best of shape, and it

is confidently expected that some of the records will
have to go. The mile ordinary championship of the
world is expected to b; a great race, and the trophy
offered will be a valuable one. The loo-mile road race
from Erie is expected to bring out one of the greatest
collection of road riders ever seen in a similar con-
test. It will be a great race and no mistake.

The Ramblers talk strongly of getting up a large
party to attend the State Division meet at Syracuse,
with a view of capturing that $ito trophy offered for
the largest club in attendance. They should develop
their fast men and send them around the country so
as to be represente.l at the various race meets. This
is the only thing lacking to make the club the great-
est in the country.

The Buffalos have arranged for a moonlight down
the river to the Bedell Hou.se to occur Wednesday
evening. The cyclers will use their wheels to the pieV
from wliere they take thi boat. Tnis trip is a very
pleasant one, and Grand Island is a veritable p;iradi.se
in the middle of the great Niagara. Visiting wheel-
men who take in our August meet can spend a pleas-
.ant evening at some one of the resorts "down the
river " or " up the lake."

Not much ife heard nowadays of "King-Pin " Duck
cr, the once famous manager of tournaments. He is
living here in Buft'alo, but is keeping exceedingly
quiet, and is rarely seen in local wheeling circles.
Sinc> the great (?) 'world's tournament here in iSSS,

which proved such a disappointment, Ducker has not
been much of a factor in wlK-eling enterprises in Buf-
falo. He was probably not responsible for the fizzle
of the 'SS tournament"; nevertheless he got all the
blame for its bad points and no credit for the good
ones. The Fair managers hampered him in various
ways, and did not allow him the full swing which
he.sh(Uild have been acconlcd, and consequently many
of the things promised came not, and Ducker,"he got
the cussing for it all. In tnese days of change great-
ness comes and goes before one is "hardly aware of it.

GR.\NT.\H.

The Passaic City Wheeling and Athletic Associa-
tion elected Charles Blizard captain, and re-elected
M. P. Slade handicappcr at a meeting held last Friday
evening. The usual contests for club championships
will occur in September.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

l-ACIFH; COAST TWKNTY-FOUR-HOUR ROAD RECORD.
Tlic folluwinjt are the p.-irticulars of the a4-hour

rocoiil iklc of \V. E. Lee, of this city, who rode i8o

miles.
Mr. l-oe started from Fruitvale, .Mameila County,

al i-.e o'clock midnight July i, and fcacliccl San Jose,
lorty miles, in three hours 'and (iflccn niinulcs, and
waiting only to have his book signed and cyclometer
checked, returned to the starting poinl. He had
breakfasted at San Lcandro, where he stopped twenty
minutes. The forty miles from San Jose to Fruit-
v.ile occupied four hours. After stopjnng a few
moments he again started, this time with tJilroy as
his destination. This seventy miles took si.\ hours
and thiity minutes, the thirty niiles from San Jose to

liilrov being accomplished in two hours ami forty
minutes. He stopped thirty-five minutes ai Clilroy.

On the lelurn journey to San Jose an extremely lieavy
wind was encountered, and the thirty miles occupietl
lour hours, as against two hours and forty minutes
on the outward journev. Soon after leaving (iilroy

a heavy gust of wind struck him suddenly and threw
him in such a manner that he was severely pinched
ami could hardly ride from then on owing to the pain.

He rested twenty minutes at San Jose and then
went on to Irvington, fifteen miles. Stojiping only
long enough to have his book signed, he a.gain started
lorSan Jose, which he reached at 10:30 p. m. The last

thirty miles occupied three hours and fifteen minutes.
When he reached San Jose the injury he had received
in the afternoon troubled him so much that he
decided to go no farther, as he had fairly beaten all

previous coast records for an all-day ride. His total

riding time was twenty hours and thirty minutes;
rcstci.1 two hours during the course of his ride and
linisheci at 10:30 o'clock.
The liders who attended the League meet pro-

nounced the ride a marvelous performance, especially
those who rode over part ot the course taken by him.
The road from San Lorenzo to Alvarado was said to

be in miserable condition and some of the roads below
San Jose was also said to be unfit for record breaking.
x\lr. l^ee rode the entire distance alone and had no
assistance from pacemakers or otherwise. He finished

in splendid shape and showed no signs of fatigue.
During the ride his book was signed and his cyclo-
meter checked by responsible persons as often as was
necessary. Had the roads been in good condition he
could have easily done 250 miles. This record will be
hard to beat and is likely to stand for some time. The
previous record was made in 1S85.

The 25-mile road race of the Bay City Wheelmen is

attracting more attention than any other cycling event
of the year, A number of the members of the Garden
City Wheelmen of San Jose rode up on Sunday to have a
look at the course. They expect to enter twenty men
in the race. The Alameda Bicycle Club have already
made arrangements to take their lady friends down
in a four-horse bus. The course is in perfect condi-
tion at present and remarkable time should be made
in the race.
From the letters received by Chief Consul Thomp-

son it is clear that the handbook of the California
Division has created a sensation. In an interview
recently. Governor Waterman said : "Why, only the
other day I received a letter from a man in Texas
wanting to know if we shod our horses here with
raw-hide or iron. I attended to it jjroperly by throw-
ing it in the waste basket. In some .sections there
seems to be a vague idea that we are only half civi-

lized. 1 have always endeavored to put the State
properly before the people, and I think 1 have suc-
ceeded in starting her along in the right way. We
are now the Empire State of the Pacific . New York
is the Empire State, but in time we will rival her.
Why, no other State in the Union has our resources
.md capabilities." Cyclists will please accept the
handbook as a gentle reminder that their brethren in

lliis State are right up with the times.
A safety bicycle was used in a " Run and Ride" race

in this city on January i, 1889. Owing to the track
being heavy no fast time was made. This was prob-
ably the first time a safety was used in a race of this
class. California.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Tuesday, July 22, was a gala day for the wheelmen
of this city, the occasion being a visit from the Mus-
ke.gon Wheelmen. As usual, the sun rose in a clear
sky, and gaily bedecked wheelmen were fiitting to
and fro at an early hour (I state this, as an article of
this kind wouldn't be complete without it). At ten
o'clock Fulton Street Park was filled with wheelmen,
and the Reception Committee proceeded to the depot
to receive the guests who arrived at 11 o'clock forty
strong, and mostly hidies. They were escorted to the
park, and after a short rest a trip around the city was
taken which ended at Sweet's Hotel about i o'clock,
where dinner was taken. After dinner the cyclers again
assembled at the park, and the gentlemen were pre-
sented with cigars and the ladies with button-hole
bouquets, which were the compiments of E. G. Stud-
ley. Shortly after 2 o'clock tue party divided into
two sections, one going to the lake and the other to
North Park, but those who rode to the first point re-
turned about 3 o'clock and immediately started for
North Park to join the rest. Here the entire party
partook of a fine collation as the compliments of the
local wheelmen. Tne homeward trip was made soon
after the lunch, and tie visitors departed at 8:45 p. m.
Taken altogether, it was a most enjoyable affair.

G. L. Hone and F. H. Hyraan will tour from Mil-
waukee to Chicago ne,xt month. The}' are both first-

class boys, and I recommend them to the wheelmen
on the route.

A. E. Williams and Fred Denny will make the same
trip a little later, and the same can be said of them.
The police are enforcing the sidewalk ordinance

here, and several arrests have been made.
Mr. Stuart, city editor of the Leader, and C. S. Em-

erson, of the Star, are among the latest additions to
the cycling world.

Wheelmen were about the only ones not inconven-
ienced by the recent street-ear drivers' and conduct-
ors' strike.

Several of the married members of the G. R. Bicycle
Club and Valley Citv Club took a run to Plainfield
Sunilay, |uly 27. and spent the day there. A good
country iliniier at the rale of twenty-five cents a head
was given tlu-m. The day was occupied in bathing
and fishing, and they were also photographed. Chief
Consul Riclimond and E. M. Moore proved themselves
the champion lishermen. MlZO.

BROOKLYN.

Kl.N'CS Cnll.NTV WHEELMEN.
']"he "Picnic Run" on Sunday last was a most

enjoyable allair. The roads leading to our rendezvous
arc by no means the best on Lon.g Island, but the
twenty eight who overcame all irregularities of road
and path were amply repaid for their pains, and
found "Success Lake" all that its name implies.
Everything was pronounced A No. 1 from Marion's
(The "Latest Model to the bathing. Roberts, ever on
the lookout for new sensations, joined the other water-
nymphs, but in the excitement forgot that a cycling
suit, thou.gh a good thin.g in its way, is by the best
judges ritlcil off in all water contests; a rescuing
party soim had the poor unfortunate on shore, where
he was hung on a cliesinut tree to recuperate. A few
more such outings, Captain, will greatly please those
who live for otlicr things than mileage records.
The " Brooklyn Retail Grocers"- I beg pardon—the

Kings County Wheelmen gave a rather lively 200-yard
race at Feltman's Pavilion (m Wednesday, the 23d
inst. Our Billy, S])ite of all persuasion, refused to

win, and Charl-^tlie mud horse—came in first, Steves
second and Willis third, time 25s. Four inches of
sand accounts for the fast (?) time.
The club liouse is fairly deserted; everyone is on

their vacation - from Pres. Smith with his smile to the
Long boys and pipe accompaniment. Beasley and
Manee are trying waters of the Great South Bay,
while Phipps and Burhenne are pushing through to
Boston via Long Island to Sag Harbor, thence by
boat to New London, where the wheel will once more
come into play and linisli the trip. Amon.g those just
returned and full of accounts of happenings pleasant
and otherwise are Bedford, Phillips and McLean. The
former is disguised in a suit of tan that would do
honor to a good healthy Pif^f^cr InJiaii, but if anyone
enjoyed the last two weeks it was Jack.
Whymper and Ike Bowdish go for a century on

Saturday, the 2d inst. The park circuit will be their
course, ilnd West Drive Hill on the 22d attempt their
Waterloo.
The billiard tourney has been postponed till the

cooler months.
Among the contestants at the H. C. W. 25-mile road

race on Saturday, August 2, Kings County will be
ably represented by Bcnsinger, Bayes, Steves and
Tonkin ; the latter, though a K. C. W. man, will wear
the "Mercury foot."
The Murphy Brothers will wear the colors of the

Manhattan A. C. and Kings County Wheelmen in all

the fall tournaments. Ram L.4L.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB NOTES.
The bad weather made necessary the postponement

of the run to Roslyn, L. I., which the Englewood
Wheelmen were to have taken with us on Saturday
last. On Sunday, however, a crowd went with Captain
Fuller by way of Glen Island boat to New Rochelle
and Rye" Beach, in charge of the Westchester County
Wheelmen, who did the honors of the day under the
head of Captain E. Valentine, an e.x-member of the
K. C.'s, and a right good fellow. The roads in this sec-
tion of the country have recently been macadamized
and while, heretofore it has been exactly the reverse
from a paradise for traveling, it is now a most delight-
ful trip. A swim at the beach and the boat ride were
agreeable adjuncts to a warm day's pleasure. On the
way home Valentine and Fuller, each insisted that
the wheel he was riding was the better for anything
and everything, and all other things, mentioning
coasting as one of the cardinal virtues of his mount,
and to forever settle the question they agreed to a
match at the next hill. Alas for history! the results
will never be handed down to posterity, as positive
proof, for Valentine decided about midway down the
hill to go it alone, so he left his wheel, taking with him
a portion of the handle-bar, as a memento, possibly.
He was not hurt, however, and I refrain from naming
which wheel won, as I have not as yet received a re-
tainer from the manufacturer.
Quite a number of the boys are going to spend their

vacation in camp this summer. A partj' which will
include Hall, Matthews, Rogers, Cole and Cook will
locate at Greenwood Lake and deplete the water of its

magnificent bass. The fish at this resort are a wily
species of the piscator}' order, and it would be well to
take plenty of provisions along.
Wednesday night a brilliant moon favored us for

the run to Coney Island. Eighteen men turned up at
7 o'clock, and the run to the Island was made in one
hour. All hands went in to hear the concert at Brigh-
ton, and imbibed the classical strains of Seidl's or-
chestra. The riders made a pretty sight upon the
return trip, their white shirts standing out prominent
in the bright light made by the moon, and the boys
let loose their exuberant spirits in song, as usual.

Atol.

The Tiilk Is:

That the racing prestige of our club received con-
siderable elevation by exhibiting at Coney Island.
That inconsistency is entirely foreign to our mem-

bers.
That the chewin.y-.gum boy told a sad, sad tale.
That since the Citizen took to the waters ot Lake

Success fish are being cast ashore.
That our stock of orators is on the increase.
That Steves is now looking for more hills.

That if some men lived up to what they preach halos
would have to be dealt out.
That Bedford is with us again, and reports having

had a fine time.
That any information regai'ding the White Plains

race meet will be thankfully received.
Saunterer.

MUSKEGOM, MXH.

A VISIT TO GRAND RAI'IDS.

On July 22, thirty-three Muskegon cyclist-., .! «ii ..i

eleven were ladies, visited Gran<l Kapiils in respmisi-
to an invitation from the clubs of that city, and it is

needless to say that the Grand Rapids Wlieelnii'M not
only sustained but added to their well-earned repul 1-

tioii as entertainers.
.Starting from home at 8:4.) a. m., we reached the

Rapids at 10:45, where we were received by a nunier<'ns
dclegati(m from each of the dilTereni dubs and
escorted to one of the parks, where a still lajger
number of bicyclists were in wailing, and at n o'cloik
a start was made for an hour's ride through ihe city,
followed by dinner at Sweet's, the League hotel.
After hearty dinners and a refreshing rest, the line

of march was taken up at 1 o'clock sharp, and the
visitors were taken to Reed's Lake, a very pojiular
resort of (irand Rapids |>cople and the site of the
()-Wash-To-Nong Club boat house. An hour was
spent delightfully here, while the lemonade and
buttermilk suffered and the " switch-back " sped
under the load of those who enjoy a coast on ear as
well as bicycle.
At 5:45 tile line was again formed and the ride

through the city with long and delightful coasts over
smooth sidewalks, and then out to North Park where
a fine collation prepared through the liberality of
the Grand Rapids clubs—was disposed of as only
hungry wheelmen know how.
Soon after 7 o'clock the return to the city began,

.and at 8:40 the train pulled out with three cheers for
the Grand Rapids Wheelmen and another for the
ladies. .\\. last home again, tired, dusty, but happy.
Muskegon will back Grand Rapids against the

world as entertainers, but we appreciate our long
miles of splendid block paving more than ever since
our visit to our sister city.

notes.
Over 140 wheels in line on our return from North

Park.
Not a serious accident throughout the dav.
Two of our ladies thought they woukf beat the

crowd in from North Park by takin.g the "Dummy,"
but the train had gone with all the rest on board two
minutes before they reached the depot.
On the way back from North Park we learned that

a wagon load of watermelons had been left at the
" pump house " through the kindness of Mr. anil Mrs.
Provins, but the hour was so late that we did not dare
to stop and open war on them, but it is learned that
the Grand Rapids " boys " did their duty nobly after
seeing us off.

Cyclometers showed ei.ghteen and one-quarter
miles for the day's run, but no machine yet imented
could measure the genuine pleasure the day alf(jrded.

W. H. I.

JERSEY CITY.

The Hudson County Wheelmen's 25-mile road race,
which was to have been run over the New Kochelle
course on .Saturday last, was postponed until August
2, owing to the inclemency of the weather. Owing to

the length of time elapsing, it was ilecided to re-open
the entry list until July 31. The si.'c prizes to be award-
ed are as follows :

Silver water pitcher, donated by the Pope Manufac-
turing Co.
Set of silver nut cracks and picks, from the .Schwal-

bach Cycle Company.
Mahogony hat and umbrella rack, from DcGr.iaf tx.

Taylor.
Cyclometer, as selected, from Geo. R. Bidwell.
Jersey suit, as selected, from A. G. Spaldin,g &

Bros.
King of the Road lamp, from Schoverling, Daly &

Gales.
Mr. W. C. Marion, Kings County Wheelmen, will act

as referee ; Mr. Hughson Hawlcy, of the Westchester
County Wheelmen, as starter, and Mr. F. C. Pa.gan, of
the same club, as clerk of the course.

The cycling reporter of Tins Weeli's Sf"-'rt has a bad
case of "pip;" he goes for the managers of the Hud-
son County road race, which he terms a " Kluge race,"
in .great shape. As he seems to be enveloped in a fog,
he has my sincere sympathy.
Tlie Hudson County Wheelmen have extended an

invitation to the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club of Phila-
delphia to visit them on Saturday and Sunday, August
9 and 10. Of course the Jersey City boys will be com-
pelled to keep the Quakers off of those ricochet sti'eets
of that town, and are now devising ways and means
to that end.

On August 16 the H. C. W. will hold club races as
follows: l''ive-mile road race for ollicers' cup (handi-
cap)

;
5-mile road race, scratch ; i-mile novice race fur

Benedict medal. The races will doubtless occur on
the Milburn course, but it has not been definitely de-
cided upon as yet. Co.-\s tek.

Mr. W. M. Brewster recently betook himself to the
top of Son-of-a-Gun Hill, with his household gods
under one arm and a typewriter and a bundle of
League correspondence under the other. " Bowing"
to the city wnich has been his home for twelve
years, he at once made tracks for Quincy, 111. Mr.
Brewster has filled an important position iii the Union
Frei.ght Line office in St. Louis for several years past,
and he resigned to take charge of the company's busi-
ness at Quincy, which is an important point. Brew-
ster had become well-known and, to our personal
know-ledge, well liked in St. Louis, and many of his Si.
Louis friends will miss his pebbles, his quizzical smile
and his extra dry humor.

The Quaker City%Vheelmcn, of Philadelphia, elected
twenty-two new members at a meeting held July 21
and fourteen applications were filed. The following
elections were made : Treasurer, .\lbert H. Vaux^;
Secretary, M. D. Ranch ; Assistant Secretary, Chas.
H. Moyer; I. M. Seeds, second lieutenant. The club
will build a new house on Oxford .Street very shortly.
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THE TRADE.

INCREASING SPEED.

C. K. DAVENPORT S IMl'ROVEMENT ON THE BICYCLE.

Mr. Davenport is a resident of the bicyclist's

paradise, Washington, D. C, and he claims to

have an invention of value to manufacturers of

velocipedes. The improvement consists in the

•arrangement and adaptation of a train of gear-

wheels for propelling a bicycle. The operation

of this new device is simple. When the gear-

wheel to which the treadles are attached makes
one revolution it causes the small gear-wheel by
means of the gear chain to make one revolution,

and being attached to the large gear-wheel on
the same axle it causes that wheel to make one
revolution. When the large gear-wheel by
means of the gear chain connecting the large

gear-wheel makes one revolution, it causes the

gear chain which connects the small gear-wheel
and the gear-wheel to which the treadles are

attached, to make foiir revolutions, and the gear
chain connecting the gear wheels being a

part of and adjoined to the bicycle wheel causes

it, of course, to make four revolutions at the

same time. It will thus be seen that when the

rider causes the gear-wheel to which the treadles

are attached to revolve once the bicycle wheel,

by the mechanism described will make four rev-

olutions, thus increasing greatly the speed
power of the machine without any additional

physical exertion. This feature in the Daven-
port invention will attract attention among the

bicycle manufacturers and owners.— The Inven-

tive Age.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List ol bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

433,172. Bicycle. John Jett, San Francisco, Cal.
Filed October 27, 1888. Serial No. 289,330.

.433.173- Bicycle axle. John Jett, Glen Bair, Cal.
Filed June 24. Serial No. 315,450.

Messrs. E. & W. Van Wagoner are about ready to
introduce the " Newport " boys' safety to the trade.

The finest cycling salesroom is Bidwell's. When one
enters the great salesroom at night the flood of gas-
light, the arrangement of the stock—well, palatial's

the word.

The Chicago Bicycle Company are making a strong
bid for business, not only in the West, but throughout
the entire country.

Messrs. Lozier & Yost have reason to be proud of

their year's business, the demand for the grants being
.steady throughout the season thus far.

The Banker & Campbell Co.'s store on Fifty-eighth
Street and Broadway is crowded every evening. Their
store is convenient to the Park, and the firm do a large
renting business. The new Ormondes are now shown,
and a beautiful line they are.

Bert Litchhult is pushing "Joliets" in New York
and New Jersey. He is looking about for good
agents.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

TRADE ITEMS.

E. C. Meacham Arms Co.'s (St. Louis) Bicycle An-
nual contains an excellent assortment of ordinary and
safety wheels and a full list of all the necessary sun-
dries.

The catalogvie of Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New
York, contains descriptions of the New Mail, Gazelle
and Junior safeties, for which they are .special agents,
and also describes the Gales safety, the American
Ideal and a number of juvenile wheels.

The Sweeting Cycle Co.'s New York store at 146
Chambers Street, vi'hich is managed by Mr. John W.
Krueger, will carry a full line of wheels, including the
Coventry Rival, Irwell, R. & R., and their new special-
ty, the Irwin Safety. A large assortment of sundries,
children's bicycles, etc., will also be supplied to the
trade at wholesale.

Sterling Elliott is very much pleased over the fol-

lowing testimonial from E. N. Bowen, Buffalo, N. Y. :

"We use a number of the Hickory safeties in our
riding school. Do not use any steel wheels. Couldn't
run the school if we did. I assure you I am very glad
they are not hollow steel. I do say the Hickory is the
most practical machine made and the most comfort-
able on rough roads. I prefer it to any other seen so
far. The workmanship is the finest 1 have seen on
any bicycle."

Mr. Fred. E. Wittlig, of Marietta, Ohio, has invented
a device to lock the steering gear of a wheel in a fixed
position, which is applicable to any style of bicycle,
and can be operated in an instant.

The bustling firm of Horton, Gilmore, McWilliams
& Co., of ChieagOj have the e.xclvisive sale of the
Dexter and the Daisy, two high grade safeties, manu-
factured exclusively for them, selling at $100. They
also carry a full line of sundries, the new Eureka
Pocket Oiler being a specialty with decided merits.

Many ladies have been visiting the Philadelphia
store of A. (i. Spalding & Bros., 1022 Market Street,
lately to try the Victoria, the Overman Wheel Co.'s
new lady's wheel, and Mr. Crowther, the manager of
the bicycle department, reports much enthusiasm
over the new mount. It weighs 43 pounds.

1''. A, Bullock, secretary of Cycle Manufacturers'
Trade Protection Association, has publislied an official
notice in which over eighty concerns agree not to ex-
hibit at llic .Stanley show. Tliey also announce that
they will hold a meeting in July, 1891, and decide
whether they shall hold a show in 1892.

Mr. T. W. Gillette, of Danbury, Conn., has taken
charge of Mr. J. R. Judd's cycle department, which he
will extend beyond its present proportions.

Messrs. Bcldcn and Pope, of llie Pope and Weed Man-
ufacturing Companies, were in Dulilin on Monday
and 'I'uesday, having reached (Jueenstown on .Satur-
day, and done tlie grand tour ol the Killariiey l^akes
in the best time on record. Tliey left on Tuesday
evening for Birmingham en route to London.—/^/'o/-
cling News, July ig.

The 100-mile road race from Erie to Buffalo will be
an interesting feature of the tournament at the latter
place August 29 and 30^

Philadelphia will have a big representation at the
League meet, and special trains of Pullman cars are
already being talked of.

Building and Realty., of Grand Rapids, Mich., be-
lieving in the .good work of wheelmen in road im-
provements, has introduced a cycling department.
A series of wheeling articles will be a feature.

The Elmira, N. Y., Common Council has adopted
an ordinance restricting riding in the city to six miles
an hour, under a penalty of $10 for each offense.

Captain Charles A. Steele, of the Franklin Cycle
Club is anxious to organize an association for the pro-
motion of the sport in western Pennsylvania. Owing
to the great distance of the cycling points from each
other, the scheme is thought to be impracticable.

Rochester's bicycle school has been a great success,
over 300 riders having received instruction this sea-
son.

Sixteen watermelons were devoured by the forty
wheelmen of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club who ac-
cepted Capt. George F. Updegraff's invitation and
rode to the point on the Williamsport pike where the
feast was spread. Chinese lanterns, firecrackers, can-
nons and plenty of fireworks helped to cheer the
cyclers on in their work.

Another youthful prodigy is announced at Lynn,
Mass. Chas. E. Whitten, Jr., five years of age, weigh-
ing thirty-five pounds, rides a 20-inch wheel with
abandon, and has climbed several steep hills on
his 23-pound wheel. The Lynn Jtem prophesies that
he will make the racers and hill-climbers hustle be-
fore he reaches his majority.

A new bicycle club was formed at Rochester, July
29, and starts with twenty gentlemen and five ladies
as charter members. The club will be known as the
Ramblers and the officers are : President, John S.

Groh ; vice-president, W. P. Pembroke ; secretary,
M. A. Holloway; treasurer, M. H. Joslin ; captain, P. J.
Dukelow.

The State of Pennsylvania Road Commission meet
at Tititsville, August 7.

A wild Texas steer made things lively on Broad
Street, Philadelphia, last week Thursday. A member
of theCentury Wheelmen who was riding up the street
was attacked by the bea.st,and the rider was barely able
to jump from his machine before the horns of the in-
furiated animal began their work of devastation upon
the wheel, which was qviickly demolished. The steer
also threw a child's tricycle across the street with its

horns before being captured.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, al-
though a new organization, has a membership that
probably makes it the second club in regard to size in
the city.

That season of the year is about upon us when the
club houses abound with members who have just re-
turned from vacation tours—the only season of the
year when wheelmen freqtiently decline to sit down
when asked, no matter how pressing may be the in-
vitation.

The Park Aveniie Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, ex-
pect to make a good showing at the Niagara meet.

The Portland (Me.) Wheel Club have elected John
Hannaford captain in place of C. H. Ayer, resigned.

The first Hickory bicycle seen in Pittsburg is owned
by William Lafferty, whose wife will distinguish her-
self as the first rider in the city to test its merits.

The Keystone Club, of Pittsburg, will hold a lan-
tern parade in August.

Members of the Hyde Park and Somerville clubs
payed a return visit to the Lynn Wheel Club last Sun-
day, and dinner was enjoyed at Nahant.

F. W. Gerould will run as independent candidate for
the office of chief consul of Illinois.

Messrs. L. B. (iraves & Co. have one of the cleverest
advertising dodges that has ever come under our
notice in the Washington Critic, in the shape of a half-
column conversational article in which the "Ram-
bler" is called the "King of the Capitol's boulevards."

The Detroit Wheelmen will entertain the Michigan
Division at their meet at Detroit, Au.gust 16 and 17.

Messrs. Beechcr, Triplcr and Alden, of the Long
Island Wheelmen, made a century on Tuesday of last
week.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y.,
elected its first lady member last Friday evening, and
applications from several other lady riders are on file.

The Keystone Club, of Philadelphia, elected two
ladies to membership last week Wednesday, and they
have the honor of being the first ladies to enter the
ranks of the League from that citj'.

Mr. M. L. Bridgman, while at Pittsburg last week
stated that 33^ per cent, of the wheels sold during the
season have been purchased by or for the use of
women.

The untimely death is announced of Robert D. Wil-
son, who was at one time among the most honored
and respected members of the Keystone Club of
Pittsburg and the Sewickley Valley Wheelmen.

The matter of introducing a special championship
race between the winners of the national one-mile
safety and ordinary events at Hartford will be con-
sidered at the next meeting of the racing committee
of the Hartford Wheel Club.

The handbook of the Massachusetts Division, com-
piled by A. W. Robinson and Dr. Emery, is almost
ready for distribution.

Captain Lancaster, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
Philadelphia, is arranging for a lantern parade, in
which all the various clubs will be invited to partici-
pate.

We are invited to the annual invitation swim, din-
ner and games of the " Bushwhackers," of the Mary-
land Clui), which are to be held Atigust 3.

Mr. Thos. B. Jeffery sailed from New York on Sat-
urday, July 19. He will remain in England but two
weeks.

The West End Bicycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y.,
has elected William R. Sanders financial secretary, in
addition to the office of recording secretary. Wm. H.
Love was elected representative to the Rochester
Wheelmen's League, in place of Ralph T. Olcott, re-
signed.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will make a trip to
New York and up the Hudson next month, and will
be looked after by the Hudson Count}' Wheelmen.

The annual convention of the German Bicycle
Union, whose membership is 12,000, occurs August i

to 5 at Munich.

Among the recently organized clubs is the Star
Cycle Club of Yonkers, N. Y. Walter Talmadge is

president and captain ; Irving Van Tassell, vice-pres-
ident and lieutenant, and Herbert Rose, secretary,
treasurer and bugler. The membership of the club is

twelve.

The officers of the new West Philadelphia Bicycle
Club are : President, Leroy King ; secretary, Charles
Jefferson ; captain, Lionel H. Wood.

The Columbia Cyclers, of Philadelphia, are now
domiciled at No. 1511 Montgomery Avenue.

Local bicycle dealers at Hagerstown, Md., have done
an unusually large business recently.

Charles A. Brady, of the Lake View Wheelmen,
Rochester, who won three of the club's races last

week, is but eighteen years old and gives promise of
becoming a fast rider.

A number of San Francisco and San Jose wheel-
men are in training for the 25-mile road race to be
held under the auspices of the Bay City Wheelmen,
September 8.

The Cyclist of July 23, mailed at London probably
about 8 p. m. on that day, arrived in New York at 3
p. m. on July 30, less than a week later. In nothing
has man shown so much ingenuity and inventive
genius as in the conversion of steam into a space anni-
hilator, and in no other function are .governments so
alert in performance as in the transportation of mails.

Ten members of the Manhattan Bicycle Club en-
joyed a moonlight run around Riverside Drive Wed-
nesday evening.

The Orange Wheelmen will hold a 5-mile road race
to-morrow, the prizes bein.g two hand.some gold
medals. There are fifteen entries for the race and the
course is as follows; From St. Boniface Hotel on
Central Avenue, to School-house Hill, Newark, and
then return along Central Avenue to Lincoln Avenue
and return to starting point.

The Louisiana Cycling Club will call their Sunday
runs at 6 a.m. hereafter in order to escape the heated
portion of the day while on the road.

If Whittaker's application for reinstatement is not
acted upon favorably it is stated that he will arrange
a number of professional match races this fall for
considerable sums of money.

BROOKLYN'S NEW RUNNING AND
CYCLING TRACK.

On Saturday last a deal was consumatcd
whereby the famous Prospect Harriers, cham-
pions of America, secured a valuable piece of

property in Flatbush tinder a live years" lease,

with privilege of renewal for an extra term of

five years. The track is five laps to the mile

and is on grass, and the Harriers will keep il

in good order with a view of securing new
grass records both in cycHng and running. The
grounds are situated on Canarsic Avenue and
Winthrop Street, adjoining the county buildings,

and are easily reached by street cars. The
opening of the grounds on Labor Day will be
celebrated by a series of membership games,
and two bicycle races will also figure on the

programme, to be run under L. A. W. rules.
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ABOUT HANDICAPPING.

Mr. Harry Hewitt (iriU'in, the olTleial haiuli-

cappcrof the St)iithol' iMii^land, semis us a num-
ber of circuhirs showing his long and honorable
conneetion with cycling and athletics. Mr.
(Jriflin has been handicapping for fifteen years,

and (luring the last four and a half years he has
handicaijped 13,501 men. Handicapping, timing,
etc., have become fine arts in England, and
competent officials are gladly paid for their ser-

vices. For instance, the N. C. U. will not
accept a record which has not been timed by
either Messrs. Coleman or Powell, and when
these gentlemen ofllciate, thej^ receive "ex-
penses," and a guinea fee. In this country we
officiate for glory and that is the better way.
We reproduce below a model blank entry

form which ^Ir. GritVin sends us. The important
feature of the form is that the rider is compelled
to give the handicapper considerable informa-
tion. The use of a form similar to the one we
publish will probably be made compulsory in

this country after this year, as the Racing Board
have the matter under advisement.

CYCLING IN SOME
TOWNS.

MICHIGAN

Wheeling throughout Michigan is generally
(m the boom, and the number of ladies who are
becoming attached to the wheel is increasing
rapidly. At Jackson, however, cycling is near-
ly dead, chiefly on account of the fact that the
streets are paved with cobble stones of immense
size jKJorly laid. The city council have ([uar-

relled for two years over the paving (|uestion,

but have at last come to an understanding and
fine brick will l»e laid in the streets. A wheel-
man in the town recently was arrested for rid-

ing a crosswalk on " one of them things," and
the local papers thereupon so lashed the police

and common council for not enforcing other
ordinances that the rider escaped without paying
even a fine. (July three high-grade wheels
have been sold dm^ing the entire year, but con-

siderable interest is cropping out here and there,

and it is thought that in a year or two Jackson
will fall in line.

At Saginaw a ladies' club is in existence,

known as the Saginaw Ladies' Bicycle Club,

with a dozen or so members. They wear suits

of diflerent colors, but of the same cloth and
style, j)lam skirts, white lilouses and zouave
jackets. The club colors are red, black and
gold, and the oflicers are; President, Miss Anna
Mcndell; secretary. Miss Ina Rollins; captain,

Miss Marion Dickenson ; lieutenant. Miss Cora
Collard. At Cairo the pleasure derived from a
wheel is just beginning to be realized, and the

ten riders it now possesses will imdoubtedly
have many new companions shortly, as a boom
has set in in earnest. At Port Huron the Port
Huron Wheelmen are in a flourishing condition,

and active agents are doing much to push the

sport at Armada, Romeo, Pontiac, Ypsilanti,

Ann Arbor, Williamston and Tecumpsea. At
the latter place Miss Sarah B. Avery, a well-

known teacher of physical culture, is an ardent
advocate of the wheel.

A MODEL ENTRY FORM.

Entries MUST be made direct to the Secretary. Entries sent to the Handicappers will not be accepted.

A separate Form must be filled up for each Event entered for .

Syracuse Cycling Club's Race Meet.
UjYder l. a. w. rules.

No Entry will be accepted unless accompanied by the Entry Fee, & all Entries must be made & Races run in the real name of the Competitor.

J-uriiislihiffJiXlse, viislcadiiig^ or incomplete information zinll be a groundfor disqualijicalion^ njid H'i/t render tlie Competitor liable to prosecution. The prizes

ofFercd at this meeting will be awarded to .successful competitors, relying upon the strict accuracy of the declarations (1), (2), (3), (4), made on this Entry Form.

To Mr.

Please enter me for the following Race at yotir Meeting for which I enclose. _in payment of Entrance l^ee.

Rvent_

livery Competitor must fill up this Form with the particulars required below, loltether in Open or Members' Events ; such statements as " Known," or "Known
to the Handicapper," will not be accepted as equivalents for the information required. No exception ivilt be alloived to this Rule.

I HEREBY DECLARE (1) That I am an amateur according to the definition of the L. A. W. and A. A. U. as follows :—'' An Amateur is one reho has never competed
tor Money Prize., or staked Bet, or with or agai/ist a Professionalfor any Prize, or ivho has never taught, pursued, or assisted in the practice of Athletic Jz.vercises as a
means ofobtaining a livelihood." This Rule does not interfere with the right of any Club to refuse an entry to its own Sports. (2.) That I will abide by the Amateur
Athletic Association Laws and Regulations for Competitions, and the L .A. W. Rules for Cycling. (3.1 That the following particulars are correct

:

Name of Sports. Date.

Description of Con-
test Run. State
Class of Race and
type of Machine

used.

Distance of

Race.

Name of .Scratch
Man, or Virtual
scratch, and
his Start.

.Start you
received

from actual
Scratch.

Result of 1

final heat— Name of Win-
Were you ner and start he
1st, 2d, 3d, received from

1th, or actual Scratch,
unplaced ?

Il

|l-

t^^

i'our last per-^
Jormance at the
distance, and in )

the class of race
710W enteredfor.

(4) POK BOYS" KACE ONLY (iu aclditiou to the above.) A Certificate of Biith niu.st be produced, if required.

Date of Birth

_

Jay of_

Name in fiill_

A ddress

_18 Age now years months. Height feet inches. Number ofprizes won

( State type of machine to be ridden, and if any change has been made since
•

\ last time of competing.

Club Colors

Dated this day of_ . i8go. Sip'natiire

[For List of Events see over.

[The list of events is printed on the back.—Ed.]
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THE ENGUSH SAFETY CRACKS.

[Pl'OHi the Bicvc/iiig^ News.'^
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EUROPEAN CHIPS.

A scM'ious C|iiostion is put to the editor of a foreijin

cyclinjj paper- namely, ao the little eornets now used,
rather often in place of bells, keep aggressive canines
at a distance ?

Uuffas has made the distance from Toulouse to Paris
(France), 8jo km., in four days and seventeen hours.

The great international courses which were held in

Berlin lately have resulted in a general defeat of the
English cracks who took part in the championship run
for Europe (bicycles). The invincible I.ehr beat
Adams, and in the same for tricycles, Stumpf, of Her-
lin, had easy play against Scheltenia ami .Sansom. It

is generally admitted tliat Germany at present pos-
sesses a group of first-class riders.

The fad of having the " bike " given all sorts of glar-
ing colors, is taking a strong foothold amongst wheel-
men over there. You may see frequently a wheel
darting through the street and suggesting by its color
the rich plumage of a Mexican parrot. Bright red for
the frame and yellow for the wheels seem to be the
favorites.

An unusual scandal has lately agitated French cy-
clists. Charles Bryer, or Nick, an untiring hero of the
pedal, has been maliciously kept away from the cham-
pionship courses, held at Bordeaux, by a bogus de-
spatch. It was directed to his Paris address on the
eve of the races, and stated that the races would be
postponed on accoiint of the bad weather. The falsi-

fied signature was that of an officer of the courses.
Tlie investigation so far was without result.

The restrictive measures which the Paris police
have taken against cyclists of that city is due, as in-

vestigation has .shown, to the not too small army of
renting tricyclists. They generally are novices in

the strongest sense of the word, and seem to find most
pleasure in driving where the streets are crowded
with carriages of ail sorts. The regulations will prob-
ably be changed in favor of those who own and ride
wheels.

A very useful invention to cyclists has been made
by a cyclist of Meurcourt, France. It consists of a
little petard which is thrown at dogs who annoy and
endanger the wheelmen. It is said to be the most
effective thing in this line. A. R.

TO NIAGARA AND SYRACUSE.

I desire to call your attention to the excellent facili-

ties the West Shore Railroad will furnish wheelmen
attending the League meet at Niagara Falls August
25, 26 and 27, or the New York Division meet at Syra-
cuse September i and 2. This railroad will sell tick-
ets to the above meets at regular full fare and furnish
you with a certificate that will enable you to purchase
a return ticket at one-third fare, as well as allowing
5'ou stop-off privilege at Buffalo to attend the races
and try the eighty miles of asphalt pavement in that
city ; also stop-oft privilege at Syracuse to attend the
-meet there.
Inasmuch as both Syracuse and Niagara Falls are

situated on the line of the West Shore Railroad, it will
be necessary to purchase the out-going ticket via that
route in order to get the benefit of the reduced fare
and stop-oft" privileges. In addition to the above this
road will place a special coach at the disposal of your
club, providing the party consists of thirty persons,
or will haul a sleeping car if your party numbers
eighteen.
The regular fare from Nesv York, Brooklyn or Jer-

sey City to the National meet at Niagara Falls is $8
;

if sleeper is required $2 extra ; and to the Division
meet at Syracuse $6.06 ; and sleeper, if required, $1.50
extra. I give you below time table of trains :

No. I. No. 3. No. 5.

Leave Jay Street 9:40 a. m. . 5:1)0 p. m. .8:00 p. m.
" 4-"d " '.:s5 " .-SI'S " .-SiiS "

Arrive Syracuse 6:50 p. m. .1:53 a. m. .7:10 a. m.
" Niagara Falls.. . .12:33 a. m.. 7:05 " ..1:30 p.m.
Sleeping ears attached -to each of these trains run

through without change.
11 the party going via this line is large enough, leav-

ing liere Saturday, August 23, on train No. , a special
tr.iin will be run exclusively for wheelmen, making
connection with a party of wheelmen from Boston. In
order to foresee whether this special service will be
run, I will sell tickets and furnish certificates for re-
turn trip, and also secure place in sleeper on any train
you may select, if you anticipate attending the meets.
Tickets, sleeper, etc., should be secured early in order
that the arrangements for the heavy travel will be
perfect.
Wheels will be carried free and have excellent care

in baggage cars. I shall be pleased to furnish any
additional information upon application.

Yours truly,
Charles A. Sheehan,

No. 5 Vanderbilt Ave.

The tournament at Minneapolis, set down for Ang-
us: r4. 15 and 16, at which the Sixth District cham-
|Jon ships were to have been decided, has been practi-
rally given up, as the triiCk will not be completed in
time. A less pretentious race meet may take place
'luring the Fall.

EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

If you intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capital Cycle Co., of
Washington, D. C, first introducers of the safety and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,
who will give you, free, a letter of introduction to
Starley Bros., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,
the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties
made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for
the construction of bicycles found in England or
America.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be .shown you,
and the importance of e.xperience, simplicity and
interchangeability in manufacture will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the 12 forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discount off.

You can select a machine according to your height
and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in
England, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you tree of duty.
This saving in duty and discount will pay your ocean

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in your section, and shall expect to
sell ten Psychos, at least, to your friends after your
return.
Take our letter with you even if you don't use it.

You are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-
dem and one single free of duty, providing you have
ridden them one mile. * « *

'T'HE best thing for holding a

Safety Bicycle ever invented.

Entirely out of the way, and does

not detract from the appearance

of the machine. Weighs only 3

lbs.

PRICE, 60 CENTS.

This cut shows one dozen Juvenile Safeties

in a space 15 feet by 2 feet 6 inches, and

resting on a tiled floor. They are held by

Steady Stands, fastened to a piece of

2 by 3 white pine. Send for a sample dozen.

KIRK BROWN CO., LW,

Pciiii Square,

)

Piiiladelpliia.

The recent 2s-njile road race at Minneapolis proved
such ii success that arrangements are now being made
tor a lo-mile handicap over the s;ime loiir.si- to be run
aliout the end of .\ugust. The street railroad com-
pany will donate the gold medals.

Anollicr remedy for the barking-dog nuisance is the
"dog paraly/.er.' It is nothing more or less than a
rubber bulb, with a connecting tube attached, and
when Idled with ammonia proves a most effective
remcly, and a little of the lluid in the eye of a dog
causes him to decide that he has business in another
direction. It is a sure cure and never fails to teach
the curs better manners, if the wheelman's aim is

straight.

In speaking of the newly academized road between
Elizabeth and kahway, the Elizabeth /'ow/i I'attle
prints a solid piece of wisdom, when it says :

" What a
disgraceful road the Rahway one was before the lay-
ing of the telford. It was almost as impassable as the
Morris Avenue one. I rode over the former the other
day and saw a string of texts for a sermon on the ad-
vantages of good roads and the demoralization of bad
ones. On either side were hou.ses, farms and fences
tiiat had been allowed to go to decay. The travel was
so small and the isolatiim was so complete under the
old conditions that owners had let their property go to
rack and ruin. Now at frequent intervals there are
indications that the residents have become rather
ashrinied of themselves, and are ha.stening to make
the necessary repairs that have been needed for years.
Bad ro.iils and demoralization, good ro.-ids and ini-
provL-iiient j;o hand in hand."

Jersey-Fitting Stocking.

3— 3. Full Fash-
ioned, narrowed
atankle, in black,

navy, League
brown, grey-mix-
ed and any other
color, - $1.50

Warranted not to bag
at the kjiee.

3— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.25

I— I. Black, navy,
grey-mixed,$1.00

V

Send Stamp for

Illustrated Cata-
logue and Price

List.

Holmes^.Thigh Stocking.
The attention of the Wheelmen and the trade

is kindly called to our new Thigh Stocking. The
enclosed cut gives a correct description of this

stocking and its design, and needs noargument
to show that it is the best thing that has been
made for holding the
stockingin position. They
are Ribbed,Jersey-Fitting
and very elastic, regular

made, double heel and
toes. The form and pro-

portions of the foot, heel,

toe, ankle, calf and leg

are perfect, as represented
in the cut, and there is no
better made or better fit-

ting stockingin the mar-
ket. The part above the

stocking for holding it in

position is made of cotton,

and comes up and fastens

around the waist same as
tights,and holds the stock-

ings where they belong.

Price, §2.50; irithout

Supporter, $1.50.

Send us your order for either of these, with
color, size of foot and inside length from bottom
of foot to crotch, and post-office order for

amount, and we will send same by mail or ex-

press to any part of the country; and if you do

not find them satisfactory, return them and we
will refund amount paid for them. Address,

HOLMES & CO.,
5 09 Kingston St. boston, mass

ONLV SIT.OO TO Cl-OSE OUX.
38, 42 and 44 inch VINEYARD BICYCLES at only $1 7.00 each. Cowhorn Bars, Spade Handles, Kirlspatricli Saddle—all Steel and Rubber

Tire. Formerly sold as the " Recruit " and " Youths' Premier," at $40.00, $45.00 and $50.00 respectively. We purchased the entire stock from
the manufacturers and are closing' out the above three sizes away below the actual cost cf production. Send for catalogue second-hand
bargain list. LARGEST STOCK IN THE UNITED STATES.

Rouse, Hazard 6l Co., 13 G Street, Peoria, III.
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ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., Buys, Sells, Trades.

.50 Eagle and Cheap

Ordinaries and Safeties Wanted in Trade.

$160 00 New Trike ^650.

New tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and 8tcond-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonpible. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. I Ist of Bargains and Suxdri 's

free upon appllcati<?u. O'r! mounts takon in part pay-
ment for New-

FOR SALE—Light Victor Tricycle made to order
;

latest improvements
;
30-inch wheels

;
excellent

condition. Address A. G. Spalding & Bros., 241

Broadway, N. Y. 8-8

FOR SALE—Cheap- a 55-in. Royal Premier (Hill,

Herb. & Cooper, England, Mfg.;; when new worth
$135. Address Philip Davis, Thomaston, Me. 8-22

FOR SALE—1890 Rambler ; used but two weeks ; Ai
condition

;
$100 cash. 51-inch Special Star, nickel

to rims ; first-class condition except tire to large
wheel, which is somewhat chipped ; $50. Will ex-
change 42-inch Star or 52-inch Special Columbia for

safety. E. C. Knowlton, expert engineer, Sackett's
Harbor, N. Y. 9-26

FOR SALE—Columbia Tandem Bicycle, No. 31
;

new last season ; in good condition excepting
tires. Address T. H. Burnet, 31 Sands Street, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. 8-8

FOR SALE—Columbia Safety ; fine condition ;
lamp,

etc; the price, $90; can be seen at N. Y. Bicycle
Club. Address P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City. 8-8

F'OR SALE—Safety bicycles ; one new Broncho,
$100; one J890 Swift, $85 ; one Crescent, $50. Will

send C. O. D. Chas. C. Newton, Rochester, N. Y.
8-i-c

FOR SALE—Standard Columbia Bicycle
;

48-inch,

full nickeled ; nickeling in fine condition and
wheel O. K.; plain and cone bearings

;
price $30. Ad-

dress G. R. Sheldon, Jr., 57 Clark Street, Brooklyn.
8-1

. o-INCH Semi-racer Star ; cyclometer, lamp and
4'-' bundle carrier ; fine condition

; $45, or will

exchange for safety or ordinary. Henry Koch, 362

Bridge Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 8-8

TANDEM Tricycle; Humber Tandem Tricycle,
cost $250, for $50

;
perfect order. White Cycle

Co., Trenton, N. J. 8-22-c

QUADRANT Safety Bicycle, used one season; per-
fect order

;
price $75. White Cycle Co., Trenton,

N. J.
8-22-c

FOR bargain.^ in new and second-hand bicycles,
send to the White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J., for

their catalogue and latest reduced price-list. 8-22-c

NEW $135 safety at $87.50; warranted. $75.00 buys
one new " Lovell Diamond," cost $85. Address

W. Cloyes, Cortland, N. Y. 8-1

d-r- 52-INCH EXPERT COLUMBIA, full nickel

;

-pOj" a sacrifice. For detailed particulars, address
Bicycle, Box 46, Hilburn, N. Y. 8-1

$8
50-INCH" VICTOR," all nickel except wheels

;

O. " absolutely as good as new. Address M.

F
Prineveau, Ramapo, New York,

OR SALE.—One 56-inch American Champion Bicy-
- cle ; balls all over; spade handles; Lillibridge
saddle ; newly enameled and nickled

;
absolutely per-

fect; price $70. Address R. W. Ivej', 819 E. Mam St.,

Richmond, Va. 8-1

$ r r\r\ CASH ; $30.00 on time.—Harvard, 52-inch;

-J ball bearings, except pedals; nickel and
enamel finish; in excellent condition. L. B. Graves &
Co., Washington, D. C. 8-8

(t /: CASH
;
$65.00 on time.—Columbia Expert,

<4>00. 00 54-inch ; ball bearings all over ;
Standard

finish ; in best of condition. L. B. Graves & Co.,

Washington, D. C. 8-8

. o-INCH Columbia Expert, $55 ;
s2-inch Victors, $70

4-^ and $80 ;
53-inch New Mail, $70 ;

s6-inch Rudge,
$70; 52-inch Rudge, $60; all warranted. J. Holden,
Rutherford, N. J. 8-1

F'^OR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly vised
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

F"'OR SALE—Columbia Tandem Safety, excellent
condition ; will sell for spot $160 cash. S., Box 144

N. Y. City.

TO DEALERS—.Several good ordinary bicycles in
exchange for a tandem tricycle. Address H.,

P. O. Box 2225, N. Y. t-f

ONE SINGER TANDEM, "plr^ItS:
1 ion ; low for cash.

nwC nnillMDIA
i^'^-ht roadster, 5.-inch

UI1C uULUITlDm 1)all bearing, double grip ped-

als, hollow rims, tangent spokes, etc., for $50 ca.sh
;

rare bargain.

F. W. AYMAR, t7 Portland Street, Boston.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
RKI'MHRIl AT

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50.
I

Gold Filled, 1.25.

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 1 44B, except

top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. J99.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether you want

Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use

NUMURK of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GKNUiNK DIAMOND or other stones.

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN 'IHE WEST.

'J43 Broadway, Room 25, New York.

WILL HOLD A

^1 G R M N D i^

Bicycle lour&ame&l
-AT-

NARRAGANSETT PARK, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

-ON-

August Mih, man.

Entrance Fee in each event, $1.00

for each man, to he returned to all

who finish.

Entries close to all races, except

Handicaps, August 37.

Handicap entries close August 23.

1 -Mile Novice.—No wheel under 35 lbs.

ist Prize, Gold Medal.
2d Prize, Silver Medal.

1 -Mile Safety Novice —No wheel under 35 lbs.

ist Prize, Gold Medal.
2d Prize, Silver Medal.

2-Mile Handicap.
ist Prize, Diamond Scarf Pin.

2d Prize, Winchester Rifle.

3d Prize, Seal Ring.

1 -Mile Tandem Safety (OPEN).
iSt Prize, 2 Gold Medals.
2d Prize, 2 Fishing Sets.

;{-Mile Dash.
ist Prize, Gold Medal.
2d Prize, Pair Pearl Opera Glasses.

2-Mile Safety Handicap.
1st Prize, Hawkeye Camera.
2d Prize, Smith & Wesson Revolver.
3d Prize, Leather-Cased Toilet Set.

2-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP OF AMERICA.
ist Prize, Gold Medal set with DI.AMONDS.

2d Prize, Gold Medal.

I -Mile Tandem Safety Handicap.
ISt Prize, 2 Alligator Traveling Bags.

2d Prize, 2 Pairs Seal Skin Gloves.

1-Mile State Championship.
ISt Prize, Gold Medal.
2d Prize, Silver Medal.

1 -Mile Safety (OPEN.)
ISt Prize, Gold Medal Set with DI.\MONDS.

2d Prize, Gold Medal.

1 -Mile(OPEN).
1st Prize, Gold Medal set with Dl.VMONDS.

2d Prize, (iold Medal.

I -Mile State Safety Championship.
ist Prize, Gold Medal.
2d Prize, Silver Medal.

An elegant and valuable medal will be given the

man who breaks the present track record ten- i-mile

^39'4- •

l-'nr Kntry Blanks and further information, address,

J.4MES L. SPEIES, 83 Vintcn St., Providence. 3. 1.

Intending contestants may arrange their entries ac-

cording to the above list, as there will be /n> JtVtatioii

from the order as here given.

All events to be run under L. A. W. rules.

All Kiitrips to )>o 11(1(1 rpsHpil as abovp.

Kiitraiice FixtJ iiiuNt nccoiiiiiaiiy entries in every case.

Iliindira)) entries on separate blanks.

Katies timed by Elertririty.
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BICYCLE DEALERS.
We are breaking- the prices on Harrison's Bells,

and on Tiro Cement. Send address for

discount, and be surprised.

CAMPBELL & CO.,

33 page: sx. I>KOVIUE?iCK, R. I.

HARLEM BIGYCLE CO.,

310 LENOX AVENUE, NEW YORK,

Agents for VICTORS, and all other Cycles.

Bicycles, Tricycles ^^* Velocipedes.

Repairin,!;' a Specialty.

Renting, Storing, Luckers, Etc.

JOHX %\'00», Proprietor.

TO WHEELMEN:

^anfherapean
Is the healing marvel of the age. It will take the soreness

out of bruise, cut, wound or contusion quicker th.in anything

you ev>r tripd. tiunhiirns relieved in a few seconds and
cured in an hour. Jilistvred htinils made soft as kid.

Sore ttnfl Chafed Fevt relieved at once. Sore anil,

Strnitn'tl Cords and Muscles quickly brought to

their normal condition. 3Ioi,quito Hites and stings of

insects cured at once. It is an instantaneous relief to chafed
skin, and a perfect god-send to the wheelman and athlete.

It will stop bleeding provided no artery or large vein is

severed. Sprains atul Strains are promptly relieved

and cured by Its use. It will save pain, suffering, anguish
.ind often valuable life if promptly applied.

IT IS A WHOLE MEDlt'INE CHEST IN A BOTTLE.
If you can't get it from your drugcist, storekeeper or

^porting goods dealer, send us 50 cents in stamps or money
order .nnd we will send it to you by mail. It is packed so as

to carry in very sm.ill space. Sii'd for circular-;. THE
•>AT>JTHER.^PEAI«« COMPATSV, 173
Green-wicli St., Ne-w VorU City.

Badcesand Pins*

WinTter St.

BO^TOfi-

MADISON SQUARE THEATRB, S4th street, near
Broadway, N. Y. A. M. Palmer, Sole ManaKcr.

UiKiualilicil success of Mr. Richard Mansfield in

'

BEAU BRUMMEL.
ICvenings at 8:jo. .Matinee Saturday.

1.>K().\1)\VAV TIlK.XTKi;, Cor. .,ist St., X. V.
IJ Frank \V. Sanger, Manager.
Un. Wolf Hoi'I'EK in

,

CASTLES IN THE AIR
Kvenings at X. .Matinee Saturday at :.

OlIOL' TIIICXTRK, Hroadway, near 3olh St., N. Y.

j

'^
"J. Wesley Rosenquest, sole manager.

I McKkk R.vnKIN in

i THE CANUCK.
ICveninvsat X. M:ilince Wed. and Sat.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand yoic %i.oo in payment for one year s

subscription, to begin with the issue of. _

Name.

Address... _

Town or City _

County State.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEET LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.
Pdatrara Falls, New York, Au^rust 25th, 26th and 27tli, I«JAXIOP«AI, CHAiVIPIOTS:SHIP RACES.

First Day, Auulst 25th—Seeing Niagara, Constitutional Convention. Evening—Falls and Parks Illuminated, " Soiree jNlusicale."

Second Day, AutJisr 26th, 10 a. m.—Parade of all wheelmen present. 2.30 r. m.—Races.

i-Mile Novice, Ordinary.
i-JIile Safety, Handicap, 100 yard limit.
i-Mile Ordinary, Open.

2-Jlile Safety Championship.
I-Mile Tandem Championship.
J<-Mile Safety, open.

I-Mile Ordinary, 3 minute class.
^-Mile Ordinary, open.
3-Milc Tandem Championship.

2-Mile Ordinary Championship
5-Mile Safety Championship.

Evening—Grand Lantern Parade over new Suspension Bridge, through Victoria Park to Horse-Shoe Falls. Pyrotechnic di-play.

Third Day, Auul'st 27th.—Constitutional Convention. Sight seeing. Races 2.30.

I-Mile Novice, Safety.
2-Mile Tandem Championship.
^-Mile Safety, open.

I-Mile Ordinary, Handicap, 100 yard limit.
I-Mile Ordinary Championship.
5-Mile Ordinary Championship.

I-Mile Safety, 3 minute class.
I-Mile .Safety, open.
I-Mile Team, open.

I-Mile .Safety Championship
5^-Mile Ordinary, open.
I-Mile Tandem.'open.

ENXRIE^S CLOSE Al'GX'ST xstb. FEE FOR EACH EVENT, $1.00.

For Entry Blanks, address W. A. SHEPARD, Chairman Track Committee.

NEW^ YORK BICYCI-E CO.,
4 and 6 East 60th Street, N. Y. City, Fifth Avenue entrance to Central Park.

^en^ Wheels of all makes.
Choice Assortment of 8econcl-Haiicl Mounts.

Full line Cycling Accessories.

Celebrated Warren Oils and Enamels.

LIST OF BARGAINS AND SUNDRIES FREE UPON APPLICATION.

RENTING?. REPAIRING!! NICKELING!!! Old mounts taken in part payment for New.
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.A. FE^W^ PiEOOPLIDS

DONE ON THE "ORHONDE" SAFETY.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2m.34 3-5s. H
5m. 22 3-5s.

8m. 12 4-5S.

10m. 57 3-5s.

13m.43 3-5s.

16m. 30 3-5S.

19m. 17 4-5S.

22m. 2 1-5s.

24m. 48 2-5s.

27m. 33 3-5s.

E. LAURIE.

REOOPLIDS TELI_.—IVwfliJLOHillSrES A.S WELX.

BANKER & CAMPBELL CO., Limited

1786 and 1788 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOR SAMPLE OF SAFETY BICYCLE LAMPS IMPORTED BY

THE RELIANCE, - $3.50

THE UNIQUE, - $6.00

THE ARLINGTON, $6.CO

THE RIVAL, $2.00

THE BEACON, -

R L COLEMAN & CO., 40 PARK PLACE, NEW York City.
l,ibe:ral, Discoii^iT TO THE titade;.

Also Sole Agents for the Eastern, Middle and Southern States
for the well-known

SAFETY BICYCLES
MADK BY WESTKRN WHKEI. WORKS, OF CHICAGO.

PRICES, $35, $50, $60, $75, $90 and $115.

< SEND FOR CATALOCUE.
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BILIDTT'S STEEL PEBS
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

ALL THE ACCEPTED ROAD RECORDS
Our New Pattern for 1890.

Ordinary Bicycle,

Safety Bicycle,

1«9II.
were

measured

with.

and

thousands

of

m the best

i wheehnen

$10.00
1 1.00

use

only, the

TH E—
New Oil Can Attachment,

to take the place of the Balance

Weight, is now ready. They

will fit our 1889 pattern Cyclo-

meter and sell at $1.2«>, with

Stem, complete. When ordered

with Cyclometer, price,

0]V£ DOLLAR.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR TO THE

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,
33§ WASHINGTON STREET,

Mention this paper.

BOSTON, MASS.

The Only Flexible Sporting Shoes Made

Patented ^^^M^^^^^^^ Aug. i, 'Sz.

Men's Bicycle Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed . $5.00
No. 2. Kanifaroo, liand sewed 3.50
No. 3, Oongolia, calf 3.00

Men's Base-Ball Shoe.
No. I. Kangaroo, hand sewed ....... . .$7.00
No. 2. Kangaroo .. 5.00
No. 3. Russet, calf. 5.00

Sprint Running.
No. I. Hand sewed $5.00
No. 2. Hand sewed : 3.00

N.B.— li your agent does not keep them, send direct to
us for measure blank.

STRICKLAND &. PIERCE, Randolph, Mass.

THE GREAT
LIVER AND STOMACH REMEDY.
Purely Vegetable, Perfect Purgatives, Act With-

out Paiu, Alway.s Reliable and Natural
in their Operations.

Cures all Disorders of the Stomach, Liver, BoTrels, Kid-
neys, Bladder, Nervous Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss of

Appetite, Headache, Costiveness, ludiges-
tion, Biliousness, Fever, Piles, etc.

Price, S5 cts. a Box. Sold by all DruKcists.

THB DART SAFETIES.
High grade in every respect. Balls all around

(including head).

PRICE, $135.00.——

/

SMITH'S WHEELERIES,
CYCLIKG BINK, SALESBOOB,

921 H St., N. W. Cor. 9th and E Sts., N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send for Catalogue. AGENTS WANTED.

Bicycle Riders, Base Ball Players
Athletes, Gymnasts, tell us that it is the
best and most satisfactory supporter
made.

Let every Sportsman try them.
Price, $1. 00. Will send by mail on

receipt of price. Send size of waist and
liip.

KNEE PMTS.
(Patented.)

810 Heavy Rib.
Improved double
seat and pocket.

FULL PANTS. No. 884. Heavj- Rib
(Patented.)

828. ^^H^H«v.^

Heavy Rib.
# • >^

Improved

double seat. k
<i

h: y
strap and M^

pocket. K"

*>*"

KNEE TIGHTS.

(Patented.)

842.

Hea'Ty Rib.

Improved double seat

and pocket.

CAUTION Wc hold Letters Patent f

improvement on Pants, Tights, Supporters am
Supporter Jacket, as represented in these cuts.

Each garment is marked H. & C, Pat. Dec. 3d,

'89, and we caution all dealers against selling

any garments infringing on these patents. Gar-
ments not iearin,^o\iT yatcnt mar\i.a.rt in/ringt
ircnts, and parties selling them will be held
responsible to the extent of the law.

HOLMES & CO

Athletic and Gymnasium Gar-
ments manufactured by HOLMES & CO., 109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass

SENH^ STA.MF" F"OFe CA.TA.UOGUE.
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O-IX-iBEPLT J^, I-jITOH:H[XJ1-.T,
352 L<^NOX AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Has the largest stock of machines to select from ; any make of machine can be supplied at short notice. The following well-known
machines can be delivered from stock : Singers, Joliets, Stovers, Columbias, Victors, Gales, New Mails, Referees. Agents wanted. Send for
catalogues. Liberal discounts to the trade.

N. B.—A large number of second-hand wheels at low prices.

CYCLE DEALERS
LOOK OUT FOR OUR

" Newport " Boys' Safety,
STEEL TUBE FRAME,

CONE BEARINGS, TANGENT SPOKES,

E. & W. VAN WAGONER,
Wheel Builders, Dealers & Repairers.

NEWPORT, R. I.

BICYCLE SUITS
After eight years' experience in charge of Devlin

& Co.'s Bicycle Department,

H. STRUGIMELL,
Ontfltter for all prominent, Bicycle, Tenuis, and Athletic Clubs,

310 Broadway, N» Y., asks your patronage for himself.

Every atttntion given to Cut, Fitand Style.
tBADEMARK. A full line of Jersey Goods, on hand and to order.

REFERKE CYCLES
ARE THE BEST.

6RETZ, CURTIS \ CO.,
Sole Importers^

1702-1704 NORTH BROAD STREET,

s>a SEND POE CATALOGUE. Philadelphia, Pa.

(ycle horns at met cosT
XO THE TRAO E.—As the police force are ordered to arrest all users of Cycle Horns in this city, rather than lose the entire value
"""""^""""^^ we offer a limited quantity of Nos. 2, 3 and 4 at Net Cost. Expressage prepaid on cash orders. Dealers

in cities less favored, kindly take note.

N. B.—We are still selling the American Rambler, though, at full prices, $125.00 and $135.00, and the police look kindly

on them. " To knovs^ them is to love them." (The Ramblers, we mean.) Write us for Catalogues and further details.

L. B. GRAVES & CO.,
No. 1325 14th Street, N. W., WASHINGTON, D. 0.

THE BARKMAN '^ B. B." LUGGAGE CARRIER.

Patent Applied For.

All forged steel for safeties,

handsomely nickeled, will

carry more dead weight

than any carrier in the

market.

PRICE $a.oo.

A. &. SPALDING & BROS.,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA.

the: tkaui% sum^iEo.
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Hotel Continental,

3 Rne Castiglione,

Paris.

1^

Address

Telegraphlqne,

Continental, Paris.

A. B. Mack & Co., Cleveland, O.
Paris, June 23d, 1890.

Dear Sirs—The Union Safety purchased from your firm to be used in Europe, touring
with Elwell's Cycle Party, is a gem. It is a strong wheel, yet light, and as a coaster it cannot
be beaten. I could not be better pleased and would not exchange it for any other machine in
the pa^t3^ Send my compliments to the makers. Yours very truly,

i B. MICK 4 CO , 360 Erie St., Cleveland, Oliio, Agents for Northern Ohio.
^"^ ^ brinsmade.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. HIGH LAN DVILLE, MASS.

ClOL-E NEiAi vork: mgenx f=or union CVCI-ES.

JOHH THORITTOIT, JR.,
Xo. 45 DIBRCER SXREBT, NEiAt Vork.
Call and see 'Wtaeel. iridliiK School. Bicycles and Tricycles of all {grades and prices for Juveniles and Adnlts.

T^EW - KODAK - CAMERAS .

" You Press the Button, We do the Rest." (Or y«u can do u yourself.)

Seven New Styles and Sizes All Loaded with Transparent Films.

The most popular among wheelmen on account of compactness and convenience in use. No
experience or preparation required—always ready. 100 instantaneous views may be taken in suc-

cession without reloading, No Wheelmen's outfit is complete without a Kodak.

For Sale by all Photo Stock Dealers. Send for Catalogue.

THE) E;j^Sa"]VJ:j^INf 00]N^r»Jli.INf^i^,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

SAVE MONEY

!

New $135.00 High Grade Safeties for $100.00. New Universal Safeties,

balls to wheels, pedals and crank shaft, $70.00. An odd lot of new

Safeties at from $28.00 to $40.00 less than factory price. Bargains in job lots. Agents wanted.

A. W. GU1V1F» &» CO., DAYTON, Ohio.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in exchange. Job lots bought. We carry TOO bicycles in stock.
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HKRE IT IS.

"Deah Boy—Do 3^ou know, I was standing by the corner

when one of those horrid beings came by so fast on a Bicycle,

and do you know, the air was so stirred that / positively caught

cold."—Q-hoWy to Deah Boy.

"P. S.—The horrid being was riding a Paragon."

STOVBR BICYCLe TVYFG. CO..
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. FRKKPORT, Ilvlv.

/@)rLL first-class makes for

sale. Purchasers can

try any of the line before

buying. Renting, Repair-

ing, Storage. Lockers to

rent. Ladies' rooms on the

premises. Ladies and Gen-

tlemen instructed by Prof.

Louis People, (late of Fifth

Avenue Casino).

THE

SCHDMACHER & SCHOEFER

CYCLE CO.,
(LIMITED.)

1171 BKDFORD AVK.,

Near Pntnam Ave., BROOKL,Y?(, Pt. Y.

I^ISX OF BARGAIIMS.
42 in. Enamel and Nickel St. Nicholas.

54 in. Full Nickel Expert.

54 in. Pull Nickel Expert.

47 in. Star.

1889 Warwick Safety.

1890
1889 Victor Safety.

1890 Diamond Frame Rapid Safety.

50 in. Royal Mail.

52 in. Rudge Enamel and Nickel.

52 in.Warwick, Enamel and Nickel (new)

.

1 Quadrant Tandem.
Singer Tricycle.

Victor Tricycle with Spring' forks.

Swift Safety.

1 Rapid Roadster Safety.

1 Ladies' Rapid Safety.

Ivel Tandem Safety.

SEND FOR. PRICE JUISX.

A Conundrum for Bicycle Riders.

"Why does a man weighing 160 pounds use a wheel
heavy enough for one weighing 250 pounds ?

N. B.—There is no answer to this riddle.

DON'T CARRY 54 POUNDS WHEN 40 \JILL DO THE WORK.

Call and see the light-weight " SWIFT" SAFETY, at

J, R.Judd's Wheels ^^' Sporting Goods,

101, 103 AND 105West36thSt., N. Y.

We carry a complete line of the popular Paris Bicycle Horns. They are taking
the place of BeDs, have completely supersededthem in Europe. A slight pressure on
the bulb, makes a clear, sharp noise that cannot fail to be heard, and cannot be mis-
taken. They do not get out of order and rattle, w^eigh but a few ounces and are

easily attached to handle bar. Finely nickel plated.

No I. Boy's si*"', ... 51^1.25
I

No. 6. targe, .... $3.25
•• 2. Small,..... 1.60 '* 7. Extra X.,ar|jre, . - 4.00
" 4. Medium, ... 2.25 I

5C:nOYEKLINQ, D^LT §• QflLE5,
303 Broad^svay and 84 Duiane St., NKW YORK.

IMPORTERS AND DEAI^ERS IN

GUNS, FISHING TACKLE, BASE BALL, LAWN TENNIS, BICYCLES, AND ALL SP >RTING GODDS.
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BRONCHO SAFETIES

H. LEIGHTON,
1071 BEDKOl^D AVKNUE:,

9X3S.OO. 1^°' Call and see the " Broncho."

=rO TH33 TH.-a.X>E.

GET OUR PRICES ON

BICYCLE BELLS
Before placiog jouf Orders.

We can furnish you thf

best in the market at bettci

prices than can be had from

any other house in America.

THE JOHN WILKINSON COMPANY,
55 STATE STR1;ET, CHICAGtJ.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOOrR.

Erie Kiiittingr Mill,

ERIE, PA.,

Manufacture the best Bicycle Suit

ever offered to Wheelmen.

Send for Samples and Prices.

HOLMES & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS 01?

DOM'T CCT Iio*vN To -BUS IMESA

OR TRY TO BIDE A SAFETY

UMLISS Your <ii^\T* Mlilnhi^ CLEAN

'the

CLEANS A SlfETY CHAIN

THosou(,«iy. ouifKLy. ««d if

d'Cfi) IN CWPNlTE. CURRIES THE

^RAp/ftTE WTO ffCH Link, ° «™'

.

^JO
oK

fKort voilR Pf"' ^

P.HJERiM4Y5
^^^^ClTTit Roc*

300O ^ ."usS.ShI?''^*^^'*

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.
COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—211 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Chestnut Street.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO,
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of the Wheelman's Favorite, Biniu<>>>'
Patent Bicycle "Wrenches, 4 and 5 inches long
when closed. Well and favorably known ontwo continents

Drop forged of bar steel and finished in a thorough man
ner and case hardened. Small in size but giants in strength.
Warranted a first-class tool in every respect For.saleby;i!]
cycle manufacturersand dealers. Address, 220 Laurence St

(Every wheelman and sportsman will give these garments
his approval when he examines the Shoulders. Arm-

HoLES and Neck, as they are made to fit.)

Bicycle, Oyinnasiuin, Athletic and
Ladies' Union Under-Garnients.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

109 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.

Ask your local Deafer (given gratis) for

CYCLE-
CHAINS

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything iieeded l>y wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in

exchange for Safeties We need you in

our business, so don't fail 10 write

ST. LOUIS ^VHEEL CO.,
811 K. 14th (street, St. Louis, Jlo«

PERFECT POCKET OILER.'

HINTS-OARE of

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Bloyclefif OuiiHt etc. Throws only small quantity of oil ,

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage For sa'e ever
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50c. each. GUSHMAN
DENISON. 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

HINTS ON CYCLING
Hy A. B. Bakkman, Tour-Masicr I...'\.VV.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING. TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7S /«,?«. ''^o^^i cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEKI., 1». O. «ox 111.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and I.Trgest comp.-iny in the United Slates, has
laid pavements in 27 cities, an area of 3,916,574 square yaids,
or 255 miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavtiiitnts
in 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
combined have laid m 30 years.

?fo. 1 Broadway, New York.

Le Droit Kuildini,-. Washington. I). C.

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy pall Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Hat and Membership Bicycle

Club Fins
MADE liY

JOHN FRICK,
Jeweler aud Desijjuer,

6 Liberty Place, N. Y.,
opposite 21 Maiden Lane.

Write j-or Sfecial Designs.

OFFICE OF
W. E. AUCHINBAUCH,

PATENTS & PATENT CAUSES,
ATTOKIVEY-.\T-L,A\»',

Baltic Building, 606 F St., N. W.,
WASHINGTON, D C.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.
manufacturers of

Bicycle Tires, Hard and Soft Rubber
Handles, Spade Grips, Pedal

Rubbers, etc.

New York Warehouse, 65 Reade Street.

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
ROS, 24 & 26 YAMWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NEW YORK.
Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-

bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

"VsTEIBB^S

atojcologne spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTIXE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New YorL

Indispensable to Bicyclists and Ath-
letes. Call's Supporter, with elastic
back, lace front and adjustable back
straps. Light, easy and durable. A
sure fit. No. 5, same as cut, <5r. ; No.
6, pockets each side of lacing. $1.00 ;

j
No. 7, with hose supporters, $I.OO;

I No. 8, hose supporter and potkets,
$1.'25. Order by number and give
waist measure. Post-paid on receipt

FRONT VIEW °^P"<=^- Trade supplied.

S. B. CALL, So8 Maiu St., Springfield, Slass.

RIBBON BADGES
For L. A. W. Tournaments, etc.

R. H. RADFORD, Maker,
28 JOHN STREET, N. Y.

OFFICERS OF THE DAY, ETC , ETC.
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SPECIAL NOTICE
No. 81 O,

To all of our custo?>iers :

Please notice in our Cata-

loguewe make two No. 82

qualities of RIB
KNEE PANTS
No. 810. Heavy

Rib, patent im-

proved, double

seat and pocket, $4.00.
Every g-armeni is marked, "Patented December 3d,

1889," and are the best goods made, and all not so marked
are infringements.

No. 820, Heavy Rib, double seat

and pocket, reinforced old-fashioned

way, $3.50.

HOIvNIES &- CO.,
109 KINGSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

mm & BECANNQN,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SOLE SEW rORK AGENTS FOB

a
BROHClDl

99

ALSO WARWICK'S NATIONAL PEERLESS.

A?IKOUKCEMKHT TO THE TRADE.

We are prepared to quote Discounts on
Young America Safeties.

No. 1 , 20-Inch Wheel, $25.00
No. 2, 24-Incli Wheel, $35.00

Drop or Straight Frame.
High Grade Juvenile Wheels.

IiproYei 5-iiicli Acme Steel freiicL

FOR POCKET AND BICTCI.E USE.

TffE STRONGESTAND BEST.

IvCaiie of Bes-b Q-ixaa±-b3r Steel-
The Slides of our Wrenches are thoroughly hardened.

New York Bicycle Co.,

Nes. 4 & 6 East 60th St., N. Y. City.

Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

Every Wrench
Warranted.

For sale bv all cvcle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MFC. CO.,
126-137 REES ST., CHICAGO, IliL.

feidless Steel TubeX
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in .stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

" STAR " AND ALL DIFFICULT REPAIRING A
SPECIALTY.

Repairing in all Its Branches.

Enlarged Shop ! New Machinery ! Competent Machinists !

All work done on the Premises ! Send to us direct

and thus pay but one profit ! Estimates

Furnished !

Kingston Knitting Co.
Artistic Atliletic

Suits.

Manufacturers for the

Trade and Clubs. The

most desirable line of

Athletic Goods made

for Bicycle,Gymnasium

Base Ball, Boating.

Bathing and Sporting

Outfits in the L. A.W..

and Gray Mixtures and

all the popular colors

at very reasonable

prices.

Correspondence so

licited.

Send for Catalogue.

Kingston Knitting Co.,
i"] Kingston St., Near Summer St.

BOSTOIV, MASS.

BYUSING- IMPROVED

I Per;

?3B|I*B0TTL£

kingoftransparent enamels

ALL CYCLE AND hardware: STORES-

The Patent Silico-Enamel Co., of London,

Beg respectfully to announce that thry have

appointed

THE SWEETING CYCLE CO.,

639 Arch Street, Pliiladelplila, Sole Agents

for the IJnItod States.

Agents wanted in every city, town and village on the Con-

tinent. Send for our Cycle Catalogue.

'&'^

Ask ysur local dealer for'

Cycle- -^V^
Chainsc:^ ^ m
Graphite.

Safety Bicycle or Tricycle CHAIN.

th:e>

Largest Can

ON THE

MARKET
Full?>oz.,

With Brush.

50c.
Best Discounts

to Dealers.

Brush attached
to Cork.

Can't get hard.

Put up in Gallon
Cans for Dealers
and Repairers.

THE NUBIAN IRON ENAMEL CO.,
CHICAOO.

«r. Y. Office, 77 Warren St.

SENT FREE ON RECEIPT OF 60c.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street.

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Place.

West Shore Railroad.
N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. Co., Lessee.

The popular route between the East and
West, via

The famous Hudson River and beautiful Mo-
hawk Valley, Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Ro-

chester, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Toronto,

Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis.

Sleeping Cars without change between abone points.

For information as to Rates, Time Tables, etc., address

;

H. B. JA60E, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 363
Broadway, New York.

F. J. WOLFE, General Agent Passenger Department,
Union Depot, Albany, N. X.

E. J. WEEKS, General Agent, 1 Exchange St., Biiiralo,
N. I.

o . ,

WM. CADWEI.L, General Western Passenger Agent,
107 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

General Passenger Agent,

5 Vanderbllt Ave., NEW YORK.
^F" Wheelmen should patronize the West Shore going

to the meets at Syracuse, Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
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BUT COOPS AND PRICES
TELL THE TALE.TALK IS CHEAP,

I Have the Largest Line of Best Wheels at the Cheapest Prices.

SEND FOR SECOND-HAND LIST AND CATALOGUE.

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND CLUB.

I have put in steam power and an enameling oven, enlarged my shop and increased my force of

workmen. Send your wheels to me; I can repair them as they should be repaired. Wheels stored

and rented. All parts and sundries for sale.

CHAS. SCHWALBACH, Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn.

TO BICYCLE DEALERS AND REPAIRERS.

Our price list of Stampings, Parts, Fittings
and accessories for 1890 is now ready. We have in stock a

very large and complete assortment, both rough and fin-

ished, for both Ordinaries and Safeties. Also sundries.

Our specialties are Harrison's Bells, K. of R. and Invin-

cible Lamps, Locks, Saddles, Spoke Grips and Whistles.

Send for Price List to

WHITTEN. GODDING & CO,.

118 & 120 South Main Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

EACHAM
_^HiaH-aEADE

DIAMOND FRAME

Ball Bearings to Botli Wheels.

Both Pedals and Cranli Sliaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

eOMBIKATIOS WHEEL
FOR EITHEK

eESTLEIAll OR UDT.

List Price,

$115.00
Selling Price,

$85.00

Weston & Co.,

JAMESVILLK, N. Y.,

nADufacturerH of

Patent

Improved Suspension

STEEL WHEELS.
All gra'ies and sizes, from
12 to 48 inch diameter, in

quantities, for Bicycles,
Tricycles, Velocipedes,

etc., etc.

Safety Wheels a
Speeialty.

Those contemplatintc
manufacturing such will

do well to write us foi

prices.
'"

Tricycle Wanted
in exchange for 1890 Ladies' or Gentle-

men's Bicycle, new, high grade
;

describe tricycle. For partic-

ulars address,

HOLLAND & HAVENER,
WORCESTER, MASS.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIQHINQ 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSSBAR, CAN BE RIOOEN BY A LADY.

E. G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO-

t>-^L<,-c-«2>v '^-•--^.'cJUA^

d^^ *—S^4l^
'^h/~f^^ cv^<>>p<-«-^<J,rT^

^J^t-tr^

THE CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.,

756 MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL

m\i \ I

\f.mEmamjmS J

,/^-^_,-*» j III
PATENTED^

(pg^rrr JP'/' / a MARCH28.18821

'§si^rzrXM' / B MARCHa3,i8mj

Is intenderl for a nermanent as well as ftira temporary hinder. The
)apers are bound as firmly as a book. THE WHKEL AND CYCLING
Trade review printed in gilt letters.

Price, T5 eenU. If ordered with »ubKcrli,tloD, 60 cents.

SpadeBicfcleflandles

SPADE GRIPS,

Soft Rubber Handles,

Bicycle Tires, Tire

Cement, Pedal Rub-

bers, Bicycle Spokes,

Bicycle Bails, Etc.

RBliDer Moild WorK SoUclieii.

ELASTIC TIP CO.
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Cor. CornblU and

Washington Sts.

BOSTON. MASS., V. S. A.
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Si mple.

THE LION AMONG

Q^ACEFOe.

SAFETIES.

(Joluinbia [ight Roadster Safety,

41- S135.00. -i^

POPK MFG. CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES:

12 Warren Street, - - NEW YORK.
291 Wabash Avenue, - - CHICAGO.

Factory, HARTFORD, CONN.

77 FRAISKLIN SXREEX,

BOSXOIV, MASS.

Stkons.
FBisa OF NanMANN Bnos., 210 Fulton St., N. Y.

Durable.
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riJBU8UEI» EVERY FRIBAY MOUNINO.

• ?43 D'WAr,

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

foreign Subscriptions,

Single Copies,

$1.00 a year

8s a year

5 Oents

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

Copy should bo rorelTeil bjr Tuesday morning.

littte Copy received until Wednesday morning.

Changes for Advertisements must be rorelvcd liy

Tuesday niornint; to insure insertion.

Special Advertising Mutter received until Thurs-

day noon. <

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

F. P. PRIAL,

Editor and Proprietor,

P. O. Box 444, 243 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper
are respectfully requested to examine its con-
tents and give us their patronage, and as far as
is convenient, aid in circulating the journal,

and extend its influence in the cause which it

so faithfully serves. Subscription price, $i p'

r

venr. '4

THE FALL TOURNAMENTS.

Never before have so manyfixtures been an-

nounced as will be run between August 20 and

Sejitember 20. The men who have charge of

these meets should endeavor to have them fall

as little short of perfection as possible, and this

may be accomplished if the racing rules are

obeyed, if the officials conscientiously discharge

their duties, and if a little judgment is used.

Appoint as manshal, the local police captain

and give him carte blanche to clear the track of all

but competitors and officials. The men who
start the competitors should leave the track as

soon as they perform their service. Be sparing

in the distribution of badges and you will have

less trouble to keep the course clear.

Live up to the rules and show neither fear

nor favor. Start the tournament on time, and

should any official or officials be absent appoint

others in their places. Give competitors ample

warning, but don't let the races drag by wait-

ing for the men. Sometimes competitors labor

under the impression that a tournament is being

run for their especial benefit, and they expect

the events will be delayed to give them resting

time. The clerk of the course should firmly yet

quietly inform men of that kind that no delays

may be permitted.

The proper board of officers should decide

upon all changes in the programme, and that

without any consultation with the competitors,

unless same is necessary. In case some knotty

point arises, the officials should decide it apart

from the crowd. In no case should the com-

ment, cry or abuse of a competitor be tolerated

for a moment, and any competitor who is guilty

of ungentlemanly conduct should be at once

escorted from the track and suspended from the

meeting.

The clerk of the course should take pains to

see that all contestants are properly dressed.

The "jay" in summer under-clothing should not

lie allowed to compete. Should the day be cold

or damp the events should be finished by five

o'clock. After the clerk has placed the men on

their marks, he should call oti the numbers uf

the starters to the scorers and to the reporters.

Officials cannot show each other too much
courtesy. It has been the fact that some small-

bore men caimot stand the wearing of a badge

;

very often they swell, frog-like, forget them-

selves and swagger around nn)re than a little, a

grievous yet amusing sight for gods and men.

WE should be glad to see Mecredy, Du Cros

and Osmond come over for the Fall

meets. There will be plenty of sport and we
have a number of good men in training. We
arc not forgetting that we already have Laurie

and Willis out here, but the more the merrier.

Why not cable for them, Hartford, or let

Syracuse perform a coup d'etat and bring them
over?

ALL honor to E. H. Wilcox, of the Stover

Bicycle Company and manager of the

Freeport tournament. Mr. Wilcox has adopted

the model entry form which was published in

The Wheel of last week. The committee will

be benefitted and the handicapper will be aided.

THE DETROIT-NIAGARA TOUR.

C. H. Smith, manager of the Detroit-Niagara
tour, August 18-25, has issued a handy jsro-

gramme of the trip, containing the time card,

map of the route and many useful pointers.

Mr. Smith has been over the route to be taken
and has made all necessary arrangements, and
he reports that the roads generall}' are in a good
condition. The riding will be confined entirely

to Canadian roads and the daily run will aver-
age about forty miles. Halts for the nights will

be made at the following places in their respect-

ive order: Leamington, Ridgetown, St. Thom-
as, Woodstock, Guelph. Brampton and Toronto.
The total mileage is 286 miles, and the expen.ses
for the seven daj^s' tour will be about $15 if bad
weather does not mar the plans. Canadian
wheelmen will meet the party all along the line,

and at Toronto the Toronto wheelmen will en-
tertain the tourists.

LOOK OUT FOR THIS SNEAK.

The writer would like the aid of your paper
to enable him to get track of a wheel which he
traded to a stranger for a safety, the latter

proving to be a stolen wheel. The wheel which
I traded has doubtless been sold, my object

now being to ascertain where and in whose
hands it is, and through the latter holder get
hold of the party who traded with me. I

believe you are anxious to assist in capturing
cycle thieves, and hence take the liberty of

writing you.

The wheel in question is a 55-inch Columbia
Light Roadster, 1888 pattern (same as 1890
pattern), but has the marked difference from
others of its kind in having a 20-inch rear wheel
and an " expert" backbone, enamel finish. It is

the only Columbia Light Roadster ever made
with this si^^e rear wheel, which, together with
the expert backbone, makes a combination that

ought to attract the attention of every expe-
rienced wheelman who should happen to see the

wheel. I should be obliged if j-ou could and
would give this notice. I offer a reward of $5
for information as to the whereabouts of this

wheel.
Geo. p. Washbiirn,

107 Lake Street, Chicago.

LAURIE AND CAMPBELL.

2111. 28 I-2S.

Entries for the Niagara Meet close August 15.

A telegram from E. J. Willis, received Fri-

day morning, informs us that W. S. Campbell

and II. E. Laurie rode a mile in 2in. 28^s. on

Thursday evening at Charter Oak Park. Laurie,

of course, was on a safety, and Campbell on an

ordinary.

A FEW SEASONABLE HINTS.

In a very unique prescription manual, issued
by the physical department of the Detroit Y.
M. C. A., are found these " hints" which, while
they are not all new, are worth repeating for the
sake of fixing them in mind:
Remember that in exercise, as in all things

else, success is the result of patient, faithful

work only. Conditions resulting from years of
neglect can not be con-ected in a few months.
To be of permanent value your exercise must

be regular and systematic. Do not begin if

you have not determined to give the necessary
time and attention at regular intervals.

Do not wear tight belts or shoes.

Never take vigorous exercise just before or
after a full meal.
Do not take violent exercise or icy baths;

they will pave the way for heart troubles and
rheumatism.
Never bathe when you feel very tired or when

breathing hard, or just before or after a meal,
or when a draught of air is blowing on you.
Do not stand around and "cool off" when

intending to take a cold bath ; it unfits the sys-

tem to resist the shock. There is no danger in

bathing while in a profuse perspiration ; nothing
IS less harmful.
For healthy persons the cold (50'' to 70'^)

shower bath is the best. Soap and hot water
for the whole body once a week is .sufficient.

Always bathe after exercise, and if a warm
bath is taken, finish wth cold water. Warm
water leaves the system in condition to catch
cold ; cold water is a sure preventive.

After drying the body with a .soft, absorbent
towel, poli.sh off with a rough one.

The best evidence that your exercise and bath
has done you good is the pleasurable sensation
of warmth and a general elevation of spirits,

thus proving that the combination of exercise

and bathing is a natural tonic and stimulant.

THE LOUISIANA DIVISION ELECT
OFFICERS.

The annual election of the Louisiana Divi-

sion was held Saturday evening, July 26, with
chief consul H. H. Hodgson in the chair. Sec-

retary Dodge at his post and a quorum present.

The officer.s' report showed that the member-
.ship had been doubled during the past year,

over one hundred wheelmen now belonging to

the Division. Before the election of officers

]\Ir. Hodgson made a few appropriate remarks
for the retiring officers to the members, begging
them to take the same interest in the League in

the future as in the past.

Frank B. Born was then nominated for Chief
Consul, and elected unanimousl)'. Chas. Chap-
man was in the same flattering manner chosen
Secretary-Treasurer.

Mr. Born, although one of the youngest
riders, has shown great interest in the League,
and is expected to do as well in his new office

as in everything else he has undertaken for the

wheelmen of this State. Mr. Chapman is the

efficient secretary of the New Orleans Cycling
Chib, and a popular officer.

A vote of thanks was tendered Ex-Chief
Hodgson. He has been a model leader, build-

ing up the sport and the Division, heading the

fight for good roads and the " Liberty Bill," and
making cycling and cyclers popular in manj^
ways. It is generally regpretted that he de-

chned to be re-elected.
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FIXTURES.

14.-

14.-

16.-

16-18.-

17.-

19.-

33.

35-37.

26-27.—

AUGUST.

-Toitrnament at Vineland, N. J.
-Milwaukee Wheelmen's Open Handicap Road

Race, Waukesha to Milwaukee, i8 miles.

-Balance First District Races at Taunton, Mass.
-Balance o£ Third District Championships at

Philadelphia.
-America?i Athlete'.i Race Meet at Brotherhood

Park, Philadelphia. Entries close August 8,

with A. H. MacOwen, 15 North 13th street.

—Races at Fairfield, Me.
—New York Bicycle Club's third 5 mile club

road race, at 5 p. m., on Riverdale Ave.
-Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.
-Hudson Co. Wheelmen Club Road Races.
-Michigan Division Annual Meet at Detroit.
-Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston

to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Boston.

—Races of the Toronto Bicycle Club.
-Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-

lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

—Meadville Cycling Club's Tournament. Entries
close August 14, with F. E. Ray, Secretary.

,

—

Tournament of tlie Ko<-hester (N. Y.)
Wlieeluieu'.s League. Address M, B.
Fox, P. O. Box 88, Rochester, N. Y.

—L. A. W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

L. A. W. National Championships, Niagara
Falls. Entries close Aug. 15, with Hector
Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

29-30.—Tournament at Buffalo.
30.—Montreal Bicycle Club Race Meet. Entries

close Aug. 27, with Arthur Harries, Hon.
Secretary.

30.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament
at Providence.

SEPTEMBER.

I.—Manhattan Bicycle Club Races.
1.—Ten-mile road race of the Atalanta Wheelmen.

Irvington-Milburn course.
1.—Staten Island Athletic Club's Fall Meeting.

Two-mile scratch.
1-3.—Hartford Wlieel Club's Tournament at

Charter Oak Park. Address W. M. Fran-
cis.

1-3.—New York State Division Meet and Race
Meet at Syracuse. Address C. W. Wood,
118 South iSaliiia Street.

1-2.—Connecticut Division Fall Meet at Hartford.
3.—Tournament at Freeport, 111. Entries close

Sept. I, with E. H. Wilcox, 47 Clark Ave.
4.—Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-

nament.
5-6.—Philadelphia Tournament.

6.—Orang.e Wheelmen's Race for the President's
Challenge Cup.

8.—Bay City Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-
cap Road Race.

13-13 Peoria Race Meet.
13.—Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.
i8-2o.—Tournament at Eck's Park, Minneapolis.
19-20.—Races at Parkside, Chicago.

20.—21-mile Road Race, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading,
Pa.

22.—Races at Davenport, Iowa.
26.—Rockland Co. Wheelmen's Races at County

Fair, Spring Valley, N. Y. Entries close
with Norman Gardenier, Hillsdale, N. J.

29, 3c, and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,
Trepton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

I.—Bicycle races at Illinois State Fair, Peoria.
4.—Boston Athletic Club's 2s-mile Handicap Road

Race.
II.—Annual Championship Meeting of the A. A.

U., at Washington, D. C.

ROAD RACES AT AUBURN, R. I.

So many entries were made at the road races
at Auburn, R. I. , Friday evening of last week
that it was found necessary to run some of the
events in heats. Henry F. Campbell was gfen-

eral manager, and Chas. H. Tucker scorer.

The roads were in good condition, and the re-

sults are as follows

;

PUARTER Mile Boys'—Two heats and final—Chat-
win, first, time 55s.; Hull, second ; Howland, third.

Half Mile Boys'—Chatwin, first, time 2m. 3s.; Hull,
second ; Howland, third.

One Mile Challenge-Arthur Alwy defeated Ar-
thur Gorman, time 3m. 45s.

One Mile—Between John Hull and Harry Budlong
;won by Hull, time 3m. 32s.

Half Mile—Between Gorman, Franklin and Alwy
;won by Franklin, time mi. 453. Alwy and Gorman

collided, smashing their wheels.

Half MiLE-Hctween Harry Budlong and John
Hull ;

won by Budlong, time ira. 33s. The race was
close to the finish.

Potato Race—Charles Hull, first ; Potter, second
;

Sherman, third.

Ten valuable prizes will be offered by the Boston
Athletic Association at their twenty-five mile open
handicap road race, October 4, and the presence of all
the fast yders is desired.

CHICAGO.

Chicago's fall tournament. •

"September ig and 20—Chicago Tourna-
ment." Just add that to your fixture column, now,
dear Wheel, and oblige, for it is a fixture sure
enough, and the Eastern cracks should make a
note of it and add it to their list. Committees
from the Cricket Association and the principal

clubs met last week, appointed sub-committees,
and laid plans which are not apt to go aglee.

Details have not yet been decided on, but by
next week fuller information will be obtainable.

THE LINCOLN CLUU's CHAMrlONSHH'S.

The Lincoln Cycling Club's annual champion-
ships were decided on the Parkside track on
Saturday last, 2d inst.

THE ONE MILE SAFETY

Had but three starters, both Pratt and McDon-
ald being unable to be present. The finish was
in the following order

:

W. J. Bray i

H. G. Baine 2

W. F. Hochkirk 3
Time 3m. 4s.

This was an easy thing for Bray, who simply
lay back for two laps and then went ahead and
won by 15 yards, the same distance separating
second and third.

ONE MILE ORDINARY.

F. E. Spooner i

F. J. McVoy 2

J. R. Black 3

E. M. Newman 4
G. C. Stamm o
H. G. Baine o

Time 2m. sSj^s.

This speedily resolved itself into a fight be-
tween Spooner and McVoy, and the latter was
beaten by poor head work. He trailed Spooner
until in the back stretch on the third lajj, when
he spurted ahead despite Spooner's best effort.

McVoy spurted too soon, however, and Spooner
drew even turning into the straight. The two
men wobbled horribly, and the wonder is that
neither was thrown. They crossed the line

with handles and elbows touching, Spooner a
scant six inches to the good.

ONE MILE O. D.* safety.

*This is the way it appeared on the pro-
gramme. Herrick says it stands for '

' Old
Ducks," and he ought to know.

Harry L. Pound i

A. D. Brewster 2

H. T. Caldwell 3
F. M. Morris 4
W. Herrick 5

C. A. Servoss o
Time 3m. 34s.

A time limit of eight minutes was placed on
this event, but Caldwell started in " for blood."
and although repeatedly warned not to go so

fast by Herrick and the other competitors, he
persisted until the third lap, when Brewster
headed him off only to be passed in the stretch

by Pound, who won by five yards.

bray BREAKS TWO SAFETY RECORDS.

Later in the evening Bray, who had an-
nounced his intention of trying for the five mile
American amateur safety record, heldby Engle-
heart, decided to make the attempt in spite of

the stiff wind which prevailed. He was splen-

didly paced throughout and finished strongly,

establishing new figures for both four and five

miles, as follows: jif mile, 46s.; ^ mile, im.
31S. ; I mile, 2m. 57s. ; 2 miles, 5m. 57s.

; 3 miles,

8m. 57s.
; 4 miles, 12m. is.

; 5 miles, 15m. 2 i 5s.

Pacemakers, Roberts, Winship, Lumsden,
Thorne, Van Sicklen, Planning and Githens.

Timers, R. D. Garden, M. A. Hosford and
A. G. Keith.

Scorers, C. P. Belden, C. P. Smith and R. G.
Betts.

IN GENERAL.
The mail vote for the Division officers is now on.

The Illinois' new club house has been completed,
and the club takes possession this week. The house
warming occurs September 5.

On August 2 the Aeolus Club celebrated the second
anniversary of the openin.g of its club house, with a
most enjoyable musicale, dance and lawn party. A
basket picnic is Aeolus event of the near future*

Nothing further has been done toward the projected
Associated Cycling Clubs, and it looks as if tlie idea is

to be permitted to die a boomin'.

Eleven men started on the Lincoln's .annual century
run which occurred on Sunday last. But tlirce finish-
ed: Messrs. Spooner, Pratt anil Newman.

The Chicago Club holds an eight mile club road race
on August 16. The Lincolns' ten mile handicap has
also been postponed until that date.

W. C. Thorne will probably have a shy at the safety
records on Saturday next. Bray also is primed for
another attempt.

The corners of the Parkside track are to be banked
several inches higher during the present week.
A ladies' run is the Lincoln Club's fixture for August

10. The circular states that " none but those accom-
panied by ladies are welcome, and gentlemen will
kindly pay attention to their own ladies."

Capt. Stamur, of the Lincolns, has a "great head."
He has been trying with might and main to .get per-
mission to run the club rood race in Lincoln Park, and
in seeking the privilege, communicated the fact to
those in authority, that the Lincolns had a '^^ voting
membership of 200." It wasn't without its effect either,
although the permit was not granted.

A few pointers picked up at Parkside : That Lums-
den is going pretty fast, but that he will be faster still

before the the championshii^s. That Winship is riding
in superb form, improving every daj', and likely to
prove a surprise party before the season's end, his
long riding with Lumsden is commencing to tell.

That St. Louis water has affected Van .Sicklen, and he
is not going as nicely as he should. That Githens is

coming right up. Bray ditto. That Spooner can spurt
pretty long but needs considerable of that necessary
"quick action." That no one appears able to touch
Thorne on the safety. That it is hard to tell when he
is really trying. That Fanning doesn't seem to be
"all right," and is riding slower than earlier in the
year. Bettsy B.

RACING AT EAST HARTFORD.

In the presence of about 500 spectators the

East Hartford Bicycle Club held its annual race

meet on Saturday last, on a quarter-mile track,

which was.in good condition, but owing to the

absence of handicaps, no very fast times were
made. W. F. Murphy, while on his way to the
grounds took a severe header and was compelled
to withdraw from several events, the fall having
injured his arm. The officials were: Referee,

W. S. Campbell. Judges, H. E. Laurie, E. J.

Willis and F. F. Ives. Timers, W. B. Troy
and W. F. Gassier. Following are the results

:

One-half Mile Novice—F. C. Graves, first, time
im. 36 Z-5S.; F. E. Wyman second.
ONE-HALF Mile Ordinary, Handicap—F. C.

Graves, 50 yards, first, time im. 24s.; C. M. Murphy,
15 yards, second.
One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—C. M. Murphy,

25 yards, first, time 3m. los.; Charles Sage, 40 yards,
second.
One-hale Mile Novice, Safety—Frank Fuller,

first, time im. 52s.; A. Phelon second.
One Mile, 3:20 Class—F. C. Graves, first, time 3m.

15 2-ss.; A. A. Francis, second.
One Mile, Open—C. M. Murphy, first, time 3m.

14 1-5S.; L. L. Clark, second ; William James, third.

One and One-half Miles Lap—C. M. Murphy, first,

time 4m. 58 4-5S. ; William James, second.
One Mile Handicap Safety—W. F. Murphy,

scratch, first; time 3m. 8 2-5S. ; A. A. Francis, 75 yards,
second

; A. Phelon, 100 yards, third.
Team Race—Won by Hartford Wheel Club, time

3m. 23 3-5S.

Consolation Race—Fi-ed Herman, first, time 3m.

43 4-5S.; C. R. Culver second.

THE RACES AT WAUKESHA.

The races of the Wisconsin Division, at Wau-
kesha, which were postijoned on June 20 on
account of rain, were successfully run July 25.

The Chicago racers who attended, with the ex-

ception of Tuttle, were not very fortunate in

the way of gathering pri/es, while the Mil-

waukee wheelmen were jubilant over the good
showing displayed by their men.
The results are as follows

:

One Mile Ordinary, Open—F. H. Tuttle, Cliicago,
first ; F. Terry Andrae, second. Time, 3m. 24s.

Two Mile Safety Handicap, Open—F. W. Schmitz,
Milwaukee, 260 yards, first ; W. C. Wegner, Milwaukee,
260 yards, second ; H. J. Winn, Chicago, 100 yards,
third. Time, 6m. 55s.

Three Mile Sta'ie Championship—F. T. Andre,
first; E. H. Paige, Waukesha, second. Time, luu.

Half Mile, Boys—Read, first ; White, second.
Time, 2m. 6s.

One Mile State Championship, Safety—F. W.
Schmitz, first; W. C. Wegner, second. Time, 3m.
30^4^S.

One Mile Handicap, Safety—Waukesha wheel-
men only— I. B. Criestoph, first; A. O. Sherman, sec-
ond

; F. "C. l^aige, third. Time, 3m. 39s.

Two Mile Handicap Ordinary, Open—F. T. An-
drae, first; E. H. Paige, second, Time, 6m.
One Mile Handicap, Safety—C. W. Price, first;

F. W. Schmitz, second. Time, 3m. is.

One Mile Consolation Race—W. F. Hochkirk,
Chicago. Time, 3m. j6s.

On August 15 a number of races will be held at Fair-
field, Me. Particulars can be obtained of R. T. Patten,
Skowhegan, Me.

Messrs. Houck, Brunnerand Wa.gcr, of BulT.ilo, liave

been suspended from the race track pending investi-
gation ol their amateur standing by Chairman Davol.
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AMATEUR RECORDS TO DATE.

MILES. M. S.

K rtyinjj.. 0.33 1-5.

% startinj; 0.35 4-5.

J^ " •134-5-
X " '-SI 4-5-

1
" 1.28 4-5.

2 "
5.12 1-5.

3
" 8.1425.

4
" 11.052-5.

5
"

'3-55

MILES. M. S.

y* ftyinK.. 0.321-5
% starting 0.35 1-5
'' *' I. II}4

1.502-5.
2.28 4-5.

5-15 1-5.

8. 12 4-5.
IO-57 3-5-

'3-43 3-5-

MILES. M. S.

X tlyinK.. 0.342-5.

K startinj,' 0.39 3-5.

••'7 3-5.

1-58 3-5-

2.37 3-5.

5-31 3-5-
8.30 4-5.

II. 18 4-5.

14.054-5.

Aineriitaii.

OKDINAKV.
M. S.

.Archer
" 0.351-5 Rowc

.Mecredy 1. 12 4-5
"

.Osmond 1.55 1-5
"

2.35 2-5 "

, lllston 5.21 3-5 "

.Osmond 8.072-5 "

11. II .(-5
"

14.07 2-5 "

S.\FETV.

.M. S.

.Slieen
" 0.354-5 Gassier

,
DuCros 1.20 Hendee
Mecredy 2.02 "

2.41^
" 5.462-5 Enjflchcart

Laurie 8.35 4-5 "
" 12.01 Bray
" 15-02 1-5

TRICVCLE.

. . . Sansom

. .Turner

. . . Watson
. . Gatehouse

. . .Turner

THE OHIO DIVISION MEET.

The tenth animal meet of the Ohio Division,

at Cincinnati, July 24, 25 and 26, was decidedly
successful, and was the means of bringing to

Cincinnati over five hundred visiting wheelmen.
The weather was all that could lie desired. All

Thursday morning the reception committee
escorted the ani\nng cyclers from the depots to

the headquarters at the Palace Hotel, or else

conducted them on short runs through the sub-
urbs. At the bitsiness meeting in the evening
at the Palace Hotel, M. A. High, of Cincinnati,

was elected Chief Consul unanimously. He
has been one of the most energetic workers in

the Division, and deserves the office. The
olher officers elected were : Vicc-Consul, E.
Morgenthaler, Fostoria, O. ; secretar}' and
treasurer, Dr. W. D. Kempton, of Cincinnati,
the latter gentleman being re-elected to a sec-

o id term, having no opposition. He is the
president of the Porkopolis Wheelmen. Repre-
sentatives at large: Geo. Collister, Cleveland;
K. C. Meyer, Canton; W. P. Harmon, Sidney;
W. J. Strauss, Cincinnati ; Dr. F. D. Maxwell,
Steubenville ; W. C. Munroe, Cincinnati ; T. J.
Kirkpatrick, Springfield; W. H. Morrow, Ada;
P. S. Cassilberry, Mansfield, and J. B. Everitt,

Columbus.
Dr. W. D. Kempton, of Cincinnati, in his an-

nual report, showed that the present member-
ship is 1,006. Last year the total membership
was 755. The Division has in the treasury,
from membership dues and other sources, a
balance of $985.24, an increa.se of $535.87 over
last year. By unanimous vote the secretary-
treasurer was allowed §100 for services ren-
dered during the j'ear.

THE PARADE.

On Friday morning a most creditable parade
took place, which presented a novel and hand-
some appearance, and attracted great atten-
tion. There was some delay in starting,

owing to a misunderstanding as to music and
the police escort, and the wheelmen standing
in the sun for two long hours became weary,
and a number of the clubs scattered about the
city and did not participate in the parade. Had
all fallen into line, there could have been over
five hundred wheels, but, as it was, 285 of the
cyclers participated.

The column was in command of the newly
elected Chief Consul, with able assistants, who
headed the procession, followed by two police

patrol wagons, a platoon* of buglers, and the
reception committee. The wheelmen were di-

vided into five divisions, with eight or ten clubs
in a division. The line of march was covered
in an hour and twenty minutes, and at Eden
Park the parade was dismissed, after a general
tour over the avenues.

THE RACES.

In the afternoon the tournament races took
place out at the Gentlemen's Driving Park,
where a large audience of ladies and gentlemen
had assembled. The Cincinnati Orchestra fur-

nished music from the grand stand, wliich, with
the gay dresses of the ladies, the variegated
uniforms of the wheelmen, and the promiscuous
display of club banners, presented a beautiful

as well as enlivening appearance. The track
was in most excellent condition, and the races,

which never flagged a moment in their order,
were spirited and exciting. The enthusiasm at

times rose to a high pitch.

The officers ot the races were : Referee, Heni-y
vS. Livingston ; clerk of the course, Geo. Col-

lister; Jvidges, T. J. Kirkpatriek, Art A. Taylor,
M. A. High ; time-keepers. Dr. H. M. Maddoek,
Chas. Hanauer, Robert Baldwin ; scorers, H.
OttoBarth, Max Klceman ; umpires, C. Workum,
Silas F. Jennings; starter, A. A. Bennett.
The results are as follows:

One Mile Ordinary, 3:10 Class—Aszman, lirst;

Rarber, second. Time, 3m. 2s.

Two Mile S.vfety, Handicap—Collins, scratch,
first ; Petty, 50 yards, second. Time, 6m. 22^s.

One Mile Ordinary, .State Cn.\MPioNsnip.—All-
sup, first; Bollmeyer, second. Time, 3m. 3s.

The entries were AUsup, Bollmeyer, Wayne and
Shunck, and the race was a very pretty one and quite
exciting, as all the participants had hosts ot friends
who cheered every event, and awaited the result with
breathless suspense. The first halt' mile they were all

bunched pretty closely together in passing down the
homestretch, and here it was that Bullmeyer pa.ssed
Wayne and crowded Allsup so hard that' the latter
brushed up and came in ahead, although he had been
second previously with Shunck in the lead.
The latter tell back to third. But Allsup came very

near being caught napping, as he only got ahead of
Shunck coming down the home turn, and went under
the wire only a few feet ahead of Bollmeyer. The first

half mile was made in im. 3iXs-

H.\LF Mile Safety, Boys—Reiger, first; Berry,
second. Time, tm. 38s.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—Colter, first; Kley-
bolte, second. Time, 3m. 135^8.
One Mile Safety, State Championship—Collings,

first; Bauman, second. Time, 3m. 3XS-
One Mile Ordinary, Handicap.—Krohn, first;

Bollmeyer, second. Time 3m. 7^s.
Quarter-mile Ordinary, Oi-en.—Aszman, first;

Barber, second. Time 4i>^s.
H.\lf-mile Safety, Open.—Bauman, first ; Collings,

second. Time im. 29s.

Two Mile Ordinary, Open.—Allsup, first; Roth,
second. Time 6m. .{sHs.
The first half mile was made in im. 43s., and the

mile in 3m. 20s. It was the most exciting race of the
day, the chances greatly in favor of Roth, who was
defeated by half a length on the last hall: mile by
Allsup, who saved his strength till the close.
At the close of the races an exhibition of fancy

riding was participated in by Andy Hanauer, of
the Aquillos, Henry EUard, of the Cincinnatis, and a
young man named Bowers. These young men fully
demon.strated what wonders could be performed upon
one of the wheels, their exhibition being a treat to the
audience, who applauded their every movement.

In the evening the delegates attended the
Zoological Garden concert in a body.
Saturday, short runs were enjoyed, the visi-

tors being piloted around by the local clubs,

and in the afternoon they all attended the con-
cert at Burnet Woods.
Here the clubs from Indianapolis, Bucyrus,

Dayton, Cleveland, Wauseon, Canton and
Chicago formed in line, and strengthened by
members from the Poi'kopolis, Cincinnati, Ken-
ton, Avondales and the Stars of AValnut Hills,

went through a series of beautiful and intricate

movements that well merited the applause given
them by the great throng of fair admirers.

The Dayton Club and the Indiana Tourists,

of Indianapolis, showed the greatest strength
in numbers, and under command of their cap-
tains, in a body went through some pretty

manceuvers in response to the bugle sounds,
such as making the moimt, double, single file

and forming in fours and eights, forming a Mal-
tese cross and while itmning at full speed coming
to sudden halts. The Indianapolis Club went
through the most movements, made a larger

showing and carried off the honors of the occa-

sion. The Misses Marehie and Winnie Hunt, of

Mount Adams, also did some very graceful fancy
riding, and were warmly complimented. They
were the only lady riders who attended the

drill.

In the evening the League members in a
body took a ride on the river to Coney Island,

and at 10 o'clock returned to partake of the

hospitalities of the local clubs, who entertained
them handsomel}' with a banquet at the Palace
Hotel, and the prizes were distributed to the

winners. The festivities ended with hearty
cheers given by the visiting wheelmen with a
will in return for the hospitality extended to

them.

Dr. H. E. Grice, of the Louisiana Cycling Club, has
donated a handsome gold medal to the club, and a
scries of races will shortly be arranged by the racing
board. The rider winning the greatest number of
these events will be presented with the medal.

THE MILE SAFETY RECORD,
2.28 4-5.

R. J. Mecredy, the Irish cyclist, reduced the
mile safety record from am. 34 3-5S. to 2m.
29 4-5S. The event occurred at Paddington on
July 22 at the Polytechnic Harriers and Cj'cling
Club's meet.
Towards the close of the meeting Mecredj',

paced by H. Du Cros, (!. L. Moiris and J. N.
Still, had a go at the mile record and then went
on for the two miles. The following table gives
the value of his trial

:

Mecredy's
TIMES.

Miles. m. s.

K 0.37

y2 1.12 1-5.

.

Yt 1.502-5*.
1 2.28 4-3*.
''4 3-11 1-5.-
''• 3-53 3-5-

•

Mile
Times.
M. s.

Previous
Record.
M.S.
0.35 1-5

I. II

1-522-5
2.28 4-5 2.29 4-5

-5-' .2.46 2-5 5.22 3-5
* Records.

At three quarters Mecredy was but 1-5 of a
second behind Rowe's professional record. The
evening was far from being breezeless. If Me-
credy should make a special effort for the two
mile record, doing the first mile in almost 2m.
33s., he should do about 5m. los. , or one second
better than Rowe's remarkable record of 5m. i is.

At the same meeting a two mile safety handi-
cap was decided, with W. Price, W. C. Jones
and E. Leitch as scratch. Both Price and
Leitch got inside of Laurie's record. Price win-
ing his heat in 5m. 20 3-5S. , with Leitch second
by a foot, and Parsons, a new man, third; time
5ni. 20 3-5S. In the final heat Price rode in

5m. 20 3-5.S.

NARRAGANSETT PARK.

Narragansett Park, situated in Cranston, just over
the cit}' line from Providence, the scene of the Rhode
Island Wheelmen's tournament, August 30, has one of
the finest mile tracks in this country,

ENTRANCE GATE.

Years ago, when the family of Spragiies, in the full-

ness of their power, laid out the park and built one of
the most expensive grand-stands in America, with a
magnificent entrance gate to the capacious grounds,
newspapers gave columns of space to the enterprise,
and people arrived from all parts of the country to set

eyes on the buildings and course.

GR.\N'D STAND, JUDGES' STAND AND TRACK.

.\t no time has the park been more public than it is

to-dav, or the property in better condition. There are
no pools sold at any of the races that take place at the
grounds, nor is there a bar connected with the place,

and on Sundays the gate upon the track is locked.
That the wheelmen have a model course for their races
is self-evident.

The South End Wheelmen have been unable to se-

cure the Philadelphia Driving Park for their races on
August 16, and the track in the Brotherhood Ball
Grounds will be used instead.
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NIAGARA.

"Everyone is coming." " Whei"e are you
going to put them?" There will be more wheel-
men at Niagara than sands by the sea." "I
am sorry for you boys, you will have your
hands full." This is a sample of the few
hundred remarks that we are getting from
every side. '

' Well, let them come, we are armed
for the fray." This is our battery.

The reception committee, Vandenberg, Cap-
tain, commanding. He is a great hustler, busy
night and day securing quailers, and says he
has accommodations for 10,000. The right

man in the right place is Van. Listen to him
talk. "Yes sir, fellows, I tell you there is going
to be a great crowd, and we might as well make
out a deed of the town now for they will own
it anyway. I have secured tickets for ' Cave
of the Winds,' 'Maid of the Mist,' 'Whirl-
pool and Whirlpool Rapids,' way down out of

sight, so it is not going to cost the boys a mint
to see Niagara. I am going to tell them all to

go under the Falls and not fail to take in the

trip on the Maid of the Mist up to the base of

the Horshoe Falls, and to go to the Whirlpool
Rapids which has a reputation second only to

the Falls itself. I have a score of lieutenants

to show the fellows around, and if the recollec-

tions of the eleventh annual meet don't discount

anything seen yet I will go over the Falls in a
barrel."

Next, '

' Gregory,"of the entertainment. '

' We
are in good shape. We have the finest band to

be had. ' Music hath charms ' and we are

going to charm them. Then the grand illumi-

nation of the Falls, won't that be great ? I

guess so! I can't describe it, but don't miss it,

fellows. Tuesday night is the time, about 8 130.

When the lantern parade is crossing new Sus-
pension Bridge and in Victoria Park we will

paint her red. We want a thousand at least in

that parade, and it will look as if the Milky
Way had come down to encircle Niagara in a
halo of dazzling light."

Here is "Shepard," of races and track com-
mittee. "Well, William, how is everything?"
'

' Lovely ! The track is fine. About twenty of

the ' flyers ' will be here to train in a few days,
and how they will watch each other. Then
that 400 yards straightaway! What a finish!

The finest in the land. What a sight to see

the ' flyers ' bunched at the last qtiarter, and
then all come down the homestretch on a
magnificent last struggle. ' Watch the rec-

ords.' " " Yes, fellow wheelmen, we know you
all will be here, we know we are going to have
a great crowd, and we are giving every detail

close attention. So pack your ' grip ' and come
to Niagara and see our unrivaled scenery, a
track excelled by none, and the great and
glorious championship races."

THE ROAD RACE AT ORANGE.

The five mile scratch road race of the Orange
Wheelmen over the Central Avenue course last

Saturday was the biggest cycling success
Orange has seen in a long time, and the club
fully evinced the fact that cycling in the
Oranges is by no means a dead letter. The
race was announced to come ofi^ at 5 o'clock,

and before that hour an immense crowd
assembled at the starting line. All along each
side of the road carriages were standing, filled

with interested spectators, and people living

along the course were out on the verandas to

witness the struggle. At both turns the crowd
was so great that it was difRcult for the boys to

turn. There were twelve startei\s, and each
man had many friends to encourage him on,

and along the course the spectators shouted for

the encouragement of everybody. The day was
hot and the course in some places was heavy.
At the start no one seemed willing to set the

jiace until finally
J. D. Racey spurted to the

front and it had the desired effect; everybody
got the "hustling" fever and away they went;
but Raccy fell back perfectly willing to let some
one set pace.

Charles Hedges set the pace to the top of
school house liill. Tlie bunch reached Mr.
Mohor, the judge, well together and the turn
was made without a fall.

The i)ace set returning to the line was a little

warmer, but tliei-e were no stragglers, the crowd
being in a bunch. When they apjieared in

sight of the start over the Munn Avenue hill

down the level stretch spectators at the line

were thoroughly excited. Probably a prettier

sight was never seen as the bunch came tearing
toward the line, and as they crossed it there
was not more than fifteen feet between the
leader and the last man. A great shout of

encouragement went up as the boys, each riding

in good form, passed the crowd and were now
on the last half of the race. No one seemed
able to guess who would be the winner so well

were the)' riding. At Harrison Street the

pounding commenced and here the string com-
menced to gradually draw out. Down around
the bend toward Lincoln Avenue the pace was
hot, and at the turning point at Lincoln Avenue
an immense cjowd had assembled. The turn
was made and five men were now on the home-
stretch well together. The pace to the hill at

Centre Street was hot, and the leaders gradually
drew down to three, Racey and Williams side

by side and Knowles close up. From Centre
Street the final spurt was made, Racey gradu-
ally drawing away from Williams and Knowles.
From Oakwood Avenue to Harrison Street the

mud was thick and made riding hard. From
Harrison Street to the finish at Halsted Street

the pace was terrific, Racey leading. His
spurt was too much and he crossed the line a
winner, with Williams second, three seconds
later, and Knowles third, six seconds later.

The rest of the crowd came in well strung out.

The entire race was a beauty, and everybody
was highly delighted over the event. Racey'

s

time was 2om. 30s., and he received the hand-
some gold medal offered by Captain John Long.

THE MICHIGAN ROAD BOOK.

We are indebted to Mr. A. B. Richmond,
Chief Consul, for a copy of the Michigan Road
Book for i8go, which has just been issued. The
book is distributed free to all members of the
Michigan Division and those who join prior to

November i. Those attaching themselves to

this body after that date will be charged fifty

cents, and League members outside of the State

can secure the work for $1. It will not be sold

to non-League members. This book is another
substantial illustration of one of the many ben-
efits that members of the League receive.

The book is a revision of a former edition

compiled by Mr. J. H. Johnson, and all old

routes have been completely revised and many
new ones added. Michigan roads are mostly
clay and gravel interspersed with short stretches

of sand, and are ridable throughout the year,

splendid advantages being offered to tourists.

The work is supplied with a number of admir-
able maps and contains over one hundred differ-

ent routes, showing the condition and material

of the roads as well as the distance between all

the principal cities and towns of the State. A
large amount of useful information is also em-
bodied in the work, and to Michigan wheelmen
the book is of great value. A Hand Book to

be used in connection with the Road Book is to

be issued at an early date.

'THE FARMING LEAGUE MEM-
BERS."

The editor of the cycling column in the

Providence Jom-nal is not in .sympathy with the

proposed constitutional change, whereby non-

wheelmen will be admitted to the League, and
says, if passed, that Rhode Island wheelmen
will be sorely disappointed and many will be
thoroughly put out. He further says :

Interviews with members of the Rhode Island Di-
vision have disclosed these facts, and predictions in

some cases point towards a demoralization of the
League if the bill should be passed. A prominent
gentleman said yesterday afternoon : "The L. A. W.
is an immen.se alTair. It has grown .gradually until

now it has both a large membership and a great
power, which is continually helping its members. I

am opposed to uniting forces with farmers and non-
cyclers for various reasons. In my opinion it will

have a tendency towards breakin.g up the League in

the wheelmen's light. If the president desires to en-
list the aid of the ctiuntrymen and horse jockeys let

him or any one else draft a bill creating a National
Road Improvement Association, and lul it be a sejia-

rate organization."

Zimmerman will ride an "Ormonde" safety this

se;ison. Windle, Ives and Rich are now mounted on
" Ormondes."

ST. LOUIS.

I wonder if some of the speedj' men of the East
can't be induced to come to St. Louis August i6 when
they learn what excellent inducements are offered at
the tournament. For instance, among the prizes will
be found a Columbia Safety, donated by the Pope
Manufacturing Co.; a Victor Safety, donated by the
Overman Wheel Co.; a Paragon Safety, donated by
the Stover Manufuacturing Co.; a Rambler Safety,
donated by the Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing
Co., and gold watches, diamond pins, etc. Coming as
it does just before the national meet, some of the fl}'-

ers ouglit to make it a point to be on hand. The track
will be in fine order, and every accommodation will
be looked after. The officers of the association expect
a large attendance, and many of our best racing men
from other districts have already signified their inten-
tion of entermg these races by letter. Any one desir-
ing to compete in the tournament should correspond
with W. R. Wright, 300 Olive Street, who will be glad
to give further information.

Every wheelman in the city realizes that we will
lose an ardent worker from our midst when Mr. W. M.
Brewster leaves for Quincy, 111., which is to be his
future home. Mr. Brewster came here several years
ago, and has grown into the favor of every one. His
business ability has broughton this change of loca-
tion, and while we are loath to have him leave us, we
are still rejoiced, to see him receive the promotion
which he so justly deserves. We will also miss his
most excellent wife, who is, without a doubt, the most
graceful lady cycler in the city of St. Loxiis.

What has become of " Prince Charming," alias A. L.
Taylor? We should very much like to see his lovely,
smiling face in St. Louis again. Since his trip to De
Soto with Wainwright he can no longer be kept out of
the li.st of active wheelmen. Verbal.

In the Anfield fifty mile road race, J. D. Siddeley,
scratch, fini.shed second in the remarkable time of zh.
57m. 30s.

RACING AT WESTBORO, MASS.

The handicap road race of the Westboro, Mass.,
Wheel Club, last Saturday, was -svell contested and
excited much interest. The course was to Northboro
and return, a distance of eight and one-half miles.
The race resulted as follows : W. R. Curtis, 3;^ min.,
first, time 40m. 5s • M. L. Wood, scratch, second, time
42m. 6s.; F. W. Pernceld, iim., third, time 42m. 13S.

There were thirteen starters and a number of useful
prizes.

The fall meet of the Pennsylvania Division will be
held at Willlamsport, September 4, instead of at
Harrisburg, which also put in a bid. Preference is

given to Willlamsport on account of the tournament
to be held by the Willlamsport Wheel Club on the
same date.

The Yonkers Bicycle Club is making arrangements
for a series of road races over the Riverdale course,
to occttr during the middle of September.

The Harvard University Cycling Association will
hold a race meet this fall.

The Atalanta Wheelmen have set Labor Day as the
date for their annual ten mile handicap road race, and
the Irvington-Milburn course will be utilized for the
event as heretofore.

On Saturday, August 23, the East Orange Cyclers
will hold a two mile handicap road race.

A two mile scratch bicycle race is among the events
at the games of the Staten Island Athletic Club, to be
held on the club grounds Labor Day, the occasion
being their fourteenth annual fall meeting. Entries
close August 18, with Frederick W. Janssen, 241 and
243 Broadway, N. Y.

The Meadville Cycle Club announce a grand tourna-
ment to be held on Tuesday, August 19. A road race
from Saegertown to Meadville—distance, 6^ miles

—

will be one of the events. The Meadville Driving
Park Track will be the scene of all the other races.

If the weather is favorable on Saturday afternoon
W. S. Campbell will have a go at Hartford at the mile
amateur record. Laurie and Gassier will also have a
" whilt " at the safety records.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen's tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park will have the races timed by electric-

ity.

Louisville e.Kpects to inaugurate a tournament this

fall which will probably take place shortly after the
Peoria meet.

Guillotte, one of the fastest Southern racers, has
retired from the track, as his business does not allow
him sufficient time for training.

The Lincoln Bicycle Club, of Chicago, will hold
their second annual handicap road race Saturday
afternoon, August 9.

The twice postponed races of the New York Bicycle
Club are now announced to take place August 16.

The third of the New York Bicycle Club's series of
road races will be held on Riverside Drive, Au.gust 16,

at 5 p. m. The event is a five mile handicap, open to

club members only.

Captain Nisbett, N. Y. B. C, is particularly pleased
with a new tandem safety which he has lately import-
ed, a 69-lb. Kalei.gh. With W. K. Kindlay up, he in-

tends to get out for that New Vork-Tarrytinvn record
this Fall.'

The attention of Philadelphia wheelmen is called to

the fact that the Allilrtt' of August 8 intends to "jump"
on us. At least so a private note from Brer MacOwen
informs us. Well, what harm! Brer MacOwen ap-
pears to enjoy his censorship over THE WHEEL, and
we will be the last to interfere with his amusements.
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THE ST. LOUIS TOURNAMENT. THE HARTFORD TOURNAMENT.

The St. Louis Bicycle Track Association's

second annual tournament, at Conipton Avenue
Park, AujTust lO, has excited unusual interest.

Never before in the history of local cyclintj has
a tournament received so much attention by
the country at larjje as this one, and the nieni-

l)ers of the Track Association arc conijratu-

lating themselves that at last, after many a
hard efTort, success perches upon their banner.
The progi'annne will include more genuine at-

tractions, both to the wheelmen and to the

general ]iublic, than were ever before con-

densed into one day's cycling events. The
valuable prizes offered are attracting racing

men from many ])oints. Already the local

flyers are getting down to running quarters in

38, 39 and 40s., and a mile is said to have lieen

ridden a few evenings since by a local racing

man in the fast time of 2m. 4SS. Track Super-
intendent Laing began work on the track last

Friday morning, and it will be regularly

scraped, rolled and sprinkled until its surface is

perfection. The long continued dry weather
retards the work to some extent, but neverthe-
less the track will be very fast. The number of

riders in training there is miich larger than in

former j^ears, and among the new aspirants for

racing honors are W. S. Todd and F. S. Ray,
two rattling good men, who will doubtless show
up well when the time comes. Harding is lay-

ing for the Chicago men and will be well backed
up in his efforts b}^ Rule, Sanders, Pomarede
and Tivy. It begins to look as if the Chicago
contingent will not have the eas)' time winning
that they had last year. Great interest is being

manifested in the novice safety event, the first

of the kind ever held here, and it will be sure

to bring out a large quantity of hitherto unde-
veloped racing talent. On account of the eai'ly

departure of Handicapper Stone, entries for the

handicap events close August 9 instead of

August 12, as previously announced. Entries

for all other events will be received until August
12 at 6 p. m., when they will positively close.

Positions on the track will be awarded accord-

ing to the entry numbers, and intending con-

testants would, therefore, do well to send their

entries at once to Secretary W. R. Wright, 300

Olive street. A large number of \'isitors are

expected from towns in lUinois, and special runs

will be arranged for them on Sunday, August
17. A wheelmen's parade, starting from Four-

teenth and Locust Streets at 1 130 p. m. sharp

on the day of the races, will also be made a

feature of the tournament, and all wheelmen
are invited to participate in it. The managers
are exceedingly desirous of .securing the entries

of some of the Eastern fast men, and if Laurie,

Windle or any of the other flyers should journey

to St. Louis and participate in some of the

events they would no doubt bring back a valu-

able prize or two. It is expected that Lumsden,
Tuttle, Winship, Van Sicklen, BaiTett, Thorne,
Wintermute, of Chicago, will be present. The
list of events and prizes are as follows ;

One Mile Ordin.^rv, Novice—Prizes, first, gold
medal ; second, silver medal ; third, rug-.

One Mile S.afetv, Novice—Prizes, first, gold
medal ; second, silver medal ; third, pair of o.Kidized

silver cuff buttons.

ONE-HALF Mile Dasm-Prizes, first, fine Colt's

double barrelled, twelve gauge shot gun, value, $50 ;

second, stop watch ; third. Brooks cyclometer.

One Mile .Safety, Mo. Division Ciiami-ionship—
Prizes, first. Paragon safety bicj'cle, $135; second,
diamond stud ; third, parlor lamp.

One Mile Ordinarv, Open—Prizes, first, Columbia
safety bicycle, $135 ; second, amateur camera and
outfit ; third, fine sillc umbrella.

Five Mile Safety, Mo. Division Championship—
Prizes, first, gold medal ; second, fancy mantel clock

;

third, set of silver knives and forks. Fancy riding by
Harry Gordon.

Two Mile Lap Race—Prizes, first, Victor safety
bicycle, $135 ;

second, fine library clock ; third, Jersey
bicycle. Fancy riding by M. L. Johnson.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicaps—Prizes, first.

Ideal Rambler safety bicycle, §85; second, elegant
gold watch ;

third, silk umbrella. Double four yai-d

trick riding by M. L. Johnson and Harry Gordon.

Two Mile Ordinary, Missouri Division Cham-
pionship—Prizes, first, elegant gold medal ; second,
silver water service ; third, one pair of fine shoes.

One Mile Tandem Safety Bicycle—Prizes, first,

pair of fine engravings ; second, set of solid silver

tea spoons; third, one case of champagne cider.

One Mile Consol.\tion—Prizes, first, Fidelity and
Casualty accident insurance policy of $5,000; se"cond,

silk shirt ; third, pair of bicycle shoes
;
fburth, box of

500 "Preferred Stock" cigarettes; filth, 500 "Rich-
mond Straight Cut " cigarettes; sixth, 500 "Sporting-
Extra" cigarettes.

All of the plans for the tournament and the

entertainment, September i and 2, are rapidly
maturing, only a few of the details remaining
to be settled. The following named gentlemen
have been requested to serve as officials at the

meet, and will do so ;

Referee ; Charles vS. I^avol, Chairman
National Racing Hoard, L. A. W., Warren,
R. I. Judges : William H. Emery, Boston,

Mass. ; William jM. Brewster, Ouincy, Mo.
;

Major Charles L. Burdett, Hartford, Conn.
Starter : S. A. Miles, Chicago, 111. Clerk of

course : II. IT. Chapman, Hartford.
The following aids have been appointed by

Chief Consul Post for the Connecticut Division

to take charge of the entertainment of visitors

during the tournament of the Division and of

the Hartford Wheel Club, September i and 2 :

E. A. De Hlois, chairman; E. C. Wilson, L. C.

Grover, Henry Goodman, A. H. Schumacher.
There will be a parade, visits to several of

the famous factories and to other points of in-

terest. Over $600 have already been raised to

defray the cost of entertainment. It is expected
that the new Ladies' Cycle Club will participate

in the parade, and that they and others will

have a part in the day and evening entertain-

ment.
At the Charter Oak Park, H. E. Laurie, E. J.

Willis, William Campbell, A. B. Rich and W.
F. Gassier are in daily practice, and express
themselves as very much pleased with the track.

They are making some remarkably fast time,

and it is not improbable that one or more of the
championship records will be broken at the
September tournament.

F. F. Ives, of Meriden, is also at the track in

training, and a dozen more riders are expected
within a few daj-s, so that with the local riders

there A\nll soon be about twenty-five in practice

on the track, which was never in better con-
dition than now.
On the 3d fully 1,000 wheelmen were the

interested spectators of the training that was
going on on the track, and a noticeable figure

amongst the racing men in training was the
veteran F. F. Ives, who is rapidly getting into

good form and will show well in the front in

the coming events. The peculiar style of riding

practiced by the English riders, Willis and
Laurie, created much favorable comment.
Among the riders practicing were Gassier,
Campbell, Rich, W. F. and C. M. Murphy, and
about twenty local men who were training for

the novel and class races. It is expected that

the riders will make an attempt to lower the
records on Saturday afternoon.

An extraordinary fine list of prizes will be
offered at the tournament this year, including
no less than eiglit high-grade safeties, headctl

by a §200 Psycho 'i'andem. A caligraph, Wal-
tham watch and fifty other prizes, amounting
to S3, 000 in value, will complete the list. The
crack riders will be out in full force, and as the
railroads will reduce their rates a large gather-
ing of spectators is confidently expected.

THE SYRACUSE MEET.

The Men at Hartford.

Quite a string of crack riders are training at

Hartford, and it is safe to say that the Western
riders will meet with a warm reception at

Niagara Falls. The men are under the care of

Asa Windle and W. B. Troy, and they are
training faithfully, so that the East may be
properly represented at the Fall meets.
The track is improved, and the men are

already showing good pace.

On Tuesday last, Laurie, who is rapidly get-
ting into form, rode four miles in 15m. Rich,
Campbell and Gassier are showing some re-

markably fast quarters. Much is expected of

Frank Ives. W. F. and C. M. Murphy will"

leave for Hartford about Wednesday next to

remain until the Rochester meet. The Murphy
boys find it impossible to train any longer in

the Park, and with the advantages of profes-

sional trainers, a good track and training com-
pany they should show remarkable improve-
ment.

The Peoria Tournament.

The Peoria Bicycle Club are spreading broad-
cast a decidedly handsome lithographic poster
announcing their second annual tournament
September 12 and 13, which presents a bird's-

ejG view of Lake View Park, the track and
surrounding country. The portraits of Camp-
bell, Lumsden, ^\lttle, Van Wagoner, Windle,
Van Sicklen, Winship, Ives, Hendee, Myers
and Grant Bell adorn the show bill, and a very
attractive advertisement is the result. Copies
can be secured by addressing H. G-. Rouse,
Peoria, 111. , enclosing ten cents to cover cost.

The managers of the New York State Division
meet, to be held at Syracuse, September i and 2,

determined at the outset that no other similar
gathering would outshine the l^npire .State's

annual festivities, not even the National Meet at
Niagara, and to gain this end the different
committees have worked indefatijfably. All
preparations are now about completed, and
success is almost an assured fact.

The value of the prizes to be offered is esti-

mated at about $2,550, and this is stated to be
no exaggeration. All aiTangements for receiv-
ing visiting wheelmen have been attended to,

and through the able assistance of Mce Consul
Charles W. Wood nothing has been overlooked.
The officers for the races have just been ap-
pointed and are as follows; Referee, W.
Sheldon Bull, Buffalo

;
judges, W. H. De Graff,

N. y. City; Henry Gallien, Albany; W. S.

Jenkins, Buffalo; T. W. Shannon, Rochester;
W. C. Heydecker, N. Y. City. Timers, G. S.
Montgomery, Rochester; F. P. Prial, N. Y.
City; W. M. Olmsted, Syracuse. Scorers, H.
A. Doxsel, Syracuse; E. H. Fowle, Bingham-
ton; J. F. Aldrich, Oneida.
The racing events are published below, and

the fact that Syracuse will be the battle-field
for the State championships has excited con-
sidei'able interest.

FIRST DAY.

One mile novice, ordinary ; 2 mile tandem, L. A. W.
State championship ; '/i mile dash, ordinary, open

;

2 mile ordinary, open ; i mile tandem, L. A. W. State
championship; i niile, 3:10 class, ordinary; 2 mile
safety, L. A. W. State championship; i mile ordinary,
L. A. W. State championship

; 2 mile ordinary, 6:20
class

; 5 mile safety, L. A. W. State championship

;

I mile safety, open.

SECOND DAY.

One mile novice, safety ; 2 mile ordimiry, L. A. W.
State championship; i mile ordinary, open; 3 mile
tandem, L. A. W. State cliampionship ; i mile safety,
L. A. W. .State championship; 5 mile ordinary, L. A.
\V. State championship ; i mile safety, 3:20 class

;

3 mile ordinary, open
; ^ mile dash, safety ; z mile

tandem; 5< mile satety, open.
Nineteen entries for the races have already been

received, including several of the fastest men from
New York, Boston and Chicago, and five Eastern men
will be in .Syracuse on Jlonday and will immediately
go into training on the Kirkwood track. The .Syracuse
Cycling Club minstrels are holding three rehearsals
a week, and fifty-two men will comprise the company.

TOURNAMENT AT MEADVILLE, PA.

Meadville, Pa., intends to keep on a level
with other towns of its size in the bicycle line,

and an endeavor will be made to induce the
cracks passing through Western Pennsylvania
on their way to Niagara to stop over a day and
enter the tournament of the Mead\-ille Cycling
Club on Tuesday, August 19. The six and a
half mile handicap road race from Saeg-ertown
to Meadxnlle at 10:30 a. m. will be one of the
principal events, and a parade at 1 130 p. m. and
a lantern parade at 8:30 p. m. ^^nll also prove
attractive features. Three suitable prizes will

be awarded ii-i each of the following events which
will be run at the driving park, starting at 3
p. m.

;

One mile ordinary
;

].i mile boj-s' safety
; 3 mile

championship of Western Pennsylvania
; 5 niile handi-

cap safety ; i mile novice
; safety ; }< mile dash

; % mile
dash, safety ; consolation race.

It is rumored that W. D. Banker was in

Meadville recently and took a sly look at the
track, and hurriedly left without even leaving
his card.

The race to occur between Wilhelm and Taxis next
month, in Philadelphia, for a valuable stop-watch, is
exciting considerable interest. The J^i-di^er says that
Wilhelm was somewhat out of condition in the race at
Tioga in which lie was beaten by the Philadelphia
champion, but both men have had ample notice and
time to train for the coming meeting, .and the event
should settle, beyond doubt, the championship for the
eastern part of the State.
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PHILADELPHIA.

HO, FOR NIAGARA !

But a little over two weeks before the Philadelphia
delegates leave for Niagara, and the first question
asked by wheelmen is, "Are you going?" From the
present outlook, a far larger party of Quakers will

attend this meet than were present at either Baltimore
or Hagerstown, some of the more sanguine even esti-

mating the number at 200. Chief Consul Boyle is

working earnestly to have Pennsylvania well repre-
sented, and to this end has secured a special train of

Pullman cars over the Pennsylvania Railroad at a rate
from Philadelphia of $12 for the round trip, including
parlor car accommodations both ways. The train will

leave Sunday, August 24, and be run on the following
schedule, stops being made only at cities along the
route where wheelmen make previous arrangements
to board it

:

Leave Philadelphia, Broad Street Station . . . 6.55 a. m.
Arrive Harrisburg 10.00 "
Leave Harrisburg 10.10 "

" Sunbury 11.40 "

Arrive Williamsport (dinner) i.oo p. m.
Leave Williamsport 1.30 "

" Elmira 4.00 "

Arrive Watkins 4-4S "

(Three hours and fifteen minutes at Watkins.)
Leave Watkins 8.00 "

Canandaigua 9-15 "

Arrive Niagara Falls 12.15 a. m.

This will be the official Division train, carrying the
Division officers, and in all pi-obability the principal
city clubs, although some have not yet secured accom-
modations. The road and time for starting have been
selected as best for the majority. Philadelphians
should certainly try to go together, and it is to be
hoped that all loyal League members will arrange to

take this train, and thus show their appreciation of the
efforts of the Chief Consul to make an enjoyable occa-
sion of the trip. The Philadelphia & Reading Railroad
will also run a special train at the same rate, leaving
Ninth and Green at 9 a. m.

THE PATRONAGE OF CYCLERS SOLICITED.

With the recent agitation over road improvements,
the following letterls most certainly of interest

:

"Mr. J. R. Lincoln Edwards, Sec'y of the Associ-
ated Cycling Clubs, of Philadelphia :

^'Dear Sir—I am a director in the Cheltenham and
Willow Grove Turnpike Co., and was appointed a
member of a committee of three at last meeting of the
Board to consider the matter of constructing a road-
way specially for bicycles, particvilarly along the
lower end of the road from Jenkintown to Rising Sun
and Germantown Road. I have been referred to you
as one likely to be able to give me some information
in regard thereto, that I may be the better able to
report and accomplish the object, and in this connec-
tion woiild state it was thought a way such as would
be desirable could be constructed on one side of the
road, and would ask for any information touching the
proper width; of what and how should it be constructed;
cost per square yard ; what has been done in other
localities and other corporations in this matter, and
some of the advantages that may be derived there-
from to both the neighborhood and the company in
regard to tolls, etc.

"Respectfully,
"A. H. Baker,

"Jenkintown, Pa."

The company is evidently of the opinion that if a
fairly large number of wheelmen will ride and pay
toll over their road in its present condition, that a
much greater number would make use of the same
were there a better surface, and looking at the ques-
tion from a financial point, is seemingly desirous of
securing additional patronage from cyclers.
Mr. Edwards has replied to the above letter quite

lengthily, inclosing L. A. W. literature on highways
improvement, advocating the improvement of the
entire roadway instead of a small portion of the same,
which, of course, would either be cut up by wagons or
monopolized by pedestrians, and dwelling on the ad-
vantages to the country adjacent to Lancaster Pike
derived from good roads.
This, the first instance hereabouts where the patron-

age of wheelmen has been sought for, will be watched
with interest, and .should the fact of making a road
attractive for bicycle riding be the means of improv-
ing a highway which for years has been in poor
repair, we will have won a victory -truly great.

" MORE richness."

Here's more "richness," now. "Ariel " posing as a
martyr, and I, poor, innocent, little fellow, not yet
"fairly breeched," "green," "ignorant," "a mouth-
piece, and "sadly in need of experience," commit-
ting, according to his account, nearly all the sins im-
aginable ; and only a few weeks ago this same "Ariel"
made the remark that Paul Berwyn was one of two
parties, only one of which (the other one) had ability
enough to write these letters. What an awtul tearing
out he does give me, so replete with wisdom and good
advice, ///s accuracy, too, is really alarming. But,
most mighty sir, you are somewhat muddled about
that little record matter which you at this late day
recall. It was not a matter of omission, but of com-
mission. Because a man does not belong to your club
or ride the wheel for which you are agent is no reason
why you should deliberately cast discredit on his
word of honor, or when given the news by a mutual
friend "take it with a grain of salt," and after getting
the informati<m desired from a reliable source, still

cast reflections upon it until it was literally crammed
down your throat by another ride. People who live
in stone houses should never throw glass, my dear
fellow. 1 know all about that Wilhelm matter, and if

it would do a particle of good I would publish the
entire facts. On the point of accuracy, I can " see you
and go you one better." Were you accurate when
you accused me of attempting to displace you on the
VV/iifS / Did any one see the road race on Sunday,
July 27, which you stated woukl be held on the pike?
How about the club-house of the Cohniibia Cyclers at
Fifteen and Columbia Avenue? Or were you correct
in announcing match races at Vineland between West,
Seeds, llazelton. Draper, Taxis and Wilhelm? Are
these the examples of accuracy (?) in which I am to
follow you ? " l''irst east out the beam out of thine own

eye, and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the
mote out of thy brother's eye."

Most highly esteemed, exalted and revered master,
the child is often father to the man ; so permit me,
although, in comparison with your long and varied
experience as a "journalist," a mere novice in the art,

to offer a suggestion : Why not, as you have so great
an amount of experience, benefit your fellow-man by
publishing a guide book to correspondence, say in
six or eight volumes—a sort of ready letter-writer,
you know. With the recent great increase in the
number of correspondents, good, bad and indifferent

—

those who write over a fiom de pluine^ those who write
occasionally, those who write regularly, and those
who stand behind the scenes and direct others how to
write—there certainly should be a demand for a book
of this character. Instead of taking us to task for our
"ignorance," why not lend a helping hand, and guide
us along the straight and narrow path which leads to
the high pinnacle of fame which you now occupy?
Take my advice and think the matter over. For the
present, most imperial potentate and grand high priest
of phenomenal pen-pushers, an revoir.

The race meet of the American Athletes, on Friday
next promises to be very interesting. Mr. MacOwen
has followed the English plan of holding the meet as
late in the afternoon as possible. The first race will
therefore be started at 4 p. m., and the most interest-
ing events run after 5:15. All the events will be one
mile or under, and the class system has been adopted
in order to make things still more interesting.
The club races of the South End Wheelmen, sched-

uled for the day following, have been postponed to
September 20. The boys were unable to get the Driv-
ing Park track, as was first intended, and have en-
gaged the Brotherhood Park for the above date, when
a number of open events will be added to the pro-
gramme.
Hazelton is credited with having ridden a practice

mile on the Tioga track, Tuesday last, in 2m. 42s.

Ptit up a medal, Rex.
Paul Berwyn.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Things are very quiet since the Muskegon Wheel-
men's visit. Chief Consul Richmond and H. R. Whit-
man are working up a blind run, to take place Sep-
tember 13, and to occupy two days. They promise a
big time, and the boys are trying hard to get further
particulars, but the promoters are as dumb as oysters.

On Tuesday evening occurred the monthly meeting
of both clubs, and considerable business was trans-
acted.

The Valley City Wheelmen intend to give a picnic
and dance at North Park next week.

G. L. Stone, Art Williams and Fred Denny leave
August 9 on their Milwaukee-Chicago tour.

The League election is going on very quietly, there
being no opposition so far to the G. R. B. C. ticket.

The married wheelmen were so well pleased with
their former trip to Plainfield that it was repeated last
Sunday. It did not turn out so well, however, for
when the party was ready for the return trip dark
clouds were seen in the south, and the riders had gone
but a short distance before a severe thunder shower
overtook them, and to make matters still worse one
of the ladies had the misfortune to break her wheel.
The front fork snapped just below the foot rest, but
Svipt. Hain, of the local cycle company, was just
behind her and soon fixed the break so that the lady
could proceed. The rain made it necessary to seek
cover, and advantage was taken of a large barn filled

with new-mown hay, where the party remained until
the weather cleared. As some one may be so unfor-
tunate as to break down in the same manner as this
lady, I will state how the break was fixed ; A piece of
tin about six inches long and three wide was found
and bent around the fork, it was then tied or wrapped
with heavy cord made fast to several projections on
the wheel.

In the last issue of THE WHEEL I noticed the re-
marks concerning a paper called Building and Reality.
This is not the only paper here that is helping the
cause of cycling, for quite all the daily papers here
are interested in the sport. They print a column or
more of bicycle news in their Sunday editions, written
by correspondents who are active wheelmen.

The Grand Rapids Cycle Company will get out a
new wheel next season, and they have already begun
work on it. They will also increase their capacity
and, perhaps, place a salesman on the road. Mizo.

TOLEDO.

It is wonderful what a boom has visited this city in

the way of cycling since asphalt pavement was intro-
duced, and over 175 wheels have been sold during the
last si-K months. The Toledo Bicycle Club is large
and thriving, possessing an elegant house and a
gymnasium fitted with all the latest appliances. The
officers of the club are as follows : President and
treasurer, Fred Boyce ; vice-president, Daniel Scgur

;

secretary, J. A. McKinnon; captain, Carl Knight.
The Lozier & Yost Bicycle Mfg. Co., situated here,

are turning out immense numbers of their " Little
Giant " wheels for boys, nearly 4,000 having been sold
since their introduction.
The Gendron Iron Wheel Co. have also a juvenile

wheel on the market with a ball bearing head, selling
at the popular price. The company have an extensive
factory, manufacturing baby-carriage wheels and
velocipedes, over 50,000 of the latter being sold last

year. It is their belief that the boys' safety will
almost entirely take the place of the thi"ee-wheeled
velocipede. They also intend making a high grade
wheel! Another wheel made in this city is the
Ricard, a machine intended as a strong road wheel,
which weigh a trifle over sixty-five pounds when
complete.

A gold medal has been donated by W. M. Perrell, of

the South End Wheelmen, I'liilad'elphia, to be con-
tested for in a one mile handicaj) club race.

DETROIT.

Why is it that wheelmen so often abuse the privi-
leges that are granted them ? Our city ordinance
allows sidewalk riding on streets that are not paved
at all hours and also on any walk between up. ni. and
6 a. m. We have also had the use of pavhs in the
various small parks, but now we are deprived of rid-
ing in these resorts because the privilege was grosslj-
abused. Wheelmen spin up and down the asphalt on
either side of the street regardless of everyone else,
and soon we will be governed by tyrannical laws if

there is not more judgment displayed by the riders.
A few years ago, while I was in Augusta, Ga., I casu-
ally remarked in the hotel office that bicycle riders
should not be allowed to ride on the sidewalk on the
business streets. One of the councilmen heard the
remark and that night brought it up before the city
fathers, and they there and then passed an ordinance
prohibiting sidewalk riding entirely. Bicycle horns
or " squeakers " are a nuisance, and a law should be
passed to hang any one who carries one of these con-
trivances on his wheel. Don't abuse your privileges !

What a boom the Detroit Wheelmen have taken.
The membership has been nearly doubled in two
months and is still increasing, and they have rented
and moved into a large brick house at the corner of
Washington and Gr. River Avenues. The house is
being painted and papered, electric lights are being
added, and, in fact, they are getting into shape so as
to be able to entertain their friends royally when re-
turn visits are made.
Harry Doan and Bob Deacon are back from their

vacation.

Joe Bressler has gone to Chicago for a week. Mal-
ley attracts great attention from all the ladies at the
Park with his fancy Jersey shirt and his club color
ribbons.

Holcombe is a hard rider, but he has a little bad
luck every season. First he skinned his nose, the next
summer jFie broke his arm, then on the hundred mile
run he broke two ribs in a bad fall, and now he has
broken his back-bone (to his wheel), and the last acci-
dent appears to worry him more than the others.

As I was walking up Griswold Street 3-esterda5% I

overtook a stranger wearing knee pants, and I hailed
him and inquired if he was a wheelman. He replied in
the affirmative. "Where from?" said I. "North
Adams, Mass.," said he. "On a tour?" " Yes, going
up the lakes on the boat." "Got your wheel with
you?" "No." " What wheel do you ride?" " Well, I

haven't got any just now—in fact I have not ridden
for nearly a year." "Why the knee pants, then?"
"Because I got use to them when I owned a bicycle,
and like them so much better than long ones that I

wear them all the time." I put him down as a man
who has got good common sense, even if he did live
"Down East."

Wheelmen are passing through the city almost every
day off on a pleasure trip for a week or two.

It's a little hard on a tourist to get as far as Windsor
for a run through Canada to find he must put up 30
per cent, of the value of his wheel for deposit as secur-
ity before he can pass customs. Why can't we see
this matter brought up at the L. A. W. meet? There
will be quite a number of Canadians there, and it

strikes me that the commissioner of customs would
grant the wheelmen more privileges if the matter was
only brought to his notice in the proper manner.

Clarence Smith returned from Toronto Monday, and
he has made all arrangements for the big Detroit-
Niagara tour. I guess Mr. Smith has got his hands
full. At first he expected about twenty to go, but it

looks now as though there would be a "hundi-ed. He
has given it a great deal of attention, and if it is not a
grand success it won't be his fault. He has asked
"Griff," our president, to act as captain, and Joe
Breshler to assume the treasuryship. He now wants
a bugler and whipper-in

;
also several others to assist

him. The programme he has just issued is a "dandy."
He promised not to mention his luggage carriers, but
has cuts of them on the back page with this verse :

" They laid him there in a Canadian grave.
The sod with their handle bars turning

;

Not a grin was heard, not a sigh of regret.

But the tourists their pedals keep churning.
What for ? Because he wanted some one to carry

his coat."

W. K. Bush is back to Detroit to live. He has not
only brought back a very amiable lady as his wife,

but also a lady's wheel for her especial use, and she
is a good rider. We are glad to welcome them in our
midst. "" ""

FALL RIVER.

Be Be.

The cit5' government has at last decided that the
streets are in need of repairs, and they have negotiated
a loan of $15,000 for highway improvements.

Ten members of the Ramblers attended a "lawn
fete," held at Somerset on the evening of July 30, and
thov had a jollv good time, being highly pleased with
the'hospitality'of the country folk. The return trip

was made by moonlight, and it was early morning
before the party reached home.

The Ramblers made a good showing at the Cottage
City meet. Milton I. Deane captured two second
prizes, and Frank C. Nichols was second in the coast-

ing contest. At present the club has thirty-two
League members, and in all probability the number
will' be increased during the Fall.

U has been found necessary to indefinitely postpone
the Ws't:: mile handicap road' race, which was booked
for July 29, as manv ot the best men who were to com-
pete are out of tow'n. Undoubtedly the race will come
oil' during September, and the course will be changed
to the Somerset Road. Zli".

The next race of the Minneapolis Bicycle Club—

a

t wentv mile road race will occur early in September.
The I'yake Harriet course will be used again, and
seven trips around the lake will be necessary to cover
the distance.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The New York Athletic Club has secured the cream
of racing men in this vicinity to represent them on
the path for the balance of the season, and it is not
probable that such a team of flyers can be duplicated
in this country or Europe. The list includes W. F.

Campbell, A. B. Rich, W. F. and C. M. Murphy, Her-
bert Laurie, E. J. Willis, L. L. Clarke, GcorKc A. Ton-
kin, Frank Ives, E. Valentine, C. E. Klufje and Wil-
liam Van Wajroner for ordinary events ; while the
safetv will be used by Hoyland Smith, W. F. Gassier,
W. D. Banker, W. F. Murphy, Herbert Laurie, E. J.
Willis and R. H. Davis.

Some of the St. Louis riders have recently been
pestered by boys who delight in throwing various
kinds of decayed fruit at them. It is feared that if

the practice is not nipped in the bud the boys will use
eggs of a questionable age as ammunition, so the
cyclers will endeavor to bring the culprits into sub-
jection.

Edgar Newman and Frank Chase, of the Lincoln
Bicycle Club, Chicago, rode 120 miles between the
hours of 5 a. m. and 8 p.m. on July 20.

It is announced that Lumsden, the Chicago crack,
will reach Niagara a week before the races, accom-
panied by Winship and Anderson.

An exchange says that Henry M. Stanley has been
elected president of an English cycle club.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen elected two new members
at a meeting held on Tuesday evening last, and a big
increase in membership is expected when the club
house improvements are completed. Earl}' in October
a lantern parade and reception will be given as a
house-warming, and clubs trom the surrounding cities
and towns will be mvited to participate.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen are again looking after
century records, and the result of last month's work
is as follows : On July 5, A. F. Calkins and N. H.
White rode 104 miles in eight hours and forty-five
minutes ; on August 2, F. E. Ensworth, W. H. Carpen-
ter and H. J. Bauer made a successful try. Ensworth
covered 2 miles in eight hours and fifty-seven
minutes ; Carpenter, 102 miles in nine hours and forty-
five minutes, and Bauer, loi miles in nine hours and
fourteen minutes.

A racing man tells us that one of the fastest paths
in this country is the level straight-away asphalt mile
on Richmond Avenue, Buffalo.

Brother Goodman is being imposed upon by his New
York correspondent. Speaking of the recently
selected ticket in the First and Second Districts he
states :

" With this ticket in the field, rumors of an
opposition one would seein absurd. Yet, faint as the
whisperings of the sea shell, comes to my ears the in-
evitable plaint of the disgrnntled ones. They would
like to get up a ticket, but the material, ay, there's the
rub, the material is scarce." We are certain that
"Gothamite " is too dull to hear the drone of a sea
shell. His forte is t'ne tin horn and the trombone.
There is not the slightest opposition to the regular
ticket in the First District, for it is excellently well,
but, outside of Messrs. Bidwell, De Graaf and Shriver
not invulnerable. The ticket was selected by Mr.
Bull and Mr. Nisbett : no one knew who was nominated
or who was to nominate; the chairman of the nomi-
nating committee did not even know, for his appoint-
ment did not reach him. There is plenty of good news
in Gotham, Gothamite, and it is not necessary to
fabricate, even if one does unite on space. By the
way, Gothamite can't spell correctly the name of
Egan, which is classic in these parts.

Information of a club is in contemplation by the
lady riders of Harrisburg, Pa.

So many cities and towns are enforcing ordinances
compelling wheelmen to show a light when riding at
night that dealers are experiencing a big boom in the
lantern line.

A competitor in the twenty-five mile tricycle cham-
pionship, with an eye to the main chance, thought that
if the hose which was playing around Paddington
last Saturday could only be turned upon his back
during portions of the race excellent results might
have been gained. In the first place, the power would
have assisted his progress ; in the second, he would
have been able to keep fresh all through ; and lastly,

he would have had a chance of keeping clean and see-
ing out of his eyes—objects whi h he early in the
afternoon set his affection upon.

—

Bicycling ^^eivs.

Somebody has duped Violet Lome. The dear girl

has been told that in "some regions" of the LTnited
States the men rush to the nearest tree and climb it

the moment a lady bicyclist comes in sight. We beg
to assure Violet that this is a base libel on American
ladies who ride. We don't know how it is in Violet's
countr}-, but in America our ladies are not of the type
which compels the "inhabitants" of any "region"
to rush to the nearest tree-top.

The English would save a deal of time and mental
perplexity by separating pneumatic and solid-tyred
wheels in all road and path races. It has not yet been
demonstrated to a certainty just what advantage or
disadvantage a pneumatic has ; but certain it is

that on certain kinds of siirface, solid cannot live

with pneumatic, and vice versa.

Laurie, Willis, Campbell, Gassier, Rich, Banker and
Vindle have gone to the

"

Mass., to go into training. Who is paying
Vv indie have gone to the home of the latter in Lynn,

_ Who is paying for this?

—

Philadelphia Press.
Windle's home is not at Lynn, and the comment of

the Press is both stupid and unfair, and the same may
be said, in greater degree, of the cycling editors who
reprinted the paragraph. The expenses of the' men
are probably paid by the New York and Berkeley
Athletic Clubs, either of which could buy up the Phila-
delphia Press.

One of the sights of London, on a recent Tuesday
afternoon, was Mayor Knox-Holmes, the Glad.stone of
cycling, careering wildly down the Strand on a pneu-
matic tricycle.

Says our e. c. Bicycling Neivs, spitefully :
" Racing

costumes in some quarters seem becoming small by
degrees and beautifully less. The latest American
rig-out, according to a sketch in the World, is just full
enough for a swimmer, but would certainlv not pass
muster as university racing costume in Kngland."
Despite the sketch in the World, the swimming tights
described arc not yet the fashion. We have had not a
few Englishmen over here during the past seven
years, and we can personally testify that the Ameri-
cans were dressed more completely and with better
taste. The beautiful drab tights worn by Frank Ives,
and covering the entire body from neck to toe-tip, and
the black of the old "Columbia" team, were the acme of
racing gear, and quite outshone the university cos-
tumes of Webber, Furnival, Cripps, Lees, English,
Howell, and the others.

THE LOUISVILLE CLUB'S FLOATING CONCERT.
The second annual floating concert and excursion of

the Louisville Cycle Club, on July 30, proved a most
enjoyable affair, and the attendance was both large
and enthusiastic. Prince Wells gave an exhibition of
trick riding, manifesting to everyone's satisfaction
that he had lost none of his cleverness, and a string
band furnished music for dancing. Before the return.
President Tileston presented Mr. Wells with a hand-
some silk umbrella in behalf of the club.

Many of the cyclers of Louisville now spend their
spare time on the new track, and are delighted with
its smooth surface.

At an auction sale in Philadelphia last week four
miles of turnpike road-bed, running parallel with the
Lancaster Pike, was sold, owing to legal technalities.
It was knocked down to the counsel of the turnpike
company for §300.

The Louisville Cycling Club presented PrinceAVells,
the trick rider, with a handsome umbrella last week.
Shortly after receiving it rain began falling in
torrents.

THE ORANGE WHEELMEN.
The Orange Wheelmen are pushing cycling to the

utmost limit in the Oranges, and if work and energv
go for anything, a strong and live organization wifl
soon be settled in the district, renowned for its fine
roads. The rooms of the club are now at 397 Main
Street, and it is e.xpected that they will be completely
furnished in a week or ten days. For a club one
month old, with thirty-five ardent wheelmen, and the
record of having engineered a successful road race, its

members are duly proud, and they now only ask a
little kindly feeling from the larger clubs, as they are
confident of soon becoming solidly established. The
race for the President's challenge cup will occur on
September 6, and an open race meet is contemplated
this fall after all the big tournaments are over. To-
morrow a two-mile road race will be given on Central
Avenue, and another short race will occur on the fol-

lowing Saturday.

Chief Consul Boyle, of the Pennsylvania Division, is

spending the summer at Berwyn, and is doing con-
siderable riding on the Lancaster Pike, accompanied
by his wife.

W. W. Taxis and W. F. West returned to Philadel-
phia last Saturday, from a week's sojourn in Baltimore
and vicinity.

Several special sleeping cars will be attached to the
train leaving the Litchburg depot, Boston, Saturday
afternoon, August 23, .at 3 o'clock, for the accommoda-
tion of New England WheeliTien attending the Niagara
meet. A special rate of $19.20 for the round trip has
been secured.

Chief Consul D. J. Post is circulating a revised
edition of the Connecticut road book, compiled by
Charles G. Huntington.

Miss May Cook, one of the pioneer lady riders of
Providence, who has an enviable record for long dis-
tance riding, will leave for Tacoma about the middle
of this month. The Rhode Island Wheelmen, with
which club she is connected, will tender her a rousing
reception before she departs for t'ne West.

Harry A. Rath, Frank S. Parker arid William Bett-
ner, of Elizabeth, known as the W. W. W., or " Wan-
dering Wheelmen We," started Monday on their an-
nual tour. They will take in Long Branch, Asbury
Park, Budd's Lake, Lake Hopatcong and West Point.

The Memphis, Tenn., Cycle Club moved into a new
club house last week.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club will have a run through
the Oranges, Sunday, in company with the Orange
Wheelmen. They will dine at Bloomfield.

The Pennsylvania Division will attend the League
meet, going and coming on a special P. R. R. train.
The entire cost of transportation will be Si, 000. The
train will start early in the morning and make the
most of the run by daj^light. It is also to be specially
noted, in fact the announcement is made in red ink,

that "the club with the largest number of wheelmen
going on the official train is to have the honor of
carrving the ' division banner.' " Great Jehosophat

!

But "isn't that reminiscent of our school days of the
bib-and-tucker period, when Sidney Jones and Sue
Brown wore silver-plate medals—"A Good Boy," "A
Good Girl"—with great red ribbons, fora whole week?
The banner should be carried by the oldest club in the
State, not by the largest.

The Missouri Division's new road book is about
ready for distribution.

An exchange says :
" Henry E. Ducker, of Spring-

field tournament fame, has already written to several
of the men interested in cycling in Chicago and told
them that the possibilities for a grand tournameni; on
the occasion ot the coming World's Fair will be some-
thing immense, and it is generally believed that the
old war horse of tournament organizing celebrity
would like to have one more shot at his hobby in Chi-
cago in 1893."

The Century Wheelmen will attend the League
meet .-\t Niagara in a body, and a special car will be
chartered for their accommodation.

O. S. Bunnell, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia, rode over twelve hundred miles last month,
and made three century runs during that period.

J. H. Draper, who was injured at Stenton last June,
is again able to ride a wheel.

Atlantic City is a popular resort with the Philadel-
phia wheelmen, and parties of jolly cyclers can be
found enjoying themselves at this famous retreat
throughout'the entire season.

The Wissahickon Wheelmen are looking for larger
quarters in Germantown, owing to the rapid increase
in membership.

The Doctors' Wheel Club, of Buffalo, has four runs
on the schedule for August, as follows : 4th, Fort
Erie; nth, in and around the city ; i8th, Bowman's
Hill

; 25th, blind run. These are all short evening
jaunts and form an agreeable relaxation to the pro-
fessional men.

The road cards of the Kings County Wheelmen are
both useful and convenient. Besides containing memo-
randum blanks for each day of the month, where the
starting point, destination, distance and time of start
and finish may be written, they also furnish a mileage
table of the principal points from the club house, and
a list of runs and other events. They are copyrighted
by Captain W. F. Murphy.

Charles Moreland, the fast rider of St. Johns, Mich.,
last week rode from that town to Crystal Lake and
return, a distance of 80 miles over stony and sandy
roads, in j\\. and 5m. At the races at Lansing, July 4,
he carried off first prize in the ordinary event.

The Riverside Wheelmen expect to be well repre-
sented at most of the various fall tournaments. The
club will run to Dobbs' Ferry this Sunday, and it has
been decided to give monthly receptions, beginning
in October.

George M. Nisbett and A. C. Banker will endeavor
to make a record between New York and Tarrytown
next month on a new tandem that has just been re-
ceived by Mr. Nisbett.

It is reported that on August 15 the Cvclists' Corps
of the Seventeenth Separate Company, National
Guards of New York, will visit Peekskill Camp, riding
the entire distance with gun, knapsack and entire out-
fit. The march is expected to be made in eight hours.

The Harrisburg Wheel Club are making arrange-
ments for a parade and banquet to occur on the even-
ing of August 6. Harrisburg has in the neighborhood
of thirty lady cyclers and there is talk among them of
forming a club.

The new road from Asbury Park to Belmar has
been completed and is one of the best in Monmouth
County. Wheelmen can now take pleasure in riding
between these two resorts. There is a section of this
road below Belmar, however, in an unfinished con-
dition, but when it is completed good riding will
exist without a break from Spring Lake to Asbury
Park. It is now only necessary to macadamize the
stretch of road above Asbury Park, connecting with
the Long Branch Boulevard, to form a continuous
circuit of good riding all the way from Mattawan to
Spring Lake, passing through all the famous summer
resorts.

Six members of the Manhattan Bicycle Club rode co
Sandy Beach Sunday and enjoyed their annual bath.

It is reported that Van Wagoner is riding in re-
markable good shape, though he is working hard at
his business. On Sunday last he rode a mile and a
sixth at Chestnut Hill Reservoir, Boston, in three
minutes, with Merrill as a mate on a tandem.

The first twenty days of July in England were wet.

The work of asphalting Eighth Avenue has been
commenced.

Interest in cycling at Alameda, Cal., is on the as-
cendant, and a boom in the sport is predicted.

Louisville is another city that will boast of possess-
ing a bicycle track. The quarter mile course in
Wilder's Driving Park is to be put in first-class shape,
and season tickets will be sold to wheelmen at $2.00
each to defray the expenses.

Some of the Buffalo wheelmen still persist in side-
walk riding despite the forty odd arrests recently,
and more trouble is anticipated.

Dr. Edwin Checkley, who is making a studv of
physical training and who will test the various forms
of athletic exercises to ascertain their value as health
agents, started August 6 for Chicago awheel. His
object is to study the effects of the exercise on the
body, so that he can advise patients, particularly
ladies.

Edward S. McLoughlin, Jr., of the Hudson County
Wheelmen, rode in and around the Oranges for a
distance of io5!2 miles on Sunday last, and hopes to
secure the handsome silver cup offered by Mr. Theo-
dore F. Merseles, Jr., to the one making'the largest
mileage in twelve hours.

A paragraph in last week's WHEEL referred to a
one mile championship event, for safeties and ordin-
aries, which, it is probable, will be run at the Peoria
meet ; but the "comps " made it Pennsylvania instead
of "Peoria," to the bewilderment of the Quaker City
men. The Philadelphia Ledger is thanked for calling
our attention to the error.

The press of Mobile, Ala., does not encourage
wheeling, for the reason that horses are too easily
frightened by the silent steeds. Mobile must be be-
hind the age,"for most other towns and cities wrestled
with this question eight or ten j'ears ago.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List o£ bicycle patents reported especially for the
bicycle trade by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

No. 413,760. Bicycle head. H. G. Barr, Westbor-
ough, Mass. Filed October 22, 1889. Serial No. 327.791.

No. 433,508. Bicycle. W. P. Akers, Fort Worth,
Texas. Filed January 17, 1890. Serial No. 337,221.

No. 433,720. Tricycle. A. F. Chace, Boston, Mass.
Filed January 24, 1890. Serial No. 338,003.

No. 433,852. Tricycle. A. E. Claussen, Scottville,
111. Piled April 19, i8go. Serial No. 348,665.

No. 433,889. Tricycle. J. N. Clouse, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed July 27, 1888. Serial No. 281,257.

No. 433,562. Bicycle. L. B. Gaylor, Stamford, Conn.
Filed March 7, 1888. Serial No. 266,457.

No. 433,542. Tricycle. Peter Schafer, Chicago, 111.

Filed December 28, i88g. Serial No. 335,230.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

The busine.ss of G. P. Mills, of Bizzleswade
(formerly of the well-known Ivel Cycle Co. of

the same town), has suspended owing to want
of capital to carry it on.

Makers cannot get pneumatic tires half as
quickly as they want them, nor in sufficient

numbers, and were naturally a little anxious
about next season, but we understand there
will be no difficulty on this score as arrange-
ments for a practically unlimited supply next
year, when factories for the putting on of the
tires will be opened in England.

The Beeston-Humbers hold all the bicycle
and tricycle records up to five miles, and also
the one-half, three-quarters and one mile safety
records, a sure proof that Messrs Humber's
work is as good as ever.

The Pattison Saddle Co., of London, are
pushing a bifurcated saddle. It is said to have
been well received by the medical profession.

Messrs. Snelling & Begbie, the makers of the
"Hadley" and " S. & B." wheels, are laying
down a plant at their works in London, to en-
able them to do their own polishing and plating.

Messrs. Whiteley, of Leeds, who make the
"Acme" cycles, form another addition to the
list of English agents or manufacturers who
can repair injuries to pneumatic tires, Mr. White-
ly himself having gone to Dublin and gone
through the necessary course of lessons. Other
makers, more especially those who do a repair-
ing business, will find it to their advantage to
go and do likewise.

The cycle trade in South Africa is practically
nil. Cycle mechanics who hope to get work
there take note.

One of the largest manufacturers of wheels in
France has stated that the action of the French
manufacturers in asking for an increased duty
on English imported wheels was done simply
for the reason that if no request were made by
French manufacturers for an increase in the
duty, the Government, when the time comes for
the re-adjustment of the tariffs, would probably
yield to the demands of England and lower it.

French manufacturers are quite satisfied with
the present duty, and there need be no friction
between the two countries. One half of French
cyclists will have nothing but EngHsh wheels,
while the other half will only patronize the
home makers.

Messrs. Halliwell & Co., of Brighton (Harron
Safeties), find their trade increasing to such an
extent that they are forced to erect new work-
shops and put down extra lathes and enameling
stoves.

The new diamond-framed safeties of the
West London cycle stores are gaining great
popularity largely owing to their very moderate
price of ;Ji2 12s. each.

The manufacturers of Coventry will have a
great convenience by the establishment in the
city of a depot for large stocks of the well-
known goods of T. Smith & Sons, of Saltley.

Messrs. Guest & Barrow have sold 2,000
"Girders" this season and have only had one
returned faulty. The " Girder" is a well built
and strong mount, and cheap at £i).

The H. L. Harvey Publishing Co., of Baltimore, Md.,
have added a bicycle department to their business and
are wholesale and retail agents for the Union andWarwick Safeties for the Southern States They also
handle the Broncho. Their new departure is under
the personal supervision of Dr. H. Jarvis, one of
Maryland's veteran wheelmen, who has been a rider
since 1876.

Belfast, July 18, 1890.

The Northwestern Cycle Co. (formerly the Hercules
Cycle Co.) are fitting up space to the amount of 3,300
square feet with the newest designs in cycle machin-
ery in order to cope with the demand for their ma-
chines. Their new makes will go under the name of
" Commodore," which name has been patented.

Judge Powell lately upheld the plaintiff's registra-
tion, but gave a verdict for the defendant on the
ground of no infringement being proved, the machines
being identical in a case in which Mr. Trigwell, the
maker of the Regent safety, sued Mr. W. Coate Rey-
nolds, who manufactures the " Sprite " safety, for in-
fringing the patent in his design of frame.

French manufacturers are trying to get the duty on
cycles imported into France raised from 6d. to is. 6d.
per pound, exactly treble the present rate.

Mr. J. R. Judd is elated over the arrival of a shipment
of "Ecossais" wheels from George Townsend & Co.
The "Ecossais" is a strongly braced diamond frame
safety, weighing about forty-four pounds, and with
easy running qualities.

A.- H. Scudder, Jr., & Co., of Newark, N. J., have
just placed upon the market a belt employing a new
buckle in its construction, similar in form to a wheel.
It will be handled by several large houses next
season.

Bicycle thieves are getting troublesome in Buffalo,
N. Y., and the police claim that the owners of wheels
are too careless, and that they very seldom chain their
mounts when left in the street.

Mr. Merrill, of the Coventry Machinists' Co., was in
town on Wednesday. Mr. Merrill is a strongly-built
young man and he should do well at the Fall meets.
He will ride a tandem with Van Wagoner.

The first lantern parade ever held in Pittsburg
occurred Saturday evening last, under the manage-
ment of the Keystone Wheelmen.

Chairman Charles S. Davol writes us that Whit-
taker has never applied for re-instatement to the
League as an amateur.

H. P. Robinson, of Meadville, Pa., has just opened a
bicycle establishment in that town, and is anxious to
secure the agency for new makes of wheels.

The Penn Wheelmen, of Reading, entertained the
Wilmington Wheel Club last Saturday, the latter club
having run to Reading awheel.

J. B. Kerrison, of the Boston Globe, was in town on
Tuesday. " Kerry '

' has been enjoying a short vaca-
tion.

The Vineland, N. J., tournament to-morrow after-
noon promises to be a big affair if the weather is
pleasant. About 130 entries having been received.
Among the leading men who will participate are the
following : W. F. Murphy, K. C. W.; C. M. Murphy, K.
C. W.; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C; S. B. Bowman,
N. J. A. C; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.; William West,
A. C. S. N.; F. M. Dampman, A. C. S. N.; S. W. Merri-
hew, A. C. S. N.; F. W. Whiteside, C. W.; Louis Gey-
ler, C. W.; J. R. Hazelton, C. W.; C. A. Dimon, S. E.
W.: W. J. Greer, C. W.; J. Van Deusen, T. A. C; H.
L. Crowther, Philadelphia; W. C. Seeds, W. W. C; B.
F. McDaniel, W. W. C; L. A. Howell, Millville ; C. S.
Stevens, Millville

; J. B. Pearson, C. W. Pearson, Frank
Chew, J. P. Ferraris, John S. Lodge, W. F. Hutchings,
Vineland, N. J.

KEEFE & BEC.^NNON.

The members of this young sporting goods concern
are so pleased with this season's cycle trade that they
have made arrangements to go into the business more
extensively, and about September i they will place on
the market two improved safeties, selling at $83 and
$100. Both are Diamond Frames and are balled all
over, including the pedals. The $85 machine has an
open head and the $ioo wheel a closed ball head. The
machines are listed very low for wheels of their class
but the firm is determined to make a stir in the busi-
ness.

Referee cycles are certainly making quite a stir
throughout the country, the best proof of which is the
large sale of them. Bretz, Curtis & Co. have not been
able to fill orders up to date, although they have re-
ceived shipments every week. Mr. Bretz left for Eng-
land some time ago in order to get more machines for
their large and increasing demand. They are now
getting the benefit of Mr. Bretz' presence at the fac-
tory, and orders are being filled with less delay. The
firm have placed a large order for the coming year
already, and claim that their jobbing trade will be
second to none in this line during 1891.

Traveling cycle agents report that unusual interest
is being manifested in the Niagara Falls meet
throughout the country, and from all indications it

will eclipse the previous gatherings in every way.

W. E. Eldridge, of the Hudson County Wheelmen,
is placing a number of Premiers, for which he is

agent. Mr. Eldridge has an office at 561 Broadway,
New York City.

G. A. Litchhult has the agency of the Stover wheels
for New York and New Jersey. He is ready to ap-
point sub-agents.

J. N. Teunisson, of Summit, Miss.j is endeavoring to
organize a League Division in Mississippi.

THE SYLPH.

The above cut shows the new safety soon to be placed on the market by the Rouse-Duryea
Cycle Co. , of Peoria, 111. , which is the invention of Chas. E. Duryea.

SPECIFICATIONS.

The " Sylph" has a three part spring truss frame so constructed that all vibration is absorbed
before reaching either saddle or pedals. This is accomplished by hinging the front and rear
frames and the saddle post tube at the crank axle, continuing the saddle post tube si.x and a half

inches below the hinge, and attaching this to the front and rear wheel frames by an elastic truss.

This brings the entire weight of the rider on the truss shown in the cut. Compressible springs
contained in the spring cases also shown in the cut directly below the crank axle, upon which all

the weight rests, absorb all vibration. So easy is the motion of this wheel that the riding of

cobble stones and rough roads is likened to riding on a load of hay. The truss rods are adjust-

able, so the pedals, saddle post and tension of springs may all be adjusted at pleasure. The fact

that no springs are used under the saddle is perfect evidence of the perfection of the spring
frame device. The mechanical details are as follows : All steel ; no cast metal

; 30 and 25 inch
wheels; direct spokes to front and Duryea's duplex spokes rear; ball bearings all around, in-

cluding head ; hollow seamless steel tubular frame, saddle post, handle bars and tube, and front

and rear forks; Duryea pedals, weighing only 14 oz.
; ^ tires; detachable chain wheels; 54 inch

gear ; actual weight 42 pounds.
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THE NEW ROCHELLE ROAD RACES.

Some 200 wheelmen and quite a large nvnnber

of the country folk gathered at the old Boston

Port road near Larchmont Manor on Saturday
last to witness the twenty-five mile road race

run under the auspices or the Hudson County
Wheelmen. This race, which was postponed
from July 25 on account of the inclement
weather, was run on the six and one-quarter

mile straightaway course between Larchmont
and Portchester. The course was in fine con-

dition with the possible exception of one little

hill, about two miles from the starting point,

which was very rough and sandy.
Only six men, C. E. Kluge, E. T. McLaugh-

lin, Jr., and E. M, Smith, of the Hud.son County
Wheelmen, A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C,
C. W. Bayes, Kings County Wheelmen, and C.

B. Lockwood, Yonkcrs Bicycle Club, were on
the mark when the starter gave the signal at

exactly 4:30 p. m. In a short while the men
were out of sight around the turn at top of the

first hill. At two miles Kluge was leading

Bayes, who looked tired, some twenty-five

yards, Zimmerman third by sixty yards, the

rest in a bunch a quarter mile behind. In 42m.
and 30s. Kluge turned the twelve and one-half-

mile mark and was off again and out of sight be-

fore the second man in, C. W. Bayes, crossed the

line im. and 56s. later, Zimmei'man third, im.
48s. after Bayes, E. M. Smith fourth, E. T.

McLaughlin fifth, C. B. Lockwood sixth. After
covering about eight miles Zimmerman broke
the handlebar of his machine, but nothing
daunted continued in the race and finished a

very close third. McLaughlin ran over a dog
that had caused the men considerable annoy-
ance. Lockwood did not finish up to 7 o'clock,

leaving one prize on the hands of the managers.
The committee in charge of the race were

Theo. F. Merseles, C. D. Tuthill, and H.
Strugnell. The officials were: Referee, W. J.

Masterson, B. B. C. Judges, S. C. Abramson,
W. C. W. ; M. Pleurrier, W. C. W. ; B. C.

Fuller, W. C. W. ; E. Valentine, W. C. W.,
and F. H. Campbell, M. B. C. Scorers, E. H.
Sturges, W. C. W. ; H. G. Steffens, H. C. W.
Timers, Fred Jenkins, W. C. W. ; Frank
Thayer, C. B. C. ; H. Strugnell, H. C. W. ; G.

H. Earl, H. C. W., and A. W. Kingsbury, Y.

B. C. Starter, Hughson Hawley, W. C. W.
Clerk of the course, F. C. Pagan, W. C. W.
Umpires, Oscar Le Count, W. C. W. ; Geo. G.

Doyle, H. C. W. , with a number of assistants.

The following is the times and position of the
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Kluge' s time now becomes the record for the

distance and is a remarkably good performance.
The prizes were silver water pitcher to first,

set of nut crackers and picks to second, mahog-
any hat and umbrella stand to third, a cj-clo-

meter to fourth, suit of Jerseys to fifth, bicycle

lamp to sixth. Much of the success of the race
was due to the work of Theodore F. Merseles,
of the Hudson County Wheelmen.

W. D. Banker joined the Hartford training division
on Wednesday.

SPORT AT RICHFIELD SPRINGS.

The unnual meet of the Waionlha Club, was lield at
the Driving Park on Wednesday afternoon, Aujjust 6.

Riehfield Sprinj<s is a famous slimmer resort, and the
club has always had large and enthusiastic audiences,
and that of last Saturday was no exception to the rule.
The majority of the prizes were won by W. Windle and
W. F. and C. M. Murphy. PrecedinK the races a fifty

mile road race was held, which proved to be very
much of a fiasco.
The track events resulted as follows :

ONE H.M.F Mile Novice~H. C. .Shimer, Brooklyn,
first; W. Murray, West Winfield, second : W. Eysa-
man. Little Kails; A. R. Grant, Utica; K. W. Piotrow,
Hamilton. Time im. jij^s.

ONE Milk Bicycle, Open—W. Windle, Milbury,
Mass., first; W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn, .second; C. M.
iluiphy, Brooklyn, third; C. A. Firmer, Worcester.
'I'inie 3rn. 13s.

ONE Mile Tande.m, Safetv—W. F. and C. Jf. Mur-
phy, first; vS. S. Kinne and W. Van WaKoner, second.
Time 3m. 34 i-ss.

ONE Mile S.afety, 3M. Cl.\ss—Fred. H. Hammes,
Utica, first ; W. Murray, West Winfield, second ; F. E.
Robbins, Utica, third. Time 3111. 35KS.

F.vNCV Riding Contest—C. R. La Rue, Little Falls,
first ; A. R. Grant, Utica, second ; L. A. Devine, Utica,
third.

One-il\lf Mile Bicycle, Scr.\tch—W. Windle,
first ; W. F. Murphy, second ; C. M. Murphy, third,
time im. 29s. The best ever made on the track.

One Mile T.\ni)e.m, S.^fetv, Otsego County
Ch.\mpionship—A. and S. Kinne, Richfield Springs,
first, time 3m. 54 3-5S.

Three JIile Lap Race—W. Windle, first ; W. F.
Murph)', second ; CM. Murphy, third. Time loiii. 17 1-4S.

On one of the laps W. F. Murphy caught Windle lap-
ping, and in another circuit Wiiidle was watching W.
F. Murphy so intently that brother " Charl " beat both
of them over the tape.

One Mile Safictv, Open—W. F. Murphy, first ; S.

Welter, second ; Aug. Kinne, third. Time 3m. 3gs.

One Mile Ordinary, Three Minute Class—C.
A. Fenner, first ; H. C. Shimer, second ; W. Murraj',
third. Time 3ni. i3j^s.

One Mile Consolation Race—J. C. Robbins, first,

time 3m. 57 1-5S.

THE road race A FIASCO.

The road race was started in the morning, the course
being four times around the lake, with a finish of two
laps on the track. Of the large number of entries the
following faced the starter : Sam Welter, West Fair-
field, stopped at the finish of the first lap ; W. Van
Wagoner, Newport, stopped at the finish of the third
lap ; E. H. Crosby, Utica, stopped at the end of the
first lap ; George Tonkin, New York Athletic Club,
finished first ; C. E. Kluge, New York Athletic Club,
finished second ; D. H. Lewis, Buffalo, finished third.
The race lay between Kluge and Van Wagoner, who

were out for blood. At the end of twelve miles Van
Wagoner led by a few yards, time 481TI. On the second
lap ridden in 47m., Kluge led Van by 100 yards. On the
third lap Kluge had a commanding lead. Shortly after
passing the thirty-sixth mile Van Wagoner had a
.severe attack of nausea and he threw up the race. At
this point Tonkin was about 20m. behind. Kluge,
noting that Van Wagoner was beaten, slowed up on
the third lap and waited for Tonkin to come up, when
the two dismounted, picked a few apples and then
had lunch at a hotel. Remounting they finished the
course around the lake and entered the driving park.
The one mile open was just finished and the two
Murphy boys had just finished the sprint home.
W. F. Murphy called to Kluge that he would pace

him the two laps that was necessary to complete the
distance. Kluge did not accept the offer, but Tonkin,
after he had spurted a few hundred yards slowed up
and waited for Khige. The two then rode around the
track challenging each other and looking about.
A few hundred yards from home they let up the

pace, evidently with the design of making a close
finish. A few lengths from home, Kluge, who was
forging to the front, slipped both his pedals, and Ton-
kin's pace carried him across the tape, leader by a
foot.

The crowd gave the men not a note of applause.
The referee disqualified both Tonkin and Kluge, and
gave the first prize to Lewis, who did not arrive on the
grounds until all the events had been run olf.

Both Tonkin and Kluge were indignant over the
referee's decision, and they stood in the inclosure and,
surrounded by an interested crowd, thej' talked a
great deal, not only to the officials but to each other.
The above is the story of this fiasco, as sent by our
special correspondent. Tonkin's time was 4h. 3m. 22s.

The officials were: Referee, E. A. Hinds
;
Judges,

J. F. Borland, Brooklyn; E. M. Earle, Richfield
Springs ; F. D. Beard, Brooklyn, and W. A. Merrill,
New York ;

starter, Ed. Annan, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.
The success of the meet is due to Aug. Kinne and E. A.
Hinds.

TO INVESTIGATE CAMPBELL'S
STATUS.

At the meeting of the Board of Managers of

the A. A. \5. held in New York, August 2d,

the foUoudng resolution was adopted

:

Resolved, That the Board of Managers appoint a
committee of three to investigate and refer to the
Board at its ne.xt meeting on the connection of Mr.
W. S. Campbell with the New York Athletic Club,
and the propriety of his competing under the name
in the past or future.
The Board appointed the following Committee

:

C. F. Mathewson, W. B. Curtis, J. Harder.

There was a deal of discussion, pro and con.

The resolution was presented by Mr. Madison,
of the Berkeley Athletic Club.

VAN SICKI^EN INTEBVIEWEn.

A Iirt^<^/.y Chat with thnt V<tt<!raii Kaciiii; Man.
Van Sicklen sauntered into G. & J.'s retail

store on Saturday last. The Wheel scribe also

chanced to be there. Van dropped into a chair
and picked up a copy of the last Wheel which
lay on Horace Bell's desk. Then, after reading
a while and addressing me,

ADMITS LUMSDE.n's SL'I'ERIORITY.

" What put this into your head ?"

"What?"
" This, • Van is good, but Lumsden's better.'

"

" Well, that's just my opinion of it. Think
races last Saturday bear me out ; but, honest
Van, 3'ou don't still believe )'ou can 'do'
Lumsden, do you ?"

" I have done it."

" Yes, but do you think you can do it again.
He has beaten you a deal oftener, you know."

" Wait until the end of the season and see."
Then Van looked over his glasses quizzically for

a moment, and added smilingly : "No, there's
no getting around it, Lumsden is the better
man."

NAMES THE COMING MAN.

A Lincoln man joined us about this time, and,
after a short interruption. Van Sicklen con-
tinued : "But you want to keep your eye on
George Thorne—he is the coming man."

" Why, what do you mean ; that he is better
than both 3'ou and Lumsden ?"

"Yes."
" But he hasn't done enough j'et to lead one

to say so. What causes you to think so ?"

" I've ridden with him and know it is in him.
He's in England now, but he'll bring back a
Humber racer and you just want to keep your
eye on the boy next year, that's all."

THINKS LUMSDEN WILL " DO " WINDLE.

This prophecy, coming from the source it

does, is worth noting. The conversation next
drifted to the probable outcome of the meeting
between Lumsden and Windle. Van did not
say a great deal, but ofl^ered to wager pennies
to goose eggs that the Chicago man would win
the mile event.

.\ RACINC. man's muscles.
'

' Your legs must be nearly as hard as a
brick," ventured the Lincoln man.

" Not much they ain't ; feel that."

The Lincolnite felt at the extended calf and
found the muscles soft and pliable.

" No," continued Van, " a racing man does'nt
want hard muscles, he wants quick action,
speed, elasticity, else he will never be fast.

Hard muscles would bind him ; he wants them
elastic so that he can recover quickl)-, it's

action, quick action he wants," said the "old
war horse," as he went through the motion of
ankling. " When I can do 2:28 " (we had been
talking "records" also), he added, laughingl)^
" mine will be softer still, about as soft as dust
—perhaps dust."

And right here our little " tea party" broke
up. Bettsv B.

The Freeport Tournament.

Mr. E. H. Wilco.x, manager of the Freeport, 111.,

tournament, which is to take place September 3, has
already issued entry blanks modeled after the copy
published in the last issue of THE Wheel, and the
short period of time utilized in executing the work is
remarkable. It was originally intended to make the
affair of two days duration, but the fact that the major
part of the fast riders will be East on the date an-
nounced, decided the committee to wait until next
year before giving a prolonged meet. Three prizes
will be offered in each event, including gold and silver
medals, Paragon Safet)', Winchester rifle, various
bicycle sundries and other useful articles. The events
are as follows : One mile dash, ordinary

; i mile nov-
ice, safety ; 2 mile safety, open

; 5 mile handicap, or-
dinary ; I mile safety, Freeport only : fancy riding
contest, open to any machine ; i mile safetj', handicap,
open ; I mile safety, 3m. class

; y, mile ordinar)-, 1:30
class; 100 yards slow race; i mile ordinary. Free-
port only ; consolation race, prize, leather' medal.
Entrance fee, fifty cents. Entries close September i.

Address E. H. Wilcox, 47 Clark Avenue, Freeport, 111.

The matter of renting a house at some watering
resort is being discussed by the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. The plan is to form a field club, with tennis
and other out-door games as auxiliaries, and also to
secure a pleasant retreat where the members can
spend their evenings and Sundays out of the city's
heat.

The third of the series of five mile club road races ot
the New York Bicycle Club, will be run off on River-
side Avenue, Saturday, August 16, at 5 p. m.
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KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

After all the talk of oarflyers, the only one who had
the nerve to meet Kluge at Westchester on Satur-
day last was C. W. Bayes. The prizes were not
worthy of a mile race is the excuse, but what about
the honor of defeating "the pride of the Hudson
Counties?" That does not ajDpear to count with the
new blood ; they want prizes, and should in future
confine themselves to picnic games, where they will
meet men of the same calibre.
Kluge's was a grand performance, but It is to be re-

gretted that it was not done over the old time course.
I.e., I. and M. Some idea of the merits of the two
record breakers could then be had. Both KUige and
Murph)' outclass the other Eastern riders on the road,
and the race in which they try conclusions will be
worth going to see. That such a race may be, and at
no distant date, is the wish of the admirers of both.

The Murphy boys did themselves proud at East
Hartford. Many of the boys feel that our Captain
shotild ride for Kings County' only, but strange to re-
late, the chronic kicker, who but one short year ago
had no room for Brown or Hesse, now"thinks|that each
man should please himself, and obtam whatever ad-
vantages his wind and muscle entitle him to. The
fact that this forever-before-satisfied gentleman is

shortly to don the Mercury-foot may have assisted in
the removal of the mote, etc., and the consequent
clarified vision.

I met Bannington and his full-nickeled Eagle on
Saturday. He was doing well, and hopes soon to rival
Tom Hall. The latter, by the way, is on the tenter
hooks ; that twenty-eight pound Eagle is still in the
clovids.

It mu.st be that we are to have a rex^ival of the record-
breaking fever, for everyone we ever heai'd of, and
many more never heard of before, and most probably
never to be heard of again, is said to be training for
the fall tournaiTients. The number of men in training
and the number of race meets to attend will -go far
ahead of 1886, the banner season for this country. It

was then that W. A. Rowe placed to his credit (as
world's records) the times from one to twenty-two
miles, inclusive. His efforts were more or less the
outcome of races held in the fall of 1885, when he dis-
played svich good form that it was easy to detect in

him a coming champion. It was in '85 that our Eng-
lish cousins made us a visit, and though they took
back to their tight little isle about all there was to be
had worth winning, they left behind them many
friends, and a few points on racing matters that wera
by no means lost sight of. Such riders had been
heard of, but never seen on this side of the pond, if we
except "Sandj' Sellers," and it is more than doubtful
if he woiild have been placed in any event over the
mile (his favorite distance) in such warm company.
The AiTierican riders, and especiallj' Rowe, Hendee
and Burnham, were not slow to note the marked
difference in their methods of training and those of
their transatlantic competitors, and the marked im-
provement in their '86 form very plainly shows that
they not only took note, but took heed. The records
have been the stone wall every rider has hoped to
break down, and the season of 1890 sees the fir.st

breach. The Englishmen have made the initial move,
and a grand one it has been. Rowe's mile—2m. 2g4-5S.
—has been superseded by that of Osmond, who cov-
ered the di.stance in 2m. 28 4-5S ; while Mecredy, on a
safety, has equaled the previous world's record.
Such performances put racing men on their mettle,

and when the district champions meet at Niagara, the
latter part of this month, there will be some moving,
if the track will permit of it and " Old Prob " does his
.duty.

Windle, though only a boy, can, under favorable
conditions, place the mile close to 2m. 27s., while such
cycling giants as Laurie, Hendee and Banker, with
Smith, Murphy and tJassler to confuse the guessers,
should do wonders with the safety. The chances are,
however, that Charter Oak will once again be the
track on which will be made the record of records.

Billy Murphy's Victor rational is by large odds one
of the finest racing wheels we have ever seen. It tips
the scale at twenty-two pounds. Billy thinks he is to
have many a win, for its nvimber—thirteen—he says,
portends good luck. R.\M L.\L.

THE RACES AT VINELAND, N. J.

A number of racing men of good class will

compete at the Vineland tournament, which is

to be held at Vineland, N. J., this Saturday
afternoon. Vineland is an hour and a half's
ride from Philadelphia.

THE VINELAND H.4NDICAPS.

One Mile Safety Handicap—W. F. Murphy, K. C.
W., scratch ; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, 45 ; S. B.
Bowman, N. J. A. C, 60; C. A. Elliott, Wilmington
Wheel Club, 160; W. C. Seeds, Wilmington Wheel
Club, go ; B. F. McDaniel, Wilmington Wheel Club,
140; Lewis Geyler, Century Wheelmen, 160; C. A.
Dimon, South End Wheelmen, 140; W. J. Greer, South
End Wheelmen, 140; J. R. Hazelton, Philadelphia, 70;
W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia, 30; W. F. West, A. C. S. N.,
80; Frank M. Dampman, A. C. S. N., 130; S. Wallis
Merrihew, A. C. S. N., 130; James B. Pearson, Vine-
land, 90; L, A. Howell, MUlville, 90.

Two Mile Safety Handicap—W. F. Murphy,
scratch; A. A. Zimmerman, 80; S. B. Bowman, no;
C. A. Elliott, 275 ; W. C. Seeds, 155 ; B. F. McDaniel,
240 ; Lewis Geyler, 260 ; C. A. Dimon, 220 ; W. J. Greer,
240; W. W. Taxis, 50; W. F. West, 145; F. M. Damp-
man, 210; S. W. Merrihew, 200

; J. R. Hazleton, 130; J.
B. Pearson, 165 ; L. A. Howell, 165.

Five Mile Ordinary Handicap—W. P. Murphjs
scratch ; C. M. Murphy, 45 ; A. A. Zimmerman, 100 ; S.
B. Bowman, 200; C. A. Elliott, 500; W. C. Seeds, 250;
B. F. McDaniel, 400 ; I. Van Deusen, 500 ; W. W. Taxis,
25; F. M. Dampman, 400; S. W. Merrihe^v, 375; L. A.
Howell, 400 ; J. B. Pearson, 375 ; J. P. Ferraris, 600

;

Frank Chew, 600
;
John S. Lodge, 600 ; C. S. Stevens, 400.

One Mile Bicycle, Handicap—C. M. Murphy, 25;
A. A. Zimmerman, 25 ; S. B. Bowman, 35 ; C. A. Elliott,

150 ; W. C. Seeds, 70 ; B. F. McDaniel, 130 ; F. W. White-
side, 160; I. Van Deusen, 120; W. W. Taxis, scratch

; S.
W. Merrihew, 120; J. B. Pearson, 70; J. P. Ferraris,
160; Frank Chew, 150- John S. Lodge, 150; L. A.
Howell, 70 ; Charles S. Stevens, 80.

The Buffalo Ramblers will attend the Rochester
races in a body.

Capt. P. H. McChan of the Buffalo Ramblers has
been appointed manager of the 100 mile road race on
August 30, which is to be one of the features of the
two days tournament.

On Sunday, August 31, the Lynn Wheel Club will
endeavor to make a new record between Lynn and
Portland, Me. Harry Schurman the noted hill climber
is the author of the movemeht and expects to have a
large party on the road.

Twenty-si.x wheelmen participated in the Indiana
Division s seventh annual tour from Indianapolis to
Cincinnati July 21-23, ^.nd were present at the Ohio
Division meet at the latter city.

The challenge of Frank M. Bell, the Montgomery,
Ala., racer, will not be accepted by any of the Southern
men challenged. It is probable, however, that if Bell
will repair to New Orleans, some of that city's fast
men will accommodate him with a brush.

The ladies of New Orleans arc just beginning to
fancy the bicycle as a means of locomotion, and since
the ball has been started it is thought that the sport
will soon become popular among them.

At the games of the Pastime Athletic Club, held at
Sixty-sixth Street and East River, this city, August '2,

the one mile handicaj^ bicvi-le race was won by F.
Steinburg, scratch; H. C. Johnson, 35s., second. Time
3m. 35s.

E. H. Carson, of East Rochester, N. H., is endeavor-
ing to organize a party for a six-days' tour through
the White Mountains, starting September 15.

W. W. Taxis and W. F. West rode together for the
first time at Baltimore, last week, where the}' won a
local tandem race.

The Baltimore meet was hot and jolly ; the Hagers-
town meet, wet and soggy. Let ushope tnat the Niag-
ara meet will swing along in a whirl of pleasure like
the Falls themselves—the imperial waste of waters.

The train that will carry the Pennsylvania Division
to Niagara, will leave Philadelphia earlv Sunday
morning, August 24, and will be handsomely decorated
with flags, banners and signs announcing the desti-
nation and nature of the party. The train will be
entirely under the control of the division.

Our esteemed fellow scribe, Mr. Fourdrinier, waxeth
wroth over our comment on his refusal to accept the
Gassier record, which proves that said comment
struck him in a vulnerable spot. The writer did
"look" at the track. His eye, sad to state, is not
"sharp" or "unerring;" neither is his tongue "in-
fallible," for nothing is "infallible," not even Mr.
Fourdrinier. We don't expect Mr.Fourdrinierto accept
the record

; neither does anyone else. The racing
authority in this country, strangely enough, is THE
Wheel, which has published most complete tables of
records each year, which records are accepted bv the
Clipper Almanac, by the Spirit of the Times and other
reputable sporting papers. Now that aiiRdavits certi-
fying the correct measurement of the track have been
forwarded to Chairman Davol, the record ca.i no
longer be questioned.

EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

If you intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capital Cycle Co., of
Washington, D. C, first introducers of the safety and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,
who will give you, free, a letter of introduction to
Starley Bros., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,
the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties
made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for
the construction of bicycles found in England or
America.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be shown }'ou,
and the importance of experience, simplicity and
interchangeability in manufacture will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the 12 forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discount off.

You can select a machine according to your height
and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in
England, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you free of duty.
This saving in duty and discount will paj' your ocean

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in your section, and shall expect to
sell ten Psychos, at'least, to your friends after your
return.
Take our letter with you even if you don't use it.

You are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-
dem and one single free of duty, providing 5'ou have
ridden them one mile.

'

* * *

WHEELMEN'S ROUTE TO THE L A. W. MEETS

AX NIAGARAi^-KAI^I^S AMD SYRACUSE.

WL5T 5nORE R/11LR0/1D.
SPECIAL TRAIN EXCLUSIVELY FOR WHEELMEN with Car for Ladies, leaves New York,

Saturday, August 23d, foot Jay Street at 5 P. M. ; West 42d Street at 5.15 P. M. Stopping EN ROtJTE to

pick up wheelmen, and making connection with party from Boston, leaving there at 3 P. M. via

FITCHBURG RAILROAD.

Wheelmen via this route will be allowed to stop off going, at Rochester, to attend the race meet and the tournaments at Buffalo and Syracuse, on the return
trip. K«re from New 'VorU to Niagara Kails $8.00. Bertlis in Sleepine Car $2.00. Secure your place early. Tickets sold, berths
secured, and certificates furnished for reduced rate return ticket, by

C. A. SIIE:BHA?<(, 5 Yanderbilt Avenue, New York.

.SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND lU^ANIC ORDICR.

OTIIKK TRAINS FROM NICW YORK DAILY :

LICAVIC JAY STRICICT, 9..,o A. M.

WEST 42d STRICICT, 9.5.5 A. M.

5.00 P. M.

5.15 P. M.

Wheelmen of New England should communicate with W. I-I. EMICRY, 10.1 Warwick St., Boston, Mas

8.00 P. M.

8.15 P. M.

ARRIVE-SYRACUSE, 6.50 P.M. 1.53 A. M. 7.10 a.m.

ROCHICSTER, 9.25 P.M. 4.05 A.M. lo.ioA. M.

BUFFALO, ii..)oP. M. 6.05 A. M. 12.30 P. M.

NIAGARA FALLS, 12.33 A.M. 7.05 A. M. 1.30 P.M.

Sleeping Car<4 on all tlironur't traini4. M^iieelM carried Prce in baK'tcaKTC car.x.
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CHANGES IN THE L. A, W, CON-

STITUTION.

EVOLUTION, NOT REVOLUTION, WANTED.

Be sure you are right, then go ahead. Make
haste slowly. Those are good old conservative

maxims, and apply at the present time to the

Constitutional Convention to be held at Niaga-

ra Falls. The League has operated more than

two years under the present constitution adopt-

ed in June, 1888, at Baltimore, and this experi-

ence has enlightened the fraternity to errors of

commission and errors of omission, until it is

generally admitted that some changes may,

with advantage and propriety, be made.

But there is a possibility of such radical revo-

lution as to work injury to the cause. To those

favoring revolution the above-mentioned max-

ims are commended. Revolution is one thing,

and evolution is quite another. By revolution

we may destroy. By a quiet process of evolu-

tion—feeling our way carefully—we may im-

prove. One is a violent experiment, the other

is a gradual progress on the highway to perfec-

tion. All depends upon the wisdom exercised

in legislation. Intelligence should accompany

the exercise of every franchise cast.

SECRETARY BASSETT's SUGGESTIONS.

Secretary Bassett proposes certain amend-

ments in the interests of the administration of

affairs in his office, and they appear worthy of

the consideration of the convention, and, unless

discussion develops unforseen difficulties, they

might, with profit, be adopted.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS BY POPULAR VOTE.

Election of officers by popular vote is likely

to be offered as an amendment, and to this fea-

ture ample study should be given. It is urged

by sonic of those in favor of it that there is at

present too wide a gulf—an unbridgable chiisni

—between the members and the ollicers. The
members have no immediate means of express-

ing their preferences. The circumlocution is

such that there is no personal intimacy between

the member and the national official. The
members of Divisions vote for Division officers,

and Division officers elect delegates to the Na-

tional Assembly, and the National Assembly
elect national officers. Consequently the mem-
ber is at too great a distance from the ultimate

result to chain his interest. Interest is the cement

that binds the member to the organization. The
last annual report of the secretary illustrated

this lack of interest in the changes in original

membership that have taken place. But an

insignificant few represent the original members
of an insignificant number of years. Old mem-
bers lose interest and drop out, and new ones

replace them to do likewise. There is an annu-

al gain in the aggregate, but not what it should

and could be.

Every means should be devised to retain the

old members, as their services are lost to the

organization just when they have been educated

by experience to the point of becoming the most

useful. American freemen have an inordinate

love for being immediate factors in creating

official life. The annual casting of a ballot for

the highest offices in the gift of the organiza-

tion, and the thought and consideration required

in determining qualifications and policy, togeth-

er with the solicitations that may be made for

the franchise, all have a tendency to exalt the

member's estimate of his own importance, and

thereby impel an interest that he never felt

before—an interest which, added to others that

may be evolved, will retain his membership by

regular annual renewals. When a member's

candidate is defeated by popular vote, there is

quiet submission to an expressed majority pre-

ference.

When a member's candidate is defeated by

combinations and compacts, be they ever so

much justified in bemg for the general good,

the member experiences such sensations of dis-

gust and powerlessness to right what to him

has been' a wrong, that he loses interest in the

organization and drops out entirely. And it is

not only the loss of this member, but it is the

moral effect by which the League suffers. This

dissatisfied ex-member expresses his disgust in

the hearing of other wheelmen, and thereby

keeps many from joining.

Wheelmen who were once members, but who
are so no more, are legion, and these have a

depressing effect upon the growth of the League.

Other wheelmen see them and talk with them,

and profit by their experience to the extent of

not joining. Where so many ex-members are

seen, the influence is irresistible. "What! these

men, comrades whom we know, experienced the

benefits and joys of the League and dropped

out? Well, then, there cannot be much in it.

We will save our patience and likewise our

money." Truly, those who are pressing this

amendment have a strong argument in the

moral effect upon the masses of a dissatisfied ex-

member.

Those who oppose the amendment point to

the most excellent roster of officers pro\nded by

the old system for a decade of years. That a

comparatively small bodj^ like the National As-

sembly, acting in division first as nominating

committees, and then joining in exercising fran-

chise, is better adapted to sift character, charac-

teristics and j)ass ujion qualifications than a
scattered and immensely larger body without

the possibility of personal inter-conimunication.

They i)oint to immaculate past officers wluise

qualifications have been proven, and raise tiic

warning finger at popularity, not fitness, gov-
erning the masses.

They .say, if there have been combinations,

compacts or, rings, if you choose, it has been
for the purpose of creating the greatest good to

the greatest number, and has been justified by
results. There you have the leading features

in the arguments advanced by both parties, and
it would be well to read, weigh and determine.

LEAGUE CLUHS.

It is an unquestioned fact that membership
profits more by League clubs than from any
other one source. It is therefore proposed by
some thinking members to offer amendments
whereby that field may be better cultivated, and
yield a greater harvest. Their object is to offer

such special advantages as will induce clubs to

come into the fold with their already many
wheelmen who are not now members of the

League.

Some propose special reduced rates of mem-
bership to League clubs. Their argument is,

that it is not so much the money that the League
requires as the influence of numbers to give it

backing in its great work, be it rights, privi-

leges, racing, or highway improvements. The
argument is, that at the present stage of League
work moral efifect is superior to money—that a

request or a demand backed by a hundred thou-

sand voting members is more potent than the

request or demand fortified by a hundred thou-

sand dollars.

The maximum reduction proposed in annual

dues yet heard has been fifty cents, and the

minimum twentj^-five. All this will probably

be settled in the discussion attendant upon the

proposition, but it naturally follows that if in-

creased membership is the sole object, the pe-

cuniary consideration should be the least pos-

sible. Even fifty or twenty-five cents once a year

is small inducement to the average man, and he

must be average if he is able to own a wheel.

There are others who favor special induce-

ments being held out to clubs joining the

League, who contend that where the sum is so

insignificant when at its greatest, the factor of

membership has not a financial aspect to all,

that it must be peculiar, decided, and special

privileges. Some suggest that, in the event of

popular elections being adopted only League
clubs have the privilege of nominating candi-

dates, and that the candidates so nominated be

the only ones eligible to election. This is feas-

ible, equally under popular election or the pres-

ent system. This, it is argued, would give

League clubs an intimate relation with the par-

ent organization, and excite an interest and in-

cite a love of exercise of power that it is claimed,

would be almost irresistible. How far this is so

only experiment could prove. If interest is a

foregone conclusion, it is "a condition and
not a theory" that confronts us. If it is not,

and interest is the cement that binds the organi-

zation together, then it requires the cement-

tester of time to prove its efficacy.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP IN THE LE.\GUE.

Associate membership in the League, or eligi-

bility to membership not restricted to cyclers,

is another jiroposed amendment. The object of

this appears to be numerical increase in order

to extend the influence of the League, and in-

timately connected with it, of course, is the be-

getting of a plethoric treasury, Some even
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look upon it as a step in the direction of becom-

ing a factor in political economy, a practical

object looming up on the distant horizon in some

Divisions, and possible to the national organiza-

tion as the football of time is kicked on by am-

bitious and nimble feet. It is regarded with

jealous eyes in some quarters, as having a ten-

dency to wean cyclers from a class organization,

and gradually turn it over to a foreign element

that has been once inimical, even if it is now of

mutual interests. But the discussion will en-

lighten some, no doubt, and prove an educa-

tional process to the evolution that the future

may have in store, when the word '

' wheel-

man " comprises locomotion by wheels of what-

ever character, and a universal brotherhood,

bound by intimate mutual interests, beckons

once sworn enemies to join hands for perpetual

welfare.

TERMS OF SERVICE TO BE INCREASED.

An amendment to increase the term of ser-

vice of national officers is heard of. It is stated

that one year but suffices to fairly educate the

officer to the point of being useful, when it is

possible that the League may not profit by his

study and its probable results. This is true to

a certain extent, no doubt; but, on the other

hand, a long term might prove oppressive in

case of an inefficient officer. The long term of

service is one that particularly pertains to the

present system of election, for if election by
popular vote is determined upon, the very key-

stone of the argument for that feature is the

interest it would excite in the individual mem-
bers, and this interest should have an annual

revival. If peculiar fitness is developed in the

incumbent of an office, his re-election should

almost follow as a matter of course in a popular

election, and thus the incumbent would be more
inclined to labor for the general good, and not

waste time in an electioneering administration

for its effect upon a few leaders who might be

able to control votes in the small National As-

sembly. Electioneering tactics can reach the

few, but not the many. Efficiency and zeal is

the only way to appeal to the masses—they can-

not be reached except by administrative excel-

lence, while a few delegates may, by the very

fact of their small number, invite manipulation

at the sacrifice of the general good.

THE OFFICIAL ORGANSHIP.

A proposition has been heard of, also, as to

the policy of having a constitutional require-

ment making it mandatory to invite by public

advertisement sealed proposals for the publica-

tion of the official Bulletin, and mandatory as

well that these proposals shall be opened at a
given hour and day, and read in pubHc, and
that the contract shall be let to the lowest re-

.sponsible bidder. This method, it is claimed,

should result in giving the largest sum possible

to the treasury, a thing that is necessarily an
unknown quantity to tho.se letting the contract,

unless by public adverti.sement the necessary
competition is invited.

There are some amendments of minor import-
ance that may be presented for the considera-
tion of the Convention, but the main ones, so

far as heard, are herein mentioned. Read,
ponder, and inwardly digest. Be sure you are
right, then go ahead. Make haste slowly.

Al.liEKT MoT'I'.

Henry Newhoiisc, of Rutherford, N. J., a seventeen-
year-old boy, attempted to .sell a $00 wheel for $20 in
lirooklyn, last week. The dealer with whom he dick-
ered beeanie suspicious that all was not ri^ht by liis
actions, and had the boy arrested. To the police he
acknowledRed that the wheel had been stolen in Pas-
saic, N. J., and he claimed that he was sellinij it for
another party.

WE would suggest that the Racing Board,

by an immediate mail vote, bar pneu-

matic-tyred safeties from competition with solid-

tired wheels. Under ordinary circumstances

such a ruling might, perhaps, be ill-advised;

but at this time, any fast American safety rider

who is fortunate enough to get a pneumatic

in time to use at the Fall meets, would have a

distinct advantage over the men on solid-tyre

wheels. We understand that one or two

American racing men have cabled for pneu-

matics—hence our suggestion to the Board.

DOWN MOUNT WASHINGTON.

Wheelmen of late years have ridden almost
everywhere where land exists, but it remained
for a Massachusetts cycler to accomplish the
feat of coasting Mount Washington by the car-

riage road which has a descent of about 5,000
feet and is eight miles in length. The coast was
successfully made by A. P. Williams, of Walt-
ham, Mass., July 15, and his rapid ride is

described as follows

:

At just 7 a. m. Mr. Williams began the down-
ward journey. Beginning with a sharp pitch,

the first mile was over a fairly good road,

somewhat rocky and stony. Then the fun
began. As the pitch increased the machine
would plunge forward, and striking into a water
bath, a ditch or trench built across the road
about every rod down the mountain side to

prevent the road from being badly washed
during a storm, the rider would be thrown into
the air and come down solid into the saddle

;

occasionally a larger trench than usual would
be met, when the rider would be thrown corre-
spondingly higher, and losing his hold some-
what, the machine would dart from one side to

the other like a frightened horse. A strong
pull on the brake would gradually steady the
wheel, when it would again dart forward under
the impetus gained in its downward journey.
Flying by the Halfway House the road became
more sandy as the treeless belt was left further
behind, and the machine would push through
or over all obstructions until the base was
reached. Just one hour elapsed from start

to finish, and the only damage experienced was
three large blisters on the palm of the right
hand. Only once was there any actual danger.
On the fourth mile down, in endeavoring to

avoid some obstruction, the wheel ran right on
the edge of the road, where, if the rider was
thrown, he would fall among the rocks down on
the mountain side. Although a long coast, it

is not a very pleasant journey to take, and one
ride is generally sufficient.

The Pennsylvania Road Commissioners.

The Pennsylvania State Road Commission
convened in Titusville, August 7, and left in
the evening for Pittsburg. A member from
Clearfield County says the road laws of the
State are in a very chaotic condition.

The idea is to frame a new law, based on ex-
perience and sound public policy, and have a
uniform system of regulation and supervision,
and some such law will be submitted to the
next Legislature for its consideration.

Mr. Shillito, of York County, says the roads
in that section are is a miserable condition,
owing to the heavy teaming of lumber, etc.

The farming interests will not permit an ex-
cessive taxation for improvement. The original
road laid out in 1763 is only 20 feet wide.

Mr. Clapp, the president, says no road should
be less than 50 feet wide, with 20 feet of road
bed He is opposed to planting trees alongside
the road, as they gather dampness.

In the twenty-five mile bicycling championship, F.

J. Osmond rode the last quarter in ^^ 3-5S.

George D. (iideon, one of Philadelphia's oldest racing
men, is now actively engaged in yachting.

Frank (larrigues, Jr., second lieutenant of the
Cxford Wheelmen, Philadelphia, has ridden over
4,500 miles since January i.

Messrs. Vance, Haley and McClelland, of Pittsburg,
have returned from a trip awheel to Cincinnati. They
rode the entire distance m five days.

Tom Hall, Jr., has a light racing Kagle weighing
but thirty-five pounds, and will make an attempt on
it to lower the twenty-five mile road record this Fall.

COMPETENT AND CONSCIENTIOUS
MEN WANTED.

The racing rules of the L. A. W. are not at
all obscure as to the duties of the several officers

of a race meeting. It is of the greatest con-
sequence, not only to the participants in a race,

but also to the spectators and others who have
a general interest in the sport, that the officers

upon whom Avill fall the decision as to the out-
come of a race, or as to times made by winners,
shall be men particularly fitted for the duties of
the position to which they are appointed. It is

not enough that a man holds a prominent
position in a club or in a community that he
shall be selected to serve as referee, judge or
time-keeper. The referee should be a man
capable of giving promptly a correct judgment
on facts laid before him, and his business con-
nections and associations should be such as will

not in the slightest degree tend to bias his

judgment or warp his understanding. We do
not see any necessity for a referee to be on the
track ; but think that his proper position is in

the judges' stand, where he can see the greater
part, and perhaps all, of the track, and watch
the riders from start to finish. In case any
question is referred to him for decision, as a
foul or other offence against the rules, he may
be able then to supplement the stated facts by
his own observation of the occurrence.
At a race meet held during the present year,

just at the finish of an important race a man
came tearing down the track towards the tape,

and explained his excitement by the statement
that he was the referee and he wanted to see
the finish. He was only in the way, and en-
tirely misconstrued the duties of his position.

The referee should be not only one who has
good sense as to his proper position, but also

one who has a sufficient knowledge of the gen-
eral rules and track rules, such as ^vill enable
him to apply them at once to any case and give
a decision that shall be in accordance with
them.

It is the office of the judges to decide the
position of the men at a finish, and these officers

should be selected for competency first, and
position next. We know of an instance where
the judges were so interested in watching a
close and exciting race that they were staring
at the men as they came down the home stretch,

instead of keeping their eyes fixed on the tape
to see which wheel struck it first, and the de-
cision in this case, at least, was more of guess- •
work than of actual observation.
The time-keepers have, perhaps, one of the

most important positions, and the}' too should
be selected from men of known experience.
In one instance we saw a prominent League
official acting as time-keeper and using with
what skill he could an %% watch. It happened
that a world's record was made on the track,

and the time was that obtained b}- the use of

such a poor instrument, and was undoubtedly
not as exact as it should have been. As a
matter of fact, an experienced time-keeper, who
had been accustomed to timing horse races and
had a valuable and exact split second M-atch,

made the time of this race three-fifths of a
second faster than the official time, and there is

not the slightest doubt but what his time was
the correct time. It is not difficult for tho.se in
charge of cycling races to obtain tlie services of
skilled and competent men, whose years of
experience in timing hor.se races and like affairs

render their decision indisputable.

As a result of the emploj-ment of the average
cycling time-keeper, we remember one instance
in which all three time-keepers forgot to stop
their watches, owing to their interest in the
race, and had to give a guess and agree upon
an approximate time as that of the race.

When clubs and others have control of racing
events put into the important offices of referee,

judges and time-keepers, men whose position

on the racing board, for instance, and whose
experience and knowledge has gained them the
confidence and respect of all the racing men,
it will do much to increase the interest and re-

spect of both racing men and spectators for

decisions and times published as the result of

contests on the wheel. By all means let us
have as the officials for race meets men who are
competent to serve in the special places that

require quick sight, keen judgment and experi-

ence, and ability to act.— The Cyclist.
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AUGUST.
Tournament of St. Louis Track Association.

Address J. Harold Childe, 1012 Olive Street.
Hudson Co. Wheelmen Club Road Races.
Michigan Division Annual Meet at Detroit.
•Massachusetts Wheelmen's Tour from Boston

to Niagara Falls. Address A. W. Robinson,
89 State Street, Hoston.

—Races oi: the Toronto Bicycle Club.
•Tour from Detroit to Niagara Falls. Particu-

lars, address C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Ave-
nue, Detroit.

—Meadvillc Cycling Club's Tournament. Entries
close August 14, with F. E. Ray, Secretary.

,—Tournament oi tlie Koi-lie'ster (N. Y.)
Wheelmen's League. Kiitries elose Au-
gust 16, with M. B. Fox, P. it. Hox 88,
Koehester, N. Y.

—L. A W. Annual Meet at Niagara Falls,
N. Y.

L. A. \V. National Championships, Niagara
Falls. Entries close .A.ug. 15, with Hector
Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

•Tournament at Buffalo.
•Montreal Bicycle Club Race Meet. Entries

close Aug.' 27, with Arthur Harries, Hon.
Secretary.

— Klio<le Island Wheelmen's Tournament
at Providence. Handicap entries close
August 33 ; all others August 'ZT, with J.
I>. Speirs, 83 Vinton St., Providence, K. I.

—Toronto Bicycle Club, third handicap road
race.

SEPTEMBER.

—Maine Division's Fall Races at Portland.
—Manhattan Bicycle Club Races.
—Ten-mile road face of the Atalanta Wheelmen.

Irvington-Milburn covirse.
-Staten Island Athletic Club's Fall Meeting.

Two-mile scratch.
—Hartford Wheel Club's Tournament at

Charter Oak Park. Kntries close Au-
gust 35, with W. M. Francis, P. O. Box
14.

—Ne\v Y^ork State Division Meet and Race
Meet at .Syracuse. Address C. W^. Wood,
118 South Sal ilia Street.

—Connecticut Division Fall Meet at Hartford.
—Tournament at Freeport, 111. Entries close

Sept. I, with E. H. Wilcox, 47 Clark Ave.
—Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-

nament.
—Pliiladelpliia Tournament.
—Orange Wheelmen's Race for the President's

Challenge Cap.
—Bay City Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-

cap Road Race.
—Minneapolis Bicycle Club's Twenty Mile Road

Race, Lake Harriet course.
—Peoria Race Meet.
Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.
-Combined Lantern Parade of all Philadelphia

clubs.
-Tournament at Eck's Park, Minneapolis.
-Races at Parkside, Chicago.
-Third Annual Race of the South End Wheel-

men, Philadelphia, at Brotherhood Park
track.

-Toronto Bicycle Club, fourth and fifth handicap
Road Race.

-21-mile Road Race, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading,
Pa.

-Races at Davenport, Iowa.
-Rockland Co. Wheelmen's Races at County

Fair, Spring Valley, N. Y. Entries close
with Norman Gardenier, Hillsdale, N. J.

and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,
Trenton, N. J.

OCTOBER.

-Bicycle races at Illinois State Fair, Peoria.
-Boston Athletic Club's 25-mile Handicap Road

Race.
—Annual Championship Meeting of the A. A.

U., at Washington, D. C.

AMATEUR RECORDS TO DATE.

English.

MILES. 11. s.

K flying • 0-33 1-5

'4 startmg 0.354-5
yi 1-134-5

M " I-5I 4-5
I 2.28 4-5
2 " 5-12 1-5

3 8.142-5

4 H.05 2-5

5 13-55

Mlt.ES. M. S.

K flying
• 0-3S 1-5

'/i startmg 0.35 1-5

K " I. XI

K "
1-49 3-5

I " 2.26 4-5
2 " 5-15 1-5

3 " 7-57 2-5

4 " 10.39 1-5

D 13.16 2-5

American.
ORDINARY.

M. S.

.Archer
"

0.35 1-5 Rowe
.Osmond 1. 12 4-5

"

1.55 1-5 "

"
2.3s 2-5 "

.Illston 5.213-5 "

.Osmond 8.072-5 "
"

II. Ti 4-5 "
"

14.07 2-5 "

S.^FETY.

M. S.

.Sheen
" 0-354-5 Gassier

.DuCros 1.20 Hendee

. Mecredy 2.02 "
"

2.37 2-5 Gassier
" 5.462-5 Engleheart

8.35 4-5 "
" 12.0I Bray
" 15.02 1-5 "

A two mile race will be decided at the Yonkers Ath-
letic Club games, to be held to-morrow afternoon.
The entries are A. E. Stigier, Riverside \V., 130; E. S.

Burnham, Yonkers, 90; VV. W. Saunder, Yonkers, 150;
F. A. Clark, N. Y. A. C, scratch ; E. Valentine, N. Y.
A. C, 70; E. A. Powers, R. W., 75; F. Sternberg,
P. A. C, 125.

MECREDY, 2.26 4-5.

DR. TURNER'S REMARKABLE TRI-

CYCLE RIDE.

On Monday eveninjif, July 2S, at Paddington,
R. J. Mecredy, of Dublin, lowered the world's
cycle record for one mile, doing the marvelous
time of 2m. 26 4-5S. His fractional times were

:

Miles. Previous Best. Quarters.
M. s. M. s. s.

K 0.36 3-5 0.35 1-5 36 3-5

'A 1. 12 2-5 1. 1 1 35 4-5
*>4 1-49 3-5

1 3.36 4-5
1.52 2-5...

....2.284-5...
Denotes record.

37 1-5

•37 '-5

Beeston Hum-He rode a pneumatic-tyred
bar" safety bicycle.

Subsequently Dr. E. B. Turner created new
records for tricycles from four miles to twenty-
five inclusive, his times throughout being:

Miles. Miles.
14

15
16

17

M. S.

1 2.46 2-5

2 5-33 2-5

3 8.21 1-5

4 11.08 4-5

5 13-582-5
6 16.48 4-5

7 «9-38 2-5

8 22.31

9 25.22 2-5
o 28.13 1-5

" 31-04 3-5
12 33-54 2-5

13 36.46

Twenty-one miles 226 yards were covered in

the hour.

M. s.

39-37
42-27 '-5

45-19 3-5

48-13 4-5
18 51-04 1-5

19 5358 i-S
20 56. 4y 3-5
21 59-39 1-5

22 62.33

23 65.304-5
24 68.27 3-5

25 7i-'5 4-5

MECREDY MAKES A ONE HOUR
RECORD.

On July 26 Mecredy had a shot at Du Cros'

half-mile record of im. us. , but owing to the
lateness of the hour, it being almost dark, he
was unable to do better than im. 11 2-5S.

On Thursday, July 29, he covered twenty-one
and a half miles in the hour, and established
new safety records from six to twent)'-one
miles. He would have gone on for the twenty-
five mile record had not darkness interfered.

Mecredy's times were:
previous PREVIOUS
best. BEST.

MILES. M. S. M. S. MILES. M. S. M. S.

I ... 2 41 3-5 2 26 4-s 12 33 6 1-5* 33 59 1-5

2
• • 5 23 4-5 5 15 1-5 13- •••35 524-5* 36 52 4-5

3 ... 8 52-5 7 57 3-5 14. •.•38 47* 39 49
4 ... 10 48 2-5 10 39 1-5 15 41 36 1-5* 42 42 2-5

S ••13 234-5 13 16 2-5 i6 44 21 2-5* 45 37 2-5

6 ...16 243-5* 16 30 17. ...47 11 2-5* 48 28 2-5

7 ... 19 9 3-5* 19 17 4-5 18 50 2 1-5* 51 25 1-5

8 ...21 583-5* 22 2 i-s 19.... 52 573-5* 54 10

9 ... 24 42 4-5* 24 48 2-5 20. ...55 51 2-5* 56 58 2-5

10 ... 27 28 4-5* 27 33 3-5 21. ...58 40 1-5* 59 48 4-5
II ... 30 19 2-5* 31 4 i-S

Denotes record.

THE FIFTY MILES ENGLISH BI-

CYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP.

This event was decided at Paddington on
July 30, and was won by the invincible F. J.

Osmond, who has won the one, five, ten,

twenty-five, and now the fifty miles amateur
bicycle chainpionships this year.

Osmond defeated J. H. Adams, F. P. Wood
and S. E. Williams. The time was 2h. 44m.
12 3-5S. ; the record is 2h. 33m. 37 2-5S. In the

first hour Wood rode 18 miles, 1,690 yards, and
in the two hours 37 miles, 220 yards.

FIFTY AND HUNDRED MILE BICYCLE
ROAD RECORDS.

J. F. Walsh, of the Catford Club, reduced
both the fifty and hundred mile biycle road
records on July 29. Walsh's times were: Fifty

miles, 2h. 51m. los.. 5m. 35s. inside record ; 100

miles, 6h. 47m. 15s., im. inside record.

A NEW TANDEM TRICYCLE ROAD
RECORD.

On July 30, S. D. Begbie and P. E. Driver,

two English riders, rode 100 miles in 6h. 50m.
i6s. , beating record by 7m.

THE N. C. U. CHAMPIONSHIPS.

The mile bicycle, twentj'-fivc mile ordinary,
and live mile safety chami)ionshi])s were decided
at Paddington on July 26. In the five mile safely
event three Irishmen got into the final heal, the
fourth man being the new fiyer, H. Parsons.
In his heat Parsons simply ran away from two
first-class men, Leitch and Carruthers, covering
the last quarter in 32 3-5S. In the final heat he
attempted to spurt three-eights of a mile, and
he led Mecredy to within one hundred yards of

the tape, when Mecredy overtook him and beat
him home by a wheel's length.

The twenty-five mile bicycle championship
was one of the finest races ever run in England.
Eighteen riders started and thirteen finished.

Thirteen men rode over twenty miles in the
hour, and the full distance was covered within
less than a minute outside of record. A sum-
mary of the events is as follows

:

ONE MILE TRICVLE CHAMPIONSHIP.
FIRST HEAT—P. Scheltema-Beduin, first ; W. Ward,

second. Time, 3m. 29 1-5 s.

Second Heat—H. H. Sansom, first; B. W. Crump,
second ; C. W. Schaefer, third. Time, Sansom, 2m.
51 3-ss. ; Crump, 2m. 51 4-5S.

Third Heat—K. N. Stadnicki, first : E. Dervil, sec-
ond

; J. N. Still, third. Time, Stadnicki, 2m. 50s.;

Dervil, 2m. 50 2-5S.; Still, 2m. 54 4-5S.

Fourth Heat—L. Stroud, first ; G. A. Adcock, sec-
ond ; A. H. Tubbs, third ; E. B. Turner, fourth. Time,
Stroud, 2m. 50 1-5S. ; Adcock, 2m. 50 3-5S. ; Tubbs, 2ni.

50 4-5S. ; Turner, 2m. 52 4-5S.

Final Heat— Stadnicki, first: Sansom, second
;

Stroud, third. Time 3m. 14 4-5S.; last quarter, 37 4-5S.

FIVE mile safety CHAMPIONSHIP.
First Heat—A. Du Cros, first ; S. H. Pearce, second

;

J. E. Bates, third ; R. H. Davis, Harvard College,
"fourth. Time, 14m. 34 1-5S. Du Cros won by five yards,
the others close up.

Second Heat—R. J. Mecredy, first; W. C. Jones,
second; R. E. Scales, third. Time, 14m. 382-5S.; last
quarter, 33 1-5S. Mecredy won by a half yard.

Third Heat—H. DuCros, first, 14m. 402-5S.; C. A.
Murray, second, 14m. 40 4-5S.; A. R. Salsbury, third,
14m. 41 1-5S.

Fourth Heat—H. Parsons, first, i4ni. 35 2-53.; E.
Leitch, second, by five yards ; last quarter, 32 3-5S.

Final Heat—R. J. Mecredy, first; H. Parsons, sec-
ond; A. Du Cros, third; H. Du Cros, fourth. Time,
17m. 47s.; last quarter, 34 3-5S. The race was confined
to the last 600 yards, when Parsons spurted, but died
away near the tape and was beaten a wheel's length by
Mecredy.

TWENTY-FIVE MILE BICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP.
F. J. Osmond, first ; H. Synver, second ; F. J. Archer,

third ; F. P. Wood, fourth
; J.' H. Adams, fifth ; W. H.

White, Sixth ; S. E. Williams, seventh ; G. R. Adcock,
eighth ; H. J. Howard, ninth ; R. J. Ilsley, tenth ; L.
Stroud, eleventh; D. McRae, twelfth; B. W. Atlee,
thirteenth. Time ih. 14m. 47s. The third mile was
ridden in 2m. 48s.; 5 miles, Stroud, 14m. 42 4-5S. ; 10

miles, Stroud, 29m. 47s.; 15 miles, Howard, 44m. 28 1-5.S.;

20 miles, Williams, 59m. 13 2-5S. ; i hour, Williams, 20
miles, 480 yards ; last quarter, 34 2-5S.

MECREDY AGAINST RECORD.

After the regular events R. J. Mecredy had a
shot at the five mile safety record. At two
miles he equaled his own best record, and at

three, four and five miles he created new records,

beating Laurie'a record by 27 1-5 seconds. His
time was also faster than Rowe's best time at

the distance. Summary-:

Miles.

3

4

5

M. S.

2.40 4-5

5.15 1-5

7-57 2-5*

10.39 1-5*

13.16 2-5*

S^

M.S.
2.40 4-5

2.34 2-5

2.42 1-5

2.41 4-5

c/3

T.

>u.otd5o
6 (/J

j»;

M. S.

2.28 1-5

5.15 1-5
8.12 4-5

10.57 3-5

2-37 1-5,13-43 3-5

>xB
a c u

0.^02

M. S.

2.28 1-5

5.1"

7^48 4-5
10.41 2-5

13-23 4-5

Mecredy
Rowe

* Record.

S. F. Edge, on a cushion-tired safety, has beaten the
Brighton and back crack record bj' i6m. los., covering
108 miles in 7h. 2m. 50s.

M. Holbein, the twenty-four hour road record rider,
is walking twenty-five miles a day to get fit for an
onslaught on the road records.

Messrs. E. W. Pope and George H. Day, of the Pope
Manufacturing Co., and Mr. P. H. Sercombe, of Mil-
waukee, arrived in the Etruria on Sunday last.

Mr. C. R. Overman was in New York on Saturday.
Mr. Overman is going for a week's rest in the mount-
ains and will then go to the League meet, after which
he will return to W'ashington, where he will spend the
Fall and Winter.

S. F. Edge, in his recent ride against the Brighton
crack record, accomplished the following times : 7

miles, 23m.; lo-K, 38m.; 30'A, ih. 50m.; 108 miles, yh. 2m.
50S. Edge rode a cushion-tired Marriott & Cooper
safety, geared to 58-inch, weighing 32 lbs.
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THE GREAT PEORIA TOURNAMENT.

Preparations for the Peoria Bicycle Club's
second annual tournament, to be held Friday
and Saturday, September 12 and 13 next, are
so far completed that there is no doubt but what
it will be one of the greatest events of the year.

The prize list is about the finest, as well as the
most attractive, ever offered in this country,
aggregating in value $3,500. Among the
seventy odd elegant prizes will be a $500 Vose
grand upright piano, donated by Mark Ament,
a public-spirited inusic dealer of this city; a
ca'.igraph, and an elegant gold stop watch ; also

a $250 diamond medal, donated by the Sporting

Review, of Chicago ; a $200 Psycho tandem, and
Columbia, Victor, Union, Rush, Little Giant,
Light Rambler and Rover (racing) safeties, do-
nated by their respective makers or importers.
The cheap medals, silverware, and similar

articles so often given at tournaments, will be
conspicuous by their absence. All prizes will

be placed on exhibition before the tournament,
and given to the prize winners at its close with-
out trouble or delay. Li addition to three and
four elegant prizes given for each of the twenty-
two events, ten extra- prizes or medals will be
given for fast time, besides solid gold medals
for all broken records.

In the hill-climbing contest, three prizes will

be given, headed by a gold medal donated by
W. C. Thorne, of Chicago, and three fine prizes

will also be given to clubs turning out the larg-

est number of men in the parade. A ball will

be tendered to visiting wheelmen Thursday
evening, and a "smoker" Friday evening ; and
a double programme for the entertainment of

visiting wheelmen will afford pleasureable occu-
pation for every moment of the time Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, and will give ample
scojae for the " .scorcher," as well as quiet, pleas-

ureable runs for the easier goer. Everything
will be free for visiting wheelmen except ad-
mission to the Park.
The track used will be the same as that used

last year, and that it is fast goes almost with-
out saying, and as is conclusively proven by the
twenty-one world's unicycle and tandem records
that have been broken thereon.
A rate of one and one-third fai^e for the

round trip has been secured on all roads in the
Central, Western and Southern Passenger Asso-
ciations. This covers practically all the terri-

tory from Toronto, Buffalo or Pittsburg on the
east, Michigan and Minnesota on the north,
Denver on the west, New Orleans and Jackson-
ville on the south. Reduced rates have been
also secured at all hotels, and as wheelmen are
favorably regarded by all the proprietors here,
a hearty welcome and handsome treatment
may be anticipated. Nearly all of the prom-
inent Eastern racing men have either entered
or signified then- intention of being present, and
the western fiyers will be there as a matter of
course; therefore, some great racing will be
seen at Lake View Park.
The one-third mile training track, which has

been constructed within the regular half mile
track, is a complete success, and fast time is

being made on it every day by Bert Myers and
his partner, Louis Masi. The surface and
turns are precisely the same as that of the
larger track, and that it is fast is shown by the
fact that Myers and Massi rode a mile on a
regular Columbia tandem, with guards com-
plete, in 2m. 45s. the first time they had ridden
together for months, and the first time they had
ever seen that particular machine. Racing men
are invited to avail themselves of the facilities

of this track as early and as much as they
please. Quiet and home-like accommodations
may be had directly across the street from the
Park, and a special rate of $1.25 per day by the
week will be made to racing men. Connected
with the track are dressing-rooms, with bath,
hot and cold water, etc., etc. The track is kept
in elegant condition, a man being employed
continually for that express purpose.
Programme, with complete particulars, will

be issued within a week, and will be a souvenir
worth preserving. Copies will be sent free to

any address on application to either H. S. Hop-
kins, Secretary Peoria Bicycle Club, or H. G.
Rouse, manager tournament. The Peoria Bi-
cycle Chil) extends to all wheelmen a most cor-
dial invitation to altend its touiMiament, and
guarantees a hearty welcome, handsome treat-

ment and a good time. Do not fail to bring

your wheel, and enjoy 1;he magnificent graveled
roads and elegant coasts with which the vicinity
of Peoria abounds.

THE TOURNAMENT AND MEET AT
HARTFORD.

The Hartford Wheel Club takes pleasure in

announcing the seventh annual Hartford
cycling tournament, which will be held at
Charter Oak Park, Monday and Tuesday,
September r and 2, 1890, in connection with the
Connecticut Division's annual meet. All former
race meetings of cyclists at Hartford have been
so uniformly successful that the Hartford tourna-
ment is recognized throughout the country as
one of the leading cycling events of each year.
The preparation of the entire programme for

the iSgo tournament has been based upon the
experience of the past, and each event has been
arranged with regard to the highest possible
interest of both racing men and spectators. No
wearisome long-distance races will be run. A
reasonable time limit will be. placed on each
race, making "loafing" impossible, and the
contests will be short, sharp and exciting.
The varied and attractive list of races and

prizes has resulted in an entry list replete with
the names of the most noted American and
English amateur cyclists. Following is the
programme of the meet in substance

:

SUNDAY, AUGUST 3I.

On Sunday there will be two Division runs.
The first, under command of Captain Clark
Lawrence, of the Columbia Cycle Club, will

start from the Capitol promptly at lo o'clock
for Charter Oak Park, where most of the racing
men will be in training, and where one or two
hours can be spent very pleasantly before re-

turning to the city for dinner.

The second run will be in charge of Captain
H. G. Lord, of the Colt Bicycle Club, and will

leave the Capitol at 4 o'clock for the West
Hartford reservoirs, a distance of about six

miles over good roads, passing through the
picturesque town of West Hartford and pene-
trating the farming country beyond. The
reservoirs, five in number, contain the water
supply of Hartford, and the shady road as it

winds in and out among them makes a delight-
ful ride, at the same time affording a fine view
of Hartford and the surrounding towns.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER I.

The parade will form promptly at 10 o'clock,

in connection with which three prizes will be
presented to the visiting clubs, the Hartford
clubs having voluntarily waived all privileges
to compete.
Promptly at 8 o'clock p. m. the evening enter-

tainment will commence at Foot Guard Armory
on High Street. Here all League members,
accompanied by their lady friends, will be
cordially welcomed and pleasantly entertained.
The evening's festivities will begin with a
concert by Weed's Military Band.
At 10 o'clock the floor will be cleared, and

dancing will then be in order. During the
evening refreshments will be served. The
Columbia Cycle Club will keep open house dur-
ing the evening at their rooms in the Batterson
Building, corner Asylum and High Streets,

about three minutes' ^valk from Foot Guard
Armory, where all League members are cor-

dially invited.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2.

Promptly at g o'clock a. m. the party will

leave the rooms of the Hartford Wheel Club
under the charge of Mr. A. L. Allen, Vice-
President of the Colt Bicycle Club, for Colt's

Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company.
Through the kindness of Sup't L. C. Grover,
the party will be shown over the entire works,
comprising about 600,000 square feet of floor,

where the process of manufacturing the world-
renowned "Colt's Arms" will be fully ex-
plained, after which a Gatling gun will be run
out, and after a volley has been fired the
wheelmen, taking this as a signal to reform,
will, under the direction of Captain A. G.
Gruendler, of the Hartford Wheel Club, proceed
to the works of the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany, Avhere the Treasurer, Mr. George H.
Day, will meet the party and entertain them
the balance of the forenoon.

In the evening tlie tournament prizes will be
distributed among the successful competitors at

the Hartford Wheel Club's parlors, after which
the events of the two days' meet and tourna-
ment will be brought to a close with appro-
priate social and fraternal festivities.

TRANSrORTATION.

Excursion tickets \vill be sold on the N. Y.

,

N. H. & H. R. R. , including admission to
Charter Oak Park, at the following rates : From
New York, $4 ; from Bridgeport, $2 ; from New
Haven, $1.50; from Meriden, $1; from Spring-

field, $1.45.
All wheelmen are cordially invited to attend,

and a good time is guaranteed.
There are about thirty-five men in training at

Charter Oak Park, and many others are ex-
pected to arrive later in the week. The prize

are the handsomest and most costly ever given
at a Hartford tournament.

THE ROCHESTER TOURNAMENT.

Over three thousand tickets have been issued
by the Rochester Wheelmen's League for their

tournament, August 23, and it is expected that
five or six thousand more will be disposed of.

The association has just added a finance com-
mittee to its governing bodies, consisting of

W. M. Smith, J. H. Brown and F. L. Hughes.
A committee on transportation has also been
appointed, as follows: C. Robinson, T. W.
Shannon and J. H. Brown. The officers of the
day will be: Referee, W. Sheldon Bull, Buf-
falo, N. Y. Judges, F. P. Prial, New York;
M. F. Shafer, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. A. Rock-
well, Rochester, N. Y. Timers, Clarence W.
Wood, Syracuse, N. Y. ; Frank Hotchkiss,
Rochester, N. Y. ; F. L. Hughes, Rochester,
N. Y. Scorer, M. B. Fox, Rochester, N. Y.
Clerks of Course, Robt. Thomson, Rochester,
N. Y. ; W. W. Williams, Rochester, N. Y.
Starter, Gordon S. Montgomery, Rochester, N.
Y.
The list of events and prizes are as follows

:

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—First, gold medal, $iS
;

second, silver medal, $10; third, bicycle shoes, $5.
One Mile Open, Safety—First, gold medal, $35 ; second,
silver cigar box, $13 ; third, L. A. W. pin, $7.50. Three
Mile Ordinary, Rochester Championship—First, gold
medal, 1I25 : second, gold medal, §18. One Mile Open,
Ordinary—First, tea set and tray, six pieces, i$6o; sec-
ond, coffee urn, $22; third L. A. W. pin, $7.50. One
Mile Novice, Safety—First, gold medal, $18 ; second.
League pin, $7.50 ;

third. Fuller bicycle lock. $2.50.

Five Mile Open, Safety— First, Victor safety bicycle,

§135 ; second, silver tilting ice pitcher, $35 ; third,
smoking set, $12. Two Mile Handicap, Ordinary

—

First, Kodak camera (No. 4), $50; second, elegant
onyx-top stand lamp, $35 : third, (seal) traveling bag,
$15. Three Mile Team Race, Ordinary, Buffalo vs.

Rochester—First, six gold medals, $90; One-Half Mile
Open, Safety—First,calender watch, $40 ; second, opera
glass (pearl), $15; One Mile, Three Minxite Class, Or-
dinary—First, gold medal, $20; second, gold-head
umbrella, $10. One Mile Open, Tandem—First, two
gold medals, $40 ; second, two shaving sets, each $g ;

if only three entries, first prize only given. Three
Mile Ordinary, Western New York Champion—First,

Gold medal, $27 ; second, gold medal, $18. One Mile
Handicap, Safety—First, silver coffee set, §48 ; second,
clock, $25 : third, safety lamp (Guiding Star), §6. One
Mile, 2:50 Class, Ordinary—First, gold medal, $25; sec-

ond. Butcher cyclometer.
No competitor will be allowed to start without his

proper number, and there must be at least three
starters in each event, or the race will be scratched.
Attention is called to the following rule : "The ref-

eree may place a time limit on any race. The time
limit shall not be announced to the contestants until
their arrival at the tape preparatory to the start of the
race. If the competitors finish within the limit they
shall receive the prizes. If they fail to so finish, and
the referee is convinced by their riding and the time
made that they endeavored to reach the limit, he may
award the prizes. It shall be his privilege to withhold
any prize it, in his opinion, the competitor did not try
to wm the race."
Entries for the seventh, tenth, thirteenth and four-

teenth events must be received by August 16, and all

others by August 20. The entrance fee is fiftv cents
for each' event. A large parade will take place at
10 a. m.

There will be several bicycle races at the Carthage,
111., Fair on August ig.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen expect to send fifteen

members to Niagara, and the Oxford Wheelmen
about twelve.

At the S/>ort and Play tournament, pneumatic and
cushion-tired machines were penalized thirty-five

yards in the mile handicaps.

The Harrisburg Bicycle Club intend to run a twen-
ty-five mile road race between Myerstown and Read-
ing some time during the Fall.

At Paddington, on July 24, Dr. 1?. B. Turner gave a
half-mile tricycle handicap. The times of the heats
were im. 21s., im. 23 4-5S. and im. 21 2-5.

A phenomenal safety rider named H. Parsons
promises to overshadow all the fast men. Parsons
rode the last quarter of a two mile race in 32 3-58., two-
fifths of a second outside of Sheen's record.
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NEW YORK STATE MEET.

An elongated book of eighty-four pages, en-

closed in an artistically-engraved cover in various

colors, is being sent to all the members of the

New York State Division this week. It is the

official programme of the Division's eighth an-

nual meet at Syracuse, September i and 2, and
is all that can be desired as to compilation and
typography. The work is rich in the waj- of

advertisements, many of which are exceedingly
attractive, and small and appropriate vigiiette

cuts adorn the book throughout, accompanied
by well-chosen quotations. In the introduction

it' is stated that he who misses the State meet
this year will have cause for regret, inasmuch
as wheelmen, as a body, are a jovial lot, full of

-Ife and good things, the natural outcome and
production of healthful indulgence in our manly
and invigorating sport. No more memorable
times can be recalled than those days spent

with a company of League men, or on a slip

into the country with a pleasant party awheel-
back.

In the introductory remarks it is also stated

that:

"In the reception and entertainment of all

the wheelmen who will attend the State meet
here, the Syracusans intend that their actions

shall do the talking, but in order that we may
have several subjects to act upon, it seems wise
that we should at this time direct your attention

to some of the plans of committees which have
the difficult, yet pleasurable task of making
your spare moments, while in the Central City,

pass pleasantly away. We want to give every
wheelman who comes here, what might be
termed in bicycle vernacular, ' a perpetual coast,'

so far as fun and a general good time is con-

cerned, and to that end we have commenced
quite early to erect the elevations, so that when
you reach here all you will have to do will be to

put your feet on the coasters and ' let her flick-

er' to the bottom of the hill. We will sand-
paper the road, remove the cobbles, and do all

we can to make j^our two days' ride with us safe,

pleasant and long-to-be-remembered.
'

' Syracuse is a big town, and the people w-ho

live here know it, and want others to know it.

We have been salted time and again, and have
a nerve like steel, and know that what we un-
dertake must go through to a final success. We
come to you, then, not in a spirit of brag, but
with true feelings of our ability to give you an
exceptionally good time, if you N\-ill only allow
yourself to participate in what we will prepare
for you."
The various committees appointed to arrange

for the meet are composed as follows

:

Executive Committe—Chas. W. Wood, Chair-

man ; R. G. Wadsworth, Secretary ; F. L. Brig-

ham, Treasurer; G. H. Aveiy, Clarence W.
Wood, Luian S. Wilson, Chas. C. Tniesdell.

Race Committee (Badge, Orange)—Clarence
W. Wood, Robert Gere, H. L. Doxsee, H. A.
Rounds, C. G. White.
Concert Committee (Badge, Gold)—G. H.

Avery, R. C. Martin, G. B. Penn, E. A. Bridg-
man, E. I. Rice.

Advertisement Committee (Badge, Red)

—

Chas. W. Wood, E. T. McDougall, W. A. Yale,
E. L. Haskins, P. F. Morgan.
Parade Committee (Badge, Red, White and

Blue)—R. G. Wadsworth, M. S. Weaver, R. P.

Judd, F. W. Hatt, W. H. Johnson.
Printing and Press Committee (Badge, Blue

and Silver)—C. C. Truesdell, C. Edward Wood,
W. H. Judson, H. W. Chapin, F. H. West.
Entertainment Committee (Badge, Orange

and Purple)—L. S. Wilson, C. A. Benjaman, H.
R. Hall, G. H. Harris, C. C. Decker.
Finance Committee (Badge, Black and White)

—F. L. Brigham, T. E. Gregory, D. C. Levette,
F. B. Penn, A. G. Velasko.
Reception Committee (Badge, White)—Frank

H. McChesney, H. W. Chapin, Herbert R. Hall,

A. E. Mathews, R. G. Wadsworth, W. K. West,
Robert S. Croasdale, W. H. Johnson.
The programme for the two daj's of festivity

is as follows

:

SEPTEMBER i.

6:30 a. m., reveille; 7.30 a. m., run to Onondaga
Valley and Jamesville, return to Alhambra Hall for
concert and smoker ; 8 a. m., run around Onondaga
Lake, returning for concert

; 9 a. m., opening session
Board of State officers; 10.30 a. m., grand concert
and smoker ; i p. m., short run to Onondaga Valley,
returning to race track ; 2 p. m., assemblj' of wheel-
men at club-house ; 2.30 p. m., State championship
races at Kirkwood Park; 8 p. m., Syracuse Cycling
Club Minstrels at Wieting Opera House.

SEPTEMBER a.

6 a. m., reville
; 7 a. m., run through Burnet Park

and to Camillus
; 7.30 a. m., plank road ride to Cicero,

8 miles ; 8 a. m., ladies' ride to .Messina Springs
; q a.

m., closing session Hoard of State Officers ; lu a. ni.,

parade; 11 a.m., photograph of wheelmen attending
meet ; 2 p. m., assembly of wheelmen at club-house

;

2.30 p. m.. State Championship races; 7-30 p. m., State
championship races

;
7.30 p. m., open air dance at

Pleasant Beach and moonlight run.

TRANSPORTATION.
The committee on transportation have made ar-

rangements whereby a return trip ticket can be pur-
chased at one-third of the regular rate. When start-
ing, buy a single trip ticket at full fare to Syracuse,
and request the the agent to you a certificate stating
that your ticket has been purchased for the purpose
of attending the Syracuse L. A. W. meet. When at
Syracuse have it signed by Chief Consul Bull, who
will be found at the Leland House, and on presenta-
tion to any ticket agent in Syracuse a return ticket
can be secured for one-third the regular fare.

RECEPTION.
Such arrangements have been made that out-of-

town wheelmen will not be in doubt as to their wel-
come to Syracuse. As soon as the depot is reached a
wheelman will be on hand to greet the visitor, and to
assist in finding hotels, club-house or acquaintances.
Wheelmen should send their names to the secretary
of the E-Kecutive Committee, R. G. Wadsworth, with
the time of arrival in Syracuse, so that provision may
be made for reception and entertainment. "Nothing
will be left undone," says the Entertainment Com-
mittee, "by those who have the success of the meet at
heart, that will contribute to your pleasure while
here. Syracuse is a hospitable city ; it is central, and
so easily accessible that no better place could be
chosen for a general gathering of New York State
wheelmen. Surely no other place could extend to you
a more cordial invitation, and as for your reception
and entertainment, 'deeds, not words.' We will greet
you with open arms, and the only credentials neces-
sary will be a wheel and the voicing of the pass-word,
which is like unto the assertion attributed to a lofty
governor of a certain State, ' I am a wheelman !'

"The ' City of Conventions ' needs no special word
to assure you that she is fully able to care for all who
will be present at the Empire meet, no matter how
large the attendance. Her hotel are many, and in
such excellent standing with the travelers of the
country that ' Syracuse for Sunday ' has become a
common expression on the road."
The Leland Hotel has been designated as the League

headquarters. Special rates of from $2.00 to $2.50 can
be secured at half a dozen other hotels.

THE RUNS.
The runs outlined in the programme have been

selected by Captain Judd, and will take the visitors
over the best roads, and give opportunity to view the
many points of interest in and around the salty city.

On the morning of the first day two separate runs will
be taken, starting from the club-house. The first

division will pass through the southern part of the
city, visiting Oakwood, one of the most noted natural
cemetery plots in the country, then on through the
beautiful suburbs of Danforth to the historic Onon-
daga Valley. From the valley a short climb past the
old Revolutionary Fort will bring you to the summit,
and from there to Jamesville we promise you one of
the finest down-grade rides anywhere in this part of
the State. A three mile ride through a shady glen,
with a babbling brook as a pace-maker, will bring
Orville in sight, and then it's due five miles to Syra-
cuse. This is one of the best rides in central New
York. The second division will visit the salt fields,

witnessing the process of salt manufacture, if it is so
desired, seeing the oldest portion of Syracuse, and
then continuing over a fine plank road along the shore
of old Onondaga Lake for five miles to Liverpool.
Cover two miles of cinder path and you will be at
Long Branch, one of the lake resorts. Then on a good
road around the lake, stopping at Maple Bay and
Pleasant beach, entering the city from the west, tak-
ing a view of its finest street of residences, and reach-
ing the Alhambra in time for the band concert.
As a dinner settler, a short ride to Onondaga Valley

—three miles—will be taken at i p. m., returning in
time for the races.
On the morning of the second day there will be a

double run, starting from the Club House. The first

company will go to Burnet Park, inspect its fine
winding roadways, and from Pinnacle Top see the
whole length and breadth of Syracuse. From the
Park a seven mile run will be taken to Camillus over
the old Genessee turnpike, which is always good
wheeling. The return trip will be made in ample time
for the parade. The second division will ride to
Messina Springs, and passing through three of the
villages yet unanncxed to Syracuse, returning, will
enter the city from the east over the Genessee turnpike,
meeting the First Division and in time for the parade.
Each of these runs is sixteen miles, and over as good
roads as will be found in Central New-York. Few
hills will be encountered, and the scenery in each
instance is such as will appeal to the trained eye of
the wheelmen.
A ride given by the lady riders of Syracuse, for

the lady rider visitors, has been arranged and will be
a feature of the second day. A short run over easy
roads has been planned, and will, it is hoped, be
participated in by every visiting lady rider.

THE MINSTREL ENTERTAINMENT.
The Syracuse Cycling Club Minstrels will not be

sprung on you for the first time. The gentlemen
composing the row before the foot-lights, are not
green hands at the business, and will not tremble with
stage fright. This company has appeared in several
cities of the State, receiving at each place a hearty
reception, and consequently meeting with success.
A new programme has been arranged, and everything
will be fresh, timely and enjoyable. Wheelmen who
have met G. Howard Avery and Will Barnes, who
will appear on the end at the opening, know of their
ability to act their parts, and as for Ed. I. Rice and
Edward A. Bridgman, who will follow in the second
edition, their work is equal to almost any professional
on the road. They are certainly the funniest amateurs

in the business. Their " Silent " act is great. Mr.
John Lynch, a 225 pounder, will preside in the middle
on the occasion of this hilarity, and he's a show in
himself. Syracuse has long held the lead over other
cities in this State in the point of amateur actors, and
tha company composing the Cycling Club Minstrels i.s

yet to be surpassed.
The performance will open with an overture and

chorus of twenty trained voices. The first part will
be the most elaborate ever put on by an amateur
compan\', fifty people being required to carry out the
idea. The specialties are all of a professional grade,
embracing Song and Dance in an Original Act; the
Cycling Club Hanjo Four

;
the Cycling Club Quartett,

four as popular voices as the town possesses, with new
and pleasing selections ; several original " Fake " acts,
in which the wheel will play a part ; a Stump Speech
Debate—for and against the use of the wheel for
soldiers in battle ; the performance to conclude with
an original and intensely humorous after-piece, pre-
pared expressly for the occasion of the meet, having
the wheel and wheeling matters for its ground work.
It cannot fail to interest every wheelman, especially
L. A. W. men.

THE PAKADt.

The grand parade on Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock
will be divided into five divisions. It will be headed
by Chief Consul W. S. Bull as Grand Marshal, and
Chas. \V. Adams, Adjutant, with the following aids:
President James R. Dunn, Vice-President W. H.
Emery, Vice-President George R. Bidwell, Treasurer
W. M. Brewster, Secretary Abbott Bassett, Burley B.
Ayers, George Atwater, Albert Mott, Dr. G. Carle-
ton Brown, Samuel A. Boyle, I. B. Potter, C. F.
Cossum, W. H. De Graaf, Chas. H. Luscomb, and Col.
A. A. Pope. Following will come Vice-Consul Chas.
W. Wood's honorary staff and pacemakers F. C.
Baird and John Donovan. The first division will
follow the band, which includes the Syracuse Cycling
Club and the Knickerbocker Wheelmen. The second
division, with Dr. R. P. True, Marshal, will consist
entirely of physicians, surgeons, and ministers, and
about 250 are expected to appear in line. The third
division will be composed of lady riders, marshaled
by Mrs. G. H. Harris. The Buffalo Bicycle Club, with
W. S. Jenkins, Marshal, will constitute the fourth
division, and clubs not in the League will form the
fifth division. Unattached riders will compose the
si.xth division.

THE RACES.

" Scoot, Brother, Scoot," is the motto the programme
applies to the State championship races, and it says :

" The interest in a meeting of wheelmen centers, of
course, in the races. Knowing this to be a fact, the
committee which has the races and prizes in charge,
and the general committee as well, have viewed the
two days' State championship races to be given here in
September, as the hub in the wheel of pleasure that will
roll for you on the dates named. We have here a new,
e.xcellent and concededly fast track. We have all the
State championship races which will attract the leading
racing men of the country, coupled with enough open
events to give all racing men, known and unknown, a
fair chance in the trials to break the present standing
records. Fully confident are we that if honest effort
is made, some remarkably fast time will be the result
of the competition. It "is not necessary to give a
review of the programme

;
you will find a full list of

the event.* on another page, and you know what may
be reasonably expected from such a list of events in
which a large field of starters will surely have a place.
We are encouraged by entries and favorable letters
almost daily and with the fullest assurance, promise
you two days of rare sport if you go to bed right after
the races, which of course you will not do.
Racing men will want to compete in State cham-

pionship events; non-racing men will want to see
honest races. We have the award of all champion-
ships, and will do all that can be done to secure honest
contests and inspire efforts to make records for the
Syracuse meet." The events are :

FIRST DAY.

One mile novice, ordinary ; 2 mile tandem, L. A. W.
State championship

; % mile dash, ordinary, open
;

2 mile ordinary, open ; i mile tandem, L. A. W. State
championship; 1 mile, 3.10 class, ordinary; 2 mile
safety, L. A. W. State championship

; 1 mile ordinary,
L. A. W. State championship; 2 mile ordinary, 6. 10

class
; 5 mile safety, L. A. W. State championship

;

I mile safety, open.

SECOND DAY.

One mile novice, safety ; 2 mile ordinary, L. A. W.
State championship ; i mile ordinary, open

; 3 mile
tandem, L. A. W. State championship ; i mile safety,
L. A. W. State championship

; 5 mile ordinary, L. A.
W. State championship; i mile safety, 3.20 class:
3 mile ordinary, open ; '/i mile dash, safety ; 2 mile
tandem- }< mile safefty, open.
The oiScers for the races are as follows : Referee,

W. Sheldon Bull, Buffalo. Judges, W. H. De Graaf,
N. Y. City ; Henry Gallien, Albany ; W. S. Jenkins,
Buffalo ; T. W. Shannon, Rochester ; W. C. Hey-
decker, N. Y. City. Timers, G. S. Montgomery,
Rochester ; F. P. Prial, N. Y. City ; W. M. Olmsted,
Syracuse. Scorers, H. A. Doxsee, Syracuse; E. H.
F'owie, Binghamton

; J. F. Aldrich, Oneida.
The prize list is large and varied, nearly fifty

trophies being offered, representing more actual value
than those presented at any State meet in the history
of the League.
Twenty-five hundred and fifty dollars placed in

prizes makes a display that will be well worth the
contest ; everything selected is of the best, and no
cheap trash will be taken from Syracuse to throw dis-
credit upon those so deeply interested in the success
of this tournament, or upon the Empire Meet itself.

With this assurance, they purposely avoided any de-
tailed description of the prizes, being convinced' that
however explicit a description might be given in the
space allotted, the result would be unsatisfactory, and
a wrong impression would be inevitable.
The prizes will be appropriately displayed during

the meet, and for a few days previous thereto. An
examination will show them to be well selected, and
in every case worthy of contest.
The L. A. W. State championships and novice races
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being largely for glory and distinction, gold and sil-

ver medals appropriately engraved, have been pro-
vided. In the open races and longer distance cham-
pionships, useful articles of gold and silver ware, and
several. pieces of finely finished furniture, are offered
with the conviction that racing men entering these
events already have a varied assortment of medals,
and prefer something more substantial. It has been
the aim of the committee to select prizes that would
be pleasing to the contestants, thereby insuring good-
natured rivalry and fast time. Those winning the
more bulky prizes will kindly leave their addresses
with the Race Committee, that they may be forwarded,
thus relieving them of the attending annoyance. A
list of prizes will be forwarded to any racing man who
has a doubt as to Durability to make proper selections,
if communication is had with the chairman of the
Race Committee. In addition is the $150 prize cup to
be awarded to the League club having the largest
proportionate number of men in line at the parade, a
cut of which has appeared in The Wheel.

THE WIND UP.

In place of the customary banquet (with its talk on
matters we know all about, with its starched shirts,
white ties and dress suits, with its customary charge
of three dollars for a fifty cent lunch), we have decided
to have a good time. Therefore, on the evening of
Tuesday, September 2, you will be requested to leave
your wheels in company with each other and wearing
Sour regular bicycle suit, take a special train on the

I., L. & W. road, which will speedily carry you to
Syracuse's most popular outing place. Pleasant Beach.
The beach is on Onondaga Lake, and is the Coney
Island for the Central City. If you can't have an enjoy-
able time there you are insensible. An open air dance,
with a fine orchestra furnishing the time, will be ar-
ranged and no one will lack a partner. If you don't
dance, there will still be enough for you to do, for the
place is alive with opportunities for pleasure. When
the moon shows herself, lake boats will be in readi-
ness, and a moonlight ride and band concert will be in
order. The ride will show you Maple Bay, Long
Branch and Three Rivers, popular resorts, and drop
you off at the Iron Pier, a large summer garden which
IS " all the go " this year, being new, and under its

present management, more than popular with all who
seek a few hours off, a sniff of the pure air and an ex-
tinguisher for the heat and dust of an average Syra-
cuse Summer day. Here there will be more music, a
lunch will be served—probably a clambake lunch

—

and then when you have had enough of the lunch and
the pier. People's Line street cars will be found in
waiting to convey you three miles to the centre of the
city.
This proposed entertainment will be novel and more

in keeping with the open air spirit of the wheelmen
than a starched banquet with stiff speeches in a stuffy
hall. You will have variety enough to please and you
know what relation variety bears to life. We hope
to make it quite "peppery for you all, and we have
the ingredients with which to make the mixture.
Don't miss this part of the fun.
From the above it will be seen that the members of

the New York Division can anticipate a glorious time,
thanks to the members of the Syracuse Cycling Club,
who have been working early and late to make this
attractive programme, and to quote from the official
book

:

'* Do not come with the idea you will have a
fairly good time, for you will not

;
you are in for a

'rousing,' 'rattling,' 'nifty' good time: you are in
for attendance at a systematic, business-like, orderly
enthusiastic meet. Remember your wheel, your
League ticket, your League membership ticket, your
wheel, your wheel and your League ticket. Don't
forget any of these ! Leave your hat at home, but not
your League ticket

;
you will need that League

membership ticket at every turn to secure admittance,
special rates and special attention. If you do not
belong to the League, join now ; do not postpone ; we
say with an idea to your own enjoyment, your own
pleasure, join now."

THE PROVIDENCE TOURNAMENT.

BUFFALO'S TOURNAMENT.

The joint tournament of the Buffalo and Rambler
Bicycle Clubs at Buffalo, August 29 and 30, following
the L. A. W. meet at Niagara Falls, promises to be
one of the most successful of the Fall meetings. It is
included in the New York circuit, which begins at
Rochester, August 23. Then comes Niagara Falls,
August 25, 26, 27 ; Buffalo, 29, 30; Syracuse, September
I, 2. The prizes offered at Buffalo will be very fine
and costly, and will be valued at $1,500. Entries for
the races are being received daily, and include the
most noted riders in the country. Windle, Campbell,
Lumsden, Taxis, Laurie, Willis, Van Sicklen, Barrett,
Tuttle, Wilhelm, Carman, Rasicoe, Smith, Gassier,
Spooner, the Murphys, Rich, Banker, and Iven are
among them. In the 100 mile road race from Erie on
the second day the list will include Kluge, Van
Wagoner, Merrihew, McDaniels, Dampman, Lewis,
several of the Chicago riders, and many others. The
trophies given will be well worth the struggle. The
new half-mile track at the Buffalo Driving Park has
been put in first-class condition, and it is among the
possibilities that some of the records will go.
During the tournament the Buffalos and Ramblers

will keep open house, and visiting wheelmen will be
well looked after by the local cyclists. Runs about
the city, which boasts of 125 miles of asphalt and park
roads, will be arranged, and a good time is assured to
those who visit the "Queen City of the Lakes."
Wheelmen attending the L. A. W. meet should not

fail to finish the week in Buffalo. They will never
regret it.

Some excellent sport was seen at the Coventry
Philanthropic Society's sports, held August 4. The
mile safety novices was won by C. Bromwick, 55 yds',
time, 2m. 39 1-5S. The half-mile safety handicap was
won by A. Neale, 95 yds., time, im. 13s. The mile
handicap was won by J. Pcttitt, 120 yds., time, 2m. 34s.
The mile safety handicap was won by A. C. Edwards,
95 yds., time, 2m. 29 2-58. The mile scratch race was
won by J. H. Adams, time, 2m. 48s.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen have issued a
thirty-two page official programme for their

second annual tournament, Saturday, August
30, which contains much information relative to
their day of festivity, and it also displays a
large amount of advertising. Providence, at
this season of the year, is at its best, and
abounds with many attractions for Avheelmen
and visitors. It is situated at the head of Nar-
ragansett Bay, and offers numerous short trips

awheel or by boat to the many attractive
resorts that line its shores. The management
have arranged for a strong list of races, a per-
fect track and costly prizes, and many of the
fastest riders of the day will be present. A
large band will give a concert before the races,

and entertain the audience at intervals nntil the
last event, and no gambling or intoxicant drinks
will be allowed upon the grounds. A commo-
dious grand stand, with easy seats, ensures
comfort, and ladies—with or without escort

—

will receive every attention. The showing of
your League ticket will admit you to the grand
stand free. On the evening of August 29 a
grand lantern parade has been arranged for,

and at the club-room open house will be kept all

day Saturday, and all visitors will receive a cor-

dial and hearty welcome. At 10. 15 a. m. on
Saturday morning a grand run to Narragansett
Park is on the docket, and a genuine Rhode
Island clam dinner will be served at Silver
Springs. At 12. 15 a steamer will be taken for
Field's Point, and thence by wheel through
Roger Williams' Park to Nan-agansett Park,
where the races will take place. At the club-
house in the evening there will be a smoker
and presentation of prizes. Music will be
among the attractions.

The programme of the races is as follows:
One mile novice ; one mile novice, safety ; two
mile handicap ; one mile tandem safety, open

;

quarter mile dash; two mile handicap, safety;

two mile championship of America; one mile
tandem safety, handicap ; one mile State cham-
pionship ; one mile safety, open ; one mile open

;

one mile State safetj^ championship.
The prizes consist chiefly of gold and silver

medals, some of which will be set with valua-
ble gems and diamonds. Winchester rifles, seal

rings, fishing sets, opera glasses, cameras, re-

volvers, traveling bags and seal-skin gloves are
among the other prizes. The officers of the day
will be as follows: Referee, Charles S. Davol;
Judges, Dr. Wm. H. Emery, David J. Post,
Abbot Bassett; Scorers, Wm. T. Chase, E. M.
Bixby ; Timers, Harry D. Corey, Wm. H. Thur-
ber, James A. Kmghorn ; Clerk of Course, Nel-
son JH. Gibbs ; Assistants, Fred H. Donle, Geo.
F. Woodley, Jr. ,

; Starter, Howard L. Perkins

;

Umpires, E. E. Brown, Geo. Phillips, S. F.
Babbitt, F. D. Holdsworth, F. L. Hopkins, A.
E. Crowell, W. R. Jenks.
The club-house of the Rhode Island Wheel-

men is situated in the old Providence Bank
building, at No. 70 South Main Street, a struc-

ture over one hundred years old, and is occu-
pied throughout by the wheelmen.

THE CHICAGO TOURNAMENT.

Arrangements for the tournament of Septem-
ber 19 and 20 are progressing nicely, and within
the next few days it is hoped to publish a prize
list that will tempt every mother's son who at-

tends the Peoria meet to remain over here and
take ours in. The track is being banked and
made safer and faster than ever, and by the
date of the tournament will be in record-break-
ing shape. The following are the events de-
cided on

:

ORDINARY.
One mile novice ; one mile challenge ; one mile

scratch
;
one mile handicap

;
two mile 5.50 class

; two
mile lap race three mile team race

; halt mile scratch
;

ten mile handicap ; five mile scratch.

SAFETY.
One mile novice; one mile challenge; one mile

scratch ; one mile handicap ; two mile handicap
; two

mile 6.10 class; half mile scratch; five mile scratch;
one mile for boys under 16.

TANDEM.
One mile scratch ; two mile handicap.

A few changes and additions may be made,
however.

The Bay >State Wheelmen, of Worcester, and the
Roxbury Bicycle Club, enjoyed themselves recently
at Lake Quinsigamond, where a big dinner was servect.

MORE SAFETY RECORDS AT PAD-
DINGTON.

On
C. C.

July
, had

31 last, R. A. Lloyd, Polytechnic
a shot at the safety records up to

fifty miles on the Paddington track. At thirty-
three miles he got among them, and with the
exception of the thirty- ninth and fortieth miles
he scored all up to the half-century. His times
were as follows

:

Miles. h. m. s.

33 1. 40.31 i-s*

34 1-43-53 2-5*

35 1. 47.21 4-5*

30 1-50-57 4-5*

37 1.54.46 2-5*

38 1.58.453-5*

39 2.02.44 1-5

40 2.06.32 1-5

41 2. 10. 15 1-5*

Miles.
42

43
44

H. M. S.

.2.13.57 I-

.2.17.29 3-

.2.21.01 2-

45 2.24.29 3'

46 2.28.01 !

47 2.31. 30*

48 2.34.564

49 2.38.27 I

50 2.41.47

SOME NEW ROAD RECORDS.

Holbein's Kemarkable Record.
On Friday, August i, M. A. Holbein, who

holds the twenty-four hour road record—324
miles—annihilated his own records for 50 and
100 miles. His times were: Fifty miles, 2h.

40m. 38s. ; 100 miles, sh. 54m. 2S. The pre-
vious records were 2h. 43m. 32s., and 6h. 20m.
26s.

Holbein was mounted on a cushion-tired
Whippet weighing forty-two pounds, and was
carefully paced all the way. The fractional
times were : Twenty-one miles, sixty-three min-
utes ; the next twelve miles were ridden in forty
minutes. On the last five miles he hurried his

pace-makers, and finished at a wonderful pace.
Before the season is over he vdll attempt to ride

350 miles in twenty-four hours.
On August 2, R. C. Nesbitt made a new

twelve hours safety road record, viz. : 1 56
miles.

THE IRISHMAN CAUGHT THEM
NAPPING, PERHAPS?

We regard R. J. Mecredy as a safety repetition of R.
H. English, who came to London and caught all our
men trained to sprint 200 yards and ran them out, and
we believe that if one of our good men would put his
saddle a few inches forward and train to go all the
way behind pacemakers on a solid-tired safety he
would get quite near enough to Mecredy's records to
show that the man and not the machine has most to do
with the time. Will anyone try? The Paddington
men, owing mainly to the crowded state of their
track, have gradually shortened their spurts, and we
have often seen the cracks wait until well into the
straight for home. These 100 yard sprinters have
suddenly found themselves pitted against a go-all-
the-way half-miler, with the usual result which
follows such conditions. The sprinters are left, but
only for a while ; as soon as thej' begin to train to go a
little further the results at present regarded as mar-
velous will not appear to be so. In conclusion, we
would ask this question : How many attempts at
record breaking with pacemakers have been made
this year by the erst-while crack safety men ? The
exception—Laurie—smothered record when he at-
tempted it ; and if one or two good men will put their
saddles forward a bit, give up 150 yards sprints and
train for three weeks with pacemakers, we feel sure
that they will get so near to—if they do not surpass

—

Mecredy's records as to enable us to regard his "bit
in hand " as due entirely to the " personal equation."—Bicycling News.

There is a hint in the above for our American
cracks, who should pay especial attention to the

development of a well-sustained spurt. At Peoria last

Fall, the Eastern representatives, Messrs. Banker and
Campbell, were trained for short work, while the

Western men were able to carry their spurt a remark-

ably long stretch, the result being the utter defeat of

the Eastern riders.

Twenty-three members of the Kings County Wheel-
men participated in the club run to Rye Beach on
Sunday last, intending to dine at Beck's Rye Beach
Hotel. On arriving there the)^ beheld their dinner,
which had been ordered in advance, being quickly con-
sumed by another party, and the Brooklyn wheelmen
were compelled to appease the inner man with what-
ever was obtainable and make the best of it ; but try
as they would very little best was to be found in it.

After dinner the boys were piloted over the fine roads
between Larchmont and Portchester by a number of
the Westchester County Wheelmen under the leader-
ship of E. H. Sturges. On the return trip " Billy

"

Roberts was badly shaken up by a header while
scorching with the "Murphy brothers, who were riding
a tandem. At New Rochelle they were joined by a
member of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, who accom-
panied the Kings County boys" to New York via the
Glen Island boat.

The Hoosick Falls (N. Y.) Bicycle Club is no longer
a cycling organization, the pleasures of society life

having become more desirable to the members, and
reorganization as a .social club resulted.
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CAMPBELL'S 2.28 1-2.

As Thk Wheel announced exclusively last

week, W. S. Campbell and II. E. Laurie rode a

mile at Charter Oak Park on Thursday e\-cning,

August 7. The day was almost perfect, but

the track might have been in much better con-

dition. The start was a roll-over, but it was
fully as slow as a standing start, according to

the testimony of by-standers.

The watches were held on Campbell, who
was out for time. Laurie and Berlo asked per-

mission to ride with Campbell, and they trailed

his little wheel all the way. A. B. Rich paced
the lirst half in im. i6s. ; Ives the third quarter in

34is. , and in the last quarter Campbell cut his

own pace. The track was twelve feet short to

the mile. The times were

:

.\i. s. s.

Quarter 39K 39!^
Half I 16 36!^
Three-quarters i 50}^ 3+^
Mile 2 28H 38

GASSLER MAKES A NEW SAFETY
RECORD.

On August 13, at Charter Oak Park, W. F.

Gassier made a new safety record at a mile,

reducing" the figures from 2m. 41 X^- held by
George M. Hendee, to 2m. 37 2-5S. We quote

from private letters:
' • We had the track surveyed by the City

Engineer before he rode and found it six feet

short, so he was started six feet back of scratch

so IjiSfctiiere would be no quibble."

'fh^^lers were: Jos. Gordman, A. Kennedy-
Childe and P. J. Berlo. Starter, D. C. Shea,
of Hartford. Gassier was pushed off by E. J.

Willis.

"The weather was anything but record

weather, cold and raw, and the track was heavy
and dead on the backstretch. There was little

or no wind, and the pace making was all tnat

could be desired. Rich paced the first half and
Campbell the second. I consider the mile

equal to 2m. 32s. had the conditions been favor-

able."
yU.ARTERS.

Miles. m. s. s.

X 038 3-5 38 3-5

J4 1.192-5 40 4-5

H 1-563-5 37 1-5

1 2.37 2-5 40 4-5

The times at the half and three-quarters were
better than record, but no watches were stopped
on them, so the record cannot be allowed. The
conditions attending the making of the record
were satisfactory, and The Wheel places it on
its books as the one mile American safety

record. The trial was made on an Ormonde.
Campbell and Rich rode a half on Tuesday

evening m im. 12 1-5S.

Laurie expects to try for the records on
Fridav afternoon.

WHEELMEN AT VINELAND, N. J.

One Mile Open, Ordinary—Starters, W. F. Mur-
phy, K. C. W.; W. C. Seeds, W. \V. C; A. A. Zimmer-
man, N. J. A. C; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N. Won by
Taxis in 3m. sJjs. ; Murphy second.

Two Mile Safety, H.wnic.vi'—Six starters. I. R.
Hazelton, C. W., 130 yards, first

; J. B. Pearson, Vine-
land, 165 yards, second. Time, 6m. 8s.

Five Mile Ordin.^ry, H.wdicah—Eleven .starters.
Frank Chew, 600 yards, first

; J. P. Ferraris, 600 yards,
second

; J. S. Lodge, 600 yards, third ; all of Vineland.
Time, 15m. 2}<s.

Half Mile (Cumberland County) Ordinary—
Four starters. J. B. Pearson, lirst ; C. W. Pearson,
second. Time, im. 29s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Eight starters.
Merrihew, 120 yards, first ; F. W. Whiteside, C. W., 160

yards, second ; W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., scratch, third.
Time, 2m. 46-Ks.

One Mile Safety, Consolation—W. C. Seeds, W.
W. C, first ; C. A. Dimon, S. E. W., second. Time,
3m. 4'Xs.

One Mile (Cumberland County) Ordinary, Han-
dicap—Seven starters. C. W. Pearson, 75 yards, first

;

Frank Chew, 75 yards, second
; J. P. Ferraris, 75 yards,

third ; all of Virieland. Time 3m. '/is.

One Mile Ordinary, Consolation—B. F. McDan-
iel, W. W. C, first; W. F. Hutchings, of Vineland,
second. Time, 3m. 13^8-

Favorable weather, a splendid track, and the
appearance of several well-known racers all

tended to make the tournament of the Vine-
land Wheelmen on the grounds of the Vineland
Fair Association, Saturday last, a great success.

No extraordinary time was made, but a number
of the races were close and exciting, and the
large attendance of spectators were well pleased
with the entertainment provided b}^ the cyclers.

The officers were : Judges, Kirk Brown, T. D.
Censor, F. H. Walls. Referee, H. Crowther.
Starter, W. S. Calkins. Clerk of the Course,
C. P. Jones. Timers, A. L. Kendall, H. Mul-
ford, Frank Love.
The results were as follows:

One Mile (Cumberland County) Novice, Ordi-
nary—Frank Chew, first ; Chas. W. Pearson, second

;

both of Vineland. Time, 3m. i J^s.

Half Mile Ordinary—Nine starters. A. A. Zim-
merman, N. J. A. C, fir.st; W. F. Murphy. K. C. W.,
second. Time, im. i8s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—Nine starters. J. R.
Hazelton, C. W., 70 yards, first; F. M. Dampman, A. C.
S. N., 130 yards, second. Time, 2m. 4352S.

Two Mile Tandem Safety—W. F. and C. M. Mur-
phy, K. C. W., first ; Bowman and Zimmerman, N. J.
A. C, second. Time, 6m. 49s. Five other entries did
not start.

One Mile Ordinary, 3-minute Class—Eleven start-
ers. S. W. Merrihew, A. C. S. N., first

; J. R. Hazelton,
C. W., second. Time, 2m. 54 3-ss. Merrihew won the
special prize for the fastest mile of the day in this
race.

THE GREAT CAMP MEET AT HAR-
ROGATE.

THE MILWAUKEE ROAD RACE.

The open handicap road race of the Milwau-
kee Wheelmen, between Waukesha and Milwau-
kee, a distance of sixteen and a half miles over a
rough and hilly road was a great success. A
thousand people gathered at the Milwaukee end
to witness the finish, interest being largely

centered between Terry Andrea, Wisconsin's
champion rider, and F. H. Tuttle, the Chicago
flj^er. There were thirteen starters, but only
eleven finished the race. Philip Nichol took a

header from his wheel at Wauwatosa, and was
so badly injured that one of the others dropped
out of the race to assist him. He was brought
home in an ambulance, being badly cut about
the head.

It was a pretty race between Page and
Crocker, who started together, the two being a
tie the entire distance and to within a block of

the finish, when Crocker fell from his wheel,
giving Page the second time medal, TeiTy
Andrea winning the medal for the fastest time.

The result was as follows

:

Terry Andrea, scratch, time 53m. 20s.; E. H. Page,
eight minutes, actual time 59m.: H. Crocker, eight
minutes, actual time 59m. 30s.; W. C. Wegner, seven
minutes, actual time 60m. 15s.; F. W. Schmitz, five

minutes, actual time 60m. 45s.; F. H. Tuttle, scratch,
time 6!m. 25s.; F. C. Meyers, seven minutes, actual
time 62m. 29S.

;
John Reitzner, twelve minutes, actual

time 68m.; F. Kasten, fifteen minutes, actual time
69m. 45s.

THE DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIP AT
STENTON.

The six remaining district championship
races were run off on Thursdaj', August 14, on
the grounds of the Athletic Club of the Schu}d-
kill Nav}' at Stenton, The events were tame
and uninteresting, except in one or two cases.

The Stenton track is notoriously dangerous, and
fast time is impossible. Wilhelm started in

two events but dropped out of both, and Banker
said he was glad to get off the track alive and
^^•ith a whole machine. At times the racers

were compelled to run into the grass to avoid
colliding.

There were several technical fouls, but none
were claimed, as they were admittedly un-
avoidable. The grounds were placed at the
disposition of G. D. Gideon, of the L. A. W.
Racing Board, who had the matter in charge,

free of all expense, bj' the A. C. S. N. No
medals were presented nor expenses granted,
the winners and second men having the privi-

lege of riding at Niagara.
A small crowd of spectators viewed the

events, which were as follows

:

Five Mile Safety—Taxis, first ; time, i6ra. 43s.

Wilhelm dropped out after riding two and one-half
miles and Banker stopped on the last lap. Dampman
also started.

Five Mile Ordin.^ry—Dampman, first ; McDaniel,
second ; time, i8m. 465^3. Taxis and Wilhelm also
started. The latter very nearly fell at the first corner
and dropped out.

One Mile T.-vndem—Draper and Hazelton defeated
Taxis and West, time, 3m. SJ^s.

Two Mile Safety—Taxis, first ; Hazelton, second
;

time, 7m. 35 1-5S. Dampman, McDaniels and Banker
also started.

One Mile Ordinary—Taxis, first ; Dampman,
second ; time, 3m. 20s.

Two Mile Tandem—Hazelton and Draper defeated
West and Taxis ; no time taken.

The North of England annual meet and
camj) commenced, as usual, on Friday, August
I, and proved a thorough success, surpassing in

most particulars all previous efforts. Owing to

the many rainy days encountered in past camp-
ing outings, fifty new bell tents had been pur-
chased, so that all should be assured of a drj-,

tight domicile ; but this year, with the excep-
tion of Friday and Monday, the sun shone glori-

ously from a cloudless sky, a treat the camp had
not had for many years. The tents were ar-

ranged on the same plan as last year—in a long,

hollow, double-lined oval, with large mess, and
the entertainment and machine tents at one end.
Saturday was devoted to races and other sports,

and a concert and other entertainments added
to the day's amusement. Simday the campers
were astir early, and runs were taken to vari-

ous picturesque spots in the neighborhood, and
many indulged in a swim before breakfast.

By the conclusion of lunch the camp had its

best holiday aspect on, and photography was
the order of the day, whilst the public began to

gather and inspect the tents, many of these
being very elaborately got up and tastefully

decorated ; indeed, in this respect, the camp was
far ahead of previous years. The palm was
decidedly taken by the President's tent. This
was provided with elegantly furnished, draped
and decorated reception tent, floral awning,
rows of ornamental illumination lamps, and
well-stocked garden around. This is by far the
best tent arrangement which has ever appeared
at Harrogate. For second place there was a
close fight, and it would be hard to say to which
the palm should be given, the most noteworthy
of the remaining domiciles being as follows:

"Arcadia," the home of the Hull division, with
its garden, decorated awning, and elaborate
and complete furniture. "Sweet P. Villa" and
" Pickwick Villa" had plenty of internal decora-
tions and reminiscenses of former camps in a
big collection of photographs. A score or more
of other tents were also prettily and tastefully

ornamented in sundry ways, which were much
admired by the large attendance of the public.

A service was held in the morning, and a large
photograph of the campers was also taken.
Monday morning a great parade took place,

headed by the Edinburgh pipers, with 631
wheels in line, 548 of which were safeties, and
about seventy clubs were represented. After
the procession a lunch was served, at which
man)' toasts were drunk and replied to. Vari-
ous amusements occupied the spare hours of

the campers, many of the sports being of a

varied and comical character. At the racing,

on Saturday and Monday, the pneumatics had
it all their own way, despite the penalty of fifty

yards in the mile inflicted on them. Eight
thousand spectators were present on the last

named day. Among the Ndsitors to the camp
on Saturday was A. H. Overman, the well-

known American cycle manufacturer.
If the wheelmen of this country should imitate

this camp meet scheme, so popular with the
English cj'clists, they would, undoubtedly, gain
much enjoyment from the new departure, and
it is probable that it would be found a pleasing
diversion from the regulation ineet.

THE hillside BICYCLE CLUB REORGANIZED.
At a meeting of the Hillside Bicycle Club last week

Thursday, thirty-five new members were admitted,
and the following officers were elected to serve until
March i, 1891 : President, C. S. Wilson ; vice-presi-
dent, Wm. 1'. Smith, Jr.; secretary, Robert Brunjes

;

treasurer, M. D. Aaron ; captain, Geo. C. Smith ; first

lieutenant, I. Newburg ; second lieutenant. Benjamin
Weiner ; color-bearer, John Black ; bugler, M. R.
Lopez. The board of trustees is composed of C. S.
Wilson, Wm. F. Smith, Jr., Robert Bronjes, Herman
Kohler, Percy Cole and Samuel Brown. The name of
the club was changed to the Hillside Cyclers, and all

unattached riders are cordially invited to join their
ranks. For particulars address, Wm. F. Smith, Jr.,
108 East 107th Street, New York.

ONE OF TORONTO'S LEADING CLUBS.

Since the organization of the Wanderers' Bicycle
Club, of Toronto, in 1882, upwards of 1,500 wheelmen,
many of them the most prominent in Canada, have
been members of the club. The Wanderers have
always enjoyed the name of being one of the leading
and most enterprising Canadian bicycle organiza-
tions, and through the brilliant successes of its racing
men it has gained an enviable reputation, fully one-
half of the fast riders in Canada having been con-
nected with the club. The Wanderers now occupy
spacious and comfortable quarters, with a member-
ship of over one hundred active riders, and is in a
splendid financial position.
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CHICAGO.

On Saturday last, gth inst., the Lakeview Cycling
Club, held its annual five mile championship road race,
over the Edge water course, Jos. Stillwell proying a
strong winner be over 200 yards in the good time of
17m. 15s.; C. A. Wescott, second; Ed. McConnell,
third. Both Wescott and McConnell claimed a foul,

Stillwell having been met two miles out by A. W.
Luce, who paced him in to the finish. As no collusion
was proven or charged, and as both of the protestants
had taken advantage of the pace as they could hold it,

and there being no rule to the contrary, the claim
was not allowed.

The Ladies' Cycling Club, of Englewood, our latest,

has organized and elected these officers : President,
Mrs. Gertie Rees ; vice-president, Miss Bertha Gross

;

secretary and treasurer, Miss Mabel Mitchell, and
captain. Miss Clara Gow. The club has thirty-five
members, holds runs every other Friday, and business
meetings on Wednesday of each week.

The entertainment given on Friday evening last by
the Chicago Cycling Club, in the pavilion at Jackson
Park, was by far the most successful which that club
has given during the Summer. In addition to the
calcium lights, wires strung with Japanese lanterns
were stretched from the eight coUimns which support
the roof, and from the centre of the ceiling was sus-
pended a large Japanese umbrella, pendant from which
were one large lantern and a circle of smaller ones.
As the guests arrived, they were presented with little

badges of blue and gold, the colors of the club. At
nine o'clock 100 couples joined in the grand march,
after which the twelve numbers on the cards were
danced in rapid succession to the tuneful measure of
Pounds' orchestra.

Business may prevent Van Sicklen from making the
round of the Eastern tournaments, and he may possibly
have to cut his visit to Niagara very fine and short.

The same cause will also prevent W. C. Thorne
from attending even the League meet, but he will be
on hand at Peoria and Parkside, and the West will go
broke if he fails to wipe up the earth with the safety
champions who will be, by virtue at his absence from
Niagara. The balance of the Chicago team, however,
will make the circuit.

The Lincolns initial ladies' run on Sunday last
proved quite a success and will be followed by others.
Nine Couples attended Sunday's run, visiting the
Southside parks in the morning, taking dinner at the
Auditorium and winding up at the Lincoln Park
Concert in the evening. A stiff head wind was the
only drawback as a couple of the boys who were
atandem can testify.

Bicycle thieves have been doing quite a prosperous
little business of late, but two arrests last week, one
at the instance of the Kenwood Co. and the other at
that of Horace Bell of the G. and J. retail store, are
likely to put a damper on the gentry.

Cycling visitors were numerous during last week.
Amongst those who came and have gone were S. G.
Whittaker, Clarence Smith and a party of Detroiters,
a party of Crescent Wheelmen of Cincinnati, E. J.
Righter, Lincoln, Neb.; E. C. Fenner, New Orleans;
F. G. Derby, Marseilles, 111., and M. L. Bridgman, of
the G. & J. Co., who has left for an extended trip
through the Far West.

Bettsy B.

NEWARK.

Some thirty odd members of the Pennsylvania Bicy-
cle Club arrived in Newark at 6 p. m., Saturday last,
in two special cars, and were boisterously greeted by
a crowd of fifty Hudson County Wheelmen, who had
invited the Philadelphia boys to Jersey, in return for
the hospitality tendered them while the guests of the
Quaker Club at the recent State meet. After a light
repast the entire party donned shapely white caps fur-
nished by the Jersey City club, and a start was made
for Orange, where the Mansion House had been
selected as headquarters. Here the boys were ban-
queted and allowed the freedom of the house, and
hilarity was the word until midnight. Morristovvn was
the destination for Sunday's run, and at g o'clock a
start was made. Owing to the festivities of the pre-
vious evening a dozen or so riders became stalled at
the Summit hill and returned to Orange. Over sixty
reached Morristown shortly before one o'clock, how-
ever, and at two o'clock dinner was discussed with so
much energy that the waiters were kept in a continual
rush. As the cars chartered by the Pennsylvanias
were to leave Newark at six o'clock, the return jour-
ney was begun immediately after leaving the dining-
room, and although Newark was not reached in time
for the visitors to demolish the supper prepared for
them they were nevertheless supplied with material
with which to appease their appetites and thirst, to be
enjoyed while traveling homeward.
W. W. Taxis, fresh from his Vineland victories, was

among the Hudson County Wheelmen's guests, and
he enjoyed the salads, watermelons and cigars with
the relish of a non-racing man. He remained over
night at the Continental Hotel in this city.

The Atalantas ten mile handicap road race on Labor
Day is exciting considerable interest in local circles,
and will no doubt be well contested if favorable
weatlier lends its aid. The lower half of the Irving-
ton-Milburn course, however, is being repaired, and
will completely demoralize all attempts at fast time
unless it is put in shape before September i. For this
reason opinion has been expressed that St. George's
Avenue, the new stretch between Elizabeth and Rah-
way, should be brought into requisiticm.

The bugler of the Atalanta Wheelmen and the
bugler of the Hudson County Wheelmen started for
I^ake George awheel, week before last. Somewhere
near Pittsfield, Mass., a bu(r)glar of the pick-pocket
variety relieved the jersey musicians of their lucre,
and the pair of would-be tourists returned to their
native heath by the route requiring the least expendi-
ture of money. Si'ARK, Jr.

PITTSBURG.

Probably the most taking idea ever carried out by
that live cycling organization, the Keystone Bicycle
Club, was their lantern parade of Saturday week.
Without any knowledge, except a general idea of
using Japanese lanterns, few of the members knew
anything of the possibilities of the decoration on a
bicycle, and to say that the results were good is stating
the fact mildly. Some most excellent designs were
carried out and much admired by the thousands of
spectators along the line of march, or perhaps I should
say, line of wheeling. The announcement created
some speculation as to what a parade so named could
be, and visions were no doubt formed embracing
everything in the line, from the celebrated " Jack-o-'
Lantern " to a locomotive headlight. The night was
all that could be desired, and as each wheel arrived at
the rendezvous the crowd kept increasing until the
hour of starting, and the riders experienced some
difficulty in navigating through the sea of humanity
surrounding them.
The interest aroused previous to the day of parade

led to the offering of several prizes. Mr. J. B. Kaercher
gave a nickeled G. and J. lamp for the best decorated
wheel ; Mr. J. A. Johnston, a fine revolver and holster
for second best ; and Mr. J. W. Grove, two silver-
headed canes for best decorated tandem "trike." The
committee awarding the prizes was composed of
Messrs. Seward Murray, C. M. Clark and Byron Day,
who found that to be appointed on committee and to
award the prizes were two different things where so
many creditable decorations were to be considered.
After due deliberation the first prize was given to Mr. J.
W. McGowin, whose wheel was surmounted by three
Japanese umbrellas, one above the other, of different
sizes, and hung with lanterns. Projecting from the
head was a bowsprit six feet long, with wires leading to
the handle-bar filled with lanterns, the whole decorated
with ribbons, and the rider being in full Japanese
costume. Mr. Isaac F. Bailey carried off the revolver
with the very taking exhibit of a Keystone badge
on glass, worked in colors and lighted from behind by
tapers; on all sides were lighted lanterns,and the whole
was held together by fancy ribbons, the total length
being almost seventeen feet. Messrs. Bidwell and
Carmack captured the prizes for the tandem by show-
ing a full-rigged schooner yacht outlined in lanterns.
The great success attending their first effort, I under-
stand, will encourage the club to give another about
October.
The same club is now actively engaged in prepara-

tions for the League meet, and the delegation from
Pittsburg will probably be larger than any similar
event it has heretofore brought out. I can best express
their intentions by giving an extract from the secre-
tary's letter on the subject as follows :

" We propose leaving Pittsburg on the Allegheny
Valley R. R., Friday, August 22, at 8:45 p. m., for Chau-
tauqua Lake, arriving there s a. m., breakfast at
Grand Hotel, Point Chautauqua. Steamer will then
be taken for the round trip to Jamestown. Dinner at
the Grand. Wheels will be mounted about 3 p. m.,
and after a short ride of seven miles Westfield, on the
famous Lake Shore road, will be reached, passing
through Portland, Brocton, Fredonia and Silver Creek,
the last twelve miles being over the famous ' sand-
papered ' stretch. Eight a. m. will find us again
awheel, Irving being the first point, then follows
Evans' Centre, near the Indian reservation, Eighteen
Mile Creek, Bay View, West Seneca and Buffalo, a
total of thirty-two miles for the morning. Dinner at
the Genessee, a ride along the lake front through the
park, and a visit to the Buffalo and Ramblers' club-
houses will complete the afternoon, and an evening
train will be taken for the Falls, twenty-two miles,
where headquarters will be established at the Inter-
national. The next three days will be L. A. W. meet
and that means everything. Thursday we will make the
lake trip to Toronto, a portion, from Lewiston, being
on the beautiful Niagara River. Friday and Saturday
will be spent in Buffalo sampling their unrivaled rid-
ing district and enjoying the races. Sunday, by an
early start, Chautauqua will be reached awheel, and
an evening train taken for home, ending a most com-
plete wheel trip. Notify the secretary not later than
iSth inst., if going, that sleeping car accommodations
may be secured. Round trip fare, including Pullman
both ways, $8. Total cost about $35." Keystone.

PALISADE WHEELMEN.

At the last regular election of the Palisade Wheel-
men, the following ofiicers were elected for the Fall
season : C. Du Vergie, captain ; H. Pickenbach, first

lieutenant; C. RoUfs, second lieutenant: J. Grouls,
color-bearer; A. Sigmund, bugler ; F. Gilligan, presi-
dent

; C. Bailey, vice-president, and A. W. Grasshoff,
secretary and treasurer.

On account of the hot weather, club runs have not
been indulged in of late, but with the coming of
cooler days it is hoped that cycling will be boomed for
all that it is worth.

A feature of the coming Autumn season will be a five

mile road race, which is to be arranged by some inter-

ested parties. Those must anxious for the race are
the Americus Wheelmen, of West Hoboken, who are
willing to match their captain against some of our
boys; and they should be accommodated, by all means,
for the P. W. possess plenty of men who could make
the Americus boys hustle. The stretch between Pat-
erson and Passaic would be admirably adapted for
such a race, and we will spare no pains to have it

come off.

A. W. Grasshoff returned last week from his vaca-
tion. For reasons of his own, he did not extend his
tour to Kingston and Albany, according to his pro-
gramme, btit was satisfied to make the run from Mil-
ford to the Water Gap and return, in company with a
member of the L. 1. W., whom he meet at Bushkill.
The round trip was made in twelve hours, allowing
three hours at the Gap.

Last Sunday ton members took a run to Coney
Island, and enjoyed a bath in the surf.

Pahs.vde.

PHILADELPHIA.

The race meet of the Vineland Wheelmen held last
Saturday was an unqualified success. A fine half-
mile track and a field of good riders combined
brought forth fast time and close finishes. Some of
the flyers, who evidently were of the opinion that the
prizes would all go to outsiders, were somewhat sur-
prised at the ability shown by the riders of the town.
There were some 2,500 people on the grounds, and

the club, which was but recently organized, is con-
siderably ahead financially. They propose building a
new quarter-mile track of their own and holding one
or two meetings a year hereafter. They evidently
have men who, if properly developed, would give
many Philadelphia riders a point or two on either
road or track.

In the death of Arthur M. Curtis, the Park Avenue
Wheelmen lose an active and efficient member. Mr.
Curtis had many friends amongst the other clubs, and
was well liked and popular with all who knew him.
A young and enthusiastic rider, he fell a victim
to typhoid fever, brought on, probably, by over exer-
tion or exposure during his recent tour in the Eastern
States.

Some thirty-seven members of the Pennsylvania
Bicycle Club spent Saturday afternoon and Sunday
in and around the Oranges as guests of the Hudson
Co. Wheelmen, returning a visit of the latter club to
Philadelphia at the time of the State meet. A good-
sized party of the members of the Philadelphia Bicycle
Club are spending two weeks in the vicinity of Boston,
making that city headquarters, and taking daily rnus
to various points of interest.

Estimates of the numberof men going to Niagara
from some of the principal clubs are Pennsylvania,
18 ; Century, 38 ; Columbia, 10 ; Park Avenue, 15 ; South
End, 10; Oxford, 6; Mt. Vernon, 4, and Quaker City,
8. These figures will quite probably be changed some-
what before the 24th. The greater part of those who
go will return Thursday, but a fairly large number
will stop over at Buffalo for the races there, return-
ing to Philadelphia at the end of the week.

I say, Mr. Athlete^ when you make " odious com-
parisons," why don't you publish articles ia their
entirety. The Wheel's account of the .S^^ meet
had a full description of the theatre part^iW^aper
with the speeches—something that no other pajSSiad,
and this you omitted in your " side-by-side" criticisms.
You'll excuse the egotism, I know, whenlsay that one
or two wheelmen, who were, through your kindness,
afforded the means of making the comparison, still

think that The Wheel's was the better of the two.
The Wheel is doubtless an excellent advertising
medium or you would not use it so often, but really,
you should be charged regular rates therefor.

Something of a novelty in its way will be the lantern
parade of Philadelphia wheelmen to be held on Thurs-
day evening, September 18. With the exception of
club displays nothing has been attempted in this line
before.

The idea of an inter-club parade originated with
Capt. C. O. Lancaster, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
who called a meeting of the club captains and laid his
views before them, with the above result. The route
will be confined to the asphalt district where wheel-
men most do congregate, and in all probability a large
turnout will be the result.

the tryon cup road race.
When the arrangements preparatory to holding the

Tryon Cup road race were made, it was decided to
limit the teams to such clubs as were in the A. C. C.
This was done in order to limit the number of teams,
the Philadelphia clubs being almost innumerable, and
the contest in all probability lying between the six or
eight larger clubs, all of whom were either members
of the association or applicants for membership. With
the possibility of fifteen or twenty clubs starting four
men each, many of whom would have no chance of
winning, and only tend to block up the road at the
start and increase the danger of accidents, thereby
bringing road racing into disrepute, some means of
precaution was necessary, and this was selected as
the best measure. The Columbia Cyclers, some time
ago, made informal application to the A. C. C, but
their formal request cannot be acted on until the next
meeting after the race comes off. ."Vs the Columbia
boys were laboring under the impression that their
first application was all that was necessary, and only
found out their mistake when it was too late, there
is a disposition on the part of some of the other clubs
to permit them to ride, and it is quite possible that an
exception will be made in their case if matters can be
arranged before the closing of entries on August 13.

Paul Bervvyn.

The recent meet of the Ohio Division at Cincinnati
has caused many unattached wheelmen to apply for
membership to the various local clubs.

The St. Paul Cyclers are considering the matter of
renting a centrally located dwelling house and fitting
it out in first-class shape. Rooms not needed by the
club will be furnished and rented to members who do
not live at home.

The growth of the New Jersey Division is credit-
able to its officers. On September i, 1889, the division
membership totaled 500. Of the 634 members on
April I, iSgo, 540 renewed, and there were 302 new
members added, totaling 842.

The races being held at Fairfield, Me., to-day, are
as follows : Half-mile safety, novice; i mile safety,
\'2 mile ordinary, 1 mile tandem, i mile safety. The
two last events are open to all, and the others are
confined to Maine and New Brunswick riders.

A Cincinnati rider recently enjoyed all the pleasures
of a genuine header while riding a safety. In coast-
ing down a slight declivity his front wheel tipped over
a stick which fell betweenthe spokes and was instantly
lodged between the braces and the fork, causing the
wheel to cease revolving. The rear part of his
machine immediately arose in the air and the rider
sailed over the handle bars with agility equal to that
displayed by a rider of an ordinary.
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THE COUNTRY RIDE.

From the early morn till the sunlight ebbs,
I glide o'er the highway white,

On wheel-s like whirling gossamer webs.
With a culver's noiseless flight.

1 speed 'neath the green arcades of trees,
Where the note of the wood lark rin^s,

And the green leaves make in the passing breeze,
A noise like the rush of wings.

Anon on a shadowless path 1 run.
In the glare of the hot blue day.

Where green hills sleep in the fervid sun.
And the wild bee hums by the way.

Hill, valley and plain, like a land of dreams,
Flit by as I onward skim.

Till the sun through a mantle of crimson gleams.
And the light in the sky grows dim.

Hut on through the gathering shades I go.
And as through the dusky green

It silently rushes, mj^ lantern-glow
Like a will o'the-wisp is seen.

Then the dew falls fast on the misty mead.
And the fire dies out of the West,

And I stay the speed of my fairy steed
At the wayside inn to rest.

David Gow, in "J'uiuiv Fo/ks."

BROOKLYN.

Kings County Wheelmen.
What has become of that social cordiality that was

the distingui.shing quality of the Kings Co.' Since
that prince of good fellows (Bridgman) left us we
appear to have deteriorated as regards thi.s important
attribute in a most alarming degree. The rule used
to be, first our friends, ne.xt the club, and last, as well
as least, the individual, but now just the reverse seems
to hold. This was very noticeable on Sunday last,
when about forty wheelmen from New Haven and
Bridgeport stopped at No. 1255 whiles';/ ;v«/'<' to Coney
Island. Our visitors wandered aimlessly about the
club house, while each Kings County man evidently
thought that to his fellow clubmate belonged the
privilege of doing the honors. At last, under the
guidance of a committee of one, the party resumed
their journey. Such things should not be, and a year
ago could not have happened. We all thoroughly
appreciate the hard work our Captain does, but he
has other duties than those of calling runs and looking
after the welfare of our racing element, and should
see that visiting wheelmen are given a little more
attention in the future.

The run over the Westchester course was in many
ways a success, though but six left the club-house at
the appointed time. The (so-called) club jester was
along, and as usual caused the discomfort of every-
one in the party—some people fail to appreciate the
fact that the manners of a " Hottentot ' are out of
of place at the table of gentlemen.
So that "star" that so suddenly rose at Westchester

has run its course, and set in a cloud of doubt—some-
where near Richfield Springs. Judging from the
latest reports, would it not be well for all race meet
managers to provide for the competitors table d'hote
dinners in all races of five miles or over.'

Murphy did not show the form expected at Vine-
land. Traveling and change of water were too much
tor him. I understand that Windle when traveling
alwa^-s uses mineral water and finds it a success.
The Murphy boys will do their final training for the

championships at Hartford. They expect to derive
great benefit from work on a fast track and with such
riders as they will find at Charter Oak.

Messrs. Jlorehouse, Shimer and Whyraper are here-
by informed that Mr. Luscomb has his eye on them,
and thinks that the circuit must be growing smaller
every day.

From the way he winces, one would think that that
shoe was rather a close fit for T. H.

It is rumored that Beasley has taken some stock in
the Long Island R. R. R.^.M L.\L.

CYCLING IN SOME MICHIGAN
TOWNS.

Battle Creek is entirely destitute of lady
riders, while Hillsdale boasts of but one, Miss
Maud Gale, a very graceful rider, who expects
shortly to have companionship, as several other
young ladies in the town are seriously thinking
of purchasing wheels. At Three Rivers every-
one believes in the good old ordinary, and it Is

one of the few towns where riders will not be
convinced of the practicability of the safety.
For a small city Coldwater is decidedly a lively
wheeling centre and possesses hosts of riders,

over fifty wheels being sold this season. Many
lady riders are seen upon the streets who handle
their wheels with an unusual degree of pro-
ficiency. Miss Anna Combs and Miss Emma
Corwin are the pioneer riders. At Quincj"- a
peculiar state of affairs exist. There are two
lady riders and but one gentleman possessing a
mount. Cycling was introduced in this town
by Miss Daish, a bright elocutionist of Wash-
ington, D. C.

LOUISVILLE.

The long-looked-for moonlight excur.sion on July 30
passed off auspiciously, and was in every way the
success that the L. C. C. boys hoped for. 'f he crowd
was large, and of the best class of people, and they
seemed to enjoy themselves and apparently were well
pleased with the programme furnished. Prof. Eich-
horn's band was at its best, and every one of the
twenty pieces seemed to vie with its neighbor in the
production of the most pleasing harmony. The dance
music was highly complimented. This was ren-
dered by an entirely separate band from the first men-
tioned, and was greatly enjoyed, for it was exten-
sively patronized.
Prince Wells' trick riding was entirely satisfactory,

but the space in which he performed was so small that
his acts were made very clifHcult. Dr. H. B. Fileston,
President of the L. C. C, on behalf of the club, pre-
sented an elegant gold-headed umbrella (tandem, and
geared up,) to Mr. Wells as a token of the club's appre-
ciation of his artistic ability. The night was all that
could be desired, and the fact that it was an immense
social success is considered of greater moment than
the financial income, although this, of course, makes
it all the more pleasing to those who worked for that
end.

Howard Jefferis wants the twenty-four hour State
record, and will go for it in cooler weather. Percy
Bettison's record of 140^3 miles still holds its own, not-
withstanding the claims of one or two other riders,
who have never furnished proofs of their perform-
ances.

Nt less than ten centuries have been made by Louis-
ville riders this season.

Prince Wells' track scheme nears success. The
track is down, and being used for training, but is not
of sufficient width for tournaments. It can be widened
with little trouble, however, and be made fairly good.

Where do Will Rapp and Ben Humphreys ride to on
those little runs out the Bardstown road ? There must
be an attraction besides the lunch at White Cottage.

The camp meeting at Beard's Station caught most of
the L. C. C.'s and I. C.'s on August 10.

Miss Bessie Cram, aged five years and four months,
is the youngest lady rider in the city, and manages
her little safety with grace and remarkable control.

White Burlev.

PEN PICTURE OF AN ENGLISH
SCORCHER.

S. F. Edge's mode of training is usually

plenty of easy pedaling, plenty of walking and
plenty of basking in the sun. He goes for long
easy slogs, and takes plenty of rest in the

interim. He gets very fit—in fact, getting fit

is his chief amusement in the Summer. He is

not a teetotaller, but he is a non-smoker, and
he has a large omnivorous appetite. He takes
immense care of himself, always going to bed
at 10 and rising according to inclination. When
out of sorts all the medicine he takes is simply
a copious supply of water. Nobody on the

roads looks more comfortably fixed up on his

machine than Edge, his style being exception-

ally easy at all speeds. He does a lot of

ankling. He has a fierce road sprint, and can
change his speed vAdth marvelous quickness.

He rides very low, with the peak of his saddle
about six inches behind the crank axle. Edge
has a wiry, athletic build, broad shoulders, a
good chest, and a lot of body muscle. He looks
splendid when stripped, and carries scarcely an
ounce of fat. He is a fair " corker " at hanging
on, can never be caught napping, and no one
has ever left him. It is said that he is gradually
learning to make his own pace, and is shaking
off a lot of the " awkward irksomeness" which
every experienced racing man feels when he is

forced to take the front position. He is very
strong this year, and was never fitter than
when he went for the Brighton and back record
last week. It is possible that on a better day
he could still knock a few minutes off his own
time.

—

Bicycling A^e2vs.

P. C. Avery and Alex. Graham of Minneapolis, had
an exciting argument with an express messenger on
Sunday, August 3, who insisted that he should be paid
75 cents for the transportation of their wheels from
Lakeland. This the wheelmen refused to pay and
the machines were sent to the express office. The
general ticket agent, upon hearing an account of the
affair from the cyclers, accompanied them to the
express office and read the riot act to the messenger
and had the wheels returned.

The following nominations are announced by the
Nominating Committee of the New Jersey Division of
the L. A. W. : For Chief Consul, G. Carleton Brown,
Elizabeth ; Vice-Consul, H. A. Benedict, Jersey City

;

Secretary-Treasurer, G. C. Pennell, Elizabeth ; Rep-
resentatives, G. H. Cain, Trenton ; B. O. Miller, Cam-
den ; Amzi T. Dodd, Newark ; George C. Thomiar,
Jersey Citv ; W. E. Shuit, Passaic ; W. H. Stauffer,
Asbury Park ; Townsend Rushmore, Plainfield ; H.
D. Fulper, Flemington. Secretary-Treasurer Pennell
assures us that the candidates are all good fellows and
that they will make the best working board of officers
the State ever had.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE MEETS
AT ROCHESTER, NIAGARA FALLS,
BUFFALO AND SYRACUSE via WEST
SHORE RAILROAD.

SI'IXIAI. WIlKKI.MK.v's IKAI.N.

One of the features of the League meet will
be the special train going via the West Shore
Railroad, the party having been organized from
New York, Brooklyn and Jersey wheelmen bv
Consul C. A. Sheehan, of New York, and a
party organized by Chief Consul Dr. W. H.
Emery, of Boston. Mr. Sheehan has gone to
great trouble in organizing the special service,
and should have the support of all wheelmen iii

this vicinity who anticipate attending the meet.
The following circular has been issued by him.

In order to better accommodate wheelmen who
attend the race meet at Rochester, N. Y., August 23
the eleventh annual meet of the L. A. W. at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., August 25, 26 and 27, the tournament at
Buffalo August 20 and 30, and the eighih annual meet
of the New York State Division of the L. A. W. at
Syracuse, N. Y., September i and 2, and to make the
journey as pleasant as possible, I have arranged with
the West .Shore Railroad for increased service, special
baggage and sleeping cars for our party,

I give below the time that trams leave the New
York terminals, but it is greatly to our advantage to
concentrate our party on tram No. 3, leaving Jay
Street at 5 p. m., and West Forty-second Street fifteefi
minutes later, Saturday, August 23, for the meet at
Niagara Falls.
Tickets purchased to the National Meet, at full fare

(taking certificate of said purchase), will be good to
stop oflf at Rochester going, and at BuflFalo and
Syracuse on return trip at one third the amount paid
going, all the points being situated on the line of the
West Shore Railroad.
The fare from New York is ,$6.06 ; berth in sleeper

$1.50. To Rochester $7.00; berth, $2.00. To Buffalo or
Niagara Falls, $8.00 ; berth, $2.00.
In addition to the above special rate, this road will

place a special coach at the disposal of any club,
providing the party consists of thirty persons, 'or will
haul a sleeping car if the party numbers eighteen.

I am organizing a special party to go on train No. 3
as mentioned above, which will be run especially for
wheelmen, and, if you can use this special service,
kindly fill out the enclosed order and return to me,
when tickets will be promptly forwarded and a place
secured for you on the train, which will make con-
nection with a party from Boston and New England,
making the largest train of wheelmen ever carried to
a meet in this country.

If you anticipate attending any of the meets vou
should secure tickets, berths, etc., earlv, in order that
the arrangements for the heavy travel will be perfect.
Wheels will be carried free and have excellent care

in the baggage cars, which will be held exclusively
for wheels. I would suggest that the pedals be re-
moved from all bicycles, and that the wheels be
placed in baggage cars as much before the departure
of trains as possible, and that each wheel be tagged
with the name of owner and destination thereon to
avoid confusion. Chas. A. Sheehan,

No. 5 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York.

No. I. No. 3. No. 5.

Leave Jay Street 9.40 a.m. 5.00 p.m. 8.00 p.m.
" 42d Street 9.55 " 5.15 " 8.15 "

Arrive Syracuse 6'so p. m. 1.53 a.m. 7. 10 a.m.
" Rochester 9.25 " 4.05 " 10.10 "
" Buffalo 11.40 " 6.05 " 12.30 p.m.
" Niagara Falls. 12.33 a. m. 7-05 " 1.30 "

SPECIAL TRAIN FROM NEW YORK.

Our experience with the West Shore road has been
very pleasant. Since it was the first line East to carry
wheels free, and through the efforts of the late Henry
Monett, its former general passenger agent, an* Mr.
C. E. Lambert, its present general passenger agent,
the tariff on wheels on other roads has been removed.
The special train will leave in ample time to give all

on board a good view of the beautiful Hudson River,
stopping en route to pick up wheelmen and at King-
ston for supper.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

At Rotterdam Junction the party from Boston and
New England will be met and taken through to Niag-
ara Falls, arriving there early Sunday morning.
Considering the elegant scenery along the Hudson

and the beautiful Mohawk Valley, through which the
line runs, and the special stop-off privileges at the
other meets, all at the reduced fare, wheelmen should
not fail to patronize this line.

The order referred to in the circular can be had upon
application to Mr. Sheehan, and wheelmen should send
in their request for places as early as possible in order
to be sure of accommodations.
Ladies on the special train will be well taken care

of in a car provided for them.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicvcle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawyer, Washington, D. C]

No. 434,234. Bicycle. A. D. Barker, Grinnell, Iowa.
Filed June 20, 1890. Serial No. 356,153.

No. 433,962. Bicycle. J. F. Rauhut, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed June 6, 1890. Serial No. 354,451.

No. 434,041. Bicycle wheel. A. Carpentier, Caudry,
France. Filed March 26, 1890. Serial No. 345,339.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Mile safety record, 2m. 26 4-5S.

'ili.&Q.recordy is what they call him now.

F. J. Osmond has ordered a pneumatic ordinary.

Ned Oliver is with H. A. Lozier & Co., of Cleveland.

The Cogent Company intends to fit its safeties with
a cushion tyre.

Mecredy, the Irish wonder, is a married man, and
the editor of the Irish Cyclist.

Mr. A. H. Overman was one of the visitors at the
great Harrogate camp on August 2.

ASSIGNMENT.—The Doubet Cycle Co., of Cleveland,
made an assignment on August 5.

A. A. Zimmerman, of the N. J. A. C, has discarded
his Star for a light safety racing wheel.

At the Leeds' Club sports, H. Synyer won the mile
handicap from scratch, time, 2m. 44 1-5S.

F. M. Schaeffer and F. Sternberg will represent the

Pastime Athletic Club at the Syracuse races.

Pembroke Coleman, the official timer for England's
N. C. U., has occupied that position since 1878.

Henry G. Priest, of the Quadrant Tricycle Co., will

sail for America on the " Elmira " on August 30.

At the Torquay sports, held May 6, G. R. Adcock
won the mile handicap from scratch, time, 2m. 40s.

At the Kildare B. C sports, held August 6, W. Price
won the mile handicap from scratch, time, 2m. 42 3-5S.

The beach at Galveston, Texas, so a correspondent
writes, affords nearly thirty miles of excellent wheel-
ing.

Lieutenants Mears, of the Pennsylvania Club, and
Klein, of the Century, started for Niagara awheel this

week.

Fifteen hundred dollars was lost on the recent
Royal meeting at Paddington. Postponement the
cause.

J. Elmer Pratt, with the Gormully & Jeffer)^ Manu-
facturing Co., will be a member of the Detroit-Niag-
ara party.

We would thank any reader of The Wheel who has
a copy of the paper of November 2, 1888, for which he
has no use.

The movement to separate the safeties and ordina-
ries on the English path has, according to Wheelings
practically resulted in failure.

A twenty-one mile per hour pace means 2m. 51^8.
to the mile ; a twenty-two mile pace, 2m. 43 3-5S., and
a twenty-three mile pace, 2m. 38 3-5S.

A two mile bicycle race is one of the events to take
place at the games of the Bank Clerks' Athletic
Association of Philadelphia on Labor Day.

The Eisenbrandt Cycle Co., of Baltimore, report
that a Hartford safety, No. 13, was stolen from their

store. They offer a reward of I25 for recovery or in-

formation.

We have received an invitation to the wedding of

Ralph Temple Friedberg, the erstwhile racer and
trick-rider, to Miss Ella Liebshutz, at Vincennes, Ind.,

September 3.

An English magazine offers ijioo to the next of kin
of any cyclist who dies from a cycling accident while
having a copy of the current issue of the paper in his
possession. Next!

The Sport and Play tournament was held at Bir-
mingham, on Bank Holiday, August 4. The two mile
scratch race was won by W. C. Jones, time, 5m. 48 2-5S.;

H. Parsons second.

The lot of the vegetarian is not always a happy one.
An English exchange tells of one who recently went
atouring, and was compelled to forego his principles to
keep from starving.

The Coventry Machinists' Co. are erecting a larg:e

three-story wooden building as an addition to their
plant at Coventry. It will give them 22,000 square
feet of additional space.

The Riverside Wheelmen will hold their regular
annual road race on the Larchmont course Labor
Day. J. W. Judge, the club's fast rider, is enjoying a
vacation at Flanders, L. I.

As an inducement for fast time and as a loaf-pre-
ventative, it is the custom at luany race meets on
" the other side " to offer medals to all who finish with-
in the time limit fixed.

The Cranford (N. J.) Cycle Club, organized two
weeks ago, has now over twenty-five members. The
improvement of roads in Union' County has boomed
cycling in that section wonderfully.

"Championship loafing," as one of the papers puts
it has killed the attendance at the N. C. U. champion-
ship meetings. This year there was quite a balance
on the wrong side of the ledger.

Entries for the Niagara events close August 20 for
the handicaps, and August 23 for the scratch events.
The limit on the mile handicaps, both safety and ordi-
nary, has been raised from 100 to 175 yards.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club will hold receptions at
their club-house during the tournament, August 29
and 30. The Buffalos and Ramblers are making ex-
tensive preparations for the success of the affair.

Tom English defeated R. Howell and R. H. English
at North Shields on August 2, running a fifteen mile
professional championship in 47m. 48 3-5S. At the
same meet, J. Jacques won the mile handicap from
the thirty yard mark in 2m. 32 1-5S.

Theo. F. Merseles, Jr., and "Doc" Benedict, of the
Hudson County Wheelmen, started on Wednesday for
a week's trip to Halifax, N. S. "The" Merseles,
whom every one knows and likes, has been a bit un-
der the weather from overwork, and he expects that
the trip will be a "bracer."

" Faed " is becoming decidedly ungallant. He
doesn't like the riding of safety bicycles by ladies,
and is almost rabid in his antagonism. He recently
paid his respects to " Miss Violet Lome " for daring to
oppose his views, and now he refers to Miss "Mar-
gery," of the Philadelphia censor {sic) as " as one of
the safety bicycling fanatics."

Among those who have entered the American
Athlete's races, to be run at Brotherhood Park, Phila-
delphia, at 4 p. m. to-day are : J. R. Hazleton, S. W.
Merrihew, F. B. Elliott, C. A. Elliott, W. C. Seeds, A.
A. Zimmerman, S. B. Bowman, W. W. Taxis, F. M.
Dampman, C. A. Dimon, W. F. West, J. H. Draper,
W. D. Banker, B. F. McDaniels.

The rivalry that has existed for a long time be-
tween Lewis A. Howell and Howard Shoemaker of
May's Landing, N. J., was settled on August 13, the
question of supremacy being decided by a mile race
over Oak Avenue, which was witnessed bj^ a large
crowd. The contest was close and exciting. Shoe-
maker winning by just three seconds.

E. W. Bainbridge leads for the Century Club cup,
he having turned in the greatest mileage under the
regulations laid down regarding the acceptance of
records, and C. P. Allen leads in the contest for the
medal to be awarded to the member attending the
greatest number of club runs, he having attended
every run called thus far during the year.

In one Charles Kilpatrick, Danville, 111., believes it

has the champion one-legged bicycle rider of the coun-
try. Notwithstanding the absence of one of his limbs,
and that he has been riding but one week, a local
paper states that he is already very skillful and some-
thing of a trick rider. He has also developed such a
turn of speed that his friends think of matching him
against any other one-legged rider who may turn up.

Commenting on some of the recent record-breaking
performances, the London Telegraph recalls what in

those days, 1832, was heralded far and near as little

short of marvelous, i. <?., the journey of a Mr. Young,
a newspaper man, from the Strand to Glasgow, (493
miles) with an important piece of news for his paper,
in 35h. and 50m. The cost of the trip was some $190,
over 120 horses and 60 postboys having been required.

Paul G. Keane, Captain of the Manhattan Bicycle
Club, and Edwin J. Keane, arrived at Pittsfield, Mass.,
August 5, having made the trip from New York in a
little over two days. They left New York at 6.30 a. m.
Sunday, arriving at Poughkeepsie at 7.30 p. m. Left
at 7.35 a. m. Monday, arriving at Hudson 11.45 ^- in-

Left at 2.15 p.~ m., arriving at Canaan 6.30 p.m. Left
at 7.45 a. m. Tuesday, arriving at Pittsheld at 10

o'clock.

We have received designs of the medals to be
awarded at the tournament of the Rhode Island Wheel-
men, August 30, the work being executed by Ernest
H. Campbell, a member of the club. From the draw-
ings it is assumed that the medals will present a de-
cidedly handsome and elegant appearance when
produced in metal, and as the stones and gems that
will be set in the trophies are to be real, no paste or
splits, their value will be considerable apart from
their significance of valor.

In a recent article. Editor Tegetmeier, one of Eng-
land's venerable journalists, has this to say :

" I have
been a rider of tricycles for over twenty years, have
long since passed the allotted three score and ten, and
owing in a great measure to tricycling, still retain so
much health and vigor that I am willing on any fine

day to ride more miles than I am years old, and that
without distress. When my friends take an anti-

bilious pill I resort to my tricycle and take my medi-
cine and my pleasure in one invigorating, health-
giving, lung-expanding spirit.

Secretary Pennell read a very gratifying report at a
meeting of the Board of Officers of the New Jersey
Division on Wednesday evening of last week. During
the previous administration there had been a big
falling off in membership, and on September i. 1889,

there were but 560 members. In April last 634 was
the number, and ot these 540 renewed. Since that
time the addition to the ranks has been 311, making a
gain of about 60 per cent, since the time for renewing
expired.

Charles Louis Breyer, who rode fourth in the
twenty-five mile tricycling championship at Pad-
dington on July 19, died at Paris on August i of con-
gestion of the lungs. Breyer was but twenty-three
years of age. Another Parisian cyclist, an English
boy aged eighteen, committed suicide at Paris. He
was a well-known rider and a promising racing man.
The cause of his suicide is not given.

"LOOK HERE UPON THIS PICTURE AND ON THIS."—
The first man to ride a bicycle over one mile inside
three minutes was Herbert Liddell Cortis, in the first

N. C. U. championship, held at Stamford Bridge on
June 12, 1878. Track, soft cinder, unbanked ;

machine,
hard-tyred ordinary, weighing nearer forty than thirty

pounds. The first man to ride a bicycle over one mile
inside 2m. 30s. was R. J. Mecredy, in the Catford
open mile handicap at Paddington, on Tuesday, 15th

July, 1890. Track, hard, banked ;
machine, Pncumatic-

tyred rear-driving safety, weighing 23 Vo&.— The
Cyclist.

A number of new Irish records were made at Balls
Bridge, Dublin, Monday, August 4. The one-half mile
safety championship was won by R. J. Mecredv ; H.
Du Cros, second ; F. Du Cros, third. A. Du Cros did
not start. Time, im. 18 i-ss. ; last quarter, 34 3-5S. The
two mile scratch safety race was won by R. J. Mecre-
dy, time, sm. 51 4-ss. ; last quarter, 34 4-5S. In the final
heat of the one mile bicycle handicap. Count Strad-
nicki finished second, making records as follows ; Half
mile, im. 16 2-5S., 2-5S. inside record ; three-quarter
mile, im. 56 3-5S., record ; one mile, 2m. 37 1-5S., i 1-5S.

inside the record. R. J. Mecredy rode in the three
mile safety handicap, making Irish records as follows :

One mile, 2m. 36s.; two miles, 5m. 21s.; three miles,
8m. 8 4-53.

Under the rules laid down regarding the ten mile
team road race for the Tryon Cup, on September 13,
teams from the following clubs are eligable : Phil-
adelphia, Pennsylvania, Century, South End, Mount
Vernon, Tioga and Wissahickon. The Columbia
Cyclers, Park Avenue Wheelmen and Quaker City
Wheelmen also desire to enter teams in the race, and
have applications in for membership to the Associated
Cycling Clubs, to which organization the race, is con-
fined, but according to the by-laws of the association,
their election cannot take place until the third Tues-
day in September, three days after the date of the
race.

To be the first to make the descent of such a long,
rough and perilous grade as that of Mount Washing-
ton is a distinction that can be enjoyed but once and
that once is likely to prove enough for the average
mortal. Some years ago, three daring " ordinarists "

accomplished the feat after a series of hair-raising
escapes and headers, but the first safety rider and
first wheelman, so far as known, to come through with
a whole skin and without mishap is Mr. A. P. Williams,
of Waltham, Mass., who made the hazardous descent
without fall or accident, astride of an American Ram-
bler, which stood the poundingjt must have received
like a rock and came through, like its rider, in good
shape, several cuts in the tire being the only signs of
its rough trip.

A TOAST TO THE SAFETY.
The Harrisburg (Pa.) Wheel Club held a banquet on

the evening of August 6, which proved highly enjoy-
able. L. O. Glover responded to the toast, " The
Safety," and during his remarks he said :

"There is little doubt but the safety bicycle is one of
the greatest pleasure-giving productions of the age.
Three years ago the ordinary was all the go, and the
expression of ' I wouldn't be found dead on one of
those runts ' was a common saying. Of course, this
language was from the owners of the high wheels and
expressed their opinion of the safety. To-day there
are at least twenty-five of the safeties in use to one of
the high w^heels, and it is a difficult matter to find an
owner of an ordinary that will not sell out for from
$30 to $50.
" The safety has been the means and cause of older

persons becomin.g riders, and has opened the field to
the ladies and girls, thereby giving the married man
and the brother a chance of making the bicycle a
family benefit such as could not be done with the
ordinary.

" Through the invention of the safety we have gained
the lady; and, in consequence, the moral standing of
bicyclers in general has improved largely.

" Money invested in a safety wheel will give more
pleasure to almost any young family than the finest

team of horses, and as the safety requires neither har-
ness, stable, nor feeding, and although it will get on
the sick list occasionally, it is not at all liable to die
and becomes a much more valuable addition to the
family."

The new model "Broncho," received by Messrs.
Keefe & Becannon on Tuesday last, is attracting con-
siderable attention and numerous purchasers. The
frame is radically changed and greatly improved. It

has elliptical curved hollow front forks, new design
ball head, nickeled foot rests, graceful, tapering hol-

low handle-bars j
the hub end is made to unscrew in-

stead of being riveted, facilitating adjustment. The
wheels are t\v"o inches farther apart. The weight has
been reduced to 44 lbs. all on. The wheel is fitted

with a rear plunger brake, and the new diamond frame
is both graceful and strong.

All wheelmen chew Adams' " Tutti Frutti."***

STEEL TUBING BY A NEW PROCESS.

A company having considerable means at its dis-

posal has been organized lately in Germany for the

man^ifacture of steel tubing, after the system newly

invented by Mannesmann Bros. It is claimed that by

the new process steel tubing can be produced of co-

hesion never before obtained in this article. One cen-

timeter square, it is said, can resist a pressure of 4,000

kilograms. The process is, shortly, as follows : Between

two cylinders of conical shape, which are kept in very

rapid rotary motion, is put the red-hot steel block to

be transferred into pipes. As the cylinders are pro-

vided with screw-shaped grooves, the outer part of

the block is driven forward, and forms almost auto-

matically into a pipe or tubing. The fibres of the iron

are almost united as the hairs in wool felt, as micro-

scopical examination has shown. Amongst the articles

lately exhibited and made by the Mannesmann sys-

tem, there was a heavy chain of immense lifting

power which would not sink, but swim on the

surface of the water. So far, there were only two

ways of producing seamless steel tubing, the one

by boring and stretching a block, or by means of

galvano-plastic. The company has established three

factories in Germany, and one in Wales, and one in

England, a few weeks ago. A. R.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

A new club is about to be lonned at Newport, Ky.

A tournament will be held at Meadvillc, Pa., Au-
gust 19.

The Cambridgeport Cycle Club's annual ro.id race
will occur September ii.

At I'addington, on July 28, Dr. K. V,. Turner rode a
mile on a tricycle in 2m. 40 4-5S.

The WilminKton Wheel Club rode to Atlantic City
Saturday after viewing; the Vineland races.

Erie, Pa., has nearly thirty lady riders, Franklin the
same number, and Sfeadville an even dozen.

A club is in contemplation by the riders residing at
Staten Island, with headquarters at St. George.

The Toronto Bicycle Club will offer some handsome
and costly prizes at their tournament on August 18.

The vote for the Massachusetts Division officers

will be much heavier this season than in any former
election.

Paul G. Keane, Captain of the Manhattan Bicycle
Club, is spending a vacation touring through the
Berkshire Hills.

The Pennsylvania Bicvcle Club has decided to send
its delegation to the Niagara meet by the Lehigh
Valley Railroad.

Charles Callan, Louis Patton and Joseph J. Kane, of
the Buffalo Ramblers, are making a tour awheel from
that city to New York.

".Sterling Elliott" is the quaintest writer in the
American wheel press at present. He is occasionally
very funny.— lV/ii'i'/i'>ijr,

The .Spring Garden Wheelmen is another new Phila-
delphi.i club recently organized, and has a member-
ship of about twenty-five.

The Referee Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, are looking
for new quarters, as satisfaction cannot be obtained
from their present landlord.

A number of races will be held in Philadelphia on
Labor Day under the management of an associa-
tion known as the Bank Clerks.

It is reported that M. A. Holbein and Dan Albone,
on a light "Ivel" safety tandem geared to "66," re-
cently rode eleven miles in 31m.

The officers of the Rhode Island Division are very
desirous of securing fifty-five new members to the
League before the Niagara meet.

A party from the Philadelphia Bicycle Club have
left for a two weeks' trip through all of Massachusetts'
noted resorts and best riding districts.

Two new clubs have been organized in Maryland.
The Columbia Cycle Club at Annapolis, and the
Harford Cycle Club at Havre de Grace.

A Harrodsburg, Ky., paper states that "Mr. W. B.
Nevenesch is making a tour of the world on his bicy-
cle.'" Who? What? Where? When?

The Pope Mfg. Co. intend building a handsome five-
story building on Columbus Avenue, Boston, to be
devoted exclusively to cycle purposes.

L. H. Johnson, the Orange cycle dealer, has been
compelled, owing to ill health, to seek the innermost
confines of the Adirondacks until October.

I\7ieeli)iff of July 30 bristles with bright pars. Mc-
Candlish should go to Cornwall oftener. He has not
been so clear-cut and crisp in many a day.

Charles Newbourg and Wm. Newman, of the Kings
County Wheelmen, started for Denver, Col., yester-
day. They will enjoy a three weeks' vacation.

Wm. Schumacher will represent the Berkeley Ath-
letic Club at the various Fall tournaments. He rode
a half mile at the oval last week Tuesday in im. 17s.

Jay Morgan and Charles Taylor, of the Flour City
Cyclists, Minneapolis, rode in the neighborhood of 120
miles almost entirely through mud, Sunday, August 3.

Three riders from Newark were arrested in Orange
one evening la.st week for riding without carrying
lighted lamps. They were discharged with a repri-
mand.

A large number of Philadelphia riders who attended
the Vineland races remained over night at that town,
and spent Sunday testing the roads in that neighbor-
hood.

One of the events at the American A/Zi/i'/e'sraces, to
be held at Philadelphia to-day, is a handicap mile race
for married men, the prize to be a dinner set of 144
pieces.

The Brooklyn Ramblers will hold a ten mile handi-
cap road race Labor Day. The club is talking of se-
curing the Prospect Harriers' grounds for training
purposes.

An English paper, Pearson's Weekly, offers /loo to
the next of kin of any cyclist who dies from a cycling
accident while carrying a copy of the current issue of
that paper.

W. R. Faxon and Frank W. Alden, of Cincinnati, are
en route froin that city to Denver on bicycles, and e.K-

pect to make the entire distance without resorting to
the railroads.

The Maine Division's Fall races will :ake place at
Portland on the Presumpseatt Park track September
I. The events will probably be the same as postponed
last year by the rain.

Messrs. Rich, Ives, Willis and Laurie spent Sunday
in New York and at the Beach. Laurie and Rich re-
turned to Hartford on Sunday and Messrs. Willis and
Ives on Monday evening.

The Ramblers' Ladies' nnd Gentlemen's Bicycle
Club, Rochester's latest organization, held its first

club run Friday last, and made a fine appearance and
attracted much attention.

Windlc, E. C. Fenner, of Worcester, and E. C. Ar-
nold and H. S. Mart, of New Britain, are training on
Windle's track at Millbury, Mass. (Jreat things are
expected of Arnold this year.

A. M. Curtis, one of the Park Avenue Wheelmen's
best road riders, died last week after a short illness.

But two weeks before his death he made an extensive
tour through the Eastern St.-ites.

The membership roll of the Harlem Wheelmen now
holds eighty names, and about October 11 a club road
race will be held. A committee has been appointed to
make all the necessary arrangements.

The West Philadelphia Bicycle Club is the name of
the latest organization formed in Philadelphia. The
officers are as follows ; President, Leroy King ; secre-
tary, Charles Jefferson ; captain, Lionel H. Wood.

Pittsburg's new organization, the Duquesne Bicycle
Club, announces in its prospectus that it intends
to foster and encourage racing in every way possible.
The club contemplates holding a tournament this
Fall.

The John Wilkinson Co. are pleased over the new
five mile .safety record made by W. J. Bray on a Rover.
The machine weighs all of thirty-five pounds, but
strips for speeding purposes down to twenty-eight
pounds.

The Union County, N. J., Board of Freeholders
threaten to exact the penalties prescribed from the
contractors macadamizing various roads in the
county unless the work is pushed forward more
rapidly.

Amongst the events at tlie recent meeting of the
Michigan State Press Association was a race between
Willie Ketchum's noted trotting dog, a running pony,
a wheelman and two large dogs. The Ketchum purp
was the winner.

The Hudson County Wheelmen will run their road
race for the Benedict medal August 16, over the new
boulevard between Elizabeth and Rahway. It is an
admirable stretch for racing pxirposes in every way
except in length.

F. W. Grugan, while riding along the Lancaster
Pike Saturday afternoon last, suddenly dropped from
his wheel and shortly afterwards died. He was a
member of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club and was
universally esteemed.

On Monday of this week H. T. Backus and Miss
Genevieve A. Smith were married at New Haven,
both bride and groom being attired in bicycle cos-
tume. After the ceremony they mounted a tandem
and started on their wedding trip.

Races at Buchanan, Mich., August 6: One mile

—

Israel Ball, Benton Harbor, first ; C. C. Sweet, Benton
Harbor, second. One mile—Frank Rough, Buchanan,
first ; Lester Peck, Buchanan, second. It is stated
that these races were for money prizes.

In a small Kentucky town a horse attached to a light
sulky recently took fright at a bicycle and dashed
wildly through a crowded street. Every one escaped
safely except a poor little darkey, who was neatly and
completely scalped by the hub of the sulky.

The twenty-five mile road race at Bridgeport,
August 4, was won by Frank L. Soule, of the Bridge-
port Wheel Club. Time, 2h. 2m. 37s. W. E. Seltzone,
of the Rambling Wheelmen, was second. The course
was from Bridgeport to South Norwalk and return.

Reed Caughey, of Erie, Pa., while riding through a
strip of woods near Edinboro on the night of the 30th
of July, had a desperate encounter with a half-starved
wolf. The beast was finally shot, but in his death
struggle he fastened his fangs in the saddle and pulled
the wheel to the ground. The rider escaped with a
sprained ankle.

A recent decision of the courts maintains that if a
man wants to go faster than another ahead of him on
the road, he has a right to pass ;

if he is prevented by
the other and an accident should happen thereby, the
man thus obstructing the road is responsible for the
damage done.

—

Ex.

A trade journal notes the fact that no other depart-
ment of clay manufacturing has received such an im-
petus as that of street and road paving brick. New
concerns are springing up daily, and there appears to
be room for all. A single West Virginia company has
its output sold nearly a year ahead.

The twenty-five mile handicap road race of the Bay
City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, on September 8, is

exciting considerable interest. Members of the Ameri-
can, the San Francisco, the Oakland and the Ala-
meda clubs are in active training, and the race is sure
to be hotly contested from start to finish.

An American Light Rambler is the prize offered by
the Fair Association, of Greenville, Mich., for the bi-
cycle race to be run during the fair, which occurs
next month. This is probably the richest prize yet
offered for a country race ; but intending scoopers
should note that the race is open only to riders in four
counties of the State.

The Minneapolis Bicycle Club's twenty mile road
race on the Lake Harriet course will occur about
September 10, and Messrs. Bickley, Hale and Savage
have been appointed a committee to make all arrange-
ments. The street railroad company have offered
two medals as prizes, and a score or more entries are
expected. The club will also arrange for a lantern
parade.

Only fifteen members of the Manhattan Bicycle
Club had grit enough to face the threatening weather
of Sunday morning last and join in the club run to the
Oranges. They were rewarded with good roads, a
first-class dinner at the American House in Bloom-
field, and a pleasant time in gener.il. They were
accompanied by Geo. G. Betts and several other un-
attached wheelmen.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club held a well-attended run
to Little Falls and Patterson Sunday last, and the
Kings County Wheelmen, underCaptain Murphy, rode
over the New Rochelle course. The Manhattan Bi-
cycle Club visited the Oranges and dined at Bloom-
field, and the Coney Island and Tarrytown roads
were well patronized by members of the'various New
York and Brooklyn clubs.

When a man has been slated by a paper, and has
bought the first copy published and read and re-read
the particular paragragh till every word has burnt
into his brain, he generally writes to the paper :

" My
attention has been called to a paragraph in your paper,
which I should not otherwise have seen."' And the
editor having roa.sted the chestnut, forthwith cracks it

and devours the succulent kernel with calm content-
tnent.— IVIieeling.

Wagons heavily loaded with large stones for build-
ing purposes are constantly being hauled over the
macadam roads in the Orange riding districts, and the
gross carelessness of the drivers in permitting the
rocks to fall from off their wagons and remain in the
road is the subject of much complaint. To those who
ride wheels at night the stones are a constant menace,
and several severe headers and side falls have resulted
from the teamsters' lack of common sense or in-

difference.

THE ORANGE WHEELMEN'S ROAD RACE.

A large crowd viewed the Orange Wheelmen's road
races Saturday afternoon last on the Central Avenue
course. There were seven starters in the five-eighths
of a mile dash, Townsend, Raccy, I'aynie, Williams,
Beats, Hampton and Schmidt. The result was : Race}',
fir.st, time iin. 43s.; Williams second, Townsend third.
The two mile dash for the gold cup offered by Capt.
John Long was close and exciting, there being nine
starters. The result was : Williams, first, time 7m. 5s.;

Payne second. The road in places was heavy.

G. Minturn W^orden, who represents the Lozier &
Yost Manufacturing Co., was in Wichita, Kansas,
August 8, recuperating from an attack of bilious
fever. He is on a business trip, and his traveling is

mostly done awheel. Mr. Worden has a record of 486
miles in four days carrying forty pounds of baggage,
and it is his intention to endeavor to break the record
between New York and San Francisco in October.
He is now en route for Niagara, and the mileage for
his present trip will exceed 6,000 miles.

Mr. Harvey Maxwell, of Hicksville, Ohio, is a wheel-
man. Incidentally he is the owner of a very fine bird
dog. It was the liabit of Mr. M. to be usually accom-
panied on his early morning rides by Fido, who would
gallop leisurely in front or behind as he wished. One
morning of last week he was in front. His owner
wishes now that he was in—some other place. Sud-
denly he struck a scent ; his sporting instincts were
at once aroused, and, wheeling about, he was struck
fairly amidship by the bicycle. The pace had been
pretty rapid, and in the header that followed Mr. Max-
well sustained a fracture of an arm and Fido a very
much bruised hide. N. B.—Beware of the bird dog.

THE CUSHION TIRE.

If you take a 28-inch cushion tire and spring it on to
a 30-inch wheel, the cubic capacity of the hollow in-
side is considerably reduced, and the air instead of
being under normal pressure is compressed as in the
case of the pneumatic, though, of course, to a lesser
degree, and this will give a "life" and springiness, so
long as the air does not escape, which is absent from
the ordinary cushion tire. Any one can try the exper-
iment. Put the 28-inch tire first on a 28-inch wheel,
and drop it from a height of a few feet, and it will not
rebound an inch, but fall as dead as a German sausage.
Ne-xt spring the same tire on to a 30-inch wheel, and
drop it, and it will rebound at least a foot. The whole
subject is very interesting. We have recently in-
spected a section of a new cushion tire which seems
to be a decided advance on those at present in use.

—

JrisJi Cyclist.

Riders from Rahway, Linden and Elizabeth formed
an organization, to be known as the Union County
Roadsters, at the residence of A. A. Cole, at Linden,
on Monday last, with twenty-eight members and the
following officers: C. B. Holmes, M. D., President;
C. S. Lippincott, Secretary; C. A. Gundaker, Jr.,
Treasurer ; G. J. Ames, Captain ; A. H. Chamberlain,
First Lieutenant ; R. Calhoun, Second Lieutenant.
Lantern parades will be held in Rahway, Linden and
Elizabeth during the Fall, and it is the intention of the
members to make the club one of the leading cycle
organizations of the State. Following is a list of mem-
bers elected at the first meeting : C. B. Holmes, A. H.
Chamberlain, C. A. Gundaker, Jr., Charles H. Flatt,
H. Lyman Clark, J. L. Martin, L. G. Borgmever, J. H.
Wooster, W. S. Martin, Thomas Block, V. A'. Vail, C.
R. Melick, Frank C. Dauser, J. H. Flake, E. A. Spence
and S. C. Terrill, of Rahway ; A. A. Cole and W. J.
McDonough, of Linden; C. S. Lippincott, H. J. Bauer,
G. J. Ames, James Blake, W. C. Artz, John Ball, Wil-
liam Hoffman, R. Calhoun, Walter Leary and William
Ball, of Elizabeth.

R. J. Mecredy seems determined to leave his mark
on the record book ere he returns to " Ould Oireland
so green." Hardlj' had the Polytechnic crack, W.
Price, lowered the two miles safety record to 5m.
20 3-5S. last Tuesday evening at Paddington, than out
came the fine-drawn Irish flier with the prime intent
of cutting his own mile record. This he did, covering
the distance in 2111. 28 4-5S., and tieing Osmond's time.
Urged by Pem. Coleman to go yet another, he suc-
ceeded in accomplishing the full two miles in 5m.
15 1-5S. But for ignorance of where he had to finish
there is no doubt that the two miles would have even
seen a shorter price. To-night, however, he will have
another shot ag-ainst the watch, when, wind and
weather permitting, he will doubtless accomplish his
desire, which is to put the mile down to 2m. 26s.
Ireland, which has produced so many distinguished
sportsmen, may well be proud of her latest produc-
tion, the best safety bicycle rider of 1890. The home
coming of Mecredy, covered with the honors of the
path, ought to be a great day for the Irish cycling
world, and should provide " Will Wagtale " with sub-
ject matter for a poem the like of which he has never
yet penned.— The Cyclist.
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ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Ltd., are build-
ing an extension to their works in Coventry at a cost
of .$5,960, and the Coventry Machinists' Company are
erecting a large three-story building, giving them
22,000 square feet of floorage, at a cost of $15,000 ; whilst
Messrs. Gorton, who were burned out lately, will not
be behindhand with a splendid new factory which is

to take $22,ooQ to build.

The Raleigh Cycle Company have experienced quite
a rush for their new socket-steering, diamond-frame
safety, which thay sell at |6i, and so great has been
the demand that thev have had to withdraw some of
their advertisements. Thev have now, however, made
arrangements for an increased output.

The directors of Perry & Co., Ltd., have resolved to
pay on the ist of September an interim dividend on
the ordinary shares for the first six months of this
year, at the rate of ten per cent, per annum, free of
income tax. The half yearly dividend on the prefer-
ence shares will be paid as usual at the fixed rate of
five per cent, per annum.

The Winallie Cycle Company, Ltd., of Warrington,
is in liquidation. Particulars of debts and claims
must be in the hands of the solicitors for the liquida-
tors, Ridgway & Worsley, 2 Cairo Street, Warrington,
by September i.

The directors of the Manchester Cycle Company
have decided to close their London depot, but the
Belsize & Irwell wheels will still be obtainable, Messrs.
Hutchins, Hamilton & Co. having taken up the agency.

All the English championships (with the exception
of the fifty mile safety championship, which will be
run on August 13,) have been won on the wheels of
Humber & Co., Ltd., which is a record to be proud of.

A petition has been presented for the winding up of
the Fly Cycle Company, of Norwich.

A very useful thing for cyclists is the "Up-country
Bed and Valise Combination," sold by Messrs. Bricker-
ton & Son, 61 Cheapside, London, at the price of 3^3. 6d.

Cyclists on tour will find it specially useful, as it can
be carried as a valise on the machine, and at night
can be rolled down and made into a most comfortable
bed, as it is provided with bolster and blanket, and the
camper-ovit then laces himself in, and can sleep with
safety on the most swampy ground.

CELLULAR CLOTHING.

For some time past we have been giving the cellular
clothing, in the shape of an undershirt and a shirt made
especially for cyclers, a thorough testing, and can with
truth recommend the manufactures of the company to
those who indulge in athletic exercise, and votaries of
the wheel in particular. As its name implies, the
material is made in a cellular texture, and is woven in

a most ingenious manner, illustrating, in a very strik-
ing manner, the construction of the pores of the human
body. The portion of the fabric which comes next the
skin is formed of small cells, which allow the perspira-
tion and moisture of the body to escape, whilst the
danger of wind or air blowing in with too much force
upon the skin is guarded against by light meshes, with
which the outer side of the cloth is covered. A more
comfortable garment for cycling could not be im-
agined. It gives delightful coolness, and yet prevents
the catching- of cold. After perspiring freely, we felt

as comfortable on dismounting as when we started on
a long run. Owing to the open nature of the fabric,
cellular clothing is more easily and quickly cleaned
than any other material and does not shrink in wash-
ing, and always retains its lightness and pleasant feel-
ing to the touch. The address of the manufacturers
is. The Cellular Clothing Company, 75 Aldermanbury,
London, E. C, and they will be pleased to send par-
ticulars to applicants.

EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

If you intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capital Cycle Co., oi
Washington, D. C, first introducers of the safety and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,
who will give you, free, a letter of introduction to
Starley Bros., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,
the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties
made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for
the construction of bicycles found in England or
America.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be shown you,
and the importance of experience, simplicity and
interchangeability in manufacture will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the 12 forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discount off.

You can select a machine according to your height
and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in
England, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you free of duty.
This saving in duty and discount will pay your ocean

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in your section, and shall expect to
sell ten Psychos, at least, to your friends after your
return.
Take our letter with you even if you don't use it.

You are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-
dem and one single free of duty, providing you have
ridden them one mile. * ^ *

HOW WILL YOU HAVE IT,

Ye cyclists of 180 lbs. and xmder.

WITH OR WITHOUT
the twenty pounds of superfluous metal that some
makers tack on their machines for the benefit of your
240 pound brethren, and the curb-jumping, and stair-
riding fiend.

THE CATFORD PREMIER
weighs IS to 20 pounds less than many first grade
American safeties, and we take the "heavy 'un" IN
PART PAYMENT.

W. E. ELDRIDGE,
561 BROADWAY,

SIX OTHER STYLES,
NEW YORK.

85 to $135.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 "VTords 35 cents.
Two Insertions 40 "

ZOOK, Lititz. Pa., Buys, Sells, Trades.
50 Hagle and Cheap

Ordinaries and Safeties Wanted in Trade.
4SieO 00 New Trike $50.

New tork Bicycle Company, Nos. ^ and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices rea8nn?.ble. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds, list of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. O'd nionnts takon in part pay-
ment for New.
l^"OR SALE—Cheap; a 55-in. Royal Premier (Hill,
'- Herb. & Cooper, England, Mfg.y; when new worth
,$135. Address Philip Davis, Thomaston, Me. 8-22

pOR SALE—1890 Rambler ; used but two weeks ; Ai
' condition

; $100 cash. 51-inch Special Star, nickel
to rims ; first-class condition except tire to large
wheel, which is somewhat chipped ; $50. Will ex-
change 42-inch Star or 52-inch Special Columbia for
safet5^ E. C. Knowlton, expert engineer, Sackett's
Harbor, N. Y. g-26

T^ANDEM Tricycle; Humber Tandem Tricycle,
J- cost §250, for $50 ;

perfect order. White Cycle
Co., Trenton, N. J. 8-22-c

QUADRANT Safety Bicycle, used one season
;
per-

fect order
;
price $75. White Cycle Co., Trenton,

N. J. _ S-22-C

pOR bargains in new and second-hand bicycles,
'^ send to the White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J., for
their catalogue and latest reduced price-list. 8-22-c

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardlv used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box444,'N. Y. City.

T^O DEALERS—Several good ordinary bicycles in
J- exchange for a tandem tricycle. Address H.,
P. O. Box 2225, N. Y. t-f

OWIFT TANDEM SAFETY for sale very cheap
;

^-J only run one year ; best offer takes it. Address
Fred. P. Hamraes, Utica, N. Y. 8-22

A Celebrated Knglish Spring Frame Safe-
ty (Tlie Golden £ra) for sale; wefgbt 35

Ibisi.; condition first-class; cost li^lS?, tviJl
sell for $85. Can be seen at the Benfield &
tiilne Mfg. Co., 8 7 Fulton St., New York.

8-15
pOR SALE—Columbia L. R. Safety, 1800 pattern

;

^ not ridden 100 miles, $105. Victor Safety, in good
running order, $75. W. E. Eldridge, 561 Broadwaj',
New York. t. f. c.

STOLEN.
TTARTFORD SAFETY No. 13. Fitted with Pish
-L-L Saddle, nickel off of handle-bar in spots, rear
mud guard cut off close to seat-post braces, no front
guard, $25 reward for any information that will lead to
the detection and conviction of the thief, by the Eisen-
brandt Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.
pOLUMBIA EXPERT, nickel, 56-in., used very little,
'-' cost $160, will sell for S751 lantern included. A
bargain. W. C. Tuthill, 38 Maiden Lane, New York.

8-15

P"OR SALE—Columbia Light Roadster Safety, like
'- new, with tools and carrier. Will sell cheap,
having no time to ride it. Address M. Levy, 37 East
Sixty-second St. 8-15

Do yon Avant a Wheel at very low price?
If so, read onr Bargain List.
One New 52-inch Eagle, frame nickel, $90. How is

that?
One New Victor Safety (1889), $110. Who gets it?

One 1890 Victor Safety, ridden 100 miles, $110. Good
as new.
One Victor 1889 Safety, shop worn, $100. Great bar-

gain.
One "Light" Rambler Safety, shop worn only, $110.

1890 style.
One Rambler, 1889 style, good repair, $85. Ridden

this season.
One Vulcan Safety, never ridden, $85. Entirely new.

One Columbia Light R., 51-inch, new, $90. Can you
beat it ?

One Columbia Safety, 18B9, good repair, $85. Ridden
but little.

One Columbia Safety, 18S9, good shape, $80. Great
chance.
One 56-inch Victor, 1889, good shape, $85. Very

little used.
One 54-inch Victor, 1880, good repair, $75. A bargain.
Ten Expert Columbias, from $50 to $75. Some" as

good as new.
Fifty Dandys, 24-inch Safety, new, $27.50. Good for

the boys.
One 52-inch 18S9 Victor, L. R., good as new, $75.
One 52-inch 1886 Victor, nickel, good as new, $60.
Many other great bargains. Write us for full par-

ticulars. EDW. L. ROSE & CO., Wholesale and Re-
tail Dealers in Bicycles, Wheeling, W. Va.

WHEELMEN'S ROUTE TO THE L A. W. MEETS

AT BilAGARA PALI^S A?<» SYRACITSC

WE5T bWOKL mXLKOah.
SPECIAL TRAIN EXCLUSIVELY FOR WHEELMEN with Car for Ladies, leaves New York,

Saturday, August 23d, foot Jay Street at 5 P. M. ; West 42d Street at 5.15 P. M. Stopping EN ROUTE to

pick up wheelmen, and making connection with party from Boston, leaving there at 3 P. M. via

PITCHBURG RAILROAD.

Wheelmen via this route will be allowed to stop off going, at Rochester, to attend the race meet and the tournaments at Buffalo and Syracuse, on the return
trip. Fare from Blew York to Nlag:ara Falls $8.00. Berths in Sleeping: Car $2.00. Secure your place early. Tickets sold, berths
secured, and certificates furnished for reduced rate return ticket, by

C. A. SHHBHAN, 5 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND BLANK ORDER.

OTMKR TRAINS PROM NEW YORK DAILY :'

LEAVE JAY STREET, g.40 A. M.

WEST 42d STREET, 9.55 A. M.

Wheelmen of New England should communicate with W. H. EMERY, 109 Warwick St., Boston, Mass.

5.00 P. M.

5.15 P. M.

8.00 P. M.

8.15 p. M.

ARRIVE—SYRACUSE, 6.50 P.M. 1.53 A. M. 7.10 .A.. M.

ROCHESTER, 9.25 P.M. 4.05 A.M. 10.10 A.M.

BUFFALO, 11.40 P.M. 6.05 A.M. 12.30 P.M.

NIAGARA PALLS, 12.33 A. M. 7.05 A.M. 1.30 P.M.

SleepliiK: Cars on all tliroueb trains. l^lieels carried Free in baKKagre cars.
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A Pointer for Referees.—The most import-

ant decisions which referees have to make are

on questions which are not covered by League
rules, but which must be decided on a purely

common sense basis, supplemented with an in-

tuitive knowledge of the code governing all

athletic contests.

One of the most important laws in this un-

written code is that every man in a contest

should have an equal chance for honors. This

point should be borne in mind when claims of

foul are made. Here is one of the facts in an

unusual case, but one whjch will often happen

again

:

In the final heat of the half mile safety race,

held at Philadelphia on Friday last, while

rounding the turn, four hundred yards from

home, the men were riding as follows : Taxis,

Hazelton, Zimmerman, Garrigues and McDaniel,

the latter being some distance behind. At the

turn was a bad spot, and when going through

it Taxis fell, and Hazelton, attempting to save

himself, also fell ; Zimmerman, escaping the

fallen men, got into first place on the inside,

but Taxis' wheel, ricochetting arovmd the track,

dismounted Zimmerman. Garrignes fell from

sympath)- or fright. The men remoimted and

Taxis finished first, with Hazelton second. Zim-

merman at once claimed a foul.

The referee decided thai no foul had occurred,

hut simply an accident, and that the men who
foil must rim the event over again. Uampmati
was not allowed to start since he was not dis-

mounted and was distanced. Had it been a

case of foul instead of accident, the men would
have been ordered to ride the race over with the

exception of Taxis.

The following rules may be taken for guid-

ance. If one competitor fouls another, injuring

his chance, the race must be run over again,

except that the man causing the foul is not to

be allowed to compete.

If the foul occurs in a trial heat the event

need not be run over, but the man who is in-

terfered with shall be allowed to ride in the

final.

If a competitor meets with an accident in the

race, through no fault on his part, and throws

another competitor, the race must be run over

again, and both are to be allowed to ride.

REMARKABLE PRIVATE TRIAL BY
WILLIE WINDLE AND HOYLAND
SMITH.

From a private letter we learn that on Satur-

day afternoon Willie Windle rode a practice

mile in 2m. 28 2-5S. , the time being taken on

three watches. Windle was followed by Hoy-
land Smith on the safety. The trial was made
on Windle's five-lap track, and considering the

size of the path, it is the most wonderful private

performance ever recorded. In the morning
Windle rode fifty yards over five miles in i4ni.

7 2-5S. In the mile trial he was paced by Fen-

ner and Arnold.

LAURIE MAKES RECORDS AT
HARTFORD.

On Friday evening last, August 15, H. E.
Laurie had a go at the safety records up to five

miles. Quite a number of people witnessed the
trial, which was highly successful, Laurie mak-
ing new records from two to five miles, and
surpassing both the American and his own
English records.

The weather was not in "record" form, a
strong breeze blowing over the track, and the

surface of the path itself was not all that could
be desired. Laurie's times were as follows:

Mile Previous
Miles. L.aurie. Times. American Records.

M. s. M. s. M. s.

1 2.46 . . . .2.46 ....

2 5.282-5 2.422-5 5.46 2-5.. Engleheart
3 8.133-5 2.451-5 8.35 4-5..

"

4 11.00 ... .2.46 2-5. ... 12.01 ..Bray
5 13-39 2-5 2-39 2-5 15-02 1-5- - "

Laurie's time was 41-5 seconds better than
the best time he had made in England. It will

be noted that the last mile is the fastest, which
is due to the fact that Laurie, who had not run
a fast five miles since he has been in the coun-
try, believed that he would crack, hence he held
himself well within rein until the last mile. He
was paced by Rich, Campbell, Ives, Murphy,
and the other men training at Charter Oak at

the time. He believes that he can cut the
record to 13m. los.

The officials were : Referee, Joseph Goodman
;

Judges, D. J. Post, L. A. Miller and H. E.

King ; Timers, J. Shillinglaw, Matt Carpenter
and J. J. Grace : Starter, Henry Goodman.

Laurie Makes Another Record.

On Saturday evening, August 16, Laurie
started for the mile record, but being badly
paced and interfered with by his pacemakers,
he failed to beat record by 4-5 of a second. He
had the satisfaction of getting record at the

half mile. His times were

;

K) 37s.; Kt *mi. 14 4-5S.; I mile, 2m. 36 4-5S.

Previous record, im. 20 2-5S.

FIXTURES.

AUGUST.

'.i:{. ToiiniaiiK-iit of lli«- RoGlK-ster (N. Y.)
Wlit'flnieii'H I.ea(;iie.

•i")-a7.-I-. A W. Annual Meet at Nlnirara PallH,
N. Y.

20 27.— [y. A. \V. Nivtion.-il Championships, Niagara
Falls.

29-30.—Tournament at Buffalo.
30.—Montreal Bicycle flub Race Meet. Kntries

close AuK. 27, with Arthur Harries, Mon.
Secretary.

.'iO.—Kho«le Island Wheelmen's Tonrnanient
at I>i-ovi<leiiee. All entries cloNf AiiKust
a?, Willi .1. r. .Si>eii-s, K:i \'inlon St., Provi-
dence, K I.

("-—Toronto Bicycle Club, third handicap road
race.

SEPTEMBER.

I.—Maine Division's Fall Races at Portland.
1.— Manhattan Bicycle Club Races.
I. -Ten-mile road race of the Atalanta Wheelmen.

IrvinKton-Milburn course.
I.—.Staten Island Athletic Club's Fall Meeting.

Two-mile scratch.
1-3. Hartford Wheel Cluh'H Tonrnainent nt

Charter Oak Park. EntricH clone Au-
Kust a.'V, with W. M. Francis, P. «). Uox
14.

l-~.—New York State I>ivision Meet and liace
Meet at Syracuse. A<ldress C. W. Wood,
118 South "alina Street.

1-2.—Connecticut Division Fall Meet at Hartford,
j.- Races at Baltimore (Md.) County Fair, at

Timoniuin. Entries close August 27 with C.
R. Eisenbrandt, 311 E Baltimore .St.

3.—Tournament at Freeport, 111. Entries close
Sept. I, with E. H. Wilcox, 47 Clark Ave.

4.—Races at Assumption, III.

4.—Williamsport (Pa.) Wheel Club Meet and Tour-
nament. Entries close Sept. i, with H. C.
Wheeler, 133 E. Church St.

o-(!.—Philadelphia T->urnanient.
6.—Orange Wheelmen's Race for the President's

Challenge Cap.
'—Ten-mile handicap road race of the Yonkers

Bicycle Club, Riverdale Avenue course.
3.—Bay City Wheelmen's Twenty-five Mile Handi-

cap Road Race.
10.—Minneapolis Bicycle Club's Twenty Mile Road

Race, Lake Harriet course.
—Peoria Kace Meet.
Tryon Cup, Ten-mile Team Race, open to A. C.

C. Clubs of Philadelphia.
Combined Lantern Parade of all Philadelphia

clubs.
Tournament at Eck's Park, Minneapolis.
Omaha Wheel Club's Tournament. Address

F. C. Matthews, 1706 Chicago St , Omaha,
Neb.

iQ-20.—Races at Parkside, Chicago.
20.—Third Annual Race of the South End Wheel-

men, Philadelphia, at Brotherhood Park
track.

20.—Toronto Bicycle Club, fourth and fifth handicap
Road Race.

20.—21-mile Road Race, Penn. Wheelmen, Reading,
Pa.

22.—Races at Davenport, Iowa.
26.—Rockland Co. Wheelmen's Races at County

Fair, Spring Valley, N. Y. Entries close
with Norman Gardenier, Hillsdale, N. J.

27.—Ten-mile handicap road race over the Rahway
Avenue course, open to Union Co., N. J.,
wheelmen

29, 30, and Oct. i.—Bicycle Races at Inter-State Fair,
Trenton. N. I.

OCTOBER.

I.—Bicycle races at Illinois State Fair, Peoria.
4.—Boston Athletic Club's 25-mile Handicap Road

Race.
II.—Annual Championship Meeting of the A. A.

U., at Washington, D. C.

12-13
3--

iS.-

18-

19-

-20.-

20.—

RACES AT BALTIMORE.

On September 3 a number of races will take
place at the Baltimore County Fair, which will

be held at Timonium, and as Baltimore has not
been over-sated with contests on the wheel
since the League meet in 1S88, much interest is

being manifested in them. The events and
prizes are as follows

:

One Mile Novice S.afety, Open—First pri/.e, gold
medal ; second prize. King of the Road lamp ; third
prize, pair Rat-trap pedals ; fourth prize, racing suit

;

fifth prize, gold L. A. W. pin ; si.xth prize, gold safetj'
bicycle watch charm.

Two Mile Te.\m R.\ce (limited strictly to Maryland
clubs)—First prize, library stand lamp ; second prize,
tilting ice pitcher or mantel clock.

One Mile Ordin.^ry, Open—First prize, traveling
bag; second prize, gold scarf pin.

One Mile S.^fetv, Open—First prize, silver watch
;

second prize, gold cuff buttons.

One Mile ORDiN.\Ry, H.\ndic.^p, Open—First prize,
gold seal ring ; second prize, gold pen.

One Mile S.^fetv, H.\ndic.-\p, Ope.n—First prize,
gold-handled silk umbrella ; second prize, gold scarf
pin.

Entries close with Charles R. Eisenbrandt, at noon
on August 27, at 311 East Baltimore Street.
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THE ROCHESTER TOURNAMENT.

The handy and well arranged yellow-covered
programme of the Rochester Wheelmen's
League will be in great demand to-morrow by
the host of cyclers who will witness the first of

the great series of tournaments that are about
to be placed before a decidedly eager and will-

ing public. That Rochester will '

' open the

ball " in a most satisfactory and approved style

is readily apparent, and those attending will

enjoy a great day's sport. The League extends
a hearty welcome to every wheelman and bids

him come and take part in the events which
have been prepared for his delectation by the
earnest and zealous work of the committees.

ROCHESTER.

Rochester is known as "The Wheelmen's
Paradise," the riders enjoying exceptional
privileges, in consequence of which the number
of cyclers has increased with astonishing rapid-

ity since the modern wheel came into use. In
speaking of wheeling in the city the programme
says :

" It is with some pride that we point to the fact,

illustrating the liberality and good nature of

our citizens, that Rochester has been for many
years the only city to allow wheelmen the
privilege of riding upon the sidewalks. This
privilege is unrestricted except upon the main
thoroughfares in the very heart of the city.

This, taken in connection with its shaded streets,

its many pleasant drives and its seven mile
cinder-path along the Boulevard to Ontario
Beach, has contributed to give cycling interests

a great impetus. It is estimated that one man
in every twenty rides a wheel.

" Much has been done to foster the interests

of wheeling by the formation of clubs. Thejr
number at present seven, varing in membership
from fifty to one hundred and fifty, or a total of

about six hundred members.
'

' In order to promote harmonious and con-
certed action, the clubs have organized them-
selves into the Rochester Wheelmen's League.
Each club maintains its separate organization
as before, but all subjects of general interest

are under the control and direction of a council

composed of two delegates from each club.

The council has jurisdiction over such matters
as: Legislation, Improvement of Highways and
Wheel-paths, Prevention of Wheel Stealing,
Public Rights and Privileges of Wheelmen,
Public Duties and Obligations of Wheelmen,
Conduct of Wheelmen in Public, etc.

'

' The efficiency of such an organization will be
apparent at once. It has found no better illus-

tration than in the management of the present
tournament, which has had the prompt and
cordial support of every club in the city through
the League organization.

" It is evident that such an event as the present
tournament and its attendant attractions is only
made possible by club organizations ; also that
most, if not all, the special privileges which we
enjoyas wheelmen have been secured and are
maintained through the same means. Ought
not every rider, therefore, to be a member of
some club, and lend at least his moral support,
if he would avoid the reproach of reaping where
he has not sown ?"

The seven clubs that form the League are
the Genessee Bicycle Club, Flower City Wheel-
men, West End Bicycle Club, Crescent Cycle
Club, Lake View Wheelmen, Rochester Bicycle
Club and the Business Men's Cycling Associa-
tion. They all have centrally located rooms or
pleasant club houses.
The Hotel Livingston will be the headquarters

during the meet, where guests should report
immediately upon arrival and register. Visi-
tors will be met at the vai-ious depots and
escorted to the headquarters, and wheels will

be stored until wanted. Arrangements have
been made with the railroads for reduced rates
under the certificate plan. Rochester has a full

quota of hotels and ample accommodations can
be secured for $2.00 per day.

I'AKADE.

The parade of all Rochester wheelmen and
visitors will form at Washington Squaic at 9
a. m., and the route selected is over fair roads
and easy grades, consuming not more than an
hour. Col. James S. (iraham will act as Grand
Marshal, with the following aids: Capt. W. E.
Williams, Lake View Wheelmen ; Capt. M. F.
Shafer, (ienesee ]i. C. ; Capt. C. J. Conolly,

West End B. C. ; Capt. E. Schanck, Flower
City Wheelmen ; Capt. James Barnes, Crescent
Cycle Club; Capt. Albert Will, Business Men's
Cycling Assn.

THE EVENTS AND PRIZES.

ONE Mile Novice, Ordinary—First, gold medal,
$18 ;

second, silver medal, $io ; third, bicycle shoes, §5.

One Mile Open, Safety—First, gold medal, $35;
second, silver cigar bo.K, $13 ; third, L. A. W. pin, $7.50.

Three Mile Ordinary (Rochester Champion-
ship)—First, gold medal, $25; second, gold medal, §18.

One Mile Open, Ordinary-First, tea set and tray,
si.K pieces, $60 ; second, coffee urn, $22 ; third, L. A. W.
pin, $7.50.

One Mile Novice, Safety—First, gold medal, $18;
second. League pin, $7.50; third, Fuller bicycle lock,
$2.50.

Five Mile Open, Safety—First, Victor Safety Bi-
cycle, $135 ; second, silver tilting ice pitcher, $35 ; third,
smoking set, $12.

Two Mile Handicap, Ordinary—First, Kodak
camera, $50 ; second, elegant onyx-top stand lamp,
§35 ; third, traveling bag, $15.

Three Mile Team Race, Ordinary, Buffalo vs:
Rochester—First, six gold medals, §90.

One-half Mile Open, Safety—First, calendar
watch, S40; second, opera glass (pearl), $15.

One Mile, Three Minute Class, Ordinary-First,
gold medal, $20; second, gold-headed umbrella, $10.

One Mile Open, Tandem—First, two gold medals,
$40; second, two shaving sets, each $9. If only three
entries, first prize only given.

Three Mile Ordinary (Western New York
Championship)—First, gold medal, $27; second, gold
medal, $18.

One Mile Handicap, Safety—First, silver coffee
set, §48 ; second, marble clock, $25 ; third, safety lamp
(Guiding Star), $6.

One Mile, 2.50 Class, Ordinary—First, gold medal,
$25 ; second. Butcher cyclometer.

The ofificers of the day are as follows: Ref-
eree, W. S. Bull, Buffalo

;
Judges, F. P. Prial, New

York; F. L. Hughes, W. E. B. C.; M. F. .Shafer, G. B.
C; Timers, C. W. Wood, Syracuse; J. H. Brown, F. C.
W.; G. S. Montgomery, G. B. C; Scorers, M. B. Fox,
L. V. W.; F. T. Lulling, C. C. C; R. T. Adams, F. C.
W. ; Clerks of the Course, Robert Thompson, G. B. C;
C. A. Rockwell, L. V. W.; Starter, W. E. Williams,
L. V. W.
A grand reception of wheelmen and entertainment

will take place in the evening at Washington Rink,
where the prizes will be distributed.

The officers of the League are : President, Wendell
M. Smith, B. M. C. A.; Vice-President, Gordon S,

Montgomery, G. B. C; Secretary, James H. Brov^'n,
F. C. W.; Treasurer, Fred D. Morgan, L. V. W.

CRACK RIDERS AT TAUNTON.

Bicycle races draw better than horse races at

Taunton, Mass.
,
jucTging from the large crowd

that witnessed the balance of the First District

events on August 14. A great number of wheel-
men from New Bedford, Providence and other
near-by towns were also in attendance, and the
track was in first-class shape. The events re-

sulted as follows

:

Five-Mile Ordinary, Championship. — Windle,
first; Anthony, second ; Ivcis, third. Time,. 14m. 51 1-5S.

Anthony was in fine trim and was loudly cheered
when he entered the track ; he led off at the start and
set the pace, Windle followed and Ives brought up in

the rear, in which position the five miles were run up
to the last lap. Windle then made a well executed
spurt and shot to the head, and kept it to the line,

Anthony remaining at his little wheel. The first mile
was made in 2m. 57s.

Two Mile Tandem — Beers and Hutchins, first.

Time, 5m. 42 2-5S

C. H. Weld of Providence and Wm. Van Wagoner
of Newport constituted the rival team, but not being
used to riding together, they were out of it from the
start.

One Mile Safety—E. D. Monter, first ; W. A Per-
cival, second ; H Woodward, third. Time, 3m. 15 4-5S.

This event was restricted to the members of the
Apollo Bicycle Club.

Five Mile Safety Championship—Hoyland Smith,
first; Mortimer Scott, second; Wm. Van Wagoner,
third. Time, 17m. 39s.

When the race was started none of the men wanted
to set the pace, and so a little fooling occurred, but
finally Van Wagoner got disgusted and started oft',

with Scott and Smith following in order. The first

half mile was made in nn. 56s At tlic quarter pole
.Smith be.gan to speed up and a few yards further
along went by Van Wagoner as if the latter had been
a post and came across the line amid .shouts and
applause.

ONE Mile Ordinary (Apollo Club)—J. S. Copeland,
first ; Arthur Badeau, second. Time, 3m. 20s.

Three Mile Tandem—The contestants were Beers
and Hutchins against Van Wa.goner and .Scott, and as
in the former tandem event the first-named team liad
a walkover, and nearly overlapped their opponents,
Time, 8m. 57 2-5S.

The officials were as follows: Referee, Dr. W. II.

Haskell; judges, J, W. RoberLson, J. Kcnynn, Taun-
ton, and H. T. liruce, Newport; timekeepers, [. B. Mc-
Cuen of Boston, 1''. O. Dean and C. L. Barnard.

TORONTO'S TOURNAMENT.

The ninth annual tournament and race meet
of the Toronto Bicycle Club was held August
18, and proved a success in every particular.
The weather was perfect, the track in good
condition, and the various events comprising
the programme had, with but few exceptions,
big fields of starters and exciting finishes.

There were some accidents, but the contestants
escaped without injury. The presence of An-
thony, Gassier andServis, of Rochester, N. Y.,
lent additional interest to the contests m which
they participated, and whilst this trio of Ameri-
can wheelmen proved veritable flyers and won
their races, their Canadian opponents made
them hustle and proved opponents of no mean
merit. No records were broken, but this was
due to the track, whose sharp corners compelled
the riders to turn them with care. The racing
was, however, keen and uniformly good, and
the 3,500 spectators present showed their appre-
ciation of the sport by liberally applauding the
contestants. The management was of the best,
and there were no tedious delay's.

Taken on the whole this meet was one of the
most successful ever held in Canada, and the
Toronto Club has every reason to be proud of
the success which crowned its efforts. The
prizes were liberal, and visiting riders were loud
in their praises of the manner in which the}-

were treated, both on and ofl^ the track. The
events resulted as follows

:

Two Mile Novice—R. B. Griffith, Hamilton B. C,
first; A. J. Welch, Toronto B. C, second; W. J. Dar-
b5'. Wanderers' B. C, third. Time, 6m. 30s.

Half Mile Dash—E. C. Anthony, M. A. C, first;
W. M. Carmon, Woodstock A. A. C, second ; G. M.
Holtby, Toronto B. C, third. Time, im. 22 2-5S.
There were twelve entries for this race, among

them being Rich and Lumsden, but only four faced
the starter.

One-Mile Safety.—W. F. Gassier, N. Y. A. C, first;

P. F. Ross, W. B. C, second; J. H. Nash, W. B. C,
third. Time, 3m. 2 1-5S.

Two-MiLE Club Championship.—D. Nasmith, first;

G. M. Holtby, second. Time, 6m. 20 1-5S.

Five-Mile Open.—E. C. Anthony, M. A. C, first;

W. H. C. Mussen, T. B. C, second; D. Nasmith, Y. B.
C, third. Time, 15m. 37 1-5S.

Anthonj^ took the lead from the start and held it,

although he was closely pressed at times.

Three-Mile Safety, Handicap.—A. W. Palmer,
H. B. C, 350 yds., first; J. H. Nash, W. B. C, 300 yds.,
second. Time, gin. 14 1-5S.

Gassier, who was scratch, made a great bid to
overcome the handicap for two miles, covering that
distance in 6m. 29s., but, owing to the short stretches,
he could not accurately judge if he was making any
impression on the limit man, who won, and conse-
quently relaxed effort.

One-Mile Handicap.—E. C. Anthony, M. A. C,
25 yds., first; W. M. Carman, W. A. A., 25 yds., second;
1). Nasmith, 75 yds., third. Time, 2m. 47 1-5S.

Anthony went away on the lead, but on the second
lap changed places with Holtby. On the third, how-
ever, he took up the running again and staid in the
van, finally winning handsomely by twenty yards
from Carman.
Two-Mile Open, 3.20 Class.—F. T. Servis, Ro-

chester, first; A. J. Welch, T. B. C, second; W. J.
Darby, W. B. C, third. Time, 3m. 15s.

This was the best race of the day, and the one that
caused the most enthiisiasm. Hannaford made a joke
of the race for the first mile, spurting frequently,
but after he had covered four laps he retired. Darby
and Servis made a good race for two laps, Welch
brin,ging up the tail end. On the last lap a great
struggle took place between these three, the Rochester
man just mana.ging to keep his wheel in front. In the
homestretch Welch came away with a burst and
passed Darby. Then ensued one of the best finishes
of the day, and the spectators rose from their seats in
the stand and cheered themselves hoarse. It was a
punishing race, but, in spite of all Welch could do, he
failed to get quite on level terms with Servis, who
won by less than two feet. Darby being a good third.

One Mile Club Handicap—a. E. Blackwood, 80
yards, first ; D. Nasmith, scratch, second ; F. Mc-
jlahon, 80 yards, third. Time, 3m. 4 4-5S.

A parade took place before the races, and in the
evening a promenade concert was held at the Horti-
cultural gardens, where the prizes, which were in

many instances handsome and valuable, were dis-
tributed. Anthony was heartily applauded when he
appeared to receive three first prizes. A concert
wound up the festivities. The officers of the day were:
Referee, Samuel Woodroofe, President C. \V. A.
ludges, W. J. Suckling, ['resident T. L. C; J. H.
Ger'rie, Captain W. B. C; 11. Goulding. Clerks of the
Course, Dr. P. E. Doolittle, H. Bruce Brough, A. P.

Taylor. Starter, A. D. Stewart, H. B. C. Time-keep-
ers, H. J. P. (iood, A. Garrett, H. C. Scholfield, C. H.
Varcoe. Handieappers, C. F. Lavender, Geor.ge Irv-
ing. Scorers, H. Ryrie, C. E. Lailey, Spencer Love.

. P. J. Berlo Mtxkes a One 3Iile Safety Keoord,

After Laurie's trial, Berlo cut the one mile

record from 2m. 37 2-5S. to 2m. 36s. He was
paced by Rich and Campbell. Berlo also cut

the records at the half and three-quarters, but

as no watches were stopped they cannot be ac-

cepted.
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SUCCESSFUL TOURNAMENT AT ST.

LOUIS.

The second annual tournanicnl of the St.

Louis Hicyclc Track Association, at Conipton
Avenue Park, took pkice on the afternoon of

August 16, with an attendance of about 1,700

jieople, and was a decided success in every way.
The weather was jjcrfect, the quarter mile truck

was in excellent condition, the entries were
numerous, and the riders, bein}>; in fine form,
caused many exciting finishes. The work done
by A. J. liarding, of the .St. Louis Bicycle

Club, was the subject of many complimentary
remarks, and that he possesses remarkable stay-

ing powers was demonstrated by the fact that

he rode in seven races, four of which he won.
and in two instances he got .second place.

Lumsden also rode in good form, but \'an

Sicklen, Winship and Thorne, the other Chicago
representatives, were unable to do much in the

way of securing prizes. Bert Myers, of Peoria,

appears to be getting into shape once more, his

riding in the two mile lap race being a splendid
exhibition of his staying qualities.

The results are as follows

;

One Mile Ordin.vry, Novice—John Scales, fir.st

;

L. J. Winckler, second ; Wm. Ougliton, third. Time,
3ni. 33 1-5S.

ONE Mile S.\fety, Novice—W. a. Todd, first;

Wm. Cox, second; John Weaver, third. Time, 3m.
»3 .V5S-

H.M.K JtlLE D.\SH—A. E. Lumsden, first; O. h. Rule,
second ; A. J. Harding, third. Time, im. 31 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Handicap-A. L. Jordan, 115
yards, first ; Wm. Co.\, 155 yards, second. Time, 2m.
54S.

There were eleven starters in this event, and by
slipping a pedal W. A. Todd was compelled to retire.
Two other riders fell at a turn, and Thorne, of Chi-
cago, ran over them and received a severe shaking up.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—Lumsden, first; Hard-
ing, second. Time, 2m. 56s.

Five JIile Safety State Championship—Rich-
ard Hurck, first; John Hurck, second ; A. L. Jordan,
third. Time, i6m. 51 2-5S.

There was a collision in this race, and charges of
foul, but the matter was adjusted by Referee Brevvster.

Two Mile Lap Race—The one winning the greatest
number of laps to be the winner. Bert Mj-ers, first

;

A. E. Harding, second ; N. H. Van Sicklen, third.
Time, 5m. 59 1-5S.

This race cau.sed much excitement in the audience,
but Myers gained a slight lead at the start and held it

to the finish. Harding kept close behind him.

Two Mile Ordinary Handicap—John Seales, 275
yards, first ; L. J. Winckler, 280 yards, second. Time,
5m. 57 1-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary State Championship—Hard-
ing, first ; Rule, second ; Sanders, third. Time, 6m.
27 1-5S.

One Mile Tandem—Harding and Sanders, first;

Troy and Rule, second. Time, 3m. 6 2-5S.

This was a very interesting race, as there was not at
any time a distance of over ten feet between the two
winning teams, and it was a race from start to finish.

One Mile Consolation—L. Flescher, fir.st
; J. R.

Pomarede, second ; W. L. Nichols, third. Time, 3m.
14 2-5S.

The prizes consisted of gold and silver medals,
various bicycle sundries, and other useful arti-

cles, a complete list of which appeared in the
Wheel of August 8.

A smoker was given at the St. Louis Bicycle

Club's house in the evening and the prizes dis-

tributed amid much hilarity. Exhibitions of

fancy and trick riding were given between the
races by Harry Gordon, M. L. Johnson and
John M. Hodgen.
The officers of the day were ; Referee, W. M.

Bi-ewster ; scorer, L. H. Frost ; handicapper,
C. H. Stone

;
judges, A. J. Emery, L. M.

Wainwright, John C. Meyers ; timers, George
'M. Wilder, George S. Rhodes, Hal Greenwood;
umpires, R. L. Hill. H. W. Belding, J. W.
Finley ; clerk of course, Robert Holm ; assist-

ant clerks, W. S. Tyler, W. R. Wright ; starter,

W. P. Laing.

THE HARTFORD MEET.

Among the fast racing men who have already
entered the Hartford tournament, September i

and 2, and will start at no other on these dates
are : W. W. Windle, A. E. Lumsden, N. H.
Van Sicklen, G. K. Barrett, H. B. Win.ship, A.
B. Rich, W. S. Campbell, F. F. Ives, E. C.

Anthony, W. Van Wagoner, H. E. Laurie and
E. J. Willis, the English safety riders, W. D.
Banker, P. J. Berlo and Hoyland Smith. Re-
member, the entries close August 25. Send for

official programme to W. M. Francis, Secretary,

Box 14, Hartford, Conn,

THE LYNN TRACK. THE MISSOURI DIVISION HAND-
BOOK.

There are bright prospects for a big race
meet in the latter jjart of September at Lynn.
The Y. M. C. A., which owns the well-known
track at (ilenmere, and the Lynn Wheel Club
are btjth anxious to hold a tournament, and
many i)rominent and fast racing men have
stated that they will compete if the desire of

the two organizations becomes a reality. There
is talk of the club and the association joining
forces, and if they do the track will no doubt
be put in good record-breaking order. The
foundation of the track is as good as ever, but
it will cost a considerable sum of money to

replace the old ])erfect surface, although Fred
Wallace has lately spent considerable labor
upon it and placed it in a much better condi-
tion than it was when Windle, Laurie, and the
other dyers were thinking of having it put in

repair. The track was built on the best of

lines in every respect and cost a considerable
sum of money, in fact, much more than was
anticipated by the Lynn Cycling and Track
Association, through no fault of the contractor,
however. It is only one-third of a mile in

length, and has, what few other tracks in this

country possess, raised corners, so termed, at

the turns. There is an especially fine sweep
into and down the homestretch, which all

bicycle riders appreciate. The foundation is

solid, notwithstanding the settling and washing
occasioned by storms.

Shortly after the visiting racing men left

Lynn a correspondent wrote to the //</// as
follows :

'

' Never was a track in better condi-
tion to be put in perfect order, at little expense,
than the Glenmere track to-day. It appears to

be perfectly cemented, presenting a surface
almost as hard as a rock, with a pebbly rough-
ness which must be removed without disturb-

ing the general surface. This general surface
is just what wheelmen desire, if made smooth
and freed from kinks. Such a condition, how-
ever, never can be reached by the appliances
hei'etofore brought into requisition. The imple-
ments used consist of a hoe, rake, and a stone
roller. The hardness of the surface precludes
the pos.sibility of the track being brought to

anything like a proper or half-way decent con-
dition by the use of such tools. A roller makes
little more impression than rolling a rock. The
surface should not be disturbed enough to re-

quire a roller. I would use a broom instead of

roller to put on a finish.

The plan I would adopt is perfectly feasible

and easy of execution, and that is very desir-

able. It can be done at small expense—not to

exceed $50. An instrument suitable to do the
work perfectly would cost less than $13. It

must be heavy to insure steadiness, and leave
the surface in a proper condition—perfectly

true. It should be drawn by a pair of horses,

with three or four men to man it."

The writer, however, did not describe the
wonderful instrument that would prove such a
boom to track builders.

MEADVILLE'S TOURNAMENT
PONED.

POST-

Rain fell in torrents at Meadville, Pa., Tues-
day, August 19, the date for the Meadville
Cycling Club's tournament, and it was therefore

decided to postpone the racing events until Sep-
tember, the exact date not being decided upon.
Notwithstanding the wet weather, a large num-
ber of wheelmen arrived during the morning,
and they were entertained at the club's ([uar-

ters. In the afternoon it was decided to run a
road race from Saegertown to Meadville, a dis-

tance of seven miles, despite the rain, and a
start was made at 3.24^. The result was: W.
R. Fields, Greenville, first, time 38m. ; Ernest
Taylor, Meadville, second ; Charles Sterle,

Franklin, third ; B. G. Clark, New Castle,

fourth.

Although water poured down in heavy vol-

umes, a crowd witnessed the exciting finish be-
tween Fields and Taylor, the latter crossing the
line about two yards behind Fields. The course
was in a horrible condition. H. S. Robin.son ,who
afterwards rode out part of the way, said that

the road was a solid sheet of water. Taylor
was knocked from his wheel by a falling limb,

but was not injured.

That the Missouri Division is not to be out-

done by other divisions of the League, is fully

demonstr.ited by their road and hand-book, a
second edition of which has just been issued.

It is lM)und in a neat, stilT cover, and is printed
throughout in an artistic style, and the com-
pilers, H. G. Walzendorf, with his assistants,

Robert Holm, G. II. Frommann, T. II. McNeil
and W. H. Cameron, can pride themselves upon
having published a most valuable book in the
interest of the cyclers of ^Missouri. It contains
the League constitution, by-laws, officers, com-
mittees, in addition to Isaac B. Potter's " Law
of Cycling;" "Touring," by Fred J. Shepard,
and "Practical Hints on Temporary Rejiairs,"

by E. N. Bowen. In the way of roiid informa-
tion each county is described in alphabetical
order. At present, however, the State cannot
be recommended as a desirable locality for tour-

ing, but it is hojjcd that the condition of the
roads will be materially changed for the better
in the course of a year or so. It also contains
ten routes described in the manner usually
adopted by books of its kind. Road'maps of

the riding districts of .St. Louis, Kansas City
and Columbia are attached to the book, and add
to its value. It is also replete with much local

information.

THE MICHIGAN DIVISION RACES.

The annual meet of the Jlichigan Division at
Detroit, August 16, was a great success, and
was productive of a large gathering of wheel-
men and much enjoyment. The races held in

connection with the mid-Summer games of the
Detroit Athletic Club at the latter's grounds
resulted as follows:

Half Mile State Championship—Gus M. Jones,
D. A. C, first, time, im. 27s.; A. F. Moreland, St. Johns
B. C, second.

One Mile Novice—Chas. R. Jones, D. A. C, first,

time, 3m. 30 2-5S.

One Mile State Championship—Burton Hulett,
Port Huron Wheelmen, first, time, 3m. 4s.; G. M.
Jones, D. A. C, second.

Two JIile Handicap—Burton Hulett, Pt. H. W.,
40 yds., first, time, 6m. 21 3-5S.; A. F. Moreland, St. J.
13. C, 60 yds., second.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

On Sunday week last Lieutenant Quinby, accom-
panied by Messrs. Corby, Raymond, Pongle and
Rahming, started for Paterson and Little Falls. This
is a very pretty ride along the Passaic River and Lake
Dundee, the roads being in excellent condition. At
Paterson, while at dinner, two members of the New
York Bicycle Club came in and related their hard ex-
periences, having gone astray and encountered some
very bad roads. They joined forces with the Brook-
15ms for the balance of the day—and a very bad
balance it was. As they were preparing to make
a fresh start after dinner the black clouds which were
flying across the heavens bunched together and
di-opped their contents, a miscellaneous collection of
wind, rain and hail, upon the town, changing the
streets to running rivers and sending Raymond home
by train. All the rest determined to "do or die."
Rahming regretted his choice a short while after
leaving Paterson, however, as his chain broke and he
was compelled to return afoot, with a gloomy outlook
ahead as to his home getting. He stopped at the first

house he saw and, fortunately, found a lady who had
the milk of human kindness in her heart for wheel-
men. She invited him in and supplied him with
pinchers and wire to repair the break, which he suc-
cessfully did, utilizing as well a key ring straightened
out. Thus does the mother of invention become the
slave of necessity. He arrived home at a late hour.
Another party went to Massapequa and other places

on Long Island, and were equally fortunate in having
to train home.

It will be interesting news to the members to hear
that G. E. D. Todd, our one time racing man, woke
from his lethargy on Sunday and was seen in the Park
mounted on a wheel. Keep it up, George 1 ATOL.

The manager of the International Hotel is Mr. A. H.
Gluck. Mr. Gluck, who is the leading attorney of an
important trunk-line railroad, has become interested
in the Falls only within the past few years. He had,
and still has, great ideas for the future of the Falls,
and thinks that with proper development the Falls
could be made the most beautiful—as it is already the
most remarkable—pleasure-spot in the country. It

was Mr. Gluck who reduced the hackmen to some-
thing like order and decency, so that they are no long-
er the sharks they once were. Mr. Gluck also de-
signed the beautiful tennis court at the International.

Mr. H. Crouther, of Philadelphia, will assist the edi-
tor of this paper in his rePertorial duties at Niagara
Falls during the national meet.

—

Bicycliii,^ World.
What kind of duties. Brer Fdurdrinier? That

rePertorial sounds quite wet,
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DATE.
. . .Nov. 5, '85

...Oct. 19, '85

...Oct. 26, '85

...Oct. 23, '85

;!!oct. 19, '85

MS. H.M.S. N/

%. 35 1-5. W- .

V,..
1. 12 4-5.

% I-5S 1-5-

1, 2.352-5.
2. 5-21 3-5-

1- 8.07 2-5.

4- 11. II 4-5.

S- 14.07 2-5.

b. 16.55 3-5.

7- 19.47 2-5.

8. 22.41 4-5.

q- 25.41 2-5.

10. 28.37 4-5.

II. 31-37 1-5.

12. 34-32 3-5.

13. 37.243-5-

14- 40.25

15- 43.26 1-5.

16. . 46.27 2-5.

17- . 49.25
18. . 52.25 1-5.

iq. . 55-22 2-5-

20. . 58.20

21. .1.06.25 2-5. V. 1

22. .1.09.50

23. .1.13.02

24. .1.16.04 4-5.

25. .1.19.06 3-5.

26-50 Miles—

S

G.'W

MS. H.M.S. MS-

26. ..1-24-55 34-

27. ..1-28.30 35-

28. ..1.31.57 30..

2Q. ..1.35.26 ^l
30. . .1.39-00 38..

31. ..1.42-29 39-.

32- ..1.46-05 40-

33- ..1-49-45 4'.

F. Ives Oct. o,

H.M.S.
•1.53.30

.1.57.19 43.

.2.01.00 44.

.2.04.45 45.

.2.08.22 2-5 46.

.2.12.08 47.

.2.16.04 48.

.2.19.59 49-

MS. H.M.S.
42... 2. 23.54
43... 2.27.49

44... 2.31. 35

45- --2-35.26

46... 2. 39.01

2-43-31

2-47-45
2-51.50

50.. 2.55.38 3-5

51-62 Miles—F. F. IVES, Oct. lo, '85.

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.

51. -3-07-47 1-5 55- -3-23-13 2-5 59. •3-39.21 3-5

52..3.11-32 2-5 56.. 3.27.03 3-5 60..

53. .3.15.26 2-5 57. .3.31.22 1-5 61.

.

54.. 3. 19.21 58.-3-35-29 62..

63-92 Miles—Geo. Hendee, Nov. h, '85.

MS. H
63. .3.

64. •4-

65.. 4.

66.. 4^

67.. 4.

68.. 4.

69.. 4.

70.. 4.

7i^^4^

72.. 4.

.M.S. MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.

56.32 1-5 73.. 4.38.01 1-5 83.. 5.16.43 1-5

02.593-5 74- -4-41-35 3-5 84. .5.20.45 2-5

06.28 3-5 75. .4.45-07 4-5 85. .5-24-41

09-58 3-5 76.. 4-48-48 1-5 86.. 5-28-23 1-5

13.32 77. -4.52.31 1-5 87. .5.32.01 3-5

17.12 3-5 78..4.56.11 88.. 5.35.50 1-5

21.263-5 79.. 5-00.05 89.. 5. 39.55 2-5

27.27 1-5 80.. 5.04.17 a-5 90..S.43.57

31.03 81.. 5.08^25 3-5 91.. 5.47.58 2-5

34^3° 3-5 82.. 5. 12. 33 2-5 92.. 5. 52.24 3-5

93-100 Miles—F. F. IVES, Oct. 10, '85.

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.

93.. 5.57.41 2-5 96.. 6.09.32 2-5 99.. 6.21. 50

94. .6.01.47 4-5 97-. 6.13. 39 4-5 100.. 6.25. 30

95.. 6.05.44 3-5 98.. 6.17. 42 4-5

SAFETY BICYCLE.

MS. M.S. NAME. DATE,

ji . 34 ..W. F. Gassier.. July 11, '90

%'.. 1. 14 4-5. .H. E. Laurie... Aug. 16, 'go

%., 2.02 ..G. M. Hendee.. .Sept. 3, '89

I.. 2.36 ..P. J. Berlo Aug. 15, '90

2.. 5.28 2-5.. H. E. Laurie ..

.

"

3.. 8.13 3-5. •

II
•••

II

4. . 11.00 .

.

• .

•

5. .13.39 2-5..

TANDEM SAFETY.

MS. M.S.

y*.. 40
H..I.15

,

K..'-54M
I.. 2.33
2..5.2IJ4

NAME.

A. E. Luin.sden

I

H. R. Winsliip
Oct.

)
A.A.Zimmerman I t„i,, ,, ,„„

9.47 4-5
] «• B. Bowman )

J"'^ 3i, 9°

AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL
(Coiilinucd.)

MS.

y^..

SAFETY.
ILM.S. NAME.

43. . . .R. Howell.

.

. 1.22.

. 2.01 3-5.

. 2.43.

5-56 2-5'

,. 9.II,

.12.22,

,.15.362-5,

DATE.
...Sept. 25, '85

.Sept. 8,

ENGLISH AMATEUR.

ORDINARY BICYCLE.
M.S. NAME. DATE.

35 4-5^ .1'' •! I^- Archer. .June 7, '90

1. 13 4-5.. F. J. Osmond. .July 9, '90
" ..July 19, '89

3^^

',

6..!

.Sept. 8, '87

..R. Billson June 22, '8

I-5I 4-5^^

2.28 4-5..

5.12 1-5..

8.14 2-5.

.

11.05 2-5..

13.55
16.40 2-5..

19^33 4-5^^
22^26 T-5.

.

9.. 25.164-5..
10. . "28.04 3-5^

II.. 31.52
12.. 34.49
13^^ 37^47
14.. 40.43
I5^^

. 43^45
16. . 46.46

17.. 49.44
18.. 52.45

19.. 55^41
20.. 58.38
21. .1.01.41

22.. 1. 04.44
23.. 1. 07.51 2-5.

24. .1.10.52

25^^i^i3-49 3-5^

26, .i.i7^45

27. .1.21.25

28. .1.25.00

29. .1.28.29

30.. 1. 31. 58

31.. 1.35.22

32.. 1. 38. 50

33-50 Miles—J. H. Adams, July 25,
'8

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.

.P. Furnivall. . .Sept. 22, '89

..R. Billson June 22,

2.15.23 3-5

2.21.24 3-5

2.24.36

2.27.41

2.30.45 2-5

2^33^37 2-5

41^554-5 39^^2^oo.24 4-5 45.

44-57 2-5 40- -2.03.21 1-5 46.

48.064-5 41.. 2. 06. 21 1-5 47.
51.16 4-5 42. .2.09.21 4-5 48.

54.19 2-5 43.. 2.12.23 3-5 49-

57-24 44..2.i5^24 50.

51-55 Miles—J. H. ADAMS, Aug. 22, 88.

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.

51.. 2.47.21 3-5 53.. 2. 54.47 55^^3^02.33 4-5

52. .2.51.04 l-s 54. .2.58.38 2-5

56-100 Miles—F. R. FRY, July 27, '83.

ENGLISH AMATEUR.
(Continued.)

.2.10.15 1-5. .R^ A. Lloyd... July 31, 'go

•2.i3^57 1-5

.2.17.29 3-5

.2.21.01 2-5

.2.24.29 3-5

.2.28.01 1-5

.2.31.30

.2.34.564-5

.2.38.27 1-5

.2.41.47

SAFETY—PNEUMATIC TYRE.
, M. S. NAME. DATE.

36 3-5. .R. J. Mecredy . . July 28, 'go

. I. II ..A. Ducros July 19, '90

. 1.49 3-4. .R. J. Mecredy . .July 28, '90

. 2.26 4-5.

.

*' "

. 5.15 1-5..
" July 22, '90

• 5^i5 i-5^^ "
' July 26, '90

•10.39 •-
"

II
. 13.16 2-5.

.

'*

6 TO 21 MILES.

. M.S. NAME. DATE.
.16.24 3-5- -R- J. Mecredy . .July 26, '90

.19.093-5

.21.58 3-5

.24.42 4-5

.27.28 4-5

.30.19 2-5

.33.06 1-5

•35-52 4-5

• 38^47
.41.36 1-5

.44.21 2-5

.47.11 2-5

.50.02 1-5

• 52^57 3-5

-SS-51 2-5

.58.40 1-5

ENGLISH PROFESSIONAL.

56. 3.14.30 71. 4.06.51 86. .5.00.49

57- 3.18.03 72. 4. 10.21 87. .5.04.28

58. 3^2i^32 73^ 4-13-54 88.. 5. 08. 10

59- 3^25.oi 74. 4-17-3I 89.. 5. II. 34
00. 3.28.30 75. .4.21.12 90.. 5. 15.02

61. 3.32.07 76. .4.24.45 91^ -5-19-37/^
1

62. 3-35-35 77^ 4.28.10 92. .5.22.03

63- 3.39.01 78. 4.31.38 93.. 5.25. 27
64. 3.42.28 79. • 4-35^03 94.. 5.28.47 2-5

65- 3.45.55 80. .4.38.52 95.. 5. 32.28

66. 3.49.20 81. .4.42.04 96. .5.36.11

67. 3.52.45 82. • 4-45.35 97 ••5.40.23

68. 3.56.12 83. .4-49-02 98.. 5.43.21

6q. .3.59.50 84. .4.52.30 99.. 5.47.00

70. 4.03.17 85. .4.56.31 100. .5.50.05 2-5

SAFETY BICYCLE.
MS H.M.S. NAME. DATE
M- 35 2-5. •A J. Sheen

Leitch..
....Oct. 19, ;8q

v.. i^i3 3-5..E June 17, qo

M. • 1^54 2-5^.

. 2.344-5..
5.20 3-5. .

W

'' May 10, 90

2. . Price. .

.

July 22,

ie. .May 27,

'qo

3^ . 8.12 4-5..

H

. E. Laur 90

4- . 10.57 3-5..
" ..June 18, 90

5^ . 13-43 3-5. •

6. • i6^3o
"

1- • 19.17 4-5. •

"

8. . 22.02 1-5..

lo.

. 24.482-5..

. 27.333-5..
u

II. . 31.04 1-5..
** ..Aug^3i, '88

12. . 33-59 1-5-

-

'

13^ . 36.524-5..
''

14. - 39-49
*'

15^ . 42.422-5..
lb. - 45.372-5..
!?• . 48.282-5.. "

18. . 51.251-5..
*'

iq. . 54.10
"

. 56.582-5..
''

21. . 59.484-5..
"

22. .1.05.30 3-5.. J. B. L. Bates. July 30, •8q

23. . 1.08.30 2-5.

.

"

24. .1.11.31
"

25. .1.14.37 1-5-.
*'

26. .1.17.394-5..
"

27. .1.20.474-5..-
"

28. .1.25-58 -.
*'

29. .1.27.15 4-5..
'*

30. .1.30.33 ..
''

3'. .1.33.51 2-5..

32. .1.37.132-5..

33. .1.40.31 1-5..

R

. A. Lloy. 1... J Illy 31, 90

34 • •43-53 2-5.^
"

35. .1.47.21 4-5.

.

"

3" .1.50.574-5..
'*

M .1.54.462-5..
"

38 .1.58.4s 3-5..
"

39 .2.02.28 . .J. L. Bates • ...July ^^0,
89

40 • 2.05.564-5..

^•. 35 4-5
1.17

1^59 4-5

2-33 4-5
5.20 2-5

7.59 1-5

10.42

13.27
16.09

18.57 2-5

21^41

ORDINARY.
NAME. DATE

H. G. Croker..Aug. 3,

R. Howell

9..
10.

.

12.

.

13..

14..

15..
16..

17..

24^24 2-5

27.08

30^55
33-41
36.32 2-5

39-244-5
42.20

45.10

48-03 3-5

18.. 50.52

19.. 53.40
20. . 56.28

21- . 59^152-5
22. . 1. 02. 01 2-5

23.. I. 04.58
24. .1.07.48

25.. 1. 10. 34 4-5

26-50 MlLES-

MS. H.M.S.
26. .1.16.34

27. .1.19.35

28. .1.22.39
29.. I. 25.43
30. .1.28.49

31. .1.31.48

1.34

. .Aug. 18,

A. H. Robb...Sept. 12,

H. G. Croker..Aug. 3,

. Aug. 10,

'

Jules Dubois. .Aug. 25,

33.. 1. 37. 58

51-100 Miles-

MS. H.M.S.
51.. 2 43.15
52.. 2. 46.27

53.. 2. 49- 53
54.. 2-55-31

55.. 2.57.15
56.. 3.00.58

57.. 3.04. 40

58. .3.08.18

59. .3.11.52

60.. 3. 15. 30
6i. .3.19.19
62. .3.23.18

63.. 3.27-03

64.. 3.31.00
65.. 3. 35. 20

663,.. 39. 52

99-. S

-W. F. Knapp, Aug. 16, '88.

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.

34. .1.41. 18 42. .2.05.20

35.. 1-44-23 43..2.0S.20

36.. 1. 47.21 44.. 2. II. 26

37. .1.50.17 45. .2.14.31

38.. 1-53-13 46.. 2. 17.27
39..1.56.IQ 47.. 2.20.36

40.. 1. 59.20 48.. 2.23.31

41.. 2. 02. 23 49.. 2. 26.43
50. .2.29.41

-W. F. Knapp, July 17, '88.

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.

67.. 3. 44. 19 83.. 4.50.06

MS. NLS.% 36.

M..i.'3 «-5^

^••1.53 3-S.
I.. 2.31 4-5.

,48.51

69^ •3- 52^53
70.. 3. 56. 42

71 . . 4.00.46

72. .4.04.47

73.. 4.08.42

74.. 4.12.41

75.. 4.16.44

76. .4.20.52

77. .4.24.50

78. .4.28.41

79.. 4.32. 42

80.. 4.39. 56

8i.. 4.43.17
82. .4.46.40

5.52.14 100.

SAFETY.
NAME. DATE.

.S. G. Whittakcr, Aug. 3,

.Allard May 12,

.F. W. Allard.... Mav 12,

.S. G. Whittaker.Scpt. 18,

84.. 4.53.41

85.. 4.57.16
86. .5.00.52

87- -5-04-53

5.08.59
5-13-12

5.17.11

5-21-04

5.25.00

5.29.01

5.33-07

_
5.37.12

96. .5.41.06

97.. 5.44.43
98.. 5.48.08

5.55.21

ENGLISH PROFESSIONAL
(Continued.)

2 TO II Miles—S. Whittaker, Sept.

MS. M.S,

2... 5.18

3... 7-59 6... 16.07

4... 10.40 1-5 7... 18. 52 3-5

MS. M.S. MS. M.S.
5... 13.22 1-5 8... 21.38

9... 24.22 2-5

10... 27.05 2-5
II.. .29.50 2-5.

12 TO 25 Miles— S. Whittaker, Sept.
29. '88.

MS. H.M.S. MS. M. S. MS. H.M.S
12.. 33.26 17.. 47. 48 1-5 22.. 1. 02. 21

13.. 36.18 18.. 50.41 23. .1.05.18 3-5

14.. 39.14 19. -53-37 1-5 24. .1.08 II 1-5

15.. 42.032-5 20. .56.32 25.. I. II. 05 1-5

16.. 44,562-5 21.. 59.26
26. .1.15.28 2-5 )

27. .1.18.58 1-5 ^S. G. Whittaker, Oct. i5,'88

28. .1.22.26 3-5 1

29.. 1.25.40 2-5
|. j; oxborrow, Sept. 12, '88

30.. 1. 28. 29 )

, i- ,

TANDEM SAFETY.

1-20 Miles—Dan Albone and E. E.
Glover, Oct. 15, '88.

.. 2.58

-. 5-56
. . 9.00
..12.03

- • 15^12

• . 18^19

• •21.25

S... 24.44
g^.. 27.53
0...30.58 4-5
I... 34^09
2^. •37-13

3- --40-23

4- --43-32

15- ••46-43
16. . .49.50
17... 53.02

18... 56.13

19. ..59.15
20.1.02. 16 3-

AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL

ORDINARY.

MS.%

\\ , .

12.

.

13^.

14..

15-^

16..

17..

18..

19..

20.

.

21.

.

22.

,

23..

24.,

25.-

:. s.

362-
t.13 2-

1.50 I-

!.29 4-

;.ii

r.48 4-

,.41 2-

!-23 4-

3.12 3-

i-59

[.41 2-

^.26 2-

?.07 I-

)-5i^3-

2-35

vi8 2-

3.01 2-

41 2-

26 4-

14 4-

58
40 I

25 2-

07 3-

46

NAME. date.
.G. M. Hendee. .July 5, 'I

. A. Rowe. .Oct. 22, "86

" '.Oct. 14, '86

" '.Oct. 25, '86

.W.M.Woodside.Nov 5, '86

.1.14.23 1-5.. F. F. Ives Oct. 9, '86

26-50 Miles—F. F. Ives, Oct. 9, '86.

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.
26.. 1.17. 27 34.. 1. 41.00 42.. 2.06.48
27. .1.20.16 1-5 35. . 1.44.05 4-5 43.. 2. 10.04
28.. 1.23.13 1-5 36.. 1. 47. 18 1-5 44.. 2. 13.25 4-5
29. .1.26.11 3-5 37.. 1. 50. 34 4-5 45.. 2. 16. 42 2-5

30.. 1. 29.07 4-5 38.. 1.53.47 2-5 46.. 2.19.56 I-s
31.. 1.32.05 3-5 39.. 1. 57.01 47.. 2.23.23
32.. 1.35.03 2-5 40. .2.00. 17 2-5 48.. 2.26.44 2-5

33.. 1. 38.01 1-5 41.. 2.03.30 3-5 49.. 2. 30. 14 4-5
50. .2.33.54.

51-65 Miles—S. P. Hollingsworth,
Oct. 5, '87^

MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S. MS. H.M.S.
51..2.43.11 2-5 56.. 3.01. 32 4-5 61.. 3.19,27
52.-2.47.034-^ 57^ •3.05-05 4-5 62.. 3.23.00

53.. 2.50. 50 58.. 3.08. 34 1-5 63.. 3.26.36
54.. 2.54.27 3-5 sq.. 3. 12.09 1-5 64- •S^ 30^24 3-5
55. -2-57-59 2-5 60.. 3.15.54 6S..3.34.11 1-5

66-100 JULES—F. E. DlNGLEV, Sept. 22, '87

'88

MS.
66.,

67.,

68.,

69.

70.,

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

H.M.S. MS.

3-37.47 77'

3.41.33 2-5 78,

3.45.11 4-5 79,

3.48.41 3-5 So,

3.52.14" 81

3.56.01 82,

3^59.29 4-5 83,

4.03.03 2-5 84,

4.06.31 1-5 85
4.10.15 1-5 86,

4-13.493-5 87,

99.. 5- 35.20

H.M.S. MS. H.M
.4.17.21 88. ,4,56,

.4.20.55 4-5 89.. 4. 59,

.4-24-27 3-5 90. .5.03.

.4.28.01 4-s 91,. 5.07,

.4.31.33 1-5 92.. 5.10.

.4.35.04 2-5 93-. 5.13-

.4,38,33 94.. 5.17-

.4.42.002-5 95.. 5. 20.

.4.45.33 4-5 96.. 5.24.

.4.49.08 4-5 97,,5.2S.

.4.52-39 98., 5.31.

4-5 ioo.,5,38,44 1-5.

S,

^o6
.56

37 1-5

08 4-5

33 2-5

55 3-5

«9 4-S
52 2-5

42 4-5
14 2-5

'45 1-4
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PATH RECORDS (Coiva.)

QUARTKR MILK, FLYING START.

32 1-5 Enp. Pro. Hicycle Ralph Temple June lo,

32 2-5 En.if. Am. Hicycle H. Svnyer May lo,

33 1-5 FnK. Am. Fneu. Safety R. J.'Mecredy .["'v '-6,

33 2-5 Fng. Am. Hicvcle 11. Svnver. Jul'v 27,

33 2-5 Eng. Pro. Safety S. G.' VVhittakcr Sept. u;,

34 2-5 Knij. Am. Tricycle H. H. Sansom Sept. 28,

35 2-5 Bng. Pro. Bicycle F. J. Lees Aug. 3,

35 4-5 Eng. Am. Tan. Tri Edge, Archer June 15, '89

ROAD RECORDS.

MIL.
22. . .

.

21. . ..

20. . .

20. . .

20. . .

MIL.
40...

39- ••

38...

37- • •

37- • •

35- •

150..
880..

498 .

, 226..
, 126..

100. .

. 1012. .

905..,
7I5--

675...

.Am.
Eng.

. Eng.

.Eng.

. Fren

.Eng.

..\me
. Eng.
• Eng.
. Eng.

RECORDS BY HOURS. ONE HOUR.^

Pro. Bicycle W. A. Rovve OcL
Am. Pneu. Safety R. L Mecredy July
Pro. .Safety f. Dubois Aug.
.'\m. Tri l)r. E. B. Turner July
ch Pro. Safety S. (L Whittaker Aug.
Am. Safety.' H. E. Laurie Aug.
r. Am. Bicycle W. A. Rowe Oct.
Pro. Bicycle. F. J. Lees Aug. 18,

Pro. Tan. Tri Allard, O.-i borrow Oct
Am. Bicycle P. Furnivall Sept. 22,

2t), qo

25> !«7
28, qo
"5, '88

11, '88

9. »--.

18, '8(

17. 'S7

22, '87

RECORDS BY HOURS. TWO HOURS.
YDS.

. 360 Eng. Pro. Bicycle W. F. Knapp Aug. 16,

.1320 Am. Promateiir Bicycle F. F. Ives Oct. 9,

. 620. . . . Eng. Am. Tri l)r. E. B. Turner Aug. i,

.1420 Eng. Am. Bicycle C. Potter Sept. 24,

. 910 Eng. Am. Safety
J.

H. Adams .'\ug. 28,

. 527 Eng. Am. Tri

'89

•87

'89

. .A. L. Bowes Sept. 26, '87

RECORDS BY HOURS. THREE HOURS.
MIL. YDS.
54 1320 Am. Promateur Bicycle F. F. Ives Oct
54 578 Eng. Am. Bicycle..'. J. H. Adams Aug,
52 1 100 Eng. Am. Tri." E. P. Moorehouse Aug.Aug. 8,

RECORD BY HOURS.

TWELVE HOURS.
MIL.
l8o}<.

>75J^.

163 .

161 .

MIL.

324 •

323 •

298 J^.

289 .

280 .

.French Pro. Safety M. Fol Sept., '89

.Eng. Am. Safety M. Holbein Sept. 17, '89

.Eng. Tandem Safety
1 R "'willon, !' Aug. 26, '89

.Eng. Am. Tricycle R. J. Illsley July 16, '8g

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

.Eng. Am. Safety M. Holbein Sept. 7,

.Am. Pro. Bicycle .S. G. Whittaker Oct. 18*

Oct..Eng. Tandem Tricycle
-] g; Tingley!

I'

.Amer. Am. Bicycle Bert Myers Nov. 22,

.Eng. Am. Tricycle W. C. Goulding ..Sept. 7,'

AMERICAN AMATEUR BICYCLE.
.\1S. IL.M.S.

'5 . 52.4' ..W F. Murphv,
May 30, 90

^5'A. 47-4' .-5..W Van Wagoner,
Nov. 6, •89

i6'A. • 5.V20 ..T. Andrae. .Aug. 9, '90

20 . . 1. 10.02 ..W F. Murphy,
May 30, '90

25 . .1.28.29 ..w F. Murphy,
Jlay 30, '90

50 .3.32.20 2-5..

W

A. Rhodes,
Sept. 26, •85

100 . .7- 2". 17 ..F. Dampman,
.Vov. r. 'Sl-l

ENGLISH AMATEUR BICYCLE.
MS. H.M.S
50. .2 5>-io..J F. Wa Ish July 20, 'yo

100. .6 47-I5.. "

MS. H.M.S.
. 59-35 4-5- -S. G. Whittaker,

Nov. 3,'86

50.. 3.00.17 2-5.. S. G. Whittaker,
Oct. 28, '87

105.. 6.44. 22 1-5.. S. (1. Whittaker,
Oct. 28, '87

ENGLISH AMATEUR.
SAFETY.

MS. H. M. S. NAME. DATE.
25. .1.23.41 P. C. Wilson. ..June i, '89

30. .1.54.00 G. P. Mills June 9, '89

50. .2.40.38. .. .M. A. Holbein.. Aug. 1, '90

100. .5. 54.02 M. A. Holbein.. Aug. i, '90

AMERICAN AMATEUR.
SAFETY.

MS. H.M.S. NA.VIE. DATE.
15 .. 54 14 W. F. West ..May, 30, '90

i8%..i.o5 34....C. E. Kluge ..Aug. 2, '90

20 ..1.12.01. . . .W. F. West. .May 30, '93

25 .1.26.40 C. E. Kluge. .Aug. 2, '90

ENGLISH AMATEUR.
TANDEM SAFETY.

3o..,.59.oo .\^-Al^°^fty,lOot.,rSS
, ^ ) A. J. Wilson, ( Sept. -

5o..2.46.o2 2-5.-^(,^.^_ jj;„
^ i,g^

100. .6.57.32

( '86

i S. F. Edge, I Oct. 25,

G. L. Morris, |' '87.

THE League of American Wheelmen- cele-

brates its tenth anniversary by meeting

in convention for mutual pleasure and profit,

within sight and sound of Niagara. The
League, ten years old ! Niagara ! who shall say

how many the thousand suns have played with

its pellucid waters ?

In that ten years of League life—Ah ! but the

sport has grown. Then a puling infant, strug-

gling with ignorance and prejudice for the

breath of recognition ; now a sturdy youth—we
say youth, its prime and golden age are yet to

come—a youth of great promise ; of wonderful

strength ; a pastime which will become univers-

ally popular
;
which may become universally

necessary.

The Wheel staff will be found at room 188, second
floor of the International. We shall be glad to have
any good fellow call on us any evening from seven to
eleven. Cigars and conversation do help "copy " so.

THE AMERICAN ATHLETE'S RACE
MEET.

The Philadelphia public was treated to a first-

class meet, in its way, on Friday afternoon last,

and a stu-prisingly large crowd, say about 2,000
people, visited Brotherhood Park, the new base-
ball grounds, at which Updegraif's tournament
is to be run in September. The meet was pro-
jected by Arthur H. MacOwen, publisher of

the America)i Athlete, and our fellow scribe has
reason to be proud of the success of his enter-
prise. The Brotherhood Park is at the foot of
North Broad Street, and is reached by a pleas-

ant ride on the top of a lumbering stage coach,
or by wheel ; it is within several minutes' ride

of the public building, which is the aortle valve
of Philadelphia. The grounds have newly
been built, and are of the finest style in every
way, the grand stand being both handsome
and commodious, and the grounds pleasantly
arranged. The track is a quarter-mile circuit

of clay, with fairly easy corners. It was in-

augurated at this meet, and as was natural,
was very heavy going ; in fact in places, owing
to previous rains, it was as muddy as a country
road. We understand that the proprietor, Mr.
Updegraff, has plied up the track and laid a
new one, the corners raised and a surface of

gravel. If it is possible, the track should be
widened if it is to be a permanent institution in

Philadelphia, because as at present constructed
it is entirely too narrow for safety. The various
events were warmly contested, every event fill-

ing well, and each competitor running from
start to finish. The number of safety riders

was surprising, and judging from this meet,
Philadelphia, if she had a good track, would
turn out a large number of high-class racing
men. The feature of the day's sport was the
excellent riding of Jack Hazelton and W. W.
Taxis. Hazelton, who is rapidly making his

way to the top of the heap in Philadelphia, is

really a good man on a safety. He is of slight

build, and rides almost entirely on nervous
force. An unpleasant feature of the meet
was the fall which occurred in the half-mile

safety event, and which necessitated the race
being run over again. This decision gave satis-

faction to the public, who warmly applauded
the annonncement that the event was to be re-

ridden, but some of the contestants' friends
were under a perfect fog, and were unable to

comprehend or understand upon what basis the
decision was made. Many of them did not
seek to understand the cause, but .seemed to be
under the impression that the referee should
seek out each man and pinvately tell him the
reasons for his decision.

The events resulted as follows

:

One Mile Ordinary, Novice—V. J. Kelley, R. W.,
first ; F. W. Whiteside, C.W., second ; E. O. Roe, C. C,
third. Time, 3m. 48 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, Novice—C. E. Clemens, M. B.
C, first ; W. N. Price, W. W., second ; C. D. Artman,
Q. C. W., third. Time, 3m. 30 2-5S.

Quarter Mile Safety (boys under thirteen)—C.
Brossman, first

; J. W. Alexander, 40 yards, second.
Time, 6m. 3 4-5S.

One Mile Safety (3m. 30s. class)--R. P. McCurdv,
S. E. W., and F. B. Elliott, W. W. C, dead heat; W.
J. Grier, third. Time, 3m. 33s. In the run-off McCur-
dy won.

Half Mile Safety, Open—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S
N., first

; J. R. Hazelton, C. W., second
; F. H. Garri-

gues, W. C, third ; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C.,
fourth. Time, im. 49s.

A foul was claimed in this race, and the referee or-
dered it to be run over, as stated above. The result
was : Hazelton, first ; Zimmerman, second. Time, im.
38s. Ta.vLis refused to ride.

One Mile Safety (3m. 20s. class)—James Artman,
Q. C. W., first ; W. J. Grier, second. Time, 3m. 33 4-5S.

One Mile Ordinary (jm. los. class)—V. J. Kelley,
R. W., first ; B. F. McDaniel, W. W. C, second

; F. W.
Whiteside, C. W., third. Time, 3m. 39s.

One-Mile Safety Handicap (married men's race)
—F. M. Dampman, A. C. S. N., 40 yards, first; S. H.
Crawford, R. W., 60 yards, second ; W. F. West, A. C.
S. N., scratch, third. Time, 3m. 28s.

One-Mile Ordinary, Open—F. B. Elliott, W. W
C, first; C. A. Elliott, W. W. C, second; C. W. Wil-
son, Jr., third. Time, 3m. 19 2-5S.

Half-Mile Safety (boys under sixteen)—F. A.
Barnes, first ; W. W. Owens, second. Time, im.
40 2-5S.

One-Mile Safety—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., first;
A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, second

; J. R. Hazel-
ton, C. W., third. Time, 3m. j8 2-5S.

One Mile, Star Championship, Handicap.—Ha-
zelton, 40 yds., first; Kelly, 160 yds., second; Gar-
rigues, 145 yds., third. Time, 3m. 08 1-5S.

One Mile Tandem, Open.—Zimmerman and Bow-
man, first ; Draper and Hazelton, second. Time, 3m.
20 4-5S.

The officers of the day were : Referee, F. P. Prial
;

Judges, S. A. Boyle, O. S. Bunnell, G. D. Gideon

;

Timers, \V. P. Street, Jr., W. M. Perrett, E. A. Rich-
wine ; Starter, John A. Green ; Track Manager, W. L.
McCarty ; Clerks- of Course, Dr. M. W. Keim, Jr., F.
C. Cope, W. L. Welch, W. S. Ranch, Kirk Brown.

HANDICAP races AT MILWAUKEE.

The races at the Scotch picnic. National Park, Mil-
waukee, Wis., on August 5, resulted as follows

:

Two Mile Handicap, Safety—F. W. Schmitz, 100
yards, first, time, 6m. 36s.; W. C. Wegner, 125 yards,
second.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—E. H. Paige, 100
yards, first, time, 3m. los. ; Harry Kroker, 130 vards,
second ; F. Terry Andrae and F. H. Tuttle, of Chica-
go, both started scratch, but were unable to overhaul
the other riders. Andrae crossed the tape ahead of
Tuttle. Gold and silver medals were given as prizes.

On Labor Day the New Bedford Cycle Club will
hold a race for the Sullivan medal, a handsome gold
trophy donated by a jeweler of that name, which is to
be placed m competition each year. The course will
be once around French Avenue, a distance ot four
miles.
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THE STORY OF NEWSPAPER ROW.

BY "JACK."
As you rise from your indolent couch of down,
In the fashion-loved portion of this great town,
Do you think of the men in the Newspaper Row
Who toil the night long that you may know
The doings and sayings of all below?

As you sit with your coffee and cigarette.
Do you think of the trouble there's been to get
A morsel of news or a leaderette.
That you may read, that you may know
The doings and sayings of men below ?

If the President's pants are baggy or worn,
You're sure to know it the following morn

;

If Bismarck smokes his huge Dutch pipe.
That fact is immediately put in type •

If the Queen should drive in Rotten Row,
The Yankee headline will tell you so.

If two cowboys or lumbermen fight in the wood.
The story's embellished with buckets of blood.
And the reading public know
The number of buttons which ladies should
Allow on their dainty gloves to show.
Then we learn of a murder in coolest of blood,
Or a nigger who fainted while chopping some wood

;

Or the latest at Barnum's show.

" Oh, pshaw ! there's no news," you say to the gents
Who send you the paper for two copper cents.
And down to the club you go,
Where you talk of the follies of newspaper men
Whose lives are given to please other men.
And who toil the night long in Newspaper Row.
[The idea of these verses was suggested by a night

view of the great newspaper buildings on Newspaper
Row, which awake towards evening teeming with life,

light and activity until almost daybreak.

—

Ed.]

ELIZABETH.

A FIFTY-MILE TANDEM RECORD.
On Saturday afternoon last Capt. T. C. Gilbert and

A. F. Calkins, of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, rode fifty

miles on a tandem in 3h. 14m., over the Rahway
avenue course, beating the American road record for
that distance.
The tandem team was to have been A. F. Calkins

and N. H. White, but owing to the fact that Mr. White
had injured his arm the evening before, his club-
mates did not think it advisable to let him try, al-

though he was very anxious to do so. At the last
moment the captain decided to take Mr. White's
place.
The team had never ridden together before, and

this makes the performance all the more remarkable.
Headquarters were secured at the Farmers' Hotel,

Rahway, and a round course to Elizabeth city line
and return, of 9 1-3 miles, was laid out.
Mr. Thomas A. Doe, vice president of the E. W.,

Mr. John F. Fiske, E. W., and Mr. C. L. Beales, of the
Orange Wheelmen, acted as timers at the start, and
Mr. N. H. White, E. W., and Capt. Long, of Orange
Wheelmen, timed the team at the Elizabeth end.
Mr. Chas. Edge, of the H. C. W., timed the men
at the Rahway end of the course.
The first round trip of o 1-3 miles was made in

thirty minutes. In the following trips the time was
a little slower, but kept up a fair average.
The course was ridden five times and then straight

away for 3 1-3 miles to the finish, the team crossing
the tape in three hours and tourteen minutes after
the start.
At thirty miles the men were taken with cramps

and had to be rubbed down, also again at forty-five
miles. These delays increased the time, which- would
undoubtedly have been under three hours but for
that reason.
With the exception of the last eight miles there was

no pace making, and the men finished in good condi-
tion. The affair attracted much attention along the
road, and at Rahway a large crowd collected.
This is the second time an American road record

has been broken and held by the Elizabeth Wheelmen,
which should cause the members a great deal of satis-
faction. In 1885 Mr. D. B. Bonnett and Mr. John C.
Wetmore made a fifty mile tandem bicyle record for
the United States in 46. 51m., which stood for several
years.
The course is almost perfectly level, and having

recently been macadamized, is a fine specimen
of "sand-papered" road, and is therefore an unex-
celled stretch for road record breaking. After the af-
fair a watermelon feast was held in the club house in
honor of the team.
A ten mile handicap road race over this course will

take place on September 27, open to Union county, un-
der the auspices of the Elizabeth Wheelmen. Pour
handsome gold and silver medals will be offered as
prizes, and the handicapping' will be done by John C.

J. Wetmore, editor of Town fattle. Prominent wheel-
men will act as officials. Entries close with F. C. Gil-
bert September 20. Entrance fee, $1. It is thought
that this race will prove a highly interesting affair,
and that a large nvimber of entries will be received.

Lumsden rode a mile on the Cheltenham track in
2m. 37 2-5S. recently, in the face of a strong wind, and
it is thought that he can beat 2m. 35s. with favorable
weather.

P. T. Merrill, the energetic Pacific Coast agent, has
issued a blotter-pad as an advertisement of his cycle
business.

Charles Alexander Persons, a well-known rider of
Macon, Ga., was in New York during the first few
days of the week. Mr. Persons wa.s on his way to the
League meet, after which he will go to the White
Cycle Co.'s factory at Westboro, as he has been en-
gaged to look after the Southern business of the com-
pany. Mr. Persons has contributed a deal of interest-
ing matter to the cycling papers. He is a fast man on
the path and road.

CHICAGO.

THE RESULT OF THE ELECTION.

Jack Robbins is in tears, ditto Capt. Stamm.
Ask not why; let it suffice that voting for the officers

of the Illinois Division, L. A. W., ended on the 15th
inst., that the votes were opened and counted on the
i8th, and, that with not an exception, the Davis ticket,
as given below, was elected:
Chief Consul—W. A. Davis.
Vice Consul—Pred Pattee.
Secretary-Treasurer—T. P. Sheridan.
Representatives—Dr. J. C. Wachter, Chicago; W. O.

Mumford, Chicago; A. T. Merrick, Oak Park; H. W.
Poltz, Joliet; Chas. Hook, Ottawa; J. C. Hancock,
Cairo; A. A. Billingsley, Springfield; G. S. .Webb,
Aurora- C. F. Vail, Peoria; E. N. Knight, Kankakee,
and O. W. Cannon, Danville.
For chief consul Davis received 415 votes; Gerould,

296, and the balance of the Gerould ticket was snowed
under in about the same ratio, not a single candidate
on that side pulling through. In the case of O. W.
Cannon a recount will be necessary, but it will hardly
alter the result, and Davis and the Davis ticket can
safely be said to have swept the field. By the defeat
of the Gerould ticket the division board loses the ser-
vices of three hard, conscientious, conservative
workers in Messrs. Gerould, Randall and Erwin. The
result also leaves both North and South Chicago with-
out representation, Messrs. Wachter, Mumford and
Merrick all being from the West Side.

It is not necessary to go into the causes which led
to the defeat of Mr. Gerould; let it be enough to say
that snap editorials and the initial attempt to inject
personal or fancied grievances into League politics
has received a well merited rebuke, but at_ the sacri-
fice of several most deserving parties.
A most unfortunate feature of the election was that

the canvassing board brooked considerable outside
interference or help in the counting of the votes, and
in consequence every one knows how every one else
voted. As a result, in a number of instances, some
grievous future harm and straining of erstwhile
pleasant relations cannot but be the aftermath.
The incoming officials take their places with the

division in a most healthy condition, but with
considerable work still to be done. A liberty bill and
road improvement agitation offer wide fields, while as
more direct and easier of attainment, a revision of

the division is most earnestly recommended. If The
Wheel can facilitate matters in any way, the gentle-
men of the Illinois Division may consider it at all

times at their service.

LINCOLN CYCLING CLUB ROAD RACE.

Forty-four entries to the Lincoln's annual handicap
road race, which occurred on the i6th inst., attested
the interest manil!ested in the event. Of the forty-
four, however, but twenty-three turned out for the
start. The start was made at the junction of Grace-
land and Evanston Avenues, through Argyle Park and
Edgewater, thence south through Lincoln Park, the
finish being on the Lake Shore Drive, making a nine
mile course, the road ranging from fine to indifferent.

A mean head wind for seven miles helped to make
things interesting.
This was the order of the finish :

HANDICAP. ACTUAL TIME.
I.. P. J. McMahon 2 min 31.58

2..H. G. Baine 2 min 32.34

3 . . Geo. R. Linn lyi min 33-o8

4..H. B. Rennolds 2 min 32.58

5. .Frank Morse 3% min 34-51

6. .P. E. Spoorier scratch 31.18

7..E. M. Newman 25^ min 34.01
8..R. G. Betts 2% min 34.06

9. .J. R. Pollock 1% min 33.21

10. .R. B. Shorb 3K min 34-59
II.. W. J. Bray scratch 3I-S9K
12.. C. H. Adams 4 min 36-14

13. .W. F. Hochkirk 3 min 35-2°

14 . . J. R. Black 2 min 34-52
15.. A. W. Harris 2 min 35.37
16.. E. P. Rancher lY^ min 36.07

17. .P. E. Crouse scratch
,

34-=°

18. .Frank Chase 2}^ min 38.12

19. .C. P. Nussbaumer 5 min 43-31

20.. K. F. Peterson 6 min 54.26

J. S. McDonald (3K min.), and Geo. C. Stamm and J.

C. Harrington, who with Crouse had been allowed i^
minutes start, but started from scratch, did not finish,

Harrington being disabled by an accident.
Both McMahon and Baine rode a beautiful race, the

former especially doing such good work that he had
the lead at the fifth mile, from whence he steadily in-

creased it, maintaining an even clip throughout ; Baine
rode in short, jerky style, but could stand it and fin-

ished strongly. The race between the scratch men
was interesting for a while. Spooner set out to run
the legs off his men and about succeeded, although
much of Bray's distance was lost in turning a sharp
curve, which necessitated a forced dismount. Stamm
was the first to succumb, Crouse followed; Harrington
commenced to drop back and make his own pace at
the fifth mile, but shortly after ran into the curb, and
although he escaped a fall by a rapid dismount a bent
crank threw him out of the contest, while Spooner
never once let up.

THE CHICAGO TOURNAMENT.
A Columbia and a Victor bicycle, a $50 suit of

clothes, a $60 roll of silk (married men, please note,)

and a half dozen silk shirts were added to the prize
list during last week, and the good work still goes on.

In addition, the contractor who built the track offers

a $125 cup for the first record broken, while the Cricket
Association will also give a medal to every record
lowerer.

It may be well to explain that the challenge races
provided for in the programme are open only to mem-
bers of the association, and are for cups which will be
raced for several times during each season. In the
meantime, dear Mr. Plyer, do not be backward about
sending in your entry. The Peoria-Chicago combina-
tion is a good one.

CONCERNING THE PEORIA MEET.
Harry Rouse was in the city to-day, and was chock

full of Peoria meet. Says the others will be good, but
that Peoria will take the bun, biscuit, bakery—all

;

and a glance at that prize list, with its diamond med-
als, its $500 piano, $200 tandem, and seven or eight
|i35-each high-grade bicycles, it looks as if he were
right. The piano will go to the winner of the ten
mile open ; the tandem to the victor in the one mile
safety

; while in the one mile ordinary a Light Ram-
bler safety and a $75 medal will be offered for first
prize. These three will be the events of the meeting,
and if the mile ordinary does not furnish inducement
for the most carping or pot-hunting flyer, then I'm no
judge. In addition to the safety and diamond medal
mentioned, medals will be given to the men leading at
the quarter, half, and three-quarter posts ; and if a
record be broken, still another medal will be awarded.
The same will be done in the mile safety, save that
there will be no diamond trophy, the value of the
tandem making up for that. Truly, if these aren't
bids for fast men and fast times, what is ?

The Chicago Club's road race which was to have
occurred Saturday has been postponed most likely
indefinitely. Fewness of entries the cause.

Frank Riggs, racer, trick rider, unicyclist, and one
of Garden's right hand men, has joined the ever-in-
creasing majority or minority (ain't sure which it is,

not having brushed up our statistics). At any rate,
he went and got married, and with Mrs. R. spent the
honeymoon touring a tandem over the good roads of
Wisconsin. Bettsy B.

NEWARK.

Some of the Newark and Jersey City riders, who
participated in the tri]D of the Hudson County Wheel-
men and Pennsylvania Bicycle Club to Morristown,
Sunday before last, have been taken somewhat by
surprise to see that the Philadelphia boys are ex-
pressing an opinion that the run was a cut and dried
scorch. For instance, " Ariel " says in the Bulletiti:
"The trip would have been much more enjoyable had
not a suspicion, slowly dawning into a certainty, oc-
curred to some half dozen of we poor tender feet, that
it was rapidly developing into a scorcher's run." If

covering twenty miles in three hours ovei' good
roads is " scorching," why the trip was undoubtedly
of that nature. A small party of H. C. W.'s and At-
alantas made the trip on. the same day, however, in an
hour and fifty minutes from Orange, which is an
every-day occurrence, so to speak. If the riding was
too rapid for the Quaker City cyclers, it was caused
by the fact that it is necessary for them to reach New-
ark by 6 o'clock, in order to catch their train.
A trio of Atalanta wheelmen boarded a train on the

L. and W. R. R. on Saturday night last for the pur-
pose of spending a portion of Sunday in a rural re-
treat in Morris County, returning by wheel. L. N.
Thorns, who was to have been one of the party, did
not materialize with the arrival of the train, and it

was learned that he had loaned his wheel and outfit

to his brother, and that he had not returned with
them. Just as the locomotive was about to start,

however, the coming racer rushed up to the train
with a valise in one hand and a collar in the other,
while his brother shoved his wheel along. The latter
was quickly hoisted into the baggage car, and the two
Thorns immediately exchanged their wearing apparel.
The Knickerbockered youth, who had boarded the
train at Newark, alighted at Roseville, in citizen's

clothes, while the high-collared and loud-trousered
individual at Newark continued up the road, trans-
formed into a modest wheelman. So great was the
change in his appearance that he arrived at his desti-
nation without paying his fare.

A large number of wheelmen from Newark, Jersey
City, Elizabeth and other near-by towns collected at
the St. (jeorge's ave. course on Saturday afternoon
last, to witness the Hudson County Wheelmen's races
for the officers' cup. The course was laid from the
bridge beyond the railroad crossing for a distance of
two and a-half miles toward Rahway, Huson being at
the turn. Kluge was scratch, but did not put in ap-
pearance. The starters were Ed. McLaughlin, 2m.;
Eldridge, Geo. McLaughlin, 3m.; Wilson, ^l^va. Ow-
ing to a misunderstanding Wilson turned at a wrong
point {i% miles from the starting line), and all the
other contestants followed him, making it necessary
to declare the race off. Wilson made the distance in

II minutes, and Eldridge and Geo. McLaughlin in 10

minutes. The race will be run over.' next month. The
one-mile race was won by McLaughlin.

A cushion-tired Premier, imported by L. H. John-
son, is attracting a deal of attention at Orange. Those
who have ridden it are loud in their praise of its

merits, and rough or badly paved streets are sur-
mounted with ease, and no vibration is apparent.

Overwork and close attention to business has some-
what impaired the health of Vice-President E. F.
Miller.of the Atalantas,and he has departed for Drakes-
ville, N. J., in order to secure a much needed rest.

A. H. Scudder, Jr ,
joined him this week, and they

will return a-wheel.

The East Orange Cycle Club wjU hold a ten mile
road race on Central avenue, from Arlington avenue
to Centre street and return, to-morrow (Saturdaj-)
afternoon.

Messrs. Beals and Knowles, of the Orange Wheel-
men, will endeavor to lower the fifty mile tandem
record made by Capt. Gilbert and Calkins, of the Eliza-
beth Wheelmen, last Saturday on St. George's avenue,
at the first favorable opportunity.

John J.
Gessleman and Frank H. Campion, of the

Wissahickon Wheelmen, Philadelphia, have been mak-
ing a tour of the Jersey coast and the Orange district

this week. They spent Thursday evening at the Ata-
lanta Wheelmen's club house, and were much pleased
with their quarters.

Prizes have been donated by over half a dozen dif-

ferent firms for the Atalanta's ten mile road race on
Labor Day. Unless some dark horses show up, they
will probably be distributed among Brock, Pndhom,
Scudder, Swayne and Thorne. Spark, Jr.

A ten mile road race took place August 7, on the
pike between Oil City and Franklin, Pa. It was won
by E. L. Taylor in jSiii. iSJ/^s. ; George Baker second

;

A. P. Steele third.
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AMERICAN L. A. W. CHAMPIONS.

The results of the Amateur Championships of the League of American Wheelmen

BY Anglo-American.

i-mile bicycle
2-mile "

1882.

i-mile bicycle
2-mile ''

5-mile "

1883.

I-mile bicycle
2-mile ''

3-mile "
5-mile "
lo-mile "
25-mile "
I-mile tricycle

1884.

>^-miIe bicycle
I-mile "
2-mile "
3-mile "
5-raile "
lo-mile "
25-mile "
I-mile tricycle

1885.

5^-mile bicycle
I-mile ''

2-mile "
3-mile "
5-mile "
lo-mile "
15-mile "
25-mile "
I-mile tricycle

1886.

!-$-mile bicycle
I-mile "
2-mile "
3-mile "
5-mile "
lo-mile. "
20-mile' "
i-niile tricycle... .»...

1887.

J/^-mile bicycle
i-mile ''

2-mile "
3-mile "
5-mile "
lo-mile "
j-mile tricycle

1888.

/-mile bicycle
i-mile " ,

2-mile "
3-raile "
5-mile "
lo-mile "
I-mile tricycle
5-mile ''

1889.

J^-mile bicycle
I-mile "
2-mile "
3-mile "
S-mile "
lo-mile "
I-mile tricycle
I-mile safety
3-mile "
2-mile tandem safety.

WINNER.

Lewis T. Frye.
W.J.Smith....

G. M. Hendee.
G. D. Gideon

.

G. D. Gideon .

,

G. M. Hendee....
G.M. Hendee ...

G. D.Gideon. „.
R. G. Rood......
G. M. Hendee. . .

.

A. H. Robinson.
W.W. Stall

C. P. Frazier....
G. M. Hendee...
L. B. Hamilton.
B. W. Hanna . .

.

L. B. Hamilton.
J. Brooks
C. F. Frazier....
G. M. Hendee. .

.

G. E. Weber
G. M. Hendee
W. F. Knapp /.

A. B. Rich
W. A. Rowe
E. P. Burnham
G. E. Weber
G. E.Weber
E. P. Burnham

C. E. Tichenor.
A. B. Rich
V.C. Place
F. D. Elwell
S. L. Hollingsworth.
N. H. VanSicklen...
E. A. Savage
A. B. Rich

W. E. Crist. ..«

A. B. Rich
W. E. Crist
T. B. Nicholson i

W. Powers .""

S. Ray
A. B. Rich

W. Windle
W. Windle
C. E. Kluge
W. Windfe
F. D. Elwell
W. Windle
H. L. Kingsland.
W. E. Crist

Colie Bell,
A. C. Banker

. S. Clark...

. P. Percival
^ Mehlig -....
Colie Bell
V. L. Emerson
W. E. Crist
W.D. Banker
A. C. and W. D. Banker.

H. M. S.

3. I*^-

». 57'A--.
6, 41 3-S.
«7. »9 4-5.

3. 36 2-5.

<5. 47 '-5.

9. 58K-..
«7. 37«-S.
33> 43 1-5.

83, 12......

3i 33

3, o6>^.

6, 38....

10, 25}^.

18, 36...,

36, 03...,

38,, 09...,

3. 57K-

I. 33'A---
2> 44
7, 10.....

9) 41

ts, 58K...
30, 242-5.
SI, J3-...-

t, 23, 04 4-5.

3, 45

1, 2Q.....

3, 26. ...

.

6, 15

9, 46 2-5.

»S. 23J^...
36, 21K...

I. JO, 49
4, 06.....

f, 21 a-s.

2. 47 »-5.

6. 522-5.

9> 42
16, 25 4-5.

40| 33K-..
3, 27.....

1, 19 i-S.
2, 43.-...

6, 51..,..

9, 27.....

16,^6
31. 37
3, 02

21, 47

1, 20>^...

3,08
6. 58 3rS.
9. 485^...

'9. 38

35. 03

3, 30 2-5.

3. 05 »-S.
9. *'%
5. 40-

LOCATION.

New York.
New York.

Boston.
New York.
New York.

Mott Haven, N. Y.
New York.
Philadelphia.
New York.
Springfield.
Springfield.
Springfield.

Cleveland, O.
Washington, D. C.
New York.
Washington, D. C.
New York. .

Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.

Springfield, O.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Cleveland, O.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hartford, Ct.
Springfield, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

New Haven, Ct
Buffalo, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y.
Boston.
Cleveland, O.
San Francisco.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Winona, Mich.
Boston.

Williamsport, Pa,
Cleveland, O.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Detroit, Mich.
Orange, N. J.
Junction City, Kan,
Cleveland, O.

New Castle, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New Jersey.
Stockton, Cal.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Ottawa, Kan.
Hagerstown, Md.
Providence, R. I.

Los Angeles, Cal.
New Orleans, La.
Ottawa, Kan.
Hagerstown, Md.
Hagerstown, Md.
Hartford, Ct
Hartford, Ct
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THE FLIERS OF THE PATH.

M. S. NAME. DATE.
*2.26 4-5 K.. J. Mecredy
2.28 4-s F. J. Osmond
2.29 4-5 W. A. Rowe
2.302-5 T. W. Busst Oct. IS, '

2.31 (ieorge M. Hcndee Sept. ig,
'

2.31 2-5 R. Howell Sept. 29,
'

*2.3i 4-5 S. G. Whittaker Sept. 29,
'

2.32 1-5 H. Synyer Aug. 19,
'

2.32 2-5 Percy Furnival Aug. 23,
'

2.32

2.32 3-5 Fred. Ward Sept. 15,
'

*2.33 A. P. Engleheart June 13,
'

2.33 A. Ducros '. July 9,
'

2.33 1-5 1'\ P. Wood May 10,
'

2.33 4-5 A. H. Robb Sept. 12,
;

2.34 2-5 Woodside Sept. 19,

'

2.34 3-5 W. A. Illston May 21,

2.34 3-5 W. E. Crist May 21,

2.34 .j-5 H. E. Laurie June, '90

2.35 2-5 G. Harvey May 31,

+2.36 1-5 W. Price Aug. 30,

*2.36 1-5 W. C. Tones June lo,

2.362-5 W. A. "Rhodes Aug. 27,

2.36 4-s W. W. Windle July ig,

*2.37 1-5 W. C. Schaefer May 4,

2.37 i-s Count Stradnicki Aug. 4,

2.38 Fred. Lees July 3,

2.38 G. R. Adcock July 27,

2.38 2-5 Con Dwyer 18S6

2.38 2-5 .
. .E. W. Brewerton

.^
May, 21,

2.382-5 Charles Frazier .* Oct. 19,

2.382-5 H. O. Duncan June 7,

2.38 3-5 W. C. Thompson May 17,

2.38 5-8 Joe Powell Sept. 6,

2.39 Saunders Sellers Sept. 9,

2.39 J. S. Prince Sept. 17,

2.39 J. Illston May 21,

2.39 2-5 R. James Sept. 25,

2.39 2-s E. Oxborrow Sept. 12,

2.39 2-s P. Medinger Aug. 25,

2.39 2-5 M. V. J. Webber July 9,

2.39 4-5 E. M. Mayes July, '86

2.40
' Fred, Foster Aug. 10,

2.40 E. A. De Blois Aiig, 24,

2. (o 2-5 A. B. Rich Sept. 20,

*2.4o 3-5 G. L. Morris Aug. 5,

2.404-5 C. E. Kluge Sept. 11,

2.41 Asa Dolph Sept. 9,

2.41 A. C. Banker Sept. 2,

2.41 1-5 H. G. Crocker Sept. 25,

2.41 1-4 F. F. Ives Sept. 9,

*2.4i 1-4 George M. Hendee Sept. 3,

2.41 1-2 Percy Stone Sept, 9,

2.41 3-5 H. L. Cortes June 7,

2.42 R. H. English Sept. 10,

2. ^2 C.P.Adams Sept. 8,

2.42 1-5 W. F. Knapp Sept. 8,

2.42 3-5 P. P. Kilkelly June 17,

2.43 W. A. Illston July
2. t3 George Weber June 19,

r. .3)^ W.S.Campbell Sept. 2,

2. liX L. L. Clarke Sept. 3,

2.44 W. L Wilhelm July 2,

2. 14 2-5 R. A. Neilson Sept. 16,

=45
*.45M
2-45 ..-

2-45 -.-

2. ts 4-

*2.,f6
*_'. 46

2.46

2.46

2.46

.Frank Moore June 15, '82

L. B. Hamilton June 6, '85

D. H. Renton Sept. 8, '85

E. P. Burnham Sept. 3, '85
W. Van Wagoner Sept. 3, '89

R. H. Davis .' Sept. 14, '88

H. A. Speechley June 14, '84

John Brooks Sept. 18, '84

G. F. Kurtz Oct. 4, '89

Jon. Keith May 26, '80

2.46 4-5 Wm. Lamb June 13, '84

2.46 4-5 C. A. Stenken July 4, '87

2.47 2-5 J. E. Fenlon June 27, '86

2.47"^ H. S. Kavanagh Aug. 27, '86

2.48JI A.A.Zimmerman Sept. 3, '80
* Made on safety.

TANDEM BICYCLE.

\ Lumsden, I ^„. ,„
^•33 ,Wlnship, (

O'^t. 4, 89

I A. C. Banker, I

^•37
1 W. D. " (

\ W. C. Crist, /^•« '"5
"(Phil, Brown, 1"

.Sept. 3,

.Sept. 14,

TRICYCLE.

2.37 3-5 Dr. E. B. Tvirner June 25, '90

2.41 2-5 George Gatehouse
2.43 3-5 H. H. Sanson! July 19, '90

2.44 B. W. Crump June 20, '90

2.45 . .M. Dervil June 20, '90

FLYING START.

F. W. Tuttle, j. . .Oct.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
On Sun ',,iy next a number of the Harlem Wheelmen

will take a trip to Stamford, Conn., and another con-
tingent, under Captain Lord, will run to Pompton,
possibly imder the leadership of the Hudson County
Wheelmen. On Saturday last "Pop " De Graaf started
for Niagara on his new wheel, the St. James, which is
a novelty to this market. The race proposed for next
month will very likely be confined to club members,
in order to ascertain what kind of material the boys
are made of. Many members have never been in a
race, but are anxious to see what they can do.

Charles E. Kluge is still anxious to lower the
twenty-five mile record on the Irvington-Milburn
course, but at present the road is being repaired in
places, and he will be forced to await its completion.
Kluge intends to appear on the path at some of the
Fall tournaments, and will ride a safety.

Sterling Fllliott was in town on Wednesday in the in-
terest of his " Hickory " bicycles. George R. Hidwi'l
is agent for machines in this citv.

HOW MECREDY TRAINS.

^'^ Mecredys times ivill be beaten^ and on a solid tyre,

too, ifany good man chooses to train as Mecredy trains,

and try."—Bicycling News, August 2d, 1890.

I am afraid that very few racing men will care to
adopt R. J. Mecredy's style of training. Being daily
in his society, I am able to describe, from my own
observation, the method (or want of method) by which
the safety champion has attained his present remark-
able "form," and since his habits have differed con-
siderably from what has always been recognized
as the correct way of life for racing cyclists, a truthful
recital inust afford food for wondering conjecture, as
well as, perhaps, some upsettal of pre-conceived ideas
tipon several jjoints of training regime.
At the end of last season the Irishman determined

to give up racing, and go in for "enjoyable cycling."
Unlike many another inan who has so resolved at the
end of a season, however, he kept his resolution at the
commencement of this present year, and it was not
until the College races in June that he was tempted to
enter for any competition, and even then he only did
so because the events were all confined to th^ Uni-
versity Club, and were on grass, so that a defeat
would not be a disgrace even to an ex-champion.
To his surprise he fotind that, with only two prelim-
inary spins (on a roadster and in road costvime) round
the grass track, and one or two long slogs of ten miles
each on Ball's Bridge path, he was as fast as, or faster
than ever ; and only then he started regularly prac-
tising on the path.
During the winter and spring he had maintained

his usual habit of cycling into town and home again
every day, only going in by train on three or four
occasions when rain was descending heavily. A slight
shower wotild not deter him. Living, as he does, five
miles away from Dublin, his daily ten miles minimum
of riding kept him in robust health, and, moreover,
his residence is at a considerably higher elevation
than the city, so that he had the advantage of an easy
ride nearly all downhill in the early morning, and a
harder ride nearly all uphill in the evening, thus the
early morning ride did not tire him at all. Once in
his office he seldom left it during the day, but had his
lunch brought into his room, and only went out to
make short calls in the city occasionally. On a fine
day, however, he would ride home by a longer route

;

and on every Saturday he went on club runs with the
Ohne Hast Cycling Club, riding indifferently a
tandem tricycle with a lady on the front seat, and a
single safety. In the latter case, he would always be
in the front rank of the tow-rope brigade, and the
hard work doubtless aided in building up that firm
muscle, which subsequently, when dry roads brought
easier riding, transformed his limbs into lissom
members with tmusual staying powers.
Thus far, his habits were not contrary to accepted

tenets of training, although some path sprinters do
say that winter riding "slows a man." Where the
unusual feature came in was when he recommenced
actual path practice. After his victories on grass, at
the College races and the D. U. B. C. meeting on grass,
he did not relinquish his road-riding, but down to the
present date he keejjs up his regular habit of cycling
into and out of town daily, rides his roadster to the
path when going to train, and even rides to the city,

and thence to the path, when abotit to race, thus run-
ning quite contrary to the regulation path man's
habit of never cycling, except on the path, during
training or before a race. Only when he went to
London for his holiday did he relinquish his invariable
rides over the streets, and there can be no question
that in this respect the Pneumatic tyre helped him
greatlj^ the absence of vibration over the rough
granite sets of Dublin making all the difference be-
tween such street rides being harmful and beneficial
to his path form.
Mecredy does not keep a cycling diary, but from my

own observation I doubt whether he has missed riding
on a dozen days this year, half that number being
when he was at the Stanley Show without a machine.
The results are confirmatory of my own long-standing
opinion as to the advantage of regular and persistent
cycling, my own experiences of being out on the
wheel 365 days in the year (when I was a young man)
being that I enjoyed such health as I never had either
before or since that Spartan regime.
The dietetic side of Mecredy's training is such as

(again) few racing men will follow. Like all Irishmen,
he likes a cup of tea, and his usual diet consists of
tea, a little eggs and bacon, toast, bread and butter,
for breakfast ; luncheon of plain meat or fowl (of

which latter he is very fond), and either some light
pudding or jam ; a cup of tea and morsel of cake at
foiir o'clock, and a meat tea with plenty of sweets
upon reaching home about 6 p. m. Nothing after-
wards, and seldom any beer. In the winter he smokes
a pipe now and then ; but the habit does not dominate
him, and he easily " knocks it off " when actually
training for a race.
As is necessary for riding on the mountainoxis roads

near Dublin, he sits rather vertically over his cranks,
and puts his saddle rather high

;
but, unlike the

regulation scorcher, he loves to coast downhill with
his feet on the footrests, and does not spurt on the
road at all. Faed.

A KENTUCKY BONIFACE WHO
LIKES TO SEND BILLS.

Developments point to a not very satisfactory ar-
rangement between the Glyndon, the Leag:ue hotel at
Richmond, Ky., and the Kentucky Division on the
occasion of the recent meet at that place. Not being
content with a very poor table, the proprietor brought
a bill of $12.50 against the Ruft" Wheelmen for use of
the dining hall and parlors for the closing ball. Not
content with that, another bill was sent to tlie Division
for .$45 for the same item. It is not yet known whether
tlie charge against the Division was brought after the
RulT Wheelmen had dccliiieil to settle tlie account or
at the same time. At any rate, there is something
"down deep" whicli is not strictly proper, and should
be looked after. ' WHITE BURLRY.

THE SPEED POSSIBILITIES OF THE
CYCLE.

Many scientists have demonstrated that there is a
pleasure, physical and mental, in speed, and perhaps
that explains why <me takes pleasure in rushing down
a toboggan slide, " bobbing " down the hillside, whirl-
ing through space on a railroad train and in wheeling
along the road on a cycle, called by the romancists,
"the flying steed of steel."
In all sports there is a deal of interest and pleasure

taken in trials of speed, and the devotees of a sport,
no matter how slow they may be, take more or less
pleasure in knowing that the "record" has been
broken or reduced.
The speed possibilities of the cycle, although the

sport of cycle racing has been in vogue over fifteen
years, are just becoming known. The standard dis-
tance has been one mile, which has been cut from
3m. 13S. down to 2m. 28 4-5S. The record of 3m. 13S.

was made about 1876, and the first time an event was
ever timed in this country, at least, was on July 4 of
that year.

CORTIS' enviable CAREER.
The first great cut was made by Herbert L. Cortis,

the "Myers" of cycling, who repeatedly cut the
record during his short and brilliant career, and left
it at 2m. 41 3-5S. when he retired in 1879. In America
we scarcely kept pace with the English, the record re-
maining over three minutes until the appearance of
George M. Hendee, who, between the years iSSo and
1884, cvit it down to 2m. 41s. In this latter year the
visit to this country of Saunders Sellers, the English
crs.ck, gave new zest to the sport, and in the fall of the
year he reduced the record to 2111. 39s., Hendee push-
ing him all the way to the tape. After Sellers a new
star appeared on the horizon. William A. Rowe, of
Lynn, Mass., cut the amateur record to 2m. 35 2-5S. on
October 23, 1885. Rowe afterward became a profes-
sional, and on October 22, 1886, he rode a mile in the
phenomenal time of 2m. 29 4-5S., placing himself at the
very top of the line.

THE ENGLISHMEN BEGIN TO CUT.

The Englishmen were making good use of their
time, however, and with the assistance of three new
tracks—Coventry, Long Eaton and Paddington, the
latter the finest path in the world—they cut the record
of 2m. 41 3-ss., made by Cortis in 1879, down to 2m.
31 4-5S., made by F. J. Osmond on September 12, 1S88.

Since October, 1886, the American record has re-
mained 2m. 29 4-5S. During the late fall of 1888 P.

Furnival rode a mile in 2m. 30s., but owing to techni-
cality it was not accepted as record, and Osmond's
2m. 31 4-5S. remained the English standard until a few
weeks since.

THE "EMERALD AGE" OF CYCLING.
The months of June and July might be considered

the golden age of the English racing path. Perhaps
the emerald age would be better, since it is dvie to the
visit of two Irishmen to England that the record has
been displaced. It must be mentioned that last year
a number of riders developed reinarkable speed on
"safety" bicycles, and it was on one of these ma-
chines that R. J. Mecredy on July 16 made a record of
2m. 30 4-5S., and a few weeks later another record of
2m. 26 4-5S., beating world's record. Mecredy is a
Dublin man, and no doubt the Englishmen who wit-
nessed his trials were much chagrined that an Irish-
man should cut all English times, so they urged F. J.
Osmond to make a trial, and he succeeded in riding
{"he mile in 2m. 28 4-5S., which stands as the ordinary
record. On the same day that the above records were
made Arthur Du Cros, another Irishman, made a half
inile on a safety bicycle in im. iis., a 2m. 22s. pace,
which is the best piece of work ever accomplished.
From the present outlook a new table of records

should be established this fall, and it would not sur-
prise us to see all world's records held by Americans
before the year is over. Windle, the American cham-
pion, recently rode a private mile at Berkeley Oval in

2m. 31 3-5S., and in a public trial at the same place he
was officially timed in 2m. 36 4-5S , the time being equal
to 2m. 30S. considering the wind. He should reduce
the record to 2m. 27s before the year is over —F P.
Prial in New York Herald.

Chat From Charter Oak.

Laurie is showing remarkable form. He should get
under 2.26 at Charter Oak under favorable conditions.
With a pneumatic-tyred safety Laurie should do 2.23.

He cabled for a pneumatic tyre some time since, and
it is expected to arrive shortly.

" Charl " Murphy had a horrible fall on Friday after-

noon last. While spurting at top speed, he rode wide
on one of the tvirns to pass some other men who were
training. He rode so tar out that he struck one of the
guide posts and was thrown heavily. He was not
much bruised, but he had struck on his head and back
and it was some hours before he was himself again.

A private match for a hundred dollar prize is on be-
tween Campbell and Rich on a tandem safety, and
Laurie on a single. Campbell and Rich had a trial

spin on Sunday, the time being 2m. 46s.

Berlo used a 59^-inch gear ; Laurie a 63-inch with
very short cranks.

W. F. Murphy is showing improved form.

Frank Ives is jjetting into form. He recently made
a flying quarter in 33 seconds.

We are afraid Willis is what the boys call a "sleep-
er." He makes no public trials, contenting himself
with pacing the record breakers, but it is said he has
a fine quarter-mile spurt.

George Banker, a younger brother of A. C. and W.
D., is training on both safety and ordinary.

A number of paragraphists have stated that Laurie
is being trained byMr. Troy. This is not true. Mr.
Troy is CauipbeU's private trainer and looks after
tiassler and Rich. Laurie takes care of himself, and
trains on his own lines. He took a lot of hard work
last week. This week he gives up long distance work
anil sprints twice a day. He is taking the greatest
care of himself, and is yards and yards better than his

best English form.
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MINNEAPOLIS.

Cycling in Minneapolis, as in many other cities and
towns, has had a wonderful development during the
last few years. Ten years a^o there were but two
wheelmen in the city, while to-day there arc a thous
and. The distinction of bcin^j the first cyclist in the
Northwest belongs to lildward H. Clement, a ijrain

merchant, who received a bicycle direct from Boston
in June, 1880, and for a few weeks after its arrival was
the cynosure of all eves. He linally persuaded his
friend, J. C. .Slafter, to'>;ct a wheel and keep him com-
pany on his rides, and a little later secured theajfency
for the machine. After they were both able to man-
aRc their wheels with some decree of dexterity, they
would ride to St. I'aul and astonish the natives, and at
the .same time boom the business. Mr. Clement is

authority for the statement, says the 'J'nhiiin; that
the .St. Haulitcs, when they couldn't Ret their windows
up in time, used to break the k'-iss to jjet their heads
out and see the new fangled machines go by. In the
summer of '81 the bicycle business had grown to such
propcutions that Mr. Clement could no longer spare
the time re(|uired to attend to it, and he was succeeded
by S. K. Heath, who was the first dealer i;j the city to
give attention to the business. From these small be-
ginnings has grown the .sport now so popular in Min-
neapolis.
There are many men of note in this city who are

often seen astride a bicycle. Ministers, lawyers, doc-
tors, dentists, professors, architects, business men and
members of the newspaper fraternity are all repre-
sented in wheeling circles. Of the latter class A. M.
Wells, of the /'ri/>ii>ii; is a high official of the L. A. W.,
and often uses his ordinary when he has a long dis-
tance assignment. \V. E. Haskell, when lie was con-
nected with the /'n'l>ii>n\ was once nabbed by a guar-
dian of tlie peace for riding on the sidewalk ; but he
pulled out a card revealing his identity and. editorial
dignity, and was promptly released. H. P. Chapin, of
the I'i'oncer Press, afterwards went through the same
experience. J. S. McLain, of the Jounuil, rides his
wheel to the office ever}' pleasant day, and H. W.
Gleason, of tlie Coiigrcgationalistt has lately invested
in a safety.
W. S. Pardee, architect of the board of education,

and Ch.is. T. Conger, the acting clerk, both ride high
wheels. Mr. Pardee uses his on his visits to the school
buildings. Among the well known business men who
cycle may be mentioned F. M. Washburn, Will Mc-
JMuUen, S. F. Heath, F. H. Stoneman, A. M. Woodward,
John F. Herg, W. H. Wheeler, C. S._ Wentworth, W.
W. Swett, C. D. (Jibbs and T. M. Slo.s'son, bookkeeper
for Dunham & Johnson, the Chief Consul for Minne-
sota.
Among the fast riders, who come to the front when

a race is announced, is Grant Hell, who was former-
ly a professional, but has been reinstated in the L. A.
W.; E. A. Savage, who held the championship of the
Northwest for some time; E. J. Hale, a strong long
distance road rider; Alex, tjraham, whose specialty
is running over dogs; W. E. Walsh, Henry Shroeder
and John John.son. The only professional now living
in Minneapolis is Frank Uingley, who holds the best
100 mile track record.
Cycling among the ladies has received a remark-

able impetus during the present .season, there being
probably fifty riders to-day, while there was but one
a year ago. Among the pioneer lady cyclists are Miss
Minnie Dow and Miss Maggie Myers. A school for
propounding the art of balancing was established
early in the season, and when it was generally known
that ladies were riding, the establishment was well
patronized. .Since May i some eighty ladies have
been taught how to manage a machine, but, for pe-
cuniary reasons, they have not all joined the ranks of
the lady cyclists.
One of the very best lady riders in the city is Mrs,

Florence Ijcwis, who may sometimes be seen giving
her two-year-old child a ride. A seat is securely
fastened in front of the handle bar, and in this the
child sits, enjoying the ride immensely. Hardly be-
hind Mrs. Lewis in point of skill are Mrs. Louisa G.
Manning, Mrs. Phoebe Satterlee Evarts, Mrs. G. L.
Ellis, Mrs. J. S. Tripp, Mrs. J. R. Christie, Mrs. C. C
Hoyt, Mrs. W. B. Worrell and the Misses Emma G.
Merrill, Hulda Isaac, Edna Isaac, Cora Lee Summers,
Julitte Guild, Ada M. Cramer, Ida Perkins, Adda
Han.scomb, Grace A. Hays and Fannie Fullerton.
The first cycling club in the Northwest was the Min-

neapolis Hicycle Club, a distinct organization from
the club now bearing that name, which was started
with six members, C. H. Hathaway, E. B. Clement, J.
S. Slaftor, Ed. Wiuship, W. A. Carpenter and A. E.
McMullen. It was organized in i88i by E. B. Clement,
and nourished for two years.
The first successor to Clement's original combina-

nation was the Mercury Club, organized in 1885 with
John Nicolson as captain. Two years later this club
disappeared, some of the members leaving town and
others uniting with a younger organization.
Of the three local clubs now in existence, the oldest

.
is the Minneapolis Bicycle Club, organized in 1885. E.
A. Savage was the first president. It is a League club,
and wears the brown uniform of the L. A. W. It now
numbers thirty-nine active members.
The Flour City Cyclists, established only last year,

has a larger active membership roll thaii any other
club in the State. It has forty-nine members, among
whom are ten ladies. The officers are : H. W. Clark,
president ; W. F. Robinson, captain ; F. J. Gibbs, first

lieutenant
; J. H. Morgan, second lieutenant ; W. A.

Carleton, secretary-treasurer. The uniform is a suit
of gray. Several members are L. A. W. men, and the
club will probably join the League next season.
The wheelmen who attend the State University have

organized a club, with a membership of twenty-one.
This club labors under a disadvantage because the
university is closed during a large part of the cycling
season, but in the spring and autumn wheels may
often be seen with the 'varsity's old gold and maroon
on their handle bars.
All the clubs take frequent runs, the favorite desti-

nations being Lake Harriet, Minnetonka, Anoka,
Hudson, St. Paul and other small towns within easy
riding distance. The Flour City boj-s are often ac-
companied by the ladies on the shorter runs.

It will be observed that only about one-tenth of the
wheelmen in the city belong to the clubs. This may

be accounted for by the fact tliat many ol the riders
are busy men wlio'have no time to spare for the club
runs, but who live some distance from their place of
business and use their wheels to save lime, street car
fare and health. Nearly all who ride only for the
pleasure of riding are club members.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Bicycle matters here will be very ([uiet unlil after
the Kiagara meet, when several attractions will be on
the slate, among the events being a club run given by
the G. R. B. C, the Richmond-Whitman blind run, anil
a trip to Muskegon.
The Stale meet w.is held Saturday, Augu.st irt. at

Detroit, about 200 cyclers being in attendance, and
from reports received an enjoyable time was h.id.

The races, however, were not over-successful, and the
one mile State championshi]) was a fizzle. In the lirst

heat the word to start was given before all were reaily.

The result was that two of the four competitors got a
big start and the others gave up the race. Burton
Hulett, of Port Huron, who was recently reinstated,
won without effort. The lousiness meeting was held
in the evening, and the result of the elceticm an-
nounced. The (Jrand Rapids Bicycle Club's ticket
was elected entire. Chief Consul Richmond was re-
elected, receiving the whole number of votes cast, icjo,

a very small vote for a Division having 479 members.
The rest of the ticket is as follows: Vice-Consul, W.
E. Metzger, Detroit ; Secretary-Treasurer, C. A. Con-
over, Coldwater (re-elected); Representatives, J. E.
Beal, Ann Arbor ; H. M. Snow, Detroit ; L. M. Waters,
Lansing ; G. W. Smith, Saginaw. Reports show the
Division to be in a prosperous condition. There are
479 members, an increase of over icio during the year,
including 14 lady members.
The Valley City Wheelmen gave their first hop of

the season at North Park, Tuesday, August 12, a large
and select crowd of young society people being pres-
ent. This club, although in its infancy, is pushing to
the front most rapidly, and will be heard from later.

The club realized a neat sum from the dance, and will
use the same in furnishing their new club rooms.
Their second ball will be given August 26.

A movement is on foot to publish a State bicycle pa-
per in this city, if sufficient support can be secured. It

IS a good scheme, and should meet with hearty wel-
come. It would give the members around the State a
chance to become familiar with each other's doings,
and to become acquainted.

A recent issue of the Memphis (Tenn.) Avalaiic/u\
one of the leading jovirnals of the .South, contained an
article written from our city by a resident of Tennes-
see's metropolis, who is here on a visit. The article
gives a fine de.scription of our city, and among other
things says :

" What strikes a Southerner at first most
forcibly is the large number of ladies to be seen riding
bicycle's. The sight wrung from me an e.xclamation
of surprise, and one of the fair sex, anticipating my
remarks, said quietly : 'The Southern girls don't ride
bicycles, do they? They are so different.' It was a
refreshing sight as the dainty feet, encased in light
slippers, alternately went up and down,on the i^edals,
and it is astonishing how well the fair riders manage
their skirts. Now and then a white lace fringe is seen,
but those sights are few and far between. It is need-
less to say that during the e.-cercise the riders don the
divided skirt, but the writer would not have known as
much from his post of observation had not a young
lady volunteered this information. (His informant
was wrong ; the ladies here do not wear the divided
skirt.) In" the language of the lamented Artemus
Ward, the girl bicycle-rider is a ' necess.' It is only a
question of time when ilemphis' streets will be full of
lady-bicyclers. Hitting through the streets on wheels.
The e.xercise is a wonderful developer of muscles, I

have been informed by a young lady who has been
riding a wheel since the custom came in vogue." Our
Southern friend can set an example by purchasing a
ladies' safety when he returns to Memphis, and utilize
his spare time by teaching some Southern beauty to
ride it.

Messrs. Denny, Stone and Williams returned from
their Milwaukee-Chicago trip Monday. They report
a fine time, mostly due to the courtesy .shown them by
S. B. Mishall and the Lincoln Cycling Club. It is safe
to say that the courtesy will tie returned should any
of these gentlemen come oiir way. ifizo.

LANCASTER, PA.

The Wheel of August i is a choice number.
Besides interesting news items from "all over," the
spirited cut on page 690 is alone worth more than the
price of the paper.

THE .\DV.^NCE OF R.ACING.

Is cycling dying out? Js \tl Well I should say it is

—not. Such a" lively wheeling .spirit is abroad as was
never before seen.
Invention, manufacture, the multiplication of

agencies, the rapid numerical increase of riders of
both .sexes, all go to show that the glorious health-
giving sport has come to stay. And the League of
American Wheelmen was never before, in the history
of that organization, in so healthy a condition. Organi-
zation is the right word, for it betokens power. " In
unity there is strength." Therefore roll up the mem-
bership. Subscribe for the cycling journals. Keep
from entangling alliances.
Chief Consul Boyle has appointed Mr. C. H. Obreiter,

local agent for the' sale of the Columbia wheels. Consul
at Lancaster. This is a good appointment, as Mr.
Obreiter is an active wheelman and an energetic man
of business.
The pneumatic tyre seems to have taken a firm hold.

It is certainly a big improvement, but it looks like
running the thing into the ground when bicycles take
to wearing hose.

OFF FOR NIAGAR.-\.

And now for Niagara. What a splendid opportunity
for high carnival among wheelmen ! Such a combi-
nation of enjoyable features as are set forth in the

ollieuil programme may never again be presented.
By the way, the programme itself is a work of art
worth preserving.
The lortunate ones who atten<l this meet will never

regret it, and the gallant wheelman who, with his best
girl, enjoys the trip on the little steamer " Maid of the
Mist," or a ramble awheel or afoot across the <(»«'/-//«'-

li-aTc-lirr bridge will have something worth remem-
bering in the sweet by-and-by of after years.
Heartiest good wishes for those who may attend

the meet, and sympathy for those who, like myself,
must fi>rego the great pleasure. Te.ntodne.

August 15, i8qo.

BROOKLYN'S JUVENILE RIDERS.

The N. V. Moiiiiii,(^Joiiriiii/'s arti.st is evidently un-

familiar with the construction of a safety. In an arti-

cle on " Baby Bicyclists " last .Sunday, several cuts

appear in which the pedals are attached to the forks

of the front wheel, although a chain and sprocket-

wheel are represented in the drawings. Here's what
the writer says :

" Brooklyn children are bicycle-mad. The craze for
thesp('rt among their elders has caused the furore, and
as a result the city has many infantile prodigies.

" Annie Sch^albach and Eddie Schwalbach are
aged four and six respectively. Their father, Mr.
Charles Schwalbach, is well-known in wheelmen's
circles.

" .\nnie, for her age, is .1 remarkable little girl. She
rides in a child's safety with the greatest ease.

" Eddie Schwalbach is a veteran. He has been rid-
ing since his third year. A few months ago a special
machine was made for him, on which he rode in the
recent lantern parade.

" Lucy Schwalbach, another of this famous family,
is but three. Little Lucy is not as far advanced as her
other sisters and brothers, and is content to ride on a
safety tricycle.
"One of the most remarkable child riders in Brook-

lyn is Master Freddie Williams, of Hancock Street.
Freddie is a boy in point of years, but as a tricycli.st

he has no equal. He has just passed his third ye.-ir.

"Pretty Ada Bate, aged eleven years, is an expert
in the u.se of the junior .safety machine. She and her
brother, Master Willie Bate, are wonders on the
wheel.

" Willie Bate is just seven, and is the son of J. W.
Bate. Willie began to ride on a wheel at the age of
three. A year ago, when six, he competed in a half
mile boys' race in the town of Queens, L. I., and won
in the fast time of 2m. 40s.

'• Master Bate thinks nothing of riding to Coney
Island, a distance of sixteen miles. He is a member
of the Brooklyn Ramblers, to which his father be-
longs, and is a pet with all who know him.

"ilr. and Mrs. Bate, who ride a tandem tricycle,

often accompany their children in their rides. They
do not fear to let them go out alone, for, as the fatlur
expres.sed it

:

" 'My children are big and wise enough to take care
of theiiiselves.'
" Eddie Schaefer is another Brooklyn boy who has

in recent months come rapidly to the front as a bi-

cyclist. He is twelve years old, and though of frail

b'uild is stout and muscular. In a recent race he won
second prize in a field of boys much older than
himself.
" W'illiam Miller, nicknamed 'Jack ' and ' Pete Jack-

son,' has the proud distinction of being the only col-

ored boy bicyclist in America. He is eleven years old
and wears a pure white costume, which acts as a
strong contrast to his ebony features. 'Jack ' is a fav-
orite with all wheelmen.

" Walter .Storm, the twelve-year-old lad who defeat-
ed a field of seven boys older than himself in a recent
race at Washington Park, Brooklyn, is a finished bi-

cyclist. His time for the mile was 4m. 29s., which was
very fast.

"ilaster Storm will, in case he improves in the fu-

ture as he has in the past, become a famous wheel-
man. He has a good seat, and the calves of his legs
are as hard as iron.
"'Give me bicycling as a means of exercise for a

bov,' said Mr. Schwalbach; ' it develops the muscles
and makes puny children strtmg.'

"
' Brooklyn's band of baby bicyclists beats the

world,' said a member of the' Kings County Wheel-
men's -Association, as he stood in Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn, watching little Harry Wilkes, the youngest
bicvclist in the world, as he sped rapidly by.

"'• We have more bicyclists in Brooklyn under
twelve years of age than i'n any other city in America,'
he continued, 'and we are proud of 'em. Look at that

Wilkes boy. He's (mlv six, yet I'd match him against
any child of his age. He's a dandy.'

"

THE MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

At the last regular laontaiy meeting of the Manhat-
tan Bicycle Club, held on Monday, August 18, the
building' committee submitted a very favorable re-

port, aiid a new club house is now an assured fact.

A special meeting is to be called in two weeks, when
all details will be arranged, and building operations
commenced immediately. A motion to change the
club colors was lost, it being decided to retain those
in use at the present time.
Jlessrs. C. A. Sheehan and Wm. Halpin were elected

to represent the Manhattans at the League meet.
There are already sixty-five entries received for the

Manhattan Bicycle Club races, which are to be held
on Labor Day,'Sept. 2. Mes.srs. Peterson, Clemens,
and the rest of the committee in charge of the races
are Jiustlers, sure enough. In all probability the
races will be held over the old Boston Post Road,
between Larchmont and Rye, the Kingsbridge-
Yonkers course having just received a new coat of

broken stones, making it unfit and dangerous for

racing purposes.
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"WIND."

A Definition of What It Is, and How to Get It.

Some wheelmen are, to use a rather cant term,

"blowers" by nature; others are blowers because

they can't help themselves. With the first we have

nothing to do ; with the second, everything. For if

there is anything under the sun that tends to make
him thoroughly mad with himself it is, after a brisk

run, to find himself blowing like a porpoise, and com-

pletely out of wind, while his legs are yet as strong as

those of the proverbial ox. It wouldn't make him feel

so bad, either, were it not that Tom—who is tall, thin,

and no match whatever for him in feats of strength—

easily outwinds him, while both Dick, who is short

and fleshy, and Harry, who is almost of his same
build, also do likewise.

What, then, is lack of " wind ?

"

We have been led to believe that it is insufficient

lung development, and also that in some way muscu-
lar strength and chest development has much to do

with it ; a belief strengthened by a reading of much
of the passing literature on the subject. Dr. Luther

Gulick, a Chicago physician, in a recent paper in the

Young Men^s Era, explodes this idea very easily. "It

does not depend," he says, "on miiscular strength, for

sometimes those who are comparatively weak are rel-

atively long-winded ; neither does it depend on size,

and small men have as good a chance in this direction

as large men, but," he continues, " it does depend

very largely on practice." And he cites as examples

those who, though long-winded, are quite like other

people when out of training.

Dr. Gulick's whole paper is very instructive and
worthy of reproduction. To begin at the beginning,

he says

:

" By the term ' wind ' is meant the capacity of work-
ing without becoming distressed on account of the

lack of breath. This does not depend on a large lung

capacity as shown by the spirometer, for frequently

men who can make only average, or even small rec-

ords on this machine, have the greatest ability in this

I am speaking of. In lack of breath, it does not seem
possible to get enough air into the lungs

;
that, how-

ever, is not the real difficulty, for there is nothing to

hinder us from breathing as deeply and frequently as

we care to. Let us picture the internal operation of a

man running rapidly. The large and powerful mus-
cles of the legs are contracting with great force and
frequency, steps are taken at the rate of four a second

and each one six feet long ; this wotild be running

only at the rate of one hundred yards in twelve and a

half seconds. This forces a lai-ge amount of blood up
toward the heart ; this organ almost immediately

commences to work rapidly and throw the blood into

the lungs. It is probable, however, that is not done at

fiirst as rapidly as the blood is brought by the veins

from the muscles, so that the blood is backed up
somewhat in the great veins. The capillaries in the

lungs all dilate to accommodate the extra blood that

is being thrown in by the heart. These capillaries,

as they dilate, take up room that is usually occupied

by the air in the air-cells. Thus, at first, there is act-

ually a little less room in the lungs for air than usual.

The blood is commencing to go through the capillar-

ies more rapidly than usual, and not quite so finely

divided, as the capillaries are larger than usual. All

these facts assist in the general condition of lack of

oxygen. At first more blood is sent from the muscles
to the heart than is sent from the heart to the muscles.

After a varying length of time, depending on the

vigor of the heart and lungs, these organs recover

their balance. The temporary congestion of the lungs
is relieved. The heart gets to working rapidly and
forcibly enough to meet the need. The capillaries in

the lungs are enabled to contract a little, so that the

blood is more thoroughly oxygenated. And now sec-

ond wind is established, and all goes well until the

muscles are exhausted. It will be noticed that soon
after ccmimencing to run the legs seem to become ex-

hausted, but when 'second wind ' is secured they are

cpiite fresh and good for a long stretch. This is due
to the facts just mentioned. Until the heart and hings
become equal to this work, the legs will not have the

kind and C|uantity of blood needed ; thus the products
of muscular work will accumulate in the muscle, and
it will be tired. As soon as the blood supply is per-

fected these materials are washed away, and the .sense

of fatigue goes with them. 'Second wind,' then, is

attained when heart and lungs get to working evenly
and regularly, oxygenating and regulating by blood
supply. When either the heart or lungs or blood ves-

sels are in poor shape this will be impossible, and the

first thing to l)e done for such a person is to build up
the weak part. How is a person In scH'iii-e the ability

to get this 'second wind ' surely and quickly.' Prac-

tice, practice, practice. This alone will strengthen

the heart so that it can do the necessary work. It is

possible for a man to so accustom himself to this work
that he will hardly be conscious of any change from
first to second wind, it seeming as if second wind
came first. This indicates a fine condition of heart

and lungs. It is well before any race to breathe deep-

ly for a few minutes ; this not merely removes the

exhausted air from the lungs and fills them up with

fresh air, which is in itself of great importance, but it

stimulates the heart itself to commence working a

little more rapidly and vigorously than before."

Bettsy B.

MUSCLE,

MUSCLE, WHAT IS IT? HOW TO GET IT.

There are a great many ideas in regard to the sub-

ject of muscle, which, although seemingly at variance,

are really in accord with each other, the difference

in many cases being that different powers are referred

to ; thus what is referred to many times is the capa-

city of exerting great power for a little while, at other

times it is the power of making a smaller series of ex-

ertions through a longer space of time. Some people

have one kind of muscle to a marked degree, who
have not the other.

There seem to be three elements that enter into the

composition, or which determine muscular strength :

Nerve, muscular tissue and circulatory apparatus. I

name them in the order of importance. Nerve is the

battery that sends, the discharge that occasions the

contraction. No matter how strong a muscle is, it can

not contract strongly with a weak stimulation. A
muscle comparatively weak, on the contrary, can

make extremely powerful contractions under suf-

ficiently powerful stimuli. So it is evident that a

great deal depends on this nerve force. How are we
to secure this capacity for sending a strong stimulus

to the muscles? A man must be in good condition.

This is of prime importance. I have spoken of this in

a previous article, so will say no more here. He must
give his whole attention to the matter. A man can

never do his best work physically without giving

every tlwtight to it. Many times men make poor jumps
because they are distracted by something the moment
before the effort is to be made, so that as large a stim-

ulus is not sent to the muscle as should have been. In

order to accomplish this, he must also pay strict at-

tention to "habit," of which I have already spoken.

Few men can do their best except when comparatively

fresh ; one should approach a contest after two or

three days of rest.

Muscular tissue refers to the muscle itself. To build
up large and powerful muscles attention must be paid
to exercise and food. In general it may be said that
muscles are best trained by exercises similar to those
for which they are being prepared. Thus, if one were
training the muscles of the fingers that they might have
more agility, it would be worse than useless to do so by
giving the hand heavy weights to grasp and lift. This
would make them strong, to be sure, but it would
make them so slow that they would be almost useless
for the purpose intended. It would be better to train
them to some exercise that demanded agility and con-
trol as well as speed. A man could develop large
muscles in the front of his legs by heavy lifting, but,
although these are the very muscles that are used in
jumping, if developed in that way they would not be
of the greatest service. They would have the ex-
tremely bad habit of contracting slowly. In training
for the five sports for which this series of articles is

being written, it is best to develop the necessary
muscle by careful systematic practice on the exercise
itself, vtnless there is some specially weak spot in the
individual which needs particular attention, besides
the general practice. Generally, however, it will be
found that those who take these five sports sy.stematic-
ally will become fairly well developed all around. In
the past there has been a great deal of dispute on the
question of food. The following points, however,
seem to be both clear and reasonable, and to bear the
test of experience. Meat builds up the muscle but
does not usually furnish energy. Sugars and fats
furnish energy but do not build up muscle. Simple
foods, including vegetables, no tobacco or wines, and
regular habits, about sum up what is to be said on this
side of the subject. If a man is too fat and the exer-
cise does not reduce his weight as it should, he can go
down rapidly by cutting down his supply of liquids,
at the same time doing regular work that will make
him sweat. Endurance depends in a large degree on
the thoroughness and rapidity of the circulation.

Lutlier Gitlicli, M. 1)., in i'oiing A/cn's /i'rti.

CONDITION.

WHAT OVER-TRAINING AND UNDER-TRAINING
WILL DO.

The object of these articles is not to discuss the sci-
entific but the practical side of this nio.st interesting
subject. I shall speak of the training that is needed
for an all-round championship contest. In some re-
spects, then, the directions will dill'or from those which
;iro given for specialists. The subject matter has
been doi-ivcd I rom actual experience, rather than from
theory. The objects of training may be roughly

classed, in order of importance, into four divisions :

I, Condition ; 2, habit
; 3, muscle ; 4, wind.

1. Condition. One of the greatest, failings of trainers
has been to work too rapidly, to over-train. Thus,
when the one over-trained comes to the contest, while
he may be strong and well developed, he finds that he
has not that "snap " to piit into his work that he needs,
that each effort takes a greater amount of will, and
that he has not the endurance that is necessary. The
usual cause is over-work. A man in a contest who is

a little under-trained will do better than the one who
is equally over-trained. A good rule is " Follow your
feelings. A man should not work so that he loses
his "snap " the next day ; he should not feel lame or
exhausted. A moderate or small amount of work
every day will put and keep a man in better .shape
than a good deal taken only once or twice a week.
Another error that beginners are very apt to make

is to endeavor by force of will to make up for this lack
of condition. Day after day they will force them-
selves through the exercise that they have laid down
for themselves, even though muscles are lame right
along, and they feel quite unlike anything so vigorous
as athletic work. In most instances this is a mistake.
A man should feel like doing his work. Of course, I

am not now referring to lazy persons ; they would bet-
ter find nice, comfortable, shad^^ seats on the grand
stand and criticise those who are doing the work and
securing the benefits.
To do his best work a man does not want to do best

work all around every daj', by any means, strange as
this may seem. He would only grow worse day by
day if he attempted it. A man may over-work in two
ways ; by one day's work that is far too much for him,
or by doing a little more every day than he should.
In this way he does not recover from one over-work
till another is added, and so on day by day. If a man
is sore and lame, let him do very little real work till

he feels himself again.
There are other causes for a lack of condition ; ex-

cessive mental work, emotional strain, anxiety, will
each prevent a man from getting into first-class con-
dition. Eating rich cakes, heavy crusted pies and
large amounts of fat, or irregular meals, loss of sleep,
etc., etc., are each potent in the same direction. Dur-
ing training a man's sexual nature must be entirely
restrained if he would do his best. A man cannot
have sexual excitement, even though it be only men-
tal, and at the same time be putting the most into his
physique. I say, even though it be entirely in his
mind. The physical results are not much less drain-
ing of power in this case than when the indulgences
are more than mental. This is the product of experi-
ence, and is in accord with science.
For some days before the contest a man should do

but very little work. He should eat, sleep and dress
as usual, but, instead of taking his exercise, let him do
some walking and watch others work. A man should
enter the contest feeling elastic, buoyant, strong, vig-
orous, light, clear-headed and courageous. He is then
in good condition.

I^utlier Gn/ick, M. D., in Young Men's Bra.

ADDRESSED TO THOSE WHO
NOT RIDE BICYCLES.

DO

Do not entertain a spirit of enmity toward bic3'clers.
You will be one yourself, perhaps, a good deal sooner
than you expect. Bicycles have come to staj'. You
may think they are here simply to feed the demand
for a popular craze. If so, you are mistaken. The
bicycle is no roller-skate fad. It exhilarate.s, uplifts
and entrances. But that is not all. It is practical and
pre-eminently useful. Whatever enables the work of
the world to be done with greater ease and speed is .t

thing of utility, and deserves respect and encourage-
ment. The bicycle is not a toy. It is not merely a
machine for pleasure giving. It is a quick transit ve-
hicle for small cities and towns. With it the clerk,
office man or mechanic makes long trips to and from
his place of business and his home in the suburbs,
swiftly, easily and delightfully. With a speed four
times as fast as walking, the energy expended in driv-
ing a bicycle is ordinarily about equivalent to that of
keeping in motion a rocking chair. It is rest for the
weary ; it is hope for the dispirited ; it is health for
the sick ; it is encouragement for the despondent ; a
tonic for the mind and body, the like ot which the
world has never before known. So treat it kindly;
look upon it favorably

;
give it a chance on the side-

walk where the streets are not too crowded ; have a
little special consideration for the learner, and make
up your mind, whether man or woman, boy or girl,

that it will be a happy day for you when you own a
bicycle and fairly begin to learn its use.

—

'Tangent,
in Soutli Bend 'I'imcs, June 27.

Boyiiton's Bicycle Railroad a Success.

A successful test of the Boynton bicycle railway
was made from Gravesend to Brighton, Coney Island,
on Thursday of last week. A party of newspaper
men and railroad officials were in the single car at-
tached to the bicycle locomotive, and they were
whirled along at the rate of a mile in thirty-three
seconds. The car itself was a double-decker" car, in

each deck being six double and one single compart-
ment, each compartment being by itself and entered
from the side of the car. Each seat accommodates
three persons. The car is less in width than half the
standard gauge track, so that two cars can pass each
other when they are run on opposite rails.

The wheels of the car are directly under the center,
a double flange grasping the rail! The car is pre-
vented from toppling over by double wheels attached
to the top of the car and running one on each side of a
continuous wooden beam held up by the framework
on either side of the track. The engine emi>loYod is a
bicycle one, also. The car is run on the principle of a
hoop in motion, which the faster it goes is the less
likely to woblilc or fall over.
Mr. Roynton says his scheme is practical for ele-

vated roads, and some cngiuoering jxipcrs have
already declared that it is destincil to revolutionize
the present system of pas.senger tran.sportalion. Mr.
lioynton says he can carry i,ix« passengers at the rate
of ninety niilos an hour continuously, or 600 passen-
gers at 100 miles an hour.
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CYCLING IN AUSTRALIA.

A SKETCH OF THE SPORT IN THE ISLAND CONTINENT.

Miles. Holder. Club. ' Time. Date.

1/ K C Kllii)tl Kernsido jf.J^S Oct. 15, 1888 .

Oct. 15, 1888.

Oct. 15, 1888.

Oct. 6, 1888.

Dec. 28, 1888.

Oct. 16, 1888.

•A
1

3

K. C. KUii>tt. im. 13S
2m. 30 2-5S. .

.

5in. 26 V5S...
7111. 57 4-5S...
14m. I 1-5.S.

.

59m. 38 2-2S..

75ra, I 2-5S. .

.

I. W. H. Husst
'r. \V. Hu.sst
T. \V. Husst
W. I. C. Elliott
C. Dwyer

Vict. Cyclists' Union.
Vict. Cyclists' Union.
Vict. Cyclists' Union.

Fernside July 10, 1886.

July 10, 1886.25

Cycling in Australia, as regards the nvtmber of its

active tulherents, is very far behind both America
and England. I reckon that we have not more than
i,2oo wheelmen, all told, in Australia. The chief reason
that this grand exercise is not carried to greater ex-
tent is principally the bad state of our roads ; another
cause, 1 think, is the high price of machines, the duty
and freight bringing a hrst-class machine up to
£2i loj. and thereabouts. Each club meets on Satur-
day afternoons (our weekly half-holiday) for a run to
some appointed place, varying the programme some-
times by going to some quiet street and going through
a course of drilling, and one run each month is set
apart for what we call our "long run," which extends
over Saturday and .Sunday, the distances extending
from perhaps"3o to 70 miles' out from town, according
to weather, roads, etc., etc., and we find these long
runs very enjoyable.
Our one good short ride is out to Keilon, a distance of

10 miles, and this road is always well patronized, every
beginner making this his first ride out of town. Our
best roads are in the Western District of Victoria,
about KM miles from Melbourne, and it is there where
our scorchers do there rides, as well as our ordinary
tourists, for the roads are for the most part really
splendid and tolerably free from big hills. Our loo
mile record stands at 6 hours 53 minutes, held by
K. A. Crawford, of the Southern District C. C, the
pi-evious holder Ijeing Mr. G. Broadbent, of the Fern-
side C. C, rt hours 57 miniites, who is now the holder
of the 50 miles in 3 hours 6 minutes.
Sydney and its neighborhood is so hilly that there

is no 100 mile record for New South Wales. Adelaide
is noted for the chain of hills which surrounds it, but
the roads are in the main simply lovely. The South
Australian road record stands at about g'/i hours.
There used to be a fair amount of cycling over in

Tasmania. There were several clubs in Hobart and
Lancaster, the two chief towns, but it has almost died
out now, for their roads are very much neglected,
though for scenery the "tight little island" as Tas-
mania is called, would be hard to beat. The 100 mile
road record made some time ago stands at about a
hour.s, so that our men, Crawford and Hroadbent, hold
Australian, as well as the Victorian records.
On the racing track we have some real w-arm riders.

-Our best, Mr. T. W. Husst, who held most of the cham-
pion.ships, has lately turned professional. Our next
best is quite a 5'oung fellow, Mr. Howard Lewis, about
n) years of age, and he is noted for the quick way in

which he picks up his machine when racing, and for
a spurt he cannot be beaten. In a race List January he
traveled hub tor hub with Husst, the champion, for
half a lap and beat him on the post amid great cheer-
ing. J. J. Mullens, of Adelanle, is also a very fast
man, and is also a stayer ; he won the Austral wheel
race last November, a trophy valued at ^200. (two
hundred pounds), so you will see that we give very
fair prizes. J. W. H. Husst, a brother of the ex-amateur
champicm ran a mile in Adelaide in 2 minutes 30 2-5
second.s— I don't know whether you can beat that, but
I fancy its very near a world's amateur record. Our
r.ace meetings are as a rule very well patronized by
the public, their being as many as 15,000 or 20,000
spectators at some of our best meetings. The five mile
amateur Australian championship "will be ran at
Sydney on the 2d of August next.
Tricycles are not in much request out here, though

there are a few lady riders indulge in them yet, and
as for ladies' safeties, I think there are two in the
colony, and they are out in one of the Western District
townships, ,for there is a good deal' of nonsensical
prejudice here against the two-wheeled machine, and
I might almost say, against the three-wheeler, but I

suppose they will get over that in good time.
A new asphalt track has been laid here in our exhilDi-

tion grounds, having six laps to the mile, so 1 expect
to see some tall traveling on it directly, and have our
boys troubling the recoi-ds a bit: all our big race
meetings have hitherto been held on the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, a good, safe, grass track, very fast,

excepting in wet weather, and with plenty of room
for a large field. Our next race meeting will be held
in November, when the great event of the year, the
" Austral Wheel Race," for a ^200 trophy, will be com-
peted for.

Cycle riding in the skating: rinks was practised here
to some extent during the winter, our rink averaging
about seventeen laps to the mile ; the racing was
mostly bicyclists v. skaters in which the cyclist invari-
ably came out best, thoiigh nearly always conceding a
start of from one-half to three laps to the skaters. The
best time on a rink for a mile was three minutes, made
by Cole in a race against a skater, the rink being
seventeen laps, so you may imagine it pretty short
turning. Obstacle "racing takes very well at our meet-
ings, the obstacles being mostly riiing over bags of
sand, through loose earth, over see-saws and steep in-
clines, along planks, carrying large bags of straw,
etc., etc. This race always affords lots of amusement
for the onlookers.
We have no cycling paper in Australia. Two at-

tempts have been made at different times, but resulted
in failure.
W. S. Maltby, the American fanc)' rider, is with us

again, after doing New Zealand and Sydney. I saw
him the other day. He has been doing very well, and
is now on his way to Adelaide.

Safety bicycles are used a great deal now, but 1

fancy the old ordinary will stand a lot of shoving be-
fore we lose sight of it. The safeties won't stand any-
thing like the wear of a good ordinary on our roads.
The makes of machines used are rather mixed, but I

think the Singer safety has the majority now. Amongst
other makes are the Coventry Machinists' Co.'s (who
had the run both on road and track some two years
ago), Hudson Hros.', Bassett's "Victory" (colonial
maker), Rudge, and a few Hillman, Herbert & Coop-
er's " Hremiers." The Humbers have it all their own
way on the racing path now, and there are a few
Humbers, both ordinary and safeties, on the roads.
The principle agents of dealers here are Singer & Co.,
represented by H. C. Bagot, of Latrobe Street : the
Melbourne Sports' Depot, agents for Humberand the
Coventry Machinists' Co.; Hudson Bros., representing
a Leeds house of same name ; H. Bassett, of Elizabeth
Street, and F. B. Wallis, of Latrobe Street, Melbourne,
the two latter being manufacturers, and good work
they turn out, too. It was two of Bassett's machines,
built here, that carried Burston-Stokes on the well-
known round-the-world tour.
The leading club and the oldest is the Melbourne Bi-

cycle Club, with about eighty or ninety members.
The Fernside Cycling Club, of which I am a member,
has about the same number of members. There are
about thirteen clubs in Melbourne and suburbs. The
country clubs are very weak, the towns—excepting
Ballarat, which is a city, (pardon the bull)—not being
large enough to support a decent club. About forty
of our wheelmen are members of the C. T. C. I give
above a list of our records on the path.
The road records for twenty-five and fifty miles are

held jointly by G. R. Broadbent, Fernside C. C, and
F. G. Tilley, of the Suburban B. C, in ih. 27m. and 3h.

6m. respectively ; the seventy-five mile road record
held by Broadbent in 5h. 6m.; the 100 miles by R. A.
Crawford, of the Southern District C. C, in 6h. 53m.,
the first three distances being ridden on the gth of Oc-
tober, 1889, and the latter one in December, 1889, all

out on the Western District roads. Our best twenty-
four hours ride was done by Broadbent on April 23, 24,

1889, covering 203 miles. E. A. COLE.

OSMOND, ENGLISH BICYCLING CHAM-
PION AT ALL DISTANCES, 1890.

MILITARY USE OF THE CYCLE
IN EUROPE.

On this subject the Cologne Gazette, one of the most
influential newspapers, writes

:

" It is just fifteen years since the first experiments
were made in Italy to have the communications be-
tween the staff and the commanders of troops made
by means of cyclists. At that time a speed could be
reached amovinting to 19,000 metres an hour, and the
cyclists were able to keep up pace with infantr}- as
well as with cavalry. During the last years the wheel
has so extensively been introduced, that at present
there are with every regiment four to five wheelmen
and a certain niimber of men who are able to make
use of the wheel.
"In Austria similar trials were first made in 1884.

In Germany, after careful experiments made in differ-
ent cities, the principal fortresses were provided with
cycles to have communication established between
the cities and the surrounding forts.
" In France the wheel was first made use of at the

grand manoeuvers in 1886 and 1887. With the Eleventh
and Seventeenth Army Corps many of the reserves
made use of the wheel in active service. Every staff-

major of an army corps had ten ; every one" of the
division five, and of the brigade two wheels at their
command. The speed reached wasis,ooQ to 20,000 metres
an hour at day, and io,ooo metres at night time.

" In spite of the fact that in England the sport ot
cycling was cultivated to a great extent, it was no
sooner than 1887 that military cycling was experiment-
ed with in that country. These experiments brought
forth such favorable results that cycling troops were
formed and exclusively used. Those sections consist-
ed of one officer, two non-commissioned officers, twen-
ty privates and one bugler. They were made to
manosuver against each other. Their operations might
have taken another course in a serious case, however,
for whatever interest the exerci.ses of these wheelmen
were in peace, in war, when the balls are whistling,
things might take another form. Our opinion is that
the wheel never can be employed with advantage be-
hind the first rank out of reach of the balls to ti-ans-
mit orders and preserve information, etc.

"The experiments made with a multi-cycle were a
little satisfactory only. In the Danish army a trial
was made with one of them in 1888 that resulted in a
very grave accident." A. R.

The country roads in and around San Francisco are
in an exceedingly soft and dusty condition on account
of the lack of rain, and riding is exceedingly dis-
agreeable.

Charles Moreland and Dennis Marshall, of .St. Johns,
Mich., rode five miles on the track at Athletic Park in
i6ni. 48s., which beats the state record bj' a few sec-
onds.

II. M.
.2.56,01 4-5
.2.50.50 2-5

.2.44.12 3-5

K. J. Osmond is the the third man who has won all

four championships, his predecessors having been
Herbert Liddell Cortis in iSy.jund George Lacy Hillier
in 1881. A comparison of the times may be instructive :

I MILE. 5 .MILES. 25 MILES. 50 .MILES.
.M. S. .M. S. H. .M. S.

ILL. Cortis 2.59 1-5.. 15.27 3-5.. 1. 24.04
G. L. Hillier 3" 3-5- .iS-Sy 4-5- • '•27-43 3-5-

F. J. Osmond 3.21 2-5.. 14. 34 4-5.. 1.14.47

It is a somewhat singular fact that Osmond may be
regarded as a direct descendant as a racing cyclist
from poor Cortis. To Cortis, Hillier owed many a
wrinkle and many a hint. When the "Long Wanderer,"
who was a very good judge, told Hillier in the Autumn
of 1880, at the Surrey meeting, that he would be a
champion, he spoke from a knowledge that he ha<l
given the coming man many a tip, and if Hillier did
not actually begin where Cortis left off, he most as-
suredly benefited to a great extent from the friendly
hints of the "Champion at all Distances, 1879. " Osmond,
when once through the "go-all-the-way ' stage of his
novitiate, began where Hillier left off, this sta>je of his
cycling career, dating from his defeat of Furnivall for
the Kildare Cup; and his success this year makes him
the unquestioned "Champion at all Distances, 1890." It

pleases some outsiders to sneer at the man who claims
such a distinctive title ; but when a rider has passed
through the ordeal, why may he not claim the spoils of
victory? Past champions were not favored with such
safe paths as the champions of to-day, and the chances
of a sequence of successes were somewhat lessened
by that fact. Times are faster nowadays, but greater
experience in race-riding and machine construction,
as well as the improvement in paths, has much to do
with it, but the teat under any circumstances is a big
one. Osmond—to those who knew both men— is singu-
larly like poor Cortis in many ways. His style resem-
bles his great predecessor, though Cortis was never
quite so clever as Osmond. The latter has Cortis' mar-
velous gift of handicap riding, his Royal meeting
win being just such a win as those with which Cortis
used to electrify beholders. In bodily shape, in his pose
on the machine, in his quiet and unassuming style, Os-
mond is very like what Cortis was, after making al-
lowances for the altered conditions of to-day. And
finally, Osmond resembles Cortis in that indefin.able
something called "popularity." When the golden
curls of the hero of '79 and '80 were descried above
the crowd—his stature being greater than that of
other men— loud and long were the plaudits which
greeted him ; and when the pale face and darker locks
of Osmond appear a similar welcome is accorded. It

is true that in Osmond's ease the sins of Mentor have
been visited upon Telemachus, and Osmond has been
snarled and snapped at—at so much per line—but the
public at large, who watch these things with interest,
have long since seen through the attempts made to
damage and discredit the Norwood flyer, and now that
he has put the capstone upon his reputation as a r.ac-

ing cyclist by winning all tour championships, he can,
we think, afford to laugh at those who see fit to gird
at him because he wins. We, for our part, are delight-
ed to record the series of victories, and to hail Fred-
erick J. Osmond as the ordinary Champion of 1890,
more especially so when we are able—as we are in

this case—to trace some portion of his success at least
to the advice and practical experience of so grand a
rider as the late Herbert Liddell Cortis, the Amateur
Champion of 1879.

—

Bicycling News.

THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF
"JACK" IN THE CYCLING

"WORLD.

I will never forget the first time I saw "Jack." I

was crossing Washington Avenue one day in the
Sprin.g of '87, when I met a typical "cowboy " of me-
dium size, slender, and with long brown-black hair.
He wore a large, black slouch hat, with his corduroy
pants tucked in his boots, and a belt for revolver and
cartridges, though the latter were absent.
There was a troupe of "cowboys" at the dime mu-

seum at the time, and I supposed he was one of them,
and thought no more about it until next Thursday
evening, when I went up to the bicycle club riK)ms to
attend the meeting. One of the boys said to me :

" Come in the other room. I want to introduce you to
a 'jay' from Mississippi, who says he is a wheelman.
We are having lots of fun with him." I accordingly
went, and there, in the corner ot the room, sat my
"cowboy" in the same rig. He had a very red face,
and looked decidedly uncomfortable. I afterward
learned that the boys had been making remarks loud
enough for him to hear, and the remarks were not at
all complimentary to him. I and several others real-
ized his position, and took pains to make him feel at
home and have a good time.
The next day, while I was at work in the store, he

walked in and, coming up to me, took both my hands
in his, saying :

" I like you. You are white
;
you and

a few of the boys used me decent last niglit." Of
course this surprised me ; I did not at the time know
his nature. After I was better acquainted with him I

marveled at it no more, as I found it was his style to
be abrupt and outspoken, no matter what the subject
or who the audience. From that time on we were to-
gether almost constantly, seeming to take a mutual
liking to each other. He always spent his -spare time
at Leland's sporting-goods store, where I was, and
every Thursday—which was his day off—he used to
come around, and we would take our wheels and take
long trips off into the country.

[The above is from a private letter sent to the writer

last summer.—ED.]

The Westboro' (Mass.) Wheel Club's postponed
eight mile handicap road race resulted as follows:
W. L. Curtis, 3>^m., fir.st, time 33m. 29s.; M. L. Wood,
scratch, .second; F. W. Ferrald, iim., third; M. J
Brigham, 4j^m., fourth.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The St. Nicholas Toy Co. made their first bicycles
in 1878.

The Memphis Bicycle Club recently moved into new
quarters.

P. E. Weaver has completed his trip awheel across
the continent, and is now in San Francisco.

The old Fall River Bicycle Club, which was dis-

banded some months ago, has been reorganized.

Captain George M. Nisbett, of the New York Bicycle
Club, has ridden 3,000 miles since the first of the year.

Buffalo expects to see 3,000 wheelmen and wheel-
women in line on August 28 if the weather is favor-
able.

A party of Long Island wheelmen will make a two
days' to\ir to Greenwood Lake August 31 and Septem-
ber I.

Secretary-Treasurer J. J. Van Nort, of the Pennsyl-
vania Division, is spending this week at Chautauqua
Lake.

The Seranton Bicycle Club will visit Toronto, Buf-
falo and Chautauqua Lake while taking in the Niag-
ara meet.

The Queen City Cycle Club has just been organized
at Springfield, Mo., with ten members, two of whom
are ladies.

The Century Wheelmen will probably have a larger
delegation at Niagara than any other Philadelphia
organization.

Herman Bilyen, of the Columbia Cyclers, made the
largest mileage for the montli of July, O40, with Charles
Michener second, 525.

Harry H. Hodgson, ex-Chief Consul of the Louisi-
ana Division, will attend the Niagara, Syracuse, Buf-
falo and Hartford meets.

There is a plan on foot to build a bicycle track on
the Brotherhood Park baseball grounds, for the use of

the wheelmen of this city.

The Chicago Cycling Club will be represented at

the Niagara meet by Lumsden, Van Sicklen, Winship,
Barrett, Githens and Tuttle.

The wheelmen of Merchantville, N. J., recently came
together and 01-ganized the Merchantville Wheelmen,
with a member.ship of fifteen.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club decided at a meeting
held August 18, to join the Wheelmen's Bowling
League during the coming winter.

Sidewalk riding in Montclair, N. J., is to be stip-

pressed, an ordinance having been issued to arrest
anyone using the walks for riding purposes.

Colonel E. D. Wilt, mana.ger of the Pittsburg Grand
Opera House, has recently joined the cycling fratei'-

nity, and is now a firm advocate of the sport.

I. B.; Potter, H. E. Raymond, and E. Skinner, of the
Brooklyn Bicycle Club, left on .Saturday last for a
week's outing in Sullivan County, New York.

John A. Green, of the firm of Strong & Green, Phila-
delphia, will shortly make a tour through the West,
and ujion his return will take a trip to Europe.

About seventy-five wheelmen are participating in

Sinitli's Detroit-Nia.gara tour. The party left Detroit
on Monday and e.xpect to be on the road a week.

Philadelphia wheelmen are annoyed because pedes-
trians persist in walkin.g in the centre of the streets
paved with asphalt instead of upon the sidewalk.

Howard VV. Potter, of the Peoria Bicycle Club, was
in Philadelphia last week, and secured the promises
of several racing men to appear at the Peoria tovirna-
ment.

The Lake View Wheelmen of Rochester captured
second prize, an elegant chair, at the Toronto totirna-
ment, for the second largest uniformed club in the
parade.

The Porkopolis Wheelmen have elected S. T. Jen-
nings as League representative, and the Cincinnati Bi-
cycle Club has selected A. T. Nelson to look after
their interests.

We have received from the Overman Wheel Co.
one of their new wrenches. It is nickel plated,
drop forged, and for strength in proportion to its size

is probably unequalled.

The Fairmount Lady Cyclers, who have been hold-
.ng their meetings in the club-house of the Century
Wheelmen, are considering the advisability of secur-
ing quarters of their own.

Layton Whitesides and William .Snodgrass, of Alle-
gheny City, are arranging a seven hundred mile tour,
and will pass through ]5ric, Buffalo, Niagara Falls,
Chautauqua and Oil City.

The Syracuse $150 cup is to be awarded to the
League club bringing to the meet the largest number
of men, and not to the "jiroportionate " size of the
club, as extensively announced.

The New York Bicycle Club's race meet will not
t:ike jilacc until llie eai'ly pari of September, and a
(late will be selected that will not interfere with any
of the many events in that month.

The Louisiana Cycling Club's new house will be
finished abcnit September i, and a big smoker will be
given some linic during the montli. An orchestra is

being org.'inizetl among the inenibers.

The Lehigh Cyclers is the name of aiioUier new
Phil.'ulclphia Club. 'I'lie ollu'ers are : President, T. I'',

Fox ;
Sccretary-Treasuier, A. M. Uilii, Jr.; Captain,

A. Smith ;
I'Mrst Lieiiten;int, ilarry Thomas.

Your paper seems to cover the ground quite thor-
oughly for runs of interest to wheelmen, and I am
going to try it for a year.

F. F. Prentiss, Cleveland, Ohio.

What a novel sight it must be to see the almond-
eyed Celestials riding awheel with their bizarre
costumes and flying "pig-tails." The jlevotees of the
wheel have organized a club at Hong Kong.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club's scheme to build a
club house with various attachments has fallen
through, as the Audubon Park Commissioners will
not permit the building to be erected in the park.

Wm. Von Buer and wife have just arrived in New
York, having journeyed from Washington on a tan-
dem. Mr. Von Buer will make his home in Brooklyn,
and expects to join the Kings County Wheelmen.

The Germantown Wheelmen is a club that has just
been organized, with the following officers : President,
Steven Rupertus ; Vice-President, Joseph Hargreaves

;

Secretary, J. C. Morgan ; Treasurer, George Oliver.

W. S. Mead, W. R. Snedecker, H. P. Brown, A. B.
Barkman, and J. F. Borland, of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, will participate in a three days' tour to the
Delaware Water Gap, August 30, 31, and September i.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club's last run to Coney
Island this season will occur Sunday next, and a good
dinner and a swim is promised those who attend. For
September 14, a picnic run to Fort Schuyler is an-
nounced.

The Yonkers Bicycle Club will hold their ten mile
handicap road race over the Riverdale Avenue course
between Riverdale and Spuyten Duyvil, on Septem-
ber 6. All amateur wheelmen of Westchester County
will be permitted to enter.

A correspondent writes that the roads in the district

of Aligarh, India, are far ahead of anything found in

England, and that the pleasures of cycling in that
Eastern country are manifold. Some one should or-

ganize a touring party to India.

It is rumored that Captain Quortrupp and James
Magee, of the Queens County Wheelmen, J. D. Racey,
of the Orange Wheelmen, and Frank Asbury, are
about to have a five mile match race between them-
selves. There will be first and second prizes.

The Harrisburg Telegram has added a bright cycling
cohimn to its contents, under the management of one
of that city's lady riders. It will undovibtedly prove
an in teresting feature to wheelmen. Matter from
THE Wheel is liberally distributed throughout the
department.

Bicycles and tandems are becoming quite the thing
for wedding trips. A newly married Chicago couple
started to St. Paul by wheel, but the mud was too
much for them, and they went home ingloriously on
the train. A Chicago paper advises the next couple
to try Minneapolis.

A new wheel club at Wallingford, Conn., recently
organized, is officered as follows : President, W. R.

Gilbert; First Vice-President, C. F. Lane; Second
Vice President, F. J. Hall ; Secretary, W. L. Ingra-
ham ; Treasurer, J. R. Cottrill ; Captain, C. F. Lane

;

Bugler, R. A. Bolton.

A nvimber of the Hudson County Wheelmen rode to
Rahway, Sunday last, and then boarded a train for
Mattawan, from which point they rode to Long Branch
via the Rumson Pike. They returned to New York
by boat. A party of Long Island Wheelmen also
visited this famous resort on Sunday.

The $150 prize cuj) offered by the Syracuse Cycling
Club to the League organization having the largest
number of men in line at Syracuse, September 2, is

exciting considerable competition. Clubs from Buf-
falo, Rochester, Utica, Albany, Pittsburg, and Scran-
ton will all endeavor to claim the trophy.

There was a large gathering of wheelmen at War-
saw, 111., on Axigust 10, delegations being present from
Quincy, Keokuk, Carthage, and Fort Madison. A
parade and banquet, under the management of the
wheelmen of Warsaw, were the attractions of the
meet, and the visiting cyclers were well pleased with
their reception.

The Philadelphia Ledger says; "The majority of

riders appear to think that new world's records will

be created in the Niagara Falls races, but in races
where the best men in the country will meet, many of
whom have never come together previously, it is

quite probable that all will object to setting the pace,
and that ' loafs ' will be the result."

The Riverside Wheelmen have adopted a neat club
badge, which consists of a Maltese cross with a
winged wheel in the centre, over the top of which is

engraved their name, and on the remaining three
corners are the letters " L. A. W." One form of the
badge is of gold and worn only on the vest ; the other,
which is larger and made of silver, is worn on the
cap.

Mr. E. J. Shriver, who is a well-known writer not
only in the cycling press but in economic periodicalSj
has written a pamphlet entitled "Wealth and Want,'
in which he discusses the elifect on society of the
present " bad systems of taxation, points out the mis-
takes of Socialism, sums up the present state of the
tariff question, and describes and advocates Henry
George's single tax scheme as a cure for current
evils. The pamphlet is published by G. P. Putnam
Sons, and is advertised in oUr regular columns.

A new club was organized at Canton, Ohio, August
13, by the employes of the Dueber-Hampden watch
factory, to be known as the Dueber-Hampden Bicycle
Club, and has twenty-eight charter members. Its

officers are as follows ; President, A. L. Keller ; Vice-
President, F. I). Jackson; Secretary-Treasurer, A. H.
.Snyder; Captain, H. W. Marion; I'^irsl Lieutenant,
Henry Ulrice, Jr.; Second Lieutenant, Oscar l'"rolni.in ;

Club 'Committee, H. !<'. Niseley, Ernest tirahani and
K. L. Moore.

The colored janitor of the Key.stone Bicycle Club,
of Pittsburg, disappeared suddenly week before last,
and with him a wheel belonging to T. F. Myler, a
member of the club. The machine was found a week
later in a pawn shop, and the janitor was soon after
caught and arrested. It is thought that the prompt
incarceration of the thief, and the advertised .$100

reward offered by the Pope Mfg. Co. for the recovery
of a stolen wheel, will have a salutary effect upon
bicycle thieves in that vicinity.

In speaking of the newly macadamized county
roads, the Elizabeth y(;«r«rt/ says that they have thus
far resulted in the issue of $150,000 worth of county
bonds, with as many more yet to be issued, and that
the increase in the value of county property since the
county roads were commenced has been nearly $1,500,-
000, exclusive of the city of Elizabeth, which has in-
creased nearly $700,000 more. This increase is by no
means all due to the county roads, but the latter can
reasonably be credited with having already appreci-
ated county property to the full extent of their cost.
And the taxes are no higher than before the roads
were laid.

Guy Tumbridge, of Brooklyn, while en route awheel
from Ellenville to Newburg, N. 'Y., last week,
was overcome with fatigue about five miles from
the latter place and hired a colored man to take his
machine to a hotel in Newburg. Neither the man nor
the wheel appeared at the hostelry, and the police who
were put on the case finally succeeded in finding the
man of color, who said that two friends of Tumbridge
had agreed to deliver the cycle at the hotel and he
had turned it over to them. It is thought, however,
that he sold the machine to some person. He was
sent to jail to await the action of the Gr.and Jury on
the charge of grand larceny.

From the Boston Herald it is learned that EnglLsh
cyclers are decidedly heedless to the rights of pedes-
trians, and that to be able to dodge cyclers when
crossing a street is a much desired accomplishment.
It says ,

" Cycling has grown to be a regular nuisance
in the crowded streets of London, and John Bull, is

flying into print anent the knocking down of the
Queen's faithful subjects bj^ careless wheelmen. The
small tradespeople employ 'the machine' to send
home their wares, and everybody knows what con-
science an errand boy on foot or on wheels will dis-
play' when he is told by his employer to hurry. From
all accounts no more consideration is shown to foot
passengers by these impetuous cyclists than innocent
Bo.stonians receive at the hands, if one may say so, of
an electric car.''

Niagara will probably see many wheelmen from
New York during the meet. The Manhattan Bicycle
Club, some twenty-five strong, will .start Saturdav on
the special wheelmen's train leaving over the West
Shore R. R. at 5:15 p. m. The Riverside Wheelmen, in

a company of twenty, will leave on the 5:55 p. m. train
over the Erie R. R. for Buffalo, and thence ride their
machines to the "Falls," distance twenty miles. The
Harlem Wheelmen leave on Friday for Albany, doing
the distance on their bicycles. There they will meet
the Massachusetts delegation, and by special request
finish the remainder of the journey in their company.
Only a few members from the New York Bicycle Club
will attend the meet. Capt. G. M. Nisbett of"that club
will ,go by train to Hornellsville, and will ride the re-

maining distance, 133 miles, on his safety machine

The Massachusetts Division has elected the follow-
ing officers : Chief Consul, W. H. Emery, of Boston.
Vice-Consul, A. W. Robinson, of Charlestown, Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Charles S. Howard, of Boston. Rep-
resentatives of District i, J. S. Dean, E. B. Pillsbury,
C. S. Howard, I. E. Moultrop, and W. G. Kendall, a"ll

of Boston ; C. W. Pierce, Brighton ; C. G. Wells,
Roxbury. Representatives of District 2, A. M. Gooch,
Newton

; J. W. Bean and G. F. Kewhew, of Cam
bridgeport. Representatives of District 3, C. E. Whit-
man and A. H. Carsley, both of Lynn. Representa-
tives of District 4, Bl A. Barber and R. A. Lamoiit,
both of Worcester. Representatives of District 5, F.

1. Gorton, of North Attleboro ; W. L. Palmer, of New
Bedford : Paul Hassenforder, of Taunton. Represen-

.

tative of District 6, H. M. Farr, of Holyoke

A NEW CLUB HOUSE FOR THE QUEENS COUNTY
WHEELMEN.

The Queens County Wheelmen, situated at Rich-
mond Hill, L. I., are about to be.gin work on their
new club house, the committee in charge having
selected a site on one of the principal thoroughfares
of Richmond Hill, opposite the park, and work will

started at once. It will be a handsome little club house
with ample room for all conveniences, including a
billiard table and lockers.
This will no doubt advance cycling interests on

Long Island very materially, and there will now be a
chance for visiting wheelmen to find company when
in the neighborhood. The Queens County Wheelmen
was organized with a small membership at Richmond
Hill, but it now possesses members residing at Ozone
Park, Woodhaven and Jamaica. The club house is

to be built at Richmond "Hill on account of its bein.g
the central point of the above named places.

" Pendragon " says in the Buffalo .\'<7;'.f.- "Tl.e
cycling papers have been lately running over, so to

speak, with comments on the L. A. W. national meet-
ing, which is to take place at Niagara Falls the
latter part of this month, and using lots of adjectives
to describe the exquisite scenery to be found at the
Falls. None of the comments have been too strong.
It will unquestionably be a .grand reunion, and at one
of the prettiest places in the civilized world. A com-
bination of business and pleasure took me to the
Falls last week and I made dili.gent inciuirics .-is to

the arrangements being made. They arc perfect to

mv satisfaction. I cannot here detail them, but ask
all wheelmen far and wide to take them as presented
in print in other papers and in faith. Nobody will be
disappointed, b^verv wheelman in the I'^ills distrii 1

is, and has been working Trojan-like for the meet, and
tliov will be rewarded by success. The hotel keepers
aiuf inhabitants have .given their co-operation, ;iiul

the national meet of iSuo will be, in my opinion, a red
letter d.ay in the histcu-y of the Lea.gue."
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SAN FRANCISCO.

By some mistaku the distance ridden by Mr. Lee in

his twenty-four hour record ride was not printed
correctly in my last letter. The distance should have
been _• i •/m i los.'

Two notable additions have recently been made to

the ranks of the local racing men in the persons of
Jlr. O. T. Morgan, one mile champion of Swansea,
Walcs.aiul Mr. L. Harris. The .vrentlemcn arc members
of the Swansea C. C. and the Welsh Kacin>; C. C. Mr.
Morgan has many valuable medals, and also shows a
photo of a handsome cup, one win of which he has
j)laced to his credit. He was racinjr in Ireland the
last week in lune, and had a chance to staune the
form of " Dubrtn Dick " Mecredy, the flyinK Irishman.
In the final of the live miles scratch race, Mr. Morgan
rode Hob Ciipp's i)neumatic-tyred Humbcr safety,
and formed a very liiKh opinion of its usefulness. Me
thinks the pneumatic-tyred wheels Will secure all the
records, and that they will not be displaced until some
man on an ordinary with similar tyres tries for them.
He says a man is not nearly so used up after racing
on the inllalcd as he is on the solid tyres. Mr. Harris
has a pncumatic-tyred Humbcr racing safety on the
way out here, and will use it in the Bay City Wheel-
nicii's road race. Mr. Moriran says if you want to see
"shiftinj.;' " you must visit the PacldiuKton track,
Lonilon, and sec tlie men in their traininj^ spin, or
racing. He raced there after his visit to Ireland, and
nearly every heat in the mile was done better than
2m. vss. The telejjraph board man left the 2 and 3
standiuK for a lonj;; time, and only shifted the last
ti}jure when necessary. .Several heats were won in
2m. ^is. from handicap marks. Mr. Morgan is using
an Ormonde racing safety, although most of his
racing has been done on a 53^-inch Invincible ordi-
nary.

Mr. F. E. Weaver reached this city last Tuesday
after having ridden across the continent. He went to
the home of his brother immediately on his arrival,
and very few of the local riders have seen him. The
local papers <lid not contain a line about him, and it

has been impossible for THE WHEEL representative
to tiuil him up to llie present time.

A rather good story has found its way over here
from Alameda. It seems that one evening some four
weeks since, Harry I'otter, a prominent member of
the Alameda Hicyclc Club, was on his way to hire a
tandem safety on which he had promised a young
lady a ride. He met a friend named Dan Cohen and
the latter inquired where he was going

;
he told him

and they parted, one going on to the cyclery, and the
other, who was in a buggy, driving to the young
lady's house. When Potter arrived with the tandem
safety he found Mr. Cohen in the parlor and apparently
settled to spend the evening. No amount of hints
thrown out by the unhappy couple could shake Mr.
Cohen in his determination to spend the evening.
The result was that Potter had to return the wheel
late in the evening, and the ride was indefinitely post-
poned. A few days later he heard that Dan C. had
made an appointment to take the young lady out in
his buggy. He laid his plans accordingly, and when
tlie horseman was safely in the house he and a friend
drove away in the buggy instead of the rightful
owner. They visited the Berkeley College, drove out
by Piedmont", then down the Haywards Road and out
by Alvarado. They did not return until an early hour
in the morning, and finally wound up near Dan
Colien's house, where they tied the animal and then
fastened a sign on its back reading " Revenge is

Sweet." The owner of the horse blamed the young
lady's brother for the trick that was played on him,
antl threatens dire vengeance. At last accounts the
two suitors for the young lady's affection were doing
their best to freeze one another out, with the bicycle
rider having a little the best of it.

Arrangements for the road race of the Bay City
Wheelmen on September 8 are going ahead rapidly.
Ten prizes have been secured, and five will be given
to the first five riders to finish, while the others will
be for the fastest time. The limit will be about Sm.
The greatest interest will center in the scratch men,
and a great race is expected. The usual "dark horses"
are spoken of, and the handicapper will undoubtedly
suffer when some long start man upsets his calcula-
tions.

Mr. Morgan will start from scratch and will ride a
twenty-one pound Ormonde racing safety. He has
been using it on the park roads and feels sure that it

will carry him through the twenty-five miles without
mishap. Mr. Harris's pneumatic Humber racer will
undoubtedly come in for a large share of attention.

CALIFORNIA.

DENVER.

Now that our city guardians have put their heads
together and wisely decided in favor of asphalt for
our streets, Denver may soon take her place in the
ranks of Eastern cities famed for beautiful drives and
level stretches of roads. Sealed proposals have
already been advertised for paving the down-town
streets, and it is only a question of a short time when
the residence streets will be acted upon accordingly.
The Geo. F. Higgins Sporting Goods Co. is the name

of the consolidation of the old and familiar sporting
goods house which has for years been known simply
as Geo. F. Higgins & Co. Captain Coleman still

retains his position with the new firm as bicycle
repairer.

1 notice by reading the many pithy and pointed
contributions which appear weekly in The Wheel
that sidewalk riding is receiving the wet blanket in
most Eastern cities. This is no particular hardship
imposed, and all wheelmen should show their good
sense by an adherence of so simple an ordinance. Of
course, it is very hard for a blue coat to chase a lady
rider from the smooth, paved walks out upon the cold,
damp earth, but when it comes to a corpulent mass
whose proportions would cope with a hogshead in
size, mounted on the highest ordinary in town apd
shooting around the corners at a racing gait, his

shadow should be pursued, even at the risk of being
pommeled. The "small" boy is almost invariably
the chief inaugurator of this practice, and, in fact, it

is very hard to draw the line at size or age.
A meeting of wheelmen was held on the evening of

July 31, at the rooms of the Denver Ramblers, for the
purpose of discussing the bicycle track idea. Harvey
tireen occupied the chair. C. C. Hopkins, the prime
mover in the affair, started the ball rolling by sub-
scribing $20 toward a fund, and before the meeting
adj(Uirncd over $150 was subscribed. It is very likely
that the scheme will go through, and if .so, Denver
cycling will receive a boost such as it has never had
before.
A new star (or rather an old one resurrected) has

taken a place in the cycling (literary) firmament in
the person (or )ioi/i de pliiiiu-) of "Originally Novice,"
whose notes under the head of " Denver " appeared
lately in a Boston paper. Spare the professionals,
" Novice," and remember that, though your own path
m.'iy be sand-papered for a time, it is a very, very
slio'rt cave that hasn't a rocky hill.

The banner event of the season came off last
Sunday, August to. It was the day appointed for the
Ramblers' third annual excursion, and was attended
by a mixed crowd composed of Ramblers, Socials and
outsiders. The train was boarded at 8:30 a. m.
Sunday morning by sixty wheelmen in uniform, pre-
pared to ride (on train) to Palmer Lake, fifty-two
miles, and half of the way back awheel. After reach-
ing the lake. Glen Park was visited by wheel (a rough
up-and-down-hill ride), after which the road was
retraced back to Perry Park, where dinner was served
to the crowd of hungry cyclists. It is unnecessary
to enter into details about what or how a wheelman
eats when he is hungry ; but in this, as in most cases,
the rules of etiquette were ignored and work begun
backwards—cake, crackers, cheese and apples dis-
appearing while awaiting the arrival of the heavy
orders. Towards 3 o'clock straggling crowds could
be seen working their way out of the park, and by 4
it was deserted save by the arrival now and then of a
"half-dead" or "played-out" wheelman. There
were many trade marks to be seen, which told plainer
than words what had happened ; also many hills on
the route, and a consequent superfluity of accidents.
One little safety man treasured a relic in a three-
cornered cut under his left eye, and kept on trying to
explain to the crowd of admirers how much more
painful it was than it looked; one lieutenant, who
became over-zealous in keeping the stragglers well
spurred up, took a header into obscurity, but managed
to bob up serenely at a farm house a quarter of a mile
from the goal post. Medical aid and a spring wagon
were summoned, but he regained all his lost con-
sciousness when someone said the train was coming.
Another fellow (a new rider) took so many headers
that it was impossible to distinguish on which side of
his head his nose grew. While yet another had so
much crape over his left optic that it came near draw-
ing on a storm. It was a day to be remembered by
all who participated, and when the greater number
arrived at Sedalia the train was taken for Denver.

It was some time during the night when the citj'

was reached. All hied themselves away and dreamed
of sandy hills and mountain scenery. Ped.aller.

PITTSBURG.

The Keystone Bicycle Club's attempt to elect repre-
sentative's from this end of the -State, that would more
nearly represent the majority of League members,
came very close to a successful finish. But for the
fact that the ballots were received on different days,
stretching over a period of almost a week, it would,
no doubt, have been entirely so. The figures just an-
nounced by a local paper are probably unofficial, but
serve to show that a little harder work would have
secured the desired end. The vote in detail appears
to have been tor H. E. Bidwell, 359 ; F. F. Sneathen,
339 ; W. D. Banker, 406 ; C. F. Seidell, 428. The affair
has seemingly created considerable feeling, and our
local papers gave the general public a glimpse of the
fight by such headlines as "Wheelmen at War," "War-
ring \Vheelmen," and one ill-advised reporter gave us
to understand that the "Keystone Club narrowly
escaped disruption," and that unless certain people
had justice a split would follow. Of course, all that
made good reading, and the reporter—poor fellow-
can hardly be blamed, having received his informa-
tion from one of the members who was probaby anx-
ious to air his knowledge of the affair. The valuable
members and the ones who do the work do not enter-
tain any such idea, nor even a thought of disruption

;

the club being first, and personal spite without any
consideration whatever. The club's last meeting was
somewhat lively, but the feeling displayed was han-
dled in very fine shape by Capt. Myler, who presided
in the absence of the President, and his rulings were
made in an entirely impartial manner, much to the
discomSort of a certain member.
Our latest cycling organization will be called the

Duquesne Bicycle Club, and has for its corner-stone
the advancement of the cause of cycle racing, and
intends doing all within its power to encourage the
sport. The club is young, and by the time it has had
several bouts with that form of sport in Pittsburg,
much experience will have been theirs.

Mr. W. J. Butler, of New York city, passed through
this city on Saturday on his way to JJiagara Falls. He
has been on the road for some ten days past, having
ridden awheel the entire distance, via Baltimore and
Washington, and is going from here to Erie. A mem-
ber of the Detroit Wheelmen also spent some days in
town the past week, and gave our riding district a
trial.

F. S. Cammack, of the Keystones, made the first

century of the season, hereabouts, on Saturday last,

going via Harmony and Zelicnople, and returning via
Butler and De Haven, a total of 103 miles, in a riding
time of fourteen hours; total time, nineteen hours.
This was a very creditable performance, considering
the very hilly country traversed.

Eight or nine local riders left the city Sunday morn-
ing for Niagara, going via Chautauqua Lake, where
they will await the balance of the party from here.
Capt. Caughey, of the McKeesport Bicycle Club,

headed a party of sLs leaving Saturday for the same
point. The Keystone party promises to be both a
large and jolly cnjwd, and it is safe to say their spe-
cial car will contain an element of fun that will banish
all attempts at sleep.

The Keystone Club met with a loss some days
since that caused considerable excitement for a lime,
the said loss being their colored janitor, although this
was not the direct cause of the flurry. Oh! n<i. It

was the fact that a Columbia safety was missing at
the same time. .Suspicion was at once directed to the
janitor, for the reason that he could not be found. A
fiuiet but vigorous search was instituted, an<l, assisted
by other colored men, a clue was found, and some
active and prompt dc^ctive work on the part of
Messrs. Jorg, Robinson, Gaither and McCiowin landed
the thief in jail ami the wheel in the hands of the in-
spi.'Clor of police. The case has been placed in the
hands of the club's attorney, and will be prosecuted
vigorously. The pawn broker who hail the wheel h.id
a good eye for business, as tlie loan made was $-.!., in-
terest charged, .$4. the machine as it stood being easily
worth the amount originally i)aid for it.

Key.stcjne.

PHILADELPHIA.

-Something like i,.k^ people jiassed through the gates
of Brotherhood Park on Kriilay last to witness the
races held under the auspices of the Aiiiiiuiiii . \llilcle.

The track was very soft and the corners (|ulle danger-
ous, so that fast time w.is out of tlic (|Ucslioii, yet the
events were as hotly contcste<l, the finishes as exciting
and the enthusiasm of the spectators as great as if the
surface had been in record breaking condition. It is

a long while since a race in this city has resulted in a
dead heal, and it is so long since "a referee has been
called upon to act that that official's decision in the
half mile race has been commented upon.
Taxis, Zimmerman, Hazelton and Garrigucs started

in the final heat of the half mile o])cn. In rounding the
grand stand corner on the last lap all four fell, two,
Zimmerman .and Hazelton, badly damaging their
machines. Ta.xiswas first <m his feel, and remounting
crossed the tape first, Hazelton second. The referee
ordered the race run over, but Taxis refused to ride
again and was backed up by his trainer, Frank Hen-
derson. Hazelton won the run off in im. 38s.; Zimmer-
man second.

Taxis, by his performance at Stenton on Thursday,
is enabled to go to the national championship races
at Niagara Falls with a record that none of his com-
petitors will have. He is eligible to every champion-
ship race save one—the five mile ordinary —and this he
could also have claimed on a foul, but knowing
that the track was responsible for it he declined to
claim the same. The other Philadelphians in the
championship races will be Hazelton, Century Wheel-
men, and Draper and West, A. C. S. N.

At the .4 ////(Vc race meet Chas. Wilson, Jr., of the
South End Wheelmen, made his reappearance upon
the track for the first time this season. In the one mile
3m. los. class out of si.x starters Mr. Wilson secured
sixth position, and in the one mile open eighth place,
there being seven others who rode in this event.
Mr. Wilson, however, puts in a considerable portion
of each day in company with his trainer at the Univer-
sity track, and expects' to show his rear wheel to some
of the local flyers ere the season is over.

On Saturday the Brotherhood Park track was
entirely plowed up preparatory to resurfacing it.

The corners will also be thoroughly banked so that
a fine surface and a perfectly safe course will
be furnished for the September tournament.

It is quite probable that a race meet will be given
at Atlantic City the Monday following the Updegraff
meet. The local wheelmen and -Summer residents
have been considering the matter for some weeks.
This date has been suggested with a view of attract-
ing some of the flyers who will be present here on the
5th and 6th to Atlantic City over Sunday and running
races off on Monday.
The Pennsylvania Division vote has been counted,

some 700 ballots having been cast and considerable
scratching done. The entire ticket as sent out by the
nominating committee was elected. Straws show
which way the wind blows, and the vigorous cutting
of several candidates clearly, proves that they were
elected by the division at large and not by the mem-
bers of the localities they were chosen to represent.

Not much in this letter but racing notes, Mr. Editor,
but really in the present condition of cycling affairs
that is tne only news of interest to nine-tenths of
the fraternity. Here is a -State secret, though. There
will be a kite at Niagara feet high, with yards
of old gold cardinal for tail, and it will be flown by

, but I mustn't tell too much. P.\UL Berwvn.

BALTIMORE.

The event that is attracting the most attention here
just now, is the race meet that is to come off on the
occasion of ihc Baltimore County Fair, at Timonxim,
on -September 3.

These will be the first races to take place anywhere
near Baltimore since the League Meet here in 1888,

and they should bring out quite a number of new
riders who have not had a chance before, more es-
pecially in the one mile novice, as there are six prizes.
It is not yet known how many teams will be entered
in the team race, but there' will be at least three or
four. There is also a rumor afloat that there will be
another cup race later in the fall, for a cup to cost
in the neighborhood of $500.
The indicatiims are that Baltimore will be very well

represented at the Niagara meet, there being from 75
to 100 persons going from here. The Chesapeake
Club will go in a private car, which will leave Camden
Station at 5 a. m., on -Sunday, the 24th.

The Centaur Club will hold their annual Water-
melon Feast on the night of the 21st, and from former
experiences we are in anticipation of a great big time.

Ekoh.
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THE FLIERS OF THE WEST,

ON PATH AND ROAD.

THEIR COMPARATIVE ABILITIES ON TALL AND DWARF
WHEELS.

It is a remarkable fact that with the Chicagoans

out, the Western racing men of the first class can be

counted upon the fingers ot one hand. With the

Chicago aggregation in, however, a most formidable

front is presented.

In October or November, a review of the respective

work of the different men might make more extended
and more interesting reading, especially after actu-

ally doing battle with the Easterners. The racing

season is yet so young that the odium of comparison

cannot yet be made with a full sense of satisfaction,

still enough can be gleaned from the few public and
many private performances of the men to present

a fairly correct forecast and an abbreviated review of

this season's doings so far as they have reached.

Notwithstanding the marvelous safety perform-

ances of our Irish and British brethren, and that the

dwarf has outsold it in this country five to one, the

fact remains that the good old ordinary still looms up
both in tiiTie and popularity, the wheel of the Ameri-
can path, and siibrosa, the road as well, as most of the

road races of the year bear witness—therefore we
deal with the ordinarists first.

Granted that each is in his best condition, I should,

after seeing most of the men ride, and after a com-
parison of times and the opinions of others, relegate

into the first class (for covenience sake, those who
have done or are capable of 2.48 or better) and name
as near as possible in the order of their excellence the

following : Arthur E. Lumsden, Chicago ; Bert Myers,

Peoria; N. H. Van Sicklen, H. R- Winship, R. H.

Ehlert, Geo. A. Thorne, F. H. Tuttle, of Chicago;

Grant Bell, Minneapolis ; A. G. Harding, St. Louis
;

Geo. K. Barrett, H. A. Githens, G. P. Wintermute, of

Chicago ; F. Terry Andrae, Milwaukee, and C. C.

Peabody, Omaha. This, mind you, is with the men in

condition, and mind you again, I do not claim to be

infallible in the preparation of this paper.

ART. LUMSDEN.

But as to analysis of their present form and review of

this season's work, Lumsden, of course stands easily

at the head. He has won, with one exception, every

race in which he has started this season, and that one

due to his running unseemingly wide on the last

corner. He has but just reached the necessary pink

of condition and is now riding as fast, if not faster,

than ever before. 2.35 is his best mile to date, and
that in a private trial. As to Lumsden's chances

against Windle, my personal opinion is that there is

little choice between the two, and that they will

break very near even by the time the snow flies.

Although Windle's published times overshadow
those of Lumsden, the West is not dismayed in

the least, but still retains sublime faith in

the latter and will back him through thick and thin

Lumsden has the happy knack of rising to an occasion

—of spurting just as hard and long as necessity re-

quires—and much faith will be pinned to him on that

account. In addition, he exercises excellent judg-

ment, and if he is outgeneraled it will come as very
much of a surprise. He weighs something like 155

pounds, straddles a 56-inch racer, and is a bicycle

salesman in the employ of the Pope Co.

BERT MYERS.

Bert Myers, who in condition is good for 2.38 or 39,

is doing extremely poor work this season, though
within the past few weeks his form has improved per-

ceptibly. His training has been of the spasmodic
sort, and I do not look for really good results from
him until towards the close of the season. The Peo-

ria tournament will, most likely, find him at his best.

He has a very superior sprint, and more than one
prophet has augured him, with proper training, a world
beater; but until Bert secures such training he will

have to be content with his present rating. As an all-

around rider, however, it is doubtful whether Myers
has a superior in this country, certainly not in the

West, for whether it be ordinary or safety, tandem or

unicycle, track or road, one mile or two hundred miles,

Myers is equally at home, as his performances vmder
all these conditions attest. He rides a 5 j-inch, and is

also a bicycle salesman, but in tlie cmi)lciy nf Uouse,
Hazard & Co.

N. 11. VAN SICKI.ICN.

Van .Sicklen, w)io has the distinction of being the

only man to beat Lumsden so far this season, and "the
hero of an hundred battles," until three weeks ago
seemed in fine fettle, appears to have deteriorated

since and will, I fear, prove an easy mark for the

speedy Easterners. Van's best mile was ridden in

2.38. His mount is a 55-inch, and he is in the printing

and publishing business, being one of the editors of

a Chicago cycling paper.

N. R. WINSHIP.

Winship is probably riding faster this season Jhan
ever before. He is going almost grandly, in fact, and
will prove a worthy running mate to Lumsden. He
would prove even more formidable, in my opinion,

were his sprint a little more reliable. It is a matter of

history that he has been beaten more than once when
victory was virtually his ; and notwithstanding his

present good form, that balk—that weakening or let-

ting up in the last twenty-five yards—still seems to

cling to him. He, too, rides a 55-inch, and is in the

printing business. His best time for the mile is 2m.

40 1-5S.

R. H. EHLERT.

Ehlert is really not in it this year, having done no
training or track racing. In condition, he is good for

2.41 or 42, and would start from the same mark with
Van Sicklen and Winship. The same may be said of

GRANT BELL,

who, however, has done a bit of racing, but only of the

sort that wins medals at country meets. He is in no
form to meet the other men in his class. Bell is in the

bicycle business on his own account. He formerly

rode a Star, but his latest country wins have been done
on a dwarf safety.

GEORGE THORNE.

George Thorne would be decidedly in it were he not

in Europe. He is a young man of fine physique, good
lungs, and unlimited possibilities. He is always in

fair condition, but most of his racing has been done on

a heavy ss-inch road wheel, with only a minimum of

training, 2.42 for the mile being the best credited to

him. It is only a few weeks since I recorded Van Sick-

len's prophecy that Thorne would prove the future

man, and I am now in position to say that no less an

authority than P. D. Garden (the same whose discern-

ing eye instructed Lumsden) voices the same augury.

Thorne was going well before he left for abroad, and
would doubtless have left a mark had he remained to

make the Fall circuit. However, stick a pin in the

prophecy, and wait until this time next year.

F. H. TUTTLE.

Tuttle started the season well, and previous to his

fall in the E.xposition Tournament he seemed in

promising condition, but since then his work has been

decidedly off color and unless he improves within the

next few weeks, he, too, will be in poor shape to up-

hold his end. Tuttle is a bicycle salesman in the em-
ploy of Friese & Co., of Milwaukee, is good for 2.35

to the mile, straddles a 58-inch racer, and finds it from
two to four sizes too small for him.

A. C. HARDING.

Harding, who is in as good form as can be expected

from hap-hazard training, and can do the mile close

to 2.4s, is the light weight of the Western cracks,

weighing but 132 pounds. He is practically an un-

limited quantity in spite of his 2.45, and with proper

handling and in fast company could do 2.41 or better.

He has a good spirit, which, like Winship's, needs cul-

tivation. Harding, who rides a 55 racer, is a bicycle

salesman and repairer, and is employed by Wilder &
Laing, of St. Louis.

GEORGE K. BARRETT.

Barrett appears to be doing his best work on the

safety of late, but is capable of 2.45 on his g. o. 57-inch

ordinary. He is another light-weight, tipping the

scales in the neighborhood of 135 pounds. Barrett is

always in fair condition, is one of the editors of a cy-

cling journal, and an inveterate gum chewer. He will

hold up his end in swinging around the circuit.

is the Western product of 1890. Four weeks ago few
would have thought him eligible for the company in

which he is here rated, but his improvement has been

rapid and marked, and last week he reeled off his best

mile in 2.41 1-5. His style is yet a bit awkward, and
he is slow in picking up his spurt, but he gives great

promise, and may develop into a surprise party before

the season closes.

WINTERMUTE,

a 2.48 man, is just a wee bit too slow for the first class,

and a trifle too fast for the second. He first came into

any considerable prominence early in the year, when
he was reputed to be making circles around Tuttle, a

reputation which was not sustained ; but he is a fast

man, quite a stayer, and has a good spurt which needs

cultivating. In action and appearance, he would, at

first glance, be mistaken for John Schoeter, of last

year's Berkeley team.

ANDRAE AND PEABODY

are placed in the first class on sufferance only, as, so
far as the latter is concerned, any of the others could
romp away with him in competition

;
yet he does

well, has a good, strong spurt, an abundance of self-

confidence, and could do 2.48 or better on occasion.

Andrae is an unknown quantity on the path. He has
on several occasions defeated Tuttle on the road, has
clung to Van Sicklen's little wheel, and beaten every-
thing out Milwaukee way, yet on the path he has sel-

dom ventured. He is of medium size, stocky build,

and it would pay Hustler Rouse or some other of the
Fall tournament managers to attempt to induce him
to " show himself."

ON THE ROAD.

These men are also strong, and represent our best,

on the road, as well as on the path. Up to fifteen, or
possibly twenty, miles, Lumsden is immeasurably the
superior ; above that distance I incline towards Van
Sicklen, with Myers, Winship, Tuttle, Barrett, Thorne
and Andrae "right up."

As a summing up it may be said that Lumsden,
Winship, Barrett, Githens and Harding are in condi-
tion ; Van Sicklen, Myers and Tuttle are off color,

while the others are either not in training or not
aboard for the Fall circuit ; that barring surprises
from Berlo, Campbell and those " 2.28 men," the West
looks for Lumsden to break even, if not to win the
major number of victories as a.gainst Windle ; that
H. A. Githens is the most promising Westerner of the
year ; that Geo. A. Thorne is looked upon as the man
of 'gi, and that the Eastern cracks will once more find

men worthy of -the leg muscle m the Woolly West's
representatives.

ON THE SAFETY.

Of the safety flyers, with Chicago out, the West
would have but one ; but even with it in the number
is not very imposing. Of course W. C. Thorne is our
king-pin, but, alack a day ! he cannot make the circuit,

and to Barrett, F. J. Fanning, W. J. Bray and Bert
Myers we look for safety honors. Thorne, who first

loomed up at Peoria last Fall, is a disappointing rider.

He seems to simply trail his men, and when the time
comes, or the spirit moves, to "simply spread out his

white wings" and sail home ahead. There seems to'

be no effort in his riding, but little in his spurt ; he
just gets up and goes. He has swept the West. At
Peoria and Parkside we look for him to do the same to

the East ; at any rate we hope the East will send some
one on who will at least make him bend over his bars
a bit and appear as if working. Thorne is a married
man with heavy business responsibilities, and does
little or no training, but 2.40 2-5, his best time for the

mile, attests that he can go a bit.

Barrett, who divides his time with the ordinary, is

also going great guns on the safety, having only last

week turned off a inile in 2.40 1-5 ; Bert Myers, who
also divides time between the ordinary, safety and
tandem, and fails to get the very best results out of

either, is good for 2.41 or 2.42 on the dwarf, and did he
have the knack of applying that " Bert Myers' spurt "

a little earlier in the race, would do much better. Oft
times he seems dead beaten, when within fifty yards
from home he gathers and comes on with a rush that
is enough to make one's hair curl. Usually, however,
it is too late.

Fanning, who probably ranks next, is capable of
2.45. His riding is too unreliable to say what he will
do. Occasionally he becomes possessed of a burst of
speed that equals the wind and makes one feel that
it's in him, then at other times he exhibits disappoint-
ing form, and Barrett and Thorne almost romp away
from him. Early in the year he did much better than
of late. I do not look for Fanning to prove a very
formidable competitor against such men as Smith and
Schumacher.
Bray, who is this season's safety product, is a good

one, and likely to more than hold his own. He has
been doing all of his work on a road wheel, and should
he secure a racing safety in time for the Fall meets
will keep the 2.48 men guessing. Tuttle is another
2.40 goer on the dwarf, but the ordinary is his main-
stay, and all his Fall work will, I believe, be done on
the high wheel. J. O. Means was another '90 safety
man good for 2.45 on whom some hope was centered,
but his removal to Michigan made tlie hope an empty
one. C. W. Gray is still another who, with good run-
ning mates and a little care, could make 2.50 grow
pale. Harding, of St. Louis, and Peabody, of Omaha,
nave bone a bit of successful safety racing, but they
cling to the high wheel and can hardly be rated in
the safety class. H. J. Winn, who during the Exposi-
tion indoor meeting did some hope raising work,
docs not appear to be in it out of doors.
Wlio is the best safety man on the road?
Bert Myers, perhaps, but as luitliing has gone to set-

tle such a question, I shall answer candidly and be
sure of my g<round, that I do not know.
This paper so far has dealt merely with men of the

first class. With those ordinarists <if llu- second (those
capable of better than .i.ss), the West lias a nuiltitude

;

Chica.go has Kurts, Kniseley, Luce, Spooncr, Baine,
Skcer, Pratt, and a host of others ; St. Louis lias Rin.g,
Tivy, Pomcrado and Rule; Omaha has Pixlcy and
Taggar ; Aurora has Taylor, and, in fact, to use a cant
expression, " the woods "are full of 'om." Of safety
riders, the proportion is very much smaller and not so
readilv at call.

Bettsy B.
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THE BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

In the latter part of the year 1878, the Custom House

authorities were made aware that some new and

complicated piece of machinery was being made
abroad, by the appearance, for appraisement, of an

article not down on the classified list. It was too

large for a watch charm, yet too light for a cart

wheel. Therefore, they turned in their quandary to

the owner, Mr. Charles G. Koop, for assistance and

learned that it was an "Apollo Bicycle," and passed

it in despair, little thinking how many of a like

nature would come over the water. Mr. Koop's fir.it

hy^NioN.

J. FRANK BORLAND.

r?''^""'~s^^?»?^!'rrsfT^^

H. E. RAYMOND, TREASURER.

appearance on November 5, 1878, in the streets of

Brooklyn was hailed with derision, but nothing

daunted,he persisted in his lonely rides, gradually

being joined by a few other gentlemen with inde-

pendent spirits, and to the fact that wheeling has

undergone such a hard struggle to obtain its present

recognized position, much of the so-called "Fratern-

ity of the Wheel " is due. Mr. Koop and his small

CDterie of friends formed the Brooklyn Bicycle Club

on June 21, 1879, making it the pioneer wheel club of

Brooklyn. The six charter members were : C. G.

Koop, "W. F. Gullen, Ed. Cauer, W. Starbuck, Geo.

Starr, W. C. Scott, and John Lee, three of whom,

Messrs. Gullen, Scott and Lee, are still members.

J. B. POTTER, President

A. B. BARKMAN.

The club, from holding its meetings in the Park,

took to the members' houses, and later secured rooms
at 77 Clinton Street, moving from there to 177 Mon-
tague Street, then to 366 Livingston Street, and in

vScptember, 1886, it took possession of the first club-

house in Brooklyn at No. 112 St. Felix Street. P'inally,

after three happy years, finding the house too small,

they altered and renovated No. 62 Hanson Place, a

large corner house, and moved into it in May, 1B89.

The streets leading from it to the Park are all asphalt,

making it one of the most desirable locations in the

city. The growth of the club has been steady and*

always progressive. No rumors of dissolution have

ever been attached to its name, and the Brooklyn Bi-

cycle Club stands to-day a monument to the strength

of wheeling, sound financially, and socially second to

none. In fact the winter seasons are a feature of this

club ; entertainments of various kinds are held con-

tinually, all given by the club, at no extra expense to

the members. They enjoy the distinction of the larg-

est membership in Brooklyn, numbering amongst
them many prominent men in social and wheeling
life. It was under their auspices that the first Long
Island road book was gotten out, and their President,

J. B. Potter, has been identified with all movements to

better the condition of wheelmen in general. While
the Brooklyns take very little active interest in rac-

WALDO FULLER, CAPTAIN.

ing, they are strong road riders, and can be met with

almost any day upon the by-ways of travel, dressed

in their neat blue uniform, handsomely braided in

black, with the word "Brooklyn " in gilt letters on the

collar.

description of club house.

The ground floor, built the entire length of the lot,

is devoted to the storage of wheels, and has a side

entrance.

The second floor is three rooms deep, with a large

saloon parlor, furnished with chairs in Turkish and
plush upholstery, bluish-gray tapestry hangings, and
moquette carpets. The back parlor, or smoking room,

has a hardwood floor and leather furniture, with a

/^ANlOfJ

FRliU. CONNINGSBY.

HOWARD SPELMAN.

bay-window which extends upward to the next floor.

The third room is used for lockers. It has a box-bath

and a stairway leading to.the wheel-room.

On the third floor there are three rooms ; a deep

reading room and library in front, with hardwood

floors and light oak furniture, and apartments for pool

and billiard tables in the rear.

The fourth floor is occupied by the card room, the

officers' room, and the janitor's apartments.

The club was incorporated July, iSSO, and the dues

are $20 per year. The initiation fee is $5.

Non-resident membership is $10 per year, and initia-

tion fee $5.
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N NEW YORK CITY, on Fifty-ninth Street, almost exactly opposite the Eighth Avenue entrance to Central Park, stands a

new and imposing building. Its lower stories are of substantial stone, its upper parts of brick with ornamental capitals,

spacious windows, and the whole surmounted by a Roman frieze.

Thk Purpose of this building is unique. It is a club house to which all are welcome ; it is a cycling centre ; a

school for indoor athletics, including bowling, fencing, sparring, and general gymnastics ; and it is a place of business.

THE GROUND FLOOR , 50x100 is a salesroom w^here is shown a stock of goods to suit the most fastidious.

Here may be seen the Columbia, the Victor, the Psycho, the Warwick, the Vulcan and the Eagle Bicycles,

as well as a complete line of cheaper wheels for both sexes, racging- in price from $18.00 to $100.00. On

this floor, also, is a full line of sporting goods of every sort and at reasonable prices.

THE BASEMENT contains four perfectly equipped bowling alleys and a spacious room devoted to storage,

repairs and rental of bicycles.

THE FIRST FLOOR contains reading and reception rooms, medical director's ofQce, billiard hall, fencing and

sparring rooms, and buffet.

THE SECOND FLOOR is devoted to bicycle instruction.

ON THE THIRD FLOOR is the ladies' parlor, and baths lockers and dressing rooms for both ladies and gentlemen.

THE FOURTH FLOOR is a well equipped and perfectly lighted and ventilated gymnasium under the direction of

Dr. Watson L. Savage.

Such an Establishment will well repay a visit ; and the proprietor, Mr. George R. Bidwell, will give cordial

welcome to all those who call, whether to inspect the premises, purchase a cycle or other article in the sporting line, or to

receive instruction or training in any branch of indoor athler;ics.
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There will be several State championship races run
at the tournament of the Omaha Wheel Club, to occur
September ig and 20.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco have be-
come incorporated, and a lot for the new club-house
is to be secured immediately.

A match race between Messrs. Owens, Galbraith
and Block for one mile is to come off shortly at the
Tioga track, near Philadelphia.

Wheelmen at Atlantic City are projecting a tourna-
ment and race meet, to occur September 8, following
the tournament at Forepaugh's Park.

Mr. Charles Bennett has offered a gold medal to any
member of the Columbia Cyclers making 200 miles in
twenty-four hours. It is not probable that the medal
will be awarded.

C. E. Kluge was compelled to postpone his attempt
to lower the twenty-five mile record on the
Irvington-Milburn course on Saturday last, as the
lower end is in a state of repair.

The Riverside and Harlem Wheelmen are both
thinking of joining the Wheelmen's Bowling League
for the coming season, and there is a probability of
other clubs being added. There is also talk of reduc-
ing the number of men on each team from. ten to five.

Fred Page, of Carthage, Mo., was run down and had
his wheel demolished by two peddlers recently. The
League representative was notified, and he was
instrumental in having the scoundrels captured, and
they were quartered in the Carthage jail in defatxlt of
bail. The Division has secured a good lawyer, and
the two peddlers will undoubtedly pay dearly for
their maliciousness.

!\/TADISON SQUARE THEATRE, 24th street, near
•'*-'- Broadway, N. Y. A. M. Palmer, Sole Manager.
Unqualified success of Mr. Richard Mansfield in

BEAU BRTJMMEL.
Evenings at 8:30. Matinee Saturday.

DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
•-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, sole manager.
McKee Rankin in

THE CANUCK.
Evenings at 8. Matinee Wed. and Sat.

EDW4RD J. SHRIVER'S HEW PAMPHLET,

" WANT ^ WEALTH,"
PUBLISHED BY

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 27 W. 23d ST., N. Y.

Price 25 Cents.

Presents chiefly the critical state of society as an
effect of bad systems of ta.xation

;
points out the mis-

takes of socialism ; sums up the present state of the
tariff question ; describes and advocates Henry
George's single tax scheme as a cure for current evils.

EUROPE—PASSAGE FREE.

If 3'ou intend visiting England or the Continent, it

will pay to correspond with the Capi/al Cycle Co., of
Washington, D. C, first introdiicers of the safety and
tandem safety into America, the inventors, manufac-
turers and importers of the first ladies' safety bicycle,
who ^vill give you, free, a letter of introduction to
Starley Bros., Coventry, England, the oldest cycle
manufacturers in the world, makers Psycho safeties,
the strongest, lightest and most graceful safeties
made.
This will give you an opportunity of viewing the

cleanest, best appointed, most American factory for
the construction of bicycles found in England or
America.
You will be interested to see how high grade cycles

are made, every detail of which will be shown you,
and the importance of experience, simplicity and
interchangeability in man^ifacture will be demon-
strated.
We will also give you, free, an order on the factory

for any of the 12 forms of Psycho safeties from our
stock, agents' discotint off.

You can select a machine according to your height
and weight, take a spin to Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, Stratford-on-Avon, over the finest road in
England, return to factory, have your machine crated
and sent aboard the steamer, bringing it home with
you free of duty.
This saving in duty and discount will pay your ocean

fare one way.
We will get our profit in your enthusiasm in owning

the finest wheel in }'Our section, and shall expect to
sell ten Psychos, at least, to your friends after your
return.
Take otir letter with you even if you don't vise it.

You are entitled to bring, for your own use, one tan-
dem and one single free of duty, providing you have
ridden them one mile. * * *

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
a5 Words 25 cents
Two Insertions 40 '•

ZOOK, Utitz, Pa., Bnjs, Sells, Trades.
50 jiagle and Cheap

Or<llnaries and Safeties "Wanted in Trade. '

SIGO 00 New Trike $50.

New Tork Bicycle Comp.iiiy, Nos 4 and 6 Kast 60tli
Street, S. ¥. New and Sicond-Hand Machines. Choice
assorlmcat. Prices rea8nn?.ble. Wheels to rent. Cycline
Accessories of all kinds. I ist of Bargains and Sundri 8
free upon applicatieu. O'fl mounts takou In part pay-
ment for Ne»v.

[-TOR SALE—Columbia Tandem Safety; first-class
^ condition

;
price, §135 ; J. W. Bate & Co., 324

Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. t. t. c

lyiACHlNlST WANTED—Used to cycle repairing

;

' *- one who understands his business. J. W. Bate
& Co., 324 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn. t. f. c

B^OR SALE—As I have given vip bicycling, I will
sell the following cheap : King of the Road safety

lamp, $3 ; continuous alarm bell, requires no winding,
$1.75 ; Lamson Luggage Carrier, 75 cents. All the
above are new and the best to be had. Address M. M.
Levy, 37 East 62d Street. 8-22

FOR SALE—Humber Cripper Tricycle, in good
order

; $65. Henry H. Bell, 82 Beekman Street,
New York, N. Y. 8-29

FOR SALE—New Mail Safety, 1890 pattern ; not
ridden over 75 miles ; in good condition

;
price,

$110. C. W. Koerner, 31 Sands Street, Brooklyn.
8-22-2Q

GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
* » PERFECT.

ALL THE ACCEPTED ROAD RECORDS
Our New Pattern for 1890.

Ordinary Bicycle, - $10.00
Safety Bicycle, - 1 1 .OO

were

measured

with,

and

thousands

of

the best

wheehnen

use

only, the

TH E

New Oil Can Attachment,

to take the place of the Balance

Weight, is now ready. They

will fit our 1889 pattern Cyclo-

meter and sell at $1.35, with

Stem, complete. When ordered

with Cyclometer, price,

ONE DOIiliAR.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR TO THE

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,
388 WASIIIMCjJTOX STRKFT, BOSTOIV, MASS.

Mention this paper.

T^OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A 51-inch Special
-- Star, two-third nickel ; roller and ball bearings

;

full tangent spokes; hollow frame and rims ; in excel-
lent condition ; will sell at a bargain or exchange for
an 1890 model high grade safety. Address Star, Box
59, Bay View Station, Jlilwaukee, Wis. 9-12

CAFETY—A bargain for the first reasonable cash^ offer
;
purchased last May, and scarcely used ; all

ball bearing. Arthur G. Bennett, Room No. 13, 20
Exchange Place, City. • 8-22

A RARE CHANCE-Genuine light-weight Catford
-'^ Premier Safety ; ridden but a few miles and
never damaged

;
§100. W. E. Eldridge, 561 Broadway,

New York. t. f.'c

T^ANTED—One pair ball pedals, must^be in first-
"''' class condition, in exchange for 54 Butcher hub
cyclometer in first-class condition. Address P. O. Box
68, Portsmouth, Va. 8-29

pOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—"Ivel" spring-frame
Safety, '89 pattern, cost §135, first-class condition.

Will sell with bell, wrench and Butcher cyclometer
(new) for^ $85, or exchange for 52 Eagle. P. F. J., 104
High St.,'Newburyport, Mass. 8-22

POR EXCHANGE—An Ivel Tandem, used less than
-L a hundred miles, and in perfect shape for second-
hand ordinaries or safeties. Leinbach Bros., Denver,
Pa. 8-22

"p'OR SALE—1890 Rambler, $100 ;
51-in. special Star,

-•- 42 American Star and 52-in. full nickel ball bear-
ing Columbia, cheap for cash. Paragon (see cut) Sto-
ver Bicycle ad. this paper. E. C. Knowlton, Expert
Engineer, Sackett's Harbor, N. Y., Agent for Stover
Bicj'cles and sundries. 8-22

FOR SALE—" Broncho," in extra fine condition, $110.
S. M. Smith, m Broadway, Plainfield, N. J. 8-29

pOR SALE—Cheap: a 55-in. Royal Premier (Hill,
-•- Herb. & Cooper, England, Mfg.;; when new worth
§133. Address Philip Davis, Thomaston, Me. 8-22

pOR SALE—1890 Rambler ; used but two weeks ; Ai
* condition

; §100 cash. 51-inch Special Star, nickel
to rims ; first-class condition except tire to large
wheel, which is somewhat chipped

; $50. Will ex-
change 42-inch Star or 52-inch Special Columbia for
safety. E. C. Knowlton, expert engineer, Sackett's
Harbor, N. Y. 9-26

HTANDEM Tricycle; Humber Tandem Tricycle,
-*- cost $250, for S50 ;

perfect order. White Cycle
Co., Trenton, N. J. 8-22-c

QUADRANT Safety Bicycle, used one season
;
per-

fect order; price §75. White Cycle Co., Trenton,
N. J. 8-22-c

pOR bargains in new and second-hand bicycles,
* send to the White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J., for
their catalogue and latest reduced price-list. 8-22-c

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
; practical-

ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

e WIFT TANDEM SAFETY for sale very cheap
;

*^ only run one year ; best offer takes it. Address
Fred. P. Hammes, XJtica, N. Y. 8-22

pOR SALE—Columbia L. R. Safety, 1890 pattern
;

J- not ridden 100 miles, $105. Victor Safety, in good
running order, $75. W. E. Eldridge, 561 Broadway',
New York. t. f. c

pOLUMBIA EXPERT, nickel, 5D-in., used very little,^ cost $160, will sell for $75, lantern included. A
bargain. W. C. Tuthill, 38 Maiden Lane, New York.

8-22

Do you want a IVUeel at very low price?
If so, read our Bargain List.
One New 52-inch Eagle, frame nickel, $90. How is

that?
One New Victor Safety (1889), §110. Who gets it?
One 1890 Victor Safety, ridden 100 miles, $no. Good

as new-
One Victor i8Sq Safety, shop worn, $100. Great bar-

gain.
One "Light" Rambler Safety, shop worn only, $110.

1890 style.
One 'Rambler, 1889 stj^le, good repair, $85. Ridden

this season.
One Vulcan Safety, never ridden, $85. Entirely new.

One Columbia Liglit R., 51-inch, new, $90. Can yoii
beat it?

One Columbia Safety, 1889, good repair, $85. Ridden
but little.

One Columbia Safety, 1889, good shape, $80. Great
chance.
One 56-inch Victor, 1889, good shape, $85. Very

little used.
One 54-inch Victor, 1889, good repaii-, $75. A bargain.
Ten E.xpert Columbias, from $50 to $75. Some as

good as new.
Fifty Dandys, 24-inch Safet5^ new, $27.50. Good for

the boys.
One 52-inch 1889 Victor, L. R., good as new, $75.
One 52-inch 1886 Victor, nickel, good as new, $60.
Many other great bargains. Write us for full par-

ticulars. EDW. L. ROSE &• CO., Wholesale and Re-
tail Dealers in Bicycles, Wheeling, W. Va.

CYCLE HORNS.
CUT PRICES.

A limited quantity of No. 3, at $1.65 net
No. 4, at $2.40 net.

Police action here compels our action as above.
Expressage pre-paid on cash Orders.

L. B. CRAVES «c CO.,
1326 14th Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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SUPPLEMENT.

A LYRIC FROM THE QUAKER CITY.

EDiTiiR OF The Wukki.:

I hope this scribble will not be too late for insertion

this week if you find it acceptable.

TUNE— CV/tVc Sam's Fari)i.

I.

Of all the mighty cyclers in the East or the West,
The Century and the South End are the greatest and

the best

;

For they're not afraid of riding and they're not afraid

of work,
And when thev take a header they arc very seldom

hurt.

Chorus : Come along, come along.
Make no delay,
Come from every city
Come from every way

;

Niagara Falls is" big enough.
Don't be alarmed.
For the L. A. W.'s big enough
To take us all along.

II.

Paul Herwyn got a scoring from the boys who wear
the grav.

But when they're all done talking.
Why. then hehas his say.
His head is always level.

Our Paul he can't be beat.
If vou want a bird's-eye view of him
Yo'u'U see him at the meet.

C//o>-us.

III.

Now Where's the use of growling ?

Old time is on the wing.
Hard words will never mend it,

111 feeling leaves a sting
;

The Summer's nearlv over, all bitterness we'll hide,
So jump upon your Referee
We'll all take a ride.

PHIL.^DELPHI.-\, August 20, 189c. lM.-\GIN.\TION.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The result of the New York State Division election
is as follows : For Chief Consul. W. S. Bull, of Buffalo

;

Vice-Consul, C. W. Wood, Svracuse ; Secretary-
Treasurer, G. 11. Xesbitt, New York ; Club Repre-
sentatives, E. J. Shriver. N. Y. B. C; J. L. Miller, R.

W.; T. M. Warwick, M. B. C; W. H. De Graaf, H. W.;
E. R. Holden, Y. B. C; E. Sturgess, W. C. W.; A. W.
Smith. K. C. W.; I. B. Potter, B. B. C; G. Galien, A.
W.; R. G. Wadsworth, S. B. C; A. B. Gardner, U. B.

C; F. F. Cossuns, P. B. C; W. N. Easterbrook, E. W.;
W. S. Jenkins. B. B. C; R. H. Bettsvs, R. B. C; R. F,

Kelsev. Buffalo: R.Thompson, W. E. B. C; G. E.
Blackham, Dunkirk : H. W. McBeans, N. F. B. C; and
J. W. Packard. Buft'alo. The men elected are all

prominent in bicycle circles.

The Forest Citv Bicycle Club, of London, Ont., par-
ticipated in their aniiual excursion, August i6, and
made Goderich their headcjuai'ters, where a thorough-
ly enjoyable day was spent.

At the Irish Nationalists' games, on August 3, a
one mile handicap race was run on the track at the
Fair Grounds. The starters were: A. G. Harding,
scratch; A. O. Rule, 25 yards; R. Hured, 30 yards;
G. E. 'Livy, 40 yards. The' race was won by Rule, in

3m. 12S., and he received a gold medal. Livy, who
was second, secured a silk umbrella.

The members of the Hartford Ladies' Cycle Club
have joined the League in a body.

The one-mile bicycle championship of England has
never been won by any one man more than once.

American air seems to suit Laurie, for we learn by
cablegram that he has now quite recovered from the
effects of his spill, and not only so, but that last week
on the Hartford mile track, he rode the full mile in the
magnificent time of 2m. 28 2-5S., riding a solid tyred
" Ormonde," a performance which speaks wonders for
both track, rider and machine.— T/ie Cyclist.

The Penn. Wheelmen are making extensive prepar
ations for their twenty-one mile road race from
Myerstown to Reading, on the Harrisburg pike. The
course has a smooth surface, though somewhat hilly,

and it is expected that some of the best road riders
will participate.

Albert V. Lamson, of Elmira, N. Y., came to the
Grand Army celebration, at Boston, on a bicycle, rid-
ing all the way from Elmira to Providence, via Syra-
cuse and Albany. The entire distance was inade in
five days, and the greatest distance made in tw&lve
hours was 140 miles.

Messrs. Nisbett and Weith, while riding a tandem
on the Riverside Drive Saturday last, ran over a dog
and were upset. No damage was done beyond a gen-
eral shaking up.

Lew Simmons, a well-known ex-minstrel man, has
applied for membership in the Columbia Cyclers, of
Philadelphia.

George T. Warwick, president of the Warwick Cy-
cle Mfg. Co., has sailed for Liverpool. A. Kennedv
Child, of the same concern, is rusticating at Block
Island, R. I. The company are looking around for
new and better located quarters.

Alec Ross, a Scottish flyer, sectired no less than nine
firsts and two seconds in thirteen contests south of the
Cheviots during the past month, all on a pneumatic.
E. Campbell, another fast man, crossed to Belfast re-
cently, but was able to do but little against the pneu-
matics.

The fair of the Harlem Wheelmen will take place
early in November. The managers intend to set
aside one night for each of the large clubs, one night
for the general public and one night for the press. .\

voting contest tor the most popular club will be one
of the features, and the organi/.atiim receiving the
largest number of ballots will be presented with a
handsome arm chair.

The Iowa Division has issued a neat little handbook
containing the League and Division constitutions and
by-laws, a list of national and Iowa officials and con-
suls and chapters on " Suggestions to Touring Wheel-
men," " Hints on Temporary Repairs," etc. The com-
pilation was done by Chief Consul James B. Green.

It is rumored that the old Ixion Club, which was
consolidated with the New York Bicycle Club in 1S87,

will soon be reorganized. It was one of the first cy-
cling clubs in existence, having been organized in

1882.

Handicap entries for the Rhode Island Wheelmen's
tournament, August 30, will not close until .\ugust 27,

Handicapper Goodman having kindly volunteered to
allot the time allowances between the' above dates.

In speaking of lantern parades, a Providence paper
says: "A bicycle is a pretty object by itseu, but
when covered with bright streamers, gay pennants
and flashing lanterns, the various colors harmonizing
and blending in the soft light of Chinese lanterns, it

reaches the acme of beauty and grace. A lantern
parade affords opportunities for inventive ability.

No two bicycles are likely to be decorated alike, arid

many will exhibit unique and picturesque designs.
To insure success and provoke rivalry in decoration,
prizes are offered for the best designs."

Five new members were elected at a meeting of the
Bedford Cycling Club, of Brooklyn, held August 19,

and several applications were filed. The club now
has a membership of twenty-seven. On Sunday, Au-
gust 24, a club run to Far Rockaway will be enjoyed.

We are indebted to Frank P. Jewett, of Orange, for
a photograph taken on the joint run of the Hudson
County Wheelmen and the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club
at the spring on the Valley Road, August 10. The
features of the si.xty odd men in this group are unusu-
ally clear and distinct.

One hundred wheels have been sold in Elizabeth,
N. J., since the new macadam county roads have been
laid.

At the games of the Yonkers Athletic Club, the two
mile handicap bicycle race was won by A. E. Stigler,
R. W., 130 yards, time 7ra. 14 2-5S.; Edward A. Powers,
R. W., 75 yards, second ; C. P. Burnham, Y. A. C, 90
yards, third.

"Pop "Ruff, of Richmond, Ky., is undoubtedly the
oldest wheelman in the .State, having been an inhabi-
tant of this sphere for seventy odd years. He rides
seventy-five miles a day with as much ease as does his
younger companions, arid he has just returned from
an extensive tour to Mammoth Cave.

The Apollo Bicycle Club, of Omaha, recently elected
the following new officers ; President, Charles Mears

;

A'ice-President, Henry Togger ;
Secretary, Dick Cal-

kins ; Treasurer, Lewis Fletcher; Captain, Oscar
Beindorf.

Music at the Niagara meet will be furnished by the
crack band of Buffalo and the Overman Wheel Com-
pany's band.

A wheeling organization has just been formed at
Belleville, 111.

The races at Buffalo will take place on the half mile
track at the Driving Park, and there will be twenty-
five events on the programme. It is expected that
over 2,000 cyclers will participate in the parade on the
evening of August 28. The Ladies' Wheel Club will
head the line.

Gold and silver medals will be the principal prizes
awarded at the Williamsport, Pa , tournament, -Sept. 4.

At 9 a. m. a i^ve mile road race will be held, the first

prize being a silver cup donated by the Pope Manu-
facturing Co. At 10 a. m. a large parade will take
place, and Canary will be on hand in the afternoon to
give an exhibition of trick riding. In the evening a
banquet and reception will be given at the Park Ho-
tel. The racing events to be decided are as follows :

One-mile sat'efy novice ; 2-mile safety handicap ; i-

mile ordinary, State
;
;<-mile dash ; 2-mile lap, open

;

^-mile boys; J'2-mile dash; i-mile safety, handicap
open

;
J^'-m'ile dash, open ; i-mjle club championship ;

i-mile consolation. Entries close September i, with
H. C. Wheeler, 133 E. Church St. Entrance fee 50
cents for each event, returnable to all starters.

Edwin Checkley, who left Brooklyn Aug. 9 for Chi-
cago awheel, arrived in Columbus, O., on the 20th.

He was in good condition, and expected to arrive at
his destination Saturday, August 23.

At the field games of the Syracuse Amateur Athletic
Club, at Kirkwood Park, August 21, the bicycle events
resulted as follows: Two mile ordinary, Servis, Ro-
chester, first. Time, 5m. 59s. Two mile safety, Ser-
vis, first ; Dalton, Cortlandt, second. Time, gm. 10 4-5S.

The senior 5-mile road race of the Star Bicvcle Club
at Montreal, on August 16, was won by V. Siegel

;

time, i8m. 20s
; Q. Peliquin, second. N. Morin was

first in the junior class; time, 20m.; W. Donoghue,
second.

The Wheel. Si.ooper year. The best newspaper
of cycle news published. Send name for a sample
copy.— The Bicycle.

Lumsden, Winship and Fanning have been at the
Niagara track all this week, training under W. C.
Anderson.
Several members of the Orange Wheelmen will at-

tend the Niagara meet in company with the Pennsyl-
vania Bicycle Club.

The Warwick Cycle Co. have been allowed a patent
on a tandem bicvcle.

A. A. Zimmerman and S. B. Bowman, of the N. I.

A. C, have been training hard on the Freehold track,
and are in fine fettle, 'fhey leave to-day for Roches-
ter. Thev will also race at Niagara, Buffalo, Syra-
cuse, Williamsport and I'hiladelphia.

The recent election for officers of the Maryland
Division was the largest ever polled in that district,

and the election was almost unanimous. The result
is as follows: Chief Consul, Albert Mott ; \'ice-Con-
sul, (Jeorge F. Updegraff ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm.
J. t'nverzagt. Clarence Hodson, iti Crisficld ; A. C.
Wilson, of Cumberland ; J. C. Stansbury, of Balti-
more, and C. L. Mitchell, of Baltimore, were elected
representatives to the State Board.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, a new cycling organiza-
tion at Buffalo, hiive elected the following officers

:

President, F.
J.

Steinbach ; vice-president, F. J. Smith;
secretary, F. "i-". Kreppel ; treasurer, F. C. Barth ; cap-
tain, Charles Koehn ; firs-, lieut., R. Barth ; second
lieut., P. Bernhard ; color bearer, J. Gensler.

The Philadelphia l.cdf^er says; Both F. M. Damp-
man and S. W. Jlerrihew, of the A. C. S. N.. are riding
in fine form this season. Mr. Dampman's work seems
to improve with age, while Merrihew is bearing out
the assertions made by his friends, that with practice
he would prove a fiver. The spurt shown by the lat-

ter at the races at Vineland and in last week's con-
tests, is a lately acquired quality which greatly
strengthens his riding.

A SKETCH OF TAXIS.

Philadelphians are pinning their hopes on Taxis
for honors in the racing events at Niagara, he
having won the District Championships at
Stenton, which makes him eligible to eight of the
nine national championships to be run at the Falls.
'• In appearance Taxis is a slightly built young man,"
savs the Ledger^ "measuring something less than six

feet, and he has not yet reached his 21st year. He is

a student at the University of Pennsylvania, though
he races underthe colors of the A. C. S. N. A particular
point of excellence which he possesses is his reserve
power for a final spurt, which he always seems to have
in readiness, no matter how long or hard the race may
have been, and it is this, which after riding a waiting
race, has many times brought him across the tape a
winner by a few feet. His unassuming manners and
gentlemanly bearing make him a general favorite
among racers and local riders, and a sketch of his
racing career will be of interest to wheelmen.
"The only events in which he entered previous to

18SS were a mile novice race, in which his tire came
off, and a half mile dash, which he won from Murry
Killmer. During 1888 he entered in six events, win-
ning two firsts, three seconds. It was in the spring of
last vear that Taxis fairly began his racing career,
beating Kolb at the University sports, and making a
fine showing at the great twenty-five mile Orange
road race, in that event he rode the first 18 miles at

the head of the procession, but, dropping his glasses
at this point, he was forced to retire. Following this

event he won first place in the one, two and seven
mile races at the Odd Fellows' sports, the two-mile
safetv at the A. C. S. N. meet, and the one-mile handi-
cap at the Kings County meet, and took second place
in the I'i-mile run and'the two-mile handicap at the
same place.
"At the Lancaster races in July he made a fine record,

winning the half-mile L. A. ^V. stake championship
from Wilhelm, who up to that time had held undis-
puted claim to the title of 'State champion,' and tak-
ing second place in the two mile safety, one mile .State

championship and half-mile open. He also won the
half-mile, hands off.

" In the same month, at Reading, he was defeated by
Wilhelm in the one mile open, but won the two mile
handicap from the Reading champion, and the one
mile handicap and the one mile safety from other
Reading riders. At the Manhattan sports he took first

place in everv event, winning the half-mile and mile
open, the one riiile handicap, the two mile lap and the
one mile safety.
"These races were followed a few days later bv the

McKeesport meet, where he won the half mile open,
one mile open and half-mile safetv from W. D. Bank-
er, the Pittsburgh flyer, and took first place in the two
mile handicap. A road race in connection with this
meet was also scooped by the young champion.
"At the State meet in York, Taxis won eight firsts

and ran a dead heat with Wilhelm, which, in the final,
was won by the latter, out of nine events. This was
followed by the races at Hanover, where he won four
firsts and two seconds.
"At the A. A. U. championship, at Travers Island,

Ta.xis created a sensation by defeating the well known
riders Kingsland, Barber, Brown and Hesse in the
first heat, and Bowman, Crist and Brown in the final.
Shortly after this event he won two firsts at the War-
ren A.'C. sports, and one first and one second at the
N. J. A. C. games, two firsts at Elkton and one at Bur-
lington, thus winding up his record for the year.
"During 1889 Taxis entered in fiftv-nine races, win-

ning forty firsts, nine seconds and five thirds, and
losing five races without getting a place, a record un-
equalled in bicycle racing, and one which won the A.
C. S. N. general excellency medal.
" During May of the present year he won the one-

mile race at the First Regiment sports, the first of the
five-mile road races for the championship of Phila-
delphia, and the two-mile handicap at the A. C. S. N.
sports. These victories were followed in June by the
second of the five-mile championships, two firsts at
the interscholastic sports, the one-mile handicap at
the A. C. S. N. sports and two firsts at Brandywine
Springs.
"At the State meeting at Tioga Taxis showed up

well, winning two distinct championships and the
championship of Philadelphia, and second place in
two other distinct events. During July he took sec-
ond place in the two-mile handicap at Stockton Park,
first in the one-mile safety at Tolchester Beach, and
at Vineland two weeks ago he won the one-mile
ordinary.
"The races at Brotherhood Park recently complete

his record, which, in his short career, altogether foots
up fifty-eight firsts and eighteen seconds."
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MECREDY.

I'll sing you a song, as we wheel along
At a most surprising rate,
Of a fine old Irish cyclist

Who hasn't done much o£ late.

In fact, we had come to consider him stale,

And on the shelf would rate,
This fine old Irish cycleman.
One of the olden time.

He kept in trim, both wind and limb,
But quite forsook the track.
We got to talking of him,

As a bygone racing crack,
And it you asked him why he didn't

race, he'd gaze at you through his gog-
gles, and say with a mixture of stout-
ness and bitterness that
He was afraid he'd lost the knack,
Would this fine old Irish cj'cleman,
One of the olden time.

But one fine day he felt so gay,
He thought he'd have a spin

Round Ball's Bridge track, to see what sort
Of form he might be in.

So he started off with a pacemaker or
two, and before he'd gone verj- far he
found he was going so fast that he was
beating everj' record under the sun, and
if he went in for the championships

—

He'd be pretty sure to win.
Would this fine old Irish cycleman.
One of the olden time.

And now he has gone to Albion
With Saxons to compete,

On his new machine, I rather think
They'll find him bad to beat

;

Though it is highly probable, for I

don't believe altogether in him mj-self,
and shouldn't be in the least surprised
if he

Got chucked out in his heat.
This fine old Irish cycleman,
All of the olden time.

— W. W., in Irisli Cvclist.

THE FLIERS OF THE SOUTH.

Bar Victor L. Emerson, late of Baltimore, now of

Suwanee, Fla., and the South has not a single "filer "

within the meaning of the word. Possibly H. L,

Kingsland and Isaac Hinds, of Baltimore, should also

be numbered amongst the exceptions, but during the
last year or two they have done nothing worth speak-
ing of ; they can hardly be said, to use the comedian's
words, to be "in it."

Whether the tracks or the absence of tracks, the
climate, or the men are responsible for the state of

affairs it would be hard to say, but certain it is that

no Southerner has j-et publicly gone inside 3m.
The men most in Southern racing circles to-daj- are

not many.
Jeff D. Herndon, of Clarkesville, Tenn.; Frank M.

Bell, of Montgomery, Ala.; F. L. Emerson, Suwanee,
Fla.; A. A. O'Neill, Norfolk, Va.; Chas. Croninger, of

Covington, and Chas. B. Guillotte, R. W. Slusser, B.

W. Cason, and P. B. Born, of New Orleans, about
comprise the list. Of these Emerson ranks an easy
first, although I take but little stock in his recent
reported performance of 2.33.

It would be hard to find three more evenly matched
men than Herndon, Slusser and Cason, dead heats
and wins by the very narrowest of margins being the
rule whenever they have met. Herndon has so far

this season a slight advantage, but in justice to the

other two it must be said that he has used a racer as

against their road wheels. The three are good for

2.50 under half way good conditions, and have all

approached that time in practice, though 3.02 by Slusser

is the best performance to date this season.

Cason, who is only a youngster in his eighteenth

year, with a racing wheel, and in proper hands and
company has great possibilities. He has a fair si^urt,

and is a heavy (160 odd pounds), well knit, sturdy-

looking young man, and has good wind, no abnorm-
ally developed muscles, and when in condition both

in face and figure could, by the casual observer, be
easily mistaken for Windle as he appeared a year or

two ago. Cason is probably two inches taller than
Windle, but lacks those set lips and that quiet, de-

termined look that distinguishes the latter.

Slusser is another beautifully developed man, with
finely moulded mvtscles, a good spurt, and untested
possibilities.

A 2.55 or 56 pace is probably Born's best clip. Previ-

ous to the running of the Fifth District championships
he was doing well in practice, but when the time
came he went wrong and did nothing.

Guillotte, who was credited in practice with 2.48 on
one occasion, and who in the championships con-

tented himself with walkovers in the safety events,

and in winning the one mile ordinary State champion-
ship in ordinary time, disappointed all by his failure

to meet either Slusser, Cason or Herndon, although
he easily disposed of Born. It is, therefore, impossi-

ble to make comparison of any sort with the others.

He has repeatedly won the Louisiana championship,

but it is only this year that Cason and Slusser ap-

peared upon the scene, and either were eligible to that

event. Guillotte is of short, stocky build, heavily, al-

most abnormally, muscled, and with such a look of

determination on as will never say die.

Bell owes his prominence to his reported breaking

of the quarter mile record. He was taken sick at the

championship meeting and could not compete, and
thereby remains an unknown quantity. He is a tall,

slim, delicate looking boy, and not at all built like a

typical record breaker.

A. A. O'Neill in his neighborhood is much like

Guillotte of New Orleans, having won nearly, if not

all, State championships for several years past. He
has never been in really fast company, however, and
his capability is yet to be tested.

In years gone by Georgia had a batch of most
promising men in T. L. Ingram and C. H. Dillingham,

Columbus ; Homer Reid, Ned Chalfant, Ed and Harry
Durant, of Atlanta ; Fred Wilbens, of Hartwell, and
two or three other better than three-minute men, but
the}' but loomed up to die away again. Ingram was
probably the best of the lot at any and all distances,

on either track or road, especially in the Georgia
sand hill district. He was a "holy terror " and needed
odds of no one. Marriage and paternal responsibili-

ties have been too much for Tom, and the path knows
him no more.
Texas also had a most promising man in A. C.

Eidlebach, of Flatonia, but Death, remorseless tyrant,

cut him down in his prime. T. L. Monagan, of Dallas,

could also move a bit in his time, and swept every-

thing in Texas until Eidlebach appeared upon the

scene.

A. M. Hill, of New Orleans ; W. A. Whitmore and T.

J. Deupree, of Memphis, Tenn. ; A. J. Lamb and G. H.
Laib, of Louisville, Ky.

; J. H. Downing, of Ports-

mouth, Va., and H. P. Baird and H. H. Bein, of Little

Rock, Ark., are others who, while not so good as those

already mentioned, are no novices, and quite able to

kick a pedal at a rapid rate.

The safety has really no hold to speak of in the

South, especially south of Nashville, Tenn., and none
can say who is best or of more promise on that type

of wheel. Guillotte, of New Orleans, is the district

safety champion, a title won in a series of walkovers,

and as he is essentially an " ordinarist " the glory is

quite hollow.

To sum up, we can say that the South has but one
man likely to make any sort of showing against the

first class men of the East and West ; that there are

no tracks, no conveniences for training, no racing

wheels, although three or four men, who without

these necessities have given promise enough for one

to venture the assertion that with a reversal of things

they might hold their own with the cracks of other

sections. Bettsy B.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Van Sicklen, Tuttle, Barrett and other fast West-
ern riders have entered the Providence tournament.

It is stated that Van Wagoner will hereafter confine
himself to road races.

The membership of the Louisiana Division has
increased 100 per cent, within a year.

The Arkansaw Travelers Bicycle Club, of Little
Rock, elected six lady riders to honorary membership
at a meeting held August 6. The club has now
seventy members.

At a recent meeting of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club,
W. S. Mead was elected First Lieutenant, Harry P.
Matthews, Bugler, and Charles Neil, Trustee, to fill

vacancies caused by resignations.

The track at Brotherhood Park, Philadelphia, is

closed at present, as a covering of gravel is being put
on as a finish. The corners will also be raised and
other improvements made.

F. W. Grugan, who dropped from his wheel on the
Lancaster Pike, August 9, and shortly afterwards
died, drank two glasses of ice water just prior to his
sudden demise while perspiring freely. He was a
victim of heart failure, superinduced by drinking ice
water.

The Buckeye Wheelmen intend to hold a race meet
some time in September, and a dozen or so events
will be on the programme. A lantern parade will be
one of the features of the gathering.

The fifth of the series of ten mile handicap road
races at Memphis, Tenn., took place August 8, and
resulted as follows: Julius Wood, 3m., first, time 41m.

t3S.;
John Sawyer, 4m., second, time 43m. 47s.; T. J.

)upree, scratch, time 40m. 42s.

A peculiar accident happened to Henry Williams, of
the Louisville Cycle Club, recently. In attempting to
dismount, his wheel struck the curbstone, breaking a
spoke which pierced through the fleshy part of his
thigh, and it required the combined strength of two
men to withdraw it.

The California Road Race.—There are two Eng-
lish riders in San Francisco at present who will prob-
ably enter the Bay City Wheelmen's twenty-five mile
handicap road race, September 8. Those who have seen
them ride in practice assert that unless heavily handi-
capped the}' will have a walkover. It is thought that the
total number of entries will reach sixty ; about thirty
will enter from San Francisco alone. Among the
favorites are George Wetmore, a scratch man ; Lee,
who recently broke the record to San Josej Julius
Smith, who San Jose people back heavily; Hicken-
botham and Southworth, of Stockton, both of whom
are in fine condition, and Ives, of Oakland. Alameda
will also send many crack riders to the event, and it

is thought that the record of ih. 30m. will be broken.
Fred. R. Cook will allot the handicaps.

F. W. Ensworth, one of H. A. Lozier & Co.'s travel-
ers, was among the spectators at the Meadville road
race, August 19.

E. C. Anthony captured three first prizes at the Tor-
onto Bicycle Club tournament, August 14, and defeat-
ed Carman, the Canadian champion. He rides a 55-
inch Singer racer, and rides under the colors of the
Manhattan Athletic Club.

The New York Bicycle Club have elected J. Shaw,
W. S. Terry and W. E. Findlev delegates to the State
Board of Officers E. J. Schriver, J. Shaw, F. P. Prial,
W. S. Terry and G. French delegates to the Constitu-
tional Convention at Niagara Falls, and George M.
Nisbett and F. P. Prial to represent the club at the an-
nual meet of the League at Syracuse. On account of
the many out-of-town race meetings this month, it

has been decided to postpone the club's August road
race until Septemeer 16, with the regular September
event on September 23. These races will be run on
the Riverdale course.

The first regular drill of the Seventeen Separate
Military Bicycle Corps, which is composed mostly of
the members of the New York Bicycle Club, was held
on Wednesday evening last. Seventeen men, all

wearing the regulation fatigue costume, with white
leggings, mounted on safety machines, under the
command of Capt. Miller, rode in military order up
the Riverside drive to Claremont, where a number of
manoeuvres were satisfactorily gone through. The
men will not visit the State camp this season.

CYCLING FOR LADIES IN BUFFALO.

The ladies' bicycle has come to stay, says the Buffa-
lo Tillies^ and it is rapidly increasing more and more
in popular favor. Already it has become a dangerous
rival of the riding horse. If there is a doubter let
him pay a visit to the smooth drives at the Buffalo
Park any pleasant afternoon. Coming down the level
roadwa}' towards him he will see a lady spinning
swiftly and silently along. She is dressed in a neat-
fittmg suit of dark flannel, and on her head is pinned
a jauntj' Tam O'Shanter, Her grasp on the handles is

firm, her cheeks are glowing with a beautiful bloom,
her eyes dance merrily and her face betokens a feel-
ing of exhilaration. By her side ride two men in
knickerbocker suits ; that is, if she is a popular and
athletic young woman.
Then if the sceptic will wait a little while he will

see coming up Richmond or Delaware Avenue full}- a
dozen young women speeding homeward. They have
banded themselves into a club and they have just re-
turned from a jolly spin around the park meadow or
the wing roads of the Front or Fort Porter.

Buffalo asphalt pavements have the reputation of
being the best in the world, and wheelmen who visit
Buffalo are loud in their praises of Buffalo's splendid
roads.

A rim for a pneumatic ordinary has just been de-
signed b}' a pneumatic tyre inventor, to be built to the
order of F. J. Osmond. What a vista this opens to the
imagination ! 2m. 20s. for the mile, and 13m. for five !

The National Bicycling Club is the name of a ladies'
cycling organization formed at Rochester, N. V., on
Wednesday evening of this week. The officers elected
are as follows : President, Mrs. Anna B. Pedrick

;

Vice-President, Mrs. Emma L. Groat ; Secretarv, Miss
Elizabeth B. Dransfield ; Captain, Mrs. Anna B. Ped-
rick.

PENNSYLVANIA DIVISION'S VOTE.

The official count of the vote cast for officers of the
Pennsylvania Division is as follows:

Chief Consul, Samuel A. Boyle, Philadelphia, 77S;
Vice Consul, D. K. Trimmer, York, 77S; Secretary-
Treasurer, J. J. Van Nort, Scranton, 778,

Representatives—Alex. Rejmolds, Mercer, 767; C. P.

Lusk, Harrisburg, 767; H. C. Wheeler, Williamsport,
767; R. Johnson, Wilkesbarre, 767; W. F. Fairbairn,
Pittsburg, 765; W. N. Seibert, New Bloomfield, 764; T. J.
Lee, Phillipsburg, 764; Samuel Jackson, Jr., Philadel-
phia, 763; O. S. Bunnell, Philadelphia, 763; P. S. Collins,
Philadelphia, 761; Kirk Brown, Philadelphia, 75S; Geo.
D. Gideon, Philadelphia, 758; F. N. Boyer, Reading, 745;
H.Crowther, Philadelphia,65S; W.D. Banker.Pittsburg.
406; C. P. Seidel, Pittsburg, 428; H.E. Bidwell, Pittsburg.
359'; P. P. Sneather, Pittsburg, 339, and W. I. Wilhelm,
Reading, 114; scattered votes throughout the State, 38.

The seventeen nominees for representatives who
received the greatest number of votes will be declared
elected.

The Philadelphia Cycle and Field Club will hold a
" field day," to occur about the middle of September.

Chief Consul Mott, of the Maryland Division, and
his wife, journeyed to Niagara on a tandem.

Solid Tyres Thins!' of tl>e Past.

We often have queries as to the value of cushion
tvres, and we again record that to the best of our
knowledge cushion tyres are a distinct advantage
over the ordinary type'of solid tyres. They are more
comfortable under all conditions', and faster on rough
surfaces, though not on smooth. In a few years solid
tyres will almost be things of the past.
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A NEW SPRING FORK DEVICE.

The latest, most siniplt, and no doubt the best anti-
vibration spring: fork device is the "Bolte Spring
Fork," owned by P. H. Sercombe, of Milwaukee, Wis.
X.Mr. Sercombe returned a few days since from a trip
to Europe, his errand there being to take out foreign
patents and to contract with foreign manufacturers for
making the fork subject to royalty. The features of the
device are : The combination of bow springs (one on
each sidel, with a yoke which passes around back of
the steering wheel, and insures the springs and arms
acting together as one piece. There are only two
joints and these bear no perceptible weight. The
steering is fully as direct and firm as with rigid forks.
The springs can be adjusted in a moment for either a
100 pound or a 200 pound rider, and the spring from
either side can be entirely removed without in any
way affecting the steering or the true running of the
wheel. As the accompanying cut indicates, the device
is elegant and light, and Vlr. Sercombe agrees to place
it on any make of safety for 515, giving a liberal dis-
count to dealers and rrianufacturers. He is now re-
ceiving orders from every State in the Union.

This fine issue of THE Wheel, typographically su-

perb, is the work of Neumann Bros., who are rapidly

growing into printers of the first importance in the

trade. We commend cycling houses to this firm for

the finest kind of work.

Crawford & Co., of Washington, manufacturers of
the Gazelle and other wheels, are having a large fact-
ory erected at Hagerstown, Md., which they e.^pect to
occupy in about two months. Their business has out-
grown their facilities at the Capitol. Orders for be-
tween four and five thousand wheels are already
booked for next season's trade.

A bicycle head has been invented by Henry G. Barr,
of Westboro', Mass., which provides" for contraction
and expansion due to atmospheric changes, therebv
avoiding rattling or binding. The invention is appli-
cable to all styles of wheels.

The Pope Manufacturing Co. set forth ten solid facts
concerning the Columbia cycles on the second page of
the cover of this issue.

On page 789 of this issue will be found a description
of the new and imposing building on Fifty-ninth
Street, opposite Central Park, which is occupied by
Mr. George R. Bidwell as a cycling emporium. Visit-
ing wheelmen in this city who call at the establish-
ment will receive a cordial welcome.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, are offering until Oct. i a
special line of high grade safeties at $75.00, in order to
dispose of them before taking account of stock. Thev
are also handling the Nonpareil, a high grade boy's
safety at S40, and the new Barkman luggage carrier,
which is meeting with much success.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of bicvcle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent
Lawj-er, Washington, D. C]

No. 434,449- Bicycle. T. B. Jefterv, Chicago, 111.
Filed Oct. 16, 1889. Serial No. 327,190.
No. 434,605. Bicycle. C. G. Molin, Brooklvn, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 17, 1890. Serial No. 340,802.
No. 434,615. Bicycle. G. T. Warwick, Springfield,

Mass. Filed April 22, 1889. Serial No. 308,067.

ENGLISH TRADE NOTES.

Bristol is the home of another new tyre, this time of
steel. The patentee claims that when its qualities be-
come known it will supersede the rubber ones. The
"yre is made of hollow spring-steel in various shapes
-Circular, oval, square, etc. It is to be firmly attached
to the spokes of the wheels to obviate the'danger of
coining off. These tyres are very light, but of great
strength, and consequently especiallv suitable tor
racin.g bicycles, military cycles, etc. ^lost thorough
tests of the tyres will shortly be made, and if they
come successfully out of the orJeal they may effect
another revolution in cycle construction. This, how-
ever, remains to be sijen, and we await with interest
the result of the tests.

The business lately carried on by Carey & Co., 61

New Kent Road, London, will in future be conducted
by Mr. R. E. Todd as the -South London Cycle Reposi-
t<>ry and Auction Mart, and auction sale's on a large
scale will be held twice weekly.

Last month Mr. Dunlop, the inventor of the pneu-
matic tyre, registered his patent for the new frame for
safety bicycles.

Cushion tyres are slowly gaining popularity by the
comfort they give when riding and their extra speed
on rough roads. Solid tyres will soon become things
of the past.

Messrs. Townsend state their ability to fit cushion
tyres to their Ecossais wheels, and also to supply pneu-
matic tyres.

It is, perhaps, worthy of mention that the additions
to the Premier Works of Messrs. Hillman, Herbert &
Cooper, limited, will cost the firm $15,000 instead of
$5,000, mentioned in our last issue.

Messrs. Starley 43ros., of Coventry, are bringing out
improvements in the cushion tyres.

The Quadrant Cycle Co. are now prepared to supply
at very short notice machines fitted with the cushion
tyres, as are also Henry Clarke's executors. In addi-
tion the latter firm hope shortlv to be able to fit these
tyres to the ordinary bicycle.

Bank Holiday (Monday, August 4,) was a great day
amongst the cycle makers in Coventrv, and excursions
were made to all parts of the countfv. Messrs. Hill-
man, Herbert & Cooper's workers and friends to the
number of 1,260 went to Liverpool, Coventrv Machin-
ists' Co., 1,395, to Blackpool, and the Cvcli'ng Clubs
Alliance, 1,000, to Llandudno in North Wales.

M. Clement, one of the French Deputies, has a prop-
osition before the French Chamber to impose a cj-cle
tax of five francs ($1), the revenue so raised to be de-
voted to the repair of the roads.

FOR THE LADIES.

E. C. ANTHONY, Taunton, Mass.

"Wheeling's" Opinion.

The pneumatic has come to stay—that is, unless the
brain of the inventor has something better in store for

us before 1891 dawns. At present the main difficulty

lies, not in finding buvers, but in supplying machines,
and it would be well 'if the English makers could be
allowed to manufacture and fix the tyres themselves.
Only a limited number of makers have so far taken
up the invention, and there is, of course, every proba-
bility that the wave will pass over the heads of those
who manufacture the medium and low priced ma-
chines. The tvres cost an appreciable sum, and are,

in fact, luxurie's which the novice must forego, unless
the balance at his banker's is equal to the strain.

There are, however, a vast number of people who in-

sist upon having the best of everything, and to them
such inventions as this will always appeal. All at-

tempts to belittle the pneumatic have failed, and the
spectacle of a veteran married man like R. J. Me-
credy not only beating the world's record in a handi-
cap, but following this up by taking both short and
long distance championships', and finally being the
first to cross the Rubicon of 2.30 for a mile, all on a
Humber safety with pneumatic tyres, completely
overshadows the poor pretence that the tyre slips suf-

ficiently- to make it dangerous to v\&e.— VV/ieeli)!^.
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Where do all the lady riders come from, and where
do they learn to ride? is the question asked daily. We
simply say "Smith Wheeleries," and that tells the
glorious tale. Washington will be a little world on
wheels before long.
President Raisbeck, of the Harlem Wheelmen, with

his charming daughter Addle, was here for several
days, making the Wheeleries their headquarters from
which a number of enjoyable runs were taken.
We were very much gratified to see how beautifully

his daughter manipulated the wheel with both hands
off the handle-bar while riding down Pennsylvania
Avenue.

It puts new life in a body to see so many fair lady
riders, and to have them corne from their native home
to enjoy our lovely concrete streets. Washington can
boast of 600 lady riders.
Charles F. Stokes, of Chicago, also paid us a pleasant

visit on his return home from Boston, on Thursday
last.

T. A. Raisbeck, or the "Deacon," as the Harlem
boys call him, improved in weight during his stay in
Washington, as well as in looks.
Mav all the ladies who read this special issue of THE

Whe'el send it to their uncles, aunts and their cousins,
and tell them what fun they are missing for not being
a subscriber of The Wheel and owner of a "wheel."

Pioneer.
[Pioneer is Mrs. W. E. Smith, of Washington, a

graceful, dainty little woman, who was the first lady

in the country to ride a safety bicycle.

—

Ed.]

A UNIVERSAL SPOKT.
In an article on cycling, the Minneapolis Tribune

says

:

Cycling is a sport suittd to both sexes and all ages,
from six to sixty. This is no exaggeration. It is no
uncommon thing to see a little tot who must recently
have been taking lessons in walking, riding alon.g the
street on a bicycle ; and there are men who learned to
ride after they were seventy. It is a recreation for
seven days in the week, for even the ministers do not
object to Sunday cycling. One of the reverend gen-
tlemen says: "Many of us parsons do not object to
.Sunday riding for those who have no leisure week
days. '

It is generally better for a man to be on his
wheel in the country than hanging idly about the
town. But we do object to our young men giving up
their church-going habits for riding. There is no need
of this neglect. We parsons will not bark at wheel-
men's Sunday riding if this important part is not ne-
glected."
Cycling is a sport for every month in the year when

there is no snow on the ground. Wheelmen seem to
enjoy themselves on the hottest days of summer, and
they'say that cycling is cooler than walking or sitting
still. If cycling continues to grow in favor as rapidly
as it has in the past ten years it will soon be known a's

the universal sport.
Although ladies' cycling has not vet gained the

footing in the West which it has in fiastern cities, it

is rapidly growing in popularity, and will doubtless
continue'to increase in favor. 'A lady who has once
mounted a wheel is sure to become an enthusiastic
cyclist. The sport seems to be particularly well suit-
ed to the fair sex, and the only wonder is" that it was
not discovered long ago. The exercise is not violent,
the motion is delightful and exhilarating. The pecu-
liar construction of the ladies' wheel, shown in the il-

lustrations, is such that it can be ridden in ordinary
street costume. .A.nd finally, besides being a delight-
ful sport, cycling is a most hygienic, health-giving ex-
ercise, highly recommended by physicians. One Min-
neapolis yoiing lady was so sickly when she began
riding in ilay that she could hardly walk a quarter of
a mile ;

now' she is greatly improved in health, and
rides mile after mile without fatigue.

Kocliester's Bicycle Meet—The Handicaps.
One Mile Safety.—H. E. Laurie, London, scratch

;

Holland Smith, New Bedford, 20; W. D. Banker, Pitt.s-

burg, 20; W. F. Gassier, Niagara Falls, 20; Bert.
Myers, Peoria, 111., 20; W. F. Murphy. Brooklyn, 40 ;

E.'J. Wills, London, Eng., 50; W. Schumacher, fJrook-
lyn, 40 ; George K. Barrett, Chicago, 35 ; F. J. Fanning,
Chicago, 35 ; J. Hazleton, Philadelphia, 90 ; A. A. Zim-
merman, Freehold, N. J., 50; F. M. Brinker. Buffalo,

40; George D. Banker, Pittsburg, 90; A. C. McLean,
Pittsburg, 130; T. T. Kammer, Rochester, 130; E. E.
Servis. Rochester, 130; C. J. Ivens, Rochester, i;o; R.
T. Trenaman, Rochester, 130; F. A.Wallace, Lvnn-
field, Mass., 130 ; C. S. Dalton, Cortland, N. Y., 150 ; S.

B. Bowman, Elizabeth, N. J., 100 ; Burt Green, I^jck-
port, N. Y., 140.

Two Mile Ordix.^rv Bicvcle (handicap).—W.
Windle, West Millbury, JIass., scratch: A. E. Lums-
den, Chicago, scratch ; W. S. Campbell, Niagara
Falls, scratch ; F. F. Ives, Meriden, Conn., scratch

;

A. B. Rich, New York, 30; W. S. Campbell, Niagara
Falls, 30; E. C. Anthony, Taunton, Mass., 50; L. L.

Clarke, New York, 100 ; H. R. Winship, Chicago, 50 ;

W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn, 80; C. il. Murphv, Brooklyn,
100; W. Carman, Montreal, 150; A. A. Zimmerman,
Freehold, N. J., no; E. C. Fenner, Worcester, Mass.,
140; S. B. Bowman, Elizabeth, 160; E. E. Servis, Roch-
ester, 190 ; F. T. Servis, Rochester, 190 ; C. J. Ivens,
Rochester, 100; W. F. Henrv, Warren, Pa., 220; E. S.

Dalton, Cortland, N. Y., 220'; W. A. Doubleday, Cort-
land, N. Y., 220, and Burt Green, Lockport, N. Y., 200.

Prof. Louis People, Brooklyn's famous bicycle in-

structor, who is still with the Schumacher & Schoefer
Cycle Co. at 1171 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, has
amused himself during the quiet month of July by
making a safety bicycle for his newlj' wedded wife.
It is the first safety rrianufactured in Brooklyn, and is

of a new type entirely ; can readily be changed into a
gentleman's machine. The forks, frame and handle-
bars consist of three-quarters best weldless steel tub-
ing all through. It has 28-inch wheels, both fitted with
48 true tangent spokes—more spokes than in any other
safety manufactured—ball bearings all over, is geared
to 53 inches, and weighs 45 pounds.
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